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Preface I

This book could have been entitled “For the love of wheat”. It is the brainchild of my mentor,
Prof. Moshe Feldman, whose intimate knowledge of wheat is the result of a lifetime dedi-
cation. Moshe spent more than 60 years with wheat and its relatives, in the field, in the natural
habitat, in the laboratory, or under the microscope. He obtained a Ph.D. on wheat evolution, a
postdoc on wheat cytogenetics, and in his own laboratory he did research on wheat genetics
and evolution and remained active as Emeritus Professor. I started my Ph.D. with Moshe, in
1982, working on genetic diversity in wild emmer wheat. After that, I studied molecular
mechanisms of genome evolution in several plant species. I established my own laboratory in
1992, and since then, I have been involved in collaboration with Moshe, on projects related to
wheat evolution, in particular on the genome’s response to polyploidization. The contents of
this book cover a century of research on wheat taxonomy, genetics, and evolution, accom-
panied by most recent genomic studies.

Rehovot, Israel Avraham A. Levy
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Preface II

The pioneering discovery of the accurate chromosomal number of wheats in 1918 by Tetsu
Sakamura in Japan and Karl Sax in the USA paved the way to comprehensive research on the
biology, cytogenetics, genetics, genomics, and evolution of wheats and their wild relatives.
Already, in the first steps of this endeavor it became apparent that the wheat species comprise a
polyploid series containing diploids (einkorn wheat), tetraploids (emmer and durum wheats),
and hexaploids (spelt and bread wheats). The fact that the economically most important
wheats, bread and durum wheats, are polyploids triggered wheat scientists to identify the
parental diploid species that donated their genome to the polyploid wheats. In addition, it
promoted studies on important genomic changes, involving the cytological and genetic
diploidization processes that contributed to the successful establishment and great adaptability
of the polyploids.

During the last hundred years, a large number of researchers from various parts of the globe
gathered a vast amount of information on the various wheats and their wild relatives. Much
of the gathered material centered on cytogenetics, evolution patterns, and phylogenetic rela-
tionships between domesticated wheat as well as between domesticated wheats and their wild
relatives. A critical study that took place in the wheat-wild relatives has revealed that they are
a rich reservoir of useful genes that, upon transfer to wheat, may improve yield, quality,
resistance to diseases, tolerance to abiotic stresses, and adaptation to a variety of new marginal
environments. The last several decades have witnessed dramatic advances in the field geno-
mics providing invaluable information on genome sequences, structure, gene identification,
and organization in various species of the group, as well as development of efficient cyto-
genetic and molecular techniques to exploit the vast wild genetic resources for wheat
improvement. We feel that the time is ripe to present an overview linking up the accumulated
classical information with molecular know-how. The purpose of the book is, therefore, to
review the major discoveries that have led to the current understanding of the genetic and
genomic structure as well as evolution of the wild relatives in nature and of the domesticated
wheats under cultivation.

The book deals with the Triticeae tribe of the grass family. Its chapters describe the
taxonomy and evolution of the Triticeae genera, the dating and location of their origin,
genome analyses, phylogenetic relationships, and evolutionary trends, as well as genome
structure of the economically important species. The various species of the sub-tribe Trit-
icineae, that include wheat and rye, are described in greater details, and special emphasis is
given to the wheat group (the genera Amblyopyrum, Aegilops, and Triticum). Evolutionary
aspects of the diploid and polyploid species, and the evolution of domesticated wheats under
cultivation, are reviewed, and a reasonable anticipation concerning future prospects of wheat
improvement is presented.

It is our great pleasure to thank Prof. Lydia Avivi for helpful discussions and assistance in
writing and organization of the book; Dr. Eitan Millet for interesting discussions on the
evolution of the group, and for donating a few of the plant figures. Thanks are also due to
Dr. Cathy Melamed-Bessudo for contributing to our studies, to Sagie Brodsky for collecting
data on crops productivity and valuable discussions on gene regulation, and to Naomi
Avivi-Ragolsky for taking excellent care of the seed stocks and the plants and photographing
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part of them. We also thank Ms. Yehudit Rosen for reading and commenting on the text, Ms.
Noa Ilan for drawing some of the figures, and the photographic division of the Weizmann
Institute of Science for drawing several figures.

We wish to express our gratitude to the Weizmann Institute of Science which provided us
with a fertile environment and the freedom to follow our passion. Finally, we are grateful to
our students, postdocs, and many colleagues in Israel and abroad whose work contributed so
much to our understanding of the genetic structure and evolutionary relationships of the
wheats and their wild relatives—a contribution that inspired our imagination.

Rehovot, Israel Moshe Feldman
2022 Avraham A. Levy
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1Introduction

1.1 The Importance of Wheat as a Staple
Food

As one of the first cereals to be domesticated, the history of
domesticated wheat and that of human civilization have been
interwoven since the dawn of agriculture. In the course of its
domestication, the wheat plant lost its ability to disseminate
its seeds effectively and became completely dependent on
human for seed dispersal. Man, in return, fostered this cereal
to such an extent that it is now one of the world’s foremost
crops. The domestication of wheat, and that of other edible
plants, have provided humankind with the ability to produce
sufficient food, leading to population increase and spread to
almost all parts of the globe. It also enabled the colossal
development of human civilization. As a result, humans
became completely dependent on wheat and other domesti-
cated plants for their survival.

Since the beginning of the cultivation of diploid and
tetraploid wheat (first cultivation of wild forms, about
12,000 C14—calibrated years ago, and later, appearance of
domesticated einkorn and emmer 10,800 calibrated years
ago, and naked tetraploid wheat 10,200 years ago, and of
hexaploid wheat about 10,000 years ago (Table 1.1), wheat
has become one of the most important staple food nourishing
mankind. Domestication of wheat has led to the formation of
new wheat species, such as hexaploid wheat, Triticum aes-
tivum, many subspecies and numerous cultivars. Most
modern cultivars belong to bread wheat, since it is
high-yielding, grows well in a variety of climates and soils,
and very suitable for bread making because of the high
gluten content of its endosperm. (The elastic gluten protein
entraps the carbon dioxide formed during yeast fermentation
enabling the leavened dough to rise). Most of the remaining
modern cultivars belong to durum wheat, which is mainly
grown in relatively dry regions, particularly in the
Mediterranean basin, Australia, India, Russia and in the
low-rainfall areas of the great plains of the USA and Canada.
Its relatively large grains yield a low-gluten flour, suitable
for pasta, flat bread (pita) and semolina products.

Throughout 10,000 years of cultivation, bread wheat and,
to a lesser extent, durum wheat, have been of supreme
importance in facilitating and sustaining the development of
human civilization in southwestern and central Asia, Europe,
North and South Africa, North and South America, and
Australia. From a plant that grew in a relatively small region
in the Fertile Crescent, South-West Asia, wheat is now
grown on more area than any other crop (219 Mha in 2021)
and with global production of 766 million metric tons
(FAOSTAT 2021). This high production makes wheat the
second most-most produced cereal after maize (1018 Mt),
that is extensively used for animal feed, and more than rice
(745 Mt), the main human food crop in Eastern Asia
(FAOSTAT 2021).

Bread wheat is high yielding in a wide range of envi-
ronments, ranging from 67°N in northern Europe to 45°S in
Argentina; however, in the subtropics and tropics, its culti-
vation is restricted to higher elevations (Feldman et al.
1995). It provides food to one-third of the global human
population, about 20% of the global caloric requirements for
human consumption and 20% of the protein consumed
(Feldman et al. 1995; Shewry and Hey 2015). The world’s
highest wheat-producing regions are the EU (160 Mt), China
(125 Mt), India (100 Mt), Russia (60 Mt), the USA (60 Mt),
Canada (34 Mt), Pakistan (24 Mt), Ukraine (24 Mt), Aus-
tralia (23 Mt), and Turkey (20 Mt). Wheat makes up a sig-
nificant portion of the calories consumed by mankind, where
its grain contains most of the nutrients essential to man.
These are carbohydrates (70–80%), proteins (8–15%), fats
(1.5–2.0%), minerals (1.5–2.0%), and vitamins, such as the
B complex and vitamin E. Globally, wheat is the leading
source of vegetable protein in human food, bearing a higher
protein content than maize and rice. In addition to the rela-
tively high yield and good nutritive value of the wheat
grains, their low water content, ease of processing and
transport and good storage qualities have made wheat an
important food staple for more than 35% of the world’s
population. During the last 70 years, the global wheat area
has increased by more than 50% and average yields have
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increased from 1.0 to 2.5 t/ha, reaching levels as high as 12
t/ha, mainly due to improved cultivars, wider use of fertil-
izers and improved-agronomic practices.

1.2 Interest in the Origin and Evolution
of Domesticated Wheat

It is a reasonable assumption that in a pre-agricultural
society, each gender had distinct roles relating to food pro-
vision, with men hunting, and women collecting and gath-
ering seeds, fruits, and other plant materials. While
collecting seeds of wild wheat and barley, they noticed that
fallen seeds were later responsible for the growth of new
plants. Consequently, women became aware of the prof-
itability of sowing their surplus seeds for next year’s food
(Kislev et al. 2004), and deliberately decided to plant seeds
of these cereals in more desirable fields close to their
dwelling (Kislev 1984). It is not clear when this brilliant
discovery was made. One of the most ancient sites bearing
signs of collecting and processing wild emmer wheat, Tri-
ticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, was found in Ohalo II, a
23,000-year-old hunter-gatherers camp on the south-western
shore of the Sea of Galilee, Israel (Snir et al. 2015). About
10,500 years ago, wild wheat begun to be cultivated, and
their spike remnants appeared in the archeological records
discovered in several sites of the Levant. Few hundred years

later on, archaeological remnants indicate replacement of
wild wheat by domesticated emmer which, characterized by
non-fragile spikes, and consequently, were not capable of
dispersing their seeds and were dependent on human for
their propagation. The beginning of cultivation of wheat, as
well as other cereals and pulses, marked the Neolithic (or
Agricultural) Revolution, was one the most important rev-
olution in human history, laying the foundation for the
development of human civilization.

The view that women were the first to cultivate plants is
reflected in the biblical story: “And when the woman saw
that the tree was good for food, and that it was pleasant to
the eyes, and a tree to be desired to make one wise, she took
of the fruit thereof, and did eat, and gave also unto her
husband with her; and he did eat” (Genesis 3:6). This event
describes the transition of man from a hunter and gatherer to
a farmer; “… And unto Adam he said: Because thou hast
hearkened unto the voice of thy wife, and hast eaten of the
tree, of which I commanded thee, saying: Thou shalt not eat
of it; cursed is the ground for thy sake; in sorrow shalt thou
eat of it all the days of thy life. Thorns also and thistles shall
it bring forth to thee; and thou shalt eat the herb of the field.
In the sweat of thy face shalt thou eat bread… Therefore, the
LORD God sent him forth from the garden of Eden, to till
the ground…” (Genesis 3:17–23). This biblical myth,
describing the expulsion of Adam and Eve from the Garden
of Eden, may be considered a reflection of the Neolithic

Table 1.1 Chronology in
uncalibrated and 14C calibrated
radiocarbon years BP (before
present) for the Late
Epipalaeolithic and the Neolithic
periods in the Levant, the western
flank of the Fertile Crescent

Uncalibrated
date rangea

14C Calibrated
range
(Approximate)b

Period Major events in wheat cultivationc

13,000–
10,300

15,500–12,000 Late
Epipalaeolithic
(Natufian)

Harvesting from wild emmer and einkorn
stands—agrotechnical development

10,300–9500 12,000–10,800 Pre-Pottery
Neolithic A
(PPNA)

Cultivation of brittle forms of emmer and
einkorn—the first phase of cultivation

9500–9000 10,800–10,200 Early pre-Pottery
Neolithic B
(E-PPNB)

Appearance of non-brittle emmer and einkorn;
cultivation of brittle and non-brittle types in
mixture—the second phase of cultivation

9000–7500 10,200–8300 Late pre-pottery
Neolithic B
(L-PPNB)

Appearance of free-threshing, naked tetraploid
wheat; cultivation of wild and domesticated
emmer and naked tetraploid wheat in mixture;
expansion of wheat culture to all regions of the
fertile crescent; appearance of non-brittle
hexaploid wheat; significant increase in human
population and site size—the third phase of
cultivation

7500–6200 8300–7100 Pottery Neolithic Spread of wheat culture to central Asia,
southern Europe, and Egypt—expansion of
agriculture

a Uncalibrated dates and periods after Harris (1998)
b Calibrated dates for the start and end of each period were calculated using the calibration software OxCal
v.4,2Bronk Ramsey ©2020 and the new dataset of the IntCal20 in Reimer et al. (2020)
c After Kislev (1984)
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Revolution, during which humankind assumed control over
its own food production. Prior to this period, the
pre-agricultural hunter-gatherers gradually became acquain-
ted with nature’s periodicity and with the life cycle of plants
that produced edible seeds or fruits in their environment.
During the Neolithic Revolution, man put his observations
to practice and succeeded to domesticate a number of the
local edible plants. Several early Jewish scholars of the
second and third centuries AD assumed that the “tree of
knowledge” was the wheat plant (Talmud Babylonian,
Berakhot, 40: A; Bereshit Rabba, 15:8) and interpreted the
ancient biblical story as an expression of man’s wish to
fulfill his creation “in the image of God” by mastering his
own food production.

The rather traumatic narrative of the biblical version of
the beginning of agriculture, may indicate that man started to
cultivate plants against the God’s command. By contrast to
it, in many ancient nations, where mythology prevailed,
cultivated plants were considered a generous gift given to
man by gods. For this reason, the ancient Egyptians
bestowed gratitude to Isis and Osiris for introducing wheat
and barley into Egypt from Mt. Tabor in Israel, and for
teaching people the secrets of their cultivation. Similarly, the
ancient Greeks ascribed the gift of these important cereals to
Demeter, and the Romans to the goddess Ceres. The Mayans
in Mexico considered maize as the gift of God, and in
Shaanxi, China, one of the cradles of Chinese civilization,
there is a statue of a godlike personage that brought plants to
people and taught them how to cultivate them.

Human interest in the origin of domesticated plants, the
geographical sites of their origin, identification of their wild
progenitors, and their evolution under cultivation, dates back
to the beginning of historic time. These subjects have always
attracted great interest, and have excited and stimulated
man’s curiosity and imagination. Botanists, geneticists,
agronomists, breeders, ethno-botanists and students of agri-
cultural history have grappled with these mysteries by con-
ducting extensive botanical, cytogenetic, molecular, and
evolutionary studies on the genetic and genomic structure of
the Triticeae tribe, in general, and of various species of the
wheat group (the genera Aegilops and Triticum), in partic-
ular. The scientific study of the Triticeae tribe began with
Linnaeus (1753), who classified the species of wheat in a
separate genus Triticum, and has since been subjected to
many taxonomic, morphological, eco-geographical, cytoge-
netic, molecular, and evolutionary studies.

One of the first attempts to identify the progenitor of
domesticated wheat, specifically of common wheat, was
made in the middle of the nineteenth century, by several
botanists who concluded that the natural inter-generic hybrid
and hybrid-derivatives of Aegilops geniculata Roth (=Ae.
ovata L.) x common wheat, were the ancestral forms of this
wheat [the nomenclature of the species of Triticum and

Aegilops in this book is as defined by van Slageren (1994).
In 1821, Requien discovered such a hybrid in southern
France, that grew from a spike of Ae. geniculata. Later,
similar hybrids were also collected in northern Italy and in
North Africa. Because of its resemblance to common wheat,
Requien (see Fabre 1855) named it Aegilops triticoides.
Since backcrossed progeny of these hybrids to common
wheat exhibited an intermediate morphology between Ae.
triticoides and some lines of common wheat, Fabre con-
cluded, in 1855, that bread wheat had originated from Ae.
geniculata. He assumed that under cultivated conditions, Ae.
geniculata gradually transforms into bread wheat. This
hypothesis was disproved by Godron (1876), who confirmed
that, Ae. triticoides and all other intermediate forms between
Ae. geniculata and bread wheat, are hybrids and hybrid
derivatives. Godron produced similar forms by crossing
bread wheat with Ae. geniculata and backcrossing the
hybrids to the wheat parent. Of note, because Ae. triticoides
is a natural inter-generic hybrid, where Ae. geniculata is the
female parent, and not a true species, Ae. triticoides should
be referred to as x Aegilotriticum triticoides (Req. ex Bertal.)
van Slageren and not Ae. triticoides (van Slageren 1994).

Revelation of the origins of x Aegilotriticum triticoides
led de Candolle (1886) to understand that historical, lin-
guistic, and folkloristic types of evidence, alone, are insuf-
ficient to reveal the origins of domesticated plants; botanical,
genetic, and archaeological studies are essential. The origin
and evolution of a domesticated plant can be best studied
following the identification and analysis of the current and
past distribution of its wild progenitor. This may indicate the
changes that led to domestication, as well as the site of the
initial cultivation. However, when such a wild progenitor is
not found, or is extinct, understanding the complete history
of the domesticated plant is greatly impaired.

Consequently, the x Aegilotriticum triticoides saga
emphasized the need for a clear definition of the key features
characterizing the wild progenitors of domesticated wheat.
These progenitors must have been valid species and there-
fore self-propagating. They are assumed to have had a spike
similar in its basic features to that of domesticated wheat, but
with a brittle rachis that upon maturation, disarticulates into
single spikelets (dispersal units), thereby facilitating
self-dispersal. In addition, the wild progenitors, like all other
wild grasses, seemingly had tightly closed glumes, resulting
in “hulled” grains protected against extreme climatic con-
ditions and herbivores. Eco-geographically, they should
have occupied specific geographic regions and well-defined
primary habitats. However, most of today’s domesticated
wheat has undergone considerable morphological changes
and only a few have retained ancestral morphological fea-
tures, such as hulled grains, as in domesticated einkorn,
emmer, and spelt wheat (see Chap. 10). Also, most domes-
ticated wheat grow nowadays much larger areas as their
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progenitors. This renders the identification of the wild pro-
genitors and the site of domestication more complex.

Domesticated wheats are classified into three main
groups: diploids (einkorn), tetraploids (emmer, durum, rivet,
Polish and Persian wheat), and hexaploids (spelt, bread, club
and Indian shot wheat) (see Chap. 10). At the end of the
nineteenth century, most botanists assumed that the
domesticated wheat taxa had a polyphyletic origin and that
at least two species of wild wheat progenitors, namely
single-grained (einkorn) and double-grained (emmer) wheat,
were taken into cultivation. The wild progenitor of domes-
ticated einkorn was discovered in the middle of the nine-
teenth century, and that of domesticated emmer and durum
at the beginning of the twentieth century. These discoveries
enabled the use of the gene pool of both the progenitors and
of other related species for wheat improvement. Only in the
second half of the twentieth century, it became clear that
there are no wild hexaploid progenitors and that all types of
domesticated hexaploid wheat were formed in farmers’
fields by hybridization between domesticated tetraploid
wheat and a wild diploid species of Aegilops.

1.3 The Need to Exploit Wild Wheat
Relatives for Wheat Improvement

Given that only a small number of wild genotypes were
selected for domestication, the genetic basis of domesticated
wheat in the early stages of agriculture was relatively nar-
row, representing only a fraction of the large variation that
existed in the wild progenitors. Yet, during the 10,000 years
of wheat cultivation, the genetic basis of domesticated wheat
has been broadened, to some extent due to mutations and
sporadic hybridizations with their wild progenitors and other
closely related species in southwest Asia. Moreover, the
tendency of traditional farmers in many parts of the world, to
grow a mixture of genotypes in one field (polymorphic
fields) or even a mixture of species of different ploidy levels
(Zeven 1980), enabled hybridization and introgression of
genes among the various genotypes. This, coupled with
wheat’s ability to self-pollinate, greatly facilitated the for-
mation and selection of many distinct genotypes. Traditional
farmers selected and planted grains of the lines most desir-
able for their specific needs and consequently, selection
pressures were thus consistently exerted, albeit, in different
directions, by farmers in different localities. These efforts
resulted in numerous landraces that demonstrated better
adaptation to a wider range of climatic and edaphic condi-
tions and to diverse farming regimes. But, under modern
plant breeding practices, which began towards the end of the
nineteenth century, the wheat fields have become genetically
uniform (one elite cultivar is grown not only in one field but
in a whole region), so that spontaneous gene exchange

between different cultivars in the farmer’s fields has become
less likely. On the other hand, gene migration has been
greatly increased by worldwide introduction and exchange
of cultivars. Crosses between these cultivars have been
restricted to the breeder’s experimental fields. In the breeder
experimental stations, hybridizations have been mainly
confined to intraspecific crosses and little use has been made
of neither the gene pools of other wheat species nor of those
of wild relatives, toward improvement of bread wheat. Such
breeding practices, particularly the replacement in many
countries of traditional varieties (landraces), suitable for
local climatic and agronomic conditions, by a small number
of elite, high-yielding cultivars (mega varieties), have greatly
eroded the genetic basis of bread wheat. The Green Revo-
lution, which started in the 60s of the previous century is
responsible for the replacement of numerous landraces in
India, Pakistan Turkey and North Africa, by a relatively
small number of high-yielding cultivars and failure to con-
serve the replaced traditional landraces (Feldman and Sears
1981). Such erroneous practice still continues and con-
tributes to the loss of genetic diversity in bread wheat,
consequently reducing its adaptability to abiotic stresses,
increasing its susceptibility to biotic pressures, and consid-
erably limiting the ability of breeders to improve further its
yield and quality. This outcome of the erosion in the genetic
diversity of wheat has become a more serious problem in
light of the current climate changes, combined with contin-
uous growth of the world human population, which requires
elevated wheat yields, to improve its resistance to biotic
stresses and tolerance to abiotic ones, and to produce
genotypes that can provide reasonable yields in new habitats.

Attempts to increase desirable genetic variation via irra-
diation or chemical treatment, yielded poor results. More-
over, transgenesis, which could broaden the gene pool for
wheat improvement, is not yet commonly practiced in
wheat. Therefore, utilizing the germplasm of the various
Triticeae species remains one of the best options for
addressing the challenges of genetic erosion and of yield
demands (Feldman and Sears 1981). Consequently,
advanced efforts have been made to support more efficient
exploitation of the wild gene resources for wheat improve-
ment. The vast genetic resource of the Triticeae contains
numerous economically important genes that can be
exploited to create a potentially new variation of domesti-
cated wheat. Many of the species of the two sub-tribes of the
Triticeae, the Triticineae and the Hordeineae, can be crossed
with bread and durum wheat, and economically important
genes can be transferred to the domesticated background, via
the use of various cytogenetic manipulations.

Although this option is not new, during recent decades,
only a small number of genes were transferred from wild
species to domesticated wheat. Breeders preferred to use
domesticated sources instead of wild ones because they did
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not know how to overcome the challenges in using them.
Nevertheless, a number of inter-generic and inter-specific
hybrids have been produced between several Triticeae spe-
cies and bread or durum wheat. These hybrids, most of
which were viable, have been used for a variety of purposes,
including genomic analysis, studies of speciation, phylogeny
and evolution, and as the starting point in efforts to introduce
alien variation into domesticated wheat.

Already in the beginning of the previous century,
Aaronsohn (1910), while discovering wild emmer (Triticum
turgidum subsp. dicoccoides) in nature, was impressed by its
wide range of adaptation. He noticed that certain forms of
this wild taxon possess several valuable traits, namely, large
grains, ability to grow in relatively dry habitats, and resis-
tance to rust. Consequently, he recommended utilizing wild
emmer in breeding programs, especially to improve the
resistance of domesticated wheat to drought, extreme cli-
matic and soil conditions, and rusts, and to increase grain
size and yield. Aaronsohn believed that “the cultivation of
wheat might be revolutionized by the utilization of wild
wheat. Such utilization might facilitate the formation of
many new varieties, some of which will be hardy and able to
grow in dry and warm habitats or in areas with poor soil and
can thus expand the wheat growing area” (Aaronsohn 1910,
p. 52).

Aaronsohn’s belief that wild emmer can be utilized in the
improvement of domesticated wheat was shared by
Schweinfurth (1908), von Tschermak (1914), and several
other early wheat geneticists. The fertile or partially fertile F1
hybrids between bread wheat and wild emmer, produced by
von Tschermak (1914), indicated that gene transfer from
wild tetraploid wheat into hexaploid domesticated types is
possible by simple breeding procedures. It was hoped that
wild emmer could be used for production of domesticated
varieties that would be adapted to arid regions (von Tscher-
mak 1914).

Vavilov (his work and ideas reviewed in Vavilov 1951)
further advanced the notion of exploitation of wild species to
improve wheat and other crops. He identified regions where
the world’s major crops were first domesticated but still
contained the greatest diversity of their wild relatives.
McFadden (1930) was one of the first breeders that trans-
ferred a gene for stem rust resistance, later designated Sr2, to
a variety of bread wheat from a domesticated emmer
(a tetraploid wheat), thus producing the cultivars Hope and
H-44, that was resistant to rust that severely infected wheat
fields in the USA. Production of synthetic allopolyploids
with new genomic combinations was one approach to
evaluate and utilize wild germplasms. Broad hybrids in the
Triticeae tribe have been attempted and studied for over
100 years. The first such hybrid was between wheat and rye
(Wilson 1876). Rimpau (1891) described 12 plants recov-
ered from seed of a wheat-rye hybrid that represented the

first triticale. The idea was that such an allopolyploid would
combine the cold tolerance of rye and the grain quality of
wheat. But Triticale does not possess the grain quality of
bread wheat and it is used mainly as an animal feed (Oettler
2005). In 1947, McFadden and Sears (1947) produced
synthetic allopolyploids between different species of Triti-
cum and Aegilops as a starting material for evaluation and
transfer of desirable genes to a domesticated background.

Over the years, cytogenetic methods for proper genetic
analysis and interspecific transfer of desirable characters
have been developed, making the use of the wild gene
resources more efficient. Sears (1972) described these
methods, including induction of homoeologous pairing and
recombination between wild and domesticated chromosomes
by genetic means and use of ionizing radiation to translocate
alien chromosome segments into a domesticated one. The
induction of homoeologous pairing is, by far, the simplest
gene transfer method (Sears, 1972), but induced transloca-
tions have also produced some favorable results (e.g., Sears
1956; Knott 1971).

The production of aneuploid lines of bread wheat (Sears
1954), as well as several alien addition, substitution, and
translocation lines (Riley 1965; Sears, 1969, 1975; Feldman
and Sears 1981; Feldman, 1988; Millet et al. 2013, 2014),
enabled the genetic analysis of individual alien chromo-
somes or even chromosome arm on the genetic background
of domesticated wheat and facilitated the transfer of selected
chromosomal segments without affecting the rest of the
domesticated genome. Using these techniques, several key
genes, primarily those affecting qualitative traits, namely,
genes improving disease and virus resistance, have been
transferred from species of Triticum, Agropyron, Aegilops,
Amblyopyrum, Secale, and other Triticeae, into bread and
durum wheat (Sharma and Gill 1983; Feuillet et al. 2008;
Millet et al. 2014). Quantitative traits that are controlled by
several or many genes that are widely distributed throughout
the genome, are much more difficult to manipulate.

Harlan and de Wet (1971) classified primary, secondary,
and tertiary gene pools of wild relatives of a crop, as
determined by their genetic distance from the crop. A pri-
mary gene pool consists of species with genome(s) homol-
ogous to that of the crop, including land races of the crop as
well as other related domesticated crops and wild species.
Among members of this gene pool crossing is easy, hybrids
are generally fertile, and exhibit good chromosome pairing,
approximately normal gene segregation and generally simple
gene transfer by conventional breeding methods. Transfer of
genes from species with different ploidy levels required
some manipulations, such as production of synthetic
allopolyploids. A secondary gene pool consists of species
with closely related homoeologous (partially homologous)
genome(s), that are crossed relatively easily with the crop,
but whose chromosomes do not pair regularly with those of
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the crop and therefore, transfer of genes from these species
required cytogenetic manipulations such as the use of genes
inducing homoeologous pairing or the use of genotypes
lacking homoeologous pairing suppressors. The tertiary gene
pool consists of more distantly related taxa, and exploitation
of this gene pool required special cytogenetic and molecular
manipulations (e.g., embryo rescue in the F1 hybrids,
induction of chromosome pairing and recombination at
meiosis of the hybrid, or induction of translocation with
ionizing irradiation, transformation with selected genes
affecting desired characteristics) in order to overcome
inter-generic genetic barriers.

In the Triticeae, the primary gene pool of bread wheat,
consists of hexaploid landraces and domesticated and wild
tetraploid wheats (T. turgidum and T. timopheevii), diploid
wheat (T. urartu and T. monococcum) and Ae. tauschii, all of
which have a homologous genome(s) with that of bread
wheat. The gene pool of tetraploid wheat has been exploited,
to some extent, for wheat improvement via direct crosses
(Millet et al. 2013), whereas that of Ae. tauschii has been
subjected to allopolyploid bridging (crosses between bread
wheat and synthetic allopolyploid of tetraploid wheat x Ae.
tauschii). The secondary gene pool contains species of
Aegilops and several species of Agropyron. Their genome(s)
is homoeologous to that of common wheat and consequently,
there is little pairing and recombination at meiosis of the F1
hybrids. However, pairing can be induced relatively easily by
the use of mutants of genes that prevent homoeologous
pairing (e.g., ph1b, ph1c, and 10/13) and genes from the
diploid species Aegilops speltoides or Amblyopyrum muti-
cum, that promote homoeologous pairing in hybrids with
wheat. The tertiary gene pool of bread wheat contains all other
Triticeae species. The wide morphological and ecological
variation of the various Triticeae species may indicate that
this tribe contains a very rich gene pool that can be exploited
to widen the genetic basis of wheat. Most, if not all, of the
Triticeae species, can be crossed with wheat and produce
viable hybrids. However, in most cases, the hybrids are
sterile, due to the lack of chromosomal pairing at meiosis,
resulting in the production of imbalanced gametes; this lim-
itation can be overcome by more radical cytogenetic manip-
ulations (Feldman and Sears 1981; Feldman 1988). Thus, the
gene pool of the entire tribe may serve as an important source
of useful traits for the improvement of wheat.

During the twentieth century, studies in areas of taxon-
omy, eco-geography, cytogenetics, and evolution, have
mainly focused on the genera Triticum, Hordeum, and
Secale, as well as on the closely related genera Aegilops and
several species of Agropyron (now Elymus). These studies
have provided important information on the genetic structure
of members of the primary and secondary gene pools, as
well as on phylogenetic relationships between these gene
pools and bread wheat. Consequently, several genes, mainly

those conferring resistance to biotic stresses, that were not
found in the domesticated gene pool of wheat, were suc-
cessfully transferred to bread wheat (Fedak 2015; Zhang
et al. 2015). It is estimated that genes were transferred from
at least 52 species belonging to 11 genera (Aegilops,
Agropyron, Amblyopyrum, Dasypyrum, Elymus (=Thinopy-
rum, Lophopyrum, Pseudoroegneria), Agropyron, Hordeum,
Leymus, Psathyrostachys, Secale, and Triticum) (Wulff and
Moscou 2014). However, currently, information on many of
the wild relatives, mainly on the tertiary gene pool, is scanty
and fragmentary. Although molecular studies in recent
decades have improved, to some extent, the ability to iden-
tify, allocate and isolate useful genes in several Triticeae
genomes (Paux and Sourdille 2009; Stein 2009; Krattinger
et al. 2009; Hein et al. 2009; Eversole et al. 2009), their
transfer to the domesticated wheat background has still
encountered many obstacles. Further studies of these gene
pools, in which information from the fields of cytogenetics
and genomics should be combined, are essential.
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2Taxonomy and Evolution of the Tribe
Triticeae Dumort

2.1 General Description

The wheat group (the genera Amblyopyrum, Aegilops and
Triticum) is classified in the tribe Triticeae Dumort of the
grass family Poaceae (Gramineae). The relatively young
tribe diverged from other tribes of the subfamily Pooideae
about 25 million years ago (MYA) (Huang et al. 2002b;
Gaut 2002) and constitutes a distinct natural and probably
most advanced group in this subfamily (Renvoize and
Clayton 1992). It is the most economically important tribe of
the family, giving rise to the domesticated cereals wheat, rye
and barley, and to several important, mostly perennial,
fodder grasses such as Elymus, Leymus, Psathyrostachys and
others. It has a characteristic spiked morphology that dis-
tinguishes it from other tribes in the Pooideae and its
inflorescence is solitary bilateral raceme, which is an
advancement from the simple panicle that predominate in the
Pooideae (Renvoize and Clayton 1992).

The progenitors of the Triticeae were probably all
diploids with large chromosomes and a symmetric kary-
otype, perennials and allogamous, and bore several
multi-floret spikelets on each rachis node. From an originally
paniculate inflorescence, several genera developed a spike
with three or two and other with one spikelet at each rachis
node (Runemark and Heneen 1968; Sakamoto 1973).
Clayton and Renvoize (1986) suggested that the distinctive
bilateral spike inflorescence of the Triticeae, derived from a
condensed panicle. This is well shown by Leymus species,
particularly L. condensatus. Sakamoto (1973) assumed that
the primitive Triticeae resembled current Psathyrostchys
species.

Traditional taxonomy assigns 18 genera to this tribe,
(Brachypodium P. Beauv. is not included in the tribe), 17
described by Clayton and Renvoize (1986), and one,
Amblyopyrum, separated from the genus Aegilops by Eig
(1929b) and van Slageren (1994) (Tables 2.1 and 2.2). The
genera are classified in two sub-tribes, Hordeineae and
Triticineae, the first contains 7 genera and the second 11
genera (Table 2.1). Based on the presence of two spikelets

on each rachis node, the two genera Taeniatherum and
Crithopsis were placed in the Hordeineae (Tzvelev 1976;
Clayton and Renvoize 1986). However, because molecular
phylogenetic studies show that these two genera are closer to
the Triticineae than to the Hordeineae (Hsiao et al. 1995a;
Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996b: Petersen and Seberg
1997; Seberg and Petersen 2007; Mason-Gamer et al. 2002;
Escobar et al. 2011), we decided to include them in the
Triticineae. The Triticeae includes about 330 species
(Clayton and Renvoize 1986), which grow in temperate and
arctic zones, principally in the northern hemisphere, and in
southwest and central Asia. It includes genera with only
perennial, perennial and annual, or only annual species
(Table 2.3). About 250 species are perennials that are dis-
tributed mainly in temperate-arctic regions, while the
annuals, including the progenitors of wheat, rye and barley,
are mainly distributed in the east Mediterranean and central
Asiatic regions (Table 2.3). Some of the species are obli-
gatory allogamous (self-incompatible), others are facultative
allogamous and the rest are facultative autogamous.

Based on their geographical distributions, Sakamoto
(1973, 1986, 1991) classified the Triticeae genera into two
major groups, Arctic-Temperate and Mediterranean-Central
Asiatic (Table 2.3). This classification was later supported
by the analyses reported by Hsiao et al. (1995a) and Fan
et al. (2013). The Arctic-Temperate group, distributes across
the arctic-temperate regions of the world, and has evolved
into many endemic species in each area. Six of the genera
are perennial, with two or three spikelets at each rachis node
[Psathyrostachys, Elymus (several species have solitary
spikelets at each rachis node), Hordelymus, Lemus, Histrix,
and Sitanion]. Only Hordeum includes perennial and annual
species. One noteworthy characteristic of this group is the
extensive inter-generic and inter-specific hybridization
across their entire area of distribution. The Mediterranean
group, distributed across the Mediterranean-central Asiatic
region, consists mainly of eight annual genera, six of them
(Heteranthelium, Eremopyrum, Amblyopyrum, Aegilops,
Triticum, and Henrardia) have solitary spikelet at each
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rachis node whereas two genera (Crithopsis and Tae-
niatherum) have two spikelets at each rachis node. The
Mediterranean species of Hordeum have three spikelets at
each rachis node. Muramatsu (2009) suggested that six
genes located on chromosomes of homoeologous group 2 of
bread wheat, determine spikelet per rachis node solitariness,
while the two–three spikelets per rachis node is a recessive
trait. The genera Hordeum, Dasypyrum and Secale have
perennial and annual species. Two genera (Elymus and
Agropyron) are perennial. Each genus of the Mediterranean
group is morphologically distinct. Aegilops is the largest
genus (24 species) and Taeniatherum, Crithopsis, Heteran-
thelium and Amblyopyrum are monotypic. Natural
inter-generic hybridization is more restricted in this group
than in the Arctic-Temperate group, perhaps due to their

larger genomic diversification that creates stronger
inter-generic barriers.

The degree to which polyploidy has occurred in the
Triticeae varies greatly among genera. In several genera all
species are diploids (Psathyrostachys, Secale; Amblyopy-
rum, Heteranthelium, Henrardia, Taniatherum, and
Crithopsis) while in others all species are polyploids
(Hystrix, Sitanion, Leymus, and Hordelymus) (Table 2.1).
About 102 (31%) of the species are diploids, 3 (1%) tri-
ploids, 148 (45%) tetraploids, 56 (17%) hexaploids, 17
(5%) octoploids, 1 (0.3%) decaploid and 1 (0.3%) dode-
caploid. The genus Elymus displays the larger series and
highest level of polyploidy, ranging from 2� to 12�
(Table 2.1). Polyploidy occurs either by interspecific or
intergeneric hybridization (allopolyploidy), or within a

Table 2.1 The genera of the Triticeaea

Sub-tribe Genus Number of
speciesb

Ploidy
level

Type of
polyploidyf

Growth
habitg

Pollination
modeh

Distributioni Number
of
spikelets
on nodej

Hordeineae Elymus L. *150 2x–12x Au-Al-Au/al P C, S TA, M G, S

Hystrix Moench 9 4x Al (?) P C TA G

Sitanion Raf. 4 4x (?) Al P C TA G

Leymus Hochst. *40 4x–12x AL P C TA G

Psathyrostachys Nevski 7 2x — P C TA G

Hordelymus (Jessen) Harz 1 4x Au P C M G

Hordeum L. *40 2x–6x Au P, A C, S TA, M G

Triticineae Agropyron Gaertn. *15 2x–6x Au P C M S

Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. & Spach. 5 2x–4x Al A S M S

Heteranthelium Jaub. & Spach. 1 2x — A S M S

Secale L. 3c 2x — P, A C M S

Dasypyrum (Coss. & Dur.) Dur. 2 2x–4x Au P, A C M S

Triticum L. 6d 2x–6x Al A S M S

Amblyopyrum (Jaub. & Spach.) Eig 1d 2x — A C M S

Aegilops L. 24d 2x–6x Al A C, S M S

Henrardia C.E. Hubbard 2 2x — A S (?) M S

Taeniatherum Nevskie 1 2x — A S M G

Crithopsis Jaub. & Spache 1 2x — A S M G
a According to Clayton and Renvoize (1986)
b The number of species is underestimated
c According to Frederiksen and Petersen (1998)
d According to van Slageren (1994)
e Based on molecular phylogenetic studies, Taeniatherum and Crithopsis were placed in the subtribe Triticineae (see Chap. 2)
f Au = Autopolyploidy; Al = Allopolyploidy; Au/Al = Auto-allopolyploidy
g P = Perennials; A = Annuals
h C = Cross pollination; S = Self pollination
i TA = Temperate-Arctic; M = Mediterranean-Central Asiatic
j G = Spikelets in group; S = Solitary spikelets
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species when genetically differentiated sub-populations of
that species come back into contact and hybridize
(autopolyploidy; Stebbins 1950).

The diploid Triticeae species, as all the diploids of the
family Poaceae, are considered paleopolyploids. This con-
sideration assumes that all genera which have a basic
chromosome number of x = 12 or more are derivatives of
lines that underwent genome duplication at some time dur-
ing their evolutionary history (Stebbins 1971). Because all
primitive grass sub-families have a basic chromosome
number of x = 12, it implies that the ancestor of the grasses
was itself a polyploid. Accordingly, all the diploid Poaceae
species would be paleopolyploids that underwent cytological
and genetic diploidization, whereas the large number of
present-day polyploid Poaceae (>60%; Goldblatt 1980),
distributed in all the clades, are species that underwent an

additional cycle(s) of chromosome doubling during their
formation. In these species, the duplicated genomes did not
diverge much from those of their diploid (=paleopolyploid)
progenitors and chromosome number and cytological
behavior are still indicative of genome duplication. Most of
these neopolyploids (hereinafter polyploids) were derived
from distant inter-specific or inter-generic hybridizations,
giving rise to new allopolyploid species and the remaining
derived from intra-specific hybridizations giving rise to new
autopolyploid cytotypes (Stebbins 1971).

All polyploid species in the genera Hordelymus, Hor-
deum and Dasypyrum are autopolyploids, whereas those in
Eremopyrum, Triticum and Aegilops are allopolyploids. The
genus Agropyron contains auto and allopolyploid species
and Elymus contains autopolyploid, allopolyploid and
auto-allopolyploid species (Table 2.1).

Table 2.2 The genera of the Triticeae and their synonyms

Genus Synonyms

Elymus L. Anthosachne Steud.; Australopyrum (Tzvelev) Á. Löve; Braconotia Godr.; Brachypodium sect.
Festucopsis C. E. Hubbard; Campeiostachys Drobov; Clinelymus (Griseb.) Nevski; Cryptopyrum
Heynh.; Crithopyrum Steud.; Elymus sect. Clinelymus Griseb.; Elytrigia Desv.; Elytrigia sect.
Pseudoroegneria Nevski; Festucopsis (C.E. Hubbard) Melderis; Goulardia Husn.; Hystrix Moench;
Kengyilia C. Yen et J. L. Yang.; Lophopyrum Löve; Pascopyrum Löve; Pseudoroegneria (Nevski)
Löve; Roegneria C. Koch; Semeiostachys Drobov; Sitanion Raf.; Sitospelos Adans.; Terrellia Lunell;
Thinopyrum Löve;

Hystrix Moench Asperella Humboldt; Gymnostichum Schreb.; Stenostachys Turcz.; Cockaynea Zotov

Sitanion Raf Polyanthterix Nees

Leymus Hochst Triticum sect. Anisopyrum Griseb.; Anisopyrum (Griseb.) Gren. & Duval.; Aneurolepidium Nevski;
Malacurus Nevski

Psathyrostachys Nevski –

H ordelymus (Jessen) Harz Cuviera Koeler; Elymus sect. Leptothrix Dumort.; Orostachys Steud.; Elymus sect. Medusather
Griseb.; Hordeum subgen. Hordelymus Jessn; Hordeum subgen. Hordelymus Jessen; Leptothrix
(Dumort.) Dumort.; Medusather Candargy

Hordeum L. Zeocriton Wolf; Critesion Raf.; Critho E. Mayer

Agropyron Gaertn Kratzmannia Opiz; Costia Willkomm; Agropyron sect. Australopyrum Tzvelev; Australopyrum
(Tzvelev) Löve

Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. & Spach Triticum sect. Eremopyron Ledeb

Heteranthelium Jaub. & Spach –

Secale L. –

Dasypyrum (Coss. & Dur.) Dur Secalidium Schur; Triticum sect. Dasypyrum Coss. & Dur.; Triticum sect. Pseudosecale Godr.;
Haynaldia Schur; Pseudosecale (Godr.) Degen

Triticum L. Crithodium Link; Gigachilon Seidl; Frumentum Krause;

Amblyopyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Eig Aegilops L. subgen. Amblyopyrum Jaub. & Spach; Aegilops sect. Amblyopyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk.;
Aegilops sect. Anathera Eig;

Aegilops L. –

Henrardia C. E. Hubbard –

Taeniatherum Nevski Triticum crinitum (Schreb.) Nevski (=T. caput-medusae)

Crithopsis Jaub. & Spach –

According to Melderis et al. (1980), Clayton and Renvoize (1986), Renvoize and Clayton (1992), and Van Slageren (1994)
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The autopolyploids can be divided further into two types:
typical autopolyploids, e.g., Hordeum bulbosum, character-
ized by multivalent pairing at meiosis (Morrison and Rajh-
athy 1960a, b; Jørgensen 1982). The formation of
multivalents during meiosis is often associated with partial
sterility and multisomic inheritance. One advantage of typ-
ical autopolyploids is the capacity to maintain high levels of
heterozygosity, with multiple alleles per locus, or more
rarely, to reach homozygosity with multiple dosages of a
given allele. Hence, in spite of the partial sterility, selection
in such autopolyploids may favor multivalent formation, and
therefore, will act against genomic changes that may lead to
cytological and genetic diploidization. It is not surprising
therefore, that typical autopolyploids are prevalent among
perennial allogamous species that bear the capacity for
vegetative propagation, in addition to the sexual reproduc-
tion, that compensates in many species for the partial
sterility. Generally, typical autopolyploidy does not form
new species but rather, increases intra-specific genetic vari-
ability and eco-geographical flexibility. Typical autopoly-
ploidy can tolerate and consequently, accumulate more
mutations than its diploid cytotype.

Bivalent-forming autopolyploids, e.g., tetraploid Elymus
elongatus, characterized by exclusive bivalent pairing at
meiosis in spite of the fact that they contained four homol-
ogous chromosomal sets (Heneen and Runemark 1972;
Charpentier et al. 1986, 1988). The genus Hordeum contains
several tetraploid cytotypes exhibiting exclusive bivalent
pairing at meiosis (Gupta and Fedak 1985). These species
are either bivalent-forming autopolyploids or segmental
allopolyploids (von Bothmer et al. 1995; Blattner 2004;
Jakob et al. 2004). This type of autopolyploids are more
fertile than the typical autopolyploids, and are prevalent
among annual species. Many of them, especially those that

underwent some degree of genetic diploidization, are char-
acterized by disomic inheritance.

Eilam et al. (2009) determined the amount of nuclear
DNA in diploid and tetraploid cytotypes of several species
containing either typical or bivalent-forming autopolyploids.
While the typical autotetraploids had close to the expected
sum of their diploid cytotype, most of the bivalent-forming
autopolyploids had considerably less nuclear DNA (10–
23%) than the expected sum value. A newly-synthesized
autotetraploid line of Elymus elongatus, that had signifi-
cantly smaller amount of nuclear DNA than the expected
additive value of its diploid parental plant, had similar
amount to that in the natural autotetraploid cytotypes of E.
elongatus (Eilam et al. 2009). This indicates that genome
downsizing in this autopolyploid was reproducible and
occurred immediately after autopolyploidization and there
were no further changes in genome size during its life
history.

The shift from potential multivalent pairing towards a
bivalent type of pairing in the bivalent-forming autote-
traploids was presumably brought about by instantaneous
elimination of DNA sequences that are involved in homol-
ogy recognition and in initiation of meiotic pairing. It is
assumed that elimination of sequences occurred in two out
of the four homologous chromosomal sets. It is important to
refer in this regard to Dvorak (1981b) who noticed that two
out of the four subgenomes of the tetraploid cytotype of E.
elongatus appeared to be a modified version of the diploid
genome. He proposed that this divergence facilitates pairing
between fully homologous chromosomes, thus, leading to
bivalents at meiosis and to disomic inheritance (Dvorak
1981b). This group of autopolyploids benefit from full fer-
tility and permanent fixing of heterozygosity between alleles
of the partly diverged subgenome pairs.

Table 2.3 Classification of the
genera of the Triticeae according
to their distribution group and
growth habit (after Sakamoto
1973)

Distribution group Growth habit Rachis
node
With:

Perennial Perennial + Annual Annual

Arctic-temperate Group
(Primitive group)

Elymus
Hystrix
Sitanion
Leymus
Psathyrostachys
Hordelymus

Hordeum — Spikelets
in groups

Mediterranean-Central
Asiatic group (Advanced
group)

— Hordeum Taeniatherum
Crithopsis

Elymus
Agropyron

Dasypyrum
Secale

Heteranthelium
Eremopyrum
Triticum
Amblyopyrum
Aegilops
Henrardia

Solitary
spikelets
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Allopolyploid species exhibit exclusive intra-subgenomic
bivalent pairing of homologous chromosomes at meiosis and
consequently, regular segregation of chromosomes at first
meiotic anaphase, full fertility and disomic inheritance.
Thus, allopolyploids are characterized by homozygosity
within subgenomes and permanent heterozygosity between
subgenomes. Allopolyploidy is more prevalent in annual,
autogamous species. Allopolyploids are new species, largely
isolated from their diploid progenitors, but not finally
isolated from other allopolyploids sharing a common gen-
ome that can hybridize and exchange genes (Zohary and
Feldman 1962).

Sha et al. (2010) found that several Leymus species
(genome NsNsXmXm) have the Ns and others have the Xm
Plasmon, indicating multiple origins of these allopolyploids.
Evidence for multiple origins of Aegilops triuncialis (gen-
ome UUCC or CCUU) came from the findings that several
lines of this species contain the U and others the C plasmon
(Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988). It is reasonable to assume,
therefore, that other Triticeae allopolyploids, and presum-
ably also autopolyploids, have multiple origins.

In accordance with the conclusion of Leitch and Bennett
(2004) stating that genome downsizing following polyploid
formation is a widespread phenomenon in angiosperms, the
DNA content in most allopolyploid Triticeae species is
significantly smaller than the expected value calculated from
the sum of the DNA content in their two parental species
(Table 2.4). These data align with findings demonstrating
that allopolyploidization leads to instantaneous elimination
of DNA sequences in the wheat group (Feldman et al. 1997;
Liu et al. 1998a, b; Ozkan et al. 2001; Shaked et al. 2001;
Han et al. 2003) and in triticale (Ma and Gustafson 2005,
2006; Ma et al. 2004). A decrease in genome size already
occurred in the first generation of the allopolyploids, indi-
cating that the change was a rapid event (Ozkan et al. 2001).
The low variation in nuclear DNA content at the
intra-specific level (Eilam et al. 2008) also suggests that the
changes in genome size occurred soon after the formation of
the allopolyploids and no further significant changes
occurred during the life history of the allopolyploids. The
similarity in DNA content of natural and synthetic
allopolyploids having the same genomic combinations
(Eilam et al. 2008), also shows that changes in genome size
are reproducible and occur during or soon after
allopolyploidization.

The Triticeae tribe must certainly be a comparatively
young group with much of the critical differentiation perhaps
started first during the middle of the Tertiary in the Oligo-
cene (Table 2.5). The wheat lineage has diverged from the
barley lineage about 8 to 15 MYA during the Miocene

(Table 2.6). The ancestors of wheat and Aegilops have
diverged from rye about 7 MYA. Divergence of the diploid
Aegilops and Triticum species begun about 7 MYA but most
species diverged 2 to 4 MYA. The allopolyploid wheats and
perhaps also those of Aegilops were formed between 1.0 to
0.01 MYA (Table 2.6).

It is generally accepted that all the Triticeae are derived
from the same common ancestor. Therefore, their genomes
still maintain considerable homology, i.e., they are homoe-
ologues, and their chromosomes maintain similar gene order.
However, gross structural rearrangements have occurred
during the evolution of some of the taxa. On the other hand,
there are several species whose genome apparently do not
possess a substantially restructured karyotype and so, it is
assumed that their genome does not differ in chromosome
structure from the chromosomal structure of the progenitor
of the tribe.

2.2 Triticeae Taxonomy

The Triticeae presents a prime example of the complexity of
multiple taxonomy systems (Renvoize and Clayton 1992),
introducing much confusion into the scientific literature, as
different names have been used for the same taxa. The tax-
onomy of the tribe is complicated by several special factors,
such as ancient and recent inter-generic and inter-specific
hybridizations and allopolyploidy, which are largely
responsible for the blurred boundaries between genera.
Being a relatively young tribe, the Triticeae shows an
exceptional capacity for such hybridizations, that is unpar-
alleled by any other Poaceae group. Studies indicated that
most Triticeae genera hybridize with each other (Sakamoto
1973; Cauderon 1986). These inter-generic hybridizations
imply a more close-knit reticulate pattern of relationships
between the various genera and thus, create problems both in
the theoretical concept of generic rank and lineage, and in
the practical construction of taxonomy keys (Clayton and
Renvoize 1986). Consequently, many obstacles in the
identification and classification of the various genera are
encountered in taxonomic research and many disagreements
still remain. The fact that natural hybridization occurs among
many of the genera, indicates that the tribe represents a
genetic category called comparium (Clausen et al. 1945;
Stebbins 1950). Comparium, which is characteristic of
young groups, includes all the genera between which
hybridization is possible, either directly or through inter-
mediates (Clausen et al. 1945). The exchange genes between
a number of taxonomic Triticeae genera makes difficult the
traditional taxonomic classification.
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Table 2.4 Species of the Triticeae, their synonyms, genome symbol, and 1C nuclear DNA content

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

Elymus Reflexiaristatus (Nevski)
Melderis ssp. strigosus (M.
Bieb.) Melderis

Elymus strigosus Rydb.; Pseudoroegneria strigosa
(M. Bieb.) Á. Löve; Elytrigia strigosa (M. Bieb.)
Nevski; Agropyron strigosum (M. Bieb.) Boiss.

StSt 4.9c, 4.9d

reflexiaristatus (Nevski)
Melderis subsp.
reflexiaristatus

Agropyron reflexiaristatum Nevski; Agropyron
strigosum subsp. reflexiaristatum (Nevski) Tzvelev;
Elytrigia strigosa subsp. reflexiaristata (Nevski)
Tzvelev

StSt —

libanoticus (Hackel)
Melderis

Agropyron libanoticum Hack ex Kneuck;
Pseudoroegneria libanotica (hack.) D.R. Dewey

StSt 4.0c, 4.0d

spicatus (Pursh) Gould Agropyron spicatum Pursh; Pseudoroegneria spicata
(Pursh) Á. Löve; Elytrigia spicata (Pursh) D.R. Dewey

StSt 4.7c, 4.7d

stipifollus (Czern. ex
Nevski) Melderis

Pseudoroegneria stipifolia (Czern. ex Nevski) Á. Löve StSt 4.0c, 4.0d

tauri (Boiss. & Bal.)
Melderis

Pseudoroegneria tauri (Boiss, & Bal.) Á. Löve;
Agropyron tauri Boiss & Bal.; Elytrigia pertenius
(C. A. Mey.) Nevski; Elymus pertenuis Assadi

StStPP —

panormiitanus (Parl.)
Tzvelev

Agropyron panormitanum Parl. StStPP —

deweyi Pseudoroegneria deweyi K.B. Jensen, S. L. Hatch &
Wipff; Elytrigia deweyi (K. Jensen & al.) Valdés & H.
Scholz

StStPP 9.3c

abolinii (Drobow) Tzvelev Roegneria abolini (Drobow) Nevski StStYY 8.7c, 9.3d

ciliaris (Trin) Tzvelev Agropyron ciliare (Trin) Franch; Roegneria ciliaris
(Trin) Nevski

StStYY 8.7c, 8.7d

caucasicus (K. Koch)
Tzvelev

Roegneria caucasica K. Kock StStYY -—

canadensis L. Elymus philadelphicus L.; Elymus brachystachys
Scribn. & Ball.

StStHH 10.8c,10.5d

caninus (L.) L.. Agropyron caninum (l.) Beauv.; Roegneria canina (l.)
Nevski; Roegneria behmii Melderis

StStHH 9.6c, 8.5d

glaucus Buckl. Elymus mackenzie Bush; Elymus parishii Burt Davy &
Merr.; Elymus virescens Piper

StStHH 9.3c, 8.6d

Elymus lanceolatus (Scribn & J.G.
Sm.) Gould

Agropyron dasystachyum (HOOK.) Vasey; Elytrigia
dasystachya (Hook.) Á. & D. Löve

StStHH 8.4c, 8.3d

mutabilis (Drobov) Tzvelev Agropyron mutabile Drobov;
Roegneria mutabilis (Drobov) Hyl.

StStHH 8.7c, 8.7d

sibiricus L. Clinelymus sibiricus (L.) Nevski StStHH 8.3c, 8.3d

trachycaulus (Link) Gould
ex Shinners

Roegneria pauciflora (Schweinitz) Hyl. StStHH 9.6c, 9.6d

dahuricus Turcz. Ex Griseb. Clinelymus dahuricus (Turcz. Ex Griseb.) Nevski StStHHYY 13.2c, 13.2d

drobovii Roegneria drobovi (Nevski) Nevski; Agropyron
drobovii Nevski

StStHHYY —

alatavicus (Drobow) Á.
Löve

Agropyron alatavicum Drobow; Elytrigia alatavica
(Drobow) Nevski; Kengyilia alatavica (Drobow)
J. L. Yang, C. Yen & B. R. Baum; Kengyilia
longiglumis (Keng) S. L. Chen; Roegneria longiglumis
Keng & S. L. Chen

StStPPYY 15.1c, 15.2d

batalinii (Krasn.) Á. Löve Triticum batalinii Krasn.; Agropyron batalinii (krasn.)
Roshevitz ex Fedtsch.; Elytrigia batalinii (Krasn.)
Nevski; Kengyilia batalinii (Krasn.) S. L. Chen

StStPPYY —

thoroldianus (Oliv.) Singh Kengyilia thoroldiana (0liv.) S. L. Chen; Agropyron
thoroldianum Oliv.; Roegneria thoroldiana (Oliv.)
Keng

StStPPYY —

transhyrcanus (Nevski)
Tzvelev

Roegneria transhyrcana Nevski; Agropyron
lepyourum (Nevski) Grossh.

StStStStYY —

scabrous (R. Br.) Á. Löve Agropyron scabrum (R. Br.) Beauv.; Anthosachne
australica C. Yen & J. L. Yang; Anthosachne scabra
(R. Br.) Nevski

StStWWYY —

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

repens (L,) Gould Agropyron repens (L.) Beauv.
Elytrigia repens (L.) Desv. Ex Nevski

StStStStHH 13.0c

smithii (Rydb.) Gould Pascopyrum smithii (Rydb.) Barkworth & D.
R. Dewey; Agropyron smithii Rydb.: Elytrigia smithii
(Rydb.) Á. Löve

StStHHNsNsXmXm 17.7c, 17.7d

Elymus pungens (Pers.) Melderis Psammopyrum pungens (Pers.) Á. Löve; Triticum
pungens Pers.; Agropyron pungens (Pers.) Roem. &
Schultes;

EEStStStStPP —

Elymus elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. elongatus

Agropyron elongatum (Host) Beauv.;
Lophopyrum elongatum (Host) Á. Löve; Thinopyrum
elongatum (Host) D.R. Dewey

EeEe 5.6c, 6.1d, 5.8e

elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. flaccidifolius (Boiss. &
Heldr.) Runemark

Agropyron scirpeum C. Presl; Agropyron scirpeum var.
flaccidifolium Boiss. & Heldr.; Agropyron elongatum
var. flaccidifolium (Boiss. & Heldr.) Boiss. & H eldr.;
Agropyron flaccidifolium (Boiss. & Heldr.) Candargy;
Agropyron elongatum Host ssp. scirpeum (C. Presl.)
Ciferri & Giacom.; Elymus elongatus ssp. flaccidifolius
(Boiss. & Heldr.) Runemark; Elytrigia scirpea (C.
Presl) Holub; Lophopyrum scirpeum (C. Presl) Á.
Löve; Thinopyrum scirpeum (C. Presl) D. R. Dewey

Ee1Ee1Ee2Ee2 10.4e

elongatus (Host) Runemark
subsp. turcicus (P.E.
McGuire) Melderis

Elytrigia turcica P. E. Maguire; Elytrigia elongata
subsp. turcica (P. E. McGuire) Valdés & H. Scholz;
Elytrigia pontica subsp. turcica (P. E. McGuire) Jarvie
& Barkworth; Lophopyrum turcicum (P. E. McGuire)
McGuire ex Löve; Thinopyrum turcicum
(P. E. McGuire) Cabi & Dogan

EeEeEbEbStStStSt —

elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. ponticus (Podp)
Melderis

Triticum ponticum Podp; Thinopyrum ponticum
(Podp.) Barkworth & D. R. Dewey

EeEeEbEbExExStStStSt 22.6c, 22.6d

nodosus (Nevski) Melderis
ssp. caespitosus (K. Koch)
Melderis

Lophopyrum caespitosum (K. Koch) Á. Löve;
Agropyron caespitosum K. Koch; Thinopyrum
caespitosum; Elytrigia caespitosa (K. Koch) Nevski

EeEeStSt —

nodosus (Nevski) Melderis
ssp. nodosus

Lophopyrum nodosum (Nevki) Á. Löve;
Agropyron nodosum Nevski; Thinopyrum nodosum

EeEeStSt —

Elymus bungeanus (Trin.) Melderis Pseudoroegneria geniculata (Trin.) Á. Löve;
Agropyron geniculatum Trin. Ex Ledeb.; Agropyron
scythicum Nevski; Elytrigia geniculata (Trin.) Nevski;
Triticum geniculatum Trin.

EeEeStSt 9.9c

hispidus (Opiz) Melderis Trichopyrum intermedium Á. Löve; Triticum
intermedium Host; Agropyron intermedim (Host)
Beauv.; Elytrigia intermedia (host) Nevski;
Thinopyrum intermedium (Host) Barkworth & D.R.
dewey; Elymus intermedius (Host) Beauv; Agropyron
trichophorum (Link) Richt; Triticum trichophorum
Link

EeEeEeEeStSt 12.9c

farctus (viv.) Runemark ex
Melderis ssp. bessaribicus
(Savul. & Rayss) Melderis

Agropyron bessarabicum Savul. & Rayss; Elytrigia
juncea ssp. bessarabicum (Savul. & Rayss) Tzvelev]

EbEb 7.4c, 7.4d

curvifolius (Lange) Melderis Lophopyrum curvifolium (Lange) Á. Löve; Agropyron
curvifolium Lange; Elytrigia curvifolia (Lange) Holub;
Thinopurum curvifolium (Lange) D. R. Dewey

Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2 —

farctus
ssp. boreali-atlanticus
(Simonet & Guinochet)
Melderis

Agropyron junceum ssp. boreali-atlanticum Simonet &
Guinochet; A. junceiforme (Á. & D. Löve) Á. & D.
Löve; Elytrigia juncea ssp. boreoatlantica Hyl.]

EbEbEeEe 11.8c, 13.0d

farctus subsp. rechingeri
(Runemark) Melderis

Agropyron rechingeri Runemark; Elymus rechingeri
Runemark in Runemark & Heneen

Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2 —

farctus var. sartorii
(Boiss. & Heldr.) Melderis

Thinipyrum sartorii (Boiss. & Heldr.) Á. Löve;
Agropyron junceum ssp. sartorii (Boiss. & Heldr.)
Maire; Agropyron sartorii (Boiss. & Heldr.) Grecescu;
Elytrigia sartorii (Boiss. & Heldr.) Holub.; Triticum
sartorii (Boiss. & Heldr.) Boiss. & Heldr.

EbEbEeEe —

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

farctus ssp. farctus (L.) Á.
Löve;

Agropyron junceum (L.) Beauv.; Thinopyrum junceum
(L.) Á. Löve; Elytrigia juncea (L.) Nevski

Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2EeEe 16.3c, 16.4d

distichus (Thunb.) Melderis Thinopyrum distichum (Thunb.) Á. Löve; Agropyron
distichum (Thunb.) Beauv.; Elytrigia disticha (Thunb.)
Prokudin ex Á. Löve; Triticum distichum Thunb.

EbEbEeEe —

Elymus serpentinus (?) Festucopsis serpentini (C.E. Hubb.) Melderis;
Brachypodium serpentini C.F. Hubb.

LL —

sanctus (?) Peridictyon sanctum (Janka) Seberg, Fred. & Baden;
Festucopsis sanctum (Janka) Melderis; Brachypodium
sanctum (Janka) Janka; Festuca sancta Janka

XpXp —

athericus (link) Kerguélen Psammopyrum athericum (Link) Á. Löve; Elytrigia
atherica (Link) Kerguélen ex Carreras Martnez;
Triticum athericum Link; Agropyron athericum (Link)
Samp.;

LLEE —

Leymus akmolinensis Drobow Elymus akmolinensis Drobow; Elymus dasystachys
Glaber Korsh.; Aneurolepidium akmolinensis
(Drobow) Nevski; Leymus paboanus Tzvelev

NsNsXmXm 11.3c, 11.3d

chinensis (Trin.) Tzvelev Elymus chinensis (trin.) Keng; Agropyron chinensis
(Trin.) Ohwi; Aneurolepidium chinensis (Trin.) Kitg.

NsNsXmXm 9.8c

flavens (Scribn. & J. G. Sm.)
Pilg.

Elymus arenicola Scrib. & J. G. Sm.; Elymus
flavescens Scribn. & J. G. Sm;. Leymus arenicola
(Scribn. & J. G. Sm.) Pilg.

NsNsXmXm 12.2c, 12.2d

racemosus (Lam.) Tzvelev Elymus racemosus Lam.; Elymus sabulosus (M. Bieb.)
Tzvelev: Leymus sabulosus (M. Bieb.) Tzvelev.;
Elymus giganteus Vahl

NsNsXmXm 11.4c, 10.6d

ramosus (Trin.) Tzvelev Elymus ramosus (Trin.) Filatova; Elymus trini
Melderis; Agropyron ramosum (Trin.) K. Richt

NsNsXmXm 10.1c, 10.2d

secalinus (Georgi) Tzvelev Elymus secalinus (Georgi) Bobrov; Elymus
dasystachys Trin.; Triticum secalinum Georgi

NsNsXmXm 10.8c, 10.7d

triticoides (Buckley) Pilg. Elymus triticoides Buckley; Elymus orcuttianus Vasey;
Elymus condensatus J. Presl. Var. triticoides (Buckley)
Thurb.

NsNsXmXm 11.2c, 11.2
d

Psathyrostachys fragilis (Boiss.) Nevski Hordeum fragile Boiss.; Elymus fragilis (Boiss.)
Griseb.

NsNs 8.4c, 8.4d

juncea (Fischer) Nevski Elymus junceus Fischer NsNs 7.8c, 7.8d

stoloniformis C. Baden - NsNs 8.9c, 8.9d

Sitanion hystrix (Nutt.) J.G. Smith Elymus elymoides (Raf.) Swezey; Sitanion elymoides
Raf.;

StStHH (?) —

Hystrix californica (Bol. ex Thurb.)
Kuntze

Lemus californicus (Bol. ex Thurb.) Barkworth;
Asperella californica (Bol. ex Thurb.) Beal

— —

patula Moench Elymus hystrix L. — —

japonica (Hack.) Ohwi Asperella japonicas Hack.; Elymus japonicas (Hack.)
Á. Löve; Hystrix hackelii Honda; Hystrix duthiei
subsp. japonica (Hack.) C. Baden, Fred. & Seberg

— —

longearistata (Hack.) Honda Asperella longearistata (Hack.) Ohwi; Asperlla
sibirica var. longearistata Hack.; Elymus asiaticus
ssp. longearistatus (Hack.) Á. Löve

— —

Hordelymus e uropaeus (L.) Harz Elymus europaeus L.; Hordeum europaeum (L.) All.;
Hordeum sylvaticum Huds.; Cuviera europaea (L.)
Koeler

XoXoXrXr —

Hordeum vulgare L. Hordeum zeocriton L.; Critesion vulgare Raf.;
Hordeum vulgare ssp. agriocrithon A. E. Åberg;
Hordeum distichon L.

HH 5.5c

spontaneum C.Koch Hordeum ithaburense Boiss.; Hordeum vulgare ssp.
spontaeum K. Koch

HH 5.5c, 5.5e

bulbosum L. Critesion bulbosum (L.) Á. Löve HH 5.5c, 4.6d, 4.6e

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

bulbosum L. Critesion bulbosum (l.) Á. Löve HHHH 11.0c, 8.9d, 8.8e

chilense Roem et Schult. Critesion chilense (Roem et Schult.) Á. Löve II 5.4c, 4.9d

geniculatum All. — II 5.4c

geniculatum All. — IIII 10.8c

glaucum Steud. — II 5.5c

jubatum L. Critesion adscendens (Kunth) Á. Löve; Critesion
jubatum (L.) Nevski; Elymus jubatus link; Hordeum
adscendens Kunth

IIII 10.9c

leporinum Link Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum (Link) Arcangeil XuXuXuXu 10.9c

leporinum Link Hordeum murinum ssp. leporinum (Link) Arcangeil XuXuXuXuXuXu 16.4c

Hordeum marinum Hudson Critesion marinum (Huds.) Á. Löve; Hordeum
gussoneanum Parl.; Hordeum maritimum With.

XaXa 5.5c, 5.2e

XaXaXaXa 10.3e

glaucum Steud. — XuXu —

murinum L. Critesion murinum (L.) Á. Löve XuXu 5.5c, 6.4e

XuXuXuXu 11.1c, 10.4e

pusillum Nutt. Critesion pusillum (Nutt.) Á. Löve II 5.5c

roshevitsii Bowden — II 5.5c, 5.6d

secalinum Schreber Zeocriton secalinum (Schreb.) Beauv.; Critesion
secalinum (Schreb) Á. Löve

IIXaXa 11.2c

violaceum Boiss. & Hohen. Critesion violaceum (Boiss. & Hohen.) Á. Löve;
Hordeum brevisubulatum (Trin.) Link ssp. violaceum
(Boiss. & Hohen.) Tzvelev

II 5.5c

bogdani Wilensky Critesion bogdani (Will.) Á. Löve II 5.0c, 4.7d

brachyantherum Nevski Critesion brachyantherum (Nevski) Barkworth & D.
R. Dewey; Critesion brachyantherum (Nevski) Weber;
Hordeum jubatum ssp. brachyantherum (Nevski)
Bondar

II 4.8c, 4.8d

californicum Covas &
Stebbins

Hordeum bracyantherum Nevski ssp. californicum
(Covas & Stebbins) von Bothmer et al.; Critesion
californicum (Covas & Stebbins) Á. Löve

II 4.7c, 4.8d

comosum J. Presl Hordeum andinum Trin.; Hordeum divergens Nees &
Meyen ex Nicota; Critesion comosum (J. Presl) Á.
Löve

II 4.6c, 4.6d

flexuosum Nees ex Steud. Critesion flexuosum (Nees ex Steud.) Á. Löve II 4.4c, 4.4d

aplophilum Griseb. Critesion aplophilum (Griseb.) Barkworth & D.
R. Dewey

II 4.4c, 4.4d

stenostachys Godr. Critesion stenostachys (Godr.) Á. Löve II 5.0c, 5.0d

Agropyron cristatum (L.) Gaertn. Eremopyrum cristatum (L.) Willk. PP 7.1c, 7.1d,

PPPP 13.5f

PPPPPP 21.7f

mongolicum Keng — PP 7.8c

desertorum (Fisch. ex Link)
Schult.

Agropyron cristatum ssp. desertorum (Fisch. ex Link)
A. Löve; Agropyron cristatum var. desertorum (Fisch.
ex Link) Dorn

PPPP 13.2c

Agropyron fragile (Roth) P. Candargy — PP —

PPPP —

pectinatum (Labill) Beauv. Australopyrum pectinum (Labill.) Á. Löve; Agropyron
bowne (Kunth) Tzvelev

WW —

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

Eremopyrum triticeum (Gaertn.) Nevski Agropyron triticeum Gaertn.; Agropyron
prostractum (L. f.) Beauv.

FF 5.5c

bonaepartis (Spreng.)
Nevski

— XbXb —

bonaepartis — XbXbXdXd —

distans (K. Koch) Nevski — XdXd —

orientale (L.) Jaub. & Spach — XdXdFF —

Dasypyrum villosum (L.) Coss. & Durieu
ex P. Candargy

Haynaldia villosa (L.) Schur; Secale villosum L. VvVv 5.3c, 5.2e

breviaristatum (H. Lindb.)
Fred.

Haynaldia breviaristata H. Lindb.; Dasypyrum
hordeaceum (H. Lindb.) Maire &Weiller

VbVb —

breviaristatum (H. Lindb.)
Fred.

— VbVbVbVb —

Secale strictum (C. Presl.) C. Presl.
ssp. strictum

S. montanum Guss. RR 8.2c, 9.4e

strictum (C. Presl.) C. Presl.
ssp. africanum (stapf) K.
Hammer

S. montanum africanum RR 7.4c

Sylvestre Host S. fragile M. Bieb.; S. campestre Kit.; S. glaucum
d’Urv.

RR 7.21c

Cereale L. ssp. cereale S. cereale ssp. indo-europaeum Antropov &
Antropova in Roshev; S. trijlorum P. Beauv.;

RR 8.3c, 8.6e

Cereale L. ssp. ancestrale
Zhuk.

S. ancestrale (Zhuk.) Zhuk.: RR —

Heteranthelium piliferum (Banks & Sol.)
Hochst

Elymus pilifer Banks & Sol.; Agropyron piliferum
(Hochst) Benth. Ex Aitcl

QQ 4.5c, 4.2e

Triticum monococcum L. Crithodium aegilopoides Link; T. aegilopoides (Link)
Balansa; T. boeoticum Boiss.; T. thaoudar Reut.;
T. spontaneum Flaksb.; Crithodium monococcum (L.)
Á. Löve

AmAm 6.7c, 6.5e

urartu Tumanian ex
Gandilyan

— AA 4.9c, 6.0e

turgidum L. — BBAA 12.2c, 12.9e

timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. T. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. & Graebn.) Schweinf.
ssp. armeniacum Jakubz.; T. armeniacum (Jakubz.)
Makush.T. araraticum Jakubz.; T. turgidum L.
ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) Á. Löve; Gigachilon
timopheevii (Zhuk.) Á. Löve

GGAA 11.3c, 11.9e

aestivum L. T. vulgare L. BBAADD 17.3c, 18.0e

zhukovskyi Menabde &
Ericz.

— GGAAAmAm 18.1c, 17.7e

Amblyopyrum muticum (Boiss.) Eig Aegilops mutica Boiss.; Triticum muticum (Boiss.)
Hack.; Aegilops tripsacoides Jaub. & Spach.; T.
tripsacoides Bowden;

TT 6.3c, 5.8e

Aegilops speltoides Tausch Ae. aucheri Boiss; Ae. ligustica (Savign.) Coss.; T.
speltoides (Tausch) Gren; Sitopsis speltoides (Tausch)
Á. Löve

SS 5.1c, 5.8e

bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. &
Spach

T. bicorne Forssk.; Sitopsis bicornis (Forssk.) Á. Löve SbSb 7.1c, 6.8e

longissima Schweinf. &
Muschl.

T. longissimum (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Bowden;
Sitopsis longissima (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Á. Löve

SlSl 6.0c, 7.5e

sharonensis Eig T. sharonense (Eig) Feldman & Sears; Sitopsis
sharonensis (Eig) Á. Löve

SshSsh 7.1c, 7.5e

searsii Feldman & Kislev ex
Hammer

T. searsii (Feldman & Kislev) Feldman & Kislev;
Sitopsis searsii (Feldman & Kislev ex Hammer) Á.
Löve

SsSs 5.9c, 6.6e

tauschii Coss. Ae. squarrosa L.; T. tauschii (Coss.) Schmahlh.; T.
aegilops Beauv. ex Roem. & Schult.; Patropyrum
tauschii (Coss.) Á. Löve

DD 5.2c, 5.2e

(continued)
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Table 2.4 (continued)

Genus Species Synonym Genomea 1C DNA (pg)b

Aegilops caudata L. Triticum caudatum (L.) Godr. & Gren.; Triticum
dichasians Bowden; Ae. dichasians (Bowden)
Humphries; Ae. markgrafii (Greuter) Hammer;
Orrhopygium caudatum (L.) Á. Löve

CC 4.6c, 4.8e

comosa Sm. In Sibth. & Sm. T. comosum (Sm. In Sibth. & Sm.) K.Richt.; ;
Comopyrum comosum (Sm. In Sibth. & Sm.) Á. Löve

MM 6.2c, 5.5e

uniaristata Vis. T. uniaristatum (Vis.) K. Richt.; Chennapyrum
uniaristatum (Vis.) Á. Löve

NN 6.3c, 5.8e

umbellulata Zhuk. T. umbellulatum (Zhuk.) Bowden; Kiharapyrum
umbellulatum (Zhuk.) Á. Löve

UU 5.0c, 5.4e

peregrina (Hack.
In J. Fraser) Maire &Weiller

Ae. variabilis Eig; T. variabilis; T. preginum Hack.
In J. Fraser; Aegilemma peregrina (Hack. In J. Fraser)
Á. Löve

SvSvUU 13.8c, 12.5e

kotschyi Boiss. T. kotschyi (Boiss.) Bowden; Aegilemma kotschyi
(Boiss.) Á. Löve

SvSvUU 12.3c, 12.6e

triuncialis L. T. triunciale (L.) Rasp.; Aegilopodes triuncialis (L.) Á.
Löve

UUCC, CCUU 10.5c, 10.9e

geniculata Roth Ae. ovata L.; T. ovatum (L.) Gren. & Godr. MoMoUU 9.4c

biuncialis Vis. Ae. lorentii Hochst.; Ae. macrochaeta Shuttlew & A.
Huet ex Duval-Jouve; T. macrochaetum (Shuttlew &
A. Huet ex Duval-Jouve) K. Richt.

UUMbMb 11.3c

columnaris Zhuk. Triticum columnare (Zhuk.) Morris & Sears UUXnXn 10.5c, 10.9e

neglecta Reg. ex Bertol. Ae. triaristata Willd.; T. negletum (Reg. ex Bertol.)
Greuter; T. triaristatum (Willd.) Godr. & Gren.

UUXnXn 15.5c, 10.6e

recta (Zhuk.) Chennav. Ae. triaristata ssp. recta Zhuk.; T. rectum (Zhuk.)
Bowden

UUXnXnNN 21.6c, 16.2e

cylindrical Host T. cylindricum (Host) Ces. Pass & Gibelli;
Cylindropyrum cylindricum (Host) Á. Löve

DDCC; CCDD 9.59e

Ventricosa Tausch T. ventricosum (Tausch) Ces. Pass & Gibelli;
Gastropyrum ventricosum (Tausch) Á. Löve

DDNN 9.6c, 10.6e

crassa Boiss. T. crassum (Boiss.) Aitch. & Hemsl.; Gastropyrum
crissum (B0iss.) Á. Löve

DcDcXcXc 10.5c, 10.9e

crassa Boiss. T. crassum (6x); Gastropyrum crassum DcDcXcXcDD 15.7c

juvenalis (Thell.) Eig T. juvenale Thell.; Aegilonearum juvenile (Thell.) Á.
Löve

DcDcXcXcUU 18.8c

Aegilops vavilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav. Ae. crassa Boiss.; Ae. crassa Boiss. Var. palaestina
Eig; T. syriacum Bowden; Gastropyrum vavilovii
(Zhuk.) Á. Löve

DcDcXcXcSsSs 18.3c

Henrardia persica (Boiss.) C. E. Hubb. — OO —

pubescens (Bertol.) C.
E. Hubb.

— OO —

Taeniatherum caput-medusae (L.) Nevski Taeniatherum crinitum (Schreb.) Nevski TaTa 4.4c

Crithopsis delileana (Schult. & Schult.
F.) Roshev.

Elymus delileanus Schult KK 4.7c

a Genome symbols after Wang et al. (1995), Wang and Lu (2014), Symbols of Hordeum after Blattner (2018), Symbols of Eremopyrum modified from
Sakamoto (1991), Symbols of Dasypyrum after Ohta and Morishita (2001), Symbols of Aegilops after Dvorak (1998), Unknown or unverified genomes are
designated with the letter X followed by a lowercase letter for the species; Modified versions of a basic genome are designated by superscripts in small letters
indicative of the species carrying such modified genomes. The genomes of the diploid or the tetraploid parents that donated the cytoplasm to the polyploid
species of Triticum and Aegilops, according to Kimber and Tsunewaki (1988), are on the left side of the genome symbols. The genome symbol of Elymus
elongatus ssp. ponticus is after Li and Zhang (2002) and Liu et al. (2007)
b 1C-value in picograms
c The Angiosperm C-value database (http://www.rbgkew.org.uk/cval/) at Kew Botanic Gardens
d Vogel et al. (1999)
e Eilam et al. (2007, 2008, 2009)
f Yousofi and Aryavand (2004)
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Several classifications, attempting to reflect the evolu-
tionary history of the tribe, have been proposed for the
various taxa of the Triticeae over the past 100 years

(reviewed by Barkworth 1992). Since the great diversity
between the various taxa of the Triticeae lies in the structure
of the inflorescence, including the glumes and the lemmas

Table 2.5 Geological epochs in the Cenozoic era (65 million years ago to the present) and major climatic, ecological and Triticeae evolutionary
events

Period Epoch Million
years ago

Major climate & ecological events Events in the evolution of the Triticeae

Quaternary Holocene 0.01–present Warmer climates; conversion of many grasslands
and forests into cultivated areas; increase in
human population

Domestication of wheat, barley and rye;
formation of hexaploid (bread) wheat and
domesticated forms of tetraploid wheat

Pleistocene 1.8–0.01 Global cooling; four major ice ages; most
temperate zones were covered by glaciers during
the cool periods and uncovered during the
warmer interglacial periods

Formation of the allotetraploid species of
Triticum and the allotetraploid and
allohexaploid species of Aegilops

Tertiary Pliocene 5.3–1.8 Cooler and drier global climates; accumulation of
ice at the poles; development seasonal climate
(cold and humid winters and hot and dry
summers) in the east Mediterranean and
south-west Asia; development of today’s
landscapes; further spread of grasslands

Evolvement of the diploid species of
Aegilops and Triticum

Miocene 23.8–5.3 Warmer global climates; disappearance of the
Tethys Sea and the climate cooled off towards the
end; diversification of temperate ecosystems and
new ecological niches opened; expansion of
grasslands;

Diversification of grasses; divergence of
the Triticineae (wheat lineage) from the
Hordeineae (barley lineage)

Oligocene 33.7–23.8 Cold and dry climates; transformation of
vegetation to something similar to that of today

Appearance of early Triticeae

Eocene 54.8–33.7 Warm and humid climates, became cooler
towards the end; forests got smaller while
grasslands and savannas increased

Further development of grasses

Table 2.6 Time of beginning divergence of the Triticineae lineages in million years ago

Lineages Beginning divergence time Method of study References

Sequencing of RFLP of

Barley and rye-wheat 14.0–10.0 chloroplast genome — Wolfe et al. (1989)

15.0–11.0 — BAC libraries Ramakrishna et al. (2002)

11.6 nuclear genes — Chalupska et al. (2008)

11.0 two nuclear genes — Huang et al. (2002a, b)

10.6 chloroplast genome — Gornicki et al. (2014)

10.1 four nuclear genes — Dvorak and Akhunov (2005)

8.90–8.13 chloroplast genome — Middleton et al. (2014)

Wheat and rye 7.0 275 nuclear genes — Marcussen et al. (2014)

4.0–3.7 chloroplast genome — Middleton et al. (2014)

Wheat and Aegilops 6.5 three chloroplast genes — Marcussen et al. (2014)

2.7 (4.1–3.4) four nuclear genes — Dvorak and Akhunov (2005)

4.5–2.5 two nuclear genes — Huang et al. (2002b)

2.9–2.1 chloroplast genome — Middleton et al. (2014)
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which envelope the flower and seed (Stebbins 1950), many
classifications have been based on morphological traits,
particularly of the spike. Although morphological similari-
ties may indicate a close phylogenetic relationship, closely
related species can also display morphologically difference
when grown in different environments (Yen et al. 2005).
Thus, a taxonomic approach solely relying on morphological
analysis will inevitably include misclassifications. Indeed,
classifications on a morphological basis have always been a
subject of taxonomic disagreements, as is obvious from
several recent discussions (Tzvelev 1976; Melderis et al.
1980; Dewey 1982, 1984; Löve 1982, 1984; Gupta and
Baum 1986, 1989; Baum et al. 1987; Barkworth 1992).
Significant disagreement exists between classical tax-
onomists and those suggesting a new pattern of classification
founded on cytogenetic relationships between genera rather
than on morphological features.

Because of their economic importance, various taxa of the
Triticeae have been recurrently used for basic and applied
studies, where intensive cytogenetic studies (reviewed in
Löve 1982, 1984; Dewey 1982, 1984; summarized in Wang
et al. 1995) have uncovered the wide variety in the generic
makeup of the Triticeae. Krause (1898) combined Elymus,
Hordeum, Agropyron, Secale, and Triticum to form a new
genus, Frumentum Krause. Since there are essentially weak
genetic barriers between the Triticeae genera, Stebbins
(1956) recommended merging all these genera into one
genus. However, this suggestion has been rejected by
Runemark and Heneen (1968) and Mac Key (1966, 1981) as
being artificial, single-character subdivision of the tribe and
as such creates more problems than it solves.

The taxonomic philosophy advocating classification that
reflects phylogeny and biological relationship (Löve 1982,
1984), and classifications that are based on the assumption
that a genus is a group of species with a common genome,
led to the rise of genomically-based genera (Löve 1982,
1984). According to this concept, taxa bearing similar gen-
omes are treated as congeneric (Dewey 1984). The similarity
between genomes is determined by genome analysis, where
complete chromosomal pairing at the first meiotic metaphase
in the F1 hybrid of two taxa indicates similarity between
their genomes. The genome classification of Love (1982,
1984) assumes that (1) a genome type equals a genus, and
(2) a genome type should be the single most important
determiner for the designation of terminal taxa in any
forthcoming phylogenetic analysis. Accordingly, the classi-
fication of most genera was drastically reorganized (Löve
1982, 1984; Dewey 1984; Wang et al. 1995), dividing the
tribe into 38 different mono-generic genera. For instance,
Triticum species with the A genome constitute the genus

Crithodium; Triticum and Aegilops species with the B gen-
ome constitutes Sitopsis; the D genome constitutes Pat-
ropyrum; the AB genome complex constitutes Gigachilon;
and the ABD genome complex constitutes Triticum (Löve
1984). For Aegilops this has led to its split-up into 12 genera
(without Amblyopyrum). Some of these ‘split genera’ are
mono-genomic, can therefore considered truly monophyletic
and should consequently appear as terminal taxa in a
cladistics analysis. This is the case for Amblyopyrum and the
diploid Aegilops ‘genera’, which appear as terminal clades in
a parsimonious tree of the mono-genomic groups in the
Triticeae (Kellogg 1989). The genome-based classification
was principally accepted by Dewey (1984) for perennial
Triticeae, and is being followed by others (Anonymous
1986).

The genomic classification was criticized by Baum et al.
(1987) who presented a number of arguments against the
formation of genomic genera. Although the genome may
be more important than certain other trivial plant traits,
Baum et al. (1987) opined that classification should be
based on a profile of as many characteristics as possible,
rather than on a single feature. They claimed that the
genomic classification system gives rise to far too many
monotypic genera and that genomic genera are not recog-
nizable morphological units. Moreover, Baum et al. (1987)
argue that the genomic system is unstable, necessitating
changes with every new genome combination recognized;
and that genomes are not good characters anyway. The
genome classification, though attractive in theory, is
sometimes difficult to translate into practical morphological
diagnoses, i.e., there is incongruence between the genomic
and morphological data.

The complexities of genome-based classifications are
clearly evident upon phylogenetic study of the wheat
group. The diploid donors of two out of the three sub-
genomes of hexaploid wheat, A and D, were identified on
the basis of genome analysis and morphological character-
istics [Kihara (1944) and McFadden and Sears (1944, 1946)
identified the D genome donor; Dvorak (1976) and Chap-
man et al. (1976) identified the A genome donor]. Extensive
work has shown that the phylogenetic relationships of the
third subgenome of hexaploid wheat, the B subgenome,
could not be ascertained on the basis of genome analysis
(Riley 1965; Feldman et al. 1995). More recently, even for
the A subgenome, it has been shown that chromosome 4 of
diploid wheat is absent in hexaploid wheat (Wazuddin and
Driscoll 1986). Baum et al. (1987) predict that new genera
will have to be erected and species will need to be trans-
ferred from one genus to another when new genome(s) or
genome combination(s) are discovered. These authors
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provide several examples: For Pseudoroegneria tauri
(Boiss. & Bal.) A. Löve [currently Elymus tauri (Boiss. &
Bal.) Melderis], a completely new genome combination
(PPStSt) has been discovered, necessitating the erection of a
new genus (Wang et al. 1986). Genome constitution of
Pseudoroegneria spicata A. Löve [currently Elymus spica-
tus (Pursh) Gould] has been shown to be StStHH, on the
basis of karyotype, instead of StStStSt, which required the
transfer of this species to the genus Elymus (Wang 1985a).
Another case relates to Thinopyrum bessarabicum (Savul. &
Rayss) A. Löve [currently Elymus farctus (Viv.) Runemark
ex Melderis] and Lophopyrum (Host) A. Löve] [currently
Elymus elongatus (Host) Runemark] with the J and E gen-
omes, respectively, which have been shown to be closely
related. These findings suggest that either genome J should
be designated as Eb (Dvorak 1981a, b; McGuire 1984) or E
as Je (Wang 1985b). Later, these two closely related gen-
omes were designated Eb and Ee, respectively (Wang et al.
1995). On this basis, it was recommended that Lophopyrum
elongatum be transferred to the genus Thinopyrum (Wang
1985b). Several other genera erected by Löve (1984), based
on the assumption that they are autopolyploids, were found
to be allopolyploids and, as such, will require new generic
names. Many of these classification transfers result in tax-
onomic realignments of already well-defined and
well-marked taxa. In view of the above, Baum et al. (1987)
believe that phylogenetic relationships based on the genome
alone are nonoperational due to instability of the genomic
system; every newly characterized genome combination
necessitates classification changes. They concur with Kim-
ber’s (1984) suggestion that the sum of morphological
characteristics of diploid taxa might also be a good indicator
of evolutionary relationships and can be used to supplement
the cytogenetic data.

Moreover, since evolution in the Triticeae is highly
reticulated, cladistics algorithms (Baum 1982, 1983), only
relevant when analyzing groups where reticulation has not
occurred, is not suitable for the Triticeae. While Jauhar and
Crane (1989) believed that a multidisciplinary approach to
taxonomic classification is certainly advisable, such an
approach still considers genome analysis the most useful in
revealing phyletic relatedness and deserving of consideration
for biosystematic delimitation of taxa. The genome analysis
approach is generally a good measure of homology in spite
of the following limitations: intimate chromosome pairing as
seen at the first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids may not
represent identity of nucleotide sequence at every locus.
Second, the amount of pairing in hybrids may be influenced
by genotypes of the parents. Third, genome analysis is
possible only if two taxa can be hybridized and viable

hybrids obtained; genome analysis is more useful at the
species level, but its usefulness decreases in broader hybrids.
Chromosome pairing in diploid hybrids does not reliably
indicate chromosome relationships (Jauhar 1975; Kimber
and Feldman 1987), because chromosomes have an inherent
tendency to pair even with less related chromosomes when
their own homologous partners are not available. The precise
nature of specificity of pairing is not yet fully understood,
however. Other techniques of genome analysis, such as
karyotype analysis based on chromosome measurements,
chromosome banding patterns, in situ hybridization with
specific probes, and restriction enzyme analysis of the
chloroplast, mitochondrial, or whole nuclear genome, have
also been successfully employed. Each of these techniques
brings certain inherent advantages and disadvantages.
Whole-genome sequencing of related taxa may generate the
ultimate information for assessing phylogenetic relatedness.
However, it will not be sufficient to define speciation events
that prevent cross-fertilization or affect hybrid viability and
fertility. A combination of criteria will be needed to reach a
coherent classification of genera and species.

Further arguments against genomic genera include the
difficulty to reach agreement regarding the definition of
genomic similarity. Alonso and Kimber (1981) claimed that
the ability of chromosomes to pair roughly estimates sim-
ilarity of total DNA. Chromosome pairing as an indicator
of phylogenetic relationships has been discussed in general
terms by Jackson (1982, 1984, 1985). He pointed out that
classical genome analysis can misinterpret phylogenetic
relationships in a multiple allelic system of pairing control
mutations. Moreover, while pairing between chromosomes
may indicate similarity, failure of pairing does not neces-
sarily indicate dissimilarity, since individual genes or
groups of genes may suppress pairing between very closely
related genomes (Okamoto 1957; Riley and Chapman
1958; Sears 1976; Jackson 1982). Pairing may also fail
between homologous chromosomes due to desynaptic
genes (for a review see Kaul and Murthy 1985) or
B-chromosomes (Mochizuki 1964; Dover and Riley 1972a;
Vardi and Dover 1972). Likewise, high pairing in hybrids
does not necessarily indicate full homology, as certain
genes promote pairing between partially homologous
chromosomes, like those existing in Amblyopyrum muticum
and Aegilops speltoides (Dover and Riley 1972b; Dvorak
1972; Chen and Dvorak 1984). Genetic induction of mei-
otic pairing in hybrids between common wheat and rye,
was also shown to be present in Secale cereale (Gupta and
Fedak 1986). Furthermore, the genomic classification of
genera (Dewey 1984) assumes that events leading to the
origin of species are different from those that lead to the
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origin of genera, the former involving changes without
leading to a divergent genome, and the latter involving
addition, substitution, deletion, or complete transformation
of a genome. However, such a difference between the
origin of species and genera does not consistently exist.
Moreover, as was pointed up by Kellogg (1989), genomes
are not arbitrary divisions, and therefore, genome-based
classifications exhibit the same weakness as the biological
species classification approach.

The generic classification of the Triticeae is currently in a
state of flux, and the eye of critical disputes, whose outcomes
are difficult to predict. The genome-based classification,
although attractive in theory, is often incongruent with
morphological observations and cannot serve, by itself, a
basis for classification. Consequently, in this book, the
genera were classified according to Melderis (1978), Mel-
deris et al. (1980), Clayton and Renvoize (1986), and Ren-
voize and Clayton (1992) who based their classification on
morphological and eco-geographical characteristics
(Table 2.2). Likewise, the nomenclature used in this book is
as per Melderis et al. (1980); Clayton and Renvoize (1986);
Van Slageren (1994); and (Table 2.2).

There are three complexes of genera that are especially
difficult to classify: the complex Triticum-Aegilops, the
complex Elymus-Agropyron-Sitanion-Hystrix, and the com-
plex Hordeum–Hordelymus.

Triticum-Aegilops—The classification of these genera is
still under debate. Bowden (1959), Morris and Sears (1967)
and Kimber and Feldman (1987) included the two genera in
one genus. Triticum was included because tetraploid wheat
contains one subgenome that derived from an Aegilops
species and hexaploid wheat contains two such subgenomes.
This classification was criticized by Gupta and Baum (1986)
and was not accepted by most taxonomists who dealt with
this group. Taxonomists, such as Zhukovsky (1928), Eig
(1929a), Bor (1968), Melderis (1980), Hammer (1980) and
van Slageren (1994), objected to the unification of these two
genera, since the morphological separation between them is
distinct, in sharp contrast to the genetic relationships uniting
most of the genera in the tribe.

Elymus-Agropyron-Sitanion-Hystrix—Nevski (1934) Mel-
deris (1953), Bor (1968) and Sakamoto (1974) regarded these
taxa as separate genera, while Runemark and Heneen (1968)
united the four genera into one genus Elymus. In Melderis’
(1980) definition of the genus Elymus, only the genus Sitanion,
the sections Roegneria and Elytrigia from Agropyron and the
species of Clinelymus were included. While they did not
mention the genus Asperella, Runemark and Heneen (1968)
regarded this genus close to Elymus. Elymus and Leymus are
contiguous genera, whose separation has been contentious
(Clayton and Renvoize 1986). Melderis separated species from

Elymus toLeymus and left the species ofAgropyron in thegenus
Agropyron. Hystrix (including Asperella) and Sitanion share a
genome with Elymus and can be considered related to the latter
(Clayton and Renvoize 1986).

The number of spikelets on each rachis node served as the
marker that distinguished between Agropyron and Elymus
(in Agropyron there is one spikelet and in Elymus there are
several), but this marker is valueless, since in several species
of Agropyron, there are pairs of spikelets in some of the
rachis nodes, while several species of Elymus sometimes
display solitary spikelets on each rachis node. In the new
classification, Melderis (1980) left only species with solitary
spikelet on each rachis node (species containing the P gen-
ome) in the genus Agropyron and transferred the remaining
species (i.e., elongatum and junceum and related species
with the Ee or Eb genomes) to Elymus.

Hordeum-Hordelymus—the classification of these genera
is less complex and based mainly on morphological traits.
Runemark and Heneen (1968) separated the two genera, as
well as Critesion from Hordeum. In contrast, Melderis
(1953, 1980) included Critesion in the genus Hordeum and
left Hordelymus as a separate genus.

The various genera of the Triticeae tribe are classified into
two sub-tribes: Hordeineae, the barley lineage, (seven gen-
era) and the Triticineae, the wheat lineage, (eleven genera)
(Table 2.1 and Fig. 2.1). The genus Brachypodium P. Beauv
diverged approximately 32–39 MYA from the pre-Triticeae
lineage (Bossolini et al. 2007; International Brachypodium
Initiative 2010). In spite of its morphological intergradation
with Elymus serpentini (Renvoize and Clayton 1992), this
genus is not included in the Triticeae (Catalan et al. 1995;
Hasterox et al. 2004). Despite the early proposal to combine
Brachypodium (e.g., Krause 1913) or Bromus (e.g., Avdulov
1931) with Triticeae, Hubbard (1948) noted the morpho-
logical similarity between all three, without actually merging
them. With regard to morphology as well as other aspects,
however, it seems best to keep the three separate (Macfar-
lane and Watson 1982). Bromus is the most obviously dis-
tinct, differing from the other two in several important traits.
Brachypodium scarcely differs from Triticeae in morphol-
ogy, with the exception of the racemose (rarely paniculate)
inflorescence.

2.3 Time of Origin of the Genera

The critical diversification of the tribe, mainly at the diploid
level, started during the Oligocene (33.7–23.8 MYA), in the
middle of the Tertiary (Fan et al. 2013; Table 2.5). During the
Oligocene geological epoch, cold and dry climate prevailed
in the temperate zone of the northern hemisphere of the old
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world, triggering the transformation of vegetation to some-
thing similar to that of today. The cold climate channeled the
evolution of the tribe toward the development of genera that
are adapted to mesophyllic habitats, i.e., the early Triticeae
that grew in the temperate-arctic zones. Later on, during the
Miocene era (23.8–5.3 MYA), warmer climates prevailed,
but towards the end of this geological epoch the Tethys Sea,
that covered large area of southwest Asia, disappeared and
the east Mediterranean region rose. The climate in the east
Mediterranean and central Asia became seasonal (cold and
humid in the winter and hot and dry in the summer). This
climate change, characterized by a relatively short growth
period in the winter and long drought in the summer, led to
the development of diversified ecosystems and consequently,
the opening of new ecological niches. Such changes

facilitated the expansion of grasslands and brought about the
development of the annual, autogamous species.

It is therefore assumed that the radiation of the Triticeae
might have been triggered by the late Miocene climate. This
is in accordance with the findings of Fan et al. (2013 and
reference therein), which demonstrated that a major radiation
of the Triticeae occurred during a relatively narrow period of
time in the late Miocene (9.2–6.1 MYA). Diversification in
the Mediterranean lineage of Triticeae not only stimulated
the formation of many new genera, but also provided the
opportunity for the production of many allopolyploids (Fan
et al. 2013).

The wheat and barley lineages diverged from one another
during the Miocene, about 15–8 MYA (Wolfe et al. 1989;
Ramakrishna et al. 2002; Huang et al. 2002a, 2002b; Dvorak
and Akhunov 2005; Chalupska et al. 2008; Fan et al. 2013;
Middleton et al. 2013, 2014; Marcussen et al. 2014; Gornicki
et al. 2014) (Table 2.6). Based on analysis of 275 single nuclear
gene copies of hexaploid wheat, Marcussen et al. (2014) con-
cluded that the ancestors of the wheat group diverged from rye
during the Miocene, about 7 MYA, while on the basis of
chloroplast DNA analysis, Middleton et al. (2014) suggested
that this divergence occurred in the Pliocene, 3–4 MYA. The
diploid Triticum and Aegilops species began to diverge from
one another during the late Miocene (7.0–5.3 MYA) and
continue to diverge in the Pliocene, about 4–2 MYA (Huang
et al. 2002b; Dvorak and Akhunov 2005; Middleton et al.
2014), and possibly also in the Pleistocene (1.8–0.01 MYA).
The allopolyploids of this group were formed 1.0–0.01 MYA,
during the Pleistocene and Holocene epochs (Huang et al.
2002b; Dvorak and Akhunov 2005; Marcussen et al. 2014;
Gornicki et al. 2014; Tables 2.5 and 2.6).

2.4 Phylogenetic Studies in Perennial
Diploid Species

There is a general agreement that the Triticeae tribe is
monophyletic (Watson et al. 1985; Kellogg 1989; Soreng
et al. 1990; Hsiao et al. 1995a). Over the years, chromo-
some pairing was analyzed in several inter-specific and
inter-generic hybrids between perennial diploid Triticeae,
but yielded, in several cases, ambiguous results (Wang
1989). By large, studies assessing the relationships among
basic genomes of perennial diploid Triticeae species have
been insufficient and lag far behind those of annual species
(Wang and Lu 2014). Hence, phylogenetic studies in these
taxa were mainly based on a variety of morphological and
molecular analyses (Seberg and Petersen 2007; Escobar
et al. 2011). Early studies on the basis of morphological
characteristics led to the construction of several

Fig. 2.1 Relationships of the genera of the Triticeae (modified from
Clayton and Renvoize 1986 and from Feldman and Levy 2015. Genera
with perennial species = white; genera with annual species = black;
genera with perennial and annual species = patterened. The number of
species is written below the genus name. The genera Taeniatherum and
Crithopsis that were placed in the Hordeineae for the presence of two
spikelets on each rachis node, were transferred to the Triticineae
because of molecular data showing greater similarity to Triticum than to
Hordeum. (For the divergent time of the main groups see Table 2.6)
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phylogenetic trees (Baum 1982, 1983; Baum et al. 1987;
Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992) that were
reviewed and discussed by Seberg and Frederiksen (2001).
Phylogenetic trees have also been constructed based on
several types of molecular analyses, namely, isozymes
(McIntyre, 1988), restriction site data (Monte et al.1993;
Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996a), sequence data from a
number of different coding and/or non-coding regions, viz.
5S DNA (Kellogg and Appels 1995), internal transcript
sequences (ITS) (Hsiao et al. 1995a, b), rpoA a plastid gene
(Petersen and Seberg 1997), and waxy, a low-copy nuclear
gene (Mason-Gamer et al. 1998). However, incongruence
exists between the phylogenetic trees constructed based on
morphology and on molecular data, as well as between trees
constructed using various kinds of molecular data (Seberg
and Petersen 2007; Escobar et al. 2011). Trees constructed
using a combination of morphological information and
several types of molecular data did not yield satisfactory
results either. For example, Seberg and Petersen (2007)
combined morphological data with nucleotide sequence data
from five different genes, two chloroplast genes, a mito-
chondrial gene, and two single-copy nuclear genes. With
the exception of the mitochondrial and nuclear sequences,
the data of the morphological and molecular analysis were
incongruent.

Most morphological and molecular trees shared the
Aegilops clade, while the morphological trees also included
Amblyopyrum and Henrardia in the Aegilops clade (Seberg
and Petersen 2007). The most striking difference between
the morphological and molecular trees was the position of
Hordeum senso lato and Psathyrostachys. Triticum mono-
coccum is included in the Secale clade according to several
morphological trees, but is a sister clade to the Aegilops
clade in some molecular studies (Kellogg and Appels 1995;
Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996a). Hsiao et al. (1995a, b)
and Kellogg et al. (1996) considered T. monococcum to be
the sister group to Elymus elongatus (formerly Agropyron
elongatum). In an attempt to shed more light on the Triticeae
phylogeny, Mason-Gamer (2001, 2005), Petersen and
Seberg (2002), and Helfgott and Mason-Gamer (2004)
studied single-copy nuclear genes, and Petersen and Seberg
(1997) and (Yamane and Kawahara (2005) studied chloro-
plastic genes; these studies failed to lead to any consensual
definition of clades.

The fact that no consensus was reached concerning the
phylogenetic relationships between the various diploid taxa
of the tribe, was either due to a limited number of samples
(Kellogg and Appels 1995; Kellogg et al. 1996;
Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996a; Escobar et al. 2011) or to
the small number of genes that were analyzed (Hsiao et al.
1995a, b; Kellogg and Appels 1995; Petersen and Seberg

1997; Helfgott and Mason-Gamer 2004; Mason-Gamer
2005). This ambiguity of the phylogenetic relationships in
the Triticeae is also result from extensive inter-generic
hybridizations and introgression events, as well as to
incomplete lineage sorting of ancestral polymorphisms,
indicating an intricate, reticulate pattern of evolution in this
tribe (Kellogg 1996; Komatsuda et al. 1999; Nishikawa et al.
2002; Mason-Gamer 2005; Kawahara 2009; Escobar et al.
2011). Such a reticulate pattern of evolution presents a
considerable challenge in phylogenetic analyses since dif-
ferent genes may exhibit conflicting genealogical histories
(Escobar et al. 2011).

A recent attempt to overcome this obstacle in the Trit-
iceae was made by Escobar et al. (2011), who used a
molecular dataset, including one chloroplastic and 26
nuclear genes to (i) test whether it is possible to infer
phylogenetic relationships in the face of large-scale intro-
gressive events and/or incomplete lineage sorting, (ii) iden-
tify parts of the evolutionary history that have not evolved
in a tree-like manner, and (iii) decipher the biological
causes of gene-tree conflicts in this tribe, including the
frequency of recombination, chromosomal location of ana-
lyzed sequences and evolution rate. They showed that
combining information from several loci located on differ-
ent chromosomes and in different cellular compartments
(nucleus and chloroplast), enabled the identification of
major clades and resolved most parts of the Triticeae phy-
logeny. Escobar et al. (2011) succeeded to construct a
comprehensive, multigenic phylogeny of the diploid taxa of
Triticeae, and to identify the biological groups that most
likely underwent reticulate evolution. Their phylogenetic
hypotheses suggested the existence of 5 major clades within
Triticeae, with Psathyrostachys and Hordeum being the
deepest genera, and Psathyrostachys branches being sister
to the remaining Triticeae which followed by the sequential
branching of Hordeum (Fig. 2.2). The divergence of these
two taxa occurs in a tree-like manner. The suggestion that
Psathyrostachys is the deepest taxon in the tribe is in
accordance with the assumption that this species resembles
the primitive Triticeae (Sakamoto 1973). Several previously
published phylogenies, including some derived from
nuclear (Mason-Gamer 2001; Kellogg and Appels 1995;
Petersen et al. 2006) and chloroplastic DNA analyses
(Petersen and Seberg 1997; Mason-Gamer et al. 2002), also
recognized the early divergence of Psathyrostachys and
Hordeum, although several other studies disagreed
(Mason-Gamer 2005; Helfgott and Mason-Gamer 2004;
Kellogg and Appels 1995; Hsiao et al. 1995a, b). Never-
theless, the data of Escobar et al. (2011) strongly reinforce
the suggestion that Psathyrostachys is the sister group of all
other Triticeae.
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These major clades were also recently defined using the
nuclear phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) gene that codes for
plastid PGK isozyme (Adderley and Sun 2014). Bieniek
et al. (2015), who studied phylogenetic relationships among
the Triticeae diploid species through DNA barcoding of
three chloroplastic genes, provided support of the classifi-
cation into the above clades. They also revealed a close
relationship between the Elymus (=Pseudoroegneria) and
the Taeniatherum clades, as well as a clear distinction
between the Psathyrostachys and the Hordeum clades,
which is consistent with previous molecular studies (Peter-
sen and Seberg 1997; Escobar et al. 2011; Fan et al. 2013).
The results of Bieniek et al. (2015) showed the Hordeum
clade to be an independent group. Moreover, their analysis
separated the three studied genomes of the Hordeum clade,
namely, I (in diploid H. bogdani), H (in diploid H. bulbo-
sum) and Xu (in diploid H. murinum). These results are
consistent with previous studies of chloroplast and nuclear
DNA sequences (e.g., Blattner 2009; Naghavi et al. 2013).

The Elymus clade is the largest clade, consisting of rep-
resentatives of the St and E genomes (Bieniek et al. 2015). It
contains the diploid species of the genus Elymus senso lato,

(Melderis et al. 1980), namely, species of Pseudorogneria
(genome St), Agropyron elongatum (=Lophopyrum elonga-
tum) (genome Ee) and Agropyron junceum [=Tinopyrum
bessarabicum (genome Eb).

Löve (1984) used the genome symbols J for the genome
of Elymus farctus (=Thinopyrum bessarabicum; Agropyron
junceum), and E for that of Elymus elongatus (=Lophopyrum
elongatum; Agropyron elongatum), whereas Dewey (1984)
considered the J and E genomes as the same basic genome.
Studies of chromosome pairing in hybrids between these
species supported Dewey’s conclusion (Wang 1985b; Wang
and Hsiao 1989), whereas Jauhar (1988) reached different
conclusion by studying chromosome pairing in the same
plant materials. Since a literature review indicated that most
studies regard J and E genomes as members of the same
cluster (see Table 1 in Wang and Lu 2014), it is now gen-
erally accepted to regard them as very closely related gen-
omes, supporting the use of a common basic genome
symbol, E (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001; Yen et al. 2005;
Fan et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2008; Sha et al. 2010; Yan et al.
2011; Wang and Lu 2014). Thus, the genomes of Elymus
farctus was designated Eb and that of E. elongatus Ee
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Fig. 2.2 Phylogenetic tree of the Triticeae genera adapted from Escobar et al. (2011)
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(Wang et al. 1995; Table 2.4). Both Eb and Ee are close to
subgenomes A, B, and D of the wheat group (reviewed in
Wang and Lu 2014).

The St genome of diploid Elymus species and P of
Agropyron are moderately related to Ee genome of Elymus
elongatus and Eb genome of E. farctus, respectively (Wang
1989). Bieniek et al. (2015) found that the nucleotide
sequences of the diploid Ee, Eb and St taxa are almost
identical, with only one substitution within the matK gene
differentiating genome Eb from the Ee and St genomes.
Petersen and Seberg (1997) and Wang and Lu (2014) con-
firmed the very close relationship among the Ee, Eb and St
genomes.

In addition, the multigenic network structure (Escobar
et al. 2011) highlights parts of the Triticeae history that did
not evolve in a tree-like manner; Dasypyrum, Heteranthe-
lium, Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops have
evolved in a reticulated manner. Moreover, the results of
Escobar et al. (2011) provided strong evidence of incon-
gruence among single-gene trees, with different portions of
the genome exhibiting different histories. They determined
the role of recombination and gene location in the incon-
gruence, and demonstrated that loci in close physical
proximity are more likely to share a common history than
distant ones, due to a low incidence of recombination in

proximal chromosomal regions of Triticeae (Akhunov et al.
2003a, b; Luo et al. 2000, 2005; Lukaszewski and Curtis
1993).

In conclusion, the study of Escobar et al. (2011) showed
that in spite of strong tree conflicts, not all clades of Triticeae
are affected by introgression and/or incomplete lineage
sorting. Notably, Psathyrostachys, Hordeum and Agropyron,
Eremopyrum and Henrardia diverge in a tree-like manner,
whereas the evolution of Elymus, Dasypyrum, Heteranthe-
lium, Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops is retic-
ulated. There is no straightforward way to determine whether
incongruence in Triticeae results from introgression or
incomplete lineage sorting. In order to determine whether
incongruence in Triticeae results from introgression or
incomplete lineage sorting, whole genome sequence of most
species of this tribe will be needed. Recombination could be
an important evolutionary force in exacerbating the level of
incongruence among gene trees.

2.5 Genome Analysis of Polyploid Species

The genomes of the diploid Triticeae are presented in
Table 2.7 and those of the polyploid taxa in Table 2.8. At the
diploid level, the genus Aegilops contains the largest number

Table 2.7 The genomes of the diploid Triticeae

Region of distribution Clades

Psathyrostachysa Hordeuma Elymusa Agropyron-
Eremopyrum-
Henrardiaa

Dasypyrum-
Secale-
Heteranthelium

Aegilops-Triticum-
Taeniatherum-
Crithopsis

Temperate-arctic NsNs II StSt

XaXa LL

XuXu XpXp

Mediterranean-central Asiatic HH StSt PP VvVv AmAm

EeEe WW VbVb AA

EbEb FF RR TT

XbXb QQ SS

XdXd SbSb

OO SlSl

ShSh

SsSs

DD

CC

MM

NN

UU

TaTa

KK
a According to Escobar et al. (2011)
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Table 2.8 The genomes of the polyploid Triticeae

Region of
distribu-tion

Cladesa containing polyploid species

Ploidy type Hordeum Elymus Agropyron-
Eremopyrum

Dasypyrum Aegilops-
Triticumb

Temperate-arctic Auto-polyploids HHHH

XaXaXaXa

XuXuXuXu

HHHHHH

Allo-polyploids StStYY

StStHH

LLEE

NsNsXmXm

NsNsXrXr

StSt HHYY

StStPPYY

StStWWYY

Auto-allo-polyploids StStStStYY

StStStStHH

StStHHNsNsXmXm

Mediterranean-
central asiatic

Auto-polyploids HHHH StStStSt PPPP VbVbVbVb

EeEeEeEe PPPPPP

EbEbEbEb

EeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEeEe

Allo-polyploids StStPP XbXbXdXd BBAA

EeEeStSt XdXdFF GGAA

EbEbEeEe SlSlUU

UUCC

MoMoUU

UUMoMo

UUYY

DDCC

DDNN

DcDcXX

BBAADD

GGAAAmAm

DcDcXXDD

DcDcXXUU

DcDcXXSsSs

Auto-
Allo-polyploids

EeEeEeEeStSt

EbEbEbEbEeEe
a According to Escobar et al. (2011)
b Genome symbol of allopolyploids of Aegilops and Triticum according to Dvorak (1998)
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(10) of different genomes, Elymus contains five andHordeum
four different genomes. Several genera (Taniatherum,
Crithopsis, Secale. Heteranthelium, Amblyopyrum and
Henrardia) contain only one genome. The large number of
genomes within Aegilops and Elymus indicates considerable
genomic divergence within these two genera at the diploid
level. Genus’s age did not correlate with the extent of
genomic divergence, as exemplified by the Aegilops species,
which most of them are relatively young, while several
species of Elymus and Hordeum are old. Similarly, no
association was observed between the extent of divergence at
the diploid level and the pattern of evolvement of the various
species, since the monotypic genera (Heteranthelium, Tae-
niatherum, Amblyopyrum, and Secale) and those with a small
number of genomes (Triticum and Dasypyrum) evolved in a
reticulate pattern, just like the multi-genomic genus Aegilops
(Escobar et al. 2011). The existence of four monotypic genera
(Taeniatherum, Crithopsis, Heteranthelium and Amblyopy-
rum), three genera with a small number of species (Triticum,
Dasypyrum and Secale) and the multi-genomic genus Aegi-
lops (Table 2.7) in the Mediterranean-Central Asiatic region,
indicates that the conditions that prevailed at the Pliocene era
in this region (Table 2.5) drove this vast divergence. Aegi-
lops, that diverged into at least ten different species, two
species of Elymus containing the Ee and Eb genomes, and
Hordeum species containing genome H, all evolved in the
Mediterranean region. However, most of the genomes of
Hordeum and Elymus clades evolved in the temperate-arctic
region (Table 2.7).

Autopolyploids developed in four genera, whereas
allopolyploids exist in seven genera. Three genera (Hor-
deum, Agropyron and Dasypyrum) comprise only
autopolyploids, while Elymus contains autopolyploids,
allopolyploids and auto-allohexaploids. Elymus and Aegi-
lops have the largest number of genomes at both the diploid
and allopolyploid levels. In Elymus, allopolyploids were
formed via hybridization between species belonging to the
same clade as well as between species of different clades
(StStPP and StStHH), whereas, Aegilops, allopolyploids
were formed solely between hybridization of species of the
same clade. Most of the polyploids of the Hordeum and
Elymus clades were formed in the temperate-arctic region,
whereas those of the Aegilops-Triticum and Agropyron–
Eremopyrum clades were formed in the Mediterranean–
central Asiatic region (Table 2.8).

The genus Elymus sensu lato (Melderis et al. 1980;
Clayton and Renvoize 1986; Renvoize and Clayton 1992)
contains about 150 perennial species, including, among

others, the traditional species of Elymus L., Australopyrum
(Tzvelev) Löve, Kengylia Yen and Yang, Lophopyrum
Löve, Pseudoroegneria (Nevski) Löve, and Tinopyrum
Löve (Table 2.3). The genus consists of diploid, allo-, auto-,
and auto-allopolyploid species. The diploid species contain
the St, Ee, Eb, L, and Xp genomes, most of the allopoly-
ploids share a common St subgenome in different combi-
nations with subgenomes H, Y, P, W, and Ee, others have
the genomic combination of EbEbEeEe, whereas the
autotetraploids contain the Ee or Eb genomes (Table 2.8).
In their search for the diploid contributors of genomes to
allopolyploid Elymus, Sun et al. (2009), Hodge et al.
(2010), Fan et al. (2012), and Bieniek et al. (2015) con-
cluded that the diploid species of Elymus (=Pseudoroeg-
neria) (genome StSt) is the maternal genome donor of
allopolyploid Elymus (also including Kengylia). Study of
cpDNA of species in the genus Elymus (Redinbaugh et al.
2000; Mahelka et al. 2011; Yan and Sun 2012;
Mason-Gamer 2013; Adderley and Sun 2014; Dong et al.
2015) supports the finding that the chloroplast genome of
the allopolyploids carrying the St subgenome was inherited
from the diploid parent with the St genome. Hence, the
allopolyploids of Elymus that contain the St subgenome
presumably share very closely related nuclear and chloro-
plast St genomes. The minor differences among the St
subgenomes of different allopolyploid Elymus species may
have resulted from the process of allopolyploidization and
inter-generic hybridization (Dong et al. 2015). Furthermore,
Dong et al. (2015) data also suggest that diploid Elymus
species (=Pseudoroegneria species) from central Asia and
Europe are more ancient than those from North America.
Consequently, they hypothesized that the Elymus senso lato
species originated in central Asia and Europe and later
spread to North America.

The H subgenome of Elymus is believed to derive from
an unknown diploid species of Hordeum, the P subgenome
from a diploid species of Agropyron (Petersen et al. 2011;
Sun et al. 2009; Fan et al 2013; Dong et al. 2015) and the W
subgenome from Elymus (=Australopyrum) (Petersen et al.
2011). The origin of the Y subgenome that is found in
several allotetraploid and allohexaploid species of Elymus is
still puzzling (Wang and Lu 2014). No putative Y genome
diploids have been identified and several researchers
assumed that the St and Y genomes of Elymus are related
and may have originated from the same ancestral genome
(Liu et al. 2006; Okito et al. 2009; Zhang et al. 2009; Dou
et al. 2012). Alternatively, Sun et al. (2008), Sun and
Komatsuda (2010), Yan et al. (2011), and Fan et al. (2012)
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concluded that the Y subgenome is not close to the St
genome and evolved from a different diploid ancestor.
Moreover, Sun et al. (2008) found that the Y genome was
close to other genomes in the genus, namely, W, P, and
Eb/Ee genomes, whereas Sun and Komatsuda (2010)
showed that the Y genome shared a common lineage with W
and Eb genomes. In conclusion, the donor of the Y genome
has not been confirmed yet (Wang and Lu 2014).

Elymus hispidus (=Thinopyrum intermedium; Agropyron
intermedium) is an auto-allohexaploid with two closely
related subgenomes and one more distant subgenome
(Stebbins and Pun 1953; Dewey 1962). Liu and Wang
(1993) designated EbEbEeEeSS as the genome constitution
of this species (the S was later changed to St). The two
closely related subgenomes are derived from diploid Elymus
farctus (=Th. bessarabicum) (genome Eb) and diploid E.
elongatus (=Th. elongatum) (genome Ee), respectively. The
presence of the St genome of diploid Elymus (=Pseu-
doroegneria) in Elymus hispidus has been verified by all
subsequent studies (Zhang et al. 1996, 1997; Chen et al.
1998; Tang et al. 2000; Kishii et al. 2005; Mahelka et al.
2011). The Xp genome of diploid Elymus sanctus (=Peri-
dictyon sanctum; Festucopsis) was found to be close to the
Y subgenome of the allohexaploid species Elymus alatavi-
cus and E. batalinii (=species of Kengyilia) (genome
StStPPYY), suggesting that the Y genome is the progenitor
of the Xp genome (Fan et al. 2012).

The fact that most Elymus allopolyploids share the St
genome (Table 2.8) eases inter-specific hybridizations
between these allopolyploids. It thereby serves as the pivotal
genome, assuring some fertility in the inter-specific hybrids
and thus, enables the differential genome to undergo some
recombination leading to the formation of recombinant,
modified genomes (Zohary and Feldman 1962).

All the tetraploid species of the genus Leymus are
allotetraploids (Zhang et al. 2006; Liu et al. 2008; Sha
et al. 2008, 2010; Fan et al. 2009), whose genomes were
designated NsNsXmXm (Wang et al. 1995). The Ns
subgenome of Leymus derived from Psathyrostachys
(Zhang and Dvorak 1991; Mizianty et al. 1999;
Anamthawat-Jónsson and Bödvarsdóttir 2001; Culumber
et al. 2011; Adderley and Sun 2014; Bieniek et al. 2015),
but the identity of the donor of the Xm subgenome
remains unclear (Guo et al. 2014). The studies of Fan
et al. (2009) and Sha et al. (2010) indicated that the Xm
subgenome may have originated from an ancestral lineage
of Agropyron (genome P) and Eremopyrum triticeum
(genome F). Further studies are required to determine

whether the Xm subgenome originated from the P- or the
F-genomes (Wang and Lu 2014). Evidence for multiple
origins of allotetraploid Leymus came from the work of
Sha et al. (2010), who found that some Leymus species
have the Xm and others have the Ns plasmon. Thus,
Leymus species can be divided into two groups based on
the maternal donors of the Ns cytoplasm versus the Xm
cytoplasm.

The allotetraploid Hystrix species have the NsNsXmXm
genome (Svitashev et al. 1998; Sha et al. 2010). Löve (1984)
considered Hordelymus an allotetraploid species containing
the H genome of Hordeum and the Ta genome of Tae-
niatherum. von Bothmer et al. (1994) ruled-out the presence
of the H genome in Hordelymus and demonstrated the
presence of the Ns genome instead, an indication that was
supported by Petersen and Seberg (2008). The non-coding
chloroplast trnS-psbC sequences of Hordelymus are similar
to those of Taeniatherum caput-medusae, Psathyrostachys
juncea and Hordeum bogdani (Ni et al. 2011). The study of
Bieniek et al. (2015) revealed a close affinity between the
chloroplast genomes of Hordelymus and the Ns-carrying
taxa Psathyrostachys and Leymus, but not with Tae-
niatherum and Hordeum, supporting the presence of the Ns
genome in Hordelymus europaeus. Their data indicated that
Psathyrostachys juncea (genome NsNs) contributed its
genome as a maternal parent to the allotetraploid Hordely-
mus europaeus. Wang et al. (1995) proposed to temporarily
denote the Hordelymus genomes as XoXoXrXr, but recent
findings (Ni et al. 2011; Bieniek et al. 2015) suggest a
genomic formula of NsNsXrXr.

2.6 Evolutionary Trends

2.6.1 Steps in the Development of the Tribe

The Triticeae is a relatively young tribe in the family
Poaceae, but very evolutionarily dynamic. Little is known
about processes that led to the development of the various
genera and speciation in the tribe. Runemark and Heneen
(1968) and Sakamoto (1973) delineated five steps instru-
mental in the development of the various Triticeae genera:
(1) evolution of diploid, allogamous, perennial genera in
the temperate-arctic zones; (2) intensified autopoly-
ploidization and allopolyploidization and geographical
spread; (3) evolvement of diploid annual genera in the hot
and dry summer area of the east Mediterranean and central
Asiatic regions; (4) evolution of autogamous genera;
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(5) intensified allopolyploidization of the autogamous
annuals in the genera Aegilops, Triticum, and Eremopyrum.
Since all the primitive genera distribute in the
arctic-Temperate zone, this is probably the center of origin
of the tribe, while the east Mediterranean-central Asia
region is the center of variation.

It can be assumed that speciation processes advanced at
different rates in different localities, in accordance with
environmental pressures. In those cases where large envi-
ronmental changes occurred, namely, in the Mediterranean
and central Asia, evolution of the genera and species was
more rapid than that in those cases where environmental
changes were mild, i.e., in the temperate–arctic zone.

The Mediterranean and central-Asiatic climates are
unstable, introducing continuously sizeable changes in many
habitats. These incessant changes in the environmental
conditions, resulting in the destruction of old habitats and
formation of new ones, produced a pressure that accelerated
speciation processes, leading to the evolution of new taxa. In
reaction to these environmental unstable conditions, annu-
alism and autogamy evolved, enabling rapid colonization of
new habitats by new, more adapted, genotypes that were
partially ecologically isolated from the progenitor genotypes.
The great variation in the inflorescence traits and in seed
dispersal techniques in the Mediterranean and central-Asiatic
genera (Aegilops, Heteranthelium, Eremopyrum Crithopsis,
Taniatherum, and Henrardia) reflect rapid adaptation to the
wide radiation that occurred in the habitats of this region
(Sakamoto 1973). The initial steps of such differentiation
occurred at the diploid level. Afterward, this divergent
evolution was accompanied by a convergent evolution,
resulting from allopolyploidization of inter-generic and
inter-specific hybrids, a process which has become an
important factor in the evolution of the tribe. Allopoly-
ploidization was followed by divergence at the polyploid
level, and, on the other hand, it has facilitated considerable
gene transfer between species and genera, further enhancing
convergent evolution. Thus, the Triticeae species, mainly the
Mediterranean and central Asiatic ones, developed in cycles
of divergence and convergence.

It is important to note that in the diploid species of the
Mediterranean-central Asiatic group, the ecological, physi-
ological and genetic inter-specific barriers are relatively
stronger than in the arctic-Temperate group. Hybrids
between species that their genome is partially diverged,
exhibit reduced pairing at meiosis and complete or partial
sterility.

The evolutionary trends in the tribe are reflected in spike
structure (erect or nodding, number of spikelets per node,
fragile versus tough rachis, pedicel absence or presence,
fragile versus tough rachilla, unawned or awned glume tip,
back-rounded or keeled glume, caryopsis free or adherent to
lemma), longevity (perennialism or annualism), pollination
mode (cross or self), polyploidy (autopolyploidy or
allopolyploidy), geographical distribution (temperate-arctic
or Mediterranean-central Asiatic), and habitat (closed and
humid or open and dry). The main evolutionary trends in the
tribe are detailed below.

2.6.2 From Tall to Short Plants

A number of species are tall, with few tillers, while others
are short, with many culms. In most species, the short plants
have short spikes and the tall plants have long spikes. Tall
plants with few culms are better adapted to wet and closed
habitats, while short plants with many tillers are better
adapted to open and dry habitats. The short stature with
many tillers sustains moisture among the tillers and protects
the plant from drying up by the winds, by preventing
over-evaporation in dry habitats. Tall plants are considered
more primitive than short plants. This trait is not uniform
within genera and usually characterizes only single species.
Several species of Agropyron and Elymus exhibit
intra-specific variation in plant height. It is possible to
consider the general tendency of transition from perennial,
tall genera to annual, short ones (Eremopyrum, Heteran-
thelium, Crithopsis, specie of Aegilops).

2.6.3 From Perennialism to Annualism

Perennialism can be considered advantageous in stable
habitats, where the water regime is not a limiting factor.
In such habitats, it is more beneficial to the plant to invest
less in seed dispersal mechanisms and in germination
assurance and more in niche occupation for number of
years and to propagate through vegetative reproduction.
Thus, perennial species are usually less evolutionarily
dynamic and occupy more well-defined and specialized
habitats. This type of life cycle is prevalent in the
temperate-arctic regions.

Annualism is considered a more efficacious means of
addressing unstable and sometimes disturbed habitats. Thus,
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annual species are relatively uncommon in cool temperate
regions and predominant in warm, dry ones, with seasonal
rainfall (Raunkiaer 1934), like the Mediterranean and central
Asiatic climate. Annualism is a life form more suitable to
climate that is characterized by a long dry and hot season
and unpredictable rainy winter. Annuals are efficient colo-
nizer species that form dense populations. They prefer to
invest efforts in the production of seeds, in their dispersal
and in germination assurance. They do not proliferate veg-
etatively. Phylogenetic analyses indicate that annualism has
evolved independently several times in the tribe (Kellogg
1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992).

Most Triticeae genera are uniform in their life form, with
the exception of Hordeum, Dasypyrum and Secale (Table 2.3
), that have both perennial and annual species. While the
perennial species may be either cross- or self-fertilized,
depending on the species, the annuals are almost exclusively
facultative self-pollinated. The perennial species with rhi-
zomes are, almost in all cases, self-incompatible and
cross-fertilized.

2.6.4 From Allogamy to Autogamy

There are two types of pollination systems in the tribe,
cross-pollination either obligatory or facultative, and
self-pollination, with occasional cross-pollination. Rye
(Secale cereale) is normally a cross-pollinated species and
produces weak and abnormal offspring when forcibly inbred,
while wheat is typically self-pollinated, with occasional
cross-pollination. The two types of pollination systems do
not randomly distribute among species. Most of the
cross-pollinated plants are perennials, while most of the
self-pollinated ones are annuals.

Most of the perennial species in the tribe reproduce
through complete (self-incompatible) or facultative allogamy
and many of them also by vegetative reproduction via rhi-
zomes or bulbs. They usually have large anthers, with a
considerable number of pollen grains that remain viable for a
relatively long time, and ramified stigma, with a large sur-
face to absorb the pollen spread by neighboring plants.
Facultative autogamy mainly developed in the annual spe-
cies in order to enable rapid fixation of adapted genotypes.
These species have relatively small anthers, with small
amounts of pollen grains, that lose their viability relatively
rapid, and a short duration of floret opening.

2.6.5 From Simple to Improved Dispersal Units

In the Triticeae, as in many other tribes of the grass family,
there is an inverse correlation between the persistence of and
capacity for vegetative reproduction and the degree of
sophistication of its seed dispersal mechanism (Stebbins
1950). Increased seed dispersal efficiency is through the
development of specialized structures that occurred inde-
pendently in a number of different evolutionary lines in this
tribe.

In the Triticeae, some of the most conspicuous repro-
ductive characteristics used for the separation of species and
genera, consist of a series of various devices that enable
more efficient seed dispersal. A principal change driving
more efficient seed dispersal in the tribe was the develop-
ment of awns on the end of the glumes and lemmas, that
either burry the grain in the soil, through movements of the
awns due to changes in humidity (Elbaum et al. 2007) or
help in dispersing the seeds by clinging to various parts of
animals. The second change was the in development of spike
tendency to disarticulate into spikelets at each node of the
rachis.

The primitive genera of this tribe (Elymus and Agropy-
ron) lack these specializations. Hordeum developed acces-
sory awns for more efficient seed dispersal, through the
sterilization of two of the three spikelets at each node of the
spike and reduction of their glumes and lemmas to pro-
longed awns. Another line that developed a similar type of
specialization is represented by the genus Aegilops. In this
genus, the accessory awns develop through prolongation of
the nerves of the glumes or lemmas.

Several perennial species from the temperate region have
a tough, non-fragile rachis and a dispersal unit consisting of
a single grain. Such dispersal units that fall on the ground
without any protection or burying mechanism, exist in spe-
cies of Elymus, Leymus and Agropyron. In other perennial
species, the dispersal unit is somewhat more advanced,
where inflorescences disarticulate to single spikelets that can
bury themselves in the soil (species of Elymus, Agropyron,
Hordeum, Psathyrostachys and Dasypyrum). Development
of awns on the lemmas have assisted in burying and pro-
tecting grains from drought, winds, burning and various
herbivores. The Mediterranean-central Asiatic annual spe-
cies have more advanced dispersal units, where exhibit an
arrowhead shape or barrel shape, with a segment of the
rachis in its base or side and awns in its upper part. Such
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dispersal units have several variations that presumably
developed independently in the different annual genera.
In some of the genera, the rachis disarticulates above the
spikelets (Wedge type; Triticum, species of Aegilops,
Amblyopyrum, Secale, Eremopyron, Henrardia). In several
species of Aegilops, the rachis disarticulates below the spi-
kelets (barrel-type), and in other species of Aegilops, the
rachis disarticulates below the spike and the entire spike
serves as the dispersal unit, with several awns in its head
(umbrella-type) (Fig. 2.3). The Umbrella type may consist of
a long spike with many spikelets or short and a com-
pact spike with one to two small spikelets at the top. In
several genera, the wedge-type dispersal unit carries several
spikelets on one rachis segment (e.g., Hordeum), while in
others, it carries both fertile and sterile spikelets
(Heteranthelium).

The type of the dispersal unit is usually fixed in the genus
and in each species (except for Aegilops speltoides that has
both wedge type and umbrella type dispersal units). The
genus Aegilops is unique in that its species exhibit a variety
of dispersal units. Another trend occurring in the dispersal
units of the tribe is the transition from a grain joined with the
palea, to a free grain.

2.6.6 Changes in Spikes Make-Up

Changes in spike structure occurred as follows:

(a) From multi-florets spikelets to spikelets with only a
few florets—improvement of pollination modes and
seed-dispersal apparatuses was followed by a

reduction in the number of flowers in the spikelets.
This reduction occurred in the annual genera and in
perennial genera featuring spikes that disarticulate into
spikelets at maturity. This is manifested by the tran-
sition from multi-florets spikelets to spikelets with
one, two or three florets, or by the degeneration of
florets or spikelets in the spike. In the self-pollinating
annual genera, the upper florets are androgenic and in
some (in Heteranthelium and the Aegilops species
with the umbrella-type dispersal unit), the upper spi-
kelets also degenerate and bear more awns were added
to the dispersal unit.

(b) From two to several spikelets on each rachis node to
solitary spikelet on each node—this trait is not sig-
nificant in the evolution of the tribe since the number
of seeds in the seed dispersal unit is not determined
but the number of spikelets on each node but by the
number of spikelets in dispersal unit. However,
reduction in the number of spikelets per node
increased the efficiency of the dispersal unit in bur-
rowing the grain in the soil. In a primitive genus like
Agropyron there is a reduction in the number of spi-
kelets per node even though it is meaningless from
evolutionary point of view since their dispersal unit is
a single floret.

(c) Increase in grain size—independent of the reduction in
the number of seeds per spike, spikelets or dispersal unit,
the more developed species grain size tended to increase
on the account of grain count. Large grains have an
advantage in assuring rapid and successful germination
as well as successful competition with other seedlings in
the Mediterranean or sub-Mediterranean dwarf-shrub

Fig. 2.3 Spikes and dispersal
units in the Triticineae: a Wedge;
b Barrel; c Umbrella. Details in
the text
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formations. Large seeds may be advantageous in dis-
persal unit burying in the soil.

2.6.7 From Symmetric to Asymmetric Karyotype

The prototype of the tribe had large chromosomes and a
symmetric karyotype, i.e., all centromeres were median or
sub-median. All the genera in the sub-tribe Hordeineae have
a symmetric karyotype, while the advanced genera in the
sub-tribe Triticineae have an asymmetric karyotype either
with small chromosomes (Eremopyrum and Henrardia) or
with large chromosomes (the advanced species of Aegilops,
namely, caudata, comosa, uniaristata and umbellulata).
Increasing asymmetry may result from pericentric inversion
(the inverted segment includes the centromere), from
extra-radial intra-chromosomal translocation, where a chro-
mosomal segment changes its position from one chromo-
somal arm to the other, and from inter-chromosomal
translocation, either by transposition or unequal reciprocal
translocation of a portion of the chromosome arm. The
evolutionary advantage of an asymmetric karyotype consists
in successful maintenance of linked-gene combinations
(Stebbins 1971) and to some extent, genetic isolation of the
species from species with a symmetric karyotype.

2.6.8 From Diploidy to Polyploidy

As most genera contain diploid species that presumably
derived from ancestral taxa of the genus (Sakamoto 1973),
the first steps of differentiation in the tribe are assumed to
have occurred, in most genera, on the diploid level. The
diploids of the genera that distribute in the temperate-arctic
regions contain the basic genomes of the tribe (e.g., genomes
St, E, I, and others).

Polyploidy enables to overcome the isolating barriers
between species, to fix heterotic interactions and to create
new intraspecific-polyploid cytotypes or allopolyploid
species. Polyploidy can be considered as superimposed on
the main evolutionary routes of the tribe that relate to life
forms, reproductive systems and dispersal system. Poly-
ploidy can be of the autopolyploidy type, which originates
through chromosome doubling of an intra-specific hybrid
or a diploid taxon, and consequently, contains multiples of

the same or very similar genomes. Alternatively, poly-
ploidy can be of the allopolyploidy type, which originates
from chromosome doubling of an inter-specific or
inter-generic hybrid and thus, contains two or more dis-
similar subgenomes.

2.6.9 Differences in Genome Size Between
Diploid Triticeae Species

There are considerable differences in genome size between
the diploid species of the Triticeae (Table 2.4; Fig. 2.4).
Whereas diploid species of Hordeum display no change in
genome size, several other groups show an increase in
DNA amount in the more advanced taxa. Thus, whereas
Elymus diploids containing the St genome have a relatively
low amount of DNA (1C DNA ranges from 4.0 to 4.9 pg)
the diploids of E. elongatus (genome Ee) and E. farctus
(genome Eb) have higher DNA content (5.6–6.1 and
7.4 pg, respectively). Moreover, the P genome of diploid
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Fig. 2.4 1C DNA content (in pg) in several ancestral and more
recently evolved diploid species of the Triticineae, showing increase in
DNA content in younger species See Table 2.4 for the source of the
data
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Agropyron species, which is moderately related to the
genomes of diploid Elymus (Wang 1989; Bieniek et al.
2015), has a relatively large DNA content (1C DNA ranges
from 7.1 to 7.8 pg). Likewise, the genome of Dasypyrum
villosum is relatively small (5.2–5.3 pg) while those of
Secale species are large (1C DNA is more than 8 pg).
Similar trend exists in Aegilops section Sitopsis; the gen-
ome of Ae. speltoides, the basal species of the section, is
relatively small (1C DNA is 5.1–5.4 pg) and those of the
other Sitopsis species, namely, Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii, Ae.
sharonensis and Ae. longissima, are relatively large (1C
DNA content ranges from 5.9 to 7.5 pg). Also, the genome
of Ae. caudata is small (1C DNA = 4.6–4.8 pg) while
those of the more advanced species, Ae. comosa and Ae.
uniaristata are larger (1C DNA is 5.8–6.2 in Ae. comosa
and 5.8–6.3 in Ae. uniaristata).

The DNA fraction responsible for the increase in DNA
content is the repetitive DNA, which, in the Triticeae spe-
cies, consists primarily of transposable elements
(TEs) (Kumar and Bennetzen 1999; Vicient et al. 2001;
Sabot et al. 2005; Senerchia et al. 2013). TEs, whose acti-
vation may be induced by genetic and environmental stres-
ses, have the potential to affect genome size, structure and
function through transposition, ectopic recombination and
epigenetic re-patterning (Fedoroff 2012). As such, TE are
major contributors to genome plasticity and divergence, to
genetic diversity and speciation (Bariah et al. 2020). The
large differences in genome size between the various diploid
species of the Triticeae (Table 2.4 and Fig. 2.4), indicate that
encountering environmental challenges such as the unstable
climate of the Mediterranean region, may have led to bursts
of TEs and consequently, to gain of nuclear DNA that may
have played a significant role in the speciation of several
Triticeae species, mainly those belonging to the sub-tribe
Triticineae.
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3Genome Structure of Triticeae Species

3.1 Chromosome Karyotypic Features

3.1.1 Introduction

Early studies on genome structure commenced by deter-
mining karyotypic features that were visible with a light
microscope, such as chromosome number, size, centromere
position and arm ratio. The Triticeae species contain the
basic chromosome set of x = 7. Chromosome morphology
in most genera of the tribe is characterized by a symmetric
karyotype, with large metacentric or sub-metacentric chro-
mosomes. Several genera (e.g., Eremopyrum and Dasy-
pyrum (= Haynaldia) have asymmetric karyotypes, with
small sub-metacentric and acrocentric chromosomes,
whereas several species of Aegilops have asymmetric kary-
otypes with large sub-telocentric chromosomes. More
advanced cytogenetic tools revealed the structure of impor-
tant chromosomal regions such as centromeres, telomers,
and nucleolar organizers, as well as types of chromatin
(hetero and eu) and repetitive DNA and their distribution
along the chromosomes. Finally, whole genome sequences
provided a more accurate description of the chromosome.
Nevertheless, understanding the connection between
sequences and chromosome behavior, dynamics and
expression remains a challenge. In this section, we describe
those morphological features of chromosomes that are visi-
ble by cytological approaches, as well as the more recent
insight on genome and chromosome structures that have
emerged from whole genome sequences.

3.1.2 Centromeres

The centromere is a chromosomal region that is not con-
densed at mitosis and thus, appears as a constriction on each
condensed chromosome during the mitotic metaphase. This
constriction, referred to as the primary constriction, is the
site where the chromosomal-spindle fibers, now known to be
microtubules, are attached during cell divisions (Flemming

1882). The chromosomes of the Triticeae species possess a
permanently localized centromere region.

The centromere is a nucleoprotein complex that is an
essential part of the chromosome, due to its indispensable
role in chromosome segregation during cell divisions.
Acentric chromosomal segments do not move, nor segregate
during cell divisions and thus get lost. The centromere is the
site of assembly of the kinetochore, a group of proteins with
microtubule binding activity. The kinetochore functions in
tying sister chromatids together, and in generating attach-
ments to spindle microtubules in a bipolar fashion, leading to
regular chromosome segregation during mitosis and meiosis
(Valente et al. 2012; de Rop et al. 2012; Birchler and Han
2013). The kinetochore-forming domain of the centromere is
differentiated in plants from the rest of the chromosome by
the presence of CENH3 (CENP-A in vertebrates), a histone
H3 variant that replaces the canonical histone H3 in nucle-
osomes of active centromeres (Palmer et al. 1991). The
sequence of the core domain of CENH3 is conserved among
species. Several studies revealed that CENH3 nucleosomes
and histone H3 nucleosomes are interspersed in the cen-
tromere region (Zhang et al. 2002).

Functional centromeres are formed by the binding of the
histone variant, CENH3, at a specific location on the chro-
mosome that generally coincides with the presence of
centromere-specific repeats. Chromatin
immuno-precipitation with a CENH3 antibody enabled to
define a single region in bread wheat, ranging between * 5
and 9 Mb, in each chromosome (IWGSC 2018). In some of
the bread wheat lines studied, the centromere position was
shifted due to pericentric inversions, for example on chro-
mosomes 4B and 5B (Walkowiak et al. 2020).

In plants, the centromeric sequences are mainly com-
posed of arrays of tandem repeat satellite DNA and inter-
spersed retrotransposons, whose sizes can range into
megabases. Specific centromeric DNA sequences are not
necessary for centromere formation (Feng et al. 2015),
suggesting that the role of the DNA sequences at the cen-
tromere is structural rather than functional. Discoveries in
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the past decades, including “neocentromeres” and “cen-
tromere inactivation”, indicated that centromere identity, in
both plants and other organisms, is determined by epigenetic
mechanisms and not by the centromeric-DNA sequences
(Feng et al. 2010; Ekwall 2007; Henikoff and Furuyama
2010; Valente et al. 2012; Birchler and Han 2013). Hence,
CENH3 and other proteins are critical to centromere func-
tion, whereas the DNA sequence is not necessarily a deter-
mining factor (Birchler and Han 2013). In rice, the
centromere was shown to be composed of a 155-bp satellite
repeat sequence and CRR (centromere retrotransposon of
rice) (Cheng et al. 2002). The maize centromere sequence
composition is similar to that of rice; it is composed of two
types of sequences—centromere repeat C and CRM (cen-
tromeric retrotransposon of maize) (Birchler and Han 2009).
The number of repeats of these sequences varies among
different chromosomes (Jin et al. 2004). The Triticeae cen-
tromeres are no exception to other plants, forming through
the assembly of the CENH3 proteins with arrays of satellite
repeats and retroelements (Cheng and Murata 2003). The
primary constrictions of barley, wheat, Aegilops, and rye
chromosomes, i.e., the physical locations of centromeres,
harbor retroelement-like sequences (Presting et al. 1998;
Fukui et al. 2001; Cheng and Murata 2003). The retroele-
ment cereba, was isolated from a barley primary constriction
(Presting et al. 1998), and satellite sequences consisting of
an AGGGAG motif, were found at the core of the barley
centromeres (Hudakova et al. 2001).

In wheat, a detailed chromatin immunoprecipitation
analysis, using a CENH3 antibody followed by sequencing
of the precipitated DNA fraction, enabled to identify a dis-
tinct dynamic structure for wheat centromeres, possibly due
to evolution through frequent hybridization and allopoly-
ploidization (Su et al. 2019). Unlike typical plant promoters
which carry a satellite of tandem repeats ranging from 150 to
180 bp, the wheat CENH3 nucleosomes were associated
with two different types of repeats much larger than other
plant centromeric repeats, namely 550 and 566 bp long
respectively (Su et al. 2019). Moreover, different sub-
genomes tended to contain different repeats types and some
chromosomes lacked satellite repeats altogether. Phyloge-
netic analyses indicated that the repeat signals were stronger
in diploids than polyploids and that the centromere structure
had rapidly evolved at the polyploid level (Su et al. 2019).
Two types of retroelements are localized in centromeric
regions of wheat, namely the cerebra-like retroelement
(Cheng and Murata 2003), also known as crew or crw
(centromere-retroelement of wheat) and the less abundant
Quinta element (Li et al. 2013). Finally, two CENH3 genes
and protein variants are present in wheat that have evolved at
the diploid levels. Altogether, the different repeats, their
types and abundance, the retroelements and the CENH3
variants (Yuan et al. 2015) all seem to have contributed to

the dynamic nature of wheat centromeres (Li et al. 2013; Su
et al. 2019), which in turn might have contributed to genome
stability in a allopolyploid background.

The centromere typically divides longitudinally at mitosis
and at second meiotic division, thus ensuring regular seg-
regation of daughter chromosomes to opposite poles. Acci-
dental transverse (misdivision) instead of longitudinal
division of the centromere at meiosis or mitosis of bread
wheat, may yield two functional halves of the centromere
that may give rise to stable telocentric chromosomes and/or
isochromosomes, demonstrating that the centromere struc-
ture is a reverse repeat (Steinitz-Sears 1966). By analyzing
misdivision derivatives, Kaszás and Birchler (1996) pro-
vided molecular evidence of repeat DNA units in maize
centromeres, and demonstrated that a change in copy num-
ber does not impact centromere function. In common wheat,
the frequency of misdivision, as well as the relative fre-
quency of one-chromatid and two-chromatid misdivisions, is
chromosome-specific and is affected by the genetic back-
ground (Sears 1952; Steinitz-Sears 1973; Makino et al.
1977; Morris et al. 1977; Vega and Feldman 1988).

Wagenaar and Bray (1973) noticed that at first meiotic
metaphase of wheat hybrids, the two sister kinetochores of a
univalent chromosome are located adjacent to each other, as
in normal bivalents, and then move to take on a typical
mitotic configuration, with sister kinetochores on opposite
faces of the chromosome, interacting with microtubules of
opposite poles. During this shift in orientation, one of the
sister kinetochores is simultaneously attached to micro-
tubules originating from both polar regions, suggesting not
only the presence of several microtubule-binding sites within
a given sister kinetochore, but also, the independent activi-
ties of these sites. The possibility of multiple microtubule-
binding sites on each sister kinetochore was supported by
Vega and Feldman (1988), who observed a pair of parallel
fibers perpendicularly protruding from each sister kineto-
chore in dividing univalent chromosomes of bread wheat.
This is in agreement with the observations of Zinkowski
et al. (1991), who reported that multiple fragments resulting
from detached mammalian kinetochores still progress
through mitosis.

3.1.3 Telomeres

Telomeres are DNA sequences located at chromosome ends
that stabilize chromosomes and protect them from deterio-
ration or from fusion with neighboring chromosomes. Their
absence leads to abnormal chromosome behavior, e.g., the
induction of breakage-fusion-bridge cycle due to chromo-
some break (McClintock 1942). Telomeres cannot normally
be transposed to intercalary positions in the chromosomes.
They have a compound structure, a special cycle of division
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and a tendency for non-homologous association at the
beginning of first meiotic prophase.

Telomeres are complex nucleoprotein structures consist-
ing of several proteins and non-coding DNA repetitive
nucleotide sequences at each end of a chromatid. Most plant
telomeres have TTTAGGG repeats (Riha and Shippen 2003;
Fajkus et al. 2005; Watson and Riha 2010). The telomeres of
barley, rye and wheat chromosomes contain an array of
repeats that hybridize with the Arabidopsis thaliana
TTTAGGG telomeric sequence (Schwarzacher and Heslop-
Harrison 1991; Werner et al. 1992; Röder et al. 1993;
Cheung et al. 1994; Mao et al. 1997). Telomeric sequences
can be added de novo to broken wheat chromosome ends,
presumably during gametogenesis (Werner et al. 1992).
Triticeae species contain telomere-associated sequences next
to the telomere. These sequences have been subjected to
divergence, amplification, and deletion processes in different
lineages of Triticeae, so that different variants of the
telomere-associated sequences and different quantities of
these sequences are present in different lineages (Bedbrook
et al. 1980; Appels et al. 1989). The wheat sub-telomeric
regions contain several features, such as genes, transposable
elements, repeats, GC content, recombination hotspots and
sequence motifs for relevant DNA-binding proteins. Com-
parison of these features among wheat chromosomes shows
a high polymorphism between homoeologous chromosomes
(Aguilar and Prieto 2020). This polymorphism might pro-
vide a physical basis to differentiate homologs from
homoeologous chromosome during meiotic pairing
initiation.

Telomeres are complex nucleoprotein structures consist-
ing of non-coding DNA and several proteins. They have a
unique mode of replication that involves telomerase, a spe-
cialized and specific ribonucleoprotein enzyme complex
(Greider and Blackburn 1985). This enzyme adds repetitive
nucleotide sequences to the ends of the DNA, thereby
elongating the telomere. In plants, telomerase remains active
in organs and tissues containing dividing cells (Fitzgerald
et al. 1996; Heller et al. 1996; Riha et al. 1998) and is
regulated in a cell cycle-dependent manner, with a peak level
in S-phase. Telomere dynamics are coupled to meristem
activity and continuous growth, disclosing a critical associ-
ation between telomere length, stem cell function, and the
extended lifespan of plants (González-García et al. 2015).
Correspondingly, the lengths of telomeres are maintained
during plant development. Telomere shortening to a critical
level is a signal to stop the cell cycle and start the processes
of cellular senescence (Dvorackova et al. 2015).

The very distal end of the telomere is comprised of a
300-bp single G-rich strand, which forms a specific struc-
ture, termed the t-loop (Griffith et al. 1999). The t-loop is
believed to be essential for telomere capping (reviewed in de
Lange 2004), stabilizes the telomere and prevents the

telomere ends from being recognized as break points by the
DNA repair machinery. In plants, the G-rich strand at the 3′
end of the chromosome is longer than the C strand. The
G-rich strand forms duplex telomeric DNA, effectively
hiding the end of the chromosome. The t-loop is held
together by several telomere-specific binding proteins,
referred to as the shelterin complex (Martínez and Blasco
2010). Shelterin provides protection against double-strand
break, repair by homologous recombination and non-
homologous end joining (Lundblad 2000; Martínez and
Blasco 2010). T-loops have been observed in humans, pro-
tozoans and plants (Griffith et al. 1999; Cesare et al. 2003).

The function of telomeric repeats in protecting the ends of
chromosomes is well established (Blackburn 1986; Harper
et al. 2004; Scherthan 2007), but the function of the
telomere-associated sequences is not known. Their con-
served occurrence in the Triticeae genomes implies that they
are important, presumably to discriminate between telomeres
of different species.

3.1.4 Nucleolar Organizers

Satellites are chromosome segments that are separated from
the rest of the chromosome by a constriction, called a sec-
ondary constriction. In each Triticeae species, there is at least
one pair of chromosomes with satellites, referred to as
SAT-chromosomes. Most species contain two, and in few
cases, even three such pairs. Most satellites exist on the short
arm of the chromosome, in a sub-telomeric position, but in
Eremopyrum distans, the satellites are on the long arm. The
secondary constrictions are associated with the formation of
the nucleolus and thus, referred to as the nucleolar orga-
nizing region (NOR) (McClintock 1934). The NOR is active
in nucleolus formation and contains ribosomal (rDNA)
genes that code for the ribosomal RNA (rRNA), the pre-
cursor particles of ribosomes that are assembled in the
nucleoli and are active inside the nucleolus. The extent of the
activity of the rDNA genes is proportional to the size of the
nucleolus (Birnstiel et al. 1971; Appels et al. 1980). Con-
sequently, nucleolus formation is considered evidence for
the expression of the ribosomal genes, and the lack of
nucleolus indicates the absence of rRNA transcription (Fla-
vell et al. 1986). Moreover, the relative size of nucleoli
within the same nucleus has been taken as a measure of the
differential activity of ribosomal genes of one versus another
nucleolar organizer (Flavell et al. 1986).

The ribosomal genes are highly redundant, with several
hundreds or even thousands of tandemly arranged copies per
secondary constriction. Each copy is composed of genes that
code for the 18S, 26S, and 5.8S rRNA, separated by a
non-coding spacer DNA (Flavell and O’Dell 1979; Appels
and Honeycutt 1986). Only transcriptionally active NOR
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loci give rise to a nucleolus and there is a relationship
between the number of rDNA genes, nucleolus organizer
activity, and nucleolus size (Flavell and O’Dell 1979). Since
these genes are also active in prophase, the region is still
uncondensed at metaphase and therefore, appears
constricted.

The number of rRNA-encoding genes in each of the four
NOR sites of allohexaploid wheat was first determined by
Flavell and coworkers. In the standard laboratory Chinese
Spring cultivar of bread wheat, chromosomes 1A and 5D
contain a very small proportion of the rRNA-encoding genes
(10%), while chromosomes 1B and 6B possess 30% and
60% of these genes, respectively (2700 and 5500 copies,
respectively) (Mohan and Flavell 1974; Flavell and O’Dell
1976). In full accord with these findings, chromosomes 1A
and 5D produced very small nucleoli or none at all in the
Chinese Spring cultivar (Crosby 1957; Crosby-Longwell
and Svihla 1960). These findings align with the small pro-
portion of total rDNA gene complement in chromosomes 1A
and 5D. Similar patterns were found in allotetraploid wheat
(Frankel et al. 1987). The total number of rDNA units in the
fully sequenced genome of Chinese Spring was estimated at
11,160 copies corresponding to 100 Mb (Handa et al. 2018),
30.5% of which are on the Nor-B1 locus (Chr. 1B), 60.9%
on Nor-B2 (Chr. 6B) and 8.6% in other NORs (Handa et al.
2018). These numbers based on genome sequence analysis
are consistent with earlier estimates (Flavell and O’Dell
1976). Four main subtypes of rDNA units were identified in
Nor-B1 and Nor-B2 with one particular subtype, S1, more
strongly expressed than the other three, even though it was
not the most abundant (Handa et al. 2018).

Dubcovsky and Dvorak (1995) summarized data showing
that the major NOR loci are located in homoeologous groups
1, 5, and 6 across the Triticeae. A single major rDNA locus
per genome is present in rye and Ae. tauschii on chromo-
somes 1 and 5, respectively (Appels 1982; Lawrence and
Appels 1986; Lassner et al. 1987). When two loci are present
per genome, all possible pairwise combinations have been
recorded; they are on chromosomes 1 and 5 in the T.
monococcum, T. urartu and Ae. umbellulata genomes
(Gerlach et al. 1980; Miller et al. 1983), on chromosomes 1
and 6 in the Ae. speltoides and wheat B subgenomes (Crosby
1957; Crosby-Longwell and Svihla 1960; Dvorak et al.
1984), and on chromosomes 5 and 6 in the Elymus elongatus
(= Lophopyrum elongatum) and barley genomes (Dvorak
et al. 1984; Saghai-Maroof et al. 1984). Three major NOR
loci were identified in the Ae. longissima genome, on
chromosomes 1, 5, and 6 (Friebe et al. 1993), and in the
Psathyrostachys fragilis genome, but in this species the
chromosomes harboring these loci were not identified
(Linde-Laursen and Baden 1994). The variation in number
and position of the NOR loci indicate that they are mobile in
the Triticeae genomes (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995).

In addition, several minor loci can be present per genome
(Mukai et al. 1991; Leitch and Heslop-Harrison 1992; Jiang
and Gill 1994; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995). rDNA
evolved in concert and loci on different chromosomes share
the same sequence variants (Appels and Dvorak 1982;
Dvorak and Appels 1982).

Triticeae 5S DNA loci harboring tandem arrays of the 5S
rRNA genes, evolve like rDNA (Dubcovsky et al. 1996). In
Triticum, Aegilops, and Elymus (= Lophopyrum), 5S DNA
loci are on the short arms of the chromosomes of homoe-
ologous groups 1 and 5 (Dvorak et al. 1989). However, they
are on the long arms of chromosomes 2H and 3H in barley
(Kanazin et al. 1993). Like rDNA, the 5S DNA loci are
mobile due to translocation into new sites.

In hybrids and allopolyploids, the rDNA genes of one
parental set are transcribed, while most or all rDNA genes
inherited from the other parent remain silent. This phe-
nomenon is known as nucleolar dominance (Navashin 1928,
1934; Pikaard 1999, 2000) and is the general phenomenon in
the allopolyploid species of the genera Aegilops and Triti-
cum (Feldman et al. 2012). The diploid species of wheat, T.
monococcum and T. urartu, contain two nucleolar organizer
regions, one on chromosome arm 1AS and the second on
5AS (Gerlach et al. 1980; Miller et al. 1983). In the
allopolyploid wheat species, the NOR of 1AS is inactive,
while that of 5AS was lost (Miller et al. 1983; Jiang and Gill
1994). Thus, allohexaploid wheat (genome BBAADD)
possesses four pairs of NORs on the short arm of chromo-
somes 1A, 1B, 6B, and 5D (Crosby 1957; Crosby-Longwell
and Svihla 1960; Bhowal 1972; Darvey and Driscoll 1972).
In this species, the nucleolar organizers of the B subgenome
suppress the nucleolar organizers of the A and D sub-
genomes (Crosby 1957; Crosby-Longwell and Svihla 1960;
Darvey and Driscoll 1972; Flavell and O’Dell 1979). Sim-
ilarly, the nucleolar organizers of the B subgenome suppress
those of the A subgenome in allotetraploid wheat (genome
BBAA) (Frankel et al. 1987) and those of the R subgenome
in 6x and 8 x triticale (genome BBAARR and
BBAADDRR, respectively) (Darvey and Driscoll 1972;
Cermeño et al. 1984a; Martini and Flavell 1985; Appels
et al. 1986; Brettell et al. 1986). Nucleolar dominance was
also observed in all allopolyploid species of Aegilops (Cer-
meño and Lacadena 1985; Cermeño et al. 1984b). In these
species, the U genome from Aegilops umbellulata com-
pletely suppresses the NOR activity of the M, S and D
subgenomes (Cermeño et al. 1984b). The nucleolar orga-
nizers of the U genome also suppress the activity of the NOR
loci of the rye R genome in hybrids between allopolyploid
species of the U genome-bearing Aegilops and Secale cer-
eale or S. vavilovii (Cermeño and Lacadena 1985).

Nucleolar dominance in the allopolyploid species of the
wheat group is achieved either by elimination of
rRNA-encoding genes, as is the case of 5AS, or by
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suppression of their activity. Silencing of NOR loci is
brought about by increased cytosine methylation at their
CCGG sites (Gustafson and Flavell 1996; Houchins et al.
1997). Similarly, Chen and Pikaard (1997) found that
silencing of rRNA-encoding genes in Brassica allote-
traploids is achieved by DNA methylation and histone
acetylation. Reversal of the suppression of the NOR loci of
genome R in wheat x rye hybrids and in hexaploid triticale
by treatment with the demethylating agent 5-Azcytidine, are
in keeping with the role of cytosine methylation in nucleolar
suppression (Vieira et al. 1990; Neves et al. 1995; Amado
et al. 1997).

Newly synthesized allopolyploids exhibit genetic and
epigenetic changes in their rRNA-encoding genes similar to
those occurring in natural allopolyploids, i.e., the same
nucleolar organizers were affected in natural and synthetic
allopolyploids having the same genomic combinations,
indicating that these changes are reproducible. Moreover,
these changes in the newly synthesized allopolyploids show
that they were generated during allopolyploid formation
(Shcherban et al. 2008; Baum and Feldman 2010). Wheat 5S
DNA also undergoes immediate elimination of unit classes
in response to allopolyploidization (Baum and Feldman
2010). This elimination was reproducible, indicating that no
further elimination occurred in the unit classes of the 5S
DNA during the life of the allopolyploids.

A detailed molecular analysis of the fate of wheat NORs
was done in several allopolyploids, including the synthetic
and natural BBAADD genomes (Guo and Han 2014). It
shows that the NORs from the B subgenome are dominant in
several genomic combinations, and that the elimination of
the other NORs proceeds in two steps—first through
silencing and hypermethylation in the first generations of the
nascent allopolyploids—interestingly, this silencing is not
reversible when ploidy level is reduced—then, elimination
of the non-B rDNA copies takes place progressively, starting
in the fourth and ending by the 7th generation since poly-
ploidization (Guo and Han 2014).

3.1.5 Use of C- and N-Banding for Chromosome
Identification

The distribution of eu- and hetero-chromatin along chro-
mosomes has been determined through the position, size and
intensity of Giemsa stain (C-banding). Giemsa stain interacts
specifically with constitutive heterochromatin and thus, the
C-bands expose the position of this type of chromatin in the
chromosomes (Gill 1987). The dark (stained) bands and light
(unstained) bands represent heterochromatic and euchro-
matic regions, respectively. The C-banding technique stains
all classes of constitutive heterochromatin and identifies
each of the 21 chromosomes in T. aestivum (Endo and Gill

1984), and each of the 14 chromosomes of T. turgidum (Seal
1982; Bebeli and Kaltsikes 1985; Badaeva et al. 2015).

Chromosomes 1B, 3B, 5B, 6B and 7B of the B sub-
genome and chromosome 4A of the A subgenome are most
heavily C-banded in the standard laboratory cultivar Chinese
Spring of allohexaploid wheat (Endo and Gill 1984). As in
allohexaploid wheat, subgenome B in allotetraploid T. tur-
gidum ssp. durum is also more heavily C-banded than sub-
genome A; the same chromosomes that are heavily banded
in allohexaploid wheat also heavily banded in ssp. durum
(Seal 1982; Bebeli and Kaltsikes 1985; Badaeva et al. 2015).
Yet, there is widespread banding polymorphism among
different lines of wild and domesticated forms of T. turgidum
(Badaeva et al. 2015). For example, Badaeva et al. (2015)
found that karyotypes of wild and domesticated emmer
showed an extremely high diversity of C-banding patterns.
B subgenome chromosomes were more polymorphic than A
subgenome chromosomes. The lowest diversity of
C-banding patterns was found for chromosome 3A, while
chromosomes 2A and 4A proved to be most variable among
the A subgenome chromosomes. On the B subgenome, the
lowest polymorphism was observed for chromosome 4B and
the highest, for chromosomes 3B and 7B, respectively.

The C-banding method has been used in studies of sev-
eral aspects of cytogenetics and evolution of T. turgidum.
For example, Bebeli and Kaltsikes (1985) constructed the
karyotypes of cultivars Capeiti and Mexicali, two durum
wheat cultivars, on the basis of C-banding of their chro-
mosomes. Using C-bands, Seal (1982) identified all 14 T.
turgidum chromosome pairs in hexaploid triticale (genome
BBAARR). While little variation was found between
genotypes in the distribution of C-bands, considerable
variation was found in their size, total number and total
length. The bands in both A and B subgenomes were con-
centrated in the centromeric, distal and terminal regions.

Natarajan and Sharma (1974), using Giemsa C-banding,
examined the distribution of heterochromatic regions in the
chromosomes of diploid, allotetraploid and allohexaploid
wheats and found that the distribution pattern of hete-
rochromatin of Ae. speltoides was more similar to that of the
B subgenome chromosomes than the patterns of other
Sitopsis species, but was not identical to it. C-banding
results regarding the phylogeny of T. turgidum, and partic-
ularly the origin of its B subgenome, were not conclusive,
which may be due, in part, to the wide occurrence of
intraspecific polymorphism in C-banding patterns, especially
differences in the distribution of intercalary and telomeric
C-bands (Badaeva et al. 2015).

C-banding has been used quite extensively in the identi-
fication of intraspecific chromosomal rearrangements in the
different subspecies of T. turgidum (e.g., Badaeva et al.
2007, 2015, 2019). During a C-banding survey of a large
collection of cultivars of domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon,
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Rodríguez et al. (2000) and Badaeva et al. (2015) identified
different types of chromosomal rearrangements, some of
which were novel to T. turgidum. Chromosomal rearrange-
ments were represented by single translocations and or
multiple translocations, as well as by paracentric and peri-
centric inversions. The use of C-banding enabled the
detection of the position of translocation breakpoints, which
was either at or near the centromere, or interstitial. Cen-
tromeric translocations significantly prevailed in tetraploid
wheat (Badaeva et al. 2015).

Use of the C-banding technique in the identification of
individual chromosomes and chromosome arms at first
meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids involving T. turgidum and
related species, enabled determination of the type of pairing
of each T. turgidum arm, i.e., homologous versus homoe-
ologous pairing. Thus, for example, Naranjo (1990) ana-
lyzed meiotic pairing in the hybrid tetraploid triticale
(genome BARR � rye) and identified the arm homoeology
of A-B chromosomes of T. turgidum using the C-banding
technique. Results confirmed that the homoeologous rela-
tionships between chromosome arms of the A and B sub-
genomes in T. turgidum are the same as in T. aestivum, and
that a double translocation involving 4AL, 5AL, and 7BS,
and a pericentric inversion involving a substantial portion of
chromosome 4A, are present in T. turgidum as well as in T.
aestivum. C-banding studies also successfully identified
alien chromosomes, which were added to the hexaploid
wheat complement or which substituted one of its chromo-
somes (Gill 1987).

C-banding was also applied in T. turgidum to determine
the approximate location of the Ph1 gene in the 5BL arm.
Dvorak et al. (1984) C-banded the long arm of chromosome
5B of a mutant line of the Italian cultivar Cappelli of T.
turgidum ssp. durum deficient for the Ph1 gene and of
another Cappelli line bearing a duplication of part of the
long arm of 5B that carries Ph1. Compared with arm 5BL of
the parental cultivar, the 5B long arm of the Ph1 mutant was
shorter, owing to a deletion of one of two inter-band regions
in the middle of the arm. In the line suspected to have a
duplication, the 5BL arm was longer than in ‘Cappelli’ and
the interband region that was absent in the Ph1 mutant was
twice as long.

Genetic mapping of polymorphic C-bands also enables
direct comparisons between genetic and physical maps
(Curtis and Lukaszewski 1991). More specifically, Curtis
and Lukaszewski used eleven C-bands and two seed storage
protein genes on chromosome 1B, polymorphic between
cultivar Langdon of ssp. durum and four accessions of
ssp. dicoccoides, to study the distribution of recombination
along the entire length of the chromosome. The genetic maps
obtained from the four individual ssp. dicoccoides chromo-
somes were combined to yield a consensus map of 14
markers (including the centromere) for the chromosome.

In contrast to the C-banding technique that stains all types
of constitutive heterochromatin (Gill 1987), the N-banding
technique specifically reveals heterochromatin containing
polypyrimidine DNA sequences (Dennis et al. 1980). Using
this technique, Gerlach (1977) was able to identify nine of
the twenty-one chromosome pairs of hexaploid wheat cul-
tivar Chinese Spring. These nine chromosomes, 4A, 7A and
all of the B subgenome chromosomes, showed distinctive
N-banding patterns. The remaining chromosomes show
either faint bands or no bands at all. Wild allotetraploid
wheat, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides showed banded chro-
mosomes similar to those observed in hexaploid wheat. Of
the diploid species, wild and domesticated T. monococcum,
T. urartu and Aegilops tauschii showed little or no banding
as would be expected of donors of the A and D subgenomes.
Ae. speltoides had a number of N-banded chromosomes as
would be expected of a species closely related to the B
subgenome donor. Endo and Gill (1984) using an improved
N-banding technique, succeeded to identify 16 of the 21
chromosomes of T. aestivum.

3.2 Main Components of the Triticeae
Genomes

In this section we describe the general features of the gen-
ome’s main components shared among the Triticeae species.
We discuss both the relative stability of genome size within
species and genera, as well as the dynamic processes that can
cause genome expansion or reduction in size.

3.2.1 Genome Size

Genome size, determined via analysis of nuclear DNA
amount, is known for a large number of Triticeae species
(Table 2.4). These studies showed that Triticeae species are
characterized by a relatively large genome, compared with
that of Oryza sativa and Brachypodium distachyon, in which
1C nuclear DNA size is 0.51 and 0.30 pg, respectively
(Bennett and Leitch 2005), while in Triticeae diploids, it
ranged from 4.0 pg in Elymus libanoticus and in E. stipi-
folius to 8.9 pg in Psathyrostachys stoloniformis or to 9.4 pg
in Secale strictum (Table 2.4). This, more than two-fold
difference in genome size between diploid Triticeae species,
indicates that, even though the tribe evolved in a mono-
phyletic manner (Fig. 2.4), genome size changed rapidly
already in the primordial species. These large differences in
genome size among the diploid species of the tribe imply
that genome size expansion during evolution is not a general
characteristic of the tribe.

No significant intra-specific variation in 1C nuclear DNA
size was found among diploid, allopolyploid, and
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autopolyploid Triticeae species (Eilam et al. 2007, 2008,
2009). The genome-size stability at the intra-specific level is
striking in view of the fact that retrotransposons comprise a
significant fraction of the genomes of many Triticeae species
(Kumar and Bennetzen 1999; Vicient et al. 2001; Sabot et al.
2005) and as such, these genomes have a considerable
potential to undergo rapid changes in nuclear DNA amount.

Relatively little variation in 1C nuclear DNA size is seen
within genera, the exception are the genera Elymus and
Aegilops. Diploid Elymus species with St genome have 4.0–
4.9 pg whereas Elymus species with Ee and Eb genomes
have 5.85 and 7.4 pg, respectively (Table 2.4). Aegilops
caudata has 4.84 pg and Ae. sharonensis 7.3 pg (Table 2.4).
In contrast to the intra-specific and intra-generic levels, there
are large differences in nuclear DNA size at the inter-generic
level, ranging from 4.0 pg per 1C nucleus in Elymus
libanoticus to 8.9 pg in Psathyrostachys stioloniformis
(Table 2.4). At the diploid level, self-pollinating species and
cross-pollinating species present similar nuclear DNA sizes.
Likewise, nuclear DNA sizes of the perennial species were
within the same range as those measured for the annual
species [only Secale strictum (= S. montanum)] has a larger
genome than its annual relative). Diploid Aegilops species
that grow in the southern part of the distribution area of the
genus, i.e., in hotter and drier habitats (Ae. bicornis, Ae.
searsii, Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis) have signifi-
cantly more DNA than diploid species growing in other parts
of the species distribution region.

As found for the grass family (Caetano-Anollés 2005),
the Triticeae tribe also shows no clear trend of genome size
evolution on the inter-generic level; in some species, gen-
ome size increased while in others, it decreased (Table 2.4).
An increase in genome size can be brought about by the
activation of transposons, especially retrotransposons (Ben-
netzen and Kellogg 1997; Bennetzen 2000, 2002; Wendel
et al. 2002), whereas a decrease in DNA amount can result
from a variety of recombinational mechanisms, such as
unequal homologous recombination between homologous
chromosomes, sister chromatids, or intra-chromatids, where
the latter, can take place between long terminal repeats
(LTRs) of retrotransposons (Vicient et al. 1999; Shirasu
et al. 2000; Bennetzen 2002; Devos et al. 2002), or via
deletions resulting from non-homologous end joining upon
double-strand break (DSB) repair (Gorbunova and Levy
1997). The relative extent of these two counteracting
mechanisms determines the direction of genome size
change.

The inter-generic differences in genome size mostly
reflect variation in the non-coding DNA sequences, since
grass genomes contain, more or less, a similar number of
genes (Bennetzen et al. 2005; Table 3.1). Differences in
genome size are mainly related to differences in transposable
element, primarily retrotransposons, content, (Fedoroff 2000,

2012; Bennetzen et al. 2005). The regulation of transposable
elements proliferation and the evidence for their role in
genome size evolution are discussed in Sect. 3.2.2.2. The
contrast between the low variation in DNA size at the
intra-specific and intra-generic levels and the high variation
at the inter-generic level (Table 2.4), suggests that genome
size differences occurred mostly during genera divergence.

3.2.2 Repetitive DNA

Repetitive DNA is the largest component of the genome in
species from the Triticeae. It can reach a percent > 90% as
in the genome of the Sitopsis species of the genus Aegilops
(Table 3.1). It is a major contributor to plant chromosome
structure and genome evolution (Flavell 1986; Fedoroff
2000, 2012; Bennetzen 2005; Wessler 2006). It is generally
packaged as heterochromatin, giving rise to the banding
patterns described in Sect. 3.1.5. Repetitive DNA sequences
are present either in arrays of tandemly repeated sequences
(satellite DNA), or in repeats dispersed throughout the
genome, and are classified into two major classes, depending
on their structure, position on the chromosomes, and/or the
mode of multiplication (transposable elements). The main
components of the repetitive DNA described in this section
are the Transposable elements and Satellite DNA. Large
repeats arrays such as in the nucleolar organizer (Sect. 3.1.4)
are also significant components of the genome.

3.2.2.1 Satellite DNA
The satellite DNAs of plants are organized as
tandemly-arrayed, highly-repetitive and highly-conserved
monomer sequences that are predominantly organized in
the genome in uninterrupted tracts (Mehrotra and Goyal
2014). The monomer unit of satellite DNA may range from a
few nucleotides to 400 base pairs in length. The tandemly
repeated satellite DNAs are found preferentially in the
constitutive heterochromatin at specific positions of the
chromosomes, such as the pericentromeric, sub-telomeric,
telomeric or intercalary regions, e.g., the rDNA in the
nucleolar organizing regions. These arrays can be visualized
along chromosomes with the C-banding technique that has
been widely used in wheat to stain specifically the consti-
tutive heterochromatin in cytological preparations of somatic
and meiotic metaphase chromosomes (Gill 1987). Dennis
et al. (1980) isolated satellite sequence from bread wheat and
found it to be a repeat of (GAA)m(GAG)n, where m and
n may have different values in different arrays. In situ hy-
bridization showed that this satellite sequence is located on
all seven chromosomes of the B subgenome and chromo-
somes 4A and 7A of the A subgenome in hexaploid wheat,
equivalent to the location of the N-bands (Gerlach et al.
1979).
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Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) is a group of
microsatellites occurring universally in plant genomes as
tandem repetitions of short sequence motifs. SSRs that are
located in non-coding DNA may not affect the organism
fitness. This, together with their structure that promotes
slippage by DNA polymerase, allows them to accumulate
mutations that have been used as highly-polymorphic
genetic markers in mapping, identification, characterisation
and management of wild and domesticated genetic resour-
ces, as well as in tagging genes controlling traits that are

essential for wheat breeding (Röder et al. 1998; Pestsova
et al. 2000; Gupta and Varshney 2000; Gupta et al. 2002;
Somers et al. 2004). On the other hand, SSRs that are located
in coding regions, can lead to genetic changes. Analysis of
more than 15,000 Arabidopsis and more than 16,000 rice
SSRs indicated that they may affect the expression of a large
number of genes (Sharopova 2008). Data on DNA methy-
lation, histone acetylation, and transcript turnover suggest
that SSRs may affect gene expression at transcriptional and
posttranscriptional levels.

Table 3.1 Genome size and features in fully sequenced species from the Triticeae and other grasses

Species Genome
formula

Genome
size in
Gbp

1C DNA
amount
(pg)

Transposable
elements as percent
of genome

Number of
high-confidence
genes

References

Oryza sativa OsOs 0.372 0.51 37 41,046 International Rice Genome
Sequencing Project (2005)

Brachypodium
distachyon

BdBd 0.272 0.30 26.1 25,532 International Brachypodium
Initiative (2010)

Triticum urartu AA 4.94 6.02 81.4 37,516 Ling et al. (2013, 2018)

Aegilops
tauschii

DD 4.3–4.5 5.17 84–85.9 42,828–39,622 Jia et al. (2013), Luo et al. (2017),
Zhao et al. (2017), Zimin et al.
(2017)

Ae. speltoides SS 4.60–
5.13

5.81 75.2 36,928–37,607 Li et al. (2022), Avni et al. (2022)

Ae. searsii SSSS 5.55 6.65 82.5 37,995 Li et al. (2022)

Ae. sharonensis SshSsh 6.07–6.7 7.52 84.3 31,198–38,440 Li et al. (2022), Avni et al. (2022)

Ae. bicornis SbSb 5.73 6.84 83 40,222 Li et al. (2022)

Ae. longissima SlSl 6.22–6.7 7.48 81 31,183–37,201 Li et al. (2022), Avni et al. (2022)

T. aestivum cv.
CS
Subgenome A

AA 5.95 – 85.9 35,345 International Wheat Genome
Sequencing Consortium (2018)

T. aestivum cv.
CS
Subgenome B

BB 6.29 – 84.7 35,643 International Wheat Genome
Sequencing Consortium (2018)

T. aestivum cv.
CS
Subgenome D

DD 4.79 – 83.1 34,212 International Wheat Genome
Sequencing Consortium (2018)

T. aestivum
ssp. aestivum
cv. CS

BBAADD 17 17.67 84.7 107,891 Murat et al. (2014b), International
Wheat Genome Sequencing
Consortium (2018)

Triticum
turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides

BBAA 10.5
SubA:
4.9
SubB:
5.2

12.91 82.5 65,012 Avni et al. (2017)

Triticum
turgidum
ssp. durum

BBAA 12.31 12.8 82.2 66,559 Maccaferri et al. (2019)

Secale cereale RR 7.91 8.65 > 80 – Martis et al. (2013), Bauer et al.
(2017)

Hordeum
vulgare

HH 5.10 5.50 84 26,159 The International Barley Genome
Sequencing Consortium (2012)
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3.2.2.2 Transposable Elements
The second group of repetitive DNA sequences comprises a
vast array of DNA sequences, with a dispersed organization,
which are scattered throughout the genome. This group
includes transposable elements (TEs), that range in size from
a few hundred base pairs (bp) to 15 kb. TEs have the ability
to move to new sites in genomes either directly by a
cut-and-paste mechanism involving DNA intermediates
(transposons; Class 2) or indirectly through a copy-and-paste
mechanism involving RNA intermediates (retrotransposons;
Class 1) (Fedoroff 2012). Other DNA elements include
smaller families such as Mutator, Harbinger, Mariner,
Miniature inverted repeats elements (MITEs) or hAT ele-
ments that are less abundant. Helitrons are an interesting but
small class of DNA elements that transpose via DNA
replication rather than excision-insertion and that are thought
to contribute to gene duplication (Morgante et al. 2005).

Class 2 DNA, cut-and-paste transposons include several
types of families, the most abundant of which is the CACTA
family. These TEs have inverted repeats at their termini that
contain the conserved CACTA motif. In addition, they code
for a transposase protein.

Class 1 DNA, retrotransposons or retroelements, com-
prise two main types: (1) long terminal repeat (LTR) retro-
transposons, flanked by LTRs, and (2) non-LTR elements
[such as long interspersed nuclear elements (LINEs) and
short interspersed nuclear elements (SINEs)]. LTR retro-
transposons are the most abundant mobile elements in plant
genomes (Feschotte et al. 2002). Indeed, in some grasses,
LTR retrotransposons represent up to 90% of the genome
(Bennetzen and Kellogg 1997; Kumar and Bennetzen 1999;
Vicient et al. 2001; Feschotte et al. 2002; Sabot et al. 2005;
Senerchia et al. 2013; Table 3.1). Due to their mechanism of
reverse-transcription, LTR-elements can be classified as
young, when the LTR are identical, or old, when LTRs are
different. Sequence divergence between the LTRs of an
element provides thus a useful tool to deduce the age of
transposition events. This tool has enabled to date different
waves of transposition during wheat evolution and specia-
tion (Wicker et al. 2018).

In bread wheat TEs constitute * 80–85% of the total
genome, depending on the lines, the overall composition
is * 70% long terminal-repeat retrotransposons
(LTR) and * 12% DNA transposons (Walkowiak et al.
2020), altogether wheat TEs were divided into 505 families
(IWGSC 2018). Among DNA elements, CACTA elements
represent the largest class accounting for * 15% of all
genome while other elements constitute less than 0.5% of the
genome. By contrast retroelements constitute * 70% of the
wheat genome (* 69% LTR retroelements and * 1%
LINEs and SINEs). LTR elements that are “young”, i.e., that
have transposed recently, tend to be located in the gene-rich

recombinogenic distal part of chromosomal arms, while
“old” LTR elements tend to be conserved among wheat lines
and to be located in the pericentric heterochromatic regions
of the chromosomes (Walkowiak et al. 2020). Overall TEs
amount is relatively similar in the three subgenomes of
allohexaploid wheat, however, they do account for part of
the subgenome size difference between B and D and their
distribution is highly variable between subgenomes.

TEs have the potential to affect genome structure and
function through transposition, ectopic recombination and
epigenetic re-patterning (Shalev and Levy 1997; Bennetzen
2005; Slotkin and Martienssen 2007; Fedoroff 2012). They
have served as building blocks for epigenetic phenomena,
both at the level of single genes and across larger chromo-
somal regions (Slotkin and Martienssen 2007). Since TE
activity is governed by epigenetic regulation (Slotkin and
Martienssen 2007; Fedoroff 2012), their activation might be
induced by genetic and environmental stresses (Fedoroff
2012). Hence, TEs may mutate genes, alter gene regulation,
and generate new genes, in response to environmental
challenges, thus providing fuel for evolution (Kidwell and
Lisch 2000).

Remarkably, while the intergenic TE composition is not
conserved between the subgenomes, the overall TEs com-
position, the spacing between genes and the enrichment of
TEs near genes is highly conserved. TEs associated with
genes are particularly interesting as they can affect tran-
scription of neighboring genes as shown for retroelements
(Kashkush et al. 2002, 2003) or they can affect splicing as
shown for wheat SINEs that are enriched in introns and may
affect intron retention (Keidar et al. 2018). MITEs also show
a strong association with wheat genes, being near genes, or
even within the transcriptome and are thus able to affect both
expression and protein composition (Keidar-Friedman et al.
2018). All this suggests that TEs are drivers of dynamic
genomic changes and modulation of gene expression and
contribute massively into shaping genome structure,
expression and evolution. However, these dynamic changes,
which can lead to deleterious genome instability are miti-
gated by epigenetic genome stabilizing factors that suppress
TEs activities (Fedoroff 2012). Repressive protein com-
plexes, histone methylation, RNA interference (RNAi) and
RNA-directed DNA methylation, as well as recombinational
regulatory complexes may cause epigenetic silencing of TEs
(Law and Jacobsen 2010; Feng et al. 2010; Zhang and Zhu
2011; Simon and Meyers 2011). Plants have a more complex
and redundant array of epigenetic silencing mechanisms than
animals, making use of multiple DNA methylation mecha-
nisms, chromatin protein modification, and feedback mech-
anisms involving small noncoding RNAs (Zaratiegui et al.
2007; Law and Jacobsen 2010; Simon and Meyers 2011).
Plants methylate C residues in nucleotides within all
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sequence contexts (CmG; CmNG, or CmNN), thus stabilizing
the silencing and inactivation of genes and other genetic
elements in plants (Bird 2002; Law and Jacobsen 2010).

Despite these multiple silencing mechanisms, TEs have
retained some extent of mobility throughout wheat evolution
as suggested from their high diversity between the sub-
genomes of bread wheat (Wicker et al. 2018) and between
varieties in the same subgenome. While there is no evidence
for a TEs mobility burst upon allopolyploidization (Choulet
et al. 2014; Wicker et al. 2018), transcriptional activation
(but not transposition) of wheat retroelements was shown in
a wheat synthetic allopolyploid (Kashkush et al. 2002, 2003)
and smoking gun evidence for mobility of MITEs in a newly
synthesized wheat allohexaploid was reported (Yaakov and
Kashkush 2012). Allopolyploidization might be to some
extent a trigger for TEs mobility and mutation tolerance in
allopolyploids might have facilitated mobility in allopoly-
ploid backgrounds during wheat evolution. Nevertheless, TE
mobility is highly controlled through epigenetic modifica-
tions, such as cytosine methylation and small RNAs
(Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011) and through histone modifica-
tions. The H3K27me2 modification has been shown for
example to contribute to TEs stability in wheat euchromatin
(Liu et al. 2020).

Middleton et al. (2013) found that the abundance of
several TE families varies considerably between the Trit-
iceae species, indicating that TE families can thrive extre-
mely successfully in one species, but go virtually extinct in
another. In this regard, Senerchia et al. (2013) suggested that
ancestral TE families followed independent evolutionary
trajectories among related species, highlighting the evolution
of TE populations as a key factor of genome differentiation.
The balance between genome expansion through TE pro-
liferation and contraction through deletion of TE sequences,
drives variation in genome size and organization (Bennetzen
and Kellogg 1997). Indeed, TEs were found to be one of the
main drivers of genome divergence and evolution in the
Triticeae (Yaakov et al. 2012; Wicker et al. 2018).
Remarkably TEs, which are probably under low selection
can rapidly “decay” and be eliminated from genomes, or
when a transposition burst occurs they rapidly expand in
copy number (Wicker et al. 2018). The genome shrinking
and expansion cause a great diversity in the size of the
genomes in the Triticeae and its close relatives (Table 2.4).
Two extreme cases are Brachypodium, with a small *
272 Mb genome and * 25% TEs (International Brachy-
podium Initiative 2010) versus Rye, which has the largest
genome in the Triticeae (7.9 Gb) and also the highest per-
centage of TEs (* 90%) (Rabanus-Wallace et al. 2021 and
Li et al. 2021).

The genome size stability at the intra-specific level of
Triticeae (Eilam et al. 2007, 2008, 2009) is striking in view
of the fact that retrotransposons comprise a significant

fraction of the genome (Kumar and Bennetzen 1999; Vicient
et al. 2001; Sabot et al. 2005; Senerchia et al. 2013). This is
likely due to epigenetic silencing (Fedoroff 2012). On the
other hand, the expansion and diversification of TEs in
different lineages of the Triticeae, point to an interesting
correlation between speciation and transposition. Silent
inactive transposons can be activated by a variety of envi-
ronmental and genetic stresses that cause a “genomic shock”
(McClintock 1984). A variety of DNA-damaging agents,
biotic and abiotic stresses, as well as pathogen infection and
the passage of plant cells through tissue culture were indeed
shown to activate TEs, supporting McClintock’s genomic
shock hypothesis (Hirochika et al. 1996; Grandbastien et al.
1997; Kim et al. 2002; Ito et al. 2011). Transposon activa-
tion is also triggered by interspecific hybridization and
allopolyploidization (Kashkush et al. 2002, 2003; Madlung
et al. 2005; Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011). Such activation can
cause bursts of transposition that result in genome expansion
for a long period before it is silenced or silenced the trig-
gered activity quickly within few generations (Ito et al.
2011). The activation also contributes to speciation due to
the mutagenic effect of transposition bursts that potentially
reduce the viability and fitness of the interspecific hybrid,
thereby contributing to formation of a genetic barrier
between species (Levy 2013).

3.3 Whole Genome Sequencing in Species
of the Triticeae

3.3.1 Triticum aestivum L. ssp. aestivum (Bread
Wheat)

3.3.1.1 Assembly of the Bread Wheat Genome
Common wheat, Triticum aestivum (genome BBAADD), is
an allohexaploid species with a huge genome (17,000 Mbp),
about five times larger than the human genome, * 40 times
the genome of Oryza sativa and * 60 times that of
Brachypodium distachyon (Table 3.1). Sequencing the
genome of allohexaploid wheat, T. aestivum, has been a
challenging task, due to its large size (a haploid genome, 1C
of * 16 pg), the high proportion (� 85%) of repetitive
sequences, and its allohexaploid nature harboring three
related subgenomes that share partial homology (homoeol-
ogy). An important milestone for the wheat community has
been the publication of a first version of an annotated
high-quality sequence of the standard laboratory cultivar,
Chinese Spring (CS) of bread wheat, ssp. aestivum, (Inter-
national Wheat Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC)
2018). This version presented the assembly of 97% of CS
genome into large contigs and scaffolds mapped along the 21
chromosomes. This accomplishment has been achieved
through the integration of data from various sources derived
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from several years of community efforts, including BAC
sequencing, molecular markers, and more recent Illumina
sequencing data together with NRGene’s deNovoMagic2
assembly algorithm and Hi-C data. Another later milestone
has been the publication of sequencing and de novo
assembly of 15 additional wheat lines that enabled to get
insight into the genomic variation between varieties that
accumulated following hexaploid wheat formation and to
start defining a wheat pangenome (Walkowiak et al. 2020).
While cv. Chinese Spring has been a standard for the wheat
community, owing to its excellent combining ability that
lead to a broad use in early studies on wheat evolution and
genome composition (Sears 1954; Sears and Miller 1985), it
turns out that it is a landrace that is little bit of an outgroup
from the pool of modern varieties (Walkowiak et al. 2020).
Nevertheless, we keep referring to it as the standard and
mention other varieties only when CS is a clear outlier.

New updates are published by the IWGSC and are
available at the IWGSC web site for both genome and
transcriptome data. The sequence data has provided new
insights into the hexaploid wheat genome structure that are
summarized here.

3.3.1.2 Protein Coding Genes
Genes are obviously the most important component of the
genome, even-though they represent only a small fraction of
the total wheat genome (roughly 5–10%, depending on
inclusion of coding regions, introns, UTRs, promoters).
There has been contradicting values published on the num-
ber of genes in the bread wheat genome. This was due to low
quality of the genomic sequences in early estimates and also
due to the difficulty to define a gene, or a genuine
open-reading frame, and because many genes have decayed
and became truncated or mutated pseudo-genes. Some
standard emerged in the field, sorting genes as “high confi-
dence” (HC) genes, or as “low confidence” (LC) genes or
pseudo-genes. Sequence analysis, searching for
protein-coding open reading frames in CS (IWGSC 2018),
has identified a total of 107,891 “high confidence”
(HC) genes, which are distributed almost equally between
the A, B and D subgenomes (Table 3.1). Presence of a
transcript and a good prediction of a function (based on
homology with known genes from other species) was
attributed to 85 and 82% of HC genes, respectively. Another
group of 161,537 putative genes, referred to as “low confi-
dence” (LC) genes, i.e. that had weaker features expected for
genes, was identified. Only 49% of these putative genes had
a corresponding transcript. Finally, 303,818 pseudogenes,
i.e. DNA segments that share homology to genes but do not
code for proteins, due to truncation or stop codons, were
detected. Interestingly, pseudogenes were less abundant in
subgenome D (27%) than in A (33%) and B (36%). Overall,
if we consider only HC genes, the number of genes per

subgenome is similar to other plant species. However, if we
consider the allohexaploid nature of wheat and the fact
that * half of the LC genes have some coding potential,
and maybe some of the pseudogenes too, wheat seems to
have much more genes than other cereals and than most
other plant species.

3.3.1.3 RNA Genes
RNA genes, that code only for an RNA but not a protein,
include as main groups Ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs), the long
non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), micro-RNAs (miRs), small
interfering RNAs (siRNAs) and transfer RNAs (t-RNAs).

Ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) are transcribed from rDNA
genes, and do not code for proteins but rather are a major
component of the ribosomes. Their structure, expression,
and their rapid changes in expression and copy number as a
result of allopolyploidy have been described in detail in
Sect. 3.1.4.

lncRNAs are typically transcripts > 200 nt that are in
general 5′ capped and polyadenylated (Budak et al. 2020).
They have not been fully curated in bread wheat but their
number is probably > 100,000 considering that in tetraploid
wheat they were estimated at 89,623 for wild emmer wheat
(Akpinar et al. 2018), 115,437 for durum cultivar Svevo
(Maccaferri et al. 2019) and 20,338 in Ae. tauschii (Luo
et al. 2017). They regulate a broad range of functions such as
various stress responses such as cold stress (Lu et al. 2020)
or developmental processes such as germination (Budak
et al. 2020).

MicroRNAs are * 21 nt-long single strand RNA mole-
cules, processed from a hairpin precursor. They function as
post-transcriptional regulators of gene expression (Axtell
and Meyers 2018). Their function is typically of suppressors
of stress-related or developmental processes. They were
shown to be associated with response to nitrogen levels,
grain development (Hou et al. 2020), water deficit, heat
stress and germination (Liu et al. 2020). With the availability
of the wheat genome sequence, it has been possible to pre-
dict their abundance, based on a combination of structural
features and homology to known microRNAs as well as with
support from their expression, in particular from libraries of
transcribed small RNAs (Jaiswal et al. 2019). With such
partial validation, their total number ranges from * 2500
to * 4500 depending on the prediction and validation tools
(Jaiswal et al. 2019). Their distribution is very variable,
between homoeologues and between groups from the same
subgenome in a way that is not fully related to chromosome
size—for example chromosome 3B counts 614 predicted
microRNAs while 3D only 45 and 7B counts 52.

Small interfering RNAs (siRNAs) are an abundant class
of small non-coding RNAs produced from a double-stranded
RNA precursor and processed through a variety of Dicer-like
endonucleases with different properties which can generate
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small RNAs of 21, 22, 23, or more commonly 24 nt in size
(Pikaard and Mittlestein-Scheid 2014). They provide path-
ways for RNA-directed DNA methylation, transcriptional
silencing of transposons and repeats, viruses, and transgenes.
Considering the abundance of transposons in the wheat
genome (discussed below), the importance of the thousands
of 24 nt siRNAs species in guiding the methylation
machinery to transposons and in mediating their silencing is
critical for the maintenance of the wheat genome integrity
(Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011). The control of transposons by
siRNAs can in turn affect neighboring genes and have
consequences on gene expression. For example, gametocidal
action in wheat was found to be related to the activity of both
miRNAs and siRNAs (Wang et al. 2018). Another example,
from the study of synthetic tetraploid wheats is the correla-
tion between genome-wide changes in siRNAs and in the
expression of associated genes or transposons and of
chromatin modifications (Jiao et al. 2018).

3.3.1.4 The Wheat Transcriptome
In parallel to the publication of the wheat genome (IWGSC
2018), a thorough analysis of the wheat transcriptome was
reported (Ramírez-González et al. 2018) based on data from
850 RNA-Seq experiments, derived from 32 tissues and
different growth stages or stress treatments. This work pro-
vides a comprehensive description of gene expression in
wheat as summarized below. This analysis showed that *
85% of the HC genes were expressed versus * 50% of LC
genes. Non-expressed genes might have a very low
expression, or are expressed under very specific conditions
not tested yet or might be defective, e.g., in promoter region,
as might be the case for most LC genes. Differential
expression between genes was mostly related to differences
in tissue origin rather than developmental stage or stress.
Only * 10% of the expressed HC genes were tissue-
exclusive. These tissue-specific genes were enriched for
reproductive functions, transcripts were shorter in length and
had a weaker expression that ubiquitous house-keeping
genes. Interestingly, genes located in distal regions of the
chromosome tended to have a weaker expression level than
genes in proximal regions. Expression levels correlated with
typical activating or repressive chromatin modifications.
Inspection of the expression of homoeologs for which all
three subgenomes were represented (triads) showed that
for * 70% of the triads, the level of expression was bal-
anced, i.e., homoeoalleles were generally expressed at the
same level. For 30% of the triads, expression was unbal-
anced with one of the three subgenomes being suppressed
(most common) or one of the three being active (less com-
mon). The D-subgenome was slightly less frequently sup-
pressed than the A or B subgenomes. When looking at gene
expression regulation, modules of co-expressed genes were
defined. In 83.6% of the cases, the members of the triads

were co-regulated, i.e., were in similar modules of expres-
sion. The remaining 16.4% of triads showed differential
expression patterns in the three homoeoalleles, suggesting
sub- or neo-functionalization. Syntenic triplets where more
coregulated than non-syntenic ones. Likewise, in cases
where only two homoeologs are present, conservation in
expression patterns was more prominent than divergence and
synteny was a good predictor of conserved expression.
Differential expression was often associated with the diver-
sity of TEs in proximity to the promoter region.

A comparison of the grain development transcriptome of
bread wheat as well as of its diploid and tetraploid
progenitors/relatives showed that the factors affecting
divergence in gene expression were (by order of impor-
tance): the tissue, the developmental stage, the subgenomes
and the species (Xiang et al. 2019). This work constitutes a
transcriptome atlas for grain development, starting from the
embryonic phase (two cells) through endosperm and embryo
development as well as for the pericarp, in bread wheat,
tetraploid Triticum turgidum (ssp. durum), and in diploid
ancestors Triticum urartu, Aegilops speltoides, and Aegilops
tauschii. Patterns of gene expression seen in bread wheat
might be the result of an evolutionary process caused among
other factors by selection under domestication or alterna-
tively by intergenomic interactions established upon merg-
ing of the sub-genomes.

To understand the interactions between sub-genomes, an
insightful experimental system has been to compare gene
expression in parents and derived hybrids and allopolyploids
at the early stages of interspecific hybridization and
allopolyploidization that gave rise to bread wheat. Indeed,
bread wheat can be re-synthesized from its tetraploid and
diploid progenitors as shown by McFadden and Sears
(1944). Since then, several studies on synthetic allopoly-
ploids have enabled us to learn on interactions between the
subgenomes and the effect of dosage on overall gene
expression (see review in Li et al. 2015). When comparing
the expression of homoeoalleles in the diploid (Genome D)
and tetraploid (Genome BBAA) progenitors, to that of the
derived synthetic allohexaploid wheat (Genome BBAADD),
mid-parent values is the prominent pattern of gene expres-
sion, nevertheless significant levels of non-additivity were
reported, the extent of which was variable between studies,
ranging from * 3 to 20% (Pumphrey et al. 2009; Akhunov
et al. 2010; Chague et al. 2010; Li et al. 2014). In these
studies, biased expression dominance towards the AB
sub-genome progenitor was observed using either microar-
rays or RNA-seq analysis. Moreover, while non-additive
expression of homoeoalleles established upon allopoly-
ploidization was not always transmitted to the next genera-
tions, there is strong evidence showing that these new
expression patterns are often maintained in modern bread
wheat.
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Gene expression is not only affected by the interactions
between different subgenomes in allohexaploid wheat, but
also by the ploidy level. Aneuploidy, often encountered in
newly formed allopolyploids, can affect gene expression due
to imbalance between homoeologous chromosomes. How-
ever, even when chromosome dosages are balanced, ploidy
can affect both phenotype and gene expression. Comparison
of gene expression was done between the polyhaploid,
genome BAD, to the allohexaploid, genome BBAADD
(Wang et al. 2011) and between the allohexaploid and a
nonaploid, genome BBBAAADDD (Guo et al. 2020). Only
a small fraction (* 0.2%) of the genes were affected (si-
lenced or activated) in the polyhaploid (Wang et al. 2011).
By contrast, in the nonaploid, there was a significant dys-
regulation of gene expression (* 25% of the genes) (Guo
et al. 2020) and nevertheless the relative ratio between
triplicated homoeologs remained relatively unchanged.

Overall these experiments show that there is both a high
potential for plasticity as a result of allohexaploidy and at the
same time, the system is robust with additivity and
mid-parent values remaining the most prominent patterns of
gene expression. Understanding the mechanisms that con-
tribute to plasticity and robustness of gene expression and
how this contributes to fitness is a major challenge for future
research. Genome wide studies on intergenomic interactions
in advanced model systems, such as budding yeast (Tirosh
et al. 2009) have shown how divergent gene expression in
parental species can be caused by cis or trans factors. The
same kind of interactions must be taking place in allo-
hexaploid wheat with a higher degree of complexity due to
the higher ploidy level and the epigenetic regulators absent
in yeast (e.g. cytosine methylation and small RNAs). For
example, mutations in cis-acting factors, e.g. promoter
regions or coding regions, are maintained in an additive
manner upon genome merging of the two related species.
However, divergences due to mutations in trans-acting fac-
tors in parental species, e.g. transcription factors, small
RNAs, chromatin remodelers, can abolish differences
between homoeologs in the allopolyploid and can trigger a
rewiring of gene expression by activating or suppressing
genes that were otherwise silent. Certain types of methyla-
tion can be stably inherited in cis or modified due to trans
effects as with RNA-dependent DNA methylation.

Small RNAs (siRNAs or MicroRNAs) expression can be
affected by cis and trans factors and small RNAs can act as
trans-acting factors, being synthesized by one subgenome
and suppressing genes or transposons in another subgenome.
This makes for a high potential for small RNAs-mediated
regulation and rewiring of target genes expression during
allopolyploidization. Kenan-Eichler et al. (2011) and Li
et al. (2014) have shown non-additive and dosage-dependent
expression of small RNAs and of their targets in allo-
hexaploid wheat. Typical targets of siRNAs are transposons,

and a correlation between the presence of certain siRNAs
whose expression was non-additive in allohexaploid wheat
together with methylation and transcriptional activity of their
transposons targets has been found (Kenan-Eichler et al.
2011). Specific genes are also affected by non-additive
expression of microRNAs: for example, miR9863 was
hypothesized to control the enhanced powdery mildew
resistance in synthetic hexaploid wheat (Li et al. 2014).
Finding more evidence for small RNAs-Targets expression-
phenotypic function has been limited so far but should
become more effective using current genomics tools and
high-quality reference genomes.

On top of these interactions, dosage effects related to
ploidy levels also seem to contribute to fitness in a not yet
fully understood manner. For example, it seems that the
ability to establish in new niches is affected by the ploidy
level: hexaploid wheat is more widespread than tetraploid
wheat which in turn is more widespread than diploid wheat.
However, higher ploidy levels (> 6) seem to have a reduced
fitness (Guo et al. 2020) suggesting an optimal ploidy level
for wheat fitness and maybe for productivity. The reasons for
this success are largely unknown.

A search for the genes that have contributed to wheat
success as a crop, in relation to polyploidy, has started in
recent years, establishing a causal relationship between such
genes and fitness is an important and challenging task. An
interesting example is the immediate and increased salt
resistance that was obtained in nascent allohexaploid wheat
compared to its diploid progenitors due to an altered
upregulation of a High Affinity K transporter (Yang et al.
2014). Remarkably this salt tolerance which was obtained
already upon allopolyploidization has persisted in natural
hexaploid wheat and might have enabled wheat to settle in a
broader range of soils.

3.3.2 Triticum turgidum L.

3.3.2.1 Ssp. dicoccoides (Körn.exAsch.
and Graebn.) Thell. (Wild Emmer)

Wild emmer wheat, Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides,
(2n = 4X = 28, genome BBAA) is the direct progenitor of
the A and B subgenomes of both tetraploid macaroni wheat
and hexaploid bread wheat. Its domestication, which gave
rise to emmer wheat (Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccon), was
described in Chap. 10, Sect. 10.3.2. Its chromosomes show
full pairing and recombination with the A and B subgenomes
of bread and macaroni wheat, therefore it is an important
source of diversity for breeders. The whole genome
sequence of emmer wheat was therefore an important
milestone (Avni et al. 2017). Moreover, it was the first wheat
genome where a high quality of assembly was achieved,
with very few gaps. The whole genome size was estimated at
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10.5 Gb, out of which 98.4% of the whole genome could be
assembled in very large scaffolds from small Illumina Reads
(Avni et al. 2017). This achievement was at large due to a
new assembly algorithm developed by NRgene combined
with a fine genetic mapping of markers that served as
anchors to the DNA scaffolds from the Distelfeld lab toge-
ther with Hi-C data. In total, 10.1 Gb (out of 10.5 Gb whole
genome size) was assigned to the 14 chromosome pairs and
0.4 Gb was unassigned. 65,012 High-Confidence genes
were identified; 30,730 in sub-genome A and 32,083 in
sub-genome B and 82% of the genome was annotated as
transposable elements. The wild emmer wheat genome
enabled to identify key gene(s) that contributed to domes-
tication, such as the Brittle-Rachis loci (BTR1-A and
BTR1-B), which when mutated give rise to the non-fragile
rachis (Avni et al. 2017; Nave et al. 2019). It also enabled to
evaluate the extent of introgression of wild emmer wheat
DNA into the hexaploid genome (see details in Sect. 13.2).

Gene expression studies, under 20 different conditions,
indicated that 30.4% of the genes are expressed in all con-
ditions, 48% in at least one (but not all) condition, and 21%
were expressed at a low level or not at all (Avni et al. 2017).
The number of genes expressed in each sub-genome was
very similar, and there was a slight (5%) higher expression
on average for genes of the A sub-genome.

3.3.2.2 Ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn. (Macaroni
Wheat)

Durum wheat, Triticum turgidum ssp. durum
(2n = 4X = 28, genome BBAA), is an allotetraploid species
whose genome is genetically very close to that of its
domestic progenitor, domesticated emmer wheat Triticum
turgidum ssp. dicoccon (2n = 4X = 28, genome BBAA),
and of its wild progenitor, wild emmer wheat, Triticum
turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (2n = 4X = 28, genome BBAA)
(Feldman 2001). The F1 hybrid between these species is
fully fertile. Durum wheat is a leading crop used for pasta,
bulghur, couscous, frikeh and certain types of bread. It
represents * 7% of the global wheat production. Sequenc-
ing its genome has therefore been an important goal. Early
studies consisted in high-resolution mapping of the durum
genome using * 30,000 genetic markers, mostly SNPs,
spread throughout the genome, yielding a genetic size of
2631 cM for a physical size estimated at 12 Gb (Maccaferri
et al. 2015). Whole genome sequencing was first performed
on the durum cultivar Svevo (Maccaferri et al. 2019).
Genome assembly was performed using the method descri-
bed for wild emmer (Sect. 3.3.2.1). It gave rise to 10.45 Gb
sequences, out of which 9.96 Gb were assigned to the 14
chromosome pairs and 449 Mb were unassigned scaffolds.
Overlapping the SNP markers of the genetic map (Macca-
ferri et al. 2015) with the physical map (Maccaferri et al.
2019) showed that a large pericentric region representing

44% of the genome has a very low recombination rate
(107 Mb/cM on average) while distal regions represent-
ing * 22% of the genome, had high recombination rates
(1.8 Mb/cM on average). Genome annotation revealed
66,559 HC genes and expression studies, from a set of 21
different RNA-Seq samples, showed that 90.5% of these
genes were expressed in at least one of the 21 conditions
tested.

3.3.3 Triticum urartu Tum. ex Gand. (Donor
of Bread Wheat A Subgenome)

The genome of Triticum urartu, wild einkorn wheat, was
sequenced by Ling et al. (2013), first as a draft, and later as a
high-quality genome (Ling et al. 2018). Being a diploid
(2n = 2x = 14; genome AA) it was of interest due to its
reduced complexity. Moreover, it is the diploid donor of the
A subgenome of tetraploid T. turgidum species (genome
BBAA), T. timopheevii (genome GGAA) and of hexaploid
wheat (genome BBAADD). The high-quality genome was
sequenced combining bacterial artificial chromosome
(BAC)-by-BAC sequencing, whole-genome shotgun
sequencing, and optical mapping (Ling et al. 2018).
Sequences assembly generated 4.86 Gb of scaffold sequen-
ces, which is very close to the estimated 4.94 Gb genome
size. Genome annotation identified 37,516 high-confidence
and 3991 low confidence genes. Average gene size is of
1453 bp transcripts, 332 amino acids proteins and 4.5 exons
per transcript, which is similar to that of other grasses. In
addition, 31,269 microRNAs (miRNAs), 5810 long
non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs), 3620 transfer RNAs
(tRNAs), 80 ribosomal RNAs (rRNAs) and 2519 small
nuclear RNAs (snRNAs) were identified (Ling et al. 2018).
Repetitive DNA represented 3.90 Gb (81.42%) of the gen-
ome, out of which 3.44 Gb (71.83%) were retrotransposons
and 355 Mb (7.41%) were DNA transposons. The distribu-
tion of LTR retrotransposons was uneven for each chro-
mosome, with Copia elements enriched at both telomeric–
subtelomeric regions, and Gypsy retrotransposons enriched
in the pericentromeric–centromeric regions. Intact retroele-
ments (tens of thousands) suggest a burst of Gypsy elements
more than 1 Mya and of Copia elements less than 1 Mya,
both after the divergence of A and B genomes.

High density SNP analyses were carried for 147 (Ling
et al. 2018) and 298 T. urartu accessions (Brunazzi et al.
2018) from across the fertile crescent, spanning Jordan,
Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Armenia, Iraq and Iran. Genetic
diversity was correlated with geographical distance,
R2 = 019 (Brunazzi et al. 2018). Interestingly, a principal
component analysis performed on climatic variation across
the collection of accessions showed that 52% of the genetic
variation could be accounted for by temperature indices and
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to a lesser extent by altitude and rainfall parameters. More-
over, using a GWAS analysis, 57 markers showed associa-
tion with environmental parameters, including loci
associated with frost resistance and dormancy.

3.3.4 Aegilops tauschii Coss. (Donor of Bread
Wheat D Subgenome)

The genome of Aegilops tauschii, the diploid donor of the D
subgenome to hexaploid wheat, was first sequenced as a
draft, in year 2013, by Jia et al. (2013), Luo et al. (2013).
Then in 2017, three high-quality whole genome sequences
were published. A high-quality genome, from Ae. tauschii
ssp. strangulata, which is closely related to subgenome D of
hexaploid wheat, was sequenced by Luo et al. (2017) using
ordered BAC clones sequencing, shotgun sequencing and
BioNano optical genome mapping and merging with a pre-
vious map (Zimin et al. 2017) that included long Pacific
Biosciences (PacBio) reads. In addition, Zhao et al. (2017)
used a combination of high coverage Illumina sequencing
with the DeNovoMAGIC2 assembly software and PacBio
long reads to sequence the same accession of ssp. strangu-
lata (AL8/78) as Luo et al. 2017. The estimated genome size
of Ae. tauschii is * 4.3–4.5 Gb, of which 4.0–4.3 Gb (de-
pending on the studies) were assembled into super-scafolds
representing * 95% of the total genome. The total of
high-confidence genes varied in the different stud-
ies, * 42,828 (Zhao et al. 2017) compared to 39,622 HC
genes according to Luo et al. (2017) eventhough the same
accession was used in both studies. This is probably due to
the annotation method and the large amount of low confi-
dence genes and pseudogenes that could be mis-classified.
For some unclear reasons, Ae. tauschii had longer genes and
transcripts than previously sequenced plant species, essen-
tially due to longer exons (Luo et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2017).
The high-confidence genes can be clustered into gene fam-
ilies; a total of 12,607 clusters were shared between other
grass genomes (Barley, Brachypodium, Rice and Sorghum).
The same comparison with wheat subgenomes showed
15,180 shared gene family clusters. Interestingly, duplicated
genes were the most abundant category of the Ae. tauschii
genes (71.5%) with 4001 tandem (10.3%) and 23,722 dis-
persed (61.2%) duplicates, only 5050 (13%) genes were
single-copy. Overall, the ratio of duplicated vs single copy
genes is higher than in other species.

Repetitive DNA was highly abundant with transposable
elements representing 84% (Luo et al. 2017) or * 86%
(Zhao et al. 2017) of the genome. LTR retroelements were
the most abundant (65.9% of the whole genome), with
Gypsy elements constituting the highest component of the
retroelements and among DNA transposons, CACTA

elements were the most abundant. The density of the Gypsy
superfamily showed a gradient of density, lowest near
telomeres and higher in centromeric regions. One particular
family, Gypsy12, homologous to Barley cerebra elements,
was clustered in the centromere, constituting part of the
centromere core. While the LTR retroelements showed a
peak of transposition burst * 1Mya, there was evidence for
multiple bursts for specific sub-families for the past 3 M
years. Beyond that TEs could not be identified due to fast
turnover (Luo et al. 2017). 80% of the pseudogenes were
somehow disrupted by TEs, suggesting TEs roles in pseu-
dogenization (Zhao et al. 2017). Moreover, * half of the
genes contained TEs and on average such genes had a lower
expression than genes free of TEs, presumably due to
increased cytosine methylation (Zhao et al. 2017).

3.3.5 Species of Aegilops Section Sitopsis (Jaub.
and Spach) Zhuk.: Ae. speltoides Tausch;
Ae. bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. and Spach; Ae.
sharonensis Eig; Ae. longissima Schweinf.
and Muscl.; Ae. searsii Feldman and Kislev
ex Hammer

While the origin of the A and D subgenomes of wheat is
well established (see above Sects. 3.3.3 and 3.3.4), the ori-
gin of the B subgenome has remained elusive. It has been
proposed, on the basis of morphological and karyotypic
similarities between Triticum and the five diploid Sitopsis
species (2n = 2x = 14), that the donor of the B genome
could belong to a species from the Sitopsis section, most
probably from Ae. speltoides (Sarkar and Stebbins 1956;
Riley et al. 1958). However, the analysis of meiotic pairing
between a low-pairing genotype of Ae. speltoides and bread
wheat showed very little or no synapsis (Kimber and Athwal
1972), and C-banding pattern fwas different (Gill and
Kimber 1974; Ruban and Badaeva 2018). Early molecular
analyses showed that while Ae. speltoides was the known
species with the highest similarity to the B subgenome, it
remained quite divergent at both molecular and cytogeneti-
cal levels (Huang et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2006; Gornicki
et al. 2014; Miki et al. 2019). This led to various hypotheses
regarding the B subgenome progenitor. First, is the mono-
phyletic origin, with a direct progenitor, either Ae. speltoides
itself, or an extinct or an undiscovered species. Second, is
the polyphyletic scenario, whereby the B subgenome
evolved rapidly in the polyploid background through
hybridization and introgressions from other Sitopsis species
(Glémin et al. 2019; Bernhardt et al. 2020) or other related
allopolyploid species (Zohary and Feldman 1962; Natarajan
and Sharma 1974; El Baidouri et al. 2017). Whole genome
sequencing of the five Sitopsis species has helped better
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understand their genomic structure as well as the phyloge-
netic relationships within the section, and with the B sub-
genome (Li et al. 2022, Avni et al. 2022).

High-quality de novo reference genome sequencing of the
five Sitopsis species was assembled by a combination of
Oxford Nanopore Technologies, single-molecule real-time
technology and Hi-C based scaffolding strategy, followed by
Illumina short read-based sequencing (Li et al. 2022).
Genome sizes of the five species ranged from 4.11 to
5.89 Gb, which is lower from the size range estimated by
flow cytometry, namely, 5.81–7.52 pg (Table 3.1). Ae.
speltoides (4.11 Gb) had the smallest genome among the
five species. It is close in size to the bread wheat D sub-
genome and its donor Ae. tauschii (Table 3.1). In contrast,
the remaining four Sitopsis species, Ae. bicornis (5.64 Gb),
Ae. longissima (5.80 Gb), Ae. searsii (5.34 Gb) and Ae.
sharonensis (5.89 Gb), all have much larger genomes,
similar in size to the B subgenomes (5.11–5.18 Gb)
(Table 3.1).

Avni et al. (2022) combined Illumina 250-bp paired-end
reads, 150-bp mate-pair reads, 10X Genomics and Hi-C
libraries for whole genome sequencing and
chromosome-level assembly of Ae. longissima and Ae.
speltoides genomes. They also compared these genomes
with the recently assembled Ae. sharonensis genome (Yu
et al. 2021). The genome of Ae. longissima has an assembly
size of 6.70 Gb, highly similar to that of Ae. sharonensis
(6.71 Gb) and substantially larger than the 5.13-Gb assem-
bly of Ae. speltoides. These values are in agreement with
nuclear DNA quantification that showed 1C-values of *
7.5, * 7.5, and * 5.8 pg for Ae. longissima, Ae. sharo-
nensis, and Ae. speltoides, respectively (Eilam et al. 2007)
(Table 3.1). Quality control tools showed a high level of
genome completeness with 97.8% for Ae. sharonensis,
97.5% for Ae. longissima, and 96.4% for Ae. speltoides. The
predicted chromosome sizes in Ae. longissima and Ae.
sharonensis were similar for all chromosomes, except for
chromosome 7, which is much smaller in Ae. longissima due
to a translocation to chromosome 4 (Friebe et al. 1993;
Zhang et al. 2001).

The differences in genome size were mostly due to the
activity of transposable elements (Li et al. 2022). The dif-
ference in genome size among the five Sitopsis species can
be mainly attributed to the total length of repetitive DNA
(86.13–88.11% of the total), including 2.94–4.21 Gb
(66.48–71.47%) retrotransposons and 0.52–1.03 Gb (12.54–
19.21%) DNA transposons (Table 3.1). A general feature of
the five Sitopsis species and of the bread wheat subgenome
B, is that copia-like retrotransposons tend to cluster at
telomeric regions of all chromosomes while gypsy-like
retrotransposons cluster in pericentric regions (Li et al.
2022).

A total of 37,201–40,222 HC protein-coding genes were
predicted in the five Sitopsis genome (Table 3.1). The
average transcript size of the Sitopsis genes encode tran-
scripts of 1193–1319 bp in length, which are comparable to
the bread wheat subgenomes.

Consistently with other sequenced Triticeae species, gene
density was higher in the distal than the proximal chromo-
somal regions in all Sitopsis species. These Sitopsis genes
could be classified into * 24,000 gene families, out of
which * 17,600 are shared with other diploid or allopoly-
ploid Triticum/Aegilops species. A total of 419–1086 genes
were Sitopsis-specific genes. A total of 38,994 structural
variants were identified in the five Sitopsis species (ranging
from 37,039 to 37,721 in each species), 18,153 of which are
shared with the two diploid species, Ae. tauschii (DD) and T.
urartu (AA).

The Sitopsis species represent a very broad germplasm
from which valuable agronomic genes could be transferred
to the domestic wheat backgrounds. Of particular interest are
disease resistance genes which are widely available within
the Sitopsis (Anikster et al. 2005; Olivera et al. 2007; Scott
et al. 2014). The Mining of the Sitopsis genomes has
enabled to identify the spectrum of multiple and new resis-
tance candidate genes. Several hundreds of NBS-LRR genes
were detected in each species (Li et al. 2022; Avni et al.
2022), some genes are homoeologous to known resistance
genes which can provide resistance to different races of
diseases such as Stripe rust or powdery mildew, and other
are species-specific loci.

3.3.6 Secale cereale L. (Domesticated Rye)

Rye, Secale cereale, is an important crop in several coun-
tries, in particular in Northern Europe, being used for food
and feed. It distinguishes itself from other Triticeae species
through a strong allogamy. It is notorious for its climate
resilience, being able to grow in poor soils and under biotic
and abiotic stress. It is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14;
genome RR), belonging to the Triticineae subtribe, that can
be crossed to both tetraploid and hexaploid wheat. The
resulting F1 hybrid is sterile but fertility can be restored by
genome doubling. The resulting synthetic amphiploid shows
heterotic features that have been exploited to generate Trit-
icale, a new man-made crop. Moreover, hybridization with
wheat can be used to introgress genes into the wheat
germplasm, as was done to transfer the powdery mildew
resistance gene from chromosome 1RS of rye to the wheat
background. Rye therefore constitutes an important resource
by itself, or as a parent of new crops or for wheat
improvement. Sequencing of its genome was achieved in
two inbred lines, a Chinese elite line Weining (Li et al. 2021)
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and Lo7, an inbred cultivar (Rabanus-Wallace et al. 2021).
These genome sequence are a valuable resource for breeding
in Rye and in the Triticineae. Rye turns out to have one of
the largest genome, among the diploids of the Triticeae
estimated at 7.9 Gb via flow cytometry, essentially due to
transposable elements which constitute * 90% of the gen-
ome. To construct a high-quality genomic sequence, Li et al.
(2021) integrated data generated by long-range PacBio and
Illumina sequencing, and from chromatin conformation
capture (Hi-C), genetic mapping and BioNano analysis.
A genome assembly of 7.74 Gb was achieved, i.e. 98.47%
of the total estimated genome size. The genome assembly by
Rabanus-Wallace et al. (2021) using short reads together
with genetic maps, Hi-C and BioNano analysis, assembled
6.74 Gb, i.e. * 78% of the estimated size. Li et al. (2021)
annotated 45,596 high-confidence (HC) and 41,395
low-confidence genes. HC genes include 4217 single copy
genes, 23,753 dispersed duplicated genes, 6659 proximal
duplications, 7077 tandemly duplicated genes and 1866
segmentally duplicated genes. They also annotated 34,306
microRNA, 14,226 long non-coding RNA, 11,486 transfer
RNA and 1956 small nucleolar RNA species. The average
intron length of HC genes was the longest among sequenced
grass genomes, but exons and coding sequences were similar
in size compared to other genomes. TEs content (* 90%)
was higher than for other genomes, with retroelements being
the dominant TEs (* 84.5%) and among these, the Gyp-
sy-like elements were responsible for most of the genome
size expansion in the Weining genome. One burst of TE
amplification (mostly that of Gypsy-like TEs) occurred *
0.5 MYA while an earlier peak took place * 1.7 MYA.
Interestingly, TE transpositions was associated to a high
proportion of dispersed gene duplications (10,357 out of
23,753) and to neofunctionalization of genes selected for
breeding.

The contribution of large-scale structural variants to
genome evolution was assessed by comparing two rye cul-
tivars ‘Lo7’ and ‘Lo225’, representing two distinct heterotic
gene pools (Rabanus-Wallace et al. 2021). Megabase-scale
inversions were identified on four of the seven rye chro-
mosomes, including a 50-Mb inversion on chromosome 5R,
which coincides with a region lacking genetic recombina-
tion. Considering that 382 HC genes are present in this
inversion, this can hinder breeding progress in that region.

3.3.7 Hordeum vulgare L. (Domesticated Barley)

Domestic barley, Hordeum vulgare, is an ancient and impor-
tant crop used mostly as food, feed and for alcoholic bever-
ages. Its genome is diploid (2n = 2x = 14; genome HH). It
was one of the first crops of the Triticeae to have a high-quality
physical map constituted of single BACs assembly

(International Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium 2012).
This map, together with a genetic map, an optical map, a
population sequencing (POPSEQ), Hi-C data and Illumina
reads, enabled to assemble a high-quality full genome
sequence (Mascher et al. 2017). A length of 4.79 Gb of
non-redundant sequences was assembled, out of a total gen-
ome size estimated by flow cytometry at * 5.1 Gb (Dolezel
et al. 1998). A total of 39,734 high-confidence genes and
41,949 low-confidence genes were identified. In addition,
19,908 long non-coding RNAs and 792 microRNA precursor
loci were predicted. 29,944 genes were part of families with
multiple copies.

Hi-C data was useful not only in joining contigs, but also
into probing the three-dimensional structure of the chromatin
in the nucleus. Data on adjacency of chromosomal regions
suggested that the genome is organized into a
Rabl-configuration, with centromeres clustered at one pole
and telomeres at the opposite pole. This structure was sup-
ported by fluorescence in situ hybridization when using
telomere or centromere probes (Mascher et al. 2017).

In a followup study from the Gatersleben team, Jayakodi
et al. (2020) reported on the de-novo assembly of 20 vari-
eties of barley, including modern cultivars, landraces and a
wild barley. In addition, a shotgun analysis was done for 300
genebank accessions. This analysis enabled to identify the
abundance and size of structural variants. Large inversions
(> 5 Mb) were frequent in the genome of the 20 lines, with
one inversion being 141 Mb-long. Structural variants were
also found. It was estimated that on average, each of the 20
lines contained 2.9 Mb of single-copy sequence not present
in the other lines.

Mascher et al. (2017) reported that a total of 3.7 Gb, or
80.8% of the total assembled sequence, was derived of
transposable elements, with a majority of retroelements.
A similar proportion of TEs was found in all 20 genomes
sequenced by Jayakodi et al. (2020), however, their location
was variable in the different genomes. TEs had typical
insertion patterns along the chromosome (Mascher et al.
2017). For examples, MITEs and LINEs were found mostly
in gene-rich distal regions, the pericentric regions were rich
in Gypsy retroelements while Copia TEs were in distal or
interstitial regions. Mariner elements were located * 1 kb
upstream or downstream of genes while Helitrons and
Harbinger elements had a preference for promoter regions.
LTR elements were more distant from genes.

3.4 Gene Order, Comparative Genomics
and Karyotypic Evolution

Grasses have a monophyletic origin dating back at an esti-
mated * 70 MYA (Linder 1986; Clark et al. 1995),
although the discovery of grass phytoliths into dinosaurs
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coprolites suggests it might have been even older (Prasad
et al. 2005, 2011). One of the fascinating discoveries
emerging from genome mapping with DNA markers in the
late 80’s to early 90’s was that despite their long period of
divergence, the differences in morphology, habitat, number
of chromosomes and genome sizes, grass genomes show a
very significant collinearity (synteny) in gene order. This
was shown first when comparing Sorghum and maize
(Hulbert et al. 1990). This was not totally unexpected as they
diverged only 15–20 MYA. However, subsequent compar-
ative mapping showed that long collinear segments are also
found between rice and maize which diverged * 70 MYA
and also between wheat and rice (Ahn et al. 1993; Kurata
et al. 1994). Collinearity is also conserved when comparing
extremes in diploid genome size, such as Brachypodium
distachyon (272 Mb) and the * 30 fold larger rye genome
(7.9 Gb), (Li et al. 2021). This led to the building of
collinearity maps aimed at integrating data from the various
grasses (Bennetzen and Freeling 1993) and to the very useful
circular viewing configuration of syntenic genomes (Moore
et al. 1995) which altogether provided a new understanding
of the ancestral grass karyotype and of karyotypic evolution.

Recent sequencing of several Triticeae genomes and
construction of high-resolution gene-based genetic maps,
enabled comparison of modern Triticeae genomes with their
reconstructed founder ancestral genomes (Salse et al. 2008;
Murat et al. 2010, 2014a, b; Salse 2012). Such a comparison
has revealed the evolutionary history of the present-day
Triticeae genomes and has provided insight into how the
wheat, barley, and rye genomes are organized today com-
pared to their grass relatives (rice, sorghum, millet and
maize) (Murat et al. 2014a, b).

Such comparisons show that grasses are derived from an
ancestor having n = 7 protochromosomes containing 8581
ordered protogenes, dating back to * 90 MYA. This
ancestor went through a whole-genome duplication to reach
the n = 14 ancestral grass karyotypes (Murat et al. 2014b).
This chromosome number was then decreased to n = 12, as
a result of two telomeric/centromeric fusions, three inver-
sions and two translocations (Murat et al. 2014a). The
genomes of maize, millet and sorghum were proposed to
have derived from this duplicated intermediate, through
distinct ancestral chromosome fusion patterns (Murat et al.
2014a). According to this scenario, the modern rice genome
retained the n = 12 chromosome profile, making this the
ancestral genome reference karyotype for comparative
genomics investigation in grasses (Murat et al. 2014a, b). In
fact, it is estimated that all the diploid grass species are
paleopolyploids, since their ancestor underwent, at least one
event of whole-genome duplication (Salse et al. 2008; Jiao
et al. 2014; Wang et al. 2015; Murat et al. 2017). This
polyploidization was followed by cytological and genetic
diploidization, which explains the divergence of the diploid

grass genomes during their evolution from a common
ancestor (Bolot et al. 2009).

The ancestral Triticeae karyotype has been proposed to
have derived from the n = 12 ancestral grass karyotype
(Salse et al. 2008; Luo et al. 2009). Comparative genetics
showed that the reduction from n = 12 to n = 7, without the
loss of genes, was accomplished through four centromeric
ancestral chromosome fusions (leading to functional mono-
centric neochromosomes), one fission and two telomeric
ancestral chromosome fusions (Salse et al. 2008; Luo et al.
2009). These changes involved translocation of the euchro-
matic portion of each arm of rice chromosomes to one of the
seven Triticeae chromosomes; the heterochromatic cen-
tromeric region was subsequently lost (Luo et al. 2009). The
Triticeae basic chromosome number of n = 7 evolved via
the loss of five functional centromeres, four of which cor-
respond to those of rice chromosomes Os4, Os5, Os6, and
Os9 and the fifth to either that of Os3 or Os11 (Luo et al.
2009). Elucidation of these changes in the basic chromo-
some number in Triticeae was made possible by locating the
sites of the seven active and five lost Triticeae centromeres,
the present and past chromosome termini, and their rela-
tionships to those in rice (Luo et al. 2009).

The modern genome of barley, Hordeum vulgare,
retained the original ancestral Triticeae n = 7 karyotype
(The International Barley Genome Sequencing Consortium
2012), turning it into a reference karyotype for comparative
genomics investigation within the Triticeae tribe (Mayer
et al. 2011; International Barley Genome Sequencing Con-
sortium 2012). The genome of modern rye, Secale cereale,
derived from the n = 7 ancestral Triticeae karyotype.
A comparison of the rye genome (cv Weining) to an
ancestral grass karyotype (similar to the rice genome),
showed 23 large syntenic blocs that encompass 10,949
orthologous gene pairs (Li et al. 2021). Chromosome 3R was
mostly derived from rice chromosome Os1. Other blocs
were more complex, with nested insertions and transloca-
tions. When comparing the Weining assembly to that of
bread wheat, each subgenome had * 50% conserved
orthologous gene pairs. The order of these genes in chro-
mosomes 1R, 2R, 3R was entirely colinear with that of
wheat group 1, 2 and 3, respectively. Chromosome 4R,
showed collinearity with parts of groups 4, 7 or 6. Chro-
mosome 5R was entirely collinear with 5A and partly col-
linear with 5B and 5D due to translocation of 4B or 4D
segments at the ends of 5BL or 5DL. Chromsome 6R
showed collinearity with groups 6, 3 and 7 of wheat.
Chromosome 7R was mostly colinear with group 7 with non
co-linear regions due to translocations (Li et al. 2021). The
genome of common wheat, Triticum aestivum, shares the
ancestral reciprocal translocation (between A4 and A5 on the
A subgenome) characterized in rye, and underwent two
allopolyploidization events, first involving species with
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subgenomes A and B, and later between AB and D, as well
as an additional lineage-specific translocation (between
chromosomes 4A and 7B) to reach the modern 21 chro-
mosomes (Salse et al. 2008; Luo et al. 2009; Murat et al.
2014a, b). Interestingly, ryegrass, Lolium perenne, which is
not a Triticeae, presents a modern karyotype of n = 7
chromosomes that is close to the ancestral Triticeae kary-
otype (Pfeifer et al. 2013), suggesting that this ancestral
Triticeae karyotype structure already existed before the
formation of the Triticeae (Murat et al. 2014a, b). One of the
most prominent large-scale karyoptypic variant that occurred
in wheat is a translocation between chromosomes 5B and
7B. The translocation was found in the majority of the lines
tested by Walkowiak et al. (2020). Sequence data showed
that the translocation between chromosomes 5B and 7B,
which are * 737 and 762 Mb long, respectively, gave rise
to translocated chromosomes of 488 Mb (5BS/7BS) and
993 Mb (7BL/5BL) in length. The translocation breakpoint
was mapped to a * 5 kb GAA microsatellite when com-
paring cv. ArinaLrFor and SY Mattis. Interestingly, the Ph1
locus is near the breakpoint but remained syntenic among all
the lines tested regardless of the presence or absence of the
translocation.

The T. urartu genome was compared to the T. aestivum A
and B subgenomes and to the rice genome (Ling et al. 2018).
Overall, syntenic blocs A versus A or A versus B are well
conserved with unaligned regions resulting mostly from
retroelements insertions. Some rearrangements of syntenic
blocks were observed, such as a reciprocal translocation at
the distal end of the long arms of T. urartu chromosomes 4
and 5; a non-reciprocal translocation from T. aestivum 7B to
T. aestivum 4A; and a pericentric inversion on T. aestivum
4A involving most of the long and short arms. The com-
parison with rice enabled fine mapping of the regions that
underwent the chromosomal fusions that enabled the kary-
otypic transition from 12 (in rice) to 7 chromosome pairs in
wheats.

Synteny was also assessed in more recent divergence
events, such as between wild emmer and durum wheat.
Comparison between the durum (Svevo) and dicoccoides
(Zavitan) genomes, as described by Maccaferri et al. (2019)
indicated a high synteny for high-confidence genes and a
similarity in high-confidence genes copy numbers, namely,
66,559 versus 67,182 for durum and dicoccoides respec-
tively. Out of 36,434 HC unigene groups, 12,842 had a
syntenic copy between Svevo and Zavitan for both A and B
genomes (with all homoeologs present and conserved); 6793
had a synthenic copy in A only or in B only; 4313 HC genes
were only found in Svevo and a similar number (4227) was
in Zavitan only. Intriguingly, the length of the coding
sequence (CDS) of the genes that were not present in all
sub-genomes or had no corresponding allele in durum vs
dicoccoides, i.e. genes that tended to be eliminated during

evolution, had a significantly smaller CDS (* 750 bp),
compared to genes retained in all subgenomes (* 1250 bp).
Several syntenic LTR transposons were also identified,
suggesting that there was no major burst of transposition
during the time of divergence from a common ancestor.

In bread wheat, synteny is highly conserved in the three
subgenomes. Synteny was more prominent, with larger
syntenic blocks, in interstitial regions compared to sub-
telomeric regions or pericentric regions (IWGSC 2018).
Higher gene duplication in the sub-telomeric regions was in
part responsible for the reduction in synteny. Only 55% of
the genes had a syntenic homoeolog in all three subgenomes;
15% had at least one missing homoeolog but had a paralog.
The percent of missing homoeologs (gene loss) was similar,
i.e. * 10%, in each subgenome (IWGSC 2018).

When analyzing the genomic sequence of different bread
lines (Walkowiak et al. 2020), it was found that overall, gene
order on homologous chromosomes revealed a high
collinearity and overall genome size was similar (Walk-
owiak et al. 2020). Nevertheless, * 12% of the genes
showed a “Presence/Absence Variation” (PAV) between the
different cultivars and 26% of the predicted genes were
found in tandem duplications. This suggests a dynamic gene
copy number variation (CNV) that could have been stimu-
lated by allopolyploidy following bread wheat formation and
further shaped by selection. Several evidences suggest that
CNV contributes to agronomic adaptation. For example,
analysis of the repertoire of genes that control disease
resistance, such as the nucleotide-binding leucine-rich repeat
(NLR) coding genes, showed that only * 1/3 of * 2500
NLR loci are shared between all sequenced cultivars, the
remaining 2/3 being partly shared between some of the
cultivars and tens or hundreds of unique cultivar-specific
NLR signatures were found (Walkowiak et al. 2020). Con-
sidering that hexaploid wheat was formed under domesti-
cation only * 9000 years ago, this very rapid
diversification of disease resistance genes likely points out to
a response to selective pressure caused by diseases under
wheat cultivation.

On a micro-scale, gene distribution was also found to be
non-random. Pre-genome studies of Gill et al. (1996a, b),
Sandhu and Gill (2002), Erayman et al. (2004) proposed that
common wheat genes are clustered into a limited number of
very large gene islands that are separated from each other by
inter-genic regions regularly containing transposable ele-
ments. However, studies on gene distribution in the fully
sequenced chromosome 3B of common wheat (Rustenholz
et al. 2011) and in the seven chromosomes of Aegilops
tauschii (Luo et al. 2013), failed to support this claim.
Sequencing of single wheat BAC clones and BAC clone
contigs suggested that gene clustering into many small
islands is a more likely scenario (Feuillet and Keller 1999;
Wicker et al. 2005; Choulet et al. 2010). Similarly,
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sequences obtained from a few BACs of Ae. tauschii gen-
ome, namely, loci from Glu-D1 (Anderson et al. 2003), Ha
(grain hardness/softness) (Chantret et al. 2005), and equiv-
alent region of Lr21 (leaf rust resistance) (Brooks et al.
2002) have revealed a structure of gene islands within highly
repetitive DNA (Ogbonnaya et al. 2006). Comparison
between the Ha locus region in Ae. tauschii with that of the
D subgenome of hexaploid wheat, showed a conserved gene
order of the Gsp-1 (grain softness protein) and the puroin-
doline genes Pina and Pinb, with the main differences
confined to the insertion of various retroelements (Chantret
et al. 2005). In order to gain a better understanding of the
gene arrangement and its evolution in grass genomes, Got-
tlieb et al. (2013) studied gene distribution in orthologous
regions of the genomes of four grass species differing in
genome size, Sorghum bicolor, Oryza sativa, Brachypodium
distachyon, and Ae. tauschii. Aegilops tauschii, like all
members of the tribe Triticeae, has a large genome
(Table 3.1), while the genomes of O. sativa and B. dis-
tachyon, are more than an order of magnitude smaller
(Table 3.1). The sorghum genome, at 730 Mb (Paterson
et al. 2009), is about one-sixth the length of the Ae. tauschii
genome. By comparing these four genomes, Gottlieb et al.
(2013) found that genes are distributed rather uniformly in
the small genomes of O. sativa and B. distachyon, but in the
larger S. bicolor and Ae. tauschii genomes, genes tended to
cluster into islands.

Gottlieb et al. (2013) proposed to call the gene islands
“gene insulae” to distinguish them from other types of gene
clustering that have been proposed earlier, namely gene-rich
regions and gene islands. An average insula is estimated to
contain 3.7–3.9 genes, with an average inter-genic distance
within an insula of 2.1 kb in S. bicolor and 16.5 kb in Ae.
tauschii. The average inter-insular distances are 15.1 and
205 kb, in S. bicolor and Ae. tauschii, respectively. Gene
density in many grass genomes generally increases from the
proximal towards the distal regions of chromosome arms
(Gottlieb et al. 2013). Using regression analysis, Gottlieb
et al. (2013) showed that gene number per insula and gene
density within an insula, were similar along Ae. tauschii
chromosomes but that inter-insular distances were shorter in
distal, high-recombination regions compared to proximal,
low-recombination regions. Therefore, the increase in gene
density toward the distal regions of Ae. tauschii chromo-
somes (Luo et al. 2013) can be ascribed to shortening of
inter-insular distances. The variation in inter-insulae dis-
tances is mostly determined by LTR retroelements insertion
or deletion. This is consistent with the hypothesis that the
accumulation of LTR retroelements occurs principally in
regions already containing LTR retroelements (Bennetzen
and Kellogg 1997). Data from whole genome analysis
confirmed these earlier studies showing that genes tend to be

organized in small clusters localized in-between repetitive
DNA (Luo et al. 2017).

In contrast, to the insulae relative fixed size along the
chromosome reported in Ae. tauschii, insulae in the distal
gene-rich regions of wheat chromosome 3B were reported to
contain more genes than in insulae in the proximal,
gene-poor chromosome regions (Rustenholz et al. 2011).
The higher gene density in the distal regions of chromosome
3B of common wheat was related to a higher incidence of
duplicated genes in these regions (Luo et al. 2013; Dvorak
and Akhunov 2005) and these duplicated genes are not
syntenic with Oryza sativa and Brachypodium distachyon
(Rustenholz et al. 2011). For example, when comparing the
Ae. tauschii and bread wheat D subgenome, only 87.4% of
the genes were present at the expected orthologous position,
highlighting a dynamic gene copy-number variation that is
not related to whole genome duplication (Zhou et al. 2021).
Some gene families, such as prolamine genes (including
glutenins and gliadins) and disease-resistance genes were
among those most prone to be non-orthologous with other
grasses (Zhou et al. 2021). This is also consistent with the
findings of Walkowiak et al. (2020) that CNV tend to be
more frequent in subtelomeric regions.

In bread wheat, a genome-wide average of 27% of the
high-confidence genes are organized in arrays of tandem
duplicates (IWGSC 2018). These gene families show a trend
of expansion as determined by comparing the number of
family members in each subgenome to their progenitor or
related species. Gene expansion had generally occurred in
the wild progenitor or the common ancestor of the sub-
genomes: out of 8592 expanded families, 6216 expanded in
all three A, B, D subgenomes while 1109 expanded in only
one of the subgenomes (IWGSC 2018). Only 78 gene
families contracted. Interestingly, when the families that
expanded were assigned to functions, there were significant
differences between subgenomes. There was an
over-representation of seed-related genes (embryo and
endosperm) in the A subgenome and of vegetative growth
and development in the B subgenome. Families that
expanded in all three genomes were enriched in genes that
play an important role in wheat breeding such as yield or
biotic and abiotic stress resistance (IWGSC 2018). Disease
resistance–related NLR loci and WAK (wall-associated
receptor)—like genes were clustered in high numbers at
the distal regions of all chromosome arms. The
restorer-of-fertility-like (RFL) subclade of P class
penta-tricopeptide repeat (PPR) proteins, potentially of
interest for hybrid wheat production, comprised 207 genes,
nearly threefold more per haploid subgenome than have
been identified in any other plant genome analyzed to date.
They localized mainly as clusters of genes in regions on the
group 1, 2, and 6 chromosomes, which carry
fertility-restoration QTLs in wheat. Within the dehydrin
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gene family, implicated with drought tolerance in plants, 25
genes that formed well- defined clusters on chromosomes
6A, 6B, and 6D showed early increased expression under
severe drought stress. From these few examples, it is evident
that flexibility in gene copy numbers within the wheat
genome has contributed to the adaptability of wheat to
produce high-quality grain in diverse climates and environ-
ments (Feldman and Levy 2015). Knowledge of the complex
picture of the genome-wide distribution of gene families,
which needs to be considered for selection in breeding
programs in the context of distribution of recombination and
allelic diversity, can now be applied to wheat improvement
strategies.

3.5 Meiotic Recombination in the Wheat
Genome

Meiotic recombination between homologous chromosomes
is a major engine of diversity in wheat evolution and
breeding. In bread wheat, Gill et al. (1996a, b), Sandhu and
Gill (2002) noted that recombination was suppressed in the
centromeric regions and was mainly confined to the distal
gene-rich regions. In accordance with these findings,
Lukaszewski and Curtis (1993) and Akhunov et al. (2003)
noticed that crossover (CO) events locate in the distal
chromosomal regions. Dvorak (2009) reviewed data indi-
cating that Triticeae genomes have a steep recombination
gradient along the centromere-telomere axis and gene
content is structured in a similar pattern along this axis,
namely, the number of genes increases from the proximal
towards the distal region. In their detailed study of the
pattern of COs along chromosome 3B of bread wheat,
Saintenac et al. (2009) found, like Dvorak (2009), that the
crossover frequency increases gradually from the cen-
tromeres to the telomeres. These findings have been rein-
forced by physical mapping of wheat chromosomes, which
revealed small chromosome segments of high gene density
and frequent recombination interspersed with relatively
large regions of low gene density and infrequent recombi-
nation (Saintenac et al. 2009). Multiple COs occurred
within these gene-dense regions, and the degree of recom-
bination in these regions is at least 11-fold greater than the
genomic average (Faris et al. 2000). In chromosome 3B,
most of the crossovers occurred in the distal regions, rep-
resenting 40% of the chromosome, which contain most of
the gene-rich regions (Saintenac et al. 2009). In contrast, the
proximal regions, representing about 27% of chromosome
3B, showed a very weak crossover frequency, with only
three crossovers found in the 752 gametes studied (Sain-
tenac et al. 2009).

Fine mapping of crossover in chromosome 3B showed
that 82% of the COs occurred in 19% of the chromosome
length in the sub-telomeric regions which carry 60–70% of
the genes (Valenzuela et al. 2013; Darrier et al. 2017). The
remaining * 35% of the genes are located in
recombinationally-poor chromosomal regions (Erayman
et al. 2004; Darrier et al. 2017). This hinders the elimination
of deleterious mutations or the introgression of beneficial
ones during evolution and breeding. Recombination tends to
occur in or near genes, often in promoter regions (Darrier
et al. 2017). Most recombination events take place in hot-
spots that are characterized by specific sequence motifs, such
as CCN or CTT repeats, or A-rich regions (Darrier et al.
2017) and are associated with typical chromatin modifica-
tions (Liu et al. 2021). A new member of the RecQ helicase
gene family was recently shown to be associated with high
CO frequency in hexaploid wheat (Gardiner et al. 2019). In
tetraploid wheat, silencing of methylation-controlling genes
MET1 and DDM1 affected the distribution of COs in
sub-telomeric regions, while silencing of XRCC2 (a RAD51
paralog) lead also to an increase of CO rates in pericentric
regions of several chromosomes (Raz et al. 2021). Altering
the landscape of meiotic recombination might become a
useful tool for wheat breeding. Recombination between
homoeologous chromosomes is very rare in wheat due to the
suppressing effect of the Pairing homoeologous 1 (Ph1)
locus (see Chap. 12). Nevertheless, it can happen, in par-
ticular in allopolyploids lacking the Ph1 locus (Feldman
1965; Zhang et al. 2020). Another suppressor of homoeol-
ogous recombination, the Ph2 locus, was isolated (Serra
et al. 2021). It encodes for the wheat homolog of DNA
mismatch repair gene MSH7, TaMSH7, located on chro-
mosome 3DS. Homoeologous recombination events were
shown to occur preferentially within exons, generating novel
hybrid transcripts and proteins (Zhang et al. 2020). The
ability to control the rate and location of homologous and
homoeologous recombination would facilitate classical
breeding processes as well as the gene transfer from wild
relatives of wheat to the wheat background.
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4B Chromosomes

4.1 Introduction

B chromosomes (Bs, also known as supernumerary or
accessory chromosomes) are dispensable chromosomes,
presenting in addition to the standard complement (A
chromosomes) and occur in a wide range of species from
fungi to higher eukaryotes, including plants and animals
(Jones and Rees 1982). B chromosomes were first discov-
ered in Secale cereale by Gotoh (1924) and in Maize, by
Kuwada (1925), Longley (1927). Longley (1927) called
them supernumeraries, but Randolph (1928) used the term B
chromosomes to distinguish them from the chromosomes of
the basic complement. The term B chromosomes was later
simplified to Bs (Jones et al. 2008a, b). Bs are present in
about 15% of all eukaryotes (Beukeboom 1994), have been
detected in more than 1500 plant species, and their proper-
ties have been well documented (Jones and Rees 1982; Jones
1995; Puertas 2002; Jones and Houben 2003; Jones et al.
2008a, b).

The distribution of Bs among different groups of
angiosperms is not random (Jones et al. 2008a). The Poaceae
is the plant family with the largest number of species con-
taining Bs (Levin et al. 2005). There is virtually no differ-
ence in its frequency among diploids versus polyploids
(Jones and Rees 1982; Palestis et al. 2004; Trivers et al.
2004). Some have suggested that Bs have a higher frequency
in families with a large genome size (Trivers et al. 2004),
ascribed to the larger amounts of noncoding DNA that may
create a more conducive, or more tolerant, environment for
the origin of Bs.

Bs vary in size, structure and chromatin properties, but
also share certain characteristics that make them unique and
distinguishable from other types of chromosome polymor-
phisms, e.g., aneuploidy (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015).
According to Jones and Houben (2003) and Jones et al.
(2008a), Bs can be recognized by the following criteria:
(i) they are dispensable and can be present or absent from
individuals within a population; (ii) they pair only among
themselves at meiosis and do not pair or recombine with any

members of the standard set of A chromosomes. (iii) their
inheritance is non-Mendelian and irregular, mainly due to
nondisjunction at the first mitosis in the gametophytes;
(iv) they lack any known major gene loci but have adverse
and quantitative effects on phenotype, especially on fertility,
when present in high numbers; (v) they significantly con-
tribute to intraspecific variation in genome size; and (vi) they
have no obvious adaptive properties.

Because of their non-Mendelian mode of inheritance, B
chromosomes have a tendency to accumulate in gametes,
resulting in an increase of B counts over generations.
However, the large number of Bs is counterbalanced by
selection against infertility. Hence, B-chromosome fre-
quencies in populations result from a balance between their
transmission rates and their effects on host fitness. In spite of
this balance, it seems unlikely that Bs would persist in a
species unless there was some positive adaptive advantage,
which in a few cases, has been identified (see below).

One of the main features of Bs is that they are not
essential for the life of a species and are not necessary for its
normal growth and development (Jones et al. 2008a, b).
Because of their dispensable nature, Bs can be present or
absent among individuals of the same population in a species
and can vary in number. In Secale cereale, for instance, Bs
counts vary from zero to eight per plant, with a mean fre-
quency of Bs in a number of populations of Secale cereale
ranging from 6.6 to 54.0% plants having Bs (Jones and Rees
1982). In Secale cereale, Bs can be found in every region
where the species grows in the wild, under semi-wild con-
ditions or under cultivation (Jones and Puertas 1993). In
most plant species, however, Bs are found in low numbers
(0–5) in natural populations. In many species, several mor-
phological types of Bs may exist within a single species
(Houben et al. 2014). Several cases of B structural poly-
morphisms have been reported in plants, e.g., Aegilops
speltoides (Belyayev and Raskina 2013) and Secale cereale
(Müntzing (1946). However, in most populations of
domesticated and weedy Secale cereale, Bs exhibit a similar
molecular and cytological structure, suggesting that after a
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period of rapid B development, the process of chromosome
modification has slowed. Regarding the size of Bs, there is
no known species in which the Bs exceed the size of the
largest A chromosome (Jones et al. 2008a).

The existence and evolution of B chromosomes has been
a topic of considerable discussion and speculation for dec-
ades, in particular their persistence in natural populations
and conflicting opinions regarding their ‘selfish’ and/or
‘adaptive’ nature (Jones 1975, 2012; Jones and Rees 1982;
Jones et al. 2008a). Bs equilibrium models depend on their
effects on fitness as well as their transmission ratio (accu-
mulation mechanism) in comparison to the regular chro-
mosome complement, which together, dictate their
evolutionary significance (Camacho et al. 2000). Although
natural Secale cereale populations cover a broad range of
geographical regions (Jones and Puertas 1993), there is, so
far, no solid indication of positive fitness provided by Bs
(Pereira et al. 2017). In most cases, Bs do not confer any
advantage to the host and can even be detrimental if they
exceed a certain number (Klemme et al. 2013). For instance,
S. cereale plants are sterile when they harbor eight Bs (Rees
and Ayonoadu 1973).

B-chromosomes are only known to occur spontaneously
in cross-pollinating taxa (Müntzing et al. 1969) and are fully
absent from self-pollinators (Jones et al. 2008b). In the
sub-tribe Triticineae, B chromosomes exist in plants of the
cross-pollinated species, namely, in Agropyron cristaum
(Knowles 1955; Baenziger 1962; McCoy and Law 1965;
Assadi 1995; Asghari et al. 2007), Secale cereale (Emme
1928; Darlington 1933; Hasegawa 1934; Müntzing 1944,
1950; Kranz 1963; Jones and Rees 1969; Niwa et al. 1990),
Amblyopyrum muticum (Mochizuki 1957, 1960, 1964; Ohta
1995) and Aegilops speltoides (Simchen et al. 1971; Men-
delson and Zohary 1972).

The sub-telocentric Bs of rye, Secale cereale, are roughly
half the length of the As, consisting of approximately
580-Mbp sequences (Martis et al. 2012). In this species, Bs
are found in both domesticated (Secale cereale ssp. cereale)
and in wild and weedy (S. cereale ssp. ancestrale) sub-
species. Their cytological morphology is virtually invariant
throughout geographical regions (Jones and Puertas, 1993),
and meiotic pairing of Bs in F1 hybrids derived from weedy
and cultivated rye lines of different origins, indicated that the
Bs of wild and domesticated rye have a monophyletic origin
(Niwa and Sakamoto 1995, 1996). No Bs are known from
the older Secale cross-pollinating species, Secale strictum
(formerly S. montanum) (Niwa et al. 1990). Thus, the origin
of the Bs in S. cereale might be linked to the divergence of
S. cereale from S. strictum (Martis et al. 2012).

The sub-metacentric Bs of Ae. speltoides are about 2/3 of
the average length of the A chromosomes (Simchen et al.
1971). Chromosome counts and flow cytometric analysis of
Aegilops speltoides revealed a tissue type-specific

distribution of the roughly large 570 Mbp B chromosomes.
The Bs of this species are absent in the roots but stably
present in the aerial tissue of the same individual (Mendel-
son and Zohary 1972), with a maximum number of eight Bs
per cell reported (Raskina et al. 2004). Comparable tissue
type-specific B chromosome distribution is also known for
Agropyron cristatum (Baenziger 1962), and Amblyopyrum
muticum (Ohta 1995). Bs of related species are unique and
nonhomologous. The B chromosomes of Amblyopyrum
muticum did not pair with the B chromosomes of Aegilops
speltoides in F1 hybrids between these two species (Vardi
and Dover 1972).

Bs often accumulate by a ‘drive’ mechanism (Jones 1991;
Jones and Houben 2003), as best demonstrated in Rye
(Gonzalez-Sanchez et al. 2004). Because they do not par-
ticipate in meiotic recombination with As, Bs take a distinct
evolutionary path and their sequence composition may differ
from that of the As. (Houben et al. 2014). Since Bs are under
little or no selection pressure, various transposable elements,
retrotransposons and other DNA sequences may insert,
spread, or amplify in Bs, altering their composition from that
of the As (Klemme et al. 2013).

4.2 Origin and Molecular Characterization

Our knowledge of the origin and sequence composition of B
chromosomes was limited until recently. Technological
advances in sequencing and genome analysis have shed
considerable light on these aspects (Houben et al. 2014). It is
widely accepted that B chromosomes derive from A chro-
mosomes, either of the same or of related species (Camacho
et al. 2000). B chromosomes can derive from A chromo-
somes of the same species, often in progeny of trisomic
(2n + 1) plants. After going through several rapid structural
changes, it finally stabilized as a heterochromatic chromo-
some with features of a B chromosome (Jones et al. 2008b).
Alternatively, Bs can arise from the same species as a result
of chromosomal rearrangements. However, there is also
evidence suggesting that Bs can spontaneously arise fol-
lowing interspecific hybridization or polyploidization (Jones
and Rees 1982; Jones and Houben 2003; Houben et al.
2013a, b).

The B chromosomes of Aegilops speltoides likely origi-
nated from the standard set of A chromosomes as a conse-
quence of interspecific hybridization or, more likely, from
trisomic (2n + 1) plants. Several lines of Ae. speltoides
occasionally form unreduced gametes (Feldman M, unpub-
lished), leading to the production of triploid progeny upon
fertilization of a reduced gamete. Self-pollination of such
triploids yields, trisomic plants, aside from other aneuploids.
Proposed potential donors of the Bs are the A chromosomes
1S, 4S and 5S of the Ae. speltoides genome (Friebe et al.
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1995; Belyayev and Raskina 2013). The Ae. speltoides Bs
are also characterized by a number of A
chromosome-localized repeats like Spelt1, pSc119.2 tandem
repeats, 5S rDNA and Ty3-gypsy retroelements (Friebe et al.
1995; Raskina et al. 2011; Hosid et al. 2012; Belyayev and
Raskina 2013).

The age of Secale cereale Bs was estimated to be c. 1.1–
1.3 MYA (Martis et al. 2012). Considering the assumed age
of the species Secale cereale (1.7 MYA), it is tempting to
speculate that B chromosomes originated as a by-product of
a chromosome rearrangement event during the development
of the annual S. cereale from the perennial S. strictum
(Martis et al. 2012). In fact, the genome of Secale cereale
differs from that of S. strictum by several rearrangements
(Stutz 1972; Koller and Zeller 1976; Shewry et al. 1985;
Naranjo et al. 1987; Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda 1991;
Liu et al. 1992; Rognli et al. 1992; Devos et al 1993;
Schlegel 2013).

Early attempts to elucidate the DNA composition of Bs
were mainly based on comparative studies of − B ver-
sus + B genomic DNA (Rimpau and Flavell 1975; Timmis
et al. 1975; Sandery et al. 1990; Wilkes et al. 1995). Later,
microdissection (Houben et al. 2001) and flow-sorting
(Martis et al. 2012) enabled more reliable isolation of
B-derived DNA. The use of next-generation sequencing
(Martis et al. 2012), sophisticated bioinformatics tools, e.g.,
genome zipper (Mayer et al. 2011) and repeat clustering
analysis (Novak et al. 2010) shed light on the origin and
composition of rye B chromosomes (Martis et al. 2012;
Klemme et al. 2013). These studies showed that Bs of rye
contain sequences that originated from one or more A
chromosomes (Houben et al. 2001; Martis et al. 2012). Even
sequences considered as B-specific are also present on As
but in low copy numbers, indicating an intraspecific origin of
the Bs. Comparison of sequences of flow-sorted B and A
chromosomes showed that rye Bs originated from multiple
As, most likely by a pathway involving partial genome
duplication and chromosome rearrangements (Martis et al.
2012; Klemme et al. 2013). Their subsequent molecular
evolution involved gene silencing, heterochromatinization
and the accumulation of repetitive DNA and transposons
(Camacho et al. 2000). Klemme et al. (2013) showed that
rye Bs contain a similar proportion of high-copy sequences
as A chromosomes, but differ substantially in repeat com-
position. They found a massive accumulation of B-enriched
repeats, mostly in the nondisjunction control region at the
terminal part of the long arm (see below), which is tran-
scriptionally active and very late replicating, as well as in the
extended pericentromeric region.

Sequencing of rye B chromosomes showed that the Bs
descended from chromosome arm 3RS and chromosome 7R
(Klemme et al. 2013), with subsequent accumulation of
repeats and genic fragments from other A chromosome

regions (Martis et al. 2012; Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015).
The multi-chromosomal origin of B-chromosome sequences
is further supported by the many short sequences that are
similar to other regions of the rye A chromosomes (Martis
et al. 2012). Thus, the rye Bs represent a conglomerate of
mainly tandem repeat sequences derived from different A
chromosome sites and could therefore not have originated by
a single excision of an A fragment (Houben et al. 2001).
Jones et al. (2008b) proposed that B-founder sequences were
‘released’ from a polymorphic A chromosome region and
were then stabilized by the addition of other sequences such
as organellar DNA and sequences necessary for their func-
tion as chromosomes (e.g., telomeric and centromeric
sequences). Indeed, it should be noted that Bs contain coding
and non-coding repeats similar to those found in organellar
DNA of various organisms (Cohen et al. 2003). Indeed,
studying the molecular structure of rye Bs revealed their
origin as a mosaic of nuclear and organellar DNA sequences
(Martis et al. 2012) that contain functional domains includ-
ing centromeric and telomeric sequences homologous to
those found on A chromosomes (Jones 2012). However,
several B-specific regions exist as well (Timmis et al. 1975;
Tsujimoto and Niwa 1992; Wilkes et al. 1995; Houben et al.
1996).

Different A chromosome sequences may enter Bs via
trafficking, that occurs during double-strand break repair or
via hitchhiking of genomic fragments with transposable
elements (Scholz et al. 2011). Alternatively, Bs may repre-
sent an evolutionary mechanism aimed at sequestering
additional copies of genes that are generated at the chro-
mosome breakpoints associated with speciation. In addition
to this basic A-derived architecture, rye Bs display large
amounts of B-specific repeats and cytoplasmic organellar
DNA. It seems that the B acts like a “genomic sponge” (or
garbage can) that collects and maintains sequences of
diverse origins (Martis et al. 2012).

Analysis of the composition and distribution of rye
B-located, high-copy sequences revealed that Bs contain a
similar proportion of repeats as A chromosomes but differ
substantially in repeat composition (Klemme et al. 2013).
The most abundant mobile elements (Gypsy, Copia) in the
genome of rye are similarly distributed along As and Bs,
while the ancient retroelement Sabrina (Shirasu et al. 2000),
is less abundant on Bs than on As. In contrast, the active
element Revolver (Tomita et al. 2008), as well as the pre-
dicted Copia retrotransposon Sc36c82, are disproportion-
ately abundant on the Bs.

Houben et al. (2014) proposed a multi-step model for the
origin of B chromosomes as autonomous elements. Initially,
a proto-B chromosome was derived from a segmental (tri-
somy) or whole-genome duplication, followed by reductive
chromosome rearrangements, unbalanced segregation of a
translocation chromosome, and subsequent sequence
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insertions. Soon after, pairing and recombination with donor
A chromosomes became restricted. This restriction is con-
sidered as the starting point for the independent evolution of
the B chromosome. The development of functional cen-
tromere and de novo telomeres, combined with fast-evolving
repetitive sequences, along with reduced selective pressure
on gene integrity, then predisposed nascent Bs to rapidly
accumulate further structural modifications. The develop-
ment of a preferential transmission system and the relative
absence of phenotypic effects, enabled the persistence of Bs
in a species. However, this apparently neutral “hitchhiking”
is probably limited, as suggested from the deleterious effects
of large Bs number (Rees and Ayonoadu 1973; Klemme
et al. 2013).

Hence, one of the first requirements for the independent
existence of Bs is to achieve meiotic isolation, i.e., to
develop a system that prevents pairing and recombination
with the A chromosomes. Prevention of meiotic pairing
between B and A chromosomes is due to structural and
epigenetic changes in Bs as well as to development of
B-specific sequences, resulting in Bs homoeologous rather
than homologous to the As. In addition, it led to the
development of a homoeologous-pairing suppressor system
that prevents homoeologous pairing between Bs and As.
Because of such a system, in almost all cases studied, there
is an absolute barrier to recombination between A and B
chromosomes (Jones et al. 2008b). Examples of pairing
between B chromosomes and A chromosomes are very rare
in plants; when such pairing was observed, it was not due to
synapsis but, rather, to end-to-end associations (Battaglia
1964). Yet, Vardi and Dover (1972) reported that a plant of
Amblyopyrum muticum with one B chromosome, showed
one cell in which the B chromosome formed a trivalent with
two A chromosomes. On the other hand, Secale cereale Bs
frequently pair with each other and themselves in pachytene
(Diez et al. 1993), but bivalents are less connected by chi-
asmata than A chromosomes (Jiménez et al. 2000).

Rye B chromosomes have accumulated significantly
greater amounts of chloroplast- and mitochondrion-derived
sequences than the A chromosomes (Martis et al. 2012). All
parts of the chloroplast and mitochondrial genomes are
found on the Bs, indicating that all sequences are transfer-
able. The higher amount of organelle-derived DNA inserts in
B, as compared to A chromosomes, and the increased
mutation frequency of B-located organellar DNA, suggests a
reduced selection against the insertion of organellar DNA in
Bs. Insertion of organellar sequences into B DNA has fewer
deleterious genetic consequences than their insertion into
As. This may reflect the generally silent B chromosome,
which may enable tolerance to essentially uncontrolled DNA
insertions of all sorts. In contrast, insertions into A chro-
mosomal DNA may disrupt gene expression with lethal
consequences, particularly when they become homozygous.

Transfer of organellar DNA to the nucleus is very frequent
(Timmis et al. 2004), but much of the organellar DNA is also
rapidly lost again within one generation by a partially
counterbalancing, but largely elusive, removal process
(Sheppard and Timmis 2009).

The presence of a disproportionately large amount of
organellar DNA on the rye B chromosomes suggests a
long-term evolutionary role of the Bs. The considerable
amount of B-specific accumulation of chloroplast- and
mitochondria-derived sequences is due to a reduced selec-
tion against the insertion of organellar DNA in B chromo-
somes, whereas there is probably a considerable selection
against the insertion of organellar DNA in genetically active
A chromosomes (Jones et al. 2008b, a; Martis et al. 2012).
Natural selection has certainly played an important role in
determining the Bs DNA composition, however alternative
mechanisms might be also at play. While there is no evi-
dence for active capturing of mobile DNAs into B chro-
mosomes, it cannot be ruled out, as B chromosomes being
repeat-rich, might undergo more DNA breaks, due to stalled
replication or transposons activity, with such breaks serving
as entry points for extrachromosomal DNAs. In addition,
recent works suggest that heterochromatin can serve as a
preferred insertion site for certain types of mobile DNA
(Shilo et al. 2017).

Klemme et al. (2013) provided detailed insight into the
changes that high-copy rye sequences underwent in B
chromosomes. Although most repeats are similarly dis-
tributed along As and Bs, several transposons are either
amplified or depleted on the Bs. Accumulation of B-enriched
high-copy sequences was found mostly in the nondisjunction
control region of the Bs, which is transcriptionally active and
late-replicating (see below).

Because any increased gene dosage may affect gene
expression, the expression of paralogues on B chromosomes
might be reprogrammed (potentially through epigenetic
mechanisms) early during the evolution of the Bs (Klemme
et al. 2013). Thus, proto-B genes, derived from
A-chromosomal regions and cytoplasmic organellar gen-
omes, might first be suppressed and then degenerate due to
mutations. Exceptions could include those sequences that
promote preferential transmission of Bs, an advantage for the
maintenance of B chromosomes in populations. Thus, B
chromosomes provide a kind of safe harbor for genes and
sequences without immediate selective benefit (Klemme
et al. 2013).

Detailed analysis of rye B-located high copy sequences
revealed that Bs contain a similar proportion of repeats as A
chromosomes, but differ substantially in their repeat com-
position (Martis et al. 2012; Klemme et al. 2013; Marques
et al. 2013). More specifically, B-specific accumulation of
Gypsy retrotransposons and other repeated sequences
have been reported for rye (Sandery et al. 1990).
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The accumulation of active retrotransposons on Bs might be
rooted in a relaxed selection pressure. Reduced
crossing-over in Bs might further facilitate retroelement
accumulation.

As mentioned above, B-located genic sequences origi-
nated from A chromosomes or from organellar DNA.
Because Bs are dispensable, it is expected that they are prone
to mutation accumulation as they undergo pseudogenization
(Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015). Pseudogenes can encode
endo-siRNAs and regulate the expression of their parental A
chromosome genes (Johnsson et al. 2014). Thus, as
B-specific transcripts would might be aberrant due to less
selective pressure, they can serve as a substrate for
RNA-directed RNA polymerase, which would make double
strand RNA (dsRNA) (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015). The
dsRNA is then processed to small regulatory RNA. This
model is consistent with the cumulative effects of an
increasing number of Bs (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015).
Alternatively, pseudogene transcripts can function as indi-
rect post-transcriptional regulators. For example, they might
act as miRNA sponges. Due to high similarity between
parental and pseudogene transcripts, both could compete for
miRNA, leading to degradation of parental gene transcripts
(Muro et al. 2011). Further, it has been shown that some
pseudogene transcripts translate and produce short peptides
or truncated proteins of functional importance (Johnsson
et al. 2014). Pseudogene transcripts could also act as a
source of siRNAs via pathways involving RNA-directed
RNA polymerases (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015). It is not
yet known whether B-derived siRNAs acting as regulators
exist.

Little information is available on the chromatin compo-
sition of Bs. Preliminary classical cytological observations
(e.g., Giemsa-banding) suggested that the Bs in about half of
the plant species carrying them are heterochromatic (Jones
1975). In rye, the sub-terminal heterochromatic domain of
the B is characterized by a unique combination of histone
methylation marks (Carchilan et al. 2007; Marques et al.
2013). Contrary to the heterochromatic regions of the A
chromosomes, this domain is simultaneously marked by
tri-methylated histone H3K4 and tri-methylated H3K27. In
addition, this domain shows a dark Giemsa band at mitosis,
but undergoes decondensation during interphase and tran-
scription of B-specific high copy repeat families
(Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015).

4.3 Preferential Transmission (Accumulation
Mechanism) of B Chromosomes

B chromosomes dispensability, i.e., non-essentiality for
normal development of their host, remains undetermined. In
addition, while they may have negative effects on nuclear

physiology and phenotype, it remains unclear if Bs have any
selective advantages and how they manage to persist in
specific populations. Certainly, their maintenance requires
means of survival against selection. To counteract elimina-
tion, Bs of many species have evolved a ‘drive’ mechanisms,
which ensures their transmission to the next generation at
frequencies that are higher than expected according to
Mendelian rules (Jones 1991; Jones et al. 2008a). Such
transmission enables the maintenance of Bs in natural pop-
ulations. The variety of mechanisms, including segregation
failure, by which B chromosomes gain heritable advantage
in transmission, are known as accumulation or drive mech-
anisms. Depending on the species, B chromosome drive can
be pre-meiotic, meiotic, or post-meiotic, but the underlying
molecular process remains unclear (Jones 1991; Burt and
Trivers 2006). Post-meiotic drive is frequent in flowering
plants during gametophyte maturation.

Survival in populations is achieved by various mecha-
nisms of mitotic and meiotic drive (Jones 1991, 1995). The
more common drive process for Bs in plants, especially in
the family Poaceae, is based on directed nondisjunction in
the gametophyte phase of the life cycle. In rye, it takes place
both at first pollen mitosis and at first egg cell mitosis, in
maize, it occurs at the second pollen mitosis, and at other
time points in other species (Jones and Rees 1982).

Matthews and Jones (1982, 1983) assumed that the dif-
ferential transmission of Bs in rye is strong enough to
overcome their negative effects on plant vigor and fertility.
Moreover, they suggested that the main factor enabling
variation in population equilibrium for B-frequency is the
level of bivalent or multivalent pairing of Bs with them-
selves at meiosis. Confirmation of the predicted variation in
pairing levels was achieved when selection for high and low
transmission genotypes was found to correlate with the level
of B pairing at first meiotic metaphase in lines of Korean rye
(Jiménez et al. 1997). It was found that plants with 2B of the
low line formed bivalents in only 20% of first meiotic
metaphase cells, whereas, in the high line, there were more
than 90% of bivalents. Puertas et al. (1998, 2000) later
proposed that what Jiménez et al. (1997) assumed were
‘genes’ dictating transmission rate, were actually the sites of
chiasma formation, or the binding sites, in the Bs
themselves.

In most species carrying Bs, the mitotic transmission of
Bs during growth and development is normal and hence, all
cells within the individual carry the same number of Bs
(Houben et al. 2014). However, there are some exceptions in
which the Bs show mitotic instability and are therefore
present in variable numbers, sometimes characterizing
specific tissues and/or organs. For example, in the grasses
Aegilops speltoides and Amblyopyrum muticum, Bs exist in
aerial organs but not in roots (Mendelson and Zohary 1972;
Ohta 1996).
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The behavior of rye Bs during pollen mitosis was first
studied by Hasegawa (1934), who described how the two
chromatids of the B chromosome do not separate at ana-
phase of the first pollen grain mitosis and, in most cases, are
included in the generative nucleus. In the second pollen
grain mitosis, the generative nucleus divides to produce two
sperm nuclei, each with an unreduced number of Bs.
A similar nondisjunction process may occur in the female
gametophytes of rye as well (Håkansson 1948).

Banaei-Moghaddam et al. (2012) proposed a model
describing the B chromosome accumulation mechanism in
rye. The model is based on analysis of the cellular mecha-
nism of B chromosome drive in the male gametophyte of
rye. At all mitotic stages of microgametogenesis, the As and
Bs centromeres are active. However, at first pollen mitosis,
sister chromatid cohesion differs between As and Bs. The
B-specific pericentromeric repeats are involved in the for-
mation of pericentric heterochromatin, which plays a critical
role in the cohesion of sister chromatids and in their
non-disjunction at the first pollen mitosis. Failure to resolve
the pericentromeric cohesion is under the control of the
B-specific nondisjunction control element. The asymmetry
of this division plays a critical role in the determination and
subsequent fate of the two unequal mitotic products: the
vegetative and the generative cells. Due to unequal spindle
formation, joined B chromatids preferentially migrate
towards the generative pole. Thus, at first pollen mitosis of
rye, the mitotic spindle asymmetry seems to play a central
role in B accumulation. In the second pollen mitosis, the
generative nucleus divides to produce two sperm nuclei,
each with an unreduced number of Bs. Hence, a combination
of nondisjunction and of unequal spindle formation at first
pollen mitosis, results in the directed accumulation of Bs to
the generative nucleus, which consequently ensures their
transmission at a higher than Mendelian rate to the next
generation.

The B centromeres demonstrate standard behavior at
anaphase of the first pollen mitosis, and can be seen sepa-
rated and pulling to opposite poles. In contrast, the B
chromatids appear to be transiently held together at sensitive
sticking sites on either side of the centromere (the receptors),
and since the spindle is asymmetric, the equator is closer to
the pole which will include the B chromatids in the gener-
ative nucleus. The question to be answered is how the
B-specific region signals the receptors to remain conjoined
just long enough to facilitate directed nondisjunction? This is
a fundamental question in terms of genome evolution, since
the mechanism had to arise de novo, and then become
rapidly established in a highly conserved way to allow the
rye Bs to survive following their origin. Furthermore,
nondisjunction works equally well when the rye B is intro-
duced as an additional chromosome into hexaploid wheat
(Lindström 1965; Müntzing 1970; Niwa et al. 1997; Endo

et al. 2008), into hypo-pentaploid Triticale (Kishikawa and
Suzuki 1982), or into Secale vavilovii (Puertas et al. 1985).
Thus, the B autonomously controls the process of nondis-
junction (Matthews and Jones 1983; Romera et al. 1991).

Müntzing (1946) demonstrated in Secale cereale that in
the standard B chromosome, as well as in isochromosomes
consisting of the large and small arms of the standard B
chromosome, the centromeres divided normally at anaphase
of the pollen mitosis. However, in the standard and large
isochromosomes, there were sticking sites on either side of
the centromere which prevented normal anaphase separation
of the chromatids, thereby causing nondisjunction of these
two types. The chromosomal region that carries the element
controlling nondisjunction is comprised of a concentration of
B-specific sequences from two families, E3900 and D1100,
assembled from a variety of repetitive elements, some of
which are also represented in the A genome (Sandery et al.
1990; Blunden et al. 1993; Houben et al. 1996; Langdon
et al. 2000). No genes have been found in the region, which
raises questions regarding the genetic process controlling
nondisjunction (Matthews and Jones 1983; Ortiz et al.
1996).

Deficient Bs lacking the heterochromatic terminal region
of the long arm, undergo normal disjunction at first pollen
anaphase. Therefore, it seems that the accumulation mech-
anism of the B by nondisjunction requires factors located at
the end of the long arm (Müntzing 1948; Håkansson 1959;
Endo et al. 2008). This factor can act in trans because, if a
standard B (Lima-de-Faria 1962) or the terminal region of
the long arm of the B (Endo et al. 2008) is present in the
same cell containing a deficient B, nondisjunction occurs for
both the standard and the deficient B. The nondisjunction
control region is enriched in B-specific repeats, which are
highly transcriptionally active in anthers (Banaei-
Moghaddam et al. (2012). In addition, the distal hete-
rochromatin of the long arm is marked with the
euchromatin-specific histone modification mark H3K4me3
(Carchilan et al. 2007).

Lima-de-Faria (1962) initially proposed that the rye B
drive mechanism is controlled by the sub-telomeric domain
of the B long arm, where two sequence families, D1100
(Sandery et al. 1990) and E3900 (Blunden et al. 1993),
accumulate (Langdon et al. 2000). Later, analysis of chro-
mosome behavior of wheat lines with introgressed fragments
of rye Bs, established that non-disjunction is in fact depen-
dent on the D1100 and E3900 sequence families (Endo et al.
2008). More recently, a B-specific chromatid adhesion site
involving the pericentromeric repeat ScCI11, was implicated
in the delay of sister chromatid separation (Banaei-
Moghaddam et al. 2012). Langdon et al. (2000) suggested
that E3900 and D1100 repeats evolved via amplification of
ancestral A-located sequences within the dynamic nondis-
junction control region on rye B. The B-enriched tandem
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repeats could have been amplified via unequal crossover
(Smith 1976).

It has been previously suggested that Bs of the two sub-
species of rye have a monophyletic origin (Niwa and Saka-
moto 1995; Marques et al. 2013), and that the organization of
D1100 and E3900 is highly conserved (Klemme et al. 2013).
The complex organization of the E3900 and D1100 sequence
families as high copy repetitive DNA is specific to Bs
(Klemme et al. 2013). FISH showed that D1100 accumulates
in two zones in the sub-telomeric region of the long B arm,
physically separated by an interstitial less labeled space, while
E3900 has a more homogeneous and distal signal that over-
laps with the D1100 domain closer to the telomere (Wilkes
et al. 1995). Besides the 3.9-kb form of E3900, a shorter
2.7-kb E3900-related sequence, which also accumulates on
the B-specific domain, has been identified (Pereira et al.
2009). Estimates of copy number have shown that E3900
sequences are highly conserved and are present in 100–150
copies on Bs and in single or low copy numbers in A chro-
mosome (Pereira et al. 2009). Importantly, E3900 sequences
are differentially expressed in a tissue- and developmental
stage-specific manner in plants with and without B chromo-
somes (Pereira et al. 2009). While the expression levels of
E3900 do not vary in leaves from plants with and without Bs,
they are significantly upregulated during meiosis exclusively
in plants with Bs, maintaining a high level of transcription in
the gametophyte (Pereira et al. 2009).

Transcripts of the recently identified D1100 and E3900
tandem repeats were only observed in + B plants, mostly
restricted to anthers, where post-meiotic nondisjunction of
rye Bs takes place (Carchilan et al. 2007). Although it
remains to be directly demonstrated, anther-specific tran-
scripts of sequences residing within the terminal nondis-
junction control region might be related to the
non-Mendelian accumulation of Bs, for example, by medi-
ating stickiness of sister pericentromeric regions.

The discovery that some of the nondisjunction control
region-specific repeats produce noncoding RNA, predomi-
nantly in anthers of rye (Prestel et al. 2010), suggests an
intriguing possibility that the nondisjunction of Bs occurs
because the control region somehow maintains cohesion in
key regions of B-sister chromatids. Failure to resolve the
pericentromeric heterochromatin during first pollen mitosis
leads to the question: in which aspect does the first pollen
mitosis differ from other mitotic events in other cell types? It
is argued that either a haploid tissue type-specific expression
of nondisjunction controlling transcripts (Carchilan et al.
2007) and/or the formation of a contrasting chromatin
composition during first pollen mitosis (Houben et al. 2011)
ensures this non-disjunction that results in specific accu-
mulation of B chromosomes.

4.4 Effect on Morphology, Fitness
and Meiotic Chromosomal Pairing
in Species and Hybrids

4.4.1 Effect on Morphology and Fitness

The presence of Bs is associated with mild or no obvious
change in phenotype in many species. This feature led to the
conclusion that Bs are depleted of functional genes. How-
ever, an excessive number of Bs can cause phenotypic
effects and may reduce host fertility (Jones and Rees 1982).
The maximum number of Bs tolerated by individuals varies
among different species. The harmful effects of Bs on fitness
were charged to the energy cost of their maintenance and
their potential interference with the proper assortment of A
chroosomes during meiosis (Jones and Rees 1982). Besides
reduction of fitness, further phenotypic effects have been
associated with the presence of Bs in several plant species
(Jones and Rees 1982).

The phenotypic effects of the presence of B chromosomes
are usually cumulative, depending upon the number of Bs,
with a positive correlation between severity of effects and Bs
counts (Jones and Rees 1982; Jones 1995; Bougourd and
Jones 1997; Carlson 2009; Houben et al. 2013a).

A significant amount of information is available regard-
ing the effects of rye Bs upon sporophyte and gametophyte
fitness and viability, from seed germination to seed set
(Jones and Rees 1982). As the number of Bs increases,
negative effects on fertility (Müntzing 1943), seed germi-
nation timing (Moss 1966) and vigor (Müntzing, 1963) have
been described. Bs also induce nuclear physiological effects
in proportion to their number, such as increased cell cycle
length (Evans et al. 1972) and decreased nuclear protein and
RNA levels (Kirk and Jones 1970). These extra chromo-
somes have various effects on mitotic and meiotic A chro-
mosome behavior. For example, Bs alter rDNA
condensation patterns in mitotic cells (Morais-Cecílio et al.
1997; Delgado et al. 2004) and induce alterations in the
frequency and distribution of A chromosome chiasmata at
meiosis (Jones and Rees 1982). A dosage-dependent
increase in the frequency of anomalous adherences
between sister chromatids at anaphase and metaphase cells
in the first mitosis of pollen grains provided more direct
evidence that Bs affect A chromosome behavior (Pereira
et al. 2009). Pereira et al. (2017) provided detailed cytoge-
netic and molecular insight into the effects of heat stress
during reproductive development on meiosis in rye plants
with 0 and 2B chromosomes. Their findings are the first
indication that rye B chromosomes have implications in heat
tolerance and protection against heat stress-induced damage
at early stages of meiosis.
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4.4.2 Effect on Meiotic Chromosome Pairing
in Species and Hybrids

B chromosomes have been reported to have an effect on
meiotic chromosome pairing in specie. Using the C-banding
technique, Alvarez et al. (1991) studied the effect of Bs on
homologous pairing, by examining first metaphase associa-
tion of S. cereale chromosomes both in normal plants
(2n = 14) and in plants with B chromosomes
(2n = 14 + Bs). They noted a promoting effect on homolo-
gous meiotic chromosome pairing by B chromosome, par-
ticularly by its short arm.

Müntzing et al. (1969) studied meiosis in common wheat
plants bearing one to several S. cereale B chromosomes that
were transferred to common wheat from Secale cereale by
Lindström in 1965. The effect of these B chromosomes on
meiotic pairing of common wheat chromosomes was
insignificant, whereas the meiotic pairing of the Bs was poor
and the frequency of B chromosome univalents was much
higher than in the corresponding strain of rye. The reason for
this difference must involve an influence of the wheat
chromosomes or the wheat cytoplasm on the rye chromo-
somes. Likewise, the influence of B-chromosomes of Secale
cereale on homologous chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of the inter-varietal common wheat hybrid, Chi-
nese Spring x Lindström (carrying B chromosomes of S.
cereale) was studied by Viegas (1979) in the presence and
absence of chromosome 5D of common wheat, that carries a
promoter of homologous pairing (Feldman 1966). The
presence of these B chromosomes did not change the normal
pattern of chromosome pairing in disomic plants, although it
slightly increased chiasma frequency in monosomic 5D
plants at 20 °C. When chromosome 5D was absent, e.g.,
nullisomic 5D, the increase in chiasma frequency was more
pronounced, especially the number of ring bivalents. In
nullisomic 5D plants, at 10 °C, where a high degree of
asynapsis was observed, the addition of B chromosomes
increased chromosome pairing, but no increase in the fre-
quency of monosomics was observed, which at 10 °C
showed a slight reduction in pairing.

The effect of B chromosomes on homoeologous pairing
in hybrids with common wheat is ambiguous. B chromo-
somes of Amblyopyrum muticum and Aegilops speltoides
suppress homoeologous meiotic pairing of A chromosomes
in intergeneric hybrids with common wheat lacking the ph1
gene, which suppresses homoeologous pairing (Mochizuki
1964; Vardi and Dover 1972; Dover and Riley 1972; Ohta
and Tanaka 1982). Thus, the effect of Bs is similar to that of
Ph1 of wheat on homoeologous pairing in wheat hybrids
with alien species. The B chromosomes of A. muticum do
not affect homologous pairing but suppress homoeologous
pairing in interspecific hybrids (Mochizuki 1964; Dover and

Riley 1972; Vardi and Dover 1972). Similarly, studies on
meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between A.
muticum and most of the diploid species of Aegilops and
Triticum containing B-chromosomes of A. muticum, showed
notably reduced chromosomal pairing (Vardi and Dover
1972; Ohta and Tanaka 1983; Ohta 1990, 1991).

Vardi and Dover (1972) assumed that B chromosomes of
Ae. speltoides and A. muticum interact with specific gene loci
of the A chromosome complement that inactivate the sup-
pression of Ph1. Furthermore, they suggested that Bs affect
chromosomal pairing by causing disturbances in the mitotic
and meiotic spindle. The similarity between the effects of
Ph1 and B chromosomes on chromosomal pairing suggests
that the ph1 gene of polyploid wheat was transferred from B
chromosomes of A. muticum or Ae. speltoides to chromo-
some 5B of common wheat, via an ancestral translocation
between a B chromosome and an A chromosome, presum-
ably 5B (Vardi and Dover 1972). However, the absence of
meiotic pairing between the B chromosome and chromo-
some 5B of common wheat refutes this idea. Alternatively,
since B chromosomes derived from one of the A chromo-
somes in these two diploid species and contain many DNA
sequences of other A chromosomes, one of the most
essential prerequisites for the establishment of the B chro-
mosome as an independent entity was to prevent pairing and
recombination between B and A chromosomes. Thus, the
development of a genetic system suppressing homoeologous
pairing was a necessary event for the independent existence
and evolution of B chromosomes.

On the other hand, conflicting results were obtained
concerning the effect of Secale cereale B chromosomes on
homoeologous pairing in hybrids with common wheat.
Viegas (1980) reported that B chromosomes of S. cereale
suppressed homoeologous pairing in hybrids with common
wheat, irrespective of the presence or absence of chromo-
some Ph1, while Cuadrado et al. (1988) found that cereale B
chromosomes only suppressed homoeologous pairing in
hybrids with common wheat in the absence of Ph1. Romero
and Lacadena (1980) found that cereale B chromosomes
also suppress homoeologous pairing in hybrids with com-
mon wheat lacking the pairing suppressors on wheat chro-
mosomes 3A and 3D, although they increased the level of
pairing when a chromosome with a promoter effect (3B, 5A
or 5D) was absent. Roothaan and Sybenga (1976) found that
B chromosomes of S. cereale do not compensate for the
absence of Ph1 in hybrids with common wheat lacking Ph1.
Estepa et al. (1993) studied the effect of different numbers of
B chromosomes on homoeologous pairing in common wheat
x S. cereale hybrids and found no significant quantity-related
effect, but the variance of distribution of means of bivalent
and paired chromosome complements was significantly
increased when odd numbers (3 or 5 B-chromosomes) were
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present. Jenkins and Jones (2004) concluded that
B-chromosomes of S. cereale carry genes that act together
with the pairing control genes of common wheat.

Kousaka and Endo (2012) studied the effect of a rye B
chromosome and its segments (B-9 and B-10) on homoeol-
ogous pairing in hybrids between common wheat and Aegi-
lops peregrina. The B-9 and B-10 chromosome segments are
derived from reciprocal translocations between a wheat and B
chromosome; B-9 had the B pericentromeric segment,
whereas B-10 had the B distal segment. Kousaka and Endo
(2012) found that both the complete B chromosome and the
B-9 segment suppressed homoeologous pairing when chro-
mosome 5B was absent. On the other hand, the B-9 and B-10
segments promoted homoeologous pairing when 5B was
present. The mean chiasma frequency (10.23/cel) in the
hybrid of common wheat x Ae. Peregrina possessing 5B and
one B-9, was considerably higher than that of a hybrid pos-
sessing 5B alone (2.78/cell), and was comparable to that of a
hybrid lacking 5B (14.09/cell). The results suggested that the
effect of the B chromosomes on homoeologous pairing was
not confined to a specific region, i.e., it resulted from a
polygenic system, and that the intensity of the effect varied
and depended on the presence or absence of Ph1 and on the
dose of the B chromosome and the B segments.

4.5 Transcriptional Activity of B
Chromosomes

Considering the intra- or interspecific origin of Bs and the
above-listed B-associated effects, many have sought to
determine whether Bs carry genes. Studies have led to dif-
ferent conclusions regarding the transcriptional activity of Bs.
In contrast to single- or low-copy genes that were rarely found
on Bs in early studies, rRNA genes have been frequently
identified on Bs of many species (Green 1990; Bougourd and
Jones 1997). This is most likely due to the fact that their
detection is rather easy by cytogenetic techniques in contrast
to unique genes. In contrast to the prevalent view that Bs do
not harbor genes, recent analysis revealed that Bs of
sequenced species are rich in gene-derived sequences (Hou-
ben et al. 2014). Recent application of next generation
sequencing-based approaches revealed that rye Bs contain
more than 4000 putative genic sequences (Martis et al. 2012),
many of which are partly transcriptionally active
(Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2013). Some of the rye B gene
sequences had lower similarity to their A-located counter-
parts, reflecting their faster degeneration or earlier insertion in
Bs (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2013). These studies suggest
that B chromosomes carry transcriptionally active genic
sequences that could affect the transcriptome profile of their
host genome (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015). Thus, the
view that B chromosomes are genetically inert, selfish

elements without any functional genes, is gradually changing.
This can partly explain the deleterious effects associated with
their presence as well as the possible advantages that Bs
confer on their host.

A comparative cDNA-AFLP analysis indicated that rye
Bs can modulate the transcription of corresponding gene
copies on A chromosomes (Carchilan et al. 2009) and, from
these studies, regulatory interactions between A- and
B-located coding sequences have been proposed
(Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2015). It is likely that Bs influ-
ence A-localized sequences through epigenetic mechanisms,
such as homology-dependent RNA interference pathways
(Slotkin and Martienssen 2007), as has been proposed for
the modulation of gene-activity in newly formed hybrids and
allopolyploids (Comai 2005; Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011). Bs
may also exert control over A chromosomes via the spatial
organization of As in interphase nuclei, and it has been
suggested that spatial positioning of genes and chromosomes
can influence gene expression (Misteli 2007).

As Bs are dispensable, it is expected that they are prone to
accumulate mutations as they undergo pseudogenization
(Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2013). Indeed, next-generation
sequencing technologies have shown that B chromosomes of
S. cereale harbor many pseudogenes originating from the A
chromosomes and organellar DNA sequences (Houben et al.
2013b). It has been further demonstrated that some of the
A-derived sequences are transcribed in a genotype-specific
manner (Banaei-Moghaddam et al. 2013). This could
explain the apparently contradictory findings and complex
interactions associated with the effect of B chromosomes on
homoeologous pairing in hybrids with common wheat.

It is possible that only part of the B-located genes is
inactive (Houben et al. 2014). If Bs share many, almost
identical, genic sequences with As, why is the presence of Bs
not associated with more severe phenotypes, particularly
assuming that some sequence variants may still have a bio-
logical effect? Bearing in mind that the relative dosage of a
chromosome is critical for normal development, it is striking
that organisms with an additional B are little affected. It is
probable that during early evolution of a proto B, A-derived
genes are likely to be downregulated by dosage compensation.

Transcripts coming from a B chromosome in combination
with their related A-located genes, provide additional com-
plexity to the transcriptome of their host and this may par-
tially explain the phenotypes and effects associated with the
presence of Bs. The transcriptional activity of Bs could form
regulatory transcripts such as siRNAs which have the
potential to modulate the level of A-derived transcripts or to
change the chromatin status of a target region by DNA or
chromatin modification (Dalakouras and Wassenegger 2013;
Filipowicz et al. 2005). In addition, transcripts from Bs
similar to pseudogenes may lead to indirect effects by
competing with A-derived transcripts for regulatory factors
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such as miRNAs (Pink et al. 2011). If truncated proteins or
overexpression of functional proteins are produced in the
presence of Bs, they can cause overloading of the protea-
some machinery, required to process these unfolded, mis-
folded, aggregated, and/or uncomplexed proteins, thereby
imparting an energetic burden in the host (Gordon et al.
2012). But Bs may also produce functional proteins that may
have some role in maintenance of B chromosomes.

Banaei-Moghaddam et al. (2015) postulated the potential
activity modulation of A chromosome-located genes by
homologous sequences on B chromosomes. When the B
chromosome is absent, each gene on A has a defined level
and pattern of expression. In the presence of a B chromo-
some, when the B-located gene is transcribed, transcripts can
serve as a substrate for RNA-directed RNA polymerase,
which would generate dsRNA, which is then processed to
small RNAs. These small RNAs could cause mRNA
degradation or epigenetic changes of A-located sequences.
Alternatively, the B-transcripts may compete for regulatory
factors responsible for regulation of A-located genes,
yielding up- or down-regulation of the counterpart A gene.
In the presence of B, if the corresponding B-located gene is
inactive, the expression level and pattern of an A-located
gene will not change. Likewise, when both A- and B-located
genes express from the same strand, the expression level of
that gene may remain unchanged compared to that of plants
lacking B, due to dosage compensation.

Transcription of B-enriched repetitive sequences have also
been demonstrated in rye. A comparative analysis of
RNA-seq reads obtained from rye plants with and without Bs,
was recently performed to assess the transcriptional activity of
repetitive sequences. In this species, several B-repeats are
active in a tissue-dependent manner (Klemme et al. 2013;
Carchilan et al. 2007). Transcripts derived from vegetative
(root and leaf) and generative (anthers) tissues, represented by
26–151 million RNA-seq reads, were screened for their
sequence similarity to a complete set of previously identified
rye repetitive elements (Martis et al. 2012). Low levels of
transcription were found for most repetitive elements, which
represented a combined total of 3.1–4.9% of transcripts in
analyzed tissues (excluding rRNAs). Repeat expression pro-
files were similar for plants with and without B chromosomes,
with the exception of highly expressed B-specific satellite
E3900, which was found in both vegetative tissues and
anthers. This finding confirms previously reported data based
on Northern blot experiments (Carchilan et al. 2007). On the
other hand, none of the other satellites enriched on or specific
to B chromosomes (Martis et al. 2012; Klemme et al. 2013)
were expressed at comparable levels.

Dosage-sensitive genes are less likely a part of an
evolving B, as duplication of a B chromosome-donor frag-
ment containing such genes could result in a detrimental
phenotype. In contrast, dosage-insensitive genes, such as

structural genes bearing no regulatory roles in transcription
or translation, could be B-hosted and eventually undergo
loss or pseudogenization. Duplicated genes are often asso-
ciated with detrimental effects and are removed by natural
selection. As most of the mutations are degenerative, it is
more likely that duplicated gene underwent inactivation
rather than acquiring a new function. Nevertheless, evidence
of the beneficial role of duplicated genes, especially in
stressful conditions, exists. In some circumstances, selective
retention of duplicated genes could occur, e.g., when their
redundancy protects corresponding parental genes from
immediate detrimental mutations, or when overdominance
exists between their products. In this case, duplicated genes
could convert to new genes by achieving a beneficial
mutation. Therefore, B-located duplicated genes may
accelerate the evolution of their carriers.

Could a B-located genic sequence with the ability to
modulate the activity of a corresponding A-located gene
cause long-term evolutionary effects? If the product of the
B-located gene would become beneficial, positive selection
would act to preserve the respective B present in the popu-
lation. This could release the pressure on a B-specific dif-
ferential transmission, namely, a former selfish B
chromosome would transform into a beneficial genome
component. It would be intriguing to test whether Bs affect
the epigenetic status of As, by comparing epigenetic modi-
fications and expression levels of parental A genes in the
presence and absence of Bs, over several generations.
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5Orphan Genera of the Subtribe Triticineae
Simmonds

5.1 General Description of the Subtribe

Whereas the economically important cereals, Triticum L.,
Secale L., Hordeum L., and Aegilops L., have been sub-
jected to intensive taxonomic, cytogenetic, molecular, and
evolutionary studies, several other Triticeae genera received
less attention. These “orphan” genera are Agropyron
Gaertner, Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. & Spach, Henrardia
C. E. Hubbard, Dasypyrum (Coss. & Dur.) Dur., Heteran-
thelium Jaub. & Spach., Taeniatherum Nevski, and
Crithopsis Jaub. & Spach. Several diploid Elymus species,
having the St and E genomes, are also included in this
group. They are small genera containing few species, most
of which diploids that are characterized by a distinct mor-
phology, and grow in different regions of the tribe distri-
bution area, some in more arid environments. Their genetic
relationships to the other well-studied genera of the tribe are
vaguely known. Studies of these small genera may provide
additional knowhow on the range of genetic diversity in the
tribe, on processes that have led to diverge evolutionary
developments as well as on the phylogenetic relationships
among members of the tribe. As relatives of the crops,
species of these orphan genera may contain valuable genes
that, may be transferred to the crops and enhance greater
tolerance to biotic and abiotic stresses, improve quality and
performance. As such, these orphan genera deserve greater
attention.

A number of interspecific and intergeneric hybrids
involving those genera were produced during the years (e.g.,
Cauderon 1966; Sakamoto 1967, 1968, 1969, 1972, 1973,
1974, 1979; Sakamoto and Muramatsu 1963; Dewey 1969,
1970, 1984; Frederiksen 1991a, b, 1993; Frederiksen and
von Bothmer 1986, 1989, 1995). Successful production of
the hybrids suggests fairly good genetic or cytoplasmic
compatibility among those species. However, there is very
little chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between them as
well as between wheat and these species, indicating limited
homology between their genomes. Hence, these genera seem

to be highly differentiated from the taxonomic and the
genetic viewpoints.

5.2 Elymus Species with St or E Genome

5.2.1 Group Description

The delimitation of the genera Elymus L. and Agropyron
Gaertner has been the subject of controversy over the years
(Assadi and Runemark 1995), primarily due to the absence
of clear-cut generic characters and from the presence of
numerous intergeneric hybrids that gave rise to conflicting
results as discussed below (Melderis 1978). Their delimita-
tion using different taxonomic treatments was changed
several times over the last eight decades. Nevski (1933), Bor
(1968), Tzvelev (1976), and Sakamoto (1974) kept these two
genera separated, while Gould (1947) and Runemark and
Heneen (1968), assuming that the traditional subdivision
into Elymus s. l. and Agropyron s. l. (including Pseu-
doroegneria, Elytrigia, and Thinopyrum) is artificial, united
them into a single genus, Elymus.

The species within the Elymus-Agropyron group have
traditionally been referred to as Agropyron, if the spikelets
are solitary, and as Elymus, if they are arranged in pairs or
larger numbers at each rachis node. Yet, this division is not
very distinct and Runemark and Heneen (1968) and Mel-
deris (1978) pointed out that the number of spikelets at each
node has a limited taxonomic value since several Agropyron
species contain pairs of spikelets at several rachis nodes,
especially in the lower or in the middle part of the spike,
while several species of Elymus contain only one spikelet on
each rachis node. Also, with regard to leaf anatomy, no
difference was found between Elymus and Elytrigia that was
included in Agropyron (Runemark and Heneen 1968).
Dewey (1969, 1970) found homology between the genomes
of several Elymus and Elytrigia species and Runemark and
Heneen (1968) noted similar chromosome morphology in
Agropyron elongatum (now Elymus elongatus) and Elymus
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caninus. In reality, the two genera only represent different
levels in the reduction of a paniculate inflorescence (Rune-
mark and Heneen 1968). Cytogenetic studies (e.g., Cauderon
1966; Sakamoto 1973; Dewey 1984, and reference therein)
contributed to a better understanding of the genomic rela-
tionships among species of Elymus and Agropyron and, as a
result, to modification of the delimitation of the species in
these two genera. Based on the above information, as well as
on the absence of morphological discontinuities between the
taxa Pseudoroegneria, Elytrigia, Thinopyrum, and Elymus,
Melderis (1978, 1980) included these taxa in the genus
Elymus s. l., while retaining Agropyron s. str. as a separate
genus for the crested wheatgrasses, that contains only spe-
cies with a solitary spikelet at each rachis node. The
restricted Agropyron genus contains diploid and polyploid
species that are based on the P genome (Table 2.4) and are
morphologically distinct from other genera in Triticeae. The
genus Elymus is treated by Melderis (1978, 1980, 1985a, b)
in a broad sense, as comprising the genera Elytrigia Desv.,
Pseudoroegneria (Nevski) A. Löve, Thinopyrum A. Löve,
Lophopyrum A. Löve, and Trichopyrum A. Löve (Table 2.2
). Wang (1989) supported Melderis’ classification which
viewed separation of Pseudoroegneria from Elymus as
unjustified for both evolutionary and morphological reasons,
since several Elymus species include St genomes from dif-
ferent Pseudoroegneria diploids, and Pseudoroegneria and
Elymus can hardly be distinguished from each other. This
taxonomic classification makes the discrimination between
these two genera more straightforward and has been
accepted by various taxonomists, e.g., Clayton and Renvoize
(1986), Assadi and Runemark (1995), Watson and Dallwitz
(1992), Watson et al. (1985). Therefore, this book follows
the Melderis classification.

A large number of hybrids within and between the Ely-
mus s. l. and Agropyron s. str. genera have spontaneously
emerged in nature. Many hybrids are sterile, but a consid-
erable number are more or less fertile, at least upon back-
cross to one of the parents. Apparently, introgressive
hybridization has played an important role in the evolution
of these two genera.

Melderis (1978, 1980) transferred the following two sec-
tions from Agropyron s. l. to Elymus s. l.: Caespitosae (Rouy)
Melderis, comb. nov. (Syn.: Agropyron sect. Caespitosa
Rouy; Elytrigia sect. Caespitosae (Rouy) Tzvelev) and Jun-
ceae (Prat) Melderis, comb. nov. [Syn.: Agropyron sect.
Junceae (Prat) Tzvelev]. The subdivision of these two sec-
tions was mainly based on caespitose or rhizomatous habit.
The constituent species contain the St, Ee (=E) and the Eb
(=J) genomes (Table 5.1), three genomes that occur in species
that were included by Nevski’s classification (1933), in the
genus Elytrigia, but, later on, Nevski himself (1934a, b)
included Elytrigia as a section in Agropyron. Tzvelev (1973)

maintained the generic status of Elytrigia, but pointed out
that species of this genus are close to species of Elymus.

The Elymus L. section Caespitosae is characterized by
caespitose plant, lax and erect spikes, tough rachis, solitary
or sometimes two spikelets on the node at the lower part of
the spike, usually with 6–13 florets, and glumes 5–8 mm
long, unkeeled with 5–9 veins. In some species, the rachilla
is fragile and disarticulates above the glumes and beneath
each floret (floret-type disarticulation). This section contains
about 13 species (Table 5.1) comprising a polyploid series
(2n = 14, 28, 56, and 70), and most of them are allogamous,
and have long anthers.

The Elymus L. section Junceae is characterized by rhi-
zomatous or caespitose plants, lax, erect, and sometimes
curved spikes, a fragile rachis, disarticulating at maturity into
spikelets with the rachis segment below them (Fig. 2.3; wedge
type dispersal unit), solitary spikelets on the rachis, with 2–9
florets and keeled glumes, 5–18 mm long. This section
comprises only three species, E. farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex
Melderis, occurring in Europe and the Middle East, E. curv-
ifolius (Lange)Melderis, occurring in south and central Spain,
and E. distichus (Thumb.) Melderis, native to South Africa.
Elymus farctus and E. distichus grow on maritime coasts.

The species of sections Caespitosa and Junceae presum-
ably originate in Europe or west Asia. Genome St is found in
several diploid and polyploid species, Ee exists in the diploid
taxon E. elongatus (Host) Runemark subsp. elongatus [for-
merly Agropyron elongatum (Host) Beauv.] and in several
auto- and allo- polyploids, whereas genome Eb occurs in the
diploid taxon E. farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex Melderis
subsp. bessarabicus (Savul. & Rayss) Melderis [formerly
Agropyron junceum subsp. bessarabicum Savul. & Rayss;
Thinopyrum bessarabicum (Savul. & Rayyss) A. Löve], in
the allopolyploids of this species and of E. distichus
(Thunb.) Melderis and in the autopolyploid E. curvifolius
(Lange) Melderis (Table 5.1).

Löve (1984) used the genome symbols J for the genome
of Elymus farctus and E for that of Elymus elongatus. Endo
and Gill (1984) questioned the equivalence of J and E and
based on differences in C-banding patterns, justified the
separation of these two genomes. However, Dewey (1984)
and Dvorak et al. (1984b), based on evidence from kary-
otype and genome analyses, considered the J and E genomes
as the same basic genome. Previous studies of chromosome
pairing in hybrids carrying these two genomes had already
shown that they are closely related (Cauderon and Saigne
1961; Heneen and Runemark 1972; Dvorak 1981a; McGuire
1984) and more recent studies supported Dewey’s consid-
eration (Wang 1985b; Wang and Hsiao 1989). However,
Jauhar (1988) reached a different conclusion by studying
chromosome pairing in the hybrids analyzed by Wang
(1985b) and Wang and Hsiao (1989). Since a recent
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Table 5.1 Species of Elymus having the St or E genomes

Section Species and subspeciesa Genomeb Geographical distribution

Elymus L. section
Caespitosae (Rouy)
Melderis

reflexiaristatus (Nevski) Melderis
ssp. strigosus (M. Bieb.) Melderis

StSt The Crimean Peninsula

reflexiaristatus (Nevski) Melderis
ssp. reflexiaristatus

StSt The Crimean Peninsula, Russia

libanoticus (Hack.) Melderis StSt South and southeastern Anatolia, Lebanon,
Syria, Israel, north Iraq, northwestern Iran,
Caucasus

spicatus (Pursh) Gould StSt, StStStSt Western North America

stipifollius (Czern. ex Nevski)
Melderis

StSt, StStStSt Southeastern Ukraine and Southwestern Russia

tauri (Boiss. & Bal.) Melderis StSt, StStPP Turkey, Iran

panormiitanus (Parl.) Tzvelev StStPP South Spain, South Italy, Jugoslavia, Romania,
South-east Russia, Turkey, Lebanon, Syria,
Israel, Iraq, Iran,

elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. elongatus

EeEe The Mediterranean basin

elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. flaccidiffolius (Boiss. & Heldr.)
Runemark

EeEeEeEe The Mediterranean basin

elongatus (Host) runemark
ssp. turcicus (P.E. McGuire)
Melderis

EeEeEeEeStStStSt Greece, Turkey, Georgia and northern Iran

elongatus (Host) Runemark
ssp. ponticus (Podp) Melderis

EeEeEeEeEeEeStStStStc Southeastern Europe, Turkey, near the Black Sea
and southern Russia

nodosus (Nevski) Melderis ssp.
nodosus

EeEeStSt The Crimean Peninsula

nodosus (Nevski) Melderis
ssp. caespitosus (K. Koch) Melderis

EeEeStSt Corsica

bungeanus (Trin.) Melderis EeEeStSt The Crimean Peninsula, Russia

hispidus (Opiz) Melderis EeEeEeEeStSt Europe

Elymus L. section
Junceae (Prat)
Melderis

farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex
Melderis ssp. bessaribicus (Savul. &
Rayss) Melderis

EbEb Coasts o Coasts of Black Sea from Bulgaria to
Crimea, Sea of Azov, Aegean and N.E.
Mediterranean

farctus ssp. rechingeri (Runemark)
Melderis

EbEbEbEb West Turkey, the Aegean islands. coasts of
Greece, Crete, and the Mediterranean coast of
Egypt

farctus ssp. boreali-atlanticus
(Simonet & Guinochet) Melderis

EbEbEeEe North and western Europe

farctus var. sartorii
(Boiss. & Heldr.) Melderis

EbEbEeEe Western and southern Europe

farctus ssp. farctus (Viv.) Runemark
ex Melderis

EbEbEbEbEeEe Coasts of Mediterranean Sea

distichus (Thunb.) Melderis EbEbEbEb South Africa

curvifolius (Lange) Melderis EbEbEbEb South-central Spain
a These species were transferred from Agropyron to Elymus by Melderis (1978, 1980)
b Genome symbols according to Wang et al. (1995)
c Genome symbol according to Zhang et al. (1996) and Li and Zhang (2002)
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literature review indicated that most studies regarded J and E
genomes as members of the same cluster (see Table 1 in
Wang and Lu 2014), it is now generally accepted to regard
them as very closely related genomes, supporting the use of
a common basic genome symbol, E (Seberg and Frederiksen
2001; Yen et al. 2005; Fan et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2008; Sha
et al. 2010; Yan et al. 2011; Wang and Lu 2014). Thus, these
genomes were designated Ee for Elymus elongatus and Eb
for Elymus farctus, respectively, as proposed by Dvorak
(1981a) and McGuire (1984).

While the use of one basic genome symbol for these two
species was rejected by some researchers (Jauhar 1988,
1990a, b; Jarvie and Barkworth 1992; Jauhar et al. 2004),
several studies using different methodologies, have further
confirmed the close relationship between genomes Ee and
Eb. The studies included chromosome pairing (de V Pienaar
et al. 1988; Forster and Miller 1989; Wang and Hsiao 1989),
random amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) and
sequence-tagged site (STS) markers (Wei and Wang 1995;
Li et al. 2007), genomic in situ hybridization (GISH)
(Kosina and Heslop-Harrison 1996; Chen et al. 1998a, b,
2003), chloroplast DNA sequences (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002; Liu et al. 2008), sequences of a gene encoding plastid
acetyl-CoA carboxylase (Fan et al. 2007, 2009), and nuclear
rDNA internal transcribed spacer (ITS) sequences (Hsiao
et al. 1995; Liu et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2008). At the second
International Triticeae Symposium, the Genome Designation
Committee (Wang et al. 1995) adopted a system for the
application of nuclear genome symbols in the tribe Triticeae.
This system is based mainly on prevailing symbols, but
since the number of basic nuclear genomes in the Triticeae
exceeds the number of single letters in the Roman alphabet,
some basic genomes are designated with an uppercase letter
followed by a lowercase letter, e.g., Ee or Eb, for the genome
in Elymus elongatus and E. farctus, respectively. An
uppercase letter followed by a superscript in small letters are
used when modified versions of a basic genome is referred
to, e.g., Am for the genome found in Triticum monococcum.

Melderis transferred the Asiatic diploid species of Ely-
mus, namely, libanoticus, reflexiaristatus (subsp. reflexiaris-
tatus and subsp. strigosus), and the diploid cytotypes of
stipifolius and tauri from Agropyron (=Elytrigia) to Elymus
(1978, 1980). These species carry the St genome (Wang
et al. 1995) that also exists in the Elymus polyploid species
containing the Ee genome, i.e., elongatus, nodosum, bun-
geanus, and hispidus (Table 5.1). The St genome is related
to the Ee and Eb genomes (Wang 1989). Bieniek et al.
(2015) found that nucleotide sequences of the diploid Ee, Eb

and St taxa are almost identical, with only one substitution
within the matK gene, differentiating genome Eb from the Ee
and St genomes. Petersen and Seberg (1997) and Wang and
Lu (2014) confirmed this very close relationship between the
three genomes. The St genome almost always has a

dominant influence on the morphology of the taxa of which
it is a component (Assadi and Runemark 1995) and since
exists in more primitive Elymus species, it is reasonable to
assume that Ee and Eb evolved from St.

5.2.2 Elymus Species with St Genome

5.2.2.1 Species Description
The St-genome species of Elymus were previously recog-
nized as a biological unit and placed as a separate section,
Elytrigia, in the traditional Agropyron s. l. (Nevski 1934a).
Due to the fact that all these species contain one genome,
Love (1980), treated them as a separate genus, Pseu-
doroegneria. However, due to the absence of morphological
discontinuities between Pseudoroegneria and Elymus, Mel-
deris (1978, 1980) included Pseudoroegneria in the genus
Elymus s. l.

The Elymus species bearing the St genome include
approximately 15 different taxa that consists of about equal
numbers of diploids and tetraploids. The type species of this
group is E. reflexiaristatus (Nevski) Melderis subsp.
strigosus (M. Bieb.) Melderis [formerly Pseudoroegneria
strigosa (M. Bieb.) Á. Löve] (Dewey 1984; Lӧve 1984;
Watson and Dallwitz 1992; Yan and Sun 2011). Interspecific
hybrids between the St diploid species exhibit almost com-
plete chromosome pairing at fist meiotic metaphase, but with
high or complete sterility, indicating divergence of the same
basic genome in each diploid (Stebbins and Pun 1953;
Dewey 1975). Some of the species, e.g., stipifolius, and
spicatus, have diploid and tetraploid cytotypes and the tet-
raploids behave cytologically as autotetraploids or near
autoploids (Dewey 1975). The tetraploid taxa of two other
species, tauri and panormitanus, are allopolyploids con-
taining the St and P subgenomes.

A large amount of the allopolyploid species of Elymus s.l.
share a common St genome with diploid Elymus species in
different combinations with H, Y, P, and W subgenomes
(Table 2.4). The maximum likelihood tree constructed, using
nuclear ribosomal internal transcribed spacer region (nrITS)
data, showed that diploid Elymus, Hordeum and Agropyron
species served as the St, H and P subgenomes donors,
respectively, for the Elymus allopolyploids (Dong et al.
2015). The maximum likelihood tree for the chloroplast
genes (matK and the intergenic region of trnH-psbA) sug-
gests that the Elymus diploid donors of the St genome to
Elymus allopolyploids served, in most cases, as the maternal
donor. Moreover, the chloroplast genes data suggest that
diploid St Elymus species from Central Asia and Europe are
more ancient than those in North America (Dong et al.
2015). Thus, it was hypothesized that the Elymus s. l. species
originated in Central Asia and Europe, and then spread to
North America.
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The St genome species are perennials, caespitose, and
cross-pollinating, with culms between 30 and 90 cm tall,
narrow, linear spikes with single, distantly spaced spikelets,
5–8 mm long glumes of equal length in E. reflexiaristatus,
or unequal in E. spicatus, tauri and libanoticus, 8–30 mm
long glume awns, absent in E. tauri and libanoticus, and
long anthers. These species grow in the northern Hemi-
sphere, from southwestern and southeastern Europe, the
Middle East, Transcaucasia across Central Asia and North-
ern China to Western North America (Dewey 1984). They
occur on open rocky hillsides, are exceptionally drought and
salt tolerant and have excellent quality forage that is palat-
able to animals (Dewey 1984).

The Elymus libanoticus-related species, that exemplify all
St genome diploid species, are described below.

5.2.2.2 Elymus libanoticus (Hack.) Melderis—A
Representative Example

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Elymus libanoticus (Hackel) Melderis [Synonym: Agropy-
ron libanoticum Hackel; Pseudoroegneria libanotica
(Hackel) D.R. Dewey; Elytrigia libanotica (Hackel) Holub);
Pseudoroegneria tauri ssp. libanotica (Hackel) Á. Löve;
Agropyron sosnovskyi Hackel; Elytrigia sosnovskyi (Hackel)
Nevski; Elymus sosnovskyi (Hack.) Melderis; Pseudoroeg-
neria sosnovskyi (Hackel) A. Love; Agropyron gracillimum
Nevski; Elytrigia gracillima (Nevski) Nevski; Pseudoroeg-
neria gracillima (Nevski) Á. Löve], is perennial, caespitose,
with short rhizomes, 45–85 cm high culms, 5–15 cm long
linear spikes, with 4–7 spikelets, each 10–15 mm long, one

per node, tough rachis, 3–6 florets, unequal, lanceolate, 3–
5-veined glumes, the lower ones 6–8 mm long, typically 3/4
or nearly as long as lower floret, and upper ones 7–9 mm
long, 8–9 mm long, lanceolate, 3-veined, unawned, lemma,
palea shorter than lemma, sparsely ciliate on keels, 4–5 mm
long anthers, and caryopsis adherent to palea and lemma.
Chromosome number 2n = 2x = 14 (Dewey 1972)
(Fig. 5.1a).

Unlike E. libanoticus, E. sosnovskyi (Hack.) Melderis
[=Agropyron sosnovskyi Hack.: Elytrigia sosnovskyi (Hack.)
Nevski] bears acuminate glumes with 3 veins. Agropyron
gracillimum Nevski differs from E. libanoticus by their
smaller leaf thickness. These differences, however, fall
within the variation of the Iranian E. libanoticus material
(Assadi 1996). Moreover, hybrids between E. sosnovskyi or
A. gracillimum with E. libanoticus were highly fertile, with
regular meiotic metaphase. Therefore, the three names are
considered synonymous (Assadi 1996). E. libanoticus is
closely related to E. tauri subsp. libanoticus, differing only
in several morphological traits (Assadi 1996).

Elymus libanoticus grows in Lebanon, Syria, northern
Israel, south and southeastern Anatolia, northern Iraq, Iran,
and Caucasus. It thrives on dry mountain slopes and lime-
stone ravines, usually on more xeric habitats, 1000–3050 m
a.s.l. It is an Irano-Turanian element.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Hsiao et al. (1986) analyzed the karyotype of diploid St
genome species, including Elymus spicatus, E. Reflexiaris-
tatus subsp. Strigosus, E. libanoticus, and E. stipifolius. All
four species possess similar karyotypes and chromosomal

ba cb

Fig. 5.1 Mediterranean Elymus species; a A plant and spikes of E.
libanoticus (Hack.) Melderis (2n = 2x = 14), (Photographed by the late
Prof. Avinoam Danin); b A plant and spike of E. elongatus (Host)

Runemark ssp. elongatus (2n = 2x = 14); c A plant and spike of E.
farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex Melderis ssp. farctus Runemark ex
Melderis (2n = 6x = 42)
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lengths. The karyotypes of all species have one pair of small
and one pair of large satellites on the short arms of chro-
mosomes 2 and 5, respectively (Hsiao et al. 1986). The
karyotypes are symmetric; most chromosomes are meta-
centric and a few are sub-metacentric (Wang et al. 1985;
Hsiao et al. 1986; Deng et al. 2004). The St genome consists
of smaller chromosomes than those of the R, P, and Eb
genomes. Despite their wide geographical distribution, the
karyotype patterns of the St genome species have not been
dramatically altered. The karyotype of E. spicatus has been
reported previously (Schulz-Schaeffer and Jurasits 1962;
Dvorak et al. 1984a, b).

Endo and Gill (1984), using the acetocarmine-Giemsa
C-banding technique, studied heterochromatin distribution
in somatic chromosomes of diploid Elymus and Agropyron
species. With the exception of E. elongatus, which is mod-
erately self-fertile, all other species are cross-pollinating and
self-sterile. The cross-pollinating species showed large ter-
minal C-bands and a high level of C-band polymorphism,
whereas E. elongatus showed small terminal and interstitial
bands and a minimal C-band polymorphism. C-banding
patterns show that the Eb genome of diploid E. farctus
appears to be distinct from the Ee genome of diploid E.
elongatus and may constitute an intermediate link between
the Ee and St genomes (Endo and Gill 1984).

E. spicatus, E. libanoticus, and E. stipifolius have similar
C-band patterns, although C-bands were less prominent in E.
stipifolius than in the others. Thus, the C-banding patterns
and morphology of satellite chromosomes supported previ-
ous evidence that E. spicatus, E. libanoticus, and E. stipi-
folius share a common St genome. Variation in the intensity
of terminal C-bands was observed in E. stipifolius, which is
to be expected in a basic genome of species with worldwide
distribution (Dewey 1981).

Wang (1989) produced the tetraploid hybrid (genome
StStStH) from crossing the hexaploid Elymus transhyrcanus
(genome StStStStHH) with E. libanoticus (genome StSt).
This F1 hybrid exhibited at first meiotic metaphase 13.94
univalents, 0.16 rod and 6.78 ring bivalents (6.94 total
bivalents) and 0.06 trivalents. The reciprocal hybrid showed
an average of 10.22 univalents, 2.34 rod and 5.24 ring
bivalents (7.58 total bivalents), 0.74 trivalents and 0.10
quadrivalents. The amount of pairing in the hybrid and
particularly that of trivalent cnfiguraton was much less than
expected in the case of three fully homologous St genomes.
Hence, either the two St sugenomes of the hexaploid had
diverged from one another or both had diverged from the St
genome of the diploid.

In the F1 tetraploid hybrid (genome StStEeEe) between
Elymus libanoticus (genome StSt) and E. hispidus
(=Thinopyrum intermedium; genome StStEeEeEeEe) Wang

(1989) observed at first meiotic metaphase an average of
6.68 univalents, 4.96 rod and 3.66 ring bivalents (8.62 total
bivalents), 1.06 trivalents, 0.20 quadrivalents and 0.03
pentavalents. These data show that, in addition to the
autosyndetic pairing in the form of bivalents between the Ee
subgenomes, the presence of multivalents indicates some
allosyndetic pairing between St and Ee chromosomes,
indicating that the two genomes are related.

Crosses with Other Triticineae Species
Studies of meiotic chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids
between diploid Agropyron cristatum (genome PP) and
several different diploids species of Elymus with St genome
(genome of all hybrids was PSt), showed that the two gen-
omes, P and St, are related (Wang 1985a, 1986, 1987a, b,
1988, 1989, 1990, 1992; Wang et al. 1985). Size differences
between Agropyron (large) and St genome Elymus (small)
chromosomes facilitated interpretation of chromosome
pairing in the F1 hybrids. The average chromosome pairing
at first meiotic metaphase of the diploid hybrid A. cristatum
x E. libanoticus included 7.71 univalents, 2.77 bivalents,
0.22 trivalents, 0.01 quadrivalents and 0.01 pentavalents
(Wang 1986), while that between A. cristatum and E. stip-
ifolius displayed a similar amount and pattern of pairing
(Wang 1985a). These pairing data indicate allosyndetic
pairing between the homoeologous chromosomes of the two
genomes, demonstrating a close relation between the St and
the P genomes.

Meiotic chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid Elymus
spicatus (genome StSt) x Secale strictum (genome RR)
exhibited an average of 12.97 univalents, 0.49 bivalents and
0.01 trivalent (Wang 1987b). The F1 hybrid Agropyron.
mongolicum x S. strictum, which had the PR genome,
showed an average of 12.86 univalents, 0.51 bivalents, 0.03
trivalents and 0.004 quadrivalents. The hybrid between Ely-
mus spicatus and A. mongolicum (genome StP) had a mean
configuration of 8.05 univalents, 2.86 bivalents, 0.07 triva-
lents and 0.01 quadrivalents. All hybrids were sterile. The
meiotic pairings of these hybrids indicated that chromosome
homology between the St and P genomes is higher than
between St and R and between P and R. The degree of
meiotic pairing in the E. spicatus x A. mongoicum hybrid was
similar to those in other diploid hybrids bearing the same
genome constitution, i.e., A. cristatum x E. stipifolius and A.
cristatum x E. libanoticus (Wang et al. 1985; Wang 1986).

Following hybridization of the diploid Elymus Stipifolius
(genome StSt) with tetraploid Elymus elongatus (genome
EeEeEeEe), Dvorak (1981a) obtained a triploid hybrid
(genome StEeEe), that exhibited 7.8 univalents, 5.9 biva-
lents and 0.41 trivalents at first meiotic metaphase. This
pattern of pairing was attributed primarily to autosyndesis
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between homologous chromosomes of the Ee genomes.
Stebbins and Pun (1953) had speculated that the Ee and St
genomes might be variations of the same basic genome, yet
the hypothesis was contradicted by Dvorak’s (1981a) data,
which showed that the Ee and St genomes are distinctly
different.

Wang (1989) crossed Elymus libanoticus (genome StSt)
with the tetraploid cytotype of Agropyron cristatum (gen-
ome PPPP) and observed an average meiotic pairing profile
of 11.30 univalents, 3.40 rod and 1.50 ring bivalents (4.90
total bivalents) in the resulting triploid hybrid. Most pairing
in this triploid hybrid was autosyndetic, indicating a diffi-
culty in learning about the relationship between two gen-
omes when one of the genomes exists in two doses.

Interpretation of chromosome pairing in St-Elymus and
Agropyron hybrids is aided by size differences between the
Agropyron (large) and St-Elymus (small) chromosomes.
Chromosomes of autotetraploid Elymus spicatus (genome
StStStSt) paired only rarely with chromosomes of diploid
Agropyron cristatum (genome PP) in their triploid hybrids
(StStP) (Dewey 1964). In the tetraploid hybrids (PPStSt) of
A. desertorum (genome PPPP) and tetraploid E. spicattus
(genome StStStSt), all chromosome pairing was attributed to
autosyndesis between the PP and StSt genomes (Dewey
1967). Wang et al. (1985) crossed Agropyron desertorum
(2n = 4x = 28; genome PPPP) with the autotetraploid
cytotype of Elymus stipifolius (2n = 4x = 28; genome
StStStSt). The tetraploid hybrid averaged 3.09 bivalents,
most of which resulted from autosyndetic pairing between
the P or the St genomes (Wang et al. 1985). In this tetraploid
hybrid, because of the presence of homologous chromo-
somes, the P genome chromosomes rarely paired with the St
genome chromosomes.

Wang (1989) used the mean C-values (the ratio between
the number of chiasmata and the number of chromosome
arms) to assess the relationships between genomes in diploid
hybrids of the perennial Triticeae. He found that a C-value of
0.55 in diploid hybrids can serve as a critical value (in
conjunction with other evidence, e.g., karyotype character-
istics) to separate intergenomic from intragenomic diver-
gence. Using this rule, he found that the Secale R genome,
the Hordeum H genome and the Psathyrostachys N genome
are distinct from each other and from other Triticeae gen-
omes (C-values 0.03–0.17), while the St, Ee, Eb, and P
genomes show considerable homoeology (C-values 0.24–
0.36). Thus, the Eb and St genomes, despite considerable
differences in total genome size (Hsiao et al. 1986), show
considerable homoeology, with a mean C-value of 0.35 in
the diploid hybrid between them (Wang 1989). Similar
homoeology was recorded by Liu and Wang (1993) in the
triploid hybrids (genomes StStEb and StEeEe).

5.2.3 E. elongatus (Host) Runemark (Based on Ee
Genome)

5.2.3.1 Species Description
Elymus elongatus [syn. Triticum elongatum Host; Agropy-
ron elongatum (Host) Beauv.; Agropyron elongatum
subsp. scirpeum; Elytrigia elongata (Host) Nevski;
Lophopyrum elongatum (Host) Á. Löve; Thinopyrum elon-
gatum (Host) D. R. Dewey] is a perennial, caespitose, 30–
100 cm high, with robust, glabrous culms, 10–25 cm long
lax and erect spikes, tough rachis, 10–25 mm long solitary
spikelets on each rachis node, sometimes two spikelets on
one node, with 6–13 (9–25) awnless florets, glumes shorter
than spikelet, 6–8 mm, 5–9 veined, without keels, 7–10 mm
long, keeled lemma, keeled palea, 4–4.5 mm long anthers,
caryopsis with adherent pericarp. The rachilla is fragile and
disarticulates above the glumes and beneath each floret
(floret-type disarticulation). This type of seed dispersal is
characteristic of the Arctic-Temperate group and especially
of species of Elymus.

The cytotaxonomy of E. elongatus was studied by several
researchers, e.g., Peto (1930), Simonet (1935), Cauderon
(1958, 1966), Schulz-Schaeffer and Jurasits (1962),
Schulz-Schaeffer et al. (1971), Evans (1962), Runemark and
Heneen (1968) Heneen (1972), Heneen and Runemark
(1972, 1977), and Luria (1983), who showed that E. elon-
gatus comprises a polyploid complex of diploid, tetraploid,
octoploid, and decaploid taxa (Table 5.1). The diploid and
decaploid taxa are well documented in the literature and
evidence desmonstrates that the autotetraploid taxon also
belongs to this group (Heneen and Runemark 1972). Hex-
aploid chromosome number was also found in material
collected from Istria (Heneen and Runemark unpubl.).
Schulz-Schaeffer and Jura (1967) reported the existence of
hexaploid types in plants collected from Turkey. However,
this hexaploid was not recognized as a valid subspecies. In
addition to the diploid and tetraploid subspecies, an octo-
ploid subsp. of Elongatus, subsp. turcicus (P. E. McGuire)
Melderis, from Turkey, was described (McGuire 1984).
Thus, it appears that the Elymus elongatus complex is rep-
resented in nature by types that form a complete polyploid
series, ranging from diploids to decaploids.

Several authors described variants of this species as
separate species or as subordinate taxa. Since the morpho-
logical differences between these taxa are not clear, Melderis
(1980) recognized only two taxa that merit the subspecies
status, namely, subsp. elongatus, a diploid, and subsp. pon-
ticus, a decaploid. Later, Melderis (1985a) recognized an
additional subspecies, subsp. turcicus (P. E. McGuire)
Melderis, an octoploid taxon. Heneen and Runemark (1972)
included an autotetraploid taxon from Cyprus and the
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Aegean islands in E. elongatus as ssp. flaccidifolius.
Breton-Sintes and Cauderon (1978) classified an accession
from Sicily of Heneen and Runemark (1972) autotetraploid
subspecies as Agropyron elongatum (Host) ssp. scirpeum (C.
Presl.) Cifferi et Giacom. The taxon ssp. flaccidifolius was
elevated by Melderis (1978) to the specific rank Elymus
flaccidifolius (Boiss. & Heldr.) Melderis. However, since
there are only minor morphological differences (mainly
quantitative) between this species and other autotetraploids
of E. elongatus, it is more appropriate to classify it, along
with all the other autoetraploids of E. elongatus, as a sub-
species of elongatus. Hence, in this book, all the autote-
traploid taxa of E. elongatus (=Agropyron elongatum var.
flaccidifolium Boiss. & Heldr.; Agropyron flaccidifolium
(Boiss. & Heldr.) Candargy; Elymus flaccidifolius (Boiss. &
Heldr.) Melderis; Agropyron elongatum Host subsp. scir-
peum (C. presl.) Ciferri & Giacom.; Lophopyrum scirpeum
(C. Presl) Á. Löve; Thinopyrum scirpeum (Presl) D.
R. Dewey; Agropyron scirpeum C. Presl; Elytrigia scirpea
(C. Presl) Holub) are referred to as Elymus elongatus (Host)
Runemark ssp. flaccidiffolius (Boiss. & Heldr.) Runemark,
and were grouped together as one subspecies.

The diploid and the tetraploid subspecies of E. elongatus
exhibit wide morphological variation in the number of spi-
kelets per spike, number of florets per spikelet, hairiness, and
plant color. The decaploid subspecies, subsp. ponticus,
exhibits wider variation than subsp. elongatus and
flaccidifolius.

E. elongatus is found in all parts of the Mediterranean
basin, in southwestern, southeastern, and eastern Europe, in
North Africa, and the Middle East, Caucasus, western Asia,
and Arabia. It was introduced or invaded Australasia, South
America, and North America. It is a Mediterranean element
(chorotype) and grows among Mediterranean plant com-
munities. This species grows in salt marshes and near salty
springs and is salt tolerant (Moxley et al. 1978; Dewey 1960;
McGuire and Dvorak 1980).

5.2.3.2 Ssp. elongatus (2n = 2x = 14)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
E. elongatus (Host) Runemark subsp. elongatus [Agropyron
elongatum (Host) Beauv.; Lophopyrum elongatum (Host) Á.
Löve; Thinopyrum elongatum (Host) D.R. Dewey] is a
diploid subspecies with tall stems (50–80 cm high); 10–
25 cm long spikes, with 9–26 spikelets per spike, internodes
at the base of the spike as long as the spikelets; 10–17 mm
long spikelets with 7–8 florets, usually one spikelet at each
rachis node, 7–10 mm long glumes with 5–9 veins, where
the lower glume is shorter (about 2/3–3/4) than the lower
floret, 9–10 mm long lemmas, 4–4.5 mm long anthers and
4 mm long caryopsis (Fig. 5.1b).

Subsp. elongatus grows in the Mediterranean basin. In
Israel, the diploid taxon grows in the Coastal Plain from the
Shfela (Einot Gibton) and northwards (Acre plain). It grows
in salt marshes, near salty springs and on maritime sands,
from sea level to 100 m a.s.l., throughout the range of the
species. These saltmarsh habitats are characterized by high
underground water that forms floods in the winter and salty
soil with salty crust in the summer. The subspecies also
grows on sandy soils near river mouths, on silt near river’s
banks or springs or on clay soil. When growing in wet soils,
the amount of annual rainfall is not a limiting factor.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Matsumura and Sakamoto (1956), Cauderon (1958), Evans
(1962), Schulz-Schaeffer and Jurasits (1962), Runemark and
Heneen (1968), Heneen (1972) and Luria (1983) described the
karyotype of the diploid subspecies. The karyotype is sym-
metric, consisting of four metacentric pairs and three
sub-metacentric pairs. The differences in length and arm ratio
among the chromosomes of this subspecies are relatively
small (Dvorak and Knott 1974). However, the homologous
chromosomes can be visually identified (Evans 1962). Two
chromosome pairs have satellites, with one metacentric pair
carrying a large satellite and one sub-metacentric pair bearing
a small satellite. The constrictions between the satellites and
the chromosome arms carrying them are the nucleolar orga-
nizing regions (NORs). The NORs contain a set of argy-
rophilic proteins which are selectively stained by silver. After
silver staining, the NORs can be easily identified as black dots
that are called Ag-NORs. Thus, in agreement with the number
of satellite (SAT)-chromosomes mentioned above, four
Ag-NORs are regularly observed in somatic cells of diploid E.
elongatus (Lacadena et al. 1984). Giemsa C-banding analysis
of the chromosomes of several accessions of this subspecies
revealed small terminal and interstitial bands and a minimal
C-band polymorphism (Endo and Gill 1984).

Heneen and Runemark (1972) observed karyotype dif-
ferences between plants of ssp. elongatus collected from
different locations, the major difference lying in the
appearance of the SAT-chromosomes. Runemark and Hen-
een (1968), comparing the karyotype of subsp. elongatus
with that of diploid E. farctu (genome EbEb), found that the
two karyotypes resemble one another, but the chromosomes
of E. elongatus are somewhat smaller than those of E.
farctus. In addition, differences in morphology of the
SAT-chromosomes exist between the two taxa (Heneen
1962); the pair with large satellites in E. elongatus has more
median centromeres than the equivalent pair in E. farctus.
The constriction in this SAT-chromosome divides the short
arm in E. elongatus into two unequal parts, with the part
proximal to the centromere being longer than the satellite,
which is not the case in E. farctus.
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Chromosomal pairing at meiosis in the diploid subspecies
is regular (0.08–0.15 univalents and 6.92–6.95 bivalents per
meiocyte; 12.04–12.86 chiasmata/cell (Cauderon 1958;
Luria 1983). However, in accordance with the karyological
observations, meiotic analysis of several inter-varietal
hybrids showed the existence of structural heterozygosity
among several accessions of this subspecies (Heneen and
Runemark 1972). Similarly, in one inter-varietal cross, Luria
(1983) observed a quadrivalent, suggesting the existence of a
reciprocal translocation between the two accessions. These
findings may indicate the occurrence of initial steps of
karyotype divergence among and within accessions of the
diploid subspecies of E. elongatus.

Crosses with Other Triticineae Species

Crosses with Diploids Species
Cross of Elymus farctus ssp. bessarabicus (genome EbEb),
as female, with E. elongatus ssp. elongatus (genome EeEe)
was successful, while the reciprocal cross failed (Wang
1985a). Karyotypes of mitotic chromosomes in the parental
species revealed that three of the seven chromosomes in the
Eb and Ee genomes were similar in length and arm ratio.
Meiosis in the F1 hybrids substantiated this observation, but
four chromosomes had undergone some structural rear-
rangements such as reciprocal translocations (Wang 1985b).
Chromosomal pairing at meiotic first metaphase of the F1
hybrid averaged 2.68 univalents, 4.68 bivalents, 0.27 triva-
lents, 0.27 quadrivalents, and 0.01 pentavalents (Wang
1985b). The F1 hybrids were completely sterile upon
self-pollination. From the relatively high pairing, Wang
(1985a) concluded that the Eb and Ee genomes are closely
related, supported the transfer of Lophopyrum elongatum to
the genus Thinopyrum, as was suggested by Dewey (1984),
as opposed to keeping them as two separate genera, as
suggested by Löve (1984). GISH studies substantiated this
conclusion by showing that genomes Ee and Eb are closely
similar in their repetitive DNA (Kosina and Heslop-Harrison
1996).

Considering the suppression of pairing by the Ph1 gene
that inhibits homoeologous pairing between the chromo-
somes of ssp. bessarabicus and ssp. elongatus in the
tri-generic hybrid with durum wheat (genome ABEbEe),
Jauhar (1988, 1990a, b) argued that the genomes Eb and Ee
are homoeologues rather than homologues and should be
assigned distinct genome symbols (J and E, respectively).

Jauhar et al. (2004) later analyzed chromosomal pairing in
meiosis of the tri-generic hybrids between durum wheat, with
and without the Ph1 gene, and the amphidiploid E. farctus
ssp. bessarabicus-E. elongatus ssp. elongatus. Meiotic

chromosome pairing was studied using both conventional
staining and fluorescent genomic in situ hybridization
(fl-GISH). As expected, the Ph1-intergeneric hybrids (gen-
ome ABEbEe) showed low chromosome pairing (23.86% of
the total chromosome complement paired), whereas 49.49%
of the trigeneric hybrids without Ph1 showed pairing.
Fl-GISH analysis provided insight to the study of the speci-
ficity of chromosome pairing: wheat with Elymus (AB with
Ee and/or Eb), wheat with wheat (A with B), or E. elongatus
with E. farctus (Ee with Eb). The analysis revealed that
without the Ph1 gene in the tri-generic hybrid, there were
3.97 chiasmata/cell between chromosomes of the Eb and Ee
genomes, 2.29 chiasmata/cell between wheat chromosomes,
and 2.6 chiasmata/cell between wheat–Elymus chromo-
somes. Thus, the two E genomes are more closely related to
each other than A and B to one another.

Similarly, Forster and Miller (1989) reported that the
chromosomes of ssp. bessarabicus and subsp. elongatus
rarely paired in the presence of the Ph1 gene, i.e., in the
hybrid between the two amphiploids Triticum aestivum-
diploid E. farctus x T. aestivum–diploid E. elongatus.
However, they concluded that, because of the relative high
frequency of pairing between chromosomes of these two
species at the diploid level, their genomes warrant a common
genome symbol. Yet, since the two genomes do not pair in a
wheat genetic background, their differentiation should also
be indicated. Therefore, Forster and Miller (1989) proposed
that the genome symbol of E. elongatus be E and that of
ssp. besarabicus Eb, as suggested by Dvorak (1981a) and
McGuire (1984).

Crossess with other Triticeae diploids revealed very little
homology. Dvorak (1981b) succeeded in crossing Aegilops
tauschii (=Ae. squarrosa) with ssp. elongatus, while crosses
between ssp. elongatus and Ae. speltoides or Triticum
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides (=T. boeoticum), were not
successful. Mean chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of the diploid hybrid yielded 10.7 univalents, 1.5
(0–5) bivalents, 0.027 trivalents per cell, indicating a certain
degree of homoeology between the genomes of the two
species (Dvorak 1981b). The F1 hybrid plants were sterile,
with very low pollen fertility.

Crosses with Tetraploid Species
Cauderon (1958) and Cauderon and Saigne (1961) crossed
the allotetraploid Elymus farctus ssp. boreo-atlanticus
(=Agropyrum junceum boreo-atlanticum) (genome EbE-
bEeEe) with Elymus elongatus ssp. elongatus (genome
EeEe) and studied chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of the triploid F1 hybrid (genome EbEeEe).
Meiotic pairing showed 3.40 univalents, 4.50 bivalents, 2.76
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trivalents, and 0.08 quadrivalents. From the relatively high
frequency of trivalents at the hybrid meiosis, they concluded
that the Eb and Ee genomes are closely related. A similar
conclusion was drawn following karyotype analysis (Caud-
eron 1958).

When diploid E. elongatus was crossed with tetraploid
(durum) wheat (genome BBAA) (Jenkins and Mochizuki
1957; Mujeeb-Kazi and Rodriguez 1981), the F1 hybrids
showed very little pairing (0.3–2.6 bivalents per cell), sug-
gesting that in the presence of one dose of Phl, the Ee
genome chromosomes of elongatus showed little, if any,
pairing with those of the subgenomes A and B of durum
wheat. However, the level of chromosomal pairing reported
by Jenkins and Mochizuki (1957), i.e., 2.6 bivalents/cell in
the hybrid durum wheat x diploid E. elongatus was signifi-
cantly higher than expected on the basis of pairing in haploid
durum wheat, i.e., 0.37 bivalents/cell, as reported by Kihara
(1936) and Lacadena and Ramos (1968).

In a later study, Mochizuki (1960, 1962) studied chro-
mosomal pairing between individual E. elongatus chromo-
somes and tetraploid wheat chromosomes in monosomic
addition lines, where single elongatus chromosomes were
added to the durum complement. No chromosome associa-
tions were observed between wheat and elongatus chromo-
somes in three lines, while a high frequency of trivalent
associations was noted in the remaining four lines. From
these results, he concluded that four elongatus chromosomes
are partially homologous to durum chromosomes. However,
Dvorak and Knott (1974) assumed that the trivalents resulted
from translocations between the durum and elongatus
chromosomes that occurred during the production of the
monosomic addition lines and actually, in the presence of
two doses of Ph1 of durum wheat, there was no pairing
between the elongatus and the durum chromosomes. Fol-
lowing this controversy, Ono et al. (1983) re-examined
Mochizuki (1962) durum-elongatus addition lines and found
that apart from 5Ee, no elongatus chromosomes paired with
wheat chromosomes. Evans (1962) found that the nucleolar
of Elymus were suppressed in the amphiploid Triticum
durum-diploid Elymus elongatus by the durum NORs.

Crosses with Hexaploid Species
The F1 hybrid between hexaploid wheat (BBAADD) and
diploid E. elongatus (EeEe) exhibited very little chromoso-
mal pairing at meiosis (Jenkins 1957). A low level of pairing
between Ee genome chromosomes of diploid E. elongatus
and those of common wheat was also observed in elongatus
addition lines to common wheat (Dvorak and Knott 1974).
Study of pairing of single diploid E. elongatus chromosomes
with common wheat chromosomes in monosomic addition
lines, in the presence of two doses of the homoeologous-
pairing suppressor Ph1, showed that elongatus chromo-
somes do not pair with wheat chromosomes, with the

exception of chromosome IV [assigned later to homoeolo-
gous group 3, and designated 3Ee by Dvorak (1980)], that
very rarely paired with a wheat chromosome (Dvorak and
Knott 1974). The researchers thus concluded that elongatus
genomes did not play any role in the evolution of the
polyploid series of Aegilops and Triticum.

When ten ditelosomic addition lines, comprising of
diploid E. elongatus telosomes added to the common wheat
complement, were crossed to Aegilops speltoides, that sup-
presses the activity of the Ph1 gene, all ten elongatus telo-
somes paired with common wheat chromosomes (Dvorak
1979). But, because this pairing only occurred when Ph1
was not active, Dvorak concluded that none of the ten
elongatus-chromosome arms has a homologous partner
among the three common wheat subgenomes A, B, and D,
and the involved speltoides genome.

Likewise, in crosses between elongatus substitution lines,
where the activity of Ph1 was suppressed, elongatus chro-
mosome 6Ee paired, to some extent (4.6%), with wheat
chromosomes of homoeologous group 6 (Dvorak 1979).
Similarly, pairing between elongatus and wheat chromo-
somes was also observed by Johnson and Kimber (1967),
Dvorak (1979, 1981b), and Sears (1973) in hybrids between
elongatus and common wheat, when the Ph1 gene of wheat
was suppressed or absent.

If the interpretation of these data, as well as that of
Jenkins and Mochizuki (1957) on pairing in the hybrid T.
durum x diploid E. elongatus, is correct, then there must be
considerable homology between Elymus elongatus and
common wheat chromosomes. However, Dvorak and Knott
(1974) assumed that this degree of pairing does not result
from chromosomal homology but, rather, from the presence
of E. elongatus genes that promote homoeologous pairing.
Indeed, Dvorak and Knott (1974) found that chromosome IV
(designated later 3Ee by Dvorak 1980) and chromosome I
(1Ee; Dvorak 1980) increased significantly the pairing of
wheat chromosomes, i.e., they carry genes that promote
pairing of homoeologous chromosomes. If this is the case,
then, the pairing reported by Jenkins and Mochizuki (1957)
between elongatus and durum wheat chromosomes, resulted
presumably from homoeologous pairing between chromo-
somes of the A and B subgenomes of durum in addition to
that between elongatus and durum.

Dvorak (1987) assumed that genes promoting or sup-
pressing pairing of homoeologous chromosomes are ubiq-
uitous among Triticeae diploid species. To identify such
genes in diploid E. elongatus, he crossed common wheat
lines with added or substituted E. elongatus chromosomes
with Hordeum bulbosum to obtain haploids, and with Tri-
ticum urartu to obtain interspecific hybrids. Studies of
chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in the
resulting haploids and hybrids and in the parental addition
and substitution lines revealed genes affecting homologous
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or homoeologous chromosome pairing. Genes promoting
pairing were found on the short and long arms of chromo-
some 3Ee, on the short arms of 4Ee and 5Ee, and on chro-
mosome 6Ee of E. elongatus. Genes suppressing pairing of
homoeologous chromosomes were found on the long arms
of chromosomes 4Ee and 7Ee (Dvorak 1987). That may
explain why different results were found when using lines
that may contain different alleles of these pairing genes.

While eight Ag-NORs were observed in many cells of the
amphiploid common wheat–diploid E. elongatus, four on the
wheat chromosomes 1B and 6B and on four on two elon-
gatus chromosomes, in some cells the Ag-NORs of elon-
gatus were suppressed by the wheat chromosomes
(Lacadena et al. 1984).

5.2.3.3 Ssp. flaccidifolius (Boiss. & Heldr.)
Runemark (2n = 4x = 28)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. flaccidifolius [Syn.: Boiss. & Heldr.) Runemaks [Syn.:
Agropyron scirpeum C. Presl; Agropyron scirpeum var.
flaccidifolium Boiss. & Heldr.; Agropyron elongatum var.
flaccidifolium (Boiss. & Heldr.) Boiss. & Heldr.; Agropyron
flaccidifolium (Boiss. & Heldr.) Candargy; Agropyron
elongatum Host ssp. scirpeum (C. Presl.) Ciferri & Giacom.;
Elymus elongatus ssp. flaccidifolius (Boiss. a Heldr.)
Runemark; Elytrigia scirpea (C. Presl) Holub; Lophopyrum
scirpeum (C. Presl) Á. Löve; Thinopyrum scirpeum (C.
Presl) D. R. Dewey} is a perennial caespitose, more or less
glaucous grass with erect culms, 70–115 cm high, with 11–
23 cm long spikes, with 5–17 spikelets per spike, 10–22 mm
long spikelets, with 5–10 florets and glumes with 5–6 veins,
4–6 mm long anther and 5 mm long caryopsis. In several
accessions, two spikelets are located at each rachis node in
the lower part or the center of the spike.

The diploid and tetraploid subspecies of E. elongatus
cannot be morphologically distinguished with certainty,
primarily because they differ mainly in quantitative traits
(Breton-Sintes and Cauderon 1978; Luria 1983). Luria
(1983) found several tetraploid accessions of E. elongatus
ssp. flaccidifolius in Israel, in addition to diploid accessions
of ssp. elongatus. The tetraploid accessions morphologically
resemble the tetraploid subsp flaccidifolius (Breton-Sintes
and Cauderon 1978; Luria 1983). The Israeli tetraploid dif-
fers from the diploid cytotype of ssp. elongatus only in its
somewhat taller plants, shorter flag leaf, larger stomata,
larger pollen grains and longer caryopses.

The tetraploid subspecies grows in the Mediterranean
basin (Heneen and Runemark 1972; Luria 1983; Gabi and
Dogan 2010). In Israel, the tetraploid subspecies grows from
Einot Gibton, Shfela, southwards (was found in Nahal-Zin
springs in the Negev). The distribution of this taxon is

fragmentary and the populations are isolated from one
another. In the salty spring of Einot Gibton, the only site in
Israel where the diploid and the tetraploid subspecies occur
together, the diploid grows near the spring and the tetraploid
in the outer ring (Luria 1983). Hence, the diploid subspecies
can tolerate higher concentrations of salt than the tetraploid
subspecies.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Based on karyomorphological data, Heneen and Runemark
(1972) assumed that the tetraploid subspecies
(2n = 4x = 28; genome EeEeEeEe) is an autotetraploid,
derived from the diploid subspecies by chromosome dou-
bling, or rather, via inter-varietal hybridizations followed by
chromosome doubling. An inter-varietal origin of natural
autopolyploids in different groups of plants is a widespread
phenomenon, as discussed by Stebbins (1950, 1971).

Heneen and Runemark (1972), Breton-sintes and Caud-
eron (1978), and Luria (1983) arranged the chromosomes of
the tetraploid subspecies in seven groups of four. These
groups morphologically correspond to the seven pairs of the
diploid subspecies, supporting the likelihood of an
autopolyploid origin of the tetraploid (Heneen and Rune-
mark 1972; Breton-Sintes and Cauderon 1978). Yet, detailed
karyomorphological studies showed the existence of small
differences between pairs within groups of four (Heneen and
Runemark 1972; Breton-Sintes and Cauderon 1978; Luria
1983). Consequently, it was proposed that this taxon origi-
nated from hybridization between diploid varieties that
underwent some chromosomal divergence and therefore,
possess two partially diverged genomes, namely,
Ee1Ee1Ee2Ee2 (Breton-Sintes and Cauderon 1978).

Chromosome pairing in the F1 triploid hybrid between the
tetraploid and the diploid subspecies, is only slightly lower
than that expected for a hybrid between autotetraploid and its
diploid progenitor (Dvorak 1981b; Charpentier et al. 1986).
The assessment of the homology between the two genomes
of the tetraploid showed that differentiation had occurred in
all chromosome arms that could be tested. From the pairing
frequencies of individual telosomes of the diploid subspecies
of E. elongatus with chromosomes of the tetraploid sub-
species, Dvorak (1981a) concluded that slight differentiation
occurred in every chromosome of the two subspecies. Thus,
both genomes of the tetraploid subspecies appear to be a
slightly modified version of the genome of the diploid
subspecies (Dvorak 1981b).

To account for this genomic divergence, Heneen and
Runemark (1972) suggested that the autotetraploid origi-
nated from hybridization(s) between different diploid lines
whose karyotype underwent some structural chromosomal
differentiation. On the other hand, Dvorak (1981b), Dvorak
and Scheltgen (1973) and Dvorak and McGuire (1981)
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proposed that this differentiation resulted from changes in
nucleotide sequences, rather than chromosomal aberrations
such as inversions, translocations and other structural rear-
rangements. Alternatively, Eilam et al. (2009, 2010) sug-
gested that the tetraploid subspecies underwent some
cytological diploidization at the tetraploid level due to
elimination of DNA sequences from two chromosomes in
each group of four. Indeed, the tetraploid subspecies con-
tained a significantly smaller amount of nuclear DNA (about
10% less) than the expected additive value of the diploid
parent (Eilam et al. 2009, 2010). Also, a newly synthesized
autotetraploid line of E. elongatus, produced by Charpentier
et al. (1986), had significantly less DNA (8.57%) than the
expected additive value (Eilam et al. 2009) (Fig. 5.2). The
similarity in nuclear DNA content between the synthesized
and the natural autotetraploids of E. elongatus indicates that
the reduction in DNA content in the natural autotetraploid
occurred immediately after its production, with only small
changes in genome size over the history of the autote-
traploid. Elimination of DNA sequences from two out of the
four homologous chromosomes in each set of four, or
elimination of sequences from one pair and other sequences
from the second pair, augments the differentiation between
the constituent subgenomes. Hence, the two subgenomes
that became slightly divergent as a consequence of this

pattern of elimination, underwent cytological diploidization.
This reduction in nuclear DNA may lead to exclusive
bivalent pairing between fully homologous chromosomes
and consequently, disomic inheritance. The eliminated
sequences are likely to include those that participate in
homologous recognition and initiation of meiotic pairing.

The chromosomes in other tetraploid Elymus species,
such as E. farctus ssp. boreo-atlanticus (Heneen 1962) and
E. rechingeri (Heneen and Runemark 1962), could not be
grouped into groups of four. These species most likely have
an allopolyploid origin. An autopolyploid origin of the tet-
raploid subspecies of E. elongatus is also indicated by the
occasional formation of quadrivalents at meiosis (Heneen
and Runemark 1972). This conclusion was also supported by
genome analysis; Dvorak (1981b) and Charpentier et al.
(1986) observed extensive pairing at the first meiotic meta-
phase in the triploid hybrid of these two subspecies and
concluded that the three genomes of the triploid (Ee, Ee1,
and Ee2) are closely related.

Meiosis is generally regular in subsp. flaccidifolius
(Heneen and Runemak 1972; Dvorak 1981b; Luria 1983;
Charpentier et al. 1986). For instance, Charpentier et al.
(1986) observed 0.12 univalents, 13.9 bivalents 0.025
quadrivalents; 26.55 chaismata/cell at first meiotic meta-
phase. The majority of the cells had all the chromosomes

Fig. 5.2 Nuclear DNA content
in diploid species and their
polyploid derivatives, natural
(black) and synthetic (gray):
a Diploid and autotetraploid
cytotypes of Elymus elongatus
(taken from Eilam et al. 2009),
and b Diploids, allotetraploid and
allo-auto-hexaploid of Elymus
farctus (taken from the
Angiosperm C-value database
(http://www.rbgkew.org.uk.cval/)
at Kew Botanic Gardens. *The
expected value, for each
polyploid derivative, is the sum of
the observed values of its parents
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paired as ring bivalents, indicating a high degree of
homology within chromosome pairs. Multivalents, repre-
sented mainly by quadrivalents, occurred very rarely. The
preferential bivalent pairing and the rarity of multivalent
pairing in the autotetraploid subspecies, indicate either that
this taxon is an autotetraploid that underwent cytological
diploidization (Eilam et al. 2009, 2010) or that the tetraploid
subspecies is a segmental allopolyploid (Breton-sintes and
Cauderon 1978).

An induced autotetraploid of E. elongatus, produced by
colchicine treatment of a diploid plant, was found morpho-
logically indistinguishable from the natural tetraploid
(Charpentier et al. 1986). The F1 hybrid between the natural
and the induced autotetraploid had almost complete chro-
mosome pairing, with an average of 1.0 univalents, 7.9
bivalents, 2.8 quadrivalents and 23.8 chiasmata per cell,
nearly similar to the chromosomal pairing observed in the
induced autotetraploid parent (Charpentier et al. 1986). This
pairing pattern further supports the autopolyploid nature of
the natural tetraploid subspecies. Because of this slight
genomic divergence, Dvorak (1981a, b) suggested classify-
ing the tetraploid and the diploid taxa in two separate spe-
cies. However, since autotetraploids and their diploid
progenitors are usually included in the same species (Steb-
bins 1950), diploid and tetraploid elongatus are two cyto-
types and were classified as members of a single biological
species (Heneen and Runemark 1972; Breton-Sintes and
Cauderon 1978).

Crosses with Other Triticineae Species
Homology between genomes Eel and Ee2 was also inferred
from the meiotic behavior of the F1 hybrid between tetra-
ploid E. elongatus and common wheat. Despite the presence
of one dose of Phl, the F1 hybrid (2n = 5x = 35; genome
BADEe1Ee2) exhibited at the first meiotic metaphase five to
seven bivalents, interpreted as autosyndetic pairing of
elongatus Eel and Ee2 chromosomes (El Gawas and Khalil
1973; Dvorak 1981b; Sharma and Gill 1983; Charpentier
et al. 1988a). This number of bivalents shows that most, if
not all, chromosomes of the two Ee subgenomes were
involved in pairing. Pairing of the elongatus Ee1 and Ee2
chromosomes in the presence of one dose of the Ph1 gene
indicated that these two genomes still retained their homol-
ogy, further supporting the autoploid nature of tetraploid E.
elongatus.

Indications that genomes Ee1 and Ee2 are closely related
were also reported by Han and Li (1993). In two crossing
combinations, Triticum timopheevii ssp. timopheevii
(2n = 4x = 28; genome GGAA) x tetraploid E. elongatus
and T. turgidum ssp. durum (2n = 4x = 28; genome BBAA)
x tetraploid E. elongatus, chromosome pairing at first mei-
otic metaphase included a mean 9.10 univalents, 9.11

bivalents, 0.20 trivalents and 13.78 univalents, 6.87 biva-
lents, and 0.15 trivalents, respectively (Han and Li 1993).
Since pairing between A and B wheat subgenomes is very
low in haploids of tetraploid wheat containing the Ph1 gene
(Kihara 1936; Lacadena and Ramos 1968), pairing in the
hybrid containing the BAEe1Ee2 genomes was likely due to
autosyndesis between Ee1 and Ee2 chromosomes of tetra-
ploid E. elongataus. Similar homologous relationships were
observd between the two Eb genomes of hexaploid E.
farctus (Charpentier 1992) and between the two Eb genomes
of tetraploid E. farctus (de V Pienaar et al. 1988).

The hybrid formed between tetraploid E. elongatus and
common wheat, with zero dose of Ph1, exhibited a relatively
high degree of autosyndetic pairing between elongatus
two-subgenome chromosomes and between
wheat-subgenome chromosomes and allosyndetic pairing
between wheat and elongatus chromosomes (range of
chromosomal pairing was 9.6–11.2 bivalents and 1.2–1.9
trivalents per cell; quadrivalents, and some pentavalents
were also observed) (Charpentier et al. 1988a). In contrast, a
drastic reduction in pairing was observed in hybrids carrying
one dose of Ph1. Altogether they showed a means 4.6–7.7
bivalents per cell, multivalents were rare. The number of
chiasmata/cell dropped from 19–20 in Ph1-deficient hybrids
to 6–10 in hybrids with one dose of this gene (Charpentier
et al. 1988a).

Ph1-deficient haploid bread wheat was found to form at
first meiotic metaphase 3.2–4.2 bivalents, 0.9–2.0 trivalents
and very few quadrivalents (0.02–0.12) and pentavalents per
cell (Riley 1960). Assuming a similar level of pairing
between the wheat chromosomes in hybrids generated from
the tetraploid subspecies of E. elongatus and Ph1-deficient
bread wheat, then 6–7 bivalents of the observed 9.6–11.2
should be the results of pairing between Eel and Ee2 elon-
gatus chromosomes. The number of quadrivalents and
pentavalents that were observed in these hybrids indicate
allosyndetic pairing. The relatively high level of allosyndetic
pairing in F1 hybrids between tetraploid E. elongatus and
Ph1-deficient bread wheat, and the low level of allosyndetic
pairing in the presence of Ph1, indicates that the subgenomes
of tetraploid elongatum do not have genes that suppresses or
promote homoeologous pairing.

Interestingly, in contrast to the effect of Ph-suppressors or
homoeologous pairing promoters on diploid E. elongatus
(Dvorak 1987), such an effect was not observed in hybrids
between common wheat and tetraploid E. elongatus (Dvorak
1981b).

To determine the chromosomal location of these and
other genes that control pairing in diploid E. elongatus,
disomic addition lines of chromosomes derived from the
diploid subspecies of E. elongatus in the background of
Chinese Spring, were crossed with the tetraploid subspecies
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of E. elongatus, and pairing was then compared to those
observed in hybrids between Chinese Spring and tetraploid
E. elongatus, whose Ee1 and Ee2 chromosomes were pre-
viously defined as homologues (Charpentier et al. 1986,
1988a). The resultant F1 hybrids (2n = 5x = 36), each car-
rying three doses of a given elongatus chromosome, enabled
evaluation of the effect of each elongatus chromosome on
pairing of homologues (Eel with Ee2) and homoeologues
(A, B, D, and Ee). The study of chromosomal pairing in
these hybrids enabled classification of the elongatus chro-
mosomes into those that suppress (6Ee), promote (5Ee, 3Ee,
and possibly also 1Ee), or have no effect on pairing (4Ee).
The effect of chromosomes 2Ee and 7Ee was not studied.
Chromosomes 5Ee and 3Ee differed in their effect on the
degree and pattern of chromosome pairing, namely, the
effect of 5Ee was stronger than that of 3Ee. Pairing analysis
in such addition lines and in substitution lines, in their
haploid derivatives and in hybrids between these lines and
Triticum urartu, led Dvorak (1987) to allocate genes that
promoted homologous or homoeologous pairing to chro-
mosome arms 3EeS, 3EeL, 4EeS, 5Eep and to chromosome
6Ee of diploid E. elongatus. Genes suppressing homoeolo-
gous pairing were allocated to chromosome arms 4EeL and
7Eeq. In accord with Charpentier et al. (1988b), chromo-
somes 3Ee and 5Ee of diploid elongatus promoted homoe-
ologous pairing.

In the presence of an extra dose of chromosome 6Ee of
elongatus, the number of bivalents per cell was reduced,
indicating suppression of pairing between the Eel and Ee2
chromosomes (Charpentier et al. 1988b), bringing Charp-
entier et al. to conclude that chromosome 6Ee of diploid E.
elongatus carries gene(s) that inhibit(s) pairing or chiasma
formation. This is in contrast to the finding of Dvorak
(1987), who assigned a pairing-promoting effect to this
chromosome. Chromosome 4E had no effect on pairing in
hybrids with wheat (Charpentier et al. 1988b). This is in
accord with Dvorak (1987), who reported pairing suppres-
sion by the long arm of chromosome 4Ee, but assumed the
presence of a pairing promoter on the short arm of 4Ee, thus
accounting for the lack of pairing effect by the entire 4E
chromosome. He also found a suppressive effect of chro-
mosome arm 7Eq, a chromosome arm that was not studied
by Charpentier et al. (1988b).

Charpentier et al. (1988b) also studied chromosome
pairing at first meiotic metaphase in hybrids between the
bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring and a synthetic autote-
traploid line derived from diploid E. elongatus. The hybrids
exhibited a high level of homoeologous pairing. Apparently,
the genome of the diploid, from which the autotetraploid was
synthesized, promoted pairing even in the presence of Phl.
A similar effect was reported for gene(s) derived from
another diploid accession of E. elongatus (Dvorak 1981b).

Promotion of homoeologous pairing by diploid E. elongatus
was also observed in an amphiploid between allotetraploid E.
farctus (subsp. boreali-atlanticus; genome EbEbEeEe) and
diploid E. elongatus (genome EeEe) (Yvonne Cauderon,
personal communication). The amphiploid had genome
(EbEbEeEeEeEe). While tetraploid and hexaploid E. farctus
exhibited mostly bivalents at meiosis, the amphiploid had
several multivalents per cell, mostly quadrivalents but also
some hexavalents. Evidently, in this amphiploid, genome Ee
of dipoid E. elongatus promoted pairing between the
homologues Ee genomes and between homoeologues Eb
with Ee genoes. Three different accessions of diploid E.
elongatus were found to promote homoeologous pairing: the
accession used by Jenkins (1957) to produce the initial hybrid
from which Dvorak and Knott (1974) derived their disomic
addition lines, an accession from south France used by
Cauderon in the cross with the tetraploid form of E. farctus
and the Israeli accession, from which the induced autote-
traploid was derived. Thus, the ability to promote homoeol-
ogous pairing may be a common feature of many accessions
of diploid E. elongatus. Promotion of homoeologous pairing
in the presence of Phl was described in several diploid Trit-
icinae, viz. Aegilops speltoides (Riley 1960; Riley et al. 1961;
Dvorak 1972), Amblyopyrum muticum (Riley 1966a, b;
Dover and Riley 1972), Ae. longissima (Mello-Sampayo
1971b), Secale cereale (Riley et al. 1973; Lelley 1976;
Dvorak 1977) and Dasypyrum villosum (Blanco et al. 1988b)
(Table 5.2). However, chromosomal allocation of the pro-
moters was only determined in rye (Lelley 1976) and in E.
elongatus (Dvorak 1987; Charpentier et al. 1988b). In rye
(Lelley 1976) chromosome 3R, and possibly also 5R, 4R, and
7R, were found to carry genes that promote homoeologous
pairing in hybrids with wheat. This finding corresponds to the
allocation of pairing promoters in diploid E. elongatus
(Dvorak 1987; Charpentier et al. 1988b); the genes of 3Ee
and 5Ee are presumably homoeoalleles to those of rye (Lelley
1976), as well as to those of homoeologous groups 3A, 3B
and 3DL and 5A, 5D, and 5BS in bread wheat (Sears 1976).

5.2.3.4 Ssp. turcicus (P. E. McGuire) Melderis
(2n = 8x = 56)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. turcicus [=Elytrigia turcica P. E. Maguire; Elytrigia
elongata ssp. turcica (P. E. McGuire) Valdés & H. Scholz;
Elytrigia pontica ssp. turcica (P. E. McGuire) Jarvie &
Barkworth; Lophopyrum turcicum (P. E. McGuire) McGuire
ex Löve; Thinopyrum turcicum (P. E. Maguire) Cabi &
Dogan], is a perennial caespitose, more or less glaucous
grass with erect culms, 70–115 cm high, with 10–20 cm
long spikes, spikelets with 7–9 florets and glumes with 7–9
veins. Anthers are 2.5–3.5 mm long.
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Within the polyploid complex of E. elongatus, ssp. tur-
cicus most resembles the decaploid ssp. ponticus. It differs
from ponticus by the laxer leaves, less prominent ligules,
more rounded apex of glumes, lack of hairs inside the
glumes at the apex, smaller anthers, and in chromosome
number (McGuire 1983). Although morphologically similar,
the octoploid and the decaploid taxa were treated as separate
species by McGurie (1983), but Melderis (1978), Dewey
(1984), and Moustakas (1989) considered the morphological
differences between the two taxa insufficient for separation
on the specific level and consequently, classified them as two
subspecies.

This subspecies distributes in Thassos Island, Greece
(Moustakas 1993), Turkey, Georgia, and northern Iran
(Jarvie 1992). It grows on dry calcareous, saline land from
sea level to dry and saline mountain habitats, 1800 m above
sea level, in low rainfall areas.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Chromosome counts in accessions of Elymus elongatus from
eastern Turkey and northern Iran, showed the presence of
octoploid plants with 2n = 8x = 56 (Lorenz and Schulz-
Schaeffer 1964; Sculz-Schaeffer et al. 1971; McGuire 1983),
implying that the octoploids are not just sporadic individu-
als, arising in populations with other ploidy levels, but
represent established populations (McGuire 1983).

Moustakas (1993) performed computer-aided karyotype
analysis and found that the karyotype of the octoploid taxon
is asymmetric, namely, it is composed of 10 metacentric
chromosome pairs, 15 sub-metacentric chromosome pairs
and 3 sub-telocentric chromosome pairs. Only two chro-
mosome pairs have secondary constrictions, implying that a
number of NORs are inactive in this octoploid.

All the chromosomes pairs of the octoploid can be mat-
ched to the chromosome pairs of the decaploid. Only the
sub-telocentric satellited chromosome pairs differ slightly
(Moustakas 1993). Yet, the karyotype analysis (Moustakas
1989, 1991, 1993) indicated that the chromosomes of the
present-day diploid elongatus and those of the octoploid and
decaploid diverged from each other.

Analysis of seed protein polymorphism patterns (Mous-
takas 1989) revealed that the octoploid originated from a
speciation event more recent than that associated with the
decaploid from which it presumably evolved. Moustakas
(1989) found that the patterns of seed-protein electrophoresis
of ssp. turcicus were qualitatively similar to those of
ssp. ponticus.

Taking into consideration the results of the karyotype
analysis, Moustakas (1993) concluded that ssp. turcicus is a
segmental allopolyploid, with genome designation
JjJjJjJjJeJeJeJe. (Genome designations Jj and Je represent
the same genome but with some structural nuances.) On the

other hand, Jarvie (1992) thought that the genome of
subsp. turcicus is EEEEJJJJ is an auto-allo polyploid. Yet, if
subsp. turcicus derived from the decaploid subsp. ponticus,
its genome designation should be EeEeEbEbStStStSt.

5.2.3.5 Ssp. ponticus (Podp) Melderis
(2n = 10x = 70)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. ponticus (commonly known as tall wheatgrass and rush
wheatgrass) [Syn.: Triticum ponticum Podp; Agropyron
elongatum ssp. ponticum (Podp.) Senghas; Agropyron
incrustatum Adamovic; Elymus ponticus (Podp.) N. Snow;
Elytrigia pontica (Podp.) Holub; Elytrigia elongata
ssp. pontica (Podp.) Gamisans; Elytrigia ruthenica (Griseb.)
Prokudin; Lophopyrum ponticum (Podp.) Á. Löve;
Thinopyrum ponticum (Podp.) Barkworth & D. R. Dewey] is
a perennial, caespitose, tall plant with a 50–100 cm high
stem. Its leaves are green or glaucous bluish with flat to
curling blades that are often covered with short, stiff hairs, its
lower sheaths usually ciliate, spikes are 10–35 cm long,
lower internodes are usually much longer than the spikelets,
rachis is not fragile, spikelets are 17–25 mm long, with 8–18
florets, glumes are thick and hardened, and 9–11 mm long,
with 5–7 veins, lemmas are also thick and hardened, and 10–
13 mm long, palea with cilia are seen along the entire length
of keels and anthers are 4–7 mm long. Under certain con-
ditions, this perennial grass can grow up to 2 m tall, and
spikelets up to 3 cm long, each containing up to 12 flowers.

Ssp. ponticus is native to southeastern Europe, Turkey
near the Black Sea and southern Russia. It grows well in dry
and saline habitats, especially alkaline soils, as well as in
disturbed habitats, such as waste ground and roadsides. This
subspecies is found generally 360–1740 m above sea level.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Peto (1930), Simonet (1935), and Vakar (1935) reported that
accessions of E. elongatus from Russia are decaploid, with
2n = 10x = 70 chromosome number. Heneen and Runemark
(1972) superficially described the karyotype of the decaploid
subspecies. The large number of chromosomes rendered it
difficult for them to construct the karyotype and to identify
all the SAT-chromosomes. Generally, chromosome mor-
phology and SAT-chromosome type seemed similar to those
of the diploid and tetraploid subspecies of E. elongatus,
indicating that ssp. ponticus is interrelated to these sub-
species (Heneen and Runemark 1972), supporting the view
that different subspecies of E. elongatus are involved in the
origin of the decaploid subspecies.

On the diploid and tetraploid levels, there is a correlation
between the number of SAT-chromosomes and degree of
ploidy. This correlation is not obvious at the decaploid level,
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Table 5.2 Promoters and suppressors of chromosomal pairing in Triticineae

Species Chromosome or
chromosomal arm

References

Promoters Triticum aestivum 5BS Riley and Chapman (1967), Feldman and Mello-Sampayo (1967),
Dvorak (1976), Cuadrado et al. (1991)

5AS Feldman (1966), Riley et al. (1966), Cuadrado et al. (1991)

5DS Feldman (1966), Riley et al. (1966)

5AL Feldman (1966)

5DL Feldman (1966)

3BL Sears (1954), Kempanna and Riley (1962)

3DL Driscoll (1972), Cuadrado et al. (1991)

3AL Mello-Sampayo (1971a), Mello-Sampayo and Canas (1973)

2AS Sears (1954, 1976), Riley et al. (1960), Ceoloni et al. (1986)

2BS Ceoloni et al. (1986)

2DS Ceoloni et al. (1986)

6A (ph KL) Liu et al. (1997, 2003)

Amblyopyrum
muticum

Riley and Law (1965), Dover and Riley (1972)

Aegilops speltoides 3S (Su1-Ph1), 7S (Su2-Ph1),
5S (QPh.ucd-5S)

Riley et al. (1960), Riley et al. (1961), Dvorak (1972), Dvorak et al.
(2006)

Aegilops longissima Mello-Sampayo (1971a), Feldman (1978)

Aegilops caudata Kihara (1959), Upadhya (1966)

Aegilops
umbellulata

5U Riley et al. (1973)

Aegilops peregrina Driscoll and Quinn (1970), Farooq et al. (1990), Fernandez-Calvin
and Orellana (1991)

Aegilops geniculata McGuire and Dvorak (1982)

Elymus elongatus
2x,

3EeS, 3EeL, 4EeS, 5Eep, Mochizuki (1962), Dvorak (1987), Charpentier et al. (1988b)

Agropyron
cristatum 2x and 4x

1P, 3P, 4PS, 5PL, 6PS Chen et al. (1989, 1992a), Jubault et al. (2006), Jauhar (1992)

Agropyron fragile Ahmad and Comeau (1991)

Dasypyrum
villosum

Blanco et al. (1988b)

Secale cereale 3R Riley et al. (1973), Lelley (1976), Dvorak (1977)

Taeniatherum
caput-medusae

Frederiksen (1994), Jauhar et al. (1991)

Suppressors Triticum aestivum 5BL (Ph1) Riley and Chapman (1958), Sears and Okamoto (1958)

5DL (Ph3) Viegas et al. (1980)

3DS (Ph2) Mello-Sampayo (1971a), Mello-Sampayo and Canas (1973)

3AS Driscoll (1972a), Mello-Sampayo and Canas (1973), Cuadrado et al.
(1991)

3BS Mello-Sampayo (1971a), Miller et al. (1983), Cuadrado et al. (1991)

2DL Ceoloni et al. (1986)

2AL Ceoloni et al. (1986)

2BL Ceoloni et al. (1986)

4D Driscoll (1973)

Elymus elongatus
2x, 4x

4EeL, 6Ee, 7Eeq Dvorak (1987), Charpentier et al. (1988b)
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since the number of the barely detectable SAT-chromosomes
in the decaploid subspecies was not proportional to the
degree of ploidy (Heneen and Runemark 1972).

Up to ten nucleoli were recorded in pre-meiotic cells of
the decaploid subspecies (Schulz-Schaeffer and Jura 1967).
Brasileiro-Vidal et al. (2003), using silver nitrate staining to
determine the number of nucleoli and NORs, revealed 17
AG-NOR sites on mitotic metaphase cells—a number sim-
ilar to that of 45S rDNA detected via FISH. However, the
mean number of nucleoli per interphase nucleus was much
lower; in most cells, the number ranged from four to nine,
indicating that at interphase, the active Ag-NOR sites tend to
coalesce, as suggested by Lacadena et al. (1988).

Li and Zhang (2002) used FISH to study the distribution
of the 18S-5.8S-26S rDNA in the decaploid subspecies and
in its related diploid taxa, E. elongatus ssp. elongatus
(genome EeEe), E. farctus subsp. bessarabicus (genome
EbEb) and E. stipifolius (=Pseudoroegneria stipifolia) (gen-
ome StSt). The distribution of rDNA genes was similar in all
three diploid taxa, i.e., two pairs of loci were observed in
each somatic cell at metaphase and interphase. The first pair
was located near the terminal end and the second in the
interstitial regions of the short arms of a pair of chromo-
somes. The maximum number of major rRNA loci detected
on metaphase spreads of the decaploid subspecies was 20,
which corresponded to the additive sum of that of its pro-
genitors. However, in the decaploid, all of the major loci
were located on the terminal end of the short arms of the
chromosomes. Apparently, the interstitial loci that exist in
the possible diploid donors of genomes to the decaploid,
changed their position during the formation and evolutionary
history of the decaploid. These results suggest that there has
been distinct differentiation between ponticus and its diploid
relatives during the evolutionary process (Li and Zhang
2002). Positional changes of 18S-5.8S-26S rDNA loci
between ssp. ponticus and its candidate genome donors,
indicate that it is almost impossible to find a genome in the
decaploid that is completely identical to that of its diploid
donors (Li and Zhang 2002). The interstitial position is
likely an ancestral trait, whereas the terminal position is
probably a later-derived trait (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995).
During polyploidization of ssp. ponticus, all of the interstitial
loci have been either deleted and novel loci have been
positioned on terminal regions of the chromosomes, or,
alternatively, migrated to terminal positions. A similar phe-
nomenon has been observed in other Triticeae species (Gill
and Apples 1988; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995), although
the exact underlying mechanism remains unknown.

Using FISH to determine the number and position of 45S
and 5S rDNA sites in another accession of ssp. ponticus,
Brasileiro-Vidal et al. (2003) detected both 45S and 5S
rDNA sites on the short arms of 17 chromosomes, while on
three other chromosomes, only the 5S rDNA site was

observed. In ssp. ponticus, the 45S rDNA loci were always
distally located in relation to the 5S rDNA loci. The
occurrence of these sites in 17 instead of 20 chromosomes,
as observed by Li and Zhang (2002), most likely indicates a
reduction in the number of 45S rDNA sites in the accession
used by Brasileiro-Vidal et al. (2003).

In ssp. elongatus, the 5S rDNA sites were associated with
chromosomes 1Ee and, possibly, 5Ee (Scoles et al. 1988;
Dvorák et al. 1989). Considering the distribution of these
sites in diploid elongatus, the chromosomes carrying the 5S
rDNA in the decaploid might also belong to homoeologous
groups 1 and 5 (Brasileiro-Vidal et al. 2003).

Meiosis in the decaploid was less ordered. Cauderon
(1958) observed 1.04 univalents, 19.9 bivalents, and a
number of chain and ring multivalents (0.76 trivalents, 2.71
quadrivalents, 0.81 pentavalents, 0.52 hexavalents, 0.76
heptavalents, 0.19 octovalents, 0.05 ennevalents (=nine
valents), and 0.04 decavalents). Similar patterns of chro-
mosomal pairing were also observed by Zhang et al (1993,
1996) and Muramatsu (1990). The high frequency of mul-
tivalents in the decaploid subspecies may be the results of
the activity of pairing promoters that exist in the ssp. ponti-
cus genome (Zhang et al. 1993, 1995; Cai and Jones 1997).

Genomic relationships between the genomes of ssp. pon-
ticus and its related taxa, have been the subject of several
studies, and, due to chromosome pairing complexity, dif-
ferent genome formulae have been proposed for the dec-
aploid. Peto (1936), assuming that the decaploid is an
auto-allo-polyploid, tentatively assigned the genome formula
AAXXXXYYYY, whereas Matsumura (1949) proposed the
genome formula BBXXXXYYYY. Both researchers
assumed that the A and B subgenomes of Triticum exist in
ssp. ponticus. Muramatsu (1990) and Wang et al. (1991)
concluded from the high frequency of multivalents in pollen
mother cells (PMCs) of both the decaploid and the poly-
haploid of ssp. ponticus, that this taxon contains several
closely related or identical genomes, and therefore, is an
autodecaploid with the genomic formula J1J1J2J2J3J3J4J4J5J5
and JJJJJJJJJJ, respectively. The J genome is from E. farctus
ssp. bessarabicus (currently designated as Eb), is closely
related to the Ee genome of ssp. elongatus and possesses
modified versions of the same basic genome, namely, E
(Forster and Miller 1989; Wang and Hsiao 1989; Wang
1990). Dvorak (1975) and Wang et al. (1991) regarded
ssp. ponticus to be an autodecaploid that behaves as an
allodecaploid, due to a bivalentization system.

Konarev (1979) assumed that the diploid subspecies of E.
elongatus contributed to the karyotype of the decaploid
taxon. Moustakas (1993), based on karyotype analysis,
concluded that ssp. ponticus is a segmental allopolyploid,
with genome formula JjJjJjJjJjJjJeJeJeJe, where genome
designations Jj and Je represent the same genome but with
structural differences. Dvorak (1975, 1981a) showed pairing
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of the chromosomes of diploid elongatus with some of the
chromosomes of the decaploid, but the pairing was poor in
every case, indicating that differentiation of the chromo-
somes had occurred. Consequently, Dvorak (1975) postu-
lated that the decaploid evolved from an ancestral elongatus-
like diploid taxa, by primary and secondary chromosome
doubling of inter-ecotypic or inter-specific hybrids. In
accordance, the karyotype analysis performed by Moustakas
(1989, 1991), indicated that the chromosomes of the
present-day diploid elongatus and those of the decaploid
diverged from one another.

According to Dvorak (1981b), the decaploid appears to
have one group of three closely related genomes and another
group of two closely related genomes. Moreover, he sug-
gested that the chromosomes of the diploid elongatus are
more closely related to the doublet of the decaploid genome
than to the triplet. Thus, Zhang and Dvorak (1990) suggested
the genome designation ExExExExEyEyEyEyEyEy for
subsp. ponticus. Jarvie (1992), assuming that ssp. ponticus is
an auto-allo-polyploid, proposed the genome symbol
EEEEEEJJJJ. Zhang et al. (1996), on the basis of GISH
studies and genome specific markers, also suggested that this
subspecies is an auto-allo-polyploid, but with the genome
symbol StStStStEeEeEbEbExEx, where the St genome is
homologous to the St genome of Elymus stipifolius. More-
over, GISH revealed that the centromeric region might be
the critical area for discrimination between the St and E
subgenomes (either Ee or Eb) in ssp. ponticus. Mitotic cells
of several accessions of ssp. ponticus, when hybridized with
the St probe and blocked by E genomic DNA, had 28
chromosomes strongly hybridized by the St probe at regions
near the centromere (Zhang et al. 1996). When Ee or Eb was
labeled as the probe and St was used as the blocker, all 70
chromosomes were labeled with FITC (fluorescein isothio-
cyanate). However, there were about 28 chromosomes
lacking hybridization signals at the centromeric regions
(Zhang et al. 1996). These consistent results were interpreted
by Zhang et al. (1996) to mean that ssp. ponticus has 28 St
genome chromosomes and 42 E genome chromosomes. The
chromosome pairing data of Wang (1992) and the molecular
studies of Hsiao et al. (1995) showed that the St, Ee, and Eb
genomes are very closely related. The GISH results of Zhang
et al. (1996) also revealed the close relationships between
these three genomes and that GISH cannot distinguish
between Eb and Ee. Taken together, the centromere and the
region nearby may be the critical areas that discriminate the
St from the E genomes in ssp. ponticus.

The 70 chromosomes of ssp. ponticus all fluoresced bright
yellow when probed either with DNA from the Ee genome of
E. elongatus ssp. elongatus or from the Eb genome of E.
farctus ssp. bessarabicus (Chen et al. 1998a, b). This
demonstrated that a substantial affinity exists between these

probes and the subgenomes present in ponticus. Conversely,
no obvious hybridization signal was detected in ponticus
when probing either with DNA from the Ee genome and
blocking with Eb genome DNA, or in the reverse analysis,
using Eb genome DNA as probe and Ee genome DNA as
blocker. Since this is expected when an effective DNA probe
is used to block itself, the results suggest that the Ee and Eb
genomes are closely related to one another and to the chro-
mosomes of ssp. ponticus.

Chen et al. (1998a, b) also performed GISH using geno-
mic DNA probes from E. elongatus ssp. elongatus (genome
Ee), E. farctus ssp. bessarabicus (genome Eb), and E. stri-
gisus (=Pseudoroegneria strigosa) (genome St), to investi-
gate the genomic constitution of ssp. ponticus. Their findings
indicated that the decaploid subspecies had only the two
basic genomes Eb and Ebs (=Js). The Ebs genome of pon-
ticus is homologous with E (Ee and Eb) genomes, but is quite
distinct at the centromeric regions, which strongly hybridize
with the St genomic DNA probe. This may indicate that the
Ebs genome is a modified Eb (=J) genome whose chromo-
somes exchanged St segments via translocations between the
two (Chen et al. 1998a, b). Support of this hypothesis also
came from lack of centromeric hybridization signals upon
hybridization of mitotic chromosomes of the diploid sub-
species of elongatus and farctus with St genome DNA in the
presence of Eb or Ee genome blocker (Chen et al. 1998a, b).
Likewise, mitotic chromosomes of E. strigosus, probed with
Eb genome DNA and blocked with St genome DNA, showed
no hybridization signal. It appears that the chromosomes of
ponticus, which show hybridization affinity with the cen-
tromeres of E. strigosus DNA, were not simply derived from
any of these three diploid species, but rather, have a more
complicated origin (Chen et al. 1998a, b).

Consequently, the group proposed that ssp. ponticus
contains only segments of the St genome rather than any
intact St genome or chromosomes. Based on the GISH
results, namely, that all 70 chromosomes of ssp. ponticus
hybridized extensively with Eb or Ee genome DNA probes,
even in the presence of St genome blocker, Chen et al.
(1998a, b) redesignated the genomic formula of ssp. ponti-
cus as EEEEEEEbsEbsEbsEbs, where E refers to the Ee- or
Eb-type chromosomes closely related to the genomes of
ssp. elongatus and ssp. bessarabicus, respectively, while Ebs
refers to a modified Ee- or Eb-type chromosomes distin-
guished by the presence of St genome-specific sequences
close to the centromere.

The major disagreement between Zhang et al. (1996) and
Chen et al. (1998a, b) centered around the explanation of the
GISH results of ssp. ponticus probed by St genomic DNA
and blocked by E genomic DNA. The St genomic probe
hybridized all 70 chromosomes, but more strongly hybri-
dized with 28 chromosomes at their centromeres and nearby
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regions. In the reverse GISH analysis, these 28 chromo-
somes were also hybridized by the E genomic probe, except
for their centromeric and nearby regions, that were com-
pletely blocked by the St genomic DNA (Zhang et al. 1996).
Zhang et al. opined that the unexpected signals appearing
beyond the probe genome chromosomes were mainly caused
by cross-hybridization between St and E genomes, arising
from their close relationship in ssp. ponticus. Therefore,
Zhang et al. (1996) proposed that the centromeres and
nearby regions might be critical in the discrimination of St
and E genomes.

Li and Zhang (2002) and Liu et al. (2007) accepted this
interpretation, and used StStStStEeEeEbEbExEx as the
genome formula for ssp. ponticus. Accordingly, the candi-
date donors of genomes to ssp. ponticus have been narrowed
down to a few species, including the diploid species of the
genus Elymus, namely, E. elongatus ssp. elongatus, E.
farctus ssp. bessarabicus and E. stipifolius.

Since cytogenetic data indicate that the St, Ee, Eb (=J),
and Ebs (=Js) genomes are very closely related (Wang
1992), the latest genomic designations are consistent with
the earlier autopolyploid designation for these subspecies
(Fedak et al. (2000). The study of Chen et al. (1998a, b)
indicates that ssp. ponticus is not a characteristic autode-
caploid and its five subgenomes are most likely modified
versions of the Eb or Ee genomes. Since 28 chromosomes of
ssp. ponticus containing centromeric region of St chromo-
somes are recombinant chromosomes, they concluded that
ponticus can be regarded as a segmental autodecaploid with
three sets of the E genome (Ee or Eb) genomes plus two sets
of Ebs genome (Chen et al. 1998a, b). In contrast, Zhang
et al. (1996) and Li and Zhang (2002) found that the dec-
aploid is an auto-allo-polyploid containing six Ee genomes
and four St genomes. The existence of multivalents in
meiosis of the decaploid subspecies indicates that interge-
nomic recombination occurs quite frequently in this sub-
species. Therefore, the genomes in the decaploid are
recombinant genomes and differ from those of their donors.

Crosses with Other Triticineae Species
Peto (1936) suggested that the relatively high number of
paired chromosomes in F1 hybrids between Triticum turgi-
dum ssp. dicoccon (2n = 4x = 28; genome BBAA) x Ely-
mus elongatus ssp. ponticus (2n = 10x = 70; genome
EeEeEbEbEbEbStStStSt) indicates homology between some
wheat and E. elongatus chromosomes. Although
B-subgenome chromosomes of wheat occasionally paired
with other chromosomes at first meiotic metaphase of these
F1 hybrids, aceto-carmine Giemsa N-banding analysis of
chromosomes in root tip cells and PMCs of the F1 hybrid
between Triticum aestivum cv. Fukuhoc and ssp. ponticus,

showed that the latter does not contain the B subgenome of
wheat (Zhang et al. 1993).

The average pairing in first meiotic metaphase of the F1
hybrid between tetraploid wheat, Triticum turgidum
subsp. durum and E. Elongatus ssp. ponticus included 14.93
(9–25) univalents, 11.92 (5–18) bivalents, 2.14 (0–5) triva-
lents, 0.54 (0–3) quadrivalents, and 0.42 (0–20) pentavalents
(Zhang et al. 1993). The average chromosome pairing in the
F1 hybrid between hexaploid wheat, Triticum aestivum cv.
Fukuhoc and ssp. ponticus displayed 10.87 (5–19) univa-
lents, 16.40 (6–22) bivalents, 2.78 (0–6) trivalents, 0.55 (0–
3) quadrivalents, and 0.23 (0–3) pentavalents (Zhang et al.
1993). Likewise, the F1 hybrid T. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring x ssp. ponticus had 11.19 (4–17) univalents, 14.73
(7–20) bivalents, 3.12 (0–6) trivalents, 0.67 (0–2) quadri-
valents, and 0.63 (0–2) pentavalents (Zhang et al. 1993). Cai
and Jones (1997) used GISH to distinguish autosyndetic
from allosyndetic pairing in the hybrid between ssp. ponticus
and Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring. Chromosome
pairing in this hybrid occurred mainly among wheat chro-
mosomes and among ssp. ponticus chromosomes, whereas
allosyndetic pairing between wheat and ponticus chromo-
somes was very low. These results showed that the rela-
tionships among T. aestivum subgenomes and among
ssp. ponticus subgenomes are much closer than the rela-
tionship between the subgenomes of the two species. The
higher frequencies of autosyndetic pairing among the chro-
mosomes of ssp. ponticus than among bread wheat chro-
mosomes in the hybrid, indicated that the relationships
between the five subgenomes of ssp. ponticus are closer than
those between the three subgenomes of T. aestivum.

Comparing the observations in aestivum x ponticus to
those in durum x ponticus, shows that adding the D sub-
genome leads to pairing of more than eleven chromosomes.
This may indicate either that ponticus contains gene(s) that
promote homoeologous pairing in the presence of Ph1,
located in several different subgenomes of ponticus (Zhang
et al. 1993, 1995), or that ponticus has a subgenome(s)
related to the D subgenome of bread wheat (Zhang et al.
1993). Cai and Jones (1997) reported relatively high
autosyndetic pairing frequencies among bread wheat chro-
mosomes in the hybrid of subsp. ponticus x Triticum aes-
tivum cv. Chinese Spring. The mean autosyndetic pairing
frequency between wheat chromosomes in the hybrid was
much higher than between those of euhaploids Chinese
Spring with Ph1 (Jauhar et al. 1991). Since this hybrid
carries the Ph1 gene, Cai and Jones (1997) suggested that
ssp. ponticus carries gene(s) that can promote homoeologous
chromosome pairing in the presence of Ph1.

Jauhar (1995) analyzed the F1 hybrid between ssp. pon-
ticus and bread wheat, which proved perennial and
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morphologically resembled the Elymus parent. The hybrid
(2n = 8x = 56; genome EeEbEbStStBAD) showed high
chromosome pairing (average pairing included 9.24 univa-
lents, 6.23 rod- and 11.68 ring-bivalents, 2.07 trivalents,
1.09 quadrivalents, 0.02 pentavalents, and 0.05 hexavalents).
Like Cai and Jones (1997), also Jauhar (1995) suggested that
this high pairing was due to the inactivation of Ph1 by
ssp. ponticus promoters.

Addition lines of bread wheat bearing chromosomes of
diploid E. elongatus, which are homoeologous with wheat
chromosomes of groups 6 and 7, were crossed with addition
lines of bread wheat carrying chromosomes of the decaploid
subspecies of E. elongatus, which are also homoeologous
with wheat chromosomes of groups 6 and 7 (Dvorak 1975).
The chromosomes of the two elongatus subspecies paired
with one another in the presence of the Ph1 gene of common
wheat. Since pairing between diploid E. elongatus and
decaploid E. elongatus chromosomes in the presence of the
Ph1 gene, was generally low, it was suggested that the
chromosomes assigned to the same group are not homolo-
gous, but rather, closely homoeologous (Dvorak 1975). In
contrast to the low pairing between chromosomes of the two
elongatus subspecies in the presence of Ph1, Dvorak (1975)
assumed that these chromosomes could pair quite regularly
in the absence of Ph1.

Johnson and Kimber (1967) produced complex hybrids
bearing 29 chromosomes, including one telocentric chro-
mosome (in different hybrids, different telocentric chromo-
somes represent a different chromosome arm) and twenty
complete chromosomes of T. aestivum (2n = 6x = 42),
seven complete chromosomes of Aegilops. speltoides
(2n = 2x = 14) and one telocentric chromosome derived
from E. elongatus ssp. ponticus, corresponding to homoe-
ologous group 6. The presence of the Ae. speltoides genome
induced pairing between homoeologous chromosomes at
meiosis, even in the presence of Ph1. The elongatus telo-
centric chromosome paired with wheat chromosomes
homoeologous to group 6. There was no evidence that it
paired with chromosomes of any other group.

5.2.4 E. farctus (Viv.) Runemark Ex Melderis
(Based on Eb Genome)

5.2.4.1 Species Description
E. farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex Melderis [Syn. Triticum
farctum Viv.; Triticum junceum L.; Agropyron junceum (L.)
Beauv.; Agropyron junceum ssp. mediterraneum Simonet;
Elytrigia juncea (L.) Nevski; Agropyron farctum (Viv.)
Rothm.; Elymus multinodus Gould; Elymus farctus (Viv.)
Runemark; Elytrigia juncea ssp. mediterranea (simonet)
Hyl.; Thinopyrum junceum (L.) Á. Löve; Thinopyrum
farctum (Viv.) Cabi & Dogan comb. nov.] is rhizomatous,

perennial, with rigid and glabrous 30–60 cm high stems, 2–
5 mm broad, glaucous-green, leaves, densely pubescent on
ribs of upper surface, with no auricles; 15–25 cm long
spikes, fragile rachis (wedge type disarticulation), 5–12
veined and keeled 10–18 mm long glumes, 10–18 mm long
lemmas and 6–12 mm long anthers, Caryopsis with adherent
pericarp, 9.0 mm long.

This species (commonly known as sand couch-grass)
comprises a polyploid complex represented by diploid, tet-
raploid, hexaploid, and possibly also octoploid subspecies,
some of which are not well defined morphologically (Sim-
onet and Guinochet 1938; Heneen 1972, 1977; Cauderon
1979). The diploid (2n = 2x = 14), tetraploid
(2n = 4x = 28), and hexaploid (2n = 6x = 42) subspecies
carry the genomes EbEb, Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2, and Eb1Eb1E-
b2Eb2EeEe (=JJ, J1J1J2J2, and J1J1J2J2EE), respectively
(Cauderon 1958). While the tetraploid subspecies arose as an
autopolyploid whose two genomes underwent some differ-
entiation, it is assumed that the hexaploid was derived from a
cross between the tetraploid subspecies and diploid E.
elongatus (genome EeEe), through alloploidy (Cauderon
1958). The two Eb subgenomes (Eb1 and Eb2) of the tet-
raploid and the hexaploid subspecies are still very closely
related, as is evident by the almost regular autosyndetic
pairing of their chromosomes in hybrids with other poly-
ploid Elymus species (Ostergen 1940a; Cauderon 1958). The
Eb and Ee subgenomes are also related, as demonstrated by
hybrids between tetraploid E. farctus and diploid E. elon-
gatus, which show an average of 2.8 trivalents per cell
(Cauderon and Saigne 1961). In fact, based on the high
frequency of trivalents, Dvorak (1981a, b) and Dewey
(1984) suggested that the Eb and Ee subgenomes be regar-
ded as variations of the same genome. Yet, despite the close
relationship between these subgenomes and the ability of
their corresponding chromosomes to pair with each other,
the hexaploid is characterized by almost complete bivalent
pairing at the first meiotic metaphase; multivalents are rarely
found (Charpentier et al. 1986).

All the subspecies are facultative cross-fertilizing and are
capable of self-fertilization (Melderis 1978; Luria 1983).
Nearly all subspecies possess long-creeping rhizomes,
except for subsp. rechingeri, which grows in tufts on mar-
itime rocks. All subspecies share a common smooth
spike-rachis, readily disarticulating at maturity (wedge-type
disarticulation), long anthers and flat, often convolute leaves,
with densely and minutely hairy prominent ribs.

Simonet (1935) and Simonet and Guinochet (1938) were
the first to notice the intraspecific differentiation of E. farc-
tus. On the basis of karyological, morphological and
chorological studies, they divided E. farctus (then Agropy-
ron junceum (L.) P. Beauv.) into two subspecies: north-
western European (Atlantic) 2n = 28 (named A. junceum
ssp. boreali-atlanticum) and southern European
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(Mediterranean) 2n = 42 (named A. junceum
subsp. mediterraneum). Prokudin (1954) divided Elytrigia
juncea (L.) Nevski (=Agropyron junceum) into three sepa-
rate species: E. juncea (L.) nevski s.str., and E. mediterranea
(simonet et Guinochet) Prokudin, both having a
south-Europe distribution range, and E. junceiformis A. &
D. Löve, occurring in the northern coasts of Europe. How-
ever, Melderis (1978, 1980) transferred the Elytrigia genus
to Elymus and named the species Elymus farctus, which he
then further divided into the following four subspecies:
ssp. boreali-atlanticus, occurring in the northern and western
coasts of Europe, ssp. farctus, occurring in western Europe
and the Mediterranean basin, ssp. bessarabicus and
ssp. rechingerii, occurring in the southern part of Europe.
Hence, Elymus farctus occurs in Europe and the Middle East
and grows in maritime sands, near sea level.

5.2.4.2 Ssp. bessaribicus (Savul. & Rayss) Melderis
(2n = 2x = 14)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. bessaribicus (Savul. & Rayss) Melderis [=Agropyron
bessarabicum Savul. & Rayss; Elytrigia juncea
ssp. bessarabicum (Savul. & Rayss) Tzvelev; Thinopyrum
bessarabicum (Savul. & Rayyss) Á. Löve]) is perennial,
with shortly creeping or absent rhizomes, 50–80 cm high
plants, with rigid, fairly thick, culms, usually not swollen at
base, 15–35 cm long, erect or slightly curved spikes, fragile
rachis, breaking at maturity above each spikelet (wedge type
disarticulation), where rachis internodes are usually longer
than lower spikelets; 10–25 mm long 5–9 flowered spike-
lets, appressed to rachis and laterally compressed, 10–
18 mm long 6–12 veined, asymmetrically keeled, and
unawned glumes, 10–20 mm long unawned lemma, keeled
towards apex, and 10–12 mm long anthers.

Ssp. bessaribicus distributes in coasts of the Black Sea
from Bulgaria to Crimea, Sea of Azov, Aegean and N.E.
Mediterranean Sea. Corotype of subspecies is Mediter-
ranean. Habitat: Seashores, sandy soil or sandy loam.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Cauderon (1958), Moustakas and Coucoli (1982), and
Moustakas (1993) studied the chromosome number and
karyotype of ssp. bessarabicus. All accessions studied had
2n = 2x = 14, with a symmetric karyotype, consisting of four
metacentric pairs and three sub-metacentric pairs. Two
chromosome pairs are SAT-chromosomes, one metacentric
pair carries a large satellite and one sub-metacentric pair has a
small satellite. The karyotype of ssp. bessarabicus is similar
to the karyotype of diploid E. elongatus (Cauderon 1958;
Runemark and Heneen 1968; Moustakas and Coucoli 1982;
Wang 1985b; Hsiao et al. 1986). Yet, the chromosomes of E.

farctus are larger than those of E. elongatus and differences in
morphology of the SAT-chromosomes exist between the two
taxa (Heneen 1962); the pair with large satellites in E.
elongatus has more median centromeres than the equivalent
pair in E. farctus, whose short arm is divided into two equal
parts by the secondary constriction. The second pair of
ssp. bessarabicus has small satellites, which are somewhat
larger than those of the equivalent pair in diploid E. elon-
gatus. Endo and Gill (1984) also found a distinction between
the two species in C-banding patterns. From their cytological
analyses, Heneen and Runemark (1972), Moustakas and
Coucoli (1982), and Moustakas (1993) concluded that the
seven pairs of E. bessarabicus show striking similarity in
chromosome size and centromere positions with the seven
largest pairs of tetraploid E. boreali-atlanticus and the four-
teen pairs of subsp. rechingeri.

Crosses with Oter Triticineae Species
Wang (1985a) crossed E. bessarabicus with E. elongatus,
and, from the relatively high chromosomal pairing in their F1
hybrid, concluded that the chromosomes of the two taxa
show a high degree of homology, which counterweighed the
C-banding differences reported by Endo and Gill (1984).
Hsiao et al. (1986) assumed that the C-banding differences
of the two taxa are due to structural rearrangements.

McGuire (1984) studied chromosomal pairing at meiosis
of F1 triploid hybrids between Elymus curvifolius
(2n = 4x = 28; genome Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2) x ssp. bessarabi-
cus and observed an average of 3.71 univalents, 2.29 rod-
and 1.82 ring-bivalents, 2.64 trivalents, and 0.29 quadriva-
lents. These pairing data indicate that the two subgenomes of
E. curvifolius are closely related to the genome of
ssp. bessarabicus and that the tetraploid had an autopoly-
ploid origin.

Similarly, McGuire (1984) studied chromosomal pairing
at meiosis of the F1 triploid hybrid between Elymus elon-
gatus ssp. flaccidifolius (=Elymus scirpeus; Elytrigia scir-
pea) (2n = 4x = 28; genome Ee1Ee1Ee2Ee2) and
ssp. bessarabicus (genome EbEb). Mean chromosome
pairing included 5.14 univalents, 1.28 rod- and 3.86
ring-bivalents, 1.47 trivalents, 0.11 quadrivalents, and 0.1
pentavalents. Also this hybrid provides evidence that the two
Ee subgenomes of E. flaccidifolius are homologues and are
related to genome Eb of ssp. bessarabicus. This is in accord
with the finding of Wang (1985a, b), who demonstrated that
genome Eb of ssp. bessarabicus is closely related to the
genome Ee of diploid E. elongatus.

Wang (1988) produced diploid hybrids between
ssp. bessarabicuus and Elymus spicatus (=Pseudoroegneria
spicata) (genome StSt), as well as with Secale strictum
(formerly S. montanum) (genome RR). Meiotic chromosome
pairing of the F1 hybrid spicatus x bessarabicus averaged
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4.34 univalents, 2.77 rod- and 1.42 ring-bivalents, 0.24
trivalents, and 0.14 quadrivalents. On the other hand, chro-
mosome pairing of the F1 hybrid bessarabicus x strictum
included 11.05 univalents, 1.22 rod- and 0.04 ring-bivalents,
0.13 trivalents, and 0.01 quadrivalents. These meiotic data
suggest that the ST genome of E. spicatus and the Eb gen-
ome of ssp. bessarabicus are more closely related to each
other than Eb is with the R genome of Secale.

Alonso and Kimber (1980) and Sharma and Gill (1983)
produced an F1 hybrid between Triticum aestivum cv. CS
and diploid ssp. bessarabicus. The morphology of the hybrid
was closer to wheat, but showed intermediate expression of
some traits. The hybrid seemed not to be perennial, since it
produced few tillers. Since hybrids between bread wheat and
tetraploid or hexaploid E. farctus exhibit chromosomal
pairing that result from autosyndesis of Elymus chromo-
somes, the study of the relationships between the Eb genome
of ssp. bessarabicus and the subgenomes of bread wheat is
incomprehensible. Hence, the relationships between the two
species can be studied directly in hybrids with diploid E.
farctus. A mean 0.2 bivalents per cell (always rod) was
observed at meiosis of the hybrid; most of the cells had 28
univalents (Alonso and Kimber 1980). Somewhat higher
chromosomal pairing was observed in such a F1 hybrid by
Sharma and Gill (1983), with a mean 0.83 rod bivalents,
0.04 ring bivalents, and 0.01 trivalents per cell. The very low
pairing in these hybrids indicates that genome Eb of diploid
E. farctus is only distantly related to the A, B, and D sub-
genomes of bread wheat. Moreover, the Eb genome of
diploid E. farctus did not induce homoeologous pairing of
wheat chromosomes in the hybrids containing the Ph1 gene.

5.2.4.3 Ssp. rechingeri (Runemark) Melderis
(2n = 4x = 28)

Ssp. rechingeri (Runemark) Melderis [Syn.: Agropyron
rechingeri Runemark; Elymus rechengeri Runemark in
Runemark & Heneen; Elytrigia rechingeri (Runemark)
Holub] is perennial, without rhizomes, with culms usually
swollen at base, short ligule (c. 0.5 mm), 2–10 cm long
spikes, rachis internodes that are usually shorter than the
lower spikelets, 5–12 mm, 4–5 veined glumes, and palea
ciliate in upper half of keel only.

Ssp. rechingeri is a tetraploid (2n = 4x = 28)
cross-fertilizing taxon. The karyotype of ssp. rechingeri
shows great similarities to the karyotype of E. furctus
ssp. boreali-atlanticus (2n = 4x = 28) (Heneen 1977).
Meiosis is generally normal, but some asynapsis and mul-
tivalent formation at first meiotic metaphase and separation
difficulties at first anaphase have been noted (Heneen 1977).
Chromosomal polymorphism, manifested by changes in the
three pairs of satellite chromosomes, was observed both
between and within populations (Heneen 1977). Some off-
spring plants also show structural and numerical

chromosome deviations. Fertility is lower in crosses between
populations, indicating some genetic differences between
populations (Heneen 1977).

This subspecies grows in small, isolated populations,
mainly on the Aegean islands. It also occurs in west Turkey,
coasts of Greece, Crete, and the Mediterranean coast of
Egypt. Corotype: E. Mediterranean element.

5.2.4.4 Ssp. boreali-Atlanticus (Simonet &
Guinochet) Melderis (2n = 4x = 28)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. boreali-atlanticus (Simonet & Guinochet) Melderis
[Syn.: Agropyron junceum subsp. boreali-atlanticum Sim-
onet & Guinochet; A. junceiforme (Á. & D. Löve) Á. &
D. Löve; Elytrigia juncea subsp. boreo-atlantica Hyl.;
Thinopyrum junceum (L.) Á. Löve] is perennial with long
rhizomes, up to 55 cm high, fragile, glabrous culms, erect or
slightly curved, 5.0–14.0 cm long, spike with 4–10 nodes
and 16–23 mm long internodes, spikelets longer than
internodes, with 3–5 flowers, rachis breaking up between
each spikelet at maturity (wedge-type disarticulation), 10–
16 mm long glumes, 10–17 mm long awned lemma,
sometimes with very short awns.

Ssp. boreali-atlanticus occurs in the northern part of the
distribution of the species, from Portugal to Finland, however,
its stands are concentrated mainly between Portugal and
Germany, whereas in the east, their numbers decrease rapidly.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
The chromosome number given for ssp. boreali-atlanticus
from different areas of distribution is 2n = 4x = 28 (Peto
1930; Simonet and Guinochet 1938; Östergren 1940a;
Moustakas et al. 1986; de V Pienaar et al. 1988). The kary-
otype is symmetric, exhibiting only two, out of the four pos-
sible, secondary constrictions in somaticmetaphases (Simonet
1935). The genome of ssp. boreali-atlanticus was formulated
as Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2 (=J1J1J2J2), assuming an autopolyploidy
origin that later sustained some differentiation in the two
subgenomes (Cauderon 1958). Alternatively,Moustakas et al.
(1986) and de V Pienaar et al. (1988), on the basis of genome
analysis of the whole polyploid complex of E. farctus, con-
cluded that ssp. boreali-atlanticus is a segmental allopoly-
ploid containing a basic genome E (=J) (more or less modified
at different polyploid levels of the entire complex). In line with
this suggestion, Liu andWang (1993) proposed EbEbEeEe as
the genomic formula of this subspecies.

Östergren (1940a) reported that meiosis in ssp. bore-
ali-atlanticus is regular; 14 bivalents were observed in
almost all cells, whereas quadrivalents were very rare. Few
individuals were found to be heterozygous for a paracentric
inversion (Östergren 1940a).
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Crosses with Other Triticineae
McGuire (1984) analyzed the F1 hybrid between ssp. bore-
ali-atlanticus (genome EbEbEeEe) x E. curvifolius (genome
Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2) and observed mean chromosomal pairing
of 3.00 univalents, 0.93 rod- and 1.57 ring-bivalents, 1.36
trivalents, 1.79 quadrivalents (0pen), 1.14 quadrivalents
(close), and 0.79 pentavalents. The high frequency of
quadrivalents and pentavalents resulted presumably, from
the close relatedness of Eb and Ee. Östergren (1940a)
studied chromosomal pairing at meiosis of the F1 hybrid
between ssp. boreali-atlanticus and Elymus repens
(2n = 6x = 42; genome StStStStHH). Average chromoso-
mal pairing included 11.8 univalents and 11.6 bivalents.
From the pairing data, Östergren (1940a) concluded that
ssp. boreali-atlanticus is not entirely autopolyploid.

Östergren (1940b) crossed T. turgidum subsp. turgidum
(2n = 4x = 28; genome BBAA) with ssp. boreali-atlanticus,
and obtained at the first meiotic metaphase of the F1 hybrid
an average chromosomal pairing of 18.4 univalents and 4.8
bivalents; most of which were rod shaped. Chromosome
pairing in haploid tetraploid wheat was found by Kihara
(1936), Lacdena and Ramos (1968) and Jauhar et al. (1999),
to be very low and therefore, most of the pairing in the
hybrid (genome BAEbEe) was autosyndetic of Eb and Ee
chromosomes. This pairing, that took place in the presence
of the Ph1 gene of ssp. turgidum, again indicates that the
two subgenomes of ssp. boreali-atlanticus, namely, Eb and
Ee, are closely related.

5.2.4.5 Ssp. farctus (Viv.) Runemark Ex Melderis
(2n = 6x = 42)

Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ssp. farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex Melderis [syn.: Triticum
farctum Viv.; Agropyron farctum Viv.; Agropyron junceum
(L.) Beauv.; Agropyron junceum ssp. mediterraneum Sim-
onet & Guinochet; Thinopyrum junceum (L.) Á. Löve;
Elytrigia juncea (L.) Nevski] is perennial, usually with
long-creeping rhizomes, 50–80 cm high plants, with rigid,
thick culms, glaucous, usually rolled leaves, 15–35 cm long,
erect spike, more or less fragile rachis, breaking at maturity
above each spikelet (wedge type disarticulation), 10–25 mm
long, 5–9 flowered, glabrous, laterally compressed, awnless
spikelets, appressed to rachis, 10–18 mm long, lanceolate, 6–
12 veined, asymmetrically keeled glumes, 10–20 mm long
lemma, keeled towards the apex, palea ciliate nearly along
the entire length of keels, 10–12 mm long anthers (Fig. 5.1c).

Distribute along the coasts of the Mediterranean Sea.
Grows near seashores, on sandy soil or sandy loam. Chor-
otype: Mediterranean element.

Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Simonet (1935) and Simonet and Guinochet (1938) reported
that the number of chromosomes in this subspecies is
2n = 6x = 42, and its genome was formulated by Cauderon
(1958) as Eb1Eb1Eb2Eb2EeEe (=JIJ1J2J2EE). Charpentier
et al. (1986) studied the degree and pattern of chromosomal
pairing at the first meiotic metaphase of lines of ssp. farctus
collected from several sites along the Israeli Mediterranean
coast. Despite the relatedness between its subgenomes,
ssp. farctus exhibited almost complete bivalent pairing, i.e.,
21 bivalents; multivalents were rarely found.

A similar pattern of bivalent pairing with rare multiva-
lents is characteristic of other autopolyploid or segmental
allopolyploid species of Elymus, e.g., E. hispidus
(=Agropyron intermedium) (genome EeEeEeEeStSt)
(Cauderon 1958, 1966), and of tetraploid E. elongatus
(genome Ee1Ee1Ee2Ee2) (Charpentier et al. 1986). The
almost strict bivalent pairing in these auto-allopolyploids
may be brought about by a gene system that induces
bivalentization by restricting pairing to fully homologous
chromosomes. A similar gene system, determining a bivalent
rather than a multivalent pattern of pairing, was described for
the autotetraploid Avena barbata (Ladizinsky 1973) and in
an autotetraploid line of Aegilops longissima (Avivi 1976).

Crosses with Other Triticineae Species
Charpentier et al. (1986) analyzed chromosomal pairing at
the first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids generated from
lines of ssp. farctus and the bread wheat cultivar Chinese
Spring. In the presence of the wheat Phl gene, chromosome
pairing in the hybrid (genome BADEb1Eb2Ee) included
25.88 univalents, 5.43 rod- and 0.87 ring-bivalents, 1.08
trivalents, and 0.06 quadrivalents. Most of the pairing was
autosyndetic of the Eb1 and Eb2 chromosomes of ssp. farc-
tus. Based on this pattern of pairing, Charpentier et al.
(1986) concluded that the corresponding chromosomes of
the Eb1 and Eb2 subgenomes are distant homologues.

The seed set in the crosses CS x ssp. farctus was rather
low (1.8–7.0%), and most seeds were very shriveled, with a
poorly developed endosperm. Embryos were well differen-
tiated, and when cultured on Orchid agar, 19–33% of the
embryos germinated. The F1 plants exhibited strong
heterosis, i.e., they were tall (1.20–1.60 m) and had vigorous
tillering. All plants were perennials with a non-brittle rachis.

The small seed set in crosses between bread wheat (as
female) and hexaploid E. farctus, shrivelling of most of the
seeds, and their poor germination, as well as the fact that the
F1 plants were completely male sterile with anthers that
failed to dehisce, attest to the existence of significant strong
chromosomal and/or genetic barriers between these two taxa.
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Eleven disomic addition lines, and nine partial amphi-
ploids have been obtained from hybridization between bread
wheat cv. CS and the hexaploid subspecies of E. farctus
(Charpentier 1992). The genomic structure of the disomic
addition lines consists of 21 pairs of wheat chromosomes,
plus an additional pair of ssp. farctus.

McArthur et al. (2012) used FISH to characterize thirteen
disomic addition lines of chromosome pairs of ssp. farctus
that were added to bread wheat cv. CS. Several lines were
those produced by Charpentier (1992). Five disomic addition
lines (AJDAj5, 7, 8, 9, and HD3508) were identified to
contain a farctus chromosome that corresponded to
homoeologous group 1. Addition lines AJDAj2, 3, and 4
contained a farctus chromosome that corresponded to
homoeologous group 2, HD3505 to group 4, AJDAj6 and
AJDAj11 to group 5, and AJDAj1 probably to group 6.
Several ssp.. farctus chromosomes in the addition lines were
found to contain genes for resistance to Fusarium head
blight, tan spot, Septoria nodorum blotch, and stem rust
(Ug99 races).

5.2.5 Phylogenetic Relationships of St, Ee
and Eb Genome Elymus Species with Other
Triticineae Species

Elymus s. l. is the largest, most morphologically diverse and
most widely distributed genus in the Triticeae, consisting of
approximately 150 diploid and polyploid species (Table 2.1
). Cytogenetic analyses have shown that there are eight basic
genomes within Elymus, namely, St, E (either Ee or Eb), L,
Xp, H, P, W, and Y. The St, L, and Xp genomes exist in
diploid species that grow in the Temperate-Arctic region
whereas other diploids with St genome and those with E
genome grow in the Mediterranean-Central Asiatic region.

The St genome of several diploid species of Elymus
(Table 5.1) is closely related to Ee and Eb genomes of diploid
E. elongatus and E. farctus, respectively (Wang 1989, 1992).
Bieniek et al. (2015) found that the nucleotide sequences at
three chloroplast loci (matK, rbcL, trnH-psbA) are almost
identical in the diploid Ee, Eb and St taxa, with only one
substitution within the matK gene, differentiating genome Eb
from the Ee and St genomes. Petersen and Seberg (1997),
based on rpoA sequence data, and Wang and Lu (2014),
based on a literature review, corroborated the very close
relationship between the Ee, Eb and St genomes. This close
relationship was also substantiated by study of the sequences
of a gene encoding plastid acetyl-CoA carboxylase (Fan et al.
2007). A study using 5S rDNA further strengthened the
reported close relationship between St and Eb (Shang et al.
2007). The St genome is also closely related to the P genome
of Agropyron species (Wang 1992). The St and Eb genomes
were shown to be more closely related to the R genome of

Secale than to the Vv genome of Dasypyrum villosum (Shang
et al. 2007). The Ns, H, and R genomes are remotely related
to the E-St-P cluster (Wang 1992). Since the St genome exists
in primitive diploid species of Elymus and in many
allopolyploid species of this genus, it is assumed that gen-
omes Ee and Eb evolved from St.

The St and E genomes are two important basic genomes
in the perennial species of the Triticeae. In addition to their
existence in diploids, the St and E genomes also exist in
almost all polyploid (allopolyploid and autopolyploids)
Elymus species, whereas the H, P, W, and Y genomes exist
only in allopolyploid species (Dewey 1984; Wang et al.
1995). The H genome originated from one of the species of
Hordeum, the P from Agropyron, the W from Australopy-
rum, and the origin of the Y genome is unknown (Dewey
1984; Yan et al. 2011; Petersen et al. 2011). Liu et al. (2006)
and Okito et al. (2009) postulated a common origin of St and
Y, whereas Dewey (1984) assumed that the donor of the Y
genome is a distinct, yet undiscovered or extinct, diploid
Asian species. Sun et al. (2008), Sun and Komatsuda (2010),
and Yan et al. (2011)) supported Dewey’s (1984) view, and
separated the St and Y genomes into distinct groups. Studies
on the chloroplast DNA of Elymus showed that the St
genome of diploid Elymus species is the maternal donor of
the St genome in all the allopolyploid Elymus species
(Mason-Gamer et al. 2002; Liu et al. 2006; Hodge et al.
2010; Yang et al. 2017).

Recent molecular studies (Mason-Gamer et al. 2010; Sun
et al. 2008; Yu et al. 2008; Sun and Komatsuda 2010; Yan and
sun 2011) showed the presence of several distinct clades
within the diploid St genome Elymus species, but analysis of
various DNA sequences suggested different combinations of
clades. For instance, E. libanoticus and E. tauri have similar
sequences and form one clade, while the other diploid St
genome species form another clade (Mason-Gamer et al.
2010; Sun et al. 2008; Sun andKomatsuda 2010; Yan and Sun
2011). Yu et al. (2008) found that E. libanoticus, diploid E.
tauri and diploid E. spicatus are more closely to one another
than they are to E. stipifolius and E. reflexiaristatus.Yan et al.
(2011) grouped the Eurasian St genome species E. libanoti-
cus, E. reflexiaristatus and diploid E. tauri into one clade and
the North American E. spicatus into a separate clade. Evi-
dently, there are great discrepancies between various phylo-
genetic studies performed on this group of diploid species.

By analyzing the sequence diversity in the internal tran-
scribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear ribosomal DNA,
Di  zkirici et al. (2010) found that all the species of Elymus s.
l. fall into one clade. Fan et al. (2013), using two single-copy
nuclear gene (Acc1 and Pgk1) sequences, found that that the
St genome Elymus species are closely related to the Ee
genome of E. elongatus. Yang et al. (2017) using nuclear
internal-transcribed spacer and the chloroplast trnL-F
sequences, analyzed phylogenetic relationships among
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Elymus and related genera, and obtained four major clades:
(1) the St/E clade, comprised all of the St and E genome
species of Elymus; (2) the P/W clade, including Agropyron
and Australopyrum; (3) the Ns clade which included
Psathyrostachys; and (4) the H clade, which consisted of
Hordeum species. The results suggested that: (a) diploid St
genome species were the maternal donors of St in
allopolyploid species in Elymus s.l. and that the trnL-F
sequences are highly similar among these species; (b) the
trnL-F sequences of Agropyron species and Australopyrum
species are similar, and the P genomes are closely related to
the W genome; and (c) the trnL-F sequences of species with
the H or Ns genomes diverged considerably from that of
species with the St, E, P, or W genomes.

Petersen and Seberg (1997) and Escobar et al. (2011)
classified the diploid Triticeae into five major clades:
(1) Psathyrostachys; (2) Hordeum; (3) Elymus; (4) Agropy-
ron (includes Australopyrum)–Eremopyrum: and (5) Aegi-
lops–Triticum–Secale–Taeniatherum. These major clades
were defined recently also on the basis of the nuclear
phosphoglycerate kinase (PGK) gene that codes for plastid
PGK isozyme (Adderley and Sun 2014). Similarly, Bieniek
et al. (2015), studying phylogenetic relationships among the
Triticeae diploid species through analysis of three chloro-
plastic genes, also supported the finding of the above five
clades. The Elymus clade is the largest clade, containing the
diploid species of the genus Elymus s. l. (Melderis 1980),
namely, the St-genome species, E. elongatus, and E. farctus.

Hsiao et al. (1995) and Kellogg et al. (1996) considered
T. monococcum to be the sister group to Elymus elongatus.
Based on internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of the nuclear
rDNA sequences, Hsiao et al. (1995) reported that Ee and Eb
jointly clustered with subgenomes A, B, and D. In accord
with this finding, Liu et al. (2007), using genomic
hybridization (both Southern and in situ hybridization), also
showed that the St and Eb genomes are very closely related
to the A, B and D subgenomes of common wheat, but are
more closely related to the D subgenome than to the A and B
subgenomes. These observations provide a possible expla-
nation as to why most of spontaneous translocations and
substitutions occurring in the common wheat—E. elongatus
ssp. ponticus, usually take place in the D genome, some in
the A subgenome and rarely in the B subgenome. In accord
with the above findings, both genomes Ee and Eb were
found to be closely related to subgenomes A, B, and D of the
wheat group (reviewed in Wang and Lu 2014) and thus, the
latter genomes may derive from the E genome(s). Interest-
ingly, from their study of two single-copy nuclear gene
(Acc1 and Pgk1) sequences, Fan et al. (2013) concluded that
the relationship between Elymus farctus subsp. bessaribicus
(genome Eb) and Triticum/Aegilops is closer than between
Elymus elongatus (genoe Ee) and Triticum/Aegilops.

5.3 Agropyron Gaertner Senso Stricto

5.3.1 Taxonomic Notes

The genus Agropyron Gaertner s.l. (the name Agropyron is
derived from the Greek terms ‘agros’ meaning field and
‘puros’ meaning wheat) was one of the largest genera in the
Triticeae, including more than 100 species (Gaertner 1770).
However, Nevski (1933, 1934a) divided the perennial spe-
cies of Agropyron to four genera, Agropyron s. str., Elytrigia
Desv., Roegneria C. Koch and Anthosachne Steud. Gould
(1947) included Agropyron s. str. in Elymus, while Rune-
mark and Heneen (1968) further expanded the generic
concept of Elymus to also include Elytrigia, Roegneria,
Aneurolepidium, Terella, Hystrix (Asperella) and Sitanion.
Melderis (1978, 1980, 1985a) followed this expansion of the
generic concept of Elymus but retained Agropyron s. str. as a
separate genus for the crested wheatgrasses.

Agropyron s. str. is currently considered to be a small
genus, including only 10–15 species (Dewey 1984; Saka-
moto 1991), all of which are the crested wheat grasses
(Nevski 1933; Hitchcock 1951; Tzvelev 1983). The genus is
morphologically well characterized by its distinctly keeled
glumes, its short rachis internodes, spikelets divergent from
the rachis at an angle of more than 45° and typically pecti-
nate spikes. It should be emphasized that Nevski (1933,
1934a) treated the genus Agropyron on the basis of mor-
phological features only; later cytogenetic analyses, mainly
genome analyses, confirmed the validity of Nevski’s treat-
ment. Genome analyses revealed that Agropyron is genom-
ically homogeneous with diploid, tetraploid, and hexaploid
taxa, all displaying the P genome (Löve 1984), thus ren-
dering it the only complex with just one genome and
genomically distinct from other taxa of the
Agropyron-Elymus complex (Melderis 1978; Löve 1984).
The P genome also exists in several polyploid species of
Elymus, but has a negligible influence on the morphology of
these species (Assadi and Runemark 1995). Therefore, it
seems reasonable to maintain Agropyron as a separate genus.
The generic concept of Nevski was accepted by many tax-
onomists (e,g., Tzvelev 1973, 1976; Melderis 1978, 1980,
1985a; Clayton and Renvoize 1986; Watson and Dallwitz
1992; Assadi and Runemark 1995).

The species of Agropyron s. str. are perennials, rhi-
zomatous or caespitose and cross-fertilizing (Melderis
1978). They have firm, straight, 20–70 cm long culms,
spikes with hairy and tough rachis (rarely fragile), that do
not disarticulate at maturity, with short internodes, solitary,
sessile, pectinate and strongly laterally compressed, spikelets
with 2–12 florets at each node of the rachis. The rachilla
disarticulates at maturity above the glumes and beneath the
florets (floret-type disarticulation). In this type of
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disarticulation, lemma and palea fall off, while glumes per-
sist, firmly attached to the rachis. The glumes are
boat-shaped, with a prominent keel, 1–2 inconspicuous lat-
eral veins and a wide margin, lemma are membranous,
5-vined and keeled and both glumes and lemmas are awn-
less, or lemma have a short awn. Their anthers are 3.5–
5.0 mm long.

The Agropyron species form an autopolyploid series
consisting of diploids, tetraploids and hexaploids (Dewey
and Asay 1975; Dewey 1967, 1982, 1983; Melderis 1978;
Assadi 1995; Knowles 1955; Jensen et al. 2006). The
autopolyploid series is based on the P genome of diploids A.
cristatum and A. mongolicum (Knowles 1955; Dewey 1967,
1969, 1984; Löve 1982).

Much confusion prevailed in regard to the number of
species in this genus (Cabi 2010). Tzvelev (1976) recog-
nized 10 species in Agropyron, Yilmaz et al. (2014) reported
that this genus contains ± 15 species, and Sakamoto (1991)
assumed that it contains 19 species, with a distribution of 5
diploids, 13 tetraploids and 1 hexaploid. The taxonomy of
the species has been complicated due to extensive inter-
specific introgressive hybridizations, as well as by the fact
that many of the interspecific hybrids are fertile (Knowles
1955; Dewey 1983; Asay and Dewey 1979).

Thirteen Agropyron species, their synonyms, common
name, ploidy level, genome formula, and geographic dis-
tribution, are presented in Table 5.3. The species grow in a
wide range of habitats, including steppe-like habitats,
mountains, saltmarshes, and seashores, on sands or stony
mountain slopes, but primarily in the grasslands of Eurasia,
at altitudes ranging from a few meters to more than 5000 m
above sea level (Dewey and Asay 1975; Tzvelev 1983;
Yang et al. 2014). Due to their environmental adaptability,
tolerance to aridity and infertile soils, resistance to pest and
disease damage, and palatability, several Agropyron species
have been used extensively as an ecological resource and for
feed research (Dewey 1984).

5.3.2 Agropyron cristatum—The Genus Type

The typification of the genus Agropyron was based on A.
cristatum (L.) Gaertn. (Tzvelev 1976), which was first
described as Triticum cristatum (Linnaeus 1753) and, later
classified as Agropyron by Gaertner (1770). This species
(Fig. 5.3a) comprises a polyploid complex of diploid, tet-
raploid and hexaploid cytotypes. It is a very polymorphic
species, and was subdivided on the intraspecific level to the
following eight subspecies: Ssp. cristatum (contains diploid,
tetraploid and hexaploid cytotypes); Ssp. pectinatum (M.
Bieb.) Tzvelev (contains diploid and tetraploid cytotypes);
Ssp. sabulosum Lavrenko; Ssp. brandzae (Panfu & Sola-
colu) Melderis; Ssp. ponticum (Nevski) Tzvelev;

Ssp. sclerophyllum Novopokr. ex Tzvelev; Ssp. bulbosum
(Boiss.) Á. Löve; Ssp. incanum (Nábĕlek) Melderis (hex-
aploid cytotype). The species A. deweyi Á. Löve, A. incanum
(Nábĕlek) Tzvelev, A. imbricatum Roem. & Schult., and A.
bulbosum Boiss. are considered synonyms of A. cristatum.

A. cristatum is facultative allogamous (Cabi 2010). It is
native to Europe and Asia, growing from Portugal in the
west to China in the east. It was introduced from Russia and
Siberia to North America in the first half of the twentieth
century, where it was often used as forage and in erosion
control. However, currently it is considered a weed in the
USA and Canada. Agropyron cristatum is the most widely
distributed species of Agropyron, it exhibits significant inter-
and intra-population variation in maturity time, height, tex-
ture, rhizome development, fertility, and seed size. It is a
xerophytic species, which probably originated from central
Asia, and is indigenous to this area, including parts of the
former USSR, China, Afghanistan, Turkey, and Iran (Dewey
and Asay 1975; Tzvelev 1976; Cabi 2010). It grows in a
variety of steppes and steppe-like habitats. In its native
range, it is frequently found on carbonate slopes in the forest
steppe belt, on dry terraces, and in steppe woodlands (Cabi
2010). It grows from 1500 to about 2200 m above sea level
and prefers well-drained, deep, loamy soils. It tolerates frost,
drought, and salinity and prefers moderately alkaline con-
ditions (Cabi 2010). It is best adapted to areas with poor
precipitation (200–400 mm annual rainfall).

The broad pectinate spiked A. cristatum (L.) Gaertner
contains three cytotypes (2n = 14, 28 and 42 chromosomes)
(Araratian 1938); Dewey 1982, 1983; Dewey and Asay,
1982; Yang et al. 2014), all three of which occur in Iran
(Dewey and Asay (1975). Tetraploids are the most common,
exhibit high morphological variation, and are found
throughout the entire distribution area. Hexaploid popula-
tions occur only in the Azerbaijan province in northwestern
Iran. The diploid cytotype is rare in northwestern Iran but is
known from Europe and other regions. The polyploid races
behave cytologically as autoploids. Heterozygous chromo-
some interchanges are common in the tetraploids, and ane-
uploidy is uncommon.

Tetraploid A. cristatum has been used in wheat breeding
for many years, has been hybridized and chromosomal
addition, substitution and translocation lines were formed (Li
and Dong 1991; Jensen and Bickford 1992; Yang et al.
2010).

5.3.3 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

Agropyron cristatum and A. mongolicum are the only diploid
taxa in the genus Agropyron s. str. Both are cross-pollinating
species, but differ morphologically: A. cristatum (an Eur-
asian species) has broad pectinate spikes, whereas A.
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mongolicum (an East Asian species) has narrow linear
ones (Hsiao et al 1986). Schulz-Schaeffer et al. (1963),
McCoy and Law (1965), Taylor and McCoy (1973), Endo
and Gill (1984) Hsiao et al. (1986) and Yang et al. (2014)
described the karyotype of A. cristatum; that of A. mon-
golicum was reported by Hsiao et al. (1986). The chromo-
somes of these two diploids are all metacentric or
sub-metacentric, relatively large and with a symmetric
karyotype (Hsiao et al. 1986; Yang et al. 2014). The kary-
otypes are very similar and differ slightly in the centromere
positions of chromosomes 5 and 7. Despite differences in
plant morphology, the two species hybridize readily (Dewey
and Hsiao 1984). The F1 hybrids showed reasonably good
chromosome pairing at meiosis, with an average of five to
six bivalents per cell. They probably differ only in minor
structural rearrangements of certain chromosomes (Hsiao
et al. 1986).

Yang et al. (2014) studied the karyotype of six Agropyron
cristatum populations distributed from Northern Europe
(Sweden) to Southwest Asia (Iran). The European (Swedish
and Bulgarian) populations were diploids, the two popula-
tions from the Russian Federation and one from Iran were
tetraploids, while the second Iranian population was hex-
aploid. Differences in the centromere position in a number of
chromosomes and in the relative length of the longest
chromosome indicated the existence of karyological varia-
tion among these populations (Knowles 1955; Yang et al.
2014). Satellites were not observed in all populations (Yang
et al. 2014). The karyotypes of the two Iranian populations
were different from those reported by Hsiao et al. (1986) and
Hsiao et al. (1989), who showed that the diploid cytotype
had two small satellites on the fourth and the sixth chro-
mosomes. The minute satellites appear as small dots visible
only at early metaphase. The occurrence of minute satellites

Table 5.3 Species of Agropyron senso stricto, their synonyms, common name, ploidy level, genome formula and geographic distribution

Species Synonyms Common
name

Ploidy
level

Genome Geographical distribution

cristatum
(L.) Gaertn

Eremopyrum cristatum (L.) Willk.;
Bromus cristatus L.; Bromus distichus
Georgi; Triticum pumilum L

Crested
wheatgrass

2x, 4x,
6x

PP,
PPPP,
PPPPPP

Eurasia from Spain to Korea, North
Africa; naturalized in western and central
North America (USA, Canada, northern
Mexico)

mongolicum
Keng

– Mongolian
wheatgrass

2x PP Mongolia and China

fragile
(Roth)
P. Candargy

Agropyron sibiricum (Willd.) Beauv.;
Triticum fragile Roth; T. sibiricum
Willd

Siberian
wheatgrass

2x, 4x PP,
PPPP

Caucasus to Mongolia; naturalized in
western United States and Canada

desertorum
(Fisch. ex
Link)
Schultes

Agropyron cristatum ssp. desertorum
(Fisch. ex Link) Á. Löve; Agropyron
cristatum var. desertorum (Fisch. ex
Link) Dorn

Desert
wheatgrass

4x PPPP Crimea, Southeast Russia, Caucasus,
Central Asia

cimmericum
Nevski

Agropyron dasyanthum
ssp. birjutczense (Lavr.) Lavr

Kerch
Wheatgrass

– – Southeast Ukraine, Crimea, South Russia

dasyanthum
Ledeb

Triticum dasyanthum (Ledeb.) Sprengel – 4x PPPP Ukraine, Russia

tanaiticum
Nevski

– – 4x PPPP East Ukraine and Southeast Russia

michnoi
Roshevitz

– – 4x PPPP Mongolia

thomsonii
Hook

Elymus nayarii Karthik.: Elymus
thomsonii (Hook.) Melderis

– – – Western Himalayas

krylovianum
Schischk. ex
Krylov

Elytrigia kryloviana (Schischk.) Nevski – – – Central Asia, Siberia

pumilum
(Steud.)
P. Candargy

Triticum pumilum Steud. Agropyron
cristatum subsp. pumilum (Steud.) Á.
Löve

– – – Siberia

pectinatum
(Labill)
Beauv

Australopyrum pectinum (Labill.) Á.
Löve; Agropyron bowne (Kunth)
Tzvelev

– 2x WW Australia, New Zealand
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on two chromosome pairs of A. cristatum, was also reported
by Knowles (1955), McCoy and Law (1968), Watson and
Dallwitz (1992) and Endo and Gill (1984). The results
reported by Yang et al. (2014) supported the relationship
between distribution and ploidy levels (Dewey 1984; Dewey
and Asay 1975; Yen and Yang 2006), with diploids dis-
tributed in small and scattered areas, tetraploids showing a
universal distribution, and hexaploids distributed narrowly
in Northeastern Turkey and Northwest Iran.

The karyotype of tetraploid A. cristatum was compared to
that of a colchicine-induced autotetraploid of diploid A.
cristatum. The idiograms of the two tetraploid taxa were
strikingly similar, suggesting that the tetraploid cytotype
evolved through autopolyploidy (Taylor and McCoy 1973).

Peto (1930) determined the chromosome number of A.
desertorum as 2n = 4x = 28. Knowles (1955) determined
chromosome numbers in A. desertorum, A. sibiricum, A.
fragile, and A. michnoi, all of which are tetraploids
(2n = 4x = 28). Although several works reported no satellite
chromosomes in A. desertorum (Sarkar 1956; Schultz-
Schaeffer and Jurasits 1962), McCoy and Law (1965)
reported the existence of four to six such chromosomes in a
number of clones of A. desertotum.

Endo and Gill (1984) used the acetocarmine-Giemsa
C-banding technique to study heterochromatin distribution
in somatic chromosomes of two diploid Agropyron taxa, A.
cristatum, and A. imbricatum (a synonym of A. cristatum).
While most cross-pollinating Triticeae species show large
terminal C-bands and a high level of C-band polymorphism,
A. cristatum exhibited only small to medium terminal bands
in most of the chromosomes with low C-band polymor-
phism. Both A. cristatum and A. imbricatum showed gross
similarity in C-banding patterns, although small differences
were discernible. This confirms Dewey’s (1983) assumption

that A. imbricatum may carry a genome similar to the P
genome of A. cristatum (Endo and Gill 1984).

Yousofi and Aryavand (2004) used flow cytometry to
determine the ploidy levels of six different populations of A.
cristatum in Iran. The mean nuclear 2C DNA content ranged
from 26.41 to 27.56 pg for two varieties of A. cristatum
ssp. pectinatum (five populations), and 43.47 pg for
Agropyron cristatum ssp. incanum (one population). These
results were supported by chromosome counting; chromo-
some number in the tetraploid populations varied from 28 to
31, and in the hexaploid population from 35 to 44. The
frequency of aneuploidy was lower (3–4%) in tetraploids
and much higher (about 18.9%) in the hexaploid population
(Yousofi and Aryavand 2004).

Mean 2C DNA content was 26.26 pg for three tetraploid
A. cristatum populations and 27.50 pg for the other two
tetraploid populations of this species, a difference of
1.24 pg. Small differences in DNA content at the
intraspecific level may be due to the presence or absence of
accessory chromosomes (B-chromosome) (Vogel et al.
1999), or due to the aneuploidy observed within these
populations. Yousofi and Aryavand (2004) argued that the
differences in DNA content between the sub-specific taxa
exceeds the probable DNA content of accessory chromo-
somes, since the average 2C DNA content of an Agropyron
chromosome has previously been reported to be about 1 pg
(Vogel et al. 1999).

Vogel et al (1999) determined the mean DNA content of
three diploid accessions of A. cristatum, but did not analyze
the tetraploid and hexaploid cytotypes. The data of Vogel
et al. (1999) and those of Yousofi and Aryavand (2004)
show that compared to other Triticeae species, the size of the
haplome genome of A. cristatum, the P genome, and prob-
ably of the other Agropyron species, is intermediate to small.

a b cb c

Fig. 5.3 Species of the Agropyron-Eremopyrum-Henrardia clade: a A spike of Agropyron cristatum (L.) Gaertn.; b A plant and a spike of
Eremopyrum distans (K. Koch) Nevski; c A plant and a spike of diploid Eremopyrum buonapartis (Spreng.) Nevski
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Dewey and Asay (1982) hybridized three morphologi-
cally distinct taxa of diploid A. cristatum. Mean chromo-
some pairing at meiotic first metaphase of the three F1 hybrid
combinations included a range of 1.38–2.25 univalents,
5.05–5.83 bivalents, 0.03–0.52 trivalents, and 0.005–0.18
quadrivalents. The pairing data indicated that the three
diploids contain the same basic genome, which differ by
structural rearrangements of some chromosomes. The mod-
erately high sterility in the F1 hybrids serves as a genetic
barrier but does not preclude gene flow among the diploids.
Hence, the diploid taxa were identified as three different
subspecies of A. cristatum (Dewey and Asay 1982).

Agropyron mongolicum was hybridized with the diploid
cytotype of A. cristatum (Hsiao et al. 1989; Chen et al.
1992b). Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in
the F1 hybrid averaged 1.40 univalents, 5.59 bivalents, 0.35
trivalents, and 0.09 quadrivalents per cell (Hsiao et al. 1989)
and 0.22 (0–2) univalents, and 0.79 (0–3) rod- and 6.10 (4–
7) ring-bivalents (Chen et al. 1992b). The Fl hybrids were
partially fertile. The presence of seven bivalents in many
pollen mother cells (PMCs) of the F1 hybrid A. cristatum x
A. mongolicum indicated that the two diploid species contain
the same basic P genome. However, the occurrence of
multivalents revealed that the genomes of these two diploids
differ by a reciprocal translocation(s). These two diploids are
the likely source of morphological and cytological variation
in the tetraploid species of Agropyron (Hsiao et al. 1989). In
accord with this view, Mellish et al. (2002), using AFLP
markers, concluded that A. desertorum is an allopolyploid of
A. cristatum and A. mongolicum.

Assadi (1995) analyzed chromosome numbers and mei-
otic behavior in A. cristatum ssp. incanum (2n = 4x = 42).
The existence of multivalents at the first meiotic metaphase
of this subspecies, which averaged 2.73 quadrivalents and
0.64 hexavalents per cell, indicated that this taxon is an
autohexaploid (Assadi 1995).

Hybrids between the diploid cytotype of A. cristatum and
tetraploid A. desertorum showed a high frequency of triva-
lents at the first meiotic metaphase (Knowles 1955), showing
considerable homology between the cristatum and deserto-
rum genomes, thus indicating an autoploid origin of A.
desertorum (Knowles 1955). All crosses between the tetra-
ploid species A. sibiricum, A. fragile, and A. michnoi with A.
desertorum produced fertile hybrids (Knowles 1955),
implying phylogenetic closeness and likely autoploid origin
of these tetraploid species. Myers and Hill (1940) observed
an average quadrivalent frequency of 3.8 (3.4–4.5) per PMC
of tetraploid A. cristatum, suggesting the autotetraploid
derivation of this cytotype.

Artificial crosses between diploid and hexaploid cyto-
types of A. cristatum were not successful (Dewey 1969), but
those between tetraploid A. desertorum and hexaploid A.
cristatum produced viable and highly fertile seeds.

Dewey and Pendse (1968) crossed Agropyron desertorum
and an induced-tetraploid derived from diploid A. cristatum.
The A. desertorum used had 2n = 4x = 31 (the three extra A.
desertorum chromosomes were believed to be B chromo-
somes), and the induced-tetraploid A. cristatum had
2n = 4x = 28. From a cytological aspect, the parents
behaved as autoploids. Chromosome pairing at diakinesis of
the 28-chromosome F1 hybrids included an average of 0.02
univalents, 8.54 bivalents, 0.02 trivalents, 2.25 quadrivalents,
0.22 hexavalents, and 0.06 octavalents. Hexavalent and
octavalent associations at diakinesis and bridge-fragment
formations at first and second anaphase signified structural
heterozygosity between the A. cristatum and A. desertorum
genomes. However, the F1 hybrids were fertile.

Dewey (1969) crossed doubled-diploid Agropyron
cristatum and tetraploid A. desertorum with hexaploid A.
cristatum. Meiosis in the parent plants was typical of that in
autoploids, and the 35-chromosome F1 hybrids exhibited
pentavalent associations, with up to five per cell. Occasional
higher multivalent associations and bridge-fragment forma-
tions at first anaphase indicated the existence of some
structural heterozygosity. The pentaploid hybrids were sur-
prisingly fertile. The high pentavalent pairing indicated close
homology between the parental genomes. These results and
others led Dewey (1969) to assume that all crested wheat-
grasses, whether diploid, tetraploid, or hexaploid, contain
one basic genome that has undergone some structural rear-
rangements including both translocations and inversions.
Hence, autopolyploidy has played an important evolutionary
role in the evolution of this genus.

Likewise, Knowles (1955) suggested that Agropyron
desertorum is an autopolyploid of diploid A. cristatum.
Sarkar (1956) concluded that evolution occurred primarily
through autopolyploidy, followed by structural and genic
changes in the chromosomes. However, since the degree of
morphological variation among the tetraploid species
implied the contribution of more than one genome, Sarkar
(1956) suggested that segmental allopolyploidy must have
been involved in the evolution of these species. Likewise,
Schulz-Schaeffer et al. (1963) suggested segmental
allopolyploidy in evolution of the tetraploid species, while
the hexaploid cytotype of A. cristatum originated from
autopolyploidy only. They suggested the possibility that A.
desertorum is an allopolyploid involving diploid A. crista-
tum and an unknown diploid. The karyotype analysis per-
formed by McCoy and Law (1965) supported the
assumption of a segmental alloploidic nature of the
tetraploids.

In line with these works, the chromatographic study of
Lorenz and Schulz-Schaeffer (1964) showed that the tetra-
ploid species A. desertorum, A. pectinatum (currently A.
cristatum) and A. sibiricum contained more phenolic com-
pounds than the diploid Agropyron species. They concluded
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that doubling of a single genome would not lead to prolif-
eration of phenolic compounds, and, consequently, the tet-
raploids may have been derived through allopolyploidy,
with the second diploid parent still unidentified.

The phenolic profile of the tetraploid species also brought
Taylor and McCoy (1973) to conclude that while tetraploid
Agropyron cristatum ssp. pectinatum (formerly A. pectini-
forme) is a natural autopolyploid, another tetraploid sub-
species of A. cristatum, namely, ssp. imbricatum, as well as
A. desertorum, A. fragile, and A. sibiricum are segmental
allopolyploids that derived from hybridization of different
diploid subspecies of A. cristatum. To further support their
conclusion, Taylor and McCoy (1973), produced a
colchicine-induced autopolyploid from two different clones
of A. cristatum, and confirmed that autopolyploidy does not,
in itself, result in the production of phenolic compounds
absent in the diploid progenitor.

While segmental allopolyploidy that resulted from inter-
generic hybridizations and introgressions, e.g., from tetra-
ploid Elymus species, can not be ruled out, the possibility
exists, as suggested by Dewey (1969), that the tetraploids
originated through autoploidy of different diploids of A.
cristatum and A. mongolicum, that later hybridized with each
other.

Yousofi and Aryavand (2004) found a genome size of
26.4 and 27.6 pg 2C DNA in different tetraploid lines of A.
cristatum, respectively 7% and 3% less than the additive
amount of the diploid (14.2 � 2 = 28.4) (Vogel et al. 1999).
These reductions in DNA content in the tetraploids, as well
as structural chromosomal rearrangements, may have led to
reduced multivalent formation and increased bivalent pairing
and consequently, to a disomic mode of inheritance (Eilam
et al. 2009). Autotetrapoids contain duplications of most of
their gene loci. While the activity of most duplicated genes
might be of adaptive value, the activity of some of the
duplicated genes may lead to overproduction of proteins and
other chemical compounds and consequently, to a disad-
vantageous or even deleterious effect (Birchler and Veitia
2007). Natural selection will favor changes leading to
sub-functionalization or neo-functionalization in these loci.
Sub-functionalization may occur when an ancestral gene
with two functions becomes duplicated and each of the
duplicated genes specializes in one of the ancestral gene
functions, while neo-functionalization describes gain of a
new, nonancestral function in a duplicated locus.
Neo-functionalization of duplicated genes in autotetraploids
may generate the formation of new gene products, such as
new phenolic compounds that are not present in the diploid
progenitor. Actually, new phenotypes often arise with
polyploid formation and can contribute to the success of
polyploids (Osborn et al. 2003, and reference therein).

Chromosome numbers in the tetraploid ssp. pectinatum of
A. cristatum vary from 28 to 33 (Assadi 1995). Different

PMCs within the same anther can display chromosome
counts ranging from 28 to 32 in one plant and from 32 to
(rarely) 33 in another plant. Aneuploid chromosome num-
bers have been reported in various tetraploid collections of
A. cristatum (Myers and Hill 1940; Dewey and Asay 1975),
a phenomenon that may have derived from cytologically
unstable pentaploid hybrids between tetraploid and hex-
aploid cytotypes of A. cristatum (Dewey 1974). Hence, the
plants that had the somatic chromosome numbers 2n = 32
and 33, were probably a derivative of such unstable penta-
ploid hybrids (Assadi 1995). The variable chromosome
number in different PMCs may be caused by elimination of
chromosomes in archesporial division or at an early stage of
the meiotic cycle. Alternatively, the extra chromosomes may
be B chromosomes, which were frequently observed in
PMCs of A. cristatum (Knowles 1955; McCoy and Law
1965; Assadi 1995; Asghari et al. 2007). Baenziger (1962)
found no B chromosomes in adventitious root-tips of diploid
A. cristatum but reported the presence of these chromosomes
in stem meristems, in primary roots, and in PMCs but they
were absent in adventitious roots of the tetraploid A.
desertorum and diploid A. cristatum. The B chromosomes
are usually smaller than the basic (A) chromosomes, not
heterochromatic, and show sub-terminal centromeres. At
meiosis, there is good pairing between the B chromosomes
but not between B and A chromosomes (Baenziger 1962).
A B chromosome with a sub-terminal constriction, which is
either a centromere or a secondary constriction, was also
observed in A. desertorum (McCoy and Law 1965). The
group reported a mitotic chromosome count of 2n = 28,
whereas the meiotic chromosome count was 2n = 32. Evi-
dently, as noted by Knowles (1955), the mitotic chromo-
some number may not agree with the meiotic number.

5.3.4 Crosses with Other Triticineae Species

Studies of meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids
between diploid A. cristatum and several different diploid
species of Elymus bearing genome StSt, (genome of all
hybrids was PSt) showed that the P and St genomes are
related (Wang 1985a, b, 1986, 1992). Size differences
between Agropyron (large) and Elymus (small) chromo-
somes facilitated interpretation of chromosome pairing in
these hybrids. Average chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of the diploid hybrid between Agropyron crista-
tum and Elymus stipifollus included 7.65 univalents, 2.88
rod- and 0.21 ring-bivalents (total 3.09 bivalents), 0.04
trivalents and 0.01 quadrivalents (Wang 1985b). These
pairing configurations indicate allosyndetic pairing between
the homoeologous chromosomes of the two genomes,
showing that the St and the P genomes are related. Later,
Wang (1986) produced hybrids between diploid Agropyron
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cristatum and Elymus libanoticus. Chromosomal pairing at
first meiotic metaphase of the F1 hybrid (genome PSt)
averaged 7.71 univalents, 2.77 bivalents, 0.22 trivalents,
0.01 quadrivalents, and 0.01 pentavalents per cell. As with
the hybrid of A. cristatum x E. stipifolius (Wang 1985b),
chromosome pairing in the hybrid between diploid A.
cristatum and E. libanoticus was mainly between the P
genome (large) and the S-genome (small) chromosomes, i.e.,
allosyndetic. Meiotic pairing also in this hybrid suggests that
the P and the St genomes are related.

Wang (1992) produced hybrids between diploid species
of Agropyron (genome P), Elymus (genomes St, Ee and Eb),
Psathyrostachys (genome Ns), Hordeum (genome H), and
Secale (genome R). Chromosome pairing patterns in these
diploid hybrids enabled the estimation of genomic similarity
between the various genomes. The results showed that Ee of
Elymus elongatus and Eb of E. farctus are the most closely
related genomes, followed by the St and P genomes. The N,
H, and R genomes are remotely related to the E-St-P cluster.
These relationships are also reflected in hybrids of higher
ploidy levels, when genes controlling chromosome pairing
are kept in check (Wang 1992). Similarly, the average
meiotic chromosome pairing in the intergeneric diploid
hybrid E. spicatus (genome StSt) x Secale strictum (formerly
montanum) (genome RR) included 12.97 univalents, 0.49
bivalents, and 0.01 trivalents (Wang 1987b). The hybrid A.
mongolicum x S. strictum, which have the PR genomes, had
an average of 12.86 univalents, 0.51 bivalents, 0.03 triva-
lents, and 0.004 quadrivalents. The hybrid between E. spi-
catus and A. mongolicum (genome StP) had a mean
configuration of 8.05 univalents, 2.86 bivalents, 0.07 triva-
lents, and 0.01 quadrivalents. All hybrids were sterile. The
meiotic pairings of these hybrids indicated that chromosome
homology between the St and P genomes is higher than
between both St and R or between P and R. The degree of
meiotic pairing in the E. spicatus x A. mongoicum hybrid
was similar to that observed in other diploid hybrids bearing
the same genome constitution, i.e., A. cristatum x E. stipi-
folius and A. cristatum x E. libanoticus (Wang et al. 1985;
Wang 1986). Interestingly, mitotic preparations of root-tip
cells of these hybrids suggested that the chromosomes of
different genomes were spatially separated (Wang 1987b).
As was found in other plant species (Finch et al. 1981; Avivi
et al. 1982), the separated genome distribution in the A.
cristatum x Elymus species in the majority (50–67%) of
root-tip cells, suggested that each genome in these hybrids
occupy a different part of the nucleus.

Monoploids and hybrids were obtained from the cross of
diploid Elymus elongatus (genome EeEe) and A. mon-
golicum. The monoploid was a result of gradual and even-
tually complete elimination of A. mongolicum chromosomes
in the hybrid. About 95% of the root-tip cells, and nearly all
of the pollen mother cells, had only seven chromosomes

(Wang 1987a). The genome in the monoploid cells was
identified as Ee, by its characteristic satellited chromosomes
(Wang 1987a). This was the first report of chromosome
elimination following intergeneric hybridization in the Trit-
iceae that did not involve species of Hordeum or Critesion.
The monoploid plant had only a few root-tip cells that
contained as many as seven additional chromosomes,
whereas none of the PMCs had more than eight chromo-
somes. These observations indicated that chromosome
elimination commenced some time after zygote formation
and was nearly complete in the PMCs. Chromosome elim-
ination in the hybrids between tetraploid H. vulgare and H.
bulbosum begins at maximum, 3–5 days after pollination
and was frequently complete 9 days after pollination
(Fukuyama and Hosoya 1983).

Very little autosyndesis between chromosomes within the
Ee genome occurred in the monoploid. On the other hand,
extensive chromosome pairing was observed at first meiotic
metaphase of the F1 hybrid E. elongatus x A. mongolicum
(genome EeP), averaging 6.42 univalents, 2.53 rod- and 0.85
ring-bivalents, 0.25 trivalents, and 0.02 quadrivalents.
Bridges and fragments were present in many first anaphase
cells. The hybrid was sterile and had non-dehiscent anthers.
This pairing profile revealed a degree of chromosome
homology between Ee and P, indicating a close phylogenetic
relationship between these two species. The amount of
pairing between the Ee and the P genomes, especially the
occurrence of three ring bivalents in some cells, suggests a
close relation between the two. Clark et al. (1986), who
studied the spacer region of rDNA units, also found a close
relationship between Ee and P genomes. However, the
number of univalents in this intergeneric hybrid (6.42)
exceeds that (2.89) observed in the interspecific hybrids of
diploid E. farctus (genome Eb) and diploid E. elongatus
(genome Ee) (Wang 1985b). Despite the capacity of the Ee
and P genome chromosomes to pair, they have differentiated
to a degree that the two genomes have different chromosome
lengths and karyotypic patterns (Hsiao et al. 1986). These
karyotypic differences, as well as morphological differences
between E. elongatus and A. mongolicum, justify their
classification into separate genera (Wang 1987a).

Wang (1985b) crossed tetraploid A. desertorum (genome
PPPP) x tetraploid E. stipifolius (genome StStStSt) and
found that most F1 hybrid (genome PPStSt) pairing was
autosyndetic, namely, pairing between chromosomes of the
St genome and pairing between those of the P genome.
Average pairing configurations included 4.48 univalents,
5.79 rod- and 5.07 ring-bivalents (total 10.86 bivalents),
0.53 trivalents and 0.05 quadrivalents (Wang 1985b). These
data imply that the two parental tetraploid species are
autoploids, that several chromosomes in each genome
underwent some structural rearrangements, and that the P
and St chromosomes tended to pair with their homologues
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(autosyndesis) rather than with their homoeologues (al-
losyndesis). Hence, chromosomal pairing in such hybrids
cannot disclose the degree of relatedness between the P and
St genomes.

Assadi and Runemark (1995) crossed E. libanoticus)
(genome StSt) with a tetraploid cytotype of A. cristatum,
namely, ssp. pectinatum (genome PPPP). Average meiotic
configurations in the F1 hybrid (genome StPP) displayed:
11.30 univalents, 3.40 rod- and 1.50 ring-bivalents (4.90
total bivalents). The hybrid was sterile. Most chromosomal
pairing, if not all, was autosyndetic between P chromo-
somes. The preferential pairing between the homologous P
chromosomes precluded the assessment of the relationships
between genomes P and St.

Dewey (1963a) reported that meiosis in plants of Elymus
hispidus (formerly Agropyron trichophorum)
(2n = 6x = 42; EeEeEeEeStSt] was basically regular; aver-
age chromosomal associations at the first meiotic metaphase
showed 0.09 univalents, 20.56 bivalents, 0.05 trivalents, and
0.16 quadrivalents, and was therefore described as an
auto-allohexaploid. Dewey (1963a) analyzed chromosomal
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between
Elymus hispidus and A. desertorum (genome PPPP) and
between E. hispidus and hexaploid cytotype of A. cristatum
(genome PPPPPP). The hexaploid A. cristatum parent
averaged 0.18 univalents, 7.44 bivalents, 0.81 trivalents 2.86
quadrivalents, 0.08 pentavalents, and 2.11 hexavalents at
diakinesis and consequently, was described as an auto-
hexaploid (Dewey 1963b). Chromosome pairing at the fist
meiotic metaphase of the F1 hexaploid hybrid (genome
EeEeStPPP) presented 5.08 univalents, 8.94 bivalents, 4.33
trivalents, 1.11 quadrivalents, 0.27 pentavalents, and 0.05
hexavalents per cell. On the basis of chromosome pairing in
the parent species and their hybrids, it was concluded that
one of the E. hispidu genomes was partially homologous
with the P genomes of hexaploid A. cristatum and tetraploid
A. desertorum.

Martín et al. (1999) reported the production of the
amphiploid Aegilops tauschii–Agropyron cristatum,
obtained by crossing an induced autotetraploid of Ae. tau-
schii (genome DDDD) with tetraploid A. cristatum (genome
PPPP). They used multicolor fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH), using total genomic DNA probes, to
distinguish between the chromosomes of Ae. tauschii and
those of A. cristatum at meiosis of the amphiploid. Analysis
of chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of the
amphiploid (genome DDPP) showed the presence of multi-
valents (trivalents, quadrivalents and pentavalents), which
were of A. cristatum origin. Moreover, pairing between Ae.
tauschii chromosomes was higher than between A. cristatum
chromosomes. The high frequency of multivalents, pre-
sumably due to translocations, plus the reduced pairing of
the A. cristatum chromosomes, indicated that the two P

genomes of the latter underwent some structural changes.
FISH analysis also showed a rare event of pairing between
Ae. tauschii and A. cristatum chromosomes. The presence of
homologous chromosomes (DD and PP) competed with the
homoeologous pairing between D and P and thus, the low
level of homoeologous pairing between these two genomes
is not indicative of the relationships between these two
genomes. In the absence of homologous chromosomes, this
pairing could be presumably higher.

Martin et al. (1998) studied chromosome pairing at
meiosis between the diploid cytotype of A. cristatum (gen-
ome PP), Aegilops tauschii (genome DD) and Hordeum
chilense (genome HchHch) in the trigeneric hybrid Ae.
tauschii-A. cristatum x H. chilense. Since this trigeneric
hybrid (genome DPHch) had a single dose of each genome
and thus, lacks homologous chromosomes, analysis of its
pairing pattern can reveal the level of affinity between the
genomes of these species. Using FISH, the pairing of these
hybrids at first meiotic metaphase showed higher pairing
between the D and Hch genomes than between each of them
and the P genome.

Hybridization of Agropyron species with Triticum species
has been difficult. White (1940) was unsuccessful in pro-
ducing hybrids between Triticum and diploid A. cristatum.
Smith (1942a, b) reported one hybrid plant produced from
882 Triticum aestivum florets pollinated with A. cristatum,
and Mujeeb-Kazi et al. (1987) reported that no viable
embryos were obtained from a cross of T. aestivum with
tetraploid Agropyron cristatum. Chen et al. (1989) suc-
ceeded to produce two hybrid plants from the pollination of
952 T. aestivum florets with diploid A. cristatum pollen, but
in both instances, the hybrid plants died before reaching
maturity. Nevertheless, Chen et al. (1989, 1990), Li and
Dong 1990, 1991), and Ahmad and Comeau (1991) recently
succeeded to obtain hybrid plants between T. aestivum and
various tetraploid Agropyron species, namely, A. deserto-
rum, A. michnoi, and A. fragile. Studies of chromosomal
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of these F1 pentaploid
hybrids showed higher levels of meiotic pairing than
expected. But, the genomic relationships of the P genome of
Agropyron with the A, B, and D subgenomes of T. aestivum
could not be clearly assessed due to the presence of the
wheat Ph1 homoeologous-pairing suppressor and two
homologous genomes in the tetraploid Agropyron species.

Ahmad and Comeau (1991) analyzed chromosome pair-
ing in ten F1 hybrids between T. aestivum cv. Fukuho and A.
fragile. Mean chromosome configurations at first meiotic
metaphase of the 10 pentaploid hybrids (genome BADPP)
included 17.29 univalents, 6.57 rod- and 1.97 ring-bivalents,
0.18 trivalents, 0.03 quadrivalents, and 0.002 hexavalents
per PMC. However, there was a considerable intra-hybrid
variation in the mean number of bivalents per PMC, ranging
from 5.88 to 11.03. Since one would expect to find up to
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seven bivalents in the polyhaploid of A. fragile and up to
three bivalents (Ahmad and Comeau 1991) in the polyhap-
loid of T. aestivum cv. ‘Fukuho’, the expected maximum
bivalents in these F1 hybrids should be 10. The higher
number of bivalents in some of the hybrids, which pre-
sumably occurred between wheat chromosomes, was
attributed to the a pairing-promoter gene(s) present in A.
fragile (Ahmad and Comeau 1991). Allosyndetic pairing
between wheat and A. fragile chromosomes are not expected
in these hybrids, since the A. fragile chromosomes tend to
pair preferentially with their own homologues, rather than
with wheat homoeologues. Such a pairing-promoter gene
system has been previously reported in tetraploid A. crista-
tum (Chen et al. 1989), as well as in other Triticeae species,
e.g., Amblyopyrum muticum, Aegilops speltoides, Secale
cereale, and Dasypyrum villosum (Dover and Riley 1972;
Chen and Dvorak 1984; Lelley 1976; Blanco et al. 1988b;
Table 5.2). Such a gene system was not found in diploid A.
cristatum (Limin and Fowler 1990). Since the pairing pro-
motion system in tetraploid Agropyron species is determined
by a polygenic system (Jubault et al. 2006), and different
accessions may have different alleles of the system, the use
of bulk pollen from many different plants to pollinate wheat
(Ahmad and Comeau 1991), might produce hybrids that
differ in the allelic composition of the Ph suppressors.

Jauhar (1992) produced and analyzed intergeneric
hybrids between T. aestivum and tetraploid Agropyron
cristatum. The F1 pentaploid hybrids (genome BADPP)
were perennial like the male wheatgrass parent and mor-
phologically intermediate between the two parents. Two
types of hybrids were obtained: a low-pairing (LP) hybrid
and a high-pairing (HP) hybrid. The LP hybrid, with an
apparently functional Ph1 (the suppressor of homoeologous
pairing), had a mean display of 25.91 univalents, 3.17 rod-
and 1.16 ring-bivalents, and 0.14 trivalents. If A. cristatum
were a true autotetraploid, its haploid complement (PP) in
the hybrid should form approximately 7 bivalents. The mean
4.33 bivalents (of which about 1.0 bivalent probably
involved the A, B and D subgenomes of wheat) suggests a
certain degree of divergence between the two P genomes
(Jauhar 1992). The degree of divergence between chromo-
somes that is required for the Ph1 suppressor to operate on is
not known. It would appear, however, that the degree of
similarity between the two P genomes is inadequate to pass
the discrimination limits of Ph1 (Jauhar 1992).

The HP hybrid had 15.73 univalents, 5.89 rod- and 2.98
ring-bivalents, 0.47 trivalents, and 0.03 chain quadrivalents,
a pairing profile that likely involved both autosyndesis
(pairing within the BAD component and within the PP
component of the BADPP hybrid) and allosyndesis (pairing
between the parental complements), as indicated by the
frequent formation of heteromorphic bivalents and asym-
metrical trivalents (Jauhar 1992). This kind of pairing could

have occurred only if Ph1 was partially suppressed by genes
of tetraploid A. cristatum. The existence of LP and HP plants
among the F1 pentaploid hybrids presumably results from
segregation of the Ph1 suppressors of A. cristatum.

Limin and Fowler (1990) reported the first successful
hybridization of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring with diploid
A. cristatum. Average chromosomal pairing per PMC at the
first meiotic metaphase of the F1 tetraploid hybrid (genome
BADP) included 27.69 univalents, 0.15 rod- and 0.00
ring-bivalents, and 0.003 trivalents (0.16 chiasmata per cell)
(Limin and Fowler 1990). Haploid Chinese Spring wheat
had 0.24–0.27 chiasmata per cell (Miller and Chapman
1976; McGuire and Dvorak 1982). Therefore, the chiasma
frequency observed in the study of Limin and Fowler (1990)
could be explained on the basis of autosyndesis pairing
between the wheat subgenomes. The pairing data of the
tetraploid hybrid indicates that pairing-promoting gene(s)
does not exist in the diploid accession of A. cristatum used
as parent in the described cross.

Triticum aestivum cv. Chinese Spring was crossed with
diploid Agropyron species from Inner Mongolia, A. crista-
tum and A. mongolicum, with or without B chromosomes,
generating intergeneric F1 tetraploid hybrids with 2n = 27,
28, 32, and 33 chromosomes (Chen et al. 1992a, b). The
extra chromosomes in the hybrids with 2n = 32 and 33 were
assumed to be B chromosomes. Average meiotic pairing in
the euploid hybrid (2n = 4x = 28; genome BADP), derived
from the cross of Chinese Spring x (A. cristatum x A.
mongolicum), included 14.38 univalents, 3.56 rod- and 1.36
ring-bivalents, and 1.26 trivalents, and the maximum num-
ber of bivalents was seven. This level of pairing is higher
than expected and was likely due to homoeologous pairing
between wheat chromosomes. Hence, the data indicated that
the P genome of diploid Agropyron originated from Inner
Mongolia, as those of the tetraploid Agropyron species,
possess a genetic system that suppresses the Ph1 genes of
wheat. The chromosome pairing observed in hybrids of CS x
A. cristatum/A. mongolicum included 4.92 bivalents and
1.26 trivalents on average, and was much higher than that
previously reported for the hybrid CS x diploid A. cristatum
produced by Limin and Fowler (1990), which had an aver-
age of 27.69 univalents, 0.15 bivalents and 0.003 trivalents
per cell. This difference between the hybrids of common
wheat x diploid A. cristatum could be attributed to the use of
different accessions of A. cristatum used in the study of Chen
et al. (1992a, b) versus that of Limin and Fowler (1990).

The observed pattern of pairing in the tetraploid hybrid
(genome BADP) (Chen et al. 1992a, b) was very similar to
that of the pentaploid hybrid CS x tetraploid A. cristatum
(genome BADPP), previously produced by Chen et al.
(1989). Both diploid and tetraploid A. cristatum, used in
these crosses, have genes that suppress the Ph-system of
wheat. In the pentaploid hybrids, average chromosome
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pairing included 8.18 univalents, 11.88 bivalents, 0.97
trivalents, and 0.03 quadrivalents (Chen et al. 1989). How-
ever, as the tetraploid A. cristatum used was a true autote-
traploid (Dewey 1984; Chen et al. 1992a, b), in most PMCs,
seven bivalents representing autosyndesis pairing of the 14
Agropyron chromosomes, was observed. Thus, the meiotic
behavior of wheat chromosomes shows 8.18 univalents, 4.88
bivalents, 0.97 trivalents, and 0.03 quadrivalents, corre-
sponding to the level of pairing in a wheat haploid deficient
for the Ph gene (7.93 univalents, 5.20 bivalents, 0.53
trivalents, and 0.02 qiadrivalents; Kimber and Riley 1963).
Hence, the high level of pairing in the pentaploid may be
ascribed to the suppression of the Ph gene of wheat (Chen
et al. 1989).

In the study of Chen et al. (1992a, b), the mean chro-
mosome pairing observed in the tetraploid hybrids dislayed
14.38 univalents, 4.92 bivalents, and 1.26 trivalents. If we
assume that the seven chromosomes of the P genome of
Agropyron did not pair with those of wheat in the hybrid,
and consequently, were univalents, the meiotic behavior of
wheat chromosomes in the hybrid would therefore be 7.38
univalents, 4.92 bivalents, and 1.26 trivalents. This level of
pairing is very similar to that of the wheat chromosome in
the pentaploid hybrid. Hence, the P genome of both diploid
and tetraploid A. cristatumn has a gene that suppress the Ph
gene system of wheat. The fact that the P genome of another
accession of diploid A. cristatum did not suppress the Ph
effect (Limin and Fowler 1990), indicates the existence of
variability within diploid Agropyron concerning the Ph
suppressors.

Li and Dong (1990) produced intergeneric hybrids
between T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and tetraploid
Agropyron desertorum. Average meiotic chromosome pair-
ing at the first metaphase of the F1 hybrid (genome BADPP)
showed 6.62 univalents, 4.16 rod- and 8.20 ring-bivalents,
0.57 trivalents, 0.35 quadrivalents, 0.06 pentavalents and
0.03 hexavalents. The number of bivalents and multivalents
in the F1 hybrid was higher than the expected seven biva-
lents between the PP genomes of Agropyron and one biva-
lent between the wheat genomes.

Li and Dong (1991) also produced intergeneric hybrids
between T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and Agropyron
michnoi. The average meiotic chromosome pairing at the
first meiotic metaphase of F1 pentaploid hybrid (genome
BADPP) included 6.39 univalents, 3.75 rod- and 8.64
ring-bivalents, 0.81 trivalents, 0.30 quadrivalents and 0.04
pentavalents; the bivalent and multivalent formation was
much higher than expected.

Chen et al. (1989) assumed that the higher pairing in
hybrids between bread wheat and tetraploid Agropyron
species resulted from Agropyron genes that suppress the
wheat Ph effect and thus lead to wheat homoeologous

pairing. Li and Dong (1990) suggested that the duplicated
dosage of the P genome induced pairing between the
homoeologues. Their conclusion was inspired by the report
of Riley et al. (1973) who showed that an extra dose of the
rye R genome increased the level of pairing in hybrids
between common wheat and tetraploid rye, i.e., the mean
number of wheat-chromosome bivalents increased from 0.24
to 2.25. Li and Dong suggested a similar effect of the P
genome, when present in an extra dose. However, the lack of
dosage effect of the P genome of Agropyron on suppression
of the Ph gene of wheat is indicated from the similar level of
pairing between the wheat chromosomes in the tetraploid
and the pentaploid hybrids (Chen et al. 1992a, b). It appears
that wheat-Agropyron allosyndetic associations, if any, are
rare, even if the level of chromosome pairing observed in the
hybrid is high.

Hybrids between disomic addition lines of A. cristatum
chromosomes or chromosome arms to the complement of
bread wheat x Aegilops peregrina (=Ae. variabilis)
(2n = 4x = 28; genome SvSvUU), can be used for studying
the effect of individual Agropyron chromosomes and chro-
mosome arm on homoeologous pairing between wheat and
Ae. peregrina chromosomes and to assess the Ph-suppres-
sing effect of different P genome chromosomes. Jubault et al.
(2006) used five disomic addition lines (1P, 3P, 4P, 5P and
6P) and five ditelosomic addition lines (2PS, 2PL, 4PS, 5PL
and 6PS) of wheat—A. cristatum addition lines, produced by
Chen et al. (1994, 1992a, b), in crosses with Ae. peregrina.
Chromosome configurations in each hybrid, which had
either 2n = 36 or 35 + t, were recorded, and the pairing level
for each of them was compared with that of the control
hybrid T. aestivum CS–Ae. peregrina. All the genotypes,
except those with 2PS and 2PL chromosomes, displayed a
significantly higher level of homoeologous pairing than the
control. Consequently, all the P chromosomes tested, with
the exception of chromosomes arms 2PS and 2PL, seemed to
promote homoeologous pairing. The A. cristatum Ph-sup-
pressing system appeared polygenic. However, the
pairing-promoting effect of every Agropyron chromosome
was weaker than the effect of the absence of Ph1.

In addition, Jubault et al. (2006) assessed the level of
pairing between individual A. cristatum chromosomes and
those of common wheat, in hybrids lacking Ph1. Allosyn-
detic pairing between P and BAD chromosomes were very
rare even in the absence of Ph1. Only telosome 5PL paired,
at a very low frequency, with wheat chromosomes (Jubault
et al. (2006). Since the addition lines did not provide any
evidence for structural rearrangements between the P and the
A, B, D subgenomes, it is assumed that the lack of ability of
P chromosomes to pair with wheat chromosomes stems from
divergence of the DNA sequences that are involved in
homology recognition and initiation of meiotic pairing.
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5.3.5 Phylogenetic Relationships of Agropyron
with Other Triticineae

The study of Escobar et al. (2011) showed that the clade of
Agropyron, Astralopyrum, Eremopyrum and Henrardia was
not affected by introgression and/or incomplete lineage sort-
ing. The analyses of 5S DNA sequences using Wagner par-
simony and NJ distance methods (Baum and Appels 1992),
placed consistently Agropyron (genome P), Pseudoroegneria
(currently Elymus; genome St) and Australopyrum (genome
W) in one clade. Agropyron evolved, most probably, from
Elymus species having the St, Ee or Eb genomes that are
moderately related to genome P of Agropyron (Wang 1989).
The close phylogenetic relationship between Agropyron and
Ermopyrum is supported by the data of Escobar et al. (2011);
the latter might have evolved from the former.

The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear
ribosomal DNA sequence phylogeny indicated that the
endemic Australian grasses Australopyrum pectinatum
(genome W) are closely related to species of Agropyron
(genome P) (Hsiao et al 1995). Species of the W and P
genomes share certain gross morphological similarities and
Australopyrum was once treated as a member of Agropyron
(Löve 1984). The karyotypes of P and W genome species are
also similar, but the chromosomes of the W genome are
smaller (Hsiao et al. 1986). The differences in chromosome
size could simply be due to a low copy number of the
repetitive DNA, because the chromosomes of Australopy-
rum pectinatum ssp. velutinum contain much less C-banded
heterochromatin than do those of Agropyron cristatum
(Endo and Gill 1984).

The P genome of the allohexaploid Elymus species most
likely derived from a diploid species of Agropyron (Petersen
et al. 2011; Fan et al 2013; Dong et al. 2015). Refoufi et al.
(2001) found that Elymus pycnanthus (Godr.) Melderis
(=Elytrigia pycnantha or Thinopyrum pycnanthum) is a
hexaploid containing genomes St, Ee, and P. Using genomic
in situ hybridization (GISH) techniques, they also proposed
that the P genome of E. pycnanthus is closely related to that
of A. cristatum. In accord with the above, Dizkirici et al.
(2010), constructing a phylogenetic tree by the maximum
parsimony method, based on sequence diversity in the
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear ribosomal
DNA, revealed that Elymus pycnanthus clustered with spe-
cies of Agropyron. Molecular diversity statistics also indi-
cated that E. pycnanthus is close to Agropyron species
(Dizkirici et al. 2010).

The studies of Fan et al. (2009) and Sha et al. (2010)
indicated that the Xm genome of the allopolyploid Leymus
species might have originated from an ancestral lineage of
Agropyron (genome P) and Eremopyrum triticeum
(genome F).

5.4 Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. & Spach.

5.4.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes

Eremopyrum (eremia ‘desert’, and pyros ‘wheat’ in Greek)
was described by Ledebour (1853) and included in Triticum
sect. Eremopyrum. However, since Eremopyrum was mor-
phologically similar to the P genome-bearing Agropyron
crested wheatgrasses, Bentham and Hooker (1883) included
them in Agropyron Gaertner. But, due to its annual habit,
Jaubert and Spach (1851) distinguished this taxon from
Agropyron as a separate genus. Since then, a number of
different Eremopyrum species have been described. Cur-
rently, there are five universally accepted species in the
genus (Gabi and Dogan 2010), namely, E. bonaepartis
(Spreng.) Nevski, E. confusum Melderis, E. distans (C.
Koch) Nevski, E. orientale (L.) Jaub. et Spach, and E. trit-
iceum (Gaertn.) Nevski (Figs. 5.3b and c).

In her review of the taxonomy of the genus Eremopyrum,
Frederiksen (1991b) recognized only the following four
species: E. triticeum, E. orientale, E. distans, and E.
bonaepartis. Due to the absence of clear-cut delimitation
between three previously considered species, she included
them in E. bonaepartis: E. confusum, characterized by
awned glumes and lemmas, E. bonaepartis s. str., with sharp
pointed glumes and lemmas, and Triticum sinaicum Steud.,
characterized by gradually tapering glumes and lemmas on
1–3 lower spikelets, but distinctly awned lemmas on upper
spikelets. Moreover, Frederiksen (1991b) determined the
chromosome number of these taxa and found that E. con-
fusum and E. bonaepartis s. str. are tetraploids, while Tri-
ticum sinaicum is a diploid. In contrast, Gabi and Dogan
(2010) indicated clear differences between the three taxa.
More specifically, they confirmed that E. confusum Melderis
is a valid species and consequently, like Melderis (1985b),
recognized five species in Eremopyrum. Since tetraplois E.
bonaepartis is an allotetraploid (Sakamoto 1979), and differs
morphologically from diploid E. bonaepartis (Gabi and
Dogan 2010), they concluded that the two taxa should be
treated as separate species.

All the five species are annual, short plants (30–40 cm
high), with a short, compact, laterally compressed spike,
rachis with very short internodes, solitary spikelets, seated
distichously at a wide angle to the rachis, and with spikes
that disarticulate at maturity at each rachis node beneath
each spikelet (wedge-type disarticulation), but only in E.
triticeum is the disarticulation at the base of each floret
(floret-type disarticulation). The Eremopyrum species feature
spikelets with 2–5 bisexual florets, distal or no sterile florets,
and very short anthers (0.4–1.3 mm) indicating facultative
self-pollination. Based on differences in disarticulation of
spike and spikeletes, Nevski (1936) divided Eremopyrum
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into two sections, Micropuryum Nevski (includes E. trit-
iceum) and Eremopyrum Nevski (includes the other four
species) (Table 5.4).

Eremopyrum species grow in steppes and semi-desert
regions, from the Balkan, through the East Mediterranean to
Asia (Balkan, Turkey, Syria, Jordan, Israel, Sinai Peninsula,
Caucasia, Turkmenistan, Iraq, Saudi Arabia, Iran, Afghani-
stan, Pakistan, and China) (Bor 1968, 1970; Davis et al.
1988). In their native ranges, they serve as valuable fodder
on ephemeral spring pastures. E. triticeum, E. bonaepartis,
and E. orientale have been found in North America.

The distribution of E. triticeum extends from southeastern
Europe and Turkey in the west, to China in the east. The
species appears to be widespread in the northern region of
the genus distribution area. E. distans is an Asiatic species,
widely distributed from the East Mediterranean and Eastern
Turkey to Afghanistan in the east. E. orientale is a wide-
spread species that distributes from Morocco and Algeria in
the west, to China in the east. E. bonaepartis is the most
common of the species, and widely distributed, growing
from Morocco in the west through the Middle East, the Sinai
Peninsula, the Arabian Peninsula, Iran and Central Asia, to
Afghanistan, Pakistan, and the Chinese province Xinjiang in
the east. It is a variable species that has been divided into
several subspecies (Table 5.4).

5.4.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

Studies of somatic chromosome number showed that Ere-
mopyrum includes both diploid and tetraploid taxa; E. trit-
iceum and E. distans, are diploids (2n = 2x = 14), E.
ponaepartis contains diploid and tetraploid cytotypes, and E.
confusum and E. orientale are tetraploids (2n = 4x = 28)

(Avdulov 1931; Sakamoto and Muramatsu 1965; Frederik-
sen 1991b). Interspecific Eremopyrum hybrids were pro-
duced and studies of their chromosome pairing at meiosis
showed: (1) very little pairing between the diploid species,
indicating that their genomes are remarkably diverged from
one another; (2) that the tetraploid species are allotetraploids,
each containing two different genomes; tetraploid E.
bonaepartis contains one genome of diploid E. bonaepartis
and a second genome of E. distans, while tetraploid E.
orientale contains one genome of E. triticeum and a second
genome of E. distans (Sakamoto 1972). Since tetraploid E.
bonaepartis is allotetraploid, the two ploidy types of E.
bonaepartis should be separated into two different species.
Based on these findings, Sakamoto (1979) classified the
genomes of the Eremopyrum species as follows: diploid E.
bonaepartis (genome AA), E. distans (genome BB), E.
triticeum (genome CC), tetraploid E. bonaepartis (genome
AABB) and tetraploid E. orientale (genome BBCC). Since
genomic symbols A, B, and C, were previously given to
Triticum and Aegilops species, Dewey (1984) changed the
genome symbol of Eremopyrum species given by Sakamoto
(1979). Later, Wang et al. (1995) suggested the presence of
two different genomes in Eremopyrum, F and X. Following
the genome analysis performed by Sakamoto (1979), the
genome symbol of the Eremopyrum species are as follows:
E. triticeum FF, diploid E. bonaepartis XbXb, tetraploid E.
bonaepartis XbXbXdXd, E. distans XdXd, E. orientale
XdXdFF (Table 5.4). The genome of E. confusum was not
determined, but it is probably similar to that of tetraploid E.
bonaepartis, i.e., XbXbXdXd.

The diploid species E. triticeum and E. distans, are more
easily distinguishable than the other species. The allotetraploid
species often grow in mixed populations with their diploid
progenitors and exhibit wider morphological variation

Table 5.4 Sections and species of Eremopyrum, their disarticulation type, ploidy level, genome formula and geographic distribution

Section Species Disarticulation
type

Ploidy
level

Genomea Geographical distribution

Micropuryum
Nevski

triticeum
(Gaertn.)
Nevski

Floret type 2x FF From southeastern Europe and Turkey in the west, to China
in the east

Eremopyrum
Nevski

orientale
(L.) Jaub. et
Spach

Wedge type 4x XdXdFF From Morocco and Algeria in the west, to China in the east

distans (C.
Koch)
Nevski

Wedge type 2x XdXd From the east Mediterranean Turkey to Afghanistan

bonaepartis
(Spreng.)
Nevski

Wedge type 2x XbXb From Morocco in the west through the Middle East, the
Arabian Peninsula, Iran and Central Asia, to Afghanistan,
Pakistan, and the Chinese province Xinjiang in the east

Wedge type 4x XbXbXdXd

confusum
Melderis

Wedge type 4x XbXbXdXdb West Asia

a Genome symbol according to Wang et al. (1995)
b Assumed
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(Sakamoto 1979). The three allotetraploid species are of recent
origin, and most probably arose in the dry steppe zones of
northwestern Iran, the assumed distribution center of this genus
(Sakamoto 1979).

Intergeneric hybridizations showed that there are strong
sterility barriers between Eremopyrum species and those of
other Triticeae genera (Sakamoto 1967, 1968, 1972, 1974;
Frederiksen 1991b, 1993, 1994; Frederiksen and von Both-
mer 1995). Sakamoto (1974) succeeded in producing
Heteranthelium piliferum x diploid Eremopyrum
bonaepartis and E. bonaepartis x tetraploid Hordeum
depressum hybrids. The diploid H. piliferum x E.
bonaepartis hybrid exhibited abnormal growth and very
little chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase (aver-
age of 13.93 univalents, and 0.04 bivalents per cell). Growth
of the triploid hybrid E. bonaepartis x H. depressum was
highly vigorous and chromosomal pairing (averaged 9.97
univalents, 5.50 bivalents, 0.01 trivalents, and 0.00 quadri-
valents) resulted mainly from autosyndesis of chromosomes
derived from the autotetraploid Hordeum parent. From the
very little pairing between the chromosomes of E.
bonaepartis and the other two species, Sakamoto (1974)
concluded that there is no homology among the genomes of
the three species.

5.4.3 Phylogenetic Relationships with Other
Triticineae Species

Phylogenetic studies, based on morphology (Seberg and
Frederiksen 2001), chloroplast DNA (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002; Hodge et al. 2010), chloroplast, mitochondrial, and
nuclear DNA sequences (Seberg and Petersen 2007; Escobar
et al. 2011) and nuclear genes (Hsiao et al. 1995;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2010), included Eremopyrum species in
the same clade with species of Agropyron s. str.

5.5 Henrardia C. E. Hubbard

5.5.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes

Henrardia is a small genus containing two species,H. persica
(Boiss.) C. E. Hubbard and H. pubescens (Bertol.) C.
E. Hubbard (Hubbard 1946). The two species, having a
characteristic morphology, differ from other genera of the
tribe. Both species are annuals short plants with relatively
long, cylindrical spike (5–15 cm long), anthers are small (1.5–
2.2 mm inH. persica and 0.7 mm inH. pubescens) indicating
a mating system of facultative self-pollination. Rachis harbors
a solitary spikelet at each node, fragile, disarticulating at
maturity just below the nodes (barrel type), so that each

spikelet falls with the rachis segment beside it. Caryopsis is
free but tightly enclosed by the glumes (Fig. 5.3c).

Both species are distributed in Turkey (Anatolia) and
from there have dispersed eastwards through Armenia and
Transcaucasia to Central Asia and southwards to Iraq, Iran,
Afghanistan and Baluchistan (Hubbard 1946). H. persica is
not common than H. pubescens (Bor 1968). The latter spe-
cies may be found also in Syria (Bowden 1966).

5.5.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

The two species are diploids (2n = 2x = 14); Sakamoto and
Muramatsu (1965) and Sakamoto (1972) reported 2n = 14 in
H. persica and Bowden (1966) observed 2n = 14 in H.
pubescens. The karyotype of both species is extremely
asymmetric, consisting of large chromosomes, of which four
pairs have sub-telocentric and three pairs have telocentric
chromosomes (Asghari-Zakaria et al. 2002). One of the
chromosomes has a small satellite located at the end of its
long arm (Asghari-Zakaria et al. 2002). Henrardia species
have a most asymmetric karyotype; all other species have
metacentric or sub-metacentric chromosomes, except Aegi-
lops caudata, Ae. umbellulata, and Ae. uniaristata that have
several sub-telocentric chromosomes (Chennaveeraiah 1960)
and Eremopyrum triticeum (all seven pairs are sub-
telocentric), E. bonaepartis (five pairs are sub-telocentric)
and E. distans (two pairs are sub-telocentric) (Frederiksen
1991b). In all other Triticeae species the NOR region and the
satellite are located on the short arm whereas in the Hen-
radia species (and in Eremopyrum distans) they are located
on the long arm (Asghari-Zakaria et al. 2002). Study of the
C-banded karyotype of H. persica showed that each chro-
mosome has a unique, easily recognizable C-banding pattern
(Asghari-Zakaria et al. 2002). The karyotype of the Hen-
rardia species is unique, differing from those of all other
Triticeae.

In an attempt to study the genetic relationships between
Henrardia and other genera of the tribe, Sakamoto (1972)
crossed H. persica, as either female or male parent, with a
number of species from different Triticeae genera. Hybrids
were obtained only in the cross of tetraploid Eremopyrum
orientale x H. persica. These hybrids were intermediate in
spikes morphology but their spikelets were of Eremopyrum
type. Disarticulation of ripe spikelets of E. orientale is of the
wedge-type and that of H. persica is of the barrel-type. The
F1 showed the wedge-type disarticulation of the Eremopy-
rum parent. Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase
was very low (13–21 univalents and 0–4 bivalents per cell),
indicating reduced homology between the genomes of these
two species. Another hybrid of H. persica x diploid Ere-
mopyrum distans was obtained by Frederiksen (1993) but
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the plant was very weak, did not develop normal roots and
died within a short time.

5.5.3 Phylogenetic Relationships with Other
Triticineae Species

Because of its very peculiar morphology, Henrardia was
earlier included in genera outside the Triticeae. Yet, in his
taxonomical revision of these taxa, Hubbard (1946) noticed
that Henrardia shares several diagnostic traits with the
Triticeae, e.g., ovary and caryopsis hairy at the apex, lod-
icule hairy, lemma three or more nerved and seed longitu-
dinally grooved with simple starch grains of the
Triticeae-type in the endosperm (Tateoka 1962; Seberg
et al. 1991). Consequently, since these characters have been
regarded to be of diagnostic value in distinguishing the tribe
Triticeae from other Poaceae tribes, Hubbard (1946) trans-
ferred this taxon to the Triticeae as a new genus, Henrardia
C. E. Hubbard.

The deviating morphology of Henrardia led first to its
classification in a separate sub-tribe, Henrardiinae Pilger,
within Triticeae (Tzvelev 1976; Löve 1984). Later on,
Clayton and Renvoize (1986) considered Henrardia as an
offshoot of Aegilops and included it in the sub-tribe Trit-
icineae. This is in accordance with Kellogg (1989) and
Frederiksen and Seberg (1992) who, based on a cladistics
analysis, concluded that Henrardia and the diploid species
of Aegilops form a clade. As a consequence Kellogg (1989)
suggested inclusion of Henrardia into Aegilops s. lat. As
Henrardia possess a unique morphology and exceptional
karyotype as well as low crossability with Aegilops species
(Sakamoto 1972), it seems at present most convenient to
consider it a part of the Triticineae, but to maintain it as a
separate genus.

Seberg and Frederiksen (2001) performed a cladistic
analysis, primarily based on morphology, of the mono-
genomic diploid genera of the Triticeae, and found that the
large Aegilops clade consists of taxa traditionally included in
Aegilops (van Slageren 1994), the closely related Ambly-
opyrum muticum, and Henrardia persica. But, using
b-amylase gene sequences, Mason-Gamer (2005) carried out
a phylogenetic study of the monogenomic Triticeae and
found that Henrardia persica is close to Eremopyrum
bonaepartis and both are in the same clade with Psathy-
rostachys. Eeremopyrum species grouped with Elymus
(=Agropyron) and Henrardia on the chloroplast DNA tree
(Mason-Gamer et al. 2002). A dual placement of Ere-
mopyrum and Henrardia with Elymus (=Agropyron) has
also been supported by other data sets (reviewed in
Mason-Gamer 2005). Also Hodge et al. (2010), using
chloroplast gene encoding ribosomal protein S16, found that
Eremopyrum bonaepartis and Henrardia persica formed a

well supported clade. Phylogenies based on chloroplast
DNA contradict the phylogeny based on morphological data
of Petersen and Seberg (1997) and Seberg and Frederiksen
(2001). The agreement of the rps16 data (Hodge et al. 2010)
and the results of Mason-Gamer et al. (2002) support the
placement of Henrardia in the Henrardia–Eremopyrum
clade. A similar conclusion was reached by Hsiao et al.
(1995) who analyzed nuclear DNA sequences. Escobar et al.
(2010) determined the mating system of Triticeae species
and combined the data with those obtained from molecular
analysis of 27 protein-coding loci. They found that Hen-
rardia persica is very close to Eremopyrum bonaepartis and
form a clade (clade III) with Eremopyrum triticeum and
Agropyron mongolicum. Using most comprehensive
molecular data set of one chloroplastic and 26 nuclear genes,
Escobar et al. (2011) found two well-supported clades, the
first is formed by Australopyrum (clade IIIA), Henrardia
and Eremopyrum bonaepartis (clade IIIB), and Agropyron
mongolicum and E. triticeum (clade IIIC).

Seberg and Frederiksen (2001), based on morphology,
placed Elymus farctus subsp. bessaribicum (=Thinopyrum
bessarabicum) and Henrardia persica at the bases of their
respective tree. However, the accumulated trees indicate that
either Psathyrostachys or Hordeum is basal to the rest of the
tribe and Henrardia is a more advanced type (Mason-Gamer
2005; Escobar et al. 2011).

5.6 Dasypyrum (Coss. & Durieu) T. Durand

5.6.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes

The taxonomy of and relationships of the Dasypyrum spe-
cies have been the subject of controversy. Originally, they
were placed in Secale L. and later in various other Triticeae
genera until Schur (1866) recognized that this taxon was
morphologically distinct from Secale, Triticum and other
genera in the tribe. Schur (1866) placed it in a new genus,
Haynaldia Schur, named in acknowledgement of Cardinal
Haynald (1816–1891) and his interest in science and botany
(Bor 1970). To avoid confusion with other Haynaldia gen-
era, the genus name was later changed to Dasypyrum Cosson
et Durieu and its generic rank was validated by Durand in
1888 (de Pace et al. 2011). According to Löve (1984), the
genus name derives from the Greek words dasy (bushy,
hairy) and pyros (wheat), and was selected to reflect the
distinctive hairy keels of the glumes (de Pace et al. 2011). At
first, three species were included in Dasypyrum (Candargy
1901): D. villosum, D. hordeaceum, and D. sinaicum, the
latter being an annual species (Humphries 1978) occurring in
eastern Mediterranean environments (Durand 1888) and was
recognized as a species by Candargy as well (1901). How-
ever, in her taxonomical revision of the genus Dasypyrum,
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Frederiksen (1991a) noted that Dasypyrum sinaicum (Steu-
del) Candargy is based on Triticum sinaicum Steudel, whose
lectotype belonged to Eremopyrum bonaepartis (Sprengel)
Nevski, thereby rendering it inappropriately assigned to
Dasypyrum. Thus, she recognized only two species in the
genus: the annual diploid D. villosum (L.) Candargy
[=Haynaldia villosa (L.) Schur] and the perennial tetraploid
D. breviaristatum (=D. hordeaceum), and demonstrated that
the inclusion of D. hordeaceum was based on a later
homonym, and for that reason, changed the name to D.
breviaristatum. D. breviaristatum is commonly known as a
perennial tetraploid, 2n = 4x = 28. However, Sarkar (1957)
isolated both a tetraploid and a diploid cytotype from a 1954
collection of D. breviaristatm assembled by G. L. Stebbins
in Morocco. Later on, Ohta et al. (2002) also reported on the
existence of a diploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum among
populations of the tetraploid cytotype in the Atlas Moun-
tains. Morphologically, the diploids were similar to but
smaller than the tetraploids in plant height, spike length, and
spikelet number (Ohta et al. 2002). A distinct difference
between the two cytotypes was only found in the number of
trichomes on the leaf surfaces (Ohta et al. 2002). The two
cytotypes are perennial, the diploid being slower in growth
than the tetraploid and also with smoother leaves (Sarkar
1957).

The genus Dasypyrum bears distinctive two-keeled
glumes with tufts of bristles along the keels, rendering
them easily distinguishable from other genera in the Trit-
iceae. Its plants are annuals or perennials, with 20–100 cm
high culms, and terminal spikes that are 4–12 cm long,
including the awns, with 1 spikelet per node. Their rachis
disarticulates above each spikelet (wedge-type disarticula-
tion). Spikelets are more than three times the length of the
rachis internodes, and laterally compressed, with 2–4 florets.
The lower two florets are usually fertile, the terminal florets
are sterile, glumes are awned with two hairy keels, lemmas
are awned and anthers are 4–7 mm long (Fig. 5.4a).

Dasypyrum (Cosson and Durieu) T. Durand (=Haynaldia
Schur) comprises two allogamous (predominantly out-
crossing) species: the annual D. villosum (L.) Candargy
and the perennial D. breviaristatum (Lindb. f.) Frederiksen.
In the recent literature, Haynaldia villosa (L.) Schur is most
commonly known as D. villosum, although the former name
is still occasionally used (Gradzielewska 2006a, b; de Pace
and Qualset 1995).

Dasypyrum villosum (L.) P. Candargy–mosquito grass–
[syn.: Agropyron villosum (L.) Link, Haynaldia villosa (L.)
Schur, Secale villosum L., Pseudosecale villosum (L.)
Degan; Triticum villosum (L.) Link] is an annual species
with 20–100 cm long culms. Blades are light green, spikes

b ca
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Fig. 5.4 Species of the Dasypyrum-Secale-Heteranthelium clade; a A
spike of D. villosum (L.) Candargy; b A plant and spike of S. cereale L.
ssp. cereale; c Giemsa C-banding of S. Cereale L. ssp. cereale

chromosomes. The seven chromosomes are from left to right, 1R to 7R.
(From Gill and Kimber 1974); d A plant and a spike of Heteranthelium
piliferum Hochst
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are 4–12 cm long, and glumes have tufts of hair on the two
keels, with a tuft of stiff hairs below the awns, which are
straight and 15–60 mm long; anthers are 4–7 mm long. In
contrast, Dasypyrum breviaristatum (H. Lindb.) Frederik-
sen–[syn. D. hordeaceum (Cosson & Durieu) Candargy;
Haynaldia hordeacea (Coss. & Durieu) Hack] is perennial,
has short rhizomes, and features dark green leaves, glume
keels with hairs that are not in tufts, and awns that are
* 15 mm long.

Morphologically, the most conspicuous evolutionary
divergence between diploid and tetraploid D. breviaristatum
and D. villosum is apparent in the vegetative propagation
device, with presence of rhizomes in diploid and tetraploid
D. breviaristatum and absence of rhizomes in D. villosum
(de Pace et al. 2011). These differences clearly reflect the
major trends of adaptive radiation between D. villosum and
the two cytotypes of D. breviaristatum, that occurred during
colonization of high altitude habitats and further adaptation
and differentiation of the tetraploid cytotype of D. bre-
viaristatum to the environmentally disturbed habitats in
forests and pastures at high altitude (de Pace et al. 2011).
The F1 hybrids between D. villosum and D. breviaristatum
produce rhizomes, indicating that the perenniality trait is
dominant (Ohta and Morishita 2001; Blanco and Simeone
1995).

All D. villosum and D. breviaristatum plants show
dimorphism for kernel color, with a yellow and dark red
kernel within every spikelet (Onnis 1967). Yellow kernels
are more frequent on the second floret, are heavier than
dark-red kernels, and germinate faster (de Pace et al. 1994).
Similar dimorphism in kernel color exists in wild emmer,
Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, where the
light-colored kernels, develop in the second floret, germinate
in the first year after seed dispersal, and the dark–colored
kernels develop on the lower floret, in the second year. The
inheritance of the kernel color does not show any Mendelian
segregation differences are reported between the kernels
color classes: the dark-red seeds have longer seed dormancy
than the yellow ones and maintain longer germination ability
(after eight years of storage) than that of the yellow seeds
(Stefani et al. 1998).

The distribution area of the genus Dasypyrum is in the
southwestern part of the distribution region of the sub-tribe
Triticineae, and it is known more as the region of D. villo-
sum than as the geographical range of D. breviaristatum
(Sarkar 1957). The core distributional center of D. villosum
is in the Mediterranean Basin of southern Europe, e.g., Italy
(including Sicily and Sardinia), Slovenia, Croatia,
Bosnia-Erzegovinia, Serbia, Albania, Macedonia, Greece,
(including Crete). It also sporadically grows in Spain (the
Baleares Islands), southern France, southern Switzerland,
Austria, Hungary, Romania, Bulgaria, Moldova, Ukraine
(Krym), Turkey, Caucasus, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia,

Southeastern Russia, and western Turkmenistan (Maire
1952: Frederiksen 1991a; de Pace et al. 2011). In its core
distributional centers in southern Europe, D. villosum is a
vigorous plant that grows at low altitudes and is absent in
habitats above 1350 m (de Pace et al. 2011). It is common in
open herbaceous plant formations, often in dense stands, and
also occupies disturbed habitats (de Pace et al. 2011).
Genetic studies revealed lower inter-population and higher
intra-population genetic diversity, as expected of an
out-crosser species (de Pace et al. 2011). However, there is
evidence of a positive relationship between spatial distance
and genetic distance (de Pace et al. 2011). Therefore, to
capture more genetic variation of D. villosum, samples
should be collected from distant populations.

The distribution of Dasypyrum breviaristatum is rather
restricted, and is mainly outside the range of the annual D.
villosum. It grows in two isolated mountainous regions, each
located over 1000 m above sea level, i.e., the Atlas Moun-
tains of Morocco and Algeria, and Mt. Taygetos, in the
Peloponnisos, Greece (Frederiksen 1991a; Ohta and Mor-
ishita 2001). Both the diploid and the autotetraploid grow in
mixed populations, but the majority of the plants are tetra-
ploids (Ohta et al. 2002). Recent investigations show that the
diploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum is found only in
Morocco and Algeria, while the tetraploid cytotype grows in
Greece as well (Sarkar 1957; Ohta and Morishita 2001; Ohta
et al. 2002).

Contrary to D. villosum, D. breviaristatum is common in
the pastures and forests of the mountains of Algeria and
Morroco, at an altitude ranging from 1000 to 2200 m above
sea level. In Mt. Taygetos, Greece, it was found at an alti-
tude of 1080 m (Frederiksen 1991a). The habitats of diploid
D. breviaristatum in Morocco are disturbed oak forests and
calcareous bedrock (Ohta et al. 2002). The distribution of the
diploid is more restricted than that of the tetraploid. These
ecological aspects of local, narrow distribution of the diploid
cytotype and more expansive geographic distribution of the
tetraploid cytotype, match the trends observed for other
diploid–tetraploid taxa in the Triticeae (e.g., Zohary and
Feldman 1962).

5.6.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

5.6.2.1 Karyotype and Genome Size
The karyotype of the Dasypyrum species is symmetric. D.
villosum contains five pairs of metacentric (of which two are
satellited (SAT)-chromosomes) and two pairs of
sub-metacentric chromosomes (Linde-Laursen and Fred-
eriksen 1991). de Pace et al. (2011) reported on a similar
karyotype, but with only one SAT-chromosome, in D. vil-
losum. The diploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum contains
six pairs of metacentric chromosomes, one being satellited,
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and one pair of sub-metacentric chromosomes (Ohta et al.
2002), while the tetraploid cytotype has 13 pairs of meta-
centric chromosomes (of which three pairs are
SAT-chromosomes—two with large and one with small
satellites), and one pair of sub-metacentric chromosomes
(Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen 1991). Another line of this
species contains only two pairs of SAT-chromosomes with
large satellites (Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen 1991), indi-
cating some degree of polymorphism regarding the number
of SAT-chromosomes in tetraploid D. breviaristatum. In
addition, nucleolar dominance of the breviaristatum-NOR
region on the villosum NOR and wide C-band karyotype
differences between the genomes of the two species were
observed by Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen (1991).

The use of different banding techniques, including
staining with fluorochromes, C-banding, and Ag-NOR (Gill
1981; Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen 1991; Blanco et al.
1996), and chromosomal localization of a species-specific
380 bp long satellite DNA sequence (de Pace et al. 1992),
allowed for reliable identification of each chromosome pair
of D. villosum, in different genomic backgrounds after
interspecific or intergeneric hybridization. In contrast,
chromosomal identification was not possible in D. bre-
viaristatum because of the overall similarity of banding
patterns and chromosome morphology (Linde-Laursen and
Frederiksen 1991).

The 1C genome size of D. villosum is 5.065 pg (Ober-
mayer and Greilhuber 2005; Eilam et al. 2007), although
large intraspecific variation, either between or within popu-
lations, has been detected (Greilhuber 2005). Genome size of
tetraploid D. breviaristatum is twice that of D. villosum
(Blanco et al. 1996).

5.6.2.2 Cytogentic Relationship Within
and Between the Two Cytotypes
of D. breviaristatum

To elucidate the cytogenetic relationship between the diploid
and the tetraploid cytotypes of Dasypyrum breviaristatum,
the two cytotypes were reciprocally crossed with one another
and chromosome pairing at first metaphase of meiosis and
fertility were studied in the F1 hybrids (Ohta and Morishita
2001). The researchers used two diploid and nine tetraploid
plants of D. breviaristatum for within and between cytotype
crossings. The diploids were collected from one population
in Morocco, while two of the tetraploids were collected from
the same population as the diploid plants, five from other
regions of the Atlas Mountains and two from Greece (Ohta
and Morishita 2001). F1 hybrid between the two diploid
plants exhibited almost complete chromosomal pairing at MI
(0.14 univalents, 6.92 bivalents, and 0.003 quadrivalents per
cell; 12.70 chiasmata/cell.) and pollen fertility of the F1
hybrid was high (82.3%). The F1 hybrids between the dif-
ferent ecotypes of the tetraploid cytotype from Morocco,

displayed chromosomal configurations typical of autote-
traploid (0.14–0.75 univalents, 3.90–5.81 bivalents, 0.06–
0.78 trivalents, 2.54–4.45 quadrivalents, and 0.02–0.26
hexa- or octo-valents) configurations. The range of
chiasmata/cell was 23.75–25.44 and pollen fertility was high
(69.2–77.9%). The F1 hybrid between the tetraploid plants
from Morocco and Greece showed somewhat more univa-
lents, bivalents, and trivalents per cell (1.01–1.61 univalents,
6.21–6.30 bivalents, 0.46–0.87 trivalents), fewer quadriva-
lents and higher configurations per cell (2.77–3.28 quadri-
valents, 0.01–0.02 higher configurations), and somewhat
fewer chiasmata/cell (22.00–23.22). Nevertheless, pollen
fertility was as high as that of the F1 generated tetraploid
cytotypes from different ecotypes in Morocco. The pattern of
chromosomal pairing at meiosis in hybrids between tetra-
ploid Moroccan ecotypes from different site of Morocco,
indicated that this hybrid was an autotetraploid and, there-
fore, the tetraploid cytotype is an autotetraploid.

The presence of higher multivalents (hexa- and
octo-valents) in several crosses between tetraploid D. bre-
viaristatum ecotypes indicated the occurrence of reciprocal
translocations between these ecotypes (Ohta and Morishita
2001). Ohta and Morishita further revealed the presence of
aneuploid plants in natural populations of the tetraploid
cytotype. Such chromosomal variation is also maintained in
the natural populations of tetraploid D. breviaristatum by
vegetative propagation. These researchers also observed the
following mean pairing configurations in D. breuiaristatum
(4x) x D. breuiaristatum (2x) F1 hybrid: 3.38 univalents,
3.20 bivalents, 3.74 trivalents, and 0.005 quadrivalents per
cell. The mean arm pairing frequency and relative affinity
were 0.915 and 0.641, respectively, indicating homology of
the diploid genome to the two genomes of the tetraploid
cytotype. The seven trivalents, observed in many meiocytes
of the F1 hybrid between the diploid and the tetraploid
cytotypes of D. breviaristatum, supported this conclusion.

5.6.2.3 Origin of the Tetraploid Cytotype
of D. breviaristatum

The origin and genomic composition of the tetraploid
cytotype of D. breviaristatum is under debate (de Pace et al.
2011). Several authors suggested an autoploid origin of the
tetraploid cytotype (Sarkar 1957; Sakamoto 1986; von
Bothmer and Claesson 1990; Galasso et al. 1997; Ohta and
Morishita 2001; Ohta et al. 2002). Sarkar (1957) studied
chromosomal pairing at meiosis of the tetraploid cytotype
and found 11.7 (2–14) bivalents and 1.1 (0–6) quadrivalents
per cell. The occurrence of up to six quadrivalents in a cell
may indicate an autoploid derivation of the tetraploid D.
breviaristatum, making the diploid cytotype is the most
likely ancestral type (Sarkar 1957).

The pattern of chromosomal pairing at meiosis observed
in F1 hybrids between the tetraploid and the diploid
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cytotypes (Ohta and Morishita 2001), and particularly the
existence of seven trivalents in several meiocytes of the F1
triploid hybrid, supported the autotetraploidy hypothesis of
Sarkar (1957) regarding the speciation event that led to
formation of the tetraploid D. breviaristatum. A similar
conclusion, based on the similarity in karyotype and in plant
morphology of the two cytotypes of D. breviaristatum, was
reached by Ohta et al. (2002), who also suggested that the
diploid cytotype is the most probable ancestral form of the
tetraploid cytotype. Indirect evidence for this hypothesis
came from experiments of Nakajima (1960), where the
diploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum produced several
unreduced gametes. Also, the fact that diploid D. bre-
viaristatum is perennial, as is the tetraploid cytotype, des-
ignates the diploid cytotype as the most likely progenitor in
which the genome duplication event occurred. This
hypothesis is also supported by the studies of Sakamoto
(1986), and von Bothmer and Claesson (1990).

On the other hand, using DNA fragment analyses and
isozymes, as well as FISH of structural genes sequences,
Blanco et al. (1996) concluded that tetraploid D. breviaris-
tatum originates from D. villosum. Other authors proposed
an allopolyploid origin for tetraploid D. breviaristatum, most
likely with D. villosum as one of the parents and diploid D.
breviaristatum as the other parent (Frederiksen 1991a;
Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen 1991). However, a direct
derivation from D. villosum was ruled out following
molecular cytogenetic analyses (Galasso et al. 1997), RAPD
analyses of genomic DNAs (Yang et al. 2006), and studies
of the meiosis in reciprocal crosses of the two species
(Sakamoto 1986; Ohta and Morishita 2001). Following
failure to detect D. villosum-specific DNA sequences in
tetraploid D. breviaristatum fluorescent in situ hybridization
(FISH), Uslu et al. (1999) concluded that D. villosum is not
related to tetraploid D. breviaristatum. Therefore, the
hypothesis that the tetraploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum
was derived from the diploid cytotype of this species by
autopolyploidy, is the only one, to date, that benefits from
concurrent support (Ohta et al. 2002; de Pace et al. 2011).

5.6.2.4 Cytogenetic Relationships Between D.
breviaristatum and D. villosum

To clarify the genomic relationships between the two species
of Dasypyrum, Ohta and Morishita (2001) reciprocally
crossed the two cytotypes of D. breuiaristatum with D.
villosum and examined chromosome pairing at the first
metaphase of meiosis and fertility in the F1 hybrids. Some
seed setting (36.1%) was obtained in D. villosum x diploid
D. breviaristatum; 30% of the shriveled caryopses germi-
nated. The reciprocal cross did not produce any seeds. The
mean pairing configurations and mean arm pairing frequency
per ell in the diploid D. villosum x D. breuiaristatum (2x)
hybrids were 11.12 univalents and 1.44 bivalents, and 0.107

mean arm pairing, and the hybrids were almost completely
sterile. Based on these results, Ohta and Morishita (2001)
concluded that the genome of diploid D. breuiaristatum is
only distantly related to that of D. villosum. They, therefore,
proposed, in accordance with Wang et al. (1995), to use of
the symbol Vb for the haploid genome of the diploid cyto-
type of D. breuiaristatum and Vv for the haploid genome of
D. villosum. Furthermore, since they concluded that tetra-
ploid D. breviaristatum is an autotetraploid, with diploid D.
breviaristatum as the immediate ancestor, they proposed the
genome symbol VbVb for the haploid genome of tetraploid
D. breviaristatum.

A similar pattern of seed set and chromosome homoeol-
ogy was observed after hybridization of D. villosum (as
female) with tetraploid D. breviaristatum. About 50% and
12% F1 hybrids seed setting was reported by Ohta and
Morishita (2001) and Blanco et al. (1996), respectively, and
over 80% of them germinated. The reciprocal combination
did not produce any seed. Chromosome pairing at meiosis of
the F1 hybrid between D. villosum and tetraploid D. bre-
viaristatum from Morocco contained 8.75–9.49 univalents,
5.51–5.68 bivalents, and 0.05–0.25 trivalents per cell, as
well as 8.70–8.76 chiasmata/cell (Ohta and Morishita 2001).
In contrast, the F1 hybrid between D. villosum and tetraploid
D. breviaristatum from Greece showed somewhat higher
chromosomal pairing (7.28 univalents, 6.64 bivalents, 0.14
trivalents, and 0.004 quadrivalents per cell; 11.58
chiasmata/cell). The higher chromosomal pairing in the
hybrid between D. villosum and the Greece ecotype of tet-
raploid D. breviaristatum may indicate exchange of some
chromatin between these two taxa (Ohta and Morishita
2001). The very low pairing between the F1 hybrid chro-
mosomes of D. villosum and diploid D. brevisaristatum
clearly indicated no homology between their genomes,
which is supported by the almost complete sterility of the F1
hybrid (Ohta and Morishita (2002). This conclusion coin-
cides with previous results reached following karyotype
analysis (Ohta et al. 2002).

Sakamoto (1986) also achieved interspecific hybridiza-
tion between D. villosum, used as female, and tetraploid D.
breviaristatum, as male. At meiosis, the triploid F1 hybrid
displayed chromosome configurations with an average of 6.5
bivalents and 7.9 univalents per cell. As the tetraploid par-
ents contained many quadrivalents, the bivalents observed in
the interspecific hybrid were ascribed to autosyndesis of the
tetraploid D. breviaristatum chromosomes (Sarkar 1957;
Ohta and Morishita 2001).

Because in the pollem mother cells (PMCs) of F1 of D.
villosum x tetraploid D. breviaristatum, the observed num-
ber of trivalents per cell was 0.14, while 3.74 were observed
in the cross of the diploid cytotype and the tetraploid cyto-
type of D. breviaristatum, the contribution of D. villosum
genome to the tetraploid was ruled out. In accord with this
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conclusion, Galasso et al. (1997) observed seven bivalents of
D. breviaristatum and seven univalents of D. villosum after
simultaneously labeling F1 hybrid D. breviaristatum (4x)
and D. villosum chromosomes in first meiotic metaphase
with fluorescein (FITC)-labeled D. breviaristatum DNA.
Yang et al. (2005, 2006) confirmed the divergence of the Vv
and Vb genomes using GISH and RAPD markers. When the
entire Vb genomic DNA was labeled to hybridize a somatic
mitotic metaphase of a partial amphiploid with 42 chromo-
somes (genome BBAAVbVb), generated from the selfing
population of the amphiploid bread wheat (cv. Chinese
Spring)-D. breviaristatum, 14 chromosomes were strongly
and uniformly labeled to Vb (Yang et al. 2005). In contrast,
when D. villosum was used as a probe, many arms of the 14
Vb chromosomes displayed large regions in their distal half
with less intense labeling. These differentiated GISH pat-
terns not only reflected the large genomic divergence
between the Vb and Vv genomes, as described by Galasso
et al. (1997), but also helped identify the chromosome pairs
of D. breviaristatum in wheat background labeled with
Vv-DNA.

5.6.2.5 Cytogenetic Relationships Between
Dasypyrum Species and Species of Other
Triticineae Genera

Several researchers crossed D. villosum with various species
from other Triticeae genera, in pursuit of identification of
cytogenetic and evolutionary relationships between these
species. A complete list of hybrids between Dasypyrum
species and Triticeae species and their level of pairing at first
meiotic metaphase, is provided in Tables 4.7 and 4.8 of the
publication of de Pace et al. (2011). Little chromosome
homology was observed between Dasypyrum species and
any other species of the Triticeae. Similarly, hybridizations
performed by Lucas and Jahier (1988) between D. villosum
and other diploid Triticeae species, indicated a low average
number of chromosome pairings between homoeologous
arms.

Crosses between diploid wheat (wild and domesticated T.
monococcum and T. urartu) with D. villosum produced F1
hybrids that displayed very low chromosomal pairing at first
meiotic metaphase (Sando 1935; Kihara 1937; Sears 1941;
Lucas and Jahier 1988; von Bothmer and Claesson 1990).
Similarly, studies of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids
between tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum ssp. durum, and D.
villosum, revealed very low pairing at meiosis, demonstrating
that the Vv genome is not homologous to the A and B sub-
genomes of tetraploid wheat (Kihara and Nishiyama 1937;
Nakajima 1966; von Blanco et al. 1983a, b, 1988b). Using
the C-banding technique on PMCs of the F1 T. turgidum
ssp. durum cv. Capelli x D. villosum hybrid, Blanco et al.
(1988b) estimated that of the 194 observed bivalents, 82%
involved A-B chromosome associations, 11.3% A-Vv, 1%

B-Vv, 4.1% A-A, 1.6% B-B, and 0% VvVv, and deduced
that A and B subgenomes are related, while the Vv genome is
more distant, but closer to the A than to the B genome.

Yu et al. (1998, 2001) analyzed chromosome pairing in
F1 hybrids between the common wheat cultivar Chinese
Spring and D. villosum. On average, they observed 1.61
bivalents per cell. Chen and Liu (1982) reported a cytoge-
netic study of T. aestivum x D. villosum F1 plants, in which
they were able to identify the villosum chromosomes in the
T. aestivum background and found very little pairing at first
meiotic metaphase, i.e., 22.5–27.8 univalents, 0.11–0.37
bivalents, and 0.10 trivalents per cell. The F1 hybrid had
reduced vigor and tillering ability, as compared to Chinese
Spring (Chen and Liu 1986).

Nakajima (1953) studied meiosis in the F1 hybrid of T.
timopheevii x D. villosum, and noted, on average, one
bivalent per cell. He later reported (Nakajima 1960) meiotic
chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between Triticum turgi-
dum and tetraploid D. breviaristatum, and concluded that
there is no homology between the genomes of D. bre-
viaristatum and the two subgenomes of T. turgidum. The
mean bivalent frequency of 8.06 per cell in the tetraploid F1
hybrid of this cross, and 8.9 in the pentaploid F1 T. aestivum
x tetraploid D. breviaristatum hybrid, resulted from
autosyndesis of the breviaristatum chromosomes. The
combination T. turgidum subsp. durum x tetraploid D. bre-
viaristatum produced an average of 7.86 bivalents and 11.5
chiasmata/cell (Blanco and Simeone 1995). Seven out of the
7.86 bivalents resulted from autosyndesis of the breviaris-
tatum chromosomes.

The T. aestivum x tetraploid D. breviaristatum F1 hybrid
seed set was 2.9% (von Bothmer and Claesson 1990). Two
hybrid plants displayed a high level of pairing, with up to 12
bivalents and an average of 7.8 bivalents. The pairing of
seven bivalents was attributed to autosyndesis of breviaris-
tatum chromosomes.

Oehler (1933, 1935), Sando (1935), Kihara and Lilienfeld
(1936), von Berg (1937), Sears (1941), Lucas and Jahier
(1988), and Deng et al. (2004) crossed diploid and tetraploid
species of Aegilops with D. villosum. The F1 hybrids dis-
played very low chromosomal pairing and were completely
sterile. An intergeneric triploid hybrid between Aegilops
tauschii and the tetraploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum was
produced and at meiosis, displayed 8.80 univalents and 6.15
bivalents per cell (Sakamoto 1986).

Sando (1935) produced hybrids between Secale fragile
and D. villosum. In general, the F1 plants resembled the
Secale parent. Kostoff and Arutiunova (1937) analyzed
pairing in a trigeneric hybrid (T. turgidum subsp. dicoccon x
D. villosum) x S. cereale (genome BAVvR) and found that
Vv chromosomes were not homologous with the Secale
chromosomes (genome R) and both Vv and R chromosomes
were not homologous to the wheat A or B chromosomes.
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Similarly, Nakajima (1951) observed very low pairing in MI
of the F1 hybrid between D. villosum and Secale cereale and
concluded that no homology existed between the Vv and R
genomes. Extremely low pairing ability was also observed
between Vv and R chromosomes in PMCs of hybrid plants
generated by crossing two amphiploids: Ae. Uniaristata–D.
villosum (2n = 28; genome NNSvSv) and Ae. uniaristata–S.
cereale (2n = 28; genome NNRR) (Jahier et al. 1988).
However, Jahier et al. (1988) did not reject the working
hypothesis that Vv and R chromosomes share homologous
sequences. Rather, they attributed the Vv and R asynapsis to
factors such as asynchronous meiotic rhythm between R and
Vv genomes. Similar causes can explain the lack of pairing
between Vv and Vb reported above.

5.6.3 Phylogeny and Time of Origin

The shared peculiar spike morphology, unilocus molecular
and biochemical markers (Blanco et al. 1996), and signals on
the chromosomes of tetraploid D. breviaristatum, but not on
most other Triticeae species, hybridization with the pHv62
D. villosum-species-specific repeated sequence (Uslu et al.
1999), seen between the two species of Dasypyrum, are
indicative of common ancestry. The genomic distance
between D. villosum and D. breviaristatum, as determined
by 301 RAPD loci, was smaller than their distance from
Secale species (Yang et al. 2006). Therefore, the formation
of the dasypyrum species and their biological and taxo-
nomical status may be explained by a cascade of events,
which began in the earlier stages of Triticineae separation
from the Hordeineae (13–15 MYA), and continued through
the reproductive isolation of the lower-altitude D. villosum
ecotypes from the high–altitude diploid D. breviaristatum
prototype, followed by the autopolyploidization event of the
tetraploid cytotype from the diploid one, and incipient
reproductive isolation between the two cytotpes. Such
divergence has not occurred for other syntenic and gene-rich
DNA segments of genomes Vv and Vb, as suggested by the
strong similarity between D. villosum and D. breviaristatum
genomes in restriction fragment patterns of genomic DNA,
the phenotypes for some isozyme systems, and the location
of gliadin genes (Blanco et al. 1996).

The phyletic relationships within the Dasypyrum genus
and among Dasypyrum species and other Triticineae species,
has been assessed at the levels of morphology, protein,
chromosome, chloroplast and nuclear fragments and
nucleotide sequences. Morphology-based phylogenetic
analyses showed that Dasypyrum branched in a sister group
of Secale within the same clade (Baum 1978a, b, 1983;
Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992; Seberg and
Frederiksen 2001). Kellogg (1989) placed Dasypyrum near
Agropyron and Triticum monococcum, and Baum (1978a, b,

1983) considered Secale cereale and D. villosum as evolu-
tionarily more contiguous to Triticum and Aegilops than to
the rest of the Triticineae.

Phylogenetic studies based on molecular data suggested
that Secale is the closest relative of the Triticum-Aegilops
genera (Kellogg et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002a;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2002). When Hordeum and Dasypyrum
were analyzed with Secale, Triticum and Aegilops, they were
positioned at the base of the tree topology, as out-groups
(Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Kawahara et al. 2008),
implying a much earlier divergence between D. villosum and
the common ancestor of Triticum-Aegilops.

The analysis from two cpDNA data sets, one based on
restriction site variation (Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996b)
and the other on sequences encoding the rpoA-subunit of the
RNA-polymerase (Petersen and Seberg 1997), placed Ely-
mus species possessing the E genome, e.g., E. elongatus and
E. farctus, and Dasypyrum together on cpDNA cladograms.
Sequencing of the nuclear starch synthase gene also revealed
a close affinity between E. farctus and Dasypyrum
(Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 2000). The cpDNA tree con-
tained a well-supported clade, including Dasypyrum and
diploid Elymus with St genome. The Dasypyrum-Elymus
with St genome monophyly was also observed in clado-
grams obtained from similar RFLP profiles of 14 cloned
fragments covering the entire cpDNA of T. aestivum (Kel-
logg 1992), morphological data (Kellogg 1989), and 5S
RNA (Appels and Baum 1991).

However, the nuclear DNA data (Hsiao et al. 1995;
Kellogg and Appels 1995) are incongruent with the cpDNA
data, in that they suggest different affinities of diploid Ely-
mus with St genome and Dasypyrum within Triticineae. The
Heteranthelium element of the transposon Stowaway is
present in Dasypyrum, but absent in other Triticeae species
(Petersen and Seberg 2000). Heteranthelium piliferum and
D. villosum stand at one extreme of the phylogenetic rela-
tionships, determined by variation in the PCR sequences of
6-SFT (sucrose:fructan 6-fructosyltransferase), whereas
diploid Secale, Triticum and Aegilops species are at the other
extreme (Wei et al. 2000). Molecular phylogeny of the RPB2
(the second-largest subunit of RNA polymerase II) gene
sequence revealed that the Vv genome of D. villosum is
sister to the St genome of Elymus and that both diverged
from the H-genome of barley (Sun et al. 2008). These
findings fall in line with the phylogenetic relationships of
mono-genomic species of Triticeae inferred from nuclear
rDNA (internal transcribed spacer) sequences, where
Heteranthelium and Dasypyrum demonstrated close relation
to diploid Elymus with St genome.

DNA/DNA hybridization of the genomes of rye and D.
villosum with labeled nuclear DNA from wheat and rye,
revealed greater homology between the Vv- and R- than
between Vv and A-, B-, and D-subgenomes of wheat (Lucas
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and Jahier 1988). Fish analysis involving hybridization of
the genomes of different Triticeae species with
species-specific molecular probes prepared from tandem
repeated DNA sequences of D. villosum (pHv62) and S.
cereale (pSc119.2), demonstrated a greater homology
between the R- and Vv-genomes than between R- or
Vv-genomes and between those of Triticum and Aegilops
(Uslu et al. 1999).

Escobar et al. (2011; Fig. 2.2) obtained the most com-
prehensive molecular dataset to date in Triticeae, including
one chloroplast and 26 nuclear genes. They found that
Dasypyrum, Heteranthelium and genera of clade V, group-
ing Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops, evolved in
a reticulated manner. Their evidence supported the following
clades (Escobar et al. 2011): The first includes Australopy-
rum (clade IIIA), Henrardia and Eremopyrum bonaepartis
(clade IIIB), and Agropyrum and E. triticeum (clade IIIC),
while the second consists of Dasypyrum and Heteranthelium
(clade IV), on the one hand, and Secale, Taeniatherum,
Triticum and Aegilops (clade V), on the other hand. St
genome Elymus does not group with Hordeum but is sister to
Dasypyrum. Consequently, Heteranthelium branches at the
base of clade V and these two newly inferred clades
(Elymus-Dasypyrum and Heteranthelium-clade V) are clo-
sely related to each other.

Lucas and Jahier (1988) concluded that the differentiation
of D. villosum (and Secale cereale) from the genera Aegilops
and Triticum occurred earlier than speciation in the latter two
genera. They assumed that the closest Aegilos-Triticum
species to D. villosum is wild diploid wheat, T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopides, and not diploid species of Aegilops.

5.6.4 Use of Dasypyrum in Wheat Improvement

5.6.4.1 Production of Cytogenetic Lines
Facilitating Identification of Useful
Genes, Their Allocation to Chromosomes
and Construction of Genetic Maps

D. Villosum has been crossed to Secale, Aegilops, Agropy-
ron, and Triticum species, but permanent introgression of its
chromosomal segments occurs only in wheat, following
controlled backcrosses (de Pace et al. 2011). At the begin-
ning of the twentieth century, Nazareno Strampelli was the
first to show the feasibility of crossing wheat species with D.
villosum and of transferring genes from the wild species to
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat, by crossing, backcrossing
and then implementing proper selection rules (Strampelli
1932). The T. aestivum cv. Rieti x D. villosum cross pro-
duced an F1 hybrid, from which (after a putative process of
backcrossing to cv. Rieti) the “gigas” winter bread wheat
cultivar Cantore was derived (Strampelli 1932). Strampelli
succeeded to release several interesting cultivars of bread

wheat, such as the so-called Triticum giganteum (which
produced large spikes and kernels as large as a coffee seed)
or lines with sweet kernels.

Following the pioneering work of Strampelli, several
researchers used D. villosum in intergeneric hybridizations to
study the morphology, chromosomal pairing at meiosis, and
fertility of the hybrids. The studies were of interest to the
evolutionist, biosystematist, and cytogeneticist, but they
rarely went further in the backcrossing and selection pro-
grams for releasing cultivars. However, several cytogenetic
lines have facilitated meaningful assessment and use of the
potential of D. villosum for wheat improvement.

Production of wheat (tetraploid and hexaploid)—D. villo-
sum amphiploids was the first methodological approach used
to assess the potential of Dasypyrum species to contribute
genes that may improve wheat. Tschermak-Seysenegg (1934)
produced the first hexaploid amphiploid (2n = 6x = 42;
genome BBAAVvVv) from the cross of T. turgidum with D.
villosum. McFadden and Sears (1947) produced the hexaploid
amphiploid T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides–D. villosum and Jan
et al. (1986) produced the octoploid amphiploid T. aestivum
cv. CS–D. villosum with 2n = 8x = 56 (genome
BBAADDVvVv). Several other amphiploid BBAADDVvVv
were produced by Mini et al. (1988), but all octoploid
amphiploids had agronomically poor plant type.

In contrast to the octoploid amphiploids, hexaploid
amphiploids (T. turgidum ssp. durum–D. villosum) proved
more promising. Such amphiploids were produced by sev-
eral researchers (see review in de Pace et al. 2011), and
exhibited a plant habitus and spike morphology resemblant
of wheat, good seed quality, but brittle rachis. As a primary
amphiploid, the overall performance, with the exception of
brittle rachis, of the hexaploid BBAAVvVv was equal to or
better than, most hexaploid primary triticale. Thus, the
BBAAVvVv amphiploids deserve consideration as new crop
plants, much as triticale did in its early stages of develop-
ment (de Pace et al. 2011).

Dasypyrum addition and substitution lines in wheat are
suitable material for studying the role of single Dasypyrum
chromosomes in determining various traits in the wheat
background. Sears (1953) and Hyde (1953) produced the
first set of six out of seven possible monosomic addition
lines, using D. villosum chromosomes to complement the
standard laboratory bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring host
genome. Later, Lukaszewski (1988) completed the set of
seven monosomic addition lines. Using C-banding, plant
morphology, and molecular markers, Lukaszewski (1988)
assessed the homoeology of the added Vv chromosomes to
those of wheat, and assigned each chromosome to the wheat
homoeologous groups. Similarly, Blanco et al. (1987) pro-
duced a set of six monosomic addition lines by donating D.
villosum chromosomes to the durum wheat cultivar Creso.
Each added Vv chromosome had a specific effect on plant
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morphology and fertility. Liu et al. (1995) described six D.
villosum substitution lines in bread wheat and reported the
homoeology assignment of the Vv chromosomes to the six
different wheat homoeologous groups.

Various novel disease-resistance genes have been iden-
tified on specific Vb chromosomes of the perennial tetraploid
D. breviaristatum. Addition and substitution lines were
isolated in the progeny of wheat—D. breviaristatum
amphiploids crossed with cultivated wheat, including dif-
ferent addition lines carrying genes for stripe rust (Yang
et al. 2008), as well as stem rust and powdery mildew (Liu
et al. 2011a, b) resistance. Marker data indicated that the Vb
chromosomes in the latter two addition lines were rearranged
with respect to wheat homoeologous groups. On the other
hand, various molecular markers confirmed a group 2
homoeology for the Vb chromosome substituted into a
Chinese bread wheat in place of chromosome 2D, able to
confer stripe rust resistance at the adult plant stage (Li et al.
2014). Interestingly, FISH, C-banding, and PCR-based
molecular marker analyses indicated that the 2Vb of D.
breviaristatum was completely different from 2Vv of D.
villosum, in line with the current view about the origin of
4 � D. breviaristatum.

5.6.4.2 Production of Translocation Lines of D.
villosum Chromosomal Segments
in Wheat Chromosomes

Production of Translocations via Induction of
Homoeologous Pairing
Halloran (1966) crossed D. villosum with the bread wheat
cultivar Chinese Spring monosomic for chromosome 5B,
and obtained two types of hybrids, with (2n = 28) and
without (2n = 27) chromosome 5B. Very low pairing (0.25
bivalent/cell) was observed in meiosis of the
28-chromosome hybrid containing 5B, leading to the con-
clusion that D. villosum does not possesses gene(s) that
remove the inhibition to homoeologous pairing due to the
Ph1 gene in chromosome 5B (Halloran 1966). The
27-chromosome hybrid (deficient for chromosome 5B)
showed much higher chromosome pairing (9.6 univalents,
3.8 rod and 1.06 ring bivalents, 0.86 trivalents and 0.7
quadrivalents) than the 28-chromosome hybrid (Halloran
1966). Yu et al. (1998, 2001) also noted enhanced homoe-
ologous pairing between wheat and D. villosum chromo-
somes in the absence of Ph1. These observations indicated
that it is possible to induce transfer of chromosomal seg-
ments from D. villosum to bread wheat by promoting
homoeologous pairing in the absence of Ph1 or in the
presence of its mutant ph1ph1.

In contrast to Halloran (1966), von Bothmer and Claesson
(1990) suggested that D. villosum genotyopes might

influence the pairing frequency in the F1 hybrids between D.
villosum and Triticum-Aegilops species. Likewise, Blanco
et al. (1983a, b) concluded that D. villosum contains genes
that promote homoeologous pairing in the presence of Ph1,
explaining the similar proportions of homoeologous pairings
observed in F1 hybrids between T. turgidum and D. villosum,
in the presence of Ph1 or its mutant allele ph1. To explain
the discrepancy between Halloran’s results and theirs,
Blanco et al. (1988b) presumed that ecotypes of D. villosum
may vary in their ability to promote homoeologous pairing
in the presence of Ph1. Genetic variation for the promotion
of homoeologous pairing has been demonstrated in various
accessions of several Triticeae species, e.g., Amblyopyrum
muticum (Dover and Riley 1972), Ae. speltoides (Dvorak
1972), Ae. longissima (Mello-Sampayo 1971a), Elymus
elongatus (Mochizuki 1962), and Secale cereale (Dvorak
1977) (Table 5.2).

Yu et al. (1998, 2001) also analyzed chromosome pairing
in F1 hybrids of the bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring
(with Ph1) and its ph1b mutant (a defciency for Ph1) with D.
villosum. On average, 1.61 chromosomes per cell paired in
the hybrid with Ph1, but 14.43 in the hybrid with ph1b.
GISH revealed three types of homoeologous associations
between wheat (W) and D. villosum (D) chromosomes
(W-D, D-W-W and D-W-D) in PMCs of the CSph1 x D.
villosum hybrid, and only one type (W-W) in the CSPh1 x
D. villosum hybrid. Translocations of chromosome segments
or entire arms, were detected by GISH in the BC1 plants
from the backcross of CSph1 x D. villosum to CSph1b.

Production of Translocations via Irradiation
Irradiating mature female or male gametes of plans having
addition or substitution of whole chromosomes or chromo-
some arm of D. villosum in either bread or durum wheat
background, with 60Co-gamma-ray, is a new and highly
efficient means of eliciting small segment structural changes
in chromosomes, especially interstitial translocations of D.
villosum segments in wheat chromosomes (Chen et al. 2008;
Cao et al. 2009; Bie et al. 2007).

5.6.4.3 Allocation of Useful Genes
to Chromosomes

The various genetic lines mentioned above allowed alloca-
tion of useful genes of Vv to chromosomes of Vv, namely,
genes for morphological (e.g., Sears 1982a, b; Mariani et al.
2003; Chen et al 2008), biochemical (e.g., Resta et al. 1987;
Shewry et al. 1987, 1991; Montebove et al. 1987; Blanco
et al. 1991; de Pace et al. 1988, 1992, 2011), molecular (e.g.,
Gil and Appels 1988; de pace et al. 1992; Liu et al. 1995;
Galasso et al. 1997), disease resistance (e.g., Pasquini et al.
1978; Panayotov and Todorov 1979; Chen et al. 1997;Yil-
dirim et al 1998, 2000; Oliver et al. 2005; Huang et al. 2007;
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Bizzarri et al. 2009), and abiotic stresses tolerance (e.g.,
Scarascia-Mugnozza et al. 1982; Schlegel et al. 1998) genes.
An alternative approach in which genes are assigned to
specific chromosomes of D. villosum using nullisomic
amphiploids, has been proposed (Zhong and Qualset 1990).

5.6.4.4 Contribution of Dasypyrum Genes
to Wheat Improvement

In an evaluation of forage crop potential, the amphiploid T.
turgidum ssp. Durum–D. villosum showed high biomass
quality (N yield) and quantity (biomass) (de Pace et al.
1990). The role of D. villosum chromosome segments
introgressed in hexaploid wheat in pre-breeding and primary
population mapping for complex genetic trait analysis, was
evidenced by Mariani et al. (2003). Vaccino et al. (2007)
found that wheat lines with chromosome 1BL containing
chromatin introgressed from D. villosum, were
early-heading, good grain yielders, improved bread making
quality and were environmentally stable over the years.
Analysis of several hexaploid lines derived from the back-
cross of the F1 hybrid T. turgidum ssp. durum x D. villosum
to bread wheat, exhibited good agronomic performance in
field trials, in term of yield, kernel weight, and bread-making
quality when compared to the best standards (Vaccino et al.
2009). Successful transfer of the D. villosum gene for
powdery mildew resistance was described by several
researchers, e.g., Blanco et al. 1988a; Shi et al. (1996) Chen
et al. (2008), Liu et al. (1996), and Qi et al. (1995).

5.7 Heteranthelium Hochst

Heteranthelium is a monotypic genus containing the species
H. piliferum (Banks et Sol.) Hochst. This species is annual,
consisting of short plants with a very peculiar spike mor-
phology that is different from that of other Triticeae genera
(Fig. 5.4d). Its spike consists of two kinds of interspersing
spikelets, fertile and sterile, both strikingly different in
appearance. In the fertile spikelets the lower florets are
bisexual and the upper ones are barren and scale-like,
whereas the sterile spikelets are composed of barren
scale-like florets only. The glumes and the lower parts of the
awns are hairy. The spikelets are solitary at each rachis node.
Rachis only partially fragile and consequently, ripe spikes of
this species do not disarticulate between individual spikelets,
but break up into a number of sections, each section contains
at least three fused rachis-segments diminishing in length
from below upwards, the lowest spikelet is fertile, the next
above is smaller, fertile or sterile with a reduced lemma, and
succeeding spikelet(s) reduced to a bunch of awned glumes.
Thus, H. piliferum has an exceptional dispersal unit con-
sisting of three spikelets of which 1–2 are sterile. The small
size of the anthers (1 mm) indicates mating system of

facultative self-pollination; bagged spikes were fertile almost
as non-bagged spikes (Luria 1983). There is some variation
in plants size, leaves size, spike color (from green to red),
number of seeds in the fertile spikelets and in seed size.

Heteranthelium piliferum is native to the Eastern
Mediterranean region and central Asia (Israel, Jordan, Syria,
Lebanon, Turkey, Transcaucasia, Iraq, Iran, Pakistan,
Afghanistan, Turkmenistan, Tajikistan and Kyrgyzstan). It is
an Irano-Turanian element growing on rocky and dry slopes
of foothills in semi-arid steppes as well as at the edges of the
Mediterranean region. Its distribution is limited by drought
(desert) and cold (higher mountainous regions). In the
sub-Mediterranean regions it grows in 550–750 m above sea
level in annual rainfall of 250–300 mm while in mountain-
ous area (e.g., Hermon Mt.) it grows at elevation of 1400–
1700 m above sea level, with annual rainfall of 1000–
1300 mm, in plant community consisting of
sub-Mediterranean and many Irano-Turanian plants.

H. piliferum is a diploid (2n = 2x = 14) (Sakamoto and
Muramatsu 1965; Bowden 1966), with symmetric karyotype
with median or sub-median centromere, one chromosome
pair is satellite with a small satellite (Chennaveeraiah and
Sarkar 1959; Ferederiksen 1993; Bowden 1966; Sakamoto
1974). Each chromosome had a distinct C-banding pattern
and this technique provided adequate information to identify
all of H. piliferum chromosomes (Asghari-Zakaria 2007).
Homologous chromosomes were identified based on posi-
tion of the centromere and similarities of C-banding patterns
(Asghari-Zakaria 2007). Its genome symbol is Q (Wang
et al. 1995).

In an attempt to elucidate the genetic relationships to
other genera of the tribe, Sakamoto (1974) crossed H. pil-
iferum, as the female parent, with a number of Triticeae
species. Yet, only the inter-generic crosses of H. piliferum
with 2 x Eremopyrum bonaepartis and autotetraploid hor-
deum depressum were successful. The F1 hybrid H. pil-
iferum x E. bonaepartis showed poor growth and the
morphology of the spikes was similar to that of Eremopy-
rum, while the spikelets were intermediate. Very little
chromosome pairing was observed at first meiotic metaphase
of the hybrid (0.04 bivalents per cell), indicating that the
genome of H. piliferum is only distantly related that of E.
bonaepartis (Sakamoto 1974). Growth of the F1 hybrid H.
piliferum x tetraploid Hordeum depressum was vigorous and
the spike morphology was intermediate between the parents,
i.e., a solitary spikelet exists at each rachis node like the
Heteranthelium parent but no sterile spikelets characteristic
of Heteranthelium were found. The Heteranthelium char-
acteristic of one spikelet per rachis node dominated the
multiple spikelet character of Hordeum. Similar dominance
of the solitary spikelet trait over multiple spikelets at each
rachis node was also found in bread wheat x Hordeum
vulgare hybrids (Muramatsu 2009). The triploid F1 hybrid
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H. piliferum x tetraploid Hordeum depressum exhibited 5.5
bivalents and 0.01 trivalents per cell, resulting from
autosyndesis of the Hordeum parent chromosomes and
indicating lack of homology between H. piliferum and H.
depressum.

Considering the unique morphology of the spike and the
dispersal unit, distribution in the east and southeast periph-
ery of the distribution area of the sub-tribe Triticineae,
inter-generic cross-ability and cytogenetic relationships of
H. piliferum, Sakamoto (1974) concluded that the monotypic
genus Heteranthelium is a distinctive entity, representing a
specialized group that occupies an isolated position in in the
tribe Triticeae. This taxon has evolved as an annual during
the process of adaptation to rather dry habitats of the
Mediterranean climatic regions.

In different classifications of Triticeae Heteranthelium is
supposed to be related to either Triticum/Aegilops complex
(Nevski 1934a; Tzvelev 1976) or Hordeum (Love 1984;
Clayton and Renvoize 1986; Kellogg 1989). Clayton and
Renvoize (1986) regarded it as an advanced offshoot of
Critopsis. Yet, Heteranthelium has one spikelet per node
like the sub-tribe Triticineae and awnlike glumes like Hor-
deum (Frederiksen 1993). Thus, the phylogenetic relation-
ships of Heretanthelium are still ambiguous. Studies of
Hodge et al. (2010) on the chloroplast gene encoding ribo-
somal protein S16, showed that H. piliferum is in the same
clade with Triticum monococcum, Secale cereale, and all the
Aegilops species. Their results are consistent with the finding
of Mason-Gamer et al. (2002), based on combined cpDNA
sequences of tRNA genes, spacer sequences, rpoA genes,
and restriction sites. Phylogenetic relationships based on
mating systems showed that H. piliferum is in a clade with
Dasypyrum Villosum (Escobar et al. 2010). This is in spite of
the fact that H. piliferum is facultative self-pollinated
whereas D. Villosum is an out-crosser. Escobar et al.
(2011) studied one chloroplastic and 26 nuclear genes and
found that H. piliferum comprises a clade with Dasypyrum
villosum (clade IV) that branches at the base of clade V
(Triticum, Aegilops, Secale and Taeniatherum). Cllades IV
and V are closely related to each other (Escobar et al. 2011).

5.8 Taeniatherum Nevski

5.8.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes

Because of its diverse morphological features, Taeniatherum
Nevski has previously been included in several different
genera. Linnaeus (1753) considered it as a single species
belonging to the genus Elymus (E. caput-medusae L.), while
Schreber (1772) concluded that this taxon consists of two
Elymus species (E. caput-medusae and E. crinitum Schreb.),
and Link (1827) defined three species (E. cput-medusae, E.

crinitum and E. platatherus Link). Other authors thought that
Taeniatherum belongs either to the genus Cuviera Koeler
(Simonka 1897) [now Hordelymus (Jessen) Harz] or Hor-
deum L. (Cosson and Durieu 1855; Ascherson and Graebner
1902). However, Nevski (1934a) pointed out that Tae-
niatherum differs from the above genera in several principal
features, e.g., it differs from Elymus in its one-flowered spi-
kelets with connate, subulate glumes, and annual life cycle.
Taeniatherum differs from Hordelymus in its sessile spikelets
with connate glumes, flattened lemma awns and annual life
cycle, and differs from Hordeum in its tough rachis, rigid
spike with a terminal spikelet and sessile spikelets in pairs
(Frederiksen 1986). Consequently, Nevski (1934a) consid-
ered it a separate genus, Taeniatherum (Fig. 5.5a).

The genus Taeniatherum is characterized by a broad
morphological variation, making the classification of its
specific rank difficult. Consequently, the taxonomic litera-
ture contains different classifications of the specific rank in
this genus. In his monograph on Taeniatherum, Nevski
(1934a) defined three species, T. caput-medusae, T. crini-
tum, and T. asperum, while Bor (1968) recognized only two:
T. crinitum and T. asperum, and noted that they only differ
very little from one another in several morphological traits.
The distinguishing characters between the taxa that Nevski
(1934a) and Bor (1968) defined, were glume length and
spreading of glumes after ripening, length of the lemma, and
width of the lemma awn base. The culm length to spike
length ratio was sometimes used to distinguish between the
taxa Nevski 1934a, 1936; Maire and Weiller 1955; Hum-
phris 1978). However, all these traits show gradual transition
between the taxa and merely indicate quantitative, rather
than qualitative differences, rendering them impractical to
use for identification purposes. In his taxonomical treatment
of the genus, Humphris (1978) combined the
above-mentioned species of Nevski (1934a) and Bor (1968)
to one, T. caput-medusae, which contains several morpho-
logical variants. He argued that the morphological charac-
teristics that distinguished between those defined by Nevski
and Bor were unstable and variable, and did not justify a
split of the species.

While revising the taxonomy of Taeniatherum, Fred-
eriksen (1986) thought that the morphological characters that
led Nevski to split the species into three, were indistinct,
with many intermediates occurring between them, rendering
it rather difficult to define these taxa morphologically. Since,
morphological features, geographical extension and crossing
experiments (Sakamoto 1969; Frederiksen and von Bothmer
1986) indicate some taxonomic differentiation, Frederiksen
(1986) treated the three Nevski species as subspecies of T.
caput-medusae (L.) Nevski, namely, subsp. caput-medusae,
subsp. crinitum (Schreb.) Melderis, and subsp. asperum
(Simk.) Melderis. She stated that the absence of disconti-
nuities in the morphology supports a sub-specific rank.
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Taeniatherum caput-medusae (L.) Nevski (common name
medusa-head) is a small genus of annual, short plants (20–
61 cm tall) with dense spikes, bearing one terminal spikelet
and otherwise paired sessile spikelets, and a tough rachis, that
does not disarticulate at maturity. It has two-flowered spi-
kelets, with a lower hermaphrodite floret, and an upper floret
reduced to a scale-like rudiment. At maturity, glumes are
divergent from the rachis, forming an acute or obtuse angle.
The glumes and lemma are awned. Glumes 3–5 cm long
(including awns). Lemma’s awns are flattened (0.4–1.5 mm
wide) at the base, 6.0–13.5 cm long (Incl. lemma), and
twisted when dry. The palea is a little longer than the body of
the lemma. Anthers are small (about 1 mm in length), and the
mature caryopsis is firmly adhered to the lemma and palea,
which are released from the glumes, that remain on the rachis.
The very small anthers that shed most of the pollen inside the
floret indicate a facultative autogamous species (Frederiksen
and von Bothmer 1986) (Fig. 5.5a).

The species distributes from West Mediterranean to
Central Asia, i.e., Portugal, Spain, Southern France, Mor-
occo, Algeria, Italy (incl. Sardinia and Sicily), Croatia,
Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Macedonia, Albany, Turkey,
Greece (incl. Crete), Romania, Bulgaria, Southern Hungary,
Southwestern Russia, Crimea Caucasia, Cyprus, Tunisia,
Libya, Egypt (incl. Sinai), Israel, Jordan, Syria, Lebanon,
Iraq, Iran, West Pakistan, Afghanistan, Turkmenistan,
Uzbekistan, Tajikistan, and Kirgizstan. Outside this area, it
has been introduced as a weed in the northern and north-
western parts of Europe, in North and South America and
Australia. T. caput-medusae inhabits low mountains and
plateau areas, growing on altitudes from 600 to 800 m in
Yatir, Israel, to 1850 m in south Sinai, Egypt, in a range of
annual precipitation from 100 mm in Sinai to 1000–

1300 mm in Mt. Hermon. All sites it grows in are arid,
somewhat extreme habitats, in sub-Mediterranean
small-shrub formations and Irano-Turanian steppes, and is
usually found on Nubian sandstone, basalt, and calcareous
soil, as well as on stony or gravelly soils.

T. caput-medusae ssp. caput-medusae [(Syn.: Elymus
caput-medusae L.; Hordeum caput-medusae (L.) Coss. &
Dur.; Cuviera caput-medusae (L.) Simk.; Hordeum
caput-medusae subsp. bobartii Asch. & Graebn.; Elymus
caput-medusae var. typicus Halácsy; Elymus caput-medusae
subsp. bobartii (Asch. & Graebn.) Maire; Hordelymus
caput-medusae (L.) Pign.; Taeniatherum caput-medusae var.
caput-medusae Humphries] bear glumes that are 3.5–
8.0 mm long and horizontal. Paleae are 5.0–8.5 mm long.
The awn base is 0.5–0.8 mm wide. This subspecies is
restricted to the western part of the species distribution area,
i.e., Portugal, Spain and southernmost France in Europe, and
Morocco and Algeria in Africa.

T. caput-medusae ssp. crinitum (Schreb.) Melderis (1984)
[syn.: Elymus crinitus Schreb.; Hordeum crinitum (Schreb.)
Desf.; Elymus caput-medusae var. crinitus (schreb.) Ball.;
Elymus caput-medusae subsp. crinitus (Schreb.) Nyman;
Hordeum caput-medusae subsp. crinitum (Schreb.) Asch. &
Graebn.; Taeniatherum crinitum (Schreb.) Nevski; Horde-
lymus caput-medusae subsp. crinitus (Schreb.) Pign; Tae-
niatherum caput-medusae var. crinitum (Schreb.)
Humphries] bear glumes that are 1.5–4.0 mm long, erect or
curved. Glume awns are 0.4–1.0 mm wide at base. Lemmas
are 8.5–14.5 mm long. Lemma awns are 0.6–1.0 mm wide
at base. This subspecies is found from Italy and eastwards
into Asia. Within a large part of the distribution area, mor-
phological transitions are found between this subspecies and
subsp. asperum.

a b

Fig. 5.5 Species of Taeniatherum-Crithopsis clade; a A spike and a plant of T. caput-medusae (L.); b A plant and spike of C. delileana (Schult.)
Rozhev
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T. caput-medusae ssp. asperum (Simk.) Melderis [syn.:
Cuviera caput-medusae var. aspera Simk; Hordeum
caput-medusae subsp. asperum (Simk.) Degen in Asch. &
Graebn.; Cuviera aspera (Simk.) Simk.; Eltmus
caput-medusae var. asper (Simk.) Halácsy; Elymus asper
(Simk.) Brand in Hallier & Brand; Hordeum caput-medusae
var. asperum (Simk.) Fom. & Wor. Ex Fedtsch.; Tae-
niatherum asperum (Simk.) Nevski; Elymus caput-medusae
subsp. critinus var. asper (Simk.) Maire; Hordelymus asper
(Simk.) Beldie in Savulescu; Hordelymus caput-medusae
subsp. asper (Simk.) Pign.] bears glumes that are 1.5–
4.0 mm long, erect or curved. Lemmas are 5.0–14.5 mm
long. The awn base is 0.4–1.0 mm wide. This subspecies has
a very broad distribution, as it is found in most parts of the
distribution area of the species. Morphological intermediary
specimens between this subspecies and the others are found.

5.8.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

Chromosome number was determined by Sakamoto and
Muramatsu (1965), Sakamoto 1969), Bowden (1966),
Coucoli and Symeonides (1980), Luria (1983), Frederiksen
(1986) and Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen (1989), who
found that all taxa are diploids (2n = 2x = 14). The genome
symbol of Taeniatherum caput-medusae is Ta (Wang et al.
1995). The three subspecies of T. caput-medusae have the
same karyotype, with no interspecific variation (Frederiksen
1986). The karyotype is symmetric, with six metacentric
pairs (one of which is a SAT-chromosome with a small
satellite) and one sub-metacentric. All seven pairs of chro-
mosomes were of nearly equal size, so that it was difficult to
distinguish between them with certainty.

In an attempt to characterize the karyotype of each sub-
species, Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen (1989) studied the
C-banding patterns of somatic metaphases in plants from
several populations of all three taxa. The C-banding patterns
of all three subspecies were rather similar and characterized
by a majority of small or very small bands. The number of
bands per chromosome varied from 2 to 12 and had no
preferential disposition. The banding pattern polymorphism
was narrow but was sufficient for identifying the homo-
logues of each of the seven chromosome pairs. No larger
polymorphism was found within the sub-species, indicating
that this trait is of no diagnostic value in distinguishing
between the subspecies, and supported the view of a close
relationship between them (Frederiksen 1986).

Frederiksen and von Bothmer (1986) hybridized the three
subspecies of Taeniatherum and studied chromosomal
pairing at meiotic first metaphase and fertility in the F1
intra-specific hybrids. Crosses within a subspecies were as
difficult to perform as crosses between subspecies. The
intra-specific hybrid plants were vigorous but completely

sterile (Frederiksen and von Bothmer 1986). Meiotic pairing
in the parental plants was high, predominantly in the form of
ring bivalents and 13.10–14.27 chismata/cell. Chromosomal
pairing in the F1 intra-specific hybrids also showed a very
high degree of chromosomal pairing (average of 11.0 chi-
asmata /cell; no multivalents were observed), indicating that
all three sub-species have the same basic genome. The
almost complete lack of multivalents in the hybrids also
shows that the basic genome has not been subjected to any
larger structural rearrangements. However, this finding is in
contradiction with the observations reported by Sakamoto
(1969), who observed in several pollen mother cells of a
sterile F1 hybrid of ssp. asperum x ssp. crinitum, a trivalent
and in several others, a quadrivalent, in addition to PMCs
with seven bivalents or six bivalents and two univalents
(average chromosome pairing per cell was 1.9 univalents,
5.8 bivalents, 0.1 trivalents, and 0.2 quadrivalent). From
these observations, Sakamoto (1969) concluded that the two
taxa had very similar but structurally differentiated genomes.
However, it is most likely that one of the accessions used by
Sakamoto (1969) contained a small reciprocal translocation
that did not exist in the accessions used by Frederiksen and
von Bothmer (1986). Consequently, Frederiksen and von
Bothmer (1986) concluded from the pairing data, that the
three subspecies share a high degree of genome homology,
and thus, supported Frederiksen’s (1986) treatment of these
taxa as subspecies. This conclusion fails to account for the
complete sterility of the intra-specific F1 hybrids, indicating
that certain genetic barriers exist between the subspecies.
Frederiksen and von Bothmer (1986) assumed that these
genetic barriers might have resulted from the processes of
adaptation to the different conditions of the large variety of
ecological habitats occupied by this species, that together
with the effect on adaptive gene complexes, also selected
genes involved in the intra-specific barriers.

The crossability of T. caput-medusae with other Triticeae
species has been low, making it difficult to produce inter-
generic hybrids, and consequently, the cytogenetic rela-
tionships between this species and other Triticeae species are
poorly known. For instance, Sakamoto (1973) tried to cross
T. caput-medusae with Crithopsis delileana and did not
succeed to obtain F1 seeds. However, several intergeneric
crosses between Taeniatherum caput-medusae and other
Triticeae species were successfully performed. Schooler
(1966) crossed T. caput-medusae with Aegilops cylindrica
and obtained a highly sterile triploid F1 hybrid. At meiosis,
univalents were the most common configuration, while rod
bivalents and especially ring bivalents were only rarely
observed (Schooler 1966). Thus, he concluded that the three
genomes, Ta of T. caput-medusae and CD of Ae. cylindrica,
are only distantly related.

Sakamoto (1991) analyzed intergeneric hybrids between
T. caput-medusae ssp. crinitum and Eremopyrum orientale
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(4x) and Agropyron tsukushiense. Chromosome pairing in
several plants of the F1 triploid hybrid E. orientale (4x) x T.
caput-meusae ssp. crinitum (2x) was low (average of 19.3–
20.6 univalents and 0.2–0.8 bivalents per cell) and the
hybrid was completely sterile. Chromosome pairing in the F1
tetraploid hybrid between Agropyron tsukushiense (6x) x T.
caput-medusae ssp. crinitum (2x) was also low (average of
26.1 univalents and 0.9 bivalents per cell), and no seed set
was obtained. No genomic homology was found between
these three genera (Sakamoto 1991).

Frederiksen and von Bothmer (1989) crossed the 3 sub-
species of Taeniatherum caput-medusae with 30 different
species representing 11 genera of the Triticeae. A seed set
were observed in 15 combinations only. However, most of
the seeds lacked an embryo or the embryo was unable to
form a vigorous seedling, and consequently, only six
resulted in adult plants. In the combination of Taeniatherum
caput-medusae with Hordeum bulbosum (2x), a haploid of
T. caput-medusae was obtained as a result of selective
elimination of the H. bulbosum chromosomes. All other
hybrids included the following five combinations: T.
caput-medusae ssp. caput-medusae x Psathyrostachys frag-
ilis, T. caput-medusae ssp. crinitum x Psathyrostachys jun-
cea, ssp. crinitum x Dasypyrum villosum, ssp. asperum x
Hordeum brevisubualatum, and ssp. crinitum x Eremopyron.
orientale (4x). All F1 hybrids were morphologically inter-
mediate between the parents. Perenniality dominated over
annuality in the combinations with the Hordeinae species,
and annuality in hybrids with Dasypyrum and Eremopyrum.
All hybrids were highly sterile due to very low chromosome
pairing at meiosis. The pairing data supported the doctrine
that Taeniatherum is a distinct genus within the Triticeae,
but slightly related to the genomes of Psathyroatachys,
Dasypyrum, Eremopyrum or Hordeum.

Löve (1984) assumed that the tetraploid genus Hordely-
mus possesses one genome from Hordeum and another from
Taeniatherum. As no hybrids between these two genera
survived (Frederiksen and von Bothmer 1989), homology
between the genomes of these two genera could not be
proven nor rejected. Yet, von Bothmer et al. (1994) ruled-out
the presence of the H genome in Hordelymus and demon-
strated the presence of the Ns genome instead. Likewise,
Bieniek et al. (2015) showed that Psathyrostachys juncea
(genome NsNs) contributed its genome as a maternal parent
to the allotetraploid Hordelymus eyuropaeus and not Tae-
niatherum caput-medusae, and suggested a genomic formula
of NsNsXrXr for Hordelymus.

Frederiksen (1994) crossed Taeniatherum caput-medusae
with Triticunm aestivum and obtained an F1 hybrid. Mor-
phologically, the hybrid looked like T. aestivum, with broad
leaves and one spikelet per node, with three florets. The
hybrid was completely sterile. Analysis of meiotic pairing at
first meiotic metaphase showed a high number of univalents

(20.02), an unexpected high number of bivalents (3.52) (rod
3.44 and ring 0.08), and trivalents (0.08), resulting in 1–10
chiasmata/cell. The relatively high pairing was ascribed to
pairing between the homoeologous chromosomes of the A,
B, and D subgenomes of wheat. It is concluded that the
genome of Taeniatherum eases the restriction on homoeol-
ogous pairing in T. aestivum, imposed by the Ph1 gene.

As Taeniatherum seems to be a distant relative of Triti-
cum, it is reasonable to suppose that the observed pairing in
the hybrid only occurred between wheat chromosomes. The
mean number of chiasmata in euhaploid T. aestivum con-
taining Ph1 was reported to be 1.06, while it was 8.48 in
euhaploid mutants lacking Ph1 (Jauhar et al. 1991). The
number of chiasmata per cell in the hybrid studied by
Frederiksen (1994) was 4.26 and thus, fell between the range
referred to above. Thus, the genotype of Taeniatherum
seems to have some repressive effect on the Ph1 gene,
resulting in increased pairing of homoeologous wheat
chromosomes.

5.8.3 Phylogeny

In most morphological trees, Taeniatherum is linked to the
Hordeum group, mainly because it shares the characteristic
of multiple spikelets per node (Baum 1983; Baum et al.
1987; Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992). In
contrast, phylogenetic studies based on molecular analyses
have placed Taeniatherum close to Secale, Triticum and
Aegilops (e.g., Mason-Gamer et al. 2002, based on chloro-
plast DNA, and Hsiao et al. 1995, Seberg and Petersen 2007,
and Escobar et al. 2011, based on nuclear DNA sequences).

Hsiao et al. (1995) used the sequences of the internal
transcribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear ribosomal DNA
and sequences of tRNA to estimate phylogenetic relation-
ships among 30 diploid Triticeae species representing 19
genomes. They found that most of the annuals of Mediter-
ranean origin, i.e., species of Triticum, Aegilops, Crithopsis,
Taeniatherum, Eremopyrum, Henrardia, Secale, and two
perennials, Elymus farctus and Elymus elongatus, constitute
a monophyletic group. In a more restricted species sampling,
the two perennial parsimony tree species Elymus farctus and
E. elongatus, formed a sister group with Triticum mono-
coccum, Aegilops speltoides, and Ae. tauschii. Crithopsis,
Taeniatherum, Eremopyrum, and Henrardia were close to
Secale. Based on this finding, Hsiao et al. (1995) suggested
that the Triticeae apparently independently evolved similar
sorts of characters in two parallel lineages, one in the
Mediterranean and one in the Arctic-temperate region.
Several conspicuous morphological characters appear in
both groups, for example, a similar number of spikelets per
node, a similar number of florets per spikelet, linear spikes,
and keeled glumes. Species in the Mediterranean group that
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formed a monophyletic lineage in the ITS tree, were grouped
with various perennials of Arctic-temperate origin on the
morphology trees (Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg
1992; and following Seberg Frederiksen, unpublished data).
This apparent agreement between the molecular and
bio-geographic data, and conflict of both of these lines of
evidence with the morphological trees, suggest that
large-scale morphological parallelism occurred in the evo-
lutionary history of the Triticeae. The results of Hsiao et al.
(1995) supported the suggestion of Sakamoto (1973) to
classify Triticeae as two major groups, a Mediterranean
group and an Arctic-temperate group (Table 2.3), with the
Mediterranean lineage evolving from the Arctic-temperate
species.

Mason-Gamer et al. (2002) analyzed new and previously
published chloroplast (cp) DNA data from Elymus and from
most of the mono-genomic genera of the Triticeae, and
presented additional cp DNA data from Elymus and from
mono-genomic genera and constructed the phylogeny for the
mono-genomic genera. Their analysis was in agreement with
previous cpDNA studies with regard to the close relationship
between Secale, Taeniatherum, and Triticum–Aegilops.
Further, their analysis provided moderate support for some
additional still unresolved relationships or for those that
were very weakly supported in the previous cpDNA studies.
These included (i) the sister relationship between Tae-
niatherum and Triticum–Aegilops; (ii) the placement of
Heteranthelium with a Secale + Taeniatherum + Triticum–
Aegilops clade; and (iii) the placement of the Elymus farctus
and E. elongatus + Dasypyrum clade with the
Secale + Taeniatherum + Aegilops–Triticum + Heteranthe-
lium clade. A close relationship between Taeniatherum and
Triticum–Aegilops is completely at odds with the DMC1 tree
(Petersen and Seberg 2000) and the morphology-based
cladogram (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001). The ITS data left
the relationship unresolved (Hsiao et al. 1995), and Tae-
niatherum was not included in the 5S long spacer data set
(Kellogg and Appels 1995). But, Escobar et al. (2011) found
that the clade containing Taeniatherum and Triticum–Aegi-
lops is also seen on the 5S short spacer data tree, but only if
Elymus farctus and E. elongatus are included in the clade.
Some conflict appears in the position of Secale in the starch
synthase tree, in which a close relationship among Triticum,
Aegilops, and Heteranthelium was detected, while Secale
was placed in a Secale–Taeniatherum–Elymus–Dasypyrum
group (Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 2000).

The above phylogenetic studies suggest that Tae-
niatherum is closer to the species of the sub-tribe Triticineae
than to those of the Hordeineae. Hence, use of the number of
spikelets on each node, as a diagnostic marker for placing
genera in one of the two sub-tribes (Tzvelev 1976; Clayton
and Renvoize 1986), is not sufficient for such a grouping.

5.9 Crithopsis Jaub. & Spach.

5.9.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes

The genus Crithopsis was previously included in one of the
Elymus, Hordeum and Eremopyrum genera, however, Jau-
bert and Spach (1851) recognized it as a separate genus.
Crithopsis is monotypic and is represented by the species C.
delileana (Schult.) Rozhev.

Crithopsis delileana [syn.: Elymus delileana Schult.;
Elymus geniculatus Del.; Elymus aegyptiacus Spreng.; Ely-
mus rhachitrichus Hochst. ex Jaub. & Spach; Elymus sub-
ulatus Forssk.; Hordeum delileanum (Schult.) Hack.;
Hordeum geniculatum (Delile) Thell.; Eremopyrum cretense
(Coustur. & Gand.) Nevski; Crithopsis rhachitricha Jaub. &
Spach; Crithopsis brachytricha Walp] is annual, culms 10–
30 cm high, spike dense and bristly, 2–5 cm long (excl.
awns), with paired sessile spikelets at each node of rachis.
The rachis is densely hairy and fragile and disarticulates
above each node (wedge-type disarticulation). Spikelets
contain two florets, where the lower is hermaphrodite and
the upper rudimentary. Glumes are equal in size and linear,
tapering to an awn. Lemma taper to form a long flat awn,
equal in length to the glume awn. Anthers are about 0.8 mm
long. The caryopsis is firmly adherent to lemma and palea.
The dispersal unit is the rachis internode, which carries two
spikelets with a single grain in each (Fig. 5.5b).

The species is characterized by a wide morphological
variation, mainly in the color of the leaf sheath, hairiness of
the leaves and glumes and lemmas, size of rachis internodes,
glumes and lemmas. Luria (1983) found no difference in the
seed sets of bagged and unbagged spikes, indicating that the
pollination system is autogamous. This finding was corrob-
orated by Frederiksen (1993) who, on account of the short
anthers, assumed this species to be predominantly
autogamous.

The distribution of the species is from North Africa,
through the southeastern Mediterranean basin to Central
Asia [Morocco, Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Libya, Greece (incl.
Grete), Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Jordan, Israel, Iraq,
Iran, Afghanistan, and west Pakistan (Baluchistan)]. The
species grows in a wide range of habitats, on a variety of
climatic conditions and on different soils [terra rossa,
rendzina (dark and light), basalt, grumusol, sandy soil, loess,
and desert lithosol]. It is found at 100–950 m above sea
level, from xeric climates with 100 mm annual rainfall to
more mesic conditions, with 800 mm annual rainfall.
Crithopsis delileana grows in dry steppe grassland and batha
(Mediterranean small shrub formations), as well as in
semi-disturbed habitats, in plant communities consisting of
Irano-Turanian and sub-Mediterranean plants.
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5.9.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

All analyzed accessions of Crithopsis delileana are diploids,
2n = 2x = 14 (Sakamoto and Muramatsu 1965; Bowden
1966; Sakamoto 1991, 1973; Luria 1983; Frederiksen 1993;
Linde-Laursen et al. 1999). Löve (1984) designated its hap-
loid genome as K. The karyotype of all analyzed accessions
was similar, i.e., symmetric, consisting of five pairs of
metacentric chromosomes, one pair of sub-metacentric
chromosomes, and one pair of metacentric SAT-
chromosomes, with rather small satellites (Frederiksen
1993; Linde-Laursen et al. 1999). Only the SAT-
chromosome pair and the sub-metacentric pair could be
identified reliably by morphology, whereas the morphologi-
cal differences between the other five pairs of metacentric
chromosomes were insufficient for safe identification.
Linde-Laursen et al. (1999) made use of Giemsa C-banding,
Giemsa N-banding and silver nitrate staining to discriminate
between the chromosome pairs of C. delileana. The Giemsa
C-banding patterns included a few small to very small,
mainly centromeric or telomeric bands (Linde-Laursen et al.
1999). The banding patterns of the different populations were
polymorphic, but within populations, the variation in banding
patterns was sufficient for identifying the homologous chro-
mosomes of each of the seven pairs. N banding produced no
or few weakly developed bands in the chromosomes at the
same positions as C bands. Silver nitrate staining identified
two nucleolar organizer regions (NORs), at the nucleolar
constriction of the pair SAT-chromosomes. The number of
NORs was confirmed by observing a maximum of two
nucleoli at interphase (Linde-Laursen et al. 1999).

Intergeneric hybridization between Crithopsis and other
members of the Triticeae are very difficult. Attempts to
produce intergeneric hybrids between C. delieana and
Aegilops peregrina (=Ae. variabilis), Eremopyrum
bonaepartis, E. triticeum Taeniatherum caput-medusae
ssp. caput-medusae and Agropyron tsukushiensis have
always failed (Sakamoto (1973). Likewise, Frederiksen and
von Bothmer (1989) had no success in crossing C. delileana
with Taeniatherum caput-medusae. However, a single weak
hybrid was produced in the cross of C. delileana and Ere-
mopyrum distans (Frederiksen 1993).

Crithopsis delileana and Taeniatherum caput-medusae
are considered close taxonomically to each other (Clayton
and Renvoize 1986) and morphologically similar. Both
feature spikes with two sessile spikelets at each rachis node
and a single hermaphroditic floret at each spikelet. In con-
trast to Crithopsis, which has a fragile rachis, Taeniatherum
bears a tough rachis and a disarticulating rachilla. The
karyotype of C. delileana is morphologically similar to that
of T. caput-medusae, as shown by Linde-Laursen and
Frederiksen (1989). However, the C-banding patterns of the

two species exhibit differences in the distributions of the
C-bands, with C. delileana having more telomeric and fewer
intercalary bands than T. caput-medusae. Yet, altered dis-
tribution of C-bands is a weak diagnostic characteristic, as
activity of transposable elements, that can affect the distri-
bution and quantity of the C-banding, may be different in
closely related species and even within a species.

5.9.3 Phylogeny

The genera Crithopsis and Taeniatherum are traditionally
considered related to Hordeum and Psathyrostchys and
therefore, are included in the Hordeineae (Tzvelev 1976;
Clayton and Renvoize 1986). All four genera have more
than one spikelet per rachis node and only one hermaphro-
ditic floret per spikelet. Morphologically-based phylogenetic
analyses supported inclusion of the four genera within the
same, albeit not fully resolved, clade (Kellogg 1989; Fred-
eriksen and Seberg 1992). Following her cladistics analysis,
Kellogg (1989) even proposed to include Crithopsis and
Taeniatherum in Hordeum in a single clade. Similar analysis
performed by Frederiksen and Seberg (1992) placed
Crithopsis, Taeniatherum, Hordeum and Psathyrostachys in
a single clade.

Yet, the cytological studies of Linde-Laursen et al. (1999)
indicate a closer relationship between the genera Crithopsis
and Taeniatherum than between Hordeum or Psathy-
rostachys. In contrast to the comparatively minor differences
in chromosome morphology distinguishing between the
karyotypes of C. delileana and T. caput-medusae, the
karyotypes of members of the genera Pasthyrostachys and
Hordeum show several distinct characteristics (Linde-
Laursen et al. 1999). Species of Psathyrostachys have sig-
nificantly larger chromosomes, including
SAT-chromosomes with generally minute satellites, as
compared to the species of the other three genera, while
species of Hordeum have chromosomes that produce bands
after N-banding (Linde-Laursen 1981; Morris and Gill 1987;
Xu and Kasha 1992). This banding pattern, unobserved in
the other genera, indicates a significant qualitative difference
in the composition of the constitutive heterochromatin (Gill
1987). The above differences support the taxonomic
approach relating to them as individual genera.

There is also a discrepancy between the phylogenetic
trees derived from morphological analysis versus those
generated following molecular analysis of either chloroplast,
mitochondrial or nuclear DNA sequences (Seberg and
Frederiksen 2001; Seberg and Petersen 2007; Mason-Gamer
2005; Petersen et al. 2006; Escobar et al. 2011). In the
morphological trees, Kellogg (1989), Frederiksen and
Seberg (1992), Seberg and Frederiksen (2001), and Seberg
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and Petersen (2007) included Crithopsis and Taeniatherum
in the Hordeum group, mainly because they share the
characteristic of multiple spikekets per rachis node. Seberg
and Petersen (2007) showed an incongruence between
morphological evaluations and nucleotide sequence analysis
of two plastid genes (rbcL, rpoA), one mitochondrial gene
(coxII), and two single-copy nuclear genes (DMC1, EF-G).
In addition, they found that data derived from chloroplast
genes were somewhat incongruent with those from the
mitochondrial and nuclear sequences. Similar limited
agreement was found between gene trees derived from
nuclear genes (the two 5S rDNA arrays and ITS) and those
derived from the chloroplast (cpDNA RFLPs and rpoA;
Kellogg et al. 1996; Petersen and Seberg 1997), both of
which deviated considerably from the morphologically
based phylogenies.

Based on the chloroplast data, Seberg and Petersen
(2007) placed Crithopsis close to Secale, both of which were
close to Aegilops/Triticum and Taeniatherum. Similar results
showing that Crithopsis is close to Secale were obtained by
Petersen and Seberg (1997), who analyzed the plastid gen-
ome spanning the entire rpoA gene, and by Petersen et al.
(2006), who analyzed the plastid gene ndhF. They found that
Crithopsis and Secale were sister species to a clade that
includes Aegilops, Triticum, and Taeniatherum. Yet, based
on the mitochondrial and the nuclear data, Seberg and
Petersen (2007) found that Crithopsis was linked to the
Aegilops/Triticum group. This finding is in agreement with
that of Mason-Gamer and Kellogg (1996a), whose nuclear
data supported classification of the clade of Ae. tauschii,
Triticum monococcum, Taeniatherum caput-medusae, Ely-
mus farctus ssp. bessarabicus, Crithopsis delileana and
Elymus elongatus. Similar results were also obtained by
Petersen et al. (2006), who studied the nuclear gene DMC1,
and found that Crithopsis was close to Aegilops/Triticum
and Elymus elongatus. Likewise, Hsiao et al. (1995) anal-
ysed the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear
ribosomal DNA and found that Crithopsis is close to Secale
and included both in the Aegilops/Triticum clade.

Mason-Gamer (2005) constructed a phylogenetic tree
based on analysis of the b-amylase genes of the Triticeae.
This tree consists on an evidence-supported clade included
Aegilops, Triticum, Crithopsis, and Taeniatherum. Place-
ment of Crithopsis (and Taeniatherum) within or very near
Aegilops was supported by most of the molecular data sets
that included C. delileana (see Table 5 of Mason-Gamer
2005), including the analyses of cpDNA restriction sites
(Mason-Gamer et al., 2002), the rpoA gene (Petersen and
Seberg 1997), the integrated highly repetitive genes (Kel-
logg et al. 1996), and the DMC1 gene (Petersen and Seberg
2002). In full agreement with the above, Seberg and Petersen
(2007) presented a highly resolved, strongly supported,

consensus phylogenetic tree, based on all their data, which
included morphological assessments, and analyses of two
chloroplast genes, one mitochondrial gene, and two nuclear
genes. As a rule, the tree positions Crithopsis and Tae-
niatherum in the same clade, which includes several other
taxa as well, mostly Aegilops, but invariably excludes
Psathyrostachys and Hordeum.

Close homology between DNA sequences of Crithopsis
delileana and Taeniatherum caput-mesdusae with Elymus
elongatus was found by Arterburn et al. (2011). Diploid E.
elongatus and C. delileana were most closely related. E.
elongatus was equally close to E. farctus ssp. bessarabicus
and T. caput-medusae, but ssp. bessarabicus was shared less
similarity with T. caput-medusae and C. delileana than with
E. elongatus.

The traditional taxonomic subdivision of the genera of the
Triticeae into two sub-tribes, the Hordeineae and the Trit-
icineae (e.g., Tzvelev 1976; Clayton and Renvoize 1986), is
not supported by the phylogenetic schemes derived from
molecular analyses. Sakamoto (1973, 1991) classified the
Triticeae into two groups based on their geographical dis-
tribution: the Arctic-Temperate group and the
Mediterranean-Central Asiatic group (Table 2.3). In their
phylogenetic analysis of ITSs of nuclear rDNA, Hsiao et al.
(1995) recovered the Mediterranean group. The
Arctic-Temperate group includes most of the Hordeineae
(characterized by three spikelets per rachis node), while the
Mediterranean-Central Asiatic group includes all of the
Triticineae (characterized by solitary spikelets at each rachis
node), as well as species of Hordeum, Crithopsis and Tae-
niatherum (characterized by two to three spikelets per rachis
node). The latter group is younger and assumed to have
developed from the Arctic-Temperate group (Runemark and
Heneen 1968; Sakamoto 1973). DNA sequence-based phy-
logenetic analyses, indicate that the two annual genera,
Crithopsis and Taeniatherum, that are classified in the Hor-
deineae on the basis of morphological features, are linked to
the genera of the sub-tribe Triticineae. Their inclusion in the
Mediterranean-Central Asiatic group is not merely due to
their geographical distribution, but also to close phylogenetic
relationships between the two genera, Crithopsis and Tae-
niatherum. Their relationships with genera of the Triticinae
may indicate their evolvement from the same ancestral group
and suggests that evolutionary development of diagnostic
morphological characteristics, e.g., number of spikelets on
each rachis node and number of fertile florets in each spikelet,
occurs at varying rates. The dispersal unit of many species
belonging to the Mediterranean-Central Asiatic contains two
seeds, either one in each of the two spikelets or two in a single
spikelet, indicating different routes for achieving analogous
adaptive traits to brace the long, dry summer of the
Mediterranean and Central Asiatic regions.
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5.10 Concluding Comments

5.10.1 Evolution of the Sub-tribe Triticineae

The cold climate that prevailed during the Oligocene geo-
logical era (33.7–23.8 MYA; Table 2.5) channeled the
evolution of the early Triticeae toward the development of
perennial and allogamous genera adapted to mesophyllic
habitats that are characteristic to the temperate-arctic zones.
During the Miocene era (23.8–5.3 MYA; Table 2.5), the
climate warmed up and the Tethys Sea, that covered a large
area of the Mediterranean basin and southwest Asia, disap-
peared and the lands in these regions rose. The climate in the
east Mediterranean and central Asia became seasonal,
namely, with cold and humid winters and hot and dry
summers. These geological and climatic changes, charac-
terized by a relatively short growth period in the winter and
long inactivity in the summer, have led to the development
of diversified ecosystems, expansion of grasslands and
opening of new ecological niches (Table 2.5). Such eco-
logical changes were suitable for the development of the
annual, autogamous Triticineae genera. It is therefore
assumed that the radiation of species in the Triticeae tribe
might have been triggered by the middle to late Miocene
climate (Fan et al. 2013).

Indeed, several molecular studies indicated that the radi-
ation of genera and species in the sub-tribe Triticineae, the
Mediterranean and central Asiatic lineage, occurred during
the later part of the Miocene era. Sequencing of chloroplast
genes indicated that the divergence of the sub-tribe Trit-
icineae from the subtribe Hordeineae took place either 15
(Marcussen et al. 2014), 10.6 (Gornicki et al. 2014), or 8–9
(Middleton et al. 2014) MYA, whereas sequencing of
nuclear genes showed that this divergence occurred 11.6
(Chalupska et al. 2008), 11.0 (Huang et al. 2002a, b) or 10.1
(Dvorak and Akhunov 2005) MYA (Table 2.6). The
molecular data and biogeography of the sub-tribe suggest
that the Mediterranean lineage derived from the
Arctic-temperate lineage and that the two lineages have
since evolved in parallel (Hsiao et al. 1995).

5.10.2 Appearance of Advanced Traits
in Different Genera

Ancestral trait is a trait that exists in a group of taxa that are
all descendent from a common ancestor in which the trait
first developed. Primitive trait represents the original con-
dition of the trait in the common ancestor, whereas an
advanced trait or a derived trait signifies an important change
from the original condition.

Major evolutionary changes that facilitated rapid adap-
tation of the sub-tribe Triticineae to the newly opened
Mediterranean and central Asiatic habitats, included the
transition from perennial to annual growth habit, from
allogamy to autogamy, from tall to short plants, from a few
to many tillers, from long to short spikes, from several to a
single spikelet on each rachis nod, and from un-awned to
awned spikelets. In the Mediterranean and Central Asiatic
climate, annual growth habit is an adaptive trait, since annual
plants can pass the long, dry and hot summer as seeds. The
evolution of species with an annual growth habit occurred
independently several times in the Triticineae, either
between genera (Agropyron and Eremopyrum), or within
genera (in Dasypyrum and Secale) (Table 5.5). Perennial
growth habit is a dominant trait controlled by a small
number of genes (Charpentier et al. 1986; Lammer et al.
2004), where mutations in these genes lead to the develop-
ment of annual plants. Allogamy is considered a primitive
character since most perennial species in the tribe Triticeae
are allogamous. Stebbins (1957) pointed out that in many
plant groups, autogamy derived from allogamy and there-
fore, autogamy might be considered a more advanced trait.
Indeed, autogamy developed independently several times
from the cross-pollinating species in the Triticineae (Escobar
et al. 2010; Table 5.5). While annual growth habit requires
reestablishment of the populations each year, autogamy is
well fit for mass reproduction of plants with similar
well-adapted genotypes, that can occupy successfully the
same habitats, and facilitates the rapid colonization of newly
opened habitats (Mac Key 2005). Since autogamy in the
Triticineae species is not an obligatory trait, occasional
out-crossing may result in the production of sufficient
genetic flexibility that effectively used by the rapid genera-
tion shift (Allard and Kannenberg 1968; Allard et al. 1968;
Allard 1975). The annual plants pass the dry and hot sum-
mers as dormant seeds that are buried and stored in the soil
until autumn rains begin and growth starts again. The change
from dormancy to germination is a fundamental process
superimposed by a series of genetic trigger mechanisms,
which selectively respond to environmental factors like
water, temperature, light, and oxygen (Mac Key 1987,
1989). Selection for ability to compete against other species
in dense stands may be combined with lower competition
within the species itself (Mac Key 2005). Short plants with a
large number of tillers can better tolerate drought and hot
winds. Awned spikelets are better protected from drought
and herbivores and more efficient in seed dispersal and
self-sowing. Not all these changes occurred in all the genera
and presumably did not happen simultaneously (Table 5.5).
The Triticineae genera in Table 5.5 are classified in five
clades, each containing genus or genera with ancestral and
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advanced traits. Genera (or species) having more advanced
traits than ancestral ones, e.g., in clade 1, Eremopyrum and
Henrardia have more advanced traits than Agropyron, in
clade 2, Heteranthelium has more advanced traits than
Dasypyrum and Secale, in clade 3, Aegilops is more
advanced than Amblyopyrum and Triticum, and in clade 4,
Crithopsis is more advanced than Taeniatherum. The genus
Aegilops contains species with ancestral traits and species
with advanced traits displaying evolutionary changes within
the genus. Interestingly, genera or species exhibiting more
advanced traits, namely, species of Eremopyrum, Tae-
niatherum, Crithopsis, Heteranthelium and Henrardia,
occupy more xeric habitats in the peripheries of the Trit-
icineae distribution area.

5.10.3 Chromosomal Pairing Level
in Intergeneric F1 Hybrids

Despite the fact that the various Triticineae genera are rela-
tively young and still maintain a great deal of genetic relat-
edness, their chromosomes are homoeologous rather than
homologous, due to genetic and structural changes that have
occurred during their divergence. Consequently, F1 inter-
generic hybrids display minimal meiotic pairing between the
homoeologous chromosomes of the parental genera. For
instance, pairing between Secale species and other Trit-
icineae is affected by chromosomal rearrangements, such as
translocations and inversions, that drove the evolution of
Secale genomes. Also, the accumulation of large amounts of
subtelomeric heterochromatin can change the relative posi-
tion of the telomeric regions at the beginning of meiosis,
hindering pairing initiation of Secale and other Triticineae
chromosomes (Devos et al. 1995; Lukaszewski et al. 2012;
Megyeri et al. 2013). Furthermore, genetic and epigenetic
changes, such as mutations, inactivation or elimination of
DNA sequences that are involved in homology recognition
and initiation of pairing at the beginning of meiosis, may
cause pairing failure in hybrids between various Triticineae
genera (Feldman et al. 1997; Ozkan et al. 2001).

Sybenga (1966) postulated that zygomeres control mei-
otic chromosomal pairing. The zygomeres may be made of
homologous-specific DNA sequences that are clustered in
“pairing initiation sites”. Clustering of telomeres in the
bouquet at the leptotene–early zygotene meiotic stages may
facilitate the approaching of terminal regions of homologous
chromosomes (Naranjo and Corredor 2008; Naranjo and
Benaveste 2015). These terminal regions may contain
homologous-specific DNA sequences that become active at
these early meiotic stages and play a role in homology
recognition and initiation of pairing. Pairing between

chromosomes in interspecific and intergeneric hybrids only
occurs when the chromosomes of the two parents share the
same homologous-specific DNA sequences. It seems likely
that the sequences initiating chromosome pairing between
homologous chromosomes of one Triticineae genus may be
different from those of another genus, thus hindering the
alignment of homoeologous chromosomes at the beginning
of meiosis and the initiation of chromosome pairing at early
zygotene. Moreover, meiotic pairing in interspecific or
intergeneric F1 hybrids may either be promoted or sup-
pressed by various pairing genes and B chromosomes that
exist in these taxa (Table 5.2). Consequently, the reduced
meiotic chromosomal pairing in intergeneric Triticineae
hybrids, brought about by homoeologous pairing suppres-
sors, cannot be used as an indication of the degree of evo-
lutionary differentiation between the genomes of these
genera.

5.10.4 Phylogenetic Scheme of the Triticineae
Genera

5.10.4.1 Elymus Species with St, Ee and Eb
Genomes

Escobar et al. (2011) classified the diploid Triticeae in five
major clades: (1) Psathyrostachys; (2) Hordeum; (3) Ely-
mus; (4) Aegilops–Triticum–Secale–Taeniatherum; and
(5) Eremopyrum–Agropyron. The Elymus clade is the largest
clade, consisting, among others, of representatives of the St,
Ee and Eb genomes. These genomes are three important
basic genomes from which, presumably, the subtribe Trit-
icineae evolved. The St genome of several diploid species of
Elymus (Table 5.1) is moderately related to the Ee genome
of diploid E. elongatus and to the Eb genome of diploid E.
farctus (Wang 1989). Petersen and Seberg (1997), based on
rpoA sequence data, and Wang and Lu (2014), based on a
literature review of chromosomal pairing data, confirmed the
very close relationship among the St, Ee, and Eb genomes.
The close relationship between St, Eb and Ee genomes was
also substantiated by analysis of the sequences of a gene
encoding plastid acetyl-CoA carboxylase (Fan et al. 2007),
and between St and Eb by the study using 5S rDNA (Shang
et al. 2007). Bieniek et al. (2015) found that the nucleotide
sequences at three chloroplast loci (matK, rbcL, trnH-psbA)
are almost identical in the diploid Ee, Eb and St taxa, with
only one substitution within the matK gene, differentiating
genome Eb from the Ee and St genomes. Since the St gen-
ome exists in more primitive diploid species of Elymus, it is
assumed that genomes Ee and Eb evolved from St. Other
Triticineae genera can be classified in the following four,
semi-independent clades (Table 5.5).
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5.10.4.2 The Clade Agropyron–Eremopyrum–

Henrardia
The genus Agropyron most probably evolved from Elymus
species bearing the St genome that is moderately related to
genome P of Agropyron (Wang 1989). This assumption is
supported by the analysis of 5S DNA sequences that con-
sistently placed Elymus species with an St genome and
Agropyron (genome P) in one clade (Baum and Appels
1992). Additional phylogenetic studies, based on morphol-
ogy (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001), chloroplast DNA
(Mason-Gamer et al 2002; Hodge et al. 2010), chloroplast,
mitochondrial, and nuclear DNA sequences (Seberg and
Petersen 2007) and nuclear genes (Hsiao et al. 1995;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2010), included Eremopyrum species in
the same clade as species of Agropyron. Likewise, the close
phylogenetic relationship between Agropyron and Ermopy-
rum is also evident from the data of Escobar et al. (2011),
who placed these two genera in the same clade. It is assumed
therefore, that Eremopyrum, whose species are
self-pollinating annuals that exhibit many advanced traits
(Table 5.5), may have evolved from diploids of the genus
Agropyron.

Eeremopyrum species were grouped with Agropyron and
Henrardia on the chloroplast DNA tree (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002). Similarly, using b-amylase gene sequences,

Mason-Gamer (2005) found that Henrardia persica is close
to Eremopyrum bonaepartis. Dual placement of Eremopy-
rum and Henrardia with Agropyron has also been supported
by other data sets (reviewed in Mason-Gamer 2005). Hsiao
et al. (1995) reached a similar conclusion upon analysis of
nuclear DNA sequences. Upon analysis of the chloroplast
gene encoding ribosomal protein rps16, Hodge et al. (2010)
also placed Eremopyrum bonaepartis and Henrardia persica
in a single clade. Upon combination of Triticeae species
mating system observations and data obtained from molec-
ular analysis of 27 protein-coding loci, Escobar et al. (2010)
found that Henrardia persica is very close to Eremopyrum
bonaepartis and form a clade with Eremopyrum triticeum
and Agropyron mongolicum. Likewise, Escobar et al. (2011)
found two well-supported sub-clades, the first formed by
Henrardia and Eremopyrum bonaepartis, and the second by
Agropyron mongolicum and E. triticeum. The study of
Escobar et al. (2011) showed that the genera Agropyron,
Eremopyrum and Henrardia were not affected by intro-
gression and/or incomplete lineage sorting.

5.10.4.3 The Clade Dasypyrum–Secale–
Heteranthelium

Two cpDNA data sets, one based on restriction site variation
(Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996b) and the other on

Table 5.5 Possession of ancestral (bold) and advanced traits in Triticineae genera
An ancestral trait in all species ; Several species exhibit an ancestral trait, others with an advanced trait ; All species exhibit an advanced trait .

Clade Basea 1b 2c 3d 4e

Genus

Ancestral vs. advanced                           

Cae Jun Agr Ere Hen Das Sec Het Amb Tri Aeg Tae Cri

Diploidy vs. polyploidy

Symmetric vs. asymmetric karyotype

Caryopsis adhering to chaff vs. free -- --

Awns on lemma vs. awns on glumes -- -- -- --

Awnless vs. awned spikelets

Spikelet vs. whole spike as dispersal unit

Floret vs. spikelet/spike disarticulation

Tough vs. fragile rachis

Multi-floret vs. few-floret spikelets

Multiple spikelets vs. solitary on each node

Many vs. few spikelets per spike

Long vs. short spike

Few vs. many tillers

Tall vs. short plants

Allogamy vs. autogamy

Perennial vs. annual growth habit

Rhizomatous vs. Caespitosa growth

a Base— Elymus sections: Caespitosae (Cae) & Junceae (Jun)
b Clade-1: Agropyron (Agr), Eremopyrum (Ere) & Henrardia (Hen)
c Clade-2: Dasypyrum (Das), Secale (Sec) & Heteranthelium (Het)
d Clade-3: Amblyopyrum (Amb), Triticum (Tri) & Aegilops (Aeg)
e Clade-4: Taeniatherum (Tae) & Crithopsis (Cri)
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sequences encoding the rpoA subunit of the RNA poly-
merase (Petersen and Seberg 1997), placed Elymus species
possessing the E genome, e.g., E. elongatus and E. Farctus,
together with Dasypyrum on cpDNA cladograms.
Sequencing of the nuclear starch synthase gene also revealed
a close relation between Elymus St species and Dasypyrum
(Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 2000). The cpDNA tree con-
tained a well supported clade that included Dasypyrum, with
Elymus (St and Ee species). The Dasypyrum-Elymus (St
species) monophyly was also observed in cladograms
obtained from RFLP similarity patterns obtained from 14
cloned fragments covering the entire cpDNA of T. aestivum
(Kellogg 1992), morphological data (Kellogg 1989) and 5S
RNA (Appels and Baum 1991).

The nuclear DNA data (Hsiao et al. 1995; Kellogg and
Appels 1995) are incongruent with the cpDNA data, as they
suggest different affinities of St species of Elymus and
Dasypyrum. However, molecular phylogeny of the RPB2
(the second largest subunit of RNA polymerase II) gene
sequence reveals that the Dasypyrum villosum genome is
sister to the St genome of Elymus and that both diverged
from the H genome of barley (Sun et al. 2008). This finding
is in line with the phylogenetic relationships of mono-
genomic species of Triticeae inferred from nuclear rDNA
(internal transcribed spacer) sequences, which established a
close relation of Dasypyrum and Heteranthelium to the St
genome species of Elymus.

The phyletic relationships among Dasypyrum and other
Triticineae genera have been assessed at the level of mor-
phology, protein and chloroplast and nuclear DNA sequen-
ces. Morphology-based phylogenetic analyses showed that
Dasypyrum branched from a sister group of Secale within
the same clade (Baum 1978a, b, 1983; Kellogg 1989;
Frederiksen and Seberg 1992; Seberg and Frederiksen
2001). Dasypyrum villosum is morphologically similar to
Triticum, in general (Baum 1978a, b), and to Triticum
monococcum (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001), in particular.
Kellogg (1989) placed Dasypyrum near Agropyron and
Triticum monococcum, and Baum (1978a, b, 1983) consid-
ered Secale cereale and D. villosum as evolutionarily more
contiguous to Triticum and Aegilops than to the rest of the
Triticineae. Yang et al. (2006), studing genome relationship
based on species-specific PCR markers, concluded that the
formation of the Dasypyrum species started at the earlier
stages of the separation of the sub-tribe Triticineae from the
sub-tribe Hordeineae (13–15 MYA).

Phylogenetic studies based on molecular data suggested
that Secale is the closest relative of the Triticum-Aegilops
genera (Kellogg et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002a;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2002). When Hordeum and Dasypyrum
were assessed with Secale, Triticum and Aegilops, they
stood at the base of the tree topology as out-groups (Yamane
and Kawahara 2005; Kawahara et al. 2008), implying a

much earlier divergence between D. villosum and the com-
mon ancestor of Triticum-Aegilops.

DNA/DNA hybridization experiments, in which the gen-
omes of Secale cereale and D. villosum were hybridized with
labeled nuclear DNA from Triticum aestivum and S. cereale,
revealed greater homology between Dasypyrum and Secale
than between Dasypyrum and Triticum (Lucas and Jahier
1988). FISH analysis, in which the genomes of different
species of the Triticeae were hybridized with species-specific
molecular probes prepared from tandem repeated DNA
sequences of D. villosum (pHv62) and S. cereale (pSc119.2),
exhibited greater homology than the homology observed
between Secale orDasypyrum villosum genomes and those of
Triticum and Aegilops (Uslu et al. 1999).

Escobar et al. (2011) included Dasypyrum and Heteran-
thelium in the same clade, and Secale, Taeniatherum, Tri-
ticum and Aegilops in another clade. St genome species of
Elymus are sister to Dasypyrum. Lucas and Jahier (1988)
concluded that the differentiation of D. villosum and Secale
cereale from the other Triticineae genera occurred before
speciation in Aegilops and Triticum. They assumed that T.
monococcum subsp. aegilopides is the closest species to D.
villosum from the Aegilos-Triticum group, and not diploid
species of Aegilops. Shang et al. (2007) concluded that the St
and Eb genomes of Elymus were also more closely related to
the genome of Secale cereale than to the genome of Dasy-
pyrum villosum.

The Heteranthelium transposon Stowaway is present in
Dasypyrum but absent in other Triticeae species (Petersen
and Seberg 2000). Variations in the PCR sequences of
6-SFT (sucrose-fructan 6-fructosyltransferase) placed
Heteranthelium piliferum and D. villosum at one extreme of
the phylogenetic relationships, whereas diploid species of
Secale, Triticum and Aegilops were at the other extreme
(Wei et al. 2000).

Taken together, the reported phylogenetic relationships of
Heretanthelium remain ambiguous. Assessments of the
chloroplast gene encoding ribosomal protein rps 16, per-
formed by Hodge et al. (2010), placed H. piliferum in the
same clade with Triticum monococcum, Secale cereale, and
all the Aegilops species. Their results are consistent with the
conclusions of Mason-Gamer et al. (2002), which were
based on combined cpDNA sequences of tRNA genes,
spacer sequences, rpoA genes and restriction sites. Phylo-
genetic relationships determined by mating systems showed
that Heteranthelium piliferum is in a clade with Dasypyrum
villosum (Escobar et al. 2010), despite the fact that H. pil-
iferum is a facultative self-pollinated species, whereas D.
villosum is an out-crosser. Similarly, Escobar et al. (2011)
found that Heteranthelium piliferum comprises a clade with
Dasypyrum villosum that branches at the base of the clade of
Triticum, Aegilops, Secale and Taeniatherum. Thus, these
two clades are closely related to each other.
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Escobar et al. (2011) concluded that Dasypyrum, Heter-
anthelium, Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops,
evolved in a reticulated manner. The ambiguous reports
concerning the phylogenetic relationships of Dasypyrum,
Secale, Heteranthelium, Triticum and Aegilops may result
from introgression between these genera and/or incomplete
lineage sorting (Escobar et al. 2011).

5.10.4.4 The Clade Amblyopyrum–Triticum–

Aegilops
Most morphological and molecular trees included Ambly-
opyrum in the Aegilops clade (Seberg and Petersen 2007);
several molecular trees also included several species of
Elymus in this clade (Mason-Gamer et al., 1998). In phy-
logenetic analyses based on nuclear DNA sequences,
Amblyopyrum is a monophyletic taxon, although, the rela-
tionships of Amblyopyrum within the Aegilops clade remain
unresolved (Frederiksen and Seberg 1992; Frederiksen
1993). Nevertheless, its position as an intermediate between
Elymus elongatus and Sitopsis species of Aegilops was
suggested by Eig (1929b). Numerical analysis (Baum 1977,
1978a, b; Schultze-Motel and Meyer 1981) indicated the
close relationship of Amblyopyrum with Aegilops and Tri-
ticum, but also confirmed the morphological differences
(Baum 1977).

Hsiao et al. (1995) and Kellogg et al. (1996) considered
diploid wheat, Triticum monococcum, to be a sister group to
Elymus elongatus. Upon studying internal transcribed
spacers (ITS) of the nuclear rDNA sequences, Hsiao et al.
(1995) reported that Ee and Eb jointly clustered with
subgenomes A, B, and D of Triticum aestivum. In accord
with this finding, Liu et al. (2007), using genomic
hybridization (both Southern and in situ hybridization),
demonstrated that the St and Eb genomes are very closely
related to the A, B and D subgenomes of bread wheat, with
the closest relation being to the D subgenome. Their findings
provide a possible explanation as to why most of the
spontaneous bread wheat—E. elongatus ssp. ponticus
translocations and substitutions occur in the D subgenome,
while only some occur in the A subgenome and rarely any in
the B subgenome. Taken together, the diploid donors of
subgenomes A, B, and D of the wheat group may have
derived from the E genome of Elymus (reviewed in Wang
and Lu 2014).

Studies of nuclear DNA sequences (genes or repetitious
DNA) and chloroplast DNA sequences of the wheat group
(the genera Amblyopyrum, Aegilops and Triticum), have
shown significant inconsistencies, possibly due to both
ancient and recent inter-specific and inter-generic
hybridizations and introgressions (Kawahara 2009) that
usually involve distal chromosomal region much more than
proximal ones. Incongruence between chloroplast and

nuclear genomic data has often been reported (Sasanuma
et al. 2004; Kawahara 2009; Li et al. 2014). A monophyletic
origin of Aegilops and Triticum was inferred from some of
analyses (e.g., Hsiao et al. 1995; Kellogg and Appels 1995;
Kellogg et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002a, b), whereas a
polyphyletic origin was deduced from others (Petersen and
Seberg 1997, 2000; Seberg and Frederiksen 2001; Sallares
and Brown 2004; Mason-Gamer 2005; Petersen et al. 2006).
It is probable that intergeneric hybridizations and intro-
gressions from other genera of the Triticineae e.g., Elymus,
Secale and others, blurred the monophyletic origin of the
wheat group.

Hammer (1980) assumed that allogamous,
self-incompatible plants, resembling species of Amblyopy-
rum muticum and Aegilops speltoides, were ancestral types
to the autogamous genera of the wheat group. He reached
this assumption by combining anther length and amount of
pollen produced, with reductions in anther size and/or
amount of pollen, which suggested increasing autogamy, for
which he found strong positive correlations. Long anthers
that produce substantial amounts of pollen are an indication
of allogamy or of a transitional state to autogamy. Based on
these findings, Hammer (1980) produced an evolutionary
model delineating the sequence of origin of the various
species. Hammer’s (1980) phylogenetic model assumes that
Amblyopyrum separated from the ancestral Aegilops lineage
at an early stage, of which Ae. speltoides is thought to be the
most primitive representative of Aegilops. Phylogenetic
speculation that assumes a change from allogamy (as in A.
muticum) towards facultative autogamy (as in species of
Aegilops, Eremopyrum, Heteranthelium, Henrardia and
Triticum), coinciding with divergent morphological devel-
opment, suggests separation from the ancestral Aegilops
lineage at an early stage (Hammer 1980).

Dvorak and Zhang (1992a, b), analyzing repeated DNA
sequences, concluded that A. muticum is close to Ae. cau-
data, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata.
Wang et al. (2000) compared the internal transcribed spacer
(ITS) region of the ribosomal DNA in the diploids of the
wheat group (including A. muticum) and observed wide
divergences of this sequence between species. The highest
divergence was between Ae. speltoides and A. muticum. In
situ hybridization with repeated DNA markers and
C-banding patterns, suggest that A. muticum occupies an
isolated position, which is relatively closer to the Sitopsis
species (Ae. speltoides, Ae, bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
longissima and Ae. searsii) than to other species of Aegilops
(Badaeva et al. 1996a, b). Sallares and Brown (2004),
who analyzed the transcribed spacers of the 18S ribosomal
RNA genes, reached a similar conclusion, namely, that A.
muticum has a basal position and that it is close to Ae.
speltoides.
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5.10.4.5 The Clade Taeniatherum–Crithopsis
Taxonomists assigned the two genera Taeniatherum and
Crithopsis to the subtribe Hordeineae. In most morpholog-
ical trees, Taeniatherum and Crithopsis were linked to the
Hordeum group, mainly because they all present multiple
spikelets per rachis node (Baum 1983; Baum et al. 1987;
Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992). Yet, phylo-
genetic studies based on molecular analyses placed Tae-
niatherum and Crithopsis closer to Secale, Triticum and
Aegilops than to Hordeum [e.g., Mason-Gamer et al. (2002),
based on chloroplast DNA, and Hsiao et al. (1995) and
Escobar et al. 2011), based on nuclear DNA sequences].
Hsiao et al. (1995) used the sequences of the ITS region of
nuclear ribosomal DNA and sequences of tRNA to estimate
phylogenetic relationships among 30 diploid Triticeae spe-
cies representing 19 genomes. They found that most of the
annuals of the Mediterranean origin, i.e., species of Triticum,
Aegilops, Crithopsis, Taeniatherum, Eremopyrum, Henrar-
dia, and the perennials, Elymus farctus, E. elongatus, and
Secale strictum, comprise a monophyletic group. In the
parsimony tree from a more restricted species sampling, the
two perennial species Elymus farctus and E. elongatus
formed a sister group to Triticum monococcum, Aegilops
speltoides, and Ae. tauschii, whereas Crithopsis, Tae-
niatherum, Eremopyrum, and Henrardia, were close to
Secale. Based on this finding, Hsiao et al. (1995) supported
Sakamoto (1973), who suggested that the Triticeae should be
classified as two major groups, a Mediterranean group and
an Arctic-temperate group, where the Mediterranean lineage
evolved from Arctic-temperate species.

Mason-Gamer et al. (2002) analyzed new and previously
published chloroplast DNA data from Elymus and from most
of the mono-genomic genera of the Triticeae, and presented
additional cpDNA data to construct the phylogeny for the
mono-genomic genera. They concluded that their analysis
was in agreement with previous cpDNA studies with regard
to the close relationship between Secale, Taeniatherum, and
Triticum–Aegilops. Further, their analysis provided moder-
ate support for some relationships that were unresolved or
very weakly supported in earlier cpDNA studies. These
included (i) the sister relationship between Taeniatherum
and Triticum–Aegilops; (ii) the placement of Heteranthelium
in a Secale + Taeniatherum + Triticum–Aegilops clade; and
(iii) the placement of the St- and Ee-genome Elymus spe-
cies + Dasypyrum clade in the Secale + Taeniatherum +
Aegilops–Triticum + Heteranthelium clade. Yet, a close
relationship between Taeniatherum and Triticum–Aegilops
is completely at odds with the DMC1 tree (Petersen and
Seberg 2000) and the morphology-based cladogram (Seberg
and Frederiksen 2001). The relationship was unresolved by
the ITS data (Hsiao et al. 1995), and Taeniatherum was not
included in the 5S long spacer data set (Kellogg and Appels
1995). But, Escobar et al. (2011) reported that the clade

containing Taeniatherum and Triticum–Aegilops is also seen
on the 5S short spacer data tree, but only if Elymus farctus
and E. elongatus are included in the clade. Some conflict
exists with regard to the position of Secale in the starch
synthase tree, in which a close relationship among Triticum,
Aegilops, and Heterranthelium was detected, while Secale
was put in a Secale–Taeniatherum–Elymus (Ee genome
species)–Dasypyrum group (Mason-Gamer and Kellogg
2000).

The above phylogenetic studies suggest that Tae-
niatherum is closer to the species of the subtribe Triticineae
than to those of the Hordeinae. Hence, the number of spi-
kelets on each node (Tzvelev 1976; Clayton and Renvoize
1986), is not an adequate feature for placing such genus in
one of the two subtribes.

5.10.5 Evolutionary Changes in the Polyploid
Triticineae

Several Triticineae genera contain polyploid species or
subspecies that developed in the Mediterranean-Central
Asiatic region (Table 2.8). These genera are Elymus,
Agropyron, Eremopyrum, Dasypyrum, Triticum and Aegi-
lops. The perennial polyploid taxa of Agropyron and
Dasypyrum are typical autopolyploids exhibiting multiva-
lents at meiosis due to pairing between the homologous
chromosomes of the multiple genomes in the tetraploid and
hexaploid cytotypes of these species (Dewey 1961; Ohta and
Morishita 2001). In these taxa, although it causes some
sterility, multivalent pairing increases plant heterozygosity,
that, together with the perennial growth habit and allogamy,
emphasizes the evolutionary principle of genetic flexibility.
On the other hand, autopolyploids of the subspecies of
Elymus elongatus and E. farctus, are diploidized autopoly-
ploids exhibiting almost exclusive bivalent formation at
meiosis due to strict intra-subgenomic pairing between fully
homologous chromosomes (Cauderon 1958, 1966; Charp-
entier et al. 1986). This type of autopolyploidy, combined
with facultative self-pollination, leads to full fertility,
homozygosity and permanent heterozygosity between sub-
genomes, emphasizing the evolutionary principle of imme-
diate fitness.

Eilam et al. (2009) determined genome size in several
diploid and autotetraploid cytotypes of several Triticeae
species. DNA content in the typical autotetraploids did not
undergo downsizing, namely, it did not deviate significantly
from the expected sum of the two diploid genomes. In
contrast, the DNA content of the diploidized autotetraploids
underwent downsizing, which was presumably required for
the bivalent pattern of pairing due to restriction of pairing to
intra-subgenomic homologs. Studies of Eilam et al. (2009)
show that the DNA content of the diploidized
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autotetraploids, E. elongatus and E. farctus underwent
downsizing, whereas that of the typical autopolyploids of
Agropyron showed the expected DNA content (Table 2.4).

All the annual polyploid species of the genera Eremopy-
rum, Triticum and Aegilops are allopolyploids, which facil-
itates adaptation to the Mediterranean and Central Asiatic
climate. Leitch and Bennett (2004) showed that there is
genome downsizing in polyploids as compared to their
diploid parents. Eilam et al. (2008) determined DNA content
in allopolyploid species of Aegilops and Triticum and found
that most contain less DNA than expected. Feldman et al.
(1997), Ozkan et al. (2001) Shaked et al. (2001), Kashkush
et al. (2002) and Salina et al. (2004) showed that DNA
sequences are eliminated in newly formed allopolyploids at
the same times as or very soon after chromosome doubling. It
was assumed that elimination of these DNA sequences may
ameliorate the harmonious co-existence of the two or more
homoeologous genomes that reside in one allopolyploid
nucleus. Furthermore, it is assumed that the homologous-
specific DNA sequences play a role in homologous recog-
nition at the beginning of meiosis and initiation of pairing,
thus, their elimination from one of the subgenome, leads to
diploid-like meiotic behavior in the allopolyploids, i.e.,
exclusive intra-subgenomic pairing of homologous chromo-
somes. This pattern of pairing ensures full fertility and pre-
vents intergenomic gene exchanges, thereby sustaining
plausible inter-subgenomic genetic interactions that may lead
to permanent positive heterosis between subgenomes.

Allopolyploid patterns of gene expression might be
intermediate (between that of the two parents), dominant
(similar to one of the parents) or overdominant (greater than
that of the parents). Overdominance can produce novel traits
not found in the parents. It can be caused by novel cis–trans
interactions between regulatory elements of the different
subgenomes that harbor the same nucleus, as shown in yeast
(Tirosh et al. 2009). The genetic system of the allopolyploids
may contribute to the build-up of genetic variability and
creation of populations with archipelagoes of genotypes via
interspecific introgression (Zohary and Feldman 1962),
thereby increasing their adaptability, fitness, competitiveness
and capacity to colonize rapidly newly-opened ecological
niches.
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6Secale L.

6.1 The Genus Secale—Taxonomic Survey

Secale L. is a small genus including one perennial and two
annual species (Frederiksen and Petersen 1998; Table 6.1).
The species are characterized by two hermaphroditic florets
in each spikelet. Species with more florets in each spikelet,
that were previously included in Secale, were later separated
as Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. and Spach (Frederiksen
1991a) or Dasypyrum (Coss. and Durieu) T. Durand
(Frederiksen 1991b). The taxonomy of Secale has been
complicated by the presence of many weedy, annual inter-
mediates between the wild and the domesticated species, as
well as by many wild perennial races. Roshevitz (1947)
described 14 species in Secale, in addition to over 20
intra-specific taxa. He categorized several of the annual,
weedy intermediates as separate species, namely, S. ances-
trale (Zhuk.) Zhuk., S. dighoricum (Vav.) Roshev., S.
segetale (Zhuk.) Roshev., S. afghanicum (Vav.) Roshev. and
S. vavilovii Grossh. The similar cytology between these
weedy taxa and its resemblance to that of domesticated
Secale, with whom the weeds are inter-fertile, led Sencer
(1975), Kobyljanskij (1983), Hammer et al. (1987), Evans
(1995) and Frederiksen and Petersen (1998) to consider
them subspecies of S. cereale, rather than independent spe-
cies. This group of weeds is virtually confined to agricultural
lands, currently widespread as cereal crops in northeastern
Iran, Afghanistan and Transcaspian (Zohary 1971). In
addition, there is a group of wild perennial races that are
widely distributed from Morocco eastwards through the
Mediterranean countries and the plateau region of central
and eastern Turkey to northern Iraq and Iran. Roshevitz
(1947) separated these races into several distinct species,
e.g., S. ciliatoglume (Boiss.) Grossh., S. dalmaticum Vis., S.
kuprijanovii Grossh., S. anatolicum Boiss, S. daralagesi
Tum., and S. montanum Guss. Members of this group are
morphologically highly similar, show high cytogenetic
affinity to each other and are highly inter-fertile. They differ
from the S. cereale complex by two major reciprocal
translocations involving three pairs of chromosomes (Riley

1955). These races are most probably best described as
subspecies of S. strictum (Sencer 1975; Kobyljanskij 1983;
Hammer et al. 1987; Evans 1995; Frederiksen and Petersen
1998). Consequently, the number of Secale species was
reduced, e.g., Schiemann (1948) recognized five species,
Kobyljanskij (1983), and Hammer et al. (1987) recognized
four species and Sencer (1975), Sencer and Hawkes (1980)
and Frederiksen and Petersen (1997, 1998) recognized only
three species in this genus, namely, S. strictum (C. Persl.) C.
Presl. (Formerly S. montanum Guss.), S. sylvestre Host, and
S. cereale L. (Table 6.1). Secale strictum includes all the
wild perennial taxa that show high morphological resem-
blance and cytogenetic affinity to each other. S. sylvestre is a
wild, annual species which is isolated geographically, eco-
logically, and reproductively from S. strictum, although the
two-show cytogenetic affinity under experimental condi-
tions. Rye, S. cereale, contains the annual wild, weedy and
domesticated types (Sencer 1975; Sencer and Hawkes 1980;
Frederiksen and Petersen 1998).

The general taxonomic relationships between the Secale
species, determined based on morphological and cytological
studies, were supported by studies of thin-layer chromato-
graphic patterns of 41 fluorescent compounds in young
leaves of 11 Secale taxa (Dedio et al. 1969). They showed
that domesticated rye grouped together with weedy ryes, the
perennial wild Secale taxa grouped together with each other,
S. sylvestre had a distinct chromatogram of its own and S.
vavilovii (currently included in S. cereale) was distinguished
by the presence of four compounds not present in any other
taxa. Sencer (1975), studying thin-layer chromatographic
patterns of phenolic compounds in mature leaves of nine
Secale taxa, also supported the general taxonomic relation-
ships of the species by demonstrating high resemblance
between S. cereale and S. afghanicum (currently included in
S. cereale) and between S. anatolicum and S. vavilovii (both
are currently included in S. cereale).

Frederiksen and Petersen (1998) performed a critical
taxonomic review of the genus Secale, studying specimens
primarily obtained from natural habitats. They claimed
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priority of the taxonomical name Secale strictum (C. Presl)
C. Presl over S. montanum Guss. They also divided this
species into two subspecies, subsp. strictum and
ssp. africanum (Stapf) Hammer, that are separated geo-
graphically. Secale cereale was also treated as having two
subspecies; the domesticated taxa, marked by their tough
rachises, were placed in subsp. cereale and the wild or
weedy taxa, that have either tough or varying degrees of
fragile rachis, were placed in subsp. ancestrale Zhuk.
(Table 6.1). S. sylvestre, although morphologically distinct
from the wild, perennial, cross-pollinating S. strictum, has a
similar karyotype to that of S. strictum (Sencer and Hawkes
1980; Evans 1995). Although it is geographically, ecologi-
cally and reproductively isolated from S. strictum, the
two-show cytogenetic affinity under experimental conditions
(Sencer and Hawkes 1980). The classification of the genus
Secale suggested by Frederiksen and Petersen (1998) is
currently accepted by many taxonomists and is used in this
book.

Roshevitz (1947) recognized S. vavilovii Grossh. as a
valid species. S. vavilovii is an annual, self-pollinating taxon,

with short culms, of limited geographical distribution; it
grows in eastern Turkey and northern Iran. Its chromosome
arrangement is identical to that of S. cereale and therefore,
different from S. strictum and S. sylvestre by two reciprocal
translocations involving three pairs of chromosomes (Stutz
1972). Although several studies recognized S. vavilovii as a
valid species (e.g., Khush and Stebbins 1961; Kranz1961;
Khush 1962, 1963a, b; Singh and Robbelen 1975, 1977;
Vences et al. 1987; Hammer et al. 1987), Kobyljanskij
(1983) included it as a subspecies in S. cereale. Similarly,
following morphological analyses of many characteristics,
Sencer (1975) and Frederiksen and Petersen (1998) also
included it in S. cereale. It differs from S. cereale by its
autogamous habit, but self-fertile strains are also known
within both weedy and domesticated S. cereale (Jain 1960;
Pérez de la Vega and Allard 1984; Voylokov et al. 1993;
Meier et al. 1996).

Secale iranicum Kobyl. was described by Kobyljanskij
(1975, 1983), based on material collected by H. Kuckuck in
Hamadan, Iran. S. iranicum was initially identified by Kranz
(1957) as S. vavilovii and, like S. vavilovii, it is a

Table 6.1 The species and subspecies of Secale L. according to Frederiksen and Petersen (1998)

Species Synonyms Subspecies Synonyms Spike
rachis

Pollination
mode

Growth
habit

Karyotype

Strictum
(C. Presl)
C. Presl

Triticum strictum C. Presl;
Secale montanum Guss.;
T. cereale var. montanum
(Guss.) Kuntze; S. cereale
var. montanum (Guss.)
Fiori; Frumentum
Secale E. H. L. Krause

Strictum Secale anabolism Boiss.;
S. dalmaticum Vis.: S.
serbicum PanÈic ex
Griseb.; S. kuprijanovii
Grossh.; S. chaldicum
Fed.; S. daralagesi
Tumanian; S.
rhodopaeum Delip.; S.
perenne Hortor in Fisch.
& C. A. Mey.

Fragile Allogamous Perennial Strictum
type

Africanum
(Stapf) K.
Hammer

S. africanum Stapf; S.
montanum
ssp. africanum (Stapf)
Kobyl.

Fragile Autogamous Perennial Strictum
type

Sylvestre
Host

Triticum silvestre (Host)
Asch. & Graebn.; T.
campestre (Kit.) Kit. ex
Roem. & Schult.; Secale
fragile M. Bieb.; S.
cereale M. Bieb.; S.
glaucum d’Urv.; S.
spontaneum Fisch.

– – Fragile Autogamous Annual Strictum
type

Cereale
L.

Cereale S. cereale
ssp. indo-europaeum
Antropov & Antropova
in Roshev; S. trijlorum
P. Beauv.

Tough Mostly
allogamous

Annual Cereale
type

Ancestrale
Zhuk.

S. ancestrale (Zhuk.)
Zhuk.

Fragile
or
tough

Mostly
allogamous

Annual Cereale
type
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self-pollinating taxon. Morphological analyses based on
several characters, as well as other evidence, led Frederiksen
and Petersen (1998) to include it in S. cereale.

6.2 Secale Species

6.2.1 Introduction

The Secale species are perennials or annuals, with 25–
120-cm-long culms and 6–15-cm-long spikes. The spikes are
dense, laterally compressed, with solitary spikelets at each
rachis node. In the wild species and in a number of the
weedy types, spikes are brittle and disarticulate at maturity
into spikelets with the rachis internode below each spikelet
(wedge-type dispersal unit) or rarely, beneath the florets
(floret-type dispersal unit); in the domesticated types and in
most of the weedy types the spikes are not brittle. The
number of spikelets per spike ranges from 15 to 25, with
each spikelet containing two hermaphroditic florets and a
third sterile, male or very rarely hermaphroditic floret.
Rachises are fragile or tough, and rachis segments are den-
sely covered with white hairs on the edges. The glumes are
sub-equal, 8–18-mm-long, shorter than the adjacent lemmas,
linear, 1-veined, keeled, and either awnless or taper to a
straight, short awn (up to 35-mm-long). The lemmas are
lanceolate, 10–19-mm-long, 5-veined, prominently keeled
and terminate in a long, straight scabrous awn. The pales are
nearly as long as the lemmas, are membranous, and
2-keeled. Anthers are 2.5–12-mm-long. The caryopsis is
free.

The Secale species are cross-pollinating or self-
pollinating. S. strictum subsp. africanum and S. sylvestre
are self-compatible and have about 40% self-fertility, while
most lines of S. cereale and S. strictum subsp. strictum are
self-incompatible (Jain 1960; Kranz 1963; Kuckuck and
Peters 1967; Stutz 1972). S. vavilovii and S. iranicum, which
were included in S. cereale by Frederiksen and Petersen
(1998), are autogamous (Kuckuck and Peters 1967) show
about 50% self-fertility (Kranz 1963). In fact, Kranz (1963)
observed many intermediate forms in S. vavilovii and S.
iranicum, from allogamous through autogamous to cleis-
togamous. Assuming that the ancestor of the genus Secale
was self-incompatible, then the transition from self-
incompatible to self-compatible occurred independently
several times in the genus, i.e., to S. sylvestre, to S. strictum
subsp. africanum, and to S. cereale subsp. vavilovii.

A correlation between anther length and breeding habit
exists in Secale species. Self-sterile, allogamous taxa feature
long anthers (5–12 mm), whereas autogamous taxa have
short anthers (2.5–5.0 mm) (Schiemann and Nürn-
berg-Krüger 1952; Nürnberg-Krüger 1960; Stutz 1957,
1972; Khush and Stebbins 1961; Khush 1963b; Kranz 1961,

1973; Kobyljanskij 1975, 1983; Hammer 1990). However,
the actual degree of self-sterility has only been thoroughly
studied in S. cereale (incl. S. vavilovii), which shows a
continuous variation between self-sterility and self-fertility
(Lundquist 1954, 1956, 1958a, b; Voylokov et al. 1993;
Meier et al. 1996). The cross-pollinating taxa of Secale, i.e.,
the wild S. strictum subsp. strictum, the domesticated S.
cereale subsp. cereale, and most of the weedy types of S.
cereale subsp. ancestrale, exhibit broad morphological
variation, both within and between populations.

The Secale species are native to the Mediterranean region
and western Asia. The genus distributes from central Europe
and the western Mediterranean through the Balkans, Ana-
tolia, the Levant, and the Caucasus to Central Asia. An
isolated population also exists in South Africa.

6.2.2 Secale sylvestre Host

Secale sylvestre Host [Syn.: Triticum silvestre (Host) Asch.
and Graebn.; Secale campestre Kit. ex Schult.; Triticum
campestre (Kit.) Kit. ex Roem. and Schult.; Secale fragile
M. Bieb.; S. cereale M. Bieb.; Triticum fragile (M. Bieb.)
Link; Secale sylvestre var. fragile (M. Bieb.) Fritsch ex
Nevski; S. glaucum d’Urv.; S. sylvestre var. glaucum
(d’Urv.) Fritsch ex Nevski; S. sylvestre f. glaucum (d’Urv.)
Roshev.: Secale spontaneum Fisch.] is an annual and
self-pollinating species, possible with cleistogamous flow-
ers. Culms are 25–50-cm-long, the rachis is highly fragile,
and disarticulates at maturity into dispersal units, each
consisting of a single spikelet and the rachis segment below
it (wedge-type disarticulation). Glume awns are 15–
35-mm-long, lemma awns are up to 65-mm-long, bristles
are 0.5–0.7-mm-long on lemma keel, anthers are 2.5–
3.5-mm-long.

Secale sylvestre is characterized by its long awns. Mor-
phologically, S. sylvestre is well separated from the other
two species of Secale. It also differs from S. cereale by three
chromosomal translocations and from S. strictum by a single
one. However, it is largely inter-fertile with both these
species (Sencer and Hawkes 1980).

Secale sylvestre distributes in the area ranging from
Hungary in the west, to the Altai mountains of Central Asia
in the east. It is a psammophyte (a plant that thrives in sandy
conditions) and grows near riversides, in river deltas and
seashores, sand dunes, sandy pastures, steppes and
semi-deserts (Roshevitz 1947).

6.2.3 Secale strictum (C. Presl) C. Presl

Secale strictum (C. Presl) C. Presl [Syn.: Triticum strictum
C. Presl; S. montanum Guss.; T. cereale var. montanum
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(Guss.) Kuntze; S. cereale var. montanum (Guss.) Fiori in
Fiori and Paol.; Frumentum Secale E. H. L. Krause; S.
anatolicum Boiss.; S. cereale var. anatolicum (Boiss.)
Regel; S. montanum var. anatolicum (Boiss.) Boiss.; T.
cereale var. anatolicum (Regel) Kuntze; T. cereale
ssp. montanum var. anatolicum (Boiss.) Asch. and Graebn.;
S. montanum ssp. anatolicum (Boiss.) Tzvelev; S. strictum
ssp. anatolicum (Boiss.) K. Hammer in Hammer, Skoli-
mowska and Knüpffer; S. dalmaticum Vis.; T. cereale ssp.
montanum var. dalmaticum (Vis.) Asch. and Graebn.; S.
montanum var. dalmaticum (Vis.) E. Schiem.; S. strictum
ssp. strictum K. Hammer in Hammer, Skolimowska and
Knüpffer; S. serbicum PanÈic ex Griseb.; S. kuprijanovii
Grossh.; S. montanum Guss. ssp. kuprijanovii (Grossh.)
Tzvelev; S. strictum ssp. kuprijanovii (Grossh.) K. Hammer
in Hammer, Skolimowska and Knüpffer; S. kuprijanovii
ssp. ciscaucasica A. P. Ivanov and Yakovlev; S. kupri-
janovii ssp. transcaucasica A. P. Ivanov and Yakovlev; S.
chaldicum Fed.; S. montanum ssp. chaldicum (Fed.) Tzve-
lev; S. kuprijanovii var. chaldicum (Fed.) Sinskaya and
Bork.; S. cereale var. perennans Dekapr. in Grossh.: S.
daralagesi Tumanian; S. rhodopaeum Delip.; S. anatolicum
Delip.; S. perenne Hortor in Fisch. and C. A. Mey.].
According to Frederiksen and Petersen (1998), Secale
strictum contains two subspecies, ssp. strictum and
ssp. africanum (Stapf) K. Hammer.

6.2.3.1 Ssp. strictum
The plants are perennial and allogamous, with 40–
100-cm-high culms that are glaucous, tufted, and glabrous
below the spikes. Spikes are 6–14-cm-long (excl. awns), the
rachis is densely hairy along the margins, and fragile, and
disarticulating with rachis internode below spikelets
(wedge-type dispersal units). Spikelets are 2-flowered,
glumes are keeled and 15–23-mm-long (incl. awns that are
0–6-mm-long), lemma are 15–24-mm-long (excl. awns),
with a strongly developed keel, which features strongly
developed bristles, and end in a scabrous awn that is 4–
50-mm-long, and with 5–12-mm-long anthers.

Ssp. strictum contains two varieties, var. strictum and var.
c iliatoglume (Boiss.) Frederiksen and Petersen comb. nov.
(Frederiksen and Petersen 1998). Var. strictum is morpho-
logically very variable, comprising a group of perennial
cross-pollinated taxa, such as S. dalmaticum Vis., S. ana-
tolicum Boiss., and S. kupriyanovii Grossh.

Var. ciliatoglume [Syn.: Secale montanum var. cil-
iatoglume Boiss.; S. ciliatoglume (Boiss.) Grossh.; Triticum
cereale ssp. montanum var. ciliatoglume (Boiss.) Asch. and
Graebn.; S. anatolicum var. ciliatoglume (Boiss.) A.
P. Ivanov andYakovlev; S. strictum ssp. ciliatoglume (Boiss.)
K. Hammer in Hammer, Skolimowska and Knüpffer], differs

from var. strictum by its dense layer of hairs over the
internodes, leaf sheaths, and blades. Var. ciliatoglume also
differs from var. strictum by three restriction site mutations in
the plastid DNA (Petersen and Doebley 1993).

Var. strictum is an Irano-Turanian and Mediterranean
element, extending from the western Mediterranean to the
Caspian Sea, namely, Morocco southeast Spain, Sicily,
south Balkans, Greece, Syria, Lebanon, Mt. Hermon and
Golan Heights, central and eastern Turkey, southern Arme-
nia, Caucasus, northern Iraq, and northwestern Iran. Var.
strictum is native to elevated plateaus and mountain systems
and mainly grows in primary habitats (meadows, rangelands,
open oak-park forests, shrub formations) on calcareous
slopes, on rocky mountain slopes, in dry mountain areas, in
the sub-alpine and alpine regions of the mountains, and as a
weed in segetal habitats, such as along roadsides or the
edges of cultivated fields (Roshevitz 1947; Sencer and
Hawkes 1980). Var. ciliatoglume is restricted to eastern
Turkey, southern Armenia, north-western Iran and northern
Iraq. It grows on dry, stony or sandy mountain slopes.

6.2.3.2 Secale strictum ssp. africanum (Stapf) K.
Hammer

Secale strictum ssp. africanum (Stapf) K. Hammer [Syn.: S.
africanum Stapf; S. montanum ssp. africanum (Stapf)
Kobyl.] is perennial and self-pollinating, with culms up to
100-cm-high. Its spike is 80–120-mm-long, linear, very
dense and laterally compressed, its rachis has short hairs and
disarticulates at maturity, the spikelets are solitary, 10–
15-mm-long, and laterally compressed. Its two unequal
glumes are shorter than the lemmas, and awned; lemmas are
5-nerved, and keeled, with an awn up to 20-mm-long, with
less developed bristles on the keel (only about
0.3-mm-long). Anthers are approximately 5-mm-long.

Ssp. africanum is a single taxon found only in South
Africa. This subspecies inhabits natural vegetation on stony
ground among shrubs, but only in a very small area of the
country; even in this area it appears to be rare (Schiemann
and Schweickerdt 1950). In fact, ssp. africanum is only
known from a single locality in the Sutherland District of the
Western Province of South Africa. This disjuncted location,
at a long distance from the distribution of other Secale taxa,
is peculiar and has been explained by either human activities
or as the remain of an originally much larger continuous
distribution area (Schiemann and Schweickerdt 1950; Khush
1962). Alternatively, grains (or spikelets) of this subspecies
might have been brought from the Mediterranean-central
Asiatic region to South Africa by migrating birds, either
through droppings that contain undigested grains or through
spikelets that were attached to their feathers. The enigma has
not yet been satisfactorily solved.
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6.2.4 Secale cereale L.

Secale cereale L. [Syn.: Triticum cereale (L.) Salisb., T.
Secale Link, Triticum cereale ssp. eu-cereale Asch. &
Graebn., Frumentum secale var. cereale E. H. L. Krause]
contains the domesticated varieties and a group of weedy,
semi-wild forms. All are annual, self-incompatible or spo-
radically self-compatible, chromosomally homologous, and
fully inter-fertile with one another. The species was divided
into two subspecies, ssp. cereale, containing all the
domesticated forms, and ssp. ancestrale, containing all the
weedy and semi-wild forms (Frederiksen and Petersen
1998).

6.2.4.1 Ssp. cereale
Secale cereale L. subsp. cereale [Syn.: S. cereale
ssp. indo-europaeum Antropov and Antropova in Roshev.,
S. cereale var. eligulatum Vavilov in Majssurjan, S. cereale
var. compositum Lilj., S. cereale var. vulgare Kom., Triti-
cum cereale ssp. eucereale Asch. & Graebn., S. trijlorum
P. Beauv., S. cereale var. trijlorum (P. Beauv.) Peterm.] is an
annual, mostly allogamous (occasionally autogamous) plant,
with a tough (occasionally brittle) rachis, and with charac-
teristic large and plump grains (Fig. 5.4b). It is grown as a
cereal in most temperate regions, tolerating cold climates
and poor soils. Ssp. cereale is mainly cultivated in Europe
(Germany, Poland, Russia, Belarus Ukraine, Denmark and
Spain), China, Turkey, Caucasus, Central Asia, North and
South America (mainly Canada), and Australia (Table 6.2).
It is also cultivated in high elevations in the tropics and
subtropics, i.e., in the highlands of East Africa. Rye is also
grown in Morocco, Algeria, Egypt and South Africa.

It probably originated in northeastern Turkey as the
weedy derivative of wild S. strictum, infesting wheat and
barley fields, and eventually taken into cultivation when
agriculture spread northwards and eastwards into colder
climates (see Sect. 5.6 on rye domestication). Currently,
subsp. cereale is grown as a grain crop and in many areas as
forage. Rye is an important food plant, especially in north
and east Europe. It includes a great number of varieties.

6.2.4.2 Ssp. ancestrale Zhuk.
This subspecies includes S. ancestrale (Zhuk.) Zhuk.; S.
cereale ssp. afghanicum (Vavilov) K. Hammer in Hammer
Skolimowska and Knüpffer.; S. afghanicum (Vavilov)
Roshev.; S. segetale ssp. segetale var. afghanicum (Vavilov)
Tzvelev; S. segetale ssp. afghanicum (Vavilov) Bondar. ex
O. Korovina; S. cereale ssp. dighoricum Vavilov; S. digh-
oricum (Vavilov) Roshev.; S. segetale ssp. dighoricum
(Vavilov) Tzvelev; S. segetale (Zhuk.) Roshev.; S. cereale
ssp. segetale Zhuk.; S. kasakorum Roshev.; S. cereale
ssp. vavilovii (Grossh.) Kobyl.

Ssp. ancestrale is an annual weedy or semi-wild taxon
always found as weeds in cultivated fields and field borders
in Anatolia, the Caucasus and Central Asia (Vavilov 1926;
Zhukovsky 1933; Roshevitz, 1947; Sencer 1975). It contains
forms with different degrees of spike brittleness, including
non-brittle, partly brittle (usually the upper part of the spike)
and fully brittle. The forms with non-brittle spikes are weeds
that infest wheat and barley fields in southwestern Asia,
Caucasia and Transcaucasia and in southeastern Europe.
Weeds with partly brittle spikes are common in Armenia,
northeastern Iran, Afghanistan and central Asia. Usually, the
upper part of the mature spike disarticulates upon maturity,
while the lower part remains intact and is harvested together
with the wheat or the barley crop. Forms of subsp. ances-
trale with fully brittle spikes are relatively rare and have
been found in western Turkey and in western Iran. S. cereale
ssp. ancestrale infests cultivated fields as well as secondary
habitats, such as edges of cultivation and roadsides.

6.3 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

All three Secale species are diploids, with 2n = 2x = 14
(Sakamura 1918; Stolze 1925; Aase and Powers 1926;
Thompson 1926; Emme 1927; Lewitsky 1929, 1931; Jain
1960; Bowden 1966; Love 1984; Petersen 1991a, b); their
genome has been designated R (Love 1984; Wang et al.
1995). B-chromosomes occur in a low frequency in S. cer-
eale and in a few populations of S. strictum subsp. strictum
(Emme 1928; Darlington 1933; Hasegawa 1934; Popoff
1939; Müntzing 1944, 1950; Kranz 1963; Jones and Rees
1982; Niwa et al. 1990). Several synthetic autotetraploid
lines of the domesticated subspecies S. cereale ssp. cereale,
also exist. The karyotype of all Secale species is symmetric;
three chromosome pairs are metacentric and four are
sub-metacentric, of which one pair, chromosome 1R, carries
a satellite (Bennett et al. 1977; Fig. 5.4c).

With the exception of the SAT-chromosome, the similar
arm ratios and relative length of Secale chromosomes render
it difficult to distinguish between chromosomes using con-
ventional cytological methods. Yet, the presence of massive
blocks of sub-telomeric heterochromatin characteristic to
Secale chromosomes (Lima-de-Faria 1953; Vosa 1974; Gill
and Kimber 1974; Singh and Röbbelen 1975), has enabled
recognition of individual Secale chromosomes via
C-banding techniques (Vosa 1974; Gill and Kimber 1974;
Singh and Röbbelen 1975; Fig. 5.4c). Giemsa banding of
domesticated Secale cereale chromosomes, not only enables
identification of individual chromosome, but also shows
large telomeric heterochromatic bands in most of the
telomeres and a number of weaker bands in centromeric and
interstitial positions (Vosa 1974; Gill and Kimber 1974;
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Singh and Röbbelen 1975). In fact, all S. cereale chromo-
somes possess thin centromeric bands and a number of
bands adjacent to the secondary constriction on chromosome
1R (Vosa (1974). As an allogamous species, Secale cereale
exhibits great variability in Giemsa banding patterns (Singh
and Röbbelen 1975; Giraldez et al. 1979). The few speci-
mens of S. strictum ssp. strictum that have been studied, also
exhibit large telomeric heterochromatic bands (Singh and
Röbbelen 1975; Cuadrado and Jouve 1995). In contrast, S.
sylvestre bears small telomeric bands (Singh and Röbbelen
1975).

The constitutive heterochromatin in somatic chromo-
somes, detected by C-banding, has been shown by Gill and
Kimber (1974) to be equivalent to the classical heterochro-
matic structures observed by Lima-de-Faria (1953) in
pachytene chromosomes of S. cereale. The pattern and rel-
ative size of the terminal C-bands, pattern of minor inter-
stitial bands and arm ratios enable individual chromosome
identification. Since common wheat, Triticum aestivum,
chromosomes do not have the dense band in the terminal
position on the short arms, Gill and Kimber (1974) used the
distinct traits of Secale chromosomes to identify the seven
disomic additions of Imperial rye chromosomes to common
wheat. On the basis of their homoeology with wheat chro-
mosomes, Gill and Kimber (1974) arranged the seven rye
chromosomes in the homoeologous groups of wheat chro-
mosomes and designated them 1R to 7R. Imperial rye
chromosomes are considered to be the standard for kary-
otype arrangement of S. cereale (Sybenga 1983).

The Secale genome differs from that of wheat in both size
and structure (Gill and Friebe 2009). Its size of approxi-
mately 9 pg 1C DNA is 33% larger than the genome of
diploid wheat (*6 pg 1C DNA), and is among the larger
genomes of the Triticeae (Table 6.3). 1C DNA content
ranges from 7.21 pg in S. sylvestre to 7.4 pg in S. strictum
subsp. africanum, 8.28–8.65 pg in S. cereale ssp. cereale
and 8.20–9.45 pg in S. strictum subsp. strictum (Table 6.3).

Intraspecific and interspecific variations in DNA content
among Secale genomes are mainly due to different amounts
of sub-telomeric heterochromatin (Bennett et al. 1977). In
fact, Bennett et al. (1977) measured the length of
sub-telomeric C-bands and found that the proportion of
sub-telomeric heterochromatin in the genome ranged from
about 6% in S. Silvestre and S. strictum ssp. africanum to
about 9% in S. strictum ssp. strictum and to 12.24% in S.
cereale subsp. cereale (Table 6.3). Thus, one of the major
evolutionary changes in chromosome structure in Secale has
involved the addition of heterochromatin close to the
telomeres (Bennett et al. 1977). Bedbrook et al. (1980)
succeeded in cloning six families of non-homologous repeat
heterochromatin-specific DNA sequences of S. cereale
ssp. cereale. The six sequences are predominantly located
within the blocks of constitutive sub-telomeric heterochro-
matin that can be observed on all seven ssp. cereale chro-
mosome pairs by Giemsa staining. Four of these sequence
unrelated families, having repeating units of 120, 480, 610,
and 630 bp, account for most, if not all, of the difference in
sub-telomeric heterochromatin DNA content between the
three Secale species (Bedbrook et al. 1980; Table 6.3). The
four repeats are present in high copy numbers in S. cereale
DNA and in somewhat smaller amounts in S. strictum
ssp. strictum whereas only one repeat is detectable in S.
sylvestre DNA and two repeats in S. strictum ssp. africanum
(Table 6.3). The four families of ssp. cereale-specific
sequences, accounting for most of the sub-telomeric hete-
rochromatin, are arranged in tandem arrays, are complex and
contain simple sub-repeats interspersed with an unrelated
sequence without sub-repeats. Bedbrook et al. (1980) sug-
gested that each of the ssp. cereale-specific repeats evolved
by the insertion of DNA elements into an array of simple
repeats, followed by amplification of the portion of the array
containing the inserted sequence.

The structure, copy number and chromosomal location of
arrays of the four families of highly repeated sequences have

Table 6.2 World’s total and top
ten rye producer countries in 2020
(from FAOSTAT 2020)

Country Hectare Production in metric tons Productivity (tons/ha)

Germany 636,000 3,513,400 5.524

Poland 843,620 2,904,580 3.442

Russia 975,435 2,377,629 2.437

Belarus 360,409 1,050,702 2.913

Denmark 115,370 699,370 6.062

China 166,601 523,759 3.144

Canada 153,000 487,800 3.188

Ukraine 137,800 456,780 3.320

Spain 137,590 407,620 2.963

Turkey 104,211 295,681 2.837

World total 4,446,927 15,022,273 3.378
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been investigated in Secale species (Jones and Flavell 1982a,
b). Each species was found to be unique in its complement
and/or chromosomal distribution of the sequence families.
For example, S. strictum subsp. strictum and S. cereale
ssp. cereale accessions show the same complement of
repeated sequences, but differ substantially in the number of
repeats they contain of the 480-bp, 610-bp, and 630-bp
sequences (Table 6.3). The structure of the 480-bp repeating
unit also varies across accessions of ssp. strictum. In this
outbreeding subspecies, hetero-morphisms are frequent, and
are particularly conspicuous in hybridization analyses
detecting the 480-bp sequence.

The relationship between the chromosomal location of
heterochromatin C-bands and of the four non-homologous
repeat sequence families, constituting 12% or more of total
ssp. cereale DNA, has been investigated by in situ
hybridization in ssp. cereale chromosomes (Jones and Fla-
vell 1982a, b). Only centromeric and nucleolar organizer
region-associated C-bands failed to hybridize with at least
one of the sequences, whereas many sub-telomeric blocks of
heterochromatin contained all four repeat sequence families.

The repeat sequences are mostly ssp. cereale-specific and
serve as convenient markers for ssp. cereale chromatin in
wheat-rye hybrids (Appels 1982; Lapitan et al. 1986). Upon
study of the distribution of families of repeats in triticale and
in Secale-addition lines to bread wheat, Jones and Flavell
(1982a) found that some of the families of repeats, present in
rye but not in wheat sub-telomeric heterochromatin, were
selected against in the wheat genetic background.

Using FISH, Hutchinson et al. (1981) studied the rela-
tionship between sub-telomeric C-bands and the four fami-
lies of repeat sequences. They used the DNA probes,
produced by Bedbrook et al. (1980) and Jones and Flavell
(1982a) that represent the repeat sequences, namely,
pSc119.2 representing the120 bp repeat, pSc74 the 350–
480 bp repeat, and pSc34 the 630 bp repeat. Similar to Jones

and Flavell (1982b), also Hutchinson et al. (1981) found that
these repeats account for most, if not all, of the differences in
sub-telomeric heterochromatic DNA quantities between the
Secale species. The proportion of DNA in the genome rep-
resented by these sequence families in different species of
Secale is different (Hutchinson et al. 1981). The 120-bp
family is equally abundant in all Secale species and is the
only repeat family found in S. sylvestre, in which a corre-
lation has also been observed between low
C-heterochromatin content and the absence of the other three
repeat sequences (Hutchinson et al. 1981; Jones and Flavell
1982b). The relative high DNA amount and the higher
proportion of heterochromatin in ssp. cereale and ssp. stric-
tum, is the result of accumulation of several repeat families
that constitute the major components of sub-telomeric
heterochromatin and are absent in S. sylvestre (Table 6.3).

In accord with the above, Cuadrado and Jouve (1997)
used FISH with the probes pSc119.2, pSc74, and pSc34 to
study the quantity and distribution of the highly repeated
sub-telomeric DNA sequences that are located in the
sub-telomeric heterochromatin. In accord with the above,
they showed that S. sylvestre had considerably fewer repeat
DNA sequences in the sub-telomeric heterochromatin than
the other two species and proposed that it was due to its
autogamous nature.

The fairly constant C-banding pattern of all seven chro-
mosomes in various samples of S. strictum ssp. strictum
were reported by Gustafson et al. (1976). The chromosomes
of this subspecies are easily identifiable and can be distin-
guished from the seven S. cereale chromosome pairs by their
distinct C-banding pattern (Gustafson et al. 1976). FISH
analysis of the karyotype of ssp. strictum was performed
using the probes pSC119.2, pSc74, and pSc34, enabling the
identification of each ssp. strictum chromosome (Cuadrado
and Jouve 1995). Moreover, this labeling allowed the
comparison of the karyotype of ssp. strictum to that of ssp.

Table 6.3 Nuclear DNA content, percentage of sub-telomeric heterochromatin, and percentage of repeated sub-telomeric DNA sequence families
in different Secale species

Species Subspecies 1C DNA (pg) % Of sub-telomeric
heterochromatina

% Of repeated sub-telomeric sequence familiesb

120 bp 480 bp 610 bp 630 bp

S. sylvestre – 7.21c 6.14 2.4 0.0 0.00 0.00

S. strictum strictum 8.37c

9.45d
8.91 1.5–3.2 1.2–4.3 0.50 0.16

africanum 7.42c 6.11 2.4 0.0 0.04 0.00

S. cereale cereale 8.53c

8.65d
12.24 2.4 6.1 2.70 0.60

a Determined from the length of C-bands (Bennett et al. 1977)
b Bedbrook et al. (1980) and Jones and Flavell (1982b)
c Bennett et al. (1977)
d Eilam et al. (2007)
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cereale since labeling of a combination of two different
repetitive DNA sequences enabled identification of all
chromosomes of both species (Cuadrado and Jouve 1995).
Using this approach, it was found that the physical locations
of the repetitive 120-, 480-, and 610-bp repeats are rather
similar in the chromosomes of ssp. strictum and ssp. cereale
and that the main qualitative difference lies in the rarity of a
combination of the 610-bp and 480-bp repeats in the same
telomeres in ssp. strictum, in contrast to ssp. cereale (Cua-
drado and Jouve 1995). This finding is in accord with that of
Jones and Flavell (1982b), who reported that both species
have the same complement of repetitive DNA sequences, but
differed significantly in the amount of telomeric 610-bp
repetitive sequences and in the pattern of distribution of the
480-bp repetitive sequences along the chromosomes. Dif-
ferences in the distribution of hybridization sites of the
120-bp family (pSc119.2) probe in both subspecies were
limited to chromosome arms 2RS, 2RL and 7RL. The
610-bp repetitive sequence probe hybridized exclusively to
the sub-telomeric regions predominantly of chromosome
arms 1RS, 1RL, 4RS, 5RS, 6RS and 7RS, and was almost
always absent in the most prominent heterochromatic blocks
of sub-telomeric 2RS, 2RL and 7RL in ssp. strictum. Jones
and Flavell (1982b) reported a major difference in the
hybridization responses of ssp. strictum and ssp. cereale to
the pSc34 (610 bp) probe, with hybridization being clearly
more intense in ssp. cereale. Finally, use of the pSc74 probe,
demonstrated the presence of the 480-bp sequence in almost
all arms (Cuadrado and Jouve 1995). Interestingly, intersti-
tial hybridization sites were found in the short arm of 6R in
ssp. strictum and in the long arm of the same chromosome in
S. cereale (Jones and Flavell 1982a; Lapitan et al. 1988;
Mukai et al. 1992; Cuadrado and Jouve 1994).

González-García et al. (2006) used FISH to compare the
morphology of the sub-telomeric heterochromatin during the
transition from zygotene to second meiotic telophase in
meiocytes of Secale cereale ssp. cereale. At zygotene,
pachytene and diplotene, the sub-telomeric heterochromatin
formed clumps, often featuring two or more bivalent ends,
strongly suggesting ectopic recombination. The high vari-
ability between homologous chromosomes and the frequent
nonhomologous bindings of sub-telomeric heterochromatin,
strongly suggest that rye sub-telomeric heterochromatin is in
a dynamic state and that its position along the chromosome
changes frequently during meiosis (González-García et al.
2006).

Little is known about the mechanism driving the
dynamics of telomeric chromatin. Insertions of DNA
sequences into an array of single repeats, followed by
saltatory amplification and the occurrence of other chromo-
somal rearrangements, may have played an important role in
the process. These could result from saltatory amplification
events at telomeres that were initially responsible for each

large increase in DNA quantity. Subsequently, unequal
crossing-over between homologues may have played an
important secondary role, by extending the range of varia-
tion in the amount of heterochromatin at a given telomere,
while crossing-over between non-homologues may have
driven an increase in the DNA quantity at one telomere to be
distributed between chromosomes (Bennett et al. 1977). In
accord with this, Evtushenko et al. (2016) found that the
evolution of sub-telomeric heterochromatin appears to have
involved a significant contribution of illegitimate recombi-
nation. They suggested that the large blocks of sub-telomeric
heterochromatin arose from the combined activity of trans-
posable elements (TEs) and the expansion of the tandem
repeats, likely as a result of a highly complex network of
recombination mechanisms. The abundance of TEs and
repeats associated with heterochromatin in sub-telomeric
regions raises questions as to their potential role in telomere
activity. It is unlikely that this heterochromatin can substitute
for telomeres as in Drosophila (Pardue and DeBaryshe
2003), because plants have both the telomerase and the array
of simple telomeric repeats necessary for telomere mainte-
nance. However, it is possible that the heterochromatin
packaging and dynamics at the chromosome ends affects
telomeric functions and chromosome behavior in cereals, as
it does in other species (Schoeftner and Blasco 2009).

The occurrence and distribution of the sub-telomeric
tandem arrays in the different Secale species suggest that S.
sylvestre may be of ancient origin, while S. strictum and S.
cereale may have a more recent origin (Jones and Flavell
1982b). The fact that the 120-bp repeat is the only repeat
family that exists in S. sylvestre, may indicate that this repeat
was the first to be amplified in the evolution of the genus
Secale (Zeller and Cermeño 1991). On the other hand, if S.
strictum ssp. strictum is more ancient than S. sylvestre, then
repeat sequences may have also been lost during evolution
of the species.

Murai et al. (1989) used several restriction endonucleases
to study chloroplast DNA variation in all the species of
Secale. The chloroplast genome size was estimated to be 136
kbp, which is very close to its size in Triticum and Aegilops,
and produced identical patterns with all the restriction
enzymes applied in S. strictum ssp. strictum and S. cereale
ssp. cereale, but not in S. sylvestre. The restriction fragment
patterns of S. sylvestre showed up to two differences from
those of the other Secale taxa, suggesting early separation of
S. sylvestre from the rest of the species.

There is a general agreement that the Triticeae tribe is
monophyletic and therefore, assumed to be derived from a
common ancestor (Watson et al. 1985; Kellogg 1989; Sor-
eng et al. 1990; Hsiao et al. 1995a). Thus, genetic similari-
ties, i.e., synteny (the conservation of order of loci on
homoeologous chromosomes), might be expected between
the homoeologous chromosomes of the various Triticeae
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species and those of the common wheat cultivar Chinese
Spring, whose seven homoeologous chromosome groups
serve as a standard (Sears 1954, 1966). The homoeology of
the chromosomes of a given Triticeae species is determined
by the degree to which a pair of chromosomes that is added
to a nullisomic line of common wheat compensates for the
missing wheat chromosome pair for vigor and fertility.
Accordingly, the nomenclature of the chromosomes of the
Secale species is based on the homoeologous system of the
Triticeae. Good genetic compensation by Secale chromo-
somes to common wheat chromosomes has been indicated
by the ability of the former to satisfactorily compensate for
the missing bread wheat chromosomes when substituted into
wheat. Over the years, individual chromosomes of both,
domesticated rye, Secale cereale ssp. cereale, and wild type,
S. strictum ssp. strictum, have been added to bread wheat,
and substituted of wheat chromosomes (Miller 1984). Evi-
dence from the compensating effect of Secale chromosomes
in the absence of their common wheat homoeologues in
wheat-Secale (S. cereale and S. strictum) addition and sub-
stitution lines implied homoeology relationships between
Secale and bread wheat chromosomes (Zeller and Hsam
1983; Miller 1984). In fact, Gill and Kimber (1974), Zeller
and Hsam (1983), and Miller (1984) designated the seven
pairs of rye chromosomes 1R-7R relating to the seven
homoeologous groups of common wheat.

Supporting evidence of the homoeology between Secale
and wheat chromosomes can be obtained by comparing the
chromosomal location of genes and of various biochemical
and molecular markers. Studies of gene localization in
wheat-Secale (S. cereale and S. strictum) addition and sub-
stitution lines, have contributed considerably to the kno-
whow on the position and order of genes in chromosomes of
Secale relative to wheat. Devos et al. (1993) constructed an
RFLP-based genetic map of S. cereale ssp. cereale that
provided evidence that the genetic synteny between Secale
and wheat chromosomes has been affected by chromosomal
rearrangements that occurred during the evolution of the
various Secale genomes. Their work revealed multiple
evolutionary translocations in the Secale genome relative to
that of bread wheat. DNA clones indicated that chromosome
arms 2RS, 3RL, 4RL, 5RL, 6RS, 6RL, 7RS and 7RL have
all been involved in at least one translocation. Moreover,
Devos et al. (1993) identified the translocated chromosomal
segments, and suggested a possible evolutionary pathway
that could account for the present-day structure of Secale
genomes relative to one another and to those of bread wheat.

Secale primary trisomics and telo-trisomics lines (Zeller
et al. 1977) as well as rye addition and substitution lines
(O’Mara 1940; Driscoll and Sears 1971; Miller 1984; Sch-
legel et al. 1986; Zeller and Cermeño 1991; Mukai et al.
1992) have been used for chromosome and arm mapping of
genes. Schlegel (1982) even produced monosomic additions

of wheat chromosomes to rye. However, because all of these
aneuploids do not breed true and are highly sterile,
researchers preferred to use monosomic or telosomic addi-
tions of Secale chromosomes to wheat (Mukai et al. 1992)
for rye (S. cereale ssp. cereale) genome mapping. Wheat-rye
recombinant chromosome stocks provide further opportuni-
ties for chromosome mapping (Rogowsky et al. 1993;
Lukaszewski 2000; Lukaszewski et al. 2004).

Translocations have played an important role in kary-
otype evolution and speciation of many plant groups
(Stebbins 1958; Rieseberg 2001; Faria and Navarro 2010)
and, as such, are thought to have played an important role in
the evolution of the genus Secale (Stutz 1972; Koller and
Zeller 1976; Shewry et al. 1985; Naranjo et al. 1987; Nar-
anjo and Fernández-Rueda 1991; Liu et al. 1992; Rognli
et al. 1992; Devos et al. 1993; Schlegel 2013). The chro-
mosomes that were involved in the various translocations
characterizing Secale species, were identified by studying
the ability of trisomics of rye chromosomes (Heemert and
Sybenga 1972) or chromosome arms to successfully sub-
stitute nullisomy for homoeologous wheat chromosomes
(Koller and Zeller 1976; Miller 1984). This was achieved by
studying pairing between rye and wheat chromosome arms
in the presence and absence of the homoeologous-pairing
suppressor gene, Ph1 (Naranjo et al. 1987; Naranjo and
Fernández-Rueda 1991), and by using various kinds of
genetic markers (Shewry et al. 1985; Liu et al. 1992; Devos
et al. 1993).

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in PMCs
of F1 hybrids between Secale species, has shown that they
differ from each other by a number of translocations (Riley
1955; Stutz 1957; Khush and Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962;
Kranz 1973). The perennial wild S. strictum and the annual
wild S. sylvestre differ from S. cereale by two reciprocal
translocations that involve three pairs of chromosomes
(Schiemann and Nürnberg-Krüger 1952; Riley 1955; Stutz
1957; Khush and Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962; Kranz 1963;
Singh and Röbbelen 1977). These translocations appear as a
hexavalent configuration in the F1 hybrids of S. strictum and
S. sylvestre with S. cereale. Heemert and Sybenga (1972)
used a standard tester set of reciprocal translocations in S.
cereale and several primary trisomics to identify the chro-
mosomes involved in the two translocations between S.
cereale and S. strictum. They reported that the two translo-
cations involved chromosomes I (=2R), V (=6R) and III
(=7R). Later, these translocations were found to involve the
short arm of 2R (2RS), and the long arms of 6R and 7R
(6RL and 7RL, respectively) (Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda
1991; Devos et al. 1993). Another translocation that differs
between these two species of Secale, was discovered by
Shewry et al. (1985), who located the Sec2 gene on chro-
mosome 6RS of S. strictum and on 2BS of S. cereal. They
concluded that there was a translocation between 2 and 6RS
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in S. cereale relative to S. strictum (and probably to wheat,
where homologous genes are located on 6AS, 6BS, and
6DS). This has been presented as evidence of a translocation
between part of the 2R short arm and part of the 6R short
arm (Devos et al. 1993). The short arm of chromosome 4R
of S. cereale is homoeologous to wheat chromosome arms
4AS, 4BS and 4DL, whereas the proximal region of the long
arm of 4R was translocated with a region of 7RS and is
homoeologous to the short arm of wheat chromosomes 7A,
7B and 7D (Koller and Zeller 1976), and the distal region
with 6RS (Devos et al. 1993). On the other hand, the
proximal region of the short arm of S. cereale chromosome
7R is homoeologous to wheat chromosome arms 4AL, 4BL,
and 4DS, while the distal region of 7RS is homoeologous to
the distal region of chromosomes of wheat group 5 (Devos
et al. 1993). The proximal region of the long arm of 7R is
homoeologous to the long arm of wheat 7AL, 7BL, and
7DL, while the distal region was translocated with 2RS
(Koller and Zeller 1976; Devos et al. 1993). Chromosomes
4R and 7R of S. strictum did not undergo rearrangements
and are homoeologous to wheat homoeologous groups 4 and
7, respectively. The translocation between chromosomes 4R
and 7R is in addition to the two translocations between 2R,
6R, and 7R in S. cereale (Koller and Zeller 1976; Devos
et al. 1993). Only chromosome 1R of S. cereale was not
rearranged and is homoeologous to wheat homoeologous
group 1, whereas all other six chromosome pairs of this
species were involved in translocations (Devos et al. 1993).
Additional smaller translocations distinguish S. sylvestre
from S. cereale (Khush and Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962;
Kranz 1963), and a single minor translocation separates S.
sylvestre from S. strictum (Khush 1962). S. strictum,
subsp. africanum was found to differ from subsp. strictum by
a small translocation (Khush 1962; Singh and Röbbelen
1977). It is probable that the chromosomal rearrangements
separating S. sylvestre from the other two species and sep-
arating S. cereale from S. sylvestre and S. strictum, were
instrumental in speciation within the genus.

The translocations characterizing the Secale genomes can
be classified into five categories: (1) Translocations that are
common to all Secale species, wheat and other Triticineae.
King et al. (1994) reported the existence of a 4AL/5AL
translocation in T. urartu. Devos et al. (1995), and Dub-
covsky et al. (1996) identified the same translocation in
diploid wheat, Triticum monococcum, and in hexaploid
wheat, T. aestivum, which both showed identical breakpoints
(Li et al. 2016), and assumed that it occurred at the diploid
level. A similar 4RL/5RL translocation was found in S.
cereale (Naranjo et al. 1987; Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda
1991; Devos et al. 1993). Homoeologous chromosome
pairing studies between bread wheat and S. cereale, showed
that the 4RL/5RL translocation underwent an additional
rearrangement in which the 4RL arm was translocated to

7RS (Naranjo et al. 1987; Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda
1991; Liu et al. 1992; Rognli et al. 1992; Devos et al. 1993;
King et al. 1994). Presence of the 4L/5L translocation has
also been demonstrated in Ae. umbellulata and diploid
Elymus farctus subsp. bessarabicus (King et al. 1994), but
has not been demonstrated in diploid Elymus elongatus and
in barley. Li et al. (2016) identified the breakpoints of the
4L/5L translocation in bread wheat and rye. The wheat
translocation joined the ends of breakpoints downstream of a
WD40 gene on 4AL and a gene of the PMEI family on 5AL.
While rye shares the same position for the 4L breakpoint, its
5L breakpoint position differs, although very close to that of
wheat, indicating the recurrence of 4L/5L translocations in
wheat and rye. These findings suggest that if this translo-
cation occurred recurrently in various Triticeae species, then
the translocation breakpoints are the two fragile sites on the
chromosome arms 4L and 5L of diploid Triticeae species
and that the 4L/5L translocation breakpoints represent two
hotspots of chromosomal rearrangement recurrently used
during Triticeae evolution. (2) Translocations that differ
between the genera Secale and Triticum. Several small
translocations interfering with the homoeology between rye
and wheat chromosomes but that do not separate S. cereale
from S. strictum, were found by the use of various genes and
DNA markers. The presence of genes belonging to wheat
homoeologous group 3 on chromosome 6R, indicates pos-
sible transfer of a small 3R segment to 6R (Zeller and
Cermeño 1991, and reference therein). The use of cDNA
clones showed that some markers of 4R of both S. cereale
and S. strictum, show phylogenetic relationship to Triticeae
group 7 chromosomes (Chao et al. 1989). Likewise, sub-
stitution experiments in wheat-rye substitution lines revealed
that the short arm of 4R (4RS) compensates well for group 4
of wheat chromosomes and 4RL compensates well for group
7 chromosomes (Koller and Zeller 1976). The 4RL/7RS and
3RL/6RL translocations are present in both the S. strictum
and the S. cereale genomes. The evidence concerning
4RL/7RS derives from the similar plant morphology of the
CS/4R of S. cereale and CS/4R of S. strictum disomic
addition lines, that include the presence of the purple culm
gene in both additions, which is carried on wheat 7S (cited in
Devos et al. 1993). 3RL/6RL translocation exists in both S.
strictum and S. cereale (Devos et al. 1993). These translo-
cations occurred after the separation of Secale from Triti-
cum. (3) A single minor translocation that occurred between
S. sylvestre and the other two Secale species (Khush 1962).
(4) Two translocations that occurred between S. cereale and
S. strictum. Since these translocations characterize all
examined races of S. cereale, they define its genome rather
than reflect inter-varietal differences of more recent origin,
and are of evolutionary significance. These translocations,
involving chromosomes 2R, 6R and 7R (Heemert and
Sebenga 1972), characterize only the genome of S. cereale.
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Another small translocation involving a fourth pair of
chromosomes and characterizing the S. cereale genome, also
occurred between S. strictum and S. cereale (Riley 1955).
These translocations presumably happened during the
evolvement of cereale from strictum. (5) A small
intraspecific translocation occurring between the two sub-
species of S. strictum (Khush 1962; Singh and Röbbelen
1977) as well as intraspecific translocations between races of
S. cereale (Darlington 1933; Müntzing and Prakken 1941).

The F1 hybrids of the S. cereale x S. strictum cross are
heterozygotes for the two translocations involving chromo-
somes 2R, 6R and 7R exhibiting hexavalent at first meiotic
metaphase (Riley 1955). These hybrids had low fertility and
resembled the wild parent, S. strictum, in that they had ears
with brittle rachis, closely invested grains and perennial
habit (Riley 1955). Translocation heterozygotes produce
functional gametes consisting of the parental chromosomal
combination. Hence, the F2 of the crosses between S. cereale
and S. strictum segregated into three types, in terms of
chromosome structure and plant morphology: those like S.
cereale, those like the F1, and those like S. strictum, and with
frequency of 1:2:1, respectively (Riley 1955). This pattern of
segregation results from a correlation between the pheno-
typic expression of important taxonomic characters and the
constitution of the plants with regard to three chromosome
pairs involved in the two large translocations that occurred
during the evolution of S. cereale from S. strictum. It seems
probable, therefore, that the proximal regions of these three
chromosome pairs, which are protected from cross-overs by
more distal chiasma formations, and which always segregate
in parental combinations, contain genes that might be
responsible for the development of the differentiating char-
acters of the species. Genes present in the proximal regions
of these three chromosomes, probably control characters
responsible for the adaptation of the two species. The genes
segregate undisturbed, since gametes are only viable when
all three chromosomes occur in parental combinations. In
this way, the proximal regions of these three chromosomes
may be regarded as a ‘super genes’ (Darlington and Mather
1949). Hence, a new arisen translocation might, by chance,
have isolated a series of selectively advantageous genes from
recombinations, and the newly structural condition would be
of immediate adaptive value and become fixed. These two
translocations presumably occurred simultaneously, rather
than successively, since no race of S. cereale was found to
have only one of the two translocations.

Are the two gene systems that control the major traits
separating S. cereale from S. strictum, namely, annual growth
habit and tough rachis, located on one of the translocated
chromosomes? The F1 hybrid between common wheat (cv.
Chinese Spring) and Elymus Farctus subsp. farctus (=6x
Agropyron junceum) was perennial (Charpentier et al. 1986).
Likewise, Dvorak and Knott (1974) noted that the amphiploid

Chinese Spring—diploid Elymus elongatus (=Agropyron
elongatum), combining the A, B, and D subgenomes of
hexaploid wheat with the Ee genome of the perennial E.
elongatus, is perennial. In this regard, Lammer et al. (2004)
pointed out that hybrids between bread wheat and its wild
perennial relatives, as well as many genetically stable
amphiploids and partial amphiploids derived from these
hybrids, exhibit the perennial trait, indicating that annual
growth habit is a recessive trait. In hybrids derived from
crosses between perennial and annual parents, the perennial
habit seems to dominate (Stebbins and Pun 1953; Fedak and
Armstrong 1986; Petersen 1991a). This is also the case in
other interspecific and intergeneric hybrids in the tribe
(Sakamoto 1967; von Bothmer et al. 1985; Frederiksen and
von Bothmer 1989, 1995). Consistent with the notion that
annual growth habit is a derived trait in the Triticeae, the
evolvement of annual S. cereale from the perennial S. stric-
tum, required a recessive mutation in the locus or loci deter-
mining this trait. Using a complete series of diploid Elymus
elongatus (genome EeEe) chromosome addition lines in a
Chinese Spring background, Lammer et al. (2004) found that
chromosome 4Ee [most probably the short arm 4Ee (4EeS)]
conferred the perennial growth habit. Assuming that the
recessive gene(s) conferring annual growth-habit is located in
S. cereale on 4RS, a chromosome arm that is not involved in
translocations, and therefore, can segregate in hybrids between
the two species only if it is located on the distal region.

The genetic control of non-brittle rachis in domesticated
taxa was studied in several Triticeae species. Takahashi
(1955) and Takahashi and Hayashi (1964) reported that two
recessive, complementary and tightly linked genes, that later
were designated btr1 and btr2 and located on chromosome
arm 3HS of barley (Komatsuda and Mano 2002; Komatsuda
et al. 2004), determine tough rachis in domesticated barley.
Likewise, Sharma and Waines (1980) found that tough
rachis is determined in diploid wheat T. monococcum
subsp. monococcum by the two recessive complementary
genes. Also in domesticated tetraploid and hexaploid wheat
the tough rachis trait is controlled by recessive genes, br-A2
and br-A3, on chromosomes 3A and 3B (Levy and Feldman
1989a; Watanabe and Ikebata 2000; Watanabe et al. 2002,
2005a, b; Nalam et al. 2006; Millet et al. 2013). Comparative
mapping analyses suggested that both br-A2 and br-A3 are
present in homoeologous regions on their respective chro-
mosomes. Furthermore, br-A2 and br-A3 from wheat and
btr1/btr2 on chromosome 3H of barley are also homoeolo-
gous, suggesting that the location of major determinants of
the tough rachis trait in these species has been conserved
(Nalam et al. 2006). Assuming that the homoeologous genes
are located in S. cereale on the same arm, namely, 3RS, then
the genes involved in the non-shattering trait of S. cereale
can only segregate in hybrids between S. cereale and S.
strictum if it is located on the distal region.
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Levan (1942) observed bivalents, trivalents and quadri-
valents in low frequency in the first meiotic metaphase of
haploid S. cereale, averaging 0.08–0.83 chiasmata per cell.
Likewise, Neijzing (1982) observed several associations of
two or more chromosomes in meiosis of haploid rye. Heneen
(1963) noted a bivalent of rye chromosomes in a single cell
of the pentaploid hybrid octoploid Elymus arenarius x S.
cereale. Intragenomic chromosome pairing of S. cereale
chromosomes, indicated by the presence of homomorphic
large bivalents, was also observed in the intergeneric hybrids
between diploid and polyploid Hordeum species and Secale
cereale (Gupta and Fedak 1987a, b; Wagenaar 1959; Tho-
mas and Pickering 1985; Petersen 1991b) and in hybrids
between Aegilops species and S. cereale (Melnyk and Unrau
1959; Majisu and Jones 1971; Su et al. 2016). In addition,
although occurring at a lower frequency than in haploid
plants of S. cereal (Müntzing 1937; Nordenskiöld 1939;
Levan 1942; Heneen 1965; Puertas and Giraldez 1979),
pairing between S. cereale chromosomes is a usual feature in
wheat-rye hybrids (Dhaliwal et al. 1977; Schlegel and
Weryszko 1979). In wheat-rye hybrids, the preferential
homoeologous pairing between wheat and rye chromosomes
competes with that of rye-rye chromosomes (Schlegel and
Weryszko 1979). No rye-rye recombinant chromosomes
were observed at first anaphase, therefore rye-rye associa-
tions at first metaphase could be considered non-chiasmatic
(Orellana 1985). Yet, Neijzing (1982), using Giemsa
C-banding, detected chromatid exchanges between differ-
ently marked chromosome arms at first anaphase, verifying
that chromosome associations observed at first metaphase of
haploid rye were due to chiasma formations, which were
non-randomly located and probably occurred in homologous
segments. Ten to twelve sets of homologous segments were
found to be present in the haploid rye genome (Neijzing
1985), likely as a result of ancient duplications. The asso-
ciation between C-banded and un-banded arms indicated
that the telomeric heterochromatic does not act as promoter
or suppressor of homologous pairing in haploid rye (Neijz-
ing 1982).

Martis et al. (2013), using high-throughput transcript
mapping, chromosome survey sequencing and integration of
conserved synteny information of three sequenced model
grass genomes [Brachypodium distachyon, rice (Oryza
sativa), and sorghum (Sorghum bicolor)], established a vir-
tual linear gene order model (genome zipper) comprising
22,426 or 72% of the detected set of 31,008 S. cereale genes.
This enabled a genome-wide, high-density, comparative
analysis of rye/barley/model grass genome synteny. Seven-
teen syntenic linkage blocks conserved between the model
grass genomes and the rye and barley genomes, were iden-
tified. Strikingly, differences in the degree of conserved
syntenic gene content, gene sequence diversity signatures
and phylogenetic networks were found between individual

rye syntenic blocks. This indicates that introgressive
hybridizations (diploid or polyploid hybrid speciation)
and/or a series of whole-genome or chromosome duplica-
tions played a role in rye speciation and genome evolution
(Martis et al. 2013).

6.4 Crosses with Other Triticineae Species

6.4.1 Opening Remarks

Spontaneous intergeneric hybrids between Secale species
and other Triticeae seem to be rare (Frederiksen and Petersen
1998), with the octoploid Elymus arenarius L. being one of
the few reported (Heneen 1963). On the other hand, many
artificial intergeneric hybrids between Secale species and
other Triticeae have been produced. These hybrids have
primarily involved diploid and polyploid taxa of Triticum,
Aegilops, and Hordeum (e.g., Majisu and Jones 1971;
Hutchinson et al. 1980; Pagniez and Hours 1986; Gupta and
Fedak 1986; Petersen 1991a). In addition, artificial hybrids
with several other diploid and polyploid Triticeae, e.g.,
diploid Elymus spicatus (Pursh) Gould, diploid Agropyron
mongolicum Keng, tetraploid A. cristatum (L.) Gaertn., tet-
raploids Elymus pseudonutans, E. shandongensis, and E.
semicostatus, and hexaploid Elymus hispidus (Opiz) Mel-
deris, have also been studied (Stebbins and Pun 1953; Fedak
and Armstrong 1986). In all combinations, Secale has been
used as the pollen donor, as crossing experiments using
Secale as the female parent have always failed (Majisu and
Jones 1971; Petersen 1991a). The hybrids are generally
described as morphologically more or less intermediate
between the parents (Stebbins and Pun 1953; Wang 1987,
1988; Petersen 1991a).

The chromosomes of Secale are larger than the chromo-
somes of most species of the Triticeae, enabling simple
identification of the parental origin of the chromosomes in
artificial hybrids (von Berg 1931; Stebbins and Pun 1953;
Melnyk and Unrau 1959; Wagenaar 1959; Bhattacharyny
et al. 1961; Heneen 1963; Majisu and Jones 1971; Wang
1987; Fedak and Armstrong 1986; Petersen 1991b; Gill and
Friebe 2009). At mitosis and meiosis, rye chromosomes can
be easily distinguished from chromosomes of other Triticeae
species in intergeneric hybrids, also by the presence of
massive blocks of terminal heterochromatin (Lima-de-Faria
1953; Gill and Kimber 1974). In rye, C-heterochromatin is
predominantly located in terminal blocks, whereas in Triti-
cum, Aegilops and other related species, it is mostly situated
in centromeric and pericentromeric regions or dispersed
throughout the chromosomes. Thus, techniques such as
Giemsa C-banding (Fedak and Armstrong 1986; Gill and
Friebe 2009) and in situ hybridization (Hutchinson et al.
1980) have also been used to identify parental chromosomes.
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The ability to identify the parental chromosomes in these
hybrids is of great help in determining whether the type of
pairing is auto- or allo-syndetic.

Hybridizations of Secale species with species of over ten
Triticeae genera have been reported (e.g., Crasniuk 1935;
Stebbins and Pun 1953; Dvorak 1977; Hutchinson et al.
1980; Gupta and Fedak 1987a, b; Wang 1987, 1988; Lu
et al. 1990; Lu and von Bothmer 1991; Petersen 1991b).
Most authors have been able to clearly demonstrate very low
levels of allosyndetic pairing between the chromosomes of
such species, irrespective of the ploidy level (Stebbins and
Pun 1953; Heneen 1963; Majisu and Jones 1971; Hutchin-
son et al. 1980; Gupta and Fedak 1987a, b; Fedak and
Armstrong 1986; Wang 1987, 1988; Lu et al. 1990; Lu and
von Bothmer 1991; Petersen 1991b).

6.4.2 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Elymus or Agropyron Species and Secale
Species

Meiotic chromosomal pairing was analyzed in several
intergeneric diploid hybrids between diploid Elymus or
Agropyron species and Secale strictum (Wang 1987).
Hybrids of Elymus spicatus x Secale strictum, having the
genome formula StR, presented an average of 12.97 univa-
lents, 0.49 bivalents, and 0.01 trivalents at first meiotic
metaphase. The hybrid of Agropyron mongolicum x S.
strictum, which have the PR genomes, had an average of
12.86 univalents, 0.51 bivalents, 0.03 trivalents and 0.004
quadrivalents. The hybrid between E. spicatus and
Agropyron mongolicum (genome StP) had a mean configu-
ration of 8.05 univalents, 2.86 bivalents, 0.07 trivalents and
0.01 quadrivalents. Chromosome pairing in PMCs of addi-
tional diploid hybrids, contained an average of 11.05 uni-
valents, 1.22 rod bivalents, 0.04 ring bivalents, 0.13
trivalents and 0.01 quadrivalents in E. farctus
subsp. bessarabicus x S. strictum (genome EbR), while in E.
spicatus x E. farctus subsp. bessarabicus (genome StEb),
average pairing included 4.34 univalents, 2.77 rod bivalents,
1.42 ring bivalents, 0.24 trivalents and 0.14 quadrivalents
(Wang 1988). All hybrids had intermediate spike morphol-
ogy, compared to their parents, and were sterile (Wang 1987,
1988). The meiotic pairings of these hybrids indicated that
chromosome homology between the St and P genomes is
higher than between the St and R and between the P and R.
In addition, it demonstrated that the St genome of Elymus
spicatus and the Eb genome of E. farctus subsp. bessarabi-
cus are more closely related to each other than they are to the
R genome of Secale. The R genome is slightly closer to the
Eb genome than to the St genome (Wang 1987, 1988).
Mitotic preparations of root-tip cells of these diploid hybrids

suggested that the chromosomes of the different genomes
were spatially separated (Wang 1987).

Lu et al. (1990) analyzed chromosomal pairing at first
meiotic metaphase in the following three intergeneric tri-
ploid hybrids, Elymus pseudonutans (2n = 4x = 28; genome
StStYY) x S. cereale, E. shandongensis (2n = 4x = 28;
genome StStYY) x S. cereale and E. semicostatus
(2n = 4x = 28; genome StStYY) x S. strictum. Meiotic
configurations of the F1 triploid hybrids (2n = 3x = 21;
genome StYR) included a mean 14.64 univalents, 2.82
bivalents, 0.20 trivalents, and 0.01 quadrivalents and 16.38
univalents, 2.02 bivalents and 0.16 trivalents, for two com-
binations of E. pseudonutans x S. cereale, 15.59 univalents,
2.62 bivalents and 0.08 trivalents for E. shandongensis x S.
cereale and 19.63 univalents and 0.65 bivalents for E.
semicostatus x S. strictum. A large number of chromosomes
were involved in secondary associations. Most pairing
between chromosomes of the Elymus St and Y genomes was
autosyndetic. The pairing data showed higher pairing (2.02–
2.82 bivalents per cell) between the St and Y genomes of
Elymus in the presence of the S. cereale genome than in the
presence of the S. strictum genome (0.65 bivalents per cell).
Moreover, the bivalent frequency in haploid E. pseudonu-
tans (averaging 0.55 bivalents/cell) and in haploid E. shan-
dongensis (averaging 0.69 bivalents/cell) (Lu et al. 1990)
was much lower than that in the hybrids of these species
with S. cereale. These observations suggest that the genome
of S. cereale promotes meiotic pairing of homoeologous
chromosomes in Elymus species (Lu et al. 1990).

Lu and von Bothmer (1991) crossed Secale cereale with
three polyploid Elymus species, namely, E. caninus (2n =
4x = 28; genome StStHH), E. brevipes (2n = 4x = 28;
genome StStYY) and E. tsukushiensis (2n = 6x = 42; gen-
ome StStHHYY). Chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase in the F1 hybrids included 20.74 univalents and
0.14 bivalents for the triploid E. caninus x S. cereale (gen-
ome StHR), 16.35 univalents, 2.17 bivalents and 0.09
trivalents for the triploid hybrid E. brevipes x S. cereale
(genome StYR), and 25.84 univalents, 1.10 bivalents and
0.02 trivalents for the tetraploid hybrid E. tsukushiensis x S.
cereale (StHYR). Several secondary associations were also
observed in the hybrids. The researchers concluded that
(1) the homoeologous relationship between “St”, “H” and
“Y” genomes in the investigated Elymus species, differ,
namely, St is closer to Y than to H; (2) low homoeology
exists between genomes of Elymus (either St, H or Y) and
rye (R); (3) the Secale genome affects homoeologous chro-
mosome pairing between different genomes in E. brevipes
and E. tsukushiensis. This is in accord with earlier findings
suggesting that the Secale genome can promote pairing of
homoeologous chromosomes (Lelley 1976; Dvorak 1977;
Gupta and Fedak 1985, 1987a, b; Lu et al. 1990).
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Fedak and Armstrong (1986) produced hybrids between
hexaploid Elymus hispidus (2n = 6x = 42; genome
EeEeEeEeStSt) and Secale cereale. Mean chromosome
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of the hybrid
(2n = 4x = 28; genome EeEeStR) included 18.80 univa-
lents, 3.71 bivalents, and 0.56 trivalents. Most of the pairing
was autosyndetic. Indicating very low homology between
the Elymus genomes (Ee and St) and the R of rye.

Heneen (1963) analyzed mitotic and meiotic behavior of
the natural pentaploid hybrid between Elymus arennrius
(2n = 8x = 56; genome EeEeEeEeStStStSt) and Secale
cereale. The nucleolar organizer of rye was suppressed in
this hybrid and no secondary constriction was observed in
the short arm of chromosome 1R. Most of the hybrid PMCs
(2n = 5x = 35; genome EeEeStStR) had 14 bivalents and 7
univalents. The univalents, which are large in size, represent
the 7 chromosomes of rye. Pairing is thus autosyndetic.
Various meiotic aberrations and irregularities, including
spontaneous chromosome breakage, polyploid cells and
plasmodia, occurred frequently in this hybrid (Heneen
1963).

6.4.3 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Hordeum and Secale Species

Meiotic chromosomal pairing in hybrids between various
diploid and polyploid Hordeum species and Secale species
was studied by a number of researchers (e.g., Fedak 1979,
1986; Finch and Bennett 1980; Fedak and Armstrong 1981;
Thomas and Pickering 1985; Gupta and Fedak 1985, 1987a,
b; Lu et al. 1990; Petersen 1991a, b). In all hybrids, pairing
between Hordeum and Secale chromosomes was very low,
indicating a very distant relationship between the two
genera.

Several hybridizations between Hordeum and Secale
were performed at the diploid level. Fedak (1979) obtained a
diploid hybrid by crossing H. vulgare with S. cereale, and
observed very low chromosome pairing, with an average
chiasma frequency of 0.22 per cell. Phenotypically, the
hybrid resembled rye, the pollen parent, but only the
nucleolar organizers of barley were active. Petersen (1991a,
b) produced 41 intergeneric hybrids between diploid, tetra-
ploid and hexaploid cytotypes of several Hordeum species
and Secale species and analyzed their chromosome pairing at
first meiotic metaphase. H. vulgare and H. bulbosum have
the same genome (genome H, while H. marinum and H.
murinum each have one distinct genome, Xa and Xu,
respectively; all other diploid species have the H-genome
(Wang et al. 1995). The same four genomes are found in the
polyploid species of Hordeum (Table 2.8). Differences
between the chromosome sizes of Hordeum and Secale
enabled distinction between auto- and allo-syndetic pairing.

Allosyndetic pairing between chromosomes of Hordeum and
Secale was very rare, indicating very little homology
between any of the four basic genomes of Hordeum (H, I,
Xa, and Xu) and the R-genome of Secale. Similarly low
allosyndetic pairing between Hordeum and Secale chromo-
somes (0.40 bivalents per cell) was reported in several other
diploid Hordeum x Secale hybrids (Thomas and Pickering
1985; Gupta and Fedak 1987a). Very little chromosomal
pairing was also observed at first meiotic metaphase of the
diploid hybrid H. chilense x Secale cereale (Finch and
Bennett 1980). This hybrid combination was also studied by
Thomas and Pickering (1985), who observed 12.64 univa-
lents, 0.62 rod bivalents, and 0.02 trivalents per cell. Among
the bivalents, there were 0.13 large homomorphic rye-rye
bivalents, 0.23 small homomorphic chilense-chilense biva-
lents, and 0.64 heteromorphic chilense-rye bivalents. Only
the nucleolar organizers of H. chilense only were expressed.
Gupta and Fedak (1987b) studied chromosome pairing at
first meiotic metaphase in the diploid Hordeum califormcum
x S. vavilovii (now included in S. cereale) hybrid and
observed a mean 11.74 univalents and 1.13 bivalents per
cell, most of which (86.7%) were autosyndetic.

Triploid hybrids between tetraploid species of Hordeum
and diploid Secale also exhibited very little pairing between
the chromosomes of the species of these two genera. Finch
and Bennett studied chromosomal pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of the triploid hybrid between tetraploid H.
jubatum ssp. breviaristatum and S. strictum subsp. africa-
num. This hybrid had up to six bivalents between H. jubatum
chromosomes and almost no pairing between H. jubatum
and Secale chromosomes (Finch and Bennett 1980). These
results are in accord with previous reports of hybridization
between S. cereale and H. jubatum (Quincke 1940; Brink
et al. 1944; Wagenaar 1959). Brink et al. (1944) and
Wagenaar (1959) typically found five to six bivalents
between jubatum chromosomes in the triploid hybrid, while
the S. cereale chromosomes were mostly univalents. How-
ever, several autosyndetic bivalent and multivalent associa-
tions between the rye chromosomes, as well as some
allosyndetic associations with H. jubatum chromosomes,
were also seen in this triploid hybrid. The fairly strong
autosyndesis displayed by the H. jubatum chromosomes is
due to the two closely related genomes of the tetraploid H.
jubatum. Similar results were obtained by Schlegel et al.
(1980), who studied meiotic chromosomal pairing in the
triploid hybrid Hordeum jubatum x S. kuprijanovii (now
included in S. Strictum subsp. Strictum) and found that, apart
from barley-barley and rye-rye, homoeologous barley-rye
chiasmatic associations were also evident in about 1% of the
PMCs.

Studies of chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase
in the triploid hybrid H. parodii (4x) x S. anatolicum (in-
cluded now in S. strictum subsp. strictum) showed a mean
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14.74 univalents, 6.31 bivalents, 0.22 trivalents and 0.02
quadrivalents (Gupta and Fedak 1987b). Most pairing was
attributed to autosyndetic among Hordeum chromosomes
and among several Secale chromosomes. The scarcity of
allosyndetic pairing in the form of heteromorphic bivalents
between Secale large and barley small chromosomes, indi-
cated a distant relationship between the parental genomes. In
addition, in the triploid hybrid H. depressum (4x) x S. cer-
eale, Morrison and Raihathy (1959) reported mean chro-
mosomal pairing of 1.7 bivalents per cell, mostly between H.
depressum chromosomes. They decided that there is no
homology between the genomes of H. depressum and S.
cereale. Studies in a triploid hybrid between tetraploid H.
marinum ssp. gussoneanum and S. cereale, Staat et al.
(1985) reported a frequency of 0.02 heteromorphic bivalents
per cell. Hence, the triploid hybrids described above
exhibited a strong preferential pairing between the two
genomes of Hordeum, whereas heteromorphic bivalents
involving Hordeum and Secale chromosomes were very
rare.

Similar results were obtained in hybrids with higher
ploidy level. The tetraploid hybrid H. lechleri (6x) x S.
cereale had 0.30–0.56 heteromorphic rod bivalents per cell
(Fedak and Armstrong 1981) and the trigeneric hybrid
containing the genomes of Triticum aestivum, Hordeum
chilense and Secale cereale showed similar low allosyndetic
pairing (Fernández-Escobar and Martin 1989).

Preferential intragenomic chromosome pairing, involving
Hordeum-Hordeum chromosomes, indicated by the presence
of homomorphic small bivalents, and Secale-Secale chro-
mosomes, indicated by the presence of homomorphic large
bivalents, prevails in the diploid hybrids (Gupta and Fedak
1987a, b; Petersen 1991b). Autosyndetic intergenomic
pairing among Hordeum chromosomes occurred in the
hybrids involving polyploid species of Hordeun and Secale.
In hybrids with S. cereale, the polyploids H. brachyan-
therum, H. jubatum, H. lechleri, H. arionicum, H. prorerum,
H. capense, and H. secalinum exhibited a number of biva-
lents resulting from autosyndetic pairing. In general, the
level of autosyndetic pairing among the Hordeum chromo-
somes was higher in the intergeneric combinations with S.
cereale than in the corresponding Hordeum polyhaploids. It
was therefore concluded that the S. cereale genome pro-
motes homoeologous chromosome pairing between the
genomes of Hordeum (Gupta and Fedak 1985). S. cereale
promoted more homoeologous pairing than S. strictum
subsp. africanum (Gupta and Fedak 1985). This is in accord
with the finding of Lu et al. (1990), who noted a differential
effect of the two Secale genomes on chromosome pairing;
while S. cereale promoted homoeologous pairing in hybrids
with Elymus semicostatus, S. strictum subsp. strictum did
not promote such pairing.

Haploids of Hordeum vulgare were recovered at a fre-
quency of less than 1% from pollinations of five strains of H.
vulgare with cultivar Prolific of S. cereale (Gupta and Fedak
1987b). This is the first report of barley haploids obtained
from barley x rye crosses. Preliminary studies suggest that
haploids arose through a process of elimination of rye
chromatin in the seedlings.

6.4.4 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Aegilops Species and Secale Species

The nucleolar organizer activity in several allopolyploid
Aegilops species (Ae. triuncialis, Ae. variabilis, Ae. biun-
cialis, Ae. juvenalis) x S. cereale F1 hybrids was analyzed
using a highly reproducible silver-staining procedure (Cer-
meño and Lacadena 1985). All the Aegilops allopolyploids
share the U subgenome that derived from the diploid species,
Ae. umbellulata. The Aegilops 1U and 5U chromosomes
showed strong nucleolar activity, which suppressed the NOR
activity of the 1R rye chromosome in all the hybrid com-
binations. Low activity of the nucleolar-organizer chromo-
somes of the other subgenomes of the allopolyploid Aegilops
parents, namely, C, Sv, Mo, and DcXc, was also observed.
These findings confirm earlier reports of predominant
nucleolar-organizer activity of the 1U and 5U chromosomes
and the suppression of the NOR activity of 1R chromosome
from rye.

Several early investigations on chromosomal pairing in
F1 hybrids between Aegilops and Secale were reported (von
Berg 1931; Kagawa and Chizaki 1934; Karpechenko and
Sorokina 1929; Kihara 1937). Because the chromosomes of
Secale are larger than those of Aegilops, the parental mem-
bers of the paired chromosomes can be identified at first
metaphase of meiosis in the F1 hybrids. This facilitated easy
identification of the wheat and rye chromosomes. A low
level of chromosome pairing between Aegilops and Secale
chromosomes has been reported in the intergeneric F1
hybrids between both diploid and tetraploid Aegilops species
and S. cereale (Karpechenko and Sorokina 1929; von Berg
1931; Kagawa and Chizaki 1934; Melnyk and Unrau 1959;
Majisu and Jones 1971).

Majisu and Jones (1971), using embryo culture, produced
diploid hybrids between species of Secale and four diploid
species of Aegilops section Sitopsis and Amblyopyrum
muticum. Studies of chromosomal pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of these hybrids showed that most Aegilops and
Secale chromosomes were univalents, but some paired as
normal chiasmatic bivalents. The pairing data suggested that
the Secale species genome shows very little homology with
the genomes of the Aegilops species (Majisu and Jones
1971). Likewise, there is no evidence that the chromosomes
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of Secale are homologous with those of another group of
Aegilops diploid species, namely, Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa
and Ae. umbellulata (Hutchinson et al. 1980), but does not
preclude the presence of homologous segments between
these species.

Crosses between Ae. squarrosa (currently Ae. tauschii),
the donor of the D subgenome to hexaploid wheat, and S.
cereale, were performed by several researchers (e.g., Mel-
nyk and Unrau 1959; Kawakubo and Taira 1992; Su et al.
2015). Due to their large size, the chromosomes of S. cereale
were easily distinguished from those of Ae. tauschii, and
therefore, all observed heteromorphic bivalents were con-
sidered to be due to allosyndetic pairing between Rye and
Aegilops chromosomes. Melnyk and Unrau (1959) observed
chromosomal pairing with an average of 9.67 univalents,
1.61 rod-bivalents, 0.01 ring bivalents, 0.25 trivalents and
0.05 quadrivalent in the hybrid Ae. squarrosa var. typica x S.
cereale (genome DR). Only 0.4% of the bivalents were
formed by Secale-Aegilops pairing, and trivalents were
composed of 1 or 2 cereale chromosomes, indicating that the
chromosomes of these two species are distantly homoeolo-
gous but still capable of some intergeneric pairing.

Su et al. (2016) produced and analyzed hybrids from
crosses of Ae. tauschii and S. cereale. The hybrids showed
an average meiotic pairing configuration of 10.84 univalents,
1.57 bivalents and 0.01 trivalents. Genomic in situ staining
revealed three types of bivalent associations, namely, D-D,
R-R and D-R, at frequencies of 8.6, 8.2 and 83.3%,
respectively. Trivalents consisting of D-R-D and of R-D-R
associations were also found. These results suggested that
both intra- and intergenomic chromosome homology con-
tribute to chromosome pairing.

Kawakubo and Taira (1992) produced hybrid plants with
different combinations of D and R genomes, by crossing Ae.
tauschii (2x and 4x) and Secale cereale (2x and 4x).
Amphidiploids were obtained directly from the cross
between tetraploid parents. Diploid and triploid hybrids were
completely seed-sterile, whereas the amphidiploid had an
average self-fertility of 4.5%, ranging between 0 and 45%.
At first meiotic metaphase, the mean chromosome associa-
tions included 13.4 univalents, 0.26 bivalents and 0.01
trivalents in the diploid hybrids, 7.1 univalents and 6.96
bivalents in the triploid hybrids, and 7.9 univalents and 10.5
bivalents in the amphidiploids. In diploids, end-to-end type
pairing between D and R chromosomes was observed, pre-
sumably without chiasmata. Homologous pairing between D
chromosomes was predominant in plants bearing two sets of
D genomes, and homoeologous D-R pairing was scarcely
observed in either triploids or amphidiploids.

The conclusion that there is very little homology between
Aegilops and Secale chromosomes was also supported by the
pattern of meiotic pairing in the triploid hybrid between

synthetic autotetraploid Ae. tauschii and S. cereale (Majisu
and Jones 1971). No trivalents were observed in the triploid
hybrid, and bivalent formation was restricted to Ae. tauschii
chromosomes, with the Secale chromosomes occurring as
univalents.

Meiotic pairing behavior in hybrids generated between
Aegilops and S. cereale was examined by in situ
hybridization, using a 480-bp repeat probe, purified by
Bedbrook et al. (1980), which is specific to rye and absent
from Aegilops species, thus enabling the rye chromosomes
to be clearly identified (Hutchinson et al. 1980). It was
shown that in diploid hybrids between Ae. caudata or Ae.
comosa and S. cereale, the small amount of pairing was
mostly of the allosyndetic, Aegilops-rye type, although some
autosyndetic associations also occurred. The two diploid
hybrids showed a similar level of pairing, which, although
fairly low, was slightly higher than previously reported (e.g.,
Majisu and Jones 1971). Hutchinson et al. (1980) concluded
that the Aegilops chromosomes are more likely to pair with
Secale chromosomes in diploid Aegilops x Secale hybrids,
than with other Aegilops chromosomes in inter-genomic
crosses. This suggests that there is partial homology between
Secale and Aegilops chromosomes, and lies in agreement
with the conclusions reached by Melnyk and Unrau (1959)
based on studies of the meiotic pairing between Ae. tauschii
and S. cereal, but contradicted the results of Majisu and
Jones (1971). It should be pointed out, however, that the
overall level of pairing obtained in the experiments of
Majisu and Jones (1971) was lower than that reported by
Hutchinson et al. (1980), and may reflect a lower level of
allosyndetic pairing in the tested material. Yet, in the triploid
hybrid between Ae. columnaris (4x; genome UUXnXn) and
S. cereale, pairing and chiasma formation was largely lim-
ited to chromosomes of the two Aegilops subgenomes. This
suggests that, as expected, the Ae. columnaris genomes U
and Xn are more closely related to each other than they are to
the R genome of S. cereale (Hutchinson et al. 1980).

Lucas and Jahier (1988) conducted a diallel crossing
program, which included ten diploid species from the genera
Triticum, Aegilops, Dasypyrum and Secale. Forty-one dif-
ferent interspecific hybrids were analyzed in this program.
The number of associations between chromosome arms at
first meiotic metaphase of the F1 hybrids was taken as an
indication of the degree of homology between the parental
genomes. Lucas and Jahier (1988) found little affinity
between the genomes of Triticum or Aegilops and S. cereale,
and concluded that S. cereale and Dasypyrum villosum are
only distantly related to the Triticum and Aegilops species.

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
ovata (currently Ae. geniculata; 2n = 4x = 28; genome
MoMoUU) x S. cereale triploid hybrid, was studied by
several researchers (e.g., Leighty et al. (1926), Kagawa and
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Chizaki (1934), Khalilov and Kasumov (1989), Sechnyak
and Simonenko (1991), Cuñado (1992) and Wojciechowska
and Pudelska (2002). The studies showed a pairing fre-
quency ranging from 0.40 to 0.86 for rod bivalents (Woj-
ciechowska and Pudelska 2002) to 2–3 for rod bivalents
(Kagawa and Chizaki 1934), 1.46 rod and 0.3 ring bivalents,
0.12 trivalents (Sechnyak and Simonenko (1991) and to 1–5
rod bivalents and 1 trivalent (Khalilov and Kasumov 1989).
Cuñado (1992) crossed Ae. uniaristata (2x) with S. cereale
and observed 0.38 rod bivalents per cell at meiosis. Using
the C-banding technique, he was able to discern between
autosyndetic Aegilops–Aegilops pairing (0.11 rod bivalents
per cell), autosyndetic rye-rye pairing (0.04 rod bivalents per
cell) and allosyndetic Aegilops-rye pairing (0.23 rod biva-
lents per cell). Cuñado (1992) also crossed several allote-
traploid and allohexaploid Aegilops species with S. cereale
and, using C-banding technique, found relatively little
allosyndetic pairing between Aegilops and rye chromosomes
(from 0.04 rod bivalents/cell in Ae. ventricosa x S. cereale to
0.30 rod bivalents/cell in Ae. triuncialis x S. cereale). On the
other hand, the autosyndetic pairing between
Aegilops-Aegilops chromosomes in hybrids with the allote-
traploid Aegilops, ranged from 2.01 rods in Ae. geniculata x
S. cereale to 6.59 in Ae. cylindrica x S. cereale. In hybrids
with the allohexaploid Aegilops, it ranged from 4.41 rods in
Ae. juvenalis x S. cereale to 8.77 rods in Ae. crassa x S.
cereale. Autosyndetic pairing between rye-rye chromosomes
also occurred in low frequency. Clearly, very little homoe-
ologous pairing occurred between the R genome of S. cer-
eale and the genomes of the polyploid Aegilops species. The
pairing data indicate that subgenomes of the allopolyploid
Aegilops species are much closer to each other than to the R
genome of S. cereale.

Gupta and Fedak (1985) studied meiosis in hybrids
between allohexaploid Ae. crassa (2n = 6x = 42; genome
DcXcD) and species of Secale. Their results provide evi-
dence that promotion of homoeologous pairing was
observed in these hybrids. The increase in pairing mainly
affected autosyndetic Aegilops–Aegilops pairing (Gupta and
Fedak 1985). They concluded that a meiotic pairing control
system that promotes homoeologous pairing operates in Ae.
crassa. Different levels of homoeologous pairing were
obtained in hybrids of 6x Ae. crassa x Secale species,
depending on the rye DNA and C-heterochromatin content.
For instance, the S. strictum genotype suppressed the func-
tion of this system in a manner that was inversely related to
its heterochromatin content and total DNA content. Similar
effects were observed in S. cereale x wheat and S. cereale x
Ae. ventricosa hybrids, where C-heterochromatin appeared
to affect homoeologous pairing involving both the chromo-
some arms carrying it as well as also involving other chro-
mosomes (Gustafson 1983; Cuñado et al. 1986).

6.4.5 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Triticum and Secale Species

The first attempt to cross wheat with rye was made by the
Scottish botanist A. Stephen (Wilson 1876), who pollinated
common wheat with S. cereale pollen. The resulting hybrid
plants were sterile. Wilson presented his results on April 8,
1875, in a communication to the Botanical Society of
Edinburgh. His attempt inspired, the American plant breeder
Elbert S. Carmann, who also obtained a sterile hybrid from a
cross between common wheat and rye (Carman, E. S.: Rural
New Yorker, August 30, 1884). Later on, in 1888, the
German plant breeder Wilhelm Rimpau, crossed common
wheat with S. cereale and obtained several sterile and one
fertile hybrid. The fertile hybrid presumably originated from
a spontaneous chromosome doubling, thus producing the
first octoploid Triticale, which yielded fertile progeny
(Rimpau 1891). In 1921, the Russian plant breeder G.
K. Meister, observed spontaneous pollinations of wheat
plants with rye pollens from neighboring breeding plots
(Meister 1921). Since these pioneering attempts in the end of
the nineteenth century and beginning of the twentieth one,
that aimed mainly to transfer cold hardiness from rye to
wheat, numerous hybridizations between Triticum species
and Secale species have been produced and their chromo-
some behavior at meiosis has been analyzed. In most cases,
the allohexaploid T. aestivum was used, whereas in a
minority of cases, several subspecies of the allotetraploid
wheat, T. turgidum, were crossed with Secale species.

6.4.5.1 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Diploid Wheat and Secale Species

Very few successful hybridizations involving diploid wheat
and Secale species were reported. For example, Lucas and
Jahier (1988) did not obtain viable hybrids when they
crossed diploid wheats, T. urartu and wild T. monococcum
with S. cereale. One of these crosses was performed by
Sodkiewics (1982) who observed during meiosis of the
diploid hybrid of domesticated T. monococcum (genome
AmAm) x S. cereale little affinity between chromosomes of
these two species.

6.4.5.2 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Tetraploid Wheat and Secale Species

Longley and Sando (1930) produced hybrids between wild
emmer wheat, Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, the
progenitor of domesticated T. turgidum (2n = 4x = 28;
genome BBAA), and S. montanum (currently S. strictum),
and found a mean 0–1 bivalent pair/cell at first meiotic
metaphase in the triploid hybrid (genome BAR). In the same
year, Plotnikowa (1930), Aase (1930), Oehler (1931), and
Vasiljev (1932), produced hybrids from the crosses of
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domesticated T. turgidum, ssp. durum and ssp. persicum,
with S. cereale. In all these triploid hybrids (genome
(BAR) pairing was scarce (0–4 bivalents/cell). Kagawa and
Chizaki (1934) observed 0–5 bivalents in the ssp. durum x S.
cereale hybrid, and Liljefors (1936) observed somewhat
higher pairing (0–6 bivalents and rare trivalents and
quadrivalents) in the T. turgidum ssp. turgidum x S. cereale
hybrid. Nakajima (1955) crossed T. turgidum
subsp. polonicum with S. strictum subsp. africanum and
observed 0–3 bivalents at meiosis, most of which resulted
from autosyndesis between the chromosomes of BA gen-
omes of ssp. polonicum. Nakajima (1956a) analyzed the F1
hybrid progeny of the cross between domesticated emmer, T.
turgidum subsp. dicoccon and S. vavilovii (currently inclu-
ded in S. cereale subsp. ancestrale). The hybrid resembled
domesticated emmer in most traits, rather than being an
intermediate between the two parents. Chromosomal pairing
at first meiotic metaphase included 13–21 univalents/cell and
0–4 bivalents/cell. The bivalents were rod-, and rarely,
ring-shaped and homomorphic, indicating autosyndesis of
the Triticum B and A subgenome chromosomes.

Giorgi and Cuozzo (1980) crossed S. cereale with the
ph1c mutant line of durum wheat cv. Cappelli, which has a
deficiency of a segment on chromosome arm 5BL that
includes the Ph1 locus, and thus, enables high homoeolo-
gous pairing in wheat hybrids. In meiosis of the F1 hybrid,
an average of 11.4 univalents, 4.3 bivalents and 0.3 triva-
lents were observed per cell which is much higher count than
that of the control hybrid Cappelli x rye possessing Ph1, in
which only 0.36 bivalents per cell were observed (Giorgi and
Cuozzo 1980). The increase in chromosome pairing, con-
sequent to the absence of Ph1, was mainly due to autosyn-
detic pairing between the wheat B and A genome
chromosomes. Relatively low pairing between wheat and rye
chromosomes was also inferred from the frequency and size
of the trivalents. Thus, the deficiency of Ph1 only slightly
increased the pairing between durum and cereale
chromosomes.

All the hybrids between the subspecies of T. turgidum
and S. cereale were completely sterile. In rye, there are only
two flowers in each spikelet whereas in T. turgidum there are
always more than two flowers. The average number of
flowers in the hybrids was greater than 4, indicating domi-
nance of a larger number of flowers per spikelet (Müntzing
1935). However, rye was dominant in determination of the
number of spikelets per ear; the number of spikelets for rye,
T. turgidum and F1 was 31.6, 20.4 and 31.5, respectively
(Müntzing 1935).

Naranjo (1982) analyzed meiotic pairing in the tetraploid
hybrid (genome BARR) generated from hexaploid Triticale
(2n = 6x = 42; genome BBAARR) and S. cereale (genome
RR) and found that, in addition to the homologous pairing
between chromosomes of the two R genomes,

homoeologous pairing took place preferentially between
homoeologous chromosomes of group 1. 1A–1R associa-
tions were more frequent than 1B–1R associations, although,
in both cases, pairing was mostly restricted to the long arms.
In tetraploid wheat and rye hybrids, most of the wheat-rye
homoeologous pairing was restricted to chromosomes
1RL/1BL or 1AL and 1DL, at low frequency (Naranjo
1982).

6.4.5.3 Chromosome Pairing in Hybrids Between
Hexaploid Wheat and Secale Species

Most crosses between hexaploid Triticum and Secale have
been made between common wheat, T. aestivum
subsp. aestivum (genome BBAADD) and S. cereale. Lon-
gley and Sando (1930) reported the presence of 28 univa-
lents and zero bivalents in such tetraploid hybrids (genome
BADR). Kihara (1924), Thompson (1926), and Aase (1930),
also observed very little pairing in hybrids between bread
wheat and S. cereale (0–3 bivalents/cell), whereas Bleier
(1930) and Kattermann (1934) observed somewhat more
pairing (0–4 to 0–6 bivalents/cell). Hybrids with S. strictum
subsp. strictum as parent exhibited similar results. In the
hybrid of T. aestivum subsp. aestivum, x S. strictum
subsp. strictum, Longley and Sando (1930) observed 0–1
bivalents/cell and in the hybrid T. aestivum subsp. spelta x
subsp. strictum, they reported 0–3 bivalents/cell. In the latter
hybrid, Aase (1930), Kagawa and Chizaki (1934), and
Nakajima (1956b) observed 0–4 bivalents, whereas, in
subsp. spelta x S. strictum subsp. africanum, Nakajima
(1956b) observed 0–5 bivalents/cell. In the hybrid T. aes-
tivum subsp. compactum x S. cereale, Kagawa and Chizaki
(1934) observed 0–3 bivalents. The number of occasional
bivalents observed in all these hybrids did not exceed that
seen in haploids of common wheat. Therefore, they may be
regarded as a result of autosyndesis between wheat-wheat
chromosomes, and not as an indication of homology
between wheat and rye chromosomes. The rye genome
(R) is, therefore, not close to the A, B or D subgenomes of
allohexaploid wheat (Thompson 1931).

Megyeri et al. (2013) studied chromosome pairing in first
meiotic metaphase of bread wheat-rye F1 hybrids, using
sequential genomic and fluorescent in situ hybridization
techniques. These methods enabled both discrimination of
wheat and rye chromosomes, and identification of the indi-
vidual wheat and rye chromosome arms involved in the
chromosome associations. Mean chromosomal pairing at
first meiotic metaphase of this hybrid included 25.74 uni-
valents, 1.07 rod bivalents, 0.012 ring bivalents and 0.025
trivalents/cell. The majority of associations (93.8%) were
observed between the wheat chromosomes, 5.2% between
wheat and rye chromosomes and 1.0% between rye chro-
mosomes (Megyeri et al. 2013). The largest number of
wheat-wheat chromosome associations (53%) was detected
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between the A and D subgenomes, while the frequency of
B-D and A-B associations was significantly lower (32% and
8%, respectively). Among the A-D chromosome associa-
tions, pairing between the 3AL and 3DL arms was observed
at the highest frequency, while 3DS-3BS was the most fre-
quent of all chromosome associations (0.113/cell). Pairing
between the A and B chromosomes was found rarely, with
2AL and 2BL displaying the highest pairing affinity (pairing
frequency was 0.011). Only four wheat chromosome arms
(4AS, 5AL, 6BL, and 4DS) did not pair with other chro-
mosome arms in the examined cells (Megyeri et al. 2013).
Pairing between wheat and rye chromosomes was low. The
frequency of A-R associations was 0.007, of B-R was 0.015
and of D-R was 0.015.

Megyeri et al. (2013) reported similar levels of
wheat-wheat chromosome pairing in the wheat x rye hybrid
and in the haploid of common wheat (Jauhar et al. 1991),
suggesting that the S. cereale genome does not significantly
influence the pairing of wheat-wheat chromosomes in the
hybrid (as discussed below).

Hutchinson et al. (1983), using the C-banding technique,
studied meiotic chromosomal pairing in hybrids between
bread wheat cv. Chinese Spring aneuploids (nulli 3A-tetra
3B and nulli 5B tetra 5D), and S. cereale. The hybrids
lacking chromosome 3A or 5B, displayed higher pairing
than that observed in hybrids between euploid Chinese
Spring and S. cereale. Pairing was more frequent between A
and D subgenome chromosomes than between chromosomes
of A or D subgenome and those of B subgenome and
between B subgenome and R genome chromosomes.

Miller et al. (1994) used genomic in-situ hybridization
(GISH) to compare the amount of wheat-rye chromosome
pairing in Triticum aestivum x Secale cereale hybrids
bearing the 5B chromosome (a), versus hybrids lacking the
5B chromosome (b) or those in which it was replaced by an
extra dose of chromosome 5D (c). The mean number of
chromosome arm associations per PMC in the three hybrid
genotypes was as follows: (a) W-W 0.48, W-R 0.08, R-R
0.02 and total 0.58; (b) W-W 5.11, W-R 0.43, R-R 0.07 and
total 5.61; and (c) W-W 4.19 (not including the 5D bivalent),
W-R 0.18, R-R 0.04 and total 4.41. As expected, both of the
chromosome 5B-deficient hybrid genotypes showed signif-
icantly higher pairing than the euploid wheat hybrid. The
increase in pairing due to the absence of chromosome 5B
was mainly between the wheat chromosomes, with much
less between wheat and Secale and almost none between the
Secale chromosomes.

In order to further establish the arm homoeology of
common wheat and S. cereale chromosomes, Naranjo et al.
(1987) studied chromosomal pairing at first meiotic meta-
phase in three different bread wheat (Chinese Spring) x S.
cereale hybrid combinations (either bearing both 5B and 3D,
5B-deficient and 3D-deficient). The majority of individual

wheat chromosomes and their arms, as well as the arms of
chromosomes 1R and 5R, were identified by means of
C-banding. Chromosome arm 1RL paired with 1AL, 1BL
and 1DL, while 5RL was homoeologous to 5AL and par-
tially homoeologous to 4AL and 4DL. It was thus concluded
that 5RL carries a translocated segment from 4RL (see
Devos et al. 1993).

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in hybrids
between bread wheat and rye, bearing the ph1b mutation in
bread wheat, were analyzed by Naranjo and Fernández--
Rueda (1991, 1996), in efforts to establish the frequency of
pairing between individual chromosomes of wheat and rye
in the absence of the homoeologous pairing suppressor, Ph1.
Diagnostic C-bands and other cytological markers, such as
telocentrics or translocations, were used to identify each one
of the rye chromosomes and wheat arms. Both the amount of
telomeric C-heterochromatin and the structure of the rye
chromosomes relative to wheat affected the level of
wheat-rye pairing. The degree to which rye chromosomes
paired with their wheat homoeologues varied with each of
the three wheat subgenomes. In most homoeologous groups,
the B-R association was more frequent than the A-R and
D-R associations. Recombination between arms 1RL and
2RL and their wheat homoeologues possessing a different
telomeric c-banding pattern, was detected and quantified at
first anaphase. The frequency of recombinant chromosomes
obtained supports the premise that recombination between
wheat and rye chromosomes may be estimated from
wheat-rye pairing patterns.

Cuadrado et al. (1997) performed fluorescence in situ
hybridization (FISH), with multiple probes, to meiotic
chromosome spreads derived from hybrid plants of the bread
wheat ph1b mutant, i.e., has a deficiency of a region on
chromosome arm 5BL that includes the Ph1 gene, x S.
cereale. Homoeologous pairing was expected to be
increased due to the absence of Ph1. The probes used
allowed for unequivocal identification of all of the rye and
most of the wheat chromosomes, in both unpaired and paired
configurations. Thus, it was possible to identify the pairing
partners and to determine the frequency of wheat-wheat and
wheat-rye associations. Most of the wheat-rye pairs, which
averaged about 7–11% of the total pairs detected in the
hybrids, involved B subgenome chromosomes (about 70%),
and to a much lesser degree, D (almost 17%) and A (14%)
subgenome chromosomes. In these pairs, rye arms 1RL and
5RL showed the highest pairing frequency (over 30%),
followed by 2RL (11%) and 4RL (about 8%), and much
lower values for all the other arms. 2RS and 5RS were never
observed in pairings in the analysed sample. Chromosome
arms 1RL, 1RS, 2RL, 3RS, 4RS and 6RS were exclusively
bound to wheat chromosomes of the same homoeologous
group. The opposite was true for 4RL, which paired with
6BS and 7BS and for 6RL, which paired with 7BL. 5RL, on
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the other hand, paired with 4WL arms or segments, in more
than 80% of the cases, and with 5WL in the remaining 20%
of pairings. Additional cases of pairings involving wheat
chromosomes belonging to more than one homoeologous
group, occurred with 3RL, 7RS and 7RL. These results
support previous evidence (Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda
1991; Devos et al. 1993) of the existence of several
translocations in the rye genome relative to that of wheat.

Meiotic pairing in euploid rye-triticale hybrids
(2n = 4x = 28; genome BARR) was compared with that of
three hypo-aneuploid BARR hybrids, two with 2n = 26
chromosomes and one with 2n = 27, also obtained from the
triticale x S. cereale cross (Naranjo and Palla 1982). The
aneuploid with 2n = 27 chromosomes was identified, by
C-banding, as mono-5R; its meiotic pairing indicated that
chromosome 5R of S. cereale is a strong promoter of
homologous rye pairing and is also able to influence
homoeologous wheat chromosome pairing. The results show
that the application of hypo-aneuploidy compensated by
homoeologous chromosomes, is useful in the study of
genetic control of meiotic pairing in diploid species.

The ability to promote and suppress homologous and
homoeologous chromosomal pairing in wheat x rye hybrids
by S. cereale genes, is an important question and has been
investigated by several researchers. Miller and Riley (1972),
Naranjo et al. (1979), Jouve et al. (1980) Naranjo (1982)
reported that hybrids between tetraploid or hexaploid wheat
and rye bearing an extra dose of the rye R genome, resulting
in hybrid genomes of BARR or BADRR, displayed higher
homoeologous pairing between the chromosomes of the
wheat subgenomes than in hybrids with a single R genome.
A dosage effect of rye genomes on homoeologous pairing
has also been shown by comparing BARR, BARRR, BADR
combinations; however, BADRR hybrids frequently showed
lower homoeologous wheat-rye pairing than BADR (Nar-
anjo 1982). Similar results have been obtained by comparing
Hordeum-Secale hybrids with bearing various genome ratios
(Gupta and Fedak 1985). Thus, it appears that not only the
number of rye genomes but also depending, at least partly,
on rye DNA and C-heterochromatin, the genome ratio can
affect the extent of homoeologous pairing. Naranjo et al.
(1979) also noted an effect of rye promoters on homologous
pairing between tetraploid and hexaploid wheat chromo-
somes of genomes BBAA in hybrids (genome BBAADRR)
between hexaploid (genome BBAARR) and octoploid
(genome BBAADDRR) triticale.

The increased homoeologous pairing in these hybrids has
been explained by Cuñado et al. (1986), as an inhibition of
the effect of a single dose of the Ph1 locus on chromosome
5B by two or more doses of chromosome 5R (Jouve et al.
1980). However, Miller and Riley (1972) ascribed the pro-
motion of homoeologous chromosome pairing by the rye
genotypes to the activities of the complete genome and not

necessarily to the homoeologous group 5 chromosome. It
seems clear that the rye genome may modulate the wheat
homologous and homoeologous pairing in wheat x rye
hybrids, but the mechanism of this control is unknown;
further studies combining genomes in different doses are still
required.

Studies performed by Lelley (1976), Dvorak (1977),
Romero and Lacadena (1982) and Cuadrado and Romero
(1984), in bread wheat x rye hybrids with one dose of the R
genome, provided evidence of the possible existence of rye
pairing promoting and suppressing gene(s) affecting both
wheat-wheat and wheat-rye pairing (Dvorak 1977). These
findings are in contrast to those of Megyeri et al. (2013),
who reported that the S. cereale genome does not signifi-
cantly influence wheat-wheat chromosomes pairing in the
hybrid. The promotion of homoeologous pairing is greater in
wheat-wheat than in wheat-rye homoeologous pairing.
However, significant variation of wheat-rye pairing fre-
quencies has been detected in different genotypes with the
same genome constitution (Naranjo et al. 1979; Naranjo and
Palla 1982).

Evidence for the existence of variation in the effect of
such genes on homoeologous pairing among Secale taxa,
was obtained by Cuadrado and Romero (1984). They ana-
lyzed meiotic pairing in wheat x rye hybrids obtained by
crossing T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring (CS) with two
cultivars of S. cereale subsp. cereale (Elbon and Ailés) and
S. vavilovii (currently included in S. cereale subsp. ances-
trale). The results showed that the level of homoeologous
pairing in hybrids was affected by the genotype of the rye
cultivar used. The CS x S. cereale cv. Elbon hybrids
exhibited fewer pairing (0.27 mean bivalents/cell) than T.
aestivum haploids, CS x S. vavilovii hybrids had a similar
number of bivalent pairings than did bread wheat haploids,
and CS x S. cereale cv. Ailés hybrids had more pairings
(0.44 mean bivalents/cell) than haploids of common wheat.
Consequently, Cuadrado and Romero (1984) assumed that
rye cultivar Ailés possesses genes that promote homoeolo-
gous pairing in hybrids with common wheat, while cv.
Elbon possesses suppressor(s) of such pairing. The hybrids
generated with S. cereale cultivars, that are allogamous,
displayed much greater variation in the amount of pairing
than hybrids with S. vavilovii, which is an autogamous
taxon. This variation was interpreted by Cuadrado and
Romero (1984) as being due to the different effect of the rye
genotypes on the homoeologous pairing in relation with the
reproductive systems (allogamy or autogamy) of the partic-
ular rye.

Similar evidence was obtained by Gupta and Fedak
(1986) who studied the effect of two rye cultivars on chi-
asmata frequency in bread wheat-rye hybrids. Chiasmata
frequencies ranging from 0.07 to 10.40 per cell were
recorded in hybrid plants derived from the cross of bread
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wheat x F1 between two cultivars of S. cereale (Gupta and
Fedak 1986). These included one group of plants from the
cross Triticum aestivum ‘Chinese Spring’ x Secale cereale
F1 (‘Petkus’ x ‘Prolific’) and another group from the cross
‘Chinese Spring’ x F1 (‘Prolific’ X ‘Puma’). These hybrids
used to study the inheritance of genetic variation in rye
affecting homoeologous chromosome pairing. In the pro-
geny of the cross ‘Chinese Spring’ x Secale cereale F1
(‘Petkus’ x ‘Prolific’) segregation for major genes affecting
pairing was evident, since a bimodal distribution was
observed and chiasmata frequencies ranging from 6.11–
10.40 and 3.0–6.0 chiasmata/cell. In the second cross
involving F1 rye plants derived from ‘Prolific’ x ‘Puma’, a
smaller-sample hybrids gave a continuous distribution of
chiasmata with a single mode, and the chiasmata frequency
never exceeded 2.70/cell. Gupta and Fedak (1986) con-
cluded that the genetic system in ‘Petkus’ differs from that in
‘Puma’, and that both genes with major effects and minor
effects on chromosome pairing, may be simultaneously
present in different cultivars of rye. This could be due to a
difference in genetic systems found in ‘Puma’ and ‘Petkus’,
since ‘Prolific’ was a common parent in both crosses.

Direct involvement of rye chromosomes in homoeolo-
gous pairing is very low in wheat-rye hybrids (Hutchinson
et al. 1983) and in Aegilops-rye hybrids (Gupta and Fedak
1985; Cuñado et al. 1986). Miller and Riley (1972) stated
that rye chromosome arm 5RL, like 5BL of wheat, sup-
presses homoeologous pairing. But pairing analysis of
hybrids involving disomic and monosomic substitution
individuals of bread wheat, in which chromosome 5B of
hexaploid wheat is replaced by the long arm of chromosome
5R of rye x Aegilops peregrina, quantitatively demonstrated
that chromosome 5RL lacks the pairing regulator gene of
chromosome 5BL. Lelley (1976), Cuadrado and Romero
(1984), and Gupta and Fedak (1985) suggested that a
polygenic system in rye that affects homoeologous pairing.
The involvement of major genes was also suggested by
Gupta and Fedak 1985).

Orellana et al. (1984) studied meiosis in wheat-rye
addition and substitution lines and suggested that S. cereale
and bread wheat chromosomes affect each other’s homolo-
gous pairing. They also found that chromosomes 5R and 3R
are pairing suppressors and that the effect of 5R in the
decrease of wheat chromosome pairing was the strongest and
that of 3R the weakest. Gupta and Fedak (1986) studied the
effect of individual rye chromosomes on meiotic homolo-
gous pairing in hybrids between hexaploid and tetraploid
wheat, as well as the effect of loss of specific heterochro-
matin blocks on meiotic pairing in these hybrids. In the
pentaploid hybrids between tetraploid wheat, Triticum tur-
gidum subsp. turgidum cv. ‘Ma’, and T. aestivum cv. ‘Chi-
nese Spring’, an average 10.30% reduction in chiasmata
frequency was observed, while addition lines with rye

chromosome 6R reduced chiasmata frequencies only by an
average of 7.4%. Hybrids involving the 4R-bearing rye
addition line showed a 25.04% reduction in chiasmata fre-
quency. Hence, chromosome 6R promotes homologous
pairing and 4R suppresses such pairing in these hybrids.
Chromosome 2R was also found to impart a promotional
effect on chromosome pairing (Gupta and Fedak 1986).
Telomeric heterochromatin of 7RL did not influence
homologous pairing in the pentaploid hybrids while a slight
increase in chiasmata counts was observed upon loss of
telomeric 6R heterochromatin.

Riley and Law (1965) reported more pairing in a nulli-5B
haploid of T. aestivum as compared to the hybrid between
nulli-5B of T. aestivum and S. cereale, and suggested that
the rye genotype has a suppressing influence on chromo-
some pairing similar to that of chromosome 5B. However,
Bielig and Driscoll (1970) showed that chromosome 5R of
S. cereale did not compensate for the absence of chromo-
some 5B, indicating that it does not carry a homoeologous
pairing suppressor.

The number of genes transferred from rye to wheat in
breeding programs is usually small despite the amount of
homoeologous pairing observed in bread wheat x S. cereale
hybrids, indicating that there is a discrepancy between
pairing and recombination in these hybrids. Since insuffi-
cient data are available on the relationship between
wheat-rye homoeologous pairing and wheat-rye recombi-
nation in such hybrids, Orellana (1985) was able to distin-
guish between three types of wheat-rye associations
(end-to-end extremely distal, end-to-end distal and intersti-
tial) between homoeologous chromosomes at different first
meiotic metaphase stages (early, middle and late) by ana-
lyzing telomeric C-bands. In addition, he estimated the
actual recombination frequencies for such associations at
first anaphase of wheat-rye hybrids. In all plants analyzed,
only open bivalents were found. There was a decrease in the
frequency of the end-to-end associations during first meta-
phase progressed, whereas the number of interstitial asso-
ciations remained without significant change in all
metaphase stages. Assuming a maximum of one chiasma per
bond, a good correlation was found between the frequencies
of interstitial associations at metaphase and the number of
recombinant chromosomes at anaphase. In addition, rye-rye
homologous pairing was observed at metaphase, but no
evidence for rye-rye recombination was found at anaphase.
Moreover, wheat-rye hybrids lacking chromosome 5B (ei-
ther nulli-5B or nulli-5B tetra-5D) and the hybrids with
suppressed Ph1 activity, in which homoeologous pairing
between wheat-wheat and wheat-rye chromosomes was
increased, there was a clear reduction in the number of
bound arms during the progression of first metaphase for all
bivalents identified. Thus, even in the absence of Ph1,
end-to-end homoeologous and nonhomologous associations
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are actually non-chiasmatic and are a remnant of prophase
pairing (Orellana 1985). In contrast, Naranjo et al. (1989)
found a good correspondence between the levels of pairing
at first metaphase and those expected from the frequency of
first anaphase recombination for the C-band-marked wheat
chromosomal arm 1BL in wheat-rye hybrids with a ph1
mutant. Yet, upon analysis of several C-banded marked
chromosomal arms, in addition to 1BL, Orellana (1985)
reported a significant excess of wheat-rye metaphase asso-
ciations as compared to the frequency of anaphase recom-
binant chromosomes.

Benavente et al. (1996) made similar observations, upon
genomic in situ hybridization of first metaphase and first
anaphase stages of meiosis of bread wheat x S. cereale
hybrids carrying the ph1b mutation. The frequency of
associations between wheat and rye chromosomes greatly
exceeded the level of wheat-rye recombination found in the
examined hybrids. Extremely distal associations, accounting
for about 50% of the total wheat–rye metaphase chromo-
somal pairing, were non-chiasmatic, which can explain the
discrepancy between metaphase and anaphase recordings. If
non-chiasmatic wheat-rye chromosomal pairing were the
source of the excess metaphase associations, then it can be
said that the very distal associations do not reflect chiasma
formation, whereas interstitial and subterminal associations
may be chiasmatic and lead to wheat-rye recombination.

In hybrids with bread wheat, the rye nucleolar organizer
on 1R became inactive and its secondary constriction was no
longer distinguishable. Silver staining showed that when the
SAT chromosomes 1B or 6B of wheat or 1U or 5U of
Aegilops umbellulata were present, the nucleolar activity of
the rye SAT chromosome 1R appeared to be suppressed
(Cermeño and Lacadena 1985). Suppression of the NORs of
Secale genome R was reversed in wheat x rye hybrids and
triticale (a synthetic allopolyploid between tetraploid wheat
and rye, Secale cereale) upon treatment with the demethy-
lating agent 5-aza-cytosine, suggesting that nucleolar sup-
pression is triggered by cytosine methylation (Vieira et al.
1990; Neves et al. 1995; Amado et al. 1997).

Sallee and Kimber (1976) studied chromosome pairing in
the hybrid between the auto-allo-hexaploid Triticum
timopheevii var. zhukovskyi (currently T. zhukovskyi)
(2n = 6x = 42; genome GGAAAmAm) and S. cereale. Mean
chromosomal pairing per cell in the tetraploid hybrid
(2n = 4x = 28; genome GAAmR) included 12.65 univalents,
5.50 rod bivalents and 2.65 ring bivalents, 0.95 trivalents
and 0.05 quadrivalents. Pairing between the A and Am

genomes and in multivalents between these two genomes
and the G genome, was mainly autosyndetic.

The data above show that all diploid hybrids between
Secale species and Triticeae species exhibit very little
chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase. In the tri-
ploid and tetraploid hybrids, there is somewhat higher

pairing, most of which is autosyndetic between the chro-
mosomes of the polyploid Triticeae species, a small amount
is between the rye chromosomes, and only a small part of the
pairing is allosyndetic between the Secale and the Triticeae
species chromosomes. Evidently, Secale chromosomes
underwent significant changes during the evolution of the
genus, that affected their ability to homoeologously pair with
other Triticeae species. Such alterations include chromoso-
mal rearrangements, such as translocations and inversions,
and accumulation of large amounts of telomeric hete-
rochromatin. As a result, the relative position of the telom-
eric regions at the beginning of meiosis may shift, impairing
pairing initiation of rye and other Triticeae chromosomes
(Devos et al. 1995; Lukaszewski et al. 2012; Megyeri et al.
2013). Moreover, genetic and epigenetic changes, such as
mutations or elimination of DNA sequences that are
involved in homology recognition and pairing initiation,
may underlie this restricted pairing.

Sybenga (1966) postulated that pairing is controlled by
specific units or zygomeres, which, like centromeres and
nucleolar organizers, become active at specific meiotic
stages. Pairing between chromosomes in hybrids only occurs
when certain zygomeres are common to both parental
chromosomes. A genuine reduction of pairing between
homoeologous chromosomes in hybrids containing the rye
genotype, may thus indicate the presence of factors similar to
those on chromosome 5B of wheat, that restrict pairing to
chromosomes with very similar zygomeres. Evidence for
such an influence of the rye genotype is not convincing, as
autosyndetic pairing in hybrids between the polyploid spe-
cies of Aegilops and Secale is unaffected by the rye genome
(Majisu and Jones, unpublished). It seems more likely that
the zygomeric system that initiates chromosome pairing in
rye is different from those of Aegilops or Triticum. The
disturbed alignment of chromosomes in pre-meiotic nuclei,
possibly due to inactivity of zygomeres, could be responsible
for the absence of homoeologous pairing in the hybrids. In
conclusion, at present, differential pairing with Secale
chromosomes cannot serve as evidence of evolutionary
relationships with other genera in the Triticineae.

6.5 Phylogeny of Secale

6.5.1 Phylogenetic Relationships Within
the Genus Secale

The genus Secale has evolved monophyletically (e.g., Hsiao
et al. 1995b; Mason-Gamer et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2004;
Bernhardt 2016). Since six major translocations shaped the
modern Secale genome, differing it from a putative Triticeae
ancestral genome, the ancestor of the genus may have
undergone chromosomal rearrangements (Martis et al.
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2013). In addition, introgressive hybridizations from other
Triticeae species and/or a series of whole-genome or chro-
mosome duplications, may have played a role in Secale
speciation and genome evolution (Martis et al. 2013).

Cytogenetic analyses showed that S. sylvestre is isolated
from the other Secale species (Khush and Stebbins 1961;
Khush 1962; Singh 1977). Crossability between S. sylvestre
and other taxa of Secale is low and the hybrid plants have
highly irregular meiosis, and thus, low fertility (Khush and
Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962). Its isolation may have resulted
from its autogamous habit (Schiemann and Nürnberg-Krüger
1952; Khush and Stebbins 1961) or from its characteristically
low telomeric heterochromatin content, which results in
unsynchronized mitotic cycles in embryos of hybrids with
other Secale species that have larger amounts of telomeric
heterochromatin (Singh 1977). In contrast, hybrids between S.
strictum and S. cereale are easily made and the hybrid seeds
are easily grown, even without embryo rescue techniques. The
F1 hybrids exhibit somewhat reduced fertility, possibly
because they are heterozygous for the two chromosomal
translocations that distinguish S. cereale from S. strictum
(Khush and Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962; Singh 1977).
However, in areas where the two species are sympatric,
introgression is believed to occur quite frequently (Stutz 1957;
Khush 1962; Perrino et al. 1984; Hammer et al. 1985; Zohary
et al. 2012), and it is difficult to distinguish even the
first-generation hybrids from their parental species (Fred-
eriksen and Petersen 1997). Hybrids between S. strictum
subsp. strictum and S. strictum subsp. africanum are highly
fertile (Khush 1962). A larger number of taxa was recognized
within S. strictum previously (e.g., Roshevitz 1947), yet,
although minor chromosomal differences have been reported
between some of these taxa cytogenetic analyses have shown
high chromosome pairing in meiosis of the hybrids, as well as
high pollen fertility and large seed set (Schiemann and
Nürnberg-Krüger 1952; Riley 1955; Nürnberg-Krüger 1960;
Khush 1962). Thus, no strong genetic isolation barrier exists
between these intra-specific taxa. Hybridization between
domesticated and weedy S. cereale resulted in vigorous
plants, generally with normal meiosis and high fertility
(Nürnberg-Krüger 1960; Khush 1963a). Although some
meiotic irregularities have been observed in hybrid plants
(Stutz 1976), only S. vavilovii (currently included in S. cer-
eale; Sencer and Hawkes 1980; Frederiksen and Petersen
1998) seems to have a karyotype of its own (Khush and
Stebbins 1961; Kranz 1961, 1963; Khush 1962, 1963b; Singh
and Robbelen 1977). All other specimens of S. cereale seem
to possess very similar karyotypes (Stutz 1972).

The phylogenetic relationships between species within
the genus Secale have been studied via isozyme elec-
trophoretic patterns (Jaaska 1975; Vences et al. 1987),
thin-layer chromatography (Dedio et al. 1969; Sencer 1975),
ribosomal DNA spacer lengths (Reddy et al. 1990),

characterization of the internal transcribed spacer of the
rDNA (de Bustos and Jouve 2002), distribution of other
repeated DNA sequences (Jones and Flavell 1982a, b), and
plastid RFLPs (Murai et al. 1989). All these studies clearly
showed that S. sylvestre occupies an isolated position within
the genus and differs substantially from both S. strictum and
S. cereale. It was also evident that the difference between S.
cereale and S. strictum is not extensive. Thus, morphological
and cytogenetic evidence suggest that S. sylvestre is the most
ancient Secale species (Reddy et al. 1990).

Likewise, a phylogenetic analysis, based on RFLP of the
plastid genome, showed that S. sylvestre is the sister group
of the rest of the genus and the only well separated taxon
(Petersen and Doebley 1993). Similarly, using amplified
fragment length polymorphism (AFLP), Chikmawati et al.
(2005) showed that S. sylvestre is the most distantly related
taxa in the Secale genus. They found the annual forms of S.
cereale and the perennial forms of S. strictum, as more
closely related to each other than to S. sylvestre. The data of
Chikmawati et al. (2005) confirmed that S. sylvestre is the
most ancient species, whereas S. cereale is the most recently
evolved species. AFLP analysis clearly separated all Secale
species into three major species groups: S. sylvestre, S.
strictum for perennial forms, and S. cereale for annual
forms. In contrast to the above studies, Del Pozo et al.
(1995) failed to clearly distinguish S. sylvestre from S.
strictum by PCR of amplified DNA fragments. However, in
the phenogram constructed based on PCR amplified band
polymorphisms at the species level, S. sylvestre separated
early from the other two species, while S. strictum and S.
cereale appeared relatively close. Del Pozo et al. (1995) also
found that S. vavilovii (currently included in S. cereale) is
closer to S. strictum than to S. cereale. This contradicts the
accepted taxonomic classification and cytogenetic and
molecular data that placed S. vavilovii within S. cereale.
Similarly, Achrem et al. (2014), using inter-simple sequence
repeat (ISSR) and inter-retrotransposon amplified polymor-
phism (IRAP) techniques, reported the highest value of
similarity between S. cereale and S. vavilovii, thus, justifying
the classification of the latter in S. cereale. Shang et al.
(2006), using 24 Secale cereale microsatellite markers,
found that the S. sylvestre accessions were clearly divergent
from the accessions of other species and that the S. vavilovii
accessions were closely related to the S. cereale accessions.

S. cereale and S. strictum specimens are intermingled on
the phylogenetic tree and S. strictum ssp. africanum cannot
be distinguished from the other S. strictum specimens. Yet,
the tested specimens of S. strictum ssp. strictum var. cil-
iatoglume had unique restriction sites (Petersen and Doebley
1993). However, a multivariate analysis describing the
variation in a number of morphological characters of S.
cereale and S. strictum, showed no clear distinction between
the two taxa (Frederiksen and Petersen 1997).
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Ren et al. (2011), using inter-simple sequence repeat
(ISSR) markers to analyze phylogenetic relationships among
wild and domesticated Secale taxa, found that the annual
weedy S. cereale subsp. ancestrale evolved from S. strictum
subsp. strictum. These results support the division of the
genus Secale into three species: the annual wild species S.
sylvestre, the perennial wild species S. strictum, including
several differential subspecies forms such as strictum, afri-
canum, and anatolicum, and S. cereale, which includes
domesticated and weedy rye as subspecies forms. No dif-
ferences were found between the weedy and the domesti-
cated forms of S. cereale (de Bustos and Jouve 2002).

Al-Beyroutiová et al. (2016) evaluated genetic diversity
and phylogenetic relationships using 13,842 DArTseqTM
polymorphic markers. Extracted genomic DNA samples
were sent to Diversity Arrays Technology Pty Ltd. (http://
www.diversityarrays.com) whole genome genotyping ser-
vice for Secale analysis. The model-based clustering
(STRUCTURE software) separated the 84 samples into three
main clusters: perennial cluster, annual cluster, and S. syl-
vestre cluster. The same result was obtained using
Neighbor-Joining tree and self-organizing maps. Their data
confirm the taxonomic classification of Sencer and Hawkes
(1980) and Frederiksen and Petersen (1998), which defined
Secale sylvestre, S. strictum, and S. cereale as the three main
species of the genus Secale. Several authors (Reddy et al.
1990; de Bustos and Jouve 2002; Chikmawati et al. 2005;
Shang et al. 2006) considered S. sylvestre the oldest species,
from which all other species evolved, while Hammer (1987)
claimed that S. sylvestre evolved separately, and its evolu-
tion might have begun very early. All bioinformatical tools
used by Al-Beyroutiová et al. (2016) confirmed the antiquity
of S. sylvestre and showed that it is the most diverged spe-
cies of all the Secale taxa. Three of the 84 Secale samples
they studied (MON1, MON2 and MON3) were in basal
positions in phylogenetic trees. MON3 is the oldest of all the
Secale accessions and likely the ancestor of S. sylvestre.
MON1 and MON2 show an ancestral position in the phy-
logeny of the Secale genus. The three accessions share
ancient morphological characters and are probably the
ancestors of different lineages within Secale. The three
accessions do not belong to the same lineage (i.e., species),
indicating that they are probably the ancestors of lineages
leading to the formation of S. sylvestre, S. strictum and S.
cereale. Furthermore, Al-Beyroutiová et al. (2016) found
that var. ciliatoglume of S. strictum subsp. strictum and the
semi-perennial taxon of S. cereale subsp. ancestrale,
namely, var. multicaule, are genetically the most closely
related to the annual forms of S. cereale. Chikmawati et al.
(2005) affirmed that var. ciliatoglume is an ancestral type,
being the second taxon diverging after S. sylvestre. The
observations of Frederiksen and Petersen (1997), based on
morphometric analyses, suggested that var. ciliatoglume

should be given an intraspecific rank. Concerning var.
multicaule of S. cereale subsp. ancestrale, Hammer et al.
(1987) suggested its hybrid origin from the cross S. strictum
x S. cereale, but the results of Al-Beyroutiová et al. (2016)
did not show a reticulated origin of this variety. The
definitive status of these two varieties cannot be solved by
DArTseq polymorphism only. In addition, the results of
Al-Beyroutiová et al. (2016) confirmed that S. vavilovii
could not be considered a separate species but rather, a
subspecies of S. cereale. Overall, the phylogenetic rela-
tionships on the infrageneric level are still poorly under-
stood. Bernhardt (2016) showed that S. strictum is somewhat
different from S. cereale. Similarly, Petersen et al. (2004)
stated that “an increased amount of evidence indicates that S.
cereale and S. strictum are not exclusive lineages”.

According to Kobyljanskij (1982), the oldest ancestor of
the genus, Protosecale, appeared in the Oligocene (33.7–
23.8 MYA) when early Triticeae appeared, and later evolved
into a Protosylvestre and Protostrictum, from which S. syl-
vestre and S. strictum developed during the Pliocene epoch
(5.3–1.8 MYA). In accord with this, Middleton et al. (2014),
based on sequencing of chloroplast genomes, estimated that
Secale diverged from Triticum approximately 3–4 million
years ago.

6.5.2 Phylogenetic Relationships Between
Secale and Other Triticineae Genera

The phylogenetic relationships of Secale with other Triticeae
genera have been studied through morphological traits,
genome analysis, isozymes, and cytoplasmic and nuclear
DNA sequences, which have yielded contradictory results
regarding the position of Secale. Aase (1935), assuming that
the degree of chromosome pairing is a true test of genetic
relatedness, concluded that Secale species are more closely
related to Aegilops and Agropyron than to Triticum. In
accord with this conclusion, Favorsky (1935) reported on the
existence of a certain degree of relationship between S.
cereale and Agropyron cristatum. Lucas and Jahier (1988)
executed a diallel-crossing program, which included ten
diploid species from the genera Triticum, Aegilops, Dasy-
pyrum and Secale. The number of associations between
chromosome arms in the hybrid PMCs at first meiotic
metaphase was taken as an indication of the degree of
homology between the parental genomes. They found little
affinity between the genomes of Aegilops and S. cereale. In
accord with these results, Lucas and Jahier (1988) noted that
the affinity they found between the Aegilops genomes and
the rye genome was as low as that reported by Sodkiewicz
(1982) for the Am genome of Triticum monococcum and the
R genomes of S. cereale. Lucas and Jahier (1988) concluded
that S. cereale and Dasypyrum villosum are more distantly
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related than to the Aegilops and Triticum species. However,
as stressed by Frederiksen and Seberg (1992), genome
analysis is incapable of revealing phylogenetic relationships
of the diploid mono-genomic taxa of the Triticeae.

Taxonomical treatments by several well-known tax-
onomists (e.g., Nevski 1933; Melderis 1953; Hubbard 1959;
Tzvelev 1973, 1976) placed the genus Secale close to the
genus Dasypyrum. In accord with this taxonomical treat-
ment, Baum (1983), on the basis of a phylogenetic analysis
of Triticeae by means of numerical methods, grouped Secale
and Dasypyrum close to one another. Further analysis of
morphological characteristics suggested that Secale is the
sister group of a clade consisting of Dasypyrum villosum,
Triticum monococcum and Aegilops species (Frederiksen
and Seberg 1992; Seberg and Frederiksen 2001; Seberg and
Petersen 2007).

Incongruence exists between the phylogenetic trees con-
structed based on morphological versus molecular data, as
well as between trees constructed using various kinds of
molecular data (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001; Seberg and
Frederiksen 2007; Escobar et al. 2011). According to several
morphological trees, T. monococcum is included in the
Secale clade (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001), but, in some
molecular studies, is a sister clade to the Aegilops clade
(Kellogg and Appels 1995; Mason-Gamer and Kellogg
1996). Molecular data from the plastid genome suggest a
relationship with Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops
(Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996; Petersen and Seberg
1997), while DNA sequence data from various parts of the
nuclear genome have given diverse results. Data from
internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of the rDNA suggested
that Secale is the sister group of Eremopyrum and Henrardia
(Hsiao et al. 1995a, b), whereas data from the spacers
between the 5S RNA genes suggested a rather basal position
for Secale within Triticeae (Kellogg and Appels 1995;
Kellogg et al. 1996). Thus, the position of Secale remains
uncertain.

Monte et al. (1993) used RFLP in combination with other
approaches, to reconstruct evolutionary events, which
revealed a high degree of polymorphism both between and
within the species examined. The RFLP data were used to
generate a cladogram and a phenogram and the results of
both methods were consistent with each other and with the
general taxonomic information provided by earlier mor-
phological studies, meiotic pairing analysis, isozyme tests,
and sequence alignment in the rDNA and 5S DNA loci. Both
the cladogram and the phenogram showed very close asso-
ciations between the genera Secale and Agropyron and the
Ee and Eb genomes of Elymus. The cladogram and the
phenogram also clustered Secale and Agropyron together
with the genomes of Triticum.

Mason-Gamer (2005) performed a phylogenetic analysis
of sequences from a portion of the tissue-ubiquitous

b-amylase gene in a broad range of the mono-genomic
Triticeae. The results showed close relationships among
Secale, Australopyrum, and Dasypyrum. Yet, no other
molecular data sets support a Secale + Australopy-
rum + Dasypyrum clade; in general, there is little agreement
with regard to the placement of any of these taxa. Further-
more, the morphological data (Seberg and Frederiksen 2001)
showed that Secale is sister to a Dasypyrum + Triticum
clade, while Australopyrum forms a paraphyletic grade at the
base of a large clade containing over half of the remaining
taxa. Sequencing of the ITS region of nuclear ribosomal
DNA of diploid Triticeae species, brought Hsiao et al.
(1995a, b) to conclude that Secale is close to Taeniatherum
and sister clade to Elymus bessarabicus, E. elongatus and
Triticum monococcum.

Seberg and Petersen (2007) studied the phylogeny of
diploid Triticeae by combining morphological observations
with nucleotide sequence data from two plastid genes (rbcL,
rpoA), one mitochondrial gene (coxII) and two single-copy
nuclear genes (DMC1, EF-G). Their data indicate incon-
gruence between the four data sets, partitioning morphology
and the three -genome-bearing compartments, was observed.
Only the mitochondrial and nuclear sequences were mutu-
ally incongruent. They concluded that S. strictum is close to
Taeniatherum caput-medusae, followed by Dasypyrum vil-
losum, Elymus elongatus Elymus bessarabicus, Crithopsis
delileana and the genera Aegilops, Triticum and
Amblyopyrum.

Escobar et al. (2011), using one chloroplastic and 26
nuclear genes, obtained a comprehensive molecular dataset
of phylogenetic value, on the diploid species of the Triticeae.
They grouped Secale, including Taeniatherum, Triticum and
Aegilops in Clade V, and the genera Dasypyrum, Heteran-
thelium as a sister clade. Clade V is retrieved, although
branching within this clade changes relative to the
super-matrix tree: Secale and Taeniatherum branched toge-
ther, T. monococcum branched sister to Ae. tauschii, and Ae.
speltoides and Ae. longissima grouped together. Heteran-
thelium branched at the base of clade V and these two newly
inferred clades (Pseudoroegneria-Dasypyrum and Heteran-
thelium-clade V) were closely related to each other.
According to Escobar et al. (2011), Dasypyrum, Heteran-
thelium and genera of clade V, grouping Secale, Tae-
niatherum, Triticum and Aegilops, evolved in a reticulated
manner. In conclusion, with respect to the placement of the
genus Secale in the tribe-wide phylogeny, virtually all
genera of the Triticeae have been suggested—either alone or
in combination with other genera—as a sister group to
Secale (Petersen et al. 2004).

Whole genome sequencing data has enabled to better
understand the phylogenetic relationship of rye to other
species from the Triticeae as described in Chap. 3. The new
genome sequences have shed light on rye evolution, which
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so far, had been not completely resolved regarding the
proximity to wheat and barley as well as to its wild relatives.
It was thought that multiple introgressions might generate a
mosaic genome with reticulate evolution patterns and dis-
cordance in the phylogeny of various chromosomal seg-
ments. When comparing the genomes of wheat (cv. Chinese
Spring) and barley (cv. Morex) to Lo7, Rabanus-Wallace
et al. (2021) found no major discordance and showed that
rye is more closely related to bread wheat than to barley
across the whole genome. Furthermore, Li et al. (2021),
analyzing single-copy conserved orthologous loci, estimated
that rye separated from wheat 9.6MYA while barley sepa-
rated from wheat 15MYA. By contrast when comparing
sequence clusters of k-mers from 955 cultivated and wild rye
lines, Rabanus-Wallace et al. (2021) found that reticulate
evolution with multiple inter-species introgression of geno-
mic clusters played a major role in rye evolution. For
example, Lo7 was found to contain mostly clusters related to
S. cereale and S. vavilovii and less related to S. strictum and
S. sylvestre. In summary, while there was limited repro-
ductive isolation between rye species, inter-genera exchan-
ges did not play a major role in rye evolution.

6.6 Domestication

Secale cereale (rye) is the only domesticated species of the
genus Secale. Vavilov (1917, 1926) considered rye a clas-
sical example of a secondary crop. Secondary crops evolved
first as weeds that infested cultivated fields and only later,
established as crops, whereas primary crops, developed from
wild progenitors that were cultivated. When a crop is
introduced into areas with harsh climatic conditions, to
which the weed plant is more adapted, the latter may become
more successful than the crop, forcing the farmer to
domesticate it as a replacement for the crop. In this respect,
rye is hardier than wheat and can withstand harsher climatic
conditions and poorer soils. Vavilov (1917, 1926) observed
that weedy rye is common in wheat and barley fields of
southwest Asia and Central Asia, but in the mountainous
areas of eastern Turkey, Caucasia, and Central Asia, at
altitudes of 2000–2500 m asl, where rye always succeeded
more than wheat, it gradually replaced wheat as a domesti-
cated crop. In such areas, pure stands of domesticated rye
were common. As wheat moved northward and eastward to
areas with harsher climatic conditions, the weedy rye was
consequently, domesticated. Vavilov (1926) and Khush
(1963a, b) assumed that rye was domesticated in several
places independently and at different times.

Having first arisen as a weed in fields of wheat and
barley, rye may have been adopted as a crop at a somewhat
later date than that of wheat and barley (Ladizinsky 1998). It
is also reasonable to assume that these weedy races would

have only evolved with the development of agriculture in
western Asia. There is also general agreement that the
original ancestor of these weedy races, and hence of
domesticated rye as well, was S. strictum (Vavilov 1926).
Sencer and Hawkes (1980) assumed that wild populations of
S. cereale, currently classified in S. cereale subsp. ancestrale
(Frederiksen and Petersen 1998), which have presumably
evolved from S. strictum (Khush and Stebbins 1961), inva-
ded wheat and barley fields during the early days of culti-
vation and gave rise to weedy ryes with varying degrees of
rachis brittleness. It is assumed that the impressive evolve-
ment of weedy rye, as well as variation build-up in
domesticated rye, may have been considerably enhanced by
introgressive hybridization with the perennial Secale stric-
tum, the wild rye species distributed over the elevated con-
tinental parts of Anatolia and adjacent areas in south-west
Asia (Zohary et al. 2012).

It is not difficult to imagine the kind of selection neces-
sary for the weedy rye to adapt to wheat fields. A more
upright culm enhances competitive capacities. In addition,
genes controlling non-shattering of the grains would be
advantageous. Cultivation prior to sowing tended to destroy
seedlings originating from seeds dropped by shattering
spikes the previous year. Seeds of non-shattering genotypes
would have been harvested with the main cereal crop and
subjected to the same cultural procedures during the next
season. At the same time, larger grains are positively
selected, since even the most primitive winnowing proce-
dure favors the retention of grains approaching the size of
those of wheat and barley (Sencer and Hawkes 1980;
Ladizinsky 1998; Zohary et al. 2012).

Stutz (1972), based on extensive cytological, ecological
and morphological studies, hypothesized that S. cereale
originated from hybridization between the perennial
cross-pollinated S. strictum and the annual, self-pollinated S.
vavilovii (currently included in S. cereale subsp. ancestrale;
Sencer and Hawkes 1980; Frederiksen and Petersen 1998),
the latter derived from S. sylvestre as a consequence of
chromosomal translocations. S. sylvestre was, in turn,
derived from S. strictum or a common ancestor. However,
Nürnberg-Krüger (1960) and Khush and Stebbins (1961)
considered this hypothesis improbable and assumed that
S. cereale evolved from S. strictum as a result of progressive
cytological and morphological differentiation, which was
likely facilitated by adaptive superiority of translocation
heterozygotes and rearrangement homozygotes. Zohary
(1971) ascribed sympatric speciation of S. cereale from S.
strictum to disruptive selection.

Almost all cytogenetic studies have implicated two
instantaneous chromosomal rearrangements as the origin of
S. cereale from S. strictum. All perennial rye taxa included
in S. strictum and the annual S. sylvestre have the same
chromosome arrangement and closer affinity to each other
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(Stutz 1972). On the other hand, annual weedy and
domesticated rye taxa of S. cereale have the same chromo-
some arrangement and display cytogenetic affinity to each
other and differ from the other two species by two translo-
cations involving three of the seven basic chromosome sets
(Riley 1955; Khush and Stebbins 1961; Stutz 1972). Thus,
S. strictum subsp. strictum is a perennial, self-incompatible,
species with a strictum chromosome type. S. strictum subsp.
africanum is a perennial, self-fertile species with a strictum
chromosome type, S. Sylvestre is an annual, self-fertile,
species with a strictum chromosome type and S. cereale is
an annual, self-incompatible, (rarely self-compatible), spe-
cies with a cereale chromosome type. From evolutionary
and phylogenetic perspectives, the annual weedy taxa of S.
cereale subsp. ancestrale are considered younger than the
perennial wild ones and the domesticated rye, S. cereale
subsp. cereale, is thought to be the youngest of all (Sencer
and Hawkes 1980).

Wild forms of S. cereale, i.e., subsp. ancestrale, with
complete brittle rachis, likely invaded wheat and barley
fields and gave rise, through mutations, to weedy types with
annual growth habits and varying degrees of rachis brittle-
ness. The mature ears of weeds with non-brittle rachis, that
do not shatter and also tend to mimic wheat in grain size and
weight, have a great adaptive advantage over types with
brittle rachis, since they are harvested and threshed together
with wheat. Since traditional winnowing does not separate
grains of rye from those of wheat, rye seed is included in the
harvest and planted with the wheat in the subsequent year
(Ladizinsky 1998). Farmers in the elevated plateau of eastern
Turkey, Armenia and Central Asia, tolerate some rye-weed
infestation in their crop, because in years with extreme cold
and dry weather, the rye weed survives when wheat does
not, ensuring a supply of cereal grains (Zohary et al. 2012).

The weedy races of S. cereale, occurring in west and
central Asia, were presumably interfertile, differing from one
another mainly in their seed dispersal pattern, ranging from
races with a brittle rachis to non-brittle rachis (Ladizinsky
1998; Zohary et al. 2012). These races are common weeds in
wheat fields and those with non-brittle rachis are not sepa-
rated from wheat by harvesting, threshing and winnowing
(Ladizinsky 1998). Farmers domesticated rye under culti-
vation, by selecting for the taxa with non-brittle rachis and
bigger caryopsis (Sencer and Hawkes 1980). Thus, the
immediate progenitors of the domesticated form, S. cereale
subsp. cereale, arose from one or more of the weedy races
belonging to S. cereale subsp. ancestrale.

Most of the weedy taxa were also cross-pollinated. Secale
strictum subsp. strictum, the progenitor of the weedy types of
S. cereale, is a cross-pollinated species that has a perennial
growth habit and brittle rachis. Hence, domesticated S. cer-
eale is unique among cereals, being the only cross-pollinated
cereal taken into cultivation in southwest Asia.

While it seems highly likely that the agriculturally
dependent S. cereale evolved directly from the wild S.
strictum, the actual course of events is still obscure (Sencer
and Hawkes 1980; Evans 1976, 1995). When considering its
morphology and breeding system, S. cereale is close to S.
strictum. Khush and Stebbins (1961) proposed gradual
accumulation of the chromosomal difference between the
two, but intermediate chromosome types have not been
found, suggesting that the two translocations occurred
simultaneously (Ladizinsky 1998). If no other distinct
intermediate species were involved, then the question arises
as to how major structural rearrangements (involving a
double translocation) could have become established, par-
ticularly in light of the initial handicap of reduced fertility
which would certainly have resulted. Moreover, the
hypothesis claiming direct emergence of S. cereale from S.
strictum fails to explain how a homozygous type for two
chromosomal translocations could emerge in a population of
a self-incompatible plant such as S. strictum (Ladizinsky
1998). The main obstacle is not so much the low fertility of a
spontaneous heterozygote for two chromosomal rearrange-
ments, but the constant pollination of the new cereale-
chromosomal type by S. strictum. Such continuous pollina-
tion seems necessary for the accumulation of a sufficient
number of alleles in the self-incompatible gene in the ce-
reale-chromosome type. Yet, more rapid establishment
could be achieved if the heterozygous genotypes and the
homozygous cereale-type had some adaptive advantage over
the strictum-type (Riley 1955; Khush and Stebbins 1961;
Ladizinsky 1998). The partial fertility barrier between the
new and old chromosome arrangements could have served
as an isolating mechanism preventing swamping of the
evolving weedy races of S. cereale by their progenitor, S.
strictum. Eventually, the partial isolation enabled S. cereale
to establish itself and to sympatrically develop as a separate
species.

Evolvement of the annual growth habit of S. cereale, via
mutations in the perennial S. strictum, is highly probable.
Perennial growth habit is a dominant trait presumably con-
trolled by a small number of genes. Charpentier et al. (1986)
found that perennial growth habit was a dominant trait in F1
hybrids between Elymus farctus subsp. farctus (=6x
Agropyron junceum) and common wheat cv. Chinese
Spring. In BC1 plants, derived from backcrossing the F1
hybrids to Chinese Spring, perennialism was less marked.
They concluded that gene(s) located on two or more chro-
mosomes of E. farctus determine perennial growth habit.
Lammer et al. (2004) found that chromosome arm 4EeS of
diploid Elymus elongatus confers perennial growth habit
when added as a monosome or disome to Chinese Spring
background. This may suggest that the gene(s) determining
perennial growth habit is located on rye chromosome arm
4RS. Mutations in these genes presumably led to the
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formation of annual weedy races of rye. Annual growth habit
is better adapted for successful infestation of cultivated
wheat and barley fields and therefore, a strong selection
pressure was exerted on the weedy rye, in favor of the
annual forms. Therefore, it is highly probable that the weedy
races of S. cereale evolved directly from S. strictum as was
proposed by Riley (1955) and Khush and Stebbins (1961),
via accommodation of the change from perenniality to
annuality.

Takahashi (1972) described two complementary domi-
nant genes, Btr and Btr2, located on chromosome 3H, that
control spike fragility in wild barley, Hordeum vulgare L.
subsp. spontaneum (C. Koch) Thell. Domesticated barley,
which has a non-fragile spike due to a tough rachis, contains
the recessive alleles btr1btr2 of these loci. Similarly, Sharma
and Waines (1980) crossed domesticated einkorn Triticum
monococcum subsp. monococcum, which has a tough rachis,
with wild einkorn T. monococcum subsp. aegilopoides,
which has a brittle rachis, and found in F2 and backcross
generations, that tough rachis is controlled by two comple-
mentary recessive genes. Two recessive genes, located on
the short arms of chromosomes 3A and 3B, control the tough
rachis trait in domesticated allotetraploid and allohexaploid
wheats (Levy and Feldman 1989a, b; Rong 1999; Watanabe
and Ikebata 2000; Watanabe et al. 2002, 2005a, b; Nalam
et al. 2006; Millet et al. 2013). Comparative mapping
analyses suggest that the genes controlling tough rachis in
wheat, are located on the short arm of chromosomes of
homoeologous group 3 (Nalam et al. 2006). Thus, it is
reasonable to assume that the genes determining tough rachis
in S. cereale are located on the same arm, namely, 3RS, a
chromosome that is not involved in the two translocations
distinguishing S. cereale from S. strictum, in terms of tough
rachis and annual growth habit.

The chromosomal location of the three characters dis-
tinguishing S. cereale from S. strictum, namely, annual
growth habit, non-fragile rachis, and large caryopsis, pre-
sumably are not associated with the two chromosomal
rearrangements existing between these two species. Such a
conclusion has been drawn from genetic analysis of F2 of S.
strictum x S. cereale (Stutz 1957). Thus, it is assumed that
while perennial Secale infested wheat and barley fields in
northeastern Turkey, Armenia and northwestern Iran,
mutation(s) supporting annual growth habit gave adaptive
advantage to the weedy Secale. Shifts to tough rachis and
large grains, mimic the wheat crops and increase the adap-
tation to harvest and threshing.

Alternatively, Sencer and Hawkes (1980) assumed that
the switch to annual growth habit led to the development of
early wild populations of S. cereale, which presumably
evolved from S. strictum. This change improved their ability
to invade wheat and barley fields during the early days of
cultivation, and gave rise to the development of weedy ryes.

Weedy rye presumably originated in eastern Turkey and
Armenia (Zohary et al. 2012) and evolved with the devel-
opment of agriculture in this region. From this area, rye
spread as a weed in wheat and barley fields, towards the
north, east and west and imposed itself as a secondary crop
under conditions unfavorable for wheat and barley. It is
probable that rye became a crop in its own right in several
places independently (Sencer and Hawkes 1980). Vavilov
(1917, 1926), based on the fact that the greatest accumula-
tion of genetic diversity of S. cereale was found in southwest
Asia, considered this region to be the primary center of
origin of domesticated rye. At the same time, he considered
Afghanistan and Tadjikistan to be a secondary center of
variation of this crop (Vavilov 1917, 1926). Sencer and
Hawkes (1980), based on a synthetic analysis that consid-
ered evidence from the fields of morphology, taxonomy,
ecology, phytogeography, reproductive biology, genetics,
cytology, palaeoethnobotany, philology, phylogeny and
evolution, suggested Mt. Ararat and Lake Van area in
eastern Turkey as the geographic origin of domesticated rye.
Linguistic evidence suggests early acquaintance with rye by
the people living in the Caucasus and the northeastern Black
Sea region (Sencer and Hawkes 1980). The name ‘rye’ in the
Caucasian languages was retained by the Greeks and Celts,
who spread the crop during their migrations (Sencer and
Hawkes 1980). These are revealed by the facts that the
Greek, Celtic and Latin names of rye are derivatives of its
name in the Caucasian languages.

In summary, the available evidence points to the impli-
cates the early weedy, annual, brittle rye types as the
ancestors of the weedy non-brittle types, from which
domesticated rye was picked up. Despite of the two
translocations that exist between these two species, genes
from S. strictum introgressed into S. cereale, enriching its
gene pool. Indeed, partial fertile hybrids between annual S.
cereale and perennial S. strictum can be produced in
experimental fields and natural hybridizations of this sort
occur quite frequently near cultivated fields in eastern Tur-
key (Zohary et al. 2012). It is assumed that variation
build-up in domesticated rye and the impressive evolvement
of weedy rye could have been considerably enhanced by
introgressive hybridization with the perennial S. strictum.

Archaeological records support the proposal that rye was
domesticated in eastern Turkey and Armenia, but much later
than wheat. Due to the scarcity of rye remains in the Neo-
lithic and the Bronze settlements of southwest Asia, it is
difficult to define the exact time of rye domestication
(Zohary et al. 2012). The earliest rye remains come from
Epi-Palaeolithic sites in the Upper Euphrates valley in
northern Syria. Numerous charred grains, later identified as a
mixture of both wild rye and wild einkorn wheat, were
unearthed in ca. 11,800–11,300 cal BP Tel Mureybit (van
Zeist and Casparie 1968; van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1985;
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Willcox and Fornite 1999). The narrow shape of the kernels
indicates that they represent wild forms. Similar narrow rye
grains, either of S. cereale subsp. ancestrale or of S. stric-
tum, were found in the ca. 12,700–11,100 cal BP
Epi-Palaeolithic Tel Abu Hureyra. Hillman (1975, 2000) and
Hillman et al. (1989, 2001) suggested that these were
domesticated forms, a view that was later criticized because
of lack of chaff and proper dating (e.g., Nesbitt 2002; Col-
ledge and Conolly 2010). Wild rye grains were also dis-
covered in two Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) northern
Syria sites, ca. 11,500–11,000 cal BP J Ahmar (Willcox
2002; Willcox et al. 2008) and ca. 10,700–10,400 cal BP
Djade el Mughara (Willcox et al. 2008). On the other hand,
grains of domesticated rye were first found in ca. 9450–
8450 cal BP PPNB Can Hasan III (Hillman 1972, 1978) and
in very small quantities at the nearby ca. 9350–8950 cal BP
site of Aceramic Neolithic Çatalhöyük in East Turkey
(Helbaek 1964a, b; Fairbairn et al. 2002, 2005, 2007). At
Can Hasan III, relatively plump grains were discovered,
together with some non-brittle rachis segments. As argued
by Hillman (1978), these finds suggest that rye had already
entered cultivation in East Turkey in early Neolithic times,
either as a non-brittle weed infesting wheat fields, or as a
full-fledged domesticated cereal crop. Yet, no additional rye
remains have been discovered in other Neolithic southwest
Asian sites. The next record comes from ca. 4000 BP Bronze
Age levels of Alaca Höyük in north-central Anatolia (Hill-
man 1978). There, a pure hoard of carbonized large grains of
S. cereale was discovered, indicating that, at that time, rye
was grown as a crop in its own right. Thus, a reasonable
estimate for domestication is about 5000 BP.

Early archaeological evidence is also fragmentary in
regions outside the Fertile Crescent and thus, the spread of
rye cultivation in Europe is difficult to sketch (Behre 1992).
Rye grains were found in Europe in Early Neolithic sites (ca.
7550–6459 cal BP) in northern Italy, from Middle Neolithic
sites (ca. 6950–6650 cal BP) in Slovakia, and from several
late Neolithic sites in Poland. Further evidence of rye
remains in Europe came from several Bronze Age settle-
ments in several countries of Central and East Europe (for a
detailed description of the discovery of rye remains in Eur-
ope see Zohary et al. 2012). Only a limited number of rye
grains were found in these sites, in contrast to the abundance
of wheat or barley grains discovered, indicating that at that
time, rye contaminated wheat and barley fields. In later Iron
Age settlements in Germany (Hopf 1982), Denmark (Hel-
baek 1954), Poland (Willerding 1970), and Crimea (Janu-
ševič 1978), rye also typically appeared admixed with barley
or wheat. Rye as a main crop, was part of the Roman
grains-agriculture and was grown in the cooler northern
provinces (Sencer and Hawkes 1980). Carbonized rye grains
have been retrieved from several Roman frontier sites along
the Rhine and the Danube (Hillman 1978), as well as from

the British Isles (Jessen and Helbaek 1944). Yet, wide cul-
tivation of rye in Central and Eastern Europe only became
marked from the Middle Ages. Renfrew (1973) refers to
excavations dating rye in Austria, Poland, Czechoslovakia
and eastern Crimea to the third-fourth centuries AD, where
rye was found as a weed in crops of wheat and barley. Since
then, it served as the main bread cereal in most areas east of
the French-German border and north of Hungary, while in
Southern Europe, it was cultivated on marginal lands (Sen-
cer and HawSkes 1980).

Rye was probably originally grown in the same areas in
Europe as the other temperate cereals, but its tolerance of
low rainfall, cold winters and poor light soils made it par-
ticularly suitable for large areas of northern and eastern
Europe, which are less suitable for wheat and barley. By the
end of the eighteenth century, it had become the major cereal
of the region. Since then, however, it has been gradually
replaced by wheat.

Rye introduction into Europe, as a minor admixture with
wheat and barley, probably occurred via two separate routes.
One route was northwards, through the Caucasus from its
primary center of origin. According to Engelbrecht (1916,
1917), rye grains were transported from north-eastern Ana-
tolia to the north of the Black Sea by Greek traders, since
they had close trade relations with the Scythians (on the river
Dnjepr), who cultivated cereals during the fifth century BC.
A second route was westwards, via the Aegean Basin and
the south Balkan. Cultivation of rye spread eastwards to Iran
and Central Asia, the secondary center of variation, and later
on, further east. S. cereale appeared at the end of the fourth
millennium BP, in Hasanlu, Iran, and seems to have been a
staple crop in this region throughout the Iron Age (Tosi
1975).

Rye (Secale cereale subsp. cereale) is an important cereal
crop in the cooler parts of northern and central Europe and
Russia, cultivated up to the Arctic Circle and up to 4000 m
above sea level (Zohary et al. 2012). The main rye belt
stretches from northern Germany through Poland, Ukraine,
Belarus, Lithuania and Latvia, into central and northern
Russia. Rye is also grown in North America (Canada and the
United States), in South America (Argentina, Brazil and
Chile), in Oceania (Australia and New Zealand), in Turkey,
in Kazakhstan and in northern China. It is particularly
appreciated in these regions because of its winter hardiness,
resistance to drought, and its ability to grow on acidic, sandy
soils (Evans 1995). Its capacity to produce an economical
crop in areas of cold winters and hot summers, renders it
superior to the other temperate cereals. Although spring and
winter biotypes of rye exist, most of the world supply is
obtained from winter varieties.

Rye is grown extensively as a grain, a forage crop and as
a cover crop (Evans 1976, 1995). Its grain is used for flour,
rye bread, crisp bread, rye beer, some whiskeys, some
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vodkas, and for animal fodder. The area under cultivation is
substantially smaller than that of wheat and barley and the
world rye production is lower than any of the other major
cereals. In 2012, the total production of rye grains was
estimated at 14,615,719 metric tons (FAO 2015; Table 6.2).
Although the production levels of rye have fallen in the last
several years, in most of the producing nations, rye is still an
important food plant in many areas of northern and eastern
Europe and central Asia. Most rye is consumed locally or
exported to neighboring countries only, rather than being
shipped worldwide.

Rye bread, including pumpernickel, is a widely con-
sumed food in Northern and Eastern Europe. Rye flour is
high in gliadin, but low in glutenin, with a lower gluten
content than wheat flour. It also contains a higher proportion
of soluble fibers than wheat. Its grains contain appreciable
amounts of proteins and therefore, its flour can be baked into
dark-colored rye bread. In spite of the poor baking quality of
the flour, much of the present world production of rye is
consumed in the form of bread, appreciated for its flavor and
distinctive dense texture. It has been estimated that in the
early part of the twentieth century, rye bread was the main
cereal food of a third of the European population. Rye grain
is also used to make alcoholic drinks, like rye whiskey and
rye beer, i.e., rye is used to make whiskey in the United
States and Canada, gin in the Netherlands, and beer in
Russia. In all rye-producing countries, more than 50% of the
grain is used in animal feed and the young green plants are
also commonly used for livestock fodder. The mature straw
is too tough for animal fodder, but can be used for bedding,
thatching, paper making, and straw hats.

Feral plants are plants that are derived, in part or fully,
from crop plants that have become partly or fully undo-
mesticated, and are no longer dependent on managed culti-
vation. Feral rye, a weed of wheat and barley fields, poses a
serious threat to annual winter grain yields in western and
central United States. Feral rye likely spread as a contami-
nant in the seed of domesticated cereals, as they were
introduced into new areas.

By the time conscious plant breeding began, in the later
part of the nineteenth century, the early plant breeders relied
heavily on locally adapted land races as their immediate
source of variability (Evans 1976). Breeding methods have
been influenced by the outbreeding nature of the crop. Early
breeding techniques are best described as forms of simple
recurrent selection. With recently improved knowledge of
the genetic structure of outbreeding populations, more
sophisticated methods have been used (Evans 1976, 1995).

In contrast to most grain crops that are self-pollinating,
rye is a cross-pollinated cereal. It has a gametophytic
two-locus incompatibility system (Lundquist 1956). Conse-
quently, rye yields depend, among other factors, on effective
wind pollination. Rye shows inbreeding depression but

inbred lines of acceptable vigor can be isolated and used in
the construction of synthetic varieties, following suitable
progeny tests for combining ability (Evans 1976, 1995).

Unlike of the objectives in wheat and barley breeding,
aspects of disease resistance have not dominated rye
breeding. Improvement of grain yield, protein content and
quality, together with cold tolerance and shorter straw, have
been the main aims of recent breeding. Utilization of rye as
forage has led to the breeding of varieties bred solely for this
purpose and emphasis is then placed on characteristics other
than grain production, namely, total dry matter, growth in
winter and early spring and digestibility. Ergot (Claviceps
purpurea) is a disease which has caused some trouble from
time to time. Ergot is a fungus that parasitizes rye and is
poisonous to humans and livestock. The poisonous sclerotia,
which fully replace the grain and occasionally penetrate into
flour, reportedly cause hallucinations in humans and abor-
tion in farm animals. Thus, breeding for ergot resistance is
also an important aim.
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7Classification of the Wheat Group
(The Genera Amblyopyrum,
Aegilops and Triticum)

7.1 Dilemmas Concerning the Classification
of the Wheat Group

The wheat group, comprising the genera Amblyopyrum,
Aegilops and Triticum, represents a congeneric complex,
since the allotetraploid wheats, T. turgidum and T.
timopheevii, contain one subgenome of diploid Triticum and
one subgenome of diploid Aegilops, while allohexaploid
wheat, T. aestivum, contains two subgenomes of Aegilops
and one of Triticum diploid species. For this reason, Bowden
(1959) suggested to unite the two genera into one genus,
Triticum. Yet, despite their close genetic relationship, most
taxonomists (e.g., Zhukovsky 1928; Eig 1929; Mac Key
1966, 1981; Hammer 1980; van Slageren 1994) prefer,
based on morphological differences, to regard them as two
separate genera.

Classification of the genera Aegilops and Triticum is
complicated due to: (1) allopolyploid species, which have
bi-phyletic or tri-phyletic origin, resulting from intergeneric
hybridization between species from two different genera;
(2) occurrence of both domesticated and wild forms within a
single biological species; (3) the relatively young age of the
group, with possibilities for formation of hybrid species, and
allopolyploids, as well as inter-specific and inter-generic
hybridization, leading to introgression, that blurs boundaries
between species. These complications raise the following
dilemmas and complexities: (1) definition of the genera,
particularly regarding preservation of Aegilops and Triticum
as separate genera or classifying them in a single genus;
(2) consider of the wild and domesticated forms of inter-
breeding taxa (taxonomic vs. biological species); (3) han-
dling of new genera or species of inter-generic or
inter-specific synthetic allopolyploids; (4) nomenclature of
synthetic allopolyploids and mixoploids. Neither the Inter-
national Code of Botanical Nomenclature (ICBN) (McNeill
et al. 2006), nor the International Code of Botanical
Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants (Brickell et al. 2009)
address the specific problems relating to the classification of
such a group of cultivated plants.

7.2 Taxonomic Species Concept Versus
Biological Species Concept

The taxonomic species concept defines a species as a taxon
comprised of individuals placed together because of overall
likeness, where a degree of morphological homogeneity is
the first requirement (Heslop-Harrison 1963). All individuals
in a species must have more morphological characteristics in
common with other members of the same species than with
an individual of a different species (Heslop-Harrison 1963).
Hence, the basic taxonomical categories are based on mor-
phological similarity, as was defined by Linnaeus and his
successors, who still adhered to the basic ideas of
pre-Darwinian thinking (Löve 1964).

In contrast, the biological species concept considers a
species as groups of actually or potentially inter-breeding
populations that are reproductively isolated from other
groups (Mayr 1940, 1942). Hence, the evolutionary princi-
ples of classification below the generic level, demand
genetic isolation of biological species from other species.
Morphological differences are less important in this concept,
as “to be a different species is not a matter of difference but
of distinctness” (Mayr 1963). The biological concept is
based on biological connections and grouping of taxa and
thus, expresses evolutionary and phylogenetic relationships.

Van Slageren and Payne (2013) discussed the difference
between these two taxonomic concepts, the narrow,
morphology-based concept (the taxonomical species con-
cept) and the much broader, genome-based one (the bio-
logical species concept) in regard to the classification of the
wheat group. The taxonomical concept endorses a detailed
specific and intraspecific classification that aims to describe
and appreciate the richness of morphological variation found
in the species, whether wild or domesticated (Hammer et al.
2011). According to Van Slageren and Payne (2013), this
classification concept originated from the so-called
‘German-Russian School’ that proposed wheat classifica-
tions of increasing complexity. Van Slageren and Payne
(2013) presented several examples demonstrating the
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confusion and contradiction that a hierarchical, detailed
system can easily generate while attempting to classify each
and every slightly different cultivar.

In contrast to this detailed system, Thellung (1918a, b)
classified the wheats based on phylogeny and practical use.
Thellung recognized only the following three species: T.
monococcum, T. turgidum, and T. aestivum, and classified all
other species that were formerly suggested on the basis of the
taxonomical species concept at the sub-specific rank. In his
classification, Thellung laid the ground for a simple, flexible
and phylogenetically informative system. More recently,
Mac Key (1945a, b, 1966, 1975, 1981, 1988, 2005), taking in
account that the wheats consist of three ploidy levels
(Sakamura 1918), used very similar principles to those used
by Thellung, and suggested a classification that accepted only
a small number of taxa at the species level and classified all
others at the subspecies rank. Van Slageren (1994), van
Slageren and Payne (2013) supported this system.

The biological species approach is particularly relevant to
the classification of domesticated plants that are subjected to
intensive and dynamic evolution. The gene pool of domes-
ticated wheat has been repeatedly and periodically stirred
through recurrent conscious or unconscious selection in the
polymorphic fields of traditional farmers and through genetic
introductions or migrations, followed by natural or artificial
hybridization, in breeder fields (Harlan 1970). Farmers and
breeders, sometimes in diverse directions, continuously
exerted very strong selection pressures on wheat. The end
result is an enormous degree of conspicuous gene pool
variation among very closely related forms of domesticated
wheat. Moreover, spontaneous hybridizations between wild
or between domesticated taxa, as well as between wild and
domesticated taxa, followed by recombination and sorting of
parental genes, as well as introgression, may lead to con-
tinuous variation among taxa, and blur taxonomic markers
and specific boundaries. This dynamic evolution is obvi-
ously more pronounced in domesticated plants when the
farmer imposes rigorous evolutionary processes. Thus, a
classification system should account for the dynamic evo-
lutionary processes that bring about genetic changes during
the life of a species and affect inter- and intra-specific vari-
ation. In this regard, crop taxonomy must be simple and
flexible and complex hierarchical classification methods,
often used in connection with cultivated plants, must be
avoided owing to their inherent rigidity (Mac Key 1981).
Consequently, the biological species classification approach
(Mayr 1940, 1942; Löve 1964) is most suitable for classi-
fication of domesticated plants (Mac Key 1981, 2005).

The biological species classification approach has cyto-
genetic and evolutionary significance, that is of particular
relevance when considering crop breeding and use of vari-
ous genetic resources for crop improvement. This method
corresponds with the primary gene pool (GP-1) approach

developed by Harlan and de Wet (1971).”This gene pool
corresponds with the traditional concept of the biological
species. Among forms of this gene pool, crossing is easy;
hybrids are generally fertile with good chromosomal pairing;
gene segregation is approximately normal and gene transfer
is generally easy. The biological species almost always
includes spontaneous races (wild and/or weedy) as well as
cultivated races. The species be divided into two subspecies:
subspecies A to include the cultivated races, and subspecies
B to include the spontaneous races” (Harlan and de Wet
1971). The genus Triticum contains four different GP-1
groups based around einkorn wheat (T. monococcum and T.
urartu)), turgidum wheat (T. turgidum), timopheevii wheat
(T. timopheevii), and bread wheat (T. aestivum L.) (Harlan
and de Wet 1971).

Since this book focuses on genetic and evolutionary
aspects of wheat and its relatives, the biological species
concept is used throughout the book. Consequently, and fol-
lowing the classifications of Mac Key (1954a,b, 1966, 1975,
1981, 2005), Van Slageren (1994), the inter-fertile wild and
domesticated forms of Triticum are included as sub-species in
a single species, despite their disparate selection pressures and
subsequently different evolutionary directions. Such differing
trends between wild and domesticated plants, do not neces-
sitate different basic principles in taxonomy.

7.3 Designation and Classification
of Synthetic Allopolyploids

The absence of uniform principles for designating natural
and synthetic allopolyploids introduces confusion. Gupta
and Baum (1986) proposed to restrict the classification of
synthetic taxa to primary amphiploids and F1 hybrids. They
claimed that both the artificially synthesized taxa such as
triticale, designated as x Triticosecale, and the naturally
evolved bread wheat, are established biological units and
should be treated as botanical taxa. Van Slageren (1994)
disagreed and suggested to designate hybrids or allopoly-
ploids by ‘naturally evolved’ versus ‘artificially created’
taxa. When applying this principle, bread and tetraploid
wheats remain under the botanical taxon name Triticum L,
while the triticales are under x Triticosecale Wittm. ex A.
Camus. Consequently, van Slageren (1994) suggested that
synthetic allopolyploids should be excluded from the genus
Triticum and comprise a separate genus.

In contrast, Mac Key (1968, 1981, 1989, 2005) reckoned
that natural taxonomic treatment of the triticales illustrates
the need to give Triticum a type of open status. Conse-
quently, he suggested that well-established, man-made
inter-generic and inter-specific hybrids, e.g., triticale and T.
kiharae, (2n = 6x = 42; genome GGAADD) must be
regarded in the same manner as their natural counterparts
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(Mac Key 1981). Thus, he claimed no fundamental evolu-
tionary differences between Triticum and Triticosecale
Wittm. ex A. Camus (Mac Key 2005). Triticum and triticale
are both annual and autogamous and have the basic mor-
phological design that comes from the same progenitor,
diploid wheat. Intergeneric crosses occur spontaneously and
artificially between these two taxa in cultivation, resulting in
an ongoing convergence of the two crops. These activities
render it unrealistic to keep them apart by a generic border
(Mac Key 2005). Thus, if Triticum is not treated as a
nothogenus (a genus denoting a hybrid origin), neither is
Titicosecale (see ICBN H.3, Note 1) (Mac Key 2005).

Mac Key’s (1981, 2005) arguments for inclusion of the
synthetic species of triticale in the genus Triticum, are based
on the fact that (i) some strains of Triticum cross more easily
with Secale than with Aegilops, (ii) the basic morphology of
triticale is similar to that of Triticum monococcum, and
(iii) both wheat and triticale crops undergo convergent evo-
lution under domestication. Therefore, it seems most reason-
able to classify them in the same generus. Consequently, Mac
Key (1981, 2005) suggested to include the three allopolyploid
species of triticale in section Triticosecale (Wittm. ex Camus)
Mac Key, under the Triticum as T. semisecale Mac Key,
(Subtriticale; 2n = 4x = 28; genome AARR), T. neoblar-
inghemii (Wittm. ex Camus) Mac Key (Triticale; 2n = 6x
= 42; genome BBAARR), and T. rimpaui (Wittm.) Mac Key,
(Eutriticale; 2n = 8x = 56; genome BBAADDRR).

The taxonomic classification of the wheats used in this
book concerns only with naturally-formed allopolyploids
and does not refer to that of synthetic allopolyploids. The
objective of the book is mainly to describe evolutionary
events occurring in nature and under cultivation. Description
of man-driven evolution will be discussed in the chapter on
evolution under cultivation (Chap. 13).

7.4 The Taxonomic Relationships Between
Aegilops and Triticum

The question whether the two genera, Aegilops and Triticum,
should be united or kept separate has been addressed by
several taxonomists and cytogeneticists (reviewed in van
Slageren 1994). The two genera were treated as separate
genera by Linnaeus (1753). However, Godron (1845), Gre-
nier and Godron (1856) were the first to classify Aegilops as
a section of Triticum. Several eminent botanists at the end of
the 19th and the beginning of the twentieth centuries, e.g.,
Hackel (1887), Ascherson and Graebner (1898–1902),
accepted this unification of the two genera. The tendency to
unite the two genera became more widely accepted [e.g.,
Bowden (1959), Chennaveeraiah (1960), Yamane and
Kawahara (2005)] when genome analyses showed that all
the allopolyploid species of Triticum contain Aegilops

genome(s). Moreover, Krause (1898), recognizing the pres-
ence of hybrids between Aegilops and Triticum and their
subsequent hybridization with Elymus, Secale, and Hor-
deum, suggested classification of the five genera as sub-
species of a single species, Frumentum. In this approach, he
regarded Aegilops and Triticum as two separate subspecies.
However, in most floras, the two genera remained distinct,
but in several cases, the species of section Sitopsis of
Aegilops, were included in Triticum because of this section
resemblance to wild wheats.

Cytogenetic studies, mainly genome analysis, performed
by Kihara and his associates (e.g., see review of Lilienfeld
1951; Kihara 1954; Kihara and Tanaka 1970), Sax (1921a, b,
1927), and others, led researchers to consider Aegilops and
Triticum as two different genera, despite their very close
relation and discovery of genomes of Aegilops in allopoly-
ploid wheat. These studies led Stebbins (1956) to propose
merging Aegilops and Triticum into one genus, due to the
many genetic links between the two. Stebbins (1956) noted
that only diploid wheat does not contain chromosomes
derived from Aegilops. Bowden (1959) made the same pro-
posal based on cytogenetic evidence (Table 7.1). Bowden
(1959) accepted Thellung’s classification but ignored new
discoveries of the cytogenetic relationship between the newly
discovered species, namely, the wild and domesticated T.
timopheevii and the hexaploid T. zhukovskyi. He included the
wild and domesticated forms of T. timopheevii and hexaploid
T. zhukovskyi in T. turgidum, despite their genetic isolation
from the latter. Bowden’s scheme adhered to the nomen-
clatural rule classifying inter-generic hybrids together, e.g.,
allopolyploid Triticum species that are of hybrid origin and
their progenitors are found in two different genera. However,
it did not consider the numerous allopolyploids of the tribe
Triticeae that form a network of genetic inter-connections. If
the nomenclatural rule for inter-generic hybrids would be
strictly followed, the entire tribe would have to be lumped
into a single genus (Stebbins 1956; Mac Key 1966, 1975,
1981, 2005; Runemark and Heneen 1968). No realistic tax-
onomist is willing to be that compliant.

The merge of Aegilops and Triticum was later adopted by
Morris and Sears (1967), with some modifications [e.g.,
separation of the timopheevii wheats (genome GA) from T.
turgidum (genome BA)], and was used by several cytoge-
neticists, e.g., Kimber and Feldman (1987). However, tax-
onomists as Mac Key (1966, 1968, 1981, 2005), Hammer
(1980), Gupta and Baum (1989), van Slageren (1994), jus-
tified the separation of the two genera on the basis of mor-
phological and genetic differences. The unification of
Aegilops sensu lato with Triticum was also criticized by
Miller (1987).

Another classification approach, based on karyo-
morphological studies, includes only the Sitopsis section
of Aegilops, namely, the species Ae. speltoides, Ae. bicornis,
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Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. searsii, in Triticum
(Chennaveeraiah 1960). This researcher, inspired by the
close resemblance of the Sitopsis species to diploid wheats,
assumed that, aside from this section, Aegilops is very dis-
tinct from Triticum. He transferred the Sitopsis section of
Aegilops to Triticum on the basis of the presence of both a
rudimentary keel on the glume, and a sub-median cen-
tromere on the chromosomes of diploid wheats and the
Sitopsis species. Chennaveeraiah’s classification has not
been accepted for the obvious reason that it is illogical to
transfer only one of the Aegilops genome donors (the B
genome) to Triticum, without the second donor (the D
genome of Ae. tauschii) (Mac Key 1968). In addition, there
is no rudimentary keel on the glumes of the Sitopsis species,
and Chennaveeraiah must have mistaken the ridge, which
sometimes develops on the outer surface of the glumes of
Ae. speltoides, for keels, as they can be found in the same
location as the genuine keel in all Triticum species (van
Slageren 1994). Thus, Chennaveeraiah’s classification was
rejected by Hammer (1980), Clayton and Renvoize (1986),
van Slageren (1994), who transferred Sitopsis back from
Triticum to Aegilops.

Maintenance of a generic separation between Aegilops
and Triticum, as suggested by Zhukovsky (1928), Eig

(1929), Kihara (1954), Mac Key (1966, 1968, 1975, 1981,
2005), Kihara and Tanaka (1970), Hammer (1980), Miller
(1987), Clayton and Renvoize (1986), Gupta and Baum
(1989), van Slageren (1994), was rooted in morphological
and genetic differences. Aegilops is morphologically highly
distinct from Triticum, with rounded rather than keeled
glumes.

Baum (1977, 1978a, b) analyzed the variation in the
Triticeae by various numerical techniques, using as many
morphological characters as possible. The results led him to
maintain Aegilops in its traditional sense. Similarly,
Schultze-Motel and Meyer (1981) investigated the Aegilops–
Triticum group using a number of morphological characters,
and in almost all cases, Aegilops was clearly distinct from
Triticum.

Löve (1982, 1984) suggested classifying the wheat group
on the basis of genomic similarities, and conditioned generic
status to a genomically homogeneous taxon. His classifica-
tion recognized genomically defined genera in Aegilops 13
and in Triticum 3. However, the high incidence of
inter-generic and inter-specific hybridizations in this group
indicate that Löve’s scheme is not adequately sound; it is a
single-character classification method, grouping genome
types that are generally not connected via morphologically
recognizable units and ignores taxonomy and nomenclature
(Gupta and Baum 1986). Subsequently, the approach leads
to too many monotypic genera, and is unstable as genome
designation and combinations continue to change (Baum
et al. 1987; Kellogg 1989).

In view of the various options, van Slageren concluded
that the best and most practical approach is to maintain
Aegilops and Triticum as separate genera. Van Slageren
approach is followed in this book.
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8Amblyopyrum (Jaub. and Spach) Eig

8.1 Separation of Amblyopyrum
from Aegilops

Amblyopyrum is a monotypic genus of the sub-tribe Trit-
icineae represented by the species A. muticum (Jaub. and
Spach) Eig that was separated from Aegilops by Eig (1929b).
The name Amblyopyrum is derived from the Greek ‘am-
blyos’ (=blunt) and ‘pyros’ (=wheat) (Van Slageren 1994).
The taxonomic rank of this taxon is controversial. While
describing and designating this species as Aegilops mutica,
Boissier (1844a, b) assumed it resembles Ae. Aucheri Boiss.
(a synonym of Ae. speltoides ssp. speltoides Tausch) in
morphology, and therefore, regarded it as a primitive species
of Aegilops. Yet, Boissier (1844a, b) considered it to be an
intermediate between Aegilops and several species of
Agropyron (currently Elymus species). Eig (1929a) in his
detailed and comprehensive monograph on the genus Aegi-
lops, placed Ae. mutica too within the genus Aegilops but
very distant from the rest of the species; he classified it as
subgenus Amblyopyrum, whereas all the other species were
placed under subgenus Eu-Aegilops. The inclusion of Ae.
mutica within the genus Aegilops was accepted by tax-
onomists such as Zhukovsky (1928), Hammer (1980), and
Clayton and Renvoize (1986). However, later, after studying
species of Elymus (formerly Agropyron), particularly E.
elongatus, and realizing that Aegilops mutica is an inter-
mediate in several basic morphological features between
Aegilops and several species of Elymus, Eig (1929b) decided
to separate it from Aegilops as a monotypic genus, Ambly-
opyrum, that includes the species A. muticum. This decision
was based on the following morphological traits of A.
muticum: long (up to 30 cm) linear awnless spikes with
many multi-floret spikelets, without any rudimentary spike-
lets. Glumes widest at apex with divergent venation. The
rachis is fragile and after ripening disarticulates into single
spikelets that fall with the rachis internode below the spi-
kelets (wedge type disarticulation), and fragile rachillae (the
axis of the spikelet) that disarticulate into f1orets that fall
separately especially in the upper part of each spikelet (floret

type disarticulation). These morphological features of A.
muticum, particularly the floret type of disarticulation, are
characteristics of the older Arctic-temperate group and
especially to species of Elymus, thus corroborating its
intermediate position between Elymus and Aegilops. It is
assumed that A. muticum is morphologically similar to the
putative ancestor of the wheat group while maintaining
several features of Elymus. By separating this taxon, Eig
(1929b) emphasized its intermediate position between
Aegilops and Elymus. Numerical analysis (Baum 1977,
1978a, b; Schultze-Motel and Meyer 1981) indicated the
close relationship of Amblyopyrum with Aegilops and Tri-
ticum, while, especially in Baum’s work, confirming the
morphological differences at the same time.

The morphological contrast between Amblyopyrum
muticum and all other Aegilops species brought taxonomists,
e.g., Bor (1968), Baum (1978a, b), Schultze-Motel and
Meyer (1981), Löve (1982) Watson et al. 1985; Davis et al.
1988; Tzvelev (1989), and van Slageren (1994), to agree
with Eig’s (1929b) separation. Van Slageren (1994) pointed
out that not only the morphological differences but also the
early separation of Amblyopyrum from the Aegilops lineage
requires an independent generic status.

8.2 Morphological and Geographical Notes

Amblyopyrum muticum (Jaub. and Spach) Eig (Syn.: Aegi-
lops mutica Boiss.; Triticum muticum (Boiss.) Hack. in
Fraser.; Aegilops tripsacoides Jaub. and Spach.; Triticum
tripsacoides Bowden) is annual, 50–80 cm high (excluding
spikes), culms usually few, mostly upright, and are sparsely
foliated. Leaves glaucous-green, 8–25 cm long; Ligule
short, membranous, up to 1 mm long. Spikes 15–35
(sometimes up to 45) cm long, thin, cylindrical, one-rowed,
with many spikelets (15–20, sometimes more), awnless.
Rachis fragile and disarticulates at maturity into individual
spikelets each with a rachis segment below it (wedge type
dispersal unit), and fragile rachillae (the axis of the spikelet)
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that disarticulate into f1orets that fall separately especially in
the upper part of each spikelet (floret type disarticulation).
Spikelets 8–15 mm long, linear to linear-elliptical, equally
large or slowly decreasing in size to the tip of the spike,
usually shorter than the adjacent rachis segment and
diverging from it. The apical spikelet is at right angle to the
lateral spikelets. Florets 5–9, the lowest 2–3 fertile. Glumes
7–10 mm long, trapezoid with the upper edge being larger
than the base. Upper margin with 2–4 short blunt teeth
separated by notches. Lemmas 7–10 mm long, leathery,
about the same length as the glumes. Anthers 4–5 mm long.
Caryopsis 4 mm long, adherent to lemma and palea
(Fig. 8.1).

A variable species, however, only awnless forms are
known. Variation exists in the length and width of the spike
and in number of spikelets. Glumes are either hairy or
glabrous, and floral parts and rachis segregates for red, black
and colorless as well as for width. Different morphological
forms grow in mixed stands and interbreed freely.

Amblyopyrum muticum contains two varieties: var. mu-
ticum and var. loliaceum. In var. muticum. the glumes and
apical parts of the lemmas are covered with short, stiff hairs
while in var. loliaceum glumes and lemmas are glabrous.

Amblyopyrum muticum is native to west Asia (Anatolian
Plateau, southeastern Turkey, Turkish Armenia, Caucasus,
western Iran and north-east Syria). It may also occur in
northern Iraq. Grows on sandy, stony or steppical-grey soils
in abandoned fields, edges of wheat fields or roadsides. In
the center of its distribution (Anatolian Plateau) it forms
dense stands, but in other sites it occurs more sporadically in

wadis and lower slopes. Alt: 700–1200 m asl. Its distribution
in this area is considered as the probable center of origin of
the group, and may indicate its primitive status (Hammer
1980).

Amblyopyrum muticum has a relatively limited distribu-
tion in the central region of the distribution of the wheat
group (the genera Amblyopyrum, Aegilops and Triticum). It
is a sub-steppical (Irano-Turanian) element; restricted mainly
to steppical areas with 300 mm annual rainfall. It grows in
many secondary, disturbed habitats. Sympatric with the
following species: Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, Ae. umbel-
lulata, T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, T. urartu, Ae.
geniculata Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. columnaris, Ae.
triuncialis, and Ae. cylindrica. Allopatric with Ae. tauschii,
T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum and. T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides.

Othmemi et al. (2019) reviewed information showing that
A. muticum carries several useful genes that, upon transfer to
bread wheat, may improve its performance. It has been
reported that this species tolerates environmental stresses
(Iefimenko et al. 2015) and is resistant to powdery mildew
(Eser 1998), and leaf rust (Dundas et al. 2015). In recent
years, attempts are made to transfer some of these useful
genes to bread wheat (King et al. 2017).

8.3 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution

Amblyopyrum muticum is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14)
whose genome is designated T (Kimber and Tsunewaki
1988; Dvorak 1998) (formerly Mt; Kihara and Lilienfeld
1935). Its nuclear DNA amount is relatively small, i.e., 1C
DNA is 5.82 pg (Eilam et al. 2007), similar to that of diploid
Elymus elongatus, Aegilops speltoides and Ae. uniaristata,
but significantly smaller than that of the other Sitopsis spe-
cies and larger than that of Ae. tauschii, Ae. caudata, Ae.
umbellulata, and Ae. comosa (Eilam et al. 2007). A. muticum
has a symmetric karyotype with large metacentric or sub-
metacentric chromosomes with two large satellites (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). By means of in situ hybridization with
pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) DNA
probes from T. aestivum, Badaeva et al. (1996a, b) deter-
mined the distribution of the 18S-5.8S-26S (18S-26S) and
5S ribosomal DNA gene families on chromosomes of A.
muticum. It was found that A. muticum has major NOR loci,
having the 18S-26S rDNA gene family on the short arm of
chromosomes of groups 1 and 6 T, and a moderate-sized
NOR locus was observed on the long arm of chromosome
7 T. Two 5S rDNA loci were observed, one on the short arm
distal to the NOR locus of chromosome 1 T and a small
locus on the short arm of chromosome 5 T. The distribution
of the major NORs in A. muticum is as in Ae. speltoides and
that of the 5S rDNA is similar to that of Ae. bicornis.
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m

Fig. 8.1 A spike and part of a
spike of Amblyopyrum muticum
(Jaub. and Spach) Eig
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Both, A. muticum and Aegilops speltoides are allogamous
species; A. muticum is obligatory allogamous, namely,
self-incompatible (Ohta 1990), whereas Ae. speltoides is
facultative allogamous and, at least several accessions, pro-
duce seeds upon bagging (Feldman M, unpublished). Both
species have genes that promote pairing between homoeol-
ogous chromosomes in hybrids with allopolyploid wheat by
counteracting the effect of the homoeologous-pairing sup-
pressor of wheat, Ph1 (Riley 1960, 1966; Dover and Riley
1972a). There is high pairing at meiosis in hybrids between
A. muticum and tetraploid wheat (Kihara and Lilienfeld
1935), and hexaploid wheat (Riley 1966). The high pairing
is presumably due to the occurrence of homoeologous
pairing through the suppression of the activity of Ph1 of
allopolyploid wheats.

Dover and Riley (1972a) found that there is genetic
variation in Ae. mutica affecting homoeologous chromoso-
mal pairing at meiosis. From their study of hybrids between
T. aestivum and different accessions of Ae. mutica, they
concluded that A. muticum has two loci with alternative
alleles that affect homoeologous pairing in hybrids with T.
aestivum. Both the low pairing alleles, when together, con-
dition little or no homoeologous pairing. The high pairing
alleles are epistatic to the low-pairing ones at the other locus.

Two such genes inducing homoeologous pairing in
hybrids with allopolyploid wheat containing the Ph1 gene,
were also found in Ae. speltoides (Dvorak 1972). In Ae.
speltoides they were allocated to chromosomes 3S and 7S
(Dvorak et al. 2006). In addition, a QTL with a minor effect
was allocated to the short arm of chromosome 5S (Dvorak
et al. 2006). The speltoides genes did not affect the level of
pairing in the inter-specific diploid hybrids Ae. speltoides x
Ae. tauschii and Ae. speltoides x Ae. caudata (Chen and
Dvorak 1984). In contrast, studies of meiotic chromosomal
paring in hybrids between A. muticum and diploid species of
Aegilops and Triticum show relatively high paring with
almost each of them, presumably due to the promotion of
pairing by the muticum genes (Ohta 1990, 1991).

Kihara and Lilienfeld (1935) reported a mode of 7
bivalents (a range of 3 to 7 bivalents of which 3 to 4 were
ring bivalents; mean bivalents 5.86) in F1 hybrids of Ae.
comosa x Ae. mutica. These data indicated to Kihara and
Lilienfeld that Ae. mutica had close genomic homology with
Ae. comosa and other M-genome diploids. Consequently,
they assigned the symbol Mt to the genome of Ae. mutica to
distinguish this species from others having M or
M-derivatives (M°, Mt, Mu, Mcr, Mv, Mb, and Mc), because
Ae. mutica has a distinctive spike morphology (Kihara 1947,
1954; Lilienfeld 1951). However, Chennaveeraiah (1960)
found that the karyotype of A. muticum is very similar to that
of Ae. speltoides and differ from the karyotypes of the
M-genome species. In this regard, Jones and Majisu (1968)
reported that chromosome pairing in Ae. tauschii x A.

muticum hybrids was almost regular and exceeded the
pairing in hybrids between A. muticum and Sitopsis species
of Aegilops as well as between A. muticum and diploid
Triticum species. They assumed that the chromosomes of A.
muticum appear to have considerable homoeology with the
D genome of Ae. tauschii.

Riley (1966) crossed Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima, Ae.
caudata and the wild and domesticated forms of T. mono-
coccum with A. muticum and found high chromosome
pairing in meiosis of all the F1 hybrids. He suggested that A.
muticum is cytogenetically close to Ae. speltoides, not only
because of the high pairing, but also for the reasons that no
chromosomal rearrangements were found between the two
species and the similarity existing in the two species in
pairing control as well as in their karyotypes (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). Riley (1966) pointed out that the absence
of any translocation difference between Ae. speltoides and A.
muticum confirms the phylogenetic proximity that is indi-
cated by their similarities in karyotype and pairing control of
the two species. However, pairing in the Ae. speltoides x A.
muticum hybrids is not so high as that in hybrids between
Ae. speltoides and other members of the Sitopsis section of
Aegilops (Kimber 1961).

Ohta (1990, 1991) performed a very detailed study on the
cytogenetic relationships of A. muticum and diploids of the
wheat group. He crossed A. muticum with 11 diploid species
of the genera Aegilops and Triticum. The crossability was
good and F1 seeds were successfully obtained in all recip-
rocal cross combinations. However, in combinations where
A. muticum was the female parent the seeds did not germi-
nate. The cross Ae. tauschii x A. muticum yielded shriveled
seeds while those of the reciprocal combination germinated
regularly. In the cross Ae. searsii x A. muticum, the F1 seeds
did not germinate in the two reciprocal combinations. Pre-
viously, Jones and Majisu (1968) obtained similar results,
i.e., shriveled seeds which did not germinate in the cross Ae.
tauschii x A. muticum when Ae. tauschii was the female
parent and normal size seeds that germinated in the recip-
rocal cross. They concluded that the difference in germina-
tion between the reciprocal crosses involving Ae. tauschii
and A. muticum was not attributed to cytoplasmic difference
between the parental species. Dhaliwal (1977) suggested that
the difference in germination between reciprocal crosses
might be attributed to different ratios of the parental genes in
the triploid endosperm.

Most of the F1 plants obtained by Ohta (1990) from the
inter-generic crosses involving A. muticum and diploids of
the wheat group grew normally and vigorously. From mor-
phological features of the hybrid spikes, Ohta (1990) con-
cluded that A. muticum is most similar to Ae. speltoides. In
contrast to the F1 hybrids between A. muticum and the
diploid species of the wheat group that were completely
sterile (except plants that formed unreduced gametes),
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partially fertile F1 hybrids were obtained from the crosses
between Ae. speltoides and A. muticum (Ohta 1990). The
fact that several functional male and female gametes with
seven chromosomes were produced, in spite of a high fre-
quency of inter-genomic recombination, clearly indicates
that the two parental species, Ae. speltoides and A. muticum,
are very closely related to each other. In the Anatolian
Plateau these two species sometimes grow sympatrically.
However, no natural hybrids between these two species were
reported though they are out-crossing species (Ohta 1990).

Although they exhibit a high level of chromosome pair-
ing at meiosis, the complete or partial sterility of the F1
hybrids can result from cryptic structural hybridity (chro-
mosomal sterility) or from genes that cause hybrid incom-
patibility (genic sterility). The fact that po1len grains
containing unreduced chromosome complements are viable
and functional, suggests that the sterility of the Fl hybrids is
not genic but chromosomal.

In most F1 hybrids Ohta (1990, 1991) reported very high
meiotic pairing (Table 8.1). Only in hybrids from the crosses
of Ae. caudata, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata x A.
muticum there was a lower level of chromosome pairing than
in the other hybrids. The relatively high pairing in most
hybrids does not indicate very close relationship between the
genome of A. muticum and the genomes of the different
diploid species of Aegilops and Triticum that have diverged
considerably from one another (Kihara 1954). In accord with
the above, Kimber (1982), based on his numerical analysis
of chromosome pairing in meiosis of Fl hybrids between five
allopolyploid Aegilops species and A. muticum, decided that
the genome of A. muticum is non-homologous to the A, B,
and D subgenomes of hexaploid wheat nor with U genomes
of Ae. umbellulata and with the M-genome species, i.e., Ae.
comosa and Ae. uniaristata. Consequently, Kimber and
Tsunewaki (1988) while changing the two letter designa-
tions of the genome symbols in some Aegilops species to
single capital letters, proposed the genome symbol T for A.
muticum to distinguish it from the M-genome group and
from the other diploids of the wheat group.

Amblyopyrum muticum and Ae. speltoides are the only
species that contain B-chromosomes [Mochizuki (1957,
1960) in muticum and Simchen et al. (1971) in speltoides].
The Bs in A. muticum are euchromatic, metacentric and
smaller than theA chromosomes, and their number in different
individuals ranged from one to five (Mochizuki 1960). The
Bs, in both A. muticum and Ae. speltoides, were stably found
in the shoot apices and PMCs, while they were almost entirely
absent from the seminal and adventitious roots (Ohta 1995).

The B-chromosomes of A. muticum do not affect homol-
ogous pairing but suppress homoeologous one in inter-
specific hybrids (Mochizuki 1964; Dover and Riley 1972b;
Vardi and Dover 1972; Ohta and Tanaka 1982; Table 8.2).
Studies on meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids

between A. muticum and most of the diploid species of
Aegilops and Triticum, containing B- chromosomes of A.
muticum, showed much reduced chromosomal pairing, i.e.,
14 univalents or 12 univalents with a rod-shaped bivalent of
A-chromosomes (Vardi and Dover 1972; Ohta and Tanaka
1983; Ohta 1990, 1991; Table 8.1). Only the F1 hybrids Ae.
speltoides x A. muticum and Ae. tauschii x A. muticum
exhibited somewhat higher pairing (Ohta 1990). However, in
hybrids between autotetraploid Ae. tauschii and A. muticum
only seven bivalents were observed, presumably between the
tauschii chromosomes, indicating that the genomes of mu-
ticum and tauschii are not closely related (Ohta 1990).

Genome analysis in F1 hybrids between A. muticum and
ten different species of the wheat group, having zero or two B
chromosomes of A. muticum, enabled Ohta (1990) to classify
the various species of Aegilops and Triticum into the fol-
lowing three groups, based on their cytogenetic relationships
to the genome of A. muticum: (i) the genomes of Ae. caudata,
Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata are distantly related to
that of A. muticum; (ii) the genomes of Ae. bicornis, Ae.
longissima, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. comosa, and T. monococ-
cum are homoeologous with that of Ae. mutica; and (iii) the
genomes of Ae. speltoides and Ae. tauschii are closely related
to that of A. muticum. Yet, based on plant morphology,
chromosome pairing and fertility of the F1 hybrids, Ohta
(1990, 1991) concluded that the genome of Ae. speltoides is
closer to that of A. muticum than the genome of Ae. tauschii,
and that A. muticum and Ae. speltoides are the basal species in
the group from which all other species have diverged.

Maan (1977) produced alloplasmic lines of bread wheat,
T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, and T. turgidum ssp. durum in
which their nuclear genomes were substituted into the
cytoplasm of the diploid species, Amblyopyrum muticum,
Ae. comosa ssp. heldreichii. (genome MM), Ae. uniaristata
(genome NN), and allotetraploid Ae. geniculata (genome
MoMoUU), to identify the M-genome diploid cytoplasm
donor of Ae. geniculata. Substitution of the ssp. durum
genome into Ae. uniaristata cytoplasm resulted in a large
proportion of shriveled inviable seeds. A few plump viable
seeds were obtained all of which produced male-sterile
plants. The ssp. aestivum plants having Ae. uniaristata or A.
muticum cytoplasms were fertile. A. muticum was similar to
Ae. geniculata in the induction of delayed maturity and tall
robust growth habit to the ssp. durum and ssp. aestivum
plants. Cytoplasms of the other U- and M-genome diploids,
Ae. umbellulata and ssp. heldreichii had been shown to
differ from that of Ae. geniculata. Therefore, Maan (1977)
concluded that A. muticum is the most likely cytoplasm
donor to Ae. geniculata and its plasma type was designated
“T”. Panayotov and Gotsov (1973) and Panayotov (1983)
found some variation in the effect of the cytoplasm of
A. muticum on the phenotype of bread wheat and therefore,
designated the muticum cytoplasm T2. Thus, Ae mutica,
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Table 8.1 Mean chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between Amblyopyrum muticum (without B chromosomes) and
species of Triticum and Aegilops

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents Reference

Rod Ring Total III IV V

Ssp. monococcum x A.
muticum

AmT 2.52 – – 4.96 0.28 0.18 – Riley (1966)

Ssp. aegilopoides x A.
muticum

AmT 3.70 – – 4.88 0.10 0.06 –

Ssp. monococcum x A.
muticum

AmT 0.63 2.70 2.83 5.53 0.10 0.50 – Ohta (1990)

Ssp. monococcum x A.
muticum

AmT 1.20 2.58 2.48 5.06 0.28 0.46 –

Ssp. monococcum x
A. muticum

AmT 2.03 2.80 2.23 5.03 0.23 0.30 –

Ssp. dicoccoides x A.
muticum

ABT 6.52 – – 4.30 1.88 0.06 – Riley (1966)

Ssp. durum x A. muticum ABT 6.38 – – 4.68 1.70 0.04 –

Ssp. aestivum x A. muticum ABDT 5.32 – – 5.14 2.06 1.52 –

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 2.84 – – 5.58 – – –

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 0.35 1.94 4.88 6.82 0.005 – – Ohta (1990)

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 1.12 2.99 3.43 6.43 0.003 0.003 –

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 1.99 3.27 2.64 5.91 0.04 0.02 –

Ae. bicornis x A. muticum SbT 0.20 1.50 5.40 6.90 – – –

Ae. bicornis x A. muticum SbT 0.80 2.73 3.87 6.60 – – –

Ae. sharonensis x A.
muticum

SshT 0.96 2.04 4.48 6.52 – – –

Ae. sharonensis x A.
muticum

SshT 1.42 3.06 3.16 6.22 0.02 0.02 –

Ae. longissima x A. muticum SlT 3.52 – – 5.06 0.12 – – Riley (1966)

Ae. longissima x A. muticum SlT 1.83 3.96 1.30 5.26 0.40 0.07 – Ohta (1990)

Ae. longissima x A. muticum SlT 0.67 1.77 3.67 5.44 0.33 0.37 –

Ae. tauschii x A. muticum DT 0.16 1.78 4.11 5.89 0.02 0.59 –

Ae. tauschii x A. muticum DT 1.09 2.62 3.78 6.40 0.01 0.02 –

Ae. caudata x A. muticum CT 3.53 – – 3.33 1.27 – –

Ae. caudata x A. muticum CT 3.03 2.83 0.70 3.53 1.30 – –

Ae. comosa x A. muticum MT 0.33 2.87 3.97 6.84 – – –

Ae. comosa x A. muticum MT 1.93 3.37 2.67 6.04 – – –

Ae. uniaristata x A. muticum NT 4.44 3.54 0.34 3.88 0.60 – –

Ae. uniaristata x A. muticum NT 4.48 4.10 0.13 4.23 0.35 – –

Ae. umbellulata x A.
muticum

UT 2.60 2.15 0.06 2.21 2.02 0.04 0.15

Ae. umbellulata x A.
muticum

UT 4.00 2.52 0.08 2.60 1.54 0.02 0.02

Ae. crassa 6x x A. muticum DcXcDT 11.14 4.22 2.24 6.46 1.30 0.60 0.04 Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)Ae. juvenalis x A. muticum DcXcUT 14.21 4.66 0.08 4.74 1.08 0.25 0.02
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being an obligatory allogamous species, comprises
intraspecific plasmon differentiation (Tsunewaki 2009). The
plasmon of the allotetraploid Ae. geniculata, designated
M0, did not have any close relatives in the diploids, although
their phenotypic effects to wheat characters were close to
those of the T2 plasmon of A. muticum (Tsunewaki 2009).
Therefore, Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988) and Tsunewaki
(2009) concluded that the plasmon type of Ae. geniculata
closely resembles plasmon types of Ae. umbellulata and A.
muticum, and, therefore, either of those diploids or an
unknown species related to them seems to be the cytoplasm
donor of Ae. geniculata.

8.4 Phylogenetic Relationships of A.
muticum to Aegilops and Triticum

Amblyopyrum muticum and Aegilops speltoides are the only
allogamous species in the wheat group. Allogamy is con-
sidered a primitive character since most perennial species in
the tribe Triticeae are allogamous. Stebbins (1957) pointed
out that in many plant-groups autogamy derived from allo-
gamy and therefore, autogamy may be considered as a more
advanced trait. Hammer (1980) assumed that allogamous
self-incompatible plants, resembling Amblyopyrum muticum
and facultative allogamous like Aegilops speltoides, were
ancestral types to the other genera of the wheat group, i.e.,
Aegilops and Triticum. He based this assumption on the
combination of anther length and amount of pollen pro-
duced, with reductions in anther size and/or amount of
pollen pointing at increasing autogamy, for which he found

strong positive correlations. Long anthers that produce
substantial amount of pollen are an indication of allogamy or
transitional state to autogamy. On this, Hammer (1980)
produced an evolutionary model explaining the sequence of
origin of the various species.

Hammer (1980) assumed that the origin of the ancestral
genera of the wheat group was in Transcaucasia. Awing to
increase drought in the Pleistocene (1.8–0.01 MYA), many
grass species, including the ancestral stocks of Amblyopy-
rum–Aegilops, started spreading in western and southwest-
ern directions. The areas of the distribution of the diploids
can thus be explained: the more primitive the closer to the
center of origin. Thus, A. muticum and Ae. speltoides, the
former restricted to Turkey, the latter in Turkey, reaching
Bulgaria and along the Fertile Crescent might be considered
as the most primitive species of the group. Speciation of the
Sitopsis group apparently happened mainly on the western
arc of the Fertile Crescent, with the species with the smallest
anthers (Ae. bicornis) reaching the furthest (the Coast of
Cyrenaica, Libya). Other diploids reached the eastern
Mediterranean (Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa), or only
partly so (Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata); one diploid
spread mainly to the east (Ae. tauschii). In this old group
speciation is relatively strong as is shown by the reported
sterility of artificial hybrids of the Sitopsis species.

Coinciding with the speciation has been a gradual change
in fertilization mechanism within the diploids from allogamy
(A. muticum and Ae. speltoides), to facultative autogamy
(Ae. longissima, Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa). Higher levels of
autogamy are associated with lower values for anther length
x width (as scored by Hammer 1980). This development

Table 8.2 Mean chromosomal
pairing in F1 hybrids between
species of Aegilops or Triticum
and Amblyopyrum muticum with
and without B chromosomes
(calculated from the data of Ohta
and Tanaka 1983)

A. Pairing in hybrids lacking B- chromosomes

Hybrid combination Hybrid
genome

Bivalents Multivalents Mean
arm-pairing/cellRod Ring III IV

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 2.75 3.06 0.03 0.04 0.65

Ae. bicornis x A. muticum SbT 2.80 4.00 – – 0.77

Ae. longissima x A. muticum SlT 3.33 1.87 0.37 0.30 0.59

Ae. comosa x A. muticum MT 2.79 3.93 – – 0.77

Ae. caudata x A. muticum CT 2.83 0.70 1.30 – 0.44

T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides x
A. muticum

AmT 2.69 2.58 0.23 0.36 0.68

B. Pairing in hybrids containing B chromosomes

Ae. speltoides x A. muticum ST 3.05 0.85 0.06 0.01 0.35

Ae. bicornis x A. muticum SbT 0.04 – – – 0.003

Ae. longissima x A. muticum SlT 0.40 – – – 0.03

Ae. comosa x A. muticum MT 0.50 – – – 0.04

Ae. caudata x A. muticum CT 0.70 – – – 0.05

T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides x
A. muticum

AmT 0.58 0.06 0.01 – 0.05
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happened at the lowest, most primitive ploidy level. This
model of distribution, speciation, and change to autogamy
can also be applied to the wild taxa of Triticum. Hammer
(1980) notes that the anther length of diploid Triticum is
shorter than those of Sitopsis species, while other characters
could be interpreted as reductions or subsequent changes in
any of the two groups, e.g., two versus only one keel, hairy
versus glabrous rachillae, and 1–2 versus 2–3 kernels per
spikelet. This, as well as the distribution patterns, underline
the development of both groups out of a common ancestor,
with according to Hammer, the flower biology of the diploid
Triticum considered more derived and of Aegilops
more-closer to the common ancestor.

At the early stage during the late Pleistocene, it is sup-
posed that A. muticum, an obligate allogamous species,
separated from the common stock during the westward
migration through Asia minor (Hammer 1980). Eig (1929b)
considered this an old species, being most closely related to
the oldest section of Aegilops (Sitopsis) and showing rela-
tively little plasticity in its morphology. Many morphologi-
cal characters place this species apart from all Aegilops
species while karyotype analysis showed similarity with
what Hammer (1980) considered the most primitive Aegi-
lops, i.e., Ae. speltoides (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Out of the initial distribution of the diploids, the allote-
traploids spread further westwards along the Mediterranean
basin as well as in more northern, southern and eastern
directions. This process continued until halted by natural
boundaries and lack of suitable environments, such as the
Saharan and Arabian deserts, the central Asian steppes, the
Tian Shan and Himalayan Mountains or the coldness of the
continental climate affecting the spread to the north and east.

The complicated interactions that happened in the process
of allopolyploidization resulted in an intergrading network
of forms and reproduction strategies that make it impossible
to point at any direction of the evolution at this stage. The
tetraploid stage is apparently dominant and a further devel-
opment into hexaploids has been limited.

Amblyopyrum separated from the ancestral Aegilops lin-
eage at an early stage, of which Ae. speltoides is thought to be
the most primitive representative of Aegilops. Phylogenetic
speculation that assumes a change from obligatory allogamy
(as in A. muticum) towards almost complete autogamy (as in
species of Aegilops, Eremopyrum, Heteranthelium, Henrar-
dia and Triticum), coinciding with a divergent development
in morphology, makes a separation at an early stage from the
ancestral Aegilops lineage plausible (Hammer 1980).

Based on karyomorphological studies, Senjaninova-
Korczagina (1932) concluded that the karyotype of
A. muticum is similar to those of Ae. tauschii and Ae.
comosa but is very different from those of Ae. caudata and
Ae. umbellulata. Chennaveeraiah (1960), found that
A. muticum has large chromosomes with median or

sub-median centromeres, of which two pairs have fairly
large satellites on their short arms. He argued that the
karyotype of A. muticum is different from those of Ae.
comosa and Ae. tauschii, and is more similar to those of the
species of section Sitopsis, especially to that of Ae. spel-
toides. The karyotype analysis of these species by Giorgi
and Bozzini (1969) confirmed the finding of Chennaveera-
iah (1960), displaying a similar though not identical kary-
otype of Ae. speltoides and A. muticum. Thus, also from a
karyomorphological view, a close phylogenetic relationship
exists between A. muticum and Ae. speltoides. However,
according to Jones and Majisu (1968), this karyotype sim-
ilarity does not seem to be indicative of any greater
homology between these genomes. In spite of that, since
most species of the Triticeae, and particularly those that
belong to the Arctic-temperate group, have large chromo-
somes with median or sub-median centromeres, it is
assumed that this type of karyotype is characteristic of the
prototype of the tribe. Hence, A. muticum having large
chromosomes and symmetric karyotype is one of the
primitive species in the sub-tribe Triticineae.

Analysis of the cytoplasm of A. muticum pointed at a
close genetic relationship with the cytoplasm of the allote-
traploid species Ae. geniculata (Maan 1977). Ohsako et al.
(1996), studying variation in chloroplast and mitochondrial
DNA by PCR-SSCP analysis, found that the level of
intraspecific variation in A. muticum was lower than that in
Ae. speltoides and, consequently, suggested that A. muticum
is not older than Ae. speltoides. This suggestion is in contrast
to the hypothesis of Hammer (1980) and Ohta (1990, 1991)
that A. muticum is an ancestral species in the group. In the
phylogenetic trees, A. muticum was included in different
cluster than the other Aegilops and Triticum species (Ohsako
et al. 1996). Yamane and Kawahara (2005) conducted
phylogenetic studies by analyzing chloroplast DNA
sequences from four regions of the diploid species of the
wheat group and found that A. muticum was included in the
most terminal clade close to Ae. umbellulata. Likewise,
Terachi et al. (1984) and Murai et al. (1989) studied
chloroplast DNA and suggested that A. muticum is close to
Ae. umbellulata while Terachi and Tsunewaki (1992), based
on mitochondrial RFLP analysis, suggested that it is close to
Ae. tauschii. This poses a discrepancy between molecular
phylogeny and classification based on morphology.

Sasanuma et al. (2004) pointed out that discrepancy also
exists between results of chromosomal pairing in inter-
specific hybrids and molecular data from plasmon analysis.
They studied intra- and inter-specific variation in seven
diploid Aegilops species (including A. muticum) using AFLP
technique. Of the seven species, the cross-pollinating Ae.
speltoides and A. muticum showed the highest levels of
intraspecific variation. In their study, A. muticum did not
form a clear cluster with any other Aegilops species.
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Dvorak and Zhang (1992), analyzing repeated DNA
sequences, concluded that A. muticum is close to Ae. cau-
data, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata.
Wang et al. (2000) compared the internal transcribed spacer
(ITS) region of the ribosomal DNA in the diploids of the
wheat group (including A. muticum) and observed wide
divergences of this sequence between species. The highest
divergence was between Ae. speltoides and A. muticum.
In-situ hybridization with repeated DNA markers and
C-banding patterns suggest that A. muticum occupies an
isolated position but relatively closer to the Sitopsis species
than to other species of Aegilops (Badaeva et al. 1996a).
Sallares and Brown (2004), who analyzed the transcribed
spacers of the 18S ribosomal RNA genes, reached a similar
conclusion, namely, that A. muticum has a basal position and
that it is close to Ae. speltoides. Yet, in several phylogenetic
analyses based on nuclear DNA sequences Amblyopyrum is
a good, monophyletic genus (Frederiksen and Seberg 1992;
Frederiksen 1993). Most morphological and molecular trees
included Amblyopyrum in the Aegilops clade (e.g., Seberg
and Petersen 2007) and in other molecular trees several
species of Elymus (=Agropyron) are also included in this
clade (Mason-Gamer et al. 1998), even though, the rela-
tionships of Amblyopyrum within the Aegilops clade remains
at present somewhat vague.

Based on their molecular phylogenetic studies, Mar-
cussen et al. (2014) concluded that the A and B (=S) lin-
eages, the early Triticum and Aegilops speltoides forms,
diverged from a common ancestor about 7 MYA, and that
these ancestral forms gave rise to the D-genome lineage
through homoploid hybrid speciation 1–2 million years later.
Since then, more complex evolutionary scenarios with sev-
eral rounds of hybridization have been proposed (Li et al.
2015; El Baidouri et al. 2017). However, these studies
involved only a number of the diploids of the wheat
group. In contrast, Glémin et al. (2019) obtained and ana-
lyzed a comprehensive genomic dataset including all extant
diploid species of Amblyopyrum, Aegilops and Triticum, and
developed a new framework to test intricate hybridization
scenarios. Owing to these new developments, Glémin et al.
(2019) were able to propose a core reference scenario for the
history of diploid Aegilops/Triticum species. They confirmed
the occurrence of an ancient hybridization event that gave
rise to the D lineage, but showed (i) that this lineage includes
9, not only 5, of the 13 diploid species of the wheat group,
and (ii) that the hybridization scenario involved a different
parental species, A. muticum instead of Ae. speltoides. Glé-
min et al. (2019) pointed out that A. muticum has been an
overlooked species with a debated phylogenetic position,
and that their results plead for reconsideration and extensive
study of this key species in the history of wheat relatives. To
reconcile with the hypothesis of Marcussen et al. (2014) .
with that of Glémin et al. (2019), it is suggested that the

homoploid hybridization scenario involved the ancestral
genome S/T before the divergence of Ae. speltoides from A.
muticum.

Similar to Glémin et al. (2019), also Bernhardt et al. (2020)
hypothesize that most of the diploid species of the wheat group
were shaped by a primordial homoploid hybrid speciation
event, that is theTriticum lineagemergedwith the ancestor ofA.
muticum to form all other species of Aegilops except Ae. spel-
toides. These results highlight the pivotal role of A. muticum,
instead ofAe. speltoides, in the formation of thewild diploids of
the wheat group. This hybridization event was followed by
multiple introgressions affecting all taxa except Triticum.
Mostly progenitors of the extant species were involved in these
processes, while, according to Bernhardt et al. (2020), recent
interspecific gene flow seems insignificant.

The results of Glémin et al. (2019) and Bernhardt et al.
(2020) highlight the key role of A. muticum, instead of Ae.
speltoides, in the formation of the diploid species of Aegilops.
This hybridization event, was estimated to have occurred about
5.5MYA based on whole genome sequences (Li et al. 2022). It
was followed by multiple ancient introgressions affecting all
taxa except Triticum. In contrast with Glémin et al. (2019),
Bernhardt et al. (2020) do notfind introgression ofTriticum into
A. muticum, instead their results indicated that A. muticummay
have been introgressed by the unbellulata/caudata (U/C)
group. Introgression to A. muticum from Ae. umbellulata
(genome U) was also suggested from chloroplast phylogenetic
research (Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Bordbar et al. 2011;
Bernhardt et al. 2017). Hence, the maternal lineage of A.
muticum does not group with Ae. speltoides, although both are
sister taxa in nuclear phylogenies, but it shares a common
ancestor with Ae. umbellulata.
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9Aegilops L.

9.1 Classification of the Genus Aegilops L.

Aegilops is the name of a grass mentioned in Theophrastus’
botanical treatise “Enquiry into Plants”, that was a major
source for botanical knowledge during antiquity and the
Middle Ages. The name Aegilops comes from the Greek
aegilos, which could mean “a herb liked by goats”, or “a
goat-like herb”, and refers to the whiskery-awned spikelets
of some of its species (Bor 1968; Watson and Dallwitz
1992). Since the taxonomic treatment of the Aegilops genus
by Linnaeus (1753), various taxonomists provided different
definitions of the species and sub-genus ranks of the genus.
Zhukovsky (1928) described 20 species in the genus, which
he classified into nine sections, while Eig (1929a) grouped
22 species into two sub-genera and six sections. In his
review summarizing results from a genome analysis of the
genus, Kihara (1954) recognized 21 species of which the
tetraploid and hexaploid taxa of Ae. triaristata and Ae.
crassa, were considered one species. He grouped the 21
species into six sections. Based on his karyomorphological
study, Chennaveeraiah (1960) separated Ae. vavilovii as a
new hexaploid species from Ae. crassa. Following Chen-
naveeraiah (1960), Kihara and Tanaka (1970) separated also
the hexaploid taxon Ae. recta from the tetraploid Ae.
neglecta, and accepted the separation of the hexaploid Ae.
vavilovii from Ae. crassa. Consequently, Kihara and Tanaka
(1970) grouped a total of 22 species into six sections. Later,
Feldman and Kislev (1977) described Ae. searsii as a new
diploid species belonging to section Sitopsis. While
accepting Ae. searsii as a valid species, Hammer (1980)
continue to consider Ae. vavilovii as a subspecies of Ae.
crassa and grouped 22 species into three subgenera and four
sections. All of the above classifications included Ae. mutica
either as a separate section (Zhukovsky 1928; Kihara 1954;
Kihara and Tanaka 1970) or as a sub-genus (Eig 1929a;
Hammer 1980). Yet, Eig (1929b) removed Ae. mutica from
the genus Aegilops and included it as a monotypic species in
a new genus Amblyopyrum. Lastly, van Slageren (1994), in
his recent comprehensive taxonomic classification of the

genus Aegilops, recognized five sections containing 22
species. It included Ae. vavilovii and Ae. searsii as species,
but kept Ae. recta in Ae. neglecta. This book recognizes Ae.
recta as a species and, consequently, 23 Aegilops species are
considered here: 10 diploids, 9 tetraploids, one species Ae.
crassa containing two cytotypes, tetraploid and hexaploid,
and 3 hexaploids (Table 9.1). A 23-species genus, instead of
the usual 1–5, is exceptional in the sub-tribe Triticineae.

An entirely different tendency exists regarding the
sub-species level classification taxa (van Slageren 1994).
Hammer (1980) suggested to regard taxa with different
chromosome numbers, or differing in their morphology
and/or geographical distribution, as subspecies. Van Sla-
geren (1994), like Mac Key (1981), disagreed and suggested
a drastic consolidation at the intra-specific level, i.e., to
maintain only groups exhibiting obvious discontinuities in
several characters. Kihara (1954) included Ae. kotschyi, Ae.
heldreichii, Ae. aucheri and Ae. sharonensis in Ae. variabilis
(now Ae. peregrina), Ae. comosa, Ae. speltoides and Ae.
longissima, respectively, because they shared very similar
genomes. However, like Eig (1929a), Hammer (1980) con-
sidered Ae. kotschyi a separate species, because it differs
from Ae. peregrina in its exclusive geographical distribution,
i.e., the two species are good vicariad species. Similarly, van
Slageren (1994) accepted Eig’s (1929a) definition of Ae.
sharonensis as a valid species due to its morphological and
ecological distinction from Ae. longissima. On the other
hand, van Slageren (1994) maintained the sub-specific rank
of Ae. heldreichii and Ae. aucheri (Table 9.1).

The genus Aegilops L. [Syn.: Agicon Adans; Triticum L.
Sect. Aegilops (L.) Godr. & Gren. in Grenier & Godron;
Triticum L. Subg. Aegilops (L.) Schmahlh.; Frumentum E.H.
L. Krause subg. Aegilops (L.) E.H.L. Krauase; Aegilops L.
subg. Eu-Aegilops Eig; aegilopoides Á. Löve] consists of
wild annual, mostly autogamous 15–100-cm-high grasses,
with few to many tillers that are usually geniculate at the
base then turning upright, and sparsely foliated in the lower
parts. The leaf blades are flat, with short ligules. The leaves
are linear and up to 15-cm long and one cm wide. The spikes
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Table 9.1 Sections and species of Aegilops and their synonyms

Sectiona Speciesa Subspecies and
varieties

Synonyms

Sitopsis (Jaub. &
Spach) Zhuk.

speltoides Taush var. speltoides
var. ligustica
(Savign) Fiori

Triticum speltoides (Tausch) Gren. ex Richt.; Ae. aucheri Boiss.;
Ae. ligustica (Savign.) Coss.; Ae. agropyroides Godr.; T. ligusticum
Bert.; Agropyron ligusticum Savign

bicornis (Forssk.)
Jaub. & Spach

Var. bicornis
Var. anathera Eig

Triticum bicorne Forssk

longissima Schweinf.
& Muscl.

T. longissimum (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Bowden

sharonensis Eig Var. sharonensis
Var. mutica (Post)
Eig

T. sharonense (Eig) Bowden; T. longissimum (Eig) Bowden ssp.
sharonensis (Eig) Chennav.; Ae. longissima Schweinf. & Muscl.
ssp. sharonensis (Eig) Chennav

searsii Feldman &
kislev ex Hammer

T. searsii Feldman & kislev

Vertebrata Zhuk.
emend. Kihara

tauschii Coss ssp. tauschii
ssp. strangulata
(Eig) Tzvel

Ae. squarrosa L.; T. tauschii (Coss.) Schmal; T. aegilops P. Beauv.
ex R. & S.; T. squarrosum Raspail

ventricosa Tausch T. ventricosum Ces., Pass. & Gib.,

crassa Boiss. T. crissum (Boiss.) Aitch. & Hemsl

vavilovii (Zhuk.)
Chennav.

T. syriacum Bowden; Ae crassa ssp. palestina Eig; Ae. crassa ssp.
vavilovii Zhuk

juvenalis (Thell.) Eig T. juvenile Theil.; T. turcomanicum (Rosh.) Bowden,
Ae. turcomanica Rosh

Cylindropyrum
(Jaub. & Spach)
Zhuk.

caudata L. Var. typica
Var. polyathera
Boiss

Triticum caudatum (L.) Godr. & Gren.; T. dichasians (Zhuk.) Bowden;
Ae. dichasians (Bowden) Humphries; T. markgrafii Greuter &
Rechinger; Ae. markgrafii (Greuter) Hammer

cylindrica Host Var. cylindrica
Var. pauciaristata
Eig
Var. aristulata
(Zhuk.) Tzvel
Var. prokhanovii
Tzvel

T. cylindricum Ces., Pass. & Gib., Ae. caudata L. var
cylindricum Fiori., Ae. nova Win

Comopyrum (Jaub.
& Spach) Zhuk.

comosa Sm. In Sibth.
& Sm.

ssp. comosa
ssp. heldreichii
(Boiss.) Eig

Triticum comosum (Sm. In Sibth. &Sm.) K. Richt.; Comopyrum
comosum (Sm. In Sibth. &Sm.) Á. Löve; Ae. heldreichii Holzm.;
Ae. turcica Azn.; Ae. connate Steud.; Ae. ambigua Haussk;

uniaristata Vis. T. uniaistatum (Vis.) Richt., Ae. notarisii Clem

Aegilops umbellulata Zhuk. T. umbellulatum (Zhuk.) Bowden

geniculata Roth ssp. geniculata
(formerly euovata)
ssp. gibberosa
(Zhuk.)
Hammer

Ae. ovata L.; T. ovatum (L.) Raspail.; Ae. echinum Godr.; Ae. fausii
Sennen.;
Ae. neglecta Req.; Ae. divaricata Jodr. & Fourr.; Ae. eratica Jodr. and
Fourr.;
Ae. erigens Jodr. and Fourr.; Ae. microstachys Jodr. and Fourr.;
Ae. parvula Jodr. and Fourr.; Ae. procera Jodr. and Fourr.;
Ae. publiglumis Jodr. and Fourr.; Ae. sicula Jodr. and Fourr.;
Ae. nigricans Jodr. and Fourr

biuncialis Vis. T. machrochaetum (Shuttl. & Huet.) Richt.; Ae. lorentii Hochst.;
T. biunciale Richt

columnaris Zhuk. T. columnare (Zhuk.) Morris et Sears; Ae. mixta Sennen., Ae. neglecta
Req.; Ae. fausii Sennen

neglecta Req. ex
Bertol.

Ae. triaristata (4x) Willd.; T. aristatum (4x) (wild.) Godr. & Gren.;
Ae. geniculate Roth

Recta (Zhuk.) Chennv. T. triaristatum (6x) (Willd.) Godr. & Gren.; Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol

kotschyi Boiss. T. kotschyi (Boiss.) Bowden; Ae. divaricata Jodr. & Fourr
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are linear, or ovate to lanceolate, wholly or partly awned or
awnless, with 2–20 solitary spikelets at each rachis node,
with each spikelet up to 1.2-cm-long, sessile, or sub-sessile.
Spikes contain 1–4 rudimentary spikelets at the base or the
top. The spikes break off at maturity above the rudimentary
spikelets and fall entire or disarticulate into single spikelets.
Spikelets contain 2–8 florets, the upper often being staminate
or sterile. The two glumes are more or less equal, shorter
than the adjacent lemmas, or almost as long as the adjacent
lemmas, with one or more teeth or awns, round on back,
rarely keeled. The lemmas are papery or membranous with
1–3 teeth, or awns. The two palea are keeled. The caryopsis
either adheres to the lemma and/or to the palea or is free
from both lemma and palea. In some species, all the spike-
lets are fully awned, whereas in others, only the terminal
spikelets are awned. Certain lines of several species (e.g., Ae.
bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. peregrina) are awnless. Three
types of dispersal units exist in the different species: wedge
(the spikes disarticulate at maturity into spikelets with the
rachis internode that belong to them), barrel (the spikes
disarticulate at maturity into spikelets with the rachis
internode that belong to the spikelet above them), and
umbrella (the spikes fall entire at maturity) types.

The genus Aegilops is distinguished from the genus Tri-
ticum by the absence of well-developed keel on the glumes,
causing the sharp angle in the glume outline of both the wild
and domesticated Triticum taxa (van Slageren 1994). It also
differs from Triticum by its glabrous rachis and a larger
number of grains per spikelet.

9.2 Geographical Distribution
and Ecological Affinities

The genus is a Mediterranean–western Asiatic element (Eig
1929a, 1936; Sakamoto 1973; Feinbrun-Dothan 1986a; van
Slageren 1994; Hegde et al. 2002), containing species that
are distributed from the Iberian Peninsula in the west,
through the Mediterranean basin, southern Ukraine, Crimea,
the Caucasus, the Middle East, and to central Asia and

western China (Zhukovsky 1928; Eig 1929a, 1936; Kihara
1954; Miller 1987; Kimber and Feldman 1987; van Slageren
1994; Table 9.2), i.e., from about 10°W to 82°E and about
24°S to 47°N (van Slageren 1994). The area of distribution
is rectangular in shape, with its width being about four times
its length. In central, northern, and eastern Europe, the dis-
tribution of the genus is bordered by the cold climate, in
North Africa by the Saharan desert, in the southwest by the
deserts of Sinai and the Arabian peninsulas, in the
central-northern Asia by the steppes of Turkmenistan and
Uzbekistan, and in the east by the Tian Shan and Himalaya
mountain ranges and in the south east by the banks of the
Indus river (Zhukovsky 1928; Eig 1929a, 1936; Kihara
1954; Kimber and Feldman 1987; van Slageren 1994).
Several allotetraploid species introduced in the USA, of
which Ae. cylindrica (jointed goat grass) is widespread and
reduces wheat yield due to its severe infestation of wheat
fields. Two other allopolyploid species (Ae. geniculata, and
Ae. triuncialis) are locally spread, and the others are
adventive with a few locations only. Several species are
adventive in Canada, in the Canary Islands, in northern and
northwestern Europe and in China (van Slageren 1994).

Most of the species grow in the central part of the genus
distribution, i.e., in the Fertile Crescent arc (Israel, Jordan,
Lebanon, Syria, southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and
northwestern Iran) (Table 9.1). Countries like Iran, Iraq,
Syria and Turkey contain many (13–17) of the 23 species in
the genus, while in peripheral countries, like Afghanistan
and Pakistan in the east and those of south-western Europe
and North Africa in the west, contain few (2–6) species. The
Fertile Crescent arc contains 11–17 species and can be
considered as the center of origin and development of most
of the species. From this primary center that is characterized
by sub-Mediterranean ecological conditions, the various
species spread westward to more typical Mediterranean
conditions or southward and eastward to steppical areas
comprising more extreme environments.

In many parts of the distribution area, the genus has a
massive, broad and almost continuous distribution. Species
of Aegilops are found in almost every place except for high

Table 9.1 (continued)

Sectiona Speciesa Subspecies and
varieties

Synonyms

peregrina (Hack.
In J. Fraser) Maire
&Weiller

ssp. peregrina
(ssp. euvariabilis)
Eig
ssp. cylindrostachys
Eig

Ae. variabiis Eig; T. peregrinum Hack.; T. kotschyi (Boiss.) Bowden

triuncialis L. ssp. triuncialis
ssp. persica (Boiss.)
Zhuk

T. triunciale (L.) Raspail.: Ae. persica Boiss

a Sections and species according to van Slageren (1994); hexaploids Ae. vavilovii and Ae. recta were given here the specific rank
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Table 9.2 The occurrence of species of Aegilops in different countries

A. Diploid speciesa

Confirmed presence is designated by the sign+; and possible occurrence by the sign?

Country Spe Bic Sha Lon Sea Tau Cau Com Uni Umb Species/Country

China (Himal.) + 1

India (Kashmir) + 1

Pakistan + 1

Afghanistan + ? 1(1)

Kyrgyzstan + 1

Tajikistan + 1

Kazakhstan + 1

Uzbekistan + 1

Turkmenistan + 1

Iran + + + + 4

Iraq + + + + 4

Armenia + + 2

Azerbaijan + + 2

Georgia + + 2

Cis-Caucasia + + 2

Turkey + + + + + + 6

Syria + + + ? + + 5(1)

Lebanon + + + + + + 6

Jordan + + + + 4

Israel + + + + + 5

Egypt + + 2

Libya + 1

Cyprus + + + 3

Crimea ? + 1(1)

Ukraine ? 0(1)

Greece + Crete + + + + + 5

Albania + + 2

Serbia + Montenegro + + + 3

Croatia + + 2

Slovenia + ? + 2(1)

North Macedonia + + + 3

Bulgaria + + + + 4

Italy + Sicily + 1

No. of countries 9(1) 5 2 5 4 18(2) 12(1) 7(1) 8 10 80(5)

B. Tetraploid speciesb

Confirmed presence is designated by+; and possible occurrence by?

Country Ven Cra Cyl Biu Gen Col Neg Kot Per Tri Species/Country

Pakistan + + + 3

Afghanistan + + + + 4

Kyrgyzstan + + + 3

Tajikistan + + + 3

(continued)
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Table 9.2 (continued)

B. Tetraploid speciesb

Confirmed presence is designated by+; and possible occurrence by?

Country Ven Cra Cyl Biu Gen Col Neg Kot Per Tri Species/Country

Kazakhstan + + 2

Uzbekistan + + + + 4

Turkmenistan + + + + + 5

Iran + + + + + + + + + 9

Iraq + + + + + + + + + 9

Kuwait + + 2

Saudi Arabia + ? ? 1(2)

Armenia + + + + + + + 7

Azerbaijan + + + + + + + + 8

Georgia + + + + + + + 7

Cis-Caucasia + + + ? ? + + 5(2)

Syria + + + + + + + + + 9

Lebanon ? + + + + + + + + 8(1)

Jordan + ? + + + + + 6(1)

Israel + + + + + 5

Egypt ? + + 2(1)

Libya + + + + + 5

Cyprus + + ? + + 4(1)

Crimea + + + + 4

Ukraine + + ? + + 4(1)

Greece + Crete + + + + + + + 7

Albania + + + + + 5

North Macedonia + + + + 4

Serbia + Montenegro + + + + 4

Croatia + + + + 4

Slovenia + + + + 4

Bulgaria + + + + + 5

Romania + + + + 4

Hungary + + ? 2(1)

Italy + Sicily + + + + + + + 7

France + + + + ? + 5(1)

Spain + + + + 4(1)

Portugal + ? + + 3(1)

Tunisia + + + ? + + 5(1)

Algeria + + + + + 5

Morocco + + + + +5 5

No. of countries 8 14(1) 23(1) 28(1) 28(3) 8(1) 18(2) 15(2) 14(2) 36(1) 204(14)

(continued)
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mountains and deserts (Ae. bicornis, Ae. kotschyi, Ae.
longissima, and Ae. crassa even penetrate into semi-deserts
areas). All the islands of the Mediterranean Sea are also
inhabited by some species. Several species grow only in the
Mediterranean region (e.g., Ae. ventricosa, Ae. comosa, Ae.
uniaristata, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. sharonensis
and Ae. peregrina), others are restricted to the Irano-
Turanian region (west Asiatic-central Asiatic regions; Ae.
crassa, Ae. kotschyi, Ae. vavilovii, and Ae. juvenalis) while
still others (Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, Ae. cylindrica, Ae.
umbellulata, Ae. triuncialis, and Ae. columnaris) grow in
both regions.

The genus has very flexible adaptation capabilities and it
occupies a large number of the habitats existing in its dis-
tribution area. The altitudinal distribution of the genus is
from 400 m below sea level (Dead Sea area) to 2700 m
above sea level (asl) with a great variation among species
(van Slageren 1994). The climate of many parts of the genus
distribution area, especially in the Fertile Crescent arc, where
presumably the genus originated and developed, has a short,

mild and rainy winter and a long, hot and dry summer. The
genus has adapted itself to the conditions characterizing this
climate in that all the species are annuals (grow in the winter
and pass the dry, hot summer as dormant seeds) and the
species are predominantly self-pollinated and have large,
well-protected grains for the safe and rapid reestablishment
of the stand (Sakamoto 1973; Feldman 1976, 2001). The
self-pollination trait enables rapid colonization of newly
disturbed habitats as well as maintenance of colonized sites
by adaptive genotypes.

All of the species have a, more or less, continuous dis-
tribution and usually occupy open habitats in the edges and
openings of Mediterranean plant formations, in herbaceous
park-forest formations (in which some of the species are
natural components), in pastures, abandoned fields, edges of
cultivation and roadsides (Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Feldman 1963). Some of the habitats are primary in
well-defined and balanced ecological conditions, while
many are secondary, i.e., in disturbed and degraded areas.
Many of the species also grow as weeds in cultivated fields.

Table 9.2 (continued)

C. Hexaploid species

Confirmed presence is designated by+; and possible occurrence by?

Country recta Crassa 6X vavilovii juvenalis Country/species

Uzbekistan ? 0(1)

Turkmenistan + 1

Afghanistan + 1

Iran + + 2

Iraq + 1

Saudi Arabia ? 0(1)

Turkey + ? 1(1)

Syria + ? 1(1)

Lebanon ? 0(1)

Jordan + 1

Israel + 1

Egypt + 1

Greece + Crete + 1

Italy + 1

France + 1

Spain + 1

Portugal + 1

No. of countries 6 2 4(2) 3(3) 15(5)

After Kimber and Feldman (1987) and van Slageren (1994)
a Speltoides (Spe); bicornis (Bic); sharonensis (Sha); longissima (Lon); searsii (Sea); tauschii (Tau); caudata (Cau); comosa (Com); uniaristata
(Uni); umbellulate (Umb)
b Ventricosa (Ven); crassa 4x (Cra); cylindrica (Cyl); biuncialis (Biu); geniculata (Gen); columnaris (Col); neglecta (Neg); kotschyi (Kot);
peregrina (Per); triuncialis (Tri)
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In disturbed and newly opened habitats, some of the species
(particularly the allotetraploids) can form massive and very
dense stands, usually consisting of several species. Their
genetic system provides them with the ability to colonize
such newly opened areas quickly and efficiently.

The diversity in plant habitus and spike morphology
enables adaptation of the various Aegilops species to a broad
range of habitats. In addition, as has already been pointed
out by Stebbins (1956), the adaptive specialization of the
various Aegilops species is also reflected in their mode of
seed dispersal: they have evolved complex and distinct
fruiting spikes, which constitute highly efficient methods of
fruit dissemination. Consequently, Aegilops species occupy
a variety of primary and secondary habitats.

The distribution of the diploid species is as follows: three
species (Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata) are
distributed in the central part of the genus distribution area.
The remaining species of the Sitopsis section (Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. searsii, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. bicornis) grow
south of the center, and the species of section Comopyrum
(Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata) are found west of the
center, while Ae. tauschii is in the eastern part of the genus
distribution (Table 9.1). Several diploid species have a rel-
atively large distribution area (Ae. umbellulata, Ae. caudata
and Ae. tauschii). The distribution of Ae. tauschii is very
wide, due to its weediness and segetal growth habit (van
Slageren 1994). Another diploid, Ae. speltoides, has a
medium-sized distribution area, while others have smaller
ones (Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa). Ae. sharonensis is
endemic to the coastal plain of Israel and south Lebanon.
The pattern of the geographical distribution of the various
diploid species indicates that the genus already underwent
extensive differentiation in its early stages of development.

The allotetraploid species have, in general, a broader
distribution than the diploids (Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Feldman 1963; Kimber and Feldman 1987). Several allote-
traploids, Ae. neglecta, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae.
triuncialis, Ae. cylindrica and Ae. crassa, have a very broad
distribution, other allotetraploids, Ae. columnaris, Ae. ven-
tricosa, Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, have an intermediate
distribution, while the hexaploid species, Ae. recta, Ae.
vavilovii, Ae. juvenalis, and hexaploid Ae. crassa, have a
somewhat more restricted distribution. The polyploids of the
U-genome group (section Aegilops) are distributed in the
central and western parts of the genus distribution (except
for Ae. triuncialis and Ae. columnaris, which extend to the
east, and Ae. kotschyi, which is found only in the south-east),
those of the D-genome group (section Vertebrata) are in the
eastern part (except for Ae. ventricosa, which is found in the
western part), and the allotetraploid species of section
Cylindropyrum, Ae. cylindrica, is distributed all over the
central and northern part (Table 9.1). In most cases, the

distribution of the allotetraploid species overlaps, completely
or partly, with that of their putative diploid parents.
Exception is Ae. ventricosa, which does not overlap with the
distribution of either of its parents, the N genome and the D
genome donors, namely, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. tauschii,
respectively. In some cases, the donor of one of the allote-
traploid subgenomes is unknown, e.g., the diploid donor of
the Xc subgenome to Ae. crassa, Ae. vavilovii and Ae.
juvenalis and the diploid donor of the Xn subgenome to Ae.
neglecta, Ae. recta and Ae. columnaris (Dvorak 1998).

The distribution areas of the allotetraploid species of the
U-genome group and of Ae. cylindrica from the D-genome
group, are larger than those of each of their diploid parents
(only that of Ae. columnaris and Ae. peregrina is equal or
somewhat smaller than that of Ae. umbellulata). The distri-
bution area of the allotetraploids and allohexaploids of the
D-genome group, is smaller than that of Ae. tauschii, the
D-genome donor. The distribution of Ae. ventricosa is larger
than that of the diploid donor of its second genome, N.

There is a large difference in morphological variation in
diploid versus tetraploids. While the diploids have clear-cut
boundaries or morphological discontinuities, the tetraploids
are characterized by blurred morphological boundaries. This
feature of the tetraploid species was already described by
Zhukovsky (1928) and Eig (1929a). Eig, in particular,
reported on overlapping variation ranges and presence of
intermediate linking forms between the various tetraploid
species.

There are also striking differences between the patterns of
geographical distribution and ecological affinities of the
diploids and allotetraploid species (Zohary and Feldman
1962; Feldman 1963). All the diploids are distributed either
in or around the center of the genus distribution area (except
for Ae. tauschii, which grows in the eastern part). They are
relatively restricted in their distribution (Table 9.1) and are
much more specialized than the tetraploids in their ecolog-
ical requirements, usually occupying well-defined habitats
with specific edaphic or climatic conditions. Some of the
diploids (Ae. tauschii, Ae. umbellulata, Ae. caudata and, to
some extent, Ae. speltoides) show wider ecological ampli-
tudes, which correlate with their weedy and segetal
tendency.

In contrast, the allotetraploids have a larger distribution
area and wider ecological amplitude than the diploids. Ae.
triuncialis, Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta, Ae. biuncialis and
Ae. cylindrica occupy large parts of the distribution area of
the genus. The tetraploids do not show the marked ecolog-
ical specificity of the diploids, as evidenced by their growth
in a very wide array of edaphic and climatic conditions.
Their weedy nature is reflected in the ability to rapidly and
efficiently colonize a variety of newly disturbed and sec-
ondary habitats. Undoubtedly, the expansion of agriculture
and the opening up of many segetal habitats (in cultivated
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areas), played a key role in the massive distribution of these
tetraploid species throughout the range of the genus.

Many tetraploid species are sympatric and tend to grow in
mixed stands, usually with several species in each popula-
tion (Feldman 1965a). However, in various parts of the
genus distribution, one tetraploid is the dominant species.
Ae. cylindrica is such a species in the northern part of the
genus distribution, Ae. triuncialis in the central and western
parts, Ae. peregrina in the southern part, Ae. kotschyi in the
southeastern part and Ae. crassa in the eastern part. This
interregional kind of vicarism reflects the ability of the
various tetraploids to adapt themselves to different climatic
conditions.

The diploid species tend to grow in separate habitats,
sometimes mixed with tetraploid species. The allote-
traploids, in sharp contrast, usually grow intermingled with
other tetraploid Aegilops species. In most of the localities
studied in Israel, Turkey and Greece, the tetraploid species
tend to form mixed populations (Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Feldman 1965a). This phenomenon is especially apparent in
Turkey, where many tetraploid species occur sympatrically.
There, it is possible to find mixed populations which consists
of five or even six tetraploid species (Ae. triuncialis, Ae.
biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. columnaris, Ae. geniculate and
Ae. cylindrica). In such mixed populations, each species
typically exhibits variation in morphological traits and rep-
resents by several lines which differ morphologically from
one another. The number of distinct morphological lines of
each species in a given mixed population is generally related
to the number of its individuals, with the most prominent
species also tending to be the most variable.

One may assume that the tendency of the allotetraploid
species to form polymorphic mixed populations consisting
of several species, increases the frequency of genetic contact
between them and facilitates interspecific hybridizations and
gene flow. Indeed, detailed analyses of several mixed pop-
ulations demonstrated that the intraspecific variation char-
acterizing each species was partly the result of introgression:
some of the lines of each species represented established
hybrid derivatives that differed from one another (Zohary
and Feldman 1962; Feldman 1965a).

In contrast to the broad distribution of the tetraploid
species, the distribution area of the hexaploid species of
Aegilops (Ae. vavilovii, Ae. juvenalis, Ae. recta and hex-
aploid Ae. crassa) is smaller than that of their tetraploid and
diploid parents. Only Ae. recta have a larger distribution area
than that of its diploid parent, Ae. uniaristata. In addition,
the ecological amplitudes of the hexaploids are much more
restricted than those of their ancestral tetraploids and even
than those of their diploid parents. They grow in a smaller
number of habitats and often only sporadically. The mor-
phological variation of the hexaploids is also relatively
limited.

According to van Slageren (1994), the genus Aegilops L.
is subdivided into the following five sections: Sitopsis (Jaub.
& Spach) Zhuk., Vertebrata Zhuk. emend. Kihara, Cylin-
dropyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk., Comopyrum (Jaub. &
Spach) Zhuk., and Aegilops.

9.3 Cytology and Cytogenetics

9.3.1 General Description

The species of Aegilops comprise an allopolyploid series
with diploids (2n = 2x = 14), allotetraploids (2n = 4x = 28)
and allohexaploids (2n = 6x = 42) (Kihara 1954). Genome
size (1C DNA amount) in the diploid species ranges from
4.84 pg in Ae. caudata to 7.52 pg in Ae. sharonensis, in the
tetraploid species, it ranges from 9.59 pg in Ae. cylindrica to
12.64 pg in Ae. kotschyi, and in the hexaploid species, from
16.22 pg in Ae. recta to 17.13 pg in Ae. vavilovii (Eilam
et al. 2007, 2008; Table 9.3). The karyotype of most species
is symmetric, with median or submedian centromeres, with
the exception of Ae. caudata, Ae. umbellulata, Ae. comosa,
Ae. uniaristata and allopolyploids containing subgenomes
that derived from these diploids and have an asymmetric
karyotype (Senyaninova-Korchagina 1932; Chennaveeraiah
1960). All species contain two chromosome pairs with a
satellite (SAT chromosomes), except for Ae. tauschii and Ae.
uniaristata that have only one satellite pair (Chennaveeraiah
1960). Several allopolyploid species contain the sum of the
SAT chromosomes of their diploid progenitors, but many
more exhibit a smaller number due to amphiplasty, i.e.,
nucleolar dominance (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

The satellite is a chromosome segment that is separated
from the rest of the chromosome by a constriction, called the
secondary constriction, whose region is active in nucleolus
formation and referred to as nucleolar organizer region
(NOR) (McClintock 1934). This NOR contains ribosomal
(rDNA) genes that code for the 18S-5.8S-26S (18S-26S).
Dubcovsky and Dvorak (1995b) and Badaeva et al. (1996b)
presented evidence showing that the major NOR loci are
located in homoeologous groups 1, 5, and 6 of the diploid
Aegilops species. Using in situ hybridization, additional
minor 18S-26S rDNA loci were detected in the genomes of
several diploid Aegilops species (Badaeva et al. 1996b).

The 5S rDNA loci have been mapped on chromosomes of
the diploid Aegilops species using in situ hybridization
(Appels et al. 1980; Castilho and Heslop-Harrison 1995;
Friebe et al. 1995c; Badaeva et al. 1996b). Each of the
diploid Aegilops species had either one or two 5S rDNA loci
on chromosomes of groups 1 and (or) 5 (Badaeva et al.
1996b), either located on the same chromosome arm as the
18S-26S rDNA loci, but unlinked to them, or on different
chromosomes (Dvorak et al. 1989; Badaeva et al. 1966b).
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The variation in chromosomal location and position of major
NORs and 5S rDNA loci and the number and distribution of
minor NOR loci are characteristic for each diploid species
(Badaeva et al. 1996b). The rDNA and the 5S rDNA loci are
mobile (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995b).

Among the species of section Sitopsis, Aegilops longis-
sima, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis have
major NOR loci on chromosomes of groups 5 and 6 and a
variable number of minor loci on chromosomes of groups 1,
3, 5, and 6 (Badaeva et al. 1996b). The 5S rDNA loci were
observed on chromosomes of groups 1 and 5. On the other
hand, Ae. speltoides have a different distribution pattern of
NOR and 5S rDNA loci, similar to that of Amblyopyrum
muticum (Badaeva et al. 1996b). The major NOR loci are

located on chromosomes of groups 1 and 6 and only one 5S
rDNA locus was found on the short arm of chromosomes of
group 5. Likewise, the distribution of major NOR and 5S
rDNA loci in Ae. comosa was similar to that in Ae. spel-
toides (and in A. muticum), except that minor NOR loci were
observed in all seven chromosome pairs. The distribution
patterns of NOR and 5S rDNA loci in Ae. umbellulata and
Ae. caudata were identical; both loci were located on the
short arm of chromosomes of groups 1 and 5 (Gerlach et al.
1980; Miller et al. 1983). However, an additional pair of
NOR sites was observed in Ae. umbellulata (Badaeva et al.
1996b).

The distribution of NOR and 5S rDNA loci in Ae.
uniaristata and Ae. tauschii is distinct, with only one major

Table 9.3 Nuclear and
organellar genome, and genome
size of the species of Aegilops

Speciesa Genomeb Genome sizec

(Mean ± SD of 1C DNA
in pg)

Nuclear organellar

speltoides Taush SS S, G, G2 5.81 ± 0.123

bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. & Spach SbSb Sb 6.84 ± 0.097

longissima Schweinf. & Muscl SlSl Sl2 7.48 ± 0.082

sharonensis Eig SshSsh Sl 7.52 ± 1.000

searsii Feldman & kislev ex Hammer SsSs Sv 6.65 ± 0.091

tauschii Coss DD D 5.17 ± 0.087

ventricosa Tausch DDNN D 10.64

crassa Boiss DcDcXcXc;
DcDcXcXcDD

D2 10.86; 15.90d

Vavilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav DcDcXcXcSsSs D2 17.13 ± 0.139

juvenalis (Thell.) Eig DcDcXcXcUU D2
–

caudata L CC C 4.84 ± 0.089

cylindrica Host DDCC D 9.59

comosa Sm. In Sibth. & Sm MM M, Mh 5.53 ± 0.052

uniaristata Vis NN N 5.82 ± 0.105

umbellulata Zhuk UU U 5.38 ± 0.073

geniculata Roth MoMoUU Mo 10.29 ± 0.008

biuncialis Vis UUMbMb U 10.37 ± 0.037

columnaris Zhuk UUXnXn U’ 10.86

neglecta Req. ex Bertol UUXnXn U 10.64 ± 0.404

recta UUXnXnNN U 16.22

kotschyi Boiss SvSvUU Sv 12.64 ± 0.183

peregrina (Hack. In J. Fraser) Maire &
Weiller

SvSvUU Sv 12.52 ± 0.181

triuncialis L UUCC; CCUU U, C2 9.93 ± 0.041
a Species according to van Slageren (1994)
b Nuclear genome designations according to Dvorak (1998), and Badaeva et al. (2004); the genome of the
maternal parent in the allopolyploids is given first; organellar genome designation according to Wang et al.
(1997), Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988), and Tsunewaki (2009); Xn genome is not homologous to any diploid
genome; its origin is currently unknown; Xc genome corresponds to that of an extinct ancestor of section
Sitopsis (designated Ssit)
c Genome size from Eilam et al. (2007, 2008)
d Genome size of Ae. crassa 6x from Naghavi et al. (2013)
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NOR locus in the short arm of chromosome 5N and 5D,
respectively, and several minor NORs on the short and long
arms of chromosomes 1, 6 and 7 in Ae. uniaristata, and on
the long arm of chromosome 7 in Ae. tauschii (Badaeva et al.
1996b). Two 5S rDNA loci exist in both species—one in the
long arm of chromosomes of group 1 and the other in the
short arm of chromosomes of group 5 of Ae. uniaristata. In
Ae. tauschii, these two loci are located on the short arm of
chromosomes of groups 1 and 5. This mode of distribution
of the two 5S rDNA loci is similar in most other diploid
Aegilops species (Badaeva et al. 1996b).

In many Aegilops allopolyploid species, the rDNA genes
of one parental set are transcribed, while most or all of the
rDNA genes inherited from the other parent are silent or
absent, a phenomenon known as a nucleolar dominance
(Navashin 1928, 1934; Pikaard 1999, 2000). Nucleolar
dominance occurs in almost all allopolyploid species of
Aegilops (Cermeño et al. 1984b; Feldman et al. 2012). In the
allopolyploid species containing the U subgenome of Ae.
umbellulata, the U genome completely suppresses the NOR
activity of the M, S and D subgenomes of the allopolyploids
(Cermeño et al. 1984b).

Since most chromosomes of Aegilops species are mor-
phologically indistinguishable from one another at mitotic
metaphase, several methods were developed to identify
individual chromosomes, for studying chromosome structure
and organization and for genome analysis. Two widely used
methods are C-banding and fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH). The C-banding technique detects heterochromatic
regions of the chromosomes, whose distribution can be
chromosome- and species-specific. The C-banding patterns of
chromosomes at mitotic metaphase were studied in all
diploids (Teho and Hutchinson 1983; Teho et al. 1983; Friebe
et al. 1992a, 1993, 1995a; Badaeva et al. 1996a, b) and
polyploid species (Badaeva et al. 2002, 2004, 2011) of
Aegilops. Chromosomes of all species show a distinctive and
characteristic C-banding pattern, enabling the identification of
their individual chromosomes. The results of the above-
mentioned studies indicated that the total amount and the type
of distribution of the heterochromatic regions in chromo-
somes were species-specific. In addition to differences in
chromosome morphology (Chennaveeraiah 1960), kary-
otypes of all species could be distinguished by the distribution
of heterochromatic regions in all their chromosomes.

The FISH method exploits repetitive DNA sequences,
e.g., probe pSc119 isolated by Bedbrook et al. (1980) from
the genome of Secale cereale, or probe pAs1 isolated by
Rayburn and Gill (1986) from Aegilops tauschii. This
method facilitates the precise location of such sequences on
chromosomes may be chromosome-, species-, and probe-
specific (Jiang and Gill 2006). A comparative analysis of
in situ hybridization with the highly repetitive DNA

sequences pSc119 and pAs1 in all the diploid Aegilops
species confirmed significant differentiation of their genomes
(Badaeva et al. 1996a). In addition to interspecific differ-
ences, significant intraspecific polymorphism was also
detected in the distribution of repetitive DNA sequences
(Badaeva et al. 1996a).

9.3.2 Structure and Distribution of Repetitious
DNA

The genomes of diploid and allopolyploid Aegilops species
are very large (Eilam et al. 2007, 2008; Table 9.3), and are
comprised of about 85–90% repeated nucleotide sequences
(Flavell et al. 1979), most of them being transposable ele-
ments (TEs), primarily families of retrotransposons (Li et al.
2004; Wicker and Buell 2009; Yaakov et al. 2013; Senerchia
et al. 2013; Jia et al. 2013). TEs have the potential to affect
genome structure, function and size through transposition
(Bennetzen 2005; Slotkin and Martienssen 2007; Fedoroff
2012) and, so, differential proliferation of TEs is considered
to be one of the main driving forces of genome size variation
in the Triticeae (Charles et al. 2008). It is therefore likely
that the large differences in genome size between the various
Aegilops species (Eilam et al. 2007, 2008; Table 9.3),
derived from differential proliferation of TEs that were
active during the speciation processes of these species and
that they played an important role in their genomic evolution
(Yaakov et al. 2013).

Middleton et al. (2013) found that the abundance of
several TE families significantly differs between the Trit-
iceae species, indicating that TE families can thrive extre-
mely successfully in one species while going virtually
extinct in another. In this regard, Senerchia et al. (2013)
found that ancestral TE families followed independent
evolutionary trajectories in several Aegilops species, high-
lighting the evolution of TE populations as a key factor of
genome differentiation. Already in 1979, Flavell et al. (1979)
showed that DNA of different Aegilops species hybridized to
differing extents with a repetitive probe that derived from Ae.
speltoides. These results are consistent with the hypothesis
that speciation has been accompanied by quantitative chan-
ges in the repeated sequence complements of genomes
(Flavell et al. 1979).

Badaeva et al. (1996a), using in situ hybridization with
two highly repetitive DNA sequences, pSc119 from Secale
cereale (Bedbrook et al. 1980) and pAs1 from Ae. tauschii
(Rayburn and Gill 1986), studied genome differentiation in
all diploid Aegilops species. While chromosomes of all the
diploid species hybridized with the pSc119 probe, the level
of hybridization and labeling patterns differed among gen-
omes. Only three species, Ae. tauschii, Ae. comosa, and Ae.
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uniaristata, showed distinct hybridization with pAs1. The
labeling patterns were species-and chromosome-specific,
confirming significant differentiation of their genomes.

Similar conclusion was reached by Yaakov et al. (2013),
who assessed the relative copy number of 16 TE families in
Aegilops species of section Sitopsis and in Ae. tauschii. They
reported on a wide variation and genome-specificity of TEs
in these species. Likewise, Senerchia et al. (2013) investi-
gated genome restructuring and assessed the evolutionary
trajectories of 17 long-terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposon
families after allopolyploidization events. Comparisons
between these retrotransposons of the diploid progenitors
and the allopolyploids highlighted the proliferation of sev-
eral TE families and the predominant sequence deletion in
others, indicating species-specific and TE-specific evolu-
tionary trajectories following allopolyploidy.

9.3.3 Gametocidal Chromosomes in the Genus
Aegilops

9.3.3.1 Opening Remarks
During recurrent backcrossing to produce addition lines of
chromosomes from several Aegilops species to common
wheat and during recurrent backcrossing to produce allo-
plasmic lines of wheat containing cytoplasm of Aegilops
species substituting the wheat cytoplasm, it was found that
certain alien chromosomes from a number of Aegilops spe-
cies were preferentially transmitted to the offspring (Endo
2007, 2015). When introduced in a single dose to durum or
common wheat, as in F1 hybrids, in backcrossed progeny to
wheat, in monosomic addition or monosomic substitution,
these chromosomes, ensured their endurance in wheat by
inducing severe chromosomal breakage in gametes lacking
them, thus, causing their abortion and consequently, leading
to their preferential transmission to the offspring of gametes
possessing the gametocidal chromosome (Endo 1982, 1985,
1990; Maan 1975; Finch et al. 1984). In consequence, a
severe reduction in the fertility of both sexes in wheat plants
having a monosomic addition or substitution of one of the
gametocidal chromosomes was observed (Endo 1985). Self-
pollination of lines carrying such a chromosome yields off-
spring predominantly bearing a disomic addition or disomic
substitution, and restored fertility. These Aegilops chromo-
somes are termed gametocidal (Gc) chromosomes (Endo
1979, 1982, 2007) or “cuckoo” chromosomes (Miller et al.
1982), and the genes that are responsible for the gametocidal
action are called Gc genes (Endo 1982). Using FISH with a
probe of a repetitive DNA sequence that marks the Game-
tocidal (Gc) gene, Friebe et al. (2003) directly demonstrated
that chromosome breakage in pollen mitosis occurred only
in gametes lacking this gene. The Gc chromosomes derived

from different Aegilops genomes (C, S, Ssh, Sl and Mo) and
belong to four different homoeologous groups: 2, 3, 4, and 6
(Endo 2007, 2015). Currently known species possessing
gametocidal chromosomes are: Ae. sharonensis (genome
SshSsh) (Maan 1975; Miller et al. 1982; Tsunewaki and
Tsujimoto 1983; Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985b; Endo
1990, 2007, 2015), Ae. longissima (genome SlSl) (Maan
1975; Endo 1990), Ae. speltoides (genome SS) (Tsujimoto
and Tsunewaki 1984, 1988), Ae. caudata (genome CC)
(Endo and Katayama 1978; Endo 1985), Ae. triuncialis
(genome CCUU) (Endo and Tsunewaki 1975), Ae. cylin-
drica (genome CCDD) (Endo 1979) and Ae. geniculata
(genome UUMoMo) (Friebe et al. 1999).

The Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima Gc chromosomes
were first discovered by Maan (1975). Three such chromo-
somes were identified in different Ae. sharonensis acces-
sions, (1) by Endo 1982, (2) by Miller et al. 1982, and (3) by
Maan 1975, and two such chromosomes in different Ae.
longissima accessions, (1) by Maan 1975, and (2) by
Panayotov, cited in Endo (1985). The cytological features,
homoeology and interrelation of the different Gc chromo-
somes were studied (Endo 1985). One of the sharonensis Gc
chromosomes (no. 1) and one of the longissima Gc chro-
mosomes (no. 2) have the same gametocidal action, and both
have an N-banding pattern that resembles that of wheat
chromosome 2B, and thus, are homoeologous to wheat
group 2, and successfully substitute for any wheat chromo-
some of wheat homoeologous group 2. The other two
sharonensis Gc chromosomes (nos. 2 and 3) and the
longissima Gc chromosome (no. 1) are homoeologous to
wheat group 4 (Miller et al. 1982), and exhibit relatively
similar N-banding patterns. The group 4 chromosomes
showing the same gametocidal action, all showed an
N-banding pattern rather similar to that of wheat chromo-
some 4A. Dvorak (1983) presented the similarity between
the C-banding pattern of the sharonensis Gc chromosome
(no. 2) and wheat chromosome 4A, as evidence supporting
his view that chromosome 4A of T. aestivum was con-
tributed by a species of the section Sitopsis and, conse-
quently, belongs to the B genome. The gametocidal
chromosomes of group 2 were designated Gc1 and those of
group 4 designated Gc2 (Endo 1985, 2007).

Two Gc genes, derived from two different strains, were
found in Ae. speltoides (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1984,
1988). These two genes are allelic, located on the Gc
chromosome 2S, which is homoeologous to wheat group 2,
and consequently, designated Gc1a and Gc1b (Tsujimoto
and Tsunewaki 1984, 1988). The two alleles when present in
monosomic addition of the Gc chromosome, differ in their
ability to induce damage to the offspring of plants lacking
the Gc chromosome; Gcla causes endosperm degeneration
and chromosome aberrations, whereas Gclb results in
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abnormal seed lacking the shoot primordium. No correlation
between embryo or endosperm degeneration and chromo-
some breakage was observed (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki
1984, 1988).

The Gc chromosomes of Ae. caudata and Ae. triuncialis
are homoeologous to wheat chromosomes of group 3 (Endo
and Tsunewaki 1975). The morphology, pairing homology,
selective gametocidality, and effects on plant growth of
gametocidal chromosomes of natural and of synthetic Ae.
triuncialis are almost the same as those of Ae. caudata (Endo
1979). On the other hand, the Ae. cylindrica Gc chromosome
is homoeologous to group 2 (Endo 1979). It differs from the
Gc chromosomes of Ae. triuncialis and Ae. caudata in its
characteristic appearance and many aborted seeds. In addi-
tion, the centromere of the cylindrica Gc chromosome is not
so extremely subterminal as that of the caudata and triun-
cialis Gc chromosome, and the selective gametocidal action
of the cylindrica Gc chromosome is not effective in the types
of common wheat where the caudata and triuncialis chro-
mosomes exert their gametocidal effect. In respect of the
selective gametocidal chromosome, therefore, the C genome
of Ae. cylindrica is farther differentiated than that of Ae.
caudata and of Ae. triuncialis.

Chromosome 4Mo, which is homoeologous to wheat
group 4 chromosomes, is the Gc chromosome of Ae.
geniculata (Kynast et al. 2000). When transferred to cv.
Chinese Spring of bread wheat as a monosomic addition, it
induces chromosome breakage and anaphase bridges at
anaphase and telophase of the first and second pollen
mitosis. Gc-induced multicentric and ring chromosomes,
among other chromosomal aberrations, can be transmitted to
the offspring and initiate breakage-fusion-bridge cycles in
dividing root tip meristem cells of the derived sporophytes.

9.3.3.2 Interaction Between Gametocidal (Gc)
Genes

In double monosomic additions of common wheat with the
gametocidal chromosomes of Ae. sharonensis, 2Ssh and
4Ssh, only gametes carrying the alien chromosome 4Ssh were
functional. Hence, there are two types of gametocidal
chromosomes in Ae. sharonensis, with the 2Ssh chromosome
being weaker than the 4Ssh (Endo 1985).

When observing double monosomic addition lines
derived from three different Gc chromosomes, Endo (1982)
found that the Gc gene of Ae. triuncialis does not interact
with the Gc gene of Ae. longissima or Ae. sharonensis. In
addition, he found that the activity of the Gc gene of Ae.
longissima dominated over that of Ae. sharonensis. Endo
(1985) further reported that Gc genes located on chromo-
some 4Sl of Ae. longissima or 4sh of Ae. sharonensis are
epistatic to those on chromosome 2Sl, irrespective of spe-
cies. Hence, the Gc chromosomes derived from Ae. triun-
cialis, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima were found to

differ in gametocidal action, as well as in morphology and
homoeology (Endo 1982). The mode of action of the Gc
genes of Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. speltoides
differs from that of Gc genes in Ae. triuncialis and Ae.
cylindrica (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985b; Tsujimoto and
Noda 1989; Endo 1988b).

Using plants with two different Gc genes, Tsujimoto
(1995) investigated the functional relationship between six
Gc genes and concluded that there are three functional
groups. The first group included Gc genes located on the
chromosomes of homoeologous group 2; the Gc1 genes of
Ae. speltoides showed similar function to those on chro-
mosome 2Ssh of Ae. sharonensis. The second group included
the Gc genes on chromosomes 4Ssh of Ae. sharonensis and
4Sl of Ae. longissima, i.e., the Gc2 genes. These genes were
epistatic to the Gc1 genes in the first group in terms of
gamete abortion and preferential transmission, as indicated
by Endo (1985). Although, by themselves, the Gc genes in
the first group only cause chromosome breakage at a low
frequency (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985b; Tsujimoto and
Noda 1989), they highly enhance breakage by Gc genes of
the second group. Conversely, the Gc genes in the second
group may enhance breakage induced by those in the first
group.

The third group included the Gc gene on chromosome 3C
of Ae. triuncialis, proved to have activity independent of that
of the Gc genes of the first or second group. The function of
the triuncialis Gc gene is suppressed by an inhibitor, Igc1,
located on chromosome 3B of some common wheat lines.
Based on the interactions between the different Gc genes,
Tsujimoto (1995) proposed re-designation of the gene
symbols following the rules for gene symbolization in wheat
(McIntosh 1988). Tsujimoto (1995) proposed the name Gc1
for the Gc genes in the first group, Gc2 for the Gc genes in
the second group, and Gc3 for the Gc genes in the third
group, with each designation followed by the name of the
genome carrying the gene. The relationship between these
Gc genes and those on chromosome 2C of Ae cylindrica,
chromosome 4Mo of Ae. geniculata and chromosome 6S of
Ae. speltoides has not yet been examined.

9.3.3.3 Mode of Action of Gc Genes
The explanation to the phenomenon of differential trans-
mission of Gc chromosomes in monosomic additions or
disomic substitutions of Aegilops Gc chromosomes to
common wheat, is that meiospores (microspores and
megaspores) with the alien chromosome develop into normal
gametophytes, while meiospores lacking the alien chromo-
some exhibit a wide range of chromosome and chromatid
aberrations at first gametophytic mitosis (Endo 2015, and
reference therein). This would explain the partial male and
female sterility in the monosomic addition or substitution
lines. Hence, Gc genes have a dual function, i.e., to induce
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chromosomal mutations in gametes that lack them and to
suppress such mutations in gametes that carry them. Indeed,
Endo (1990) and Tsujimoto (2006) hypothesized that two
genetic factors are associated with the preferential trans-
mission of the Gc chromosome, the breaker (GcB) that
induces chromosome breakage, and the inhibitor that pre-
vents chromosome breakage. Chromosome aberrations do
not occur in gametes carrying both elements, as the inhibitor
neutralizes the gametocidal action. This hypothesis is sup-
ported by the discovery of, Igc1, an inhibitor of the Gc of Ae.
cylindrica on 2C (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985a), and by
the isolation of a knockout mutation of the breaker gene of
the Gc of Ae. sharonensis on 4Ssh, which renders the
breakage function ineffective, while having no influence on
the latter inhibition function (Friebe et al. 2003). The Ae.
sharonensis 4Ssh breaker element (Gc1B) has been mapped,
by C-banding, to the distal end of the long arm of chro-
mosome 4Ssh (Endo 2007). Knight et al. (2015) confirmed
this reported location and more specifically defined its
location in a region proximal to the sub-telomeric hete-
rochromatin of this chromosome arm. However, the
molecular mechanism of the effect of the GcB has not yet
been elucidated (Tsujimoto 2006).

It is not known if Gc genes are functional in their species
of origin, i.e., in intraspecific hybridization between lines
bearing and those lacking Gc chromosomes, nor in inter-
specific hybrids between various diploid and allopolyploid
Aegilops species bearing with those lacking Gc chromo-
somes. Also, it is not known if some lines of diploid Aegi-
lops and Triticum species possess a gene(s) that suppresses
the function of the GcB gene.

9.3.3.4 Modification of Gc Action
The Gc genes action varies, depending on the common
wheat cultivar into which a GC chromosome is introduced
(Endo 1988b). Chromosome 2C of Ae. cylindrica, for
instance, has complete Gc action and is therefore exclusively
transmitted to progeny in the common wheat cultivar Jones
Fife (JF), whereas its Gc action becomes incomplete in the
common wheat cultivar Chinese Spring (CS), where chro-
mosome 2C is lost in part of the progeny (Endo 1988a).
Chromosome 3C of Ae. triuncialis has severe Gc action in
CS and some other common wheat cultivars, but it displays
almost no Gc action in Norin 26 (N26), which possesses the
Igc1 Gc-inhibitor gene on chromosome 3B (Tsujimoto and
Tsunewaki 1985a). In both cases of incomplete Gc action,
semi-lethal chromosomal mutations occur in gametes lack-
ing the Gc chromosome, and structurally rearranged chro-
mosomes are transmitted to the progeny.

Endo (1978) described evidence for the existence of
suppressor(s) of Gc genes in certain cultivars of common
wheat. He reported that monosomic addition of Gc

chromosome 3C of Ae. triuncialis correlated with male and
female semi-sterility in the genetic backgrounds of the
common wheat cultivars JF and CS, whereas semi-sterility
did not appear in the background of cultivar N26. Chro-
mosome 3C was preferentially transmitted to the next gen-
eration of both sides in JF but only of the female side in CS.
Although Endo (1978) did not mention preferential trans-
mission of Gc chromosome 3C in N26, recovery of fertility
in the background of this cultivar indicated that gametes
lacking chromosome 3C were also normally transmitted.

Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki (1985a) analyzed the genetic
factor in N26 that suppresses the Gc action of Ae. triuncialis
chromosome 3C. They crossed the disomic addition line of
Chinese Spring carrying chromosome 3C (21ʺw + 1ʺae)
with the F1 progeny of the hybrid Chinese Spring � N26. In
the resultant monosomic addition lines, fertile and
semi-sterile plants segregated 1:1, indicating that a dominant
suppressor gene, termed Igc1, inhibits the action of the Gc
gene on chromosome 3C. By monosomic analysis Tsujimoto
and Tsunewaki (1985a) localized Igc1 to chromosome 3B of
N26. The facts that both the Gc1 gene and its suppressor are
located on chromosomes of the same homoeologous group,
may indicate relationships between these two genetic factors,
i.e., that Igc1 is an antimorph allele of a Gc gene, acting
antagonistically to the triuncialis Gc1 gene. Since Igc1
exists only in a number of common wheat cultivars (see
below), it is reasonable to assume that it did not derive from
the diploid donor of the B genome, but rather, evolved at the
polyploid level to counteract the action of Gc genes.

In the JF genetic background, both male and female
gametes without chromosome 3C were abortive, whereas in
the CS background, pollen without the Gc chromosome
functioned and transmitted to the progeny (Tsujimoto and
Tsunewaki 1985a). This result suggests the existence of an
incomplete suppression in the CS background. In addition, no
suppressors for the Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, or Ae.
speltoides Gc chromosome actions were discovered among
the hundreds of common wheat cultivars tested so far (Tsuji-
moto, unpublished, cited in Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1985a).

Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki (1985a) and Tsujimoto and
Tsunewaki (1988) studied the distribution of the inhibitor
gene, Igc1, by crossing many cultivars of common wheat
with CS following a disomic addition of Ae. triuncialis
chromosome 3C, and classifying them into Igc1 carriers and
non-carriers, based on the seed fertility of the F1 progeny.
They found that the Igc1 gene exists in Japanese and East
and Southwest China cultivars but not in American, African,
and Asiatic cultivars. Interestingly, cultivar CS, originally
from the Sichuan Basin in China (Yen et al. 1988), is an Igc1
non-carrier in spite of the fact that most Sichuan landraces
are carriers. The Japanese cultivar Norin 10, which was used
as the source of the semi-dwarf genes Rht1 and Rht2 in
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modern wheat breeding, carries Igc1, but the suppressor
gene did not pass into the high-yielding cultivars containing
these dwarfing genes.

Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki (1985b) made note of the fact
that the phenomena associated with Gc genes in wheat are
similar to those observed in association with hybrid dysge-
nesis in the fruit fly, Drosophila. These include sterility,
lethality, mutation, chromosome breakage, male recombi-
nation and segregation distortion, all of which appeared only
in the F1 progeny of a cross between P or I lines of Dro-
sophila males and M or R strain females (Crow 1983;
Bregliano and Kidwell 1983). Later, Tsujimoto and Noda
(1989) noted the similarity between the nature of Gc genes
and the restriction-modification systems found in many
bacteria. In bacteria, a restriction endonuclease in the host
cuts alien DNA at or around a particular base sequence. The
host DNA, by contrast, is protected from digestion by
methylation. This restriction-modification system provides a
mechanism that could explain chromosome breakage in
gametogenesis and in zygotic cells in wheat (Tsujimoto and
Tsunewaki 1985b). Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki (1985b) pro-
posed a model for Gc action in which a Gc gene produces
both a restriction enzyme (RE) and a modification enzyme
(ME), e.g., a methylase. The RE cleaves the specific
restriction sites that it recognizes. But, when these sites are
protected by DNA methylation, caused by the ME, the RE
cannot cleave them. This would be the case in homozygotes
for the Gc gene, where no chromosome breakage occurs in
any gametes. If ME function is incomplete and cannot
protect all of the restriction sites, chromosome breakage may
appear at some frequency in all gametes, regardless of
presence of the Gc genes.

In plants hemizygotic for a Gc gene, haploid cells without
the Gc gene are generated after meiosis. Since DNA repli-
cation occurs prior to the first mitotic division in the
gametogenesis, cells lacking the Gc gene and therefore, the
ME, will not contain modified restriction sites on one of the
strands of the replicated DNA. If the RE remains in the cell
longer than the ME, or if RE can be supplied by other cells
(for example, egg or pollen mother cells), the unmodified
restriction sites are broken by the RE. In the following
mitosis, unmodified DNA is broken in the same manner.
Thus, the gametes without Gc become abortive.

Interestingly, de las Heras et al. (2001) observed that
treatment of plants carrying the Ae. sharonensis Gc gene,
with the hypomethylation agent 5-azacytidine, induced
chromosome breakage in root tip cells. This result supports
that the process of chromosome breakage in early seed
development was repressed by DNA methylation.

9.3.3.5 Evolutionary Significance of Gc Genes
At the diploid level, Gc genes can restrict intraspecific gene
exchange between two different populations that possess

non-compensating Gc genes (Endo 2015). If these Gc genes
are alleles, located on homologous chromosomes, the
intraspecific hybrid between these two populations will be
completely sterile, as all gametes will include one of these
incompatible Gc alleles. If the two different Gc genes are on
non-homologous chromosomes, one-fourth of the gametes
produced by the hybrid will be fertile. Thus, sexual isolation
will be established within a species between two populations
that easily cross-fertilize. As a result, the two populations
can develop independent of one another and gradually
diverge to two different species. Similarly, two closely
related species can be sexually isolated and undergo inde-
pendent evolutionary development.

An example of sexual isolation within a species is seen in
hybrids between two allopatric accessions of Ae. caudata,
which have normal meiotic chromosomal pairing, but pro-
duce completely sterile pollen (Ohta 1992). This sterility
might be explained as the result of the occurrence of two
different alleles at the Gc loci on homologous chromosomes
of the allopatric accessions.

While all studied accessions of Ae. sharonensis possess
gametocidal chromosomes, several lines of Ae. longissima
do not and, therefore, addition and substitution lines of
chromosomes of these lines were produced in common
wheat. Feldman (1975) used Ae. longissima line TL01, from
Revivim, central Negev, Israel, as a source for successful
production of six different addition lines to common wheat
cv. CS. A second complete set of disomic chromosome
addition lines was successfully obtained by NA Tuleen
(described in Friebe et al. 1993), by crossing Ae. longissima
line 4 (an accession collected by G. Hart in Israel, and which
is different from TL01), with common wheat cv. CS. Thus,
two different lines of Ae. longissima do not possess game-
tocidal chromosomes. Several lines of Ae. speltoides also
lack a gametocidal chromosome (Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki
1984), as also evident by the successful production of a
complete series of seven alien addition lines with a
low-pairing accession (Friebe et al. 2000).

To date, gametocidal chromosomes have not been found,
neither in common wheat nor in the allotetraploids Ae.
peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, which contain the Sl subgenome
that derived from Ae. longissima. This can be the result of
elimination or suppression of the gene(s) causing the
gametocidal action during the evolution of the allopolyploid
species. Alternatively, these genomes derived from acces-
sions lacking gametocidal chromosomes. The Gc genes of
the C and Mo genomes in the allopolyploids Ae. cylindrica,
Ae. triuncialis and Ae. geniculata, respectively, induce mild,
or semi-lethal, chromosome mutations in alien addition lines
of common wheat (Endo 2007). The weak or complete
absence of Gc gene activity in allopolyploid species, in
contrast to their strong effect in diploid species, suggests that
allowance of interspecific hybridization and gene exchange
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in allopolyploids has a great evolutionary advantage (Zohary
and Feldman 1962). This is in contrast to the situation at the
diploid level, where restriction of interspecific gene
exchange provides an evolutionary advantage.

The presence of incomplete Gc action of some gameto-
cidal genes suggests that the Gc system might also be
involved in the evolution of the karyotype in the genus
Aegilops (Endo 2015). Incomplete Gc action induces chro-
mosomal rearrangements in hybrids heterozygous for a Gc
gene, and gametes with rearranged chromosomes will sur-
vive and self-fertilize. The karyotype of the selfed progeny
will stabilize when the Gc gene becomes homozygous, and
some well-balanced karyotypes might be established in
separate populations.

9.3.3.6 Use of Gc Genes in the Production
of Deletion and Dissection Lines

The Gc genes of the C and Mo subgenomes in from allote-
traploid Aegilops induce only mild, or semi-lethal, chro-
mosome mutations in alien addition lines of common wheat.
Consequently, induced chromosomal rearrangements have
been identified and established in wheat stocks carrying
deletions of wheat and alien chromosomes or wheat-alien
translocations. Thus, gametocidal chromosomes may serve
as a tool to produce cytogenetic stocks for cytogenetic
manipulations (Endo 2007).

Monosomic addition of Ae. cylindrica chromosome 2C
showed preferential transmission of 2C in the background of
the common wheat cultivar JF but not in the background of
CS (Endo 1979, 1988a). The disappearance of Gc action in
CS is similar to the case of the Ae. triuncialis chromosome
3C in the background of cultivar N26 (Tsujimoto and Tsu-
newaki 1985a). Chromosome aberrations caused by chro-
mosome 2C appeared most often in offspring without the
alien chromosome. Endo (1988a) suggested that when the
gametocidal action is mild, gametophytes without the alien
chromosome are fertilized, suffer slight chromosome dam-
age, and develop into plants with chromosome aberrations.

Tsujimoto et al. (1990) observed chromosome fragments,
bridges and micronuclei in the first and the second pollen
mitoses of monosomic 3C addition to CS and Nasuda et al.
(1998) observed similar chromosome aberrations in mono-
somic 2C addition to CS. The breakpoints of the chromo-
some aberrations do not appear to be distributed randomly in
wheat chromosomes and may be restricted to specific
chromosome structures or DNA sequences (Endo and Gill
1996). In their effort to produce a large-scale collection of
1B deletion chromosomes, Tsujimoto et al. (2001) recog-
nized breakage ‘hot spots’. However, the distribution pattern
of the breakage hot spots in the studies of Endo and Gill
(1996) and Tsujimoto et al. (2001) did not coincide with
each other, despite the fact that both studies used the same
Gc gene (Tsujimoto et al. 2001; Friebe et al. 2001). The

broken end gradually acquired repetitive telomere sequen-
ces, indicating that incomplete (or perhaps undetected)
telomere sequences were sufficient to heal the broken ends
(Tsujimoto 1993). Using the telomere sequence as a primer
for PCR, the DNA sequences at the broken ends were
amplified and then analyzed. However, no specific sequen-
ces were identified (Tsujimoto et al. 1997, 1999).

The abnormal chromosomes induced by the Gc gene of
Ae. triuncialis or Ae. cylindrica can be transmitted to the
next generation. Because the breakage only occurs in the
gametes without the Gc chromosome in monosomic addition
lines, the offspring with a chromosome deletion in the next
generation were stable and did not induce additional chro-
mosome aberrations. Thus, these deletion lines were useful
for mapping and were maintained as the standard for map-
ping genes to specific chromosome regions in common
wheat (Endo and Gill 1996; Tsujimoto et al. 2001).

Using mostly chromosome 2C of Ae. cylindrica, Endo
and Gill (1996) produced approximately 350 homozygous
deletion lines of CS wheat that contain deletions of various
size in specific chromosomes. These lines are useful in
cytologic mapping (deletion mapping) of genes and espe-
cially of DNA markers to the missing chromosomal regions
(Werner et al. 1992; Qi et al. 2004). Most of the CS deletion
lines, together with the Gc chromosomes, are available at
NBRP-wheat website (http://www.shigen.nig.sc.jp/wheat/
komugi/strains/aboutNbrpL.gku.jsp).

In addition, the Gc genes can be usefully applied to
induce translocations between alien chromosomes intro-
duced into common wheat and wheat chromosomes. This is
of particular relevance in the case of alien chromosomes
from species distantly related to wheat, and which show little
tendency to undergo homoeologous recombination with
wheat chromosomes, even under genetically permissive
conditions (Endo 2015). As an example, the Ae. cylindrica
Gc chromosome 2C was introduced into CS wheat having all
barley chromosomes as disomic addition lines, except for 1H
(Shi and Endo 1997). Chromosomal rearrangements were
induced by the 2C gametocidal system for each barley
chromosome, including 2H (Joshi et al. 2011), 3H (Sakai
et al. 2009), 4H (Sakata et al. 2010), 5H (Ashida et al. 2007),
6H (Ishihara et al. 2014) and 7H (Schubert et al. 1998;
Serizawa et al. 2001; Masoudi-Nejad et al. 2005; Nasuda
et al. 2005). The Gc system was similarly proven to be
effective in inducing structural rearrangements in rye chro-
mosome 1R introduced into common wheat (Endo et al.
1994; Masoudi-Nejad et al. 2002; Gyawali et al. 2009, 2010;
Li et al. 2013). Since both terminal deletions and wheat-alien
translocations enable cytological mapping of alien chromo-
somes, Endo (2015) has been developing many common
wheat lines carrying deletions and translocations of alien
chromosomes, collectively named “dissection lines”. Com-
parative studies of cytological and genetic maps obtained in
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the above studies revealed that crossing-over is generally
more frequent in the distal region than in the proximal region
for all the wheat, barley and rye chromosomes that were
analyzed.

9.4 Section Sitopsis (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk.

9.4.1 General Description

Section Sitopsis (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk. [Syn.: subgen.
Sitopsis Jaub. & Spach; sect. Platystchys Eig; Triticum L.
sect. Sitopsis (Jaub. & Spach) Chennav.; Sitopsis (Jaub. &
Spach) Á. Löve] is characterized by long spikes, of lengths
that are at least 20 times their width, with either two-rowed,
lemmas of lateral spikelets are awned and disarticulating
wedge-type (Ae. speltoides var. ligustica, Ae. bicornis, Ae.
sharonensis), or with one-rowed, only lemmas of apical
spikelets with awns, disarticulating as one unit, umbrella type
(Ae. speltoides var. speltoides and Ae. searsii disarticulate
above a basal rudimentary spikelet and Ae. longissima above
several fertile spikelets that remain on the culm). Caryopsis is
adherent to lemma and palea or free (in Ae. searsii) (Fig. 9.1).

The Sitopsis species can be distinguished by their mor-
phology, and more easily by their specific habitat, climatic
adaptation or area of distribution. Zhukovsky (1928) inclu-
ded four species in section Sitopsis, while Eig (1929a)
recognized five, grouping them in two subsections, Truncata
and Emarginata. Subsection Truncata, containing one spe-
cies, Ae. speltoides Taush (Table 9.1), is characterized by
many-flowered spikelets and relatively short glumes (about
half the length of the florets), terminating in a thick margin,

with or without a small tooth on one side. Species of this
subsection are found in the central, eastern and northern
parts of the Sitopsis distribution area and grow on heavy and
moist soils. According to Eig (1929a), subsection Truncata
includes two species, namely, Ae. speltoides Tausch and Ae.
ligustica (Savigny) Cosson. Yet, Sears (1941b) and Kihara
(1954), based on cytogenetic studies, concluded that Ae.
ligustica should be included in Ae. speltoides. Zohary and
Imber (1963) supported this conclusion by presenting
genetic evidence indicating that Ae. speltoides and Ae.
ligustica are two genetic forms of the same species.
Molecular analysis by Goryunova et al. (2008) also sup-
ported this conclusion.

Subsection Emarginata is characterized by few-flowered
spikelets and relatively longer glumes than those of sub-
section Truncata, about 2/3 or more the length of the florets,
terminating generally in two teeth (occasionally 0–3), sep-
arated by an angle. The species of this subsection are found
in the central and southern parts of the distribution area of
the section, on light, sandy soils. Subsection Emarginata
includes four species: Ae. sharonensis Eig, Ae. longissima
Schweinf. et Muschl., Ae. bicornis (forssk.) Jaub. et Sp., and
Ae. searsii Feldman and Kislev ex Hammer (Table 9.1).
Based on chromosome pairing at meiosis of F1 hybrids
between Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima, Kihara (1954)
suggested including Ae. sharonensis in Ae. longissima. This
suggestion was accepted by several taxonomists and cyto-
geneticists (e.g., Bowden 1959; Morris and Sears 1967;
Mackey 1968). However, Ankori and Zohary (1962) and
Waines and Johnson (1972) were inclined to accept Eig’s
recognition of Ae. sharonensis as a separate species. Later
on, taxonomists (e. g., Hammer 1980; van Slageren 1994)

Fig. 9.1 Aegilops species of section Sitopsis; a A spike of Ae.
speltoides Tausch var. ligustica (Savign.) Fiori in Fiori & Paoletii; b A
spike of Ae. speltoides var. speltoides Tausch; c A spike of Ae. bicornis

(Forssk.) Jaub. & Spach; d A spike of Ae. sharonensis Eig; e A plant
and a spike of Ae. longissima Schweinf. & Muschl.; f A plant and a
spike of Ae. searsii Feldman and Kislev ex Hammer
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and cytogeneticists (e. g., Teoh and Hutchinson 1983; Yen
and Kimber 1990b) presented evidence justifying the
specific rank of Ae. sharonensis.

Aegilops searsii was described by Feldman and Kislev
(1977) as a taxon with unique habit and habitats, possessing
sufficient new characteristics to justify treating it as an
independent species. This new species, that was included in
subsection Emarginata, differs from the other members of
this subsection in morphological, eco-geographical and
karyotypic characteristics.

Mendlinger and Zohary (1995) assessed the extent and
structure of genetic variation in 21 populations covering the
five species of the Sitopsis section, by electrophoretically
analyzing water-soluble leaf proteins. All loci were poly-
morphic across the five species. Over 40% of the alleles
were found in all five species and only three rare alleles were
species-specific. Genetic diversity was high (D = 0.267),
with 51% of the total diversity contributed by within-
population diversity, 16% by diversity between populations
within a species and 33% by diversity between species. Ae.
speltoides was genetically distant from the other four spe-
cies. Ae. sharonensis was found to be equally close to Ae.
longissima and Ae. bicornis, whereas Ae. searsii was equally
distant from Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
bicornis.

Similar results were obtained by Giorgi et al. (2002) who
used restriction-fragment-length polymorphism (RFLP)
analysis to investigate phylogenetic relationships among the
Sitopsis species. A dendrogram derived from a cluster
analysis of the complete RFLP dataset showed subdivision
of the species into two groups, one comprising the species of
the Truncata subsection and the other comprised of the four
species of the Emarginata subsection. The findings indicated
that Ae. speltoides is the most divergent species within the
Sitopsis section, and that Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima
are closely related species and form a separate subgroup
within subsection Emarginata. Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii
also form separate subgroups, where that of Ae. bicornis is
closer to the sharonensis-longissima subgroup, and that of
Ae. searsii is more distant from the other two subgroups.
Similar results were obtained by Goryunova et al. (2008),
who used random amplification of polymorphic DNA
(RAPD) analysis to study the intraspecific variation and
phylogenetic relationships of the Sitopsis species. They
found that Ae. speltoides formed the most isolated species in
the section, justifying its classification into a separate sub-
section. In the other subsection, Ae. longissima and Ae.
sharonensis were the closest species, Ae. bicornis and Ae.
searsii formed separate subgroups, that of Ae. searsii being
the most distant. Their findings showed that the extent of
intraspecific polymorphism considerably varies among the
Sitopsis species: Ae. speltoides is the most polymorphic
species of the group, Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii display the

lowest diversity, while Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis
are intermediate.

That Ae. speltoides differs significantly from the Emar-
ginata species is also evident from studies that used different
methodological approaches, e.g., Giemsa C-banding (Teoh
and Hutchinson 1983; Friebe and Gill 1996; Friebe et al.
2000), in situ hybridization patterns with DNA probes (e.g.,
Talbert et al. 1991; (Yamamoto 1992a; Jiang and Gill
1994; Badaeva et al. 1996a, b; Salina et al. 2006; Raskina
et al. 2011; Belyayev and Raskina 2013), analysis of the
restriction patterns of chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA
(Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988), of biochemical markers
(Bahrman et al. 1988), or of repeated sequences (Dvorak and
Zhang 1990, 1992a, b; Giorgi 1996) and RFLP analysis
(Sasanuma et al. 1996). The separate position of Ae. spel-
toides within the Sitopsis section and, in contrast, the simi-
larity of the Emarginata species was also shown by Dvorák
and Zhang (1992b) who studied variation of repeated
nucleotide sequences (RNS). RAPD- and AFLP analyses
revealed that Ae. speltoides forms a cluster with polyploid
wheats, which is separated from other Sitopsis species
(Kilian et al. 2007, 2011; Goryunova et al. 2008). Likewise,
study of organellar DNAs by PCR-single-strand conforma-
tional polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) revealed high similarity
of Ae. bicornis—Ae. sharonensis—Ae. longissima plasmons
and their distinctness from plasmon of Ae. speltoides (Wang
et al. 1997).

Similar results were obtained by Ruban and Badaeva
(2018). These authors studied the relationships between the
S-genome species using Giemsa C-banding and fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) with several DNA
probes. To correlate the C-banding and FISH patterns, they
used the microsatellites (CTT)10 and (GTT)9, which are
major components of the C-banding positive heterochro-
matin in wheat. Their results justify the classification of the
Sitopsis species into the two subsections, Truncata and
Emarginata, which differ in the C-banding patterns, and
distribution of DNA repeats. Evolution of Emarginata
species was associated with an increase of C-banding and
(CTT)10-positive heterochromatin, as well as amplification
of the DNA probe Spelt-52.

In accord with the evidence that Ae. speltoides has less
constitutive heterochromatin, as seen from smaller amount
of C-banding, than the Emarginata species, the amount of
nuclear DNA in subsection Truncata is significantly smaller
(5.81 pg 1C DNA) than that in species of subsection
Emarginata (6.65 pg 1C DNA in Ae. searsii and 7.52 pg in
Ae. sharonensis) (Furuta et al. 1977; Eilam et al. 2007;
Table 9.3). No significant intraspecific variation in nuclear
DNA size was detected (Furuta et al. 1977; Eilam et al.
2007). Likewise, Li et al. (2022) showed that the
five Sitopsis species have variable genome sizes (4.611–
6.22 Gb) with high proportions of repetitive sequences
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(85.99–89.81%); nonetheless, they retain high collinearity
with other wheat genomes. Li et al. (2022) concluded that
differences in genome size are primarily due to independent
post-speciation amplification of transposons rather than to
inter-specific genetic introgression.

Hence, although Ae. speltoides has been considered by
most taxonomists and cytogeneticists a member of the
Sitopsis section, sequencing of chloroplast DNA by Mid-
dleton et al. (2014), and Gornicki et al. (2014), and nuclear
DNA by Marcussen et al. (2014), showed that Ae. speltoides
forms a phylogenetic clade with the B and G subgenomes of
allopolyploid wheats and not with the other Sitopsis species.
Similar results were presented by Ruban and Badaeva
(2018) and by Li et al. (2022). Assembly of chromosome-
level genome sequences of all the five Sitopsis species
enable Li et al. (2022) to propose that the diploid species and
B and G subgenomes of allopolyploid wheats fall into two
independent clades, with Ae. speltoides being clustered with
the B-subgenome of allopolyploid wheat (B-lineage) while
the rest four Sitopsis species being grouped with the
D-subgenome (D-lineage) and its diploid donor Ae.
tauschii (D-lineage).

Subsection Truncata and subsection Emarginata are
genetically isolated from one another, as shown by sterility
of hybrids between them. On the other hand, hybrids
between Emarginata species are fertile or partially fertile.
The F1 hybrid between Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis
and the reciprocal hybrid had an 81–85% seed set (Tanaka
1955a; Ankori and Zohary 1962), that between Ae. sharo-
nensis and Ae. bicornis had a 62% seed set (Tanaka 1955a),
that between Ae. bicornis and Ae. longissima had a 40%
seed set (Waines G, personal communication), and that
between Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii had a 35% seed set
in one hybrid combination and 7% in another (Feldman et al.
1979).

Ae. speltoides differs from the four species of subsection
Emarginata in several additional important features: (i) Ae.
speltoides is the only predominantly cross-pollinated species
in the section. (ii) Its distribution area is in the central part of
the genus area, i.e., in and around the Fertile Crescent, on
terra rossa or alluvial soils. In contrast, the species of sub-
section Emarginata reside in the southern part of the western
wing of the Fertile Crescent, with Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
bicornis growing on sandy soils, and Ae. longissima on red
sandy loam in the coastal plain, on sand derived from
Nubian sandstone and on grey calcareous steppe soil or loess
in the inland steppe and desert. Ae. searsii grows on terra
rossa or basalt soil (Feldman and Kislev 1977; Kimber and
Feldman 1987).

The five Sitopsis species differ in their genome size
(Eilam et al. 2007), that is primarily due to independent
post-speciation amplification of transposons (Yaakov et al.
2013). The sum of repetitive sequences in the different

species ranges from 85.99 to 89.81% (Li et al. 2022). Ae.
speltoides has the smallest genome, Ae. bicornis and Ae.
searsii have a larger genome, and Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
longissima have the largest genome.

Ae. speltoides is the only Sitopsis species found in the
entire Fertile Crescent and in most parts of Turkey, with both
varieties (speltoides and ligustica) often occurring sym-
patrically and with similar ecological tendencies (Hammer
1980; Kimber and Feldman 1987). Notably, the area of the
other four species of the section (Ae. bicornis, sharonensis,
longissima, and searsii) occurs within a very limited region
in the southeastern corner of the Mediterranean, which
marginally overlaps with the southwestern part of the area of
Ae. speltoides. It seems as if these species replace Ae.
speltoides in the southern climatically and edaphically spe-
cial environments. Of these, the closely related Ae. sharo-
nensis and Ae. bicornis are an example of bioregional
vicariance (Zohary 1962), with the former confined to the
coastal plain of the Mediterranean region in Israel and
southern Lebanon, and the latter replacing it southwardly up
to Lybia and also spreading towards the Saharo-Arabian
region in desert sands of the Israeli Negev and Sinai
Peninsula. Ae. longissima occurs in two different phyto-
geographical regions, the Israeli and Egyptian coastal plain
(Mediterranean region) and the Israeli Negev, southern
Jordan and Sinai Peninsula (Irano-Turanian and Saharo-
Arabian regions). Ae. searsii grows in sub-Mediterranean
areas in Israel, Jordan, southwestern Syria and southeastern
Lebanon and also occurs in the high elevations of the Israeli
Negev and southern Jordan. It should also be noted that the
distribution of Ae. searsii, similar to Ae. vavilovii, has only
recently been defined, and may be larger than hitherto
supposed.

9.4.2 Aegilops speltoides Tausch

9.4.2.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. speltoides Tausch [Syn.: Triticum speltoides (Tausch)
Gren. ex Richter; Sitopsis speltoides (Tausch) Á. Löve] is a
predominantly allogamous, annual plant, with 40–70-cm
high culms (excluding spikes), and leaves that are usually
hairy, and sometimes pendant. Its spike is linear, narrow,
tapers to the tip, either two- or one-rowed, and is (6-) 7-11(-
15)-cm long (excluding awns). At maturity, its spike disar-
ticulates above the basal rudimentary spikelet, either into
single spikelets, with the rachis internode immediately below
them (wedge-type dispersal unit), or falling entire as a unit
(umbrella-type dispersal unit). Spikelets 7–11, 11–15 mm
long, lanceolate or linear, sessile in hollows of rachis, and
longer or shorter than the adjacent rachis internode. Each
contains 4–8 (usually 4–6) florets, with the upper 1–3 being
sterile. There is usually 1 rudimentary spikelet at the base of
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the spike. Glumes are 5–7 mm long, truncate at the apex,
asymmetrical, somewhat keeled, and about 2/3 the length of
the lemma. Lemmas are 7–10 mm long and boat-shaped,
those of lateral spikelets have either short triangular awns or
are not awned at all, while those of terminal spikelets are
always have longer awns than those on the lateral spikelets.
Anthers are 5–6 mm long. The caryopsis is adherent to
lemma and palea (Fig. 9.1a, b).

Ae. speltoides has a median-sized distribution in the
central region of the distribution of the genus. It is an eastern
Mediterranean element, extending into the steppical (Irano-
Turanian) region. It occupies primary and secondary habi-
tats. Ae. speltoides grows in Israel (in the Coastal Plain and
Esdraelon Plain on humid, alluvial soil; in Mt. Carmel and
western slopes of the Samaria Mts., on terra rossa and
Rendzina soils), Jordan, Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, northern
Iraq and northwestern Iran. It is a weed in central and
western Turkey, Greece, Bulgaria and possibly also Crimea.
The center of variation of this species is in north Syria-
southeastern Turkey, which is likely the center of its origin.

Ae. speltoides grows sympatrically with Ae. caudata, Ae.
umbellulata, Ae. triuncialis, Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta,
Ae. biuncialis, Ae. peregrina, Ae. cylindrica, wild T.
monococcum (ssp. aegilopoides), T. urartu, wild T.
timopheevii and wild T. turgidum, and allopatrically with Ae.
sharonensis, Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii in its southern
distribution area and with Ae. tauschii in its northeastern
distribution area.

Ae. speltoides has limited morphological variation,
mainly in spike characteristics. It contains two main mor-
phological types that differ markedly in the structure of their
fruiting spike and consequently in their mode of seed dis-
persal. Taxonomists (see van Slageren 1994) regard these
two types as varieties, var. speltoides Tausch and var.
ligustica (Savign.) Fiori in Fiori & Paoletii.

Var. speltoides [Syn.: Ae. speltoides ssp. speltoides
Hammer; Ae. speltoides var. aucheri (boiss.) Fiori in Fiori &
Paoletii; Ae. aucheri Boiss.] is characterized by a one-rowed,
long and cylindrical spike, with relatively widely inter-
spersed spikelets. Only the apical spikelet is awned and
rarely has awns on some lateral spikelets and then shorter
and thinner than the awns on the lateral spikelet. The rachis
of the spike is tough, except for a brittle node at its base,
above a rudimentary spikelet. The spike falls at maturity as a
unit (umbrella-type dispersal unit) (Fig. 9.1b).

Var. ligustica [Syn.: Ae. ligustica (Savign.) Coss.; Ae.
speltoides ssp ligustica (savign,) Zhuk.; Agropyron ligus-
ticum Savign.] is characterized by a denser, two-rowed
spike, in which the lateral spikelets are also awned; awns of
terminal spikelet are somewhat sturdier than those of lateral
spikelets. The rachis is brittle at every joint, so that the
mature spike disarticulates into single spikelets, each with
the rachis internode immediately below it (wedge-type

dispersal unit). Each individual spikelet thus serves as an
independent dissemination unit; it is mechanically adapted to
insert itself into the ground and usually buries itself soon
after detachment (Fig. 9.1a). The two varieties grow, in most
sites, in mixed stands and are cross-fertile; few intermediates
are usually found in mixed populations. Presumably, the
ligustica form, having the wedge-type dispersal unit typical
of many Triticineae species, is the ancestral form. Alterna-
tively, the speltoides form, having one-rowed spike similar
to that of several Elymus species, may be the ancestral type.

The morphological differences between var. speltoides
and var. ligustica are restricted to the fruiting spike alone. In
all other traits, such as vegetative characters and phenolog-
ical behavior, the types are strikingly similar to each other
(Miczynski 1926; Schiemann 1928; Eig 1929a). In addition,
F1 hybrids between the two types are fully fertile and show
complete pairing of chromosomes at meiosis (Kihara and
Lilienfeld 1932; Sears 1941b; Zohary and Imber 1963).
Further indications of the close relationship between spel-
toides and ligustica were obtained from the usual occurrence
of mixed stands of the two types (Eig I929a). There are wide
fluctuations in the proportions between ligustica and spel-
toides in different sites and in different plant formations, but
both types were almost universally present in the sites
examined. In many stands, ligustica and speltoides plants
were, more or less, evenly mixed. Yet, ligustica plants
predominated the stands in higher altitudes and speltoides in
warmer sites (Zohary and Imber 1963). These observations
led to the conclusion that mixed populations are the rule;
speltoides and ligustica are apparently spatially inter-
connected almost throughout their distribution area
(Zohary and Imber 1963).

Rare intermediate types, e.g., plants with a laterally
awned but tough rachis (var. polyathera according to Eig
1929a) or also, very occasionally, plants with brittle rachis
but laterally awnless spikes, occur in very low frequencies
(less than 1%) in mixed speltoides-ligustica populations
(Zohary and Imber 1963). Progeny of speltoides x ligustica
crosses revealed that the main differences in spike mor-
phology are inherited in an almost monohybrid Mendelian
fashion (dominance of ligustica over speltoides in F1, and
3:1 segregation in F2) (Miczynsky 1926; Schieman 1928;
Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932). These data were first inter-
preted as indicating the presence of only a single pleiotropic
gene, but Sears (1941b), based on occasional occurrence of
recombinants or intermediate plants, proposed the operation
of a block of closely linked genes. This block should possess
at least three genes: one determining the length of rachis
internodes (short in ligustica bringing about two-rowed
spikes and long in speltoides leading to one-rowed spikes); a
second gene that determines awns on the lateral spikelets;
and a third gene that determines the type of dispersal unit.
Luo et al. (2005) mapped the closely linked genes
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controlling the ligustica/speltoides spike dimorphism to the
centromeric region of chromosome 3S. (the genome symbol
of Ae. speltoides is S). The location near the centromere,
being a chromosome region with rare recombination events,
may explain the rare recombination between these three
genes.

Progeny tests performed in plants sampled from natural
mixed populations, indicated that speltoides and ligustica
plants are genetically interconnected by virtue of their mat-
ing system of predominantly cross-pollination. Several li-
gustica plants, that apparently were F1, segregated into 3
ligustica: 1 speltoides and several speltoides plants, that
were presumably pollinated by ligustica, yielded ligustica
progeny (Zohary and Imber 1963). Accordingly, Zohary and
Imber (1963) suggested not to regard speltoides and ligus-
tica types as two independent varieties, but as two con-
stituents of dimorphic populations. The mixed stands of the
two types are looked upon as a case of genetically deter-
mined fruit dimorphism, where two types of seed dispersal
apparatus function in the same population in a comple-
mentary way (Zohary and Imber 1963). In the speltoides-
ligustica pair, the two kinds of dispersal units are borne by
different individuals: two types of plants, which differ with
regard to their fruit structure, form a common population.
This is an instance of genetically determined fruit dimor-
phism, with a population as its unit of operation.

A model of fruit dimorphism can account for the peculiar
mode of inheritance of the many differences between the two
types: they are inherited in an almost monohybrid fashion,
with only rare cases of recombinants. As already proposed by
Sears (1941b), this mode of inheritance suggests the presence
of a single block of closely linked genes. A system based on
such a single block is essential for the establishment of
population dimorphism. The parallel evolvement of fruit
dimorphism in two Sitopsis groups, ligustica vs. spel-
toides on the one hand, and bicornis-sharonensis versus
longissima-searsii on the other hand, is an interesting evo-
lutionary phenomenon. The genetic change(s) determining
the speltoides and the longissima-spike morphology occurred
independently in the two groups, or alternatively, happened
once and genes of this system were transferred from one
group to the other via interspecific introgressive hybridiza-
tion. However, it seems there is a difference between the gene
system in the two groups; while the genes in ligustica-
speltoides are closely linked, those in sharonensis-longissima
are not linked, and segregate independently from one
another, as is indicated in the scatter diagram of F2 artificial
generation in Ankori and Zohary (1962).

9.4.2.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Aegilops speltoides is a diploid species containing seven
pairs of homologous chromosomes (2n = 2x = 14), all of
which have a median or sub-median centromere and lack

distinctive morphological features, except for the SAT
chromosomes (Riley et al. 1958; Chennaveeraiah 1960). In
contrast, Dong et al. (2017), studying karyotypic polymor-
phism of Ae. speltoides, found intraspecific variation in the
centromere position. In Ae. speltoides var. ligustica, there is
one pair with a median centromere, while the rest of the pairs
in both taxa have submedian centromeres (Chennaveeraiah
1960). The difference between the karyotypes of the two
taxa seems to be very small. However, in var. ligustica, the
short arms in the satellite pairs are more or less of the same
length. In var. speltoides, there seems to be a difference in
the lengths of the short arms of the satellite pairs (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). The karyotype of both varieties of Ae.
speltoides contains two pairs of SAT chromosomes with
fairly large satellites (Pathak 1940; Riley et al. 1958;
Chennaveeraiah 1960).

In Ae. speltoides, the genes coding for the 18S and 26S
ribosomal RNA (rDNA genes) are located in the NOR
regions on the short arms of chromosomes of groups 1 and 6
(Dvorak et al. 1984). There is only one 5S rDNA locus on
the short arm of group 5 chromosomes that codes for 5S
rRNA (Badaeva et al. 1996b). In contrast, Ae. longissima,
Ae. sharonensis, Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii, exhibit a dif-
ferent distribution pattern of NORs and 5S DNA loci. They
contain major NOR loci on the short arms of chromosomes
of groups 5 and 6 and two 5S rDNA loci on the short arms of
chromosomes of groups 1 and 5 (Badaeva et al. 1996b).
Thus, the distribution pattern of the NORs and 5S loci in the
five Sitopsis species support the subdivision of this section
into the two subsections.

The genome of Ae. speltoides is the smallest among the
five Sitopsis species; 1C DNA is 5.81 pg (Furuta et al. 1977;
Eilam et al. 2007) and 5.1 pg (The Angiosperm C-value
database at Kew Botanic gardens) (Tables 2.4 and 9.3). Li
et al. (2022) assessed the size of Ae. speltoides genome after
genome sequencing and assembly to be somewhat smaller
amount, i.e., 4.6 Gb (=4.5 pg), and Avni et al. (2022), also
after sequencing and assembly, reported 5.13 Gb
(=5.02 pg). No significant difference was noted in the gen-
ome size of the two taxa (Furuta et al. 1977; Eilam et al.
2007). Teoh and Hutchinson (1983), used an improved
C-banding technique, found that all five Sitopsis species
have telomeric, interstitial, and centromeric bands, varying
in size and staining intensity. However, Ae. speltoides has
exceptionally distinctive and extensive centromeric bands.
The extent of polymorphic variation was found to vary
between chromosomes of Ae. speltoides and plants were
found to be heterozygous for the banding pattern (Teoh and
Hutchinson 1983). Yet, the intraspecific variation in
C-banding patterns neither differentiated between var. li-
gustica and var. speltoides, nor corresponded with impaired
meiotic chromosomal pairing, since hybrids between the
two varieties exhibited complete pairing and full fertility
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(Teoh and Hutchinson 1983). Badaeva et al. (1996a, b) and
Ruban and Badaeva (2018) also found that Ae. speltoides
have a different C-banding pattern than those of the other
species of section Sitopsis.

Friebe and Gill (1996) established the homoeology
between chromosomes of Ae. speltoides and those of T.
aestivum, on the basis of similarities in chromosome mor-
phology and C-banding patterns. Maestra and Naranjo
(1998) determined the homoeologous chromosome rela-
tionship by analyzing homoeologous pairing at meiotic first
metaphase of F1 hybrids between Triticum aestivum and Ae.
speltoides carrying the homoeologous–pairing suppressor
gene of common wheat, Ph1, or deficiencies ph1b for Ph1,
and ph2b for Ph2. The chromosomes and their arms were
identified, in both species, by C-banding. Data from relative
pairing affinities were used to determine homoeologous
relationships between Ae. speltoides chromosomes and
bread wheat. All arms of the seven chromosomes of the
speltoides genome showed normal homoeologous pairing
with the wheat chromosomes, implying that no apparent
chromosome rearrangements occurred in the evolution of
Ae. speltoides relative to chromosomal structure in wheat.
There was agreement between Friebe and Gill (1996) and
Maestra and Naranjo (1998) in the assignment of five spel-
toides chromosomes to homoeologous groups 1, 4, 5, 6 and
7, but discrepancy with regards to chromosomes 2S and 3S.

Using in situ hybridization (ISH), Badaeva et al. (1996a)
found that all Sitopsis species were similar to each other and
to Amblyopyrum muticum in the distribution of the
hybridization sites of two highly repetitive DNA sequences,
pSc119 and pAsl. Yet, chromosomes of Ae. speltoides
contain rich repetitive DNA sequences highly homologous
to the pSc119 probe and, on the other hand, lack such
homology to probe pTa53 (Dong et al. 2017). The distri-
bution of pSc119 on chromosomes of Ae. speltoides show
differences between accessions, between plants of one
accession and even between homologous chromosomes in
one plant.

Ae. speltoides comprises many of TEs, particularly long
terminal repeat (LTR) retrotransposons, of which Ty1-copia
superfamilies (Angela, Barbara, and Wis-A) and Ty3-gypsy
superfamilies (Fatima and Erika) make up the main fraction
(Middleton et al. 2013; Yaakov et al. 2013). Non-LTR
retrotransposons (Ramona and Paula) and DNA transposons
(Baldwin, Rong, and Charon) also exist in Ae. speltoides. All
these TEs families vary greatly in copy number among
different accessions of Ae. speltoides (Yaakov et al. 2013).
Likewise, Hosid et al. (2012) analyzed intraspecific variation
of four LTR retrotransposons (WIS2, Wilma, Daniela, and
Fatima) in 13 different populations of Ae. speltoides from all
over the distribution area of this species and found signifi-
cant diversity in retrotransposon distribution. The various
genotypes significantly differ with respect to the patterns of

the four explored LTR retrotransposons, indicating a con-
stant ongoing process of LTR retrotransposon fraction
restructuring among and within populations of Ae. spel-
toides. Maximum changes were recorded in genotypes from
small, stressed populations. The data of Hosid et al. (2012)
revealed dynamic changes in LTR retrotransposon fractions
in the Ae. speltoides genome, that are continually reshaping
the genome of Ae. speltoides, particularly in stressful envi-
ronments (Raskina et al. 2004a, b, 2008).

In Ae. speltoides euchromatin, widely interspersed TEs
are clustered non-randomly, and may affect chromosomal
structure. For instance, Raskina et al. (2004a) reported on the
involvement of the transposable element system En/Spm
[Enhancer (En) and Suppressor-Mutator (Spm)] in ongoing
chromosomal repatterning in a small, isolated, peripheral
population of Ae. speltoides. Cytogenetic analysis of the
dynamics of En/Spm transposons in meiosis indicated that
this transposon is active during male gametogenesis,
changing the position of the rDNA sites (Raskina et al.
2004a). Such findings may indicate the importance of TEs in
genome architecture (Belyayev et al. 2001, 2005; Altinkut
et al. 2006), as well as their most important role in
intraspecific divergence (Belyayev et al. 2010). The vari-
ability of TE content in Ae. speltoides, as well as in other
Aegilops and Triticum species, might has a great impact on
the dynamic, ongoing evolution of their genomes (Charles
et al. 2008; Yaakov and Kashkush 2012).

Repetitive DNA sequences form chromosome-specific
heterochromatin patterns in Ae. speltoides (Salina et al.
2006; Raskina et al. 2008). The species-specific
tandem-repeat Spelt1 forms distinct clusters almost exclu-
sively in subtelomeric chromosome positions, while Spelt52
clustering was most prominent at interstitial sites (Salina
et al. 2006; Raskina et al. 2011). These two repetitive DNA
sequences exhibit high intraspecific variation in both number
and size (Salina et al. 2006; Raskina et al. 2011). Using
fluorescence in situ hybridization, Salina et al. (2006)
observed considerable polymorphisms in the hybridization
patterns of Spelt1 between and within the studied lines of Ae.
speltoides. There was a distinct ecogeographical gradient in
the abundance of Spelt1 and Spelt52 blocks in Ae. spel-
toides; in marginal populations, the number of Spelt 1
chromosomal blocks was, at times, 12–14 times lower than
in the center of the species distribution (Raskina et al. 2011).
Likewise, Ae. speltoides had distinct Spelt52 hybridization
patterns in the studied lines, but several distal Spelt52 sites,
namely, on chromosome arms 3SL, 6SS, and 7SS, were
common to all.

Aegilops speltoides contains a genetic mechanism that, in
hybrids with allopolyploid wheats, suppresses the activity of
the homoeologous-pairing suppressor (Ph1) gene of
allopolyploid wheats, Triticum aestivum and T. turgidum.
Riley and Law (1965) and Dover and Riley (1977) pointed
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out that increased homoeologous chromosome pairing at
meiosis of common wheat x Ae. speltoides occurs only if
Ph1 of common wheat is present and therefore proposed that
the Ae. speltoides genome can promote homoeologous
chromosome pairing by overpowering the activity of Ph1.
Chen and Dvorak (1984) and Dvorak et al. (2006) found that
the speltoides genes were ineffective in diploid hybrids
lacking a gene like Ph1. Consequently, in accord with the
above conclusion of Riley and Law (1965) and Dover and
Riley (1977), they concluded that Ae. speltoides genes act on
the Ph1 locus by suppressing its expression in common
wheat x Ae. speltoides hybrids. Dvorak et al. (2006) mapped
these, Ae. speltoides suppressor genes and demonstrated
their significant effects as Mendelian loci on the long arms of
chromosomes 3S and 7S. The chromosome 3S locus was
designated Su1-Ph1 and the chromosome-7S locus was
designated Su2-Ph1 (Dvorak et al. 2006). A QTL with a
minor effect was mapped on the short arm of chromosome
5S and was designated QPh.ucd-5S (Dvorak et al. 2006).
The expression of Su1-Ph1 and Su2-Ph1 increased homoe-
ologous chromosome pairing in common wheat � Ae.
speltoides hybrids by 8.4 and 5.8 chiasmata/cell, respec-
tively. Su1-Ph1 was fully epistatic to Su2-Ph1, and, when
acting together, the two genes increased homoeologous
chromosome pairing in common wheat � Ae. speltoides
hybrids to the same level when Su1-Ph1 acting alone. QPh.
ucd-5S expression increased homoeologous chromosome
pairing by 1.6 chiasmata/cell in common wheat � Ae.
speltoides hybrids and was additive to the effect of Su2-Ph1.
It is hypothesized that the products of Su1-Ph1 and Su2-Ph1
affect pairing between homoeologous chromosomes by
regulating the expression of Ph1, while the product of QPh.
ucd-5S primarily regulates recombination between homolo-
gous chromosomes.

The Ae. speltoides genes that suppress Ph1 activity were
transferred from a high-pairing accession of Ae. speltoides to
common wheat (Chen et al. 1994). It appeared that two
genes, presumably Su1-Ph1 and Su2-Ph1, were transferred.
These suppressor genes were transferred to several lines of
common wheat and used to induce homoeologous pairing in
hybrids between these lines and wild relatives of wheat and,
consequently, enhanced the gene transfer from wild relatives
to common wheat (Li et al. 2011).

Yet, it is puzzling to assume that the homoeologous-
pairing promoters of Ae. speltoides (and also of Amblyopy-
rum muticum) evolved at the diploid level as a preadaptation,
to repress the expression of the pairing suppressors at the
polyploid level. These promoters may also promote
homologous and homoeologous pairing per se or counteract
the activity of suppressors that exist at the diploid level.
Meiotic chromosome pairing data, collected by Sears
(1941b), from hybrids of various diploid Triticineae species
were interpreted by Waines (1976) to indicate that

intraspecific genotypic differences control the amount of
homoeologous chromosome pairing in diploid inter-specific
hybrids. He suggested that homoeologous-pairing suppres-
sors analogous to the Ph1 allele in bread wheat, are already
present in genotypes of diploid species and do not neces-
sarily have to arise by mutation or translocation after
allopolyploid formation. He suggested that these
homoeologous-pairing suppressors reinforce the isolating
mechanism among the diploid species. The existence of
Ph1-like genes in diploid species of the wheat group was
also suggested by Okamoto and Inomata (1974) and by
Maan (1977a). Feldman (1978) presented evidence for the
existence of homoeologous-pairing suppressors in a
low-pairing line of Ae. longissima.

There is also evidence that the promoters of the diploid
species promote homoeologous pairing per se, not neces-
sarily via the repression of Ph1 expression. Feldman and
Mello-Sampayo (1967) concluded that, Ae. speltoides carries
a promoter(s) that directly promotes homoeologous pairing
in bread wheat x Ae. speltoides hybrids lacking the Ph1
gene. Similarly, all the promoters that exist in bread wheat
promote pairing rather than suppress the expression of Ph1
(Feldman 1966). Indication that Ae. speltoides (and also A.
muticum) contain genes that promote homoeologous pairing
in the absence of Ph1 may be deduced from the following
pairing data. The F1 hybrids between Ae. speltoides and T.
monococcum and between Ae. speltoides and Ae. comosa
analyzed by Sears (1941b), showed a similar amount of
chromosome pairing to that observed by Ohta (1990, 1991)
in the F1 hybrids between T. monococcum and A. muticum,
between Ae. comosa and A. muticum, and between Ae.
speltoides and A. muticum.

Massive chromosome restructuring was observed during
the substitution of chromosome 6B of cultivar Chinese
Spring of bread wheat by chromosome 6S from Ae. spel-
toides (Kota and Dvorak 1988). The chromosome rear-
rangements including deletions, translocations, ring
chromosomes, dicentric chromosomes and a paracentric
inversion in both euchromatic and heterochromatic regions
of both wheat and Ae. speltoides chromosomes. The fre-
quency of chromosome rearrangements was high among the
B-subgenome chromosomes, moderate among the
A-subgenome chromosomes, and low among the
D-subgenome chromosomes (Kota and Dvorak 1988). In the
B subgenome, the rearrangements were nonrandom, and
occurred most frequently in chromosomes 1B and 5B. These
observations indicate that wheat genomes can be subject to
uneven rates of structural chromosome differentiation, even
when within the same nucleus. Other examples of massive
chromosome aberrations in wheat and Aegilops species are
rare but were observed in root-tip cell of the Brazilian
semi-dwarf cultivar IAS-54 of bread wheat (Dos Santos
Guerra et al. 1977), in mitotic and meiotic cells of an
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individual plant of Elymus farctus (=Agropyron junceum)
(Heneen 1963), and in first meiotic metaphase of an Ae.
longissima line (TL02) (Feldman and Strauss 1983). Chro-
mosome instability was also associated with gametocidal
effects caused by several alien chromosomes of homoeolo-
gous group 4 in the monosomic state (Maan 1975; Finch
et al. 1984; Tsujimoto and Tsunewaki 1984; Endo 1985).

Aegilops speltoides and Amblyopyrum muticum, the
two-primitive species of the wheat group, are predominantly
cross-pollinated, and contain genes promoting homoeolo-
gous pairing. On the other hand, these two species contain B
chromosomes that suppress such pairing (Simchen et al.
1971; Mendelson and Zohary 1972; Zarchi et al. 1974;
Mochizuki 1957, 1960, 1964; Ohta 1995a). B chromosomes
are only known to occur spontaneously in cross-pollinating
taxa (Müntzing et al. 1969) and are fully absent in self-
pollinators (Jones et al. 2008). In both species, Ae. speltoides
and A. muticum, the B chromosomes are absent in the roots
but stably present in the aerial tissue (Mendelson and Zohary
1972; Ohta 1995a); a maximum of eight Bs per cell has been
reported in Ae. speltoides (Raskina et al. 2004b). A compa-
rable situation of tissue type-specific B chromosome distri-
bution is also known for Agropyron cristatum (Baenziger
1962). The B chromosomes of Ae. speltoides and A. muti-
cum are not homologous since they do not pair in F1 hybrids
between these two species (Vardi and Dover 1972). The
presence of one to three Bs has a positive effect on the plant,
whereas a higher number of Bs reduces fertility and vigor
(Mendelson and Zohary 1972; Belyayev et al. 2010).

The B chromosomes of Ae. speltoides are also charac-
terized by a few A-chromosome-localized repeats, like
Spelt1, pSc119.2 tandem repeats, 5S rDNA and Ty3-gypsy
retroelements (Friebe et al. 1995c; Raskina et al. 2011;
Hosid et al. 2012; Belyayev and Raskina 2013). It is
assumed that these B chromosomes originated from the
standard set of A chromosomes as a consequence of inter-
specific hybridization or, more likely, from trisomic (2n + 1)
plants. Several lines of Ae. speltoides form a low frequency
of unreduced gametes as a result of meiotic disorders or
spontaneous non-disjunction of the entire chromosome
complement, leading to the formation of triploid plants upon
the fusion of the 2n gamete with 1n gamete (Belyayev and
Raskina 2013; Feldman M, unpublished). Self-pollination of
such triploids yields aneuploids and trisomic plants. Several
trisomic Ae. speltoides plants were occasionally found in
plants that originated from different populations (Feldman
M, unpublished). Potential donors of the B chromosome of
Ae. speltoides are the A chromosomes 1S, 4S and 5S of the
Ae. speltoides genome (Friebe et al. 1995c; Belyayev and
Raskina 2013). All Bs in Ae. speltoides have a single
intercalary Spelt1 tandem repeat cluster and a 5S rDNA
cluster in both arms (Raskina et al. 2011). In addition, a large
intercalary cluster of Ty3-gypsy elements was found in close

proximity to the 5S rDNA and Spelt1 blocks (Belyayev and
Raskina 2013). Since chromosome 4S is the only Ae. spel-
toides chromosome that carries the intercalary Spelt1 cluster,
and chromosome 5S, which is an exclusive source of 5S
rDNA in the Ae. speltoides genome, it may be involved in
the heterologous synapses and recombination resulting in the
formation of Bs in this species (Raskina et al. 2011). Support
of the idea that B derived from A chromosome(s) also comes
from the observation that Bs pair at meiosis, although very
rarely, with A chromosome(s) (Belyayev and Raskina 2013).
The similarity in the B chromosome structures throughout
the species range indicated that they were generated from a
similar heterologous recombination of certain A
chromosomes.

Ae. speltoides B chromosomes suppress homoeologous
meiotic pairing of A chromosomes in intergeneric hybrids
with bread wheat lacking the ph1 gene (Vardi and Dover
1972; Dover and Riley 1972). The effect of B chromosomes
is like that of wheat Ph1 on homoeologous pairing in wheat
hybrids with alien species. If Ae. speltoides B chromosomes
derived from one of the A chromosomes, then one of the first
essential prerequisites for the establishment of B chromo-
some as an independent entity should be to prevent pairing
and recombination between the newly formed B and the
ancestral A chromosome(s). Thus, the development of a
genetic system suppressing homoeologous pairing was
necessary for the independent existence and evolution of B
chromosomes.

B chromosomes suppress homoeologous pairing in
interspecific hybrids and thus, counteract the activity of the
pairing promoters of Ae. speltoides. In a predominantly
cross-pollinated species, the presence of genes that promote
pairing is important, either to assure complete pairing in
intraspecific hybrids or to increase pairing and recombina-
tion in interspecific ones. Yet, the presence of B chromo-
somes in some individuals of this species helps to conserve
the integrity of their genomes.

9.4.2.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Riley (1966a), Vardi and Dover (1972), and Ohta and
Tanaka (1983) determined mean chromosome pairing at first
meiotic metaphase in F1 hybrids of Ae. speltoides x
Amblyopyrum muticum with and without B chromosomes
(Tables 8.1 and 8.2). The hybrid speltoides x muticum
without B chromosomes had mean pairing much higher than
hybrid with four B chromosomes. Seed fertility of the F1
hybrids was very low (about 2.0%). The hybrids with B
chromosomes, that suppress homoeologous pairing, indi-
cating that the high pairing in hybrids without B chromo-
somes results mainly from homoeologous pairing promoted
by the homoeologous-pairing promoters that exist in these
diploids. Hence, the above pairing data show that the
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genomes of these two species have substantially diverged
from one another.

In general, chromosome pairing at meiotic first metaphase
in F1 hybrids between species of the Sitopsis section has
been found to be high (Table 9.4) and consequently, Kihara
(1949, 1954) grouped the Sitopsis species all together with
the same primary genome symbol, S. The species of sub-
section Emarginata, namely, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii, form fertile F1 hybrids
with one another, whereas F1 hybrids of any of these species
with high- or low-pairing types of Ae. speltoides, the only
species of subsection Truncata, show slightly reduced pair-
ing and are sterile (Sears 1941b; Kihara 1949; Tanaka
1955a; Roy 1959; Riley et al. 1961; Kimber 1961; Ankori
and Zohary 1962; Feldman et al. 1979). Thus, it is clear that
the Ae. sharonensis-longissima-bicornis-searsii are of close
affinity, while Ae. speltoides is somewhat more distant.

Hybrids between high-pairing lines of Ae. speltoides and
other diploid species of Aegilops, i.e., Ae. caudata, Ae.
comosa, Ae. uniaristata, and Ae. umbellulata exhibit about
10.70–11.26 (0.76–0.80%) paired chromosomes, while
hybrids between low-pairing type of Ae. speltoides and Ae.
caudata, Ae uniaristata, and Ae. umbellulata show only

4.92–7.30 (35–60%) paired chromosomes (Table 9.4). Evi-
dently, the pairing data indicate that Ae. speltoides is more
distant to these diploid species than to species of subsection
Emarginata.

Chromosome pairing between the allotetraploid species
Ae. kotschyi and high-pairing and low-pairing types of Ae.
speltoides exhibit somewhat reduced pairing (Table 9.5).
The F1 hybrid between Ae. kotschyi and high pairing line of
Ae. speltoides show 14.65 paired chromosomes (69.8%),
whereas hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and low-pairing type
of Ae. speltoides show only 13.8 (65.7%) paired chromo-
somes (Rubenstein and Sallee 1973). Hybrid between Ae.
peregrina with low pairing type of Ae. speltoides showed
8.02 (38.2%) paired chromosomes (Yu and Jahier 1992).
Also, F1 hybrid between other allotetraploid species of
section Aegilops, namely, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. columnaris,
Ae. neglecta and Ae. triuncialis, with Ae. speltoides, pre-
sumably a high-pairing type, showed similar levels of
reduced pairing (Kihara 1949). In all the above diploid and
triploid hybrids, the speltoides high-pairing genotypes pro-
moted higher pairing between the homoeologous chromo-
somes of the studied species than the low-pairing genotypes.
Data of chromosome pairing between allohexaploids of

Table 9.4 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between diploid Aegilops species

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV

Ae. speltoides Ia x Ae. sharonensis SSsh 0.32 1.50 5.35 6.85 – – Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides IIb x Ae. sharonensis SSsh 0.68 3.00 3.66 6.66 – – Sears (1941b)

Ae. longissima x Ae. speltoides SlS 0.54 2.32 2.86 5.18 0.34 0.52 Riley et al. (1961)

Ae. bicornis x Ae. longissima SbSl 0.28 – – 5.78 0.16 0.42 Kimber (1961)

Ae. sharonensis x Ae. longissima SshSl 0.26 – – 5.36 0.18 0.62 Kimber (1961)

Ae. longissima x Ae. searsii SlSs 0.44 1.41 3.56 4.97 0.30 0.68 Feldman et al. (1979)

1.15 1.84 3.13 4.97 0.81 0.12 Feldman et al. (1979)

Ae. caudata x Ae. speltoides Ia CS 2.74 3.26 0.48 3.74 1.26 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides Ia x Ae. caudata SC 3.30 3.10 0.42 3.52 1.22 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. caudata x Ae. speltoides IIb CS 6.70 2.78 0.12 2.90 0.50 – Sears (1941b

Ae. sharonensis x Ae. caudata SshC 6.34 3.26 0.12 3.36 0.30 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides Ia x Ae. comosa SM 2.68 3.80 1.12 4.92 0.44 0.04 Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides IIb x Ae. uniaristata SN 5.54 3.70 0.26 3.96 0.18 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. sharonensis x Ae. uniaristata SshN 4.88 3.70 0.38 4.08 0.34 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides Ia x Ae. umbellulata SU 3.22 2.98 – 2.98 1.58 0.02 Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides IIb x Ae. umbellulata SU 9.08 1.98 – 1.98 0.32 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. sharonensis x Ae. umbellulata SshU 6.74 2.78 – 2.78 0.20 0.02 Sears (1941b)

Ae. comosa x Ae. uniaristata MN 2.88 3.98 0.56 4.54 0.68 – Sears (1941b)

2.94 5.08 0.33 5.41 0.08 – Cuñado and Santos (1999)
a High pairing type of Ae. speltoides
b Intermediate pairing type of Ae. speltoides
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Table 9.5 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allotetraploids and diploids of the genus Aegilops

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV V Above V

Ae. peregrina x Ae. longissima USvSl 6.66 1.00 5.66 6.66 0.34 – – – Feldman (1963)

Ae. peregrina x Ae. longissima USvSl 6.77 2.11 2.98 5.09 0.30 0.73 0.04 Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. longissima USvSl 5.48 2.48 3.34 5.82 0.92 0.28 – – Feldman (1963)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. sharonensis USvSsh 5.41 2.26 2.02 4.28 1.50 0.46 0.09 – Rubenstein and Sallee
(1973)

Ae. peregrina x Ae. bicornis USvSb 9.13 3.39 0.89 4.28 0.53 0.25 0.14 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ae. peregrina x Ae. searsii USvSs 10.97 3.48 0.33 3.81 0.54 0.16 0.03 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ae. peregrina x Ae. speltoides
(LP)a

USvS 12.98 3.26 0.06 3.32 0.45 0.01 – – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. speltoides
(HP)b

USvS 6.35 4.60 – 4.60 1.55 0.20 – – Rubenstein and Sallee
(1973)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. speltoides
(IP)c

USvS 9.82 4.38 0.02 4.40 0.76 – – – Rubenstein and Sallee
(1973)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. speltoides
(LP)a

USvS 7.20 4.70 0.20 4.90 1.00 0.25 Rubenstein and Sallee
(1973)

Ae. crassa (4x) x Ae. tauschii DcXcD 7.67 3.07 1.96 5.03 0.91 0.07 0.03 0.01 VI Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. ventricosa x Ae. tauschii DND 6.16 1.29 4.73 6.02 0.85 0.04 – – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. cylindrica x Ae. caudata DCC 6.70 0.20 6.76 6.96 0.13 – – – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

Ae. geniculata x Ae.
umbellulata

MoUU 6.42 3.32 2.37 5.69 0.92 0.11 – – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

Ae. peregrina x Ae. umbellulata USvU 6.95 1.59 5.41 6.99 0.02 – – – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. umbellulata USvU 7.04 2.90 3.66 6.56 0.29 – – – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

Ae. columnaris x Ae.
umbellulata

UXnU 6.17 1.87 4.30 6.17 0.83 – – – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

Ae. crass 4 x x Ae. uniaristata DcXcN 11.11 3.46 0.43 3.89 0.61 0.07 – – Kimber et al. (1983)

Ae. ventricosa x Ae. uniaristata DNN 7.55 3.70 2.05 5.75 0.65 – – – Kimber et al. (1983)

Ae. comosa x Ae geniculata MMoU 6.15 2.65 3.05 5.70 1.15 – – – Kimber et al. (1983)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. uniaristata MoUN 10.40 4.00 0.10 4.10 0.80 – – – Kimber et al. (1983)

Ae. crassa 6 x x Ae. speltoides DcXcDS 8.00 3.05 3.42 6.47 1.42 0.38 0.05 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6 x x Ae. speltoides DcXcDS 10.57 2.54 3.32 5.86 1.11 0.36 – 0.18 VII Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6 x x Ae.
sharonensis

DcXcDSsh 10.88 4.44 2.34 6.78 0.94 0.15 0.04 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. speltoides DcXcUS 8.32 3.38 0.20 3.58 1.89 0.84 – 0.62 XI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. speltoides DcXcUS 10.24 4.60 0.92 5.52 1.57 0.40 0.08 – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. sharonensis DcXcUSsh 13.14 4.17 0.42 4.59 1.40 0.35 – 0.03 VI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. longissima DcXcUSl 15.86 3.23 0.08 3.31 1.28 0.36 0.01 – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6 x x Ae. tauschii DcXcDD 10.21 2.61 4.42 7.03 1.03 0.24 – 0.03 VI Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. vavilovii x Ae. tauschii DcXcSsD 13.89 3.89 1.14 5.03 0.75 0.37 0.05 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. tauschii DcXcUD 11.73 4.42 2.13 6.55 0.92 0.10 – – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

(continued)
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Aegilops section Vertebrata, Ae. crassa 6 x and Ae juve-
nalis, and Ae. speltoides are presented in Table 9.6. These
hybrids had higher pairing because of the effect of the
homoeologous-pairing promoters in Ae. speltoides.

Data of chromosome pairing between allohexaploids of
Aegilops section Vertebrata, Ae. crassa 6x, Ae juvenalis, and
Ae. vavilovii, and diploid species of Aegilops are presented
in Table 9.6. The hybrid Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. tauschii had

Table 9.5 (continued)

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV V Above V

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. tauschii DcXcUD 13.55 3.73 1.38 5.11 1.07 0.26 – – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. crassa 6 x x Ae. caudata DcXcDC 13.28 4.05 2.02 6.07 0.76 0.05 0.02 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. caudata DcXcUC 14.70 4.88 0.08 4.96 0.11 – – – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. caudata DcXcUC 15.10 4.42 0.07 4.49 1.13 0.13 0.02 – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

a LP—Low paring type of Ae. speltoides
b HP—High paring type of Ae. speltoides
c IP—Intermediate paring type of Ae. speltoides

Table 9.6 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allohexaploids and diploids of the genus Aegilops

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV V Above V

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. speltoides DcXcDS 8.00 3.05 3.42 6.47 1.42 0.38 0.05 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. speltoides DcXcDS 10.57 2.54 3.32 5.86 1.11 0.36 – 0.18 VII Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae.
sharonensis

DcXcDSsh 10.88 4.44 2.34 6.78 0.94 0.15 0.04 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. speltoides DcXcUS 8.32 3.38 0.20 3.58 1.89 0.84 – 0.62 XI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. speltoides DcXcUS 10.24 4.60 0.92 5.52 1.57 0.40 0.08 – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae.
sharonensis

DcXcUSsh 13.14 4.17 0.42 4.59 1.40 0.35 – 0.03 VI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. longissima DcXcUSl 15.86 3.23 0.08 3.31 1.28 0.36 0.01 – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. tauschii DcXcDD 10.21 2.61 4.42 7.03 1.03 0.24 – 0.03 VI Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. vavilovii x Ae. tauschii DcXcSsD 13.89 3.89 1.14 5.03 0.75 0.37 0.05 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. tauschii DcXcUD 11.73 4.42 2.13 6.55 0.92 0.10 – – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. tauschii DcXcUD 13.55 3.73 1.38 5.11 1.07 0.26 – – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. caudata DcXcDC 13.28 4.05 2.02 6.07 0.76 0.05 0.02 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. caudata DcXcUC 14.70 4.88 0.08 4.96 0.11 – – – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. caudata DcXcUC 15.10 4.42 0.07 4.49 1.13 0.13 0.02 – Kimber and Abu-Baker
(1981)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. uniaristata DcXcUN 18.50 2.80 0.02 2.82 1.15 0.08 0.02 – McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)
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somewhat higher pairing than most other hybrids indicating
high homology between the second D subgenome of the
hexaploid and the D genome of the diploid. The remaining
hybrid exhibited much less pairing. Chromosome pairing in
F1 hybrids between allopolyploid species of Aegilops indi-
cates that also several chromosomes of the differential sub-
genomes are involved in pairing in addition to that of he
shared subgenome (Table 9.7).

Mean chromosomal pairing at meiosis in F1 hybrids
between high-pairing type of Ae. speltoides and domesti-
cated T. monococcum, ssp. monococcum, was very high,
almost complete (Table 9.8). Similar high pairing was

observed in the F1 hybrid between Ae. speltoides (presum-
ably a high-pairing line) and wild T. monococcum,
ssp. aegilopoides, was reported by Shang et al. (1989).
However, mean chromosomal pairing at meiosis of F1
hybrids between the low-pairing type of Ae. speltoides and
T. monococcum ssp. monococcum was low (Table 9.8)
These results indicate that the speltoides homoeologous-
pairing promoter genes bring about a high degree of
homoeologous pairing in speltoides x T. monococcum
hybrids, and, when these genes are absent, as in the
low-pairing genotype, the low level of pairing reveals
excessive divergence of the genomes of these two species.

Table 9.7 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allopolyploids of the genus Aegilops

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV V Above
V

Ae. ventricosa x Ae. crassa 4x DNDcXc 14.08 3.97 0.76 4.73 1.16 0.22 0.01 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. biuncialis MoUUMb 10.25 4.20 2.30 6.50 1.25 0.25 – – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. geniculata x Ae.
columnaris

MoUUXn 9.20 4.45 2.70 7.15 1.10 0.30 – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. kotschyi MoUUSv 10.65 3.20 3.25 6.45 1.35 0.10 – – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. kotschyi MoUUSv 11.70 1.60 4.42 6.02 1.42 – – – Feldman (1963)

Ae. kotschyi x Ae. peregrina USvUSv 0.94 1.94 9.04 10.98 0.20 0.54 0.18 0.24 VI Feldman (1963)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. peregrina MoUUSv 11.44 2.02 5.00 7.02 0.84 – – – Feldman (1963)

Ae. biuncialis x Ae. peregrina UMbUSv 12.74 1.22 5.14 6.36 0.74 0.08 – – Feldman (1963)

Ae. columnaris x Ae. kotschyi UXnUSv 12.10 4.05 3.00 7.05 0.60 – – – Kimber et al. (1983)

Ae. cylindrica x Ae. crassa 4x DCDcXc 8.51 3.32 2.68 6.00 1.84 0.40 0.04 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. cylindrica x Ae. ventricosa DCDN 8.24 3.04 4.26 7.30 1.44 0.16 0.03 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. ventricosa x Ae. cylindrica DNDC 8.08 3.10 3.98 7.08 1.33 0.35 0.05 0.03 VI Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. ventricosa DcXcUDN 20.39 4.41 0,45 4.86 1.25 0.25 0.04 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. vavilovii x Ae. ventricosa DcXcSsDN 19.45 4.08 0.73 4.81 1.69 0.20 0.02 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. ventricosa x Ae. crassa 6x DNDcXcD 15.61 4.39 2.27 6.66 1.77 0.20 – – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. cylindrica DcXcUDC 10.97 5.14 1.43 6.57 2.03 0.77 0.17 0.14 VI Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. cylindrica DcXcUDC 14.35 5.97 1.09 7.06 1.53 0.39 – 0.11 VII McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. cylindrica x Ae. juvenalis DCDcXcU 14.36 5.18 1.09 6.27 2.45 0.18 – – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. vavilovii x Ae. cylindrica DcXcSsDC 12.15 6.07 1.27 7.34 2.08 0.39 0.08 – Kimber and Zhao (1983)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. cylindrica DcXcDDC 13.12 4.39 3.73 8.12 1.42 0.32 0.02 – Melnyk and McGinnis
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. geniculata DcXcDMoU 23.50 3.73 0.80 4.53 0.77 0.03 – – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. geniculata DcXcUMoU 13.05 5.30 1.53 6.83 1.95 0.60 – – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. geniculata x Ae. juvenalis MoUDcXcU 13.70 4.50 1.90 6.40 2.10 0.55 – – Kimber et al. (1988)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. columnaris DcXcUUXn 12.95 4.24 3.57 7.81 1.79 0.22 – 0.04 VI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. juvenalis x Ae. triuncialis DcXcUUC 12.94 5.37 2.27 7.64 1.70 0.34 – 0.02VII McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)

Ae. crassa 6x x Ae. peregrina DcXcDSvU 19.67 4.29 1.50 5.79 0.98 0.17 – 0.03 VI McGinnis and Melnyk
(1962)
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McFadden and Sears (1947) reported that mean chro-
mosomal pairing in the triploid hybrid between wild tetra-
ploid wheat T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides x Ae. speltoides
was high, about two-third of the chromosomes paired
(Table 9.9). Similar results were obtained by Riley et al.
(1958) in hybrids between several subspecies of tetraploid
wheat T. turgidum and Ae. speltoides. Yet, F1 hybrids
between T. turgidum ssp. durum x low-pairing type of Ae.
speltoides showed much lower pairing, involving very few
paired chromosomes (Shands and Kimber 1973).

The triploid hybrid between the second tetraploid species
of wheat, T. timopheevii and Ae. speltoides showed some-
what higher pairing than that between T. turgidum and Ae.
speltoides (Table 9.9). Hybrids between T. timopheevii with
the high-pairing Ae. speltoides genotype showed pairing of
more than ten chromosomes, while hybrids with the low-
pairing Ae. speltoides genotype showed pairing of seven
bivalents only (Shands and Kimber 1973). These data indi-
cate greater homology between Ae. speltoides and one of the
subgenomes of T. timopheevii than in T. turgidum x Ae.
speltoides hybrids.

Mean chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in
hybrids between hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum
(bread wheat) and the high-pairing line of Ae. speltoides is

very high (Table 9.10). On the other hand, hybrids with the
low-pairing Ae. speltoides genotype, showed much reduced
chromosomal pairing (Kimber and Athwal (1972).

Maestra and Naranjo (1998) analyzed homoeologous
chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase in F1 hybrids
derived from crosses of bread wheat, either carrying the
homoeologous-pairing suppressor, Ph1, or the deficiency
ph1b, lacking this gene, with a high-pairing genotype of
Aegilops speltoides. Data from relative pairing affinities
were used to predict homoeologous relationships of Ae.
speltoides chromosomes to wheat. Chromosomes of both
species, and their arms, were identified by C-banding. The
Ae. speltoides genotype carried genes that induced a high
level of homoeologous pairing in the two types of hybrids
analyzed. All arms of the seven chromosomes of the spel-
toides S genome showed normal homoeologous pairing that
implies that no apparent chromosome rearrangements
occurred in the evolution of the genome of Ae. speltoides
relative to wheat evolution. A pattern of preferential pairing
of two types, A-D and B-S, confirmed that the S genome is
very closely related to the B subgenome of wheat. Although
this pairing pattern was also reported in hybrids of wheat
with Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis, a different
behavior was found in group 5 chromosomes. In the hybrids

Table 9.8 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between diploid species of Triticum and Aegilops

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV

Ae. speltoides Ia x ssp. monococcum SAm 0.82 3.84 2.44 6.28 0.18 0.02 Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides IIb x ssp. monococcum SAm 8.42 2.34 0.44 2.78 0.15 – Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides IIb x ssp. monococcum SAm 6.04 3.28 0.38 3.66 0.16 0.04 Sears (1941b)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. monococcum SAm 7.25 – – 3.37 – – Riley et al. (1958)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. aegilopoides SAm 5.52 3.26 0.88 4.14 0.07 – Shang et al. (1989)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. aegilopoides SAm 2.92 3.49 1.76 5.25 0.15 0.03 Shang et al. (1989)

Ae. longissima (IP)c x
ssp. monococcum

SlAm 10.77 1.47 0.02 1.49 0.07 – Feldman (1978)

Ae. sharonensis x ssp. monococcum SshAm 13.35 – – 0.30 0.01 – Kushnir and Halloran
(1981)

Ae. bicornis x ssp. monococcum SbAm 8.62 2.28 0.23 2.51 0.11 0.01 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. monococcum x Ae. tauschii AmD 3.36 3.28 1.58 4.86 0.20 0.08 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. tauschii AmD 6.56 2.88 0.28 3.16 0.34 0.02 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. monococcum x Ae. caudata AmC 4.80 3.69 0.03 3.72 0.59 – Sears (1941b)

Ssp. monococcum x Ae. comosa AmM 7.44 3.00 0.22 3.22 0.04 – Sears (1941b)

Ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. comosa AmM 7.06 2.48 0.08 2.56 0.42 0.14 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. monococcum x Ae. uniaristata AmN 10.15 1.86 0.02 1.88 0.03 – Sears (1941b)

Ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. uniaristata AmN 7.66 2.98 – 2.98 0.02 – Sears (1941b)

Ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. umbellulata AmU 5.78 2.78 0.10 2.88 0.82 – Sears (1941b)
a High pairing type of Ae. speltoides
b Intermediate pairing type of Ae. speltoides
c Intermediate pairing type of Ae. longissima
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of bread wheat with Ae. speltoides, chromosome 5B-5S
pairing was much more frequent than 5D-5S, while these
chromosome associations reached similar frequencies in the
hybrids of Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis. These results
are in agreement with the hypothesis that the B subgenome
of wheat is closely related to the B subgenome of Ae.
speltoides.

9.4.3 Aegilops bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. & Spach

9.4.3.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. & Spach [Syn.: Triticum
bicorne Forssk.; Sitopsis bicornis (forssk.) Á. Löve] is

predominantly an autogamous annual plant. Culms are
slender, erect, 15–45-cm-high. Spikes are 4–5(-8)-cm-long
(excluding awns), two-rowed, mostly awned, with 8–15 (-
19) spikelets, disarticulating at maturity into spikelets, each
spikelet falls with the rachis internode immediately below it
(Fig. 2.3; wedge-type dispersal unit). Several lower spikelets
often remain attached at the tip of culm. Spikelets are 5.5–
8.5-mm-long (excluding awns), mostly 3-flowered (2 lower
florets are fertile). The attached rachis internode is half the
length of the spikelet. Rudimentary spikelets at the base of
the spike are absent. Glumes are 4.5–5.5-mm-long, emar-
ginated or with an angle between teeth, asymmetrical and
keeled. Lemmas are 4–6-mm-long, boat-shaped, mostly
ending in a slender, 4.5–6.0-cm-long awn (in lower

Table 9.9 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allotetraploid species of Triticum and diploid species of
Aegilops

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV

Ssp. dicoccoides x Ae. bicornis BASb 17.37 1.78 – 1.78 0.02 – Riley et al. (1958)

Ae. sharonensis x ssp. dicoccoides SshBA 16.62 2.20 0/03 2.23 – – Kushnir and Halloran (1981)

Ssp. turgidum x Ae. sharonensis BASsh 16.48 2.22 – 2.22 0.02 – Riley et al. (1958)

Ssp. turgidum x Ae. sharonensis BASsh 16.06 2.50 – 2.50 – – Roy (1959)

Ae. longissima x ssp. dicoccon SlBA 17.43 – – 1.60 0.01 – Riley et al. (1958)

Ssp. durum x Ae. longissima BASl 18.6 – – 1.20 – – Vardi (1973)

Ssp. dicoccoides x Ae. speltoides BAS 7.44 – – 4.66 1.41 – McFadden and Sears (1947)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. dicoccoides SBA 5.94 – – 5.21 1.59 0.06 Riley et al. (1958)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. dicoccon SBA 6.70 – – 6.22 0.62 – Riley et al. (1958)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. georgicuma SBA 8.00 – – 4.96 1.08 0.08 Riley et al. (1961)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. durum SBA 5.90 – – 5.96 1.06 – Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. durum x Ae. speltoides (HP)b BAS 6.60 3.00 1.00 4.00 2.10 0.5 Feldman and Mello-
Sampayo (1967)

Ssp. durum x Ae. speltoides (HP)b BAS 8.80 3.50 0.40 3.90 1.40 0.10 Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. durum x Ae. speltoides (IP)c BAS 12.10 2.70 1.45 4.15 0.20 – Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. durum x Ae. speltoides (LP)d BAS 20.20 0.40 – 0.40 – – Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. durum x Ae. speltoides BAS 5.00 – – 4.50 2.50 – Vardi (1973)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. turgidum SBA 7.92 – – 5.94 0.40 – Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. dicoccoides x Ae. tauschii BAD 20.89 – – 0.05 – – McFadden and Sears (1947)

Ae. speltoides x ssp. timopheevii SGA 7.60 – – 6.28 0.28 – Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides GAS 5.34 3.00 1.64 4.64 1.94 0.14 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides (HP)b GAS 3.77 2.87 1.30 4.17 2.70 0.20 Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides (IP)c GAS 6.05 3.45 1.18 4.63 1.70 0.15 Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides (LP)d GAS 7.22 3.34 1.57 4.91 1.30 0.20 + 0.02 V Shands and Kimber (1973)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. bicornis GASb 17.53 1.61 0.05 1.66 0.04 0.01 Sears (1941b)

Ssp. timopheevii x Ae. tauschii GAD 17.37 – – 1.71 0–1 – McFadden and Sears (1947)
a Triticum turgidum ssp. georgicum is currently T. turgidum ssp. paleocolchicum (Menabde) Á. löve & D. Löve;
b HP-High paring type of Ae. speltoides; c IP-Intermediate paring type of Ae. speltoides;
d LP-Low paring type of Ae. speltoides
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Table 9.10 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allohexaploid species of Triticum and diploid species of
Aegilops

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III Above III

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima BADSl 23.90 1.96 – 1.96 – – Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima BADSl 24.20 – – 1.78 0.08 – Riley and Chapman (1963)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima BADSl 24.04 – – 1.96 0.01 – Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima BADSl 24.52 – – 1.68 0.04 – Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima
(LP)a

BADSl 25.40 1.43 0.02 1.45 0.02 – Ceoloni et al. (1986)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima
(LP)a

BADSl 26.33 0.80 0.02 0.82 0.01 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima
(LP)a

BADSl 24.55 1.59 0.06 1.65 0.05 0.003 IV Naranjo and Maestra (1995)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima (IP)b BADSl 17.20 – – 4.86 0.31 0.04 IV Mello-Sampayo (1971b)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima (IP)b BADSl 15.35 – – 5.49 0.39 0.06 IV Feldman (1978)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. longissima (IP)b BADSl 17.77 4.40 0.39 4.79 0.19 0.02 IV Ceoloni et al. (1986)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. sharonensis
(LP)a

BADSsh 24.99 – – 1.50 0.02 – Mello-Sampayo (1971b)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. sharonensis
(LP)a

BADSsh 25.21 1.18 0.03 1.21 0.03 – Maestra and Naranjo (1997)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. bicornis BADSb 26.70 0.61 – 0.61 0.03 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. searsii BADSs 24.62 – – 1.57 0.07 – Feldman (1978)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. searsii BADSs 26.61 0.68 – 0.68 0.01 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides BADS 6.04 4.60 2.04 6.64 1.88 0.76 IV Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides BADS 3.40 4.14 2.00 6.14 2.20 1.38
IV + 0.04 V

Riley et al. (1961)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides
(line G)

BADS 8.44 – – 6.22 1.33 0.74 IV Riley (1966a, b)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides
(line E)

BADS 6.60 – – 6.60 1.44 0.92
IV + 0.04 V

Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides
(line M)

BADS 9.82 – – 6.02 1.38 0.50 Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (HP)c BADS 5.40 5.10 2.50 7.60 1.00 1.10 Feldman and Mello-Sampayo
(1967)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (IP)b BADS 5.83 – – 5.27 1.47 1.47 Mello-Sampayo (1971b)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (HP)c BADS 6.80 5.00 1.80 6.80 1.80 0.50 IV + 0.05
VI

Kimber and Athwal (1972)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (IP)b BADS 16.70 5.20 – 5.20 0.03 – Kimber and Athwal (1972)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (LP)a BADS 26.60 0.70 – 0.70 – – Kimber and Athwal (1972)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (LP)a BADS 23.37 2.17 0.08 2.25 0.04 – YU and Jahier (1992)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. tauschii BADD 15.38 2.42 3.75 6.17 0.07 0.02 IV Kimber and Riley (1963)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. tauschii BADD 14.66 1.94 4.44 6.38 0.12 0.02 IV Kimber and Riley (1963)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. caudata BADC 24.12 – – 1.82 0.08 – Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. comosa BADM 22.44 – – 2.46 0.06 – Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. umbellulata BADU 24.50 – – 1.60 0.10 – Riley (1966a)

Ssp. aestivum x Ae. umbellulata BADU 23.83 1.93 0.02 1.95 0.09 0.01 IV Yu and Jahier (1992)
aLP-Low paring type of Ae. speltoides; bIP-Intermediate paring type of Ae. speltoides; cHP-High paring type of Ae. speltoides.
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spikelets, awns are short or absent); the awn is usually not
flanked by lateral teeth. The caryopsis adheres to lemmas
and palea (Fig. 9.1c).

The species includes two varieties: var. bicornis (var.
typica Eig) and var. anathera [var. mutica (Aschers.) Eig;
Triticum bicorne muticum (Aschers.) Eig]. In var. bicornis,
all spikelets are awned, sometimes, the lowest is awnless,
whereas, in var. anathera, all spikelets, except for the
uppermost 1–3, are awnless. Var. anathera is rare and
sporadic, grows together with var. bicornis.

Ae. bicornis exhibits limited morphological variation,
involving mainly spike and spikelet size, plant size, and
degree of awn development. It is close in spike morphology
to Ae. sharonensis, Ae. speltoides var. ligustica, Triticum
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides and T. urartu.

Ae. bicornis is a semi-desert element, distributing in
southeastern Mediterranean and in Saharo-Arabian regions.
It occurs in the coastal regions of Libya (Cyrenaica)), Egypt
(lower Egypt and Sinai) and southern Israel (western
Negev), as well as in inland desert area in Israeli Negev and
in Southern Jordan (Edom). Few populations were found in
northeastern Cyprus. It grows from sea level to 200 m above
sea level (in southern Jordan, it is found at 200–900 m), in
areas with an annual rainfall of 75–275 mm (the driest part
of the Mediterranean), usually on stable sandy soils, in open
dwarf shrubs or herbaceous steppe-like or desert-like for-
mations, xeric coastal and desert plains, in plantations, edges
of cultivation and roadsides. It is common in coastal regions,
sometimes in dense populations in the coastal plain of
southern Israel, Sinai, and lower Egypt, and sporadic in inner
sandy deserts. It is a very early maturing type. Ae. bicornis
may have originated in the southern part of the Fertile
Crescent. Currently, its center of variation is lower Egypt
and the Sinai Peninsula. In the Israeli Negev and south
Jordan (and possibly also in Egypt), Ae. bicornis grows
sympatrically with Ae. longissima, and Ae. kotschyi. In south
Israel, it grows allopatrically with Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
peregrina.

9.4.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. bicornis is a diploid (2n = 2x = 14) whose nuclear
genome is a modified S genome (designated Sb by Kihara
1954, Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998) and its
organellar genome is unique (designated Sb by Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1988). Its nuclear 1C DNA content is relatively
high (6.84 ± 0.097 pg; Eilam et al. 2007; 7.1 pg; The
Angiosperm C-value database at Kew Botanic gardens)
(Tables 2.4 and 9.3). Li et al. (2022) assessed the size of Ae.
bicornis genome after genome sequencing and assembly to
be 5.73 Gb (=5.6 pg), a value that is smaller than those
above that were obtained by flow cytometry measurement.

Ae. bicornis has a symmetric karyotype (one chromo-
some pair has an almost median centromere and the rest of

the pairs have submedian centromeres), with one pair with
large and another with small satellites on the short arms
(Senyaninova-Korchagina 1932; Riley et al. 1958; Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). The two SAT-chromosomes belong to
homoeologous groups 5 and 6 (Friebe and Gill 1996).
According to Riley et al. (1958), the karyotype of Ae.
bicornis is similar to that of Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
longissima.

Ae. bicornis, like the other species of subsection Emar-
ginata, namely, Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae.
searsii, has major NOR loci on chromosomes of groups 5
and 6 and a variable number of minor loci on chromosomes
of homoeologous groups 1, 3, 5 and 6 (Badaeva et al.
1996b). The 5S rDNA loci were observed in these species on
chromosomes of groups 1 and 5, distal to minor NOR loci in
the short arm of chromosome 1Sb and proximal to a major
NOR locus in the short arm of chromosome 5Sb. Ae.
bicornis differs from the other species of subsection Emar-
ginats, with the exception of Ae. searsii, by having a lower
heterochromatin content. In addition, Ae. bicornis differs
from the other three Emarginata species in the size of the two
5S rDNA sites, and by the presence of a minor polymorphic
NOR locus in a distal part of the long arm of chromosome
5Sb (Badaeva et al. 1996b).

The karyotype of Ae. bicornis differs from that of Ae.
longissima, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. searsii, in both its
C-banding pattern and by the size of C-bands detected in the
karyotype, all of which are small (Teho and Hutchinson
1983; Teho et al. 1983a; Badaeva et al. 1996a), and most
resembled that of Amblyopyrum muticum (Friebe et al.
1996). Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis are highly hete-
rochromatic species; C-bands are present in intercalary,
telomeric, and proximal regions of the chromosomes, while
Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis have much less
C-heterochromatin and have relatively smaller centromeric
bands (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983; Badaeva et al. 1996a).

Strong hybridization with the noncoding, highly repeti-
tive DNA sequence, pSc119, derived from Secale cereale,
was observed at the telomeres and at some subtelomeric
regions of several chromosomes (Badaeva et al. 1996a).
A strong signal with the pScll9 probe was detected at both
telomeres of chromosomes 1Sb and one polymorphic site
was found in the subterminal region of the long arm of 1Sb.
Chromosomes 2Sb, 3Sb, and 6Sb (a SAT chromosome) had
similar labeling patterns with pSc119 but differed in chro-
mosome morphology. The hybridization pattern of chro-
mosome 4Sb included one telomeric site in the short arm and
a double site in the long arm. An additional site was detected
in the subterminal region of the long arm. Chromosome 5Sb,
the second SAT chromosome, had one pSc119 site at the
telomere of the short arm. Two telomeric pScll9 sites and
one subterminal site were detected in the short arm of
chromosome 7Sb. The distribution of pScll9 hybridization
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sites in the Ae. bicornis genome was like that of Ae.
longissima, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. searsii and A. muticum.

Using FISH in Ae. bicornis, Salina et al. (2006) did not
find any detectable FISH signal with the two tandem repe-
ated sequences Spelt1 and Spelt52 probes. This confirms
earlier studies that concluded that Spelt52 is absent in Ae.
bicornis (and in Ae. searsii), while it occurs in Ae. sharo-
nensis and Ae. longissima (Anamthawat-Jonsson and
Heslop-Harrison 1993; Zhang et al. 2002; Salina et al.
2004a; Belyayev and Raskina 1998; Raskina et al. 2011).
Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima have similar pSc119
labeling patterns as those seen in Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii
but differ from them in having more heterochromatic chro-
mosomes (Badaeva et al. 1996a; Friebe and Gill 1996).

9.4.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

The chromosomes of Ae. bicornis pair relatively well with
those of the other Sitopsis species, but only the F1 hybrid
with Ae. sharonensis was fertile (Tanaka 1955a). Tanaka
(1955a) reported that in the F1 hybrid of a biotype of Ae.
sharonensis with one of Ae. bicornis, meiotic chromosome
pairing was fairly regular, with six to seven bivalents. Pollen
and seed fertility in this hybrid was high, even though the
plants were dwarf-like and weak. Similarly, high chromo-
somal pairing was observed in meiosis of a hybrid between a
biotype of Ae. longissima and Ae. bicornis (Table 9.4)
indicated that these species differed by a reciprocal translo-
cation and the hybrid was more or less self-sterile (Kimber
1961). However, a backcross to either parent set seed when
the hybrid was used as the female parent (Waines and
Johnson 1972). Kihara (1949) reported 5–7 bivalents (seven
bivalents were the mode) in first meiotic metaphase of F1
hybrids between Ae. speltoides and Ae. bicornis, however,
the hybrids were sterile.

Few studies have been performed on crosses with other
Aegilops species. Meiocytes of the F1 hybrid between Ae.
bicornis and Ae. tauschii exhibited from zero to six bivalents
and a rare one trivalent (Kihara 1949). Those between Ae.
bicornis and tetraploid Ae. crassa as well as with Ae.
uniaristata, had similar levels of chromosomal pairing, i.e.,
one to six bivalents and few multivalents (Kihara 1949). The
F1 hybrid between Ae. bicornis and Ae. umbellulata, Ae.
biuncialis and Ae. columnaris had an even lower level of
pairing (0–5 with 3 bivalents as mode and few trivalents;
Kihara 1949), while that with Ae. peregrina had higher
pairing (Table 9.5), indicating that the genome of Ae.
bicornis is related to one of the subgenomes of Ae. pere-
grina, presumably subgenome Sv.

Ohta (1990) produced F1 hybrids between Ae. bicornis
and Amblyopyrum muticum with and without B chromo-
somes (Tables 8.1 and 8.2). In studies of chromosomal
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of the hybrids that did not

have B chromosomes, he observed very little pairing (0.003
mean arm pairing per cell) whereas in hybrid with B chro-
mosomes the pairing was significantly higher (0.77 mean
arm pairing per cell; 82% of the cells had seven bivalents).
No cells had multivalents and the frequency of univalents
was very low. This high pairing in this hybrid presumably
resulted from the activity of the homoeologous pairing
promoters that exist in A. muticum rather than from the high
degree of homology between the chromosomes of the two
species.

Crosses between Ae. bicornis and Triticum monococcum
ssp. monococcum was studied by Sears (1941b) (Table 9.8).
At meiosis of this F1 hybrid, 5.38 chromosomes paired on
average, most of which in the form of rod bivalent. In other
crosses between Ae. bicornis and T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides, the offspring were inviable or poorly
viable, whereas hybrid with another variety of
ssp. aegilopoides was viable (Sears 1944a). This lack of
viability is apparently mono-factorially determined (Sears
1944a). Poor pairing was observed in the triploid hybrids
between wild tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum subsp. dicoc-
coides x Ae. bicornis, and T. timopheevii ssp. timopheevii
and Ae. bicornis (Table 9.9), and between hexaploid wheat,
T. aestivum subsp. aestivum and Ae. bicornis (Table 9.10).
Evidently, very little homology exists between the chro-
mosomes of diploid wheat and Ae. bicornis; the triploid and
tetraploid hybrids had even less pairing, due to the presence
of the Ph1 gene of the allopolyploid wheats.

9.4.4 Aegilops sharonensis Eig

9.4.4.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops sharonensis Eig, common name: Sharon goat grass,
[Syn.: Aegilops bicornis (Forssk.) Jaub. & Spach var. major
Eig; Triticum sharonnse (Eig) Feldman & Sears; T. longis-
simum (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Bowden ssp. sharonensis
(Eig) Chennav.; Aegilops longissima Schweinf. & Muschl.
ssp. sharonensis (Eig) Chennav.; Ae. longissima Schweinf. &
Muschl. var. major (Eig) Hammer; Sitopsis sharonensis
(Eig) Á. Löve] is a predominantly autogamous annual plant.
Its culm is (40-) 50–70 (-100)-cm-high (excluding spikes).
Spikes are more or less broad, linear, two-rowed, usually
awned (except in var. mutica), and 7–13-cm-long (excluding
awns). Rachis is zig-zagged, with each segment being
bow-shaped, disarticulating to individual spikelets at matu-
rity, each spikelet with the rachis internode immedi-
ately below it (wedge-type dispersal unit; Fig. 2.3). The
lower-most spikelet or the few lowest spikelets remain
attached at the tip of the culm. Spikelets are 8–13-mm-long
(excluding awns), linear, elliptical, grow smaller toward the
tip, and are more or less flattened. There are 3–5 florets per
spikelet, with the upper 1–3 being sterile. The attached rachis
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internode is shorter than the spikelets and curved. Glumes are
6–7-mm-long, with two small points, one of which is
sometimes elongated into a small awn. Lemmas are
8–11-mm-long, with a 40–60-mm-long awn, there are two
short broad teeth at the base. Awns increase in length toward
the tip of the ear. The 1–3 lowest spikelets are usually almost
awnless. Anthers are 5–6-mm-long. The caryopsis adheres to
the lemma and palea (Fig. 9.1d).

Since its discovery, the status of Ae. sharonensis as an
independent species has been in dispute and has been
changed on several occasions. Zhukovsky (1928) considered
Ae. sharonensis as a subspecies of Ae. longissima, while Eig
(1928a) described it as a variety of Ae. bicornis and named it
Ae. bicornis (forssk.) Jaub. & Spach. var. major Eig. Later,
Eig (1928b), based on a re-examination of the plant mor-
phology, his advanced knowledge of the various habitats,
and the absence of hybrid swarms or intermediate forms in
the contact zones of Ae. sharonensis and Ae. bicornis, ele-
vated the former to the species rank and named it Ae.
sharonensis Eig. However, its validity as a biological spe-
cies had since been doubted. Based on complete chromo-
some pairing of the F1 hybrids at meiosis and their high
fertility, Kihara (1937, 1940a, b, 1949, 1954), and Lilienfeld
1951) treated it as a subspecies or variety of Ae. longissima
and assigned the two taxa the same genome formula (Sl).
This treatment was supported by studies of the fertility and
chromosome pairing in pollen mother cells (PMCs) of
hybrids between these two taxa (Tanaka 1955a; Roy 1959;
Kimber 1961). Also, Bowden (1959), while integrating the
genus Aegilops into Triticum, considered Ae. sharonensis a
subspecies of T. longissimum. Chennaveeraiah (1960), based
on karyomorphology and plant morphology, also considered
Ae. sharonensis to be a subspecies of Ae. longissima. The
merging of Aegilops into Triticum was adopted by several
cytogeneticists (e.g., Morris and Sears 1967; Mac Key 1968;
Kimber and Sears 1983; Kimber and Feldman 1987), but
these scientists considered T. sharonense as a separate spe-
cies, named T. sharonense (Eig) Kimber and Feldman.
While reorganizing the tribe Triticeae in genera based on
genome homology, Löve (1984), recognized section Sitopsis
as a genus including five diploid species bearing the S
genome. Under this taxonomic treatment, Aegilops sharo-
nensis was named Sitopsis sharonensis (Eig) A. löve.
However, taxonomists (e.g., Baum 1977, 1978a, b; Hammer
1980; Feinbrun-Dothan 1986a; van Slageren 1994) kept
Aegilops as a separate genus. Ankory and Zohary (1962)
reported that the two species, Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
longissima, are well-differentiated in nature and were
apparently separated by seasonal and ecological factors for
natural hybridization and, therefore, treated them as different
species. Using the same arguments, Kimber and Feldman
(1987) also treated them as separate species. Using
C-banding pattern of mitotic metaphase chromosomes, Teoh

and Hutchinson (1983) found that the differences between
Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima are large enough to
justify their treatment as two separate species. Likewise,
studies of electrophoretic mobility of isoenzymes (Brody
and Mendlinger 1980; Nakai and Tsuji 1984) and analysis of
water-soluble leaf proteins (Mendlinger and Zohary 1995)
showed Ae. sharonensis to be a valid species. Waines and
Johnson (1972), studying the electrophoretic pattern of
ethanol-extracted seed proteins, found that Ae. sharonensis
was intermediate between Ae. longissima and Ae. bicornis
and concluded that, Ae. sharonensis is genetically different
from these two species and should be considered a separate
species. Finally, Yen and Kimber (1990b) hybridized Ae.
sharonensis with autotetraploid lines of Ae. speltoides, Ae.
longissima and Ae. bicornis and analyzed chromosomal
pairing at meiotic first metaphase of these hybrids. They
found that Ae. sharonensis is almost equally related to Ae.
speltoides and Ae. longissima, while it is distant from Ae.
bicornis, and concluded, therefore, that Ae. sharonensis
should not be treated as a subspecies or variety of Ae.
longissima.

Ae. sharonensis includes two varieties: var. sharonensis
(var. typica Eig), in which lemmas are awned in all spikelets
except in the lowest, and var. mutica (Post) Eig, where
lemmas are awnless in all spikelets or awned in the
upper-most spikelets only. The latter is rare and occurs in
mixed populations in Acre Plain and Sharon Plain of Israel.

Morphological variation involves differences in spike
color and size, spikelet number and size, degree of expres-
sion of two-rowed nature and awn development. Studies on
genetic and phenotypic diversity indicated that Ae. sharo-
nensis is a diverse species, in spite of its limited geographic
distribution and not highly variable environments (Olivera
and Steffenson 2009). Morphologically, Ae. sharonensis is
like to Ae. bicornis by having two-rowed spikes, awns in all
the spikelets, spike disarticulation into single spikelets, and
the shape of the lemmas (Eig 1929a), but have larger plant
and spikelet sizes, larger grains and a somewhat laxer rachis.
Edaphically, Ae. sharonensis is closer to Ae. bicornis than to
Ae. longissima, though sympatric with the latter in several
localities and allopatric with the former.

Olivera et al. (2010) used microsatellites to study genetic
diversity and population structure of Ae. sharonensis from
different sites in Israel and identified the Sharon Plain as the
region exhibiting the highest level of allele richness and
average gene diversity. Because it is located in the center of
the geographic distribution of the species and includes sites
with the highest level of diversity, the authors suggested that
the Sharon Plain might be the center of origin and center of
variation of Ae. sharonensis. There are two possibilities to
explain the origin of Ae. sharonensis. First, it derived from
Ae. bicornis that penetrated the coastal plain of southern
Israel and absorbed genes from Ae. longissima via
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introgressive hybridization. Indeed, Waines and Johnson
(1972), based on studies of seed protein patterns, proposed
that, Ae. sharonensis derived from a hybridization between
Ae. bicornis and Ae. longissima. Alternatively, Raskina et al.
(2004b), based on studies of intrapopulation variability of
rDNA in marginal populations of Ae. speltoides and Ae.
sharonensis, suggested that Ae. sharonensis derived from
Ae. speltoides.

Phenologically, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. bicornis are the
earliest heading species of the genus Aegilops. Both species
flower from March to May, albeit Ae. sharonensis starts
flowering two weeks later than Ae. bicornis (Eig 1929a). Ae.
speltoides, Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii head later; these
species flower from April to June and in mountainous areas,
even up to July (Feinbrun-Dothan 1986a; van Slageren
1994).

Ae. sharonensis is an east Mediterranean element. It has a
very limited distribution in the south-central distribution
region of the genus. It is endemic to the coastal plain of
Israel (the Acre Plain, Sharon Plain, and Philistean Plain)
and south Lebanon (Eig 1928b, 1929a, 1936; Millet 2006;
Olivera and Steffenson 2009). The name Ae. sharonensis
refers to the Sharon Pain in Israel, where this taxon was first
described (Eig 1928a). It grows at 0–100 m above sea level,
locally common, often in dense stands, on well-drained
sandy soils, consolidated sand dunes, and on marine dilluvial
rocks (kurkar rocks), in open park-, shrub-, and herbaceous-
plant formations, abandoned fields, disturbed habitats and
roadsides (Eig 1928b, 1929a; Post 1933; Ankori and Zohary
1962; Witcombe 1983; Kimber and Feldman 1987; van
Slageren 1994). It grows sympatrically with Ae. longissima
(in few sites in the Israeli Coastal Plain), where intermediate
types between these two species in mixed populations,
mainly in disturbed habitats in the Sharon Plain, were
reported by Eig (1929a) and Ankori and Zohary (1962), and
with Ae. peregrina And Ae. geniculata, and allopatrically
with Ae. longissima (in most sites in the Sharon and
Philistean Plains), Ae. bicornis, and Ae. speltoides. Aegilops
sharonensis has a rich source of genes providing resistance
to important wheat diseases and abiotic stresses (Olivera and
Steffenson 2009 and references therein). Some forms grow
in salt-marshes (e.g., Na’aman salt-marsh, north of Haifa)
and may contain genes for salt tolerance. With the most
limited distribution of any species in the genus Aegilops,
Ae. sharonensis is rapidly losing its habitats, owing to the
combined effects of modern agricultural intensification and
expansion of urban and industrial areas (Millet 2006; Olivera
and Steffenson 2009).

9.4.4.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. sharonensis is diploid (2n = 2x = 14), having a modi-
fied S genome, designated Sl by Kihara (1954) and Dvorak
(1998), or Ssh by Theo and Hutchinson (1983) (from here

on, the genome symbol of Ae. sharonensis will be Ssh). Its
organellar genome is quite similar to that of Ae. longissima,
and consequently, is designated Sl (Ogihara and Tsunewaki
1988). According to Eilam et al. (2007), this species has the
largest genome in comparison to all other diploid Aegilops
species (1C DNA = 7.52 ± 0.100 pg; 7.1 pg; The Angios-
perm C-value database at Kew Botanic gardens (Tables 2.4
and 9.3). Li et al. (2022) assessed the size of Ae. sharonensis
genome after genome sequencing and assembly to be
6.07 Gb (=5.93 pg), and Avni et al. (2022), also after
sequencing and assembly, reported 6.71 Gb (=6.56 pg).
Furuta et al. (1986) described the genome size of Ae.
sharonensis as equal to that of Ae. longissima and larger
than those of Ae. searsii and Ae. speltoides. The karyotype
of Ae. sharonensis is symmetric; all chromosome pairs have
submedian centromere (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Riley et al.
(1958) and Chennaveeraiah (1960) found that the karyotype
of Ae. sharonensis is similar to that of Ae. longissima and, in
both species, there is one pair with large and another pair
with distinctly small satellites. The smaller satellites are
slightly less than half the size of the larger ones. The kary-
otypes of Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima are quite
similar to each other except for minor differences in the arm
ratios of the non-satellited pairs (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Ae. sharonensis, like the other three species of subsection
Emarginata, has major NOR loci on chromosomes of groups
5 and 6 and a variable number of minor loci on chromo-
somes of groups 1, 3, 5, and 6 (Badaeva et al. 1996b). The
5S rDNA loci were observed on chromosomes of groups 1
and 5, distal to minor NOR loci in the short arm of chro-
mosome 1Ssh and proximal to a major NOR locus in the
short arm of chromosome 5Ssh (Badaeva et al. 1996b).

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) and Teoh et al. (1983)
studied the C-banding patterns of chromosomes at mitotic
metaphase in all 10 diploid Aegilops species and found that
all diploid species exhibit characteristically different patterns
that enable the chromosomes of any complement to be
individually identified. Ae. sharonensis has a unique
C-banding pattern with telomeric, interstitial and excep-
tionally distinctive centromeric bands, varying in size and
staining intensity. Hence, from the specific C-banding pat-
tern, Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) concluded that the gen-
ome of Ae. sharonensis is different from that of Ae.
longissima, and, consequently, gave it the symbol Ssh. The
C-banding pattern of Ae. sharonensis indicates that this
species is much more closely related to Ae. speltoides and
Ae. longissima than to Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii.

A repetitive DNA sequence thought to be a noncoding,
highly repeated, 260-bp DNA fragment derived from the B
subgenome of bread wheat (Hutchinson and Lonsdale 1982),
was used in FISH experiments on genomes of all the diploid
species of Aegilops (Teoh et al. 1983). This repetitive
sequence was found in variable amounts in all diploid
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species but was restricted to specific regions of the chro-
mosomes. Ae. sharonensis, Ae. speltoides and Ae. longis-
sima possess many copies of the sequence and its
distribution is correlated with their respective C-banding
patterns. The strongest labelling was observed in Ae.
longissima and Ae. sharonensis, both showing localization
near the centromeres and also interstitially along the
chromosomes.

Salina et al. (2006), using two telomere-associated tan-
dem repeat sequences of Ae. speltoides, Spelt1 and Spelt52,
found that the in-situ hybridization patterns of these probes
in Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis are
different. The FISH signal with Spelt1 was only observed in
Ae. speltoides, while the FISH signal with Spelt52 was
found, in addition to Ae. speltoides, in Ae. sharonensis and
Ae. longissima as well. Similar results were obtained by
Anamthawat-Jonsson and Heslop-Harrison (1993), Zhang
et al. (2002), Salina et al. (2004b) and Raskina et al. (2011).
Thus, Spelt1 was completely absent from the genomes of the
four Emarginata species, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longissima,
Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis.

Badaeva et al. (1996a), using C-banding and in situ
hybridization with two highly repetitive DNA sequences,
pSc119, and pAsl, found that Ae. sharonensis was, together
with Ae. speltoides and Ae. longissima, the very hete-
rochromatic species of the diploid Aegilops species. While
they did not observed hybridization with the pAsl probe on
Ae. sharonensis, Ae. speltoides or Ae. longissima chromo-
somes, Ae. sharonensis, as well as the other Emarginata
species (Ae. longissima, Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis),
showed strong labeling with the pSc119 probe in the
telomeric chromosomal regions. Yet, the karyotypes of
these species exhibited different distributions of
C-heterochromatin (Badaeva et al. 1996b). Ae. sharonensis,
like Ae. longissima, was highly heterochromatic; C-bands
were present in intercalary, telomeric, and proximal regions
of the chromosomes. Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis had much
fewer C-bands in these regions.

Yaakov et al. (2013) utilized quantitative real-time PCR
to assess the relative copy numbers of 16 TE element fam-
ilies in various Triticum and Aegilops species. They found
that the Latidu family of TEs showed specific proliferation in
Ae. sharonensis, with more Latidu than in Ae. speltoides and
Ae. longissima, and much more than in Ae. searsii. The
Rong family was also observed in relatively high quantities
in Ae. sharonensis.

9.4.4.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Crosses between Ae. sharonensis and three other Sitopsis
species, i.e., Ae. longissima, Ae. bicornis and Ae. speltoides,
produced F1 hybrids that exhibited complete or almost
complete chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase.

Thus, F1 hybrids between Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longis-
sima and their reciprocal hybrid, had 5 bivalents (mostly ring
bivalents) and a quadrivalent (or trivalent and univalent),
indicating complete homology between the genomes of
these two species and the existence of a reciprocal translo-
cation between them (Tanaka 1955a; Kimber 1961; Ankori
and Zohary 1962). Only Roy (1959) observed 6.90 bivalent
and no multivalents in these hybrids. However, when
assessing the photographs presented by Roy, Ankori and
Zohary (1962) noticed that the longissima line used was
already highly introgressed with Ae. sharonensis, which
explains why Roy did not encounter a translocation con-
figuration in his hybrids. Hybrid between Ae. sharonensis
and Ae. bicornis exhibited 6–7 bivalents (Tanaka 1955a) and
the hybrid between Ae. sharonensis and Ae. speltoides had
similar levels of pairing (6.85 bivalents per cell of which
5.35 were ring bivalents; Kihara 1949; Sears 1941b; Kimber
1961), whereas Tanaka (1955a) reported on somewhat less
pairing in this hybrid (4–7 bivalents). The F1 hybrids
between Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima was almost
fully fertile (more than 80% seed set; Tanaka 1955a; Ankori
and Zohary 1962) and the hybrid Ae. sharonensis x Ae.
bicornis had an approximate 62% seed set (Tanaka 1955a),
while the hybrid between Ae. sharonensis and Ae. speltoides
was sterile (Sears 1941b).

Data of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae.
sharonensis and other diploid Aegilops species are presented
in Table 9.4. These hybrids exhibited low pairing, indicating
that the genome of Ae. sharonensis is more distant from the
genomes of these species than from those of Sitopsis species.
The F1 hybrid between the tetraploid species Ae. kotschyi
(genome SvSvUU) and Ae. sharonensis exhibited 4.28
bivalents (of which 2 were ring), 1.50 trivalents, 0.46
quadrivalents and 0.09 pentavalents (Rubenstein and Sallee
1973), indicating high homology between the genome of Ae.
sharonensis and one of the subgenomes of Ae. kotschyi,
most probably genome Sv.

In analyzing F1 hybrids between Ae. sharonensis and
Ambliopyrum muticum without B chromosomes, Ohta
(1990) found chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase
ranging from 6.22 to 6.50 bivalents (of which 3.10 to 4.48
were ring bivalents) (Table 8.1). Several hybrids had few
multivalent configurations. These hybrids showed very good
pairing, presumably due to the promotion of homoeologous
pairing by the genome of A. muticum but were completely
sterile (Ohta 1990).

Ae. sharonensis was crossed with diploid, tetraploid, and
hexaploid Triticum species (Tables 9.8, 9.9 and 9.10). The
F1 hybrid between Ae. sharonensis and T. monococcum
ssp. monococcum had very little pairing and were com-
pletely sterile (Kushnir amd Halloran 1981), indicating little
homology between the Ssh and Am genomes. The F1 hybrid
between Ae. sharonensis and tetraploid wild wheat T.
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turgidum ssp. dicoccoides had 2.23 bivalents (of which 0.03
were ring bivalents) (Kushnir and Halloran 1981), whereas
McFadden and Sears (1947) reported 5.18 bivalents and 1.05
trivalents in the reciprocal hybrid. Hybrids between
domesticated tetraploid wheat T. turgidum subsp. turgidum
and Ae. sharonensis exhibited 2.22 bivalents and 0.02
trivalents (Riley et al. 1958). A similar level of chromosomal
pairing in this hybrid combination, i.e., 2.50 bivalents per
cell, was reported by Roy (1959). These F1 triploid hybrids
had very little chromosome pairing at meiosis, indicating
that, in the presence of the homoeologous-pairing suppres-
sor, Ph1, of allopolyploid wheats, Ae. sharonensis chro-
mosomes rarely pair with the wheat chromosomes and,
likewise, the wheat chromosomes rarely pair with each
other. Similar low chromosomal pairing exists in F1 hybrids
between hexaploid wheat T. aestivum ssp. aestivum and Ae.
sharonensis (Table 9.10). Interestingly, the amount of
chromosome pairing in hybrids with hexaploid wheat is
lower than that measured in hybrids with tetraploid wheat.

The homoeologous relationship between Ae. sharonensis
and chromosomes of T. aestivum was determined by Friebe
and Gill (1996), by comparing the C-banding pattern of Ae.
sharonensis chromosomes, described by Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983), with those of Ae. longissima chromo-
somes, whose homoeologous relationships to T. aestivum
chromosomes were previously established by Friebe et al.
(1993). Then, Friebe and Gill (1996) assigned the seven
chromosomes of Ae. sharonensis to each homoeologous
group of T. aestivum. Later, Maestra and Naranjo (1997)
confirmed the homoeologous relationship between Ae.
sharonensis and T. aestivum chromosomes, by C-banding
analysis of specific pairing at first meiotic metaphase in F1
hybrids between Ae. sharonensis and T. aestivum ssp. aes-
tivum. They analyzed chromosomal pairing in hybrids
between three different genotypes of Triticum aestivum, each
carrying (Ph1), or lacking it (ph2b mutant), and Ae. sharo-
nensis, in order to establish the homoeologous relationships
of Ae. sharonensis chromosomes to those of hexaploid
wheat. Since Ae. sharonensis chromosomes show a dis-
tinctive C-banding pattern (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983), and
thus, could be distinguished from those of wheat, C-banding
was used by Maestra and Naranjo (1997) to identify the
chromosomes of both species and their arms. Normal
homoeologous relationships for the seven chromosomes of
the Ssh genome of Ae sharonensis, and their arms, were
revealed in this study. The pattern of pairing between
chromosomes of Ae. sharonensis and ssp. aestivum indicated
that no apparent chromosome rearrangement occurred dur-
ing the evolution of the Ae. sharonensis genome relative to
the subgenomes of hexaploid wheat. Thus, the chromosome
structure of the ancestral genome from which subgenomes
A, B, and D of allohexaploid wheat derived, was also pre-
served in genome Ssh. All three types of hybrids with Ph1,

demonstrating low pairing level, however, with ph2b,
demonstrating intermediate pairing level was observed,
showing preferential pairing between A-D and B-Ssh.
A close relationship between the Ssh genome and the B
subgenome of bread wheat was confirmed, but the results
provided no evidence that the B subgenome was derived
from Ae. sharonensis. Similar results were obtained by
Fernández-Calvín and Orellana (1993).

On the basis of the results of homoeologous pairing
between chromosomes of Ae. sharonensis and T. aestivum,
Maestra and Naranjo (1997) were able to identify the
homoeologous relationships between all of the chromosomes
of the Ssh genome and bread wheat. Their homoeologous
pairing findings confirmed the homoeology of chromosome
4Ssh to wheat chromosomes of group 4, reported by Miller
et al. (1982), as well as the assignment of the Ssh genome
chromosomes to the seven homoeologous groups of wheat,
and the arm designation, suggested by Friebe and Gill
(1996), based on chromosomal morphology and C-banding.

9.4.5 Aegilops longissima Schweinf. & Muschl.

9.4.5.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops longissima Schweinf. & Muschl. [Syn.: Aegilops
longissima (Schweinf. & Muschl.) ssp. longissima Hammer;
Triticum longissimum (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Bowden;
Sitopsis longissima (Schweinf. & Muschl.) Á. Löve] is a
predominantly autogamous annual plant. Its culm is 40–
110-cm-high (excluding spikes). Spike is narrow, linear,
one-rowed, tapering slightly to the tip, and 10–20-cm-long
(excluding awns). At maturity, they are fragile near, but
usually not at, the base, with the greater part of the spike
falling entire, while lower spikelets remain on the culm or
fall later singly or in 2–3 pieces. Spikelets 8–15 are 12–
14-mm-long (excluding awns), become thinner and shorter
toward the tip of the spike, and are appressed to the rachis
segment. There are 3–5 florets in each spikelet, the upper 1–
3 being sterile. The rachis internodes are nearly as long as
spikelets in the middle of the spike. Glumes are 6–
8-mm-long, tough, and usually with two teeth separated by
a membranous edge. Glumes of the terminal spikelet
sometimes have three teeth, with the center one sometimes
elongated into a very short awn. Lemmas of the lateral
spikelets are canoe-shaped and awnless. Lemmas of the
terminal spikelet have a 7–12-cm-long, broad, convex awn,
often with a small unequal tooth on each side. Anthers are 5–
6-mm-long. The caryopsis adheres to both lemma and palea
(Fig. 9.1e).

Limited morphological variation is mainly seen in spike
length, spikelet number, rachis form (zig-zagged or straight)
and awn length. Like Ae. speltoides and Ae. searsii, Ae.
longissima ripens later than Ae. sharonensis and Ae.
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bicornis. The center of variation is in steppic regions of
Israel and Jordan.

Morphologically, Ae. longissima is taller than Ae. sharo-
nensis and differs from it by its long, narrow, linear, and
one-rowed spike, by the absence of awns on the lemmas of
the lateral spikelets, and by the presence of long and broad
awns on the terminal spikelet. At maturity, the spike breaks
near the base and falls almost entire and, at the end of the
summer, the spike may disarticulate into single spikelets with
the rachis internode beside them (barrel-type disarticulation).
Ankori and Zohary (1962) reported that the two species are
well-differentiated in nature and apparently separated by
seasonal and ecological factors for natural hybridization.
Cytologically, the two taxa have minor differences in their
karyotype, and even though the hybrid between them exhibits
complete chromosomal pairing at meiosis, the two taxa differ
by a reciprocal translocation. The occurrence of a reciprocal
translocation between the distal regions of chromosome arms
4SlL and 7SlL in Ae. longissima was later confirmed by
Friebe et al. (1993). This translocation is not present in other
Sitopsis species (Kihara 1949; Tanaka 1955a; Riley et al.
1961; Kimber 1961; Feldman et al. 1979).

Ae. longissima has a relatively limited distribution in the
south-central region of the distribution area of the genus.
A steppical (Irano-Turanian) element extends into
sub-Mediterranean and desert (Saharo-Arabian) regions. It
grows in Egypt (lower Egypt and Sinai), Israel (coastal plain,
northern, and central Negev and eastern Judea and Samarian
Mountains up to the east to Ein Gev, the eastern shore of the
Lake of Galilee), Jordan, Lebanon (southern coastal plain),
and Syria. Alt: 0–900 m above sea level (Table 9.1). It
grows on sandy loams derived from the sandstone of the
coastal plain, rarely on somewhat heavier soil, in the coastal
plain of Egypt, Israel and Lebanon, and on sand derived
from Nubian sandstone, in grey calcareous steppe soil or
loess in the inland steppe or desert regions, in open dwarf
shrub or herbaceous steppe-like or desert-like formations,
plains, abandoned fields, edges of cultivation and roadsides.
It is common, and often abundant in the coastal plain and in
several steppic habitats bordering on the Mediterranean
region in Israel, Jordan, and Syria.

Like Ae. bicornis, it grows in the hot and dry parts of the
south-east Mediterranean, but its distribution area is closer to
the center of the distribution area of the genus. The center of
variation is in the steppic regions of Israel and Jordan, where
it presumably originated and from which it invaded the
coastal plain. It is sympatric with Ae. sharonensis [hybrid
swarms with Ae. sharonensis can be found in the coastal
plain (Ankori and Zohary 1962)] and Ae. peregrina in the
coastal plain and with Ae., bicornis, Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
vavilovii in the steppical region. It is allopatric with Ae.
speltoides in the coastal plain, with Ae. searsii in southern

Judea Mts., with Ae. umbellulata, Ae. geniculata and Ae.
biuncialis in the sub-Mediterranean area in Lebanon and
Syria and with Ae. crassa in the steppical regions of Syria.

9.4.5.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. longissima is diploid (2n = 2x = 14) with a modified S
genome, designated Sl by Kihara (1949, 1954, 1963, 1970).
Its organellar genome was designated Sl2, as a subtype of the
Sl plasmon (Wang et al. 1997; Table 9.3. This species has
the second largest genome among diploid Aegilops species
(1C DNA = 7.48 ± 0.082 pg) (Eilam et al. 2007), 6.0 pg
(The Angiosperm C-value database at Kew Botanic gardens)
(Tables 2.4 and 9.3). Li et al. (2022) assessed the size of Ae.
longissima genome after genome sequencing and assembly
to be somewhat smaller amount, i.e., 6.22 Gb (=6.07 pg),
and Avni et al. (2022), also after sequencing and assembly,
reported 6.70 Gb (=6.55 pg). Furuta et al. (1986) reported
that the genome size of Ae. longissima is equal to that of Ae.
sharonensis but larger than those of Ae. searsii and Ae.
speltoides.

The karyotype of Ae. longissima is symmetric; the
satellite chromosomes have median centromeres, while all
the non-satellited chromosomes have sub-median cen-
tromeres (Senyaninova-Korchagina 1932; Chennaveeraiah
1960). Riley et al. (1958) reported that the karyotypes in Ae.
longissima and Ae. sharonensis are similar, and that in both
species, there is one pair with large and another with dis-
tinctly small satellites. These findings were confirmed by
Chennaveeraiah (1960), who stated that the smaller satellites
are slightly less than half the size of the larger ones, and that
there are minor differences in in the karyotypes of Ae.
longissima and Ae. sharonensis in the arm ratios of the
non-satellited pairs.

Based on the presence of secondary constrictions (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960; Chen and Gill 1983; Teoh and Hutchinson
1983), in situ hybridization analysis using a radioactive
rDNA probe (Miller et al. 1983; Teoh et al. 1983), and
analysis of nucleolar activity by Ag-NOR banding (Cermeño
et al. 1984a, b), two pairs of NORs were identified in the
secondary constrictions of Ae. longissima. Yet, Friebe et al.
(1993) and Badaeva et al. (1996b), using in situ hybridization
with a 18S–26S rDNA probe, which enabled high sensitivity,
detected, in addition to the two major-active NORs on the
short arms of chromosomes 5S1 and 6S1, an additional minor
NOR on chromosomes 1Sl, and a polymorphic minor NOR
on chromosome 3Sl. The minor NORs usually do not form
secondary constriction, indicating that these NORs are not
transcribed. The 5S rDNA loci were detected in Ae. longis-
sima on chromosomes 1Sl and 5Sl, distal to minor NOR loci
in the short arm of chromosome 1Sl and proximal to a major
NOR locus in the short arm of chromosomes 5Sl (Badaeva
et al. 1996b).
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In situ hybridization (ISH) patterns with both pTa7l
(rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes revealed similar
distribution of the two probes in Ae. longissima and Ae.
sharonensis (Badaeva et al. 1996a). However, while ISH
patterns were not polymorphic in Ae. sharonensis,
intraspecific polymorphism was found in Ae. longissima. On
the other hand, Ae. longissima chromosomes were similar to
those of Ae. searsii in hybridization patterns with both
probes (Badaeva et al. 1996a). This confirms the high degree
of similarity of their genomes, as first observed by the dis-
tribution of highly repetitive DNA sequences (Teoh et al.
1983; Badaeva et al. 1996b). Aegilops bicornis differed from
Ae. longissima by its lower heterochromatin content, dif-
ferences in size between the two 5S rDNA sites, and the
presence of a minor polymorphic NOR locus in a distal part
of the long arm of chromosome 5Sb (Badaeva et al. 1996b).

The C-banding patterns of Ae. longissima chromosomes
were determined at mitotic metaphase by Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983), who showed that all seven pairs of Ae.
longissima chromosomes can be identified by their charac-
teristic C-banding patterns. Like all other Sitopsis species,
Ae. longissima also had telomeric, interstitial and cen-
tromeric bands, that varied in size and staining intensity. The
proximal and telomeric bands were smaller than the cen-
tromeric ones (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983).

The karyotypes of Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
searsii and Ae. bicornis have different C-banding patterns
(Badaeva et al. 1996a). Ae. 1ongissima and Ae. sharonensis
are highly heterochromatic species; C-bands are present in
intercalary, telomeric, and proximal regions of the chromo-
somes. Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis have much less
C-heterochromatin compared with the two other Emarginata
species.

Teoh et al. (1983) used a noncoding repetitive sequence,
derived from T. aestivum, as a probe in in situ hybridization
experiments on the genome of diploid Aegilops species. Ae.
longissima, like Ae. speltoides and Ae. sharonensis, pos-
sesses many more copies of the noncoding sequence than
Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii. The distribution of the copies in
each species correlated with their respective C-banding
patterns.

Friebe et al. (1993) analyzed C-banding polymorphism in
17 accessions of Ae. longissima from Israel and Jordan and
established a generalized idiogram of this species. Poly-
morphism for C-band size and C-band location was
observed between different accessions but did not prevent
chromosome identification. The C-banding patterns of Ae.
longissima chromosomes they reported were similar to the
N- and C-banding patterns reported earlier for this species
(Chen and Gill 1983; Jewell and Driscoll 1983; Teoh and
Hutchinson 1983; Kota and Dvorak 1985; Hueros et al.
1991). However, in most earlier reports, only one accession
was analyzed and, therefore, no data were available on

C-band polymorphisms in this species. Moreover, not all Ae.
longissima chromosomes assigned correctly according to
their homoeologous groups (Friebe et al. 1993).

A complete series of Ae. longissima addition and sub-
stitution lines were produced in the T. aestivum background
(Hart and Tullen 1983). Sporophytic and gametophytic
compensation tests were used to determine the homoeolo-
gous relationships of Ae. longissima chromosomes (Friebe
et al. 1993). All Ae. longissima chromosomes compensated
rather well and fertility was restored even in substitution
lines involving wheat chromosomes 2A, 4B and 6B that
contain major fertility genes.

The homoeologous relationships between Ae. longissima
and wheat were determined for several chromosomes by
their ability to compensate for the absence of wheat chro-
mosomes in substitution lines (Jewell and Driscoll 1983;
Kota and Dvorak 1985) and by all the chromosomes by
C-banding analysis of Ae. longissima chromosomes in dis-
omic and ditelosomic addition lines of Ae. longissima to
T. aestivum and in substitution lines of Ae. longissima
chromosomes for their T. aestivum homoeologues (Friebe
et al. 1993).

The homoeologous relationships between Ae. longissima
and wheat chromosomes have been established earlier by
isozyme, storage protein, and morphological markers, as
well as by analyzing their compensating ability in substitu-
tion lines (Hart and Tuleen 1983; Jewell and Driscoll 1983;
Netzle and Zeller 1984; Kota and Dvorak 1985; Levy et al
1985; Millet et al. 1988; Hueros et al. 1991). The results
obtained by Friebe et al. (1993) largely agreed with those
reported previously. However, there were some discrepan-
cies caused by chromosome misidentification in earlier
studies.

C-banding patterns and morphology of Ae. longissima
chromosomes 1Sl, 3Sl and 5Sl are very similar to those of
chromosomes 1B, 3B and 5B of T. aestivum (Gill et al.
1991a). The C-banding pattern of the short arm of 4Sl is
almost identical to that of the short arm of wheat chromo-
some 4B. The remaining Ae. longissima chromosomes
showed differences in C-banding patterns and arm ratio with
their wheat homoeologues.

Salina et al. (2006) and Raskina et al. (2001), using
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), observed consid-
erable polymorphisms in the hybridization patterns of two
tandemly repeated sequences, Spelt1 and Spelt52, among
Aegilops species. While there was no detectable Spelt1 FISH
signal in any species of section Sitopsis, except for Ae.
speltoides, hybridization patterns of Spelt52 were species-
specific in Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis
(Salina et al. 2006). Two very small and dim Spelt52 blocks
were detected in Ae. searsii, whereas Ae. bicornis did not
contain any Spelt52 repeats in its genome (Raskina et al.
2011). On the other hand, Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis
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showed that probe pSc119ƒffƒ (from Secale cereale) labeling
patterns similar to Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii but differed
from them by having more heterochromatic chromosomes
(Badaeva et al. 1996a; Friebe and Gill 1996).

Badaeva et al. (1996a), using both in situ hybridization
(ISH) with the highly repetitive DNA sequences pSc119,
from Secale cereale, and pAsl, from Ae. tauschii, as probes,
and C-banding, analyzed genome differentiation in all diploid
Aegilops species. The level of hybridization and labeling
patterns differed among genomes. All five Sitopsis species
had different C-banding pattern but they were similar to each
other and to Amblyopyrum muticum in the distribution of
pSc119 hybridization sites. On the other hand, no
hybridization was observed with the pAsl probe on Ae.
speltoides, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima chromo-
somes, whereas a few minor pAsl sites were observed in Ae.
searsii and Amblyopyrum muticum (Badaeva et al. 1996a).
The ISH Patterns showed only minor intraspecific variations.
Ae. bicornis and A. muticum had a low amount of
C-heterochromatin, whereas Ae. longissima and Ae. sharo-
nensiswere the most heterochromatic species, and Ae. searsii
possessed intermediate amounts of C-heterochromatin
(Badaeva et al. 1996a). Ae. longissima, like the other three
species of subsection Emarginata, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
searsii, and Ae. bicornis, had strong labeling in the telomeric
chromosomal regions with the pSc119 probe (Badaeva et al.
1996a).

The C-banding pattern of the A. muticum genome chro-
mosomes was different from that of the chromosomes of Ae.
speltoides, and most resembled those of Ae. bicornis (Friebe
et al. 1996). Distribution of pScll9 hybridization sites in the
A. muticum genome also differed from that of Ae. speltoides
but was similar to those of Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis,
Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis. Yet, the A. muticum genome
was easily morphologically differentiated from the genome
of the Sitopsis species.

During its evolution, Ae. longissima suffered a translo-
cation involving the long arm of chromosome 4Sl and the
long arm of chromosome 7Sl (Hart and Tuleen 1983; Friebe
et al. 1993; Naranjo 1995). Analysis of chromosomal pairing
at first meiotic metaphase showed a quadrivalent or a
trivalent plus univalent in F1 hybrids between Ae. longissima
and all other members of Sitopsis, indicating that Ae.
longissima differs from the other four species by a reciprocal
translocation (Feldman et al. 1979 and references therein).
Since F1 hybrids between these four species form only
bivalents at meiosis, it is reasonable to conclude that all four
Sitopsis species, except Ae. longissima, have the ancestral
chromosome structure.

Ae. longissima is probably involved in the parentage of
the allotetraploid species Ae. peregrina (genome SlSlUU)
and Ae. kotschyi (genome SlSlUU) (Kihara 1954; Feldman
1963; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Kimber and Sears 1987;

Yen and Kimber 1989; Zhang et al. 1992; Dvorak 1998). Ae.
longissima is a good source for genes conferring resistance
to mildew, leaf and stem rust, heat and drought tolerance,
and determination of high grain protein.

Some forms of Ae. longissima have genetic mechanisms
capable of partially suppressing the Ph1 gene of polyploid
wheat in hybrids with T. aestivum and T. turgidum.
Mello-Sampayo (1971b) reported that a line of Ae. longis-
sima promoted homoeologous pairing in meiosis of the F1
hybrid with T. aestivum, thereby, partially counteracting the
suppressive effect of wheat-Ph1. This line was designated an
intermediate-pairing (IP) line to distinguish it from the more
common low-pairing (LP) lines. Upadhya and Swaminathan
(1967) reported on another IP line of Ae. longissima that
promoted pairing in hybrids with common wheat. In studies
of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between ditelosomic
lines of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and the IP line of Ae.
longissima, discovered by Mello-Sampayo (1971b), an
intermediate amount of pairing was observed (5.49 biva-
lents, 0.39 trivalents and 0.06 quadrivalents per pollen
mother cells (PMCs), most of which was between chromo-
somes of the wheat B subgenome and those of Ae. longis-
sima (Feldman 1978).

To assess the effect of LP and IP genotypes on homolo-
gous pairing, Avivi (1976) produced autotetraploids from
both lines of Ae. longissima and followed chromosomal
pairing at first metaphase of meiosis. While the two induced
autotetraploids did not differ in chiasma frequency or in the
number of paired chromosomal arms, they differed signifi-
cantly in multivalent frequency; the IP autotetraploid
exhibited the same multivalent frequency as that expected on
the basis of random pairing between the four homologues,
namely, 4.7 multivalents per/cell. In contrast, the LP
autotetraploid exhibited a significantly lower than expected
frequency of multivalents. Avivi (1976) assumed that the LP
genotype in the autotetraploid does not affect meiotic pairing
per se but modifies the pattern of homologous association by
separating the four sets of homologous chromosomes in
somatic and premeiotic cells into two groups of two. In
contrast, the IP genotype does not affect the spatial
arrangement of the chromosomes. Accordingly, the gene
Ph1 of common wheat suppresses homoeologous pairing in
the aestivum x longissima hybrid by separating the wheat
genomes from that of the longissima genome, thereby pre-
venting pairing of distantly located chromosomes, the IP
genotype does not do it and, consequently, enables some
pairing between common wheat and longissima chromo-
somes (Avivi 1976).

9.4.5.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Several intraspecific crosses were performed between lines
of Ae. longissima from different habitats and geographical
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regions (Feldman et al. 1979 and Feldman M, unpublished).
All the hybrids showed seven bivalents, most of which were
ring bivalents. Seed set was normal except in one combi-
nation between a line from the Israeli Negev (steppe area)
and a line from the Israeli coastal plain (Mediterranean
region), in which seed fertility was low (53%) (Feldman
et al. 1979).

Crosses between Ae. longissima and all of the other four
Sitopsis species, i.e., Ae. sharonensis, Ae. bicornis, Ae.
searsii and Ae. speltoides, produced F1 hybrids that exhib-
ited complete or almost complete chromosomal pairing at
first meiotic metaphase (Table 9.4). Thus, F1 hybrids
between Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis and the recip-
rocal hybrids exhibited almost complete chromosome pair-
ing at first meiotic metaphase, with 5 bivalents, one
quadrivalent or trivalent and univalent, indicating the exis-
tence of high homology and the presence of a reciprocal
translocation between these two species (Tanaka 1955a;
Kimber 1961; Ankori and Zohary 1962). The F1 hybrids are
almost fully fertile, with an 82–86% seed set (Tanaka
1955a). Similarly, high pairing indicating great chromoso-
mal homology and the presence of a reciprocal translocation
was observed in all the hybrids of Ae. longissima and the
other four Sitopsis species (Table 9.4). Nevertheless, the F1
hybrids involving Ae. longissima and the Emarginata spe-
cies, namely, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii,
were highly or only partially fertile. In contrast, the F1
hybrid Ae. longissima x Ae. speltoides was completely sterile
in contrast to the high pairing (Riley et al. (1961), implying
that the chromosomes of the two species differ by cryptic
structural hybridity or by genetic barriers. Thus, Ae.
longissima diverges from the other Sitopsis species by a
translocation and is totally isolated from Ae. speltoides by
partial internal chromosomal or genetic barriers which are
superimposed upon predominant self-fertilization and eco-
logical specialization of these two species. Since all
intraspecific hybrids of Ae. longissima studied had seven
bivalents, i.e., they were homozygous for the translocation, it
is reasonable to assume that the translocation originated
during the formation of this species.

Kihara (1949) crossed Ae. longissima with Ae. caudata,
Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata analyzed
chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrids and in the reciprocal
combinations. In longissima x caudata Kihara observed 3–6
bivalents and 0–2 trivalents, in longissima x comosa up to 6
bivalents and 0–1 trivalents, in longissima x uniaristata 2–5
bivalents and in Ae. longissima x Ae. umbellulata 0–4
bivalents (with mode of 2) and 0–1 trivalent These hybrids
were completely sterile. These findings indicate that these
four-specie are not close to Ae. longissima and have
diverged quite considerably from it.

Chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae. longis-
sima and Amblyopyrum muticum (without B chromosomes)
was relatively high (Tables 8.1 and 8.2). These hybrids
showed very good pairing, presumably due to the promotion
of homoeologous pairing by the genome of A. muticum, but
were completely sterile (Ohta 1990). The presence of mul-
tivalents indicated that the two species differ by a reciprocal
translocation. There was a slight difference in the amount of
pairing between these two hybrids. Since the same accession
of A. muticum was used in the two hybrids, Ohta (1990)
suggested that the frequency and configuration of chromo-
some pairing observed in these two hybrid plants might be
caused by small differences in the chromosomal structure or
in the genotypes affecting homoeologous chromosome
pairing between the two accessions of Ae. longissima. In
hybrids Ae. longissima x A. muticum with B chromosome
pairing was considerably reduced (Table 8.2).

Data from analyses of chromosomal pairing at first meiotic
metaphase in F1 triploid hybrids between Ae. longissima and a
number of allotetraploid species of section Aegilops are pre-
sented below. Kihara (1949) reported the presence of 6–8
bivalents (with mode of 7) and 0–1 trivalents in the F1 Ae.
peregrina xAe. longissima. Similar data were also reported by
other researchers (Table 9.5) indicating that one of the two
subgenomes of Ae. peregrina is homologous to the genome of
Ae. longissima. Similar results were observed in the F1 triploid
Ae. kotschyi x Ae. longissima (Table 9.5). Chromosomal
pairing in the F1 Ae. biuncialis x Ae. longissima exhibited 0–5
bivalents and 0–2 trivalents, and the F1 Ae. geniculata x Ae.
longissima hybrid had 2–6 bivalents (withmode of 4), and 0–1
trivalents (Kihara 1949). Evidently, there is reduced homol-
ogy between the genomes of these species.

Several crosses were performed between Ae. longissima
and diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid Triticum species (9.8,
9.9 and 9.10). Kihara (1949) studied chromosome pairing in
the F1 Ae. longissima x T. monococcum ssp. monococcum
and found 0–3 bivalents at meiosis. Feldman (1978) reported
1.49 bivalents, of which 0.02 were ring bivalents, and 0.07
trivalents in F1 longissima x ssp. monococcum hybrid. These
data indicate that the two species have diverged quite con-
siderably from one another.

Chromosome pairing was analyzed in several Ae.
longissima x T. turgidum hybrids (Table 9.9). In all these
hybrids pairing was very low, indicating that very little
homology exists between the chromosomes of Ae. longis-
sima and those of T. turgidum. Kihara (1949) also crossed
Ae. longissima with the second tetraploid species of wheat,
T. timopheevii, and also found very little pairing in this
hybrid (0–7 bivalents and 0.01 trivalents), indicating that the
chromosomes of this tetraploid species are not homologous
to those of Ae. longissima.
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Table 9.1 in McFadden and Sears (1947) includes data on
chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid between Triticum
turgidum subsp. dicoccoides and Aegilops sharonensis,
which showed the formation of 5.18 bivalents 0–3 multi-
valents. But, on page 1016 of their article Fig. 9.2i is
showing Ae. longissima and not Ae. sharonensis. Therefore,
the pairing data in Table 9.1 is between subsp. dicoccoides
and Ae. longissima, and, judging from the level of pairing in
this hybrid, as well as in hybrids between T. aestivum and
intermediate-pairing (IP) type Ae. longissima (Mello-
Sampayo 1971b; Feldman 1978), it is most likely that the
longissima parent in the McFadden and Sears (1947) paper
is an IP type of Ae. longissima, and not of Ae. sharonensis.

Several crosses were performed between low-pairing
(LP) type and IP type Ae. longissima and hexaploid wheat,
T. aestivum. Hybrids involving LP types of Ae. longissima
yielded very low pairing, with 1.45–1.96 bivalents and 0.01–
0.08 trivalents (Riley et al. 1961; Riley and Chapman 1963;
Riley 1966a; Ceoloni et al. 1986; Yu and Jahier 1992;
Naranjo and Maestra 1995). Chromosomal pairing in these
hybrids also showed little homology between the genomes
of Ae. longissima and those of T. aestivum. On the other
hand, hybrids involving IP types of Ae. longissima, that
contains homoeologous pairing promoter(s), exhibited
higher chromosomal pairing, namely, 4.79–5.49, 0.19–0.39

trivalents and 0.04–0.07 quadrivalents (Mello-Sampayo
1971; Feldman 1978; Ceoloni et al. 1986).

9.4.6 Aegilops searsii Feldman & Kislev Ex
Hammer

9.4.6.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops searsii Feldman & Kislev ex Hammer [Syn.: Tri-
ticum searsii Feldman & Kislev; Sitopsis searsii (Feldman &
Kislev ex Hammer) Á. Löve] is a predominantly autoga-
mous annual plant. Its culm is 20–40 (-50)-cm-high (ex-
cluding spikes). The spike is narrow, linear, 5–11-cm-long
(excluding awns), one-rowed, and tapers slightly towards the
tip. At maturity, it disarticulates above the lowest spikelet
and falls as a unit. There are 8–12 spikelets, which are linear,
and generally adorned with 3 florets per spikelet in middle of
the spike, of which 2 are fertile, 1 in the lower and one in the
upper part of spike. The uppermost floret in the middle of
spike is sterile. The rachis internode is more or less as long
as the spikelets. Glumes feature two teeth, separated by a
membranous edge. Glumes are ¾ the length of the spikelet.
Lemmas of the terminal spikelet are awned. One floret has a
short awn, triangular in cross section, while the other floret
has a very long (equal to or longer than the spike), flat awn.

Fig. 9.2 Aegilops species carrying the D genome; a A. spike of Ae.
tauschii Coss. ssp. tauschii (formerly ssp. eusquarrosa Eig); b A spike
of Ae. tauschii Coss. ssp. strangulata (Eig) Tzvelev; c A spike of Ae.

ventricosa Tausch; d A plant and a spike of 4x Ae. crassa Boiss.; e A
spike of Ae. vavilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav.; f A spike of Ae. juvenalis
(Thell.) Eig; g A spike of Ae. cylindrica Host
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Awns are flanked at the base by 1–2 unequal, short–articu-
late teeth; the middle tooth at glumes in terminal spikelet
sometimes lengthened into an up to 1-cm-long awn. Anthers
are short (2–3 mm). The caryopsis is more or less free at
maturity (Fig. 9.1f).

A unique character of Ae. searsii is the unequal (one very
long and the second short or sometimes absent) awns in the
terminal spikelet, which undoubtedly results from the pres-
ence of only one fertile floret in the terminal spikelet.
Generally, in the related species of the section, two devel-
oped awns form at the top of the ear, due to the occurrence
of two fertile florets.

It is assumed (Feldman and Kislev 1977) that Ae. searsii
is a young species which returned from the relatively dry
habitats of the other Emarginata species to more mesophilic
habitats. The very low stature of the plant, as well as its short
ear, the almost equal length between the glumes and the
florets, as well as the free caryopsis, are considered char-
acteristics of advanced members of the genus (Eig 1929a).

Ae. searsii has limited morphological variation, involving
mainly spike size, spikelet number and awn length. Israel
and Jordan are the center of variation, where it probably
originated. Morphologically, Ae. searsii is close to Ae.
longissima, but differs from it in habitat and in the following
characteristics: shorter plant, shorter spike, fewer spikelets,
fewer fertile florets, larger glumes to spikelet ratio, awns of
lemma in the terminal spikelet are very unequal, shorter
anthers and free caryopsis.

Analysis of electrophoretically discernible water-soluble
leaf proteins (Mendlinger and Zohary 1995) and random
amplified polymorphic DNA (RAPD) (Goryunova et al.
2008), showed that Ae. searsii (and Ae. bicornis) displays
the lowest diversity among the Sitopsis species. This lies in
agreement with earlier studies (Dvorak and Zhang 1992b;
Sasanuma et al. 1996; Giorgi et al. 2002; Goryunova et al.
2008), which have shown that Ae. searsii appears to be
remote from the other three Emarginata species, equally
distant from Ae. longissima, Ae. bicornis and Ae. sharo-
nensis (Mendlinger and Zohary 1995). Likewise, meiotic
pairing analyses in triploid hybrids of Ae. searsii with
autotetraploid Ae. longissima, autotetraploid Ae. speltoides
and autotetraploid Ae. bicornis, indicated the Ss genome of
Ae. searsii is equally distant to the S genome of Ae. spel-
toides, the Sl genome of Ae. longissima and the Sb genome
of Ae. bicornis (Yen and Kimber 1990a).

Ae. searsii has a relatively limited distribution region in
the south-central area of the distribution of the genus. It
occupies east Mediterranean primary and secondary habitats.
It is a sub-Mediterranean element, extending into the
Irano-Turanian region. Alt: 200–1000 m above sea level. Ae.
searsii is limited to Israel (Judea, Samaria, the Golan
Heights, and the higher Negev), Jordan (Gilead, Ammon,
Moav, and Edom), southeast Lebanon and southwest Syria.

It grows on terra rossa, sometimes mixed with loess, or on
basalt soil in the destroyed sub-Mediterranean habitat of
Sarcopoterium spinosum, in open-park herbaceous forma-
tions, in the degraded deciduous steppe-maquis, in small
shrub (Batha) formations, abandoned fields and edges of
cultivation. Locally common, sometimes dense stands in
Judea.

Ae. searsii grows sympatrically with Ae. peregrina, Ae.
geniculata, Ae. biuncialis and T. turgidum subsp. dicoc-
coides (in Judea and Samaria), with Ae. triuncialis, T.
monococcum subsp. aegilopoides and T. urartu (in Lebanon
and Syria), and with Ae. kotschyi and Ae. vavilovii (in
southern Jordan and Israeli Negev). It grows allopatrically
with Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima, Ae. caudata, Ae.
umbellulata and Ae. neglecta. Ae. searsii is involved in the
parentage of Ae. vavilovii (mixed populations of these two
species occur in the higher central Negev in Israel and in
southern Jordan), and it presumably introgressed with wild
tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, Ae. pere-
grina and Ae. kotschyi. This is the only diploid Aegilops
species that grows in mixed populations with wild T. tur-
gidum in the southern Fertile Crescent. It also has massive
contact with T. urartu in southeastern Lebanon and south-
western Syria. Variation in the ability to suppress the Ph1
gene of polyploid wheat has not yet been demonstrated in
this species.

9.4.6.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. searsii is a diploid (2n = 2x = 14), with a modified S
genome, designated Ss by Feldman et al. (1979). Its
organellar genome was designated Sv (Ogihara and Tsune-
waki 1988; Wang et al. 1997) since it differs from those of
the other Sitopsis species (Wang et al. 1997). The genome of
Ae. searsii is the smallest genome in the Emarginata sub-
section (1C DNA = 6.65 ± 0.091 pg; Eilam et al. 2007),
5.9 pg (The Angiosperm C-value database at Kew Botanic
gardens) (Tables 2.4 and 9.3). Li et al. (2022) assessed the
size of Ae. searsii genome after genome sequencing and
assembly to be 5.55 Gb (=5.42 pg). This genome size is
somewhat smaller than that of Ae. bicornis and considerately
smaller than those of Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima,
but larger than that of Ae. speltoides. The karyotype of Ae.
searsii is symmetric, with two metacentric chromosome
pairs and five sub-metacentric pairs (Feldman and Kislev
1977; Feldman et al. 1979). One of the metacentric pairs and
one of the submedian pairs are satellited chromosomes; the
metacentric pair has large satellites and the submetacentric
one has a pair of medium-size satellites. Ae. searsii differs
from the other three Emarginata species in that it has a pair
of the medium-size satellites, whereas the other species
contain a pair of smaller satellites.

Karyotype analysis showed the presence of two sec-
ondary constrictions in Ae. searsii (Feldman and Kislev
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1977; Feldman et al. 1979; Teoh and Hutchinson 1983). In
situ hybridization analysis, using a radioactive rDNA probe
(Teoh et al. 1983), revealed that two pairs of NORs are
located in the secondary constriction of Ae. searsii. Yet,
hybridization with a 18S–26S rDNA probe, which enabled
high sensitivity, revealed that the two-major active NORs are
located on the short arms of chromosomes 5Ss and 6Ss

(Badaeva et al. 1996b). The numbers and chromosomal
locations of the NORs corresponded to the number of
satellited (SAT) chromosomes (Feldman and Kislev 1977;
Feldman et al. 1979; Teoh and Hutchinson 1983), indicating
that these regions are actively transcribed. An additional pair
of minor NORs was detected on the short arm of chromo-
some 1Ss (Badaeva et al. 1996b). The minor NORs do not
usually form secondary constriction, indicating that these
NORs are not transcribed. In situ hybridization with the
pTa794 (5S rDNA) probe showed that the 5S rDNA loci are
located in Ae. searsii on the short arms of chromosomes 1Ss

and 5Ss (Badaeva et al. 1996b).
Ae. longissima chromosomes were similar to Ae. searsii

chromosomes in hybridization patterns with both the pTa7l
and pTa794 DNA probes, confirming the high degree of
similarity between their genomes (Teoh et al. 1983; Badaeva
et al. 1996b).

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983), using an improved
C-banding technique, found that the C-banding patterns of
mitotic metaphase chromosomes of Ae. searsii exhibited a
characteristically different pattern from those of the Sitopsis
species. Moreover, the C-banding pattern enables the chro-
mosomes of this species to be identified individually. Ae.
searsii, like other Sitopsis species, has telomeric, interstitial,
and centromeric bands. However, Ae. searsii and Ae.
bicornis have relatively smaller centromeric bands (Teoh
and Hutchinson 1983).

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) analyzed only one accession
per species. C-banding polymorphism in a larger number of
accessions of the diploid Aegilops species was studied by
Friebe et al. (1992b, 1993, 1995b) and Friebe and Gill
(1996). C-banding polymorphism was analyzed in 14
accessions of Ae. searsii from Israel, enabling establishment
of a generalized idiogram of the species (Friebe et al.
1995b). All seven Ae. searsii chromosome pairs were indi-
vidually identified on the basis of their C-banding patterns.
No variation was observed within the accessions, but C-band
polymorphism was detected between the different acces-
sions. Ae. searsii was easily distinguished from Ae. longis-
sima by their distinct C-banding patterns; Ae. searsii had
fewer and smaller C-bands, and, in this respect, was similar
to Ae. bicornis (Friebe et al. 1995b). Isozyme studies (Pietro
et al. 1988) showed that there is no translocation 4/7 in Ae.
searsii, also differing in this respect, from Ae. longissima.

C-banding analysis was also used to identify the seven
disomic addition lines of Ae. searsii chromosomes to T.

aestivum cv. Chinese Spring, 14 ditelosomic chromosome
addition lines, 21 disomic substitution of whole chromosome
and 31 ditelosomic chromosome substitution lines, produced
by NA Tuleen. The identity of these lines was further con-
firmed by meiotic pairing analysis. Sporophytic and game-
tophytic compensation tests were used to determine the
homoeologous relationships of the Ae. searsii chromosomes.
The results show that the Ae. searsii chromosomes do not
compensate well for their wheat homoeologues. The short
arm of Ae. searsii, 3SsS, causes spike fragility; the spike
breaks between the first and the sixth spikelets. Chromosome
arm 2SsS causes tenacious glumes.

In situ hybridization with the highly repetitive DNA
sequences pSc119 and pAsl, and C-banding analysis,
enabled the genome differentiation in all the diploid species
of Aegilops. The ISH patterns of chromosomes with pSc119
showed only minor intraspecific variations in the subsection
Emarginata species. Chromosomes of all these diploid spe-
cies hybridized with the pSc119 probe; however, the level of
hybridization and labeling patterns differed among genomes
(Badaeva et al. 1996a). All these species had strong pSc119
hybridization sites located mainly in the telomeres. Ae.
longissima and Ae. sharonensis are highly heterochromatic
species; C-bands were present in intercalary, telomeric and
proximal regions of the chromosomes. Ae. searsii and Ae.
bicornis have much less C-heterochromatin compared with
the other two Emarginata species and hence, these species
form a third subgroup (Badaeva et al 1996a).

On the other hand, the Sitopsis species differ in their
ability to hybridize with the pAs1 probe (Badaeva et al.
1996a). No hybridization was observed with the pAs1 probe
on Ae. speltoides, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima
chromosomes. A few minor pAs1 sites were observed in Ae.
searsii and Ae. bicornis.

The evolution of two tandemly repeated sequences,
Spelt1 and Spelt52, was studied in species of Aegilops sect.
Sitopsis (Salina et al. 2006). Fluorescence in situ
hybridization showed considerable polymorphisms in the
hybridization patterns of Spelt1 and Spelt52 repeats between
and within Aegilops species. Hybridization patterns of
Spelt52 in Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima and Ae. sharo-
nensis were species-specific. There was no detectable
Spelt1-associated FISH signal in Section Sitopsis, with the
exception of Ae. speltoides. Spelt52 and its analogues
pGc1R-1 and pAesKB52, were found in Ae. speltoides, Ae.
longissima and Ae. sharonensis, but not in Ae. bicornis or
Ae. searsii (Anamthawat-Jonsson and Heslop-Harrison
1993; Zhang et al. 2002; Salina et al. 2004a).

Yaakov et al. (2013) assessed the relative copy numbers
of a number of TE families in five accessions of Ae. searsii
and in several other Sitopsis species. The analysis of six
Gypsy families revealed that Fatima is very abundant in Ae.
searsii and in Ae. speltoides. On the other hand, several
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elements, i.e., Latidu, Sabrina, BAGY2 (all Gypsy retro-
transposon) and Charon (Mutator DNA transposon), had
specific proliferation in the Ae. searsii genome, in compar-
ison to the other Sitopsis species.

9.4.6.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Very few hybrids between Ae. searsii and other Aegilops and
Triticum species were produced and analyzed. Feldman et al.
(1979) noticed that the crossability between Ae. longissima
with Ae. searsii is apparently very low. Over 380 pollinated
florets (about 15 spikes) in both directions yielded about 10
seeds, and then, only when Ae. longissima was the female
parent. Most of the seeds were shriveled and their embryos
poorly developed; they either did not germinate, even after
placing the embryo on culture medium, or the seedlings died
very young. Only three seeds, representing two hybrid
combinations, germinated and survived the seedling stage.
When studying chromosome pairing at first meiotic meta-
phase of these F1 hybrids, Feldman et al. (1979) found that
meiosis was irregular and chromosomal pairing was some-
what reduced (Table 9.4). One of the rod bivalents was
heteromorphic, indicating that the total length and the arm
ratio of the two pairing partners were not the same. More-
over, most meiocytes exhibited one asymmetrical multiva-
lent, indicating that the two species differ in one asymmetric
reciprocal translocation. The asymmetrical configuration
implies that the translocated segments were unequal. Further
indication of chromosomal differentiation between Ae.
searsii and Ae. longissima was the occurrence of a chromatid
bridge and an acentric fragment at first anaphase of the two
hybrids, indicating heterozygosity for a paracentric inver-
sion. A comparison of the karyotypes of the two species
confirms the existence of several structural differences
between the chromosomes of the two species (Feldman et al.
1979). Pollen and seed fertility of the F1 hybrids was low;
pollen fertility was 30–37% and seed fertility 6.7–35%. The
significant reduction in meiotic pairing in these hybrids, as
manifested by reduced numbers of chiasmata, shows the
incomplete homology between the Ae. searsii and Ae.
longissima genomes. Clearly, in one or both species, several
chromosomes have undergone independent re-patterning, as
indicated by the asymmetrical translocation, heteromorphic
bivalent and the paracentric inversion.

Ae. searsii and Ae. longissima are presumably isolated via
several different mechanisms that include low crossability,
partial hybrid sterility and differences in ecological require-
ments and geographical distribution. In addition to these,
hybridization between the two species in nature is also
greatly reduced because of the predominance of self-
pollination. The multiplicity of isolating mechanisms is
probably responsible for the rarity of hybrids between these
species in the contact zone between them.

Yu and Jahier (1992) produced F1 hybrid between the
allotetraploid Ae. peregrina and Ae. searsii. Analysis of
chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase (Table 9.5)
revealed that the Sv subgenome of Ae. peregrina is not
completely homologous to that of Ae. searsii. From the level
of pairing in the triploid hybrid, Yu and Jahier (1992) con-
cluded that subgenome S of Ae. peregrina is very close to
the genome of Ae. longissima, and relatively more distant
from that of Ae. searsii.

Hybrids between hexaploid wheat, Triticum aestivum
ssp. aestivum and Ae. searsii were produced and analyzed by
Feldman (1978) and Yu and Jahier (1992) (Table 9.10). The
low pairing observed in these hybrids indicated that very
little homology exists between the Ss genome of Ae. searsii
and all of the three subgenomes of T. aestivum. Hence, Ae.
searsii is not the source of the B subgenome of allopolyploid
wheat.

9.5 Section Vertebrata Zhuk. Emend. Kihara

9.5.1 General Description

Section Vertebrata Zhuk. emened Kihara [Syn.: Pachys-
tachys Eig, Gastropyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk.; Polyploids
Zhuk.; Aegilonearum Á. Löve] consists of annual, pre-
dominantly autogamous species. The plants are robust, with
a more or less long spike, (3-) 6–10 (-15)-cm-long, mostly
thick, 3–7 mm wide, cylindrical or moniliform, mostly
awned and disarticulating at maturity into spikelets, each
with the laterally adjacent rachis-internode (barrel-type dis-
persal unit). Spikelets are more or less ventricose or linear
and glumes are mostly awnless. Lemmas of apical spikelets,
sometimes of several upper spikelets, with one well-
developed broad and mostly flat awn. The caryopsis
adheres to lemmas and palea (Fig. 9.2).

Section Vertebrata contains five species, one diploid (Ae.
tauschii Coss., genome DD) and two tetraploids (Ae. ven-
tricosa Tausch (genome DDNN) and Ae. crassa Boiss.
(genome DcDcXcXc). The latter also has a hexaploid cyto-
type (genome DcDcXcXcDD)), and two hexaploids (Ae.
juvenalis (Thell.) Eig (genome DcDcXcXcUU) and Ae. vav-
ilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav. (Genome DcDcXcXcSsSs). Kimber
and Zhao (1983) and Zhao and Kimber (1984), based on
analysis of meiotic chromosome pairing, decided that the
allopolyploid species containing the D subgenome can be
divided into three clusters: (1) T. aestivum, Ae. cylindrica
and Ae. ventricosa, in which the D subgenome has under-
gone little modification from the genome of the diploid
progenitor, Ae. tauschii; (2) tetraploid and hexaploid Ae.
crassa, in which the D subgenome is somewhat modified;
(3) Ae. juvenalis and Ae. vavilovii, in which the D sub-
genome is substantially modified. Dubcovsky and Dvorak
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(1995a), Dvorak (1998) and Dvorak et al. (2012) arrived at a
similar conclusion but pointed out that the D subgenome of
Ae. crassa differentiated considerably from that of the
diploid parent and consequently, it was designated Dc

(Dvorak 1998). Analyses of the plasmon of these species
clearly showed that Aegilops tauschii is the maternal parent
of the two allotetraploid species, Ae. crassa and Ae. ventri-
cosa, and that the tetraploid cytotype of Ae. crassa is the
maternal parent of three hexaploids, Ae. juvenalis, Ae. vav-
ilovii and 6x Ae. crassa (Tsunewaki 1993, 2009; Ogihara
and Tsunewaki 1988; Wang et al. 1997). These studies
suggested that the D-genome containing allotetraploids
originated at three different times from Ae. tauschii in the
following order: Ae. crassa, Ae. cylindrica, and Ae. ventri-
cosa. Ae. crassa is the oldest allotetraploid containing the D
genome, while Ae. cylindrica and Ae. ventricosa originated
later. (Tsunewaki 1993, 2009; Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988;
Wang et al. 1997). Thus, 4x Ae. crassa appears to be an
ancient allotetraploid that originated from hybridization of
primitive Ae. tauschii with an ancient species in the evolu-
tionary lineage leading to the section Sitopsis (Dubcovsky
and Dvorak 1995a; Badaeva et al. 2002).

The Vertebrata species are characterized by, more or less,
high morphological resemblance. All the allopolyploid
species contain the D subgenome or a modified D sub-
genome that derived from the genome of the diploid species,
and the impact of this genome is clearly apparent in the
morphology and dispersal unit type of all the allopolyploid
species. In addition, the organellar genome of all the
allopolyploid species derived from that of the diploid
species.

The central and northeastern part of the Fertile Crescent
(i.e., eastern Turkey, Syria, Iraq and Iran) is the region with
the greatest diversity for the Vertebrata species (Table 9.1).
Only one species, Ae. ventricosa, occurs exclusively west of
the Fertile Crescent, while other three, Ae. tauschii, Ae.
crassa and Ae. juvenalis, have spread eastward, and Ae.
vavilovii grows in the southeastern part of the genus distri-
bution area. With the exception of Ae. juvenalis and, to a
lesser extent, Ae. vavilovii (both hexaploids), all Vertebrata
species are widespread.

The distribution of Ae. ventricosa is the most difficult to
explain in an evolutionary sense, as it distinctly does not
overlap with the areas of any of its putative parents. Ae.
tauschii is the donor of one subgenome to Ae. ventricosa
(Kihara 1949) and the second genome is derived from Ae.
uniaristata (Yen and Kimber 1992b). There seems only a
theoretical overlap on the Istrian peninsula of Croatia of
uniaristata and ventricosa, but Ae. tauschii is still far away.

Some Vertebrata species are also found at higher altitudes
and may show better adaptation to cold than most species of
Aegilops. Several species grow in areas with relatively little
annual rainfall and may be drought-tolerant. On the other

hand, the D-genome of these species may be responsible for
the overall poor performance of species with this genome in
resisting rust infection (Hammer 1987).

9.5.2 Aegilops tauschii Coss.

9.5.2.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. tauschii Coss. [Syn: Ae. squarrosa L.; Triticum squar-
rosum (L.) Rasp.; Triticum aegilops P. Beauv. ex Roem. &
Schult.; Triticum tauschii (Coss.) Schmahlh.; (Coss.) Á.
Löve], also known as Tausch’s goat grass and rough-spike
hard grass, is a predominantly autogamous, annual plant. It is
tuft, few- to many-tillered plant, its culms are 20–45-cm-high
(excluding spikes) and it defoliates in lower parts at maturity.
The spike is cylindrical, thick or thin, one-rowed, tapers
slightly to the tip, and is relatively long (4–10-cm-long,
excluding awns). At maturity, the spike disarticulates into
individual spikelets, each with its adjacent rachis segment
(barrel-type dispersal unit). The number of spikelets per spike
is 5–13, cylindrical, barrel-shaped, usually equal in length to
the adjacent rachis segment. Basal rudimentary spikelets are
absent, or rarely, there are 1 or 2. There are 3–5 florets,
usually 4, with the upper 1–3 being sterile. Glumes are almost
rectangular, narrow, equally spaced and with small nerves.
The tip of the glume is truncated, with a clearly thickened
edge, with one or no teeth. Lemmas are membranous, with a
keel that terminates with a small tooth or awn, up to 4-cm
long, and sometimes accompanied by 1–2 short, wide lateral
teeth. The lemmas of the apical spikelet have longer awns,
that up to 5.5-cm-long. The awns are triangular in cross
section and are shorter on the lower spikelets. The caryopsis
adheres to lemmas and palea (Fig. 2.1).

Ae. tauschii possesses a very wide morphological varia-
tion, mainly in spike shape, length and width, awned to
awnless, straight or winding rachis, cylindrical to square
spikelets, number of spikelets per spike and length of awns.
Several accessions have a tough rachis (Waines et al. 1982;
Knaggs et al. 2000). The morphological variation and eco-
logical amplitude of Ae. tauschii exceed those of any other
diploids of the Triticum-Aegilops group (Zohary et al. 1969).
This variation led Eig (1929a) to classify the various mor-
phological forms in two subspecies, ssp. eusquarrosa Eig
(now ssp. tauschii), which has elongated, cylindrical spike-
lets (Fig. 9.2a), and ssp. strangulata (Eig) Tzvelev, which
have a curved rachis segment, noticeably longer and nar-
rower than the adjacent spikelets, giving the spike a mark-
edly moniliform appearance, as well as square spikelets,
equally long as wide (Fig. 9.2b). The latter subspecies is
morphologically distinct, being taller with greater seed
weight and rounded seed shape than in ssp. tauschii. Despite
its variability, ssp. strangulata has been considered a dis-
crete taxon (Jaaska 1981). Ssp. tauschii has been found
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throughout the geographic range of the species while
ssp. strangulata mainly occurs in narrow belts along the
southeastern Caspian Sea in Iran (Zohary et al. 1969; Tanaka
1983; van Slageren 1994).

Ssp. tauschii was further divided into three varieties:
typica Eig (now var. tauschii), anathera (Eig) Hammer
(awnless), and meyeri (Griesb.) Tzvelev (has a slender
spike). var. anathera is rather easily distinguishable by
awnless type and is shorter than the other varieties, whereas
var. tauschii and var. meyeri proved difficult to identify and
were not easily distinguished due to many intermediates
between them (Knaggs et al. 2000). In spite of this difficulty,
subdivision of Ae. tauschii on the basis of morphology
appears to be reasonably valid (Knaggs et al. 2000).

Eig’s classification was based primarily on variation in
spike morphology. Hammer (1980) accepted Eig’s
intraspecific classification of Ae. tauschii and added var.
paleidenticulata (Gandiljan) Hammer to ssp. tauschii.
Hammer (1980) recommended using Ae. tauschii as the
correct name for this species, renamed ssp. eusquarrosa as
ssp. tauschii and var. typica as var. tauschii. Knaggs et al.
(2000), based on morphological study of a large number of
Ae. tauschii accessions, also identified the two subspecies,
tauschii and strangulata, and the three varieties of
ssp. tauschii. Kihara and Tanaka (1958) adopted Eig’s
(1929a) intraspecific classification of this species and pre-
sented a detailed account of the morphological and genetic
variation of Ae. tauschii. Yet, Kihara and Tanaka (1958) and
Kihara et al. (1965) showed all three varieties of ssp. tauschii
are interfertile and described many intermediates between
them. Only ssp. strangulata is more distinct, and its occur-
rence is limited to a narrow belt on the southern shores of the
Caspian Sea (Kihara and Tanaka 1958; Zohary et al. 1969)
and in Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Turkmenistan (Kim et al.
1992). In the southern shores of the Caspian Sea, in northern
Iran, ssp. strangulata grows next to many robust types of Ae.
tauschii with large, thick spikes that presumably have
segetal growth (Zohary et al.1969). Kim et al. (1992) pointed
out that intermediate forms exist among all morphologically
distinct forms of Ae. tauschii and that gene flow takes place
quite frequently between the two subspecies. Moreover, they
found that a ribosomal DNA genotype of an accession of
ssp. strangulata from Armenia was different from other
strangulata genotypes and similar to genotypes of the tau-
schii subspecies. Consequently, Kim et al. (1992) considered
intraspecific classification of Ae. tauschii on morphological
grounds inadequate. Similarly, van Slageren (1994) thought
it justified not to classify the observed intraspecific variation
of Ae. tauschii. To this day, the status of subspecies and
varieties is still under discussion (Hammer 1980; van
Slageren 1994; Dudnikov 2000; Knaggs et al. 2000).

Nevertheless, the morphologically-based intraspecific clas-
sification of Ae. tauschii has been used by many
cytogeneticists.

Since the discovery that Ae. tauschii donated its genome
(genome D) to hexaploid wheat (McFadden and Sears 1944,
1946; Kihara 1944), Ae. tauschii has been a subject of
intensive genetic, cytogenetic, and molecular studies which
seek answers to many questions, including the center of
genetic diversity of Ae. tauschii and the place of origin of
hexaploid wheat (Gill 2013). A large portion of these studies
have concentrated on assessment of the intraspecific genetic
diversity of this species in order to understand the factors
leading to the evolutionary success of Ae. tauschii and to
exploit its rich gene pool for wheat improvement.

Very wide intraspecific variation in Ae. tauschii has been
demonstrated through morphological (Kihara and Tanaka
1958; Hammer 1980; Knaggs et al. 2000), isozyme (Nishi-
kawa et al. 1980; Jaaska 1981; Dudnikov 2014 and reference
therein), restriction fragment length polymorphism (RFLPs)
(Lubbers et al. 1991; Dvorak et al. 1998c), amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLPs) (Saeidi et al. 2008) and
microsatellite (Pestsova et al. 2000; Saeidi et al. 2006) anal-
yses. Diversity was studied in accessions of Ae. tauschii that
were collected from the western (Syria, Turkey, and Georgia)
to the eastern (Central Asia and western China) range of its
distribution. The above studies showed that accessions from
the region along the Southern Caspian Sea exhibited the
highest genetic variation, suggesting that this region is the
center of variation of Ae. tauschii. Genetic variability within
the D subgenome of wheat is much lower than it is within Ae.
tauschii (Appels and Lagudah 1990; Lagudah et al. 1991a;
Lubbers et al. 1991), so the wild progenitor offers great
potential for wheat improvement. Utilization of Ae. tauschii
for wheat improvement is further aided by the ability of the
chromosomes of Ae. tauschii and the D subgenome chromo-
somes of bread wheat to naturally recombine.

Isozyme analysis conducted by Jaaska (1981) revealed
intraspecific differentiation of Aegilops tauschii into two
groups of biotypes, which essentially correspond to its
two-morphological subspecies, tauschii and strangulata.
Dudnikov (2014) pointed out that the isozymic variation in
Ae. tauschii reflects adaptive intraspecies divergence:
ssp. strangulata favors the habitats of the Caspian seaside
climate, with warm and moist winters, while ssp. tauschii
mostly occupies the habitats, which have a rather continental
climate, with relatively cold and dry winters.

RFLP marker analysis of genetic diversity, performed by
Tsunewaki et al. (1991) and Lubbers et al. (1991), found
close similarities between ssp. tauschii var. meyeri and
ssp. strangulata. A molecular study by Dvorak et al. (1998c)
found evidence of gene migration between the different
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divisions in accessions from the southwest Caspian area of
Iran. The greatest amount of variation was found in Ae.
tauschii accessions collected in Iran and western Transcau-
casia (Lubbers et al. 1991; Tsunewaki et al. 1991). Var.
meyeri, although formally placed in ssp. tauschii, was found
to be genetically closer to ssp. strangulata than to
ssp. tauschii, and consequently, Lubbers et al. (1991) con-
cluded that var. meyeri actually belongs to ssp. strangulata.

Actually, Lubbers et al. (1991) identified two genetically
diverse groups, one consisting of ssp. tauschii vars. tauschii
and anathera, and the other of ssp. strangulata and
ssp. tauschii var. meyeri. Their analysis strongly supported
the suggestion the that Caspian Sea region is the center of
genetic diversity and origin of Ae. tauschii. Likewise,
Dvorak et al. (1998c), in a large study of RFLP markers,
confirmed the existence of two genetically diverse groups in
Ae. tauschii, which crosscut taxonomic groupings, but, in
contrast to Lubbers et al. (1991), proposed Armenia as the
center of genetic diversity and origin of hexaploid wheat.
However, Wang et al. (2013b), using 7815 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) previously mapped by Luo et al.
(2009), that provide complete coverage of the genome, to
analyze 402 accessions of Ae. tauschii, 75 hexaploid wheats,
and seven tetraploid wheats, concluded that southwestern
Caspian Iran is the center of genetic diversity of Ae. tauschii
and the center of origin of hexaploid wheat.

As seen from the above, the intraspecific botanical clas-
sification of Aegilops tauschii agrees poorly with the genetic
relationships (Dvorak et al. 1998c). The most apparent
contradiction is encountered with var. meyeri, which is
assigned to ssp. tauschii on the basis of morphology but is
genetically closely related to ssp. strangulata (Lubbers et al.
1991; Dvorak et al. 1998c). In genetic studies, therefore, the
use of categories based on genetic subdivision of A. tauschii
is preferable to those based on formal taxonomy (Wang et al.
2013b). In fact, recent genetic and molecular studies have
shown that two major lineages exist in Ae. tauschii (Takumi
et al. 2008; Mizonu et al. 2010; Sohail et al. 2012; Wang
et al. 2013b). These two lineages were named by Takumi
et al. (2008) and Mizuno et al. (2010) lineage 1 (L1) and
lineage 2 (L2). L1 consisted of accessions of ssp. tauschii
from the eastern habitats, mainly Afghanistan and Pakistan,
whereas L2 included ssp. tauschii accessions of the western
habitats and all accessions of ssp. strangulata. Accordingly,
both lineages included accessions of ssp. tauschii, whereas
ssp. strangulata belonged only to lineage 2. The two vari-
eties of ssp. tauschii, meyeri and anathera were classified
into L2 and L1, respectively.

Nucleotide sequence variations of 10 nuclear genes were
used to construct a phylogenetic tree for each gene, which
were compared to the SSR phylogenetic tree (Takumi et al.
2008). Although some discrepancies were found between the
trees, the results supported the subdivision of Ae. tauschii

into two major lineages and suggested that ssp. strangulata
derived from only one of the two lineages, i.e., lineage 2.
This phylogenetic tree was consistent with a previous report
of a similar SSR analysis (Pestsova et al. 2000).

Mizuno et al. (2010) conducted an AFLP analysis to
study population structure of 122 accessions of Ae. tauschii.
Their phylogenetic and principal component analyses
revealed, similar to the finding of Takumi et al. (2008), two
major lineages in Ae. tauschii, i.e., lineages one (L1) and two
(L2). The results of the study of Wang et al. (2013b) also
supported the subdivision of Ae. tauschii into two lineages
(L1 and L2) that have been reproductively isolated in nature.
Particularly informative was a comparison of the SNPs tree,
obtained by Wang et al. (2013b), with the AFLP tree
reported by Mizuno et al. (2010). In both trees, branches in
L2 were longer than those in L1, indicating that L2 was
more diverse than L1. Wang et al. (2013b) found that each
lineage consists of two closely related sub-lineages that
appear to be geographically isolated. Within L1, sub-lineage
1W is located in Turkey, Transcaucasia, and western Iran,
whereas sub-lineage 1E is located from central Iran to China.
Sub-lineages 1W and 1E are predominantly found at high
elevations (400–3000 m above sea level). Within L2,
sub-lineage 2W occupies elevations between 400 and
1500 m in Transcaucasia (Armenia and Azerbaijan),
whereas sub-lineage 2E occupies elevations � 25 m and is
distributed across Azerbaijan and Caspian Iran. The 2E
sub-lineage is morphologically heterogeneous, including
both the typical moniliform Ae. tauschii ssp. strangulata in
southern Caspian Iran and morphologically intermediate
forms classified as ssp. tauschii vars. meyeri and tauschii in
southern and southwestern Caspian Sea.

The poor agreement between morphological and genetic
relationships among A. tauschii accessions (Lubbers et al.
1991; Dvorak et al. 1998c; Mizuno et al. 2010; Sohail et al.
2012; Wang et al. 2013b) was reconciled by two mutually
exclusive hypotheses (Wang et al. 2013b): (1) the morpho-
logical traits of Ae. tauschii and the subsequent classification
are trustworthy, but the taxa are genetically heterogeneous as
a result of gene flow between them; or (2) Ae. tauschii is
genetically clearly subdivided but the subdivision is not
faithfully reflected by morphology and taxonomic classifi-
cation. Clear genetic separation of lineages 1 and 2 and the
paucity of intermediate genotypes, led Wang et al. (2013b)
to favor the second alternative.

Ae. tauschii is the donor of the D genome to hexaploid
wheat, T. aestivum (McFadden and Sears 1944, 1946;
Kihara 1944), to which it confers many important traits,
including bread making quality (Kerber and Tipples 1969;
Orth and Bushuk 1973), cold hardiness (Limin and Fowler
1981; Le et al. 1986) and salt tolerance (Schachtman et al.
1992). In addition, many accessions of Ae. tauschii, partic-
ularly those of subsp. strangulata, showed resistance to
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various diseases (Yildirim et al. 1995; Cox et al. 1995;
Appels and Lagudah 1990; Knaggs et al. 2000). Limin and
Fowler (1981) rated cold hardiness in a large number of
accessions from species which share a common genome
with hexaploid wheat and found that more than half of the
Ae. tauschii accessions survived the coldest temperatures of
the Canadian winter and had a hardiness level which
approached that of the hardiest winter cultivars of hexaploid
wheat. Le et al. (1986) obtained similar results. These results
support Tsunewaki’s (1968) suggestion that the addition of
the D genome to tetraploid wheat made spread of the cul-
tivation of the resulting hexaploid to colder northern coun-
tries possible. Indeed, study of intervarietal substitution
lines, in which a chromosome of a cold hardiness cultivar of
hexaploid wheat substituted its homologous chromosome in
a spring cultivar, showed that chromosomes 4D and 5D
accounted for much of the difference in cold hardiness
between these two cultivars (Law and Jenkins 1970; Cahalan
and Law 1979).

The differentiation of A. tauschii into two lineages brings
forth several questions relevant to the origin of wheat and
shaping of its diversity (Wang et al. 2013b). Recurrent
hybridization and introgression between wheat and Ae.
tauschii were known to have played a role in the origin of
wheat D-subgenome diversity, although the magnitude is
unknown (Dvorak et al. 1998a, b, c; Talbert et al. 1998;
Caldwell et al. 2004; Akhunov et al. 2010). Did only lineage
2 contribute germplasm to the wheat D subgenome? If so,
why lineage 2 and not lineage 1? Diversity is uneven among
and along the wheat D-subgenome chromosomes (Akhunov
et al. 2010). So, does the distribution of diversity along
wheat chromosomes have anything to do with its distribution
along the A. tauschii chromosomes, and what is the cause of
this pattern?

The wheat D subgenome, unlike the other two sub-
genomes of hexaploid wheat, shows great fluctuation in
diversity among chromosomes (Akhunov et al. 2010).
Similar uneven distribution of diversity among all D-genome
chromosomes was noted by Wang et al. (2013b) in Ae.
tauschii. They also showed that diversity correlated with
recombination rates along the chromosomes. Similar corre-
lations were also observed along each chromosome in both
lineages of Ae. tauschii. Likewise, RFLP was shown to
correlate with recombination rates in Ae. tauschii (Dvorak
et al. 1998a).

Previous genetic studies placed the origin of wheat in
Transcaucasia and southwestern Caspian Iran (Tsunewaki
1966; Nakai 1979; Jaaska 1980; Dvorak et al. 1998c) or
southeastern Caspian Iran (Nishikawa et al. 1980). The
consensus has been that ssp. strangulata was the wheat
progenitor (Nishikawa 1973; Nakai 1979; Jaaska 1980;
Hammer 1980; Nishikawa et al. 1980; Lagudah et al. 1991a;
Lubbers et al. 1991; Dvorak et al. 1998c, 2012).

Jaaska (1981), by way of isozyme analysis, identified
ssp. tauschii as the contributor of the D genome to the
allotetraploid Ae. cylindrica (genome DDCC) and the third
subgenome to allohexaploid Ae. crassa Boiss. (genome
DcDcXcXcDD), and subsp. strangulata as the contributor of
the D genome to the allohexaploid Triticum aestivum, to the
allotetraploids Ae. crassa (genome DcDcXcXc) to Ae. ven-
tricosa (genome DDNN), and to the allohexaploid Ae.
juvenalis (genome DcDcXcXcUU).

Wang et al. (2013b) identified 12 Ae. tauschii accessions
that are closely related to the D-subgenome of wheat. All 12
accessions belonged to sub-lineage 2E and were members of
populations located in southwestern and southern Caspian
Iran. In a surprising departure from the belief that
ssp. strangulata was the source of the wheat D subgenome,
only one of these 12 accessions had been classified as
ssp. strangulata on the basis of its morphology. Eleven of
the 12 accessions were classified as ssp. tauschii var. tau-
schii or var. meyeri. However, if it is accepted that mor-
phology does not reflect genetic relationships, as in the
second hypothesis of Wang et al. (2013b), this conflict with
the previous conclusions regarding the progenitor of the
wheat D subgenome becomes irrelevant, as, genetically,
these accessions are members of the 2E sub-lineage. Of the
7185 SNP sites in the wheat D subgenome studied by Wang
et al. (2013b), 0.8% appeared to originate by introgression
from the L1 lineage, while 99% of the D subgenome was
contributed by A. tauschii lineage 2. A population within
lineage 2E in the southwestern and southern Caspian appears
to be the main source of the wheat D subgenome (Wang
et al. 2013b).

Given the extensive opportunity for natural hybridization
between wheat and Ae. tauschii (Kihara et al. 1965), why
does hexaploid wheat appear monophyletic and why the
preference for sub-lineage 2E? An answer to this question
may reside in the geography of cultivation of tetraploid
wheat by early farmers. Aegilops tauschii readily hybridizes
with tetraploid wheat, and triploid hybrids often produce so
many unreduced gametes, that they are fertile (Zhang et al.
2010). Spontaneous chromosome doubling via union of
unreduced (2n) gametes has been thought to be the way that
hexaploid wheat originated from the hybridization of T.
turgidum with Ae. tauschii. Previous works have observed
unreduced gametes in F1 hybrids of Ae. tauschii with six of
the eight T. turgidum subspecies tested (Zhang et al. 2008,
2010). By contrast, hybridization of Ae. tauschii with hex-
aploid wheat is arduous, and hybrids can only be obtained
with the aid of embryo rescue. Introgression from A. tauschii
into hexaploid wheat should therefore only be expected in
the areas where tetraploid wheat was farmed in mixed
populations with hexaploid wheat (Dvorak et al. 1998c).

Today, farming of tetraploid durum wheat is limited to a
few mountainous regions in northern Iran (Matsuoka et al.
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2008), but the situation could have been different in the past.
If wheat farming was predominantly in low elevations in
Caspian Iran, and if the distribution of Ae. tauschii was
similar to its present-day distribution, the only possible
source of the D genome was sub-lineage 2E, as only sub-
lineage 2E is found at low elevations.

Among the diploid Aegilops species, Ae. tauschii has the
widest geographic distribution. It grows in a very large area
in the eastern part of the distribution of the genus. This
species is the only diploid that spread eastward from the
center of origin of the genus. It grows in the following
countries: Crimea (possibly), Ciscaucasia (northern Cau-
casia) (possibly), Transcaucasia (Georgia, Armenia, and
Azerbaijan), Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan,
Tagikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, China (western slopes
of Himalaya), India (Kashmir), Pakistan, Iran, Iraq, Turkey,
and northeastern Syria (Table 9.2). Its distribution is limited
in the east by the Himalaya mountains, in the south by the
deserts of southern Pakistan and southern Iran, in the north
by the cold steppes of Central Asia, and in the west by the
Mediterranean climate. Zohary et al. (1969) assumed that the
southern shores of the Caspian Sea, Turkmenistan, and
northern Afghanistan, include the ‘primary habitat’ of the
species, while the peripheral localities in e.g., Central Asia,
Pakistan, Armenia, Iraq, and Syria, are ‘secondary’ in being
always associated with weedy growth, often in (irrigated)
wheat fields. They pointed out that the center of diversity
and abundance comprises a belt around the southern shores
of the Caspian Sea, across northern Iran, Turkmenistan, and
northern Afghanistan. In this area, Ae. tauschii attains its
widest ecological amplitude and morphological diversity.
From this center, it spread westward to the Turkish border
and the Syrian steppes, and eastwards to Pakistan,
approaching the Chinese border. It is mentioned as a rare
plant in the Caucasus and the Crimea, but it is doubtful that
it is a native plant there (Zohary et al. 1969). In its broadly
scattered distribution area, Ae. tauschii is also a weed and
often a weed in cereal fields.

Ssp. strangulata is distributed from Transcaucasia to
eastern Caspian Iran (Kihara and Tanaka 1958; Kihara et al.
1965; Zohary et al. 1969; Jaaska 1980). Ssp. tauschii var.
meyeri grows in the southwestern and southern Caspian Iran,
where there is some overlap with ssp. strangulata.
Ssp. tauschii var tauschii, var. anathera, and their interme-
diate types, have a broad distribution and were found in
almost all parts of the distribution of the species (Kihara and
Tanaka 1958). Ae. tauschii is also found in several Chinese
locations near the Yellow River in Shaanxi and Henan
provinces (Yen et al. 1983). These authors assume that Ae.
tauschii was introduced to China with emmer wheat (Yen
et al. 1983). Adventive presence of Ae. tauschii is reported
from USA (New York area) and various countries in south,
west and central Europe (van Slageren 1994).

Ae. tauschii occupies a variety of different habitats, from
steppes and margins of deserts, to the very wet and more
temperate forests of the southern Caspian seashores in Iran
and to the cool and dry central Asian steppes. This diploid
occurs over a strikingly wide range of climatic conditions,
from the dry Artemisia steppes and margins of deserts to the
rain-soaked temperate hyrcanic forest belt of the southern
coast of the Caspian Sea, and from the hot plains of southern
Iran to the extreme continental climate of the Central Asiatic
steppes (Zohary et al. 1969). It grows on a variety of soils,
i.e., grey-calcareous steppe, marl, alluvial and sandy soils
and at altitudes of 200–1800 m above sea level (Hodgkin
et al. 1992), infrequently at higher elevation (up to 3000 m
above sea level; Wang et al. 2013b). It grows in primary
habitats, being a common component of several types of
plant formations, such as open areas of deciduous steppe
maquis, dwarf-shrub steppe-like formations and steppical
plains, as well as in secondary disturbed habitats such as
abandoned fields, edges of cultivation, and roadsides, from
which it has developed as a successful weed of cultivated
cereals (Zohary et al. 1969).

Ae. tauschii grows sympatrically with Ae. umbellulata,
Ae. columnaris, Ae. triuncialis, Ae. cylindrica, Ae. crassa
and Ae. juvenalis, and allopatrically with Amblyopyrum
muticum, Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides, T. urartu, T. timopheevii ssp. armeni-
acum, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, Ae. geniculata, Ae.
neglecta, Ae. biuncialis and Ae. kotschyi.

9.5.2.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. tauschii is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14) bearing the
D genome (Kihara 1949, 1954). Its organellar genome was
designated D by Tsunewaki (1993, 2009) and Wang et al.
(1997). It has a small genome, the second smallest in the
genus (1C DNA = 5.17 ± 0.087 pg) (Eilam et al. 2007;
Table 9.2). Similar results on genome size were previously
obtained by Furuta et al. (1986) and Rees and Walters
(1965). Smaller amount of 1C DNA (4.17 pg) was reported
by Arumuganathan and Earle (1991). The DNA amount
reported by Eilam et al. (2007) is equivalent to 5.056 Mbp,
since 978 Mbp exist in 1 pg DNA (Doležel et al. 2003). The
main part (about 80% or more) was estimated to be repetitive
DNA (You et al. 2011).

The karyotype of Ae. tauschii is symmetric, consisting of
four types of chromosomes (Senyaninova-Korchagina 1932).
There is only one pair with satellites on the short arm, and the
centromeres in the rest of the pairs are submedian. Later
studies by Riley et al. (1958) and Chennaveeraiah (1960),
confirmed the findings of Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932),
but Chennaveeraiah (1960) recognized five types of chro-
mosomes in the Ae. tauschii karyotype. In all analyzed
accessions of Ae. tauschii, the size of the satellites was very
much the same, varying from 0.7 to 0.8 l (Chennaveeraiah
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1960). The short arm that bears the satellite being about 3
times larger than the satellite (Chennaveeraiah (1960). There
is, however, a negligible difference in the lengths of the long
arms of this satellite pair. This long arm is roughly twice the
size of the short arm that bears the satellite. The karyotypic
differences between the varieties seem to be very small; there
is more uniformity than there are differences.

Teoh et al. (1983) used a DNA sequence that codes for
ribosomal RNA in in situ hybridization experiments on the
genome of Ae. tauschii. This sequence consists of 18S and
25S rRNA genes, with associated spacer DNA (Gerlach and
Bedbrook 1979). They found a complete fit between the
number of satellited chromosomes and the number of rRNA
sites; one pair of chromosomes exhibited one such site.
Likewise, Badaeva et al. (1996b) studied the distribution of
the 5S and 18S-26S ribosomal RNA gene families on Ae.
tauschii chromosomes by in situ hybridization with pTa71
(18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) DNA clones. The
distribution of hybridization sites with pTa71 in Ae. tauschii
was unique. Only one major 18S-26S rDNA locus, that was
found in the NOR of Ae. tauschii, was located on the short
arm of chromosome 5D. Similar results were obtained by
Appels et al. (1980), Lawrence and Appels (1986) and
Lassner et al. (1987). In addition, a minor NOR locus was
located on the short arm of chromosome 7D (Badaeva et al.
1996b). Hybridization with pTa794 showed the presence of
two 5S rDNA loci in the short arms of chromosomes of
group 1 and 5 (Badaeva et al. 1996b). This is similar to the
location of these loci in most other diploid Aegilops species.
The 5S rDNA loci were not associated with NORs.

The chromosomal locations of major and minor NORs
and 5S rDNA loci in the D genome of Ae. tauschii were
identical to those of the D subgenome of hexaploid wheat
(Friebe et al. 1992a; Yamamoto 1992b), with the minor
NOR on chromosome 7D being polymorphic among dif-
ferent lines.

The first complete investigation of C-banded chromo-
somes of Ae. tauschii was carried out by Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983), using an improved C-banding technique.
They found that Ae. tauschii exhibited a unique pattern,
different from that of other Aegilops species. In this pattern,
each of the seven chromosomes comprising the haploid set of
Ae. tauschii displayed its own characteristic banding pattern
and could be identified individually and clearly (Iordansky
et al. 1978; Teoh and Hutchinson 1983). The banding pattern
described by Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) is not comparable
to that reported by Gill and Kimber (1974) but bears some
resemblance to that of Iordansky et al. (1978).

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) studied C-banding in only
one accession of Ae. tauschii and therefore, Friebe et al.
(1992a) and Badaeva et al. (1996a) extended the study to
include more accessions. A generalized C-banded karyotype
of Ae. tauschii was established based on chromosome

analysis of 15 accessions of Ae. tauschii of diverse origins,
including the two subspecies, tauschii (with the varieties
tauschii, anathera and meyeri) and strangulata (Friebe et al.
1992a). Whereas only minor variation in C-banding patterns
was observed within accessions, a larger amount of poly-
morphic variation was found between accessions. Yet, this
polymorphic variation did not prevent chromosome identi-
fication in these accessions. All chromosomes of Ae. tauschii
contain centromeric bands of almost equal staining intensity
and size, while they differ in the amount and distribution of
interstitial, subtelomeric and telomeric bands (Teoh and
Hutchinson 1983; Friebe et al. 1992a). One accession (TA
2462) was found to be homozygous for a reciprocal
translocation involving the complete arms of chromosomes
1D and 7D (Friebe et al. 1992a). In situ hybridization using
the D-genome-specific probe, pAs1, confirmed the presence
of this translocation in the accession TA 2462. The
C-banding pattern of Ae. tauschii chromosomes was similar
to that of the D-subgenome chromosomes of hexaploid
wheat, thus permitting their unequivocal identification and
homoeologous groups designations (Friebe et al. 1992a).

Badaeva et al. (1996a) studied genome structure through
in situ hybridization with Ae. tauschii-derived pAsl probe.
As expected, Ae. tauschii showed heavy labeling with this
probe, as was found previously (Rayburn and Gill 1986;
Cabrera et al. 1995). The labeling pattern in this species was
chromosome-specific. Yet, intraspecific variation in the
distribution of the pAs1 probe was observed (Badaeva et al.
1996a). The labeling pattern in one accession was similar to
that of the D subgenome of hexaploid wheat (Rayburn and
Gill 1986, 1987; Mukai et al. 1991), whereas two accessions
were similar to the second unmodified D subgenome of
hexaploid Ae. crassa. Comparison of the labeling pattern of
pAs1 in Ae. tauschii with the distribution of heterochro-
matin detected by C-banding in this species, showed that
Ae. tauschii possessed an intermediate amount of
C-heterochromatin. On the other hand, using a highly
repetitive, 260-bp, non-coding DNA sequence derived from
the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat (Hutchinson and
Lonsdale 1982), Ae. tauschii was shown to have very little
labeling with this probe, indicating a small amount of
heterochromatin (Teoh et al. 1983).

Genetic diversity of Ae. tauschii was further assessed
using fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with eleven
DNA probes representing satellite and microsatellite DNA
sequences as well as the 45S and 5S rRNA gene families and
by electrophoretic (EF) analysis of seed storage proteins
(gliadins) (Badaeva et al. 2019). A clear genetic differenti-
ation of accessions into groups strangulata and tauschii was
observed. These two groups differ in the presence of
microsatellite repeats GAAn and ACTn and in the distri-
bution of satellite DNA families, especially pAs1. Based on
similarities of labeling patterns of DNA probes used in the
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study, they concluded that the strangulata group was phy-
logenetically closest to the D subgenome of common wheat.
A comparison of spectra of gliadins revealed the highest
similarity of Armenian and Azerbaijani accessions of Ae.
tauschii to common wheat, which may indicate a contribu-
tion of Transcaucasian members of the strangulata group to
the genetic pool of common wheat.

Since the D subgenome of hexaploid wheat and the
genome of Ae. tauschii are still homologous, the genome of
Ae. tauschii serves as an invaluable reference for wheat
genetics and genomics as well as an important resource for
wheat improvement. Undoubtedly, the usefulness of Ae.
tauschii as a reference for the structure of wheat D sub-
genome and for the ability to identify and use important Ae.
tauschii genes would be further enhanced by a high-quality
sequencing of its entire D genome. Still, development of
high-quality physical and genetic maps was a necessary step
in progressing towards complete sequencing of the Ae.
tauschii genome. These maps of Ae. tauschii are continu-
ously updated, with more sequences and particularly, with
detailed information about functional elements.

Genetic maps are based on meiotic recombination fre-
quency between different pairs of genetic or molecular
markers, with distances between markers expressed in
crossover units. Physical maps use molecular biology tech-
niques to align DNA sequences to construct maps showing
the positions of sequences, including genes, relative to one
another along the DNA helix axis, with actual physical
distance between markers expressed in base pairs (bp).
Physical distances between markers have been determined
by techniques such as radiation hybrid mapping, fluores-
cence in situ hybridization (FISH) or, ideally, by automated
DNA sequencing. Genome assembly involves a multi-step
procedure, in which DNA fragments were cloned, sequenced
and, on the basis of the markers they were found to contain,
ordered relative to each other and to the genetic
map. Obtaining sufficient coverage of the genome involved
generating much physical and genetic data so that the two
maps could be reconciled. Following assembly, the physical
and genetic maps were continuously updated with detailed
information about functional elements. For the physical
sequence map, the primary annotation task was identification
of genes for the genetic map. High‐resolution genetic and
physical maps serve as the framework for genome sequence
assembly. Accession AL8/78 of Ae. tauschii subsp. stran-
gulata was chosen as the standard accession for the con-
struction of physical and genetic maps.

DNA markers and coding sequences such as cDNAs and
ESTs (expressed sequence tag) have been used for con-
struction of genetic maps of Ae. tauschii. Kam-Morgan et al.
(1989) used restriction fragment length polymorphisms
(RFLPs) as genetic markers and determined linkage rela-
tionships between RFLP loci. In addition, they demonstrated

the use of segregating populations of Ae. tauschii for linkage
measurements and the use of wheat aneuploid lines to
allocate markers to chromosome arms in the D subgenome
of T. aestivum. Gill et al. (1991b), Lagudah et al. (1991a)
and Boyko et al. (1999, 2002) used this strategy to enrich the
genetic map of Ae. tauschii and that of the D subgenome of
T. aestivum by a large number of loci. Boyko et al. (2002)
carried on building a high-density map of the Ae. tauschii by
inserting additional loci, including retrotransposon loci and
microsatellite and ISSR loci. Comparison of the genetic
maps of Ae. tauschii with those of the D subgenome of
hexaploid wheat confirmed the conserved collinearity
between the two D genomes. Yet, accessions of Ae. tauschii
revealed greater polymorphism than that observed in the D
subgenome of common wheat.

Physical map construction necessitates the production of a
large number of bacterial artificial chromosome (BAC)
clones, sequencing with a next-generation DNA sequencing
platform, assembly into long contiguous sequences and
anchoring the contigs on a genetic map (Luo et al. 2013).
Genes and transposable elements in the assembled sequences
are annotated. However, due to the lack of recombination in
certain chromosomal regions, genetic mapping alone is not
sufficient to develop high-quality marker scaffolds for a
sequence ready physical map. Radiation hybrid mapping has
proven to be a successful approach for developing marker
scaffolds for sequence assembly in the genome of Aegilops
tauschii. This method offers much higher and more uniform
marker resolution across the length of the chromosome,
compared to genetic mapping, and does not require marker
polymorphism per se, as it is based on a presence vs. absence
marker assay (Kumar et al. 2012, 2015). Kumar et al. (2012)
reported the development of high-resolution radiation hybrid
maps for the genome of Ae. tauschii accession AL8/78, the
standard accession for the construction of physical and genetic
maps, which were then used for anchoring unassigned
sequence scaffolds. Their study demonstrated how radiation
hybrid mapping, which offers high and uniform resolution
across the length of the chromosome, can facilitate complete
sequence assembly of large and complex plant genomes.

Several physical maps of Ae. tauschii were constructed in
the last decades (e.g., Fleury et al. 2010; Massa et al. 2011;
Kumar et al. 2012, 2015; Luo et al. 2013; Hastie et al. 2013;
Zhu et al. 2016). The assembled scaffolds of high-quality
sequences in these maps represent more than 80% of the D
genome, of which about 66% of the sequences are com-
prised of repetitive elements. More than 43,000 protein-
coding genes were identified, 71.1% of which were uniquely
anchored to chromosomes. Genes, pseudogenes and trans-
posable elements were annotated.

The Department of Plant Sciences, University of Cali-
fornia, Davis and Genomics and Gene Discovery Unit,
USDA/ARS Western Regional Research Center, Albany,
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California, runs a database which accumulates and releases
up-to-date information on genome mapping and sequencing,
genetic and physical maps, genetic markers and genomic
sequences of Ae. tauschii. Gaining sufficient coverage of the
Ae. tauschii genome may pave the way to the assembly of a
high-quality sequence of the entire genome.

Sequencing of more than 90% of the Ae. tauschii genome
was recently achieved by Jia et al. (2013). They identified
43,150 protein-coding genes and found that more than 66%
of the Ae. tauschii genome was composed of 410 different
transposable element families, of which the 20 most abun-
dant comprised more than 50% of the genome.

However, even though sequencing whole plant genomes
has advanced rapidly during the last decades, with the
development of next-generation sequencing (NGS) tech-
nologies and bioinformatics (Bierman and Botha 2017),
complete sequence assembly of the Ae. tauschii genome was
problematic due to its large size and about 80% repetitive
DNA (Jia et al. 2013). Nevertheless, using an array of
advanced technologies, Luo et al. (2017) succeeded to obtain
a reference-quality genome sequence for Ae. tauschii
ssp. strangulata, accession AL8/78 which is closely related
to the wheat D subgenome (see Chap. 3, Sect. 3.7). They
show that the Ae. tauschii genome contains unprecedented
amounts of very similar repeated sequences, a greater
number of dispersed duplicated genes than other sequenced
genomes, and its chromosomes have been structurally
evolving an order of magnitude faster than those of other
grass genomes. The decay of colinearity with other grass
genomes correlates with recombination rates along chro-
mosomes. These authors propose that the vast amounts of
very similar repeated sequences cause frequent errors in
recombination and lead to gene duplications and structural
chromosome changes that drive fast genome evolution.

Zhao et al. (2017) generated a chromosome-scale, high-
quality reference genome of Ae. tauschii, in which 92.5%
sequences have been anchored to chromosomes. Using this
assembly, they accurately characterized genic loci, gene
expression, pseudogenes, methylation, recombination ratios,
microRNAs and especially TEs on chromosomes. In addi-
tion to the discovery of a wave of very recent gene dupli-
cations, the authors revealed that TEs occurred in about half
of the genes, and found that such genes are expressed at
lower levels than those without TEs, presumably because of
their elevated methylation levels. All wheat molecular
markers and mapped allowing the authors to construct a
high-resolution integrated genetic map corresponding to
genome sequences, thereby placing previously detected
agronomically important genes/ quantitative trait loci
(QTLs) on the Ae. tauschii genome for the first time.

9.5.2.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Intraspecific F1 hybrids between accessions of Ae. tauschii
that were collected from different regions, had regular chro-
mosome pairing at meiosis (seven bivalents) and high fertility
in most cases, but some hybrids were partially sterile (Kihara
et al. 1965).Yet, F1 hybrids involving one accession from Iran,
had a ring of four chromosomes and five bivalents, indicating
the presence of a reciprocal translocation in this accession
(Kihara et al. 1965). Lagudah et al. (1991b) and Hohman and
Lagudah (1993) found that this reciprocal translocation
involves chromosomes 1DS-7DL and 7DS-1DL.

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1
hybrids between Ae. tauschii and other species of the wheat
group are characterized by relatively low pairing. The F1
hybrid Ae. tauschii x Ae. bicornis had a low to intermediate
level of chromosomal pairing at meiosis (0–6 bivalents and
0–1 trivalents; Kihara 1949). Evidently the D genome of Ae.
tauschii has diverged quite considerably from the Sb genome
of Ae. bicornis. Likewise, chromosomal pairing at first mei-
otic metaphase of F1 hybrids between Ae. tauschii and Ae.
caudata had 3–5 bivalents (Kihara 1949) or 3.60 bivalents, of
which 0.60 were ring, 1.06 trivalents and 0.04 quadrivalents
(Sears 1941b), indicating homoeology rather than homology
of the genomes of these two diploid species. Divergence of
the genome of Ae. tauschii from that of Ae. uniaristata
(genome NN) is obvious from the low pairing in the F1
hybrids between these two species. Kihara (1949) observed
1–5 bivalents and 0–1 trivalents and Sears (1941b) reported
3.82 bivalents, of which 0.20 were ring bivalents, and 0.14
trivalents. The F1 hybrid between Ae. umbellulata (Genome
UU) and Ae. tauschii had 3–5 bivalents with a mode of 3
bivalents and 1–3 trivalents (Kihara 1949), indicating low
homology between the genomes of these two species. Pairing
in the F1 hybrid between Ae. geniculata (genome MoMoUU)
and Ae. tauschii was also low, with 5–8 bivalents and 0–1
trivalents, (Kihara 1949), indicating that the two subgenomes
of Ae. geniculata are not homologous to that of Ae. tauschii.

Chromosome pairing in Ae. tauschii x A. muticum hy-
brids was almost regular and exceeded the pairing in hybrids
between Ae. mutica and Sitopsis species and between
A. muticum and diploid Triticum species (Jones and Majisu
1968). Similarly, Ohta (1990) produced F1 hybrids between
Ae. tauschii and A. muticum (presumably without B chro-
mosomes) and observed a relatively high amount of chro-
mosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase (Table 8.1). This
high pairing presumably resulted from the homoeologous-
pairing promoters of A. muticum. And indicates that the
chromosomes of A. muticum appear to have considerable
homoeology with the D genome of Ae. tauschii.
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Data of chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae.
tauschii and the allotetraploid species of section Vertebrata,
namely, Ae. crassa 4x and Ae. ventricosa, are presented in
Table 9.5. These pairing data and that of Kihara (1949)
clearly show that the two allotetraploids contain one sub-
genome that is very closely related to the genome of Ae.
tauschii. Moreover, the similarity of the spike morphology
of these allotetraploids to that of Ae. tauschii further supports
the conclusion that Ae. tauschii is the donor of one of the
two subgenomes of these allotetraploids. Chromosomal
pairing in the F1 hybrids between Ae. tauschii and the
allohexaploid species of section Vertebrata, namely, Ae.
crassa 6x, Ae. juvenalis, and Ae. vavilovii, indicates that
hexaploid Ae. crassa (genome DcDcXcXcDD) contains one
unaltered and one modified subgenomes of Ae. tauschii, as
suggested by Kihara (1949), whereas the other two allo-
hexaploids, Ae. vavilovii (genome DcDcXcXcSsSs) and Ae.
juvenalis (genome DcDcXcXcUU), contain a modified sub-
genome of Ae. tauschii (Kimber and Zhao. 1983)
(Table 9.6). On the other hand, chromosomal pairing in the
F1 hybrid of Ae. cylindrica (genome DDCC) x Ae. tauschii
showed 8–9 bivalents and up to 5 trivalents (Kihara 1949),
indicating that one of the two genomes of Ae. cylindrica was
donated by Ae. tauschii.

Chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids with the two sub-
species of diploid wheat, T. monococcum (genome AmAm)
domesticated ssp. monococcum and wild ssp. aegilopoides,
showed that the genome of Ae. tauschii diverged from those
of diploid wheat although somewhat less than its divergence
from the genomes of other diploid Aegilops species
(Table 9.8). Chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae.
tauschii and the two allotetraploid species of Triticum,
namely, the wild subspecies of T. turgidum, ssp. dicoccoides
(genome BBAA), and the domesticated subspecies of T.
timopheevii ssp. timopheevii (genome GGAA) showed that
the subgenomes of the Triticum allotetraploids are not
homologous to that of Ae. tauschii, although the pairing in
the timopheevii x tauschii hybrid was somewhat higher than
in the dicoccoides x tauschii hybrid (Table 9.9). On the other
hand, chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid with allo-
hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, showed that the
allohexaploid contains one subgenome homologous to that
of Ae. tauschii (Table 9.10).

9.5.3 Aegilops ventricosa Tausch

9.5.3.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. ventricosa Tausch [Syn: Triticum ventricosum (Tausch)
Ces., Pass. & Gibelli; Gastropyrum ventricosum (Tausch) Á.
Löve] is an annual plant with few to many rather thick
culms, that are 20–40-cm-high (excluding spikes). Its entire
length is foliated with broad linear glabrous, seldom hairy,

leaves. Spikes are long, moniliform, 4–6 (rarely up to 12)-
cm-long, excluding awns, with 5–10 spikelets, more or less
rough, and usually awned. Rudimentary spikelets are absent,
rarely 1–2 are found. The spike disarticulates into individual
spikelets, each falling with its adjacent rachis segment
(barrel-type dispersal unit). Sometimes, the entire spike
disarticulates at the base. Spikelets are oval, equal in length
to the rachis segment, and suddenly become inflated in the
lower parts (urn–shaped). There are 4–5 florets; the upper 1–
3 are sterile. The glumes are strongly overlapping, with
curved nerves, tips somewhat thickened with two teeth
separated with a broad sinus; one tooth may be lengthened
into an awn (up to 3-cm-long), that is usually shorter than
the lemma awn (up to 4-cm-long). Tips of the glumes of the
terminal spikelet are 3-toothed, the center one usually
elongated into an awn. The lemmas are membranous,
thickened in the upper parts, with weak keel at the tip, which
is elongated into an awn, at the base of which are 1–2 small
teeth. The awns are triangular, with lemma awns stronger
than glume awns. All awns become longer toward the tip of
the spike. The caryopsis adheres to the lemma and palea
(Fig. 9.2c).

Ae. ventricosa exhibits limited morphological variation,
mainly in narrowness of the upper part of the spikelets, spike
length and width, spikelet number and awning. Some of the
spike and spikelet characters are similar to those of Ae.
uniaristata, one of the two diploid progenitors of this
allotetraploid, but basic characters of the spikes and spikelets
indicate that Ae. ventricosa morphology derived from Ae.
tauschii, the second diploid parent of this allotetraploid
species.

Ae. ventricosa is a Mediterranean element. It grows in the
western and northern parts of the Mediterranean Sea,
namely, Portugal, Spain, South France, Corsica, and Sar-
dinia, rarely Italy and Sicily, Egypt (near Alexandria, rare),
Libya, Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco (Table 9.2). Ae. ven-
tricosa grows on terra rossa, rendzina and light, sandy soils
in the edges and openings of deciduous and sclerophyllous
Mediterranean forests and maquis, in degraded dwarf-shrub
and semi-steppical formations, pastures, abandoned fields,
edges of cultivation, disturbed habitats and roadsides. It is
common in a wide array of habitats and invades wheat fields,
vineyards, and olive groves as weed. Ae. ventricosa devel-
ops well in areas with 200–350 mm annual rainfall but was
also found in areas with less than 100 mm and up to
600 mm annual rainfall. It is found in a range of altitudes,
from sea level to 1850 m above sea level.

Ae. ventricosa has a medium-sized distribution in the
western part of the distribution of the genus. It is relatively
isolated from the rest of the group. Interestingly, its distri-
bution does not overlap with that of either of its diploid
progenitors (Ae. tauschii and Ae. uniaristata), and it is larger
than that of Ae. uniaristata, but smaller than that of Ae.
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tauschii. Its distribution area is closer to the distribution area
of Ae. uniaristata than to that of any other diploid species
(excluding Ae. bicornis, with which it may have contact in
Libya). Ae. ventricosa distributes sympatrically with other
Aegilops tetraploid species, i.e., Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta,
Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis, Ae/ perigrina and Ae. cylin-
drica, and allopatrically with Ae. bicornis, Ae. recta and Ae.
kotschyi (in Libya and Tunisia). Natural hybridizations are
known with many species, including domesticated tetraploid
and hexaploid wheat. Several economically important traits,
such as resistance to eyespot, stripe-, leaf- and stem-rust, and
tolerance to aluminum, were discovered in Ae. ventricosa
(e.g., Maia 1967; Dosba et al. 1980), some of which were
already transferred to common wheat (e.g., Jahier et al 1978,
1996; Bariana and Mcintosh 1993; Tanguy et al. 2005).

9.5.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. ventricosa is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28;
genome DDNN) that evolved as a result of hybridization
between two different diploid Aegilops species, followed by
chromosome doubling. The existence of a D subgenome in
Ae. ventricosa was first directly proved by the observation by
Kihara, in 1938, of seven ring bivalents in the Ae. tauschii x
Ae. ventricosa F1 hybrid (see Kihara 1949). The second
subgenome of this allotetraploid was first believed to be a
modified M genome, designated Mv, derived from Ae.
comosa, which underwent changes at the polyploid level
(Kihara 1949, 1954, 1963; Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932).
However, Chennaveeraiah (1960), Kimber et al. (1983),
Kimber and Zho (1983), Zhao and Kimber (1984) and Yen
andKimber (1992b) demonstrated that the second subgenome
in Ae. ventricosa is actually a N genome from Ae. uniaristata.
Thus, it is currently accepted that the genomic constitution of
Ae. ventricosa is DDNN (Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988;
Dvorak 1998). Its organellar genome is similar to that of Ae.
tauschii, which was the female parent in the formation of Ae.
ventricosa, and consequently, was designated D by Ogihara
and Tsunewaki (1988) and Wang et al. (1997).

Matsumoto and Kondo (1942) synthesized an amphiploid
of Ae. tauschii – Ae. uniaristata, and Matsumoto et al. (1957)
synthesized the amphiploid of the reciprocal combination.
Morphologically, both synthetic amphiploids were very
similar to Ae. ventricosa. The synthetic amphiploids exhib-
ited almost regular pairing at meiosis and had about 60% seed
fertility. Hybrids between the synthetic and natural Ae. ven-
tricosa exhibited chromosomal pairing at meiosis that was
quite good (average of 12 bivalents and 0–3 trivalents or
quadrivalents per cell). In spite of the high pairing, seed
fertility was very low (3–5%) (Matsumoto et al. 1957).

Ae. ventricosa has 10.64 pg 1C DNA (Eilam et al. 2008;
Table 9.3). This allotetraploid species has 3.18% less DNA
than expected from the DNA sum of its two diploids parents,
i.e., 10.99 pg (Ae. tauschii contains 5.17 pg and Ae.

uniaristata contains 5.82 pg; Eilam et al. 2007). The loss of
DNA in the allotetraploid was confirmed by Badaeva et al.
(2012) who, based on differential C-banding and in situ
hybridization, found that Ae. ventricosa exhibits substantial
structural chromosome rearrangements, including deletion of
chromosomal segments and reduction of heterochromatin
content.

Earlier karyomorphological studies (Emme 1924; Sor-
okina 1928; Senyaninova-Korchagina 1932) did not find
satellites in Ae. ventricosa. Since there is no species of
Aegilops that is without at least one pair of satellites, it is
quite unlikely that this species is without any satellites.
Indeed, the karyotype of this allotetraploid species contains
one chromosome pair with a satellite on the short arm
(Chennaveeraiah 1960). In agreement with this finding,
Orellana et al. (1984), using a silver-staining procedure,
analyzed the activity of the nucleolar organizer of Ae. ven-
tricosa and detected only one pair of Ag-NORs, indicating
that natural amphiplasty occurs in this allotetraploid species.

The karyotype of Ae. ventricosa is asymmetric, consisting
of five pairs with submedian-subterminal centromeres and
the rest with submedian centromeres (Chennaveeraiah
1960). One half of the set consist of seven pairs with sub-
median centromeres, resembling the chromosome set of Ae.
tauschii, whereas the other seven pairs closely resemble the
set in Ae. uniaristata (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Hence, the
karyotype of the D subgenome chromosomes of Ae. ven-
tricosa is symmetric, consisting of metacentric and sub-
metacentrics chromosomes, whereas the karyotype of the N
subgenome is asymmetric; five chromosomes are subtelo-
centrics (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Though this chromosome
set agrees mostly with the chromosome set of Ae. uniaris-
tata, it differs from it in the absence of a satellite pair
(Chennaveeraiah 1960; Badaeva et al. 2012). Therefore, the
N subgenome of Ae. ventricosa is not completely homolo-
gous with the genome of its diploid progenitor Ae. uniaris-
tata, but it is slightly modified.

Meiotic pairing analysis revealed only minor modification
of the D and N subgenomes in Ae. ventricosa (Kimber et al.
1983; Kimber and Zhao 1983; Zhao and Kimber 1984; Yen
and Kimber 1992b). Yet, Badaeva et al. (2002, 2011, 2012),
using the C-banding technique and fluorescence in situ
hybridization with clones pTa71 (18S-5.8S-26S rDNA),
pTa794 (5S rDNA), both clones from T. aestivum, and pAs1
(non-coding repetitive DNA sequence from Ae. tauschii) as
probes, found that the N subgenome of Ae. ventricosa sub-
stantially differed from that of Ae. uniaristata. The D sub-
genome also differed, albeit to a lesser extent, from the
genome of Ae. tauschii. They observed polymorphism for the
presence and size of C-bands and for chromosome aberra-
tions in these subgenomes, including minor changes in the
C-banding and pAs1-FISH patterns, complete deletion of the
NOR on chromosome 5D and the loss of several minor
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18S-5.8S-26S rDNA loci on N subgenome chromosomes. In
addition, several chromosomal translocations involving dif-
ferent chromosomes and a pericentric inversion of chromo-
some 5N, were identified in several accessions of Ae.
ventricosa (Bardsley et al. 1999; Badaeva et al. 2012).

Cuñado et al. (1986) pointed out that two chromosome
groups in Ae. ventricosa have a distinct C-banding pattern,
i.e., 16 chromosomes with prominent C-heterochromatin
located in centromeric and pericentromeric regions and 12
almost entirely euchromatic chromosomes. These differences
may distinguish between the N and D subgenomes, respec-
tively, although at least one of the heterochromatic chro-
mosomes should belong to the D genome. These different
C-banding patterns allowed for estimation of the frequencies
of homologous and homoeologous pairing in the hybrids.
The N subgenome chromosomes of Ae. ventricosa are also
characterized, in addition to their distinct asymmetry, by
large pericentric heterochromatin complexes, like in Ae.
uniaristata (Badaeva et al. 2012). In contrast, the D sub-
genome chromosomes of Ae. ventricosa have only a few
small, predominantly intercalary C bands, like the chromo-
somes of Ae. tauschii. Yet distinct reproducible changes
associated with chromosome modification that accompanied
the formation of the allopolyploid species, were observed in
the two Ae. ventricosa subgenomes. As apparent from the
appearance or disappearance of C-bands and from changes
in band size, the heterochromatin content decreased in some
N subgenome chromosomes (1N, 3N, and 7N) and increased
in others (2N, 4N, 5N, and 6N). The greatest changes in C
banding pattern were observed for chromosome 3N, which
lost the large pericentric heterochromatin block in the short
arm and the distal C-band marker in the long arm, while
several new bands appeared instead (Badaeva et al. 2012). In
situ hybridization with the pAs1 clone revealed changes in
the N subgenome of Ae. ventricosa, manifested by fewer
hybridization sites or less intense signals (Badaeva et al.
2012). The greatest changes were observed for chromo-
somes 1N, 4N, 6N, and 7N. In addition, the minor NORs of
chromosomes 1N and 7N were partly lost, but new, earlier
unidentified minor 45S rDNA sites, appeared in the subter-
minal regions of the short and long arms of Ae. ventricosa
chromosome 3D (Badaeva et al. 2011).

Bardsley et al. (1999) analyzed lines of Ae. ventricosa
using fluorescent in situ hybridization with probes including
rDNA, repeated sequences from wheat and rye, simple-
sequence repeats (SSRs) and total genomic DNA. They
found that the banding patterns could be used to distinguish
most chromosome arms of this allotetraploid. All lines had a
single major 18S-25S rDNA site, the nucleolar organizing
region (NOR) in chromosome 5N and several minor sites of
18S-25S rDNA and 5S rDNA. A 1NL.3DL-1NS.3DS
translocation was identified, and other minor differences
were found between the lines.

9.5.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Crosses between Ae. ventricosa with its parental diploids,
namely, Ae. ventricosa x Ae tauschii and Ae. ventricosa x Ae
uniaristata, showed that the allotetraploid contains one
subgenome similar to that of Ae. tauschii and another alike
the genome of Ae. uniaristata (Table 9.5). The F1 hybrid Ae.
ventricosa x Ae. tauschii had 6 bivalents and 1 trivalent at
meiosis (Kihara 1949; Kimber and Zhao 1983) and the F1
hybrid between Ae. ventricosa and Ae. uniaristata also had a
similar level of pairing, i.e., 6 bivalents and a trivalent
(Kimber et al. 1983). Since the F1 hybrid between the two
diploid progenitors of Ae. ventricosa, Ae. tauschii and Ae.
uniaristata, exhibited reduced pairing, i.e., 3.82 bivalents
(Sears 1941b), indicating homoeologous relationships
between the D and the N genomes, the pairing in the triploid
hybrids between Ae. ventricosa and its parental diploids was
rather homologous. The chromosome pairing in the tetra-
ploid hybrid between Ae. ventricosa and Ae. crassa (4x)
(genome DcDcXcXc) (about 5 bivalents and up to 2 triva-
lents; Kimber and Zhao 1983) also indicates that the two
allotetraploid species share one subgenome, most probably
D (Table 9.7).

Chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid between tetraploid
wheat (T. turgidum subsp. dicoccoides) (genome BBAA)
and Ae. ventricosa was very low [0–2 (mode of 0) bivalents
per cell] (Kihara 1949). On the other hand, the F1 hybrid
between hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum (gen-
ome BBAADD), and Ae. ventricosa showed 5 bivalents and
up to 2 trivalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983), indicating that
allohexaploid wheat has one subgenome homologous to one
of the subgenomes of Ae. ventricosa. Since the hybrid with
tetraploid wheat had very little pairing, the good pairing in
the hybrid with hexaploid wheat is between the D sub-
genomes of ssp. aestivum and that of Ae. ventricosa.

9.5.4 Aegilops crassa Boiss.

9.5.4.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. crassa Boiss. (Persian goat grass) [Syn: Triticum cras-
sum (Boiss.) Aitch. & Hemsl.; Triticum syriacum Bowden;
Ae. platyathera Jaub. & Spach; Castropyrum crassum
(Boiss.) Á. Löve] is an annual robust plant with many-
jointed culms, sometimes thick culms, that are 20–40-cm
high (excluding spikes) and often foliated along the entire
length. The spikes are usually long (4–10-cm, excluding
awns), with 6–10 spikelets, thick, cylindrical, somewhat like
a string of beads (moniliform), tapering toward the tip,
usually hairy, with barrel-shaped disarticulation, and each
spikelet falling with its adjacent rachis segment. Rudimen-
tary spikelets are absent, or rarely, there are 1–2. There are
3–5 florets, with the upper 1–3 being sterile. Glumes are
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somewhat or not fully overlapped, covered with fine silvery
hairs, with a tip blunt, thickened, with 1–4, usually 2, teeth,
that are separated by a broad and shallow sinus, and usually
not awned or seldom with a short awn. Glume awns are
slender, triangular and weaker than the lemma awns of the
same spikelet. Lemmas are membranous or cartilaginous,
somewhat keeled, usually tipped with a tooth or an awn,
flanked by 1–2 lateral teeth. The lemma awns are mostly
broad and more strongly developed in the upper spikelets.
The caryopsis adheres to lemmas and palea (Fig. 9.2d).

Ae. crassa is morphologically closer to Ae. tauschii than
Ae. ventricosa. It is a most variable species, varying in all the
diagnostic elements, such as spike and spikelet size, form,
structure, color, glume and lemma awn development, form,
and place of attachment. The wide morphological variation
of Ae. crassa led Eig (1929a) to recognize two varieties
within this species: var. typica and var. palaestina (=
ssp. vavilovii Zhuk.). [The later was elevated to the specific
rank by Chennaveeraiah (1960), who designated it Ae.
vavilovii (zhuk.) Chennav.]. Hammer (1980) split Ae. crassa
into two subspecies: ssp. crassa, with three varieties (var.
crassa (=var. typica), var. glumiaristata Eig. and var.
macrathera Boiss.) and subsp. vavilovii Zhuk. Var. typica
was subdivided by Hammer (1980) into f. crassa, f. rubig-
inosa (Popova) Hammer and f. fuliginosa (Popova) Ham-
mer. Indeed, a very wide variation in Ae. crassa from Iran
was found in morphological elements (Ranjhar et al. 2007;
Bordbar and Rahiminejad 2010), in simple sequence repeat
(SSR) DNA markers (Naghavi et al. 2009a, b), in SSR and
ISSR markers (Moradkhani et al. 2015), in nuclear
microsatellite loci, nuclear rDNA ITS, and in chloroplast
trnL-F sequences (Bordhar et al. 2011). The wide variation
of Ae. crassa may has accumulated throughout the lifetime
of this species, which is considered very old (Tsunewaki
1993, 2009).

Ae. crassa is a steppical (Irano-Turanian) element, pen-
etrating into semi-desert regions. It has a relatively large
distribution area in the eastern part of the distribution of the
genus, i.e., in western Asia. It grows in Transcaucasia
(Georgia, Armenia, and Azerbaijan), southern Turk-
menistan, southern Uzbekistan, southernmost part of Kaza-
khstan, northern Tajikistan, western Kyrgyzstan,
Afghanistan, Iran, central and northern Iraq, northern and
northeastern Syria and southeastern Turkey. It is rarely
present in Jordan and Lebanon. Ae. crassa inhabits a wide
range of primary and secondary habitats. It grows on
grey-calcareous, loess, and alluvial soils and on stony slopes
and gravel, in degraded deciduous steppe maquis, Juniper-
ous forests, dwarf-shrub steppe-like formations, steppical
plains, wadis, edges of cultivation, disturbed habitats and
roadsides. It is a common weed of cultivation.

Ae. crassa is considered a drought-tolerant species
because it grows in areas with 150–350 mm rainfall (Kilian

et al. 2011). In this regard, Harb and Lahham (2013)
reported that several accessions of Ae. crassa from semiarid
and arid areas in Jordan, are drought-tolerant and can be
used to improve this trait in domesticated wheat. (A likely
possibility is that these authors refer to Ae. vavilovii).

The distribution area of Ae. crassa is somewhat smaller
than that of Ae. tauschii, but much larger than that of the
M-genome species (Kihara 1963). It grows sympatrically
with the following species: Ae. columnaris, Ae. triuncialis,
Ae. tauschii, Ae. cylindrica and Ae. juvenalis, and
allopatrically with Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, Ae. umbel-
lulata, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae.
vavilovii, wild T. monococcum (subsp. aegilopoides), and
wild T. timopheevii (subsp. armeniacum).

Ae. crassa contains two cytotypes, an allotetraploid
(2n = 4x = 28; genomeDcDcXcXc) and an auto-allohexaploid
(2n = 6x = 42; genome DcDcXcXcDD) (Table 9.3), that are
very similar morphologically. Yet, there is a morphological
difference between the two cytotypes; the allotetraploid has
more robust spikes and has a greater tendency to display
moniliform spikes, while the auto-allohexaploid has more or
less cylindrical spikes (Kihara 1963).

The allotetraploid cytotype was found throughout the
species distribution area, whereas the distribution of the
auto-allohexaploid cytotype is restricted to northern Afgha-
nistan and northeastern Iran (Kihara 1963). This difference
in the size of the distribution areas presumably results from
the age of the two cytotypes; the tetraploid is an old poly-
ploid, while the hexaploid is much younger (Tsunewaki
1993, 2009). In northern Afghanistan and northeastern Iran,
there are mixed populations of the hexaploid and the tetra-
ploid cytotypes. It is assumed therefore, that the hexaploid
cytotype was formed there. Variation analysis of the
restriction profiles of nuclear repeated nucleotide sequences
support this assumption (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995a).
The allotetraploid Ae. crassa appears to be an ancient
allotetraploid (Tsunewaki 1993, 2009) that originated from
hybridization of primitive Ae. tauschii with an ancient spe-
cies in the evolutionary lineage, leading to the section
Sitopsis (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995a). The auto-
allohexaploid cytotype is a young taxon. According to
Kihara (1954), the tetraploid originated in Asia Minor and
the hexaploid in northern Afghanistan.

9.5.4.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
The allotetraploid cytotype of Ae. crassa (2n = 4x = 28;
genome DcDcXcXc) evolved as a result of hybridization
between two different diploid Aegilops species, and the
auto-allohexaploid cytotype (2n = 6x = 42; genome
DcDcXcXcDD) was formed as a result of hybridization
between the allotetraploid cytotype and Ae. tauschii. The F1
hybrids of both hybridizations, i.e., between the two diploid
parents of the allotetraploid and between the allotetraploid
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and Ae. tauschii, are sterile, but chromosome doubling led to
the production of fertile polyploids. The existence of a D
subgenome in the allotetraploid Ae. crassa was demon-
strated by the observation of seven ring bivalents in the F1
hybrid between Ae. crassa 4x and Ae. tauschii (Kihara 1949,
1957). The C-banding and ISH results reported by Badaeva
et al. (1998) support the genome analysis data of Kihara
(1949), demonstrating that one of the two subgenomes of 4x
Ae crassa was derived from the D genome of Ae. tauschii.
Yet, the D subgenome of the allotetraploid differentiated
from that of the diploid progenitor (Dubcovsky and Dvorak
1995a) and consequently, was designated Dc by Dvorak
(1998). The second subgenome of this allotetraploid was
first believed to be a modified M genome of Ae. comosa,
designated Mcr (Kihara 1940a, 1957, 1963; Lilienfeld 1951;
Kihara et al. 1959; Kihara and Tanaka 1970; Kimber and
Feldman 1987), but analysis of variation in nuclear repeated
nucleotide sequences (Dvorak 1998 and reference therein)
showed this subgenome to differ from the M genome and
instead, to be related to genome S of the Sitopsis species. It
is assumed therefore, that the Xc genome derived from an
extinct ancestor of section Sitopsis and was tentatively
designated Xc until its equivalence to a Sitopsis genome will
be verified by further studies (Dubcovsky and Dvorak
1995a; Dvorak 1998). Yet, the Xc subgenome exhibits a
large number of intra-subgenomic rearrangements, making it
difficult to identify the origin of this subgenome (Badaeva
et al. 1998). Hexaploid Ae. crassa derived from hybridiza-
tion between the tetraploid cytotype of Ae. crassa and Ae.
tauschii. The speciation of 6x Ae. crassa was accompanied
by a reciprocal translocation which is specific for the 6x
cytotype. The distinct genetic differences between the tet-
raploid and hexaploid cytotypes of Ae. crassa would justify
classifying them as different subspecies (Badaeva et al.
1998) or even different species.

The Dc subgenomes of 4x and 6x Ae. crassa are highly
modified compared with the D genome of the progenitor
species Ae. tauschii (Kihara 1940a, 1957; Lilienfeld 1951;
Siddique and Jones 1967; Kihara and Tanaka 1970; Chap-
man and Miller 1978; Nakai 1982; Kimber and Zhao 1983;
Zhao and Kimber 1984; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Zhang
and Dvorak 1992; Tsunewaki 1993). In situ hybridization
with the D-genome-specific DNA clone pAs1 confirmed that
the Dc subgenome of tetraploid Ae. crassa is significantly
different from the ancestral D genome of Ae. tauschii
(Badaeva et al. 1998). The D subgenome of 6x Ae. crassa is
different from the Dc subgenome and is similar to the
D-genome of Ae. tauschii.

The organellar genome of the allotetraploid cytotypes of
Ae. crassa is a subtype of the organellar genome D of Ae.
tauschii, designated D2 (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988;
Wang et al. 1997). It is similar to that of Ae. tauschii, which
was the female parent in the formation of 4x Ae. crassa, but

diverged from it somewhat. The organellar genome of the
hexaploid cytotype is similar to that of the allotetraploid and,
consequently, designated D2 (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988;
Wang et al. 1997). This indicates that the allotetraploid was
the female parent in the hybridization that led to the for-
mation of the auto-allo-hexaploid.

Analysis of meiotic chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids
between 4x and 6x Ae. crassa confirmed that the hexaploid
forms were derived from a hybridization between 4x Ae.
crassa and Ae. tauschii (Kihara et al. 1959; Kihara 1963;
Kimber and Zhao 1983; Zhao and Kimber 1984). The F1
hybrid between the two cytotypes showed up to 14 bivalents
and several multivalents (Kihara 1963), indicating that
genome DcDcXcXc of the tetraploid is homologous to the
DcDcXcXc subgenomes of the hexaploid cytotype, and that
the Dc subgenome of the hexaploid is related to the Dc

subgenome of the tetraploid.
A synthetic auto-allohexaploid was produced by crossing

the allotetraploid cytotype of Ae. crassa with Ae. tauschii
(Shigenobu and Sakamoto 1977). This synthetic hexaploid
(genome DcDcXcXcDD) closely resembles the natural
auto-allohexaploid cytotype of Ae. crassa (Kihara 1963). The
F1 hybrid between the synthetic and the natural hexaploid
had 19 bivalents at meiosis and had high fertility (89%)
(Kihara 1963). Since there are mixed populations of tetra-
ploid Ae. crassa and Ae tauschii in northern Afghanistan and
northeastern Iran, they had many opportunities to hybridize
and to form the hexaploid cytotype (Kihara (1963).

The allotetraploid cytotype of Ae. crassa has 10.86 pg 1C
DNA (Eilam et al. 2008; Naghavi et al. 2013) and the
auto-allohexaploid has 15.90 pg1CDNA(Naghavi et al. 2013)
(Table 9.3). The expected amount of 1C DNA in the tetraploid
cannot be calculated since the donor of the Xc subgenome has
yet to be identified. The expected amount of 1C DNA in the
hexaploid cytotype is 16.03 pg (10.86 pg of 4x + 5.17 pg of
Ae. tauschii; Eilam et al. 2007), 0.82% higher than the content
in the natural hexaploid Ae. crassa. The loss of DNA in the two
cytotypes was confirmed by Badaeva et al. (1998) who, based
on differential C-banding and in situ hybridization, found that
Ae. crassa exhibits substantial structural chromosome rear-
rangements, including deletion of chromosomal segments and
reduction of heterochromatin content.

The correct number of chromosomes in the allotetraploid
Ae. crassa was first reported by Emme (1924), but this report
did not mention the presence of satellites. Chennaveeraiah
(1960) described the correct karyotype, which is symmetric,
consisting of two pairs with satellites of different sizes on
short arms, one pair with a median centromere, and one pair
with an almost median centromere. Three chromosome pairs
with satellites exist in the hexaploid Ae. crassa. The
remaining chromosomes in both cytotypes have submedian
centromeres. There are no subterminal centromeres in
the set.
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With the aim of analyzing the activity of the nucleolar
organizer regions (NORs), Cermeño et al. (1984b performed
a comparative analysis of somatic metaphase chromosomes
in 4x and 6x Ae. crassa by phase contrast, C-banding and
Ag-staining. They found that the nucleolar activity of
chromosome “C” of the Xc subgenome was much higher
than that of chromosome “B” of the Dc subgenome, indi-
cating the incidence of partial amphiplasty. The NORs
activity of the D subgenome chromosomes are also inhibited
in the 6x Ae. crassa (Cermeño et al. 1984b). ISH analysis
using the pTa71 clone, containing 18S, 5.8S, and 26S rDNA
loci, detected a third NOR locus in 4x Ae. crassa, but this
locus is not actively transcribed (Yamamoto and Mukai
1995).

Using C-banding and in situ hybridization (ISH) analy-
ses, Badaeva et al. (1998) studied the distribution of highly
repetitive DNA sequences on chromosomes of the tetraploid
and the hexaploid cytotypes of Ae. crassa. The ISH studies
were carried out with the pSc119 [120-bp sequence from
Secale cereale (Bedbrook et al. 1980)], pAs1 [1 kb from Ae.
tauschii (Rayburn and Gill 1986)] and pTa794 [410-bp from
T. aestivum containing the 5S rRNA gene unit (120-bp)
separated by a 290-bp spacer (Gerlach and Dyer 1980)]
DNA clones. All chromosomes were identified by their
C-banding and ISH pattern with the pAs1 clone, and the
position of C-bands generally coincided with the location of
the pAs1 sequence (Badaeva et al. 1998). Only a few
pSc119 hybridization sites were observed in the telomeric
regions of several chromosomes. Since pSc119 hybridizes
with all S-genome chromosomes of Sitopsis species
(Badaeva et al. 1996a), the few minor pSc119 ISH sites that
were detected in 4x Ae. crassa, weaken the assumption that
Xc subgenome originates from a Sitopsis species. Three
pTa794 ISH sites (5S rDNA) were detected in tetraploid Ae.
crassa and five such sites were identified in the hexaploid
cytotype, three having derived from 4x Ae. crassa, and two
contributed by Ae. tauschii (Badaeva et al. 1998). All the
hexaploid accessions differed from the tetraploids by a
reciprocal non-centromeric translocation. Several additional
intraspecific translocations were detected between 4 and 6X
accessions (Badaeva et al. 1998).

Using C-banding and fluorescence in situ hybridization
(FISH) with ten DNA probes, Badaeva et al. 2021b) studied
genome structure of 4x Ae. crassa. They confirmed that the
Dc subgenome of allotetraploid Ae. crassa was contributed
by Ae. tauschii, although the retention of minor NORs on
chromosomes 1Dc and 6Dc indicated that Ae. crassa prob-
ably emerged prior to the loss of the respective loci in the
diploid progenitor. Subgenome Xc might have originated
from an ancestral S-genome species of subsection
Emarginata.

9.5.4.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Upon crossing tetraploid Ae. crassa with Ae. tauschii the F1
triploid hybrids exhibited 7 bivalents (Kihara 1949) or 5.03
bivalents, 0.91 trivalents and 0.07 quadrivalents at first mei-
otic metaphase (Kimber and Zhao 1983). This high chromo-
somal pairing indicates that tetraploid Ae. crassa contains a
subgenome that is related to the Ae. tauschii genome. Another
triploid hybrid involving tetraploid Ae. crassa and Ae.
bicornis showed 2–7 (mode of 5) bivalents, 0–2 trivalents, and
0–2 quadrivalents (Kihara 1949). A similar low level of
pairing was also observed in the hybrid between Ae. crassa 6x
and Ae. bicornis, namely, 3–6 bivalents (Kihara 1949), indi-
cating that the two subgenomes of tetraploid and the three
subgenomes of hexaploid Ae. crassa are not homologous to
the Sb genome of Ae. bicornis. Chromosomal pairing between
tetraploid Ae. crassa and Ae. uniaristata [3.89 bivalents, 0.61
trivalents, and 0.07 quadrivalent (Kimber et al. 1983)] and
between hexaploid Ae. crassa and Ae. uniaristata [6–9 biva-
lents and 3 trivalents (Kihara 1949)], show that the genomes of
the two species are not homologous. On the other hand,
Kimber and Zhao (1983) studied chromosomal pairing in the
hybrid between Ae. cylindrica and tetraploid Ae. crassa
(Table 9.7), and hound that the two-allotetraploid species
share one homologous subgenome, subgenome D.

Gupta and Fedak (1985) studied meiotic chromosomal
pairing in F1 hybrids between hexaploidAe. crassa and species
of Secale. The chiasmata frequency per cell ranged from 6.86
in hybrids with S. cereale to 9.93 in hybrids with S. strictum.
These results provide evidence that a homoeologous-pairing
control system operates in Ae. crassa. However, Cuñado
(1992) and Cuñado et al. (2005) reported that chromosomal
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of tetraploid Ae. crassa was
as follows: 0.01 univalents, 3.02 rod bivalents, 10.88 ring
bivalents and 24.78 chiasmata/cell. That of 6xAe. crassa: 0.12
univalents, 4.27 rod bivalents, 15.78 ring bivalents, 0.39
multivalents and 36.98 chiasmata/cell. Themultivalent pairing
in 6x Ae. crassa presumably resulted from the partial homol-
ogy between some chromosomes of Dc and D subgenomes,
indicates that the cytologically-diploidizing genetic system is
not fully effective in hexaploid crassa.

9.5.5 Aegilops vavilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav.

9.5.5.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops vavilovii (Zhuk.) Chennav. [Syn.: Ae. crassa Boiss.
subsp. vavilovii Zhuk.; Ae. crassa var. palaestina Eig; Tri-
ticum syriacum Bowden; Gastropyrum vavilovii (Zhuk.) Á.
Löve] is an annual robust plant, with thick 20–40-cm-high
culms (excluding spikes). Spikes are 10–15-cm-long
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(excluding awns), with a cylindrical or slightly zigzag-
shaped, tapering towards the tip, disarticulating into indi-
vidual spikelets at maturity, each with its adjacent rachis
segment (barrel-type dispersal unit). There are 5–10 spike-
lets, with 1–2, and usually 1, basal rudimentary spikelets.
Spikelets are 12–14-mm-long, with 4–5 florets, linear,
cylindrical to slightly inflated at the base, and slightly
overlapping glume edges. Glumes are nearly truncate, cov-
ered with fine silvery hairs, and membranous at the tip, and
are approximately 2/3 to ¾ as long as the lemmas, with 2–3
teeth (or weak awn) and a shallow sinus between the teeth
and with veins equal in width. Lemmas are thickened in the
upper part and usually keeled, ending with a tooth, which
may be extended into a small awn. Lemmas of the terminal
spikelet end with a strong, broad 5–6-cm-long awn, flanked
with two small teeth, and has a prominent central nerve. The
caryopsis adheres to lemma and palea (Fig. 9.2e).

Ae. vavilovii has limited morphological variation. It dif-
fers from Ae. crassa by characteristics derived from its Ss

subgenome parent, i.e., Ae. searsii, including its long
cylindrical and somewhat zig-zagged spike, that tapers in the
upper half, and by the absence of awns on the lateral spi-
kelets, while those of the uppermost spikelet are very long.

Ae. vavilovii is an Irano-Turanian (steppical) element. It
has relatively limited distribution in the south-central part of
the distribution area of the genus, namely, in the south-
eastern Mediterranean. Tetraploid Ae. crassa and Ae. searsii,
the two parental species, may have contact in eastern Syria,
where Ae. vavilovii presumably originated and spread
southwards to high elevations of the southeastern Mediter-
ranean steppes and dry and semi–desert habitats, where it is
relatively isolated geographically from most of the other
species of the group. Its distribution partially overlaps with
that of its diploid parent Ae. searsii, and is south to the
distribution of its tetraploid parent, Ae. crassa.

Ae. vavilovii grows in Egypt (Santa Katerina, Sinai
Peninsula), south and southeastern Israel, Jordan, Syria,
possibly also in eastern Lebanon, rarely in southeastern
Turkey (close to the Syrian border) and in western Iraq
(Table 9.1). It grows on grey calcareous, rendzina, alluvial or
sandy soils, rarely on basalt, in the edges of dwarf-shrub
steppe-like formations, wadis, stony slopes, fallows, grass-
lands, roadsides, edges of cultivation, and disturbed habitats.
Populations of Ae. vavilovii may vary from small and scat-
tered to large and dense stands, sometimes intermingled with
Ae. searsii (in the higher elevations of the Israeli Negev and
in southern Jordan) or with Ae. crassa in northeastern Syria.
It grows at altitudes of 275–1550 m, in areas with 100–
275 mm annual rainfall (and up to 550 mm in some higher
locations). As such, it might be a drought-tolerant species.
Ae. vavilovii grows sympatrically with Ae. searsii, Ae.
longissima and Ae. kotschyi, and allopatrically with Ae.
peregrina, Ae. crassa, and possibly Ae. triuncialis.

9.5.5.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. vavilovii is an allohexaploid species (2n = 6x = 42:
genome DcDcXcXcSsSs) (Dvorak 1998). The DcDcXcXc

subgenomes derived from 4x Ae. crassa (Kihara 1957;
Chennaveeraiah 1960; Chapman and Miller 1978; Kimber
and Zhao 1983; Zhang and Dvorak 1992). Analysis of
variation in 27 repeated nucleotide sequences and the 5S
rRNA demonstrated that the Dc subgenome was contributed
by ancient Ae. tauschii, and the Xc subgenome by an extinct
species, possibly a species that was ancestral to the entire
genus Aegilops. The origin of the third subgenome was a
source of controversy; Kihara (1957), Kihara et al. (1959)
and Nakai (1982) proposed that it derived from the D gen-
ome of Ae. tauschii, whereas Kihara (1963) Kihara and
Tanaka (1970), Talbert et al. (1991) and Yen and Kimber
(1992a) thought that it derived from Ae. longissima. How-
ever, recent molecular studies by Zhang and Dvorak (1992)
and Dubcovsky and Dvorak (1995a) showed that the third
subgenome of Ae. vavilovii derived from Ae. searsii. Similar
conclusions were reached following C-banding analysis
(Badaeva et al. 2002). In addition, FISH analysis confirmed
the relationship between Ae. vavilovii, 4x Ae. crassa and Ae.
searsii (Badaeva et al. 2002). The organellar genome is D2,
similar to that of Ae. crassa. (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988;
Wang et al. 1997). Hence, Ae. vavilovii was formed through
hybridization of 4x Ae. crassa (as female) and Ae. searsii
(Zhang and Dvorak 1992; Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1995a;
Badaeva et al. 2002). Slight variations in the C-banding
pattern relative to that of the parental species Ae. crassa,
were detected in Ae. vavilovii, as was the existence of
intraspecific variation in Ae. vavilovii due to a translocation
between chromosomes 3Xc and 3Dc (Badaeva et al. 2002).
While Gong et al. (2006), using ISSR markers, reported that
the Dc subgenome of Ae. vavilovii changed only slightly
from the D genome of Ae. tauschii, studies of chromosomal
pairing showed that the Dc subgenome of Ae. vavilovii may
have been substantially modified from that of the D genome
of Ae. tauschii (Zhao and Kimber 1984).

Karyotypically, Chennaveeraiah (1960) noticed that the
morphology of the chromosomes of two subgenomes of Ae.
vavilovii (formerly Ae. crassa subsp. vavilovii Zhuk. Or Ae.
crassa var. palaestina Eig) resembled that of 4x Ae. crassa,
and that that of the third subgenome was different from that
of the D genome that exists in 6x Ae. crassa. Therefore, he
separated this taxon from Ae. crassa and elevated it to the
species rank, designated Ae. vavilovii. Kihara (1963) repor-
ted that Ae. vavilovii has features quite different from those
of 6x Ae. crassa, and consequently, supported Chen-
naveeraiah’s decision to consider it as a separate species.
A similar conclusion, based on cytological studies, was
reached by Kihara and Tanaka (1970).

The Ae. vavilovii karyotype is symmetric, consisting of
three pairs with median centromeres, and the rest with
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submedian centromeres (Chennaveeraiah 1960). While
Sorokina (1928) noticed the presence of a single pair with a
satellite, Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) and Pathak (1940)
observed three pairs with satellites. The presence of three
pairs with satellites was also confirmed by Chennaveeraiah
(1960). Two of the three satellite pairs are large and some-
what similar to each other, whereas those on the third pair
are smaller and different. It is the smaller type that corre-
sponds to the satellite of Ae. tauschii and is located on
chromosome pair 5Dc.

Multicolor FISH analysis with probes pTA794 [410-bp-
long sequence containing 5S rDNA from T. aestivum
(Gerlach and Dyer 1980)] and pTa71 [9 kb of 18S-5.8S-26S
rDNA from T. aestivum (Gerlach and Bedbrook 1979)]
revealed six 5S rDNA loci and four 18S-5.8S-26S rDNA
sites in Ae. vavilovii. Since three pairs of satellited chro-
mosomes were observed in Ae. vavilovii (Chennaveeraiah
1960), the existence of only four 18S-5.8S-26S rDNA loci
show that not all three pairs of NORs are active in orga-
nizing nucleoli (Badaeva et al. 2002). The reduction in the
number of active NORs in Ae. vavilovii suggests that this
locus was inactivated as a result of amphiplasty.

Usually, 21 bivalents per cell are formed at first meiotic
metaphase, of which 4–5 are rod bivalents and the rest are
ring bivalents. In some cells, two univalents were formed,
one forming a ring univalent, indicative of an isochromo-
some (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Chapman and Miller (1978)
observed 20.50 bivalents, of which 0–6 were rod bivalents,
and a very low frequency of trivalents and quadrivalents.
A similar frequency of bivalents and no multivalents were
found in this species by Cuñado (1992).

9.5.5.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

The F1 hybrid between Ae. vavilovii and Ae. tauschii
(2n = 28; hybrid-genome DcXcSsD) had at first meiotic
metaphase 13.89 univalents, 5.03 bivalents, of which only
1.14 were ring bivalents, and several multivalents (0.75
trivalents, 0.37 quadrivalents and 0.05 pentavalents)
(Table 9.6). This pattern of meiotic chromosome pairing
confirms that the Dc subgenome of Ae. vavilovii is not
completely homologous with the D genome of Ae. tauschii.
Evidently, the Dc subgenome is a modified D genome.
Likewise, the chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae.
vavilovii x Ae. ventricosa (2n = 5x = 35; hybrid-genome
DcXcSsDN) and in the reciprocal hybrid, had 4.81 bivalents
in one combination and 5.67 bivalents in another, of which
only very few were ring bivalents, and several multivalents
indicating again that DcD subgenomes of the two species are
not completely homologous (Table 9.7). A somewhat higher
number of bivalents was observed in the F1 hybrid Ae.
vavilovii x Ae. cylindrica (2n = 5x = 35; hybrid-genome
DcXcSsCD), showing that the Dc subgenome of Ae. vavilovii

has better pairing with the D subgenome of Ae. cylindrica
than with D subgenome of Ae. ventricosa and the D genome
of Ae. tauschii. On the other hand, the F1 hybrid hexaploid
Ae. crassa x Ae. vavilovii (2n = 6x = 42; hybrid-genome
DcDcXcXcDSs) had 11 bivalents and several multivalents
(2.63 trivalents and 0.43 quadrivalents, indicating good
homology between the DcXC subgenomes of the two species
(Table 9.7). This type of chromosomal pairing justifies the
conclusion that tetraploid Ae. crassa was one of the parents
of Ae. vavilovii. The good homology between the DcXc

subgenomes of the two species suggests that the formation
of Ae. vavilovii from 4x Ae. crassa was relatively recent.

The subgenomes of Ae. vavilovii and those of tetraploid
wheat, T. turgidum ssp. turgidum and ssp. durum
(2n = 5x = 35; hybrid-genome DcXcSsBA), have almost no
chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid between these two
species (Chapman and Miller 1978; Melnyk and McGinnis
1962). Similar low chromosomal pairing was observed in
the F1 hybrid between Ae. vavilovii and T. aestivum
(2n = 6x = 42; hybrid-genome DcXcSsBAD) (Chapman and
Miller 1978). In spite of the presence of the Dc subgenome
of Ae. vavilovii and the D of T. aestivum, this low pairing is
due to the action of the Ph1 gene of T. aestivum that sup-
presses pairing of homoeologous chromosomes.

9.5.6 Aegilops juvenalis (Thell.) Eig

9.5.6.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops juvenalis (Thell.) Eig [Syn.: Triticum juvenalis
Thell.; Ae. turcomanica (Roshev.) Roshe.: Aegilonearum
juvenale (Thell.) Á. Löve] is an annual robust plant, 15–
40-cm tall (excluding spikes), jointed in the lower parts and
then upright, and nearly or fully glabrous. Its leaves are
broad. The spike is medium-sized, 3–7-cm-long (excluding
awns), one rowed, cylindrical to slightly moniliform,
becomes narrower toward the tip, is hairy, and has 3–7
(usually 5) spikelets. There are 1–3 and seldom no rudi-
mentary spikelets. Spikelets disarticulate into individual
spikelets, each with its adjacent rachis segment (barrel-type
dispersal unit). Spikelets are elliptical, weakly inflated in the
lower parts, and somewhat incised above. Glumes are hairy
and overlapping in the upper parts. The tips of the glumes of
lateral spikelets have 1–4 small, narrow and flat awns, sep-
arated from each other by an interval. Glumes of the terminal
spikelet have a flat awn and two flanking teeth, or with 2 or 3
awns. The lemma is leathery, hairy at the top and about
one-third longer than the glume, with 1 flat awn, 2–
5-mm-long in the lower spikelets but up to 2–4 mm and two
lateral teeth in the upper spikelet, or seldom with 3 awns
with 2 lateral teeth, one of which may develop into a short
awn. Lemma awns are more developed than glume awns.
The caryopsis adheres to the lemma and palea (Fig. 9.2f).
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The plant shows limited morphological variation mainly
in length of spike, number of spikelets, glume and lemma.
Thellung, who first described this species, thought it was a
hybrid between Ae. crassa and Ae. triuncialis. It resembles
its one parent Ae. crassa in many features, but differs from it
by its many flat awns on the glumes and lemmas and by
shorter and wider glumes, all of which are characteristics of
its second parent, Ae. umbellulata.

It is a western and central Asiatic species occurring at
rather dispersed locations in Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Iran,
Iraq, north-east Syria and eastern Turkey. It grows on grey
calcareous and alluvial soils, stony ground, gravel and open
steppical habitats, edges of cultivation and roadsides. Ae.
juvenalis is a weed of cultivation. It shows sporadic distri-
bution, mainly in secondary disturbed habitats, throughout
the warm steppes of central Asia. It is adventive in south
France (Port Juvenal-from where it receives its name) and
grows at altitudes of 150–1000 m. The plant is drought-
tolerant in areas with 250–350 mm annual rainfall.

Ae. juvenalis has a medium-sized distribution in the
eastern part of the distribution of the genus and is a steppical
(Irano-Turanian) element. The two progenitors have contact
in Iran, Northern Iraq, and eastern Turkey, where this spe-
cies presumably originated. Ae. juvenalis is sympatric with
the following species: Ae. columnaris, Ae. triuncialis, Ae.
tauschii, Ae. cylindrica and Ae. crassa and allopatric with
Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, T. monococcum subsp. aegilo-
poides, T. timopheevii subsp. armeniacum, Ae. umbellulata,
Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta and Ae. biuncialis.

9.5.6.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. juvenalis is an allohexaploid species (2n = 6x = 42;
genome DcDcXcXcUU), (Dvorak 1998), originating from
hybridization of tetraploid Ae. crassa (2n = 4x = 28; gen-
ome DcDcXcXc), as female, and Ae. umbellulata
(2n = 2x = 14; genome UU) (Dubcovsky and Dvorak
1995a; Wang et al. 1997). Morphological analysis of Ae.
juvenalis led to its classification into section Vertebrata.
Some of the morphological characteristics that differentiate
between it and tetraploid Ae. crassa are features derived
from the U genome of Ae. umbellulata (Kihara et al. 1959),
indicating that the U genome is the third subgenome of Ae.
juvenalis, in addition to the two subgenomes of tetraploid
Ae. crassa (Kihara et al. 1959).

Dubcovsky and Dvorak (1995a), using restriction frag-
ments of nuclear repeated nucleotide sequences, found that
Ae. juvenalis contains all restriction fragments of tetraploid
Ae. crassa (except one) and six of the seven marker bands of
Ae. umbellulata. All Ae. juvenalis bands of nuclear repeated
nucleotide sequences were shared with either tetraploid Ae.
crassa or Ae. umbellulata. However, the U subgenome of
Ae. juvenalis has somewhat diverged from that of Ae.
umbellulata. Divergence of a similar magnitude may have

also occurred between Ae. juvenalis and tetraploid Ae.
crassa. Differentiation of the U subgenome of Ae. juvenalis
from the genome of Ae. umbellulata was also suggested by
Kimber and Yen (1989) from their investigation of chro-
mosome pairing in interspecific hybrids.

Ae. juvenalis was studied by C-banding and FISH using
clones pTa71 (18S-5.8S-26S rDNA), pTa794 (5S rDNA),
and pAs1 (non-coding repetitive DNA sequence) as probes
(Badaeva et al. 2002). Their data confirm previous conclu-
sions from genome analysis (Kihara 1957; Kihara et al.
1959) that tetraploid Ae. crassa and Ae. umbellulata are the
parental species of Ae. juvenalis. Previously, the genomic
constitution of Ae. juvenalis was DDMjMjCuCu (Kihara
1957; Kihara et al. 1959). The D subgenome is a modified D
genome, designated Dc (Dvorak 1998), the Cu subgenome is
currently designated U (Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988), and
the Mj subgenome is not a modified M genome but rather
close to the S genome of section Sitopsis and tentatively
designated Xc (McGinnis and Melnyk 1956; Dubcovsky and
Dvorak 1995a; Dvorak 1998). The presence of the Dc and U
subgenomes was confirmed by genome analysis (McGinnis
1956; McGinnis and Melnyk 1962). The Dc subgenome of
Ae. crassa, Ae. vavilovii and Ae. juvenalis are very similar
since those of the latter two species derived from Ae. crassa.
Indeed, studies of meiotic chromosome pairing showed that
the D subgenome in Ae. juvenalis is substantially modified
from the D genome of Ae. tauschii (Kimber and Zhao 1983;
Zhao and Kimber 1984). Likewise, Bordbar et al. (2011),
using allelic diversity at 25 nuclear microsatellite loci,
nuclear rDNA ITS, and chloroplast trnL-F sequences, found
a close phylogenetic relationship between the Dc sub-
genomes of Ae. crassa, Ae. vavilovii and Ae. juvenalis. In
these three species, cloned sequences revealed high diversity
at the nuclear rDNA ITS region (Bordbar et al. 2011). Using
inter-simple sequence repeat (ISSR), Gong et al. (2006) also
found that the Dc subgenome of Ae. juvenalis is a modified
D genome of Ae. tauschii. McGinnis (1956) analyzed mei-
otic chromosome pairing in a number of interspecific and
intergeneric F1 hybrids involving species of Triticum and
Aegilops, in order to determine the subgenomes present in
Ae. juvenalis. It was concluded that Ae. juvenalis has the D
genome of Ae. squarrosa, which is somewhat altered from
the D of T. aestivum, and the U genome of Ae. umbellulata.
The third genome was not determined. McGinnis and Mel-
nyk (1962) presented evidence that the third subgenome of
Ae. juvenalis is close to the S genome of section Sitopsis and
not close to the M genome, as suggested by Kihara et al.
(1959). Jaaska (1981), studying the electrophoretic genotype
of the enzyme aspartate aminotransferase alcohol dehydro-
genase in several D-genome species, concluded that Ae.
tauschii subsp. strangulata contributed the D genome to
hexaploid wheat, to tetraploids Ae. crassa, and Ae. ventri-
cosa, and to hexaploid Ae. juvenalis. Its organellar genome
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is D2, similar to that of its female parent (Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1988; Wang et al. 1997).

Kihara (1963) wrote that Tanaka (unpublished data)
synthesized an allohexaploid from hybridization of tetra-
ploid Ae. crassa x Ae. umbellulata and found that the syn-
thetic hexaploid morphologically resembles Ae. juvenalis.
Tanaka crossed the synthetic allohexaploid with Ae. juve-
nalis and chromosome pairing and fertility in the F1 hybrid
were as follows: the synthetic allohexaploid (2n = 6x = 42;
genome DcDcXcXcUU) had 2.40 univalents, 17.00 bivalents,
0.70 trivalents, 0.90 quadrivalents and 0.10 pentavalents,
and a 28.9% seed set (by selfing). The F1 synthetic x natural
Ae. juvenalis (2n = 6x = 42; genome DcDcXcXcUU) had
4.50 univalents, 14.30 bivalents, 0.50 trivalents, 1.00
quadrivalents and 0.40 pentavalents, and a 15.9% seed set.
These data indicate that the synthesized allohexaploid and
natural Ae. juvenalis are closely related, although not iden-
tical (Kihara 1963).

Parts of the distribution area of Ae. juvenalis in Iran and
Iraq overlap with those of its two-parental species. This
prompted Kihara et al. (1959) to suggest that these areas may
be the place of origin of Ae. juvenalis. Its distribution
overlaps that of its tetraploid female parent Ae. crassa, but is
much more restricted.

The karyotypic study of Chennaveeraiah (1960)) sup-
ported the reported existence of the Dc and U subgenomes in
Ae. juvenalis. The karyotype of Ae. juvenalis consists of two
types, the subgenomes Dc and Xc that derived from diploid
species with symmetric karyotype, whereas the subgenome
U derived from Ae. umbellulata is asymmetric. Chen-
naveeraiah (1960) observed three chromosome pairs with
satellites, the pairs are of dissimilar sizes. In one satellited
pair, there was an interstitial minute chromosome segment
between the satellite and the short arm, probably caused by a
supernumerary constriction. Others included one pair with
extreme subterminal centromeres, four with submedian-
subterminal centromeres, one with a median centromere, and
the remaining with submedian centromeres. The chromo-
somes corresponding to the third subgenome did not have
satellites and all the pairs had submedian centromeres
(Chennaveeraiah 1960).

A comparative analysis of somatic metaphase chromo-
somes by phase contrast, C-banding and Ag-staining was
performed to analyze the activity of the NORs (Cermeño
et al. (1984b). It was found that the U subgenome com-
pletely suppresses the NOR activity of the D subgenome of
Ae. juvenalis and that of one pair of the nucleolar organizer
chromosomes of the Xc subgenome of Ae. juvenalis. This
corresponds to the observation of only three pairs of satel-
lited chromosomes in Ae. juvenalis Chennaveeraiah 1960)
and to the fact that two active NORs belong to subgenome U
and the third to subgenome Xc (Badaeva et al. 2002).

Ae. juvenalis had 21 bivalents at meiosis, of which 3–4
are rod bivalents (Chennaveeraiah 1960). In few cells,
however, a quadrivalent was formed, indicating the presence
of a reciprocal translocation (Chennaveeraiah 1960).
C-banding analysis of chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase was studied in diploid and polyploid Aegilops
species (Cuñado 1992). Most of the polyploid Aegilops
species showed a diploid-like meiotic behavior, although
multivalents involving homoeologous associations were
occasionally observed in Ae. biuncialis, Ae. juvenalis and
Ae. crassa(6x); therefore, the Aegilops diploidizing genetic
system is not equally effective in all polyploid species
(Cuñado 1992).

Badaeva et al. (2021b) recognized two karyotypic groups
in Ae. juvenalis: juv-I and juv-II. All genomes of juv-I were
significantly modified, whereas juv-II was karyotypically
similar to 4x Ae. crassa and Ae. umbellulata. Probably,
juv-II originated independently of juv-I, from more recent
hybridization of the same parental species.

9.5.6.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae. juvenalis
and its two diploid parents, Ae. tauschii and Ae. umbellulata
confirm the suggestion made based on morphological char-
acteristics, that Ae. juvenalis contains subgenomes that
derived from these two diploids (Table 9.6). The F1 hybrid
Ae. juvenalis x Ae. tauschii had 6.55 bivalents, 0.92 triva-
lents and 0.10 quadrivalents (McGinnis and Melnyk 1962)
or 5.11 bivalents, 1.07 trivalents and 0.26 quadrivalents
(Kimber and Zhao 1983). The data from both hybrids show
that Ae. juvenalis contains one subgenome that is closely
related, although not completely homologous, to that of Ae.
tauschii. This subgenome is a modified D genome and
therefore, was designated Dc. On the other hand, the F1
hybrid Ae. juvenalis x Ae. umbellulata had 8.05 bivalents,
1.42 trivalents, 0.28 quadrivalents and 0.03 hexavalents
(McGinnis and Melnyk 1962), indicating that subgenome U
of Ae. juvenalis underwent relatively few changes at the
hexaploid level and still is homologous to that of its diploid
parent.

Chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae. juvenalis
and tetraploid species having the D genome, namely, Ae.
ventricosa (genome DDNN) and Ae. cylindrica (genome
DDCC), indicated that the Dc subgenome of Ae. juvenalis is
not so close to the D subgenome of the two tetraploid spe-
cies. The hybrid Ae. juvenalis x Ae. ventricosa) had 4.86
bivalents, 1.25 trivalents, 0.25 quadrivalents and 0.04 pen-
tavalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983; Table 9.7) and the hybrid
Ae. juvenalis x Ae. cylindrica had 6.57 bivalents, 2.03
trivalents, 0.77 quadrivalents, 0.17 pentavalents and 0.14
hexavalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983). The higher pairing in
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the latter hybrid results from pairing between the U sub-
genome of the hexaploid and the C subgenome of the
tetraploid.

Chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae. juvenalis
and hexaploid species having the D subgenome, namely, Ae.
crassa 6x (genome DcDcXcXcDD) and Triticum aestivum
(genome BBAADD) show that the Dc subgenome of Ae.
juvenalis is somewhat diverged from the D subgenome of
either hexaploid Ae. crassa or T. aestivum (Table 9.7). The
hybrid 6x Ae. crassa x Ae. juvenalis had 8.90 bivalents, 2.01
trivalents, 0.59 quadrivalents and 0.28 higher multivalents
(McGinnis and Melnyk 1962) and the hybrid T. aestivum x
Ae. juvenalis had 4.33 bivalents, 0.48 trivalents and 0.32
quadrivalents (Riley 1966a). The higher pairing in the for-
mer hybrid results from the presence of two homologous
subgenomes (DcDcXcXc) in the hybrid.

Hybrids between Ae. juvenalis and several other Aegilops
diploid species, namely, Ae. speltoides, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
longissima, Ae. caudata and Ae. uniaristata, showed
reduced pairing (McGinnis and Melnyk 1962), indicating
that all three subgenomes of Ae. juvenalis are homoeologous
to the genomes of the diploid species. Similarly, hybrids
between Ae. juvenalis and tetraploid species of section
Aegilops having the U subgenome, namely, Ae. geniculata,
Ae. columnaris and Ae. triuncialis, showed that the U sub-
genome of Ae. juvenalis is closely related to that of the
tetraploid species, while the other subgenomes are homoe-
ologous (McGinnis and Melnyk 1962; Kimber et al.1988).

Hybrids between Ae. juvenalis and Amblyopyrum muti-
cum (2n = 2x = 14; genome TT) had 6.46 bivalents, 1.30
trivalents, 0.60 quadrivalents and 0.02 pentavalents
(McGinnis and Melnyk 1962). The relatively higher pairing
in this hybrid results from the activity of homoeologous
pairing promoters that exists in A. muticum (Dover and Riley
1972a).

9.6 Section Cylindropyrum (Jaub. & Spach)
Zhuk

9.6.1 General Description

Section Cylindropyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk. (Syn.:
Monoleptathera Eig) consists of annual and predominantly
autogamous two species. The plants are slender with upright,
20–40-cm-high culms (excluding spikes), with narrow and
cylindrical spikes, more than 10–20 times as long as wide
but sometimes somewhat shorter. At maturity, the whole
spike falls entire or disarticulates into individual spikelets,
each falling with its segment beside it (a barrel-type dispersal
unit). All spikelets have a similar shape but become smaller
towards the tip of the spike. There are 4–10 spikelets per

spike, all equal in length to the adjacent rachis segment.
There are 1–2, and seldom no rudimentary spikelets. Each
spikelet contains 3–5 florets, the upper 1–2 being sterile.
Glumes of apical spikelets are with one or three awns, that
are at least 3-cm-long, broad, with or without small lateral
teeth at the base. Glumes of lateral spikelets may be awned
with short awns or awnless. The caryopsis adheres to lem-
mas and palea.

Two monographs on the genus Aegilops that were pub-
lished by Zhukovsky (1928) and Eig (1929a), morphologi-
cally classified the Aegilops species into several sections.
Zhukovsky (1928) included only one species in section
Cylindropyrum, Ae. cylindrica Host and put Ae. caudata in
section Comopyrum together with Ae. comosa, Ae. heldre-
ichii and Ae. uniaristata. Likewise, Eig (1929a) included
only Ae. cylindrica in section Monoleptathera (=Cylin-
dropyrum) and put Ae. caudata in section Macrathera
together with Ae. comosa, Ae. heldreichii and Ae uniaristata.
Yet, Kihara (1954), classifying the Aegilops species on the
basis of genome analysis, noting that the allotetraploid Ae.
cylindrica contains a subgenome that derived from Ae.
caudata, included Ae. caudata in section Cylindropyrum,
together with Ae. cylindrica. This classification was also
adopted, on a morphological basis, by van Slageren (1994).

In light of the above, section Cylindropyrum contains two
species—one diploid, Ae. caudata L. (2n = 2x = 14; gen-
ome CC) and one allotetraploid, Ae. cylindrica Host
(2n = 4x = 28; genome DDCC). The Ae. tauschii con-
tributed the D genome to the tetraploid, which was respon-
sible for the barrel-shape disarticulation of many types in
this species.

Species of this section distribute in the center of the
distribution area of the genus, namely, Turkey, northern Iraq,
western Iran, Syria and Lebanon, (Israel (rare) and the
diploid species spread from this center to Cyprus and
westwards into the Aegean Islands, Greece (incl. Crete),
Albania and Bulgaria, and eastwards to Afghanistan. The
tetraploid species spread westwards [Greece, Albania Bul-
garia, Italy (incl. Sicily)], northwards (Macedonia, Serbia,
Croatia, Hungary, Ukraine, Crimea, Georgia, Armenia, and
Azerbaijan) and eastwards (Pakistan, Afghanistan, Kyr-
gyzstan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and Turkmenistan). The
spread of the tetraploid species northwards and eastwards is
presumably the influence of its D genome.

The diploid species grows mainly on the red Mediter-
ranean terra rossa soil, while the tetraploid species grows on
a variety of soils from terra rossa to grey-calcareous steppe
soil as well as on stony slopes. Both species grow at the edge
of and openings in deciduous and sclerophyllous oak forests
and maquis, and open herbaceous park formations, and in
secondary disturbed habitats such as abandoned fields, edges
of cultivation and roadsides. The tetraploid species also
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grows in open dwarf shrub steppe-like formations, at alti-
tudes of almost sea level to 1750 m above sea level. The two
species are common throughout most of the distribution area
of the section.

9.6.2 Aegilops caudata L.

9.6.2.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops caudata L. [Syn.: T. markgrafii Greuter in Greuter
& Rechinger; Ae. markgrafii (Greuter) K. Hammer; T.
caudatum (L.) Godr. & Gren. in Grenier & Godron; T.
dichasians Bowden; Ae. dichasians (Bowden) Humphries;
Orrhopygium caudatum (L.) Á. Löve] is annual, predomi-
nantly autogamous, and tufted, with many tillers, upright,
20–45-cm-tall culms (excluding spikes) and hairy leaves.
The spike is linear, narrow, tapering a little toward the tip, 3–
10-cm-long (excluding awns), and disarticulates as entire
spike at maturity. There are 3–7 cylindrical spikelets, equal
in length to the adjacent rachis segment, each with 3–4
florets, the upper 1–2 being sterile. There are 1–3 (usually 2)
rudimentary spikelets at the base of the spike. The glumes
are rough, with the upper parts overlapping. Glumes of
lower spikelets have two teeth, or a sharp tooth and a short,
thin awn, separated from the tooth by an acute angle.
Glumes of the terminal spikelet gradually taper into a long
(4–12-cm), broad awn, longer than the entire spike, with a
small adjacent tooth separated by a gap (no angle). The awns
diverge sharply from each other. The lemma is membranous,
upper parts thickened, with 2–3 teeth, from which weak,
short awns can develop in the terminal spikelet. The cary-
opsis adheres to the lemma and palea (Fig. 9.3a).

Several taxonomists (e.g., Greuter, Bowden) included Ae.
caudata in the genus Triticum while others maintained it in
Aegilops (e.g., Zhukovsky, Eig, van Slageren). Conse-
quently, the name of Ae. caudata has been a matter of
controversy (Scholz and van Slageren 1994). Greuter (1976)
included it in Triticum under the name T. markgrafii Greuter.
But Hammer (1980) brought it back to Aegilops while
endorsing the name Aegilops markgrafii (Greuter) Hammer.
Bowden (1959) included the genus Aegilops in Triticum and
named it T. dichasians, which later, when Aegilops was
separated from Triticum, was changed to Aegilops dicha-
sians (Bowden) Humphries. In spite of these suggestions,
the name Ae. caudata has been widely used by taxonomists
and geneticists, e.g., Zhukovsky (1928), Eig (1929a), Kihara
(1954), Badaeva et al. (1996a, b), Ohta (2000), van Slageren
(1994), Tsunewaki (1993), and many others. To maintain the
common and widely used name Aegilops caudata L. in its
traditional sense, Scholz and van Slageren (1994) proposed
neotypification of this species endorsing to maintain the
usage of the well-known name Ae. caudata.

Ae. caudata resembles Ae. cylindrica (2n = 4x = 28;
genome DDCC) in its spike morphology. The main mor-
phological differences between these two species of section
Cylindropyrum are caused by the D genome in Ae. cylin-
drica. According to Scholz and van Slageren (1994), these
differences are: (1) in Ae. caudata, the awns of the apical
glumes are equal or usually longer than the entire spike and
with a base which is a continuation of the apex of the glume,
whereas in Ae. cylindrica, these awns are only one-third to
one-half of the spike length; (2) absence of small lateral teeth
at the base of the apical glume’s awn in Ae. caudata; (3) the
apical lemma awns in Ae. caudata are short and narrowly
linear, with one or two lateral teeth at the base, whereas they
are well developed, equal in length but usually longer than
the apical glume awns in Ae. cylindrica. The presence of
well-developed awns on the lateral glumes in some forms of
Ae. caudata, namely in var. polyathera, superficially makes
this species look similar to Ae. cylindrica.

In some spike characteristics, Ae. caudata resembles Ae.
comosa. However, the spike of Ae. caudata is more primi-
tive, less specialized and shows a greater resemblance to the
basic spike structure of the group. Symeonidis et al. (1979)
studied the esterase and peroxidase patterns in five varieties
of Aegilops caudata and Ae. comosa in order to elucidate the
phylogenetic relationships within and between the two
groups. In spite of considerable isozyme polymorphism,

a b c

Fig. 9.3 Spikes of diploid Aegilops species of sections Cylindropyrum
and Comopyrum; a Ae. caudata L.; b Ae. comosa Sm. in Sibth. & Sm.
ssp. eucomosa; c Ae. uniaristata Vis.
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closer relationships in the banding patterns were found
between different varieties of a single species than between
varieties of the two different species. Esterase and peroxi-
dase patterns of the two Ae. caudata varieties, typica and
polyathera, were very similar and prove their close phylo-
genetic relationship. Overall, the electrophoretic data agree
well with morphological and cytological findings (Zhu-
kovsky 1928; Eig 1929a; Chennaveeraiah 1960; Kihara
1954).

Ae. caudata has limited morphological variation, mainly
involving spike length, number and size of spikelets, awn
length and development on the lateral spikelets. On a mor-
phological basis, Ae. caudata was subdivided by Eig
(1929a) into two varieties, var. typica (=var. dichasians; var.
margrafii), which has awnless lateral spikelets, and var.
polyathera Boiss., which has awned lateral spikelets. Var.
typica is found in Greece, western and central Turkey, and
neighboring Aegean Islands, while var. polyathera extends
over the whole area reaching Syria and North Mesopotamia
(Kihara 1954).

Ae. caudata is an East Mediterranean and Western Asiatic
element. It has a relatively large distribution in the central
and eastern regions of the distribution of the genus. It is a
bi-regional species of the Mediterranean and steppical
(Irano-Turanian) regions. Ae. caudata grows in Croatia,
Serbia, Bosnia-Hercegovina, Macedonia, Albania, South
Bulgaria, Greece (incl. Crete, Rhodes, and the Aegean
region), Turkey, Cyprus, Lebanon, Syria, N. Iraq, Iran and
Afghanistan (rare). Ae. caudata occupies a variety of pri-
mary and secondary habitats. It grows on a variety of soils
from terra rossa to grey-calcareous steppe soil, as well as on
stony slopes at the edge of and openings in sclerophyllous
and deciduous oak forests and maquis, open herbaceous park
formations, open dwarf shrub steppe-like formations, aban-
doned fields, edges of cultivation and roadsides. It is com-
mon throughout most of its distribution area. It grows from
almost sea level to 1850 m, in areas with annual rainfall that
range from 399–799 mm. Ae. caudata is adventive in the
Genoa region and in Sardinia in Italy. It is also found near
Marseille, France, and in Scotland.

Ae. caudata can form dense stands, often together with
other Aegilops species. It grows sympatrically with A.
muticum, Ae. speltoides, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, Ae.
umbellulata, Ae. tauschii, T. monococcum
subsp. aegilopoides, T. urartu, T. timopheevii subsp. arme-
niacum, T, turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, Ae. geniculata, Ae.
neglecta, Ae. recta, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. columnaris, Ae. tri-
uncialis and Ae. cylindrica, and allopatrically with Ae.
searsii, Ae. peregrina, Ae. crassa, and Ae. juvenalis. Ae.
caudata is involved in the parentage of Ae. cylindrica and
Ae. triuncialis (section Aegilops).

Ae. caudata possesses genes that confer resistance to leaf
rust, stem rust, and powdery mildew, as well as genes for

higher grain protein and lysine content (Baldauf et al. 1992;
Gong et al. 2017).

9.6.2.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. caudata is a diploid (2n = 2x = 14), bearing the C
genome (Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932; Kihara 1949; Kimber
and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998). Its organellar genome
was designated C by Tsunewaki (1993, 2009) and Wang
et al. (1997). This species has the smallest genome in the
genus (1C DNA = 4.84 ± 0.089 pg) (Eilam et al. 2007;
Table 9.3). Eilam et al. (2007) determined DNA content in
seven different accessions of Ae. caudata collected from
different regions of the distribution area of the species and
very little, if any, intraspecific variation in DNA content was
noticed. The karyotype of Ae. caudata is highly asymmetric.
Sorokina (1928), Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932), and
Chennaveeraiah (1960) described the karyotype of Ae.
caudata. They recognized two pairs with satellites on short
arms, one pair with sub-median centromere, one pair with a
sub-median-sub-terminal centromere and three pairs with
subterminal centromeres. Chennaveeraiah (1960) found that
the three pairs with sub-terminal centromeres differ from one
another with respect to their long arms, while their short
arms were not different. Ae. caudata was considered by Eig
(1929a) to be a more advanced species than the Sitopsis
species and the question is if the formation of this advance
species was accompanied by a decrease in DNA content and
in the change to an asymmetric karyotype.

In in situ hybridization experiments using a noncoding
repetitive DNA sequence derived from T. aestivum (desig-
nated TC22b) on genomes of diploid Aegilops species, Teoh
et al. (1983) found that Ae. caudata had much less hete-
rochromatin than other species, as shown by a moderate
amount of labeling, as well as the intensity of the
hybridization sites amount on some chromosomes. The rel-
atively small amount of heterochromatin is in agreement
with the low DNA content in this species. In addition, Teoh
et al. (1983) and Badaeva et al. (1996b), using a cloned
repetitive DNA that consists of 18S and 25S rRNA genes,
found that has two chromosome pairs had nucleolar orga-
nizer regions. This finding is in complete correspondence
with the number of satellites in this species. Badaeva et al.
(1996b) found that the two pairs of satellited chromosomes
in Ae. caudata belong to homoeologous groups 1 and 5.

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983), using an improved
C-banding technique, described a characteristic C-banding
pattern in Ae. caudata, which enables the identification of
individual chromosomes. All chromosomes have at least one
intensely stained centromeric band and most have variable
numbers of interstitial bands, while prominent telomeric
bands are absent. Likewise, Badaeva et al. (1996a), studying
the C-banding pattern of Ae. caudata, found that C-bands in
this species are mainly medium or small in size with
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predominantly interstitial locations. They, like Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983), concluded that Ae. caudata possesses an
intermediate amount of C-heterochromatin. In situ
hybridization with the highly repetitive DNA sequences
pSc119 (from S. cereale) and pAsl (from Ae. tauschii),
showed that only a few minor pAs1 sites were observed in
Ae. caudata, whereas the pSc119 probe hybridized with
telomeres of one or both arms of all chromosomes and
several interstitial sites (Badaeva et al. (1996a).

Friebe et al. (1992b) analyzed the C-banding patterns of
19 different accessions of Ae. caudata from Turkey, Greece
and west Asia, and established a generalized C-banded
karyotype. Chromosome-specific C-bands are present in all
C-genome chromosomes, allowing the identification of each
of the seven chromosome pairs of Ae. caudata. While only
minor variations in the C-banding pattern were observed
within the accessions, a large amount of polymorphic vari-
ation was found between different accessions (Friebe et al.
1992b). C-banding analysis was also carried out to identify
Ae. caudata chromosomes in six chromosome addition lines
to common wheat. C-banding patterns of the added Ae.
caudata chromosomes were identical to those of the ancestor
species, indicating that these chromosomes were not struc-
turally rearranged.

In an attempt to produce addition lines of Ae. caudata in
common wheat, one chromosome was found to have been
selectively retained in common wheat (Endo and Katayama
1978). The gametocidal chromosome was sub-telocentric
and related to homoeologous group 3 (Endo 1990; See
Sect. 9.3.3.).

Kihara and Lilienfeld (1935), Kihara (1959) and Upadhya
(1966) studied chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between
common wheat and Ae. caudata and found somewhat higher
pairing than in other hybrids between common wheat and
diploid species, e.g., with Ae. longissima or Secale cereale.
The number of bivalents in common wheat x Ae. caudata
hybrids ranged from 3 to 5, with a mean of 4 bivalents/cell
and trivalents varying ranged from 0 to 2 (Kihara and
Lilienfeld 1935), 0–5 bivalents (mode 3) and trivalents
(Kihara 1959), and the number of paired chromosomes
ranged from 2 to 13, with a mean of 5.74 chromosomes per
cell; the mean chiasma frequency per cell was found to be
2.98 (Upadhya 1966). Evidently, the Ae. caudata genome
partially counteracts the suppression of pairing between
homoeologous chromosomes in meiosis of common wheat x
diploid hybrids, which is driven by the Ph1 gene of common
wheat. The Ae. caudata genome seems to modify the
potency of the Ph1 gene, resulting in a lower threshold of
homoeologous chromosome pairing inhibition (Upadhya
1966). This altered threshold is not of the same magnitude as
that brought about by Ae. speltoides or A. muticum geno-
types. Kihara’s (1959) report of the occurrence of higher
frequencies of multivalents in the Ae. caudata x common

wheat hybrids as compared to in the reciprocal common
wheat x Ae. caudata hybrids, indicates that the effect of the
caudata genome on the Ph1 gene in the F1 hybrids is
enhanced by the caudata cytoplasm.

Kihara and Lilienfeld (1932) thought that the genomes of
Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata are related and therefore
grouped them in the same genomic group, i.e., the C group,
and designated them C and Cu, respectively. The opinion that
Ae. triuncialis (2n = 4x = 28; genome CCCuCu) is nearly
autotetraploid, has been expressed by several authors (e.g.,
von Berg 1931; Karpechenko and Sorokina 1929; Kihara
1929, 1937). It was based on the fact that the hybrid between
Secale cereale and Ae. triuncialis has 3–7 bivalents (or
sometimes even 6–7), which should be ascribed to autosyn-
desis of the triuncialis chromosomes. This high pairing led
(Kihara 1937) to assume that Ae. triuncialis was formed
when the two genomes of the diploid parents, C and Cu, were
not significantly differentiated (Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932).

However, Sears (1948), as well as Kihara (1954) himself,
felt the inadequacy of placing the genomes of these two
species in one genomic group. The two species are mor-
phologically different and are placed in different sections by
taxonomists, e.g., Zhukovsky (1928) and Eig (1929a), and
by the cytologists Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) and
Chennaveeraiah (1960), who found that the karyotypes of
Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata are vastly different. Like-
wise, Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) and Badaeva et al.
(1996a) described differences in the C-banding patterns of
Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata, thus providing additional
evidence supporting separation of these two species to dif-
ferent genomic group. The C and Cu genomes also differ in
heterochromatin content (Friebe et al. 1992b), which lies in
agreement with the low chromosomal pairing observed in
meiosis of F1 hybrids between these two species (Kimber
and Abu-Baker 1981). Consequently, Chennaveeraiah
(1960) and Kimber and Abu-Baker (1981) suggested to
separate Ae. umbellulata’s genome from the C group and to
designate a new genomic symbol, U.

Molnár et al. (2016) described the distribution of GAA
and ACG microsatellite repeats on chromosomes of the U,
M, S and C genomes of Aegilops, and the use of
microsatellite probes to label the chromosomes in suspen-
sion by fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH). Purified
chromosome fractions enabled them to investigate the
structure and evolution of the Aegilops genomes, by com-
paring the positions of conserved orthologous set (COS)
markers on the purified Aegilops chromosomes with known
positions on common wheat A, B and D subgenomes. Such
comparisons revealed that the distribution of GAA and ACG
hybridization signals differs within the U, M, S and C gen-
omes, namely, significant rearrangements had occurred in
the U and C genomes, while the M and S genomes exhibited
structure similar to wheat.
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At the whole-genome level, the structures of the S gen-
ome chromosomes of Ae. speltoides and the M genome
chromosomes of Ae. comosa were the most similar to wheat,
followed by the U genome of Ae. umbellulata, while the
structure of the C genome in Ae. caudata differed consid-
erably (Molnár et al. 2016). These results are in line with the
findings of previous phylogenetic studies in which Ae. um-
bellulata and Ae. caudata formed a closer sub-cluster on the
Aegilops-Triticum clade, indicating greater genetic similar-
ity, relative to Ae. comosa and Ae. speltoides (Petersen et al.
2006; Mahelka et al. 2011).

Danilova et al. (2017) used molecular cytogenetic tech-
niques and next-generation sequencing to explore the gen-
ome organization of Ae. caudata. Fluorescence in situ
hybridization with a set of common wheat cDNAs showed
that only two chromosomes of Ae. caudata maintained
collinearity with wheat, whereas the remaining were highly
rearranged as a result of inversions and inter- and intra-
chromosomal translocations. Danilova et al. (2017) used sets
of barley and wheat orthologous gene sequences to compare
discrete parts of the Ae. caudata genome involved in the
rearrangements. Analysis of sequence identity profiles and
phylogenic relationships grouped chromosome blocks into
two distinct clusters. Chromosome painting revealed the
distribution of transposable elements and differentiated
chromosome blocks into two groups consistent with the
sequence analyses. Danilova et al. (2017) suggested that
introgressive hybridization accompanied by gross chromo-
some rearrangements might have had an impact on kary-
otype evolution and speciation in Ae. caudata.

Tanaka et al. (1967) discovered the occurrence of intra-
specific sterility in Ae. caudata, and Ohta (1992, 1995b, 2000;
Ohta andYasukawa 2015) further studied this phenomenon in
crossing experiments. In two series of crossing experiments,
Ohta (1992) first made reciprocal crosses between the two
varieties, var. typica and var. polyathera, collected from
sympatric populations and found that all F1 hybrids showed
normal fertility. Second, he crossed accessions collected from
different geographical regions, namely, from the western
distribution of the species (Aegean area and Greece) and the
eastern distribution areas (eastern Turkey, Syria and northern
Iraq) and found that the F1 hybrids from these crosses were
completely sterile. In contrast, F1 hybrids from crosses
between the Aegean accessions and the accession from
Greece showed normal fertility, and F1 hybrids from crosses
between the accession from northern Iraq and those fromSyria
and northern Turkey showed high fertility. Accordingly, Ohta
(1992) concluded that the intra-specific hybrid sterility in Ae.
caudata did not correlate with morphological differences, i.e.,
it is not related to the varietal subdivision of the species, but
rather, to geographical differentiation.

A similar conclusion was reached by Ohta (2000), who
further studied the intra-specific hybrid sterility in Ae. cau-
data. Based on his results, the distribution area of Ae. cau-
data was divided into two geographical regions effectively
isolated by the mountainous region lying between West
Anatolia and Central Anatolia. The western region includes
Greece, the Aegean Islands, and West Anatolia, while the
eastern region consists of Central Anatolia, South Anatolia,
East Anatolia, Syria, and Northern Iraq.

The results of Ohta (2000) and the findings from recent
palaeopalynological works suggest that during the maximum
glacial period from 18,000 BP to 16,000 BP, Ae. caudata
occurred in the two isolated regions, i.e., the region sur-
rounding the Aegean Sea and the western Levant or some
sheltered habitats in the East Taurus/Zagros mountains arc. It
then migrated into Central and East Anatolia from the latter
regions, as the climate became warmer (Ohta 2000). Fur-
thermore, it is also suggested that the Levant populations
now occur in the eastern region of the distribution, while
those occurring in the Aegean Sea region during the last
glacial period now occupy the western region of the distri-
bution (Ohta 2000).

Further elucidation of the geographical differentiation
pattern of Ae. caudata, was reported by Ohta and Yasukawa
(2015). They crossed 35 accessions derived from the entire
distribution area, with four tester lines. It became clear that
the present distribution area of Ae. caudata can be divided
into the western and eastern regions, with the border in the
mountains lying between West Anatolia and Central Ana-
tolia: the western and eastern accessions are isolated not only
geographically but also reproductively by genetic hybrid
sterility.

Ohta (1995b), studied chromosome pairing and segrega-
tion at meiosis as well as fertility in sterile F1 hybrids, a
tetraploid derivative induced from one of the sterile hybrids,
and their parental lines. The F1 hybrids showed normal
configurations and frequency of chromosome pairing at first
meiotic metaphase, but was completely sterile. At first ana-
phase, chromosomes consisting of two sister chromatids of
different lengths were observed. The induced tetraploid was
shown to be an autotetraploid based on the configuration and
frequency of chromosome pairing at first metaphase, and it
showed partial restoration of fertility. Ohta (1995b) sug-
gested that the intraspecific hybrid sterility observed in Ae.
caudata is caused by chromosomal cryptic structural
hybridity. The differences in chromosomal structure between
the parental lines are presumably not large enough to cause
preferential pairing in the induced autotetraploid. However,
Ae. caudata represents intraspecific divergence that might be
an initial step towards speciation due cryptic chromosomal
rearrangements (Ohta 1995b).
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9.6.2.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
caudata exhibited 7 bivalents, of which 2.87 were rod and
4.13 ring (Cuñado 1992). The relatively high number of rod
bivalents in this species results from lack of chiasmata in the
short arms of the three pairs of sub-telocentric chromosomes
(Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Chapman and Riley (1964) reported chromosomal pairing
at meiosis of a haploid individual of Ae. caudata. They
observed that all the chromosomes were univalents in most
cells, but one bivalent was occasionally formed. The low
frequency of this bivalent was interpreted to mean that there
is a small duplication of genetic material within the genome
of Ae. caudata. This information may be of value to those
concerned with the interpretation of meiotic chromosome
pairing in hybrids involving Ae. caudata, in genome analysis
and evolutionary studies.

Analysis of chromosome pairing at first meiotic meta-
phase of the F1 triploid hybrid Ae. caudata x Ae. cylindrica
showed the presence of 6–7 bivalents and 0–1 trivalent
(Kihara 1954 and Table 9.5), indicating that Ae. cylindrica
contains a subgenome that derived from Ae. caudata. [The
second subgenome of this allotetraploid derived from Ae.
tauschii (Kihara 1949)].

Data of meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids
between Ae. caudata and other diploid Aegilops species are
presented in Table 9.4. Sears (1941b) crossed two different
lines of Ae. speltoides var. ligustica with Ae. caudata, one of
which (designated speltoides I) is a high-pairing line that
induces high homoeologous pairing in interspecific hybrids
and the second (designated speltoides II) is an intermediate-
pairing line. In the hybrid Ae. caudata x speltoides I, Sears
(1941b) found 3.74 bivalents, of which only 0.48 were ring
bivalents, and 1.26 trivalents. The reciprocal hybrids had a
similar level of pairing. The Ae. caudata x speltoides II
hybrid had 2.90 bivalents, of which only 0.12 were ring
bivalents, and 0.50 trivalents. A similar level of chromoso-
mal pairing was observed in F1 hybrids Ae. caudata x Ae.
sharonensis, and somewhat lower level of pairing was
observed in the Ae. caudata x Ae. longissima hybrid. These
data indicate that the genome of Ae. caudata and those of the
studied Sitopsis species have diverged considerably from
one another and are homoeologous. Hybrids between Ae.
caudata x Ae. tauschii had 3.60 bivalents, of which only
0.60 were ring bivalents, 1.06 trivalents and 0.04 quadri-
valents (Sears 1941b; Kihara 1949). This low level of
chromosomal pairing shows that the genomes of Ae. caudata
and Ae. tauschii also diverged considerably from one
another. Somewhat higher chromosomal pairing was

observed in F1 hybrids between Ae. caudata and the species
of section Comopyrum, Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata. The
Ae. caudata x Ae. comosa hybrid had 4–6 bivalents with a
mode of 5 and 0–1 trivalents (Kihara 1949), and the Ae.
caudata x Ae. uniaristata hybrid had 3.94 bivalents, of
which 0.44 were ring bivalents, 0.46 trivalents and 0.06
quadrivalents (Sears 1941b) or 2–5 bivalents (Kihara 1949).
A similar level of chromosomal pairing was observed in the
F1 hybrid Ae. caudata x Ae. umbellulata, namely, 3.58–3.68
bivalents, of which 0.12–0.28 were ring bivalents, and 0.40–
1.12 trivalents (Sears 1941b) or 3–6 bivalents with a mode
of 5 bivalents and 0–1 trivalents (Kihara 1949). Evidently,
the genomes of Ae. caudata and those of the Comopyrum
species and Ae. umbellulata have diverged from each other,
but less than that of Ae. caudata and the Sitopsis species.

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1
hybrids Ae. caudata x Amblyopyrum muticum, lacking B
chromosomes, showed 3.03 univalents, 2.83 rod bivalents,
0.70 ring bivalents, 1.30 trivalents and 7.70 chiasmata/cell
(Ohta 1990; Table 8.2). This low pairing, in spite of the
presence of homoeologous-pairing promoters in A. muticum
(Dover and Riley 1972a), indicates little homology between
the chromosomes of the two species. Moreover, hybrids with
two B chromosomes of A. muticum showed a drastically low
frequency of A chromosome pairing (Table 8.2). The F1
hybrids with or without B chromosomes, were completely
sterile (Ohta 1990).

Hybrids between Ae. caudata and Ae. triuncialis had 7
bivalents, mostly ring bivalents (Kihara 1949), indicating
that this allotetraploid contains a subgenome that derived
from Ae. caudata [the second subgenome of Ae. triuncialis
derived from Ae. umbellulata (Kihara 1954)]. The hybrids
between other tetraploids of section Aegilops, i.e., Ae.
biuncialis and Ae. columnaris, with Ae. caudata, had
approximately 7 bivalents (Kihara 1949) as a result of
pairing between the chromosomes of Ae. caudata with either
those of the U subgenome of the allotetraploids or the sec-
ond subgenome, Mb or Xn, as well as autosyndetic pairing
between the two subgenomes of the allotetraploids.

The hybrid Ae. caudata x diploid wheat, T. monococcum,
had 3.72 bivalents, of which only 0.03 were ring bivalents,
and 0.59 trivalents (Table 9.8). The hybrid Ae. caudata x
tetraploid wheat, T. timopheevii, had 0–5 bivalents (Kihara
1949), and the hybrid Ae. caudata x hexaploid wheat, T.
aestivum ssp. aestivum, had 1.82 bivalents and no trivalents
(Table 9.10). Evidently, there is very little pairing between
Ae. caudata and the wheat species. Interestingly, there is
more pairing with diploid wheat than with polyploid wheats,
presumably due to the suppressive effect of the Ph1 gene of
polyploid wheat.
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9.6.3 Aegilops cylindrica Host

9.6.3.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. cylindrica Host, jointed goat grass, [Syn.: Triticum
cylindricum (Host) Ces., Pass & Gibelli; Triticum caudatum
(L.) Godr. & Gren.; Cylindropyrum cylindricum (Host) Á.
Löve] is a predominantly autogamous, annual species, tufted
with many tillers, with a 20–40(-80)-cm tall (excluding
spikes) culm is prostrate near the ground and then upright.
Leaves are narrow, linear, smooth or hairy. The spike is 5–8
(-12)-cm-long (excluding awns), cylindrical, one-rowed, and
more or less awned. There are 6–10(-12) spikelets, that
become smaller toward the tip of the spike. The spike dis-
articulates into individual spikelets, each with the adjacent
rachis segment (barrel-type dispersal unit) or falls entire
from the culm. The number of rudimentary spikelets is 1–2,
seldom zero. Spikelets are cylindrical, three or more times
longer than broad, mostly equal in length and appressed to
the rachis segment. Glumes have a short triangular awn (up
to 3.5-cm-long) and an associated short, broad, blunt tooth
forming an obtuse or acute angle with the awn. Awns on
glumes of lower spikelets are shorter than awns on glumes of
upper spikelets, which are 3–6-cm-long. Lemmas are solid in
their upper parts, nerved, 2–3-toothed, always with 3 teeth in
the terminal spikelet, with the middle tooth elongated into an
awn thicker and longer (4–8-cm-long) than the awns on the
glumes. Awns of lemmas of lower spikelets are shorter (or
absent) than associated glume awns. Apical glume and
lemma awns are always shorter than the length of the spike.
The caryopsis adheres to the lemmas and palea (Fig. 9.2g).

Ae. cylindrica exhibits very wide variation in the length
of culms, length of spike, number, size, hairiness and color
of spikelets, and in development of the lateral glume awns.
There are more awns on the glumes but the lemma awns are
always more developed. This wide morphological variation
led Zhukovsky (1928), Eig (1929a) and Hammer 1980) to
subdivide the species into several intraspecific categories.
Hammer (1980) subdivided Ae. cylindrica into four vari-
eties: var. cylindrica, var. aristulata (Zhuk.) Tzvel., var.
pauciaristata Eig, and var. prokhanovii Tzvel. Var. cylin-
drica was further divided by Hammer (1980) into three
forma: f. cylindrica, f. ferruginea (Popova) Hammer, and f.
brunnea (Popova) Hammer. Var. prokhanovii was also fur-
ther divided to three formas: f. prokhanovii (Tsvel.) Ham-
mer, f. rubiginosa (Popova) Hammer, and f. fuliginosa
(Popova) Hammer. Chennaveeraiah (1960), based on kary-
otypic studies, elevated the varieties to subspecies and
recognized only two subspecies in Ae. cylindrica,
subsp. cylindrica and subsp. pauciaristata (Eig) Chennav.

Genetic variation of Ae. cylindrica was assessed on var-
ious levels and using different methodological approaches,
morphological studies, isozyme analyses, storage protein

comparisons and molecular markers. Using quantitative and
qualitative morphological traits, Arabbeigi et al. (2015)
evaluated genetic variation of 66 Aegilops cylindrica geno-
types, collected from western and northwestern Iran. They
noted high genetic variation in the quantitative and qualita-
tive traits of Iranian Ae. cylindrica, with lemma length and
glume color showing the highest variation. Cluster analysis
divided the studied genotypes into three groups, each
occupying a different region of Iran.

Isozymes analyses showed little variation between
accessions of Ae. cylindrica collected from various locations
in the distribution area of the species. Thus, Nakai (1981),
studying isoelectric focusing patterns of esterase isozymes,
Watanabe et al. (1994), studying alpha-amylase isozymes,
and Hedge et al. (2002), studying 10 isozymes, revealed
high uniformity in the isozyme patterns of the studied
accessions. Likewise, analysis of glutenin subunits in dif-
ferent accessions of Ae. cylindrica did not disclose variation
in the high-molecular weight glutenin subunits (Farkhari
et al. 2007; Khabiri et al. 2012), whereas some variation was
noticed in the low-molecular weight (LMW) glutenin sub-
units (Khabiri et al. 2012). While glutenin subunits exhibit
low diversity, gliadin subunits are much more polymorphic
in Ae. cylindrica. Khabiri et al. (2013), using polyacrylamide
gel electrophoresis, assessed genetic diversity in banding
patterns of gliadin protein in seventeen populations of
Aegilops cylindrica from northwestern Iran. Their results
showed that most bands were related to the x type of glia-
dins, whereas the smallest number of bands pertained to the
b type gliadins. Genetic diversity between populations was
greater than within populations. Assessment of total varia-
tion for the three gliadin types indicated that the highest total
variation was related to the b type, while the lowest belon-
ged to the x type. Cluster analysis using the complete
linkage method divided populations into two separate
groups, in which genetic diversity does not follow geo-
graphical distribution.

Molecular markers such as random amplified polymor-
phic DNA (RAPD) assays (Okuno et al. 1998; Pester et al.
2003; Goryunova et al. 2004; Farkhari et al. 2007), and
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) (Pester
et al. 2003) revealed a certain degree of variation. RAPD
analysis of Ae. cylindrica accessions collected in Central
Asia and North Caucasia showed that while accessions of
this species from north Caucasia were genetically uniform,
those from Central Asia were slightly more diverse (Okuno
et al. 1998). Yet the authors did not find associations
between altitudinal variation and variability of RAPD
markers. Pester et al. (2003) used RAPD and AFLP to study
genetic variation in Ae. cylindrica and found that, although
AFLP produced more scorable bands as compared to RAPD,
both methods revealed limited genetic diversity in Ae.
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cylindrica. Similarly, Goryunova et al. (2004), using RAPD,
found that the intraspecific level of genetic variation in Ae.
cylindrica was considerably lower than in either parent, Ae.
tauschii or Ae. caudata. Yet, in contrast to the above find-
ings, Farkhari et al. (2007), using RAPD, evaluated genetic
variation of 28 populations of Ae. cylindrica, collected from
different parts of Iran, and found that primers of RAPD
generated 133 reproducible fragments, 69% of which were
polymorphic. There was little relationship between genetic
divergence and geographical origin (Farkhari et al. 2007).

The results of Farkhari et al. (2007) showed that RAPD is
suitable for genetic diversity assessment in Ae. cylindrica
populations. This is expected, as protein markers reflect only
variation in the coding parts of the genome, which is, by
nature, more conservative and thus less polymorphic.
RAPDs, on the other hand, can detect variation in both
coding and non-coding sequences, and the length of the
primers allows the amplification of a large number of frag-
ments with a single primer (Guadagnuolo et al., 2001). This
technique has the advantage of requiring very small quan-
tities of template DNA and no prior sequencing knowledge
of the target genome (Pester et al. 2003).

Simple sequence repeats (SSRs) are another type of
molecular marker used to study intraspecific genetic diver-
sity. Naghavi et al. (2008. 2009b), using SSRs to assess
genetic diversity in Ae. cylindrica accession, collected from
13 different sites in Iran, found that intraspecific genetic
diversity in this species is not as high as it was in Ae. tau-
schii and Ae. crassa. Moreover, SSR markers showed that
the genetic distance between Ae. tauschii and Ae. cylindrica
is very small. Mohammadi et al. (2014), using 17 inter-
simple sequence repeat (ISSR) primers, investigated genetic
diversity among 35 accessions of Ae. cylindrica, collected
from different Iranian locations. Out of 190 alleles that were
amplified, 188 (98.95%) were polymorphic. Cluster and
principal coordinate analysis (PCA) showed no association
between molecular diversity and geographic diversity of
genotypes, indicating that there is high genetic diversity
within populations (Mohammadi et al. 2014). Based on their
findings, Mohammadi et al. (2014) concluded that the center
of diversity and origin of Ae. cylindrica might be the western
region of Iran and this species migrated from this region to
other parts of its distribution area.

Ae. cylindrica is a Mediterranean and steppical (Irano-
Turanian) element, which distributes in the north Mediter-
ranean and central Asiatic parts of the distribution of the
genus. It grows in the west in Greece (rare), including Crete
(rare), Albania, Macedonia, Serbia, Croatia, Hungary,
Romania, Bulgaria, south Ukraine, Crimea, Ciscaucasia,
Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, southern Turkmenistan,
southern Uzbekistan, northern Tajikistan, western Kyrgyzs-
tan, Afghanistan (rare), Iran, northern Iraq (rare), Turkey,
Syria, Lebanon (rare), Jordan (rare) and Israel (rare).

Ae. cylindrica inhabits a wide variety of primary and
secondary habitats. It grows at the edges and in openings of
deciduous Mediterranean and steppical oak forest and
maquis, dwarf shrub formations, dwarf shrub steppe-like
shrub formations, dry hill and mountain slopes, plains,
pastures, abandoned fields, ruderal and disturbed sites,
wastelands, edges of cultivation, disturbed habitats and
roadsides, railway sides, grasslands, and close by or within
cultivation, such as orchards, vineyards, and wheat fields.
Near common wheat fields, Ae. cylindrica forms natural
hybrids with wheat. It grows mainly on calcareous and
basaltic soils, less frequently on sands, in areas with annual
rainfall from 450 to 800 mm, indicating a preference for
more humid environments than most Aegilops species. Ae.
cylindrica is usually found at altitudes from 300 to 2000 m,
rarely at lower attitudes (around the Caspian Sea).

The species is common throughout most of its range and
locally abundant. Ae. cylindrica, more than most species of
the genus Aegilops, shows weedy behavior, occupying large
stands after recent disturbances, i.e., it is a successful colo-
nizing species (van Slageren 1994). It grows in mixed
populations with many Aegilops species, with which it may
introgress. Its two diploid parents overlap in east Turkey,
and Iran, where Ae. cylindrica may have originated and then
spread both westwards and northwards. Its distribution area
is larger than those of its diploid parents. It grows sym-
patrically with Ae. caudata, Ae. tauschii, Ae. umbellulata,
Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. columnaris,
Ae. triuncialis, Ae. ventricosa, Ae. crassa, Ae. juvenalis,
Amblyopyrum muticum, wild Triticum monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides, T. urartu, and wild T. timopheevii, and
allopatrically with Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, Ae. spel-
toides, Ae. peregrina, Ae. vavilovii and wild T. turgidum.

Ae. cylindrica is an adventive in north Italy, France,
Germany, Switzerland, and in many other countries of
central, northwestern, northern and eastern Europe. It was
first introduced to Kansas, USA, in the late nineteenth cen-
tury, as a contaminant in Turkey winter wheat seed, and
since then, it was introduced again and again and spread to
many different additional states, mainly to western and
northwestern states where it has become very common
(Hitchcock 1951; Barkley 1986; Donald and Ogg 1991).
Moreover, changing wheat production practices during the
second half of the twentieth century have encouraged the
spread and increase of this weed (Donald and Ogg 1991).

No variation was revealed when isozyme studies were
carried out on Ae. cylindrica introduced to North America
and Eurasian accessions (Watanabe et al. 1994; Hedge et al.
2002). Likewise, Pester et al. (2003), using two DNA
molecular marker techniques, RAPD and AFLP, found only
low variation between North American and Eurasian
accessions. Cluster analysis showed small genetic distances
between all Ae. cylindrica accessions from North America,
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with the greatest distance observed between an accession
from Washington and a group of three other U.S. accessions
from Nebraska, Oklahoma and Utah. These results suggest
either-multiple introductions of Ae. cylindrica into the Uni-
ted States or some genetic divergence within U.S. popula-
tions since their introduction. These introductions may have
originated from different Eurasian geographic locations and
included different Ae. cylindrica genotypes. The Eurasian
accessions, which, although somewhat more genetically
varied than those from the United States, are still much less
diverse than might be expected in populations from the
center of origin of the species (Okuno et al. 1998; Watanabe
et al. 1994).

Ae. cylindrica has similar growth habits as hexaploid
winter wheat and consequently, has developed into a serious
pest in winter wheat fields, especially in northwestern states,
where it can lower winter wheat yield by competing for
growth requirements, thereby reducing harvesting efficiency,
and lowering crop quality by contaminating harvested grain
(Donald and Ogg 1991). In 1999, it was reported that Ae.
cylindrica infested an estimated 2 million hectares in the US
alone, and caused annual losses of $145 million in crop yield
and quality, and that the infested area increases annually at a
rate of about 20,000 hectares (Kennedy and Stubbs 2007). In
addition, it can easily hybridize with winter wheat and form
viable hybrids that can produce seeds via backcrossing to
either parent (Gandilyan and Jaaska 1980; Guadagnuolo
et al. 2001; Hegde and Waines 2004; Galaev and Sivolap
2005; Gandhi et al. 2006). Because Ae. cylindrica contains
the D subgenome, which is homologous to the D subgenome
of common wheat, it is very difficult to control it in com-
mercial fields. Aside from its spikelets (the dispersal units)
that are similar in shape and size to the grains of winter
wheat, making it difficult to separate them from wheat using
conventional methods of grain cleaning, the shared genetics
makes it practically impossible to selectively kill off Ae.
cylindrica without harming the winter wheat. This poses
problems for farmers who have to suffer through reduced
yields and poorer quality winter wheat (Donald and Ogg
1991). However, it is hoped that breeding of winter wheat
lines resistant to imidazolinone will allow the use of ima-
zamox to selectively kills Ae. cylindrica. Yet, Seefeldt et al.
(1998) mentioned the concerns about the possibility of
transferring the resistant genes from common wheat to Ae.
cylindrica through hybridization and backcrossing to the
wild parent. Indeed, Guadagnuolo et al. (2001) found that
introgression of wheat DNA into Ae. cylindrica is possible.
Gandhi et al. (2006) obtained similar results when studying
the occurrence of wheat nuclear microsatellite markers in
BC1 plants obtained from Ae. cylindrica x common wheat
backcrossed to the wild parent.

Ae. cylindrica possesses a large number of desirable
genes that can be used for wheat improvement. It contains

genes for resistance to various fungal diseases (e.g., Bai et al.
1995; Singh et al. 2004) for cold hardiness and salt tolerance
(e.g., Farooq et al. 1992; Arabbeigi et al. 2014; Kiani et al.
2015), and for storage protein genes (Wan et al. 2000).

9.6.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. cylindrica is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28;
genome DDCC). Its genome constitution was determined by
the analyses of chromosome pairing (Kihara 1930; Kihara
and Matsumura 1941; Sears 1944b; McFadden and Sears
1946; Kimber and Zhao 1983; Zhao and Kimber 1984),
karyotype structure (Chennaveeraiah 1960), storage proteins
(Johnson 1967; Masci et al. 1992), isozymes (Jaaska 1981;
Nakai 1981), and differences in restriction length patterns of
repeated nucleotide sequences (Dubcovsky and Dvorak
1994). All these studies identified the diploid species Ae.
caudata as the donor of the C subgenome and Ae. tauschii as
the donor of the D subgenome. Hence, Ae. cylindrica orig-
inated from spontaneous chromosome doubling of an F1
hybrid between Ae. tauschii and Ae. caudata (Kihara 1944),
the former being the plasmon donor to Ae. cylindrica
(Tsunewaki 1996).

Amphiploid Ae. caudata-Ae. tauschii (2n = 4x = 28;
genome CCDD) was synthesized from its putative parents
(Sears 1941b). The synthetic amphiploid closely morpho-
logically resembled the natural Ae. cylindrica and chromo-
somal pairing at meiosis of the F1 hybrid between the
synthetic and the natural Ae. cylindrica was almost regular,
i.e., 0.54 univalents, 13.14 bivalents, 0.02 trivalents, and
0.28 quadrivalents per cell (Sears 1941b). It thus appears that
the synthetic amphiploid has no significant chromosome
differences from natural Ae. cylindrica, except possibly a
reciprocal translocation. Concerning seed set, the hybrid was
less fertile (44%) than the natural Ae. cylindrica (76%), but
more fertile than the synthetic amphiploid (27%).

Johnson (1967) showed that Ae. tauschii subsp. tauschii
(former subsp. eusquarrosa Eig) var. tauschii (former var.
typica Eig) + Ae. caudata var. polyathera had similar seed
protein pattern as that of Ae. cylindrica. Based on isozyme
studies, Jaaska (1981) also proposed subsp. tauschii of Ae.
tauschii as the donor of the D genome to Ae. cylindrical, and
subsp. strangulata as the D subgenome donor to the hex-
aploid wheats. Nakai (1981) found no zymogram variation
in studies of the isoelectric focusing patterns of esterase
isozymes in 30 strains of Ae. caudata. Consequently, it was
impossible to identify the line that contributed the C sub-
genome to Ae. cylindrica. Since Ae. cylindrica had an iso-
zyme pattern which corresponded to a mixture of esterases
from Ae. caudata and one genotype of Ae. tauschii, Nakai
(1981) concluded that Ae. cylindrica originated with a single
amphiploidy event, and that the C and D subgenomes have
remained remarkably constant regarding esterase isozyme
composition. Similar to Jaaska (1981), Nakai (1981) also
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found that the D subgenome of common wheat derived from
a genotype of Ae. tauschii different than the one donated to
Ae. cylindrica. Masci et al. (1992) confirmed the presence of
the alpha-gliadin genes of Ae. caudata in Ae. cylindrica, in
addition to those of Ae. tauschii.

Maan (1976) obtained fully fertile plants of normal vigor,
with a normal chromosome number, and normal meiotic
pairing in alloplasmic lines of common wheat bearing the
cytoplasm of Ae. tauschii or Ae. cylindrica. The similar
nucleo-cytoplasmic interactions indicate cytoplasmic
homology between Ae. tauschii and Ae. cylindrica. Thus,
Maan (1976) concluded that the cytoplasm of Ae. cylindrica
was contributed by Ae. tauschii, a conclusion that was later
verified by Tsunewaki (1989, 1996). Ae. tauschii is the
maternal parent of Ae. cylindrica and of two other allote-
traploids, Ae. ventricosa and Ae. crassa. The average dis-
tances between pairs of the D-genome tetraploids and Ae.
tauschii are 0.015 with Ae. cylindrica, 0.050 with Ae. crassa
and 0.006 with Ae. ventricosa (Wang et al. 1997). This
suggests that the allotetraploids with the D genome origi-
nated at three different times from Ae. tauschii as female, in
the following order: Ae. crassa, Ae. cylindrica, and Ae.
ventricosa (Wang et al. 1997).

Tsunewaki et al. (2014) produced an alloplasmic Ae.
cylindrica with the plasmon of Ae. caudata and found that
the genetic effect of the Ae. caudata plasmon on the mani-
festation of Ae. cylindrica genomes was limited to male
fertility: the alien plasmon caused pollen and self-pollinated
seed sterility, without exerting any detectable effects on the
other morphological and physiological characters investi-
gated. Further studies (Tsunewaki et al. 2014) indicated that
the male sterility expressed by the alloplasmic line was due
to genetic incompatibility between the Ae. cylindrica gen-
ome and Ae. caudata plasmon. Previously, Tsunewaki et al.
(2002) investigated the genetic effects of the Ae. caudata
plasmon on the genome manifestation of 12 genotypes of
common wheat and found that the caudata plasmon caused
pollen and seed sterility in nine of the 12 genotypes.

Yet, a recent investigation comparing chloroplast and
nuclear microsatellite loci of 36 Ae. cylindrica accessions
with those of seven accessions of Ae. caudata and 17
accessions of Ae. tauschii, revealed that one of the examined
Ae. cylindrica accessions possessed a plastom of the C type,
the caudata plastom, whereas all others had the D type, the
tauschii plastom (Gandhi et al. 2009). The accession with
the C cytoplasm was originally collected in Turkey. Their
result suggests that Ae. cylindrica arose from multiple
hybridizations between Ae. caudata and Ae. tauschii, pre-
sumably along the Fertile Crescent, where the geographic
distributions of its diploid progenitors overlap. In most
cases, Ae. cylindrica originated from a cross between Ae.
tauschii as female and Ae. caudata as male, as proposed by
Kihara (1944) and Tsunewaki (1996). However, their result

also suggests a diphyletic origin of Ae. cylindrica from the
reciprocal crosses between Ae. tauschii and Ae. caudata,
although its diphyletic origin must be confirmed by other
means (Tsunewaki 2009). In this case, caudata cytoplasm
did not cause male sterility in the allotetraploid.

There is 9.59 pg nuclear 1C DNA in Ae. cylindrica
(Eilam et al. 2008). This value deviates by −4.20% from the
expected cumulative amount of DNA of the two diploid
parents, 4.84 pg 1C DNA of Ae. caudata and 5.17 pg of Ae.
tauschii (Eilam et al. 2007). Bakhshi et al. (2010) deter-
mined the DNA peak mode of 100 accessions of Ae. cylin-
drica using flow cytometry and found variations among
accessions from different locations. There was no significant
difference in morphological traits of accessions with high
and low DNA peak mode. Accessions with lower and
higher DNA content had shorter and longer chromosome
lengths, respectively (Bakhshi et al. 2010). The observed
intraspecific differences in DNA size in Ae. cylindrica are
predominantly associated with differences in the amounts of
repetitive sequences. Changes in copy number of certain
DNA sequences, as a response to different environments,
may be responsible for the observed changes in DNA size.

The karyotype of Ae. cylindrica is asymmetric.
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) reported that the karyotype
of Ae. cylindrica contains four pairs with satellites on short
arms, three pairs with extreme subterminal centromeres, two
pairs with submedian-subterminal centromeres, one pair
with an almost median centromere, and the rest with sub-
median centromeres. Pathak (1940) observed one pair with
satellites and another pair with secondary constrictions and
four nucleoli. In other words, he observed two pairs with
satellites. Chennaveeraiah (1960) studied the karyotype in
two subspecies of Ae. cylindrica, ssp. cylindrica and
ssp. pauciaristata. In neither of them did he observe four
satellited pairs. Ae. cylindrica ssp. cylindrica showed a
karyotype including three satellite pairs, three pairs with
extreme subterminal centromeres, one pair with a
submedian-subterminal centromere, and the rest with sub-
median centromeres. The karyotype of Ae. cylindrica
ssp. pauciaristata differs from that of subsp. cylindrica in
that it has only one pair with satellites.

Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932), based on her karyotypic
studies, thought that one subgenome of Ae. cylindrica cor-
responds to the karyotype of Ae. caudata, whereas the other
subgenome is closely related to the karyotype of Ae.
bicornis. She made another wrong decision by depicting
four satellited pairs in Ae. cylindrica. In contrast, Chen-
naveeraiah (1960) observed only three satellited pairs in
ssp. cylindrica, two on the C subgenome and one on the D
subgenome. According to him, one subgenome of Ae.
cylindrica resembles the karyotype of Ae. caudata whereas
the other subgenome resembles the karyotype of Ae. tau-
schii. The single pair of satellited chromosomes in Ae.
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cylindrica ssp. pauciaristata corresponds to the satellited
pair in Ae. tauschii. The second subgenome of this sub-
species, the C subgenome, does not have the two satellited
pairs. It is possible that the differences between the two
subspecies reflect some variation in the karyotype of the
parental species, Ae. caudata (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Teoh et al. (1983) used a repetitive DNA sequence,
derived from T. aestivum, coding for ribosomal RNA, as a
probe in an in-situ hybridization experiment on genome of
Ae. cylindrica. They found only two pairs of rRNA sites, one
less than the expected three from the presence of three pairs
of satellited chromosomes (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

The genomic constitution of Ae. cylindrica was analyzed
by C-banding, genomic in situ hybridization (GISH), and
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH), using the DNA
clones pSc119, pAs1, pTa71 and pTA794 (Linc et al. 1999).
The C-banding patterns of the D and C subgenome chro-
mosomes were similar to those of the D and C genome
chromosomes of the diploid progenitor species Ae. tauschii
and Ae. caudata, respectively. These similarities permitted
the identification at first meiotic metaphase of the chromo-
somes of the D and the C subgenomes of Ae. cylindrica
(Cuñado 1992). The chromosomes of the D subgenome were
almost without C-banding, just like the chromosomes of Ae.
tauschii, whereas the chromosomes of the C subgenome
were smaller than those of the D subgenome and showed
thin interstitial bands (Cuñado 1992).

FISH analysis detected one major 18S-5.8S-25S rDNA
locus in the short arm of chromosome 1C (Linc et al. 1999).
Minor 18S-5.8S-25S rDNA loci were mapped in the short
arms of 5D and 5C. 5S rDNA loci were identified in the
short arm of chromosomes 1C, 5D, 5C and 1D. GISH
analysis detected inter-genomic translocation in three of the
five Ae. cylindrica accessions studied. The breakpoints in all
translocations were non-centromeric, with similar-sized
segment exchanges (Linc et al. 1999).

Cermeño et al. (1984b) analyzed the activity of the
nucleolar organizer regions (NORs) in somatic metaphase
chromosomes of Ae. cylindrica by phase contrast, C-banding
and Ag-staining. They reported that the nucleolar activity of
the D subgenome is completely suppressed by the C
subgenome.

A recent FISH analysis, using repetitive DNA probes
(Afa family, pSc119.2, and 18S rDNA) on root tip mitotic
metaphase spreads, enabled identification of the entire set of
chromosomes in Ae. cylindrica (Molnar et al. 2015). In
addition, use of two-color GISH that differentially labeled
total genomic DNA from Ae. caudata and Ae. tauschii,
discriminated the constituent C and D subgenomes of Ae.
cylindrica. Yet, certain differences were found between the
C genome of Ae. caudata and that of Ae. cylindrica (Molnar
et al. 2015).

Chromosome 2C has a gametocidal effect when added as
a monosome to common wheat cv. Chinese Spring (Endo
1996,). Yet the effect of this gametocidal chromosome is
relatively mild and there are viable progeny that lack the Ae.
cylindrica chromosome. Approximately half of these pro-
geny exhibit structural changes, such as deletions and
translocations in various regions of all the wheat chromo-
somes. Thus, the ability of the gametocidal chromosome 2C
to induce deletions of a variety of chromosomal segments
observed in the viable progeny of the monosomic addition
line that lacks the gametocidal chromosome, has been
exploited to induce deletions in various wheat stocks (Endo
2007). The deletions that were stably transmitted to the
offspring that became homozygous lines, were identified by
C-banding (Endo and Gill 1996). The deletion stocks
showed variations in morphological, physiological and bio-
chemical traits, depending on the size of their chromosomal
deficiency, and constitute powerful tools for physical map-
ping of wheat chromosomes (Endo and Gill 1996).

9.6.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
cylindrica was regular, i.e., 0.09 univalents, 3.61 rod biva-
lents, 10.30 ring bivalents and 24.21 chiasmata per cell
(Cuñado 1992). With the ability to identify the chromosomes
of the D and C subgenomes at first meiotic metaphase,
Cuñado (1992) determined chromosomal pairing of each
subgenome. Average pairing of D subgenome chromosomes
was 0.03 univalents, 1.58 rod bivalents, 5.39 ring bivalents
and 12.31 chiasmata. That of the C subgenome chromosomes
was 0.65 rod bivalents, 6.34 ring bivalents and 13.34 chias-
mata. Interestingly, in spite of the occurrence of three pairs of
chromosomes with extremely subterminal centromeres in the
C subgenome (Chennaveeraiah 1960), there are more ring
bivalents in this subgenome than in the D subgenome.

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase was
analyzed in F1 hybrids between Ae. cylindrica and each of its
two parental diploids. The triploid hybrid Ae. cylindrica x
Ae. caudata (genome DCC) had 6–7 bivalents and 0–1
trivalents (Kihara 1954) and the triploid hybrid Ae. cylin-
drica x Ae. tauschii (genome DCD) had 8–9 bivalents and
0–5 trivalents (Kihara 1949). Evidently, one of the two
subgenomes of Ae. cylindrica, subgenome C is homologous
to the genome of Ae. caudata while the second, subgenome
D, is homologous to that of Ae. tauschii. The genomes of the
two diploids are not homologous, as evident from the
average chromosomal pairing in the hybrid between them,
that had only 3.60 bivalents, of which only 0.60 were ring
bivalents, and 1.06 trivalents (Sears 1941b; Table 9.4).

Data of chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae
cylindrica and allopolyploids of Section Vertebrata are
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presented in Table 9.7. The hybrid Ae. cylindrica x tetraploid
Ae. crassa exhibited 6.00 bivalents and several multivalents
and the reciprocal hybrid had 7.30 bivalents (Kimber and
Zhao 1983). The hybrid Ae. ventricosa x Ae. cylindrica also
had seven bivalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983). Likewise, the
hybrids between Ae. cylindrica and the hexaploid species
Ae. juvenalis x Ae. cylindrica, and the hybrid Ae. vavilovii x
Ae. cylindrica, and hexaploid Ae. crassa x Ae. cylindrica,
had about 7 bivalents at meiosis (McGinnis and Melnyk
1962; Melnyk and McGinnis 1962; Kimber and Zhao 1983).
These data indicate that the D subgenomes in all these
species are still closely related.

Average chromosome pairing in the hybrid T. turgidum
ssp. durum x Ae. cylindrica (genome BADC) was 27.50
univalents and 0.50 bivalents (Sears 1944b), indicating that
these two species do not share a common subgenome. In
contrast the T. aestivum x Ae. cylindrica hybrid (genome
BADDC) had about 7 bivalents (Riley 1966a; Kimber and
Zhao 1983), indicating that the third subgenome of hex-
aploid wheat is homologous to one of the subgenomes of Ae.
cylindrica.

9.7 Section Comopyrum (Jaub. & Spach)
Zhuk.

9.7.1 General Description

Section Comopyrum (Jaub. & Spach) Zhuk. (Syn.: Macra-
thera Eig) consists of annual, predominantly autogamous
two species. Plants are many-tillered with thin, short (10–30-
cm-tall; excluding spikes) culms, with narrow, usually hairy
leaves, and narrow, cylindrical or moniliform linear-
lanceolate or narrow-elliptical, short (1.5–7.0-cm-long)
spikes that gradually taper toward the tip. At maturity, the
entire spike falls as one unit. There are 2–3 long narrow to
oval spikelets that are shorter than the adjacent rachis seg-
ment, with the terminal spikelet sometimes being sterile.
There are 1–3 rudimentary spikelets at the base. Spikelets
contain 3–4 florets, the upper 1–2 being sterile. Glumes of
apical spikelets have either 3 awns (a well-developed central
one and 2 more slender, lateral ones which are sometimes
reduced to teeth), or only 1 awn. Glumes of lateral spikelets
are rough or hairy, with the upper parts overlapping, with
two teeth with an angle between; sometimes one of the teeth
develops into a small awn. Lemmas are seldom awned in the
upper spikelet. The caryopsis adheres to lemmas and palea
(Fig. 9.3).

Section Comopyrum contains two diploid species, Ae.
comosa Sm. in Sibth. & Sm. (genome M), and Ae.
uniaristata Vis. (genome N). The former has a cylindrical
and the latter a moniliform spike. Section Comopyrum was
first described by Jaubert and Spach in 1850–1851, who

included in it only one species, Ae. comosa, that contained
one variety, var. subventricosa. Zhukovsky (1928), based on
taxonomical criteria, classified Ae. caudata L., Ae. comosa
Sm. in Sibth. & Sm., Ae. heldreichii Holzm. and Ae.
uniaristata Vis. in section Comopyrum. Eig (1929a) also
included Ae. caudata, together with Ae. comosa and Ae.
uniaristata, in section Macrathera (currently Comopyrum),
but included Ae. heldreichii in Ae. comosa. Based on studies
of chromosomal pairing in the interspecific hybrids, Kihara
(1937, 1940b, 1954) transferred Ae. caudata from section
Comopyrum to section Cylindropyrum. Moreover, Kihara
(1937, 1940b) thought that Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata
are very closely related species and designated their gen-
omes M and Mu, respectively. However, Chennaveeraiah
(1960), based on a karyotypic analysis, suggested to desig-
nate the genome of Ae. uniaristata N. This suggestion was
accepted by Kimber and Sears (1987), Kimber and Feldman
(1987), Kimber and Tsunewaki (1988), and Dvorak (1998).
Wang et al. (2000) claimed that the classification of section
Comopyrum should be reconsidered based on their study of
internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of nuclear ribosomal DNA
sequences. Badaeva et al. (1996b) also postulated that Ae.
uniaristata should be removed from section Comopyrum
based on in situ hybridization and chromosome morphology
data. However, Yamane and Kawahara (2005) reported that
the unrooted strict consensus tree based on BPS + in-
dels + microsatellites showed that Ae. uniaristata and Ae.
comosa are clustered together. This finding is in agreement
with previous molecular studies, based on chloroplast
DNA RFLP analysis, that showed monophyletic origin of
the two species of section Comopyrum (Terachi et al. 1984;
Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Tsunewaki 2009).

The species of this section grow in the western part of the
distribution area of the diploid Aegilops species, i.e., western
Turkey, Greece (incl. Crete) Albania, Macedonia, Serbia,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, and Croatia. They grow on terra rossa
soil in the edges of sclerophyllous and deciduous oak forests
and maquis, in open and degraded dwarf shrub formations,
pastures, abandoned fields, edges of cultivation and road-
sides. It is common and forms dense stands in many local-
ities and grows as altitudes of almost sea level to 1000 m.

9.7.2 Aegilops comosa Sm. in Sibth. & Sm.

9.7.2.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. comosa Sm. in Sibth & Sm. [Syn.: Ae. subventricosa
Jaub & Spach ex Bornm.; Triticum heldreichii (Holzm. ex
Boiss.) K. Richt.; Ae. turcica Azn.; Triticum comosum (Sm.)
K. Richt.; Ae. ambigua Hausskn.; Comopyrum comosum
(Sm.) Á. Löve] is a predominantly autogamous, annual,
tufted, multi-tillered plant. It has thin 10–35-cm-tall
(excluding spikes) culms, that geniculate at the base then
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rising upright, with narrow, and usually hairy leaves. Its
spike is linear-lanceolate to narrow-elliptical to narrow-oval,
short (2–3.5-cm-long), usually rough or hairy, and gradually
tapering towards the tip. The entire spike disarticulates at
maturity (umbrella-type of dispersal unit). There are 3–4(-5),
long, narrow to oval spikelets, that are shorter than the
adjacent rachis segment. There are 1 and rarely 2 rudimen-
tary spikelets at base. Each spikelet contains 3–4 florets, with
the upper 1–2 being sterile. Glumes are more or less rough
or hairy, with the upper parts overlapping. Glumes of lateral
spikelets have two teeth, with an angle between them;
sometimes one of the teeth develops into a short awn. The
glumes of the terminal spikelet have 3 (seldom 1) large, 4–
11-cm-long awns. The awns on each glume spread laterally
from each other and the central awn of each glume diverges
laterally from the central awn of the other glume of the
spikelet. Lemmas are membranous, cartilaginous in the
upper parts, and seldom awned in the upper spikelets. The
caryopsis adheres to lemma and palea (Fig. 9.3b).

Ae. comosa is a highly polymorphic species. Variation
involves spike and spikelet structure and number and length
of awns. Eig (1929a) divided the species into two sub-
species, ssp. eucomosa (currently comosa) and ssp. heldre-
ichii (Boiss.) Eig. Ssp. eucomosa contains three varieties,
var. comosa (=var. typica Eig), var. thessalica Eig, and var.
ambigua Eig [=Ae. ambigua (Hausskn.) Eig]. Ssp. heldre-
ichii contains four varieties: var. subventricosa Boiss., var.
achaica Eig, var. biaristata Eig, and var. polyathera
Hausskn. Hammer (1980), accepted Eig’s division, but
changed the name of subsp. eucomosa to subsp. comosa.

The question if the taxa comosa and heldreichii is composed
of two subspecies ofAe. comosa or of two different species,Ae.
comosa andAe. heldreichii, was amatter of dispute. Zhukovsky
(1928), on a taxonomical ground, and Kihara (1940b), on a
cytogenetic basis, regarded ssp. heldreichii as a separate spe-
cies, Ae. heldreichii (Holzm.) Halac. Badaeva et al. (1999)
supported this view of separation of these two taxa into two
separate species, arguing that Ae. comosa and Ae. heldreichii
were well-differentiated (though similar genomes) and conse-
quently, must be considered separate species. This argument
was based on the finding that the two taxa differ in hete-
rochromatin content, morphology and C-banding pattern of
several chromosomes, as well as in the number of the 5S rRNA
gene loci (Badaeva et al. 1996a, 1999).

Teoh et al. (1983) also observed differences in the
C-banding patterns of the two taxa: comosa had predomi-
nantly interstitial C-bands, whereas heldreichii had cen-
tromeric and telomeric bands. Yet, since this sort of change
has no effect on chromosome pairing and fertility of the F1
hybrids between the two taxa, they saw no justification to
regard them as two separate species. The two taxa had
similar karyotype structure, similar pattern of hybridization
with pSc119 and pAs1, and similar distribution of major and

minor NORs (Badaeva et al. 1999). Moreover, based on the
observation of Kihara (1940b), that five bivalents and one
quadrivalent are regularly formed at meiosis of the F1 hybrid
between the two subspecies and that the hybrid is fertile,
Lilienfeld (1951) concluded that the two taxa should be at
the intraspecific rank rather than at the specific one. In
agreement to this, Chennaveeraiah (1960) reported only
minor karyotypic differences between the two subspecies.
Wang et al. (2000) analyzed nucleotide sequences of the
internal transcribed spacer (ITS) of nuclear ribosomal DNA
in Ae. comosa, and found that ssp. comosa and ssp. heldre-
ichii were closely related and formed a sister-group rela-
tionship. The two subspecies grow sympatrically in the same
geographic area and in the same ecological niches (van
Slageren 1994). Since there is no noteworthy ecogeograph-
ical difference between them, the existence of a reciprocal
translocation between the two taxa is not sufficient to sep-
arate them into two species.

Van Slageren (1994) considered the two intraspecific taxa
as varieties, var. comosa and var. subventricosa Boiss. [syn:
subsp. heldreichii Eig; Ae. subventricosa Jaub. & Spach ex
Bornm.; Triticum heldreichii (Holzm. ex Boiss.) K. Richt.;
Ae. turcica Azn.], which followed Art 35.3 of the Interna-
tional Code of Botanical Nomenclature (ICBN), adopted by
the 14th International—Botanical Congress of Berlin 1987
(Greuter et al. 1988). According to this code, when the two
taxa are classified at the variety level, the final epithet must
be subventricosa, and when classified at the subspecific
level, the epithet must be heldreichii. Since the epithet hel-
dreichii is usually used by researchers of this group, it is
adopted in this book and presented as ssp. heldreichii.

According to van Slageren (1994), the two taxa differ
from one another by the following morphological charac-
teristics: comosa has a cylindrical spike, is not inflated, and
bears 3–4(-5) spikelets. The apical glume has 1 strongly
developed, diverging, 4–11-cm-long central awn, and 2
lateral awns, more-slender, 3–7.5(-10) long awns. Heldre-
ichii is shorter than comosa, with a monoliform spike that
contains 1–2(-3) fertile spikelets; glumes of the apical spi-
kelet have 1 strongly developed, diverging, 3–5.5-cm-long
central awn, and 2 lateral, more-slender, 2–2.5-cm-long
awns that are frequently reduced to teeth or absent. The
spikelets of heldreichii are more inflated than those of co-
mosa, and heldreichii has 1 + 3 awns on the terminal spi-
kelet, while comosa has 3 + 3. The awns of heldreichii are
usually shorter than those of comosa and the uppermost
spikelet is smaller. Intermediate forms between the two taxa
are frequent. The two taxa grow sympatrically in Greece,
Albania and in western Turkey. Heldreichii does not grow in
Cyprus and Bulgaria and is rare throughout its range, but
possibly more common in Greece.

Ae. comosa distributes in the northeastern Mediterranean:
in western Turkey, northern Cyprus, Greece (including
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Aegean Islands and Crete), Albania and southern Bulgaria.
Greece is its main area of distribution. It grows on terra rossa
soil and on dry, sandy, grassy and rocky places, in the edges
of sclerophyllous and deciduous oak forests and maquis, in
edges of and opening in garrigue, open and degraded dwarf
shrub formations, cleared areas, pastures, abandoned fields,
edges of cultivation and roadsides. It is common in Greece,
frequently abundant and forms dense stands with restricted
ranges. It is uncommon to rare in other regions of its dis-
tribution area. It grows at altitudes of almost sea level to
500 m, rarely 800 m.

Ae. comosa has a relatively limited distribution in the
central-western region of the distribution of the genus. It is a
Mediterranean element. Together with Ae. uniaristata, the
other species of section Comopyrum, it occupies the western
part of the distribution region of the diploid species of this
group. It grows sympatrically with Ae. caudata, Ae.
uniaristata, Ae. umbellulata, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis,
Ae. neglecta, Ae. recta and Ae. triuncialis, and allopatrically
with Ae. speltoides, Ae. peregrina, Ae. cylindrica and wild T.
monococcum.

Ae. comosa is resistant to all the physiologic races of
yellow rust (Puccinia striiformis) for which it has been
tested (Riley et al. 1968).

9.7.2.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. comosa is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14), bearing the
M genome (Kihara 1937, 1940a, b, 1954; Kimber and
Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998). The organellar genome of
its two subspecies, subsp. comosa and subsp. heldreichii, are
designated M and Mh, respectively (Tsunewaki 1993; Ogi-
hara and Tsunewaki 1988). The nuclear genome of Ae.
comosa is small (1C DNA = 5.53 ± 0.052 pg) (Eilam et al.
2007 and Table 9.3). Eilam et al. (2007) determined DNA
content in 3 different accessions of Ae. comosa, two
belonging to subsp. comosa and one to subsp. heldreichii,
that were collected from different regions of the distribution
area of the species. Very little intraspecific variation in DNA
content was found between the accessions.

According to Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932), the kary-
otype of Ae. comosa consists of 5 types of chromosomes
including one pair with a large satellite on the short arm, one
pair with an almost median centromere, and the rest with
submedian centromeres. The karyotype described by Chen-
naveeraiah (1960) is asymmetric and differs in some respects
from that described by Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932). It
has two pairs with secondary constrictions, one pair with
almost median centromere, three pairs with submedian
centromeres and one pair with a somewhat submedian-
subterminal centromere. One of the two pairs with the sec-
ondary constrictions has a large satellite, while the second

pair has a small satellite; the satellites in both pairs are on the
short arm.

Chennaveeraiah (1960) reported that the karyotype of
ssp. heldreichii is almost similar to that of ssp. comosa. The
differences in the karyotypes of these two subspecies are that
ssp. heldreichii has two pairs with a submedian-subterminal
centromere in contrast to one in ssp. comosa. In addition,
two pairs in heldreichii versus one in comosa have almost
median centromeres, and only one pair in heldreichii has a
submedian centromere. The difference between the two
subspecies lies mainly in the arm ratio of these pairs.

Similar results were obtained by Karataglis (1975), who
studied the karyotypes of three varieties of Aegilops comosa
from Greece, two (var. biaristata and var. subventricosa) of
ssp. heldreichii, and one (var. thessalica) of ssp comosa. He
found that the two varieties of ssp. heldreichii had the same
chromosome morphology, but differed in their total chro-
mosome length, in the length of the long arms and in the
length of the satellites. The karyotype of var. thessalica was
slightly different from those of heldreichii; the longest
satellite of heldreichii occurred in the longest SAT chro-
mosome, whereas the contrary was observed in the shortest
SAT in the case of thessalica. From the two varieties of
heldreichii, var. biaristata stands closer to var. thessalica
than var. thessalica does to var. subventricosa. The great
similarity between the karyotypes of the two varieties of
heldreichii indicates their close phylogenetic relationship
whereas the slight differences between the karyotypes of the
varieties of heldreichii and that of comosa show some
remoteness between the two subspecies, albeit insufficient to
elevate them to the specific rank.

Teoh et al. (1983) used a repetitive DNA sequence,
pTa71, that codes for ribosomal RNA, and which was
derived from T. aestivum by Gerlach and Bedbrook (1979),
as a probe in an in-situ hybridization experiment on the
genome of Ae. comosa. They observed two pairs of rRNA
sites in Ae. comosa, as expected from the presence of two
pairs of SAT chromosomes (Chennaveeraiah 1960). An
extra pair of rRNA gene cluster located terminally in some
cells, but not on others, was also observed (Teoh et al.
1983). This third pair is not in correspondence with the
number of satellites in this species.

C-banding studies also showed that the karyotypes of
ssp. comosa and ssp. heldreichii are asymmetric, possessing
metacentric, submetacentric and sub-telocentric chromo-
somes (Badaeva et al. 1996a). The distribution of the
18S-26S and 5S ribosomal RNA gene families on chromo-
somes of Ae. comosa was studied by in situ hybridization
with pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) DNA
clones (Badaeva et al. 1996b). Two major 18S-26S rDNA
loci were found in the nucleolar organizer region (NOR) of
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chromosomes 1 M and 6 M. In addition to the major NORs,
minor loci were observed in all the chromosomes, except for
6 M of ssp. comosa and 7 M of ssp. heldreichii (Badaeva
et al. 1996b). Some minor loci were polymorphic, whereas
others were conserved. All major and minor 18S-26S rDNA
loci were on the short arms, except for chromosome 4 M (in
both subspecies) and 3 M (in ssp. heldreichii), where the
minor loci were on the long arm. One major 5S rDNA was
located on the short arm of chromosome 1 M and a minor
locus on the short arm of 5 M. The minor 5S rDNA on 5 M
was absent in ssp. heldreichii.

The genomes of ssp. comosa and ssp. heldreichii had
similar highly repetitive DNA sequence (Badaeva et al.
1996a) and NOR probe labelling patterns (1996b). However,
they differed from each other in the amount and distribution
of heterochromatin, the number of 5S rDNA loci, and the
chromosomal locations of some minor 18S-26S rDNA
hybridization sites (Friebe et al. 1996; Badaeva et al. 1996b).

The chromosomal locations of the major NORs were
similar in Amblyopyrum muticum, in Ae. speltoides and in
both subspecies of Ae. comosa (Badaeva et al. 1996b).
However, Ae. comosa differs from A. muticum by the pres-
ence of several minor NORs, C-banding patterns, and the
distribution of pSc119 and pAs1 DNA clones (Badaeva et al.
1996b). The phylogenetic proximity between A. muticum
and Ae. comosa is evident from the data obtained from a
comparative analysis of repeated nucleotide sequences in the
Triticum–Aegilops group (Dvorak and Zhang 1992b). Thus,
it seems that A. muticum contributed to the development of
Ae. comosa via hybridization.

Cermeño et al. (1984b) analyzed the nucleolar activity in
Ae. comosa via comparative analysis of somatic metaphase
chromosomes by phase contrast, C-banding and Ag-staining.
There were four Ag-NORs in Ae. comosa, and the number of
nucleoli at interphase registered were one in 38, two in 121,
three in 42, and four in 7 cells. Accordingly, the maximum
number of nucleoli fits the expectation from the number of
pairs of Ag-NORS and SAT chromosomes.

Teoh and Hutchinson (1983), using an improved
C-banding technique, found that Ae. comosa has very faint
and small centromeric bands in all chromosomes. The NORs
can be clearly seen but are not banded. Moreover, there is an
intraspecific variation in C-banding patterns differentiating
the two subspecies of Ae. comosa, i.e., comosa and heldre-
ichii (Teoh et al. 1983). Ssp. comosa has predominantly
interstitial C-bands, in contrast to centromeric and telomeric
bands in ssp. heldreichii. Yet, these polymorphic differences
between the two subspecies have no effect on chromosome
pairing or fertility of the F1 hybrids between these two taxa
(Kihara 1940a). Polymorphic differences in C-bands patterns
appear to be widespread within and between the two sub-
species of Ae. comosa and their non-random distribution
seems to suggest that these differences could be intimately

associated with the processes of subspeciation as suggested
by Teoh et al. (1983).

Friebe et al. (1996) analyzed the C-banding pattern and
polymorphisms in several accessions of the two subspecies
of Ae. comosa and established the standard karyotypes of
these subspecies. Although variation in C-band size and
location was observed between different accessions, the
different chromosomes were still distinct. The homoeolo-
gous relationships of these chromosomes were established
by comparison of chromosome morphologies and C-banding
patterns of comosa chromosomes to those of other diploid
Aegilops species with known chromosome homoeology
(Friebe et al. 1996). In addition, in situ hybridization anal-
ysis with a 5S rDNA probe was used to identify homoeol-
ogous groups 1 and 5 chromosomes. The present analysis
enabled assignment of all the chromosomes of ssp. comosa
and ssp. heldreichii to their homoeologous groups.

Teoh et al. (1983) used a non-coding repetitive DNA
sequence, TC22b, which was derived from the B subgenome
of hexaploid wheat by HaeIII restriction endonuclease digest
(Hutchinson and Lonsdale 1982). Ae. comosa exhibited an
intermediate amount of labeling with this probe. Compar-
isons between the in-situ hybridization and C-banding
results indicated that, Ae. comosa, which has little hete-
rochromatin, also shows little labeling with the TC22b
probe.

Badaeva et al. (1996a), using in-situ hybridization with
the highly repetitive DNA sequences pSc119 and pAs1,
combined with C-banding, found that Ae. comosa possessed
an intermediate amount of C-heterochromatin. The genome
of ssp. heldreichii was characterized by a very low
C-heterochromatin content, distinguishing it from ssp. co-
mosa. Only few small C-bands were detected in this sub-
species and they were located mainly at the telomeric regions.

Five chromosomes of Ae. comosa had hybridization sites
with pSc119, whereas all chromosomes were labeled with
pAs1. One to four pAs1 hybridization sites per chromosome
were observed in Ae. comosa and each chromosome had a
distinctive labeling pattern (Badaeva et al. 1996a). Yet,
moderate levels of labeling were detected in ssp. comosa and
ssp. heldreichii and the distribution of hybridization sites of
both the pSc119 and pAS1 probes on chromosomes of these
two subspecies was similar but not identical; the distribution
of pAS1 sites in several chromosomes of ssp. heldreichii
was different from the distribution in their homologous
chromosomes of ssp. comosa.

The two species of section Comopyrum, Ae. comosa and
Ae. uniaristata, display very different C-banding patterns
(Teoh and Hutchinson 1983; Badaeva et al. 1996a). Kihara
(1937, 1940a, b) designated the genome of Ae. uniaristata
Mu because, based on chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid
between Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata, he thought that the
genome of Ae. uniaristata is related to genome M of Ae.
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comosa. However, Chennaveeraiah (1960) found major
karyotypic differences between the two species and sug-
gested to designate the genome of Ae. uniaristata N. Support
for this suggestion came from the observation, made by
Maan and Sasakuma (1978), of high univalent frequencies in
amphiploid combinations containing these two species,
indicating the homoeology level of their genomes. The dif-
ferent C-banded patterns of Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata
reinforces this conclusion and the adoption of genome
symbol N for Ae. uniaristata ((Teoh and Hutchinson 1983).
Indeed, Kimber et al. (1983), based on meiotic chromosome
pairing configurations in triploid, tetraploid and pentaploid
hybrids involving Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata, found
different genomes between the two, and consequently, pro-
posed the genome symbol Un for Ae. uniaristata. Later,
Kimber and Sears (1987) and Kimber and Feldman (1987)
adopted the symbol N for the genome of Ae. uniaristata. In
accord with the above, Yamane and Kawahara (2005)
clustered Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata as sister species in
one clade in the trees based on SSRs and cpDNA, and
Haider et al. (2010) constructed two phylogenetic trees
based on DNA analysis using RAPDs and ISSRs and found
that Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata are sister species. Earlier
studies had also revealed such a close genetic relationship
between the two species based on cpDNA analysis (Terachi
et al. 1984; Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Haider 2003) and
RFLPs (Dvorak and Zhang 1992b).

Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988) and Haider and Nabulsi
(2008) mentioned that the cpDNA in the two species showed
identical restriction profiles using restriction enzymes. Sim-
ilarly, the two species were clustered together based on the
analysis of the 5S rDNA sequence (Appels et al. 1992) and
restriction of repeated nucleotide sequences (Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1988). In another study carried out by Cuñado
and Santos (1999), authors confirmed that there is a close
relationship between the genomes of both species based on
chromosome pairing in a hybrid of the two species. All these
data agree with the classification of Eig (1929a), who treated
these two species as sister species in the section
Comopyrum.

Genome analysis studies (Kihara 1949) have shown that
Ae. comosa was involved in the parentage of the allote-
traploid species, Ae. geniculata (genome UUMoMo) and Ae.
biuncialis (genome UUMbMb) of section Aegilops.

9.7.2.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Meiosis in Ae. comosa was found to be very regular
(Chennaveeraiah 1960); seven bivalents, mostly ring biva-
lents, were found in all 67 PMCs studied. Similar data were
obtained by Cuñado (1992) who, using C-banding to study
chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
comosa ssp. comosa, observed an average of 0.89 rod

bivalents and 6.11 ring bivalents (13.11 chiasmata/cell) and
in ssp. heldreichii, an average of 0.02 univalents, 1.19 rod
bivalents and 5.79 ring bivalents (12.77 chiasmata/cell).

Yamada and Suzuki (1941) studied chromosome pairing
in F1 hybrids between ssp. heldreichii and ssp. comosa and
observed in most (about 90%) PMCs, an average of 5.00
bivalents and 1.00 quadrivalent. Metaphase cells with 7.00
bivalents or a univalent, 5.00 bivalents and 1 trivalent were
also observed in about 10% of the PMCs. F2 segregated to
plants with two chromosome types in a ratio of 1:1, one with
7.00 bivalents and the other with 5.00 bivalents and 1
quadrivalent. The formation of a quadrivalent in these gen-
erations indicates the occurrence of reciprocal translocation
between the two subspecies.

Kihara and Yamada (1942) and Kihara (1949) observed
1.00 univalent, 5.39 bivalents and 1.00 trivalent in the F1
hybrid of Ae. comosa ssp. comosa x Ae. uniaristata, and a
similar level of pairing in the ssp. heldreichii x Ae.
uniaristata hybrid. Similar data in Ae. comosa x Ae.
uniaristata hybrids were obtained by Sears (1941b) and
Cuñado and Santos (1999) (Table 9.4), validating that the
two species of section Comopyrum are closely related.

In the F1 hybrid between Ae. speltoides x Ae. comosa
Kihara (1949) reported on the presence of 1–7 bivalents (a
mode of 6 bivalents), and 0–1 trivalent, whereas in the Ae.
comosa x Ae. longissima hybrid, he found lower pairing, i.e.,
0–6 bivalents (a mode of 3 bivalents), and 0–1 trivalent. The
higher pairing in the hybrids that involve Ae. speltoides is
presumably due to the action of the pairing promoters of Ae.
speltoides. Nevertheless, the above pairing data show that
the genome of Ae. comosa are homoeologous rather than
homologous to those of the Sitopsis species. Similar con-
clusion was obtained from chromosome pairing in the F1
hybrid between Ae. comosa or Ae. uniaristata and Sitopsis
species (Table 9.4). Sears (1941b) observed higher pairing in
the hybrid Ae speltoides (HP type) x Ae. comosa than in the
hybrid Ae. speltoides (IP type) x Ae. uniaristata. Similar
reduced level of pairing was observed in the hybrid Ae.
sharonensis x Ae. uniaristata. The hybrid Ae. caudata x Ae.
comosa had 4–6 bivalents (with a mode of 5 bivalents), and
0–1 trivalents, while the hybrid Ae. umbellulata x Ae.
comosa had a lower level of pairing, i.e., 2–5 bivalents and
0–2 trivalents (Kihara 1949).

The hybrids between the allotetraploid species of section
Aegilops bearing a modified M genome, namely, Ae.
geniculata (genome MoMoUU) and Ae. biuncialis (genome
UUMbMb) with Ae. comosa (genome MM), had 7 bivalents
(Kihara 1949; Kimber et al. 1988) or 6 bivalents and a
trivalent (Kimber et al. 1988), indicating that one of the
subgenomes of these allotetraploids, subgenome Mo, is very
closely related to the genome of Ae. comosa. The hybrid
between Ae. comosa and another allotetraploid species of
section Aegilops, i.e., Ae. columnaris (genome UUXnXn),
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had much less pairing [3–7 bivalents and 0–3 trivalents
(Kihara 1949)], indicating that none of the subgenomes of
Ae. columnaris are closely related to the genome of Ae.
comosa.

The hybrids with diploid wheat T. monococcum, either
domesticated ssp. monococcum or wild ssp. aegilopoides,
exhibited relatively low chromosomal pairing (Table 29).
The hybrid with hexaploid wheat T. aestivum ssp. aestivum x
Ae. comosa also showed very little chromosome pairing
(Table 9.10). Evidently, the genome of Ae. comosa is only
homoeologous to the subgenomes of allopolyploid wheats.

The cytogenetic relationships between Ae. comosa and
Amblyopyrum muticum were studied by Ohta (1990). The F1
hybrid Ae. comosa x A. muticum without B chromosomes of
A. muticum showed a high frequency of chromosome pair-
ing, whereas pairing in the hybrid with B chromosomes was
much reduced (Table 8.2). All the hybrids with 0, 1, and 2 B
chromosomes were male sterile (Ohta 1990).

B chromosomes of A. muticum effectively suppress
pairing between homoeologous chromosomes but do not
affect pairing of fully homologous ones (Mochizuki 1964;
Dover and Riley 1972; Vardi and Dover 1972). Thus, the
pairing in hybrids with to the genome of Ae. comosa. The
hybrids Ae. caudata, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. umbellulata x
A. muticum showed a lower frequency of A chromosome
pairing than those from the hybrids Ae. comosa x A. muti-
cum. This may indicate that the genome of A. muticum is
closer to that of Ae. comosa than to those of these three
species.

The hybrids between each of the two subspecies of Ae.
comosa and A. muticum (without B chromosomes) showed
high frequency of pairing (Ohta 1990). Yet, they differed in
the frequency of multivalents. The hybrids involving
ssp. comosa showed few or no quadrivalents, while those
involving ssp. heldreichii frequently formed a quadrivalent
or a trivalent. The occurrence of a reciprocal translocation
between the two subspecies of Ae. comosa [Kihara (1937)
and Yamada and Suzuki (1941)], causes the difference in the
frequency of multivalents in hybrids involving these two
subspecies. The high frequency of multivalents in the hybrid
with ssp. heldreichii may indicate that this translocation was
formed in ssp. heldreichii.

9.7.3 Aegilops uniaristata Vis.

9.7.3.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops uniaristata Vis. [Syn.: Triticum uniaristatum (Vis.)
K. Richt.: Chennpyrum uniaristatum (Vis.) Á. Löve] is
predominantly an allogamous, annual plant, tufted with
many culms, which are 15–35-cm-tall (excluding spikes),
and usually prostrate before turning upwards. Leaves are
narrow, linear and usually hairy in the upper pars. The spike

is moniliform, short, 1.5–4.0-cm-long (excluding awns),
lanceolate to oval-lanceolate, glabrous, and tapering rapidly
to the tip. The spike disarticulates entirely at maturity
(umbrella-type dispersal unit). There are 3–5 number of
spikelets, the terminal one usually being sterile, and 2–3
basal rudimentary spikelets. There are 4 florets, the upper 1–
2 sterile. Glumes of the lateral spikelets have a conspicuous
triangular tooth separated from an awn (up to 4-cm-long) by
an acute angle. Glumes of the terminal spikelet end stepwise
or abruptly in a broad, flat awn (3–5-cm-long), sometimes
with an accompanying tooth. The middle nerve of the awn of
the terminal glume is strongly projecting and is a continu-
ation of the projecting nerve of the glume. Lemmas of the
lateral spikelets have small teeth which sometimes elongate
into small awns. The lemmas of the terminal spikelet have a
weakly developed awn (up to 2-cm-long) and 1–2 adjacent
teeth. The caryopsis adheres to lemma and palea (Fig. 9.3c).

Ae. uniaristata has limited morphological variation, pri-
marily manifesting in spike and spikelet size. Kawahara
(2000) analyzed genetic variation at 21 enzyme loci of Ae.
comosa and Ae. uniaristata, the two species exhibited dif-
ferent levels of genetic variation; in Ae. comosa, the mean
number of alleles per locus was 2.00 and the proportion of
polymorphic loci was 0.667, while in Ae. uniaristata, they
were 1.19 and 0.143, respectively. No heterozygotes were
found, confirming that Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa are
self-pollinating species, as was also reported by Hammer
(1980). Since Ae. uniaristata occupies a relatively limited
geographical area and is uncommon or rare throughout its
distribution area (van Slageren 1994), it is probable that this
species consists of small populations that are susceptible to
the loss of genetic variation due to genetic drift during its
evolution (Kawahara 2000).

Morphologically, Ae. uniaristata is close to Ae. comosa,
particularly to several forms of Ae. comosa ssp. heldreichii,
from which it differs in the following characters: the glumes
of the terminal spikelet carry only one awn and those of the
lateral spikelets have an awn and a large triangular tooth.

The taxonomists Zhukovsky (1928) and Eig (1929a),
classified Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa as sister species: in
section Comopyrum by Zhukovsky and in section Macra-
thera by Eig. Hammer (1980), and van Slageren (1994) gave
priority, on the basis of earliest designation, to Comopyrum.
The genome analysis studies of Kihara (1937, 1949, 1954)
also arranged Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa in section
Comopyrum. This classification was confirmed by the study
of Yamane and Kawahara (2005) on the phylogenetic rela-
tionships among the diploid Aegilops-Triticum species. They
found that SSRs and cpDNA clustered Ae. comosa and Ae.
uniaristata as sister species in one clade in the phylogenetic
trees. Likewise, the two phylogenetic trees that were con-
structed by Haider et al. (2010), based on DNA analysis
using RAPDs and ISSRs, categorized Ae. uniaristata and
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Ae. comosa as sister species. Previous cpDNA analyses
(Terachi et al. 1984; Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Haider
and Nabulsi 2008), and RFLPs (Dvorak and Zhang 1992b)
also reported such close genetic relationship between these
species. Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988) and Haider and
Nabulsi (2008) mentioned that the cpDNA of these species
showed identical restriction profiles using restriction
enzymes. Similarly, the two species were clustered together
based on an analysis of the 5S rDNA sequence (Appels et al.
1992). In another study, Cuñado and Santos (1999) con-
firmed that there is a close relationship between the genomes
of both species based on chromosome pairing in hybrids
between the two species.

Ae. uniaristata has limited distribution in the central-
western part of the distribution of the genus. It is a
Mediterranean element that grows in European Turkey,
Greece (including Crete and the Aegean Islands), Albania,
Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, and Croatia, and rarely in
southeastern Italy. It is rare in European Turkey, sporadic in
Greece, and more common in the Adriatic region of Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Croatia.

Ae. uniaristata grows in grasslands and bushy slopes,
mainly on rocky, calcareous soils (terra rossa), more rarely
on sandstone, in edges of sclerophyllous Mediterranean oak
forest and maquis, open or degraded dwarf shrub formations,
pasture, disturbed habitats, edges of cultivation and road-
sides, at altitudes of 0–750 m.

Ae. uniaristata occupies the northwestern corner of the
distribution area of the diploid species of Aegilops. It also
occupies the most mesophytic of all the habitats of the
diploid species. It grows sympatrically with Ae. geniculata,
Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. recta, Ae. triuncialis, and
Ae. comosa (in Greece and European Turkey). It grows
allopatrically with Ae. caudata, Ae. umbellulata and Ae.
cylindrica.

Ae. uniaristata is tolerant to high levels of soil aluminum
(Berzonsky and Kimber 1986, 1989), which remains effec-
tive when transferred to wheat (Miller et al. 1995, 1997). It is
highly resistant to wheat stem and leaf rusts (Valkoun et al.
1985), and to some other fungal diseases (Gong et al. 2014).

9.7.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. uniaristata is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14), with the
nuclear genome N (Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak
1998) and organellar genome N (Ogihara and Tsunewaki
1988; Wang et al. 1997). Haider and Nabulsi (2008) showed
that Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa have very similar
chloroplasts. This finding is in accord with Ogihara and
Tsunewaki (1988), who reported that the cytoplasm of both
species displayed identical restriction patterns when using 13
endonucleases. In contrast, there has been dispute concern-
ing the nuclear genome of the two species. Originally,
Kihara (1937, 1940a, b, 1949), based on genome analysis,

gave to Ae. uniaristata the genomic symbol Mu, implying a
genome modified from the M genome of Ae. comosa. Yet,
Chennaveeraiah (1960) observed that the karyotype of Ae.
uniaristata is unique and considerably different from that of
Ae. comosa and, consequently, suggested to change its
genome symbol to N. This conclusion was further supported
by the data of Maan and Sasakuma (1978), who observed
high univalent frequencies in amphiploid combinations
containing Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa, indicating non-
homology of their genomes. Kimber et al. (1983) examined
meiotic chromosome pairing in triploid, tetraploid, and
pentaploid hybrids involving the genomes of these two
species, looking for values of relative affinity, and concluded
that there is no preferential pairing between the chromo-
somes of these genomes. Consequently, they suggested that
the Mu genome of Ae. uniaristata be changed to Un, and
later, it was changed to N (Kimber and Sears 1987; Yen and
Kimber 1992b). C-banding and FISH patterns of chromo-
somes (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983; Teoh et al. 1983;
Badaeva et al. 1996a, b; Friebe et al. 1996; and Iqbal
et al. 2000a, b) and isozyme studies (Kawahara 2000) con-
firmed that genome N is different from M. Ae. uniaristata is
involved in the parentage of the allotetraploid Ae. ventricosa
(genome DDNN) and the allohexaploid Ae. recta (genome
UUXnXnNN).

Ae. uniaristata has the largest genome in section
Comopyrum; its 1C nuclear DNA con-
tent = 5.82 ± 0.105 pg is significantly larger than that of
Ae. comosa (1C DNA = 5.53 ± 0.052 pg) (Eilam et al.
2007). The karyotype of Ae. uniaristata was first described
by Chennaveeraiah (1960) and was compared with that of
Ae. comosa. It is an asymmetric karyotype containing only
one pair with satellites, whereas in Ae. comosa there are two
pairs with satellites. Of its six other pairs, two have
sub-median centromeres, two have sub-median-sub-terminal
centromeres, and the other two have sub-terminal cen-
tromeres. None of the distinctive karyotypic characteristics
of Ae. comosa are seen in Ae. uniaristata (Chennaveeraiah
1960). A pair with a secondary constriction and an arm ratio
of 1:1:1.5 characteristic to Ae. comosa was never found in
Ae. uniaristata. In Ae. uniaristata, there are two pairs with
sub-terminal centromeres which are not present in Ae.
comosa. On the whole, the karyotype of Ae. uniaristata
differs from, more than it resembles, the karyotypes of the
two subspecies of Ae. comosa. The karyotypic changes in
Ae. uniaristata may have occurred by inversions (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960).

The C-banding pattern at mitotic metaphase of Ae.
uniaristata chromosomes was first described by Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983), and was found to be unique and char-
acteristically different from that of Ae. comosa. However,
one common feature shared by both species is the absence of
prominent telomeric bands. In Ae. uniaristata, all the
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centromeric regions have large and intensely stained bands.
There are very few interstitial bands in both arms, which
makes identification of chromosomes easier. Badaeva et al.
(1996a) also found that large proximal C bands and some
medium-sized interstitial bands were typical of the Ae.
uniaristata N genome.

C-band findings in eight different accessions of Ae.
uniaristata reported by Friebe et al. (1996) supported the
observation of Teoh and Hutchinson (1983). Friebe et al.
(1996) observed intraspecific variation in C-band size and
location between different accessions, but this did not pre-
vent chromosome identification and establishment of stan-
dard karyotypes. Similar to the report by Chennaveeraiah
(1960), Friebe et al. (1996) found that the karyotype of Ae.
uniaristata consisted of two sub-metacentric and five more
or less acrocentric chromosome pairs, all with diagnostic
markers.

Teoh et al. (1983) used two different cloned repetitive
DNA sequences as probes in in-situ hybridization experi-
ments on the genome of Ae. uniaristata. The TC22b probe is
a highly repeated, noncoding 260-bp DNA segment, derived
from the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat (Hutchinson and
Lonsdale 1982). The rRNA probe they used, described by
Gerlach and Bedbrook (1979), consists of 18S and 25S
rDNA with an associated spacer DNA. Ae. uniaristata
chromosomes exhibited little labeling with TC22b and the
large centromeric heterochromatic bands showed hardly any
labeling with this highly repetitive probe. In-situ hybridiza-
tion with the rDNA probe revealed only one pair of rRNA
sites. The location of these sites was on the one pair of
satellited chromosomes that was described by Chen-
naveeraiah (1960).

Badaeva et al. (1996a) performed in-situ hybridization
with the highly repetitive noncoding DNA sequences,
pSc119, derived from Secale cereale, and pAsl, derived
from Ae. tauschii, and observed strong labeling with both
pSc119 and pAs1, indicating that the karyotype of this
species was highly heterochromatic. The pSc119 probe
hybridized to the telomeres of all chromosomes and the
distribution of its hybridization sites was similar to that seen
in Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata, whereas the strong and
unique hybridization sites with pAs1 differed from labeling
in Ae. umbellulata, Ae. caudata and Ae. comosa (Badaeva
et al. 1996a). This difference, combined with differences in
chromosome morphology, karyotypic features, and
C-banding, indicates again that Ae. uniaristata and Ae.
comosa have different genomes.

The distribution of the 5S and 18S-26S ribosomal RNA
gene families on Ae. uniaristata chromosomes was studied
by in-situ hybridization with pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and
pTa794 (5S rDNA) DNA clones (Badaeva et al. 1996b).
Similar to the finding of Teoh et al. (1983), only one major
18S-26S rDNA locus was found in the single pair of the

nucleolar organizer region (NOR). This chromosome pair
was identified as chromosomes 5N by hybridization with
rDNA. In addition to the major NORs, several minor loci
were also observed in Ae. uniaristata, some of which were
polymorphic, while others were conserved. The presence of
only one pair of chromosomes with major NORs in Ae.
uniaristata (and in Ae. tauschii), and their location on the
short arms of homoeologous group 5, is in sharp contrast to
the presence of two such pairs, on homoeologous groups 1
and 6, in all other diploid Aegilops species.

Two 5S rRNA loci were observed in Ae. uniaristata, one
major locus located in the distal part of the long arm of
chromosome 1N and one minor locus located in the short
arm of chromosome 5N. The 5S rDNA loci were not asso-
ciated with NORs. The different distribution of 5S rRNA
loci in Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa also confirm that
these two species have distinct genomes.

The nucleolar activity of the NORs in somatic chromo-
somes of Ae. uniaristata was analyzed using a highly
reproducible silver-staining procedure (Cermeño et al.
1984b. Two Ag-NORs were identified, one nucleolus was
seen in 262 cells at interphase and two nucleoli were seen in
269 cells. All diploid Aegilops species analyzed, except for
Ae. uniaristata and Ae. tauschii, showed 4 nucleolus orga-
nizer chromosomes, further supporting the difference of Ae.
uniaristata and Ae. tauschii in this respect from the rest of
the diploid Aegilops species.

The homoeologous relationships of the chromosomes of
Ae. uniaristata were established by comparison of their
morphologies and C-banding patterns to chromosomes of
other diploid Aegilops species with known chromosome
homoeology (Friebe et al. 1996). In addition, in-situ
hybridization analysis with a 5S rDNA probe was used to
identify chromosomes of homoeologous groups 1 and 5.
This analysis permitted the assignment of three Ae.
uniaristata chromosomes to their homoeologous groups.
The homoeology of the remaining four acrocentric chro-
mosomes could not be determined. Chromosome 5N is
sub-metacentric with a secondary constriction and a small
satellite in the short arm. The middle of the short arm of this
chromosome has a 5S rDNA in-situ hybridization site. The
other sub-metacentric chromosome pair was identified as
4N. The least sub-telocentric chromosome pair had a 5S
rDNA in situ hybridization site in a distal region of the long
arm, suggesting that this chromosome is at least partially
homoeologous to group 1 chromosomes, and was designated
accordingly. One accession of Ae. uniaristata was
homozygous for a whole-arm translocation involving chro-
mosomes 1N and 5N.

Iqbal et al. (2000b) performed RFLP analyses on wheat-
Aegilops uniaristata addition lines and translocation lines to
confirm the identity of the added N-genome chromosomes.
Complete 1N, 3N, 4N, 5N and 7N chromosome additions
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were identified, while the complete long arm and only part of
the short arm was identified for chromosome 2N. There were
no wheat-like 4/5 and 4/7 translocations in the Ae. uniaris-
tata chromosomes (Iqbal et al. 2000a, b). Chromosome 3N
carried an asymmetric pericentric inversion. Chromosome-
specific RAPD and microsatellite markers were also identi-
fied all the added Ae. uniaristata chromosomes available in
this set of addition lines.

Hybridization sites of the repetitive DNA sequences
pAs1, pSc119.2 and pTa71 were identified on the N-genome
chromosomes of Ae. uniaristata using the FISH technique
(Iqbal et al. 2000a, b). Like Badaeva et al. (1996a), Iqbal
et al. (2000a, b) also found six pairs of Ae. uniaristata
chromosomes showing strong hybridization signals with
pAs1, while an additional pair showed weak signals with
this probe. pAs1 is a D genome specific probe isolated from
Ae. tauschii (Rayburn and Gill 1986) and shows strong
hybridization sites with the D subgenome of common wheat,
indicating the relatedness of the N genome to the D sub-
genome of wheat. For pSC119.2, three pairs of chromo-
somes showed one signal at the telomeres of their short
arms, while two pairs had signals at both the short- and the
long-arm telomeres. Two pairs of chromosomes showed
three sites on each chromosome, one at the telomere of the
short arm and two on the long arm.

Construction of the genetic map of A. uniaristata chro-
mosome 3N revealed the important role that asymmetric
pericentric inversions played in the evolution of the
N-genome (Iqbal et al. 2000a). This mechanism led to the
formation of all four sub-telocentric chromosomes of A.
uniaristata and caused transposition of the 5S rDNA locus
from the short arm of chromosome 1N to its long arm.

Gong et al. (2014) performed a C-banding analysis on Ae.
uniaristata chromosomes present in the amphiploid
Triticum turgidum–Ae. uniaristata and on the available set
of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring–Ae. uniaristata addition
lines (6N addition was lacking in this set). Their study
showed easily recognizable C-banding patterns for chro-
mosomes 1N–5N and 7N that were distinguishable from
wheat chromosomes based on chromosome size and the
position of the C-bands. Moreover, chromosome 6N was
easily recognized by comparing the C-bands of the six
N-genome chromosomes (1N–5N and 7N) to the seven
N-genome chromosomes in the amphiploid Triticum turgi-
dum–Ae. uniaristata. Similar to the results of Teoh and
Hutchinson (1983) and those of Badaeva et al. 1996a), Gong
et al. (2014) found that the C-bands mainly exist in the
centromeric regions of Ae. uniaristata and rarely at the distal
ends.

Moreover, FISH on mitotic metaphase chromosomes of
the amphiploid T. turgidum–Ae. uniaristata, using SSR
(GAA)8 as a probe, showed that the hybridization signals of
all Ae. uniaristata chromosomes differ from those of T.

turgidum. Thus, (GAA)8 can be used to identify all Ae.
uniaristata chromosomes in wheat background simultane-
ously (Gong et al. 2014). In addition, a total of 42 molecular
markers specific for Ae. uniaristata chromosomes were
developed by screening expressed sequence tag—sequence
tagged site (EST-STS), expressed sequence tag—simple
sequence repeat (EST-SSR), and PCR-based landmark
unique gene (PLUG) primers (Gong et al. 2014) These
markers were subsequently localized using the T. aestivum–
Ae. uniaristata addition lines and different wheat cultivars as
controls (Gong et al. 2014).

Evolution of the N-genome has also been associated with
amplification, elimination and re-distribution of the different
families of repetitive DNA sequences (Badaeva et al. 2011).
The most interesting example is the emergence of pericen-
tromeric heterochromatin bands on Ae. uniaristata chromo-
somes, which was probably caused by massive amplification
of certain classes of highly repetitive DNA sequences. Large
pericentromeric C-bands are also found on the chromosomes
of A. speltoides; however, the results of a comparative study
of several Aegilops species using a TC22b probe, (Teoh
et al. 1983), suggest that the molecular composition of
pericentromeric heterochromatin differ between Ae. uniaris-
tata and Ae. speltoides species. Bardsley et al. 1999) also
found that probes for the SSR repeats (AAC)5, (ACG)10 and
(CGT)10, which are the major components of C-bands in
wheat and many Aegilops species, hybridized poorly to the
N-genome chromosomes. Pericentromeric C-bands on A.
uniaristata chromosomes also did not contain the pAs1
sequence. Moreover, the long arm of chromosome 7N, which
displayed the highest amount of hybridization with the pAs1
sequence, contained only few very faint interstitial C-bands,
and conversely, the most heterochromatic chromosome, 4N,
possessed only two very small pAs1 sites. Thus, the molec-
ular composition and organization of heterochromatin in
the A. uniaristata genome is distinct from other species and
remains to be characterized.

9.7.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
uniaristata was studied by Cuñado (1992), using the
C-banding technique. Chromosome pairing was regular with
average configurations per PMC of 0.03 univalents, 4.07 rod
bivalents, 2.90 ring bivalents and 9.88 chiasmata. Seven
bivalents existed in most cells; the relatively large frequency
of rod bivalents resulted from the presence of four chro-
mosome pairs with sub-median–subterminal and sub-
terminal centromeres (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between the two spe-
cies of section Comopyrum, Ae. uniaristata and Ae. comosa,
showed a high number of bivalents, with most being rod
bivalents (Table 25). This can result partly from the presence
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of several chromosome pairs with sub-median–subterminal
and sub-terminal centromeres in Ae. uniaristata and partly
from reduced homology. Cuñado and Santos (1999) studied
chromosome pairing in this hybrid by electron microscopy in
surface-spread-first meiotic prophase nuclei and compared
the results with light-microscopic observations of first
metaphase cells after C-banding and FISH. At first prophase,
the hybrid showed extensive synapsis and complex multi-
valents, involving up to 14 chromosomes, but at first meta-
phase, most associations were in the form of bivalents
between homoeologous chromosomes as follows: the aver-
age pairing between the M and the N genomes was 5.08 rod
bivalents, 0.33 ring bivalents and 0.08 trivalents. Yet, there
was also autosyndesis pairing between chromosomes of
genome M (0.01 rod bivalents and 0.03 trivalents). In the
hybrid comosa x uniaristata, the mean bivalent frequency at
first prophase (3.07) was lower than that observed at first
metaphase (5.41). Therefore, a considerable number of
bivalents formed by homoeologous chromosomes must be
involved in the complex multivalent associations observed at
first prophase (Cuñado and Santos 1999).

Chromosomal pairing in hybrids was more or less the
same in hybrids between Ae. uniaristata and each of the two
subspecies of Ae. comosa. Average chromosome pairing in
the hybrid involving ssp. comosa contained 1.00 univalent,
5.00 bivalent and 1.0 trivalents and with ssp. heldreichii,
5.48 bivalents (Kihara and Yamada 1942). Percival (1932)
observed 0–4 univalents, 5–7 bivalents (mostly rod), and an
occasional trivalent in the hybrid Ae. uniaristata x ssp. hel-
dreichii. The above data show that ssp. comosa differs by a
reciprocal translocation from Ae. uniaristata, whereas such
translocation does not exist between ssp. heldreichii and Ae.
uniaristata, indicating that the latter may evolved from ssp.
heldreichii.

Chromosome pairing in hybrids involving two Sitopsis
species, Ae. speltoides (IP type) and Ae. sharonensis, with
Ae. uniaristata (Table 9.4) showed fa reduced number of
bivalents, most of which were rod, indicating that the gen-
omes of these species have diverged considerably. Likewise,
Ae. uniaristata x Ae. bicornis had 1–6 bivalents and 0–2
trivalents (Kihara 1949), Ae. longissima x Ae. uniaristata
had 0–6 bivalents with a mode of 2, and 0–1 trivalents
(Kihara 1949). The diploid hybrid Ae. tauschii x Ae.
uniaristata had 5.94 univalents, 3.63 rod bivalents, 0.08 ring
bivalents and 0.14 trivalents (Sears 1941b). In the reciprocal
hybrid, Cuñado and Santos (1999) observed a similar level
of pairing, i.e., 3.08 rod bivalents, 0.08 ring bivalents and
0.14 trivalents. Evidently, the genomes of these two species
have diverged considerably from one another. Chromosomal
pairing in hybrids of Ae. uniaristata with the diploid species
Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata was also relatively low,
indicating divergence of the genome of Ae. uniaristata from
those of Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata. More specifically,

the pairing in the hybrid Ae. caudata x Ae. uniaristata had
4.50 univalents, 3.50 rod bivalents, 0.44 ring bivalents, 0.46
trivalents and 0.06 quadrivalents (Sears 1941b), or 2–5
bivalents (Kihara 1949). In the hybrid with Ae. umbellulata,
Percival (1932) observed 6–14 univalents and 0–4 bivalents
(all rod) and Sears (1941b) found 8.30 univalents, 2.70
bivalents (all rod) and 0.10 trivalents.

Chromosome pairing with the allotetraploid Ae. crassa
(genome DcDcXcXc) was similar to the amount of pairing
with Ae. tauschii, but had a somewhat higher frequency of
trivalents (Table 9.5). On the other hand, chromosomal
pairing with Ae. ventricosa (genome DDNN), that possesses
subgenome N from Ae. uniaristata, was significantly higher
(Table 9.5). Chromosome pairing in hybrids with the allo-
hexaploid cytotype of Ae. crassa (genome DcDcXcXcDD)
showed higher pairing, most of which was presumably
autosyndesis between chromosomes of the two D sub-
genomes of hexaploid Ae. crassa. In contrast, the hybrid
with the allohexaploid species Ae. juvenalis (genome
DcDcXcXcUU), that contains only one D subgenome,
showed a significantly low level of pairing (McGinnis and
Melnyk 1962).

Similarly, chromosome pairing in the hybrid Ae. genic-
ulata (genome MoMoUU) x Ae. uniaristata (genome NN)
indicated low homology and great divergence between the
genomes of these species (Table 9.5). The low level of
pairing in this hybrid is in spite of the presence of the
modified M subgenome of Ae. geniculata and the N genome
of Ae. uniaristata. A similarly low level of chromosome
pairing was observed in the hybrids of Ae. columnaris
(genome UUXnXn) x Ae. uniaristata (4–6 bivalents and 0–1
trivalents) and of Ae. neglecta (genome UUXtXt) x Ae.
uniaristata (2–6 bivalents with mode of 4) (Kihara 1949).

Sears (1941b) observed a low pairing in the hybrids
between T. monococcum, either domesticated or wild, and
Ae. uniaristata (Table 9.8), indicating great divergence
between the genomes of these two diploid species. Likewise,
chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids Ae. uniaristata x
Amblyopyrum muticum without B chromosomes was rela-
tively low, indicating a considerable divergence of the
genomes of the two species (Table 8.1). The hybrids were
sterile (Ohta 1990).

9.8 Section Aegilops

9.8.1 General Description

Section Aegilops (Syn.: sect. Surcullosa Zhuk.; sect. Poly-
ides Zhuk.; sect. Pleionathera Eig) contains annual, pre-
dominantly autogamous species. The plants are slender, with
short spikes, which are more or less ovate, elliptic or
lanceolate in outline, rarely elongate-linear, mostly awned,
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and fall as a unit at maturity (umbrella-type dispersal unit).
There are 2–5 spikelets, which are ventricose or elliptic, and
rarely linear. mostly awned; Spikelets are reduced and not
inflated at the upper part of the spike, and usually less than
10 times long as wide, rarely more. The glumes of apical
spikelets have 3–4 awns, those of lateral spikelets with 2–4
(-5) awns and or teeth. Glume awns are always stronger than
lemma awns. There are 1–4 rudimentary spikelets at the base
of the spike. The caryopsis is free or adhered to lemmas and
palea (Fig. 9.4).

Section Aegilops contains nine species: one diploid [Ae.
umbellulata Zhuk. (genome UU), seven allotetraploids [Ae.
geniculata Roth (genome MoMoUU), Ae. biuncialis Vis.
(genome UUMbMb), Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol. (Genome
UUXnXn), Ae. columnaris Zhuk. (Genome UUXnXn), Ae.
triuncialis L. (genome UUCC), Ae. kotschyi Boiss. (genome
SlSlUU) and Ae. peregrina (Hack. in J. Fraser) Maire &
Weiler (genome SlSlUU)] and one allohexaploid, [Ae. recta
(Zhuk.) Chennv. (Genome UUXnXnNN)]. The spike of all
the allopolyploid species resembles that of Ae. umbellulata,
the U genome donor (Fig. 9.4).

Section Aegilops was divided by Eig into two subsec-
tions: subsection Libera Eig, which contains all species with
free caryopsis, and subsection Adhaerens Eig, which con-
tains the two species, Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina, which
have an adherent caryopsis.

The distribution of the species of section Aegilops is very
wide, one of them, Ae. triuncialis, distributes in almost all

the distribution area of the genus whereas several others
distribute from western Mediterranean to West Asia. The
distribution of the single diploid species in the section, Ae.
umbellulata, is relatively wide, falling in the central part of
the genus distribution area, namely, from Greece to west and
north Iran. The distribution of the allopolyploid species, on
the other hand, is, in most cases, very wide, extending
beyond that of their diploid progenitors, and covering a large
part of the genus distribution area. While the distribution of
Ae. triuncialis is extremely large almost overlaps the genus
distribution area, that of the three species, Ae. geniculata,
Ae. biuncialis and Ae. neglecta, is more in the Mediterranean
part of the genus distribution area. The distribution of Ae.
columnaris extends from the center eastwards up to Iran, Ae.
peregrina grows in the south and east Mediterranean parts,
whereas Ae. kotschyi, the steppical species, grows from the
south (Libya) toward the east, up to Pakistan. The distribu-
tion of the single allohexaploid species, Ae. recta, is more
limited than that of its allotetraploid progenitor, Ae.
neglecta; it was found in Portugal, Spain, France, Italy,
Croatia, Greece and Turkey. All species of this section
(except Ae. kotschyi) grow on a great variety of soils (e.g.,
terra rossa, basalt, alluvial, stand sands and sandy loams),
Ae. kotschyi grows on loess and grey calcareous steppe soil.
All species occupy a large number of habitats and often
infest cultivated fields as weeds. The allotetraploids are great
colonizers, strive well in disturbed habitats, and often form
very dense, mixed populations.
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Fig. 9.4 Plants and spikes of Aegilops species carrying the U genome;
a Ae. umbellulata Zhuk.; b Ae. geniculata Roth; c Ae. biuncialis Vis.;
d Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol.; e Ae. recta (Zhuk.) Chennv.(from

Kimber and Feldman 1987); f Ae. columnaris Zhuk.; g Ae. triuncialis L.;
h Ae. kotschyi Boiss. i Ae. peregrina (Hack. in J. Fraser) Maire &Weiler
ssp. euvariabilis Eig; and j Ae. peregrina ssp. cylindrostachys Eig
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9.8.2 Aegilops umbellulata Zhuk.

9.8.2.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Aegilops umbellulata Zhuk. [Syn.: Triticum umbellulatum
(Zhuk.) Bowden; Ae. ovata var. anatolica Eig; Kiharopyrum
umbellulatum (Zhuk.) Á. Löve] is a predominantly autoga-
mous, annual plant, tufted with many, upward-bent, 10–30-
cm-tall (excluding spikes) culms. Leaves are linear, 2–5-cm-
long, and more or less hairy. The spike is lanceolate-ovoid,
1.5–4-cm-long, and typically rough. The entire spike disar-
ticulates at maturity (umbrella-type dispersal unit). Spikelets
5–6, rarely 3, the upper 1–3 being sterile, so the ear suddenly
becomes narrow, rudimentary basal spikelets 3, rarely 2. The
rachis of the lower spikelets is much shorter than the adja-
cent spikelet. There are four florets, the upper two being
sterile. The rachis segment of the upper spikelets is much
longer than the adjacent spikelet causing the narrow upper
part of the spike to protrude from the lower wider
part. Glumes are similar, shorter than the spikelets, and
suddenly inflated above the middle, above which they nar-
row to a deeply incised margin. Glumes of the lower spi-
kelets have 4–5 (3–6) awns, while glumes of the upper
spikelets have 3–5 awns, all of which are similar in shape.
Lemmas have 1–3 awns, all resembling the glume awns. All
awns diverge at maturity, producing a characteristic umbel
shape. The lemma of the lower spikelets has 8–12 veins near
the upper margin. The caryopsis is free (Fig. 9.4a).

Morphological variation involves mainly spike size, color
and hairiness. There are two forms which differ in spike
size, and sometimes grow in mixed populations and in
such stands, intermediates may be found. According to
Hammer (1980), Ae. umbellulata contains two subspecies,
subsp. umbellulata (glumes with 5–7 awns) and
subsp. transcaucasua Dorof. et Migusch. (glumes with 3–4
awns), the former contains two varieties, var. umbellulata
(glabrous glumes) and var. pilosa Eig (hairy glumes).

Ae. umbellulata is an East Mediterranean/Western Asiatic
element extending into the steppical (Irano-Turanian) region.
It is predominantly occurring in Turkey, but also present in
Greece (including Rhodes and the Aegean Islands), Syria,
Lebanon, North Iraq, West and Northwest Iran, Armenia,
and Azerbaijan. It is common and locally abundant, growing
at altitudes from sea level to 1800 m, on terra rossa, basalt,
alluvial and grey calcareous steppe soils in the edges and
openings of sclerophyllous or deciduous oak forest or
maquis, degraded dwarf shrub formations, open dwarf shrub
semi-steppe and steppe-like formations, abandoned fields,
edges of cultivation and roadsides. It often grows as a weed
in cultivated areas. Ae umbellulata prefers more humid
conditions than many other Aegilops species, with annual
rainfall from 350 to 700 mm.

Ae. umbellulata has awide distribution in the central region
of the distribution of the genus. It occupies a large variety of
primary and secondary habitats. In the central part of the genus
distribution area,Ae. umbellulata occurs inmixed populations
with many other species of Aegilops and has sporadic contact
with others. It grows sympatrically with Amblyopyrum muti-
cum, Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. tauschii,
wild T. monococcum, wild T. timopheevii, Ae. geniculata, Ae.
biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. recta, Ae. columnaris, Ae. tri-
uncialis, Ae. peregrina, and Ae. cylindrica, and allopatrically
with Ae. longissima, Ae. searsii, Ae. uniaristata, wild T. tur-
gidum, Ae. kotschyi, Ae. crassa, and Ae. juvenalis.

Ae. umbellulata is resistant to leaf rust (Sears 1956), stem
rust (Ozgen et al. 2004), stripe rust (Bansal et al. 2017),
powdery mildew, hessian fly and green bug (Gill et al.1985).
Sears (1956), using a radiation treatment, pioneered the
transfer of a gene resistant to leaf rust, Lr9, from chromo-
some 6U of Ae. umbellulata to common wheat chromosome
6B (Sears 1941a).

9.8.2.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. umbellulata is the only diploid species in the section
Aegilops having the basic chromosome number of the sec-
tion (2n = 2x = 14). Both its nuclear genome and organellar
genome were designated U (Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988;
Dvorak 1998). It is involved in the parentage of the seven
allotetraploids of section Aegilops, namely, Ae. geniculata
(genome MoMoUU), Ae. biuncialis (genome UUMbMb), Ae.
neglecta (genome UUXnXn), Ae. columnaris (genome
UUXnXn), Ae. triuncialis (genome UUCC), Ae. peregrina
(genome SlSlUU), and Ae. kotschyi (genome SlSlUU), and of
two allohexaploids (Ae. recta (genome UUXnXnNN) from
section Aegilops and Ae. juvenalis (genome DcDcXcXcUU)
from section Vertebrata (Kihara 1954, 1957; Kihara and
Tanaka 1970; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Kimber and
Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998). As the donor of the U
genome to all the allopolyploids of the section, Ae. umbel-
lulata contributed many of its morphological features (glume
awns, sudden narrowing of the spike, free caryopsis, infla-
tion of the glumes and whole-spike disarticulation) to its
related allopolyploids.

Kihara and Lilienfeld (1932) designated the genome of
Ae. umbellulata Cu and considered it to be a modified gen-
ome derived from the C genome of Ae. caudata Conse-
quently, Kihara (1954) placed it, together with Ae. caudata,
in the C-genomic group, based on the assumption that Ae.
triuncialis (2n = 4x = 28; genome UUCC), containing the
genomes of Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata, was consid-
ered to be an autotetraploid by von Berg (1931), who
observed the autosyndetic behavior of the C and Cu genomes
of Ae. triuncialis in a hybrid with Secale cereale. Kihara
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(1954) also based his grouping of Ae. umbellulata in the
same genomic group with Ae. caudata, on the formation of
some multivalents in a synthetic amphiploid of Ae. triun-
cialis (Karpechenko and Sorokina (1929). Yet, Kihara
(1954) himself expressed the inaccuracy of placing these two
species in one group, since the view of autopolyploidy of Ae.
triuncialis was rejected by several cytogenetic studies. Also,
there was little or no support of the assumption of Kihara
and Lilienfeld (1932) that the two genomes were not widely
differentiated at the time of their incorporation into the tet-
raploid Ae. triuncialis. Sears (1948) questioned the genomic
similarity of the C and Cu genomes on both cytological and
morphological grounds, pointing out that both the C- and
Cu-genome chromosomes paired with M-genome chromo-
somes of Ae. comosa at about the same frequency as they
paired with each other, and further, that the spike mor-
phology of the two species is very different. Such weak
chromosomal affinity in meiosis of hybrids between these
two species was also found by Sears (1941b) and Kihara
(1949). Kimber and Abu-Baker (1981) reached the same
conclusion by investigating chromosome pairing in a series
of hybrids involving Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata. These
findings agree with the taxonomic treatment of Ae. umbel-
lulata and Ae. caudata that, based on their morphology,
placed the two species in two different sections (Zhukovsky
1928), Eig (1929a), Hammer (1980), and van Slageren
(1994). In addition, the karyotypes of Ae. umbellulata and
Ae. caudata are widely different (Chennaveeraiah 1960).
Consequently, it was concluded that the Cu genome of Ae.
umbellulata is not a modified C genome of Ae. caudata and
should, therefore, be given a separate genomic status
(Chennaveeraiah 1960; Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981). Thus,
the symbol U was assigned to the genome of Ae. umbellulata
and is also used in the genomic descriptions of allopolyploid
species with Ae. umbellulata in their parentage (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960; Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981). The major
differences in the C-banding patterns of Ae. caudata and Ae.
umbellulata provide additional support for the differential
designation of the Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata genomes
(Teoh and Hutchinson 1983).

The nuclear genome of Ae. umbellulata is significantly
larger than that of Ae. caudata, equal to that of Ae. comosa
and smaller than the genome of Ae. uniaristata (Eilam et al.
2007; Table 9.3). Its 1C DNA size, determined in 9 acces-
sions that were collected from different regions of the dis-
tribution area of the species, is 5.53 ± 0.052 pg (Eilam et al.
2007). Very little intraspecific variation in DNA content was
found between the accessions.

The karyotype of Ae. umbellulata is asymmetric.
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) recognized several types of
chromosomes that included one pair with large satellites on
the short arm, one pair with a median centromere, four pairs
with sub-median-sub-terminal centromeres, and one pair

with a characteristic knob due to an extremely sub-terminal
centromere. The karyotype described by Chennaveeraiah
(1960), although essentially similar to that observed by
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932), differed from it in one
respect. One of the pairs with a sub-median-sub-terminal
centromere also featured a satellite on the shorter arm, but
the satellite was considerably smaller, approximately 1/3 of
the large satellite. Thus, the karyotype consists of 6 types of
chromosomes, one pair with a large satellite on the short
arm, one pair with a small satellite on the short arm, one pair
with a sub-median centromere, two pairs with sub-median-
sub-terminal centromeres, another smaller pair with a
sub-median centromere and one pair with the characteristic
knob due to an extreme sub-terminal centromere. The
shortest chromosome is about ¾ the size of the largest one.
A similar description of the Ae. umbellulata karyotype was
presented by Al-Mashhadani et al. (1978), who analyzed the
karyotype of several Aegilops species native to Iraq.

Ae. umbellulata has a complex C-banding pattern with
intensely stained pericentromeric, telomeric and interstitial
bands (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983). Telomeric bands occur
on most of the long arms. Chromosomes 2U, 4U, and 5U
according to the designation of Friebe et al. (1995b),
[chromosomes D, F, and C according to Kimber’s (1967)
designation] are easily distinguishable by their C-banding
patterns, but the other chromosomes also exhibit specific
C-banding patterns. Chromosomes 1U and 5U are the SAT
chromosomes that are clearly differentiated by their banding
patterns (Teoh and Hutchinson 1983). Badaeva et al. (1996a)
also found that Ae. umbellulata is among the most hete-
rochromatic species with large centromeric, intercalary and
terminal C-bands present on all chromosomes.

While Teoh and Hutchinson (1983) analyzed only one
accession of Ae. umbellulata, Friebe et al. (1995b) studied
ten different accessions, collected from different geographic
regions, and established a standard karyotype and a gener-
alized ideogram of Ae. umbellulata, based on C-banding
of these accessions. In addition, these authors identified, by
C-banding and GISH, the individual Ae. umbellulata chro-
mosomes in T. aestivum cv. CS– Ae. umbellulata chromo-
some addition lines, produced by Kimber (1967). These six
umbellulata chromosomes were designated by Kimber
(1967) as follows: A (subterminal chromosome), B (SAT
chromosome), C (SAT chromosome), D (subterminal chro-
mosome), E (subterminal chromosome), G (subterminal
chromosome). Friebe et al. (1995a, b, c) determined the
homoeology of these six umbellulata chromosomes in the
addition lines as follows: 1U = B, 2U = D, 4U = F,
5U = C, 6U = A, and 7U = E). [The missing chromosome,
F (=3U), is sub-median; Kimber (1967)].

Ae. umbellulata has two pairs of SAT-chromosomes, 1U
and 5U, that were described earlier by the presence of sec-
ondary constrictions (Chennaveeraiah 1960). These pairs
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were shown by in-situ hybridization (ISH) using a ribosomal
DNA probe (Teoh et al. 1983), and by Ag-Nor banding
(Cermeño et al. 1984b), to possess NORs. The NOR in 1U is
usually more prominent than that in 5U. Chromosome 6U is
the shortest chromosome with the extreme sub-terminal
centromere. Some polymorphism for C-band size and posi-
tion was observed between the different accessions. How-
ever, this did not prevent chromosome identification (Friebe
et al. 1995b). No large structural rearrangements detectable
by C-banding analysis were found in any of the accessions.
Yet, Badaeva et al. (1996b) reported that line TA1965 of Ae.
umbellulata from Iran has a reciprocal translocation of
chromosomes 1U and 5U.

The homoeology of chromosome 6U of Ae. umbellu-
lata was also determined by studying its pairing relation-
ships with wheat telocentric lines in hybrids having the
chromosome constitution of 20 wheat chromosomes + one
wheat telocentric chromosome + seven Ae. speltoides chro-
mosomes that promote homoeologous pairing + chromo-
some 6U (Athwal and Kimber 1972). It has been found that
chromosome 6U is homoeologous to the group-6 chromo-
somes of wheat. Castilho and Heslop-Harrison (1995) per-
formed ISH with the 5S and the 18S–5.8S–25S rRNA genes
and the repetitive DNA sequence pSc119.2, on Ae. umbel-
lulata chromosomes. The pSc119.2 probe hybridized with
all Ae. umbellulata chromosomes at the telomeres, except
for the short arm of chromosome 6U, and showed intercalary
sites on the long arms of chromosomes 6U and 7U. The 5S
and 18S–25S rDNA only mapped physically on the short
arms of chromosomes 1U and 5U. On chromosome 1U, 5S
rDNA was shown to be sub-terminal and 18S–25S rDNA
more proximal, while on chromosome 5U, the position of
the genes was reversed. Similar result was obtained by
Badaeva et al. (1996b), using in situ hybridization with
pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) DNA
probes. Also, Martini et al. (1982), studying common wheat
plants into which 1U and 5U chromosomes of Ae. umbel-
lulata had been separately introduced, found that these two
chromosomes possess ribosomal RNA genes. ISH analysis
showed that the two addition lines with 1U and 5U have
more ribosomal RNA genes and rDNA clusters than the
recipient wheat plants. The repeating rDNA unit in Ae.
umbellulata is longer than most of the units in the standard
laboratory wheat cultivar Chinese Spring (Martini et al.
1982). The additional DNA is probably in the non-
transcribed spacer, as probably suggested by restriction
endonuclease maps of rDNA. In Chinese Spring plants
possessing 1U or 5U chromosomes, the largest nucleoli
formed on 1U or 5U chromosomes and the wheat NORs
formed only micronucleoli. This is not because the NORs on
chromosomes 1U and 5U have many more rRNA genes than
the wheat NORs, rather, Martini et al. (1982) suggested that
they compete more effectively for some limiting factor. The

partial inactivation of the wheat NORs by chromosomes 1U
or 5U does not result in reduced total nucleolus volume in
root tip or PMCs, because of the compensation by the NORs
of chromosomes 1U or 5U.

Lacadena and Cermeño (1985) analyzed the influence of
U genome chromosomes on NOR activity of common wheat,
in the complete set of the chromosome addition lines of Ae.
umbellulata to common wheat. Chromosomes 1U and 5U
induced partial inactivation of wheat NORs of chromosome
6B, 1B and 5D. Chromosomes 2U and 3U, which are not
SAT-chromosomes, also influenced the activity of wheat
NORs. The predominant status of the U genome with respect
to nucleolar competition in common wheat was in accord
with its predominance in the allopolyploid species of Aegi-
lops that contains the U genome (Cermeño et al. 1984b).

Teoh et al. (1983) probed the Ae. umbellulata genome
with two different cloned repetitive DNA sequences derived
from common wheat, one, TC22b, being a noncoding
sequence and the other coding for ribosomal RNA. Chro-
mosomes exhibited very little labelling with TC22b. Like in
Ae. uniaristata, Ae. umbellulata also had large centromeric
heterochromatic bands which did not correlate with heavy
labelling by the TC22b probe. On the other hand, ISH with
the repetitive DNA sequence that codes for ribosomal RNA,
confirmed the presence of two rDNA sites in Ae. umbellulata.

Using the probe pAs1 from Ae. tauschii in ISH experi-
ments with Ae. umbellulata, revealed only a few minor pAs1
sites on chromosomes 1U and 6U (Badeva et al. 1996a).
Faint inconsistent signals were detected in several other
U-genome chromosomes. In contrast, the probe pSc119
from Secale cereale hybridized to telomeric regions and
some interstitial sites of most Ae. umbellulata chromosomes
(Badaeva et al. 1996a).

The C genome of Ae. caudata and the U genome of Ae.
umbellulata differ significantly in heterochromatin content
(Friebe et al. 1995b), but minimally in C-band patterns
(Badaeva et al. 1996a). The number and chromosomal
location of hybridization sites with the pAs1 and pSc119
probes were similar in the two species (Badaeva et al.
1996a). This kind of similarity in ISH patterns suggests that
the C and U genomes are related. Yet, both genomes were
significantly rearranged during speciation and their chro-
mosomes show little affinity in meiosis of hybrids between
the two species (Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981).

Zhang et al. (1998), using RFLP probes that detect
homoeoloci previously mapped in hexaploid wheat, con-
structed a comparative genetic map of Ae. umbellulata with
wheat. It was found that all seven Ae. umbellulata chro-
mosomes displayed one or more rearrangements relative to
wheat, changes that are consistent with the sub-terminal
morphology of chromosomes 2U, 3U, 6U and 7U. Com-
parison of the chromosomal locations assigned by mapping
and those obtained by hybridization to wheat –Ae.
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umbellulata single chromosome addition lines verified the
composition of the added Ae. umbellulata chromosomes and
indicated that no further cytological rearrangements had
taken place during the production of the alien-wheat aneu-
ploid lines. Relationships between Ae. umbellulata and
wheat chromosomes were also confirmed, based on
homoeology of the centromeric regions.

Edae et al. (2017) developed a framework consensus
genetic map for Ae. umbellulata comprising 3009 genotype-
by-sequence SNPs with a total map size of 948.72 cM. On
average, there were three SNPs per centimorgan for each
chromosome. Chromosome 1U was the shortest (66.5 cM),
with only 81 SNPs, whereas the remaining chromosomes
had between 391 and 591 SNP markers. A total of 2395
unmapped SNPs were added to the linkage maps through a
recombination frequency approach, and brought the number
of SNPs placed on the consensus map to a total of 5404
markers. Segregation distortion was disproportionally high
for chromosome 1U for both populations used to construct
component linkage maps, and thus, segregation distortion
may be one of the reasons for the exceptionally reduced
linkage size of chromosome 1U. From comparative analysis,
all Ae. umbellulata chromosomes, with the exception of 4U,
showed moderate to strong collinearity with correspond-
ing homoeologous chromosomes of hexaploid wheat and
barley. The present consensus map may serve as a reference
map in QTL mapping and validation projects, and in
genome assembly of a reference genome sequence for Ae.
umbellulata.

Zymogram analysis was used to identify the Ae. umbel-
lulata chromosomes that carry the structural genes for par-
ticular isozymes (Benito et al. 1987). It was found
that umbellulata chromosome 6U carries a structural gene
for 6-phosphogluconate dehydrogenase, chromosome 1U
carries structural genes for glucose phosphate isomerase and
phosphoglucose mutase, chromosome 2U carries genes for
leaf peroxidases, chromosome 7U carries structural genes
for endosperm peroxidases, acid phosphatases and leaf
esterases, chromosome 4U carries a gene for embryo plus
scutellum peroxidases, and chromosome 3U carries struc-
tural genes for endosperm alkaline phosphatases, leaf alka-
line phosphatases and leaf esterases. The results obtained
indicate that chromosome 1U is partially homoeologous to
the common wheat chromosomes of group 1 and 4, and
chromosome 7U is partially homoeologous to common
wheat chromosomes of groups 7 and 4.

9.8.2.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Meiosis in Ae. umbellulata is regular; seven bivalents were
formed in every pollen mother cell (PMC) of which 3–4
were rod and 3–4 ring (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Likewise,

Cuñado (1992) observed an average of 3.07 rod bivalents,
3.93 ring bivalents, (total of seven bivalents), and 10.94
chiasmata per cell. Obviously, Ae. umbellulata, having
several sub-telocentric chromosomes, displays less ring
bivalents than species with symmetric karyotype.

Data on average chromosome pairing between allote-
traploid species of section Aegilops containing a U sub-
genome with Ae. umbellulata, signifies the homology
between this subgenome and that of the diploid (Table 9.5).
Average chromosome pairing in meiotic metaphase of F1
hybrids between Sitopsis Species and Ae. umbellulata was
low. Thus, hybrids involving two Sitopsis species, Ae.
speltoides and Ae. sharonensis, with Ae. umbellulata shows
that their genomes are very distantly related (Table 9.4).
More specifically, the hybrid Ae. speltoides var. ligustica I
(HP type) x Ae. umbellulata had 3.22 univalents, 2.98 rod
bivalents, 0.0 ring bivalents, 1.58 trivalents and 0.03
quadrivalents, whereas the hybrid Ae. speltoides var. ligus-
tica (IP type) x Ae. umbellulata had 9.08 univalents, 1.98
rod bivalents, 0.0 ring bivalents, and 0.32 trivalents. Similar
to the hybrid with the HP type of Ae. speltoides, also the
hybrid Ae. sharonensis x Ae. umbellulata had low pairing.
Similarly, Tanaka (1955a) observed 5–11 univalents, 1–5
bivalents with a mode of 3, 0–1 trivalents and 0–1 quadri-
valents in the hybrid Ae. sharonensis x Ae. umbellulata.
Chromosome pairing in the hybrid Ae. bicornis x Ae.
umbellulata had 0–5 bivalents (with a mode of 3) and 0–3
trivalents (Kihara 1949), and in the hybrid Ae. longissima x
Ae. umbellulata 0–4 bivalents (with mode of 2) and 0–1
trivalents (Kihara 1949).

Average chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae.
umbellulata x Ae. tauschii displayed 3.36 rod bivalents, 0.0
ring bivalents and 0.66 trivalents (Cuñado and Santos 1999).
Similar data were obtained by Kihara (1949). Average
chromosome pairing in hybrids between Ae. caudata and Ae.
umbellulata included 5.64 univalents, 3.46 rod bivalents,
0.12 ring bivalents and 0.40 trivalents, and in another hybrid
of Ae. caudata x Ae. umbellulata 5.64 univalents, 3.46 rod
bivalents, 0.12 ring bivalents and 0.40 trivalents (Sears
1941b). Somewhat higher pairing in the hybrid Ae. caudata
x Ae. umbellulata was reported by Kihara (1949), with 3–6
bivalents (with mode of 5) and 0–1 trivalents. Nevertheless,
the above data indicate low affinity between the genomes of
these two species. In the F1 hybrid Ae. umbellulata x Ae.
comosa, Kihara (1949) observed 2–5 bivalents and 0–2
trivalents. In the hybrid Ae. uniaristata x Ae. umbellulata,
Percival (1932) observed 0–4 bivalents, while Sears (1941b)
observed 8.30 univalents, 2.70 rod bivalents, 0.0 ring biva-
lents and 0.10 trivalents). Evidently, the genome of Ae.
umbellulata is closer, although not very close, to the genome
of Ae. caudata than to those of Ae. comosa and Ae.
uniaristata.
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Chromosomal pairing between hexaploid Ae. crassa
(genome DcDcXcXcDD) x Ae. umbellulata included 13.94
univalents, 4.06 rod bivalents, 1.46 ring bivalents (5.52
total), 0.81 trivalents, 0.09 quadrivalents and 0.03 hexava-
lents (Melnyk and McGinnis 1962). Most of the pairing is
presumably autosyndetic between chromosomes of genomes
Dc and D of Ae. crassa. The rest of the pairing indicate very
little affinity between the U genome and the subgenomes of
hexaploid Ae. crassa. In contrast, two reports of chromo-
some pairing in the hybrid Ae. juvenalis (genome
DcDcXcXcUU) and Ae. umbellulata had 6.39 univalents,
3.59 rod bivalents, 4.46 ring bivalents (8.05 total), 1.42
trivalents, 0.28 quadrivalents and 0.03 hexavalents
(McGinnis and Melnyk1962) and 6.93 univalents, 4.80 rod
bivalents, 4.42 ring bivalents (9.22 total), 0.27 trivalents and
0.08 quadrivalents (Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981), indicat-
ing that a subgenome in Ae. juvenalis is homologous to the
genome of Ae. umbellulata.

Average chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid between
T. monococcum subsp. aegilopoides and Ae. umbellulata
had low pairing (Table 9.8). Evidently, the genomes of these
two species are very distantly related. The hybrid between
hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum and Ae. umbel-
lulata was very low (Table 9.10) Obviously, the subgenomes
of hexaploid wheat are not closely related to the genome of
Ae. umbellulata.

In certain lines of domesticated diploid wheat, T. mono-
coccum subsp. monococcum, Sears (1944a) identified two
alleles which act as dominant-lethal that are responsible for
unviability of hybrids with Ae. umbellulata, but without an
effect in T. monococcum itself. The alleles differ in the time
at which they cause death. A third normal allele is present in
the wild subspecies of T. monococcum, i.e.,
subsp. aegilopoides.

Chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae. umbellulata x
Amblyopyrum muticum without muticum B chromosomes,
showed intermediate level of pairing and many multivalents
(Table 8.1). Hence, pairing was low in spite of the presence
of homoeologous pairing promoter genes in A. muticum. The
range of chromosome pairing in hybrids with two B chro-
mosomes, which suppress homoeologous pairing, was much
lower. Evidently, the genome of Ae. umbellulata is only
distantly related to that of A. muticum.

9.8.3 Aegilops geniculata Roth

9.8.3.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. geniculata Roth, commonly known as ovate goat grass,
[Syn.: Ae. ovata L.; T. ovatum (L.) Raspail:] is a predomi-
nantly autogamous, annual, tufted, multi-tillered plant. It has
thin, 10–40-cm-tall (excluding spikes) culms, that geniculate
at the base and then rise upright, with narrow, hairy or

glabrous leaves. The upper 1/3 or 1/4 of the culms is defo-
liated. Leaf blades are usually short, 2–5-cm-long. Its spike
is broad-oval to narrow-elliptical, short (1.5–3.0-cm-long),
does not become suddenly narrow, and is usually awned.
The entire spike disarticulates at maturity (umbrella-type
dispersal unit). There are 3(2–4) oval or urceolate spikelets
that are appressed to the rachis, all potentially fertile, aside
from the terminal, which is usually sterile. The lower rachis
segment is usually shorter than the adjacent spikelet. There
is one basal rudimentary spikelet, and rarely 2 or none.
There are 5 florets in each spikelet, with the upper 3 being
sterile. Glumes are 7–8-mm-long, with veins (5–7) that are
unequal in width and unequally spaced, and are inflated at
the middle, usually with 3–4(-5) awns (2.0–3.5-cm-long),
equal in width. Upper spikelets usually have more awns (4–
5), which are as long as or shorter than lateral spikelet awns.
There are usually two lemma awns on lower spikelets, and
three on upper spikelets. All awns are widely spread at
maturity. There are 5–7 veins near the upper margin of the
lemma of the lower spikelets. The caryopsis is free
(Fig. 9.4b).

Ae. geniculata exhibit very large variation in spike shape,
size, hairiness, and compactness, spikelet shape, site of
glume inflation, and awn count, length and structure. In the
southwestern part of its distribution, there is a compact form
with irregular awns. The wide morphological variation led
taxonomists to subdivide the species into two subspecies,
each containing several varieties, albeit, with some dis-
agreement on the sub-specific classification. Thus, Zhu-
kovsky (1928) subdivided Ae. geniculata into four
subspecies, namely, gibberosa, umbonata, globulosa and
planiuscula. Eig (1929a) divided Ae. geniculata into two
subspecies, euovata (currently subsp. geniculata), that con-
tains four varieties, and subsp. atlantica, that contains three
varieties. Hammer (1980) also subdivided the species into
two subspecies: geniculata and gibberosa. Ssp. geniculata
includes six varieties and is characterized by loose
arrangement of spikelets in the ear, awns that have the same
width, and often by more than 3 spikelets per spike, whereas
subsp. gibberosa includes three varieties and is characterized
by more compact arrangement of spikelets in the ear, and
rarely with more than 3 spikelets per spike.

Medouri et al. (2015) evaluated morphological poly-
morphism among Ae. geniculata accessions from Algeria
and found a great variation in most of the studied traits.
A weak relationship between morphological traits and eco-
logical factors was found. They also revealed high poly-
morphism among accessions in the high molecular weight
(HMW) glutenin subunits and discovered several new sub-
units. Mahjoub et al. (2009, 2010), used morphological traits
and RAPD markers to assess genetic diversity in Ae.
geniculata from North and Central Tunisia. Both morpho-
logical traits and RAPD markers showed a high degree of
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variation within and between populations. Yet, gene diver-
sity was attributable mostly to diversity within populations.
The morphological variation was associated with environ-
mental (climatic) change. A non-significant correlation was
found between morphological and RAPD variations. Similar
results of high variation in European and Tunisian Ae.
geniculata accessions, determined using RAPD, was also
reported by Zhang et al. (1996) and Mahjoub et al. (2016),
respectively. On the other hand, Monte et al. (2001) reported
only slight variation in Ae. geniculata accessions from
Spain, whereas, when using RAPD and ISSR, Thomas and
Bebell (2010) found great genetic diversity in accessions of
this species from Greece, the center of its distribution.
Similarly, AFLP analysis of Ae. geniculata accessions from
Turkey revealed high polymorphism in this species (Kaya
et al. 2011).

Ae. geniculata is a widespread Mediterranean and Wes-
tern Asiatic element. It grows in Macaronesia (Madeira,
Tenerife), Portugal, Spain, South France (including Corsica),
Italy (including Sardinia and Sicily), Malta, Slovenia,
Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, North Macedonia,
Albania, Bulgaria, Greece, (including Crete and the Aegean
Islands), South Ukraine, South Russia (including Crimea
and Ciscaucasia), rare in Transcaucasia (Georgia, Armenia,
and Azerbaijan), Turkey (Northwest and Mediterranean),
Northern Iraq, Western Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Israel,
Jordan, Egypt, Libya, Tunisia, Algeria and Morocco. In
several regions of North-Africa, it penetrates into the Sahara.
Ae. geniculata grows on terra-rossa, basalt, rendzina, cal-
careous sandstone and alluvial soils. It is found in edges and
openings of sclerophyllous oak forests, garrigue and maquis,
shrub and herbaceous formations, fallow fields, roadsides,
disturbed habitats, and often on the edges of and within
cultivated plantations and wheat fields (with which it may
form natural hybrids). It grows at altitudes from almost sea
level to 1750 m. Ae. geniculata is adventive in parts of
central and northwestern Europe (van Slageren 1994) and
was introduced into parts of United States, e.g., California,
where it is a noxious weed invading dry land pastures
(Hitchcock 1935).

Ae. geniculata grows with its two diploid parents in
Turkey and Greece. However, its distribution is larger than
that of its diploid parents and it occupies more types of
habitats that its diploid parents. It is common, locally
abundant, forming dense stands throughout its range in both
primary and secondary habitats. Yet, it is sporadic in mar-
ginal and semi-steppical regions. Like other Aegilops
allotetraploids, Ae. geniculata is a typical colonizer species.
The two diploid parents grow together in western Turkey
and in Greece and this is presumably the center of origin of
the species.

Ae. geniculata is very widely distributed in the central
and western part of the distribution of the genus. With the

exclusion of Ae. bicornis and Ae. vavilovii, both of which
grow in xeric habitats, and Ae. juvenalis, Ae. geniculata has
contact with all the species of the wheat group. Ae. genic-
ulata grows sympatrically with most of the specpes of
Aegilops and wild, and allopatrically with A. muticum, Ae.
bicornis, Ae. tauschii, Ae. kotschyi, and Ae. juvenalis.

Ae. geniculata usually grows in mixed stands with other
Aegilops species, particularly with those belonging to the
U-genome cluster, i.e., species of section Aegilops, with
which it may form natural hybrids and introgressed deriva-
tives. In many mixed populations of Ae. geniculata, Ae.
peregrina and Ae. biuncialis in Israel, natural hybrids,
hybrid derivatives and many highly introgressed types
involving Ae. geniculata have been found, indicating a wide
occurrence of gene flow between these three species,
resulting in increased variation (Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Feldman 1965a, b, c). It is assumed, therefore, that in many
parts of the Ae. geniculata distribution area, mixed popula-
tions of Ae. geniculata and other allopolyploid species of
section Aegilops, such interspecific genetic connections
leading to introgression that blurs, to some extent, the
specific boundaries. Evidence indicating gene flow that
occurred between Ae. geniculata and common wheat, when
the former grew near or in wheat fields, was presented by
Zaharieva and Monneveux (2006), Loureiro et al. (2006),
Loureiro and Escorial (2007), and by Arrigo et al. (2011).
Spontaneous hybridization between tetraploid wheat (T.
turgidum ssp. durum) and Ae. geniculata was also regularly
observed in sympatric populations, resulting in spontaneous
formation of durum-geniculata fertile amphiploids that arose
through unreduced gametes of the F1 hybrids (David et al.
2004).

Ae. geniculata contains genes that confer resistance to
several fungal diseases, such as powdery mildew (Gill et al.
1985; Stoilova and Spetsov 2006), leaf rust (Gill et al. 1985;
Zaharieva et al. 2001b; Aghaee-Sarbarzeh et al. 2002;
Anikster et al. 2005), stem rust (Zaharieva et al. 2001b; Liu
et al. 2011a, b), and yellow (stripe) rust (Zaharieva et al.
2001b; Aghaee-Sarbarzeh et al. 2002; Anikster et al. 2005),
resistance to barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) (Zaharieva
et al. 2001b), Hessian fly (Gill et al. 1985), common root rot
(Bailey et al. 1993), and cereal cyst nematodes (CCN)
(Zaharieva et al. 2001b). It also contains a gene that may
improve tolerance to abiotic stresses related to water status,
chlorophyll content and plant thermal regulation under
Mediterranean field conditions (Zaharieva et al. 2001a). The
genetic potential of Ae. geniculata to improve resistance to
biotic stresses and tolerance to abiotic stresses in wheat
harbors invaluable potential for wheat improvement.

9.8.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. geniculata is an allotetraploid (2n = 4x = 28) species.
Its nuclear genome designation is MoMoUU and organellar
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genome is Mo (Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998).
Kihara (1937, 1954) designated the genome of Ae. genicu-
lata CuCuMoMo (Cu is currently U) primarily due to the
chromosomal pairing observed in hybrids with other Aegi-
lops allotetraploids. Kihara (1929) and Kihara and Lilienfeld
(1932) observed 5–11 bivalents in the F1 hybrid Ae. triun-
cialis (genome CuCuCC; currently UUCC) and Ae. genicu-
lata and in the reciprocal combination and concluded that
the Cu (U) subgenome of Ae. triuncialis also exists in Ae.
geniculata. Likewise, Kihara (1949) observed 6–9 bivalents
and 0–3 trivalents in the F1 Ae. geniculata x Ae. columnaris
hybrid (genome CuCuMcMc; currently UUXnXn), confirming
the inclusion of the U genome in Ae. geniculata. On the
other hand, Kihara (1929) observed 5–10 bivalents in the F1
hybrid of Ae. geniculata x Ae. ventricosa (genome
DDMuMu; currently DDNN) and configurations of 10
bivalents + 8 univalents were frequently observed in the F1
of the reciprocal cross (Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932).
Therefore, it was concluded that one of the two subgenomes
in Ae. geniculata is close to the M genome of Ae. uniaristata
or Ae. comosa. This conclusion was accepted because pair-
ing in the F1 hybrid Ae. geniculata x T. aestivum (genome
BBAADD) had only 2–3 bivalents (Kihara and Lilienfeld
1932; Riley 1966a), indicating that Ae. geniculata does not
carry the D subgenome. Genome analysis following direct
crosses between Ae. geniculata and its putative diploid
progenitors was performed by Kihara (1937), who observed
7 bivalents in the Ae. geniculata x Ae. umbellulata (genome
UU) hybrid. Kimber and Abu-Baker (1981) reported the
presence of 6 bivalents and one trivalent in the F1 of this
hybrid combination, thus, presenting direct evidence that
one of the subgenomes of Ae. geniculata is U of Ae.
umbellulata. Likewise, Kimber et al. (1988) reported the
presence of 7 bivalents or 6 bivalents and one trivalent in the
F1 Ae. geniculata x Ae. comosa (genome MM) hybrid,
verifying the presence of the M subgenome in Ae. genicu-
lata. Yet, based on meiotic analysis of a number of hybrids,
Kimber et al. (1988) concluded that, while the U subgenome
of Ae. geniculata is much closer to the U genome of Ae.
umbellulata than the M subgenome is to the M genome of
Ae. comosa, and suggested that the M subgenome underwent
substantial modifications at the tetraploid level. By this
conclusion, they reinforced Kihara’s (1937, 1954) view that
the M subgenome of Ae. geniculata is a modified genome.
The presence of a modified M-subgenome in Ae. geniculata
was further confirmed by cytogenetic and molecular data
(Talbert et al. 1993; Friebe et al. 1999; Resta et al. 1996;
Badaeva et al. 2002, 2004).

Resta et al. (1996) investigated the origin of the Ae.
geniculata subgenomes by examining specific restriction
fragments of repeated nucleotide sequences in the DNA of
this allotetraploid species. The analysis showed that Ae.
geniculata is closely related to Ae. biuncialis; in both

species, one subgenome was closely related to the genome
of Ae. umbellulata and the other was a modified genome
of Ae. comosa. Consequently, they proposed the same
genome formula, UUM°M°, for Ae. geniculata and Ae.
biuncialis. Ae. neglecta and Ae. columnaris, which are also
closely related to each other and have the same genomes,
share the U genome with Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis,
but their second pair of subgenomes is unrelated to the Mo

subgenome.
A similar conclusion was reached by Gong et al. (2006)

who, using 31 ISSR primers, found that the genome con-
stituents of Ae. geniculata had considerably changed as
compared to the genomes of its ancestral diploid species.
The genetic similarity index between Ae. geniculata and Ae.
umbellulata was much higher than that with Ae. comosa,
indicating that the U subgenome of Ae. geniculata had
changed relatively minimally while its Mo subgenome was
significantly modified.

Karyological studies also showed that one chromosomal
set of Ae. geniculata corresponds to that of Ae. umbellulata
(Senjaninova-Korczagina 1932; Pathak 1940; Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). The second chromosomal set is different,
bearing median or sub-median centromeres and with no
satellites or secondary constrictions (Senvaninova-
Korchaginova 1932; Chennaveeraiah 1960). Since the
karyotype of the second set differed from that of all the
diploid species of Aegilops, Chennaveeraiah (1960) sup-
ported Kihara’s (1937, 1954) claim that the second chro-
mosomal set of Ae. geniculata, the Mo genome, became
modified at the tetraploid level.

Maan (1977b) reported that the cytoplasm of Ae. genic-
ulata is similar to that of Amblyopyrum muticum. Similarly,
Tsunewaki (1996) and Wang et al. (1997) suggested that a
form of A. muticum might be the maternal and Ae. umbel-
lulata the paternal parent of Ae. geniculata. Yet, Terachi
et al. (1984), based on restriction fragment patterns of
chloroplast DNA, concluded that the chloroplast genome of
Ae. geniculata is unique, being distinctly different from that
of all species of sections Aegilops and Comopyrum as well
as from that of Amblyopyrum muticum. No diploid species
with a chloroplast genome closely related to that of Ae.
geniculata has been found in the Triticum, Aegilops or
Amblyopyrum genera (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1982; Ter-
achi et al. 1984). Even Ae. umbellulata and A. muticum,
whose chloroplast genomes are closest to that of Ae.
geniculata, showed seven differences in ctDNA restriction
fragments when compared to that of Ae. geniculata. It was
therefore suggested that the cytoplasm of Ae. geniculata was
derived from the Mo genome donor (Mukai and Tsunewaki
1975; Tsunewaki 1980). Consequently, the plasma type of
Ae. geniculata was designated Mo (Tsunewaki 1980; Tsu-
newaki and Tsujimoto 1983; Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988;
Dvorak 1998), and is different from that of the related
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allotetraploid species, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta and Ae.
columnaris, that have the cytoplasm of Ae. umbellulata.

Tsunewaki (2009), reviewing the results of his and his
coworkers on plasmon (plastom and chondrion) analysis of
the Aegilops-Triticum group, maintained the conclusion that
the origin of the Mo plasmon of Ae. geniculata is unclear.
This allotetraploid species shares a genome constitution,
UM, with Ae. biuncialis, and has a genome constitution
related to that of Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta. Its plas-
mon, however, greatly differed from those of these three
species in most respects, although similar to the Ae.
columnaris plasmon in its phenotypic effects, and to the T,
T2 and U plasmons of A. muticum and Ae. umbellulata,
respectively, in the plastom.

Assuming the degree of plasmon dissimilarity between
two species parallels differences in time of origin, Wang
et al. (1997) and Tsunewaki (2009) speculated relative time
of the origin of related polyploids by comparing their plas-
mon similarity with their closest diploid relatives. Thus,
plasmon differences were compared between Ae. geniculata
and its phylogenetically related species of section Aegilops
(Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta and Ae. columnaris) and the
plasmons of the closest diploid relatives. The results suggest
that the origin of Ae. geniculata is more ancient than that of
the other related allotetraploid species. A similar conclusion
on the early origin of Ae. geniculata was reached by Terachi
et al. (1984) on the basis of plastom analysis.

Ae. geniculata contains 10.29 ± 0.008 pg 1C DNA
(Eilam et al. 2008), which is 5.68% less DNA than that
expected from the sum of the DNA of its two diploid par-
ents, i.e., 10.91 pg (Ae. comosa contains 5.53 pg and Ae.
umbellulata contains 5.38 pg; Eilam et al. 2007). The loss of
DNA in Ae. geniculata was confirmed by Badaeva et al.
(2002, 2004) who, based on differential C-banding and
in situ hybridization, found that this allotetraploid exhibits
substantial structural chromosome rearrangements, including
deletion of chromosomal segments and reduction of hete-
rochromatin content.

Early studies of the karyotype of Ae. geniculata revealed
only one pair of SAT chromosomes on the somatic com-
plement (Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) or two such pairs
on short arms (Matsumura 1940), and Pathak (1940) noted
the presence of one pair with a satellite and another pair with
a secondary constriction. Chennaveeraiah (1960) confirmed
the presence of two SAT pairs on short arms, and also
reported one pair with a knob due to extreme sub-terminal
constriction, one pair with a median centromere, eight pairs
with sub-median centromeres and four pairs with sub-
median-sub-terminal centromeres.

Chennaveeraiah (1960) analyzed the karyotype of two
taxa of Ae. geniculata, var. brachyathera (Pomel) Eig [=Ae.
geniculata ssp. gibberosa (Zhuk.) Hammer] and
subsp. globulosa Zhuk., and found no significant differences

between them. In both, two satellite pairs were observed,
confirming the observations of Matsumura (1940) and
Pathak (1940). Both had a pair with a median centromere,
another pair with an almost median centromere, and a pair
with the extreme sub-terminal centromere. The rest of the
pairs in both taxa had sub-median and sub-median-sub-
terminal centromeres. The only difference between the two
taxa was that ssp. globulosa had more pairs with sub-
median-sub-terminal centromeres than var. brachyathera.

Chromosome morphology and variation in N-band dis-
tribution along the Ae. geniculata chromosomes were studied
in 13 accessions by Landjeva and Ganeva (2000). The N-
banding technique differentially stained all 14 chromosome
pairs, enabling their identification. The most prominent bands
were observed near the centromeres and in the intercalary
regions of both arms, whereas telomeric bands were found in
only seven chromosome pairs. Polymorphism for presence or
absence of particular bands was observed among different
accessions. The variable bands were predominantly located at
the terminal and subterminal chromosome regions, and were
also unevenly distributed over chromosomes. In their work,
the researchers present a generalized idiogram of Aegilops
geniculata (Landjeva and Ganeva 2000).

Badaeva et al. (2002, 2004), using C-banding technique,
analyzed heterochromatin banding patterns in the somatic
metaphase chromosomes of several accessions of Ae.
geniculata. Chromosome morphology and C-banding pat-
terns in most studied accessions were similar to those
reported previously (Pathak 1940; Chennaveeraiah 1960;
Friebe et al. 1999), allowing chromosome designations
according to the standard nomenclature (Friebe et al. 1999).
Chromosome modifications were mostly found in Turkish
accessions involving a high frequency of chromosomal
rearrangements, represented by paracentric inversions and
intragenomic and intergenomic translocations. Some modi-
fications were the result of either Robertsonian transloca-
tions or translocations with interstitial breakpoints (Badaeva
et al. (2002, 2004). This is in accord with the finding of
Furuta (1981a), who reported a high frequency of chromo-
somal rearrangements in Turkish Ae. geniculata accessions.
On the other hand, Yen and Kimber (1990c) did not observe
modifications of the U genome chromosomes in five Turkish
Ae. geniculata accessions.

The findings reported by Badaeva et al. (2002, 2004)
confirmed that Ae. geniculata evolved as a result of
hybridization between Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa.
Comparing Ae. geniculata with its diploid ancestors revealed
differences in morphology and C-banding patterns of many
chromosomes belonging both to the Mo and U genomes,
indicating that both genomes had been modified, which
agrees with previous data (Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981;
Kimber et al. 1988; Kimber and Yen 1989; Yen and Kimber
1990d).
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Talbert et al. (1993) cloned three repetitive DNA
sequences found primarily in the U genome and two repet-
itive DNA sequences found primarily in the M genome and
used these to monitor variation in species containing both
genomes. The U genome of Ae. umbellulata and the U
subgenome of the allotetraploid U-genome species were
similar with regards to hybridization patterns observed with
the U genome probes. Much more variation was found both
among diploid Ae. comosa accessions and allopolyploids
containing M subgenomes. The observed variation supports
the cytogenetic evidence that the M subgenome in the
allotetraploid species is more variable than the U sub-
genome. It also raises the possibility that part of the differ-
ential nature of the M subgenome of the allotetraploids may
be due to variation within the diploid Ae. comosa, while
other variations may have been generated at the tetraploid
level.

Badaeva et al. (2004) also studied the distribution of
hybridization sites in Ae. geniculata, by performing FISH
with the repetitive DNA probes pSc119 and pAs1, as well as
the distribution of NOR and 5S DNA loci, using the pTa71
(18S-26S rDNA), and pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes. FISH with
pSc119 revealed signals on 10 chromosome pairs, while five
chromosome pairs had pAs1 FISH sites. Large- or medium-
sized pSc119 FISH sites were observed in telomeric regions
of either one or both chromosome arms. Interstitial pSc119
FISH sites were located in the long arms of 6U and 7U,
which were identified on the basis of their similarity with the
corresponding chromosomes of Ae. umbellulata (Badaeva
et al. 1996a; Castilho and Heslop-Harrison 1995). On the
other hand, the pAs1 FISH sites were faint and located in
interstitial chromosome regions and, in general, resembled
the pAs1–labeling pattern of Ae. comosa chromosomes
(Badaeva et al. 1996a, 1999).

Badaeva et al. (2004) observed two pairs of SAT chro-
mosomes in Ae. geniculata, confirming previous reports
(Pathak 1940; Chennaveeraiah 1960; Cermeño et al. 1984b;
Yamamoto 1992b; Yamamoto and Mukai 1995). Multi-
color FISH with the probes pTa71 and pTa794 exposed the
inactivation of major NORs on the M-subgenome chromo-
somes, and redistribution of 5S rDNA sites and loss of some
minor 18S-26S rDNA loci in both subgenomes (Badaeva
et al. (2004). Their study detected two major and four minor
18S-26S rDNA and three 5S rDNA sites, whose locations
and presence were different from those in the parental spe-
cies; chromosome 1U had a major NOR but lacked the 5S
rDNA site and 1Mo only had the 5S rDNA locus. Small 5S
rDNA loci were detected in the short arms of all group-5
chromosomes, which also had either major (5U) or minor
(5Mo) 18S-26S rDNA loci. Minor pTa71 FISH sites of
various intensities were detected in telomeric regions of two
large sub-metacentric chromosome pairs, presumably 2 and
3 Mg, and in a small metacentric chromosome pair,

presumably a derivative of chromosome 6 M of Ae. comosa
that lost the NOR during the formation of Ae. geniculata.
A weak hybridization signal was occasionally observed in an
interstitial region of the long arm of chromosome 6U, which
is also present in chromosome 6U of Ae. umbellulata
(Badaeva et al. 1996b). The data presented by Badaeva et al.
(2004) substantiated that Ae. geniculata speciation was
accompanied by modification of both parental genomes as a
result of amplification, deletion, and re-distribution of vari-
ous classes of repetitive DNA sequences and chromosomal
rearrangements.

Chromosome 1U is one of the two SAT chromosomes of
diploid Ae. umbellulata and is one of the most conserved
chromosomes among the different allopolyploid species
containing the U subgenome. Loss of the 5S rDNA locus on
1U of Ae. geniculata was probably caused by a species-
specific translocation. Badaeva et al. (2004) confirmed that
the second subgenome of Ae. geniculata, the M subgenome,
is a modified subgenome that underwent many modifications
because of amplification, elimination and redistribution of
highly repetitive DNA sequences, as well as chromosomal
rearrangements. Part of the significant intraspecific hetero-
geneity observed in Ae. geniculata was presumably derived
from independent hybridization and introgression with other
species.

Cermeño et al. (1984b) analyzed the activity of the NORs
in somatic metaphase chromosomes of Ae. geniculata using
a highly reproducible silver-staining procedure. Similar to
the finding of Badaeva et al. (2004), Cermeño et al. (1984b)
found that the U subgenome completely suppressed the
NOR activity of the Mo subgenome. They identified two
pairs of SAT chromosomes and two pairs of Ag-NORs,
although four Ag-NORs pairs were expected, based on their
count in their diploid progenitors. The number of nucleoli at
interphase was as follows: 22 cells had 1 nucleolus, 175 cells
had 2 nucleoli, 99 had 3, and 15 had 4.

The production and identification of a complete set of an
intact Ae. geniculata chromosome additions to common
wheat has been described (Friebe et al. 1999). C-banding
and meiotic pairing analyses revealed that all added Ae.
geniculata chromosomes were structurally identical to the
Ae. geniculata parent accession. Consequently, all U and
Mo subgenome chromosomes were tentatively assigned to
their homoeologous groups based on C-banding, first mei-
otic metaphase pairing analyses and plant morphologies.

FISH signals were generally associated with constitutive
heterochromatin regions corresponding to C-band-positive
chromatin, including telomeric, pericentromeric, centromeric
and interstitial regions of all the 14 Ae. geniculata chro-
mosome pairs. The newly identified satellite DNA CL36,
used by Koo et al. (2016), produced localized Mo-sub-
genome chromosome-specific FISH signals in Ae. genicu-
lata and in the M genome of Ae. comosa ssp. heldreichii
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var. subventricosa but not in Ae. comosa ssp. comosa,
suggesting that the Mo subgenome of Ae. genicu-
lata derived from var. subventricosa. Friebe et al. (1999)
suggested a different source of the Ae. geniculata Mo sub-
genome, based on comparison with the C-banding patterns
that were established for Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa by
Badaeva et al. (1996a, b). They confirmed that the U genome
of Ae. geniculata was contributed by Ae. umbellulata, but
claimed that the Mo genome derived from Ae. comosa
ssp. comosa.

9.8.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of an Israeli
accession of Ae. geniculata was regular: 0.06 univalents,
1.20 rod bivalents, 12.77 ring bivalents and 30.66 chiasmata
per cell (Feldman 1963). The single pair with a sub-terminal
centromere, belonging to the U subgenome, appeared as rod
bivalents but, in many cells, it had two chiasmata. A higher
number of rod bivalents (3.01 rod bivalents, 10.99 ring
bivalents) and lower number of chiasmata per cell at first
meiotic metaphase (24.99) was reported by Cuñado (1992)
for Ae. geniculata from Turkey. Similar pattern of chromo-
somal pairing at first metaphase of meiosis of Ae. geniculata
was reported by Cuñado et al. (1996a, b), who also analyzed
the pattern of pachytene pairing by whole-mount surface-
spreading of synaptonemal complexes under the electron
microscope. Their data indicated that in more than 90% of
the cells at the pachytene stage, all the chromosomes were
associated as bivalents, while in the rest of the cells, they
observed 12 bivalents and one quadrivalent, presumably the
result of inter-subgenomic homoeologous pairing.

Furuta (1981a) studied meiosis in intraspecific hybrids of
Ae. geniculata and found that many Turkish accessions
differed by one or two reciprocal translocations. On the other
hand, Yen and Kimber (1990c) did not observe any rear-
rangement in the U genome chromosomes in five Turkish
accessions of Ae. geniculata.

Data on chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between Ae.
geniculata and its diploid parents, Ae. umbellulata and Ae.
comosa, are presented in Table 9.5. Kihara (1937) reported
that the Ae. geniculata x Ae. umbellulata hybrid had 7
bivalents, and similar observation was made by Kimber and
Abu-Baker (1981) observed 6.42 univalents, 5.69 bivalents,
0.92 trivalents and 0.11 quadrivalents. The Ae. geniculata x
Ae. comosa hybrid had 6.15 univalents, 2.65 rod bivalents,
3.05 ring bivalents and 1.15 trivalents (Kimber et al. 1988).
The triploid hybrids pairing data substantiated the Kihara’s
(1937, 1949, 1954) claim that Ae. geniculata originated from
a hybridization between Ae. comosa and Ae. umbellulata,
followed by chromosome doubling. Yet, the meiotic analysis
of Kimber and Yen (1988) showed that the M genome of Ae.
geniculata had undergone substantial modification; the U

subgenome is much closer to the U genome of Ae. umbel-
lulata than the Mo subgenome is to the M genome of Ae.
comosa. However, the possibility exists that the U sub-
genome has also been somewhat modified (Kimber and Yen
1988).

Meiotic data from other F1 triploid hybrid involving Ae.
geniculata and Ae. uniaristata (Table 9.5) displayed low
chromosomal pairing, indicating that there is low homology
between the subgenomes of Ae. geniculata and the genomes
of Ae. uniaristata (Table 9.5). The triploid hybrid Ae.
geniculata x Ae. longissima had 2–6 bivalents, with mode of
4, and 0–1 trivalents (Kihara 1949). The Ae. geniculata x T.
monococcum hybrid had 13.50 univalents, 3.42 rod biva-
lents, 0.06 ring bivalents and 0.18 trivalents (Bell and Sachs
1953). A similarly low level of pairing [0–5 (usual 1–3)
bivalents] were reported earlier in this hybrid combination
by Aase (1930), Bleier (1930 and Percival (1930).

Chromosome pairing at meiosis of F1 hybrids between
Ae. geniculata and allotetraploids sharing the U subgenome
but differing in the second subgenome, showed that, in
addition to pairing between the chromosomes of the shared
subgenome, that pairing also occurred between several
chromosomes of the non-shared subgenomes (Table 9.7).
For instance, the F1 tetraploid hybrid Ae. geniculata x Ae.
biuncialis (hybrid genome MoMbUU) had 10.25 univalents,
4.20 rod bivalents, 2.30 ring bivalents, 1.25 trivalents and
0.25 quadrivalents (Kimber et al. 1988). The Ae. geniculata
x Ae. columnaris (hybrid genome MoXnUU) hybrid had 9.20
univalents, 4.45 rod bivalents, 2.70 ring bivalents, 1.10
trivalents and 0.30 quadrivalents (Kimber et al. 1988). The
Ae. geniculata x Ae. kotschyi (hybrid genome MoSvUU)
hybrid had 11.70 univalents, 1.60 rod bivalents, 4.42 ring
bivalents and 1.42 trivalents (Feldman 1963), and Kimber
et al. (1988) observed 10.65 univalents, 3.20 rod bivalents,
3.25 ring bivalents, 1.35 trivalents and 0.10 quadrivalents in
this hybrid combination, and 11.95 univalents, 3.50 rod
bivalents, 2.15 ring bivalents, 1.25 trivalents and 0.25
quadrivalents in the reciprocal hybrid. The Ae. geniculata x
Ae. peregrina hybrid had 11.44 univalents, 2.02 rod biva-
lents, 5.00 ring bivalents and 0.84 trivalents (Feldman 1963).
The Ae. geniculata x Ae. triuncialis hybrid had 5–11 (usu-
ally 7–8) bivalents (Kihara 1929).

Hybrids between tetraploid species with different geno-
mic constitution had significantly less pairing than hybrids
between tetraploid species that share one subgenome. For
example, the Ae. cylindrica x Ae. geniculata (hybrid genome
DCMoU) hybrid had 3–8 bivalents (Aase 1930) and the Ae.
geniculata x Ae. ventricosa (hybrid genome MoUDN) hybrid
had 3–10 bivalents (usually 7) (Kihara 1929) or 3–7 biva-
lents (all rod bivalents) (Percival 1930).

Chromosomal pairing was also studied in hybrids
between Ae. geniculata and tetraploid and hexaploid wheat
(Tables 9.9 and 9.10). The tetraploid hybrid Ae. geniculata x
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T. turgidum sp. turgidum (hybrid genome MoUBA) had 0–3
rod bivalents (Aase 1930; Bleier 1928; Gaines and Aase
1926 Yen and Kimber (1990d) Genomic relationships of
Triticum searsii to other S-genome diploid Triticum species.
Genome 33: 369–374.

Kagawa 1929; Kihara 1929; Percival 1930; Sax and Sax
1924), and the Ae. geniculata x T. turgidum subsp. durum
(genome MoUBA) hybrid had 0–4 rod bivalents (Aase
1930). The T. aestivum x Ae. geniculata (genome BAD-
MoU) hybrid had 29.67 univalents, 2.62 bivalents and 0.03
trivalents (Riley 1996a), or 0–3 rod bivalents (Bleier 1928),
indicating very low homology between the subgenomes of
these two species. Similarly, low levels of pairing in the T.
aestivum x Ae. geniculata hybrid was observed by Cifuentes
and Benavente (2009), who examined chromosome pairing
at meiotic metaphase in this F1 pentaploid hybrid by FISH,
which enabled simultaneous discrimination of the chromo-
somes of the A, B, D, U and Mo subgenomes. They observed
32.86 univalents, 1.04 bivalents, and 0.02 trivalents, of
which more than 60% represented allosyndetic pairing
between wheat and geniculata chromosomes. The average
ratio of aestivum-geniculata associations was 5:1:12 for
those involving the A, B and D subgenomes, respectively,
indicating that somewhat higher homology exists between D
subgenome chromosomes and those of Ae. geniculata than
between A or B subgenomes chromosomes and Ae. genic-
ulata chromosomes.

Fernandez-Calvin and Orellana (1992) analyzed meiotic
associations at first metaphase in the pentaploid hybrid Ae.
geniculata x T. aestivum, bearing the Ph1 gene (suppressor
of homoeologous pairing) and the mutant phlb (a deficiency
of Ph1 that enables high homoeologous pairing), using the
C-banding technique. The observed associations revealed
the same relative order: AD-MoU > A-D > U–Mo > AD-
B > UMo-B in both low- and high-homoeologous-pairing
hybrids.

Benavente et al. (2001) analyzed karyotypes of offspring
of two different T. turgidum–Ae. geniculata amphiploids
(2n = 8x = 56; genome BBAAMoMoUU) carrying Ph1 or
lacking it (ph1c deletion), by GISH. The offspring, obtained
after two generations of amphiploid selfing, had, on average,
fewer chromosomes than expected. Most of the lost chro-
mosomes belonged to Ae. geniculata. The two families
differed greatly in the number of intergenomic transloca-
tions. The ph1c family showed nine translocations over 12
plants, while only one translocation was observed in
the Ph1 family. All exchanges involved either the Mo and
U chromosomes or the Mo and wheat chromosomes. The
results suggest an epistatic effect of the ph1c deletion on the
genetic diploidizing system that operates in Ae. genicu-
lata, since translocated chromosomes are most likely
derived from homoeologous recombination.

In summary, Ae. geniculata has very little homology with
the subgenomes of either tetraploid or hexaploid wheat, as
expressed by the minimal pairing in its hybrids with wheat
species of these ploidy levels. Aase (1930) suggested that
Ae. geniculata may be an autotetraploid. But, if so, more
bivalents would be expected in its hybrids both with tetra-
ploid and hexaploid wheat, and Kagawa’s studies (1929) on
chromosome morphology in Ae. geniculata unambiguously
rule out an autotetraploid interpretation of Ae. geniculata.

9.8.4 Aegilops biuncialis Vis.

9.8.4.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. biuncialis Vis., common name Mediterranean Aegilops,
[Syn.: Ae. lorentii Hochst.; Ae. machrochaeta Shuttl. &
Huet. ex Duval-Jouve; T. macrochaetum (Shuttl. & Huet. ex
Duval-Jouve) Richter; T. biuncialis Vill.; Ae. connata
Ateud.] is a predominantly autogamous, annual, multi-
tillered plant, 15–40(-50) cm tall (excluding spikes). The
uppermost 1/3 or 1/4 of the culms is defoliated. Leaf blades
are glabrous or ciliate, seldom hairy, short (2–5-cm-long)
and narrow-linear. Its spike is narrow-lanceolate to
narrow-elliptical, lax, 2.0–3.5-cm-long (excluding awns),
awned, usually with two spikelets, rarely 3–4, the uppermost
of which is not significantly smaller than the lower ones. The
entire spike disarticulates at maturity and falls as a unit
(umbrella-type dispersal unit). The lower rachis internode is
shorter than the adjacent spikelet. There is one basal rudi-
mentary spikelet, seldom two. The spikelets are narrow to
broad elliptical, and their lower parts are sometimes slightly
inflated. There are 4–5 florets, the two lower one being
fertile. The glumes are 8–10-mm-long, awned, with
unequally broad nerves that are unequally spaced. Glume
awns are usually smooth underneath, all with the same
breadth, but with unequal lengths in different spikelets.
Terminal spikelet have three glume awns, which are 4–
7-cm-long, and much longer and broader than those of the
lateral spikelets. The central awn of the terminal spikelet is
sometimes longer than its lateral awns. There are 2–3 awns
on the lateral spikelets, and when there are three, the central
awn is shorter than the lateral awns. The lemma is mem-
branous, usually awned, but the awns are more poorly
developed than the glume awns, plainly shorter and fewer,
but always more than one per spikelet, usually 2 in lateral
spikelets, and 3–4 in the terminal ones. All awns diverge at
maturity. The caryopsis is free (Fig. 9.4c).

There is a difference of opinion among taxonomists
concerning the valid name of this species. The name Ae.
biuncialis was given by Visiani (1842), accompanied by an
illustration but without a description. His description of the
species appeared only ten years later (Visiani 1852). In the
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meantime, Hochstetter (1845) described the same species,
collected by Lorent (1845), and named it Ae. lorentii. Zhu-
kovsky (1928), Eig (1929a), Nevski (1934a, b), Tzvelev
(1976) and Gandilian (1980) used the name Ae. biuncialis,
whereas other taxonomists, e.g., Bor (1968, 1970), Tutin and
Humphries (1980) and Hammer (1980), used the name Ae.
lorentii. Yet, according to Article 44 of the International
Code of the Botanical Nomenclature, the former name,
which was published earlier and accompanied by an illus-
tration with analysis, is the valid name; and so, it is, in
practice (Mattatia and Feinbrun-Dothan 1986).

Ae. biuncialis exhibits a very wide morphological varia-
tion mainly involving the spike shape (elliptical to lanceo-
late), size (2 or 3, seldom 4 fertile spikelets), color, hairiness
and awn width and length. This variation is reflected in the
adaptation of Ae. biuncialis to different environmental con-
ditions throughout its distribution area (van Slageren 1994).
Because of this morphological variation, Zhukovsky (1928),
Eig (1929a), and Hammer (1980) subdivided Ae. biuncialis
into three varieties that mainly differed in the shape of the
spikelets, hairiness and length of glumes and awns.

A high degree of intraspecific molecular variation was
also revealed in Ae. biuncialis; analysis of several popula-
tions of this species from the Iberian-peninsula and the
Balearic-islands, using AFLP DNA markers, showed high
genetic variation within and between the studied populations
(Monte et al. 1999, 2001). Similarly, Thomas and Bebell
(2010), using RAPD and ISSR markers, revealed a signifi-
cant amount of genetic variability in Ae. biuncialis from
Greece. Rabokon et al. (2019), using intron-specific DNA
polymorphism of b-tubulin gene family members as a
molecular marker, uncovered DNA polymorphism suffi-
ciently high to distinguish between different accessions of
Ae. biuncialis.

Ae. biuncialis distributes in the Mediterranean and
western Asiatic regions. It grows in Portugal (possibly),
Spain, South France (including Corsica), Italy (including
Sicily and Sardinia), Malta, Greece (including Crete and the
Aegean Islands), Albania, Macedonia, Serbia, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Croatia, Romania, Bulgaria, South Ukraine,
South Russia (Crimea and Cis-Caucasia), Trans-Caucasia
(Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia), Turkey, northern Iraq,
western Iran, Syria, Lebanon, Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, Libya,
Tunisia, Algeria, and Morocco. Ae. biuncialis is common in
southern Europe and the Aegean, Greece, Turkey, Bulgaria
and Cyprus. It is well represented in the western arc of the
Fertile Crescent but virtually rare in the central part and the
eastern arc, in Cis- and Trans- Caucasia, southern Crimea
and southern Ukraine. It is less common in North Africa. Ae.
biuncialis is adventive in parts of central and northwestern
Europe such as Germany, Switzerland and the Netherlands.
Ae. biuncialis grows on a variety of soils, e.g., terra rossa,
basalt, and rendzina soils. It is prevalent in the edges and

openings of the sclerophyllous and deciduous oak forests
and maquis, in degraded shrub formations, in semi-steppe
herbaceous formations, in stony hillsides, abandoned fields,
edges and within cultivation such as olive groves, vineyards,
fruit tree plantations, and within or near barley and wheat
fields, in disturbed and eroded areas and roadsides. It is
common and locally abundant in generally dry, somewhat
disturbed habitats, such as fallow wastelands, roadsides, and
dry rocky slopes of hills and mountains. It grows at altitudes
of 200–1750 m, rarely up to 2100 m in Lebanon. As a
typical colonizer, the species can form massive stands,
especially in regularly disturbed places. It grows in areas
with annual rainfall varying from less than 100 mm up to
1100 mm, with most growing in areas with a range of 200–
700 mm rain.

The distribution area of Ae. biuncialis is in the western
and central parts of the distribution of the genus. It is a
Mediterranean element extending into semi-steppical (West
Irano-Turanian) region, occupying a wide variety of primary
and secondary habitats. Ae. biuncialis usually grows in
mixed stands with other Aegilops species, particularly those
belonging to the U-genome cluster, i.e., the allopolyploids of
section Aegilops, with which it may introgress. Interspecific
hybrids and hybrid derivatives were frequently found in
mixed populations of Ae. biuncialis, Ae. geniculata, and Ae.
peregrina in Israel, indicating continuous genetic connec-
tions between these three species (Zohary and Feldman
1962; Feldman 1965a, b, c). Hybrids between Ae. biuncialis
and common wheat, when the wild species grew in or close
to the wheat fields, were reported by Loureiro et al. (2006),
Loureiro and Escorial (2007), who estimated the field
hybridization rate under central Spain conditions. Their
study showed that the hybrid Ae. biuncialis x common wheat
can be partially fertile by pollinating it by the wheat parent
and thus, can introgress with the domesticated parent.

The distribution of the two diploid parents of Ae. biun-
cialis overlaps in western Turkey and Greece. It is assumed
therefore, that this area is the center of origin of Ae. biun-
cialis. The distribution of Ae. biuncialis overlaps with and is
much larger than that of its two parents. It has a sympatric
distribution with the following species: A. muticum, Ae.
speltoides, Ae. searsii, Ae, caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae.
uniaristata, Ae. umbellulata, wild T. monococcum, wild T.
timopheevii, wild T. turgidum, Ae. geniculata, Ae. neglecta,
Ae. recta, Ae. columnaris and Ae. ventricosa, and an allo-
patric distribution with Ae. longissima, Ae. kotschyi, Ae.
tauschii, Ae. crassa, Ae. vavilovii and Ae. juvenalis.

Ae. biuncialis contains genes that confer resistance to
powdery mildew (Gill et al. 1985; Zhou et al. 2014), to leaf
rust (Gill et al. 1985; Marais et al. 2003), yellow (stripe) rust
(Damania and Pecetti 1990; Marais et al. 2003; Zhou et al.
2014), barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV) (Makkouk et al.
1994), and Hessian Fly (Gill et al. 1985). It also contains
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genes that may improve tolerance to abiotic stresses such as
drought and salt (Molnár et al. 2004; Colmer et al. 2006;
Dulai et al. 2014). In this regard, Molnáret al. (2004) found
that Ae. biuncialis genotypes originating from a dry habitat
have better drought tolerance than wheat, rendering them
good candidates for improving the drought tolerance of
wheat through intergeneric crossing. In addition, it was
found that one accession of Ae. biuncialis had a high gluten
and grind quality because of a high percentage of c-45.31
and c-43.5 gliadins, while another accession had low gluten
content, because of a low percentage of these gliadins
(Ahmadpoor et al. 2014). A disomic addition line of a pair of
chromosomes 1U of Ae. biuncialis in the background of
common wheat, improved the end-product quality of wheat
(Zhou et al. 2014). Also, chromosome 3 MB of Ae. biun-
cialis improved the grain micronutrient content, namely,
higher K, Zn, Fe, and Mn contents in wheat (Farkas et al.
2014).

9.8.4.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. biuncialis is an allotetraploid (2n = 4x = 28) species. Its
nuclear genome designation is UUMbMb and that of its
organellar genome is U. Kihara (1937, 1954) designated the
genome of Ae. biuncialis CuCuMoMo (current designation
Cu = U and Mo = Mb), and Lilienfeld (1951) concluded that
the Mo subgenome of Ae. biuncialis is a modified M gen-
ome, that was derived from either the M genomes of Ae.
comosa or from the Mu (currently N) genome of Ae.
uniaristata. The designation CuCuMoMo was based, in
addition to genome analyses pairing data, on morphological
characteristics and on karyotype (Senyaninova-Korchagina
1932). However, a later karyotypic study showed that one
chromosome set corresponded very well with the chromo-
somes of Ae. umbellulata, whereas the second chromosome
set did not correspond to any chromosomes of the diploid
species (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Sasanuma et al. (2006) presented evidence that the U
subgenome of Ae. biuncialis had multiple origins deriving
from different accessions of Ae. umbellulata. This conclu-
sion was based on PCR–RFLP of the U genome-specific
U31 fragment, developed by Kadosumi et al. (2005). Sasa-
numa et al. (2006) investigated the PCR–RFLP of this
fragment in 48 accessions of Ae. biuncialis and found that
most accessions possessed one allele of this fragment,
whereas other accessions had a second allele. Since these
two alleles exist in different accessions of Ae. umbellulata,
Sasanuma et al. (2006) concluded that the U subgenome in
Ae. biuncialis had multiple origins. The multiple origin of
the M subgenome of Ae. biuncialis has been suggested by
Chee et al. (1995),

The origins of the subgenomes of Ae. biuncialis and Ae.
geniculata were investigated by examining the presence of
specific restriction fragments of repeated nucleotide

sequences in the DNA of the allopolyploid species (Resta
et al. 1996). The analysis showed that Ae. biuncialis and
Ae. geniculata are closely related, that the U subgenome of
both species is closely related to the genome of Ae. umbel-
lulata, whereas the second subgenome, Mb in Ae. biuncialis
and Mo in Ae. geniculata, is a modified genome of Ae.
comosa. Modification of the Mb and Mo subgenomes could
be attributed to hybridization of allotetraploids sharing the U
subgenome but differing in their second subgenome (Zohary
and Feldman 1962; Feldman 1965a, b, c). C-banding and
FISH studies also confirmed that the U subgenome of Ae.
biuncialis derived from Ae. umbellulata and that the second
subgenome, Mb, is a modified M genome of Ae. comosa
(Badaeva et al. 2004). Like Resta et al (1996), Badaeva et al.
(2004) also assumed that intraspecific divergence of Ae.
biuncialis involved introgression of genetic material from
other species. In addition to sharing the U and M sub-
genomes with the allotetraploid species Ae. geniculata, Ae.
biuncialis shares the U subgenome with the allopolyploids
Ae. columnaris (UUXnXn), and Ae. neglecta (UUXnXn), but
differ from them in the second subgenome (Resta et al.
1996). In accord with this, Badaeva et al. (2004) found
significant differences in the karyotype structure, in the total
amount and distribution of C-heterochromatin and in the
number and location of 5S and 18S-26S rDNA loci
between Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis on the one hand,
and between Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta, on the one
hand, evidence that these two groups of species contain the
U genome of Ae. umbellulata but differ in the source of the
second subgenome.

Several investigations were performed to identify the
cytoplasm donor of Ae. biuncialis. Using restriction
endonucleases, Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1982) found no
differences in the chloroplast genome of two Ae. biuncialis
accessions. Terachi et al. (1984) and Ogihara and Tsunewaki
(1988) discovered that the chloroplast genome of Ae. biun-
cialis is almost identical with that of Ae. umbellulata and
therefore concluded that Ae. umbellulata was the cytoplasm
donor to Ae. biuncialis. Consequently, the designation U
was given to the plasma type of Ae. biuncialis. These results
were also confirmed by further studies on the chloroplast and
mitochondrial DNA (Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009). In
contrast, based on studies of cytoplasm-substituted wheats,
Maan (1975, 1978) and Panayotov and Gotsov (1975, 1976)
proposed that Ae. uniaristata or Ae. comosa were the cyto-
plasm donors of Ae. biuncialis. However, the results of
Terachi et al. (1984), Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988), Wang
et al. (1997), and Tsunewaki (2009) clearly confirmed the
conclusion that Ae. umbellulata was the cytoplasm donor to
Ae. biuncialis. Based on plasmon differences between the
cytoplasms of the allotetraploids and those of Ae. umbellu-
lata, Terachi et al. (1984), Wang et al. (1997), and Tsune-
waki (2009) proposed that Ae. biuncialis is a young species
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whose origin was later than that of the origin of Ae.
geniculata.

Ae. biuncialis contains 10.37 ± 0.039 pg 1C DNA
(Eilam et al. 2008), which is 4.95% less DNA than that
which is expected from the sum of the DNA of its two
diploid parents, i.e., 10.91 pg (Ae. umbellulata contains
5.38 pg and Ae. comosa contains 5.53 pg; Eilam et al.
2007). The loss of DNA in Ae. biuncialis was also found by
Badaeva et al. (2002, 2004) who, based on differential
C-banding and FISH, found that Ae. biuncialis exhibits
substantial structural chromosome rearrangements, including
deletion of chromosomal segments and reduction of hete-
rochromatin content.

Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) was the first to describe
the karyotype of Ae. biuncialis. She recognized seven types
of chromosomes that have only primary constrictions and
observed no SAT chromosomes. In contrast, Chennaveera-
iah (1960) reported on three chromosome pairs with satel-
lites on short arms, two pairs with markedly larger satellites,
whereas those on the third pair were very small. All in all, he
recognized 12 types of chromosomes, where one pair had an
extreme subterminal centromere, three pairs had submedian-
subterminal centromeres, and the rest of the pairs had sub-
median centromeres. No chromosome had a median
centromere.

Teoh et al. (1983), using FISH with a repetitive clone that
codes for rRNA, confirmed that there are three chromosome
pairs in Ae. biuncialis exhibiting rRNA sites, whereas the
expected number of pairs of rRNA is 4. Cermeño et al.
(1984b) analyzed nucleolar activity in Ae. biuncialis using a
highly reproducible silver-staining procedure and found that
the U subgenome suppressed one pair of the NORs of the
Mb subgenome.

Badaeva et al. (2002, 2004) studied the karyotype struc-
ture of Ae. biuncialis by analyzing heterochromatin banding
patterns of their somatic metaphase chromosomes, as
revealed by C-banding and FISH with the heterochromatin-
limited repetitive DNA probes pSc119, pAs1, as well as the
distribution of NOR and 5S DNA loci, revealed by pTa71
(18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes. The
C-banding studies displayed a wide polymorphism resulting
from chromosomal rearrangements represented by paracen-
tric inversions and intra- and inter-subgenomic transloca-
tions. The results obtained confirmed that the allotetraploid
species Ae. biuncialis was formed as a result of hybridiza-
tion of the diploids Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa. The
dissimilarity of the C-banding patterns and FISH sites in
several chromosomes of this allotetraploid species and those
of its ancestral diploid species indicated that chromosomal
changes occurred at the tetraploid level. Badaeva et al.
(2004) found that Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis differed
from each other and from the putative diploid progenitors in

the inactivation of major NORs on the M-subgenome
chromosomes, in the redistribution of 5S rDNA sites, and
loss of some minor 18S-26S rDNA loci in Ae. genicu-
lata and Ae. biuncialis. These differences indicate that var-
ious types of chromosomal alterations occurred during the
formation and evolution of these allopolyploid species.

When analyzing the karyotype of three different acces-
sions of Ae. biuncialis, Wang et al. (2013b) found that they
all exhibited a similar karyotype. All Ae. biuncialis chro-
mosomes had identifiable C-bands and FISH sites, which
allowed for simultaneous discrimination of all U and Mb

chromosomes. The U subgenome of Ae. biuncialis resem-
bled the U genome of the diploid species Ae. umbellulata,
whereas the Mb subgenome had some differences compared
to the M genome of Ae. comosa. The C-banding pattern of
the three studied accessions was similar to that reported by
Badaeva et al. (2004).

In contrast to Wang et al. (2013a), Schneider et al. (2005),
using FISH with the two repetitive DNA sequences pSc119.2
and pAs1 on root-tip metaphases, observed differences in the
FISH patterns of all chromosomes among four Ae. umbellu-
lata accessions, four Ae. comosa accessions, and three Ae.
biuncialis accessions. The hybridization patterns of the ana-
lyzed Ae. biuncialis accessions were more variable, and dif-
ferences were observed not only among the Ae. biuncialis
lines but also between Ae. biuncialis and its diploid progen-
itors. The genetic variability of Ae. biuncialis was manifested
by the different locations of the repetitive sequences, which
led to differences in the FISH pattern. FISH polymorphism
was detected in both the U and M subgenome chromosomes,
but, as also reported by Chee et al (1995), the level of
repetitive DNA variation in the M subgenome was much
higher than in the U subgenome. Similar results were obtained
by Gong et al. (2006) who, using ISSR markers, found that
the U-subgenome of the allopolyploids of the U subgenome
group, was very similar to that of Ae. umbellulata and was
practically unchanged, while the other subgenomes were
greatly altered in the allopolyploids, as was suggested by
Zohary and Feldman (1962). Likewise, Kimber and Yen
(1988), analyzing chromosome pairing in the hybrid between
Ae. biuncialis and autotetraploid Ae. umbellulata, found that
the U subgenome was relatively unmodified.

In addition, Schneider et al. (2005), produced and iden-
tified five different T. aestivum–Ae. biuncialis disomic
addition lines. To differentiate between the added Ae.
biuncialis chromosomes and those of common wheat, they
used genomic in situ hybridization and detected no chro-
mosome interchanges involving wheat and Ae. biun-
cialis chromosomes. Schneider et al. (2005) used three
repetitive DNA clones (pSc119.2, pAs1, and pTa71) and
identified the Ae. biuncialis disomic additions as 2M, 3M,
7M, and 3U.
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9.8.4.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Feldman (1963) studied chromosomal pairing at first meiotic
metaphase of two Ae. biuncialis accessions and found reg-
ular behavior, i.e., an average of 0.97 rod bivalents and
13.03 ring bivalents per cell. Cuñado (1992) observed
more rod bivalents These authors also analyzed the pattern
of early meiotic zygotene pairing in Ae. biuncialis by
whole-mount surface-spreading of synaptonemal complexes
under the electron microscope. Their data indicate that at the
zygotene stage, almost all cells (93%) had 14 bivalents,
whereas only a few cells (7%) had 12 bivalents and 1
quadrivalent.

Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1
hybrids between Ae. biuncialis and its putative diploid par-
ents, Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa, was studied by Kihara
(1937, 1949). The Ae. biuncialis x Ae. umbellulata hybrid
had an average of 7 bivalents (Kihara 1937) and the Ae.
biuncialis x Ae. comosa hybrid had 5–8 bivalents with a
mode of 7 and 0–2 trivalents (Kihara 1949). Kihara (1949)
also studied hybrids between Ae. biuncialis and diploid
species of section Sitopsis and noted much less pairing than
in the hybrids between Ae. biuncialis and its putative diploid
parents. Ae. biuncialis x Ae. speltoides had 3–7 bivalents and
0–3 trivalents, Ae. biuncialis x Ae. longissima had 0–5
bivalents and 0–2 trivalents, and the hybrid Ae. biuncialis x
Ae. bicornis had 0–6 bivalents and 0–1 trivalents. On the
other hand, the F1 hybrid Ae. biuncialis x Ae. caudata had
5–7 bivalents with a mode of 7, and 0–3 trivalents (Kihara
1949), indicating a greater homology with Ae. caudata than
with the Sitopsis species.

Hybrids between Ae. biuncialis and allopolyploid species
sharing the U subgenome were studied by Kihara (1937),
Feldman (1965c), and Kimber et al. (1988). Kihara observed
7 bivalents in the F1 hybrid Ae. biuncialis x Ae. peregrina
(hybrid genome UMbSvU) while Feldman reported 12.16
univalents, 1.16 rod bivalents, 5.38 ring bivalents, 0.76
trivalents, and 0.12 quadrivalents in this hybrid. The range of
the bivalents in this hybrid was 5–9, indicating that in
addition to the 7 bivalents between the chromosomes of the
U subgenomes, some bivalents were also formed between
the chromosomes of the differential genomes Mb and Sv. The
F1 Ae. geniculata x Ae. biuncialis hybrid (hybrid genome
MoUUMb) had 10.24 univalents, 4.20 rod bivalents, 3.39
ring bivalents, 1.25 trivalents and 0.25 quadrivalents (Kim-
ber et al. 1988). This hybrid also had pairing between
chromosomes of the differential subgenomes Mo and Mb.
Lindschau and Oehler (1936) observed very low chromo-
some pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae. biuncialis x Ae. cylindrica
(hybrid genome UMbDC), indicating that Ae. biuncialis has
no subgenome in common with Ae. cylindrica.

9.8.5 Aegilops neglecta Req. ex Bertol.

9.8.5.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol., common name tri-awn goat-
grass, [Syn.: Ae. ovata L. emend. Roth; T. ovatum (L.)
Raspail; Ae. triaristata Willd.; T. triaristatum Willd.) Godr.
& Gren. in Grenier & Godron; T. neclectum (req. ex Bertol.)
Greuter in Greuter & Rechinger] is a predominantly autog-
amous, annual, tufted, multi-tillered, 20–40(-50)-cm-tall
(excluding spikes) plant. Its culms have few joints, are
upright, or somewhat jointed near the ground, with the
uppermost 1/4 or 1/3 being defoliated. Leaves are more or
less hairy, often with ciliate margins. Its spike is 2.0–
4.5-cm-long (excluding awns), lanceolate or narrowly ovoid
and compact, with the lower parts inflated and ellipsoid,
becoming suddenly narrow-cylindrical in the upper part, and
awned. The entire spike disarticulates at maturity and falls as
a single unit (umbrella-type dispersal unit). There are 3 basal
rudimentary spikelets, seldom 2. There are 3–6 spikelets,
usually 4, with the two lowest being narrow to
broad-elliptical, proportionally large and lying against each
other, and the upper two being narrow, sterile, and projecting
conspicuously from the lower spikelets. The lower rachis
internodes are shorter than the adjacent spikelet, whereas the
upper rachis internodes are longer than the spikelets. There
are 4 florets, the upper 2 being sterile. The glumes have
curved, unequally broad, flattened nerves, with 2–3 awns
that are equal in length to those of the lemma. There are
usually three, 3.5–4.5-cm-long glume awns 2–3 on the lower
spikelets and almost always 3 on the upper spikelets. There
are 2–4 (usually 2) lemma awns on lower spikelets, usually
none on the upper ones, and if they exist, they are weakly
developed. Often the awns in the upper spikelets decrease in
length so that all awns of the spike end at the same height.
The awns of the mature spike are generally weak, seldom
strong. The caryopsis is free (Fig. 9.4d).

Ae. ovata (senso lato) was presented in the species
Plantarum (Linnaeus 1753) as containing two taxa, ovata
(senso stricto) and triaristata. The taxon triaristata was
separated from ovata and elevated to the specific rank by
von Willdenow in (1806), but the name Ae. triaristata was
illegitimate since it was already given to a part of the original
Ae. ovata. Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol. was described by
Bertoloni in 1834. Since it is the oldest available name to
replace the triaristata-part of the old ovata of Linneaus, it is
the legitimate name for this species (van Slageren 1994).
Yet, a number of taxonomists and cytogeneticists [e.g.,
Zhukovsky (1928), Eig (1929a), Chennaveeraiah (1960),
Kihara (1940a, b, 1954, 1963), Kihara and Tanaka (1970)]
used the name triaristata, while others, e.g., Hammer
(1980), used the name neglecta.
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Ae. triaristata included tetraploid and hexaploid forms.
The two forms were considered by Zhukovsky (1928), and
Kihara 1954, 1963), as subspecies of Ae. triaristata, whereas
Hammer (1980) considered them subspecies of Ae. neglecta.
Hammer (1980) and van Slageren (1994) designated the
tetraploid forms as ssp. neglecta and the hexaploid ones as
ssp recta. Chennaveeraiah (1960), based on karyotype dif-
ferences, elevated the hexaploid forms to the species rank
and named it Ae. recta (Zhuk.) Chennav., but kept the tet-
raploid as Ae. triaristata.

Chennaveeraiah (1960) described few morphological
differences between Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta, such as in
the number of spikelets, with 2 to 3 in neglecta and 5 to 6 in
recta. The awns in neglecta are spread and in recta, are
slanted. Neglecta glumes are glabrous and in recta are hairy.
In addition, Kihara (1963) noted that neglecta spikes sud-
denly taper, whereas those of recta, gradually taper. Yet,
there are many morphological intermediates between the two
species and sometimes it is difficult to differentiate between
them (Kihara 1963).

Ae. neglecta has a wide morphological variation mainly
in spikelet number, shape and size, hairiness, awn number
and development. It is sometimes confused with its closest
relatives Ae. recta and Ae. columnaris. Thomas and Bebell
(2010), using RAPDs and ISSRs, reported on the occurrence
of wide molecular diversity in Greek Ae. neglecta.

Ae. neglecta is an East Mediterranean and West-Asiatic
element. It distributes in the northeastern Mediterranean
region, that is in western Turkey, Greece (including the
Aegean Islands and Crete), the Balkan (Croatia, Bosnia-
Herzegovina, Serbia-Montenegro, North Macedonia, and
Albania), Southern Crimea, and Syria, and in West Asia, i.e.,
northern Iraq, Cis-Caucasus, Trans-Caucasus, Northern Iran
(rare) and Turkmenistan (Kihara 1963; van Slageren 1994;
Ohta et al. 2016). Although Ae. neglecta was described from
France and other West Mediterranean countries, there are no
chromosome counts to assure that all these collections are
tetraploids.

Ae. neglecta grows on a variety of soils, e.g., terra rossa,
basalt, rendzina, and alluvial soils. It is common in the edges
and openings of sclerophyllous and deciduous oak forests
and maquis, in openings of shrub formations, degraded
dwarf-shrub formations, semi-steppe herbaceous formations,
pastures, stony hillsides, abandoned fields, edges of culti-
vation, disturbed and eroded areas and roadsides, within
cultivations, such as olive groves, vineyards, fruit tree
plantations, and within or near barley and wheat fields. It is
also common, locally abundant in the Eastern Mediterranean
but somewhat less common in its eastern distribution area. It
grows at altitudes from almost sea level to 1600 m, rarely,
up to 2000 m. As a typical colonizer, the species can form
massive stands, especially in regularly disturbed places. It

grows in areas with annual rainfall varying from less than
450 mm to 750 mm.

Ae. neglecta is an adventive in central and northwestern
Europe, e.g., in Scotland, Belgium, Germany, Switzerland
and in the Netherlands. It was introduced to the USA and
reported as a “weed in fields of California and Virginia” by
Hitchcock and Chase in their 1951 Manual of the Grasses of
the United States. Ae. neglecta is still very restricted in North
America, known in California, Oregon, New York and
Virginia.

Ae. neglecta has a wide distribution in the central region
of the genus distribution. It occupies a large variety of pri-
mary and secondary habitats. Ae. neglecta grows sympatri-
cally with Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, Ae.
umbellulata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis, Ae. cylindrica
and Ae. recta and allopatrically with A. muticum, Ae. spel-
toides, Ae. peregrina and Ae. columnaris. Hybrids and
intermediate forms between Ae. neglecta and other species
of the U-subgenome group, which usually grow in mixed
stands, are occasionally found (Feldman 1965a).

Ae. neglecta contains genes that confer resistance to
powdery mildew (Gill et al. 1985; Worthington et al. 2015),
leaf rust (Gill et al. 1985; Marais et al. 2009), yellow (stripe)
rust (Marais et al. 2009), barley yellow dwarf virus (BYDV)
(Makkouk et al. 1994), and to Hessian Fly (Gill et al. 1985;
El Bouhssini et al. 1998). Damania and Pecetti (1990)
reported that Ae. neglecta is tolerant to drought and frost.

9.8.5.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. neglecta is an allotetraploid (2n = 4x = 28), with a
UUXnXn genome designation (modified by Badaeva et al.
2008 from Dvorak 1998; Tsunewaki 2009). The designation
of its plasmon is U, similar to that of Ae. umbellulata
(Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998; Tsunewaki
2009). Originally, Ae. neglecta was given the genomic for-
mula CuCuMtMt (Kihara 1937, 1949; 1954; Morris and
Sears 1967). The Cu subgenome (currently U) was derived
from Ae. umbellulata and the Mt subgenome (Currenly Xn)
was thought to be a modified form of the Ae. comosa M
genome (Kihara 1937, 1949). While Kihara did not analyze
hybrids between Ae. neglecta and its assumed diploid par-
ents, he determined the genomic formula of Ae. neglecta
from chromosomal pairing in hybrids between Ae. neglecta
and other allotetraploid species bearing U and M sub-
genomes. The Ae. neglecta (genome UUXnXn) x Ae. biun-
cialis (genome UUMbMb) hybrid had 5–10 bivalents, with a
mode of 8, the hybrid between neglecta and columnaris
(genome UUXnXn) had more than 12 bivalents (Kihara
1936, 1940a, b), and another work on neglecta x columnaris
hybrid reported 1.98 univalents, 12.54 bivalents, 0.26
trivalents and 0.04 quadrivalents (Furuta and Tanaka 1970).
Consequently, Kihara (1936, 1940a, b, 1954) assigned the
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genomic formulas CuCuMtMt to Ae. neglecta. Kimber and
Yen (1989) and Yen and Kimber (1992b) reported that all
the accessions of Ae. neglecta they used had an essentially
unchanged U subgenome, which reinforced Kihara’s con-
clusion concerning the origin of the U subgenome. Tsuchiya
(1956) produced hybrids between Ae. neglecta and its
assumed diploid parent Ae. comosa, but most of the seeds
did not germinate. In one hybrid that did germinate, the
meiotic behavior of the chromosomes was not studied in
detail, as the anthers degenerated. However, a few configu-
rations observed at first metaphase of several meiotic cells,
included 2 or 3 bivalents and many univalents. This may
indicate that the second subgenome of Ae. neglecta is either
different or greatly modified from the M genome of Ae.
comosa. Additional hybrids between neglecta and comosa
were not studied. Hybrids between Ae. neglecta and
autotetraploid Ae. uniaristata showed that there is no N
genome in neglecta (Kimber and Yen 1989).

Upon analysis of the karyotype of Ae. Neglecta, Chen-
naveeraiah (1960), like Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932),
reported that there is only one pair of chromosomes with
satellites on short arms, one pair with an extreme subter-
minal centromere, four pairs with submedian-subterminal
centromeres, one pair with median centromeres and the rest
with submedian centromeres. Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1932) has called attention to the resemblance of one half
of the chromosomes in Ae. neglecta to the chromosomes of
Ae. umbellulata. The most distinguished character of the U
genome is the single pair with the extremely subterminal
centromere. Ae. umbellulata has two chromosome pairs with
satellites, whereas Ae. neglecta has only one pair with
satellites. It seems certain, however, that the U subgenome is
present in Ae. neglecta either in a pure or in a slightly
modified form. The second set of chromosomes includes five
types, one pair with a median centromere and the rest with
submedian centromeres. No secondary constrictions or
satellites which are characteristic of the M genome are
present here. The Mt genome of Ae. neglecta is either con-
siderably modified from the basic type or it must be a gen-
ome foreign to Aegilops or at least to the known diploid
analyzers of Kihara (1954).

Ae. neglecta and Ae. columnaris are closely related to
each other and have the same genomes (Resta et al. 1996).
Variations in restriction fragments of repeated nucleotide
sequences showed that their second subgenome did not
derive from the M genome of Ae. comosa. While they share
the U subgenome with Ae. biuncialis and Ae. geniculata,
their second subgenome is unrelated to the Mo or Mb sub-
genomes of these species. No relationship was found
between this subgenome and the genome of any extant
diploid species of Aegilops or any phylogenetic lineage
leading to the extant diploid species (Resta et al. 1996;
Dvorak 1998). This unknown genome was designated Xt by

Resta et al. (1996) and Dvorak (1998), but was recently
changed to Xn, (X of neglecta) and consequently, the pro-
posed genomic formula for Ae. neglecta and Ae. colum-
naris is UUXnXn.

Analysis of the restriction fragment pattern of chloroplast
DNA of Ae. neglecta and of Ae. umbellulata using restric-
tion endonucleases (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1982; Terachi
et al. 1984), showed that the chloroplast genome (the plas-
tom) of Ae. neglecta arose from Ae. umbellulata. Studies on
the chondrion genome also showed that the cytoplasm (the
plasmon) of Ae. neglecta derived from Ae. umbellulata
(Terachi and Tsunewaki 1986). Comparison the plasmon of
several U-subgenome allotetraploid species with that of Ae.
umbellulata indicated that Ae. neglecta is of more recent
origin than Ae. geniculata (Tsunewaki 2009). On the other
hand, the four-tetraploid species, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. colum-
naris Ae. neglecta and Ae. triuncialis arose from Ae.
umbellulata as female (Tsunewaki 1996, 2009). The dis-
tance between Ae. neglecta and Ae. umbellulata is 0.01 but
is zero between the other three tetraploid and Ae. umbellu-
lata. This result suggests that Ae. neglecta is the oldest of the
four tetraploids.

Kadosumi et al. (2005), studying variation of the
genome-specific PCR primer set U31 in Ae. umbellulata and
Ae. neglecta, found three alleles of this DNA sequence in Ae.
umbellulata, and two in Ae. neglecta. This result indicated
that the U genome had at least two, probably more, inde-
pendent origins in Ae. neglecta. Similarly, Meimberg et al.
(2009) showed that Ae. neglecta originated from two inde-
pendent hybridizations as indicated by presence of at least
two different Ae. umbellulata chloroplast haplotypes. This
multiple origin could have introduced genetic variability that
increased the ecological amplitude and evolutionary success
of Ae. neglecta.

Ae. neglecta contains 10.64 ± 0.404 pg 1C DNA (Eilam
et al. 2008). The genome of Ae. neglecta, and that of its
closest relative Ae. columnaris, are larger than the genomes
of Ae. biuncialis and Ae. geniculata (Eilam et al. 2008). This
may indicate that the genome of the, yet unknown, diploid
donor of the subgenome Xn is larger than the M genome of
Ae. comosa, the putative donor of the M subgenome to Ae.
biuncialis and Ae. geniculata.

Badaeva (2002) identified all the chromosomes of Ae.
neglecta on the basis of morphology and C-banding patterns,
while Badaeva et al. (2004) also used FISH. All accessions
they analyzed possessed three pairs of NORs, two of which
were attributed to the U and one to the Xn subgenome. Yet,
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) and Chennaveeraiah (1960)
found only one pair of SAT chromosomes in Ae. neglecta.
The values obtained by Badaeva (2002) and Badaeva et al.
(2004) corresponded to the number of active NORs detected
by Teoh et al. (1983) and Ag-NOR staining (Cermeño et al.
1984b). The absence of secondary constriction on two
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chromosome pairs carrying NORs indicated that the
respective NORs were inactivated. Nevertheless, C-banding
analysis showed the presence of active NORs on chromo-
somes 1U, 5U and a Xn chromosome pair.

Comparison of 10 Ae. neglecta accessions from diverse
geographical regions, revealed low variability in the
C-banding patterns and translocation polymorphism
(Badaeva 2002, and Badaeva et al. 2004). Badaeva et al.
(2004) performed FISH with the heterochromatin-limited
repetitive DNA probes pSc119, pAs1, and studied the dis-
tribution of NORs (18S-26S rDNA) and 5S rDNA loci using
the pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA), and pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes.
The data obtained confirmed significant differences in
karyotype structure, in the total amount and distribution of
heterochromatin, and in the number and location of 5S and
18S-26S rDNA loci between Ae. neglecta -Ae. columnaris,
and Ae. geniculata—Ae. biuncialis. Ae. geniculata and Ae.
biuncialis showed moderate heterochromatin content, with
small- or medium-sized bands located in telomeric and
interstitial chromosome regions. The C-banding patterns of
these two-species corresponded with that of their diploid
ancestors Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa. In contrast to the
C-banding patterns of Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis, Ae.
neglecta and Ae. columnaris chromosomes were character-
ized by a high heterochromatin content, and large C-bands or
C-band complexes located in pericentromeric, interstitial,
and telomeric chromosome regions. Similarities in
C-banding and FISH patterns of most Ae. colum-
naris and Ae. neglecta chromosomes suggest that they
likely had a common ancestral diploid species. The differ-
ences in three chromosome pairs may indicate that the
divergence of these two species was probably associated
with chromosomal rearrangements and/or introgressive
hybridization. Three intergenomic translocations between U
and Xn chromosomes exist in Ae. neglecta.

These data reinforced the conclusion of Resta et al.
(1996) and Dvorak (1998) that Ae. neglecta and Ae.
columnaris (genomes (UUXnXn) had a different origin than
Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis (genomes MoMoUU and
UUMbMb, respectively). The similarity of the C-banding
patterns of Ae. neglecta and Ae. columnaris chromosomes
suggest that they originated from a common ancestor, with
Ae. umbellulata being the U-subgenome donor, while the
donor of the second subgenome is yet to be determined.
Moreover, Badaeva (2002) assumed that Ae. neglecta and
Ae. columnaris exchanged genetic material through pro-
cesses of introgressive hybridization with other tetraploid
species bearing the U subgenome.

9.8.5.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Using C-banding to study chromosome pairing at meiotic
metaphase of the two subgenomes of Ae. neglecta, (Cuñado

1992) showed diploid-like meiotic behavior, namely, only
bivalents were formed between fully homologous chromo-
somes. They analyzed the pattern of chromosome pairing at
the meiotic zygotene and pachytene stages in Ae. neglecta by
whole-mount surface-spreading of synaptonemal complexes
under the electron microscope. The observations indicated
that already at these early meiotic stages, the chromosomes
were almost exclusively associated as bivalents.

There are no data on chromosomal pairing in hybrids
between Ae. neglecta and its diploid parent Ae. umbellulata,
the donor of the U subgenome. However, chromosomal
pairing in the hybrid Ae. neglecta x autotetraploid Ae.
umbellulata supported the assumption that Ae. neglecta
contains the U subgenome and that this subgenome is fully
homologous to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata (Kimber
and Yen 1989; Yen and Kimber 1992b). On the other hand,
there are no data on chromosomal pairing in the hybrid
between Ae. neglecta and Ae. comosa, that was assumed to
be the donor of the second subgenome of neglecta. Never-
theless, there are data on meiotic chromosomal pairing in
hybrids between Ae. neglecta and other U-subgenome-
bearing allotetraploids. The F1 Ae. neglecta x Ae. columnaris
hybrid had 11–14 bivalents with a mode of 12 bivalents
(Kihara 1949), indicating that these two allotetraploids are
very close to each other and share close genomes. The
hybrid neglecta x geniculata had 5–10 bivalents, with a
mode of 8 bivalents, 0–2 trivalents and 0–1 quadrivalents
(Kihara and Nishiyama 1937), and the hybrid neglecta x
biuncialis had similar pairing, i.e., 5–10 bivalents, with a
mode of 8 bivalents, 0–1 trivalents and 0–1 quadrivalent
(Kihara 1949). This degree of chromosomal pairing indi-
cates that geniculata and biuncialis are close to neglecta but,
since all three contain the U subgenome, the reduced pairing
in the hybrids between them indicates that they differ in their
second subgenome. The Ae. neglecta x Ae. triuncialis hybrid
(genome UXnUC) had 0–9 bivalents, with a mode of 5
bivalents, and 0–1 trivalents (Lindschau and Oehler 1936;
Kihara 1949), the hybrid Ae. neglecta x Ae. peregrina or Ae.
neglecta x Ae. kotschyi (hybrids genome UXnSvU) had 7–10
bivalents, with a mode of 9 bivalents, and 0–2 trivalents,
indicating that Ae. neglecta differs in its second subgenome
from Ae. triuncialis, Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi. On the
other hand, chromosome pairing in the pentaploid hybrid Ae.
neglecta x Ae. recta (genome UXnUXnN) showed 14 biva-
lents and 7 univalents (Kihara 1937) indicating that the two
species share two subgenomes and that the third subgenome
of Ae. recta differ from the two subgenomes of Ae. neglecta.

Chromosomal pairing in hybrids between Ae. neglecta
and diploid species having the S, C, and N genomes showed
that the two subgenomes of Ae. neglecta are not homologous
to those of the diploids. More specifically, the Ae. neglecta x
Ae. speltoides hybrid (genome UXnS) had 2–8 bivalents,
with a mode of 4–5 bivalents, the Ae. neglecta x Ae. caudata
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hybrid (genome UXnC) had 6.30 univalents, 4.48 rod
bivalents, 0.17 ring bivalents, 1.73 trivalents and 0.05
quadrivalents (Kimber and Abu-Baker 1981), and the Ae.
neglecta x Ae. uniaristata hybrid (genome UXnN) had 2–6
bivalents, with a mode of 4 bivalents (Kihara 1949).

The frequency of homoeologous pairing at first meiotic
metaphase in F1 hybrids between T. turgidum subsp. durum
cv. Langdon and Ae. neglecta was determined by a genomic
in situ hybridization (GISH) procedure that allowed simul-
taneous discrimination of durum and. neglecta chromosomes
(Cifuentes et al. 2010). Chromosomal pairing was low in this
hybrid; average pairing contained 22.71 univalents, 2.37 rod
bivalents, 0.01 ring bivalents, 0.16 trivalents and 0.02
quadrivalents, with a total of 2.75 associations per cell.
Some of the associations were auto syndetic, namely, 0.19
associations/cell were between A and B chromosomes of
durum and 0.67 associations/cell were between U and Xn

chromosomes of neglecta. However, most of the associa-
tions were allosyndetic, with 1.39 associations/cell between
A and UXn chromosomes and 0.5 between B and UXn

chromosomes. Hence, interspecific durum-neglecta associ-
ations account for 69% of total first meiotic metaphase
pairing. Chromosomes of the A subgenome were most fre-
quently involved in pairing with their neglecta homoeo-
logues than the B subgenome chromosomes (Cifuentes et al.
2010).

9.8.6 Aegilops recta (Zhuk.) Chennav.

9.8.6.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. recta (Zhuk.) Chennav. [Syn.: Ae. triaristata Willd.; Ae.
triaristata subsp. recta Zhuk.; Ae. neglecta Req. ex Bertol.;
Ae. neglecta subsp. tecta (Zhuk.) Hammer; T. neglectum
(Req. ex Bertol.) Greuter; T. rectum Bowden] is an annual,
predominantly autogamous, 20–35-cm-tall (excluding
spikes) plant. The uppermost 1/4 or 1/3 of the culms is
defoliated. Leaf blades are more or less hairy, often with
ciliate margins. Its spike is lanceolate, compact, 2.0–3.5-cm-
long (excluding awns), awned, and generally becoming
narrow in the upper parts. The entire spike disarticulates at
maturity and falls as a unit (umbrella-type dispersal unit).
The lower rachis internode is shorter than the adjacent spi-
kelet. There are three basal rudimentary spikelets, seldom
two. There are 3–6 spikelets, usually 4, with the two lowest
being narrow to broad-elliptical, proportionally larger than
the upper ones and lying against each other, while the upper
two are usually fertile, seldom sterile, and project from the
lower part of the spike. There are 4–5 florets, the two lower
ones being fertile. The glumes are awned and broad, with
curved, unequally broad, flattened nerves. There are usually
3 glume awns on the upper spikelets, and 2–3 on the lower
spikelets. There are 2–4 lemma awns, usually 2, on lower

spikelets and usually none on upper ones, and if they exist,
they are poorly developed. Often the awns in the upper
spikelets decrease in length so that all awns of the spike end
at the same height. The awns of the mature spike are gen-
erally weak, seldom strong. The caryopsis is free (Fig. 9.4e).

Originally, Ae. recta has been included in Ae. neglecta
(formerly Ae. triaristata) which contained tetraploid and
hexaploid cytotypes. Zhukovsky (1928), and Kihara (1954,
1963) considered the two forms subspecies of Ae. triaristata,
whereas Hammer (1980) and van Slageren (1994) consid-
ered them subspecies of Ae. neglecta, i.e., the tetraploid
forms as ssp. neglecta and the hexaploid ones as ssp. recta
(Zhuk,) Hammer.

The tetraploid and hexaploid subspecies of Ae. neglecta
posed a taxonomic problem in the sense that they are almost
undistinguishable, yet, the different ploidy level causes some
reproductive isolation and subsequent speciation (van Sla-
geren 1994). The association ‘recta’ with the hexaploid level
was made for the first time by Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1930) in her karyosystematical overview of Aegilops. Since
then, the epithet ‘recta’ has been associated with the hex-
aploid level (e.g., Chennaveeraiah 1960; Bowden 1966;
Löve 1984; Kimber and Feldman 1987). Yet, the F1 hybrid
between the tetraploid and the hexaploid subspecies had 14
bivalents and 7 univalents (Kihara 1937), indicating that the
third subgenome in Ae. recta differ from the two sub-
genomes of Ae. neglecta. The F1 hybrid is sterile (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960) or partially fertile (Kihara 1963).
Therefore, according to Chennaveeraiah (1960), the two taxa
should be treated as separate species. Consequently, Chen-
naveeraiah (1960) elevated the hexaploid forms to the spe-
cies rank and named the new species Ae. recta (Zhuk.)
Chennav.

Separation of Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta to two different
species would be easy if morphological characters linked to
the ploidy level can be identified. In this regard, Chen-
naveeraiah (1960) described few morphological differences
between Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta, namely, there are 2 to 3
spikelets in Ae. neglecta, whereas Ae. recta has 5 to 6. Ae.
neglecta awns are spread at maturity, while they are slanted
in Ae. recta. Glumes are glabrous in Ae. neglecta and usually
hairy in Ae. recta. In addition, Kihara (1963) noted that the
spikes of Ae. neglecta suddenly taper, whereas those of Ae.
recta taper gradually. Kimber and Feldman (1987) suggested
that the hexaploid forms possess fertile terminal spikelet(s)
while the tetraploid forms have sterile ones. Yet, there are
many morphological intermediates between the two species,
at times rendering it difficult to differentiate between them
(Kihara 1963).

Aryavand et al. (2003) reported on a significant difference
in stomatal counts and size in the leaves between the two
species. Higher ploidy in Ae. recta is associated with fewer
but larger stomata per unit leaf area, showing a highly
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negative correlation between stomatal count and size. Hence,
this trait can assist in the identification of the two species.
Additionally, Giraldo et al. (2016) developed two chloro-
plast DNA-based molecular markers that accurately dis-
criminate Ae. recta from Ae. neglecta. The use of these
markers, in addition to chromosome counting, facilitates
further the ability to differentiate Ae. recta from neglecta.

Ae. recta exhibit relatively limited morphological varia-
tion involving spike size, color and hairiness. Its variation is
relatively low compared with that of other polyploid species
of Aegilops. Monte et al. (2001) used AFLP DNA markers to
characterize the genetic diversity in Ae. recta populations
distributed in the Iberian Peninsula and Balearic Islands. Ae.
recta exhibited low variation in contrast with Ae. biuncialis,
that presented a high degree of polymorphism.

Originally, there was confusion concerning the distribu-
tion of Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta (Ohta et al. 2016). The
distribution of Ae. neglecta senso lato was usually described
as Mediterranean and West Asiatic, namely, from Morocco
and Portugal in the west to Transcaucasia, western Iran and
Turkmenistan in the east. There was almost no attempt to
determine the distribution of the two cytotypes of Ae.
neglecta. Also, after the separation of the tetraploid forms to
a different species, the geographical distributions of the
two-species remained unclear. To determine more accurately
the distribution of these two species, Ohta et al. (2016)
analyzed the chromosome numbers of accessions of these
two species from 137 populations, located in the western
area of the species distribution from the Aegean Islands to
Morocco. Taken together with data from previous studies,
Ohta et al. (2016) revealed a difference in the geographical
distribution of Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta: Ae. neglecta is
distributed in the eastern part of the species area, whereas
Ae. recta predominantly occurs in the western part, with the
border between these two species on the western margin of
the Aegean Sea. Near the border, Ae. neglecta and mixed
populations of both species were sporadically found among
populations of Ae. recta in the Balkan and Peloponnesus
Peninsulas, while a few Ae. recta and mixed populations
were found among populations of Ae. neglecta in the East
Aegean Islands and West Anatolia (Ohta et al. 2016).

Support of the conclusions reached by Ohta et al. (2016)
was provided by Baik et al. (2017), who carried out a
karyological study of several populations of Ae. neglecta
from different eco-geographical sites in North Algeria.
Chromosome counting showed that all accessions were
hexaploids, that is to say, Ae. recta. Similar results were
obtained by Belkadi et al. (2003), who determined chro-
mosome counts in two accessions of Ae. neglecta from
Morocco and found them to be hexaploids.

Hence, Ae. recta is a West Mediterranean element. It
grows in Algeria, Morocco, Portugal, Spain, southern

France, Italy, Croatia, Bosnia-Herzegovina, Serbia, Bulgaria,
Montenegro, North Macedonia, Albania, Greece, and west-
ern Turkey. It grows on terra rossa soil in edges and open-
ings of sclerophyllus oak forests and maquis and
dwarf-shrub formations, in abandoned fields, edges of cul-
tivation, and in disturbed and eroded areas and roadsides. It
is relatively common.

Ae. recta has a medium-sized distribution in the western
part of the distribution of the genus. It grows sympatrically
with its two parents, Ae. neglecta and Ae. uniaristata, in the
Balkan, the Aegean islands and western Turkey. Since its
two parents grow sympatrically in West Turkey and the
Balkan, this is presumably the region where Ae. recta
originated and from which it spread westward (Kihara
1963).

Ae. recta usually grows in mixed stands, with other spe-
cies with which it introgresses. It grows sympatrically with
Ae. umbellulata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, Ae. caudata,
Ae. neglecta, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis,
and Ae. ventricosa, and allopatrically with Ae. columnaris.

In Europe, Ae. recta grows sympatrically with common
wheat and spontaneous hybridization between these two
species is known to occur (Zaharieva and Monneveux
2006). Arrigo et al. (2011) investigated introgression
between common wheat and Ae. recta and compared wheat
field borders to areas isolated from agriculture. All Ae. recta
had 2n = 42. Individuals were characterized with AFLP
fingerprinting, analyzed through two computational
approaches (i.e., Bayesian estimations of admixture and
fuzzy clustering), and sequences marking wheat-specific
insertions of transposable elements. With this combined
approach, Arrigo et al. (2011) detected substantial gene flow
between wheat and Ae. recta, and noted significantly more
admixed individuals close to wheat fields than in locations
isolated from agriculture. Arrigo et al. (2011) concluded that
reproductive barriers have been regularly bypassed during
the long history of sympatry between wheat and Ae. recta.

Gill et al. (1985) reported that Ae. recta confers resistance
to powdery mildew, leaf rust and Hessian Fly. El Bouhssini
et al. (1998) also found that Ae. recta from Morocco showed
resistance to Hessian Fly.

9.8.6.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. recta are an allohexaploid species (2n = 6x = 42). Its
nuclear genome is designated as UUXnXnNN (modified
from Dvorak 1998) and the plasmon genome is designated
U, similar to that of Ae. umbellulata (Tsunewaki 2009).
Kihara (1937), based on the observation of 14 ring bivalents
in the pentaploid hybrid between tetraploid Ae. neglecta and
hexaploid Ae. recta, concluded that Ae. recta contain the two
subgenomes of Ae. neglecta, U and Mt (currently Xn), and
consequently, regarded Ae. recta as a cytotype of Ae.
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neglecta (Kihara 1963). Karyotype analyses confirmed that
Ae. recta contain the two subgenomes of Ae. neglecta
(Senyaninova-Korchagina 1930, 1932; Chennaveeraiah
1960). Kihara (1957), using indirect pairing data obtained
from hybrids between Ae. recta and other allotetraploid
species bearing the M subgenome, as well as from the
morphological similarity between Ae. recta and Ae.
neglecta, believed that the third subgenome of Ae. recta is a
modified form of genome M of Ae. comosa. So, Kihara
(1963) designated the genome of Ae. recta
CuCuMtMtMt2Mt2. This genomic formula indicated that Ae.
recta are, in fact, an allo-auto-hexaploid containing two
modified M subgenomes. But, Kihara’s assumption has
never been confirmed by direct evidence from hybrids
between Ae. recta and Ae. comosa.

As was pointed out by Senyaninova-Korchagina (1930,
1932) and Chennaveeraiah (1960), fourteen chromosome
pairs of Ae. recta are identical to those of Ae. neglecta; thus,
karyotypic results also revealed that two of the subgenomes
of Ae. recta derived from Ae. neglecta. The third chromo-
somal set resembles the chromosomes of Ae. uniaristata,
although Ae. uniaristata contains no chromosome with a
median centromere. Bowden (1959) suggested that one
subgenome of Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta derived from
Amblyopyrum muticum, yet Chennaveeraiah (1960) rejected
this suggestion because the karyotypes of Ae. neglecta and
Ae. recta contained no A. muticum genome.

Evidence of the presence of the U subgenome in Ae. recta
has been indirect, based largely on studies of hybrids between
allopolyploid species, of which one species, Ae. geniculata,
had previously been shown to have the Ae. umbellulata
genome (von Berg 1937; Kihara 1937, 1940a, b, 1949;
Kimber et al. 1988). Indirect evidence also came from the
analysis of chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid between Ae.
recta and a synthetic tetraploid Ae. umbellulata – Ae.
uniaristata (hybrid genome UXnNUN), which showed good
chromosome pairing; the average number of bivalents was
13.4 (Kihara 1963). On the other hand, the hybrid between
Ae. neglecta (genome UUXnXn) and this synthetic tetraploid
(hybrid genome UXnUN) showed an average of only 8.3
bivalents. Hence, it was concluded that Ae. neglecta and Ae.
recta share the U subgenome, while the third subgenome of
Ae. recta (subgenome N) is entirely different from the second
subgenome of Ae. neglecta (Xn). Kihara (1963) assumed that
the third subgenome of Ae. recta is closely related the gen-
ome of Ae. uniaristata, which was designated Mu, since
Kihara (1954) believed it to be a modified M genome, and
consequently, designated it M12 (Kihara (1963). Accord-
ingly, Kihara (1963) concluded that Ae. recta was formed via
hybridization of Ae. neglecta x Ae. uniaristata. Since these
two species grow in mixed stand in western Turkey and the
southern Balkan, Ae. recta was formed there and then spread
westward. But, data on chromosome pairing in interspecific

hybrids do not agree with the assumption that the second and
third subgenomes of Ae recta are modified M (Kimber et al.
1983; Resta et al. 1996).

The presence of the U subgenome in Ae. recta was also
confirmed by crossing this species with an induced autote-
traploid of Ae. umbellulata (2n = 4x = 28; genome UUUU)
(Kimber and Yen 1989; Yen and Kimber 1992b). Chro-
mosome pairing was analyzed at first meiotic metaphase in
this pentaploid hybrid that had an average of 9.30 univalents,
4.76 rod bivalents, 3.16 ring bivalents, 2.83 trivalents, 0.33
quadrivalents and 0.10 pentavalents. The optimization
analysis of the meiotic data fit the 3:2 model, indicating that
there are three homologous genomes in the hybrid (Yen and
Kimber 1992b). Since two U genomes were introduced from
the autotetraploid Ae. umbellulata, it is quite clear that there
is a U subgenome in the hexaploid Ae. recta which is
homologous to genome U of Ae. umbellulata (Yen and
Kimber 1992b).

Likewise, the origin of the third subgenome of Ae. recta
was determined by studying chromosome pairing in the
hybrid Ae. recta x an induced autotetraploid of Ae.
uniaristata (2n = 4x = 28; genome NNNN), which showed
an average of 9.85 univalents, 5.05 rod bivalents, 2.30 ring
bivalents, 2.95 trivalents and 0.40 quadrivalents (Yen and
Kimber 1992b). Also in this hybrid, the optimization anal-
ysis of the meiotic data fit the 3:2 model, indicating that
there are three homologous genomes in the hybrid. Since
two were introduced from the autotetraploid Ae. uniaristata,
it was concluded that the third subgenome of the hexaploid
Ae. recta was homologous to genome N of Ae. uniaristata
(Yen and Kimber 1992b). However, since the pairing data of
another hybrid involving a different line of Ae. recta and the
autotetraploid of Ae. uniaristata indicated that some differ-
ences may exist between the N genomes, and since no data
were available on the pairing of the Ae. recta chromosomes
with Ae. comosa chromosomes, the existence of an N gen-
ome in Ae. recta was not unequivocally established. If Ae.
uniaristata had contributed chromosomes to Ae. recta, they
must have undergone substantial modification (Yen and
Kimber 1992b).

The origin of the Ae. recta genome was also investigated
by examining the presence of specific restriction fragments
of repeated nucleotide sequences in its DNA (Resta et al.
1996). The data showed that all bands of Ae. neglecta and
Ae. columnaris, both bearing genome UUXnXn, were pre-
sent in Ae. recta (Resta et al. 1996) indicating that one of
these species is the tetraploid parent of Ae. recta. Ae. ne-
glecta is morphologically very similar to Ae. recta and is
therefore more likely a tetraploid ancestor of Ae. recta than
Ae. columnaris (Resta et al. 1996).

Yen and Kimber (1992b) considered their study con-
cerning the origin of the third subgenome of Ae. recta as
inconclusive since they did not investigate the genetic
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connection between Ae. recta and Ae. comosa. This rela-
tionship was investigated by Resta et al. (1996), who showed
that Ae. comosa did not contribute any of the three Ae. recta
subgenomes. They determined the value of the repeated
nucleotide sequence correspondence (RSC), that is, the
fraction of marked bands shared between Ae. uniaristata and
Ae. recta and found it to be 1.00, meaning that all marker
bands of Ae. uniaristata were encountered in Ae. recta. This
finding provided strong evidence that Ae. uniaristata dona-
ted the third subgenome to Ae. recta. Thus, the most prob-
able origin of Ae. recta was the hybridization of Ae. neglecta
with Ae. uniaristata. Resta et al. therefore proposed, to
revise Kihara’s (1963) formula CuCuMtMtMt2Mt2 for Ae.
recta to UUXtXtNN (currently UUXnXnNN).

Tsunewaki (2009) reviewed his team investigations on
the origins of the plasmons of the various diploid and
polyploid species in the Aegilops-Triticum group. RFLP
analyses of chloroplast (cp) DNA (Terachi et al. 1984;
Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Tsunewaki 1996) and mito-
chondrial (mt) DNA (Terachi and Tsunewaki 1986), as well
as PCR–single-strand conformational polymorphism analy-
ses of chloroplast and mitochondrial DNAs (Wang et al.
1997) showed that the plasmon of Ae. recta was identical to
that of Ae. neglecta and that both were similar to that of Ae.
umbellulata and therefore, were designated U. A similar
conclusion from recent analyses of chloroplast DNA was
reached by Bernhardt et al. (2017). The relative times of
origin of the allopolyploid species of section Aegilops were
inferred from the genetic distances of their plasmon from
that of their putative maternal parent, Ae. umbellulata
(Terachi et al. 1984; Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009).
Thus, it was suggested that the origin of Ae. geniculata was
older than that of Ae. neglecta, which, in turn, was older than
that of Ae. biuncialis and Ae. columnaris (Terachi et al.
1984; Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009). Obviously, the
origin of Ae. recta, which derived from hybridization of Ae.
neglecta, as female parent, and Ae. uniaristata, was more
recent than that of Ae. neglecta.

Ae. recta contain 16.22 pg 1C DNA (Eilam et al. 2008),
which is 1.46% less DNA than expected from the sum of the
DNA content of its two parents, i.e., 16.46 pg (Ae. neglecta
contains 10.64 pg and Ae. uniaristata contains 5.82 pg;
Eilam et al. 2007, 2008). The loss of some DNA in Ae. recta
was also found by Badaeva et al. (2002, 2004) who, based
on differential C-banding and FISH, found that Ae. recta
exhibited several minor structural chromosome modifica-
tions, including deletion of chromosomal segments.

According to Senyaninova-Korchagina (1930, 1932), the
hexaploid species, Ae. recta, had all the chromosomes pre-
sent in the tetraploid species, Ae. neglecta, plus 7 chromo-
some pairs which had only submedian centromeres. Yet, the
karyotype described by Chennaveeraiah (1960) showed that
the description by Senyaninova-Korchagina (1930, 1932) of

seven additional chromosome pairs in Ae. recta was incor-
rect. According to Chennaveeraiah (1960), the karyotype of
Ae. recta consisted of two pairs with satellites of different
sizes on short arms, one pair with an extreme subterminal
centromere, seven pairs with submedian-subterminal cen-
tromeres, two pairs with median centromeres and the rest
with submedian centromeres. The extra seven pairs in the
hexaploid, therefore, consisted of one pair with satellites, one
pair with median centromere, four pairs with submedian-
subterminal centromeres and one pair with a submedian
centromere. Therefore, this third set in Ae. recta is not in any
way a duplicated complete set of either of the other two sets
in the tetraploid parent, Ae. neglecta. In all, there are 16 types
of chromosomes in Ae. recta (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

In accord with the findings of Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1932) and Chennaveeraiah (1960), Teoh et al. (1983), using
FISH with a repetitive DNA that codes for rRNA, found two
pairs of SAT chromosomes and four pairs of rRNA sites in
Ae. recta. Badaeva (2002) and Badaeva et al. (2004)
observed that all analyzed accessions of Ae. recta possessed
three SAT chromosomes and four major NORs on chro-
mosomes 1U, 5U, 1Xn, and 5N, only three of which were
active. These values correspond to the number of SAT
chromosomes and active NORs detected by Ag-NOR
staining (Cermeño et al. 1984b). All in all, the results of
C-banding analysis and FISH reported by Badaeva et al,
(2004) in Ae. recta showed the presence of active NORs on
chromosomes 1U, 5U and 1Xn and inactivation of NOR on
chromosome 5N.

Badaeva et al. (2004) analyzed the heterochromatin
banding patterns of somatic metaphase chromosomes
revealed by C-banding in several accessions of Ae. recta,
and revealed low variation in C-banding patterns and
translocation polymorphism. Four accessions from Spain,
Portugal and Morocco had a Robertsonian translocation
between chromosomes 6Xn and 3N. Another Robertsonian
translocation between 2Xn and 3N was identified in an
accession from Bulgaria. Badaeva et al. (2004, 2011)
claimed that this relatively low variation of C-banding
demonstrated that the formation of this allohexaploid
involved only minor functional modifications of the parental
genomes, while intraspecific divergence was accompanied
by genome rearrangements, namely, translocations involving
the total chromosome arms of all three subgenomes
(Badaeva et al. 2011).

The distribution of C-bands on chromosomes of the U
and Xn subgenomes of Ae. recta was mostly identical and
similar to that of chromosomes of Ae. neglecta. Likewise,
the C-banding patterns of the N subgenome chromosomes of
Ae. recta were similar to those of Ae. uniaristata chromo-
somes. It was possible to identify all Ae. recta chromosomes
on the basis of morphology and C-banding patterns. Similar
to its tetraploid parent, Ae. neglecta, the karyotype of Ae.
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recta was characterized by a high heterochromatin content
(Badaeva 2002).

In addition, Badaeva et al. (2004) used FISH with the
heterochromatin-limited repetitive DNA probes pSc119 and
pAs1, and the pTa71 probe, to reveal the 18S-26S rDNA
sites, and pTa794, to reveal the 5S rDNA sites. The pSC119
and pAs1 FISH patterns on U and Xn subgenome chromo-
somes of Ae. recta were nearly identical to those of Ae.
neglecta. Also, no differences in the labeling pattern of the N
subgenome chromosomes were observed between Ae. recta
and Ae. uniaristata (Badaeva et al. 2004). Therefore, in
contrast to the conclusion of Yen and Kimber (1992b), the N
subgenome of Ae. recta appeared to be only slightly struc-
turally modified from that of Ae. uniaristata. Hence, the UXn

and the N subgenome chromosomes of Ae. recta are similar
to those of Ae. neglecta and Ae. uniaristata, respectively,
with regard to the distribution of C-bands, 45S and 5S rDNA
loci and FISH sites of pSc119 and pAs1 (Badaeva 2002;
Badaeva et al. 2004, 2011).

Four major (1U, 5U, 1Xn, 5N) and two minor (7Xn and
1N) NORs and seven 5S rDNA loci were detected on all
group-1 and group-5 chromosomes in Ae. Recta, using
pTa71 and pTa794. Thus, the number of NORs and 5S
rDNA in Ae. recta was similar to the total number of these
loci in the parental species. However, the number of minor
18S-26S rDNA sites was smaller than expected.

9.8.6.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosome associations at first meiotic metaphase were
studied in the allohexaploid species, Ae. recta, using the
C-banding technique (Cuñado 1992). Mean chromosomal
pairing included 0.12 univalents, 5.31 rod bivalents, 15.57
ring bivalents, and 36.45 mean chromosome associations per
metaphase cell. Use of C-banding enabled the analysis of
associations between homologous chromosomes of each of
the three subgenomes. Average homologous associations
between chromosomes of the UXn subgenomes showed 0.06
univalents, 3.16 rod bivalents, 10.78 ring bivalents and
24.09 mean chromosome associations per metaphase cell,
and between chromosomes of the N subgenomes showed
0.05 univalents, 2.13 rod bivalents, 4.81 ring bivalents and
11.75 mean chromosome associations for a metaphase cell
(Cuñado 1992). No difference between the UXn and N
subgenomes was noted in regards to the mean associations
per bivalent.

The allohexaploid Ae. recta regularly form bivalents at
first meiotic metaphase (Cuñado 1992). Cuñado et al. (2005)
analyzed the pattern of synapsis at late zygotene and
pachytene in Ae. recta using whole-mount surface-spreading
of synaptonemal complexes under an electron microscope. It
was revealed that the chromosomes were mostly associated
as bivalents in these early meiotic stages, with a mean 0.17

multivalents per nucleus. It can be concluded that the
mechanism controlling bivalent formation in this species
acts mainly at zygotene, by restricting synapsis to homolo-
gous chromosomes, but also acts at pachytene, by preventing
chiasma formation in the homoeologous associations
(Cuñado et al. 2005).

Chromosomal pairing was studied in F1 hybrids of Ae.
recta x several allotetraploid species bearing the U sub-
genome. Only the Ae. neglecta x Ae. recta hybrid (genome
UXnUXnN) had 14 ring bivalents and 7 univalents (Kihara
1937), indicating that only U and Xn subgenomes are
homologous to those of Ae. neglecta. On the other hand, the
other hybrids exhibited a reduced level of pairing. More
specifically, the hybrid Ae. geniculata x Ae. recta (genome
MoUUXnN) had 6–7 bivalents (Kihara 1937), Ae. recta x Ae.
biuncialis (genome UXnNUMb) had 6–11 bivalents and 0–1
trivalent (Kihara 1949), the hybrid Ae. recta x Ae. triuncialis
(genome UXnNUC) had + 7(-9) bivalents (Kihara 1937) and
the hybrid Ae. recta x Ae. peregrina (genome (UXnNSvU)
had 7–11 bivalents and 0–1 trivalent Kihara 1949). The
amount of chromosomal pairing in these four hybrids
showed that Ae. recta shared only one subgenome, i.e., U,
with Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis, and Ae.
peregrina.

The hexaploid hybrid between Ae. recta and hexaploid
Ae. crassa (genome UXnNDcXcD) had 7–8 bivalents, with a
mode of 8 bivalents, and 0–2 trivalents (Kihara 1949). Since
most of the pairing in this hybrid was presumably autosyn-
detic between subgenomes Dc and D of Ae. crassa, the little
remaining pairing was allosyndetic pairing between chro-
mosomes of the homoeologous subgenomes.

9.8.7 Aegilops columnaris Zhuk.

9.8.7.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. columnaris Zhuk. [Syn.: Triticum columnare (Zhuk.)
Morris and Sears] is an annual, predominantly autogamous,
multi-tillered plant. Its culms are 20–50-cm-tall (excluding
spikes) and slightly geniculate at base. The leaves are nar-
row, linear-lanceolate, 2–7-cm-long and generally hairy. The
spike is lanceolate or narrow, ovoid to oblong, becoming
suddenly narrow in the upper half, generally awned, and
2.5–7.0 (usually 3.5–5.5)-cm-long (excluding awns). The
entire spike disarticulates at maturity and falls as a unit
(umbrella-type dispersal unit). There are 4–6 spikelets
(usually 5) in each spike. The lowest two (seldom 3) are
elliptical and longer than the adjacent rachis segments, the
upper spikelets are equally long or shorter than the adjacent
rachis segment. The upper spikelets bear small grains. There
are 2–4 (usually 3) basal rudimentary spikelets. The glumes
of the lower spikelets are elliptical, 7–11-mm-long, with two
3–5-cm-long awns, one being much wider than the other,
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with a deep cleft between. Glumes on upper spikelets often
have 3 awns, which are shorter than the awns of the lower
spikelets. Lemmas have 2–3 awns, are more slender and
shorter than glume awns, and are generally present in all
spikelets. The caryopsis is free Fig. 9.4f.

Ae. columnaris has relatively little morphological varia-
tion involving spike size, number of fertile and rudimentary
spikelets and awn development. Sometimes it is difficult to
distinguish it from Ae. neglecta and Ae. recta bearing only
two awns per glume. According to van Slageren (1994), the
main differences between Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta
are: Ae. columnaris glumes of the lower 2–3 spikelets are
elliptic-oblong, the apex usually has 2 awns–one large, 1.5–
2.5-mm-wide at the base and often bifurcating above, and
one very small and linear, 1 mm or less at the base–its spike
is ovoid in the lower part, and more linear in the upper part,
with 3–4(-6) spikelets, all fertile. Ae. neglecta glumes of the
lower, fertile spikelets are obovate-elliptical, the apex usu-
ally has 3 awns of equal length and width at the base, its
spike is ovoid-ellipsoid and inflated in the lower part, then
abruptly constricted and almost linear, with 3–6 spikelets, of
which the upper 1–3 are sterile.

Ae. columnaris is a Mediterranean-Western Asiatic ele-
ment, occurring mainly in Turkey and the western arc of the
Fertile Crescent, but scattered in the eastern part of the arc as
well. The area of distribution extends westwards to Crete
and eastwards to Transcaucasia and northwestern Iran (rare).
It is uncommon throughout its range. Ae. columnaris grows
in Greece (including Crete), Turkey, Syria, East Lebanon,
North Iraq (rare), Iran (rare), Armenia, and Azerbaijan. It is
found as an adventive plant in southern France. Ae. colum-
naris is mainly found on limestone, less frequently on basalt
or grey-calcareous steppe soils. The soil textures are pre-
dominantly stony, with additional clay, (clay)-loam and
occasionally sand. It grows in areas with a range of annual
rainfall 450–1250 mm, indicating that it prefers a generally
wetter environment than most Aegilops species. It occurs in
degraded deciduous oak forests, deciduous steppe maquis,
degraded dwarf-shrub formations, open dwarf-shrub
steppe-like formations, pastures, abandoned fields, edges
of cultivation, disturbed areas and roadsides. It grows at
altitudes of 450–1990 m.

Ae. columnaris has a medium-sized distribution in the
central part of the distribution of the genus. It occupies
mainly open, secondary habitats and usually grows in mixed
stands with Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. triuncialis, Ae.
cylindrica and other species, with which it introgresses,
particularly with other U-subgenome allopolyploids. These
mixed populations contained different types of intermediate
forms; some of which are rich in hybrids and hybrid
derivatives, while others contain only a small number of
introgressed lines. Series of intermediates between Ae.

neglecta and Ae. columnaris were sampled at the edges of
cultivation, near Malatya, Turkey (Zohary and Feldman
1962), and intermediates between Ae. triuncialis and Ae.
columnaris were collected west of Malatya, Turkey, at
roadsides, and north of Ankara, central Turkey, at roadsides
and edges of wheat fields (Feldman 1965a). Karagoz (2006)
presented evidence of spontaneous hybridization between
Ae. columnaris and domesticated wheat.

Ae. columnaris grows sympatrically with A. muticum, Ae.
speltoides, Ae. caudata, Ae. umbellulata, Ae. tauschii, wild
T. monococcum, T. urartu, wild T. timopheevii, Ae. neglecta,
Ae. triuncialis, Ae. cylindrica, Ae. crassa, and Ae. juvenalis,
and allopatrically with Ae. searsii, Ae. geniculata, Ae. kot-
schyi and Ae. peregrina.

Accessions of Ae. columnaris confer resistance to pow-
dery mildew, leaf rust and Hessian Fly (Gill et al. 1985).
Chromosome 5Xn of Ae. columnaris is resistant to leaf rust
(Badaeva et al. 2018). Several accessions of Ae. columnaris
are tolerant to drought and frost (Damania and Pecetti 1990).

9.8.7.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. columnaris is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28).
Its nuclear genome is designated UUXnXn (similar to the
genome of Ae. neglecta; modified from Dvorak 1998) and
the plasmon genome is designated U’, a sub-type of the U
plasmon of Ae. umbellulata (Tsunewaki 2009). The origin
of Ae. columnaris is not yet well understood (Resta et al.
1996; Yen et al. 1996; Dvorak 1998). Originally, the nuclear
genome of Ae. columnaris was designated by Kihara (1937,
1949, 1954) as CuCuMcMc (Cu is currently U and Mc is
modified M), closely related to the genome of Ae. Umbel-
lulata, based on indirect evidence, namely, on analysis of
chromosome pairing in hybrids between Ae. columnaris and
other allotetraploid species that had previously been carry
the Ae. umbellulata genome (von Berg 1937; Kihara 1937,
1940a, b, 1949). A direct cross between Ae. columnaris and
Ae. umbellulata was analyzed by Kimber and Abu-Bakar
(1981), who observed 6.17 univalents, 1.87 rod bivalents,
4.30 ring bivalents, 6.17 total number of bivalents and 0.83
trivalents at first meiotic metaphase of this triploid hybrid
(hybrid genome UXnU). This pairing data indicated that Ae.
columnaris indeed contains one subgenome that is homol-
ogous to genome U of Ae. umbellulata. Analysis of chro-
mosome pairing in hybrids between Ae. columnaris and an
induced autotetraploid line of Ae. umbellulata again showed
that one subgenome of Ae. columnaris is homologous to that
of Ae. umbellulata (Kimber and Yen 1988, 1989). The
conclusion that one subgenome of Ae. columnaris originated
from Ae. umbellulata was later confirmed by several authors
(e.g., Resta et al. 1996; Badaeva 2002; Badaeva et al. 2004,
2018). Both genomes have similar chromosome morpholo-
gies, distribution of 5S and 45S rDNA loci, labeling patterns
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of pSc119.2 and pAs1 probes and weak hybridization with
the (GTT)10 probe (Badaeva et al. 2018).

Evidence for multiple origins of the U subgenome of Ae.
columnaris was obtained by Kadosumi et al. (2005). Using
the genome-specific PCR primer set U31, they analyzed
variation of the U genome in 48 accessions of Ae. colum-
naris and 72 accessions of its diploid progenitor Ae.
umbellulata. Three alleles were distinguishable by the length
of the amplified sequence, namely, allele I (normal size with
an MspI site), allele II (normal size without an MspI site),
and allele III (shorter size caused by a 123 bp deletion).
Sequence comparison indicated the inheritance of alleles I
and III from the diploid to the tetraploid, suggesting multiple
origins of the U subgenome of the tetraploid. Regarding
allele II, however, the sequence comparison indicated that
parallel mutations at the MspI site produced allele II several
times. The phylogenetic tree based on the sequences of the
U31 region, demonstrated the presence of a third lineage of
the U genome from Ae. umbellulata to Ae. columnaris.
Consequently, Kadosumi et al. (2005) concluded that the Ae.
columnaris U subgenome had at least three independent
origins.

The origin of the second subgenome of Ae. columnaris
has not been satisfactorily determined. Initially, the second
genome was designated by Kihara (1937, 1949, 1954) as
Mc, i.e., a modified M genome, since, based on morpho-
logical comparisons and meiotic analysis, Kihara assumed
that this subgenome was closely related to the M genome of
Ae. comosa or to the Mu genome of Ae. uniaristata. Yet, the
hybrids between the diploid species Ae. comosa or Ae.
uniaristata and Ae. columnaris displayed relatively low
pairing, indicating that there was no homology between any
of the subgenomes of Ae. columnaris and the genomes of
these diploid species. The Ae. comosa x Ae. columnaris
hybrid showed three to seven bivalents per first meiotic
metaphase cell, of which only one was a ring bivalent, and
the hybrid Ae. uniaristata x Ae. columnaris showed four to
six rod bivalents per cell (Kihara 1949). To resolve this
incongruity, Kihara ((1963) suggested that the incomplete
pairing between the M subgenomes of Ae. columnaris with
the M or the Mu genomes of the diploid species, resulted
from either divergence of the M at the diploid level, fol-
lowed by extinction of some of the diploid taxa, or genomic
modification at the tetraploid level. But, while resemblance
between one chromosome set of Ae. columnaris to that of
Ae. umbellulata was observed, karyotype analysis failed to
find a genome resembling to that of Ae. comosa or Ae.
uniaristata in Ae. columnaris (Chennaveeraiah 1960).
Moreover, Chennaveeraiah noted that no genome in the
diploid species of the Aegilops-Triticum group matched the
second subgenome of Ae. columnaris.

Resta et al. (1996) employed variation in randomly
selected families of repeated nucleotide sequences to study
the origin of the subgenomes of Ae. columnaris. They
determined the fraction of marker bands of these repeated
sequences of a diploid shared with a polyploid which they
called repeated nucleotide sequence correspondence (RSC).
RSC varies from 0.00, if no marker band of a diploid is
encountered in a polyploid, to 1.00, if all are encountered.
They found that fifteen marker bands of Ae. umbellulata
were shared with Ae. columnaris (RSC = 0.88), and that two
marker bands of Ae. speltoides (RSC = 0.05) and one mar-
ker band of Ae. caudata (RSC = 0.03) were found in Ae.
columnaris. Thus, only the RSC of Ae. umbellulata with Ae.
columnaris differed significantly from 0.00, indicating that
Ae. columnaris has a subgenome similar to that of Ae.
umbellulata. The analysis also showed that Ae. columnaris is
closely related to Ae. neglecta. Both species share the U
subgenome with Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis, but their
second subgenome differs from those of Ae. geniculata and
Ae. biuncialis, in other words, is not a modified M sub-
genome. As concluded by Chennaveeraiah (1960), they
found no relationship between the second subgenome of Ae.
columnaris and Ae. neglecta and a genome of any extant
diploid species of the Aegilops-Triticum group. Conse-
quently, the second subgenome of Ae. columnaris and Ae.
neglecta was designated Xt by Resta et al. (1996) and the
proposed genome formula for Ae. columnaris and Ae.
neglecta was UUXtXt (Resta et al. 1996; Dvorak 1998). This
genomic formula was later modified to UUXnXn for Ae.
columnaris and for Ae. neglecta (Badaeva 2002; Badaeva
et al. 2004).

Differences in C-banding patterns, and the distribution of
5S and 45S rDNA loci also contradicted the conclusion that
the second subgenome of Ae. columnaris is a modified M
genome (Badaeva 2002; Badaeva et al. 2004). Considering
data from C-banding and FISH analyses, Badaeva (2002)
and Badaeva et al. (2004) suggested that the putative pro-
genitor of the Xn subgenome should have a relatively sym-
metric karyotype, with highly heterochromatic chromosomes
visualized by C-banding. In hybridization patterns of
pSc119.2 and pAs1 probes, the progenitor species should be
similar to S, T, U, or C genomes of diploid Aegilops. An
abundance of (GTT)n microsatellite repeats is an important
diagnostic feature of the Xn subgenome. The Xn subgenome
is also unique with respect to the number and distribution of
5S rDNA loci, because other diploid or polyploid species
of Aegilops and Triticum. except Ae. neglecta, carry two or,
rarely, one, 5S rDNA locus per haploid genome (Dvorak
et al. 1989; Badaeva et al. 1996b). In all cases, these loci are
located on different chromosomes. Ae. columnaris has four
5S rDNA loci, two of which are located in one chromosome.
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None of the extant diploid species of Aegilops fit the criteria
listed above. Consequently, none of them could be the direct
progenitor of the Xn genome, which agrees with previous
results (Resta et al. 1996; Dvořák 1998). The Xn subgenome
was probably derived from an extinct yet an undiscovered
extant diploid species of Aegilops.

While Resta et al. (1996) detected considerable differ-
ences between Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis, on one
side, and Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta, on the other,
almost no divergence was found between Ae. columnaris
and Ae. neglecta. This close relationship between the gen-
omes of the latter two species is reflected in the high chro-
mosomal pairing in the hybrid Ae. neglecta x Ae.
columnaris, i.e.,12–14 bivalents per cell with a mode of 12
bivalents, and in the 20% pollen viability (Kihara 1949). In
contrast, the hybrid Ae. biuncialis x Ae columnaris showed a
mode of seven to eight bivalents per cell (Kihara 1937), Ae.
biuncialis x Ae neglecta showed a mode of eight bivalents
(Kihara 1937), and Ae. geniculata x Ae. neglecta showed a
mode of eight bivalents, ranging from 6–12 bivalents per cell
(Percival 1932; Kihara 1937). Hence, the data of chromo-
some pairing and the studies of Resta et al. (1996) showed
that the species within each group (Ae. geniculata and Ae.
biuncialis vs. Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta) have two
subgenomes in common, whereas the species between the
groups have only one subgenome in common, i.e., sub-
genome U. This contradicts the conclusion of Kihara (1937,
1949, 1954, 1963) who assigned the same basic genome
formula to all these four species.

According to Mukai and Tsunewaki (1975), Tsunewaki
(1993, 1996, 1980), Tsunewaki and Tsujimoto (1983), and
Ikeda and Tsunewaki (1996), the cytoplasm of Ae. colum-
naris causes variegation (variegated yellowing of leaf color)
in midwinter and growth depression in most common wheat
lines bearing Ae. columnaris cytoplasm. In addition, it
causes haploidy and haplo-diplo twinning in two particular
common wheats and complete male sterility in about half of
the common wheats tested. Since these genetic effects are
similar to those caused by the cytoplasm of Ae. umbellulata,
Mukai and Tsunewaki (1975), Tsunewaki (1980) and Tsu-
newaki and Tsujimoto (1983), classified Ae. columnaris
cytoplasm as Cu (currently U) plasma type and concluded
that Ae. umbellulata as the cytoplasm donor to Ae. colum-
naris. Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988) used restriction
enzymes to investigate variation due to fragment size
mutations in the chloroplast DNAs of these species and
classified the chloroplast DNAs of the Triticum and Aegilops
species. This classification was in agreement with that of the
plasma types assigned according to phenotypes arising from
nucleus-cytoplasm interactions. On the basis of these stud-
ies, Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988) confirmed the Ae.
umbellulata origin of the Ae. columnaris cytoplasm. How-
ever, based on studies of the phenotypes in cytoplasm-

substituted wheats, Maan (1975, 1978) and Panayotov and
Gotsov (1975, 1976) proposed that Ae. uniaristata or Ae.
comosa was the cytoplasm donor to Ae. columnaris. Yet, the
results of Terachi et al. (1984), Ogihara and Tsunewaki
(1988) and Wang et al. (1997) unequivocally showed that
the chloroplast genome of Ae. columnaris is nearly identical
to that of Ae. umbellulata.

Terachi and Tsunewaki (1986) reported that the mito-
chondrial genome diversity in the allopolyploid species of
the wheat group is far more extensive than the chloroplast
genome diversity. In this respect, they found that of the
mitochondrial DNAs isolated from the allotetraploids with
U-type cytoplasms, that of Ae. columnaris was the most
differentiated. Whereas the mitochondrial DNA of the other
allotetraploids was almost identical to that of Ae. umbellu-
lata, that of Ae. columnaris differed to some extent from that
of Ae. umbellulata (Terachi and Tsunewaki 1986; Wang
et al. 1997). In agreement with the above findings, Ikeda
et al. (1994) and Ikeda and Tsunewaki (1996) reported that
alloplasmic wheats having Ae. columnaris cytoplasm, that
are characterized by growth inhibition, show impaired
mitochondrial cytochrome c oxidase. Hence, Ae. columnaris
differs only by a small number of mutations from that of Ae.
umbellulata, whereas almost no mutations exist in the
chloroplast genome of Ae. columnaris, the allotetraploid
undoubtedly originated from Ae. umbellulata as a female
(Tsunewaki 2009). Because of the mitochondrial changes
the cytoplasm of Ae. columnaris was designated U’ (Tsu-
newaki 2009).

The relative times of origin of the four allopolyploid
species bearing U cytoplasm, i.e., Ae. neglecta, Ae. colum-
naris, Ae. biuncialis, and Ae. triuncialis, were inferred from
genetic distances between their cytoplasms and that of Ae.
umbellulata, their putative maternal parent. The number of
differences between the plasmon of these allotetraploids and
that of Ae. umbellulata indicates that Ae. neglecta is older
than Ae. columnaris, Ae. biuncialis and Ae. triuncialis
(Tsunewaki 2009).

Ae. columnaris contains 10.86 pg 1C nuclear DNA
(Eilam et al. 2008). Its genome, and that of is closest relative
Ae. neglecta, are larger than the genomes of Ae. biuncialis,
Ae. geniculata, and Ae. triuncialis and smaller than those of
Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi (Eilam et al. 2008). This may
indicate that the genome of the, yet unknown, diploid donor
of the subgenome Xn to Ae. columnaris is larger than both
the M genome of Ae. comosa, the putative M subgenome
donor to Ae. biuncialis and Ae. geniculata and the C genome
of Ae. caudata, the putative C subgenome donor to Ae. tri-
uncialis, but smaller than the Sl genome of Ae. longissima,
the putative Sl subgenome donor to Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi.

The karyotype of Ae. columnaris has three pairs of
chromosomes with satellites on short arms (Chennaveeraiah
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1960). The satellites on two chromosome pairs are fairly
large and those on the third pair are comparatively smaller.
One chromosome pair with large and another pair with
smaller satellites resemble those of Ae. umbellulata (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). There is a single pair with the character-
istic extreme subterminal centromere similar to that of Ae.
umbellulata; all the other pairs have submedian centromeres.
(Chennaveeraiah (1960). Thus, the karyotype of Ae.
columnaris differs considerably from those of Ae. geniculata
and Ae. biuncialis (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

Three pairs of SAT chromosomes were also found in Ae.
columnaris by Teoh et al. (1983). Using FISH with a repet-
itive DNA sequence coding for rRNA, they noted the pres-
ence of three pairs of rRNA sites, agreeing with the number
of SAT chromosomes pairs. NORs activity studied in somatic
metaphase chromosomes of Ae. columnaris by phase con-
trast, C-banding and Ag-staining (Cermeño et al. 1984b),
showed that the U subgenome suppressed the activity of one
pair of NORs of subgenomes Xn. In accord with the finding
of Chennaveeraiah (1960) and Teoh et al. (1983), Cermeño
et al. (1984b) found three pairs of SAT chromosomes as well
as three pairs of active NORs. Of the active three NOR pairs,
two pairs were of the U subgenome and only one pair of the
Xn subgenome. The Xn NOR showed reduced activity as was
evident by the small size of the Ag-NORs of this chromo-
some pair (Cermeño et al. 1984b).

The heterochromatin banding patterns of somatic meta-
phase chromosomes of Ae. columnaris, as revealed by
C-banding, contained broad C-banding polymorphism and
chromosomal rearrangements, represented by paracentric
inversion and intra- and inter-subgenomic translocations
(Badaeva (2002) and Badaeva et al. (2004). Significant
differences in karyotype structure and total amount and
distribution of C-heterochromatin were observed between
Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta, on the one hand, and Ae.
geniculata and Ae. biuncialis, on the other, evidence sup-
porting claims of different origins of these two groups of
species. In turn, similarity of the C-banding patterns of Ae.
columnaris and Ae. neglecta chromosomes suggested that
they were derived from a common ancestor (Badaeva
(2002). Ae. umbellulata was shown to be the U-subgenome
donor of Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta, but the donor of
the second subgenome of these two species was not deter-
mined by the C-banding pattern. Badaeva (2002) assumed
that the second subgenome of these two tetraploid species
resulted from introgressive hybridization.

In addition, Badaeva et al. (2004) used FISH with the
heterochromatin-limited repetitive DNA probes pSc119 and
pAs1 to study the distribution of these hybridization sites, as
well as the distribution of NOR and 5S DNA loci revealed
by pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and pTa794, (5S rDNA),
respectively. Similar to the finding of Resta et al. (1996) that
differentiated between Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta, on

one hand, and Ae. geniculata and Ae. biuncialis, on the
other hand, the studies of Badaeva et al. (2004) revealed
significant differences between these two groups of species
in the total amount and distribution of heterochromatin, and
in the number and location of 5S and 18S-26S rDNA loci,
indicating that these two groups of species have different
origins. Similarities in C-banding and FISH patterns of
most Ae. columnaris and Ae. neglecta chromosomes sug-
gest that they were probably derived from a common
ancestor, whereas distinct differences of three chromosome
pairs may indicate that the divergence of these species was
probably associated with chromosomal rearrangements
and/or introgressive hybridization (Badaeva et al. 2004). The
contribution of the U subgenome to Ae. columnaris and Ae.
neglecta by Ae. umbellulata was again confirmed, however,
the source of their second genomes remains unknown. FISH
with the probes pSc119 and pAs1 detected polymorphic
hybridization patterns in Ae. columnaris. Large to medium
PSc119 sites were observed in telomeric regions of one or
both arms of 11 of 14 chromosome pairs, and interstitial sites
were observed in the long arms of chromosomes 6U and 7U.
FISH with pAs1 revealed signals of different intensities on
several chromosomes.

Ae. columnaris is characterized by a unique distribution
of the hybridization sites of the two ribosomal probes, pTa71
and pTa794. (Badaeva et al. 2004). Two major NORs were
detected on chromosomes 1U and 5U. These chromosomes
also had 5S rDNA sites distal and proximal to the major
NORs. The third major NOR was detected in the short arm
of chromosome 1Xn, which also had two 5S rDNA loci; one
distal and the other proximal to the NOR. Thus, Ae.
columnaris has three major MORs and four 5S rDNA loci,
two of which are located in one chromosome arm. Such
distribution of 18S-26S and 5S rDNA loci has no analogs in
diploid or polyploid Aegilops/Triticum species, except for
Ae. neglecta (Badaeva et al. 1996b). No minor NORs were
observed in Ae. columnaris. The genetic nomenclature of Ae.
columnaris chromosomes have not been established, and
consequently, Badaeva et al. (2004) tentatively assigned
chromosomes to homoeologous groups and genomes on the
basis of their similarity with chromosomes of other Aegilops
species.

According to Badaeva (2002), of all allopolyploid Aegi-
lops species, Ae. columnaris showed the highest level of
intraspecific chromosome variation. Twomajor chromosomal
types, A and B, differing in karyotype structure, in the number
of SAT chromosomes, and in the total amount and distribution
of heterochromatin, could be distinguished in this species
(Badaeva 2002). Broad C-banding polymorphism was
revealed within each chromosomal type. Chromosome type A
was found in 13 of 17 Ae. columnaris accessions (Badaeva
2002). These accessions had three pairs of SAT chromo-
somes, two of which were assigned to the U and one to the Xn
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subgenomes. The length of secondary constrictions on the
satellite chromosomes of the U subgenome (1U and 5U)
significantly exceeded the length of the secondary constriction
on the Xn subgenome. The type A chromosomes of Ae.
columnaris showed significant polymorphism due to both
variability of the C-banding patterns and chromosomal rear-
rangements. A paracentric inversion of chromosome 7U was
themost common type of chromosomal rearrangements found
in six out of 13 lineswith typeA chromosomes. Two unrelated
accessions possessed centromeric translocation between
chromosomes 1U and 5U, accompanied by inactivation of one
NOR locus (Badaeva 2002).

Type B chromosomes were found in four accessions
(Badaeva 2002). These accessions contained only two pairs
of SAT chromosomes, i.e., they lost the satellite on chro-
mosome 1U. At the same time, the secondary constriction on
chromosome 1Xn, which is poorly expressed in accessions
of group A, was clearly extended. In addition, the accessions
with type B chromosomes possessed less heterochromatin
compared to accessions of group A. They also showed dif-
ferent morphology and C-banding patterns than those of
seven chromosome pairs belonging to both U and Xn sub-
genomes. The observed differences were so significant that
Badaeva (2002) could not explain them by simple chromo-
some translocation and/or inversions. She thus suggested
that intraspecific chromosome diversity of Ae. columnaris is
accompanied not only by chromosomal aberrations, but, to a
great extent, by introgression of genetic material from other
species. It may be assumed that type B chromosomes
derived from type A, since the latter are similar to the
karyotype of Ae. neglecta.

Data from C-banding, FISH, nuclear and chloroplast (cp)
DNA analyses, and gliadin electrophoresis, enabled Badaeva
et al. (2021a) to confirm the division of Ae. columnaris into
two distinctive groups, C-I (equivalent to group A) and C-II
(equivalent to group B). C-I group was more similar to Ae.
neglecta than C-II, and less polymorphic than C-II. Most
C-II accessions were collected from a very narrow geo-
graphic region, and they might have originated from a
common ancestor. The authors suggest that C-II emerged
from C-I relatively recently, probably due to introgression
from another Aegilops species, and might be at the initial
stage of a speciation process.

Badaeva et al. (2018) reported the development of 57
common wheat-Ae. columnaris introgression lines covering 8
of the 14 Aegilops chromosomes. Based on the compensating
capability in substitution lines and the results of FISH anal-
ysis of the parental Ae. columnaris line with seven DNA
probes, Badaeva et al. (2018) determined the genetic
nomenclature of 11 of 14 chromosomes. Each of these 11 Ae.
columnaris chromosome was characterized on the basis of
C-banding pattern and the distribution of the following seven
DNA sequences: two wheat rDNAs pTa71, and pTa794, two

microsatellite sequences (GAA)10 and (CTT)9, (GAA/CTT)n),
(GTT)10, and three tandemly repeated DNA families,
pSc119.2 pAs1, and pAesp_SAT86 (Badaeva et al. 2015).

GISH on Ae. columnaris chromosomes failed to clearly
discriminate between genomes. Therefore, Badaeva et al.
(2018) tested different probes to find appropriate genome-
specific markers. Distribution of the (GAA/CTT)n sequence
was similar to the C-banding pattern but, by contrast, the
(GTT)10 probe showed different labelling patterns on chro-
mosomes of the two Ae. columnaris subgenomes. Poorly
labelled chromosomes were assigned to the U subgenome,
based on their similarity with Ae. umbellulata chromo-
somes, which display weak hybridization with this sequence.
Heavily labelled chromosomes were assigned to the
Xn subgenome.

9.8.7.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
columnaris was studied by Cuñado (1992) using C-banding.
The lower C-heterochromatin content of the U subgenome
differentiated them from the chromosomes of the Xn sub-
genome. Mean chromosomal pairing per cell included 0.03
univalents, 2.23 rod bivalents, 11.73 ring bivalents and
25.70 chiasmata. Thus, Ae. columnaris exhibits diploid-like
meiotic behavior. Pairing between homologous chromo-
somes of the U subgenome included 0.03 univalents, 1.58
rod bivalents, 5.39 ring bivalents and 12.36 chiasmata, while
the Xn genome included 0.00 univalents, 0.65 rod bivalents,
6.34 ring bivalents and 13.34 chiasmata. The somewhat
higher pairing between chromosomes of the Xn subgenome
than between chromosomes of the U subgenome may be due
to higher C-heterochromatin content in the latter subgenome
(Cuñado 1992).

The pattern of zygotene and pachytene pairing in Ae.
columnaris was analyzed by whole-mount surface-spreading
of synaptonemal complexes, as viewed under an electron
microscope (Cuñado et al. 1996b). The data indicated that at
the early meiotic zygotene and pachytene stages the chro-
mosomes were almost exclusively associated as 14 biva-
lents; only rarely as 12 bivalents and one trivalent.

Data of chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae.
columnaris x Ae. umbellulata (genome UXnU) showed that
Ae. columnaris contains one subgenome that is homologous
to the genome of Ae. umbellulata. In contrast, the triploid
hybrids between Ae. columnaris and the M-and N-genome
diploid species, Ae. comosa and Ae. uniaristata, showed a
much lower level of pairing, indicating that none of the
subgenomes of Ae. columnaris are homologous to the M or
N genomes. More specifically, Ae. columnaris x Ae. comosa
(genome UXnM) had 3–7 bivalents and 0–3 trivalents and
Ae. columnaris x Ae. uniaristata (genome UXnN) had 4–6
bivalents and 0–1 trivalents (Kihara 1949). The triploid
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hybrid Ae. columnaris x Ae caudata (genome UXnC)
showed somewhat higher pairing than the hybrids of Ae.
columnaris with the M and N genome species. Kihara
(1949) observed 7–8 bivalents and 0–3 trivalents in Ae.
columnaris x Ae. caudata, while Kimber and Abu-Bakar
(1981) observed 7.47 univalents, 5.06 rod bivalents, 0.14
ring bivalents, 5.20 bivalents, 0.99 trivalents and 0.04
quadrivalents. This level of pairing indicates that one sub-
genome of Ae. columnaris, most probably subgenome U, is
closer to the C genome than to the M and N genomes. The
triploid hybrid Ae. columnaris x Ae. speltoides (genome
UXnS) showed 5–7 bivalents with a mode of 7 bivalents and
0–4 trivalents (Kihara 1949). In contrast, the triploid hybrid
Ae. columnaris x Ae. bicornis (genome UXnSb) had 1–7
bivalents and 0–2 trivalents (Kihara 1949). No homology
between the subgenomes of Ae. columnaris and Ae. bicornis
was observed, and the high pairing of the hybrid with Ae.
speltoides resulted presumably from the ability of the spel-
toides genome to promote homoeologous pairing.

The Ae. neglecta x Ae. columnaris hybrid (genome
UXnUXn) had 11–14 bivalents, with a mode of 12 bivalents
(Kihara 1949). This level of pairing shows that the genomes
of the two species are closely related; both contain the U
genome and a slightly modified Xn genome. Chromosomal
pairing of other hybrids between Ae. columnaris and allote-
traploid species having the U-subgenome and differing in the
second subgenomes, usually had more than seven bivalents,
indicating that, in addition to pairing between the chromo-
somes of the shared U subgenome, some pairing also occurs
between chromosomes of the differential, unshared sub-
genomes. Thus, chromosome pairing data between Ae. tri-
uncialis and Ae. columnaris hybrid (genome UCUXn) (6–12
bivalents, with a mode of 10 bivalents, and 0–2 trivalents)
shown by Lindschau and Oehler (1936), indicate that there is
one subgenome common to both species, whereas the second
subgenome is different. The Ae. geniculata x Ae. columnaris
hybrid (genome MoUUXn) had 7.15 bivalents, 1.10 trivalents
and 0.30 quadrivalents (Kimber et al. 1988) or 6–9 bivalents
and 0–3 trivalents (Kihara 1949). The Ae. columnaris x Ae.
biuncialis hybrid (hybrid genome UXnUMb) had 7–9 biva-
lents, with a mode of 8 bivalents, and 0–2 trivalents (Kihara
and Nishiyama 1937). The Ae. columnaris x Ae. kotschyi
hybrid (genome UXnSvU) had 7.05 bivalents and 0.90
trivalents (Kimber et al. 1983). The pentaploid hybrid
between the hexaploid species Ae. juvenalis and Ae. colum-
naris (genome DcXcUUXn) had 7.81 bivalents, 1.79 triva-
lents and 0.22 quadrivalents (McGinnis and Melnyk 1962),
indicating that the two species share only one subgenome,
i.e., U, and differ in the other subgenomes. The subgenome
Xc of Ae. juvenalis, like Xc of Ae. crassa, is different from the
Xn of Ae. columnaris; the symbol ‘Xn’ means that the origin
of this subgenome is unknown (Dvorak 1998).

9.8.8 Aegilops triuncialis L.

9.8.8.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. triuncialis L., common name Barbed Goatgrass [Syn.:
Triticum triunciale (L.) Raspail; Aegilopoides triuncialis (L.)
Á. Löve; Ae. aristata Req. ex Bertol.; Ae. echinata C. Presl:
Ae. persica Boiss.] is an annual, predominantly autogamous,
tufted, many–tillered plant. Its culms are without many
joints, usually prostrate and then turning upright, (15-)20–45
(-60)-cm-tall (excluding spikes), and defoliated in the upper
quarter. The leaves are usually hairy, narrow-linear and 2.0–
6.0-cm-long. The spike is narrow-lanceolate, 2.5–6.0-cm-
long (excluding awns), usually awned, tapering to the tip,
and well above the flag leaf on a long peduncle. The entire
spike disarticulates at maturity and falls as a unit
(umbrella-type dispersal unit), seldom as individual spike-
lets, each with its adjacent rachis segment (barrel-type dis-
persal unit). The rachis internode is generally approximately
as long as the adjacent spikelet. There are three, and seldom
2, basal rudimentary spikelets. There are 3–8 (usually 4–5)
spikelets, narrowly elliptical, usually all of which are
potentially fertile. Each spikelet contains 4 florets, with the
upper 2 being sterile. Glumes feature curved, unequally wide
nerves, often covered with short, silvery hairs. There are 3
glume awns, unequal in length, which are usually smooth
underneath, gradually tapering to the tip. The central glume
awn of lower spikelets is shorter than its laterals. The central
awn of glumes of the terminal spikelet is longer (4.5–
7.0-cm-long) and wider than its laterals and is often the
longest awn on the spike, and diverges almost at a right
angle to the spike axis. Lemma awns are poor developed or
absent. The caryopsis is free (Fig. 9.4g).

Ae. triuncialis is a polymorphic species exhibiting very
wide morphological variation that mainly involves awn
development (presence or absence), length and count, spike
color and hairiness. This large morphological variation led
taxonomists to subdivide the species into several
intraspecific taxa. Zhukovsky (1928) classified Ae. triun-
cialis in a separate section, Surculosa Zhuk., and divided it
into two subspecies, brachyathera Boiss. and kotschyi Boiss.
Eig (1929a) also divided Ae. triuncialis into two subspecies:
eu-triuncialis and orientalis Eig, with subsp. eu-triuncialis
containing two varieties: typical and constantinopolitana
Eig, and subsp. orientalis containing three varieties: assyr-
iaca Eig, persica (Boiss.) Eig, and var. anathera Hausskn. et
Bornm. Hammer (1980) also divided the species into two
subspecies: triuncialis and persica (Boiss.) Zhuk, with
subsp. triuncialis containing three varieties: triuncialis, fla-
vescens Popova, and constantinopolitana Eig, and
subsp. persica containing three varieties: persica (Boiss.)
Eig, assyriaca Eig, and anathera Hausskn. et Bornm. In
contrast to the above taxonomists who divided Ae.
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triuncialis into subspecies, van Slageren (1994) divided Ae.
triuncialis into two varieties: triuncialis and persica (Boiss)
Eig. Hammer’s subdivision (1980) into two subspecies,
triuncialis and persica, will be used in this book.

Ssp. triuncialis has lateral spikelets glumes with 2–3
well-developed, 1.5-cm-long awns, while apical glumes
have a well-developed, 5–8-cm central awn which is the
longest awn of the spike, as well as 1–3-cm-long lateral
awns. The spike always falls entire at maturity. Ssp. persica
lateral spikelets have glumes with 1 or 2 teeth and a short, up
to 1.5-cm-long awn. Its apical glumes have a well-
developed, 2–5-cm-long central awn, and 2 short, 1–
2-cm-long lateral awns, or lateral awns reduced to teeth.
Lemmas of the terminal spikelet are awn-free, while the
glumes bear 1 (1–3) awn. The spike sometimes disarticulates
into individual spikelets, each with its adjacent rachis seg-
ment (barrel-type dispersal unit).

A new subspecies of Aegilops triuncialis L.,
ssp. bozdagensis Cabi & Doğan, confined to Denizli, Acı-
payam, Bozdağ in southwestern Anatolia, was recently
described (Cabi et al. 2018). It differs from the other two
subspecies of Ae. triuncialis, triuncialis and persica, by the
unawned glumes of the lateral spikelets, the three, up to
0.5-cm-long glume apex, with the middle one shorter than
the others. The distribution map and notes on the biogeog-
raphy and ecology of this subspecies, as well as an identi-
fication key of the three subspecies of Ae. triuncialis, are
provided in Cabi et al. (2018).

Intraspecific variation was also detected on the molecular
level. Nakai (1981), studying banding patterns of esterase
isozymes in Ae. triuncialis and its putative parental diploid
species, Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata, reported that
zymogram phenotypes of both parents were quite uniform,
whereas seven zymogram phenotypes were found among the
260 lines of Ae. triuncialis examined. Of these seven phe-
notypes, one (phenotype 3) had all bands of both parents,
while the other six phenotypes differed greatly from phe-
notype 3. Thus, the zymogram phenotype in which the
isozymes of both parental species are present, was consid-
ered by Nakai (1981) to be the most primitive of the seven
types. Whether the phenotypes other than type 3 were due to
introgressive hybridization or chromosomal rearrangement,
is yet not determined.

Likewise, a RAPD analysis with 21 primers revealed
more than 80% polymorphism between any two accessions
of Ae. triuncialis collected in central Asia and North Cau-
casia (Okuno et al. 1998). Similarly, Monte et al. (1999,
2001), using RAPD and AFLP DNA markers, detected high
polymorphism among Spanish populations of Ae. triuncialis
and Thomas and Bebell (2010), using RAPD and ISSR
analyses, observed significant genetic variability among 13
accessions of Ae. triuncialis from Greece. In contrast, Gor-
yunova et al. (2010), using RAPD analysis, observed

relatively low intraspecific polymorphism among 23 acces-
sions of Ae. triuncialis that were collected from several areas
of the species range.

Ae. triuncialis is a widespread Mediterranean/Western
Asiatic/circumboreal element, occurring all over southern
Europe and the Near East, extending eastwards into central
Asia, and well-represented along most of the entire Fertile
Crescent arc. It grows in Morocco, Algeria, Portugal, Spain,
France (including Corsica), Italy (including Sardinia and
Sicily), Slovenia, Croatia, Serbia, Bosnia-Herzegovina,
Bulgaria, North Macedonia, Albania, Greece (including the
Aegean Islands), Turkey, Cyprus, Syria, Lebanon, Israel
(north), Iraq, Iran, Ukraine, Southern Crimea, Ciscaucasia,
Transcaucasia (Georgia, Armenia and Azerbaijan), Kuwait,
Saudi Arabia, Turkmenistan, Kazakhstan, Uzbekistan,
Tajikistan, Kyrgyzstan, Afghanistan, and Pakistan. Ae. tri-
uncialis grows in open areas and degraded forest and
maquis, dwarf-shrub formations, steppe-like formations,
pastures, roadsides and other disturbed habitats. It is also
present in edges and within cultivation such as olive groves,
vineyards, fruit tree plantations, and cereal crops, such as
barley and wheat (with which it may form natural hybrids).
Ae. triuncialis is also found in steppes but not in deserts,
and, more rarely, in humid pastures, river terraces, and even
at the seaside, apparently tolerating saline conditions. It
grows on a variety of soils such as Mediterranean terra rossa,
basalt and sandstone. It is also found on clay-and sandy
loam, (sandy) clay, and gravel, and more rarely on loess,
pure sands, and marly soils. It grows at altitudes from sea
level up to 2700 m, usually in the 150–1800 m range. Ae.
triuncialis grows under broad amplitudes of annual rainfall,
varying from 125 mm up to 1400 mm per annum. Most data
are, however, from the range 350–700 mm.

Ae. triuncialis has very large distribution (the largest in
the genus), which overlaps with almost all of the distribution
of the genus, except for the southeastern corner of the
Mediterranean basin. It is common throughout its range and
the most massive species in its distribution area. It has a very
wide ecological amplitude, occupying a very large number
of primary and secondary habitats. As a typical colonizer
species, Ae. triuncialis can be found in massive stands and
dominate a vegetation. It usually grows in mixed stands with
other allotetraploid Aegilops species, with which it may
introgress. According to Kihara (1954), Ae. triuncialis
ssp. triuncialis with its var. typica covers the whole area of
the species, while var. constantinopolitana is found in a very
limited locality. The three varieties of ssp. persica are
mainly in the Asiatic part of the Aegilops area. Among them
one variety, persica, has the largest area extending to Iran,
Transcaspian region and Afghanistan, while var. anathera
has the same distribution except for not occurring in
Afghanistan; var. assyrica has a very small habitat in
Assyria.
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The two diploid parents of Ae. triuncialis, Ae. umbellu-
lata and Ae. caudata, have massive contact throughout
Greece, Turkey, Syria, and Iran, where hybridization
between them could have occurred, yielding Ae. triuncialis
(Kihara 1954). However, the present distribution of Ae. tri-
uncialis is very wide, much wider than that of its two diploid
parents.

Ae. triuncialis grows sympatrically with almost all the
species of the wheat group, except for Ae. bicornis, Ae.
sharonensis, Ae. longissima, Ae. kotschyi and Ae. vavilovii.
Intermediates between Ae. triuncialis and other allote-
traploid species sharing the U genome are quite common in
such mixed populations. Zohary and Feldman (1962) and
Feldman (1965a) described intermediates between Ae. tri-
uncialis and Ae. biuncialis and intermediates between Ae.
triuncialis and Ae. neglecta in several locations in Turkey,
and intermediates between Ae. peregrina and Ae. triuncialis
in northern Israel. There is also evidence of hybridizations
and introgression between Ae. triuncialis and common
wheat (Hegde and Waines 2004). Arrigo et al. (2011)
detected substantial gene flow between wheat and Ae. tri-
uncialis growing close to wheat fields. Zaharieva and
Monneveux (2006) assessed the probability of introgression
between wheat and Ae. triuncialis in Europe, in areas where
Ae. triuncialis occurred near or within wheat fields, and
found that hybridization of Ae. triuncialis with wheat was
quite common. Parisod et al. (2013), using 12 EST-SSR
markers mapped on wheat chromosomes, obtained evidence
of gene flow between common wheat and Ae. triuncialis
growing in proximity to cultivated fields. Loci from the A
subgenome of wheat were significantly less introgressed
than sequences from the two other subgenomes, indicating
differential introgression into Ae. triuncialis.

Ae. triuncialis is found as an adventive in central and
northern France, Germany, Switzerland, Belgium, the
Netherland, and the UK (van Slageren 1994). It was intro-
duced with domesticated wheat into the USA (California,
Oregon, Nevada, the New England area, and Pennsylvania)
in the twentieth century and became a troublesome weed
mainly on rangeland in California and Pennsylvania
(Hitchcock 1951). Over the last several decades, Ae. triun-
cialis has rapidly spread into many annual grasslands and
serpentine soil sites within California (Rice et al. 2013). It is
unclear whether genetic differentiation, phenotypic plastic-
ity, or both have allowed this species to invade competitive
(i.e., high productivity, non-serpentine, annual grassland)
and edaphically stressful (i.e., low productivity serpentine)
environments (Rice et al. 2013). Despite its significant
presence in northern California and in Pennsylvania, there
have been no records of hybrids forming between common
wheat and Ae. triuncialis in the USA (Watanabe and
Kawahara 1999; Hedge and Waines 2004).

Accessions of Ae. triuncialis confer resistance to powdery
mildew (Gill et al. 1985). leaf rust (Gill et al. 1985;
Aghaee-Sarbarzeh et al. 2002), and to Hessian fly (Gill et al.
1985; Martín-Sánchez et al. 2003). Ae. triuncialis was
highly resistant to Spikstersh, French and Swedish popula-
tions of cereal cyst nematode (Romero et al. 1998), and
accessions of Ae. triuncialis were highly resistant to barley
yellow dwarf luteovirus (BYDV) (Makkouk et al. 1994).
Damania and Pecetti (1990) reported that several accessions
of Ae. triuncialis were tolerant of drought and frost.

9.8.8.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. triuncialis is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28). Its
nuclear genome is designated UUCC and CCUU (Kimber
and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998) and the plasmon gen-
ome of some forms is designated U, similar to that of Ae.
umbellulata, while others contain plasmon C’, a subtype of
the cytoplasm of Ae. caudata (Tsunewaki 2009). The origin
of the subgenomes of Ae. triuncialis remains an enigma
(Kihara 1954). Karyotype studies reported by Senyaninova-
Korchagina (1932) and by Chennaveeraiah (1960) reached
considerably different conclusions. While they agreed on the
occurrence in this species of a subgenome similar to that of
Ae. umbellulata, they differed in the observed nature of the
second subgenome. Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932)
described the karyotype of Ae triuncialis ssp. persica as
composed of two sets of chromosomes, namely, one similar
to that of Ae. umbellulata and the other to that of Ae. cau-
data, and the karyotype of ssp. triuncialis as composed of an
Ae. umbellulata–chromosome set and another one different
from that of Ae. caudata. Based on this, Senyaninova-
Korchagina (1932) separated ssp. persica from Ae. triun-
cialis and elevated it to the specific rank, Ae. persica Boiss.
In contrast, Chennaveeraiah (1960) reported that Ae. triun-
cialis ssp. persica had one set of chromosomes which cor-
responded to the genome of Ae. umbellulata, and a second
set, though resembled, in most respects, the genome of Ae.
caudata, differed from it in in having only one pair of SAT
chromosomes. In Ae. triuncialis ssp. triuncialis he found,
again, one chromosome set corresponding to that of Ae.
umbellulata, whereas the second set differed not only from
the typical genome of Ae. caudata but also from that of
ssp. persica. Thus, Chennaveeraiah (1960) concluded that
the Ae. triuncialis complex possesses chromosomal sets
similar to those of Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata, but that
either the chromosome set derived from Ae. caudata had
undergone significant modifications or some other genome is
involved.

Kihara (1940b) pointed out that karyotype analysis and
genome analysis may lead to different results and, based on
genome analysis, he included Ae. persica in Ae. triuncialis
(Kihara 1954). Genome analysis (reviewed in Kihara 1954)
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showed that Ae. triuncialis originated from hybridization
between the two diploids Ae. umbellulata and Ae. cau-
data and consequently, assigned to it the genome formula
CuCuCC (currently Cu is U). Only one cross combination,
Ae. caudata x Ae. triuncialis, was successful, displaying 7
bivalents and 7 univalents at first meiotic metaphase, thus,
indicating unequivocally that Ae. triuncialis possesses the C
subgenome that derived from Ae. caudata (Kihara 1949).

Since attempts to produce the triploid hybrid Ae. umbel-
lulata x Ae. triuncialis were unsuccessful, the artificially
produced amphidiploid of Ae. caudata x Ae. umbellulata
(genome CCUU) was employed to determine whether the
second subgenome of Ae. triuncialis is homologous to that
of Ae. umbellulata (Kihara and Kondo 1943). The resulting
amphidiploid was morphologically similar to ssp. triuncialis,
whereas its karyotype was identical with that of ssp. persica
(Kihara 1954), as described by Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1932). Both the synthetic amphidiploid and ssp. persica had
the umbrella-type disarticulation, but at the same time, the
ear was easily broken in a barrel-type fashion in the upper
part of the spike, a feature that is seldom found in ssp.
triuncialis (Kihara 1954).

Kihara and Kondo (1943) used their own synthetic
amphidiploid, and that of Sears (1939), to study chromo-
some pairing in hybrids between the synthetic amphidiploid
and Ae. triuncialis. Chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid
between the amphidiploid and the two subspecies of Ae.
triuncialis was almost regular; the hybrid ssp. triuncialis x
the amphidiploid had 11–12 bivalents (mode 12) and its
reciprocal had 10–13 bivalents (mode 12); the hybrid
ssp. persica x the amphidiploid had 11–13 bivalents (mode
12) and its reciprocal had 11–14 bivalents (mode 12) (Kihara
and Kondo 1943). Pollen and seed fertility of these hybrids
were low when the amphidiploid (C cytoplasm) was the
female parent and higher in the reciprocal crosses when the
natural subspecies bearing the U cytoplasm was the female
parent (Kihara and Kondo 1943). The almost complete
pairing in the hybrids between the synthetic amphidiploid
and the two subspecies of Ae. triuncialis confirmed the
karyotype studies which showed that the second subgenome
of Ae. triuncialis is very close or even almost identical to the
U genome of Ae. umbellulata. Thus, from the observation on
chromosome pairing and fertility of the F1 hybrid, Kihara
and Kondo (1943) concluded that the genome-types of the
two subspecies of Ae. triuncialis, triuncialis and persica, are
identical or almost identical.

Additional evidence that Ae. triuncialis contains the U
subgenome was presented by Kimber and Yen (1988, 1989),
who observed 8.00 univalents, 2.08 rod bivalents, 2.37 ring
bivalents, 2.87 trivalents, 0.52 quadrivalents, 0.07 pentava-
lents, and 0.02 hexavalents in the hybrid Ae. triuncialis x an
induced autotetraploid Ae. umbellulata (hybrid genome
UUUC). Using the numerical methods of chromosome

pairing, Kimber and Yen (1988, 1989) determined that this
type of chromosomal pairing best fits the 3:1 model, namely,
three U and one C, indicating that Ae. triuncialis indeed
contains a subgenome homologous to genome U of Ae.
umbellulata. Studies on variation of repeated nucleotide
sequences also confirmed the presence of U and C sub-
genomes in Ae. triuncialis (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 1994).
They found that the number of bands of the repeated
nucleotide sequences shared between each diploid species
and Ae. triuncialis, was significantly higher than those
shared with any other diploid species.

Early cytogeneticists were of the opinion that Ae. triun-
cialis is nearly an autotetraploid species (von Berg 1931;
Karpechenko and Sorokina 1929; Kihara 1929, 1937). This
opinion was based on the fact that the hybrid between Secale
cereale and Ae. triuncialis had 3–7 bivalents (or sometimes
even 6–7), which were attributed to autosyndesis of the
triuncialis chromosomes. This level of pairing led Kihara
and Lilienfeld (1932) to assume that Ae. triuncialis is not an
autotetraploid, but rather, a segmental allopolyploid that was
formed at a time when genomes U and C of the parental
diploid species had not been widely differentiated.

Currently, the accepted view is that Ae. triuncialis is a
typical allopolyploid (Kihara 1954, 1963). This view also
gained support from the analysis of chromosomal pairing at
first meiotic metaphase of a haploid plant of Ae. triuncialis
(Chapman and Miller 1977), which showed 9.17 univalents,
2.10 bivalents, 0.17 trivalents, and 0.03 quadrivalents in the
haploid plant. This low level of pairing indicated that the two
subgenomes of Ae. triuncialis are less closely related than
previously suggested (Chapman and Miller 1977).

Several accessions of Ae. triuncialis have the U plasmon
type that was contributed by Ae. umbellulata (Tsunewaki
1980; Tsunewaki and Tsujimoto 1983). The chloroplast
genome of these accessions showed identical restriction
fragment patterns to those of Ae. umbellulata (Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1982, 1983; Terachi et al. 1984). Restriction
fragment patterns of mitochondrial DNA isolated from one
accession of Ae. triuncialis, have been analyzed using five
restriction endonucleases and confirmed the presence of U
cytoplasm (Terachi and Tsunewaki 1986).

Yet, by comparing morphological and physiological
characters of alloplasmic wheat lines bearing Ae. triuncialis
cytoplasm, Mukai et al. (1978) found that two accessions of
Ae. triuncialis ssp. triuncialis have genetically different
cytoplasms. One had a cytoplasm almost identical to that of
Ae. umbellulata and the other had one similar to that of Ae.
caudata. This finding was supported by restriction endonu-
clease analysis of the chloroplast DNA of these accessions
(Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1982, 1983). Together, these
observations indicated a possible diphyletic origin of Ae.
triuncialis from the reciprocal crosses between Ae. caudata
and Ae. umbellulata (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1982). Murai
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and Tsunewaki (1986), aiming to clarify (a) the extent of
chloroplast DNA variation within Ae. triuncialis, (b) the
geographical distribution of accessions bearing different
chloroplast genomes, and (c) the distribution of each
chloroplast genome type among different taxa, further
studied the diphyletic origin of Ae. triuncialis. These
authors, using restriction endonuclease analysis of chloro-
plast DNA of 21 accessions of Ae. triuncialis, found that 13
accessions had the type 2a chloroplast genome derived
from Ae. caudata, eight possessed the type 3 chloroplast
genome of Ae. umbellulata, and the remaining five con-
tained a new chloroplast genome (named type 2b), which
differed from the 2a type, by a 0�3 kbp insertion. The
accessions with type 2a (caudata) and type 3 (umbellulata)
chloroplast genomes distribute in wide geographical areas,
and occur in both of its subspecies, triuncialis and persica,
whereas those with the type 2b chloroplast genome occurred
only in Azerbaijan. Waines and Barnhart (1992) mistakenly
suggested that Ae. umbellulata is the female parent of
ssp. triuncialis (the typical subspecies), while Ae. caudata is
the female parent ssp. persica. From these results, Murai and
Tsunewaki (1986) drew the following two conclusions:
(a) Ae. triuncialis has a diphyletic origin from the reciprocal
crosses between Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata, and (b)
the type 2b chloroplast genome arose from type 2a chloro-
plast genome by a 0�3 kbp insertion.

Likewise, Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988), studying
restriction fragment patterns of chloroplast DNAs from two
alloplasmic lines of common wheat carrying cytoplasm of
two different accessions of Ae triuncialis, discovered that
one accession (code no. 26) showed identical restriction
fragment patterns to those of Ae. umbellulata, whereas the
second accession (code no. 38) had patterns identical to that
of Ae. caudata. This finding corroborated the proposal that
Ae. triuncialis was produced diphyletically by the reciprocal
crosses between Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata.

Wang et al. (1997) performed PCR–single-strand con-
formational polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analyses of 14.0-kb
chloroplast and 13.7-kb mitochondrial DNA regions that
were isolated from alloplasmic wheat lines carrying Ae.
triuncialis cytoplasm. Their study, showing that Ae. triun-
cialis contains two plasmon types, U and C2, supported the
claimed dimaternal origin of Ae. triuncialis from reciprocal
crosses between Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata. The
plasmon of these species pointed to zero genetic distance
between Ae. triuncialis (line 26) and Ae. umbellulata, and a
large distance (average 0.074) between Ae. triuncialis and
Ae. caudata. On the other hand, Ae. triuncialis (line 38) was
a short distance (average 0.019) from Ae. caudata as com-
pared to Ae. umbellulata (0.081). If intraspecific variation of
Ae. caudata is subtracted from the distance between Ae.
triuncialis (38) and Ae. caudata, the distance between them
is small, suggesting that both types of Ae. triuncialis arose

recently and at approximately the same time. Since the C
cytoplasm of Ae. triuncialis differs slightly from that of Ae.
caudata, Tsunewaki (2009) designated it as C’ (a subset
of C).

In accord with the above, Chee et al. (1995), using
genome-specific primer sets, reported that variation in the C
subgenome of Ae. triuncialis resulted from variability in Ae.
caudata rather than from frequent introgression events after
formation of the allopolyploid, thus, suggesting a poly-
phyletic origin for Ae. triuncialis. Meimberg et al. (2009)
concluded that Ae. triuncialis was formed in four indepen-
dent origins, affecting differences in ecological tolerance
among the independent origins of this species. Similarly,
Vanichanon et al. (2003) claimed that the number of inde-
pendent origins of an allopolyploid species was traditionally
underestimated. They screened 84 primer sets to identify
genome-specific primer sets for Aegilops triuncialis and its
diploid progenitors; some of the primers were U
genome-specific and others C genome-specific. A DNA
sequence comparison revealed at least two or three inde-
pendent formations of Ae. triuncialis.

Ae. triuncialis contains 9.93 ± 0.041 pg 1C DNA (Eilam
et al. 2008), the smallest genome among the allotetraploid
species of section Aegilops and, together with Ae. cylin-
drica, the smallest genome among all the allotetraploid
species of the wheat group (Eilam et al. 2008). The 1C DNA
content of Ae. triuncialis is 2.84% smaller than that which is
expected from the sum of the DNA of its two diploid par-
ents, namely, 10.22 pg (Ae. umbellulata, the donor of the U
subgenome, contains 5.38 pg and Ae. caudata, the donor of
the C subgenome, contains 4.84 pg; Eilam et al. 2007). The
loss of DNA in Ae. triuncialis was also noted by Badaeva
(2002) and Badaeva et al. (2004) who, based on differential
C-banding and FISH, found that Ae. triuncialis exhibits
substantial structural chromosome rearrangements, including
deletion of chromosomal segments and reduction of hete-
rochromatin content.

Early karyomorphological studies in Ae. triuncialis
(Emme 1924; Sorokina 1928) did not show any presence of
SAT chromosomes. According to Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1930, 1932) the karyotype consists of 9 types of chromo-
somes, including only one pair with a satellite on a short arm,
one pair with an extreme subterminal centromere, two pairs
with submedian-subterminal centromeres and the rest with
submedian centromeres. Chennaveeraiah (1960) analyzed the
karyotype of the two subspecies of Ae. triuncialis and
found marked differences between that described by
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1930, 1932). The karyotype of
ssp. persica studied by Chennaveeraiah (1960), was in
agreement with that described by Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1930, 1932) for this subspecies. However, Chennaveeraiah
(1960) reported the existence of three chromosome pairs with
satellites on short arms, with the satellites differ from each
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other in size. In addition, there are four pairs with extreme
subterminal centromeres, two pairs have submedian-
subterminal centromeres, and the rest with submedian cen-
tromeres. In all, there are 12 types of chromosomes (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). Ssp. triuncialis (brachyathera Boiss. in
Chennaveeraiah) has a different karyotype in that it has only
two pairs with satellites on short arms, only three pairs with
extreme subterminal centromeres (whereas there are four in
ssp. persica), three pairs with submedian-subterminal cen-
tromeres, and the rest with submedian centromeres. In all,
there are 12 types of chromosomes in this subspecies as well
(Chennaveeraiah 1960). Because of the diversity of mor-
phological traits within the species, it was suggested that
different accessions of Ae. triuncialis show different types of
karyotypes (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

According to Chennaveeraiah (1960), Ae. triuncialis ssp.
persica has one set of chromosomes which corresponds to
the U genome of Ae. umbellulata. The second set, which in
most respects resembles the C genome of Ae. caudata, dif-
fers in that it has a only one pair with satellites. In Ae.
triuncialis ssp. triuncialis, one set corresponds to the U
genome, whereas the second set differs not only from the
typical C genome set but also from that of ssp. persica. In
this case, the second set does not even contain a single
satellited pair. From this it appears that the C genome
underwent tremendous modification.

In the light of the present knowledge of the karyotypes of
these subspecies, the synthesized amphidiploid of
caudata-umbellulata (Kihara and Kondo 1943) is expected
to have 4 pairs with satellites, as both C and U genome sets
have two SAT-pairs each. Yet, ssp. persica has three SAT
chromosomes and ssp. triuncialis has two. In spite of this
and other differences, Chennaveeraiah (1960) believed in the
presence of both the C and the U subgenomes in the triun-
cialis complex, but in some, either the C genome had
undergone significant modification or there was some
involvement of a foreign genome instead of the C genome.
The U genome has remained unchanged.

Teoh et al. (1983), using FISH with a cloned repetitive
DNA sequence derived from common wheat coding for
ribosomal RNA, observed three SAT pairs (like the report
above), and three pairs of rRNA sites on the genome of Ae.
triuncialis. On the other hand, two SAT chromosomes were
observed in Ae. triuncialis by phase contrast of metaphase
cells (Cermeño et al. 1984b), corresponding to the report by
Chennaveeraiah (1960) for ssp. triuncialis. This number is in
quite good agreement with the two Ag-NORs (2) and
maximum number of four nucleoli observed by Cermeño
et al. (1984b). Apparently, the U subgenome fully sup-
presses NOR activity of the C subgenome in Ae. triuncialis
(Cermeño et al. 1984b).

In accord with the above, Al-Mashhadani et al. (1980)
found two pairs of SAT chromosomes in Ae. triuncialis.

They also reported the presence of four metacentric pairs,
three submetacentric pairs and five subtelocentric pairs,
whereas Tanaka and Matsumoto (1965) found four meta-
centric chromosome pairs, three submetacentric pairs and
seven subtelocentric pairs. Ahmadabadi et al. (2002), ana-
lyzing 13 populations of Ae. triuncialis, collected from
northwest regions of Iran, found that karyological characters
such as total length of chromosomes, chromosome arm ratio,
number and length of satellites, showed high variation.
Sadeghian et al. (2015) also recorded intraspecific karyotype
divergence in Ae. triuncialis from northwestern Iran.
Studying samples of Ae. triuncialis from different
eco-geographical sites in northern Algeria, Baik et al. (2017)
revealed two cytotypes which differed in chromosome
lengths, karyotype symmetry and in the presence or absence
of the satellites. One cytotype had 7 metacentric, 4 sub-
metacentric, and 3 subtelocentric pairs, whereas the second
cytotype had 9 metacentric, 11 submetacentric, and 2 sub-
telocentric pairs. One cytotype, consisting larger chromo-
somes, was sampled from populations at low altitudes under
a humid bioclimate, whereas the second cytotype, having
smaller chromosomes, was found in populations of high
steppe plains under a semi-arid bioclimate.

Badaeva et al. (2004) examined karyotypes of 21 acces-
sions of Ae. triuncialis (13 of ssp. triuncialis and 8 of
ssp. persica) by C-banding and of four accessions (three of
ssp. triuncialis and one of ssp. persica) by FISH with the
pSc119, pAs1, pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA), and pTa794 (5S
rDNA) probes. The karyotype structure of the accessions
studied was similar to that described by Chennaveeraiah
(1960) for Ae. triuncialis var. persica. All Ae. triuncialis
chromosomes had distinct C-banding patterns, similar to
those of the parental species Ae. umbellulata and Ae. cau-
data that were described by Friebe et al. (1992a, b, 1995a, c)
and Badaeva et al. (1996a). Only limited intraspecific
polymorphism was observed, manifested by the presence or
absence of certain bands and variation in C-band size.
Chromosomal arrangements found in three of the 21
accessions were represented by single or multiple translo-
cation breakpoints and by a paracentric inversion. The origin
of additional modified chromosomes (chromosome 1U in
line k-940; chromosome 5U in lines k-146 and k-1965)
remains unknown. FISH with pSc119 revealed distinct
hybridization sites in the telomeric regions of one or both
arms of 12 chromosome pairs of Ae. triuncialis. Intersti-
tial FISH sites were observed in the long arms of chromo-
somes 7U and one C genome chromosome. Comparison of
the pSc119 labeling patterns with the parental species
showed that both the number and intensity of hybridization
signals on Ae. triuncialis chromosomes decreased.

An extended secondary constriction was always observed
on chromosome 1C, whereas the satellites on the
1U-subgenome chromosomes were usually not visible. Two
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active NORs were observed using FISH, confirming previ-
ous observations. The signal size decreased in the order
1C > 5U > 1U > > 5C. A faint signal was occasionally
observed in the middle of the long arm of chromosome 6U.
Four approximately equal 5S rDNA sites were detected in all
chromosomes of homoeologous groups 1 and 5. Thus, the
distribution of ribosomal RNA gene families on Ae. triun-
cialis chromosomes is similar to those of the parental species
(see Badaeva et al.1996b), suggesting that speciation in Ae.
triuncialis was not associated with large genomic modifi-
cations. The low C-banding polymorphism and the low
frequency of chromosomal rearrangements suggest a rela-
tively recent origin of Ae. triuncialis. The study of Badaeva
et al. (2004), while confirming the origin of the two sub-
genomes in Ae. triuncialis, also detected a certain level of
modification of the C subgenome in this species.

Different repetitive sequences, namely, pSc119.2–1,
pTa535-1, pAs1-1, (CTT)10 and the 45S rDNA clone from
wheat (pTa71), were hybridized to chromosomes of Ae. tri-
uncialis and compared to the patterns of its diploid progen-
itors Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata (Mirzaghaderi et al.
(2014). Like Badaeva et al. (2004), also Mirzaghaderi et al.
(2014) found that the FISH patterns of the U and C sub-
genomes of Ae. triuncialis were, in general, similar to those
of U and C genomes of Ae. umbellulata and Ae. caudata,
respectively, although some differences were observed.

In contrast, Gong et al. (2006), using 31 ISSR primers,
found that subgenome U showed few alterations, while
subgenome C had undergone changes after allopoly-
ploidization. Compared with their ancestral diploid gen-
omes, the genetic similarity index between Ae. triuncialis
and Ae. umbellulata was 0.6842, which was higher than that
between Ae. triuncialis and Ae. caudata.

9.8.8.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Kihara and Kondo (1943) reported that Ae. triuncialis
ssp. triuncialis showed regular pairing (14 bivalents) at first
meiotic metaphase. Fertility of this subspecies was high
(94.8% pollen fertility and 88.4% seed fertility). Similar data
were obtained in ssp. persica, namely, 14 bivalents, 96.7%
pollen fertility and 92.1% seed fertility. Cuñado (1992),
using C-banding, studied metaphase-I chromosome associ-
ations in Ae. triuncialis and observed 0.09 univalents, 5.45
rod bivalents and 8.46 ring bivalents, culminating to a mean
22.36 chromosome associations per cell. The pattern of
zygotene and pachytene pairing in Ae. triuncialis, analyzed
by whole-mount surface-spreading of synaptonemal com-
plexes under the electron microscope (Cuñado et al. 1996b),
indicated that the chromosomes were exclusively associated
as bivalents at the zygotene stage, while at pachytene, one
multivalent was observed in 7% of the cells.

Chromosomal pairing in the hybrid between Ae. triun-
cialis and one of its two diploid parents, Ae. caudata (gen-
ome UCC), included 6–7 bivalents, with a mode of 7, and 0–
2 trivalents (Kihara 1949), indicating that Ae. triuncialis
possesses one subgenome, C, that derived from Ae. caudata.
On the other hand, the hybrid between Ae. triuncialis and
another diploid species, Ae. speltoides (genome UCS) had
only 4–7 bivalents (Kihara 1949). The lower pairing in the
latter hybrid, in spite of the presence of Ae. speltoides genes
promoting homoeologous pairing, showed that none of the
subgenomes of Ae. triuncialis are close to the genome of Ae.
speltoides.

Chromosome pairing in hybrids between Ae. triuncialis
and other allotetraploid species sharing the U subgenome but
differing in the second subgenome, showed that, in addition
to pairing between chromosomes of the U subgenomes,
some pairing also occurred between chromosomes of the
differential subgenome. More specifically, the hybrid Ae.
neglecta x Ae. triuncialis (genome UXnUC) had 0–9 biva-
lents, with a mode of 5, and 0–1 trivalents (Lindschau and
Oehler 1936), or up to 9 bivalents (Kihara 1949). The hybrid
Ae. geniculata x Ae. triuncialis (genome MoUUC) had 5–11
bivalents (Kihara 1929), and the hybrid Ae. triuncialis x Ae
columnaris (h genome (UCUXn) had 6–12 bivalents, with a
mode of 10, and 0–2 trivalents (Lindschau and Oehler 1936).
Chromosome pairing between the hexaploid species bearing
the U subgenome, Ae. juvenalis, and Ae. triuncialis (genome
DcXcUUC) was 12.94 univalents, 5.37 rod bivalents, 2.27
ring bivalents (total 7.64 bivalents), 1.70 trivalents, 0.34
quadrivalents and 0.02 heptavalents (McGinnis and Melnyk
1962). This level of chromosome pairing showed the
homology between the U subgenomes as well as some
pairing between chromosomes of the differential sub-
genomes. Chromosome pairing with Ae. cylindrica, which
shares the C subgenome with Ae. triuncialis (genome
DCUC), included 3–12 bivalents (Percival 1930), indicating
that up to three bivalents were formed between the chro-
mosomes of the D and the U subgenomes.

Chromosome pairing in hybrids between Ae. triuncialis
and several subspecies of tetraploid wheat, Triticum turgi-
dum (genome UCBA), was very low, indicating no homol-
ogy between the subgenomes of these species. More
specifically, the hybrid Ae. triuncialis x ssp. dicoccoides had
0–7 bivalents (usually 2–4) (Kihara 1929) and 1–3 rod
bivalents (Percival 1930). The hybrid Ae. triuncialis x
ssp. dicoccon had 1–7 rod bivalents, usually 4–5 (Kihara
1929). The hybrid Ae. triuncialis x ssp. durum had 0–8 rod
bivalents, usually 6 (Kihara 1929), and 1–6 bivalents (Per-
cival 1930). The hybrid Ae. triuncialis x ssp. polonicum had
3–8 bivalents, usually 5–6 (Kihara 1929), and the hybrid Ae.
triuncialis x subsp. turgidum had 1–3 rod bivalents (Percival
1930).
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Cifuentes et al. (2010) studied chromosome pairing at
meiotic first metaphase in hybrids between T. turgidum
ssp. durum and Ae. triuncialis, using a genomic in situ
hybridization (GISH) procedure that allows simultaneous
discrimination between A, B and U, C subgenomes. Chro-
mosome pairing in the hybrid presented 25.6 univalents,
1.16 rod bivalents, 0.002 ring bivalents and 0.024 trivalents,
culminating to 1.21 associations/cell. The general picture
that was drawn showed that A and B wheat subgenomes
paired with each other less than U and C did in the examined
hybrid. Interspecific wheat-triuncialis (AB-UC) pairing
accounted for 57% of the total pairing in the hybrid; the A
subgenome was always the wheat partner most frequently
involved in pairing with the Ae. triuncialis homoeologues.
Pairing between the U and C chromosomes in durum x Ae.
triuncialis showed 0.55 bivalents/cell (45.8%), whereas
pairing between chromosomes of subgenome A of durum
and UC of triuncialis included 0.49 bivalents/cell (40.8) and
that of subgenome B chromosomes and triuncialis 0.08
bivalents/cell (6.67%) (Cifuentes et al. 2010). Pairing
between A and B chromosomes of durum was at an inci-
dence of 0.08 bivalents/cell (6.67%). Evidently, there was
more autosyndetic than allosyndetic pairing between chro-
mosomes of Ae. triuncialis. These results support the sug-
gestion that U and C subgenomes show a higher pairing
affinity for each other, and for the wheat A genome, than any
of the other pairs of the constituent subgenomes present in
the hybrid. Thus, the U and C subgenomes of Ae. triuncialis
are more closely related than any combination of the other
subgenomes present in this hybrid.

Chromosome pairing in hybrids between hexaploid
wheat, T. aestivum, and Ae. triuncialis (genome BADUC)
presented 26.97 univalents, 3.77 bivalents, and 0.17 triva-
lents (Riley 1966a), indicating that no homology exists
between the subgenomes of these species. A similarly low
level of pairing was observed in this hybrid combination by
Aase (1930) [0–3 bivalents] and by Kihara (1929) [0–5
bivalents, usually 1–3].

9.8.9 Aegilops kotschyi Boiss.

9.8.9.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. kotschyi Boiss. [Syn.: Ae. triuncialis L. var. kotschyi
(Boiss.) Boiss.; Ae. triuncialis ssp. kotschyi (Boiss.) Zhuk.;
Triticum kotschyi (Boiss.) Bowden; Aegilemma kotschyi Á.
Löve] is an annual, predominantly autogamous, tufted, 15–30
(-40)-cm-tall (excluding spikes) plant. It is usually bushy,
with many tillers, of which the upper parts are upright. The
leaves are usually glabrous. The spike is narrow-lanceolate to
ovate-lanceolate, 2.0–3.0(-4)-cm-long (excluding awns),
which narrows toward the tip, and is awned. The entire spike

disarticulates at maturity (umbrella-type dispersal unit).
There are (3-)4–5(-6) spikelets, usually linear and narrow,
appressed to the rachis or to each other, with the two lower
spikelets usually longer than the adjacent rachis segment.
There are 2–4 (usually 3) basal rudimentary spikelets. There
are 3–4 florets in the two lower spikelets, 2–3 of which are
fertile; the upper spikelets are only partly fertile with small
seed. The glume is usually shorter than the lemma, with
narrow, equally wide, parallel nerves. There are usually 3,
glume awns, and when there are 2, the central awn is replaced
with a tooth or a gap. Glume awns are flat, gradually tapering
to the tip. There are 1–3 lemma awns, which are equal to or
slightly shorter than glume awns. In total, there are 8–14
awns on the spike, which tend to spread at maturity. The
caryopsis adheres to the lemma and palea (Fig. 9.4h).

The original specimen of this species was collected by the
botanist Kotschy in Iran. Boissier first described it as a
species in 1846, but later, in 1884, he changed his mind
about this species and listed it as a variety of Ae. triuncialis
L. (Eig 1929a). Indeed, Ae. kotschyi shows some morpho-
logical similarity with Ae. triuncialis, and consequently was
also treated by Zhukovsky (1928) as a subspecies of the
latter, namely, Ae. triuncialis L. ssp. kotschyi (Boiss.) Zhuk.
However, according to Eig (1929a), Boissier erred by clas-
sifying Ae. kotschyi as a variety of Ae. triuncialis.

Genome analysis studies led Kihara (1937, 1949, 1954)
designated the genome of Ae. triuncialis as CuCuCC and that
of Ae. kotschyi as CuCuSvSv, indicating that these two
allotetraploids are separate species. Moreover, Ae. triuncialis
and Ae. kotschyi are distinguished by their acid phosphatase
isoenzyme patterns (Jaaska 1978a). Ae. triuncialis has the
acid phosphatase isoenzyme doublet characteristic of Ae.
caudata (genome C), whereas this isoenzyme was not
observed in Ae. kotschyi. These results, like those of Kihara
(1949, 1954, 1937), show the absence of the C genome in
the latter, implying that Ae. kotschyi differs from Ae. triun-
cialis in its genome composition and should be treated tax-
onomically as an independent species.

Based on almost complete chromosome pairing in inter-
specific F1 hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina
(Lindschau and Oehler 1936; Kihara 1937), Kihara (1954,
1957) considered these two species very closely related and
therefore, included Ae. kotschyi in Ae. peregrina. While the
inclusion of Ae. kotschyi in Ae. peregrina was accepted by
some authors, e.g., Bowden (1959) and Morris and Sears
(1967), that followed Bowden’ classification, included Ae.
peregrina in Ae. kotschyi. However, other wheat scientists
treated them as separate species (e.g., Chennaveeraiah 1960;
Furuta 1981b; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Waines and
Burnhart 1992). On taxonomical grounds, the taxonomists
Eig (1929a), Hammer (1980) and van Slageren (1994)
considered them separate species.
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The two species are vicarious taxa that grow in two dif-
ferent phytogeographical regions; Ae. kotschyi is an
Irano-Turanian element and Ae. peregrina is a Mediter-
ranean element. The two species also differ by the following
morphological characters: Ae. kotschyi has linear, appressed
spikelets and both glumes of the lowest fertile spikelet al-
ways have 3 fine awns that are equally wide at the base. The
awns of all glumes and lemmas being more or less of the
same length in Ae. kotschyi. In Ae. peregrina, the spikelets
are urn-shaped to elliptical and not appressed. The glumes
are coarse, one glume of the lowest fertile spikelet has 3
awns that are equally wide at the base, the other glume has
only 2 awns that are unequally wide at the base. The lemma
awns are poorly developed and often absent. The spike is
stout, with an irregular appearance, caused by variation in
glume and lemma awn development. Glume awns are 2–4-
cm-long, and lemmas have one or two 0.3–3-cm-long awns,
which are always shorter than the glume awns and with 1 or
2 teeth.

Hammer (1980) followed Eig (1929a) in recognizing the
following five varieties in Ae. kotschyi, var. kotschyi (=var.
tipica Eig), var. leptostachys (Bornm.) Eig, var. palaestina
Eig, var. caucasica Eig, and var. hirta Eig. Yet, in part four
of Flora Palaestina, Feinbrun-Dothan (1986b) recognized
only two varieties in Ae. kotschyi, var. kotschyi and var.
brachyathera. The spike of var. kotschyi is oval-lanceolate to
lanceolate in outline, and awned. It commonly grows in
steppes. The spike of var. brachyathera is narrow-
lanceolate; all spikelets are awnless, sometimes with the
exception of the upper one, which is shortly and irregularly
awned. The variety is rare and grows in Nubian sandstone
hills together with var. kotschyi.

Ae. kotschyi has some morphological variation involving
spike shape (ratio of length to width), compactness due to
rachis segment length, spikelet size, awn length and devel-
opment. Eig (1929a) did not encounter a form that can be
described as a subspecies. Of note, Ae. kotschyi is fairly
uniform in Israel and surrounding countries and seems to be
so also in other parts of its area (Feinbrun –Dothan 1986a;
b). The predominant taxon in all the distribution area is var.
kotschyi.

Goryunova et al. (2010) used RAPD analysis to study
genetic variation in 15 accessions of Ae. kotschyi and its
phylogenetic relationships to other allopoly-
ploid Aegilops species having the U subgenome. The
majority of Ae. kotschyi accessions displayed a moderate
variation; two accessions however, were distinct from the
other accessions. The maximum genetic distance between
Ae. kotschyi accessions was 0.20. The greatest separation
within the U-subgenome cluster was observed for the US
genome species Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina. This result is
in agreement with Eig (1929a), who noticed that these two
species differ morphologically from the other U-subgenome

species. Based on their morphological characters, Eig
(1929a) isolated Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina into a sep-
arate subsection, Adhaerens, in which the caryopsis is fused
to floral bracts, while the other U-subgenome species were
assigned to subsection Libera, in which the caryopsis is free.

The study reported by Zhang et al. (1992) indicated that
repeated nucleotide sequence families were more variable in
Ae. peregrina than in Ae. kotschyi . This agrees with the
morphological studies of Eig (1929a), which also indicated
greater variation in Ae. peregrina than in Ae. kotschyi .

Ae. kotschyi occurs mainly along the coast of eastern
North Africa and the western arc of the Fertile Crescent but
is rarer and displays a scattered presence in the central and
eastern parts of the Fertile Crescent and central Asia. It
grows in Uzbekistan, Turkmenistan, Afghanistan, Pakistan,
southern Iran, Iraq (Mesopotamia), Kuwait, eastern Saudi
Arabia, Azerbaijan, southeastern Turkey, Syria, Lebanon,
Cyprus (rarely), Israel, Jordan, Egypt (lower Egypt and
Sinai), Libya, and Tunisia. Ae. kotschyi grows on grey-
calcareous steppe soil, white rendzina, loess, sandy-clay and
sandy soils, in deciduous steppe maquis, in dwarf-shrub
steppe-like formations, marginal dwarf-shrub formations,
steppical plains, wadis, edges of cultivation, disturbed
habitats and roadsides. It is very common and locally
abundant, forming very dense populations in open disturbed
habitats of the warm steppes. It is sporadic in primary, stable
habitats. It grows at altitudes of 100–1100 m. Ae. kotschyi is
one of the few Aegilops species that clearly extends into the
Saharo-Arabian region.

Ae. kotschyi has a relatively large distribution in the
south, central and eastern part of the distribution of the
genus. It is a steppical (Irano-Turanian) element, penetrating
into the desert (Saharo-Arabian) region. It is the
southern-most species at many sites. In various parts of its
distribution, it grows sympatrically with Ae. longissima, one
of the putative donors of the S subgenome. In other parts of
its distribution, Ae. kotschyi has mainly allopatric contact
with Ae. umbellulata, the donor of its second subgenome. As
its putative parents, Ae. longissima and Ae. umbellulata,
have sporadic contact in semi-steppical, steppical or
sub-Mediterranean regions of Syria, it is possible that this
region was the center of origin of Ae. kotschyi, from which it
spread both south- and eastward. Currently, Ae. kotschyi
grows sympatrically in some sites with Ae. bicornis, Ae.
longissima, tetraploid Ae. crassa, and Ae. vavilovii and
allopatrically with Ae. searsii, Ae. caudata, Ae. umbellulata,
Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis, Ae. peregrina
and Ae. tauschii.

The Mediterranean Ae. peregrina and the more arid
species, Ae. kotschyi, come in contact in the southern coastal
plain of Israel, in the border area between the steppe of the
Negev and the Mediterranean territory. In this border belt,
stands of both species are commonly in contact, and hybrids
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and hybrid derivatives were readily detected in several such
mixed stands (Zohary and Feldman 1962; Feldman 1963).
Triploid hybrids and hybrid derivatives between Ae. kotschyi
and Ae. longissima were found in several site in the northern
Israeli Negev (Feldman M, unpublished), indicating the
possibility of gene flow from a diploid species to the
allotetraploid. Similarly, spontaneous, introgression and
stabilization of a DNA sequence from Ae. searsii into Ae.
kotschyi was described by Weissman et al. (2005).

Ae. kotschyi contains gene(s) conferring resistance to leaf
and stripe rust (Marais et al. 2005) and several accessions of
this allotetraploid were resistant to widely virulent races of
stem rust (Scott et al. 2014). Ae. kotschyi accumulates high
concentrations of iron and zinc in its grains and it is a
promising source for increasing the amount of these chem-
ical elements in the grains of common wheat (Chhuneja et al.
2006). It is assumed that Ae. kotschyi contains genes for
drought, heat, and salt tolerance (Kimber and Feldman
1987).

9.8.9.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Ae. kotschyi is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28). Its
nuclear genome was designated CuCuSvSv (Kihara 1963;
Kihara and Tanaka 1970) and its plasmon genome as Sv

(identical to the plasmon of Ae. searsii) (Tsunewaki 2009).
Subgenome Cu is currently designated U and subgenome Sv

is closely related to genome Sl of Ae. longissima and genome
Ssh of Ae. sharonensis (Zhang et al. 1992; Dvorak 1998).
Since the plasmon of Ae. kotschyi derived from the Sv donor,
the genomic formula of this species is SvSvUU. Genome
analyses reported the formation of about seven bivalents in
the F1 hybrid Ae . kotschyi x Ae. umbellulata (von Berg
1937; Kimber and Abu-Bakar 1981) and approximately
seven bivalents in the hybrid between Ae. longissima and Ae.
kotschyi (Kihara 1949). On the basis of these data, Kihara
(1949) concluded that Ae. kotschyi contains the Cu (=U)
subgenome from Ae. umbellulata and the S subgenome from
a Sitopsis species and consequently, designated the genome
of Ae. kotschyi as CuCuSvSv. While several authors (Talbert
et al. 1991; Zhang et al. 1992; Friebe et al.1996) considered
Ae. longissima, or the immediate precursor of Ae. longis-
sima, and Ae. sharonensis (Zhang et al. 1992) as the source
of the S subgenome of Ae. kotschyi, Kihara (1949) noted that
the genome of Ae. longissima was not truly homologous to
the S subgenome of this allotetraploid. Similarly, Feldman
(1963) observed 5.48 univalents, 5.82 bivalents, 0.92 triva-
lents and 0.28 quadrivalents in Ae. kotschyi x Ae. longissima,
showing that the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi differs from
the Sl genome of Ae. longissima by two reciprocal translo-
cations. Therefore, the donor species of the S genome in Ae.
kotschyi still remains uncertain (Kimber and Feldman 1987).

Sears (1941b) produced an amphidiploid (2n = 4x = 28;
genome SshSshUU) from the cross of Ae. sharonensis and

Ae. umbellulata. This amphidiploid was not very similar in
its morphology neither to Ae. kotschyi nor to Ae. peregrina
(Kihara 1954). Tanaka (1955b) produced another amphidi-
ploid from the reciprocal cross, Ae. umbellulata x Ae.
sharonensis. He then produced hybrids from reciprocal
crosses between the resulting amphidiploid and Ae. pere-
grina. Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of the
F1 hybrids revealed almost complete pairing, i.e., 9–14
(mode of 13) bivalents and two multivalents that were
formed in some of the PMCs. Pollen and seed fertility was
relatively high. Tanaka (1955b) concluded that Ae. pere-
grina and Ae. kotschyi must have arisen as allotetraploids
from a cross between Ae. umbellulata, with the U-genome,
and Ae. sharonensis with Ssh-genome. The amphidiploid
resembles Ae. kotschyi in several morphological characters,
but differed from it by other characters, such as in the
number of spikelets per spike, awn shape, and others.

Rubenstein and Sallee (1973) analyzed chromosome
pairing in hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and different pairing
genotypes of Ae. speltoides as well as with Ae. sharonensis
and their result supported the view that the second sub-
genome of Ae. kotschyi showed a high degree of chromo-
some pairing with the Ssh genome of Ae. sharonensis, and
less so with that of Ae. speltoides.

Jaaska (1978a, b), studying the acid phosphatase isoen-
zyme (isophosphatase) variation in Ae. kotschyi, found that
the isophosphatases characteristic of Ae. umbellulata are
expressed in Ae. kotschyi, thus confirming the presence of
the U subgenome in this allotetraploid species. In addition,
the observations did not contradict the proposition that Ae.
kotschyi contains the Sv subgenome that either derived from
Ae. bicornis, Ae. longissima, or Ae. sharonensis. However,
the isophosphatase data did not provide any further infor-
mation on the similarity of the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi
to one of the genomes of these diploids. On the other hand,
the data clearly argue against the presumed involvement of
the genome of Ae. speltoides in Ae. kotschyi, since the for-
mer species is distinct from Ae. bicornis, Ae. longissima, and
Ae. sharonensis, by having isophosphatase of higher elec-
trophoretic mobility not encountered in Ae. kotschyi.

Kimber and Yen (1988) and Yen and Kimber (1990d)
used a new cytogenetic approach to examine the origin of
the U and Sv subgenomes of Ae. kotschyi. Kimber and Yen
(1988) studied chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between
Ae. kotschyi and an induced autotetraploid line of Ae.
umbellulata (hybrid genome SvUUU), The pattern of pairing
in this tetraploid hybrid best fit the 3:1 model, indicating that
the U subgenome of Ae. kotschyi paired fairly well with the
two U genomes of the Ae. umbellulata autotetraploid. Thus,
they concluded that the U subgenome of Ae. kotschyi is
homologous to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata, confirming
that Ae. kotschyi contains a subgenome that derived from Ae.
umbellulata. To determine the origin of the Sv subgenomes
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of Ae. kotschyi, Yen and Kimber (1990d) analyzed chro-
mosome pairing in F1 of the hybrid between Ae. kotschyi and
an induced autotetraploid lines of three Aegilops species of
section Sitopsis, namely, Ae. longissima, Ae. speltoides, and
Ae. bicornis, as well as with the diploid Ae. spel-
toides. Their pairing data showed that the hybrid involv-
ing the autotetraploid Ae. longissima (hybrid genome
SvUSlSl) best fit the 3:1 model, i.e., subgenome Sv is
homologous to Sl, while those involving the autotetraploid
Ae. speltoides (hybrid genome SvUSS) and autotetraploid
Ae. bicornis (hybrid genome SvUSbSb) best fit the 2:2 and
2:1:1 model, respectively. The triploid hybrid of Ae.
kotschyi x diploid Ae. speltoides (hybrid genome SvUS)
best fit the 3:0 model. Thus, they concluded that although
modifications occurred in the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi,
they were not extensive enough to clearly distinguish the Sv

subgenome of Ae. kotschyi from the S1 genome of Ae.
longissima. Consequently, Yen and Kimber (1990d) decided
that the genome of Ae. longissima is more similar to the Sv

subgenome of Ae. kotschyi than those of Ae. speltoides and
Ae. bicornis. However, the absence of the remaining two
Sitopsis species, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. searsii, from their
study precluded determination of the exact source of the Sv

subgenomes. Additional hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and
an autotetraploid line of Ae. searsii need to be made to study
their genomic relationship (Yen and Kimber 1990d).

The genomes of Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
bicornis, and Ae. searsii, are very close to one another,
rendering it difficult to identify the diploid donor of the Sv

subgenome. To resolve this problem, Talbert et al. (1991)
used repeated nucleotide sequences to investigate the four
species, but failed to distinguish the genomes of these four
diploids from one another because only two repeated
nucleotide sequences were used in their study.

To reinvestigate the origin of the two subgenomes of the
closely-related allotetraploid species, Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina, and the extent of their genome modification,
Zhang et al. (1992) employed a developed phylogenetic
technique (Dvorak and Zhang 1990; Zhang and Dvorak
1991) based on variation in repeated nucleotide sequences
(Dvorak et al. 1988). They made use of twenty-seven ran-
domly selected clones of repeated nucleotide sequences and
one 5S rRNA gene clone to identify diagnostic bands and
diagnostic hybridization intensities in the restriction profiles
of the diploid Aegilops and Triticum species. The presence
of each diagnostic band was then determined in Ae. kotschyi
and in its closely related species Ae. peregrina. One sub-
genome in both allotetraploid species was found to be almost
identical to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata and the other
to the genome of Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, or the
internode in the phylogenetic tree of Aegilops/Triticum,
immediately preceding the divergence of Ae. longis-
sima and Ae. sharonensis. Twenty diagnostic bands were

found to characterize the internode, 19 of which were
encountered in Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina, indicating
that the Sv subgenome of the two allotetraploids was con-
tributed by the Ae. longissima—Ae. sharonensis evolution-
ary lineage. Since the shared number of the diagnostic bands
between the remaining Sitopsis species and the allote-
traploids was close to zero, it is improbable that any of them
contributed to the second subgenome of Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina. Taken together, since Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina originated from hybridization between Ae.
umbellulata and a species in the lineage of Ae. longissima
and Ae. sharonensis, the genome formulae of the two
allotetraploids should be SlSlUUor SshSshUU (Zhang et al.
1992). However, these conclusions disagree with those
reached following studies of the cpDNA and mtDNA of
these species (Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983; Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1988; Siregar et al. 1988; Wang et al. 1997;
Tsunewaki 2009), which indicated that the cytoplasms of
both allotetraploids were contributed by Ae. searsii. Whether
this conflict indicates introgression of the cytoplasm from
Ae. searsii into Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina or some other
causes is not known and requires further investigation. Until
the unequivocal identification of the donor of the second
subgenome of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina this sub-
genome will be designated Sv.

Both Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina have the same Sv

type cytoplasm and are thought to have received their
cytoplasm from a genome donor with this type cytoplasm
(Mukai and Tsunewaki 1975; Tsunewaki et al. 1978). The
genetic characteristics of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. variabilis
cytoplasms are identical, and differ greatly from those of Ae.
umbellulata, and more or less resemble those of Ae. spel-
toides, Ae. longissima and Ae. bicornis (the cytoplasm of Ae.
searsii was not studied (Mukai and Tsunewaki 1975; Tsu-
newaki et al. 1978; Tsunewaki 1980)). In an attempt to
identify the donor of the cytoplasm to the Ae. kotschyi-Ae.
peregrina complex, the restriction fragment patterns of
chloroplast DNAs of the two allotetraploids were compared
with those of several diploids of section Sitopsis (Tsunewaki
and Ogihara 1983). The large subunit peptide composition
of the chloroplast fraction I protein of Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina is identical with that of Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharo-
nensis and Ae. searsii (Hirai and Tsunewaki 1981), and the
ctDNA restriction patterns of the former are identical to
those of Ae. bicornis and Ae. searsii (Ogihara and Tsune-
waki 1982; Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983). Thus, Tsunewaki
and Ogihara (1983) suggested that the cytoplasm donor of
Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina is Ae. bicornis or Ae. searsii.
But, Tsunewaki and Ogihara (1983) also pointed out that the
cytoplasm of Ae. bicornis differs from those of Ae. kotschyi
and Ae. peregrina in the following two respects: first, Ae.
kotschyi-Ae. peregrina cytoplasm induced complete male
sterility in three of the 12 alloplasmic common wheats
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tested, whereas Ae. bicornis cytoplasm did not, and, sec-
ondly, the cytoplasm of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina
induced haploids in the common wheat cultivar Salmon, but
the Ae. bicornis cytoplasm did not. Obviously, Ae. bicornis
has different cytoplasm DNA than Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi, although Tsunewaki and Ogihara (1983) did not
reveal any differences between the ctDNAs of these allote-
traploids and that of Ae. bicornis. This might mean that their
mitochondrial DNAs differ (Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983).

To more accurately detect the diploid donor of the
cytoplasm to Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina, Terachi and
Tsunewaki (1986), analyzing restriction fragment patterns of
mitochondrial (mt) DNA isolated from Ae. kotschyi, Ae.
peregrina, Ae. bicornis, and Ae. searsii, revealed that
whereas the mitochondrial genomes of Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina was identical to that of Ae. searsii, that of Ae.
bicornis was somewhat different. Siregar et al. (1988) used
alloplasmic lines of common wheat containing cytoplasm of
several Sitopsis species, to compare the effect of the cyto-
plasm of Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii and Ae. sharonensis to
those of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina, on the fertility
spectrum, haploid and twin induction and restriction frag-
ment patterns of chloroplast and mitochondrial DNAs. In all
these respects, the cytoplasm of Ae. searsii most closely
resembled the cytoplasm of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina.
Similar results were obtained by Terachi and Tsunewaki
(1992), who used RFLPs among mtDNA digests of Triticum
and Aegilops species that were analyzed by Southern blot
hybridization with four cloned mitochondrial genes, as
probes. With all of the probes used, mtDNA from Ae. searsii
gave profiles identical to those of Ae. kotschyi. Thus, Ae.
searsii was proposed as the cytoplasm donor to these
two-allotetraploid species (Terachi and Tsunewaki 1986,
1992; Siregar et al. 1988; Tsunewaki 2009). Similarly, Wang
et al. (1997), analyzing PCR–single-strand conformational
polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) of 14.0-kb chloroplast (ct) and
13.7-kb mitochondrial mtDNA regions that were isolated
from 46 alloplasmic wheat lines, concluded that Ae. sear-
sii was the maternal ancestor of Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina.

Due to the presence of three chloroplast haplotypes, two
of which are shared with S‐genome diploids and one with
Ae. umbellulata, Meimberg et al. (2009) suggested that Ae.
kotschyi evolved through three independent hybridizations
between the donor of the Sv subgenome and that of the U
subgenome.

In order to more deeply understand the cytogenetic rela-
tionships between the two-closely related allotetraploid
species, Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, Feldman (1963),
Furuta (1981b) and Cuñado (1993b) studied chromosome
pairing in F1 hybrids between these two allotetraploid spe-
cies. These studies reported the presence of almost complete
pairing in these hybrids, i.e., 0.8–1.0 univalents, 11–12

bivalents and 1–2 multivalents. Evidently, the genome of Ae.
peregrina differs, by at least two reciprocal translocations
from that of Ae. kotschyi. It was pointed out by Furuta
(1981a) that the genome of Ae. kotschyi significantly differs
from that of Ae. peregrina. Pairing among chromosomes of
the U subgenomes in Ae. peregrina x Ae. kotschyi hybrids
was significantly higher than between chromosomes of the
Sv subgenomes (Cuñado 1993b). Thus, the differences
between peregrina and kotschyi could be exclusively
attributed to the Sv subgenomes (Cuñado 1993b).

Based on genome analysis, Kihara (1937, 1949, 1954)
concluded that the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi is modified
relative to those of the diploid species of Aegilops section
Sitopsis, and, accordingly, designated it SV. To explain the
occurrence of modified subgenomes in most allopolyploid
Aegilops species, Kihara (1954) suggested that either pre-
sently extinct species were the donors of the modified sub-
genomes or that the subgenomes were significantly
rearranged during formation and evolution of the allopoly-
ploids. The degree of Sv-subgenome modification in Ae.
kotschyi was estimated differently in different studies; some
authors reported that it is modified (Kihara 1940a, 1946,
1949, 1954; Chennaveeraiah 1960; Zohary and Feldman
1962; Kimber and Yen 1989), while others observed only
minor differences compared to that of Ae. longissima (Zhang
et al. 1992; Friebe et al. 1996).

In an attempt to explain the evolution of allopolyploid
species of the wheat (Aegilops-Triticum) group, Zohary and.
Feldman (1962) hypothesized that interspecific hybridization
between allotetraploid species sharing one subgenome and
differing in the second subgenome, also led to some pairing
between the differential subgenomes, resulting in introgres-
sion and subsequently to modification of these differential
genomes. The results of Zhang et al. (1992) showed no
difference in divergence between the U subgenome of Ae.
kotschyi and the genome of Ae. umbellulata, and only a
minor difference was observed between the Sv subgenome of
the allotetraploid and the genome of the Ae. longissima–Ae.
sharonensis lineage. One of nine bands diagnostic for Ae.
bicornis and 1 of 15 bands diagnostic for Ae. searsii, were
detected in Ae. kotschyi. Whether these bands introgressed
into the allotetraploid or their absence in Ae. longissima and
Ae. sharonensis reflects evolution of the Ae. longissima—
Ae. sharonensis lineage after the origin of the allotetraploids,
remains to be determined (Zhang et al. 1992). The question
of modification of the Sv subgenome by chromosome
introgression (Zohary and Feldman 1962) may require fur-
ther investigation, since the introgression of small chromo-
some segments might have escaped detection in the work of
Zhang et al. (1992).

Following C-banding analysis, Badaeva et al. (2004)
reported that the U subgenome in Ae. kotschyi is similar to
the U subgenomes of all other polyploids bearing the U
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subgenome and to that of the parental diploid species Ae.
umbellulata. On the other hand, the second subgenome of
these allopolyploid species were modified compared to the
donor chromosomes, as was suggested by Kihara (1954,
1963), Chennaveeraiah (1960), Kimber and Abu-Bakar
(1981), Kimber and Zhao (1983), Kimber and Feldman
(1987), and Kimber and Yen (1989), with the extent of
subgenome modification varying between species. Similarly,
Gong et al. (2006), using 31 inter-simple sequence repeat
(ISSR) primers, compared the genome of Ae. kotschyi with
those of its ancestral diploids. Based on the genetic simi-
larity index between Ae. kotschyi and Ae. umbellulata, they
reported that the allotetraploid contains one subgenome
similar to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata, while the sec-
ond subgenome was altered greatly in the allotetraploid.

Feldman (1963), Kawahara (1986, 1988), and Fernán-
dez-Calvín and Orellana (1991) found that most inter-
changes between Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina involved
chromosomes of the Sv subgenome. This suggests that
genome rearrangement occurs more frequently in the Sv

subgenome than in the U subgenome. Kawahara (1986,
1988) proposed that the modified genome of Ae. kotschyi
probably evolved through its high structural variability
rather than through introgression with other species. Yet,
Furuta and Tanaka (1970) concluded from their experi-
mental hybridization between Ae. peregrina and Ae.
columnaris, that it may have been exchange of genetic
material between the differential subgenomes of these
allotetraploids, namely, Sv and Xn, that modified them. Thus,
introgression occurring between species sharing one sub-
genome and differing in the second subgenome can lead to
formation of recombinant (modified) subgenomes. Since the
Sv subgenomes of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina are close
to each other, it is more difficult to obtain cytological and
molecular evidence for modification of their Sv subgenomes
through introgression, although morphological evidence
indicated that such introgression indeed takes place (Feld-
man 1963). Assuming that the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi
derived from Ae. sharonensis and that of Ae. peregrina from
Ae. longissima, as was suggested by Badaeva et al. (2004),
the latter differs from the former diploid parent by a
translocation (Ankori and Zohary 1962), or alternatively,
one of the allopolyploids originated as a result of intro-
gressive hybridization with Ae. searsii (Tsunewaki 2009 and
references therein), which differs from Ae. longissima by a
translocation (Feldman et al. 1979), such courses of events
may explain the changes in the Sv subgenome of these
allotetraploids.

Ae. kotschyi contains 12.64 ± 0.183 pg 1C DNA (Eilam
et al. 2008), the largest genome among the allotetraploid
species of Aegilops (Eilam et al. 2008). The 1C DNA con-
tent of Ae. kotschyi is 1.71% smaller than the DNA expected
from the sum of the DNA of its two putative diploid parents,

i.e., 12.86 pg (Ae. umbellulata, the donor of the U sub-
genome, contains 5.38 pg and Ae. longissima, the donor of
the Sv subgenome, contains 7.48 pg; Eilam et al. 2007). If
assuming that the Sv subgenome donor is Ae. sharonensis,
then the 1C DNA content of Ae. kotschyi is 2.02% smaller
than the DNA expected from the sum of the DNA of its two
diploid parents, i.e., 12.90 pg (Ae. umbellulata, the donor of
the U subgenome, contains 5.38 pg and Ae. sharonensis, the
donor of the S subgenome, contains 7.52 pg; Eilam et al.
2007).

The karyotype figured by Senyaninova-Korchagina
(1930, 1932) for Ae. triuncialis subsp. kotschyi Boiss.
(Currently Ae. kotschyi) was similar to the one she figured
for Ae. peregrina. In genome analytical studies, Kihara
(1954, 1957) included Ae. kotschyi under Ae. peregrina,
perhaps, partly due to the karyotypic results of Senyaninova-
Korchagina (1930, 1932). However, the karyotypes studied
by Chennaveeraiah (1960) revealed considerable differences
between the karyotypes of Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina.
Ae. kotschyi has only two pairs with satellites on short arms
whereas Ae. peregrine has three. The rest of the pairs in Ae.
kotschyi consist of one with an extreme subterminal cen-
tromere, one with a median centromere, one with an almost
median centromere, and the others with submedian cen-
tromeres. Thus, in all, there are 12 types of chromosomes in
Ae. kotschyi (Chennaveeraiah 1960).

One half of the chromosomes of Ae. kotschyi corresponds
to one half of the chromosomes of Ae. peregrina, which all
correspond to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata (Chen-
naveeraiah 1960). Distinct differences in the second half of
chromosomes in the two species were noted (Chennaveera-
iah 1960). The second set in Ae. kotschyi consisted of
chromosomes with only primary constrictions which were
median or submedian. There were no pairs with satellite or
secondary constriction in th Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi,
whereas Ae. peregrina did have a pair with satellite in the
second set of chromosomes. There was no chromosome with
a median centromere in the entire set of Ae. peregrina,
whereas Ae. kotschyi had one such pair. The chiasma fre-
quency in meiotic first metaphase was also different in the
two species; more rod bivalents formed in Ae. peregrina
than in Ae. kotschyi (Chennaveeraiah 1960). Judging from
karyotypic observations, Chennaveeraiah (1960) proposed
that the second subgenome of Ae. kotschyi is similar to the
M-genomes of species of section Comopyrum. It could even
be foreign to Aegilops but never the same as the second
subgenome in Ae. peregrina. Thus, also the study of
Chennaveeraiah (1960) revealed that Ae. kotschyi and Ae.
peregrina are separate species.

Like Chennaveeraiah (1960), Al-Mashhadani et al.
(1980) also observed two satellite chromosome pairs in Ae.
kotschyi from Iraq. The satellites in one pair were larger than
in the other. In addition to the SAT chromosomes, five
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metacentric chromosome pairs, four submetacentric pairs
and three subtelocentric pairs were observed. These obser-
vations are quite similar to those of Tanaka and Matsumoto
(1965), and clearly differ from those of Chennaveeraiah
(1960).

Badaeva et al. (2004) investigated the heterochromatin
structure in the karyotype of Ae. kotschyi using C-banding
and FISH with the heterochromatin-specific DNA probes
pSc119 and pAs1 (non-coding, highly repeated DNA
sequences), as well as of rDNA loci, using pTa71 (18S-26S
rDNA) and pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes. Ten accessions of
Ae. kotschyi were examined by C-banding and one accession
was analyzed by FISH. Although Ae. kotschyi has the same
genome formula as Ae. peregrina, the C-banding patterns
were different. Comparison of Ae. kotschyi with the diploid
ancestors Ae. umbellulata and Ae. sharonensis revealed a
higher degree of Sv subgenome modification in Ae. kotschyi
than in Ae. peregrina. Chromosomes 4 Sv and 7 Sv of Ae.
peregrina are nearly identical to 4Sl and 7Sl of Ae. longis-
sima, whereas these chromosomes of Ae. kotschyi are similar
to 4Ssh and 7Ssh of Ae. sharonensis. Previous studies per-
forming isozyme (Hart and Tuleen1983) and C-banding
analyses (Friebe et al. 1993, 1996; Friebe and Gill 1996)
revealed that chromosomes 4Sl and 7Sl of Ae. longissima are
involved in a species-specific reciprocal translocation that is
absent in Ae. sharonensis. The presence of this translocation
in Ae. peregrina and its absence in Ae. kotschyi suggests that
Ae. peregrina originated from the hybridization of Ae.
umbellulata and Ae. longissima and that Ae. kotschyi origi-
nated from the hybridization of Ae. umbellulata and Ae.
sharonensis (Badaeva et al. 2004). Thus, the C-banding
analysis showed that the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi was
derived from either the Ssh genome of Ae. sharonensis or its
immediate precursor. The high frequency of chromosomal
aberrations and reduction in the number and size of 18S-26S
rDNA loci observed in the Sv subgenome compared to the
Ssh and Sl of Ae. peregrina, suggested that Ae. kotschyi is an
older species than Ae. peregrina.

FISH with clone pSC119 revealed signals of various sizes
in telosomic regions of either the short or both arms of 12
chromosome pairs of Ae. kotschyi (Badaeva et al. 2004).
Interstitial pSc119 FISH sites were detected in the long arm
of chromosome 7U, while chromosome 6U had no such
sites; distinct telomeric and interstitial FISH sites were pre-
sent in Ae. umbellulata (Badaeva et al. 1996a). However, in
the allotetraploid species, chromosome 6U has telomeric and
interstitial pAs1 FISH sites that are absent in Ae.
umbellulata.

Similar to Chennaveeraiah (1960) and Al-Mashhadani
et al. (1980), Badaeva et al. (2004) found two pairs of
satellite chromosomes in Ae. kotschyi, which coincides with
the number of active NORs detected by Ag-NOR staining
(Cermeno et al. 1984b) and in situ hybridization (Yamamoto

1992a). Like in Ae. peregrina, the NORs on Ae. kotschyi Sv-
subgenome chromosomes were inactivated and accompanied
with a decrease or loss of rDNA sequences. Consequently,
the major NORs were observed on group 1U and 5U chro-
mosomes. Ae. kotschyi also have several minor 18S-26S
rDNA sites. Two consistent minor loci detected on group
5 Sv and 6 Sv chromosomes were associated with a signif-
icant reduction in copy number of 18S-26S rRNA genes.
The hybridization patterns with pTa794 revealed four
similar-sized 5S rDNA loci that were located on chromo-
somes of homoeologous groups 1 and 5.

9.8.9.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chennaveeraiah (1960) reported that meiosis is very regular
in Ae. kotschyi exhibiting 14 bivalents at first meiotic
metaphase of every PMC. Likewise, Feldman (1963)
reported that all PMCs at first meiotic metaphase of Ae.
kotschyi had 14 bivalents and 29.40 chiasmata/cell. Chro-
mosome pairing in triploid hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and
Ae. umbellulata indicated that the former contains one sub-
genome that is homologous to the genome of the latter (von
Berg 1937; Kimber and Abu-Bakar 1981). Kimber and
Abu-Bakar reported the presence of 7.04 univalents, 2.90
rod bivalents, 3.66 ring bivalents, 6.56 total number of
bivalents and 0.29 trivalents (Table 9.5). Kihara (1949)
reported 7 bivalents, five of which were rings, and up to one
multivalent per cell in the triploid hybrid Ae. longissima x
Ae. kotschyi. However, in the footnote to his Table 9.5,
Kihara indicated that the genome of Ae. longissima was not
truly homologous to the Sv subgenome of Ae. kotschyi.
Likewise, Feldman (1963) studied chromosome pairing in
the F1 triploid hybrid Ae. kotschyi x Ae. longissima and
observed 5.48 univalents, 5.82 bivalents, (of which 1.52
were heteromorphic), 0.92 (0–2) trivalents, 0.28 (0–1)
quadrivalents and 11.92 chiasmata/cell. This pattern of
chromosome pairing indicates the existence of homology
between one subgenome of Ae. kotschyi and the Sl genome
of Ae. longissima, although some structural differences (two
reciprocal translocations) exist between the two species. On
the other hand, chromosome pairing in the triploid hybrid
Ae. kotschyi x Ae. caudata (genome SvUC) had 10.70 uni-
valents, 3.45 rod bivalents, 0.35 ring bivalents (3.80 total
number of bivalents) and 0.90 trivalents (Kimber and
Abu-Bakar 1981), indicating that the genome of Ae. caudata
is homoeologous to the subgenomes of the allotetraploid.

Hybrids between Ae. kotschyi and both Ae. speltoides and
Ae. sharonensis were produced and examined cytologically
(Table 9.5). Chromosome pairing in the F1 triploid hybrids
between Ae. kotschyi and different pairing types of Ae.
speltoides (genome SvUS) reveals that the allotetraploid
contains one genome that is related to the genome of the
diploid. Interestingly, the high pairing and the intermediate
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pairing genotypes of Ae. speltoides did not promote pairing
in the above hybrids (Rubenstein and Sallee 1973). Chro-
mosome pairing in the F1 hybrid Ae. kotschyi x Ae. sharo-
nensis was somewhat higher than in the hybrid kotschyi x
speltoides, confirming the presence of a subgenome in Ae.
kotschyi that is homologous to the genome of Ae. sharo-
nensis, but which differs from it by at least two reciprocal
translocations.

Chromosome pairing in the F1 tetraploid hybrid between
several lines of the two subspecies of Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi, was studied by Feldman (1963). The hybrids
involving lines of Ae. peregrina ssp. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi had 0.84–0.94 univalents, 10.98–11.28 bivalents,
0.14–0.20 trivalents, 0.26–0.54 quadrivalents, 0.14–0.18
pentavalents, and 0.24–0.36 hexavalents. Hybrids involving
lines of Ae. peregrina ssp. cylindrostachys and Ae. kotschyi
had 0.84–1.02 univalents, 11.42–11.72 bivalents, 0.18–0.24
trivalents, 0.18–0.68 quadrivalents, 0.02–0.30 pentavalents,
and 0.06–0.20 hexavalents. Evidently, the genomes of both
subspecies of Ae. peregrina are homologous to that of Ae.
kotschyi, but differ from it by, at least, two reciprocal
translocations.

Similarly, Furuta (1981b) crossed 21 lines of Ae.
kotschyi, collected in Egypt, Jordan, and Syria, with a line of
Ae. peregrina that served as the common pollen parent.
Chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrids also displayed the
presence of one or two reciprocal translocations between
these two species. Furuta (1981b) studies revealed that
variable and continuous chromosomal differentiation occur-
red between the chromosomes of Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi. Based on these results, Furuta (1981b) concluded
that the genome of Ae. kotschyi significantly differs from
that of Ae. peregrina.

Comparison of chromosomal pairing of intraspecific
hybrids in Ae. peregrina with hybrids between Ae. peregrina
and Ae. kotschyi, enabled assessment of whether the U and
Sv subgenomes had been altered during their evolution in
one or both species (Cuñado 1993b). Chromosome pairing
in the intraspecific hybrid peregrina x peregrina showed
0.18 univalents, 4.32 rod bivalents, 9.56 ring bivalents, and
23.44 associations/cell. Pairing in the U subgenome included
0.02 univalents, 2.14 rod bivalents, 4.84 ring bivalents, and
11.83 associations/cell, and pairing in the Sv subgenome
showed 0.16 univalents, 2.18 rod bivalents and 4.72 ring
bivalents (11.61 associations/cell (Cuñado 1993b). The
number of associations/cell in the intraspecific hybrid of
peregrina was lower than that of the parental lines Ae.
peregrina (23.44 vs. 25.30; Cuñado 1993b). This decrease in
association frequency cannot be attributed to structural
changes since multivalents were not observed (Cuñado
1993b). Chromosome pairing in the hybrid peregrina x
kotschyi included 0.99 univalents, 3.67 rod bivalents, 8.43

ring bivalents 0.47 trivalents, 0.35 quadrivalents, and 21.71
associations/cell. Pairing in the U subgenome showed 0.04
univalents, 2.05 rod bivalents, 4.93 ring bivalents, and 11.93
associations/cell, and pairing in the Sv subgenome had 0.95
univalents, 1.62 rod bivalents, 3.50 ring bivalents, 0.47
trivalents, 0.35 quadrivalents, and 9.78 associations/cell.
Evidently, the Sv subgenome of the two species differs in a
reciprocal translocation. These results are in agreement with
those reported by Furuta (1981b) and Feldman (1963),
although Furuta and Feldman found a higher number of
interchanges in some hybrids involving other lines. The
mean number of associations/cell between chromosomes of
the U subgenomes were similar in the two hybrids. How-
ever, the frequencies of chromosome associations of the Sv

subgenomes differed significantly in the peregrina x kotschyi
as compared to the intraspecific hybrid. Thus, the differences
between peregrina and kotschyi could be exclusively
attributed to the Sv subgenomes (Cuñado 1993b).

Chromosome paring in tetraploid hybrids between Ae.
kotschyi and several allotetraploid species bearing the U
subgenome were studied by a number of groups. The hybrid
Ae. geniculata x Ae. kotschyi (genome MoUSvU) had 11.70
univalents, 6.02 bivalents (of which 1.76 were heteromor-
phic) and 1.42 trivalents (Feldman 1963), while others
reported 10.65 univalents, 3.20 rod bivalents, 3.25 ring
bivalents, 6.45 total number of bivalents, 1.35 trivalents and
0.10 quadrivalents (Kimber et al. 1988). The hybrid Ae.
columnaris x Ae. kotschyi (genome UXnSvU) had 7–10
bivalents with mode of 9, 0–3 trivalents and 0–2 quadriva-
lents (Kihara 1949). The hybrid Ae. neglecta x Ae. kotschyi
(genome UXnSvU) had 7–10 bivalents with mode of 10, and
0–2 trivalents (Kihara 1949). The hybrid Ae. kotschyi x Ae.
triuncialis (genome SvUUC) had 6–9 bivalents (Kihara
1937). In all these hybrids, there were more than seven
bivalents, indicating that, in addition to homologous pairing
between the shared U subgenomes, homoeologous pairing
also occurred between some chromosomes of the differential
subgenomes.

Chromosome pairing in the hybrid common wheat x Ae.
kotschyi (genome ABDSvU) included 30.92 univalents, 1.98
rod bivalents, 0.02 ring bivalents, and 0.03 trivalents (Fer-
nández-Calvín and Orellana 1991). Of the rod bivalents,
0.54 were between A-D chromosomes, 0.74 between
AD-USv chromosomes, 0.05 between AD-B chromosomes,
0.38 between USv-B chromosomes and 0.25 between U-Sv

chromosomes. The data indicated that more than 40% of the
pairing in these three hybrids was autosyndetic (A-D +
AD-B = 25%, and U-Sv = 16%) and that more than 50%
was allosyndetic (AD-USv + USv-B = 51%) (Fernández--
Calvín and Orellana 1991). The allosyndetic pairing between
AD chromosomes and USv chromosomes was twice as high
as that between USv and B chromosomes.
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9.8.10 Aegilops peregrina (Hackel) Maire &
Weiller

9.8.10.1 Morphological and Geographical Notes
Ae. peregrina (Hackel) Maire & Weiller [Syn.: Ae. variabilis
Eig; Ae. peregrina (Hack. In Fraser) Eig; T. peregrinum
Hack. In J. Fraser; Aegilemma peregrina (Hack.) Á. Löve] is
a predominantly autogamous, annual, multi–tillered, 15–40-
cm-tall (excluding spikes) plant. It branched and prostrate
near the ground but upright at its upper parts. Its leaves are
hairy or glabrous and spike is broad oval, linear to cylin-
drical, 1.2–7.5-cm-long (excluding awns), disarticulating
entirely at maturity (umbrella-type dispersal unit), and usu-
ally awned. There are 2–4 (usually 3, exceptionally 1) basal
rudimentary spikelets and 2–7, (usually 3–5), urn-shaped to
elliptical spikelets, not appressed to the rachis or to each
other. The spikelets become smaller to the tip of the spike,
with the uppermost spikelet seldom becoming suddenly
smaller. There are 3–6, usually 4–5 florets, with the upper 1–
3 being sterile. The glume is usually tough and rough, 6–
8-mm–long and 4–6-mm-wide, with weak, narrow, parallel,
and equally long and wide nerves. There are 3 glume awns
of the terminal spikelet, and 2–3 awns on lateral spikelets,
with the central one replaced by a tooth or gap when there
are only two. The number of awns never exceeds 3. Glume
awns are narrow and flat at the base, strongly polymorphic
and variable in number, width and length, and spread out at
maturity. They are either equally broad, broader at the lower
spikelets, or one is considerably broader (particularly in the

lower spikelets). Their lengths are either equal, or differ (by
4–8 mm), or shorter in the middle as compared to its laterals.
Lemma awns are weakly developed, and often missing, and
when present, there is 1, very seldom 3, and always shorter
than glume awns, often with more or less long teeth. The
caryopsis adheres to the lemma and palea (Fig. 9.4i, j).

The species shows the most extraordinary variability
(Fig. 9.5) and was therefore called Ae. variabilis by Eig
(1929a), although he was perfectly aware that Hackel had
already given the name Triticum peregrinum to a specimen
of this species which had been casually introduced into
Scotland. Eig preferred to give a new name to the species
because Hackel’s specimen was atypical, calling for aban-
donment of the specific epithet. Maire and Weiller (1955)
seem to be the first authors to have validly published the
combination of Ae. peregrina, and transferred most of the
intraspecific taxa of Eig from the species epithet variabilis
Eig to the correct one, peregrina Hack.

Eig (1929a) described two subspecies in this species,
eu-variabilis (containing 7 varieties) and cylindrostachys
(containing 3 varieties). Hammer (1980), accepting the
transfer of Eig’s intraspecific taxa from variabilis to pere-
grina, designated Eig’s two subspecies as peregrina and
cylindrostachys (Eig et Feinbrun) Hammer. In contrast to
Eig and Hammer, van Slageren (1994) ranked the
intraspecific taxa of Ae. peregrina as varieties: var. pere-
grina and var. brachyathera. The sub-classification of
Hammer (1980) into subspecies will be used in this book.

Fig. 9.5 Spikes of Ae. peregrina
(=Ae. variabilis Eig) representing
portion of the morphological
variation of this species (From
Feldman 1963)
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The description of the two subspecies is as follows:
Ssp. peregrina (Ae. variabilis ssp. eu-variabilis Eig &
Feinbr.; Fig. 9.4i) has 1.5–4-cm–long (excl. awns), broadly
ovate to lanceolate spikes, with 3–4 spikelets. The lower
spikelets are longer than the adjacent rachis internodes. The
glumes have 2–3 awns, with terminal spikelet glumes
bearing three awns. The lemmas of all spikelets have 1–2
awns of notably uneven length (0.3–3-cm), flanked by 1–2
teeth. This subspecies is most variable in awn length. Eig
(1929a) described seven varieties within this subspecies.
Ssp. cylindrostachys (Eig & Feinbr.) Hammer (Ae. variabilis
Eig ssp. cylindrostachys Eig & Feinbr.; Fig. 9.4j) has 3.5–
7.5-cm–long (excl. awns), narrowly lanceolate to linear
spikes, with (3-)5(-7) spikelets. The glumes of the lateral
spikelets feature 2–3 sharp teeth, 1 or 2 of which may
develop into a short awn (up to ± 7 mm-long, increasing to
1.5 mm subapically). The glumes of the apical spikelet bear
1–3, 1–3-cm-long awns. In the case of only one, the awn is
flanked by acute teeth of up to 6-mm in length. All spikelet
lemmas have 2–3 teeth. The rachis internodes are generally
about as long as those of the adjacent spikelets. Awned
variants are rare, and, when present, the awns on glumes are
short whereas awns on lemmas are present only in the ter-
minal spikelet. Eig (1929a) described three varieties within
this subspecies. Subsp. cylindrostachys is less common than
subsp. peregrina.

Ae. peregrina also exhibits wide variation at the bio-
chemical and molecular levels. Nakai and Tsunewaki (1971)
found variations in the zymograms of esterase isozymes in
four Ae. peregrina accessions, analyzed using the gel elec-
trofocusing method. Similarly, Nakai and Tsuji (1984), after
examining four accessions of Ae. peregrina for acid phos-
phatase isozymes, using gel electrofocusing technique,
reported on intraspecific variation of two variant phenotypes.
Such intraspecific variation may be the result of adaptation
to different environment conditions, as shown by Nevo et al.
(1984), who electrophoretically analyzed allozymic diversity
in two polymorphic esterase loci in 70 Ae. peregrina plants,
collected from a microsite at Tabigha, north of the Sea of
Galilee, Israel. The test involved a 100 m-transect, equally
subdivided into basalt and terra-rossa soil types. Significant
genetic differentiation across soil type was found over very
short distances. The results suggested that allozyme poly-
morphisms in Ae. peregrina are adaptive and differentiate
primarily by soil selection, probably through aridity stress.

RAPD analysis was used to study genetic variation and
phylogenetic relationships among allopoly-
ploid Aegilops species sharing the U-subgenome (Gor-
yunova et al. 2010). In total, the group examined 115 DNA
samples of eight allopolyploid species containing the U
subgenome and of the diploid species Ae. umbellu-
lata (genome U). Substantial interspecific polymorphism
was observed in the majority of these allpolyploids. As with

most other species, the 12 accessions of Ae. peregrina
exhibited wide intraspecific variation. When establishing the
phylogenetic relationships for the U-subgenome species, the
authors noted the greatest separation within this group
between the SvU-subgenome species Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi.

Ae. peregrina is a Mediterranean element, growing in
Southern Italy (including Sicily), South Greece (including
Crete and Rhodes), South Turkey, Iraq (lower Mesopota-
mia), Iran (northwest and south), Azerbaijan, Syria, Leba-
non, Cyprus, Israel, Jordan, Egypt (lower), Libya, Tunisia,
Algeria, and Morocco. In this region, Ae. peregrina thrives
on a large variety of soils, in edges and openings of scle-
rophyllous oak forest, maquis, dwarf shrub formations,
herbaceous formations, pastures abandoned fields, edges of
cultivation, disturbed areas and roadsides. It grows at alti-
tudes of 0–1600 m. The species is very common and locally
abundant. It rapidly colonizes deserted fields as well as open,
unstable, secondary habitats.

Ae. peregrina has a medium-sized distribution in the
southwestern part of the distribution of the genus. Like Ae.
triuncialis in the central and northern parts of the genus area,
Ae. peregrina is the massive species in the southwestern part
of the genus area. Its ecological amplitude is exceptionally
large. It differs from its closely related species Ae. kotschyi,
in that, in some areas, it grows sympatrically with both of its
putative diploid parents, Ae. umbellulata and either Ae.
longissima and, Ae. sharonensis or Ae. searsii. Ae. pere-
grina usually grows in mixed populations with other species,
with which it introgresses. It may have contact with its two
putative diploid parents in semi-steppical, steppical and
sub-Mediterranean regions of Syria or Israel where Ae.
peregrina might have originated and then spread southwards
and westwards. Its distribution area is larger than those of its
two putative parents.

Ae. peregrina grows sympatrically with Ae. speltoides,
Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longissima, Ae. searsii, Ae. caudata,
Ae. umbellulata, wild tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis and Ae. tri-
uncialis, and allopatrically with Ae. bicornis, Ae. comosa,
the wild subspecies of T. monococcum, Ae. urartu, Ae.
neglecta, Ae. columnaris, and Ae. kotschyi. Ae. peregrina
forms mixed populations with Ae. geniculata and Ae.
biuncialis in many parts of the Mediterranean phytogeo-
graphic region of Israel. In such populations, interspecific
hybrids and hybrid derivatives between Ae. peregrina and
the other two allotetraploids are quite common (Zohary and
Feldman 1962; Feldman 1965a; Pazy and Zohary 1965). Ae.
peregrina and its close relative Ae. kotschyi are vicarious
species, the former growing in the Mediterranean phyto-
geographic region and the latter in semi-steppical and step-
pical (Irano-Turanian) regions. In the transition zone
between southern Israel’s Mediterranean and steppical
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regions where Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi have massive
contact, there are many indications for gene flow between
these two species (Feldman 1963). In northern Israel, there
are mixed populations of four allotetraploids, namely, Ae.
peregrina, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis and Ae. triuncialis,
with intermediates between Ae. peregrina and Ae. triuncialis
found in several such populations (Zohary and Feldman
1962; Feldman 1965a). In addition, hybrids between Ae.
peregrina and wild and domesticated tetraploid wheat, as
well as domesticated hexaploid wheat, were repeatedly
found (Percival 1921; Feldman M, unpublished). In this
regard, Weissman et al. (2005) described a spontaneous
DNA introgression from domesticated hexaploid wheat into
Ae. peregrina and the stabilization of this introgression in
wild populations. Vardi and Zohary (1967) described tri-
ploid hybrids and hybrid derivatives in mixed populations of
tetraploid Ae. peregrina and diploid Ae. sharonensis or Ae.
longissima, indicating the possibility of gene flow between
these species.

Accessions of Ae. peregrina carry genes that confer
resistance to powdery mildew (Gill et al. 1985; Spetsov et al.
1997), leaf rust (Gill et al. 1985; Marais et al. 2008), stem
rust (Anikster et al. 2005; Scott et al. 2014) and strip rust
(Anikster et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2011a, b; Zhao et al. 2016).
Accessions of this species were also found resistant to
Hessian fly (Gill et al. 1985), and green bug (Gill et al.
1985), as well as to cereal cyst nematode (Coriton et al.
2009) and to root-Knot nematodes (Yu et al. 1990; Coriton
et al. 2009). Several accessions of Ae. peregrina were salt
tolerant (Farooq et al.1989).

9.8.10.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics, and Evolution
Ae. peregrina is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28). Its
nuclear genome is designated SvSvUU (modified from
Dvorak 1998) and its plasmon genome as Sv (identical to Ss

of Ae. searsii) (Tsunewaki 2009). Early genome analysis
studies showed that Ae. peregrina has the U subgenome
from Ae. umbellulata (von Berg 1937; Kihara 1940a; Kim-
ber and Yen 1989), findings that were later substantiated by
a karyological study (Chennaveeraiah 1960), cytogenetic
studies (Yu and Jahier 1992), biochemical studies (Jaaska
(1978a, b) and subsequent molecular studies (Zhang et al.
1992; Badaeva et al. 2004). Yet, in contrast to the consensus
concerning the nature and origin of the U subgenome of Ae.
peregrina, that of the second subgenome is still enigmatic.
Chennaveeraiah (1960), based on karyotypic considerations,
suggested that the donor of the second subgenome is a
species of the M-genome group. From his cytogenetic
studies, Kihara (1946, 1949) proposed that the second sub-
genome of Ae. peregrina was contributed by a species of the
Sitopsis group, possibly Ae. longissima. This proposal was
supported by Talbert et al. (1991) and Friebe et al. (1996),
whereas Zhang et al. (1992) assumed that either Ae.

longissima, Ae. sharonensis or, more likely, the immediate
precursor of these two-diploid species, was the donor of the
Sv subgenome to Ae. peregrina. Badaeva et al. (2004), using
C-banding method, revealed that Ae. peregrina contains a
reciprocal translocation involving chromosomes 4 and 7 of
the S subgenome, similar to the translocation that exists in
Ae. longissima. Since this translocation does not present in
Ae. sharonensis, they concluded that Ae. longissima was the
source of the second subgenome of Ae. peregrina, and that
Ae. peregrina arose after the separation of Ae. longissima
from Ae. sharonensis. In contrast to the above, Ogihara and
Tsunewaki (1988) and Siregar et al. (1988), studying
restriction patterns of chloroplast DNA, proposed Ae. searsii
as the cytoplasm donor to Ae. peregrina.

Sears (1941b) produced an Ae umbellulata—Ae sharo-
nensis amphidiploid (2n = 4x = 28; genome UUSshSsh),
which was not similar to Ae. peregrina, while the F1 of the
hybrid Ae. bicornis x Ae. umbellulata (Genome SbU) had a
similar ear-form to Ae. peregrina (Kihara 1954). Tanaka
(1955b) also produced an amphidiploid from the
Ae. sharonensis x Ae. umbellulata cross, that reportedly
resembled Ae. kotschyi in many morphological characters,
but differed from Ae. kotschyi and Ae. peregrina with respect
to spikelet count and awn shape. Tanaka (1955b) reported
that chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrid of the amphidi-
ploid x Ae. peregrina was almost regular, i.e., 0–4 univa-
lents, with a mode of 2, 9–14 bivalents, with a mode of 13,
and 0–2 trivalents or quadrivalents; pollen fertility was
71.5% and seed set 50.0%. These data implied that Ae.
peregrina originated from the hybridization between Ae.
sharonensis, or another closely related species, and Ae.
umbellulata. Kihara (1954) regarded the S subgenome of Ae.
peregrina as a modified subgenome and therefore, formu-
lated it as Sv.

These findings were reinforced by Zhang et al. (1992),
who identified diagnostic bands in Southern blots hybridized
with repeated nucleotide sequences and one 5S rRNA gene.
Their study confirmed that one subgenome in Ae. peregrina
was identical to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata and that
the other was identical to the S1 genome of Ae. longissima
or to the Ssh genome of Ae. sharonensis or, more likely, to
the internode in the phylogenetic tree of Triticum immedi-
ately preceding the divergence of Ae. longis-
sima and Ae. sharonensis. Their data indicated that the
second subgenome of Ae. peregrina was contributed by the
Ae. longissima-Ae. sharonensis evolutionary lineage, and
not by any other Sitopsis species.

When the data of Zhang et al. (1992) are interpreted in the
context of the phylogenetic tree of the wheat group, it
appears that Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi are of recent
origin and evolved after the differentiation of Ae. umbellu-
lata from Ae. caudata, and Ae. longissima and Ae. sharo-
nensis from Ae. bicornis.
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The results of the cytogenetic (Tanaka 1955b) and
molecular (Zhang et al. 1992) studies on the source of the Sv

subgenome in Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi disagree with
the inference based on chloroplast (cp) DNA and mito-
chondrial (mt) DNA (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Siregar
et al. 1988; Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009), which
indicated that the cytoplasm of both allotetraploids was
contributed by Ae. searsii and not by Ae. longissima.

Both Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi are allotetraploid
with the same Sv-type cytoplasm and are thought to have
received their cytoplasm from a genome donor with the Sv-
type cytoplasm (Mukai and Tsunewaki 1975; Tsunewaki
et al. 1978). Studies on the large subunits of the chloroplast
Fraction I protein (Hirai and Tsunewaki 1981) and chloro-
plast DNA restriction pattern (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1982;
Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983), suggested that the Sv cyto-
plasm derived either from Ae. searsii or Ae. bicornis. While
it is obvious that Ae. bicornis has different phenotypic effects
in alloplasmic lines of bread wheat than the cytoplasm of Ae.
searsii (Siregar et al. 1988), studies of the cytoplasm of Ae.
peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, did not reveal any differences
between their ctDNAs and that of Ae. bicornis, suggesting
that these species differ in their mitochondrial genomes
(Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983).

Indeed, while aiming to more accurately determine the
diploid donor of the cytoplasm to Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi, Terachi and Tsunewaki (1986), analyzing restric-
tion fragment patterns of mtDNA isolated from various
Aegilops species, revealed that whereas the mitochondrial
genomes of Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi are identical to
that of Ae. searsii, that of Ae. bicornis is somewhat different.
Thus, Ae. searsii was proposed as the cytoplasm donor to
these two allotetraploid species (Tsunewaki 2009 and ref-
erences therein). Whether this conclusion indicates intro-
gression of the cytoplasm from Ae. searsii into Ae. peregrina
(and Ae. kotschyi) or some other cause, is currently not
known and requires further investigation.

Wang et al. (1997) analyzed PCR–single-strand confor-
mational polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) of 14.0-kb ct and
13.7-kb mt DNA regions that were isolated from 46 allo-
plasmic wheat lines. In accord with the above, they found
that the genetic distances between Ae. searsii and both Ae.
peregrina and Ae. kotschyi were moderate (0.008 and 0.011,
respectively) and between the two allotetraploids was small
(0.005). Therefore, Wang et al. (1997) designated the cyto-
plasm of Ae. searsii Sv, like the designation of the cytoplasm
of Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi. Apparently, Ae. peregrina
and Ae. kotschyi had a monophyletic origin (Wang et al.
1997). In this respect, it is interesting to note that Meimberg
et al. (2009) assumed a single origin for Ae. peregrina.

In his attempt to explain the origin of the modified gen-
omes in the Aegilops allotetraploid species, Kihara (1963)
assumed subgenome donors to be either extinct or yet

unknown diploid species, or that independent chromosome
differentiation occurred within the subgenome. Kawahara
(1986, 1988) proposed an alternative and more simple
explanation for the existence of modified subgenomes in the
Aegilops-Triticum group. He assumed that this group con-
tains several diploid species with stable genomes, while
other diploids have less stable and more variable genomes.
In an allotetraploid species with the genomic combination of
one stable and one variable subgenomes, structural differ-
entiation or segmental rearrangements would accumulate in
the variable genome. Since one genome is stable, serving as
a genetic buffer, the chromosome structure of the second
genome would change far more rapidly than that of the
corresponding genome of the diploid species. To verify this
hypothesis, Kawahara (1986, 1988) identified the break-
points of spontaneous reciprocal translocations in each
subgenome. In Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi he identified
seven translocations, three being between the Sv subgenome
chromosomes, two between the U and the Sv subgenomes
and one between the U subgenome chromosomes. The
breakpoint of the remaining translocation was assumed to be
on a Sv subgenome chromosome but was not identified
(Kawahara T, unpublished). Evidently, the number of
breakpoints on the modified Sv is clearly about twice that on
the pivotal U subgenome. Therefore, Kawahara (1986, 1988)
concluded that genome rearrangement occurs more fre-
quently in the modified genomes than in the pivotal ones,
and that the modified genomes likely evolved through their
high structural variability.

The coexistence of a modified and unchanged subgenome
within the same nucleus of an allotetraploid Aegilops species,
led to the hypothesis that interspecific hybridization between
allotetraploid species sharing one subgenome, but differing in
the other subgenome, results in the modification of the dif-
ferential subgenomes via hybridization and gene exchange
(Zohary and Feldman 1962; Feldman 1965a). These authors
studied this evolutionary process using Ae. peregrina as a
model, and argued that the extensive morphological variation
in this species was indicative of genome modification. They
presented evidence for the existence of hybrids and hybrid
derivatives between Ae. peregrina and several other allote-
traploid species that share the U subgenome and grow with
Ae. peregrina in mixed populations. Moreover, F1 hybrids
between Ae. peregrina and other U-subgenome allopoly-
ploids exhibit, in addition to pairing of the homologous
U-chromosomes, also pairing between several chromosomes
of the differential genomes (Feldman 1965c), even though
such pairing is usually precluded (Riley 1966b). Upon
backcrossing to either parent, this pairing may lead to the
formation of introgressed (modified) subgenomes.

Furuta and Tanaka (1970) examined whether introgres-
sion occurs between tetraploid species belonging to the
U-subgenome group of Aegilops, by carrying out cytological
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and morphological analyses on hybrid progenies of three
cross-combinations: Ae. neglecta (UUXnXn) x Ae. colum-
naris (UUXnXn), Ae. peregrina (UUSvSv) x Ae. columnaris,
and Ae. biuncialis (UUMbMb) x Ae. columnaris. In all
cases, the U subgenome was the common buffer subgenome
and subgenomes Xn, Svand Mb form 5, 3.5 and 2 bivalents,
respectively, with the Xn subgenome. In the most closely
related combination, Ae. neglecta x Ae. columnaris, intro-
gression was cytologically and morphologically confirmed.
In Ae. peregrina x Ae. columnaris, only introgression
between two homoeologous chromosomes was observed,
whereas in the third distinctly related combination, Ae.
biuncialis x Ae. columnaris, no introgression took place.
These observations suggest that introgression is a function of
the relationship between species and impacts the resulting
modified genomes in the Aegilops allotetraploid species
(Furuta and Tanaka 1970).

Support for the above hypothesis came from Nakai and
Tsuji (1984) who, using the gel electrofocusing technique,
examined acid phosphatase isozymes in four accessions of
Ae. peregrina and reported that the Sv subgenome of Ae.
peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, had been modified by intro-
gressive hybridization from Ae. geniculata and Ae. colum-
naris. In contrast, Jaaska (1978a, b) noted from his acid
phosphatase data, no indication of the occurrence of sub-
genome recombination in Aegilops species sharing a com-
mon subgenome. However, his results did not necessarily
overthrow Zohary and Feldman’s (1962) hypothesis, as the
banding profiles of the allotetraploids presented may reflect
complex evolutionary processes. Likewise, C-banding and
FISH analyses performed by Badaeva et al. (2004), strongly
suggested that the Sv subgenome of Ae. peregrina was
derived from Ae. longissima, and that it is not structurally
altered relative to that of the parental species. This agrees
with molecular data of Zhang et al. (1992), who obtained no
evidence for an extensive modification of the Sv subgenome
relative to that of its diploid donor, Ae. longissima.

In contrast to the above, Gong et al. (2006) used 31 ISSR
(inter-simple sequence repeat) primers to study genomic
evolutions among 23 species of Aegilops. The results indi-
cated that the genome constituents of the allopolyploid
species had considerably changed through evolution com-
pared with their ancestral diploid species. Genome U
showed little alterations in U-containing allopolyploids,
while others had undergone changes after allopolyploidiza-
tion. Gong et al. (2006), found that Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi were more similar to Ae. umbellulata than to Ae.
searsii, despite the fact that Ae. searsii was their cytoplasmic
donor (Terachi et al. 1990). They concluded that their
findings supported the pivotal-differential hypothesis pro-
posed by Zohary and Feldman (1962).

Ae. peregrina contains 12.52 ± 0.181 pg 1C DNA
(Eilam et al. 2008), one of the largest genomes among the
allotetraploid species of Aegilops (Eilam et al. 2008). The 1C
DNA content is 2.64% less DNA than that expected from the
sum of the DNA of its two diploid parents, namely, 12.86 pg
(Ae. umbellulata, the donor of the U subgenome, contains
5.38 pg and Ae. longissima, the assumed donor of the Sv

subgenome, contains 7.48 pg; Eilam et al. 2007).
The karyotype of Ae. peregrina described by Sorokina

(1928) did not show the presence of satellites. However,
according to Senyaninova-Korchagina (1930, 1932), there
are 8 types of chromosomes, including one pair with satel-
lites. Chennaveeraiah (1960) revealed three pairs with
satellites on short arms, two pairs with large satellites and the
third pair with smaller satellites. One pair has an extreme
subterminal centromere, two pairs have submedian-
subterminal centromeres, and the rest have submedian cen-
tromeres. No pairs have median centromere. In all, there are
12 types of chromosomes. One set of chromosomes, con-
sisting of a chromosome pair with small satellites, a pair
with large satellites, a pair with extreme subterminal cen-
tromere, two pairs with submedian centromeres and two
pairs with submedian-subterminal centromeres, corresponds
to the karyotype of the U genome of Ae. umbellulata. The
second set of chromosomes contains one pair with large
satellites, and the rest with submedian centromeres but with
different arm ratio. Based on these karyotypic features,
Chennaveeraiah (1960) concluded that this set falls into the
M-group rather than the S-group.

A repetitive DNA sequence, derived from T. aestivum,
coding for ribosomal RNA, was used as a probe in FISH
analysis of Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi genomes (Teoh
et al. 1983). Similar to the finding of Chennaveeraiah (1960),
Teoh et al. (1983) also found three pairs of SAT chromo-
somes and three pairs of rRNA sites. In contrast, Cermeño
et al. (1984b) found only two SAT chromosomes and two
pairs of Ag-NORs in Ae. peregrina. In parallel, they found
up to four nucleoli in interphase cells and reported that the U
subgenome completely suppressed the NOR activity of the
Ae. peregrina Sv subgenome.

Badaeva et al. (2004) studied structure of the Ae. pere-
grina genome by analyzing heterochromatin banding pat-
terns of its somatic metaphase chromosomes, as revealed by
study of 20 accessions by C-banding and three accessions by
FISH with the heterochromatin-limited repetitive DNA
probes pSc119 and pAs1, as well as the distribution of NOR
and 5S DNA loci revealed by pTa71 (18S-26S rDNA) and
pTa794 (5S rDNA) probes. All Ae. peregrina chromosomes
were highly heterochromatic and with distinct C-banding
patterns, allowing their easy identification. Similar to
Badaeva et al. (2004), Zhao et al. (2016) identified each of
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the 14 pairs of Ae. peregrina chromosomes using a FISH
probe combination of pSc119.2, pTa71 and pTa-713.
Using N Banding, Jewell and Driscoll (1983) succeeded to
identify nine of the 14 possible chromosomes of Ae. pere-
grina that were added to common wheat as a monosomic
addition.

Significant C-banding polymorphism was detected in Ae.
peregrina (Badaeva et al. 2004). However, the frequency of
chromosomal aberrations was comparatively low, which
agrees with meiotic pairing data in intraspecific hybrids of
this species (Feldman 1963; Furuta 1981b; Kawahara 1986,
1988; Yu and Jahier 1992). Rearranged chromosomes were
only found in four accessions. These modified chromosomes
likely arose as a result of introgression of genetic material
from a related species, followed by meiotic recombination.
(Badaeva et al. 2004).

Studies based on isozyme (Hart and Tuleen1983) and
C-banding analyses (Friebe et al. 1993, 1996; Friebe and
Gill 1996) revealed that chromosomes 4Sl and 7Sl of Ae.
longissima are involved in a species-specific reciprocal
translocation that is absent in Ae. sharonensis. The presence
of this translocation in Ae. peregrina and its absence in Ae.
kotschyi suggests that Ae. peregrina originated from the
hybridization of Ae. umbellulata with Ae. longissima and
that Ae. kotschyi originated from the hybridization of Ae.
umbellulata with Ae. sharonensis; both hybridizations
occurred after the differentiation of Ae. longissima from Ae.
sharonensis.

While the U subgenome of Ae. peregrina is similar to that
of Ae. umbellulata (Friebe et al. 1995b, 1996; Badaeva et al.
1996a), Badaeva et al. (2004) found some differences in the
size and position of C-bands of the corresponding chromo-
somes. On the other hand, the Sv subgenome was nearly
identical to the Sl genome of Ae. longissima, as also reported
by Friebe et al. (1993), Friebe and Gill (1996), and Badaeva
et al. (1996a), indicating that Ae. peregrina derived from
hybridization of Ae. umbellulata with Ae. longissima. Little
modification occurred in the Sv subgenome at the tetraploid
level, contradicting earlier findings (Chennaveeraiah 1960;
Zohary and Feldman 1962; Feldman 1965a).

Although Ae. peregrina has a genome constitution similar
to that of Ae. kotschyi, the C-banding patterns of these two
species were different (Badaeva et al. 2004). Comparison of
Ae. kotschyi with the diploid ancestors Ae. umbellulata and
Ae. sharonensis, revealed a higher degree of genome mod-
ification in Ae. kotschyi as compared to Ae. peregrina.
Chromosomes 4 Sv and 7Svof Ae. peregrina are nearly
identical to 4Sl and 7Sl of Ae. longissima, whereas chro-
mosomes 4Svand 7Svof Ae. kotschyi are similar to 4Ssh and
7Ssh of Ae. sharonensis. The high frequency of chromoso-
mal aberrations and reduction in the number and size of
18S-26S rDNA loci observed in the Sv subgenome of Ae.
kotschyi, compared to the Ssh genome of Ae. sharonensis and

Sv of Ae. peregrina, suggest that Ae. kotschyi is an older
species than Ae. peregrina.

FISH with clone pSC119 revealed signals of various sizes
in telosomic regions of either the short or both arms of 13
Ae. peregrina chromosome pairs. An interstitial pSc119
FISH site was detected in the long arm of Ae. peregrina
chromosome 7U, whereas chromosome 6U had no pSc119
FISH site, despite the fact that distinct telomeric and inter-
stitial FISH sites are present in Ae. umbellulata (Badaeva
et al. 1996a). Chromosome 6U of Ae. peregrina has a
telomeric and an interstitial pAs1 FISH site, which are
absent in Ae. umbellulata. Another a pAs1 FISH site was
detected in the middle of the satellite of chromosome 1U of
Ae. peregrina.

In contrast to Chennaveeraiah (1960), Badaeva et al.
(2004) found only two pairs of satellite chromosomes in Ae.
peregrina and Ae. kotschyi, which coincides with the num-
ber of active NORs detected by Ag-NOR staining (Cermeno
et al. 1984b) and in situ hybridization (Yamamoto 1992a). In
both species, major NORs were observed on group 1 and 5
from the U-subgenome chromosomes. Ae. peregrina and Ae.
kotschyi also have several minor 18S-26S rDNA sites. Two
consistent minor loci detected on group 5 and 6 of the Sv-
subgenome chromosomes were associated with a significant
reduction in copy number of 18S-26S rRNA genes. The
hybridization patterns with pTa794 were similar in both
species; four similar-sized rDNA loci were located on
chromosomes of homoeologous groups 1 and 5. As was
found by Cermeño et al. (1984b), the NORs on Sv sub-
genome chromosomes were inactivated and were accompa-
nied with a decrease or loss of rDNA sequences.

9.8.10.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chennaveeraiah (1960) reported that all PMCs of Ae. pere-
grina had 14 bivalents at first meiotic metaphase, two of
which were usually rod bivalents. No multivalents were
observed. Likewise, Feldman (1963), who studied chromo-
some pairing in different lines of both Ae. peregrina sub-
species, noted that all lines had 14 bivalents and 27.86 to
32.34 chiasmata/cell. Feldman (1963) also studied chromo-
some pairing at first meiotic metaphase in F1 hybrids
between different lines of Ae. peregrina. Average chromo-
some pairing in hybrids between lines of ssp. peregrina
included 0.0–0.14 univalents, 10.0–14.0 bivalents, 0.0–0.04
trivalents, 0.0–1.96 quadrivalents and 26.10–26.74 chias-
mata. Average chromosome pairing in the hybrid between
two lines of ssp. cylindrostachys contained 0.12 univalents,
11.92 bivalents, of which one was heteromorphic, 0.04
trivalents, 0.98 quadrivalents and 26.80 chiasmata. Average
chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between lines of
ssp. peregrina x lines of ssp. cylindrostachys, presented
0.06–0.56 univalents, 12.02–12.304 bivalents, of which
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0.02–0.46 were heteromorphic, 0.02–0.08 trivalents, 0.78–
0.96 quadrivalents, and 26.04–26.46 chiasmata. Average
chromosome pairing in the intraspecific hybrids was some-
what less regular than pairing in the parental lines, namely,
though they had a low frequency of univalents, they had
fewer bivalents, some multivalents and a lower number of
chiasmata per cell.

Cuñado (1992) used C-banding to analyze chromosome
pairing at first meiotic metaphase of Ae. peregrina. This
technique facilitated the pairing of the whole complement as
well as of specific-subgenome chromosomes. Ae. peregrina
had an average of 0.04 univalents, 2.61 rod bivalents, 11.34
ring bivalents and 25.30 chromosome associations per cell
(Cuñado 1992). U subgenome chromosome pairings showed
0.04 univalents, 1.41 rod bivalents, 5.54 ring bivalents, and
12.50 chromosome associations per cell, while Sv sub-
genome chromosome pairings included 1.20 rod bivalents,
5.80 ring bivalents and 12.80 chromosome associations per
cell. Slight differences were observed between the pairing
data of the two subgenomes, presumably because of the
presence of one chromosome pair with a subterminal cen-
tromere in the U subgenome and higher C-heterochromatin
content in the Sv subgenome. Cuñado et al. (1996b) also
studied chromosome pairing in early stages of meiotic pro-
phase of Ae. peregrina and found, in zygotene, 14 bivalents
in 9 cells and 12 bivalents and one multivalent in one cell,
whereas, in pachytene, all cells had 14 bivalents. These data
indicate that bivalent pairing in Ae. peregrina occurs already
at early stages of meiosis.

Chromosome pairing in F1 triploid hybrids of Ae. pere-
grina with its putative diploid progenitors, Ae. umbellulata
and Ae. longissima, are presented in Table 9.5. Pairing in
peregrina x umbellulata included 6.95 univalents, 1.59 rod
bivalents, 5.41 ring bivalents, 0.02 trivalents and 12.44
associations/cell. Pairing in peregrina x longissima showed
6.77 univalents, 2.11 rod bivalents, 2.98 ring bivalents, 0.30
trivalents, 0.73 quadrivalents, 0.04 other multivalents and
11.42 associations/cell. Similar results were obtained by
Feldman (1963), who studied chromosome pairing in F1
hybrids between several lines of Ae. peregrina and Ae.
longissima. Average chromosome pairing included 6.58–
6.72 univalents, 6.52–6.72 bivalents, 0.28–0.34 trivalents,
and 14.36–15.12 chiasmata/cell. One hybrid combination
had 6.82 univalents, 4.90 bivalents, 0.16 trivalents, 0.90
quadrivalents, 0.06 pentavalents and 13.08 chiasmata/cell.
The above data substantiated that Ae. umbellulata and Ae.
longissima are the parental species of Ae. peregrina. The Sv

subgenome in two lines of Ae. peregrina (one studied by Yu
and Jahier 1992 and the second by Feldman 1963) differed
from the Sl genome of Ae. longissima by a reciprocal
translocation. Thus, the U subgenome of Ae. peregrina
remained nearly unchanged from that of Ae. umbellulata,

whereas the Sv subgenome of Ae. peregrina underwent
some changes compared to the Sl genome of Ae. longis-
sima and is therefore structurally differentiated by at least
one interchange (Yu and Jahier 1992).

Yu and Jahier (1992) also studied chromosome pairing in
F1 triploid hybrids between Ae. peregrina and three other
diploid species of section Sitopsis, Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii
and a low-pairing line of Ae. speltoides (Table 9.5). Pairing
in peregrina x bicornis exhibited 7.57 associations/cell,
pairing in peregrina x searsii had 5.82 associations/cell, and
pairing in the peregrina x speltoides hybrid had 4.31
associations/cell. The relatively low level of pairing in these
three hybrids showed that the genomes of these three
Sitopsis species are only homoeologous to the Sv subgenome
of Ae. peregrina.

Feldman (1965c) studied chromosome pairing in hybrids
between Ae. peregrina and two other allopolyploid species
of Aegilops sharing the U-subgenome, Ae. geniculata and
Ae. biuncialis (Table 9.7). The F1 of the Ae. biuncialis x Ae.
peregrina ssp. peregrina hybrid (genome UMbUSv) showed
12.16 univalents, 6.54 bivalents, 0.76 trivalents and 0.12
quadrivalents, and the F1 Ae. biuncialis x Ae. peregrina
ssp. cylindrostachys hybrid showed 11.82 univalents, 6.60
bivalents, 0.70 trivalents, and 0.22 quadrivalents. The F1 Ae.
geniculata x Ae. peregrina ssp. peregrina hybrid (genome
MoUUSv) had 11.44 univalents, 7.02 bivalents and 0.84
trivalents, and the F1 Ae. geniculata x Ae. peregrina
ssp. cylindrostachys hybrid had 11.42 univalents, 6.63
bivalents, 1.00 trivalent and 0.08 quadrivalent. Kihara
(1937) observed 6–8 bivalents in the F1 hybrid Ae. genicu-
lata x Ae. peregrina and 7 bivalents in the F1 hybrid Ae.
biuncialis x Ae. peregrina, and Kihara (1949) observed 7–11
bivalents in the Ae. neglecta x Ae. peregrina hybrids,
Lindschau and Oehler (1936) observed 2–12 bivalents in Ae.
peregrina x Ae. triuncialis (genome SvUUC) and Kihara
(1937) observed 7–9 bivalents in the reciprocal combination.
All these hybrids had more than 7 bivalents, indicating that
pairing also took place between chromosomes of the dif-
ferential genomes of these species.

Cuñado (1993a) also analyzed chromosome pairing in the
F1 Ae. triuncialis x Ae. peregrina hybrid and observed 12.74
univalents, 3.82 rod bivalents, 2.66 ring bivalents, 0.66
trivalents, 0.08 quadrivalents and 10.74 association/cell. The
Sv—subgenome chromosomes were distinguishable from
the U and C chromosomes by their larger size and higher
C-heterochromatin content, which facilitated determination
of the homomorphic and heteromorphic pairing in the
hybrid. Average homomorphic pairing between the homol-
ogous chromosomes of the U subgenome, showed 2.04 rod
bivalents, 2.50 ring bivalents and 6.66 associations/cell, and
heteromorphic pairing between the homoeologous chromo-
somes of the C and Sv differential subgenomes included 1.78
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rod bivalents, 0.16 ring bivalents, 0.66 trivalents, 0.08
quadrivalents and 3.58 associations/cell.

Meiotic pairing was analyzed by Fernández-Calvín and
Orellana (1991) at first meiotic metaphase of the F1 penta-
ploid hybrids common wheat x Ae. peregrina ssp. peregrina,
common wheat x ssp. cylindrostachys, and common wheat x
Ae. kotschyi. The hybrids had either the Ph1 gene of common
wheat that induces low pairing in hybrids or the ph1b mutant
that allows homoeologous pairing in hybrids. The use of
C-banding technique enabled identification of the various
chromosomes in the different pairing configurations. Chro-
mosome pairing in the hybrid common wheat x Ae. peregrina
ssp. peregrina var. typica (hybrid genome BADUSv) inclu-
ded 30.99 univalents, 1.69 rod bivalents, 0.10 ring bivalents,
0.03 trivalents and 0.01 quadrivalents. Among the rod biva-
lents, 0.33 were between A and D chromosomes, 0.67 were
between AD-USv chromosomes, 0.01 were between AD-B
chromosomes, 0.37 were between USv-B chromosomes and
0.31 were between U-Sv chromosomes. Chromosome pairing
in the hybrid common wheat x Ae. peregrina ssp. cylin-
drostachys presented 28.99 univalents, 2.81 rod bivalents,
0.06 ring bivalents and 0.10 trivalents. Among the rod
bivalents, 0.60 were between A-D chromosomes, 1.20
between AD-USv chromosomes, 0.14 between AD-B chro-
mosomes, 0.42 between USvB chromosomes, and 0.45
between U-Sv chromosomes. Chromosome pairing in the
hybrid common wheat x Ae. kotschyi (hybrid genome
BADUSv) had 30.92 univalents, 1.98 rod bivalents, 0.02 ring
bivalents and 0.03 trivalents. Among the rod bivalents, 0.54
were between A-D chromosomes, 0.74 between AD-USv

chromosomes, 0.05 between AD-B chromosomes, 0.38
between USv-B chromosomes and 0.25 between U-Sv chro-
mosomes. These data indicated that more than 40% of the
pairing in these three hybrids was autosyndetic
(A-D + AD-B = 25%, and U-Sv = 16%) and more than 50%
was allosyndetic (AD-USv + USv-B = 51%) (Fernández--
Calvín and Orellana 1991). The allosyndetic pairing between
AD chromosomes and USv chromosomes was twice as fre-
quent as that between USlvand B chromosomes. The geno-
type of Ae. peregrina ssp. cylindrostachys seemed to promote
homoeologous pairing in the hybrid with common wheat (an
increase of approximately a bivalent/cell). Its effect was
detectable in the low pairing, but not in the high pairing
hybrid (Fernández-Calvín and Orellana 1991).

Evidence for the existence of a gene(s) promoting pairing
in a line of Ae. peregrina was obtained by Farooq et al.
(1990) who analyzed chromosome pairing in hybrids of
common wheat x three different accessions (A, B, and E) of
Ae. peregrina. These authors found significant differences in
the frequencies of homoeologous chromosome pairing at
first meiotic metaphase. Hybrids between common wheat
and Ae. peregrina accessions A and B showed very little

pairing, as indicated by a chiasma frequency of 1.0 and 1.5
per cell, respectively. On the other hand, the hybrid between
common wheat and Ae. peregrina accession E, showed
significantly more homoeologous pairing (mean chiasma
frequency was 12.6/cell). The level of such pairing was
essentially the same as that between the hybrids of common
wheat ph1b x Ae. peregrina accessions A and B. However,
when the ph1b mutant was hybridized with accession E, the
level of chromosome pairing significantly increased further
(mean chiasma frequency was 17.52/cell), indicating the
presence of pairing promoter gene(s) in Ae. peregrina
accession E, which are epistatic to the wheat Ph1 allele, and
which positively interact with its mutant form to further
increase the ph1b ceiling to homoeologous pairing in wheat.
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10Triticum L.

10.1 Description of the Genus

10.1.1 Taxonomic Complexities

At all times human strived to recognize, define and control
the plants and animals around them and, as the first step in
this endeavor, they named and classified them. This is well
reflected in the biblical story in which God asked Adam to
name all animals and plants, … “And the Lord God …
brought them unto Adam to see what he would call them:
and whatsoever Adam called every living creature, that was
the name thereof” (Genesis 2, 19). Already in ancient times,
at the end of the second millennium BC, the domesticated
wheats were divided into two major groups: free-threshing
wheats and hulled wheats, referred to in the bible (e.g.,
Exodus 9: 32) as wheat (probably a free-threshing form of
tetraploid wheat) and as emmer (hulled form of tetraploid
wheat; spelt was not grown in ancient Egypt), respectively.
This classification was also accepted by the early Greek
taxonomists of the fourth century BC, Aristoteles and
Theophrastus, and by the first century Latin agronomist
Columella, who classified the domesticated wheats in two
sections, namely: Triticum—wheats whose spikes have a
tough rachis and grain so loosely invested by the chaff that
they fall out when the spikes are threshed (free-threshing
types), and Zea—wheats whose spikes have a semi-fragile
rachis, which, when pressed, breaks into spikelets, and
whose grains are so firmly enclosed by the glumes that they
are separated with difficulty (hulled wheats). The Zea section
includes the present-day “spelt” wheats, namely, small spelt
(Triticum monococcum ssp. monococcum), Emmer (T. tur-
gidum ssp. dicoccon) and common spelt (T. aestivum
ssp. spelta).

This classification was more or less in use until the
eighteenth century, when Linnaeus (1753) suggested the
classification of the wheats based on the binaric system. He
was the first to place all the domesticated wheats under a
single genus, Triticum, and included the following five dif-
ferent species in this genus: T. aestivum (bearded spring

wheat), T. hybernum (bearded winter wheat), T. turgidum, T.
spelta and T. monococcum. In the third edition of his Species
Plantarum (Linnaeus 1764), he added T. polonicum. All the
six species were domesticated forms.

Since then, the scientific name of bread (common) wheat
has been changed by several taxonomists, e.g., T. sativum
Lamarck (1786), T. vulgare Villars (1787), T. cereale
Schrank (1789), T. vulgare subsp. vulgare Körnicke (1885),
Frumentum triticum Krause (1898), T. vulgare Percival
(1921), T. aestivum Schiemann (1948), T. aestivum cultivar
group aestivum Bowden (1959), and T. aestivum ssp. aes-
tivum Mac key (1966, 1988), van Slageren (1994) (for
details see Bálint et al. 2000).

The discovery of the wild one-grained wheat, T. mono-
coccum ssp. aegilopoides, and the two-grained T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, in the nineteenth century and in the
beginning of the twentieth century, respectively, enabled
Schultz (1913b) to assemble the first natural classification of
the wheats (Table 10.1). He divided the genus Triticum into
three major taxonomic groups, namely, einkorn, emmer and
dinkel. Each group was subdivided further into wild and
domesticated species and the domesticated species further
separated into hulled and naked (free-threshing) types.
Schultz (1913b) assumed that the domesticated naked types
derived from the domesticated hulled species, which, in turn,
derived from the wild prototypes. He postulated the exis-
tence of three different types of wild wheats, i.e., prototypes
of the einkorn, the emmer and the dinkel. The prototypes of
einkorn and emmer were known, and Shultz believed that
the wild progenitor of the dinkel wheats would also be
found.

The data collected by von Tschermak (1914) on the fer-
tility of the various interspecific F1 hybrids of wheats sup-
ported Schultz’s classification of three major groups of
wheat. Schultz’s grouping is also in accord with the sero-
logical relationships as determined by Zade (1914). Thellung
(1918a, b) disagreed with the morphological species classi-
fication approach and used a broader definition of species in
the genus Triticum, a definition that was based on genetic
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relatedness. Thus, Thellung recognized only three wheat
species, namely, T. monococcum, T. turgidum and T. aes-
tivum. The natural classifications of Schultz and Thellung
were also supported by the pioneering cytological studies of
Sakamura (1918) who showed that the three groups of wheat
differ in their chromosome number: the einkorns (T. mono-
coccum) are diploids (2n = 14), the emmers (T. turgidum)
are tetraploids (2n = 28), and the dinkels (T. aestivum) are
hexaploids (2n = 42). Thus, the wheat species form a
polyploid series based on X = 7 chromosome number. Of
note, Sakamura (1918) was the first to determine the correct
chromosome number of the wheats. Additional significant
support for Schultz’s and Thellung’s classification came
from the cytogenetic analysis of meiotic chromosome pair-
ing in interspecific F1 hybrids between the various wheats,
e.g., the studies of Sax (1918, 1921, 1922), Kihara (1919,
1924), Sax and Sax (1924). These studies showed that the
polyploid species of the wheats are allopolyploids, i.e.,
containing subgenomes that derived from different species,
and that the tetraploid wheat contains a subgenome of
diploid wheat plus an additional subgenome and that allo-
hexaploid wheat comprises the genome of tetraploid wheat
plus an additional subgenome.

Since then, several new domesticated and wild taxa were
discovered and a better understanding of the taxonomical, as
well as of the cytogenetic and phylogenetic relationships
among the various wheat taxa, has been gained; the classi-
fication of wheat was then modified accordingly. Not only
the species names, but also their classification have been a
matter of disagreement. The lack of agreement among wheat
taxonomists have led to various classification proposals of
the genus Triticum, each comprising a different number of
sections and species. Percival (1921) described only two
species in this genus, while Bowden (1959) listed three, Mac
Key (1966) six, Miller (1987) 22, Jackubziner and Dorofeev
(1968) 24, Dorofeev et al. (1980) 27, and Goncharov (2011)
and Goncharov et al. 2009) 29. Obviously, one proper and

acceptable classification of the Triticum species is essential
for the study of their genetic structure, origin and evolu-
tionary relationships as well as for efficient use of their gene
pools to improve the domesticated forms (van Slageren
1994).

Classification of the Triticum species is complicated for
several reasons: (i) The allopolyploid species of wheat
contain subgenomes originating from two different genera,
Triticum and Aegilops (e.g., hexaploid wheat, Triticum
aestivum, contains one subgenome from Triticum and two
from Aegilops). (ii) Both cultivated and wild forms occur in
a single biological taxon. (iii) The genus Triticum and its
related genera are relatively young, with possibilities of
inter-specific and inter-generic hybridization leading to
introgression. (iv) Over the 10,000 years of cultivation,
numerous forms of domesticated wheats have evolved under
human selection. This great diversity has led to much con-
fusion in the taxonomical treatment of wheats. The above
taxonomical complications have raised the following prob-
lems: (a) Is separation of the Triticum and Aegilops genera
taxonomically justified? (b) Is it appropriate to group wild
and domesticated forms under one biological species or to
separate them into different taxonomic species? (c) How
should new intergeneric hybrids and synthetic amphiploids
be regarded?

In spite of the fact that Aegilops species contributed
genome(s) to allopolyploid species of Triticum, their sepa-
ration into two different genera is justified on the basis of
morphological differences and the different evolutionary
trajectories of these two genera. Mac Key (1966, 1968,
1981) claimed that Aegilops, especially the allopolyploid
species, are developing towards increased weediness,
whereas the domesticated taxa of Triticum, are taking a
different evolutionary route, due to selection by man towards
tough rachis, naked grains, rapid and uniform germination,
reduced competition with neighboring wheat plants, long
grain filling period, higher yield, and other traits. This

Table 10.1 Schulz’s (1913b)
phylogenetic classification of
species and domesticated groups
of Triticum

Wild progenitors Domesticated wheats

Spelt (hulled) wheat Naked (free-threshing)
wheat

Einkorn series
(one-grained wheat)

T. aegilopoides ! T. monococcum None

Emmer series
(two-grained wheat)

T. dicoccoides ! T. dicoccon ! T. durum

T. turgidum

T. polonicum

Dinkel series Not known T. spelta ! T. compactum

T. vulgare
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evolutionary route has caused the domesticated wheat to be
completely dependent on man for its survival.

The traditional taxonomists (e.g., Dorofeev et al. 1980;
Goncharov et al. 2009; Goncharov 2011) do not consider the
presence of reproductive barriers as an essential criterion for
definition of a species, whether cultivated or wild. They claim
that even though some wheat species readily cross with each
other and form fertile progeny under experimental condi-
tions, they fail to do so in nature because they do not grow in
the same locations. Moreover, wild forms are under different
selection pressure than domesticated ones, and consequently,
have a different evolutionary trajectory. This means,
according to the traditional taxonomists, that wild and
domesticated forms cannot be included in the same species.
The traditional taxonomist tends to overclassify; they find
conspicuous characters, often without intermediates, and
frequently use them to define new species (Mac Key 1981,
1989). The characters may be controlled by one or a few
genes of little biological significance. As a result, too many
species are defined, and then, to accommodate the enormous
variability, unreasonable numbers of intra-specific categories
are often established (Mac Key 1981, 1989; van Slageren
1994). Several classifications of the genus Triticum, such as
those of Dorofeev et al. (1980), Goncharov (2011), subdivide
it into a large number of species defined on the basis of a
single major gene that affects the morphology of the spike.
These classifications were built upon Körnicke’s (1885)
morphological research, and were strongly influenced by
Flaksberger’s classification (1935), both of which empha-
sized morphological differences. The classification of Doro-
feev et al. (1980) (Table 10.2) divides the genus into two
subgenera, Triticum and BoeoticumMigusch. et Dorof., each
containing three sections; one subgenus comprises 19 and the
other, eight different species. Within each section, cross-
ability between species is perfect and the hybrids are fully
fertile, borders are often indistinct and clearly only depend on
individual major genes that affect spike morphology (Mac
Key 1966, 1968, 1981). Among the species recognized by
Dorofeev et al. (1980), there were several that are best
regarded as mutant forms of other species. For instance, T.
militinae Zhuk. & Migush. is a mutant form of T.
timopheevii, T. jakubzineri (Udachin & Shakhm.) of T. tur-
gidum, and T. sinskajae Filat. & Kurk. of T. monococcum
(Goncharov 2011; van Slageren 1994). Moreoer, the division
into two subgenera is based on the wrong concept that T.
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides (= boeoticum; genome Ab) is
the donor of the A subgenome to the T. timopheevii and T.
kiharae instead of T. urartu. The classification proposed by
Goncharov (Goncharov 2011; Goncharov et al. 2009)
(Table 10.3) includes 29 species in five sections (the fifth
section is of synthetic amphiploids).

The concept “biological species” has a cytogenetic and
evolutionary (biosystematic) meaning and bears great

relevance when genetic resources are considered (van Sla-
geren 1994). On the other hand, “taxonomic species” is of
great relevance when classification and nomenclature are
considered. On this basis, and since this book adopts the
cytogenetic and evolutionary approaches, the wild and
domesticated forms will be included as sub-species under
one species, even though they are under different selection
pressure and consequently, different evolutionary direction.

According to Mac Key (1989), wheat taxonomy should
take the dynamic process of speciation into account. In
particular, when working with domesticated forms where
breeders accelerate the creating forces, taxonomic decisions
must not only be evolutionarily retrospective but also fore-
sighted. Van Slageren and Payne (2013) maintained that a
narrow, morphology-based concept is contrasted with a
much wider, genome-based one, leading to profound dif-
ferences in the recognition of taxa at species level and
below. The latter concept accepts far fewer taxa. Consider-
ations regarding the nomenclature of taxa are presented by
van Slageren and Payne (2013), applying both the Interna-
tional Code for the Nomenclature of Cultivated Plants
(ICNCP) and the International Code of Nomenclature for
algae, fungi and plants (ICN or the ‘Melbourne Code’).

With the genome types being of obvious importance in
any classification of Triticum, and when considering the
biphyletic origin of the allopolyploids in this genus, Mac
Key (1981, 1989, 2005) proposed a classification of the
Triticum species that recognized three sections of wheat and
only six biological species two in each section, and includes,
in addition to the three wheat sections, also a section of the
manmade crop, triticale, named Triticoseale (Wittm. ex
Camus) MK, section nov. comprising two species
(Table 10.4). The recognition of only six biological species
of wheat by Mac Key (1981, 1989) was acceptable by van
Slageren (1994) (Table 10.5) who omitted the section of
Triticosecale since the triticale species were artificially cre-
ated. This classification is used in this book (Table 10.5).
The six species evolved from the five previously analyzed
and enumerated by Mac Key (1966), who originally inclu-
ded T. urartu in T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides
(ssp. aegilopoides was under the name ssp. boeoticum by
Mac Key 1966), which was later shown to be a biological
species separable from aegilopoides by various morpho-
logical characters and reproductive isolation (Johnson and
Dhaliwal 1976). Mac Key (1981) rearranged both the wild
and cultivated species of the genus into species defined by
their genetic relationships. Interspecific genome constitu-
tions were identical in all six species of the genus Triticum.
Consequently, species sharing the same genome constitution
were ranked subspecies (van Slageren 1994) [convarieties by
(Mac Key 1981)] within the same species.

The classification of the genus Triticum suggested by
Mac Key (1966, 1975, 1981, 2005, 1954b) and modified by
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van Slageren (1994), is based on the biological species
approach. It includes three sections, each with a different
ploidy level, six species, two in each section, and 19 sub-
species (Table 10.5). Taxa that differ by a major gene(s) are
classified as sub-species. Elevation of Mac Key’s subspecies
to a species rank, as suggested by Dotofeev et al. (1980),
Miller (1987), Goncharov (2011), is not preferred, as it
obscures the genetic relationships. With the exception of
aestivum and durum, the other wheats are, in fact, relicts
with only local importance, e.g., dicoccon, macha, spelta,
compactum and sphaerococcum. This taxonomy technique
accounts for genetic barriers and phylogenetic relationships.

The Mac Key’s classification is elegant, simple, flexible,
and based on a genetic concept (van Slageren 1994). It
stands in remarkable contrast to the highly hierarchical,
strictly morphological system of Dorofeev et al. (1980),
Goncharov (2011). It is therefore, not surprising that Mac
Key’s approach was adopted by Mansfeld’s Encyclopedia of
Agricultural and Horticultural Crops (Hanelt 2001) and was
used by the (former) International Board for Plant Genetic
Resources (IBPGR; now IPGRI).

Van Slageren (1994) preferred the adoption of the sub-
species status for the intraspecific taxa instead of the ‘cv.
Group’ designation used by Bowden (1959), Morris and

Table 10.2 Classification of Triticum (after Dorofeev et al. 1980)

Subgenus Section Species
group

Species Chromosome
number

Genome

Triticum Urartu Dorof. et A.
Filat.

Einkorn T. urartu Thum. Ex Gandil 2n = 14 AuAu

Dicoccoides Flaksb. Emmer T. dicoccoides (Koern. Ex Aschers. Et
Graeb.) Schweif.

2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. dicoccum (Schrank) Schuebl. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. karamyschevii Nevski. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. ispahanicum Heslot. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

Triticum. Naked
tetraploids

T. turgidum L. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. jakubzineri Udacz. et Schachm. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. durum Desf. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. turanicum Jakubz. 2n-28 AuAuBB

T. polonicum L. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. aethiopicum Jakubz. 2n = 28 AuAuBB

T. carthlicum Nevski (syn. T.
persicum Vav.)

2n = 28 AuAuBB

Spelt T. macha Dekapr. et Menabde. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

T. spelta L. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

T. vavilovii (Tum.) Jakubz. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

Naked
hexaploids

T. compactum Host. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

T. aestivum L. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

T. sphaerococcum Percv. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

T. petropavlovsky Udacz. et Migufch. 2n = 42 AuAuBBDD

Boeoticum Migusch.
et Dorof.

Monococcum Dum. Einkorn T. boeoticum Boiss. 2n = 14 AbAb

T. monococcum L. 2n = 14 AbAb

Naked
einkorn

T. sinskajae A. Filat. et Kurk. 2n = 14 AbAb

Timopheevii A. Filat.
et Dorof.

Emmer T. araraticum Jakubz. 2n = 28 AbAbGG

T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. 2n = 28 AbAbGG

T. zhukovskyi Menabde et Erizjan. 2n = 42 AbAbAbAbGG

Naked
tetraploid

T. militinae Zhuk. et Migusch. 2n = 28 AbAbGG

Kiharae Dorof. et
Migusch.

Spelt T. kiharae Dorof. Et Migusch. 2n = 42 AbAbGGDD
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Sears (1967). Subspecies designation expresses their classi-
fication as a botanical taxon, similar to species and genus
(van Slageren 1994). Cultivars should be designated as, for
example, T. turgidum L. ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn. ‘Cap-
pelli’, an Italian cultivar.

According to van Slageren (1994), species described only
on the basis of a discovered or induced mutation, subse-
quently selected and multiplied and found to be stable, but
never released as a commercial cultivar, should be made
synonyms under the cultivated (sub)species from which they
were isolated. This applies to the following species:

(1) T. sinskajae A. Filat. & Kurk.—this diploid species
(genome AmAm) is a free-threshing mutant of domesticated

T. monococcum developed in the Vavilov Institute in
Daghestan, Russia; (2) T. militinae Zhuk. & Migush.—this
tetraploid species (genome GGAA) is a free-threshing
mutant selected from a single specimen (Miller 1987) of
cultivated T. timopheevii; (3) T. jakubzineri Udachin &
Schachm.—this tetraploid species (genome BBAA) appears
to be a form of T. turgidum (Dorofeev and Korovina
1979); (4) T. petropavlovskyi Udachin & Migush.—this
hexaploid species (genome BBAADD) is a Chinese lan-
drace, originated from hybridization of hexaploid wheat,
ssp. aestivum and tetraploid wheat, ssp. polonicum (Chen
et al. 1985; Watanabe and Imamura 2002; (5) T. aethio-
picum Jakubz. (Syn: T. abyssinicum Steud.)—this tetraploid

Table 10.3 Triticum
classification (after Goncharov
et al. 2009)

Section Group of
species

Species 2n Genomes

Monococcum Dum. Hulled T. urartu Thum. ex Gandil. 14 Au

T. boeoticum Boiss. 14 Ab

T. monococcum L. 14 Ab

Naked T. sinskajae A. Filat. et Kurk. 14 Ab

Dicoccoides Flaksb. Hulled T. dicoccoides (Korn. ex Aschers. et
Graebn.) Schweinf.

28 BAu

T. dicoccum (Schrank) Schuebl. 28 BAu

T. karamyschevii Nevski. 28 BAu

T. ispahanicum Heslot. 28 BAu

Naked
tetraploids

T. turgidum L. 28 BAu

T. durum Desf. 28 BAu

T. turanicum Jakubz. 28 BAu

T. polonicum L. 28 BAu

T. aethiopicum Jakubz. 28 BAu

T. carthlicum Nevski. 28 BAu

Triticum Hulled T. macha Dekapr. et Menabde. 42 BAuD

T. spelta L. 42 BAuD

T. vavilovii (Thum.) Jakubz. 42 BAuD

Naked
hexaploids

T. compactum Host. 42 BAuD

T. aestivum L. 42 BAuD

T. sphaerococcum Perciv. 42 BAuD

Timopheevii A. Filat.
et Dorof.

Hulled T. araraticum Jakubz. 28 GAu

T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zyuk. 28 GAu

T. zhukovskyi Menabde et Erizjan. 42 GAuAb

Compositum N.
P. Gontsch

Hulled T. palmovae G. Ivanov (syn. T. erebuni
Gandil.)

28 DAb

(DAu)

T. dimococcum Schieman et Staudt. 42 BAuAb

T. kiharae Dorof. et Migusch. 42 GAuD

T. soveticum Zhebrak. 56 BAuGAu

T. borisii Zhebrak. 70 BAuDGAu

Naked
octoploid

T. flaksbergerii Navr. 56 GAuBAu
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species (genome BBAA) presumably arose as a
free-threshing mutant from Ethiopian emmer, and was
included by Miller (1987) in T. durum. It was classified by
Mac Key (1966) in T. turgidum; (6) T. isphahanicum
Heslot.—this tetraploid species (genome BBAA) is,
according to Mac Key (1966), a form of T. polonicum, and
shows a tendency towards a more standard Triticum glume
morphology. This taxon may have been cultivated in the
Isfahan region of Iran; (7) T. pyramidale Perciv.—this
tetraploid species (genome BBAA) was considered by Mac
Key (1966) as a special form of T. turgidum ssp durum,
but by Miller (1987) as a form of T. turgidum
ssp. turgidum. This taxon may have been or is may still be
cultivated in Egypt; (8) T. vavilovii (Tumanian) Jakubz—

this hexaploid species (genome BBAADD) is a branching
mutant found by Tumanian during the 1929–30 autumn–
winter season as an admixture in a stand of bread wheat
landrace called ‘Dir’, northeast of lake Van, at an altitude
of 1780 m. In 1970, it was also found as an admixture in
Azerbaijan, by Mustfaev, and in Armenia, by Gandilyan.
Plants with branched, vavilovii-type spikes were produced
by Mac Key (1966), among others, in progenies of wide
interspecific crosses of cultivated wheat groups.

van Slageren (1994) objected to the inclusion of inter-
generic synthetic allopolyploids under Triticum. Thus, the
synthetic allopolyploids T. kiharae Dorof. & Migush.
(Genome GGAADD), resulting from the cross of
T. timopheevii x Ae. tauschii, T. x boeoticourarticum

Table 10.4 Species of Triticum
(after Mac Key 2005)

Sect. Monococca Dumort

T. monococcum (Genome Ab)

ssp. Aegilopoides (Link) Thell.

Var. thaoudar (Reut.) Perc.

ssp. Monococcum

Var. sinskajae (Filat. Et Kurk.) MK, comb. Nov.

T. urartu Thum. ex. Gandil. (Genome Au)

Sect. Dicoccoidea Flaksb.

T. timopheevi (Zhuk.) Zhuk. (Genome GAu)

ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) MK

ssp. timopheevii

Var. militinae (Zhuk. et Migusch.) Zhuk. et Migusch.

T. turgidum (L.) Thell. (Genome BAU)

ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Aschers. Et Graebn.) Thell.

ssp. dicoccon (Schrank) Thell.

ssp. georgicum (Dek. et Men.) MK

ssp. turgidum

ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn.

ssp. turanicum (Jakubz.) Löve et Löve

ssp. polonicum (L.) Thell.

ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Löve et Löve

Sect. Triticum L. (Speltoidea Flaksb.)

T. zhukovskyi Men. et Erizan. (Genome GAuAb)

T. aestivum (L.) Thell. (Genome BAuD)

ssp. spelta (L.) Thell.

ssp. macha (Dekapr. & Menabde) MK

ssp. compactum (Host) MK

ssp. sphaerococcum (Perc.) MK

ssp. aestivum [‘vulgare’ (Vill.)] MK

Sect. Triticosecale (Wittm. ex Camus) MK, section nov.

T. semisecale MK (B/AuR)

T. neoblaringhemii (Wittm. ex Camus) Mk, comb. nov. (Genome BAUR)

T. rimpaui (Wittm.) MK, comb. Nov. (Genome BAUDR)
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Gandilyan et al. (genome AmAmAA), resulting from the
cross T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides x T. urartu, T. x
boeoticotayschicum (genome AmAmDD), resulting from the
cross T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. tauschii,
should not be enumerated under Triticum. Likewise, Mac
Key (1968) included two ‘subgroups’ in Triticum: Triticale
(Tscherm. seys. ex Müntzing) Mac Key, representing the
triticales and Trititrigia Mac Key), representing the Triticum

x Elytrigia hybrids. However, according to van Slageren
(1994), both subgroups cannot be included in Triticum.

10.1.2 Morphology

The Triticum L species plants are annual, predominantly
autogamous and 30–100-cm-tall. Their leaves are flat with a

Table 10.5 Classification of the
wheats (after van Slageren 1994)

Species and subspecies Common name

Section Monococcon Dumort. (2n = 14)

Triticum monococcum L. (Genome Am)

ssp. aegilopoides (Link) Thell. Wild einkorn

ssp. monococcum Domesticated einkorn or
small spelt

Triticum urartu Tum. ex Gand.
(Genome A)

None (wild form)

Section Dicoccoidea Flaksb. (2n = 28)

Triticum timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. (Genome GA)

ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) van
Slageren

Wild timopheevii

ssp. timopheevii Domesticated
timopheevii

Triticum turgidum L. (Genome BA)

ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. &
Graebn.) Thell.

Wild emmer

ssp. dicoccon (Schrank ex Schübl.)
Thell.

Domesticated emmer

ssp. paleocolchicum (Men.) A. Löve
& D. Löve

Georgian wheat

ssp. parvicoccum Kislev. Domesticated (currently
extinct)

ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn. Macaroni or hard wheat

ssp. turgidum Rivet, cone or pollard
wheat

ssp. polonicum (L.) Thell. Polish wheat

ssp. turanicum (Jakubz.) Löve &
Löve

Khorassan wheat

ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Löve &
Löve

Persian wheat

Section Triticum (2n = 42)

Triticum zhukovskyi Men. & Er.
(Genome GAAm)

None

Triticum aestivum L. (Genome BAD)

ssp. spelta (L.) Thell. Dinkel or large spelt

ssp. macha (Dek. & Men.) MK None

ssp. aestivum Common or bread wheat

ssp. compactum (Host.) MK Club wheat

ssp. sphaerococcum (Percival) Mk Indian dwarf or shot
wheat

ssp. tibetanum Semi-wild wheat
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membranous ligule. The spike is determinate or indetermi-
nate, linear, two-rowed, laterally compressed, 8–20-cm-long,
and either awned or awnless. The spikelets are solitary at
nodes, laterally compressed. There are 2–6(–9) florets in every
spikelet. The florets are hermaphrodites, with the 1–2 upper
usually sterile. The glumes are sub-equal, ovate or oblong,
mostly shorter than the spikelet, veined, more or less keeled,
and either with 1–2 teeth on the tip or awned. The lemma is
sub-ventricose, boat-shaped, coriaceous, keeled towards the
apex, and either with 1–2 teeth or one awn. The palea are
membranous, 2-veined, 2-keeled, and ciliated along the keels.
The caryopsis is either tightly enclosed by the tough glumes,
or free, oblong-elliptic, hairy at the apex, deeply grooved
along its adaxial side, and with an embryo about 1/5 its length;
the hilum is linear, and as long as the caryopsis.

In contrast to the species of Aegilops that exhibit wide
morphological differences, those of Triticum are more or less
uniform in their gross morphology. The two diploid wheat
species are similar in their spike morphology and all the
allopolyploid wheats carry the pivotal A subgenome that
determines plant morphology and thus, they resemble
diploid wheats in their basic morphology (stature, leaf shape,
spike and spikelet morphology, grain shape, free caryopsis,
keeled glumes, plant habitus, and growth habit) and in the
structure of the seed dispersal unit (Mac Key 2005; Feldman
et al. 2012). The differential B, G, and D subgenomes are
primarily responsible for the eco-geographical adaptation of
the allopolyploids and their resistance to biotic and abiotic
stresses (Feldman et al. 2012). The A subgenome also
controls the autogamous naure of the allopolyploid wheats
(assuming that the donor of the B subgenome is an alloga-
mous species, similar to Ae. speltoides) and harbors many
domestication genes, such as the genes for non-brittle spike
on 3AS (Rong et al. 1999; Nalam et al. 2006), free-threshing
on 5AL (Sears 1954), QTIs for kernel size predominantly on
A subgenome, i.e., on chromosomes 1A, 2A, 3A, 4A, 7A,
5B, and 7B) (Elias et al. 1996), and for grain size and grain
form on chromosomes 1A, 3A, 4B, 5A, and 6A (Gegas et al.
2010), and a number of domestication-related QTLs (Peng
et al. 2003a, b).

There are four wild wheat taxa, whereas all the other taxa
are domesticated (Table 10.5). The wild and domesticated
taxa are inter-fertile and only a small number of genes
control the traits that distinguish them. The wild wheats,
namely, diploid T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides and T.
urartu, and tetraploids T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum and
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, have a brittle rachis that dis-
articulates into arrowhead-shaped spikelets upon maturity,
each with the rachis segment below it (wedge-type dispersal
unit). This type of seed dispersal unit facilitates self-burial in
the soil, hence, protection during the hot summer and suc-
cessful germination after the beginning of the rainy season.

10.1.3 Geographic Distribution and Ecological
Affinities

Following the discovery of wild diploid wheat during the
second half of the nineteenth century and wild tetraploid
wheats in the beginning of the twentieth century, the putative
progenitors of the domesticated diploid and tetraploid
wheats were identified and their distribution area and eco-
logical affinities have become well known. It was then rel-
atively simple to establish the geographical regions from
which the various wheat taxa were taken into cultivation.

The wild progenitors of domesticated wheats are natural
constituents of some of the open oak-park belts and the
herbaceous plant formations in southwest Asia. Their
center of origin, proposed based on ample archaeological
evidence (Feldman and Kislev 2007), and current center of
distribution and diversity is in the “Fertile Crescent” arc—a
hilly and mountainous region extending from the foothills
of the Zagros Mountains in south-western Iran, through the
Tigris and Euphrates basins in northern Iraq and south-
eastern Turkey, continuing southwestward over Syria to the
Mediterranean, and extending to Israel, Palestinian Terri-
tory and Jordan. The four wild wheat taxa and 17 species
of the closely-related genus Aegilops, as well as several
genera and species of other Triticeae, are endogenous to
this region.

The Fertile Crescent is bound by the Mediterranean in the
west, by chains of large and high mountain ranges in the
north and east (the Amanos in north-western Syria, the
Taurus in southern Turkey, Ararat in north-eastern Turkey
and the Zagros in western Iran), and in the East and south by
the Syrio-Arabian desert, with its western extension (e.g.,
Paran desert) in the Sinai Peninsula. Situated between the
sea, mountains, and the desert, the Fertile Crescent is under
the influence of several different climates: on the one hand, it
enjoys the temperate Mediterranean climate with a short,
mild and rainy winter and long, hot and dry summer. On the
other hand, it is influenced by the more extreme steppical
climate of the Iranian and Anatolian plateaus in the northeast
and north, and by the desert climate in the east and south.
Consequently, the Fertile Crescent encompasses two differ-
ent phytogeographical regions, the Mediterranean in the
western part and the steppical (Irano-Turanian) in the
northeastern part, and is affected by two other regions, the
Saharo-Arabian in the south and the Euro-Siberian in the
north. The Mediterranean part of the Fertile Crescent
includes Israel, the Palestinian Territory, Jordan, Lebanon,
Syria and the western part of southeastern Turkey and it
centers around the Syrio-African rift (the Jordan rift valley in
the south, the Beqa Valley of Lebanon and the Orentos
valley in Syria). The Irano-Turanian part includes the eastern
part of southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and southwestern
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Iran, and is influenced by the continental climate of the
Iranian and Central Asiatic steppes.

It is no wonder, therefore, that this region is very eco-
logically diversified, comprising a wide array of different
habitats. These versatile ecological conditions are mani-
fested by the wide display of different plant formations,
ranging from well-developed Mediterranean forests and
maquis, through open parks, shrubs (garrigue) and herba-
ceous (batha) formations, to small shrub and steppical plant
formations. Many annual grasses and legumes occupy the
open habitats in these formations, which presumably served
in the pre-agricultural era as the main pasture area for wild
sheep, goats and gazelles—the game of the pre-Neolithic
hunter and plant collector.

Like de Candolle (1886), Braidwood (1960), Harlan and
Zohary (1966), Zohary and Hopf (2000), Zohary et al.
(2012), and others thought that Near Eastern agriculture
originated within or near the distribution area of the wild
progenitors in the Fertile Crescent region. New geological,
climatic and archaeological data from the east Mediterranean
region indicate that the Younger Dryas climatic event, which
was characterized by a cold and dry climate, occurred from
12,900 to 11,700 years Cal-BP (for details see Hillman
1996; Bar-Yosef 1998). Hillman (1996), using palaeob-
otanical data, reconstructed the phytogeographical belts of
this region during the Younger Dryas and concluded that the
habitats of the annual cereals lie mainly in the open areas of
the oak-park maquis, in a relatively narrow strip of the east
Mediterranean. This narrow strip, called the “Levantine
Corridor”, begins in the Taurus foothills (Diyarbakir area) in
southeastern Turkey and extends along the Mediterranean
southward, incorporating the middle Euphrates through the
Damascus basin, the Lebanese mountains, the two sides of
the Jordan Rift Valley into the Sinai Peninsula (Bar-Yosef
1998). In the central-southern part of the corridor (from
north of Damascus to southern Judea), tetraploid wild wheat,
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, has massive stands, while
diploid wild wheats, T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, and
T. urartu, and also another tetraploid wild wheat, T. timo-
pheevi ssp. armeniacum, occupy the northern part. The
diploid species also grow in the central part of the corridor.
These wild taxa mainly grow on terra-rossa and basalt soils
and are adapted to a variety of habitats and a wide range of
altitudes (from 100 to 1600 m asl) (Kimber and Feldman
1987; Zohary and Hopf 2000; Mac Key 2005).

The accumulating archaeological data indicate that agri-
culture originated in the Levantine Corridor of the Fertile
Crescent. This is clearly apparent from the distribution of the
earliest Neolithic sites 10,300–9500 BP: Tell Mureybit and
Tell Abu Hureyra in the Middle Euphrates in the northern
part of the corridor, Tell Aswad and Tell Ghoraife in the
Damascus basin, and Netiv Hagdud, Dhra, Gilgal, and
Jericho in the Jordan Valley, between the Lake of Galilee

and the Dead Sea (Bar-Yosef and Kislev, 1989; Hillman,
1996; Bar-Yosef, 1998). All these settlements were estab-
lished along the ecotone between the relatively temperate
Mediterranean phytogeographical region and the steppical
Irano-Turanian region. The predominant plant formations in
this transitional zone are open parks and herbaceous covers
containing a large number of annual grasses and legumes.

The present distribution of the wild forms of wheat could
provide important information on the place(s) of origin of
Neolithic agriculture. For example, emmer was probably
taken into agriculture in the upper Jordan watershed and ein-
korn was domesticated in southeast Turkey (Harlan and
Zohary 1966; Feldman and Kislev 2007). It seems likely
therefore, that, while these wild wheats were domesticated
within the Fertile Crescent, each was domesticated in a dif-
ferent sub-region of the zone. Yet, any interpretation of
modern distribution must take into account (i) the possibility
that the climate likely changed in the last 12,000 years, and
(ii) the possibility that the wild progenitors themselves chan-
ged location, producing weed races whose ranges expanded
after the spread of agriculture (Harlan and Zohary 1966).

10.1.4 Preadaptation for Domestication

In many respects, wheat was well preadapted for domesti-
cation. Its massive stands in some regions and large seeds
that are nutritious and storable, rendered it attractive to the
ancient collector. Its annual growth habit, by which it
escaped the dry season, made it suitable for dryland farming.
In addition, wheat’s predominant self-pollination could have
helped in the fixation of desirable mutants and of recombi-
nants resulting from rare outcrossing events. Moreover,
while the wild wheats occupy poor, thin, rocky soils in their
natural sites, they respond well when transferred to richer
habitats.

Of the various species of cereals that grew in the Fertile
Crescent and which were harvested by the pre-neolithic
(Natufian) people, only wild emmer, einkorn, rye and barley
(and possibly also wild timopheevii) were cultivated by the
early farmers (van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1985; Kislev
et al. 1986). Assuming that the amount of grain collected per
unit time was the most important criterion (Evans 1981),
wild stands of wheat and barley were preferred over other
cereals, because their large, heavy grains borne in spikes,
facilitated their harvesting. Indeed, Harlan (1967) in wild
einkorn and Ladizinsky (1975) in wild emmer, succeeded in
gathering considerable amounts of grains per hour of har-
vesting. Wild emmer, having larger grains and two grains in
each dispersal unit, was a better candidate for domestication
than barley, which only has one grain. Indeed, over a 3-h
period, Ladizinsky (1975) harvested twice as many wild
emmer grains as wild barley from a site in the upper Jordan
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Valley, Israel, (1950 g vs. 1040 g). More specifically, 247
wild emmer grains per hour were collected as compared to
107 barley grains per hour. Being a tetraploid, wild emmer
exhibits greater and more rapid adaptability to cultivation
conditions than barley. The taste of wheat, its high nutri-
tional quality, and its large grain might have also contributed
to its preference over barley. In addition, judging from
today’s pattern of distribution, barley was probably very
common and grew in abundance within a short distance from
the early Neolithic settlements, while the dense stands of
wild emmer were somewhat more distant. This might have
created additional pressure to cultivate wheat, as sufficient
quantities of barley could have been harvested from nearby
wild stands.

10.2 Section Monococcon Dumort.
(2n = 2x = 14)

10.2.1 Description of the Section

This section [Syn.: Crithodium Link; Triticum L. sect. Cri-
thodium (Link) Nevski; Triticum L. ‘congregatio’ Diploidea
Flaksb.] contains two species, T. monococcum L. and T.
urartu Tum. ex Gand. Both species are morphologically
similar, diploids (2n = 2x = 14), with closely related gen-
omes. The T. monococcum genome is designated Am

(modified A) and that of T. urartu is designated A. T.
monococcum contains two subspecies, ssp. aegilopoides and
ssp. monococcum, with the former being a wild form with a
wide distribution in the northeastern Mediterranean and
western Asia, while the latter is a domesticated form which
is still cultivated in certain regions in southern Europe, North
Africa and Asia. ssp. aegilopoides is the wild ancestor of the

domesticated ssp. monococcum. The second diploid species,
T. urartu, grows sympatrically with ssp. aegilopoides in
southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, northwestern Iran and
Armenia.

10.2.2 T. monococcum L. (Genome AmAm)

10.2.2.1 Description of the Species
T. monococcum L., commonly known as einkorn,
one-grained wheat, and small spelt, is an annual, predomi-
nantly autogamous, 30–70(–80)-cm-tall (excluding spikes)
plant. It has a small number of tillers of which the upper
parts are upright or erect. The spike is indeterminate, bilat-
erally compressed, tow-rowed, 8–12-cm-long (excluding
awns) and awned. In the wild form the entire spike disar-
ticulates at maturity into individual spikelets, each with its
associated rachis segment (wedge–type dispersal unit) while
in the domesticated form the spike remains intact on the
culm. The rachis internodes are covered with hairs. The
spikelets are compressed, with the top spikelet being fertile
and generally in the same plane as those below. There are 8–
16 spikelets, and 2–3 basal rudimentary spikelets. Each
fertile spikelet contains 3 florets, the upper 1–2 are sterile.
Usually, there is one grain per spikelet, sometimes two in the
center of the spike or, more rarely, in the whole spike. The
glumes with well-developed keels, two unequal teeth which
usually do not develop into awns. The lemma tapers into a
long awn, with a lateral tooth. The palea is membranous split
along the keel at maturity. The caryopsis is free and laterally
compressed (Fig. 10.1).

T. monococcum contains two subspecies, wild ssp. aegi-
lopoides (Fig. 10.1a) and domesticated ssp. monococcum
(Fig. 10.1b). The two subspecies are morphologically similar

aaa b cc
Fig. 10.1 Plants and spikes of
diploid species of Triticum; a T.
monococcum L. ssp. aegilopoides
(Link) Thell. (Wild einkorn); b T.
monococcum L.
ssp. monococcum (domesticated
einkorn); c T. urartu Tum. Ex
Gand
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and genetically closely related (Smith 1936). Genetic diver-
gence between these species has been accompanied by few or
minor rearrangements in chromosome structure, and most
characters differentiating between the two subspecies are
dominant in the wild versus the domesticated form (Smith
1936).

The most distinguishing traits between the wild and
domesticated subspecies are spike fragility, which does not
disarticulate at maturity in the domesticated form, and the
seeds, which are larger and wider in the domesticated as
compared to the wild form. The wild forms have a brittle
rachis, and the individual spikelets disarticulate at maturity
to disperse the seed. The spikelets have one or two awns and
a sharp rachis segment below each spikelet. These
arrow-head like structure are very effective devices for seed
dispersal and self-planting under wild conditions (Zohary
et al. 1969). In domesticated monococcum, the mature spike
remains intact and breaks into individual spikelets only on
pressure. A mutation(s) for a tough rachis, that may occa-
sionally occur in the wild, prevents the dispersal of seeds and
thus, has a negative adaptive value and consequently, is soon
selected against. In contrast, under cultivation, it has a
positive value, facilitating easy harvesting, and has thus been
preferred by the early farmers.

Non-brittleness in the domesticated form, ssp. monococ-
cum, is determined by two complementary recessive genes
(Sharma and Waines 1980). Pourkheirandish et al. (2018)
identified non-brittle rachis 1 (btr1) and non-brittle rachis
2 (btr2) in einkorn as homologous to those of barley.
Re-sequencing of the dominant and the recessive alleles of
the Btr1 and Btr2 genes in a collection of 53 lines of wild
and domesticated T. monococcum, showed that a single
non-synonymous amino acid substitution (alanine to thre-
onine) at position 119 of btr1, is responsible for the
non-brittle rachis trait in domesticated einkorn. However, the
rachis is not very tough and when pressure is applied, e. g.,
during threshing, it breaks into segments similar to the
breakage obtained with the wild form. Evans and Dunstone
(1970) found that increases in grain and leaf size accom-
panied the development of domesticated T. monococcum as
a result of selection for increased yield, and that larger grains
led to faster seedling development.

T. monococcum is a polymorphic taxon with variation
involving spike and spikelet size, color, hairiness, number of
grains per spikelet, and awn count, color and length. It
features delicate spikes and spikelets, and has either spring
or winter lines, with heading in the latter delayed until the
plant experiences vernalization, usually a period of 30–
60 days of cold winter temperatures (0°–5 °C). Both the
wild and the domesticated forms are hulled types, i.e., their
grains are tightly invested by the tough glumes, and there-
fore, the product of threshing is spikelets rather than grains.
While several authors reported wide variation among

domesticated varieties of T. monococcum (e.g., Smith 1936;
Sharma and Waines 1980; Empilli et al. 2000), Dhaliwal
(1977b) found that accessions from different sources were
remarkably similar in their growth habit and some mor-
phological characteristics. Likewise, Kuspira et al. (1989)
investigated 460 true-breeding lines and reported on obser-
vations that supported Dhaliwal’s conclusion that pheno-
typic and genetic variability in T. monococcum is limited.

Smith-Huerta et al. (1989), using starch gel elec-
trophoresis of extracts of young leaves, found low genetic
diversity in the wild subspecies of T. monococcum and in
the second diploid wheat, T. urartu. Both taxa had a small
number of alleles per locus, as well as a low percentage of
polymorphic loci, and mean gene diversity. The intra- and
inter-populations affinity of both taxa, computed using Nei’s
identity index (NI), were highly uniform on a genetic level.
However, using starch gel electrophoresis of extracts of
young leaves, but with several different enzymes Kuspira
et al. (1989) detected a higher level of genetic diversity in
these two wild taxa.

In contrast to the above, study of variations at the gliadin
loci, Gli-1 and Gli-2, of the diploid wheats, revealed a
remarkable allelic variation in these two loci (Ciaffi et al.
1997). The gliadin patterns of the wild and domesticated
subspecies of T. monococcum were very similar but differed
substantially from those of T. urartu. The gliadin composi-
tion of T. urartu resembled that of the A subgenome of
polyploid wheats, supporting the hypothesis that T. urartu is
the donor of this subgenome to the polyploid wheats. Sim-
ilarly, Waines and Payne (1987), Ciaffi et al. (1998) studied
variation in the high-molecular weight (HMW) glutenin
subunit composition in wild and domesticated diploid
wheats and found that all the taxa analyzed were charac-
terized by high intraspecific variation. Yet, the biochemical
characteristics of the HMW-glutenin subunits of wild and
domesticated T. monococcum were very similar but dis-
tinctly different from those of T. urartu, which is consistent
with their classification as two different species. High
intraspecific allelic variation at the Glu-A1 locus of T.
monococcum was also reported by Li et al. (2015a).

Using PCR with random primers, Vierling and Nguyen
(1992) detected polymorphisms in ssp. monococcum,
namely, out of 103 amplified products 41 showed poly-
morphism. Nasernakhaei et al. (2015), using single-strand
conformation polymorphism to evaluate the nucleotide
diversity in the Acc-1 and Pgk-1 loci of Iranian wild diploid
wheats, detected a meaningful inter-population variation in
wild T. monococcum.Mizumoto et al. (2002) studied genetic
diversities of nuclear and chloroplast genomes using AFLP
and simple sequence length polymorphism (SSLP) analyses,
in the wild and domesticated subspecies of T. monococcum
as well as in the second wild diploid species of wheat,
T. urartu. The diploid wheats showed high nuclear and
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chloroplast DNA variation. In addition, nuclear AFLP and
chloroplast SSLP analyses demonstrated a clear distinction
between T. urartu and the wild and domesticated forms of T.
monococcum.

10.2.2.2 Ssp. aegilopoides (Link) Thell. (Wild
Einkorn)

T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides (Link) Thell. [Syn.: T.
boeoticum Boiss. ssp. aegilopoides (Link) E. Sciem.; Cri-
thodium aegilopoides Link; Crithodium monococcum (L.)
Á. Löve; T. monococcum ssp. boeoticum (Boiss.) Hayek; T.
aegilopoides (Link) Balansa ex Körn.; T. spontaneum
ssp. aegilopoides (Link) Flaksb.; T. thaoudar Reut.] was first
described under the name Crithodium aegilopoides by Link,
who found it in Greece between Nauplia and Corinth in
1833 (see Boissier 1884). In 1854, a similar specimen was
discovered by Balanza on Mount Siphylus in Anatolia,
Turkey, and was identified by Gay in 1860 as a wild T.
monococcum aegilopoides (see Boissier 1884). Boissier
collected another specimen of this taxon in Boeotica,
Greece, and named it T. baeoticum Boiss. [Boissier’s orig-
inal spelling of the new species was ‘bæoticum’ which is
transcribed as ‘baeoticum’ (see van Slageren 1994)]. Thel-
lung (1918a, b), however, decided that there is no justifi-
cation to rank it at the species level and named it T.
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides.

This wild subspecies is found in the northeastern
Mediterranean and west Asia. It grows in primary habitats in
the Fertile Crescent arc, namely, in Syria, Lebanon, south-
eastern Turkey, northern Iraq and northwestern Iran.
Aaronsohn (1910) found ssp. aegilopoides on Mount Her-
mon, in southwestern Syria, and in southeastern Lebanon
and later, it was also found in Georgia by Zhukovsky in
1923, in Armenia by Tumanian in 1930, and in Nakhichevan
by Jakubziner in 1932 (Jakubziner 1932a).

From the Fertile Crescent region, it spread as weed with
the expansion of the Neolithic agriculture into central,
western, and northern Turkey, Greece (Thessaly and
Achaia), Albania, southern Bulgaria, and southern Serbia,
Crimea, and Ciscaucasia. In this region, it mainly grows as a
segetal plant in somewhat disturbed, secondary habitats.
ssp. aegilopoides thrives on terra rossa, basalt and several
types of alluvial soils in degraded deciduous oak forests and
maquis, deciduous steppe maquis, open herbaceous and
dwarf shrub formations, pastures, abandoned fields, edges of
cultivation and roadsides. Over much of its present range, it
is a weedy plant growing along roadsides, field margins, and
paths, and often invading wheat fields in quantity (Harlan
and Zohary 1966). It is very common and locally abundant
in the northern part of the Fertile Crescent. ssp. aegilopoides
grows at altitudes of 600–2000 m. It is more mesophytic and
tolerant of cold than wild emmer wheat and occurs in
massive stands at altitudes of as high as 2000 m in

southeastern Turkey and Iran. Its center of distribution is in
the Taurus-Zagros arc. In southeast Turkey, there are almost
pure stands of ssp. aegilopoides in the Karacadag Mountains
and several other areas in southeastern Turkey (Harlan and
Zohary 1966). These massive stands range from elevations
of 2000 m down to the edge of the plains in Urfa and
Gaziantep, in southeastern Turkey (about 600 m). Massive
stands of ssp. aegilopoides also occur, but less extensively,
in northern Iraq and here and there in the Zagros of Iran.

Wild monococcum has a relatively large distribution in
the central part of the distribution of the genus. It is an east
Mediterranean element extending to the steppical
(Irano-Turanian) region. It grows sympatrically with
Amblyopyrum muticum, Ae. speltoides, Ae. searsii, Ae,
caudata, Ae. umbellulata, T. urartu, the wild form of T.
timopheevii, the wild form of T. turgidum, Ae. geniculata,
Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae. columnaris, Ae. triuncialis
and Ae. cylindrica. It grows allopatrically with Ae. comosa,
Ae. uniaristata, Ae, perigrina, Ae. kotschyi, Ae. tauschyii,
Ae. crassa and Ae. juvenalis.

This subspecies contains two varieties, var. boeoticum
that is characterized by a relatively small spike, spikelets
mostly with one grain and with one awn, its second flower,
ontogenetically the first, may be developed but is usually
sterile and awnless lemma. This variety prefers less-extreme
climates and grows more in the northern and northwestern
part of the endemic region. The second variety, var. thaou-
dar, is more robust, has larger spikes, spikelets usually with
two grains and two awns. The seed developing in the second
floret is usually larger than the seed of the first floret, with
the latter generally being half as big, richer in protein, and
darker in color. While the larger seeds germinate in the first
winter, the germination of the smaller darker seeds is
delayed to the second winter (Harlan and Zohary 1966; Mac
Key 1975). Var. boeoticum is common to the Balkan, the
Anatolian Plateau and the parts of the Fertile Crescent arc,
while var. thaoudar is found mainly in southeastern Turkey,
Iraq and Iran. In central Anatolia and in Transcaucasia, many
intermediates between the two races occur.

10.2.2.3 Ssp. monococcum (Domesticated
Einkorn or Small Spelt)

Soon after its discovery, it became apparent that
ssp. aegilopoides is the progenitor of domesticated einkorn
(Schulz 1913b). This idea, that was mainly based on mor-
phological evidence, was later supported by Blaringhem
(1927), Kihara et al. 1929), who reported on complete fer-
tility of hybrids between the wild and domesticated forms of
T. monococcum, as well as by cytological data, namely,
formation of seven ring bivalents at first meiotic metaphase
of the F1 hybrids between these forms (Smith 1936). In
addition, a survey of variation in alpha- and beta–amylase
isosymes of dry and germinating seeds showed that
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ssp. monococcum, derived from its wild form ssp. aegilo-
poides, either from var. boeoticum or var. thaoudar (Nishi-
kawa 1983). Further evidence from morphology and
cross-compatibility of diploid wheats and fertility of the
F1 hybrids among them, suggested that domesticated T.
monococcum derived only once from a population of ssp.
aegilopoides and underwent limited introgression from T.
urartu (Dhaliwal 1977a). Experimental evidence showed
that introgression could have only been possible from T.
urartu to T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides but not in the
opposite direction (Dhaliwal 1977a).

Kilian et al. (2007) investigated haplotype variation
among > 12 million nucleotide sequences at 18 loci across
321 wild and 92 domesticated lines of T. monococcum.
Studies of the wild lines revealed that this taxon underwent a
process of genetic differentiation prior to domestication,
which led to formation of three genetically distinct races,
designated a, b, and c (Kilian et al. 2007). Only b was
domesticated by the Neolithic farmers. Nucleotide and
haplotype diversity in domesticated T. monococcum was
higher than in its wild ancestral race, the b race, indicating
that the domesticated form did not undergo reduction of
diversity during domestication.

The domesticated subspecies was obviously preferred by
the ancient farmers. Heun et al. (1997, 2008) analyzed
domesticated and wild T. monococcum from the Fertile
Crescent and beyond, and found that T. monococcum was
domesticated in the Karacadağ Mountains in southeast
Turkey. The findings also supported the assumption of its
monophyletic origin. These findings were recently supported
by Kilian et al. (2007).

It was only natural that the domestication of diploid
wheat took place in the northern part of the Fertile Crescent
arc, the distribution center of the wild progenitor during the
Late Epipalaeolithic–early Neolithic period, as has been
confirmed by archaeological and genetic data (review in
Feldman 2001). Wild monococcum was collected by plant
gatherers throughout its distribution area long before it was
cultivated. The earliest known carbonized grains of brittle
einkorn wheat were found in the prehistoric settlement of
Tell Mureybit, the northern Levantine Corridor, about
10,000 years BP, where it was apparently collected or har-
vested from wild stands (Renfrew 1973). Indeed, the phy-
logenetic analysis by Heun et al. (1997) pinpoints the
Karacadağ region of southeastern Turkey, in the northern
part of the Levantine Corridor, as the region where einkorn
was domesticated. At somewhat later archaeological sites in
this area, non-brittle monococcum occurred side by side with
a brittle type and gradually replaced it: in Ali Kosh in Iranian
Khuzistan, 9500–8750 BP, Jarmo in Iraqi Kurdistan, ca.
8750 BP, Cayonu Tepesi in southeastern Turkey, ca.
9000 BP, Tell Abu Hureyra, northern Syria, ca. 9000 BP,
and Hacilar in west-central Anatolia, ca. 9000 BP (for

review see Hillman 1975, 1996; Kislev 1984, 1992;
Bar-Yosef 1998; Bar-Yosef and Kislev 1989).

Harlan (1967) reported that, today, much of the Kara-
cadağ Mountains is covered with vast stands of wild diploid
wheats, together with a few wild barleys and other grasses.
Most abundant are var. thaoudar of the wild einkorn and Ae.
speltoides. Wild emmer was found scattered as a minor
component in patches among the vast seas of the diploid
wild wheats.

It is assumed that the natural massive stands of wild
einkorn were attractive to the pre-Neolithic plant-gatherer.
To obtain an idea of the quantity of grains of wild einkorn
that the ancient gatherer could harvest in a day or a season,
Harlan (1967), using a reconstructed sickle with flint sickle
blades, was able to harvest 2.45 kg grains per hour. The
actual grain content, free of glumes, palea, lemma, rachis
segment, and awns, of the harvested material was 46% by
weight, i.e., approximately 1 kg. Chemical analysis of the
harvested grains showed that they contained 7.91% water,
2.77% ash, 2.64% other extract, 2.33% crude fiber, 22.83%
crude protein and 60.04% nitrogen-free extract (Harlan
1967). The wild wheat is far higher in protein content than
modern bread wheat cultivars that contain 12–14% protein.
Hence, according to Harlan (1967), the ancient man would
have had no difficulty in collecting about 227 g (1/2 lb) of
protein per hour during the wild wheat harvesting season.
One of the conspicuous advantages of obtaining food from
wild cereal harvest is that grain stored in a dry place can be
kept several years and still preserve its nutritive value.

ssp. monococcum is one of the earliest cultivated forms of
wheat, alongside domesticated emmer wheat (T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon). According to archaeological evidence from
the Fertile Crescent region (e.g., Arranz-Otaegui et al. 2018),
hunter gatherers in the Fertile Crescent may have started
harvesting einkorn as long as 30,000 years ago. Although
gathered from the wild for thousands of years, einkorn wheat
was first domesticated approximately 10,000 years BP in the
Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) or B (PPNB) periods
(Zohary et al. 2012).

The predominantly autogamous nature of T. monococcum
made domestication of this species easier. Desirable gene
combinations of domesticated forms could be selected and
maintained due to self-fertilization. Since autogamy is not
absolute, inter-genotypic hybridization, resulting in the for-
mation of numerous new recombinant genetic combinations,
ensures sufficient genetic flexibility. The annual growth habit
also aided in the domestication of T. monococcum since it
enables passing the hot, dry season as seeds. The combina-
tion of annual growth habit and autogamy facilitated fixation
and effective exploitation of combination with desirable
genes by the rapid generation shift (Mac Key 2005).

Zohary (1999) assumed that comparison of domesticated
T. monococcum with its wild relative may provide clues for
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discriminating between monophyletic and polyphyletic ori-
gins of the domesticated form. After such a comparison, he
arrived at the conclusion that it is very likely that domesti-
cated T. monococcum was taken into cultivation only once
or, at most, very few times. Dhaliwal (1977a) concluded
from morphological and cytological evidence that T.
monococcum was domesticated only once from a population
of ssp. aegilopoides, with a limited introgression from the
second diploid wild wheat, T. urartu, that is found in
southeastern Turkey, the site of T. monococcum domesti-
cation. In contrast, Kilian et al. (2007), based on molecular
studies and archaeological findings from the Fertile Cres-
cent, concluded that T. monococcum was domesticated in
several independent events.

The cultivation of einkorn wheat spread from the northern
part of the Fertile Crescent into several other regions in
Eurasia. It spread westwards to central, northern and western
Turkey, the Balkans, Italy, Spain, central, western and
northern Europe, Morocco, north of Caucasia, and Southern
Russia, and eastwards to Iran, Turkmenistan, and India. The
cultivation of einkorn was never extensive in most of these
regions. No remains of either wild or domesticated T.
monococcum have been found in irrigated settlements in the
lowlands of the Mesopotamian plains or in the Nile valley,
to which emmer wheat farming spread in the 8th and 6th
millennium BP, respectively (Feldman 2001). This might be
due to the cooler and moister climate required by einkorn
compared to emmer. On the other hand, domesticated ein-
korn spread into central and Western Europe through the
Danube and Rhine valleys. In subsequent eras (Bronze Age),
einkorn wheat attained a wide distribution in Europe and in
the Near East. However, later on it was replaced by
free-threshing polyploid wheats (Zaharieva and Monneveux
2014). Nowadays, traditional einkorn crops can still be
found in very small areas on poor soil in marginal mountain
areas of Turkey, Balkan countries, southern Italy, southern
France, Spain and Morocco (Brandolini and Hidalgo 2011;
Zaharieva and Monneveux 2014) and in few locations in
central Asia.

An additional domesticated type of T. monococcum was
recently found in a restricted area in Daghestan, central Asia.
This type, var. sinskajae A. Filat & Kurk. differs from
ssp. monococcum and aegilopoides by its softer glumes and
free-threshing habit, a character controlled by a single
recessive allele (Waines 1983). The glumes of this variety,
however, are very long, resulting in somewhat more difficult
threshing.

Domesticated T. monococcum contains lines with spring
and winter growth habit. Kuspira et al. (1986) studied the
mode of inheritance of this trait in T. monococcum and
found that only one major gene determined growth habit in
this species; the allele determining spring growth habit is
dominant over that determining winter growth habit. They

suggested that this locus is homoeoallelic to the VrnI locus
of the A subgenome of T. aestivum.

The domesticated forms of T. monococcum are
low-yielding but produce a reasonable quantity of grains
when grown on poor, marginal soils where other wheats
usually fail (Castagna et al. 1995; Borghi et al. 1996). Most
domesticated einkorn varieties produce one grain per spi-
kelet, hence its name, but cultivars with two grains exist as
well (Schiemann 1948; Harlan 1981). Domesticated T.
monococcum has a higher percentage of protein than most
modern domesticated wheats and is considered more nutri-
tious because it has also higher levels of fat, phosphorus,
potassium, pyridoxine, vitamin A, beta-carotene, lutein and
more riboflavin than other wheats. Because its flour lacks the
rising characteristics desirable for bread, einkorn is primarily
consumed as boiled whole grains, porridge, bulgur or as
animal feed.

Yet, interest in T. monococcum is growing due to the
demand for high quality wheat and the awareness of its
agronomic potential and nutritional qualities. Attempts have
been made to improve it to a more prolific and nutritious
crop (Waines 1983; Vallega 1992; Castagna et al. 1995;
Borghi et al. 1996; Brandolini and Hidalgo 2011;). Photo-
synthesis rates in diploid wheats exceed those of polyploid
wheat (Austin et al. 1982) and there is considerable variation
in several traits such as flag-leaf size, plant-height, and seed
protein content and composition, that may be exploited for
the improvement of diploid wheats. Many new sources of
disease and pest resistance have been identified in diploid
wheats which would be immediately usable at the diploid
level. T. monococcum could become an important crop for
the production of baked foods rich in carotenoids and pro-
teins (Waines 1983; Borghi et al. 1996). Its adaptation to
low-input agriculture and high level of resistance to pests
and diseases represent advantages for organic farming and
its gene pools may serve as a valuable reservoir of desirable
genes for improvement of durum and bread wheat (Sharma
et al. 1981; Megyeri et al. 2012; Zaharieva and Monneveux
2014). Since diploid wheats may be easier to manipulate
than polyploid wheats in conventional breeding programs, it
has gradually been recognized as an attractive diploid model
for exploitation of useful traits, discovery of novel genes and
variant alleles, and functional genomics (Jing et al. 2009).
Currently, natural and artificially mutagenized T. monococ-
cum are being used to identify and map genes of agronomic
importance (Bullrich et al. 2002; Kuraparthy et al. 2007).
Furthermore, new technologies for studying functional
genomics, e.g., TILLING (Targeting Induced Local Lesions
in Genomes), VIGS (Virus-Induced Gene Silencing) and
DArT (Diversity Arrays Technology), are currently in use in
T. monococcum (Jing et al. 2009).

Lines of T. monococcum are resistant to powdery mildew
(Saponaro et al. 1995; Lebedeva and Peusha 2006), to leaf
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rust (Gill et al. 1983; Dyck and Bartos 1994; Saponaro et al.
1995; Anker et al. 2001), to stem rust (Gerechter-Amitai
et al. 1971; Kerber and Dyck 1973; Chen et al. 2018), to
eyespot (Cadle and Murray 1997), green bug (Gill et al.
1983), Russian aphid (Potgieter et al. 1991), Hessian fly
(Gill et al. 1983), and wheat streak mosaic virus (Gill et al.
1983). T. monococcum has genes conferring resistance to
pre-harvest sprouting (Sodkiewicz 2002).

10.2.2.4 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
T. monococcum is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14). Its
nuclear genome is a modified A genome and designated Am

(Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998), and its
organellar genome is designated A in certain lines and A2, a
subset of the A organellar genome, in others (Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1982, 1988; Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009).
The organellar genome of T. monococcum differs consider-
ably from the organellar genomes of all the diploid and
polyploid Aegilops species, as well as from those of the
polyploid wheats (Tsunewaki 2009).

Hybrids between the two subspecies of T. monococcum,
the wild ssp. aegilopoides and the domesticated ssp. mono-
coccum, showed seven ring bivalents at meiotic first meta-
phase and were fully fertile (Kihara et al. 1929; Percival
1932; Smith 1936), and no differences in the restriction
profiles of repeated nucleotide sequences (Dvorak et al.
1988). On the other hand, genetic, cytological and molecular
evidence indicated that the two diploid wheat species, T.
monococcum and T. urartu, diverged from one another.
Studies of male and female fertility in hybrids and back-
crosses showed that the interspecific F1 hybrid between
either wild or domesticated T. monococcum (as male), and T.
urartu (as female) were completely sterile and backcrosses
were completely to partially sterile, indicating that T. urartu
is a separate species (Sharma and Waines 1981; Waines and
Payne 1987; Ciaffi et al. 1998; Castagna et al. 1994).

Takumi et al. (1993) performed RFLP analyses of the
nuclear DNAs of diploid wheats and calculated the genetic
distances between all the pairs of accessions from the RFLP
data. Using the UPGMA method, all the accessions of T.
urartu were found to cluster in one group, whereas those
of wild and domesticated T. monococcum were in a second
group. Similar results were obtained by Le Corre and Ber-
nard (1995). Hammer et al. (2000) noted that microsatellite
markers differentiated the wild form of T. monococcum from
T. urartu. The existence of genome divergence between T.
monococcum and T. urartu is also evident from extensive
differences in the restriction profiles of repeated nucleotide
sequences and the promoter region of the 18S-5.8S-26S
rRNA genes, which show very little intraspecific variation in
the Triticum species (Dvorak et al. 1993). This indication of
divergence between the genome of T. monococcum and the

A genome of T. urartu led Dvorak et al. (1993) to propose
re-designating the genome of T. monococcum as Am.

The divergence between the two diploid wheat species, T.
monococcum and T. urartu, at the molecular level is also
apparent from the pattern of chromosome pairing in hybrids
between them. Johnson and Dhaliwal (1978) observed a
mean 6.97 bivalents at first meiotic metaphase of the F1
hybrid between T. monococcum and T. urartu and Shang
et al. (1989) described 5.03 bivalents and 0.94 quadrivalents
per cell in hybrids between different lines of these species,
indicating that some chromosome differentiation occurred
between the two species.

Meiotic pairing between T. monococcum chromosomes,
when individually substituted in common wheat, and the
wheat chromosomes of the A subgenome, is low in the
presence of the homoeologous pairing suppressor Ph1 (Paull
et al. 1994; Dubcovsky et al. 1995). Paull et al. (1994)
reported on a very low level of recombination between
chromosome 7Am of T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides and
7A of T. aestivum. Likewise, Dubcovsky et al. (1995) noted
that recombination between T. aestivum chromosome 1A
and its closely related homoeologous chromosome 1Am of
ssp. monococcum was low in the presence of the Ph1 gene.
Chromosomes 1A and 1Am were shown to be colinear, and
consequently, Dubcovsky et al. (1995) concluded that the
Am genome of T. monococcum and subgenome A of hex-
aploid wheat diverged from one another by small chromo-
somal segments, and this amount of chromosomal
differentiation is already recognized by the Ph1 gene. In the
absence of Ph1, the distribution and frequencies of crossing
over between the 1A and 1Am homoeologues were similar to
the distribution and frequencies of crossover between 1A
homologues. This indicates that some distinction exists
between the chromosomes of the Am genome of T. mono-
coccum and those of the A subgenome of common wheat.

Additional evidence on divergence between chromosome
1Am and chromosome 1A of T. aestivum was reached by
Wicker et al. (2003), who sequenced and compared
two-large physical contigs of 285 and 142 kb, covering
orthologous low molecular weight (LMW) glutenin loci on
the short arm of chromosome 1Am of domesticated T.
monococcum and on the short arm of chromosome 1A of
tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum ssp. durum. Sequence con-
servation between the two species was restricted to small
regions containing the orthologous LMW glutenin genes,
whereas > 90% of the compared sequences were not con-
served. Dramatic sequence rearrangements occurred in the
regions rich in repetitive elements. Dating of long terminal
repeat retrotransposon insertions revealed different insertion
events occurring in the past 5.5 million years in both gen-
omes. These insertions are partially responsible for the lack
of homology between the intergenic regions. In addition, the
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gene space was conserved only partially, as demonstrated by
several predicted genes identified on both contigs. Dupli-
cations and deletions of large fragments that might be
attributable to illegitimate recombination, also contributed to
the differentiation of this region in both genomes. The
striking differences in the intergenic landscape of the A
subgenome versus the Am genomes, that diverged 1.28
million years ago (Li et al. 2011), provide evidence of
dynamic and rapid genome evolution in wheat species.

Despite domestication of diploid wheat, both the wild and
domesticated forms of T. monococcum contain a similar
amount of 1C DNA (6.45 ± 0.103 pg and 6.48 ± 0.043 pg,
respectively; Eilam et al. 2007). T. monococcum features one
of the large genomes among the diploid species of the wheat
group (the genera Ambliopyrum, Aegilops and Triticum).
Only Emarginata species of Aegilops, namely, Ae. bicornis,
Ae searsii, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima, have larger
genomes than that of T. monococcum (Eilam et al. 2007). T.
urartu, the second diploid species of the genus Triticum, has
a significantly smaller genome (1C DNA = 6.02 ± 0.062
pg) than that of T. monococcum (Eilam et al. 2007). The
estimated amount of 1C DNA of the A subgenome of wild
tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, is 4.9 Gbp (=
4.79 pg) (Avni et al. 2017) and that of T. aestivum is 5.95
Gbp (=5.81 pg) (IWGSC 2018) (see Table 3.1). The A
subgenome of polyploid wheat is thus smaller than that of T.
urartu.

The karyotype of wild and domesticated forms of T.
monococcum was studied by many cytologists. Kagawa
(1929) classified the chromosomes in five groups,
two-chromosome pairs had a secondary constriction. Sub-
sequent works described only one chromosome pair with
satellites, e.g., Levitsky et al. (1939), Riley et al. (1958),
Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963a), Coucoli and Skorda
(1966), or two pairs of satellited chromosomes, e.g., Smith
(1936), Pathak (1940), Camara (1943), Oinuma (1953),
Giorgi and Bozzini (1969b). Yet, it is possible that some
lines of T. monococcum have only one satellited pair, as was
found by Waines and Kimber (1973). These authors sur-
veyed six biotypes of wild and domesticated T. monococ-
cum from Europe and Iran and found variations in the
number and size of the satellites. Biotypes with both one and
two pairs of satellites were found, and the satellite size
varied both within and between biotypes.

Giorgi and Bozzini (1969b) reported that the karyotypes
of T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides and T. urartu are very
similar. Both have two chromosome pairs with small satel-
lites. These chromosome pairs are the most hetero-brachial
in the complement, with SAT 1 bearing a slightly more
subterminal centromere than SAT 2. Three submedian and
two median chromosome pairs were found in both species
(Giorgi and Bozzini 1969b). There is good agreement
between the ideogram drawn by Giorgi and Bozzini and that

reported by Pathak (1940). The presence of the satellites,
together with the differences in total length, relative arm
length, and position of secondary constrictions, make the
identification of individual chromosomes possible (Smith
1936; Giorgi and Bozzini 1969b).

Gerlach et al. (1980) hybridized labelled RNA, tran-
scribed in vitro from wheat ribosomal DNA cloned in a
bacterial plasmid, to metaphase chromosomes of accessions
of diploid wheats, including the two varieties of wild T.
monococcum (var. boeoticum and var. thaoudar), domesti-
cated T. monococcum and T. urartu. Autoradiography of the
chromosomes provided unequivocal evidence that these taxa
possess two pairs of nucleolus organizer (NOR) chromo-
somes. Yet, the diploid wheat accessions used possessed
widely differing numbers of ribosomal RNA genes. The two
chromosomes carrying the (NORs) of T. monococcum were
identified as 1Am and 5Am by the combination of in situ
hybridization and cytological markers (Miller et al. 1983).
Later, Dvorak et al. (1989) found that the short arms of
chromosomes 1Am and 5Am of both subspecies of T.
monococcum also carry the 5S rRNA genes. The locus on
chromosome 1Am contains the 5S DNA subfamily with
short spacers, while the locus on chromosome 5Am contains
5S DNA subfamily with long spacers. Thus, in T. mono-
coccum, 1Am contains 360-bp units which belong to the
short-unit subfamily, whereas 5Am contains 500-bp units,
belonging to the long-unit subfamily. The location of the 5S
DNA in the short arms of chromosomes 1Am and 5Am

suggests an ancestral linkage between the NORs and the 5S
DNA loci.

Evidence that the loci carrying the 5S rRNA and
18S + 26S rRNA genes are located close to one another was
also obtained by Kim et al. (1993) who performed FISH
with the pScT7 (5S rDNA probe from Secale cereale) and
pTa80 (18S + 26S rDNA probe from T. aestivum) and
observed that both probes hybridized to the sub-terminal
regions of the short arms of chromosomes 1Am and 5Am

in T. monococcum. Both probes labelled the pair of 1Am

more heavily than those on 5Am, indicating that in T.
monococcum, chromosomes 1Am carry more copies of
rRNA genes than chromosomes 5Am (Kim et al. 1993). The
close linkage between 18S + 26S and 5S rDNA genes in
diploid wheats, (as well as in several other Triticeae species),
may be due to the fact that RNAs specified by these two
types of genes, which are transcribed by different RNA
polymerases, are required in approximately the same amount
for ribosomal formation. Hence, one advantage of them
being in close proximity may be that a common regulatory
mechanism ensures such equality (Kim et al. 1993).

No differences were found in the 5S rRNA restriction
sites among the 12 accessions of T. monococcum and T.
urartu studied with several restriction enzymes (Kim et al.
1993). Similar to the finding of Dvorak et al. (1989),
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Southern analysis of 5S rRNA with BamHI-digested DNA
from the 12 accessions, yielded two superimposed ladders of
approximate sizes of 500 and 330 bp (Kim et al. 1993). The
500-bp ladder derived from chromosome 5Am and the
330-bp ladder from chromosome 1Am.

Megyeri et al. (2012), performing FISH with the repeti-
tive DNA probes pSc119.2, Afa family and pTa71 (rDNA
probe) on mitotic chromosomes of T. monococcum, showed
that the pSc119.2 probe was not suitable for the identifica-
tion of T. monococcum chromosomes. On the other hand, all
chromosomes were distinguishable by their Afa family sig-
nals that were observed on all chromosomes in the inter-
calary and distal regions, albeit, with different intensities.
Strong fluorescent pTa71 signals were observed on the
sub-telomeric region of the short arms of chromosomes 1Am

and 5Am. A similar FISH hybridization pattern was observed
in T. urartu (Molnar et al. 2014). Comparison of the
hybridization pattern of the chromosomes of T. monococcum
and T. urartu with those of the A subgenome chromosomes
of tetra- and hexa-ploid wheat, using the same hybridization
probes, showed that the chromosomes of the diploid species
have more complex Afa family and pTa71 hybridization
patterns than the A-subgenome chromosomes of the poly-
ploid wheats (Molnar et al. 2014). On the other hand, the
pSc119.2 signals located on chromosomes 4A and 5A of
tetra-and hexa-ploid wheat were not observed on these
chromosomes of the diploid wheats.

The results of Megyeri et al. (2012), Molnar et al. (2014)
showed that the entire set of T. monococcum chromosomes
(especially chromosomes 1, 4, 5 and 7) could be discrimi-
nated by their hybridization patterns of pTa71 and Afa
family. In situ hybridization with the microsatellite motifs
GAA, CAG, AAC and AGG, demonstrated that these SSRs
represented additional landmarks for the identification of T.
monococcum chromosomes. The most promising SSR
probes were the GAA and CAG motifs, which when used in
combination with the Afa family and pTa71 probes, allowed
for reliable identification of the entire set of T. monococcum
chromosomes and for their discrimination from the A sub-
genome chromosomes of polyploid wheat background
(Megyeri et al. 2012).

In order to improve the identification of and localization
to chromosomes useful genes, a series of primary trisomics
of T. monococcum was generated from autotriploids derived
from crosses between induced autotetraploids and diploids
(Friebe et al. 1990). All trisomics differed phenotypically
from their diploid progenitor, but only two of the seven
possible trisomic types exhibited a distinct morphology
enabling their identification. C-banding, Ag–NOR staining
and FISH, using rDNA probes, were employed to identify
the chromosomes and the trisomics of T. monococcum.
A comparison of the C-banding patterns of the chromosomes
of T. monococcum with those of the A subgenome

of T. aestivum, enabled identification of five monococcum
chromosomes, viz., 1Am, 2Am, 3Am, 5Am, and 7Am. The
two remaining chromosomes, 4Am and 6Am, showed
C-banding patterns that were not equivalent to those of any
of the chromosomes in the A subgenome of bread wheat.
When one of these undesignated chromosomes from ssp.
aegilopoides var. boeoticum was substituted for chromo-
some 4A of T. turgidum, it compensated well phenotypically
for the loss of chromosome 4A in the recipient species.
Because this T. monococcum chromosome appeared to be
homoeologous to the group 4 chromosomes of polyploid
wheats, it was designated 4Am, and the second undesignated
chromosome in T. monococcum was designated 6Am

(Friebe et al. 1990).
Haploid plants (1n = 1x = 7) may be present among T.

monococcum progeny (Smith 1936). Kihara and Katayama
(1932, 1933), Chizaki (1934) studied meiosis in haploids of
this species and found that the chromosomes often become
attached end-to-end, especially during the meiotic phase of
diakinesis. Kostoff and Arutiunian (1938) assumed that this
phenomenon is due to associations between heterochro-
matic regions of non-homologous chromosomes rather than
to the presence of duplications or interchanges. Indeed,
Kostoff (1938) showed that the distal ends of almost all
chromosomes of T. monococcum stained very dark with
Newton’s gentian violet, while all the other chromosomal
parts were stained much lighter. This differential staining
indicates the presence of heterochromatin at the chromo-
some ends.

The presence of genes that either prevent crossability of
lines of wild and domesticated T. monococcum with other
species or that cause death of interspecific or intergeneric
hybrids, was demonstrated with several hybridization events.
The F1 hybrids from the T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides
(as female) x T. urartu (as male) cross yielded small, plump
and viable seeds, while the reciprocal cross had long,
shriveled and non-viable seeds (Johnson and Dhaliwal 1976;
Dhaliwal 1977a; Fricano et al. 2014). Alloplasmic lines,
where a nucleus of one species was introduced into the
cytoplasm of another species, were developed through
repeated backcrossing, which were then crossed as female
parents with respective non-recurrent parents that were the
cytoplasm donors (Dhaliwal 1977a). It was concluded that
the difference between the reciprocal crosses was presum-
ably attributable to different ssp. aegilopoides-urartu geno-
mic ratios in the triploid endosperm rather than to
cytoplasmic differences between the diploid wheats. The
endosperm with two doses of the aegilopoides and one of
the urartu genome resulted in small, plump and viable seeds
while the endosperm of the reciprocal cross with two doses
of the urartu and one of the aegilopoides genome, devel-
oped into large but shriveled and non-viable seeds irre-
spective of the cytoplasmic type (Dhaliwal 1977a).
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Gill and Waines (1978) performed diallel crosses
among four lines of T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides from
different geographical areas, with T. urartu, Ae. tauschii
and Ae. speltoides and observed reciprocal differences in
hybrid seed morphology, endosperm development, and
embryo viability. T. urartu and Ae. tauschii as females,
crossed with ssp. aegilopoides and Ae. speltoides, led to the
production of shriveled inviable seed. ssp. aegilopoides
accessions as female, crossed with Ae. speltoides also led to
shriveled seeds. The reciprocal crosses produced plump
seeds which either resembled the maternal parent or showed
size differences. Altering the endospermic genome ratios
was achieved by crossing an autotetraploid line of
ssp. aegilopoides (2n = 4x = 28), either as female or as
male, with diploid T. urartu, Ae. tauschii or Ae. speltoides.
When the autotetraploid ssp. aegilopoides was the male
parent and any of the diploid species was the female parent,
the hybrid endosperms contained two doses from the female
parent genome and two doses from the male parent genome
and consequently, the seeds showed extreme shriveling. On
the other hand, when the autopolyploid was the female
parent and each of the diploid species was the male parent,
the hybrid endosperm contained four doses from the female
parent genome and one dose from the male parent genome,
and consequently, the seeds were moderately shriveled to
plump. Genetic experiments involving hybrids of T. mono-
coccum (wild and domesticated forms), and T. urartu
showed that a factor showing a dosage effect is present in
male gametes, which, by interacting with the maternal
genome, leads to endosperm abortion (Gill and Waines
1978).

Endosperm development and embryo lethality were
studied in hybrids of different accessions of Ae. tauschii (as
female) and the diploid wheats, i.e., wild and domesticated
T. monococcum and T. urartu (Gill et al. 1981), that
produced shriveled and non-viable seed. Ae. tauschii x
T. urartu hybrids showed good seed development but
embryos were semi-lethal and seedling death resulted. Ae.
tauschii x T. monococcum ssp. monococcum hybrids
showed endosperm abortion and embryos were lethal
or semi-lethal. Ae. tauschii x T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides hybrid seeds were dead by day 14. However,
using embryo culture from day 10 of seed development, Gill
et al. (1981) obtained viable F1 tauschii x ssp. aegilopoides
plants. These authors found that the block that leads to hybrid
endosperm abortion is effective between days 5 and 10 of seed
development. Seed abortion in tauschii x ssp. aegilopoides
crosses were seemingly primarily the result of faster, rather
than abnormal, nuclear division in the hybrid endosperm. The
lack of storage protein synthesis indicates that abortion of the
hybrid endosperm is complete by day 10. This rapid endo-
sperm degeneration almost certainly adversely affects the
viability of hybrid embryos (Gill et al. 1981).

Sears (1944a) identified two alleles in a domesticated line
of T. monococcum which acted as dominant lethals in
hybrids with Ae. umbellulata, but which induced no effect in
T. monococcum itself. The two alleles differed in the earli-
ness with which they caused death. A third, normal allele
that did not cause death in hybrids with Ae. umbellulata, was
present in the wild form, ssp. aegilopoides . Semi-lethality
occurred in hybrids of Ae. bicornis with certain varieties of
domesticated T. monococcum, while hybrids with another
variety of T. monococcum were viable (Sears 1944a). This
effect on viability was apparently mono-factorially deter-
mined. Non-crossability of domesticated T. monococcum
with Dasypyrum villosum also appears to be simply inherited
(Sears 1944a).

The modes of inheritance of 12 morphological characters
were investigated in domesticated T. monococcum by
crosses, complementation studies, and observations of phe-
notypes of F1s and F2s from crosses between lines
expressing the different traits (Kuspira et al. 1989). All
studied traits were found to be controlled by single genes.
The genes for six of these 12 characters fall into two closely
linked groups; Bg (glume color) and Hg (Hairy glume) are
the same distance apart in T. monococcum as in in T. aes-
tivum, indicating that this segment has been highly con-
served. The genes Sg (glume hardness), La (lemma awn
length), Fg (false glume), and Lh (head type) were also very
closely linked, with the outside markers being only 4 map
units apart. Tentative assignments of genes and linkage
groups identified in this investigation, to specific chromo-
somes of T. monococcum have been made on the basis of
known chromosomal locations in A subgenome genes
of T. aestivum (Kuspira et al. 1989).

Since cultivated and wild genotypes of T. monococcum
show high levels of restriction fragment length polymor-
phism (RFLP) (Castagna et al. 1994; Le Corre and Bernard
1995), T. monococcum can be used to produce high-density
RFLP maps that would complement the genetic maps of the
A subgenome of T. aestivum. RFLP and AFLP markers have
been developed and used to generate genetic linkage maps,
for map-based cloning, and genome synteny comparisons in
T. monococcum (Dubcovsky et al. 1995, 1996; Faris et al.
2008).

Singh et al. (2007) produced an integrated molecular
linkage map of the Am genome based on 93 recombinant
inbred lines (RILs) derived from a cross of wild x domes-
ticated T. monococcum. The parental lines were analyzed
with SSRs and RFLP markers, and bin-mapped ESTs. The
polymorphic markers, that were assayed on the RILs, map-
ped on the seven linkage groups with a total map length of
1262 cM. About 58 loci, mostly mapping on chromosome
2Am, showed distorted segregation. With a few exceptions,
the position and order of the markers was similar to the ones
in maps of the A subgenome of polyploid wheat.
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Chromosome 1Am of ssp. monococcum and ssp. aegilo-
poides showed a small paracentric inversion relative to the A
subgenome of hexaploid wheat.

Partial genetic maps of chromosomes 1Am and 5Am,
constructed based on crosses between winter and spring
lines of ssp. aegilopoides and between ssp. aegilopoides and
ssp. monococcum, showed the same order of markers and
similar interval lengths between markers (Dubcovsky et al.
1995). A map of the ssp. aegilopoides chromosome 1Am,
constructed based on a winter x spring F2 population, has a
similar genetic length as a map of chromosome 1A of T.
aestivum (Dubcovsky et al. 1995). Additional genetic map of
F2 progeny of a cross between domesticated and wild sub-
species of T. monococcum involving 335 markers, including
RFLP DNA markers, isozymes, seed storage proteins,
rRNA, and morphological loci, was constructed by Dub-
covsky et al. (1996). These authors reported that T. mono-
coccum and barley linkage groups are remarkably
conserved. They differ by a reciprocal translocation involv-
ing the long arms of chromosomes 4 and 5, and paracentric
inversions in the long arm of chromosomes 1 and 4; the
latter is in a segment of chromosome arm 4L translocated
to 5L in T. monococcum.

Jing et al. (2007, 2009) developed Diversity Arrays
Technology (DArT), consisting of 2304 hexaploid wheat,
1536 tetraploid wheat, 1536 domesticated and 1536 repre-
sentative wild T. monococcum genomic clones, to assess
genetic diversity in T. monococcum, and to construct a
genetic linkage map integrating DArT and microsatellite
markers. In total, 846 polymorphic DArT markers were
identified and used to fingerprint 16 T. monococcum acces-
sions of diverse geographical origins. The fingerprinting data
showed a partial correlation between the geographic origin
of T. monococcum accessions and their genetic variation.
Using DArT and SSR markers, Jing et al. (2007, 2009)
constructed a linkage map in F2 progeny from a cross
between two different accessions of T. monococcum. In total,
356 (274 DArTs and 82 SSRs) molecular markers were
mapped and formed nine linkage groups. Two morphologi-
cal traits, namely awn color and leaf hairiness, were found to
segregate in a 1:3 ratio in the T. monococcum mapping
population. These two traits, Ba (black awn) and Hl (hairy

leaf), each controlled by a single gene, were also included in
the linkage analysis. The linkage map derived from the
combined data set spanned 1062.72 cM, with an average
length of 151.82 cM per chromosome and an average den-
sity of one marker per 2.97 cM. Each of the seven chro-
mosomes contained both DArT and SSR markers. Six of the
linkage groups corresponded to six T. monococcum chro-
mosomes, but chromosome 4Am was formed by three link-
age groups.

10.2.2.5 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Chromosomal pairing at meiosis of both wild and domesti-
cated forms of T. monococcum, is complete, namely, seven
ring bivalents. A similar level of pairing was observed in F1
hybrids between the two subspecies of T. monococcum
(Kihara et al. 1929; Perecival 1932; Smith 1936), indicating
that their genomes are fully homologous. On the other hand,
F1 hybrids between wild T. monococcum, ssp. aegilopoides
x T. urartu (hybrid genome AmA) (Table 10.6) had some-
what reduced pairing indicates a small scale of chromosomal
differentiation between the chromosomes of these two
diploid wheats. Chromosome pairing in hybrids between
wild or domesticated forms of T. monococcum with diploid
Aegilops species of section Sitopsis (Table 9.8), showed
greater genomic differentiation. The F1 hybrid between a
high-pairing type of Ae. speltoides and domesticated T.
monococcum (hybrid genome SAm) has more pairing than
the hybrid with intermediate pairing type (Sears 1941b).
This difference resulted from the promotion of homoeolo-
gous pairing by the high-pairing gene(s) of Ae. speltoides.
Chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrids Ae. longissima x
ssp. monococcum (hybrid genome SlAm), Ae. sharonensis x
ssp. monococcum (hybrid genome SshAm), and Ae. bicornis
x ssp. monococcum (hybrid genome SbAm) exhibited much
reduced pairing than the hybrid with the intermediate -
pairing type of Ae. speltoides (Table 9.8). While genome Am

of T. monococcum diverged relatively little from the S
genome of Ae. speltoides, it differed quite considerably from
those of the other Sitopsis species.

Sears (1941b) studied chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids
between domesticated and wild T. monococcum x several

Table 10.6 The wild and
domesticated subspecies of
Triticum turgidum. (Classification
of subspecies after van Slageren
1994; common names in
parentheses)

Wild Domesticated

Hulled wheat Free-threshing wheat

dicoccoides (wild emmer) dicoccon (domesticated emmer)
paleocolchicum (Georgian wheat)

parvicoccuma

durum (macaroni or hard wheat)
turgidum (rivet or pollard wheat)
polonicum (polish wheat)
turanicum (khorassan wheat)
carthlicum (Persian wheat)

a Extinct, described by Kislev (1979/1980)
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other diploid Aegilops species (Table 9.8). The domesticated
T. monococcum x Ae. tauschii hybrid (hybrid genome AmD),
exhibited more pairing than the hybrid with wild monococ-
cum. The lower level of chromosomal pairing in the hybrid
with wild T. monococcum may result from the presence of
gene(s) affecting pairing in the wild line used for this cross.
The F1 hybrids between ssp. monococcum x Ae. caudata,
ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. caudata (hybrid genome AmC),
ssp. monococcum x Ae. comosa, ssp. aegilopoides x Ae.
comosa (hybrid genome AmM), a ssp. monococcum x Ae.
uniaristata, ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. uniaristata (hybrid
genome AmN), and ssp. aegilopoides x Ae. umbellulata
(hybrid genome AmU) had reduced pairing (Table 9.8). The
above data showed that genome Am of T. monococcum,
either domesticated or wild, had extensively diverged from
these genomes of Aegilops.

Chromosome pairing between alltetraploid wheat, i.e.,
various subspecies of T. turgidum and T. monococcum, either
ssp. monococcum or ssp. aegilopoides, (hybrid genome
BAAm), domesticated T. timopheevii x ssp. monococcum
(hybrid genome GAAm), and ssp. aestivum x ssp. monococ-
cum (hybrid genome BADAm) was studied by several cyto-
geneticists (Table 10.6). Pairing in all these F1 hybrids show
that the allotetraploids and the allohexaploid wheats contain a
subgenome related to the Am genome of T. monococcum.

10.2.3 T. urartu Tum. ex Gand. (Donor
of the A Subgenome to Allopolyploid
Wheats)

10.2.3.1 Description of the Species
T. urartu Tum. ex Gand., common names red wild einkorn
and urartu wheat [Syn.: T. boeoticum ssp. urartu Dorof.; T.
monococcum ssp. urartu (Tum. ex Gand.) Á. Löve and D.
Löve; Crithodium urartu (Gandilyan) Á. Löve], is an
annual, predominantly autogamous, 60–90-cm-tall (exclud-
ing spikes) plant. Its culms are first geniculated and then
ascending upright. Culm internodes are distally glabrous.
The leaf sheaths are pubescent, their auricles are curved, and
the ligule is membranous. Leaf blades are 30–45-cm-long.
The spike is indeterminate, bilaterally compressed,
two-rowed, 7–11(–13) cm-long (excluding awns) and
awned. The entire spike disarticulates at maturity into indi-
vidual spikelets, each with its associated rachis segment
(wedge–type dispersal unit). The rachis is densely hairy on
margins and sparsely hairy at nodes. The spikelets are lat-
erally compressed, 17–20-mm-long, the top one being fertile
and generally in the same plane as those below it. There are
8–16 fertile spikelets per spike, and 1–2 basal rudimentary
spikelets. There are 3 florets, the upper one being sterile. The
spikelets usually have two grains and two 2.5–5.5 cm-long

awns. The glumes are shorter than the spikelet, 11.2–
11.6-mm-long, glabrous, with two well-developed keels, and
3–5 -veins. There are two unequal teeth, which usually do
not develop into awns, with one tooth being well developed
and the second less. The lemma are glabrous, 13–15-mm–

long, keeled, taper into an awn, and bear a lateral small
tooth. The palea is 11–13-mm-long, membranous and splits
along the keel at maturity. The anthers are small, 2.0–
2.5-mm-long. The caryopsis has a reddish color, is 7.3–
9.2-mm-long, and is free but laterally compressed by the
tough glumes (Fig. 10.1c).

T. urartu was discovered by Tumanian (1937) in Arme-
nia, who distinguished it from the other wild diploid wheat
T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, by the following mor-
phological features: its smaller second tooth of the glume,
smaller anthers, two-awned two-grained spikelets and red
grains (Gandilian 1972; Dorofeev et al. 1980). Johnson
(1975), who discovered T. urartu in northern Lebanon,
southeastern Turkey, and southwestern Iran, found that this
species also differs from ssp. aegilopoides by the elec-
trophoretic pattern of seed Beta albumin. He described
additional morphological differences between T. urartu and
ssp. aegilopoides, namely, the awns of T. urartu are shorter
and slenderer than those of ssp. aegilopoides, they are nearly
equal and spread at maturity. T. urartu is most easily iden-
tified by the presence of an awn up to 1-cm-long on the
lemma of the third floret (Johnson 1975). In several loca-
tions, this awn was often reduced to an inconspicuous
bristle, but in Johnson’s fields and a greenhouse at Riverside,
California, it was discernible in all accessions of this species.
With respect to plant and spikelet size, the Turkish popula-
tions provide a transition between the Lebanese biotypes and
the more robust one of Transcaucasia, Iraq and Iran. Both in
the wild and under cultivation, T. urartu from all parts of its
range, except Transcaucasia, was found to generally mature
earlier than ssp. aegilopoides (Johnson 1975).

The two diploid wheats, T. urartu and the wild and
domesticated forms of T. monococcum, also differ by bio-
chemical and molecular markers such as isoenzymes of ACP
(Jaaska 1974), EST (Jaaska 1980), SOD (Jaaska 1982), by
the composition of the seed storage proteins, namely, the
high-molecular weight (HMW) glutenin subunits (Waines
and Payne 1987; Ciaffi et al. 1998; Castagna et al. 1994), and
Gliadin genes (Ciaffi et al. 1997). In addition, AFLP
(Sasanuma et al. 2002; Heun et al. 2008) and RFLP (Takumi
et al. 1993; Le Corre and Bernard 1995) analyses of nuclear
DNAs of T. urartu and T. monococcum revealed differences
between these two species. AFLP and simple sequence
length polymorphism (SSLP) analyses clearly showed that
T. urartu was greatly differentiated from both the wild and
domesticated forms of T. monococcum (Sasanuma et al.
2002). A similar conclusion was reached following
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chloroplast SSLP analysis (Mizumoto et al. 2002). Compa-
rable results were also obtained by Hammer et al. (2000),
who found that microsatellite markers (SSRs) differentiated
the wild form of T. monococcum from T. urartu. Further-
more, Baum and Baily (2004) found that T. urartu differs
from T. monococcum in the short and long units of the 5S
DNA; T. monococcum contained the long A1 and the short
A1 unit classes, whereas T. urartu had the long A1 and the
short G1 unit classes. Likewise, Dvorak et al. (1988, 1993)
found extensive differences between these two species in the
restriction profiles of repeated nucleotide sequences and the
promoter region of the 18S-5.8S-26S rRNA genes.

Phase-contrast microscopy and scanning electron micro-
scopy measuring the pollen grain diameter and examining
the exine (the outer layer of the pollen grain) sculpturing of
T. urartu and T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides var.
thaoudar (López-Merino et al. 2015), found that T. urartu
pollen is smaller on average than that of var. thaoudar, and
its exine sculpturing differs from that of var. thaoudar.

The divergence between T. urartu and T. monococcum is
also apparent from the cytogenetic data; chromosome pair-
ing in the F1 hybrids between the two species was somewhat
reduced (Johnson and Dhaliwal 1978; Shang et al. 1989) and
the hybrid was completely sterile when T. urartu served as
the female parent (Johnson and Dhaliwal 1976). Hence, gene
flow via hybridization between these two species can occur
only from T. urartu into T. monococcum (Johnson and
Dhaliwal 1976). Tsunewaki et al. (1999) found that T.
urartu, when used as female, showed strong cross incom-
patibility to emmer wheat, differing, in this respect, from T.
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, which crosses relatively
easily with emmer wheat. All the above biochemical,
molecular and cytogenetic data revealed the existence of a
profound genome divergence between T. urartu and T.
monococcum and thus, substantiating their classification into
two separate species.

T. urartu exhibits wide morphological variation in spike
and spikelet size, color and hairiness (Johnson 1975). This
variation is also expressed at the biochemical and molecular
levels. While Smith-Huerta et al. (1989), using isoenzymes,
observed low genetic diversity, Yaghoobi-Saray (1979),
Moghaddam et al. (2000), Hedge et al. (2000) reported a
high level of isoenzyme diversity, either within or among
populations. Studies at the molecular level also revealed
high intra- ad inter-population variation in T. urartu. Sasa-
numa et al. (2002), Singh et al. (2006), using AFLP,
revealed variation in all analyzed accessions of T. urartu.
Similar results were obtained by Brunazzi et al. (2018), who
genotyped a collection of 352 accession of T. urartu, sam-
pled from Armenia, Iran, Iraq, Jordan, Lebanon, Syria and
Turkey, with a large number of high-quality genome-wide
single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs), and revealed
broad molecular variation across the sampled populations. In

addition, Brunazzi et al. (2018) obtained phenotypic data
that highlighted a wide variation for flowering time and plant
height. Storage protein analysis indicated the presence of
highly polymorphic protein bands, while SDS sedimentation
tests showed broad variability in the dough volume, even
including some accessions approaching good bread-making
quality (Brunazzi et al. 2018). These researchers used 1.3
million genome‐wide SNPs to assess variation in a large
collection of T. urartu accessions. They found a correlation
between the amount of genetic diversity and the geograph-
ical distance existing between samples from different
regions. Using a genome‐wide association approach, they
identified several marker-environment associations, such as
association of molecular markers with altitude, temperature,
and/or association with rainfall measures. The most signifi-
cant marker–environment associations were observed with
genomic loci with adaptive potential, including dormancy
and frost resistance loci.

A high level of genetic diversity was found in
low-molecular weight (LMW) glutenin subunits from T.
urartu, that are coded by the Glu-A3 locus on chromosome
1A, including detection of 11 novel alleles (Cuesta et al.
2015). Wang et al. (2017) investigated the morphological and
genetic diversity and population structure of 238 T. urartu
accessions collected from different geographic regions. They
found wide variation in SSR markers and in HMW-glutenin
subunits. Their analysis indicated that the 238 T. urartu
accessions could be classified into two subpopulations, of
which Cluster I contained accessions from the Eastern
Mediterranean coast, while those from Mesopotamia and
Transcaucasia belonged to Cluster II. Significant associations
were observed between SSRs or HMW-GSs and six mor-
phological traits: heading date, plant height, spike length,
spikelet number per spike, tiller angle and grain length.

T. urartu distributes abundantly in southeastern Turkey,
Syria and Lebanon and sporadically in northern Iraq, west-
ern Iran and Armenia (Johnson 1975). Recently, it was also
discovered in the high mountains of southern Jordan. T.
urartu is not found west of the Fertile Crescent arc. In this
respect, it also differs from ssp. aegilopoides, which spread
westwards as a weed. The chorotype (the general range of
distribution of a species characterizing its phytogeographical
nature) of T. urartu is sub-Mediterranean-west
Irano-Turanian. It grows in a relatively large area, in a
wide range of altitudes (500–1600 m), occurs naturally in
openings of oak park-forests, in open herbaceous forma-
tions, and in steppe-like formations. It thrives well on terra
rossa, basalt, and on several types of alluvial soils. T. urartu
is more adapted to dry climates than ssp. aegilopoides (Mac
Key 2005). Studies on heat and cold tolerance in wild and
domesticated wheat forms by Damania and Tahir (1993),
revealed that T. urartu was significantly more cold-tolerant
than other wild wheat taxa.
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T. urartu often grows mixed with T. monococcum ssp.
aegilopoides and wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides,
in southwestern Syria, southeastern Lebanon and in some
sites in southeastern Turkey, and with wild T. timopheevii in
southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, southwestern Iran and
Transcaucasia. It also grows sympatrically with Ae. spel-
toides, Ae. searsii, Ae. caudata, Ae. umbellulata, Ae.
geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis and Ae. columnaris
and allopatrically with Ae. longissima, Ae. peregrina, Ae.
tauschii, Ae cylindrica and Ae. crassa.

Being the donor of the A subgenome to allopolyploid
wheats (Chapman et al. 1976; Dvorak 1976), many of the
chromosomes of T. urartu pair regularly with their homol-
ogous chromosomes of allopolyploid wheats in the F1
hybrids between them, and therefore, desirable genes can be
transferred from the wild diploid species to the domesticated
allopolyploid species via conventional plant breeding pro-
cedures. Thus, searching the germplasm of T. urartu for
economically useful traits is very important.

T. urartu contains genes conferring resistance to powdery
mildew (Hovhannisyan et al. 2011; Qiu et al. 2005; Ling
et al. 2018), leaf rust (Hovhannisyan et al. 2011), stem rust
(Rouse and Jin 2011), yellow rust (Xiao et al. 2018), and
cereal aphids (Radchenko 2011). T. urartu might provide
some glutenin subunit genes to improve the quality of
common wheat dough (Luo et al. 2015; Cuesta et al. 2015).

10.2.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
T. urartu is a diploid species (2n = 2x = 14). Its nuclear
genome is designated A, which differs from the Am genome
of T. monococcum (Dvorak 1998). Based on the restriction
fragment pattern of its chloroplast DNA, its organellar
genome was assigned A (Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983). The
cytoplasm of T. urartu and T. monococcum have identical
chloroplast DNA (Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983).

T. urartu contains 6.02 ± 0.062 pg 1C DNA (Eilam
et al. 2007). While there is little variation in the amount of
1C DNA at the intraspecific level, the genome of T. urartu is
significantly smaller than that of T. monococcum, Ae.
bicornis, Ae. searsii, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima and
significantly larger than that of Amblyopyrum muticum, Ae.
tauschii, Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata and Ae.
umbellulata (Eilam et al. 2007).

The karyotype of T. urartu is very similar to that of T.
monococcum, with small differences in the length of the
short and long arms of several chromosome pairs (Giorgi
and Bozzini 1969b). It consists of two chromosome pairs
with small satellites, and three pairs with submedian and two
with median centromeres. A similar karyotype of T. urartu
was reported by Kerby and Kuspira (1988). T. urartu pos-
sess two pairs of nucleolus organizer (NOR) chromosomes
(Gerlach et al. 1980), which were identified as 1A and 5A by
the combination of in situ hybridization and cytological

markers (Miller et al. 1983). The number of rRNA genes in
T. urartu was estimated to be somewhat smaller than 4500
(Gerlach et al. 1980).

The karyotypes of T. urartu and T. monococcum were
examined using C-banding and FISH, with DNA probes
representing 5S and 45S rDNA families, the microsatellite
sequences GAAn and GTTn, the pSc119.2, Spelt52, Fat,
pAs1 and pTa535 probes, and a newly identified repeat called
Aesp_SAT86 (Badaeva et al. 2015). The C-banding pattern
of T. urartu was similar to that of T. monococcum, except for
differences in chromosomes 4A and 6A. Besides two major
45S rDNA loci on the short arms of chromosomes 1A and
5A, two-minor polymorphic NORs were observed in the
terminal part of the long arm of chromosomes 5A and in the
distal part of the short arm of chromosomes 6A in T. urartu
and in T. monococcum. An additional minor locus was found
in the distal part of the long arm of chromosomes 7A of T.
monococcum, but not in T. urartu. Two 5S rDNA loci were
observed in the short arms of chromosomes 1A and 5A. The
pTa535 probe displayed species- and chromosome-specific
hybridization patterns, enabling full identification of all T.
urartu chromosomes. The distribution of pTa535 on the
chromosomes of T. urartuwas more similar to its distribution
on the A-subgenome chromosomes of wild T. turgidum and
wild T. timopheevii, confirming the origin of these sub-
genomes from T. urartu. The probe pAs1 allowed for the
identification of four chromosomes of T. urartu and two of T.
monococcum. The Aesp_SAT86-derived patterns were
polymorphic; main clusters were observed on chromosomes
1A and 3A of T. urartu. The study of Badaeva et al. (2015)
showed that a set of the above probes proved to be most
informative for the analysis of A genomes in diploid and
allopolyploid wheat species.

Johnson and Dhaliwal (1976) demonstrated that T.
urartu is isolated from T. monococcum through a genetic
barrier. ssp. aegilopoides (as female) x T. urartu (as male)
produced seeds with germination capacity, whereas the F1
hybrid from the reciprocal cross, produced inviable seeds
(Johnson and Dhaliwal 1976; Dhaliwal 1977a). Indeed,
the T. urartu x T. monococcum hybrids, involving either
wild or domesticated forms, were completely self-sterile
(Johnson and Dhaliwal 1976). These authors proposed that
the reproductive isolation between T. urartu and T. mono-
coccum is cytoplasmic, but Dhaliwal (1977a), suggested that
the difference between the reciprocal crosses can be attrib-
uted to different monococcum-urartu genomic ratios in the
triploid endosperm of the F1 hybrid rather than to the
cytoplasmic difference between these diploid wheats.

Johnson (1975) discovered that the electrophoretic pat-
tern of seed proteins of allotetraploid wheat contains B
albumin bands similar to those of T. urartu. He mistakenly
proposed that T. urartu is the donor of the B subgenome of
the allopolyploid wheats. Chapman et al. (1976), Dvorak
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(1976), based on chromosome pairing in hybrids between
ditelosomic lines of T. aestivum and T. urartu, concluded
that the genome of T. urartu is homologous to the A sub-
genome of allopolyploid wheats, and that it did not corre-
spond, as had been proposed by Johnson (1975), to the B
subgenome. In contrast, chromosome pairing in the hybrid
ditelosomic lines of T. aestivum x T. monococcum ssp.
aegilopoides showed that the genome of T. monococcum is
homoeologous, rather than homologous, to the A sub-
genome of allohexaploid wheat (Chapman et al. 1976).
Moreover, from the higher trivalent frequencies observed in
the latter hybrids, Chapman et al. (1976) concluded that the
genotype of ssp. aegilopoides has the capacity to partly
suppress the activity of the Ph1 locus of common wheat,
allowing for some homoeologous pairing to occur. Dvorak
(1976) noted that pairing of T. urartu chromosomes was
significantly reduced in hybrids lacking chromosome arms
5AS or 5BS of T. aestivum. He suggested that this reduction
in chromosome pairing resulted from the absence of genes
which promote pairing and which are normally present on
chromosome arms 5AS and 5BS in cultivar Chinese Spring
of T. aestivum.

Further evidence supporting the idea that T. urartu is the
donor of the A subgenome of the allopolyploid wheats, came
from biochemical and cytogenetic studies. Konarev et al.
(1979), Konarev (1983) concluded from immunochemical
and electrophoretic studies of seed proteins, that the A sub-
genome of T. turgidumwas contributed by T. urartu,whereas
the A subgenome of T. timopheevii was contributed by T.
monococcum. Yet, Nishikawa (1983), based on variation in
esterases, showed that the A subgenome in both T. turgidum
and T. timopheevii was contributed by T. urartu. Kerby et al.
(1988) compared the amino acid sequence of T. urartu
purothionin to the amino acid sequences of the purothionins
in T. monococcum, T. turgidum and T. aestivum, and found
that the sequence of the purothionin from T. urartu is iden-
tical to the b form specified by a gene in the A subgenome of
the allpolyploid wheats and differs by five and six amino acid
substitutions, from the a1 and a2 forms coded for by genes in
the B and D subgenomes, respectively. Their results showed
that T. urartu, rather than T. monococcum, is the source of
the A subgenome in T. turgidum and T. aestivum. Phyloge-
netic analyses based on whole genome sequences suggest
that the wheat A sub-genome diverged from T. urartu 1.28
MYA (Li et al. 2022). It might be therefore that an urartu-
closely related species, unknown or now extinct, is in fact the
progenitor of the A subgenome that hybridized with the
B-donor * 0.8 MYA.

The data of Dvorak et al (1988, 1993), from variation in
repeated nucleotide sequences, substantiated Nishikawa’s
(1983) hypothesis, that the A subgenome in both tetraploid
and hexaploid wheat is more related to the A genome of
T. urartu than to the Am genome of T. monococcum. In

T. zhukovskyi, one A subgenome was contributed by
T. urartu and the other by T. monococcum (Dvorak et al.
1993). Takumi et al. (1993), using RFLP analysis of diploid
and polyploid wheats, also concluded that T. urartu is the
donor of the A subgenome to allopolyploid wheats, and
Baum and Bailey (2004), based on 5S DNA unit classes,
supported the view that the A subgenome of T. turgidum and
T. aestivum was donated by T. urartu. Similarly, Badaeva
et al. (2015) found that the pattern of FISH sites with the
probe pTa535 confirmed the T. urartu origin of the A sub-
genome in T. turgidum and T. timopheevii. As the donor of
one of the subgenomes of polyploid wheat, recognition of
the genome structure, function, and diversity of T. urartu
may provide important information for understanding the
genomes of tetraploid and hexaploid wheats.

Ling et al. (2018), using technologies like bacterial arti-
ficial chromosome (BAC)-by-BAC sequencing, single-
molecule, real-time, whole-genome shotgun sequencing,
linked read sequencing and optical mapping, assembled a
high-quality sequence of the T. urartu genome. This genome
sequencing very much improved the draft genome of this
species published earlier by Ling et al. (2013). See Sect. 3.3
in Chap. 3 and Table 3.1 for details on T. urartu genome
structure. The genome of T. urartu includes 37,516HC genes
and 3991 LC genes. On average, the genes have a transcript
length of 1453 bp, protein length of 332 amino acids and 4.5
exons per transcript, which is comparable to genes in other
Triticeae species. Throughout the genome, Ling et al. (2018)
identified 31,269 miRNAs, 5810 lncRNAs), 3620 tRNAs, 80
rRNAs and 2,519 snRNAs. A total of 3.90 Gb (81.42%) of
genome sequences was identified as repetitive elements,
including 3.44 Gb (71.83%) retrotransposons and 355 Mb
(7.41%) DNA transposons. Among long-terminal repeat
(LTR) retrotransposons, the Gypsy and Copia super families
comprised 42.71% and 24.30% of the genome, respectively.
The distribution of Copia elements was enriched at both
telomeric and sub-telomeric regions, whereas Gypsy retro-
transposons were enriched in the pericentromeric–cen-
tromeric regions. Comparative analyses with genomes of
other grasses showed gene loss and amplification in the
number of transposable elements in the T. urartu genome. T.
urartu-specific or wheat-specific amplification of gene fam-
ilies was associated with stress response or vernalization.
Large-scale retrotransposon-mediated structural rearrange-
ments occurred during A-genome evolution, as revealed by
comparing the A genomes among T. urartu and tetraploid
and hexaploid wheat.

Ling et al. (2018) found substantially higher gene density
and recombination rates, as well as lower densities of
transposable elements and tandem repeats, in the
sub-telomeric regions of each chromosome. The accumu-
lated gene expression level was higher in the sub-telomere
than in the centromere regions. Analyses of genes in the
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T. urartu genome, together with those from rice, maize,
sorghum and Brachypodium, clustered the genes into
24,860 gene families. Of these, 10,681 families were shared
among the five examined cereal genomes, representing a
core set of genes across these grass genomes. There were
4610 genes from 1567 gene families that were specific to T.
urartu, many of which have functional gene ontology
annotations relating to responses to stimulus and stress.

Upon comparison of the T. urartu genome to the draft
sequences of three subgenomes of hexaploid wheat, Ling
et al. (2018) identified three large structural variations, with
clearly defined boundaries, that occurred in either T. urartu
or T. aestivum. They aligned the T. urartu genome with
sequences from six BACs of the A subgenome of T. turgi-
dum and eleven BACs from the A subgenome of T. aes-
tivum, and found that the unaligned regions between the
BAC and the T. urartu genomic sequences resulted from the
insertion of LTR retrotransposons in either T. urartu or T.
turgidum and/or T. aestivum. Furthermore, they compared
the chromosome 7 assembly of the A subgenome of T.
aestivum to T. urartu chromosome 7 and found that 655 Mb
(91.03%) and 536 Mb (90.06%) of T. urartu 7 and T. aes-
tivum 7A sequences, respectively, were aligned to each other
at a minimum identity of 90% or lower, with many una-
ligned retrotransposon regions. These results show that the
different wheat A genomes underwent large-scale rear-
rangements with other genomes, and experienced indepen-
dent gain or loss of LTR retrotransposons after the
allopolyploidization event.

10.2.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Most F1 hybrids between different accessions of T. urartu
exhibited seven bivalents at first meiotic metaphase, of
which the greater part was ring bivalents (Shang et al. 1989).
As was already stated above, the F1 hybrid between
ssp. aegilopoides, the wild form of T. monococcum, and T.
urartu (hybrid genome AmA) displayed almost complete
chromosomal pairing at meiosis (Table 10.6). Chromosome
pairing in the F1 hybrids T. urartu x Ae. tauschii (hybrid
genome AD), Ae. comosa x T. urartu (hybrid genome MA),
and Ae. umbellulata x T. urartu (hybrid genome UA) was
much lower (Table 9.8). The hybrid with Ae. tauschii had
somewhat higher pairing that the other two hybrids.

Data on chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid between
allotetraploid wheat T. turgidum ssp. dicoccon and T. urartu,
and between hexaploid wheat T. aestivum ssp. aestivum and
T. urartu are presents in Table 10.6. The formation of about
six bivalents in these hybrids, that contain the Ph1 gene of
the allopolyploid wheats, shows, as was found by Chapman
et al. (1976), Dvorak (1976), that most of the chromosomes
of T. urartu are homologous to those of the A subgenome of
the allopolyploid wheats.

10.3 Section Dicoccoidea Flaksb.
(2n = 4x = 28)

10.3.1 Description of the Section

Section Dicoccoidea Flaksb. (Syn.: Triticum L. sect. Spelta
Dumort; Triticum L sect. Orthatherum Nevski; Triticum L.
‘congregatio’ Tetraploidea Flaksb.) contains two species, T.
turgidum L. and T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk., which are
morphologically similar (Tanaka and Ishii 1973) but genet-
ically isolated (Lilienfeld and Kihara 1934; Kostoff 1937a;
Wagenaar 1961a). The species are allotetraploids, with a
shared subgenome A, and differ by the other subgenome, B
in T. turgidum and G in T. timopheevii (Lilienfeld and
Kihara 1934). Hence, the genome of T. turgidum is desig-
nated BBAA and that of T. timopheevii is GGAA. The
cytoplasms of the allotetraploids derived from the diploid
donors of the B or G subgenome, namely, that of T. turgi-
dum derived from one genotype of Ae. speltoides, or rather,
from a species that is closely related to Ae. speltoides, and
that of T. timopheevii derived from another genotype of Ae.
speltoides (Gornicki et al. 2014). Both species contain wild
and domesticated subspecies. T. turgidum contains one wild
subspecies, ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. & Graebn.)
Thell., one domesticated fossil taxon, ssp. parvicoccum
Kislev, and seven domesticated subspecies, including the
important crop ssp. durum. T. timopheevii contains one wild
subspecies, ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) van Slageren, and
one domesticated subspecies, ssp. timopheevii. The wild
subspecies of T. turgidum grows in the southwestern, central
and northeastern part of the Fertile Crescent arc, whereas the
wild subspecies of T. timopheevii grows in the northeastern
part of the Fertile Crescent arc and in Transcaucasia (Kimber
and Feldman 1987; van Slageren 1994). The two-wild sub-
species grow sympatrically in some sites in southeastern
Turkey, northern Iraq and western Iran (Harlan and Zohary
1966). The domesticated form of T. timopheevii is grown as
a small crop in western Georgia. In contrast, ssp. durum of T.
turgidum, is the second most cultivated crop of wheat,
constituting 5–8% of global wheat production (Boyacioglu
2017). It is cultivated in many regions of the world and
mainly used for pasta. The other extant six subspecies of T.
turgidum are locally grown.

10.3.2 T. turgidum (L.) Thell. (Genome BBAA)

10.3.2.1 Description of the Species
Triticum turgidum (L.) Thell. is an annual, predominantly
autogamous, 40–160-cm-tall (excluding spikes) plant.
Culms are erect, stiff, and glabrous, with nodes that are
sometimes hairy, hollow lower internodes, and generally
solid uppermost nodes. Leaf blades are flat, linear, pointed,
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and up to 60-cm-long, with short auricles and membranous
ligule. Spikes are bilaterally compressed, dense, determi-
nate, two-rowed, parallel, 3–14-cm-long (excluding awns)
and awned. In the wild form, the rachis is fragile and the
entire spike disarticulates at maturity into individual spi-
kelets, each with its associated rachis segment (wedge-type
dispersal unit). In the domesticated forms, the rachis is
tough and, consequently, the spike remains intact on the
culm. In the wild form, the rachis has hairs on its margins,
with a tuft of hair up to 5 mm long at each node, whereas
in the domesticated forms, the hairs are shorter or entirely
absent. The spikelets are 14–15-mm-long, solitary at
nodes, lanceolate, appressed to the rachis, and glabrous or
hairy, with the top spikelet being fertile, and at right
angles to the plane of the lateral spikelets. There are 5–18
fertile spikelets, with 3 florets in the wild form, and up to
6 florets in several domesticated forms; the upper floret is
usually sterile. There are 2–3 basal rudimentary spikelets.
The glumes are oblong, similar in size, shorter than the
spikelet, usually glabrous, 8–13-mm-long, with 2 strong
keels and 5–7 veins, and two teeth on the upper margin,
one larger and pointed and separated from the other by an
acute angle. Lemma is 10–12-mm-long, without keels,
with 9–11 veins, and a central vein prolonged to an awn,
15–20-cm–long, flattened, straight, and with a small basal
tooth. The palea is membranous, and splits along the keel
at maturity. Usually there are two grains per spikelet, but

in several domesticated forms, there are up to 5 grains.
Caryopsis is 5–11-mm-long, and free but adherent to the
lemma and palea (hulled). In several domesticated forms,
the caryopsis is not adherent to the lemma and palea
(free-threshing, naked), and is hairy at the apex. The
embryo approximately 1/5 the length of the caryopsis
(Fig. 10.2).

The T. turgidum species is subdivided into nine sub-
species: one wild, ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. &
Graebn.) Thell. (Known as wild emmer), and eight domes-
ticated subspecies, namely, two are primitive hulled forms,
ssp. dicoccon (Schrank) Thell. (Known as domesticated
emmer) and ssp. paleocolchicum (Menabde) Á. Löve and D.
Löve (known as Georgian wheat), one currently extinct
free-threshing form, ssp. parvicoccum Kislev, one major
commercial free-threshing form, ssp. durum (Defs.) Husn.
(Known as macaroni, hard wheat, or durum wheat), and four
free-threshing forms that are locally cultivated, ssp. turgi-
dum (rivet, cone, or pollard wheat), ssp. polonicum (L.)
Thell. (Polish wheat), ssp. turanicum (Jakubz.) Á. Löve and
D. Löve (Khorassan wheat), and ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Á.
Löve and D. Löve (Persian wheat). The wild subspecies of
T. turgidum is morphologically similar and genetically clo-
sely related to the domesticated subspecies, and the F1
hybrids between them are fully or almost fully fertile.
Therefore, all these wheats are included in a single biological
species, T. turgidum.

Fig. 10.2 A natural stand, plant and spike of wild emmer T. turgidum L. ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. Ex Asch. & Graebn.) Thell. and spikelets
disseminated on the soil
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Both the wild and the domesticated forms exhibit wide
morphological, cytological and molecular variation. The
morphological variation involves mainly spike, spikelet size
and shape, glume and awn color and hairiness, grain color
and size, plant height, and leaf width. In many habitats in
north Israel, Jordan, and in south Syria, wild emmer wheat
displays a large number of forms assembling conspicuously
polymorphic populations that are easily noted by their
variation in glume hairiness, spike color, spikelet size, and
leaf shape (Poyarkova 1988; Poyarkova and
Gerechter-Amitai 1991; Zohary et al. 2012). Hybrids
between wild emmer and most of the domesticated sub-
species of T. turgidum, are fertile; the chromosomes pair
regularly or almost regularly and give every indication of a
close relationship (e.g., von Tschermak 1914; Percival 1921;
Rao and Smith 1968; Tanaka and Ichikawa 1972; Rawal and
Harlan 1975; Dagan and Zohary 1970).

10.3.2.2 Ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. &
Graebn.) Thell. (Wild Emmer)

Description of the Subspecies
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, known as wild emmer wheat,
and two-grained wild wheat (called in Hebrew the mother of
wheat), [Syn.: T. vulgare Vill. var. dicoccoides Körn.; T.
dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. & Graebn.) Schweinf.; T.
sativum Lam.; T. dicoccon (Schrnk) Schübler var. dicoc-
coides Körn. ex Ascher. & Graebn.; T. hermonis Cook; T.
turgidum L. var. dicoccoides (Körn in Schweinf.) Bowden]
is an annual, predominantly autogamous, 65–100-cm-tall
(excluding spikes) plant. Culms are prostrated or, rarely,
erect, stiff, with a glabrous or pubescent sheath, and with
nodes that are sometime hairy, hollow lower internodes and
generally solid uppermost internodes. Leaf blades are flat,
linear, pointed, and up to 60-cm-long, with short auricles and
a membranous ligule. The spike is rigid, bilaterally com-
pressed, dense, determinate, two-rowed, parallel, 3–
10-cm-long (excluding awns) and awned. The rachis is
brittle and the entire spike disarticulates at maturity into
individual spikelets, each with its associated rachis segment
(wedge-type dispersal unit). The rachis of the ripe spike
disarticulates on the slightest shake, with the spikelets near
the apex detaching first, and the others breaking off in
orderly succession towards the base. The rachis has hairs on
its margins, with a tuft of white, yellow or brown hair, up to
5-mm-long at each node. Spikelets are 14–15-mm-long,
solitary at the nodes, lanceolate, appressed to the rachis, and
glabrous or hairy, with the top spikelet being fertile and at
right angle to the plan of the lateral spikelets. There are 5–15
fertile spikelets, with 3 florets, the upper floret usually being
sterile, or rarely fertile. There are 2–3 basal rudimentary
spikelets. The glumes are rigid, similar in size, 10–

13-mm-long, shorter than the spikelet, with a strong keel
and 5–7 veins; the strongest vein converges towards the base
of the apical tooth, where it ends in a secondary tooth which,
in some specimens is 5 mm long, very short in others. The
glume color is either yellow, white, red, uniformly black, or
striped along the margins or spotted irregularly with dark
brown, and either glabrous or pubescent. The lemma is
boat-shaped,10–13-mm-long, without keels, with 9–11
veins, and membranous and slightly divided near the apex,
with a central vein prolonged as a strong and long awn, 10–
20-cm–long, flattened, straight, and a small basal tooth.
Awns are always present on the two lemmas of the fertile
spikelets and are often of nearly equal dimensions. The
epidermis of the awns is covered with hard and sharp sili-
cified hairs that form a rugose structure, protecting the grains
from grazers. Moreover, these hairs serve as a sort of rachet
that propels the dispersal unit, the spikelet, into the ground
upon cyclic bending of the awns caused by changes in
humidity during the day (Elbaum et al. 2007). The palea is as
long as the lemmas, and membranous and splits at the tip at
maturity, and with two veins and two keels. The flowers
have purple or yellow anthers. Usually there are two, rarely
three, grains per spikelet. The caryopsis is 7–11-mm-long,
free but adherent to the lemma and palea (hulled), hairy at
the apex, with white 1–1.5-mm-long hairs. The embryo
approximately 1/5 the length of the caryopsis. In each spi-
kelet, the grain of the lower flower is smaller than that of the
second flower, and with a somewhat darker color. The upper
grain in each spikelet germinates in the first fall, but the
lower one remains dormant for one year. This dispersal in
time of germination prevents competition between seedlings
that derived from seeds of the same spikelet (Fig. 10.2).

Glume color and pubescence led researchers to subdivide
wild emmer into several intra-specific forms. Aaronsohn
(1909) noted the following forms: white-eared, black-eared
with black awns, red-eared, and black-eared with white
awns. Flaksberger (1915) subdivided wild emmer into three
varieties, but Percival (1921) defined the following five
varieties: var. kotschyanum Percival (glumes white and
glabrous), var. fulvovillosum Percival (glumes white and
pubescent), var. aaronsohni (Flaksb.) Percival (glumes
pinkish-red and glabrous), var. spontaneonigrum (Flaksb.)
Percival (glumes uniformly black or striped and glabrous),
and var. spontaneovillosum (Flaksb.) Percival (glumes black
or striped and pubescent). The latter variety is rare. All the
varieties grow sympatrically but some populations contain-
ing only one or two varieties.

Geographical Distribution and Ecological Requirements
Geological, climatic, and archaeological data from the east
Mediterranean region indicate the presence of wild emmer
wheat during periods of changing climates. Indeed, it was
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found during the Last Glacial Maximum period * 23,000
years ago on the shores of the lake of Galilee (Snir et al.
2015). Following this cold period, temperatures raised and
dropped again * 12,000–10,300 years ago, during the
Younger Dryas or “Big Freeze”, an extreme event of rapid
change of climate characterized by cold and dry weather,
returning to present-day temperatures * 10,300 years ago
(for details see Hillman 1996; Bar-Matthews et al. 1997;
Bar-Yosef 1998). Hillman (1996), using paleo-botanical
data, reconstructed the phytogeographic belts of this region
during the Younger Dryas, and concluded that the habitats of
the annual cereals lay mainly in the open areas of the
oak-park forest, in a relatively narrow strip of the east
Mediterranean. This narrow strip, known as the “Levantine
Corridor”, begins in the southern Taurus foothills (Diyar-
bakir area) in southeastern Turkey and extends along
the Mediterranean southward, incorporating the middle
Euphrates through the Damascus basin, the Lebanese
mountains, and the two sides of the Jordan Rift Valley into
the Sinai Peninsula (Bar-Yosef 1998). At that time, wild
emmer was a natural constituent of this corridor, but was
more widespread in its central-southern part than in its
northern part (if it was there at all).

Currently, wild emmer is a natural constituent of several
open oak-forest belts and herbaceous plant formations in
southwest Asia. Its distribution area is in the Fertile Crescent
—a hilly and mountainous region extending from the foot-
hills of the Zagros Mountains in southwestern Iran, through
the Tigris and Euphrates basins in northern Iraq and south-
eastern Turkey, continuing southwestward over Syria and
Lebanon to the Mediterranean, and extending to Israel and
Jordan (Aaronsohn 1910; Harlan and Zohary 1966; Dagan
and Zohary 1970; Tanaka and Ishii 1973; Johnson 1975).
The current distribution area of wild emmer wheat is dis-
continuous (Zohary and Hopf 2000; Zohary et al. 2012). The
“southwestern” (Israel, Jordan, southwestern Syria, and
southeastern Lebanon) populations of wild emmer are geo-
graphically semi-isolated from the “northeastern” (northern
Syria, southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and western Iran)
populations. There are presumably only sporadic connec-
tions (if any) in central-western Syria between populations
of the southern and northern wild emmer (Kimber and
Feldman 1987; Valkoun et al. 1998; Nevo 2001).

Wild emmer is an east-Mediterranean element extending
into marginal sub-Mediterranean regions. It grows in a wide
range of ecological conditions, from 200 m below sea level
(the Jordan Valley) to 1600 m above sea level (Mt. Her-
mon). It occurs as a common annual component in the
herbaceous cover of the deciduous open oak park-forest belt,
as well as in evergreen dwarf shrub formations, in
steppe-like herbaceous plant formations, in pastures, aban-
doned fields, and on the edges of cultivation (Kimber and

Feldman 1987; Feldman 2001; Nevo 2001; Zohary et al.
2012). It is a calciferous plant and does not grow on cal-
careous soils, but thrives well on soils that are formed on
hard limestone bedrock (terra rossa soil), on basalt bedrock
(basaltic soils), and on soil formed on Nubian sandstone. In
rocky places that have not been severely overgrazed, dic-
occoides wheat often grows in large stands; with wild barley
Hordeum spontaneum and wild oat Avena sterilis, they form
‘fields of wild cereals’ (Zohary et al. 2012).

In Israel, wild emmer grows on Mt. Hermon, in the Golan
Heights, the Jordan Valley, eastern Upper and Lower Gali-
lee, Gilboa Mts., Mt. Carmel, the eastern and western slopes
of Samaria and Judean Mountains, and southwards up to the
Yattir region, in southern Judea. In Jordan, it grows in the
Gilead highlands (Irbid Plateau), and southwards, to Moab
and Edom Mountains. In Southern Syria, wild emmer grows
on the northeastern slopes of Mt. Hermon, extending east-
wards the region of Hauran, Daraa, and the Druze Mt. In
southeastern Lebanon, it grows on the northwestern slopes
of Mt. Hermon and in the southern part of the Beqaa Valley.
It is quite common and locally abundant in the catchment
area of the upper Jordan Valley, in some sites in northern
Jordan and southwestern Syria, where it occupies a variety
of primary and secondary habitats. Wild emmer is less fre-
quent in Turkey, Iraq and Iran (Harlan and Zohary 1966;
Rawal and Harlan 1975; Johnson 1975; Valkoun et al.
1998). Its distribution in the Euphrates basin is limited
because most of the soils there are calcareous (Willcox
2005). In most of its distribution area, it grows in patches, in
mixed stands with wild barley, oat, and several legumes; in
the northeastern region of the Fertile Crescent, it also grows
in mixed stands with a second wild, tetraploid wheat, T.
timopheevii ssp. armeniacum, with wild diploid wheat, T.
monococcum ssp. aegilopoides and with its putative diploid
parent, T. urartu. In this region, it also grows sympatrically
with the diploids Ae. speltoides, Ae. caudata, and Ae.
umbellulata, and the allotetraploids Ae. geniculata, Ae.
biuncialis, Ae. triuncialis, and Ae. peregrina. It has an
allopatric distribution with Ae. neglecta, Ae. columnaris and
Ae. cylindrica. In the southwestern range of its distribution,
wild emmer grows sympatrically with the diploid Ae. searsii,
and allotetraploids Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. triun-
cialis and Ae. peregrina.

Diversity
Upon discovery of wild wheat in nature, Aaronsohn (1909,
1910) pointed out that this taxon exhibits wide variation in
spike size, glume size, apical tooth, hairiness, and had dif-
ferent spike colors (i.e., white, red and black). Indeed, in its
native habitats, this wild wheat exhibits great morphological
diversity in spike and spikelet size, shape, color, hairiness,
glume shape and size, color and hairiness, awn shape and
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size, keel and secondary teeth size and prominence, grain
color and size, plant height, leaf sheath pigmentation and
hairiness, leaf shape and width, and growth habit (Kimber
and Feldman 1987). Phenological differences occur in
heading time (Percival 1921; Anikster et al. 1991). The larger
size of the ear and the spikelet, the form and size of the grain,
and the character of the pubescence of the leaves distinguish
it from wild diploid wheat, T. monococcum ssp. aegilo-
poides, while the exceptionally easy disarticulation of the
spike, length and form of the spikelets, the striking abun-
dance of hair on the rachis, and the shape and size of the
grain, distinguish it from domesticated emmer (ssp. dicoc-
con), to which it has the closest affinity (Percival 1921).

Detailed genetic studies of populations of wild emmer
indicated that this subspecies of T. turgidum is highly
polymorphic (Rawal 1971; Nevo et al. 1982, 1984, 1986;
Levy et al. 1988; Nevo and Beiles 1989; Anikster et al.
1991; Felsenburg et al. 1991; Huang et al, 1999; Ozbek et al.
2007a). Electrophoretic studies of nonspecific esterases in
germinating seeds of accessions of wild emmer revealed
genetic polymorphism, with accessions from Turkey show-
ing heterogeneous isoenzyme patterns (Rawal 1971). Simi-
larly, Nevo et al. (1984, 1986, 1982) studying 457 wild
emmer samples, taken from 12 populations across its
eco-geographical range in Israel, observed a large allozyme
variation both among and within populations. Later, Nevo
and Beiles (1989) extended their investigation and studied
isosymes encoded by 42 gene loci in 1815 plants repre-
senting 37 populations, 33 of which were from Israel and 4
from Turkey. Their results showed that wild emmer is highly
polymorphic [15 loci (36%) were locally polymorphic, and
21 loci (50%) were regionally polymorphic], with a mean
1.252 alleles per locus (range: 1.050–1.634); the proportion
of polymorphic loci per population averaged 0.220 (range:
0.050–0.415), and genic diversity averaged 0.059 (range:
0.002–0.119). Altogether, there were 119 alleles at the 42
putative loci tested—114 in Israel, and only five in Turkey.
Genetic differentiation was primarily regional and local, and
not clinal; 70% of the variant alleles were common and
rather localized or sporadic, displaying an “archipelago”
population genetics and ecology structure (Nevo and Beiles
1989). The coefficients of genetic distance between popu-
lations were high and averaged D = 0.134 (0.018–0.297), an
indication of sharp genetic differentiation over short dis-
tances. Discriminant analyses differentiated Israeli from
Turkish populations, and within Israel, between central and
three marginal regions, as well as between different soil-type
populations. Allozyme diversity, overall and at single loci,
was significantly correlated with, and partly predictable by,
climatic and edaphic factors. The results of Nevo and Beiles
(1989) suggest that during the evolutionary history of wild
emmer, diversification of natural selection through climatic
and edaphic factors was a major agent of genetic structure

and differentiation at both the single and multi-locus levels.
In addition, they indicate that wild emmer harbors large
amounts of genetic diversity exploitable as genetic markers
in sampling as well as abundant genetic resources utilizable
for wheat improvement.

Polymorphism of the high molecular weight (HMW)
glutenin subunits was studied in 456 accessions of wild
emmer wheat, originating from 21 different Israeli popula-
tions (Levy and Feldman 1988; Levy et al. 1988). A total of
50 different SDS-PAGE migration patterns were observed,
resulting from the combinations of 15 subunit patterns of the
A subgenome and 24 subunit patterns of the B subgenome.
Migration patterns consisted of between 3 and 6 subunits,
with most containing five. The migration patterns of the A
subgenome had 0–3 subunits, with most containing two. The
migration patterns of the B subgenome had 1–3 subunits,
with three being most common. The polymorphism of the
HMW glutenin genes found in wild emmer wheat is much
higher than that of domesticated wheats. Marginal popula-
tions tended to be more uniform than those at the center of
distribution. The various HMW glutenin alleles tended to be
clustered, both at a regional level and within a single pop-
ulation. Significant correlations were found between the
molecular weight of subunits encoded by Glu-A1-1 and
population altitude, average temperature and rainfall.

Felsenburg et al. (1991) studied variation in the elec-
trophoretic mobility pattern of the HMW glutenin subunits
by different genotypes of the Ammiad wild emmer popula-
tion studied during a five year period (1984–1988).
One-dimensional SDS-PAGE of seed extracts showed that
the population was highly polymorphic. The spatial distri-
bution of these genotypes was nonrandom, with each of the
11 habitats characterized by different genotype frequencies.
Yearly changes in genotypes had little effect on the total
frequencies of the various genotypes. A high affinity was
found between specific HMW glutenin genotypes and cer-
tain habitats.

Ozbek et al. (2007a) estimated the spatio-temporal
genetic variation in populations of wild emmer wheat and
assessed the contribution of spatial versus temporal factors
to the maintenance of genetic variation in a population.
Single spikes were collected in the years 1988 and 2002,
from plants that grew in the same sampling points, from six
different habitats in the Ammiad conservation site, Eastern
Galilee, Israel. DNA was extracted from each plant and
analyzed by the AFLP method. Fourteen primer combina-
tions yielded 1545 bands, of which 50.0% and 48.8% were
polymorphic in the years 1988 and 2002, respectively.
Genetic diversity was much larger within populations than
between populations and the temporal genetic diversity was
considerably smaller than the spatial genetic diversity.
Nevertheless, population genetic structure may vary to some
degree in different years, mainly due to fluctuations in
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population size because of yearly rainfall variations. This
may lead to predominance of different genotypes in different
years. Clustering the plants by their genetic distances
grouped them according to their habitats and demonstrated
the existence of genotype-environment affinities.

The characterization of the Ammiad population has
continued, starting in 1984 until 2020, sampling plants at the
same location during all the years of collection (Dahan-Meir
et al. 2022). During these 36 years, temperatures have raised
by almost 2 °C and CO2 concentration increased from 340 to
410 ppm. Dense genotyping of 832 individuals along the
transect of collections, provided thousands of genetic
markers mapped along the reference genome sequenced by
Avni et al. (2017). The study by Dahan-Meir et al. (2022)
showed that the population was highly variable and that
genotypes tended to be clustered to the same ecological
microhabitats over the 36 years of collection. Simulations,
using realistic demographic parameters of gene flow through
outcrossing and seed mobility, and population density,
indicate that it is unlikely that neutral processes alone can
explain the observed spatial and temporal stability of the
population. These results suggested that natural selection
together with limited gene flow, explain the remarkable
stability of the population. The resilience of this wild emmer
wheat population emphasizes the potential importance of
such gene pool for the breeding of domesticated wheat in the
face of a changing climate. It also shows the importance of
in situ conservation over long periods. In fact, the Ammiad
population has been declared as a natural reserve for
wild-wheat conservation by the Israel nature and parks
authority in 2006, which protects it from extinction due to
overgrazing or other anthropogenic activities.

RFLP diversity in the nuclear genome was estimated
within and among wild emmer wheat populations from
several Israeli locations (Huang et al. 1999). Use of 55
enzyme-probe combinations showed high levels of genetic
diversity. Population genetic structure in this wild taxon
appears to have been influenced by historical founder
events as well as selective factors. Multivariate analyses
indicated that individuals tend to cluster together according
to their population of origin, and that there is little geo-
graphical differentiation among populations.

Avivi (1979), Avivi et al. (1983) analyzed 47 different
accessions of wild emmer, representing almost the entire
eco-geographical range in Israel, for their grain protein
percentage (GPP). The GPP range from 17.0 to 27.3%,
indicating wide variation between genotypes. The observed
GPP was much higher than that of all the domesticated
subspecies of T. turgidum. Within a given genotype, the
small grains of the first florets exhibited almost the same
amount of protein as the large grains of the second florets.

Comparison between different genotypes revealed a positive
correlation between protein content and grain size.

To study the effect of various habitats on GPP in wild
emmer, the trait was determined in 910 accessions collected
from 22 different populations representing different
eco-geographical conditions in Israel (Levy and Feldman
1988). High values of GPP were found, with population
means ranging from 19.7 to 28.0%, and single accession
means ranging from 14.1 to 35.1%. Marginal geographical
populations usually had a lower GPP and smaller
intra-population variations than central ones. Repeated sam-
pling of several central populations for four consecutive years
revealed relatively large intra-population GPP fluctuations.
No correlation was found between GPP and ecological fac-
tors, except for soil type; accessions growing on terra-rossa
soil had higher GPP than those growing on basaltic soil.
Accessions with black glumes, glabrous auricles, or large
grains exhibited high GPP values. Their association with
morphological and biochemical markers enabled mapping of
genes for high GPP to six chromosomes, namely, 1AS, 1BS,
5A, 5B, 7A and 7B (Levy et al. 1988).

In sharp contrast to the above data on diversity in wild
emmer, Haudry et al. (2007) concluded from the mean
nucleotide diversity in wild emmer that this subspecies of T.
turgidum is not a highly polymorphic taxon. They suggested
several possible reasons for this low diversity. First, wild
emmer arose through a relatively recent allopolyploidy event
(0.7–0.9 MYA; Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen et al. 2014;
Middleton et al. 2014), that may have resulted in a large
decrease in diversity in the new allopolyploid species with
respect to its diploid ancestors, and since nucleotide muta-
tion rate is low (Lande and Barrowclough 1987), the time
from its formation has not been sufficiently long to restore
diversity. Second, the small effective population size of the
current population of wild emmer may account for the low
level of nucleotide diversity.

Cytological Variation
Several studies demonstrated the wide occurrence of recip-
rocal translocations among accessions of wild emmer (Rao
and Smith 1968; Dagan and Zohary 1970; Tanaka and Ishii
1973; Rawal and Harlan 1975; Kawahara and Tanaka 1978,
1981, 1983; Kawahara 1984, 1986, 1987; Joppa et al. 1995).
Rao and Smith (1968), Rawal and Harlan (1975) reported the
presence of one or two reciprocal translocations in hybrids
between Turkish accessions as well as between Turkish and
Israeli accessions of wild emmer. Cytological analysis of
meiosis in the F1 hybrids of two accessions from Iran crossed
with Israeli wild emmer showed that the wild Iranian wheats
were fully inter-fertile with the Israeli dicoccoides line
(Dagan and Zohary 1970). Chromosome pairing was normal
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and the presence of two reciprocal translocations was
observed, between the two Iranian accessions and between
one of the Iranian accessionד and the Israeli accession.

Mixed stands of wild emmer and wild timopheevii wheats
were found in several sites in southeastern Turkey, northern
Iraq and western Iran (Tanaka and Ishii 1973). Morpho-
logical differences between plants of wild emmer and those
of wild timopheevii were not clear, except that the leaf
surface of the former was exclusively glabrous, while that of
wild timopheevii was pubescent (Tanaka and Ishii 1973).
The F1 hybrids between several accessions of wild emmer
and a tester line of wild emmer, exhibited one or two
reciprocal translocations, indicating that chromosomal
structural differences between accessions is quite common in
this wild subspecies of T. turgidum.

A relatively large number of genomes which differ from
each other by one or two reciprocal translocations, were
identified in wild emmer through hybridization experiments
(Kawahara and Tanaka 1978, 1981, 1983; Kawahara 1984,
1986, 1987). Variation in chromosome structure was the
highest in Turkey, followed by Israel, whereas wild emmer
from Iraq and Iran showed little variation. Consequently,
Kawahara (1987) concluded that the center of diversity in
chromosome structure is in southeastern Turkey. Nishikawa
et al. (1994), using telocentric lines of domesticated emmer
wheat, identified the chromosomes involved in seven
translocation kinds in wild emmer. Likewise, Joppa et al.
(1995), analyzing Israeli accessions of wild emmer, deter-
mined 119 genotypes of wild emmer with translocations (as
compared to the ordinary chromosome arrangement typified
by that in the standard laboratory common wheat cultivar
Chinese Spring) in an investigated sample of 171 genotypes
(70%). The frequency of translocations in different Israeli
populations observed by Joppa et al. (1995) varied from 0.27
to 1.00, and all populations had 1 or more genotypes with
one or more translocations. A sample of 17 genotypes from
12 populations were crossed with the Langdon D-genome
disomic substitutions to determine the identity of the chro-
mosomes involved in the translocations. There were nine
genotypes with translocations and with the exception of a
2A/2B translocation, none of them involved the same
homoeologous chromosomes (Joppa et al. 1995). The
B-subgenome chromosomes were involved in translocations
more frequently than the A-subgenome chromosomes.
Translocation frequencies of the various populations were
correlated with environmental variables, primarily with
water availability and humidity, and possibly also with soil
type. In general, translocation frequency was higher in
peripheral populations in the ecologically heterogeneous
frontiers of wild emmer distribution than in the central
populations located in the catchment area of the upper Jor-
dan valley.

To identify accessions of tetraploid wheat in mixed pop-
ulations of ssp. dicoccoides and wild T. timopheevii,
ssp. armeniacum, collected by Jack R. Harlan in Turkey, Rao
and Smith (1968) crossed six of the accessions with four
Israeli accessions of ssp. dicoccoides and then morphologi-
cally and cytogenetically analyzed the F1 hybrids. Both, the
accessions of ssp. dicoccoides and ssp. armeniacum were
also crossed with a number of domesticated tetraploid
wheats, including T. timopheevii ssp. timopheevii, T. turgi-
dum ssp. turgidum, and ssp. dicoccon. Cytogenetically, the
four Israeli accessions of wild emmer were similar and
exhibited very close relationships with ssp. dicoc-
con and ssp. turgidum, but their hybrids with ssp. ti-
mopheevii showed poor chromosome pairing and were fully
sterile. Four of the six Turkish accessions were similar to the
Israeli group in pairing relationships and seed set percentages
(Rao and Smith 1968). The remaining two Turkish acces-
sions showed considerable cytogenetic differentiation.
Turkish accession 11,189 showed a close pairing relationship
and some fertility with ssp. timopheevii and exhibited poor
pairing and complete sterility in crosses with ssp. dicoc-
con and the Israeli ssp. dicoccoides group. Surprisingly,
Turkish accession 11,191 exhibited almost complete chro-
mosome pairing and some fertility in crosses with both
ssp. timopheevii and ssp. dicoccon (Rao and Smith 1968).

Rawal and Harlan (1975) studied chromosome pairing in
meiosis of F1 hybrids involving three Israeli accessions of
ssp. dicoccoides, six Turkish accessions of tetraploid wheat,
and one line of domesticated T. timopheevii. Like Rao and
Smith (1968), they found that four of the six Turkish
accessions were cytologically similar to the Israeli dicoc-
coides accessions, and one Turkish accession (# 189) was
cytologically similar to T. timopheevii, whereas the other
Turkish accession (# 191) showed good chromosome pairing
with both all three accessions of ssp. dicoccoides and
ssp. timopheevii. Interestingly, the four Turkish accessions
that were identified as ssp. dicoccoides had somewhat better
chromosomal pairing with T. timopheevii (average number
of chromosome association/cell was 22.0–22.8) than did the
Israeli accessions (average number of chromosome
association/cell was 18.8–21.5).

Studies of chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids of accessions
of either the northern race (the Turkish race) or the southern
race (the Israeli race) of wild emmer and wild T. timopheevii
showed somewhat better pairing between the northern race
and T. timopheevii than between the southern one and T.
timopheevii (Rao and Smith 1968; Rawal and Harlan 1975;
Tanaka andKawahara 1976; Tanaka et al. 1978). Actually, the
four Turkish accessions with ssp. dicoccoides-like behavior
had chromosomes that paired slightly better with ssp. ti-
mopheevii as compared to the accessions from Israel (Rawal
and Harlan 1975); the differences were small but seemed to be
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consistent. It is possible that withmore collections, formswith
a truly intermediate behavior might be found. This indicates
that the northern race of wild emmer introgressed with T.
timopheevii. According to the hypothesis set forth by Zohary
and Feldman (1962), wild emmer and wild T. timopheevii,
which share the A subgenome, could have acquired adaptive
traits through introgressive hybridization, leading to recom-
bination of their B and G subgenomes. Cytologically inter-
mediate types predicted by this hypothesis were indeed
discovered by Sachs (1953), Wagenaar (1961a, 1966), Rao
and Smith (1968), Rawal and Harlan (1975), Tanaka and
Kawahara (1976), Tanaka et al. (1978). In accord with this,
Gornicki et al. (2014) provided molecular evidence that
evolution of these two allotetraploid wheats was also
accompanied by chloroplast introgression. One accession of
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (G4991), for example, which
showed high chromosome pairing with both T. turgidum
and T. timopheevii (Rawal and Harlan 1975), carries the T.
timopheevii chloroplast haplotype (H09) as a result of a cross
between wild emmer and wild timopheevii. Conversely, wild
T. timopheevii accession TA976 carries the emmer-lineage
chloroplast haplotype (H04) (Gornicki et al. 2014).

The pairing homoeologous (Ph1) gene of common wheat
has long been considered the main factor responsible for the
diploid-like meiotic behavior of polyploid wheat (Riley
1960; Sears 1977). This dominant gene, located on the long
arm of chromosome 5B (5BL), suppresses pairing of
homoeologous chromosomes in allopolyploid wheat and in
their hybrids with related species. Ozkan and Feldman
(2001) reported on the existence of genotypic variation
among wild emmer wheat in the control of homoeologous
pairing, most probably in the Ph1 locus. Compared with the
level of homoeologous pairing in hybrids between Aegilops
peregrina and the bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring (CS),
significantly higher levels of homoeologous pairing were
obtained in hybrids between Ae. peregrina and CS substi-
tution lines in which chromosome 5B of CS was replaced by
5B of several lines of wild emmer. Searching for variation in
the control of homoeologous pairing among lines of wild
emmer showed that hybrids between Aegilops peregrina and
different lines of this wild wheat exhibited three different
levels of homoeologous pairing: low, low-intermediate, and
intermediate-high. The genotypes with low-intermediate and
intermediate-high pairing may possess weak alleles of Ph1.
The three different ssp. dicoccoides pairing genotypes were
collected from different geographical regions in Israel,
indicating that this trait may have an adaptive role (Ozkan
and Feldman 2001).

Intra-Subspecific Differentiation
Wild emmer contains two main races that are morphologi-
cally, ecologically, and genetically distinct (Harlan and

Zohary 1966; Nishikawa et al. 1994; Joppa et al. 1995;
Kawahara and Nevo 1996; Ozkan et al. 2002, 2005; Mori
et al. 2003; Luo et al. 2007). The southern race grows in Israel,
Jordan, southwest Syria and southeast Lebanon, whereas the
norther race grows in southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq and
western Iran. The two races are geographically separated by a
conspicuous discontinuity in central Syria (Kimber and
Feldman 1987; Zohary et al. 2012). In general, the plants of
the northern race are characterized by relatively compact
heads, fine-textured awns, often hairy spikelets, with sparse
pubescence on the rachis and spikelet base. In contrast, the
southern race is large and robust, with spikelets featuring
coarse awns, dense pubescence on the rachis internode edge
and spikelet base, large seeds, wide leaves and thick stems
(Harlan and Zohary 1966; Rawal and Harlan 1975). Robust
early-maturing types occupy the winter-warm basin around
the Sea of Galilee, to altitudes as low as 100 m below sea
level, whereas more-slender, late-blooming forms occur
higher up in the Galilee mountains, reaching elevations of
1600 m on the east- and south-facing slopes of Mt. Hermon
(Zohary et al. 2012). The southern race may occur in massive
stands over considerable areas on basaltic and hard limestone
slopes of the oak woodland belt of the region. But it was not
until the current state of Israel was established and grazing
became regulated, that the abundance of these stands was
recognized. Where grazing is controlled, non-arable sites
support stands as dense as cultivated wheat fields (Harlan and
Zohary 1966). In contrast, the northern race is never really
abundant and occurs in sporadic, isolated patches and thin,
scattered stands in the lower oak-woodland belt, often in
association with wild diploid wheat and wild barley (Harlan
and Zohary 1966). It is never the dominant species of the
grassland flora and is usually found only as a minor compo-
nent among other cereals. Since it is not a weedy plant, the
range and abundance of the northern race may well have
become restricted, since the land was disturbed by agriculture
(Harlan and Zohary 1966).

Large-grain forms of wild emmer were first noted by
Cook (1913) in northeastern Israel (then Palestine). In 1926,
Vavilov found in Israel (then Palestine) wild emmer with
large spikes and large grains that resemble domesticated T.
turgidum, mainly ssp. durum, that was grown in Israel for, at
least, 2300 years. Consequently, Vavilov subdivided wild
emmer into two major groups: a narrow-spike form and a
wide-spike one (Vavilov et al. 1931). Jakubziner (1932)
maintained Vavilov’s division of wild emmer, but named the
narrow-spike form grex horanum Vav., since it was col-
lected in Hauran, Syria, and the wide-spike form grex ju-
daicum Vav., since it was collected in Israel (then Palestine).
He reported that judaicum in several regions in Israel,
namely, the Upper Jordan Valley, Mt. Gilboa, and Mt.
Hermon, in Syria, Jordan and even in the Cilician Taurus,
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Turkey, always occurs close to cultivated wheat fields. He
also described some wild emmer and ssp. durum hybrids that
had been collected in the Upper Jordan Valley. These
observations suggest introgression.

Jakubziner’s subdivision of wild emmer was supported
by morphological studies of Israeli accessions (Poyarkova
1988), which, following Jakubziner, classified the slender
type as horanum and the robust type as judaicum. Poyarkova
et al. (1991) drew attention to the morphological, pheno-
logical, and geographical differences between the narrow-
spiked and the wide-spiked types of Israeli wild emmer
accessions. A tendency for increased grain number to three
in a spikelet was observed in the both variants, but was more
strongly expressed in the wide-spiked accession (Poyarkova
et al. 1991). The narrow-spiked form, horanum, is widely
distributed in Israel, whereas the wide-spiked form, ju-
daicum, is restricted to the vicinity of the Sea of Galilee and
to Mt. Gilboa (Poyarkova et al. 1991). Intermediate mor-
phological forms are abundant in natural habitats where the
two variants are sympatric (Poyarkova et al. 1991). There-
fore, it was concluded by Anikster et al. (1988) that the two
forms of wild emmer are extremes of a continuum.

Genetic variation in several Israeli (the southern race) and
Turkish (the northern race) populations of wild emmer was
assessed by RFLP analysis (Ozbek et al. 2007b). Frequen-
cies of polymorphic loci and gene diversity were signifi-
cantly higher in the southern than in the northern
populations. The southern populations contained more
unique alleles than northern populations. Genetic distance
was larger between Israeli and Turkish populations than
between populations within each country, indicating that the
Israeli and Turkish populations are considerably diverged.
Similarly, AFLP analysis showed that the southern race is
clearly separated from the northern one (Ozkan et al. 2002,
2005). However, genetic studies (Tanaka and Sakamoto
1979; Saito and Ishida 1979; Nakai 1978a, b; Nishikawa
et al. 1979) revealed that the northern race of wild emmer
also showed wide variation and that it is differentiated into
several populations (Luo et al. 2007). Luo et al. (2007), who
performed RFLP analysis at 131 loci of accessions of wild
emmer, showed that this taxon consists of a southern pop-
ulation (in Israel, Jordan, southwestern Syria, and south-
eastern Lebanon) and northern population (southeastern
Turkey, northern Iraq, and western Iran), each which can be
further subdivided. The southern race consists of two distinct
groups, the robust judaicum group located north and north-
west of the Sea of Galilee, and the slender group, grown in
other Israeli regions (Luo et al. 2007).

Luo et al. (2007) found that gene flow between wild and
domesticated tetraploid wheat occurred across the entire area
of wild emmer distribution, but failed to show that the ju-
daicum group originated from hybridization between wild
emmer and ssp. durum. Feldman and Millet (Feldman M,

Millet E, unpublished data) found robust plants of wild
emmer on the edges of wheat fields in several northwestern
sites of the Sea of Galilee and assumed that they resulted
from introgression with domesticated wheats, either tetra-
ploid ssp. durum or hexaploid T. aestivum ssp. aestivum.
Similarly, Blumler (1998) studying the judaicum type in the
upper Jordan Valley, concluded that it originated relatively
recently through hybridization of wild emmer with durum
wheat. The occurrence of spontaneous hybrids between wild
emmer and ssp. dicoccon, durum or common wheat, was
already reported by Cook (1913), Percival (1921), Jakubzi-
ner (1932a), Zohary and Brick (1962). Indeed, in a number
of wild emmer accessions sown in experimental fields in
southern Russia, natural crossing with ssp. durum were
frequently observed (Jakubziner 1932a). These spontaneous
hybridizations indicate that hybridization between wild
emmer and domesticated wheats are not an isolated phe-
nomenon. Such hybridization is doubtlessly due to the
numerous intermediate and extraordinarily diverse morpho-
logical forms found in its native habitats (Percival 1921).
Percival (1921) held the opinion that most of the
“large-seeded” forms are of hybrid origin, and contain a
trace of ssp. durum. Some of these forms are likely hybrids
of ssp. dicoccoides with the domesticated wheats T. turgi-
dum ssp. durum and T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, and with the
wild T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, which is often found
growing sympatrically with wild emmer (Percival 1921).

While typical wild emmer (horanum) is not at all similar
to durum wheat, plants from the Israeli upper Jordan Valley
occasionally contain several traits of durum wheat (Blumler
1994, 1998) such as plant robustness, grain shape and size,
glume shape, first glume tooth, glume pubescence, spikelet
width and glutenin A1-1 allele, and early maturing. In
general, wild emmer from the upper Jordan valley is highly
variable, containing intermediates between durum wheat and
horanum wild emmer, as one would expect of products of
hybridization (Blumler 1994). Indeed, electrophoretic stud-
ies of Nevo et al. (1982), Nishikawa et al. (1994) showed
that the wild emmer populations in the upper Jordan Valley
are genetically differentiated from all other investigated
Israeli populations. As one travels west or east from this site,
this race of emmer is replaced by populations of typical wild
emmer (Golenberg 1988; Blumler 1994). Domesticated
individuals should have had opportunities to come in contact
with wild plants especially along rocky, untillable field
margins and hybridize with them.

Likewise, the glutenin data of Levy and Feldman (1988)
are particularly informative. Glutenin A1-1 is present in
domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon, but absent in ssp. du-
rum. It is almost always present in wild emmer, but is
generally absent in accessions from the upper Jordan Valley,
which suggests potentially massive introgression from
ssp. durum. Of the 19 wild populations that Levy and
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Feldman (1988) examined, glutenin A1-1 was present in all
but two: a population just south of the upper Jordan Valley,
and in Majdal-es-Shams on Mt. Hermon. Jakubziner (1932a)
reported on judaicum from Majdal es–Shams. Both popu-
lations are in agricultural areas. Interestingly, the glutenin
A1-2 locus presented a different pattern, as it is absent in
most wild emmer populations, in domesticated emmer and
ssp. durum, but present in bread wheat and in some wild
emmer plants from the upper Jordan Valley.

Time and Place of Origin of Wild Emmer
The time of origin of wild emmer was estimated in several
studies (Table 10.7; see also Chap. 12). Dvorak and Akhu-
nov (2005), using locus duplications as a clock for estima-
tion of the age of this allotetraploid, suggested that it was
formed about 0.360 million years ago (MYA), while Huang
et al. (2002), analyzing Acc-1 (plastid acetyl-CoA car-
boxylase) and Pgk-1 (plastid 3-phosphoglycerate kinase)
genes, found that the A subgenome of wild emmer diverged
from the genome of T. urartu less than half a MYA, indi-
cating an origin 0.500 MYA. On the other hand, studies of
nucleotide sequences of hundreds of nuclear genes showed
that wild emmer formed about 0.800 MYA (Marcussen et al.
2014). Gornicki et al. (2014), Middleton et al. (2014), based
on sequencing of the entire genomic chloroplast DNA,
found that the cytoplasm of the emmer lineage diverged
from that of Ae. speltoides 0.700–0.900 MYA, respectively,
meaning that the allotetraploidization event that formed wild
emmer occurred within the last 0.700–0.900 MYA. This
date is slightly above earlier estimates of Huang et al.
(2002), Dvorak and Akhunov (2005).

Wild emmer presumably originated in the southwestern
part of the Fertile Crescent, i.e., in the vicinity of Mt. Her-
mon and the catchment area of the Jordan River. This is
inferred from the wider morphological, phenological, bio-
chemical, and molecular variation of wild emmer in Israel,

Jordan, southern Syria, and southern Lebanon, as opposed to
its more limited variation in southeastern Turkey, northern
Iraq, and southwestern Iran (Nevo and Beiles 1989; Ozbek
et al. 2007b). AFLP analyses showed that the pattern of T.
urartu from Mt. Hermon is the closest to that of the A
subgenome of wild emmer, suggesting that this allote-
traploid formed in the vicinity of Mt. Hermon (Dvorak and
Luo 2007). In accordance, the geographic distribution of
chloroplast haplotypes of wild emmer and of Ae. spel-
toides (the assumed cytoplasm donor to allotetraploid
wheat) illustrates the possible geographic origin of the
emmer lineage in the southern Levant (Gornicki et al. 2014).

From this region, wild emmer spread southward and
northward. Wild emmer could presumably have spread into
the northern and northeastern parts of the Fertile Crescent
during the last part of the Pleistocene (10,000–400,000 years
ago), which was characterized by climatic fluctuations that
might have facilitated its northward spread. Alternatively,
wild emmer may have moved northward much later, in the
beginning of the Holocene (somewhat around 10,000 years
ago), with the expansion of the cultivation of wild emmer
from the Jordan Rift Valley to southeastern Turkey, in the
Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) 10,300–9500 years ago. Its
escape from cultivation in the northern region of the Fertile
Crescent could have laid the foundation for “feral” popula-
tions there. In addition, the morphological resemblance of
wild emmer from the north-eastern region of the Fertile
Crescent to wild T. timopheevii and the somewhat better
chromosomal pairing in hybrids between wild emmer and
wild T. timopheevii (see above) also suggests that introgres-
sive hybridization from the local wild tetraploid wheat, T.
timopheevii ssp. armeniacum, might have helped in the
establishment of wild emmer in the northeastern region of the
Fertile Crescent. The lack of archaeological remains of wild
emmer in southeastern Turkey prior to 9500 BP (all dates are
uncalibrated) (Nesbitt 2002) supports this second possibility.

Table 10.7 Time of formation of the allopolyploid species of Triticum in million years ago

Species Time of formation Method of study References

Triticum turgidum subsp.
dicoccoides (wild emmer)

< 0.500 Nucleotide sequences of two nuclear genes Huang et al. (2002)

0.360 Nucleotide sequences of four nuclear genes Dvorak and Akhunov (2005)

< 0.800 Nucleotide sequences of hundreds nuclear genes Marcussen et al. (2014)

0.700 Sequencing chloroplast DNA and nuclear
genome sequencing

Gornicki et al. (2014)
Li et al. (2022)

Triticum timopheevii subsp.
armeniacum (wild timopheevii)

0.300–0.050 RFLP analysis of nuclear DNA Mori et al. (1995)

0.400 Sequencing chloroplast DNA Gornicki et al. (2014)

< 0.400 Nuclear genome sequencing pay attention
to the addition in this cell

Li et al. (2022)

Triticum aestivum subsp.
aestivum (common wheat)

0.008 Nucleotide sequences of two genes Huang et al. (2002)

0.008 Nucleotide sequences of four nuclear genes Dvorak and Akhunov (2005)
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This idea is shared by Civáň et al. (2013), who used
super-networks with datasets of nuclear gene sequences and
novel markers detecting retrotransposon insertions in ribo-
somal DNA loci, to reassess the evolutionary relationships
among tetraploid wheats. The observed diversity and retic-
ulation patterns indicate that wild emmer evolved in the
southern Levant, and that the wild emmer populations in
south-eastern Turkey and the Zagros Mountains are rela-
tively recent reticulate descendants of a subset of the wild
southern Levantine populations.

Economically Important Genes in Wild Emmer
Already Aaronsohn (1910), who discovered in 1906 wild
emmer in nature, was impressed by the adaptation of this
taxon to a wide range of climatic and edaphic conditions, by
its large grain size, its high resistance to rust, and its ability
to grow in relatively dry habitats. Consequently, he recom-
mended to transfer its desirable traits to domesticated
wheats, particularly, to improve their resistance to biotic
stresses, and tolerance to extreme climatic and soil condi-
tions. Aaronsohn believed that “the cultivation of wheat
might be revolutionized by the utilization of wild wheat.
Such utilization might facilitate the formation of many new
varieties, some of which will be hardy and able to grow in
dry and warm habitats or in areas with poor soil and can thus
expand the wheat growing area” (Aaronsohn, 1910, p. 52).

Aaronsohn’s belief that wild emmer can be utilized in the
improvement of domesticated wheats was shared by Sch-
weinfurth (1908), von Tschermak (1914), Percival (1921),
Vavilov (1932), and others. The fertile F1 hybrids between
ssp. durum and wild emmer, produced by von Tschermak
(1914), showed that gene transfer from wild into domesti-
cated forms is possible. Consequently, selected specimens of
subsp. dicoccoides were introduced to various research sta-
tions in Europe and the United States for observation and
crosses with domesticated wheats. Yet, these early attempts
to utilize wild emmer in breeding programs were met with
very little success, and Aaronsohn’s vision of using this wild
gene resource for the improvement of domesticated wheats
was soon neglected. This mainly resulted from lack of
genetic and cytogenetic knowledge of the wheats, coupled
with a poor understanding of relationships between wild and
domesticated wheats. Moreover, wheat breeders were dis-
couraged from utilizing wild wheat in breeding programs
because of difficulties to select against undesirable characters
derived from wild emmer.

This situation has changed radically in the second half of
the twentieth century, leading to a renewed interest in the
germplasm of wild emmer as a source of agronomically
important traits. The renewed interest in the germ plasm of
wild wheat has been stimulated by the large genetic erosion
that occurred in domesticated wheat, mainly to common

wheat, because of the replacement in parts of the world of a
huge number of land races by high-yielding varieties without
preserving the land races, resulting in a drastic narrowing of
the genetic basis of common wheat. During this period,
much information has been accumulated on the genetic
relationships between wild emmer and domesticated wheats.
The availability of aneuploidy lines of T. aestivum (Sears
1954) and substitution lines in which wild emmer chromo-
somes or chromosome arms are substituted for their durum
wheat homologues (Joppa 1993) or bread wheat homolo-
gous arms (Millet et al. 2013, 2014), enabled the genetic
analysis of individual wild emmer chromosomes or chro-
mosome arms on the genetic background of domesticated
wheat, and thus, facilitated the transfer of selected wild
chromosomal segments to domesticated wheat. In particular,
the recent sequencing of the wild emmer genome (Avni et al.
2017) opens the possibility of identifying and utilizing
beneficial wild genes.

Wild emmer contains an invaluable rich gene resource for
wheat improvement that, at present, has been hardly exploi-
ted (Feldman and Millet 1995; Feldman et al. 1994, 1996).
The gene pool of wild emmer, which is larger and richer than
that of the domesticated wheats, contains many
agronomically-important genes (for review see Feldman and
Millet 1995; Huang et al. 2016). This taxon is genetically
very close to durum and common wheat and the F1 hybrids
between them are fertile. Since the chromosomes of wild
emmer are homologous to those of durum wheat and to those
of the A and B subgenomes of common wheat, it is possible
to transfer desirable traits from wild emmer into domesticated
wheat by simple, conventional plant breeding procedures.

The screening of wild emmer for economically valuable
characteristics is only in its initial stages. Recent surveys of
samples of wild emmer collected throughout its distribution
area have shown that this wild wheat contains many agro-
nomically important genes, such as those conferring resis-
tance to pests and diseases (e.g., Anikster et al. 2005),
greater tolerance to drought and heat (Peleg et al. 2005,
2009), higher grain protein content and quality (Avivi 1979;
Avivi et al. 1983), higher zinc and iron in the grains (Cak-
mac et al. 2004), and larger grains (Cook 1913). Moreover,
this wild gene pool contains many alleles that do not exist in
the domesticated gene pool such as those coding for different
subunits of storage proteins (glutenin and gliadins) (Levy
and Feldman 1987). Despite its breeding potential, this gene
pool has been utilized relatively minimally in wheat
improvement (Gerechter-Amitai and Grama 1974; Grama
and Gerechter-Amitai 1974; Feldman 1977; Feldman and
Sears 1981; Levy and Feldman 1987; Feldman et al. 1994;
Feldman and Millet 1995). Simply inherited traits have been
transferred from wild emmer into domesticated wheats and
the value of these traits has been widely documented. Yet,
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gene transfer of complexly inherited traits, for which the
controlling genes may be located on several different chro-
mosomes of wild emmer, is more difficult, and the presence
of undesirable wild alleles may musk the effect of the
desirable ones.

Wild emmer contains many genes conferring adaptation
populations to biotic and abiotic stresses. (Huang et al.
2016). It comprises resistance to fungal and pest diseases,
such as resistance to powdery mildew (Moseman et al.
1984; Gerechter-Amitai and van Silfhout 1984; Dinoor
et al. 1991; Rong et al. 2000; Yahiaoui et al. 2009; Li et al.
2020), leaf rust (Moseman et al. 1985; Dinoor et al. 1991;
The et al. 1993; Anikster et al. 2005), stem rust (Nevo
et al. 1991; Dinoor et al. 1991; The et al. 1993; Moseman
et al. 1985; Anikster et al. 2005), stripe rust (yellow rust)
(Gerechter-Amitai and Stubbs 1970; Gerechter-Amitai and
Grama 1974; Gerechter-Amitai, 1980; Reinhold et al. 1983;
Valkoun 2001; Klymiuk et al. 2018), Septoria nodorym
(Dinoor et al. 1991), tan spot (Faris et al. 2020), and
take-all (Dinoor et al. 1991). It has a variety of glutenins
and gliadins subunits (Galili and Feldman 1983; Levy and
Feldman 1988; Felsenburg et al. 1991), a high percentage
of grain protein Avivi et al. 1983; Mansur-Vergara et al.
1984; Nevo et al. 1986; Levy and Feldman 1987, 1989;
Millet et al.1992; Peleg et al. 2008; Chatzav et al. 2010), a
high concentration of micronutrients such as zinc (Zn), iron
(Fe) and manganese (Mn) (Cakmac et al. 2004; Uauy et al.
2006; Distelfeld et al. 2006; Peleg et al. 2008; Chatzav
et al. 2010), and tolerance to abiotic stresses, such as
drought (Peleg et al. 2005, 2009), heat (Ullah 2016), and
salinity (Nevo and Chen 2010). Several accessions of wild
emmer have large grains (Avivi, 1979), and the potential to
increase grain yield and grain protein yield (Feldman and
Millet, 1995; Millet et al. 2013, 2014), and improve pho-
tosynthetic efficiency (Nevo et al. 1991). In a T. durum x
T. dicoccoides mapping population, Peng et al. (2003a, b)
identified quantitative trait loci (QTLs) contributing to early
flowering time, higher spike number and weight, higher
kernel number and higher yield.

Chromosome 6B of wild emmer wheat was previously
reported to be associated with high grain protein content
(Joppa and Cantrell 1990), zinc, iron, and manganese (Dis-
telfeld et al. (2006). This chromosome also carries the wild
type allele of Gpc‐B1, causing earlier senescence of flag
leaves (Uauy et al. 2006). To explain the pleiotropic effect of
the Gpc-B1 gene on the high concentration of protein, zinc,
iron, and manganese in the grain, Distelfeld et al. (2006)
suggested that this locus is involved in more efficient remo-
bilization of nutrients from the leaves to the grains, in addi-
tion to its effect on earlier senescence of the green tissues.
Yet, Uauy et al. (2006) claimed that the Gpc-B1 gene confers

a short duration of grain fill time due to an earlier flag leaf
senescence, thus ceasing synthesis of carbohydrates and their
translocation to the grains. This results in a relatively smaller
amount of grain carbohydrates and consequently, in a higher
concentration of grain protein and several micronutrients.

10.3.2.3 Ssp. dicoccon (Schrank) Thell.
(Domesticated Emmer)

Description of the Subspecies
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccon (Schrank) Thell., known as
domesticated emmer or two-grained domesticated wheat
[Syn.: T. spelta Host; T. spelta (L.) var. dicoccon Schrank; T.
dicoccum (Schrank) Schübl.; T. vulgare dicoccum Alef.; T.
vulgare ssp. dicoccum Körn.; T. sativum dicoccum Hack.; T.
sativum Lam. ssp. dicoccum Ascher.et Graebn.; T. aes-
tivum L. var. dicoccon (Schrank) Fiori; T. farrum
Bayle-Barelle; T. amyleum Seringe; T. zea Wagini; T. dic-
occum Körn.; Gigachilon polonicum (L.) Seidl ssp. dicoc-
con (Schrank) Á. Löve] is an annual, predominantly
autogamous, 55–125-cm-tall (excluding spikes) plant.
Culms are usually erect, and hollow in some varieties, while
solid at the upper internode in others. The spike, whose color
is white, red, or black, is bilaterally compressed, dense,
determinate, two-rowed, 5–10-cm-long (excluding awns),
with 15–30 spikelets, and awned. The rachis is short, flat and
smooth, more or less hairy along the margins, with a tuft of
hair in its base, and usually non-brittle, but breaks into
spikelets upon threshing. Spikelets are oval or lanceolate,
10–16-mm-long, solitary at nodes, with the top spikelet
being fertile, and at right angles to the plane of the lateral
spikelets. There are 3–4 florets, the lower two being fertile,
while the upper ones are sterile. The glumes are rigid, oval
and boat-shaped, similar in size, shorter than the spikelet,
10–13-mm-long, with a strong keel ending in a straight or
curved teeth that varies in length and form in different
varieties, and with 7 veins; the strongest vein converges
towards the base of the apical tooth, where it ends in a
secondary tooth, which, in some specimens, is 5-mm-long,
while in others, is very short. Some varieties have pubescent
glumes. The lemma is boat shaped, with 9–11 veins, but
without a keel, its central vein is prolonged as a strong and
long, 5–14-cm–long awn. The awn is flattened, straight, and
with a small basal tooth. Awns are always present on the two
lemmas of the fertile spikelets and are often of nearly equal
in dimensions. The palea is equal to, or slightly longer than
the lemma, ovate-lanceolate, with a narrow apex and two
ciliate keels. The palea is membranous and splits at the tip at
maturity, and has two veins and two keels. There are 2,
rarely 3, caryopses in each spikelet, firmly enclosed by the
palea and lemma. The color of the grain is white, yellowish,
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or red, rarely purple. The grains are comparatively narrow
and pointed at both ends and more or less laterally com-
pressed. Each grain has a brush of hairs on the apex.
Well-developed grains measure 7–9 mm in length, and
2.85–3.4 mm in width (Fig. 10.3a).

Domesticated emmer closely matches wild emmer in
almost all its morphological characteristics (Percival 1921). In
both taxa, the hairs on the surface of the leaf blades are similar
in form, length and arrangement; the spikes are flat, with
narrow spikelets containing two grains in each, and the glumes
alike in shape and texture. The conspicuous fringe of silky
hairs on the margins of the rachis is missing or much reduced
in the domesticated emmer and the grains of wild emmer are
longer than those of domesticated emmer. Themain difference
between wild and domesticated emmer is rachis brittleness; in
wild emmer, the rachis is brittle, and the spike disarticulates at
maturity into individual spikelets, whereas, in domesticated
emmer, the rachis is tough (or semi tough) and non-brittle, and
the spike remains intact at maturity. Like wild emmer,
domesticated emmer is also hulled wheat, i.e., it has rigid
glumes that firmly enclose the grains. This requires pounding
to release the grains from the glumes. On threshing, a
hulled wheat spike breaks up into spikelets.

Being an ancient crop adapted to diverse climatic and
edaphic conditions that exist in many parts of the world as
well as to different agricultural practices, domesticated emmer
is characterized by numerous landraces and varieties. Percival
recognized two groups in domesticated emmer: (1) Indo-
Abyssinian emmers—all are early forms, with four-to
six–nerved coleoptiles, yellowish-green leaves, short straw
(55–65-cm-tall), paler yellowish-green culm leaves, which
have fewer and shorter hairs on the ridges, frequently rather
glabrous auricles, and ears with a brittle or tough rachis;

(2) European emmers—later in growth, with two nerved
coleoptiles, glaucous leaves, taller straw (100–125-cm-tall),
leaf-blades covered with soft hairs and bluish-green in color,
large auricles and a somewhat fragile rachis.

Dorofeev et al. (1980), following Vavilov, distinguished
four taxa in domesticated emmer on morphological and
geographical bases: abyssinicum Vav. (Abyssinian emmer),
asiaticum Vav. (Eastern emmer), dicoccum (European
emmer) and maroccanum Flaksb. (Moroccan emmer). These
categories were further subdivided by Dorofeev et al. (1980),
who distinguished between 8, 13, 40 and 3 botanical varieties
within the abyssinicum, asiaticum, dicoccum, and maroc-
canum taxa, respectively. A detailed description of these
botanical varieties is provided by Dorofeev et al. (1980).

Domesticated emmer is the primitive domesticated form
of T. turgidum and one of the most ancient cultivated
cereals. It was one of the principle wheats in summer-dry,
relatively warm south-west Asia, central Asia, the Mediter-
ranean basin, temperate Europe, and Egypt, from the Neo-
lithic time to the second half of the third millennium BP,
when it was replaced by the more advanced, free-threshing
tetraploid form, T. turgidum ssp. durum (Schrank) Thell
(macaroni or hard wheat) (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996; Zohary
et al. 2012). In the eighth millennium BP, it was taken from
the hilly and mountainous areas of the Fertile Crescent to the
lowlands of Mesopotamia, and during the seventh and sixth
millennia, to Egypt, the Mediterranean basin, Europe, and
central Asia. It was taken to Ethiopia some 5000 years ago.
Since its replacement by ssp. durum and by bread wheat,
domesticated emmer has been grown as a relic crop in
Ethiopia, India, Iran, Transcaucasia, the Volga Basin, eastern
Turkey, the Balkans, Italy, Spain and central Europe (Nesbitt
and Samuel 1996; Perrino et al. 1996).

a b b c d
Fig. 10.3 A plant and spikes of
domesticated subspecies of T.
turgidum L.; a Domesticated
emmer, ssp. dicoccon (Schrank ex
Schübl.) Thell. b ssp. durum
(Desf.) Husn. cv. Inbar;
c ssp. polonicum (L.) Thell.;
d ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Löve
and Löve
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Today, domesticated emmer covers only 1% of the total
world wheat area (Zaharieva et al. 2010). It has also been
introduced to the USA, and presently, limited amounts of
spring varieties of domesticated emmer are grown in scat-
tered areas throughout Montana and North Dakota (Stal-
lknecht et al. 1996).

Genetic Diversity
Domesticated emmer contains very early and late accessions
(Zaharieva et al. 2010). Percival (1921), Dorofeev et al.
(1980) noted that most emmer wheat landraces are spring
types, with the exception of some from western Europe,
which are winter type. Damania et al. (1990) found a wide
variation in tillering traits, grain protein content, and resis-
tance to common bunt and yellow rust among accessions
from Ethiopia, Jordan and Turkey. Wang et al. (2007)
reported a wide range of diversity in eight agronomic
characteristics among 91 accessions of this subspecies.

Domesticated emmer wheat is characterized by high
protein and mineral concentrations; its grain protein con-
centration can reach 18–23% (Blanco et al. 1990; Dhaliwal
1977a; Perrino et al. 1993; Damania et al.1992). A high
variation was found for gluten strength (Blanco et al. 1990;
Perrino et al. 1993), and Grausgruber et al. (2004) reported a
large variation in rheological properties of this wheat.

Current Uses of Domesticated Emmer
Domesticated emmer is currently primarily used as a human
food, and also for animal and chicken feed (Zaharieva et al.
2010). Ancient Egyptians mainly used domesticated emmer
for making a variety of breads (Samuel 1994) and beer
(Kemp 1989). In Roman Italy, emmer wheat was used for
making bread, as well as porridge and groats (Braun 1995),
and is still used in Tuscany as whole grains (farricello) in
traditional soups. Its use in the pasta industry is a recent
response to the health food market.

Domesticated Emmer as Health Food
The advantages of domesticated emmer as a health food was
recently reviewed by Zaharieva et al. (2010). This sub-
species contains an amino acid composition similar to that of
bread wheat (Cubadda and Marconi 1996), with some
varieties having a higher lysine content (up to 3.65%)
(Stehno 2007). Crude fiber content is higher in domesticated
emmer than in durum wheat. Mineral and ash content were
found in different varieties to be lower, similar, or higher
than in durum (Hanchinal et al. 2005; Cubadda and Marconi
1996; Piergiovanni et al. 2009). Domesticated emmer also
has a higher concentration of selenium, an important
antioxidant factor. Genc and MacDonald (2008) identified
domesticated emmer wheat accessions with greater grain

zinc concentration than modern durum and bread wheat
genotypes.

The nutritional value of domesticated emmer is mainly
due to its high fiber and antioxidant concentrations (Pier-
giovanni et al. 1996), high protein digestibility (Hanchinal
et al. 2005) and high resistant-starch content, as well as its
slower in vitro carbohydrate digestibility (Mohan and Mal-
leshi 2006). The low glycemic index value and high satiating
value (the degree at which food gives a human the sense of
food gratification) of this wheat make it particularly suitable
for diabetes patients (Buvaneshwari et al. 2003). Most of
these qualities are related to a higher total dietary fiber
(Yenagi et al. 1999; Annapurna 2000; Hanchinal et al.
2005), which is associated with a reduced rate of starch
digestion (Jenkins et al. 1984). Substitution of bread wheat
by emmer wheat in the diet for 6 weeks led to a significant
reduction in total lipids, triglycerides and LDL (low-density
lipoprotein) cholesterol (Zaharieva et al. 2010).

Because of its high value as a health food, nutritional
value, and the unique taste of its products, current interest in
domesticated emmer is increasing (Zaharieva et al. 2010).
Such a renewed interest has its origin mainly in countries
with well-developed intensive agriculture (Hammer and
Perrino 1995; Nielsen and Mortensen 1998; Olsen 1998).

Economically Important Genes in Domesticated Emmer
Accessions of domesticated emmer are suited to warm, dry
climates, can grow on poor soils, tolerate drought and heat
stress, and are resistant to several fungal diseases. As such,
they constitute a valuable genetic resource for improving
durum and bread wheats. Several accessions of domesticated
emmer from Italy were found resistant to stem rust, leaf rust
and yellow rust (Corazza et al. 1986). Stem rust resistance
was found in the Indian variety Khapli (Jakubziner 1969), in
an Israeli accession (Rondon et al. 1966) and in a landrace
from Ethiopia (Lebsock et al. 1967). Resistance to yellow
rust has also been reported in 18 accessions of emmer wheat
belonging to the ICARDA gene bank collection (Damania
and Srivastrava 1990). Jakubziner (1969) identified acces-
sions resistance to powdery mildew. A dominant gene for
resistance to powdery mildew, designated as Pm4, was
transferred by Briggle (1966) from Khapli into the Chan-
cellor variety of bread wheat. Domesticated emmer resis-
tance to loose smut was reported by Michalikova (1970).
Similarly, there have been reports of resistance to fusarium
head blight (Oliver et al. 2008), tan spot and Septoria blotch
(Chu et al. 2008), Russian Wheat Aphid (Robinson and
Skovmand 1992) and Hessian Fly (Zhukovsky 1964). Some
accessions showed tolerance to drought (Zhukovsky 1964;
Damania et al. 1992; Al Hakimi and Monneveux 1997) and
heat (Hanchinal et al. 2005).
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Domesticated emmer crosses easily with durum wheat
and desirable genes can be transferred from the former to the
latter. But hybrid necrosis and hybrid chlorosis are fre-
quently met within crosses between domesticated emmer
and durum (and also bread wheat), creating significant gene
transfer barriers. Hybrid necrosis is governed by two com-
plementary genes, Ne1 and Ne2, located on chromosomes
5B and 2B, respectively (Tsunewaki 1960), and hybrid
chlorosis is controlled by two complementary genes, Ch1
located on 2A (Hermsen and Waninge 1972) and Ch2 on 3D
(Tsunewaki and Kihara 1961).

Several synthetic hexaploid wheats that were produced at
CIMMYT using domesticated emmer as a female parent and
Ae. tauschii as a male, were backcrossed to elite cultivars of
bread wheat. Several backcross-derived lines were found to
have a high level of resistance to green bug (Lage et al.
2003) and Russian wheat aphid (Lage et al. 2004), as well as
good grain quality (Lage et al. 2006). Emmer-based syn-
thetic backcross-derived lines also showed higher yield
under drought-prone conditions in Mexico, Pakistan and
eastern India compared to those using durum wheat (Tre-
thowan and Mujeeb-Kazi 2008).

10.3.2.4 Ssp. paleocolchicum (Men.) A. Löve
and D. Löve (Georgian Wheat)

T. turgidum ssp. paleocolchicum (Menabde) A. Löve and D.
Löve, known as Kolkhuri Asli, Colchian emmer, or Colchis
emmer, kolchis wheat, [Syn.: ssp. georgicum (Dek. et Men.)
MK; T. paleocolchicum Men.; T. georgicum (Dek. et Men.)
MK: T. dicoccum Schrank grex georgicum Dek. et Men.; T.
dicoccum ssp. georgicum (Dek. et Men.) Flaksb.; Triticum
dicoccon (Schrank) Schübl.; T. karamyschevii Nevski; T.
paleocolchicum Men.; T. turgidum grex paleocolchicum
(Men.) Bowden; Gigachilon polonicum (L.) Seidi ssp. pale-
ocolchicum (Men.) Löve; T. macha Dek et Men. ssp. pale-
ocolchicum (Men.) Cai; T. turgidum L. em. Thell.
ssp. georgicum (Dek. et Men.) Hanelt]. Van Slageren (1994)
maintained that at the species level, the older name T. kar-
amyschevii Nevski should be adopted over the apparently T.
paleocolchicum, but Löve and Löve’s combination at the
subspecies level is valid.

ssp. paleocolchicum is the second domesticated hulled
form of T. turgidum (Table 10.5). This subspecies differs
from ssp. dicoccon by its broad, compact, flat spike. The
spike has a relatively large number of spikelets (34–36), and
4–5 florets per spikelet. It flowers relatively late, from June to
July, and the seeds ripen from August to September. The
taxonomic classification and rank have been a matter of much
dispute. In light of its distinct morphological traits, it was first
included in T. dicoccum as a variety, var. chvamlicum Supat
(Supatashvili 1929). Later, Dekaprelevich and Menabde
(1932) classified it as a subspecies, namely, T. dicoccum

ssp. georgicum, and later, Menabde (1948) (in Jorjadze et al.
2014) ranked it as the species T. paleocolchicum Men. Mac
Key (1988) classified it as T. Turgidum ssp. georgicum
(Dekapr. & Menabde) Mac Key, whereas van Slageren
(1994) considered it as T. turgidum subsp. paleocolchicum
(Menabde) A. Love and D. Love. This subspecies contains
four varieties (Mosulishvili et al. 2017).

Wang et al. (2019) sequenced and assembled the com-
plete chloroplast (cp) genome sequence of ssp. paleo-
colchicum, using Illumina sequencing. The assembled cp
genome is 136,445 bp in size, and consists of four parts,
namely LSC (79,993 bp), SSC (12,832 bp) and two IRs
(21,815 bp). Gene annotation found that it encodes 109
non-redundant genes, including 76 protein-coding genes, 29
tRNA genes and 4 rRNA genes, 19 of which are located in
the IR region with two copies. An evolutionary tree con-
structed based on the whole chloroplast genome sequence
showed that ssp. paleocolchicum and other species with the
BBAA genome were clustered together, while separated
from T. timopheevii wheat (GGAA). This study enriched the
sequence resources of ssp. paleocolchicum and also pro-
vided important data for its molecular identification, marker
development and phylogenetic studies.

ssp. paleocolchicum is a small endemic, relic taxon of
observed in Georgia (Jorjadze et al. 2014). Currently, it is
cultivated on a limited scale in western Georgia (Colchis),
often in a mixture with hexaploid wheat T. aestivum
ssp. macha. But in the past, it was grown more widely, in
eastern Georgia as well. The reason for its maintenance in
west Georgia stems from its well performance under the
humid conditions prevailing in this part of Georgia. Under
these conditions, it has successfully replaced ssp. dicoccon
that did not thrive in humid environments. It grows well on
sandy, loamy, and clay soils, but prefers well-drained beds.
While this subspecies adapts well to the humid climate of
west Georgia, it also performs well under the dry, hot climate
conditions of east Georgia. It is usually ground into a flour
and used for making bread, biscuits, etc. Its grain protein
content reaches 18.8%, lysine content is 2.9%, and its
high-quality gluten enables the production of a good bread
and offers desirable baking properties (Jorjadze et al. 2014).
ssp. paleocolchicum is resistant to several fungal disease and
can serve as a good source for desirable traits. This sub-
species is thought to have been generated by inter-ploidy
hybridization between wild emmer wheat, ssp. dicoccoides,
and a form of bread wheat (Dvorak and Luo 2001).

10.3.2.5 Ssp. parvicoccum Kislev (Currently
Extinct)

T. turgidum L. ssp. parvicoccum (Kislev) Kislev, known as a
small-grain wheat (Syn.: T. parvicoccum Kislev sp. nov.), is
an archaeobotanical, free-threshing, tetraploid wheat taxon
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(Kislev 1979, 1980, 2009). It seemed justifiable (Kislev 1979/
1980) to combine the grains and rachis fragments found in
several Near Eastern sites into one taxon since (a) they were
located (e.g., in Tel Aphek) within close proximity, at dis-
tances of a few millimeters or centimeters; (b) they both
belonged to a new taxon; and (c) their morphology was
complementary, viz. small grains and compact rachis.

In the description of the species, efforts were made by
Kislev (1979/1980, 2009) to reconstruct ssp. parvicoccum as
fully as possible. Some features were highly correlated with
the habitat or with other plant qualities which survived in the
same archaeological sites. The validity of such a description
is, of course, not completely satisfactory and the reader may
judge each characteristic for himself.

ssp. parvicoccum has a tough rachis with very short and
narrow internodes. The grain is very short (about
5-mm-long), oval to elliptic, widest in the middle, thickest in
the lower third, with a wide, rounded or truncate apex, and

wide, short-haired, and sometimes collared brush, especially
in small grains. The embryo is small and oval, the radicle is
prominent or slightly so, the plumule is slightly prominent or
not at all, the ventral side is flat, ascending at the base,
sometimes also at the apex, the crease is narrow or moder-
ately wide and cheeks are rounded.

The following additional characteristics were deduced
from circumstantial evidence or correlation with other
characteristics: the plant has a domesticated annual, spring
habit, and short, dense, compressed and oblong or oval ears.
Spikelets are two-grained, and the third floret is reduced.
Glumes are very short, diagonally oriented, grains are free,
and loosely invested by chaff (Fig. 10.4a–c).

Kislev (2009) investigated well preserved archaeological
remains of ssp. parvicoccum wheat from Late Bronze Tim-
nah (Tel Batash), Israel, and added the following to its
morphological description: (1) the culm upper internode is
solid, with striate and a slightly rough surface; (2) the ear is

a
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Fig. 10.4 a A coin coined by Agripas 1, king of Judea in the first
century AD, showing three wheat spikes, presumably of T. turgidum
ssp. parvicoccum, that was cultivated in Israel at least until 130 AD
(Kislev 1979/1980), and b grains; and c rachis of T. turgidum L.
ssp. parvicoccum Kislev (From Kislev 1979/1980); d A spike and

grains of an extracted tetraploid [extracted by Kerber (1964) from the
hexaploid cultivar Canthath], that resemble ssp. parvicoccum; e A spike
and grains of T. turgidum L ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn. cv. Hourani that
according to Kislev (1979/1980) may have derived from
ssp. parvicoccum
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bearded, laterally compressed, and of medium to high den-
sity; (3) the rachis is fringed, with long hairs along the
margins, and bears a frontal tuft of long hairs at the base of
each spikelet; (4) the internodes are relatively thick; (5) the
spikelets are two-flowered; (6) the outer face of the hairy
glumes is somewhat flat, with a prominent keel that runs
from the base to the tip; (7) a pair of prominent lumps is
present on the rachis node, beneath its glume bases; and
(8) after threshing, the basal part of the glume is usually
retained on the rachis node.

The archaeological samples of free-threshing (naked),
small, and somewhat spherical grains (< 5 mm) and of short
internodes found in Near Eastern sites from 8900 to 7000 BP,
were considered by Helbaek (1959) to be club wheat, the
hexaploid T. aestivum ssp. compactum (= T. compactum
antiquorum). However, it is difficult to accept that these Near
Eastern wheat remnants from such an early period (9000–
7000 years BP) are hexaploids, as explained by Kislev
(1979): (1) Modern native strains of hexaploid wheats are
more adapted to the northern latitudes (Vavilov 1926) than to
the Near East, where Helbaek found his remnants, the latter
area being dominated by tetraploid taxa. In the western flank
of the Fertile Crescent, however, hexaploid wheat was
grown, but only as a crop of little importance (Jakubzi-
ner 1932a). (2) Bread wheat (T. aestivum L.) which is
sometimes short-grained (c. 5 mm) is lax-eared, while the
dense-eared club wheat, T. aestivum ssp. compactum, has
grains longer than 5.7 mm (Percival 1921). (3) If Helbaek’s
remnants are indeed hexaploid, this implies that hexaploid
naked wheat, found in the earliest periods in the Near East,
preceded cultivation of tetraploid naked wheats. However, on
an evolutionary basis, one would expect that the tetraploids
developed first. (4) The earliest samples are probably from
too early a period for hexaploid wheats to have come into
existence; the spread of agriculture had not yet made geo-
graphic contact between the domesticated tetraploid and Ae.
tauschii, the wild diploid progenitors of hexaploid wheat.

Based on the morphological characteristics of this
archaeological material and the difficulty in defining ancient
Near Eastern naked wheat as hexaploid, Kislev (1979/1980)
concluded that these wheat remnants belong to an extinct
tetraploid species, T. parvicoccum Kislev. According to
current classification, this taxon should be referred to as T.
turgidum ssp. parvicoccum (Table 10.5).

The first records of the naked tetraploid wheat ssp. par-
vicoccum were found in the early PPNB. Naked grains were
unearthed in phase II of Tell Aswad, near Damascus, dated
8900–8600 BP (Hillman 1996), in Ramad, southwestern
Syria, dated 8300 BP (van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1982);
and in Can Hassan III, south Anatolia, dated 8400 BP
(Hillman 1972, 1978). Remnants of naked, small-grain
wheat were also reported in Atlit Yam, Israel, the late PPNB

(8000–7500 BP) (Kislev et al. 2004) and in various sites in
the Pottery Neolithic period (7500–6200 BP), including
western Iran, Anatolia, Iraq, Syria, Israel, Georgia, and the
Balkans (Kislev 1979, 1980, 1981; Schultze-Motel 2019).
Archaeological excavations in Israel dated it to as late as
1870 years BP (Kislev 1979/1980, 1981). Schulz–Motel
(2019) found ssp. parvicoccum that was presumably grown
in Georgia about 800 years BP. It was abundantly grown
from the 8th millennium BP onwards in south-east Asia,
Transcaucasia and the Balkans (see list of sites in Kislev
1979/1980, 2009). Schultze-Motel (2019) detected it
recently in two places in Georgia, broadening the area of this
species to the north.

The great advantage of ssp. parvicoccum was its com-
paratively delicate glumes and tough rachis nodes, which
facilitated easy threshing of its grains. The fact that both
hulled and naked wheat were found contemporaneously in
the Near East for such a long period may indicate that the
overall advantage of the latter (free-threshing, but with small
grains) must not have been sufficiently great to replace the
former (bearing large but hulled grains) as a major crop. In
biblical times, they were grown in separate fields and treated
as two different, albeit closely related, crops (Kislev 1979/
1980, 1981). ssp. parvicoccum was replaced by the related
taxon, ssp. durum, that became more abundant, since it
combines the free-threshing feature of parvicoccum and the
large grains of dicoccon.

The origin of ssp. parvicoccum is obscure. Three major
morphological characters distinguish it from domesticated
emmer, namely, nakedness (free-threshability), ear com-
pactness, and small grain size. The free-threshing trait could
have been derived from a mutation that reduces the tough-
ness of the glumes and increase the rigidity of the rachis
(McFadden and Sears 1946; Morris and Sears 1967). The
hulled, non-free-threshing emmer contains the q gene, which
determines both a semi-fragile rachis and tough, thick
glumes. All the extant free-threshing tetraploids contain the
Q factor, dictating the free-threshing trait (Muramatsu 1986;
Simons et al. 2006). This gene was recently isolated and
characterized (Faris et al. 2003; Jantasuriyarat et al. 2004;
Simons et al. 2006). Consequently, it is assumed that the
ancient free-threshing ssp. parvicoccum also contained this
gene. The Q factor, located on chromosome arm 5AL of
common wheat (Sears 1954), has a pleiotropic expression
pattern, affecting free-threshing as well as several other
characteristics that are related to spike and spikelet structure,
such as tough rachis and loose glumes. The mutation from
q to Q occurred at the tetraploid level, from where it was
presumably transferred to hexaploid wheat (Simons et al.
2006). The two alleles differ in a single amino acid, and Q is
more abundantly transcribed than q (Simons et al. 2006).
The higher expression of Q is in accord with the finding of
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Muramatsu (1963), who noted that extra doses (five or six)
of q mimic the effect of Q in bread wheat. There is a wide
variation in the phenotype of QQ lines, which is presumably
due to different genetic backgrounds.

In addition to q, there is also an extra dose of group-2
chromosomes in bread wheat, which increases glume
toughness (Sears 1954). In accord with this, Kerber and
Rowland (1974) found the Tg (tenacious glumes) gene,
conferring tough glumes, on chromosome arm 2DS of Ae.
tauschii. Likewise, addition of the short arm of chromosome
2Sl (2SlS) of Ae. longissima to common wheat resulted in a
similar effect (Feldman unpublished). Chromosome arm 2BS
of emmer also contains the Tg gene which determines tough
glumes, whereas chromosome arm 2AS does not contain
such a gene (Simonetti et al. 1999). Thus, this character is
determined in tetraploid wheat by, at least, two comple-
mentary genes, Q and tg. Thus, at least two mutations were
required to produce the free-threshing character in ssp. par-
vicoccum (Jantasuriyarat et al. 2004).

Wild and domesticated emmer have long grains, and
almost no transitional forms between types with long and
short grains are known in the archaeological literature. Yet,
in PPNB of Çayönü, southeastern Turkey, a few mid-long
grains of domesticated emmer were unearthed (van Zeist
1972), suggesting that the missing link between long and
short grains may have been a compact, short-grained
domesticated emmer. Outside the Near East, two early
Neolithic findings of mid-long grains of naked wheat from
Azmak, south Bulgaria, dated to the beginning of the 7th
millennium BP, were found (Hopf 1973). Their mean
dimensions are 5.6 � 3.3 � 2.9 mm and 5.8 � 3.2 � 2.7
mm. The formation of small-grained wheat presumably
occurred as a result of a series of mutations, such as an s-like
mutation, which shortened the grain and made the ear dense,
as found in other tetraploids (Schmidt and Johnson 1963).

ssp. parvicoccum has been found hitherto in the Near East
and the Balkans (Kislev 1979/1980). Recently,
Schultze-Motel (2019) found grains of ssp. parvicoccum in
several sites in Georgia, dated to about 2300 and 800
BP. According to Kislev (1979/1980), ssp. parvicoccum was
grown side by side with domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon,
in the East Mediterranean and Near Eastern regions over
several millennia. The last evidence for cultivation of this
subspecies in the Levant is from up 1900 years ago (Kislev
1979/1980, 1981). ssp. parvicoccum was grown in Georgia
up to 800 years ago (Schultze-Motel 2019).

Changes in spike compactness and grain size probably
occurred as a result of a series of mutations, including an s-
like (sphaerococcum-like) mutation that shortened the grain
and increased ear density. Such a mutation creating a
sphaerococcum-like tetraploid wheat, was indeed described
by Schmidt and Johnson (1963). The finding of a few
medium-sized grains of wild and/or domesticated emmer

In PPNB Çayönü, led Kislev (1979/1980) to suggests that
the missing link may have been a compact, short-grained
emmer. Alternatively, these traits developed in the
free-threshing wheat. In addition, one cannot rule out the
introgression of genes conferring compact spikes and short
grains from tetraploid Aegilops species, such as Ae. pere-
grina (= Ae. variabilis) or Ae. geniculata (= Ae. ovata).

10.3.2.6 Ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn. (Macaroni
or Hard Wheat)

Description of Subspecies
T. turgidum ssp. durum (Desf.) Husn., known as macaroni
wheat, hard wheat or simply durum wheat, [Syn.: T. durum
Desf.; T. alatum Peterm.; T. vulgare var. grex durum Alef.;
T. sativum durum Hack.; T. sativum ssp. durum (Desf.) K.
Richt.; T. aestivum ssp. durum (Desf.) Thell.; T. turgidum
ssp. sementivum Rasse durum (Desf.) Thell.; T. turgidum
grex durum (Desf.) Bowden; T. turgidum ssp. durum Löve
and Löve; T. turgidum ssp. turgidum convr. durum (Desf.)
MK; Gigachilon polonicum (L.) Seidl ssp. durum (Desf.) Á.
Löve] is a predominantly autogamous, plant. Its culms,
usually 3–4 per plant, are erect, 60–160-cm-high, with 5 or 6
internodes above ground, and generally solid throughout or
in the upper internodes, while hollow with thick walls in
some varieties. The leaves are linear, flat, 16–25-cm-long,
yellowish-green or bluish-green, glabrous in most varieties,
and with a transparent ligule and ciliate auricle. The spikes
are 4–11-cm-long (excluding awns), two-rowed, determi-
nate, almost always awned, laterally compressed, oblong, or
square in cross-section, depending upon the laxness of the
spike, and the number and size of the grains in each spikelet,
and bear an average of 20 spikelets per spike, at a density
varying from about 20 in lax spikes to 47 in compact ones
per 10 cm length of rachis. The rachis is usually tough and
non-brittle, although in some varieties, it disarticulates more
or less easily, especially near the base of the spike; it is
fringed with hairs along the margins and bears a frontal tuft
at the base of each spikelet, and its internodes are 2.5–
5-mm-long, flattened, narrow and wedge-shaped. The spi-
kelets are 10–15-mm-long, with 5–7 florets, the upper 2 or 3
being sterile, and those of square spikes containing three or
four grains, while those of compressed spikes usually con-
tain only two. The glumes are yellow, red, or blue-black in
color, loosely appressed to the lower florets, glabrous in
some varieties and pubescent in others, with considerable
variation in hair length and amount, glumes of the lateral
spikelets being 8–12-mm-long, asymmetrical, with one
prominent keel running from the base to the tip, and 5–7
nerves running from the base to a point close to the apical
tooth, with the latter being acute or blunt, and of variable
length, and the lateral secondary tooth usually being short or
missing. The glumes of the terminal spikelet are ovate and
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more or less symmetrical. The lemmas are thin and pale,
rounded on the back, 10–12-mm-long, with 9–15 nerves
which converge at the tip into a terminal, firm awn. As a
rule, only the two lower lemmas of each spikelet bear long
awns, measuring, in some cases in the lower spikelets, as
long as 20–23 cm, longer than those of any other wheats.
The awns of the flowers of the upper spikelet are usually 5–
4 cm long, i.e., all awns of a spike usually terminate at the
same height. Some varieties are awnless or have short
(6.0 cm) or medium (6.1–9.0 cm) length awns. The awns are
white, red, or black, almost smooth near the base, thus dif-
fering from those of ssp. turgidum which are usually rough
throughout their entire length, generally straight and more or
less parallel to the sides of the spike. The palea is mem-
branous and shorter than the corresponding lemma, and does
not split at maturity. The caryopsis is larger (45–60 mg) than
those of other wheats, glabrous, free of lemma and palea,
white, amber, yellow, or red in color, generally somewhat
narrow, tapering towards both ends, more or less laterally
compressed, with a narrow dorsal ridge, and wanting in
plumpness, and with a shallow furrow usually exhibiting
flattish sloping sides; the cross-section is more or less tri-
angular. The embryo is large, with an elongated oval
scutellum. Measurements of grains taken from the middle of
the spike of flinty forms were of an average length of 8.30
(7.0–9.7) mm, average breadth of 3.48 (2.8–4.1) mm, and an
average thickness of 3.61 (3.2–4.25) mm. However, some
cultivars, e.g., Hurani, have smaller (about 5 mm long)
grains. Most varieties grow in the spring, while several grow
in the winter (Fig. 10.3b).

Durum in Latin means “hard” and reflects the hard-flinty
nature of the plant grain, the hardest of all other wheat
grains. Yet, the name Hard Wheat is confusing, as it is
applied to forms of North American bread wheat. It is
advisable therefore, to use the common name durum wheat
or macaroni wheat for this subspecies.

Because of the similarity between plant remains of tet-
raploid and hexaploid free-threshing wheats, it was very
difficult, if not impossible, to identify the species of the
Pre-Pottery Neolithic B (PPNB; 9500–7500 BP) wheat
remnants, and consequently, they were referred to as T.
turgidum-T. aestivum or as ‘aestivo- compactum’ wheats
(Zohary et al. 2012). In fact, almost all naked
(free-threshing) wheat remnants described so far have been
compared to a free-threshing hexaploid wheat that was
grown by the Neolithic Lake dwellers of Switzerland during
the Bronze Age, described by Heer (1886) as T. vulgare
antiquorum. This wheat, now believed to be extinct, was
very similar to T. aestivum ssp. compactum (club wheat); it
was a dwarf plant, with extremely small, stubby grains and
compact, awnless spikes. Because of its resemblance to T.
aestivum ssp. compactum, it has generally been assumed to
have been a hexaploid. In fact, palaeoethnobotanists have

already described very early naked wheat remnants as
belonging to hexaploid species. For example, Helbaek
(1959) identified archaeological samples of small grains
(less than 5 mm in length) and short internodes, found in
very early Near Eastern sites, as hexaploid T. compactum.

Yet, Kislev (1979/1980) found it difficult to explain
these remnants as hexaploids for the following reasons:
(i) Modern genotypes of hexaploid wheats are more
adapted to the northern latitudes than to the Near East, the
latter area being dominated by tetraploid forms. In the
western flank of the Fertile Crescent, however, hexaploid
wheats are grown, but only as a crop of little importance
(Jakubziner 1932a) (ii) The most ancient samples are
probably from too early a period for hexaploid wheats to
have come into existence (van Zeist 1976), i.e., the
beginning of the 8th millennium BP; the spread of agri-
culture had not yet made geographic contact between
domesticated tetraploid wheats and Aegilops tauschii, the
wild diploid donor of the third subgenome (subgenome D)
to hexaploid wheat. Since hexaploid wheat originated
toward the middle or even the end of the 8th millennium
BP (Kislev 1984), in northwestern Iran, south of the Cas-
pian Sea (Dvorak et al. 1998a, b), outside the Fertile
Crescent region, it has to be assumed that most of the
PPNB remnants of naked wheat in the Fertile Crescent are
of tetraploid forms rather than of hexaploid wheats.

The idea that wheat grown in the ancient Near East was
tetraploid rather than hexaploid, has been recently suggested
by several researchers (Kislev 1973; van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1973; Zohary 1973). Yet, because of the
small grains (less than 5 mm in length) and short internodes
characterizing these wheat remnants, Kislev (1979/1980)
suggested that these wheats belong to an extinct tetraploid
taxon, named T. parvicoccum Kislev (currently T. turgidum
L. ssp. parvicoccum Kislev). Practically, all prehistoric
naked wheat grains in the Fertile Crescent and East
Mediterranean regions are less than 5 mm on average
(Kislev 1979/1980).

Ssp. durum evolved only later, presumably from
hybridization of domesticated emmer and ssp. parvicoccum.
Renfrew (1973) indicated that archeological studies suggest
that durum wheat may have originated later than hexaploid
wheat. Material ascribed to ssp. durum has been found, at
first sporadically, among prehistoric plant remnants, already
from the 8th millennia BP in Syria. It was unearthed by
Hillman (1978) in layers of Pottery Neolithic Can Hassan III
(7500–6200 BP). During later Neolithic periods, this wheat
gradually gained prominence, until it became the main wheat
in the Mediterranean countries, first in its western part, and
only in the Helenistic time, in the east Mediterranean and
Egypt. It was suggested that ssp. durum was derived from
domesticated emmer by a series of mutations that reduced
the toughness of the glumes until a free-threshing form was
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attained (McFadden and Sears 1946; Morris and Sears 1967;
Sears 1969). Alternatively, it could have derived from the
free-threshing ssp. parvicoccum, or more likely, from
crosses between parvicoccum and dicoccon. Hybridization
between parvicoccum and dicoccon may lead to the forma-
tion of progeny with the free-threshing trait from parvicoc-
cum and the large grains from dicoccon.

Studies of chloroplast markers (cpSSRs) indicated that
wild and domesticated emmer and ssp. durum share a
common maternal ancestral gene pool (Oliveira et al. 2012).
Zohary et al. (2012) proposed that the early naked forms of
tetraploid wheats evolved from domesticated emmer in the
Fertile Crescent. The data of Oliveira et al. (2012) support
this hypothesis. If this event occurred only once or several
limited number of times, it is reasonable to assume that only
a small number of cp-haplotypes, from a broader gene pool
present in domesticated emmer, would appear in the early
naked tetraploid forms, and later in ssp. durum, as a con-
sequence of a bottleneck effect. This is apparent from the
strong difference between the hulled wild and domesticated
emmer and the naked tetraploid wheat, ssp. durum, suggests
that the latter subspecies evolved from only a small number
of hulled tetraploid genotypes, and have been in relative
reproductive isolation since their spread into Europe and
North Africa during the Neolithic Age. Oliviera et al. (2012)
also detected cp-haplotypes in accessions of both wild
emmer and ssp. durum. This suggested an alternate scenario
in which free-threshing tetraploid wheats were domesti-
cated de novo from lines of wild emmer, independently
acquiring, by mutation, the tough-rachis trait of domesti-
cated emmer, plus the free-threshing trait.

The fact that ssp. durum, for which evidence dates back to
6500–7500 BP, became established as a prominent crop in
the east Mediterranean only 2000–2300 years ago, requires
an explanation. More specifically, it is perplexing that in spite
of its relatively early origin, ssp. durum, featuring both large
grains like those of ssp. dicoccon, and a free-threshing trait
like that of ssp. parvicoccum, was only established as a major
crop in the Mediterranean basin and the Near East during the
Late Bronze Age and Hellenistic period (Nesbitt, 2002;
Feldman and Kislev 2007). Perhaps the early durum types
were not actively cultivated because small-grained wheat and
domesticated emmer were better adapted to the semi-arid
conditions of the region. Adapted genotypes evolved only
later, through a series of mutations, or through introgression
of genes from the other two tetraploid subspecies. Kislev
(2009) suggested that small grains may have been more
competitive than large grains because they could not be
attacked by Sitophilus granarius, the most destructive pest
beetle of stored cereals. Because the size of its larva would
take up half of the parvicoccum grain, it would fail to provide
sufficient food for the pest’s normal development. Only upon
construction of air-sealed granaries in the classical period, did

larger grains become more resistant to pest beetle. Taken
together, development of sealable granaries may explain the
establishment of ssp. durum in the Near East and the
impoverishment of ssp. parvicoccum (Kislev 2009).

The large grain of ssp. durum was probably preferred over
the small grains of parvicoccum, and likely lead to the promi-
nence of durum as a tetraploid wheat and to the extinction of
parvicoccum. Most other subspecies of T. turgidum with a
naked grain are probably of a relativelymore recent origin; they
deviate from ssp. durum in only a few characteristics (MacKey
1966; Morris and Sears 1967) and share the genetic system for
the free-threshing habit. The cultivation of ssp. parvicoc-
cum alongside ssp. durum in the Near East may explain the
morphology of some peculiar taxa of naked tetraploid wheats,
such as the compact cv. pyramidale Perc. in Egypt and Horan
wheat, cv. horanicum (Jakubz.) Flaksb. in the Levant, with
compact ears and small-plump grains (Fig. 10.4e). Also, the
extracted tetraploids, derived fromT. aestivum ssp. aestivum by
Kerber (1964), resemble very much ssp. parvicoccum
(Fig. 10.4d). Crosses between durum and parvicoccum might
have resulted in such intermediate forms. These new taxa, some
of which are adapted to semi-arid conditions, took the place of
the old small-grained wheat.

In southwest Asia and in the Mediterranean basin, hulled
and parvicoccum wheats were replaced by more modern
free-threshing types. Up to the present time, the hulled
wheats, emmer and einkorn, continued to occur as minor
components. In south-eastern Turkey emmer was replaced
by more modern free-threshing wheats at the beginning of
the Early Bronze Age (ca. 5000 BP) and have been nearly
absent from the archaeobotanical record thereafter (van Zeist
and Bakker-Heeres 1975; Nesbitt 1995). In central Turkey,
einkorn and emmer appear to be minor crops in Middle
Bronze Age samples (3900–3700 BP) (Nesbitt 1993). In the
Levant, emmer became a minor component in the 5th mil-
lennium BP and almost disappeared in the 4th millennium
BP (Miller 1991), whereas in Egypt, emmer was grown until
the Hellenistic time (ca. 2300 BP), when it was replaced by
the free-threshing ssp. durum (Crawford 1979; Bowman
1990). For further details, see Nesbitt and Samuel (1996).
Towards the Late Bronze Age, southwest Asia and the
Mediterranean basin both showed a high prevalence of
naked wheats. The large quantities of naked wheat unearthed
in the Levantine Bronze Age villages in the Levant are
impressive (Zohary et al. 2012).

Current Cultivation of Durum Wheat
The earliest historical reference to durum wheat was made
by Dodoens in his Historia frumentorum, published in 1566.
Only near the end of the eighteenth century was ssp. durum
distinguished from the Mediterranean forms of ssp. turgidum
and ssp. aestivum by Desfontaines, who described it in his
Flora Atlantica, mentioning solid straw, pubescent glumes,
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and long flinty grain as its specific characteristics. Today,
ssp. durum is the principal tetraploid wheat and next to bread
wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, the various varieties of ssp.
durum are the most widely cultivated tetraploid wheats,
constituting about 5–9% of global wheat production. The
area planted annually is approximately 20 million hectares,
averaging about 38 million metric tons annually (FAOSTAT
2018), and current trends are upwards. ssp. durum developed
in the hot and dry climate of the Near East and Mediter-
ranean basin. Currently, it grows as a major crop in the
Mediterranean basin (Portugal, Spain, Italy, Morocco,
Algeria, Tunisia, Egypt, Greece, Turkey, Syria, Lebanon,
Israel, and Jordan), the Near East (Iraq and Iran), trans- and
cis-Caucasia, Afghanistan, Pakistan, Turkestan, Kazakhstan,
the southern portion of East Siberia, Bulgaria, Ukraine,
southern Russia, Ethiopia, India, China, and in low rainfall
areas of the great plains of the United States and Canada,
Mexico, Chili, Argentina, South Africa and Australia
(Feldman 2001). The European Union (mainly Italy, Spain,
and Greece) is the largest durum wheat producer, Canada is
the second largest producer, followed by Turkey and
the USA.

Genetic Analysis of Durum Wheat
A recent major achievement in the study of genome structure
of durum wheat is the assembly of 10.45 gigabase (Gb) of
the genome of cultivar Svevo by Maccaferri et al. (2019)
(see Sect. 3.3.2.2. in Chap. 3). This assembly facilitated the
comparison between the genome of ssp. durum and that of
its wild ancestor, ssp. dicoccoides, that was sequenced ear-
lier (Avni et al. 2017) (see Sect. 3.3.2.1. in Chap. 3). The
comparison revealed, and will continue to do so, changes
imposed by the domestication process, by thousands of years
of unconscious and conscious selection under cultivation,
and by modern, scientific based, breeding. Regions
exhibiting strong signatures of genetic divergence associated
with domestication and breeding were widespread in the
durum genome with several major diversity losses in the
pericentromeric regions that occurred during domestication
of wild emmer. The reduction of diversity continued more
moderately, but spread over the genome, during the evolu-
tion of domesticated emmer wheat and that of durum lan-
draces, and, more recently, in modern cultivars as a
consequence of the breeding activity.

The study of the assembled genome of the modern Italian
durum cultivar Svevo by Maccaferri et al. (2019) showed
little evidence of a polyphyletic origin of this subspecies.
Principal component analysis showed a close relationship
between Svevo and a specific group of durum landrace
populations. The observations indicated that two domesti-
cated emmer populations from the southern Levant showed
the closest relationship to all durum wheat landrace

populations, while the modern durum cultivars were mostly
related to two durum wheat landrace populations from North
Africa and Transcaucasia. Landraces of ssp. durum from
Ethiopia, were genetically isolated.

Assembly of the genomes of durum and dicoccoides may
provide a better understanding of how the two durum sub-
genomes, A and B, interact and coordinate their activities. It
may clarify the nature and mode of action of the genetic
mechanism(s) governing cytological and genetic
diploidization in allopolyploid wheats. These are funda-
mental biological questions that may elucidate the reasons
for the evolutionary success of this allotetraploid as well as
of other Triticum and Aegilops allopolyploids.

Assembly of the durum genome will facilitate the
investigation of the genetic control of many agricultural and
nutritional properties in this important crop, via analysis of
genes, their structure, order, control of expression, and
communication with one another. It may lead to the identi-
fication of genes that are responsible for useful traits such as
yield, disease resistance, and nutritional properties, allowing
for their selected for breeding programs. For instance,
Maccaferri et al. (2019) has already identified the gene most
likely responsible for high cadmium (Cd) accumulation in
the grains of modern cultivars, an undesirable gene located
on chromosome 5B, and the recovery of an allele for a low
Cd build up.

During the last several millennia, durum wheat has spread
all over the world, which has been accompanied by
increased diversity driven by unintentional and conscious
selection of adaptive genotypes for different climatic and
edaphic conditions as well as different human tastes. The
main centers of variation of ssp. durum are in southwest
Asia, the Mediterranean basin and Ethiopia. Genetic
improvement of durum wheat began very late and has pro-
ceeded more slowly than that of common wheat. Breeding of
durum wheat is currently concentrating on the simultaneous
improvement of grain yield, disease and insect resistance,
tolerance to abiotic stresses (cold, heat, drought and salt),
grain quality traits, and processing quality traits, including
protein concentration, yellow pigment concentration (high
carotenoids and flavonoids content), gluten strength, semo-
lina milling properties, and pasta cooking quality.

The increase in genetic diversity of ssp. durum is mani-
fested by the large number of varieties and land races. Per-
cival (1921) described more than 60 varieties, based on spike
characteristics, such as awn presence or absence, glume
color (white, red or black), pubescence or glabrousness, awn
color, and grain color and texture. In the monograph by
Dorofeev et al. (1980), durum wheat (as T. durum) is sub-
divided into the ssp. durum and ssp. horanicum Vav., and
about 140 botanical varieties were described, mainly on the
basis of spike and grain characteristics.
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A consensus genetic map presented by Maccaferri et al.
(2014), providing nearly complete genome coverage, as well
as marker density, was used as a reference for genetic
diversity and mapping analyses of ssp. durum. The con-
sensus map provides the basis for high-density single
nucleotide polymorphic (SNP) marker implementation in
durum wheat. Markers previously mapped in hexaploid
wheat constitute a strong link between the two species. But,
differences in marker order and local recombination rate
were observed between the durum and hexaploid wheat
consensus maps.

Seventy SSRs and 234 AFLPs were used to profile a
collection of 58 durum wheat accessions representing the
most important extant breeding programs (Maccaferri et al.
2007). In addition, 42 phenotypic traits, including the mor-
phological characteristics recommended for the distinctness,
uniformity, and stability tests, were recorded. The correla-
tion between the genetic similarities obtained with the two
marker classes was high (r = 0.81), whereas lower correla-
tions were observed between molecular and phenotypic data
(r = 0.46 and 0.56 for AFLPs and SSRs, respectively).
Morphological data, even if sampled in high numbers, lar-
gely failed to describe the pattern of genetic similarity,
according to known pedigree data and the indications pro-
vided by molecular markers.

Levels of genetic diversity and population genetic struc-
ture of a collection of 230 accessions of seven subspecies of
T. turgidum were investigated by Laidò et al. (2013), using
six morphological, nine seed storage protein loci, 26 SSRs
and 970 DArTs. As expected, genetic diversity of the mor-
phological traits and seed storage proteins was always lower
in durum wheat compared to those of wild and domesticated
emmers. The two sets of molecular markers distinguished
durum cultivars from the other free-threshing subspecies of
T. turgidum. The genetic diversity of morphological traits
and seed storage proteins was always lower in the improved
versus older durum cultivars. This marked effect on diversity
was not observed for molecular markers, where there was
only a weak reduction. The SSR markers identified a greater
number of groups within each subspecies as compared to
DArT.

Kabbaj et al. (2017) investigated population structure and
genetic diversity among elites and landraces of durum wheat
collected from 32 countries. A total of 10 sub-populations
were identified, with six bearing modern germplasm and
four constituting landraces of different geographical origins.
Interestingly, genomic comparison between groups indicated
that the Middle East and Ethiopia had the lowest level of
allelic diversity, while breeding programs and landraces
collected outside these regions were the richest in rare
alleles. Further, phylogenetic analysis of landraces indicated
that Ethiopia represents a second center of durum wheat
diversity. Overall, the analyses performed by Kabbaj et al.

(2017) provided a global picture of the current genetic
diversity for this crop and shall guide its targeted use by
breeders.

Durum Products
The large, hard-textured grains of ssp. durum yield
low-gluten flour that creates plastic doughs, contrasting with
the strong elastic doughs obtained from flour of bread wheat.
As a result, durum wheat is less commonly used in bread
making and is especially suitable for making pasta and other
semolina products (Hanelt 2001). Durum breads do exist,
but, in most instances, the doughs contain only a portion of
durum flour and are substantially supplemented with white
bread wheat flours; often, bread wheat flour is high in gluten,
and is necessary to offset the poor contribution of durum
flour to the gluten network. Pure durum breads are often
dense, containing few air bubbles, with relatively little
elastic structure. Most of the durum grown today is amber
durum, the grains of which are amber-colored and larger
than those of other types of wheat. Durum has a yellow
endosperm that gives pasta its color. When milled, the
endosperm is ground into a granular product called
semolina, which is used for premium pastas. In southern
Europe, it is mainly used for pasta, whereas in North Africa,
is used for couscous and in the Levant, for dishes such
as tabbouleh, kubbeh, frikeh and bulgur for pilafs. The
Israeli variant of couscous involves larger pearls of durum
called ptitim in Hebrew. In many Mediterranean countries,
it forms the basis of many soups, gruels, stuffings, pud-
dings and pastries. When ground as fine as flour, it is used
for making bread; in the Middle East, it is used for flat
round breads (pita), and in Europe and elsewhere, it is used
for pizza.

Sayaslan et al. (2012) found that several durum landraces
have the potential to improve high-quality pasta processing
of modern durum cultivars. The seed protein composition
may affect the pasta and semolina quality. SDS-PAGE
analyses were performed to characterize the four seed pro-
tein fractions (albumins, globulins, gliadins, and glutenin
subunits), as well as several proteins from each of the four
subunits of gliadin (a, b, c, and x) in the grains of five bread
wheat and five durum wheat genotypes (Žilić et al. 2011). In
addition, content of tryptophan and wet gluten were ana-
lyzed. It was found that gliadin and glutenin subunits com-
prised from 58.17% to 65.27% and 56.25% to 64.48%,
respectively, of total proteins and, as such, account for both
quantity and quality of the bread and durum wheat grain
proteins. The analysis demonstrated that bread wheat geno-
types had a higher concentration of a + b + c-subunits of
gliadin (on average, 61.54% of extractable proteins) as
compared to durum wheat (above 55% of extractable pro-
teins). Low concentrations of the x-subunit were found in
both bread (0.50–2.53% of extractable proteins) and durum
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(3.65–6.99% of extractable proteins) wheat genotypes. On
average, durum wheat contained significantly higher
amounts of tryptophan and wet gluten (0.163% dry weight
(dw) and 26.96% dw, respectively) than bread wheat
(0.147% dw and 24.18% dw, respectively).

High polymorphism of gliadin alleles was described by
Dukic et al. (2008) in 21 durum wheat cultivars, each
exhibiting different gliadin allelic composition. Gliadin
alleles at the Gli-B1 locus showed the highest positive
connection with gluten contents associating with good glu-
ten quality and water absorption of flour. A great variation in
high molecular weight (HMW) and low molecular weight
(LMW) glutenin subunit was found in landraces compared
to very low one in modern cultivars (Nazco et al. 2014a, b).
The large variation found in landraces proved their potential
value in breeding for gluten quality improvement.

The carotenoid concentration in grains of durum wheat is
a criterion for the assessment of semolina quality, and it is of
particular importance in determining the color of pasta
(Beleggia et al. 2011). Among carotenoids controlling yel-
low color, the presence of b-carotene is also important as
precursors of vitamin A. Blanco et al. (2011) detected the
amount of individual carotenoid compounds (lutein, zeax-
anthin, b-kryptoxanthin, a-carotene and b-carotene) in dif-
ferent durum lines and in segregating populations from
inter-lines crosses. Total yellow pigment concentration
among the durum genotypes was variable in all environ-
ments, but the genotype x environment interaction was not
significant. Carotenoid concentration amounted to 37% of
the yellow pigments, indicating the existence of unknown
color-producing compounds in the durum extracts. Lutein
was the most abundant carotenoid, followed by zeaxanthin,
a-carotene and b-carotene, while b-Kryptoxanthin was a
minor component. The phytoene synthase marker Psy-A1,
150 SSR and EST-SSR markers, and 345 DArT® markers,
were used in search for QTLs affecting the various car-
otenoid compounds. Clusters of QTL for total and/or one or
more carotenoid compounds were detected on chromosomes
2A, 3B, 5A and 7A, where major QTLs for yellow pigment
concentration and yellow index were identified. The
molecular markers associated with major QTLs would be
useful in marker-assisted selection programs, to enhance the
concentrations of carotenoid compounds with high nutri-
tional value in wheat grain.

Grain characteristics that affect the technological quality
of durum wheat, namely, semolina yield and its ability to be
processed into pasta, were defined by Porceddu (1995).
Semolina yield is influenced by a fusion of grade, intrinsic
properties and ash content. Pasta quality can be considered
either from the visual or cooking point of view. The visual
aspect considers pasta color, which is a combination of
yellowness and brownness, the former determined by the
carotenoid content and lipoxygenase activity, while the latter

is attributed to peroxidase and polyphenoxydase. Cooking
quality is associated with gluten properties. Protein content
may account for 30–40% of the variability in cooking
quality, but the protein ratio, i.e., the of gliadin and glutenin
components, has a strong effect on quality.

The very hard texture of durum grains is due to the loss of
the puroindoline genes that were eliminated during the
allopolyploid formation of ssp. dicoccoides, 0.7–0.9 million
years ago (Marcussen et al. 2014). Morris et al. (2011)
described transfer of the puroindoline genes from chromo-
some 5D of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring to ssp. durum cv.
Langdon, using a Langdon 5D(5B) disomic substitution line,
which allowed homoeologous pairing due to the absence of
chromosome 5B that carries the Ph1 gene. Puroindoline
a and puroindoline b were successfully transferred to durum
cv. Svevo, which segregated to soft: heterozygous: very hard
in a 1:2:1 ratio. The final backcross (BC3) Svevo line pro-
duced uniformly soft grains. The transfer of this fundamental
grain property to durum wheat will undoubtedly have an
expansive and profound effect on the way that durum grain
is milled as well as on the products derived from it (Royo
and Abio 2003; Morris et al. 2011).

Importance of Durum Germplasm
Ssp. durum usually has higher yields than other wheats in
areas of low precipitation (250–350 mm per annum). In
districts too dry to support the cultivation of bread wheat,
ssp. durum will yield 2000–4000 kg per hectare. Its growth
is most prosperous, however, in areas with higher annual
rainfall. ssp. durum does not tiller much but grows rapidly
and succeeds best as a spring crop. In regions with mild
winters, it may be sown in autumn, whereas in regions with
freezing winters, it is sown in the spring.

Lines of ssp. durum contain genes conferring resistance
to biotic stresses and tolerance to abiotic stresses. Several
lines show good resistance to powdery mildew (Marone
et al. 2013), stem rust (Klindworth et al. 2007;
Aghaee-Sarbarzeh et al. 2013; Lemma et al. 2014; Nirmala
et al. 2017; Miedaner et al. 2019), leaf rust (Maccaferri et al.
2008; Marone et al. 2009), stripe (yellow) rust (Yahyaoui
et al. 2000; Lin et al. 2018), Septoria tritici (van Ginkel and
Scharen 1988; Ferjaoui et al. 2015; Berraies et al. 2014;
Kidane et al. 2017), Septoria nodorum (Nelson and Gates
1982; Cao et al. 2001), Hessia fly (Amri et al. 1990; El
Bouhssini et al. 1999; Ratcliffe et al. 2002; Bassi et al.
2019), and soil-borne cereal mosaic virus (Vallega and
Rubies-Autonell 1985; Maccaferri et al. 2012). Lines of
durum wheat show tolerance to abiotic stresses such as
drought (Saleeem 2003; Golabadi et al. 2006; Diab et al.
2008; Nouri et al. 2011; Kacem et al. 2017), salt (Royo and
Abió 2003; Borrelli et al. 2011; Kim et al. 2016; Blumenthal
et al. 1995; Sall et al. 2018), and cold (Szűcs et al. 2003;
Longin et al. 2013).
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Yield loss from sawfly (Cephus cinctus Norton) can be
prevented by growing solid-stemmed durum wheat. When
crossing solid-stemmed with hollow-stemmed durum lines,
Clarke et al. (2002a) found that the F1 were solid-stemmed,
and the F2 had three solid-stem to 1 hollow stem plants,
showing that the expression of stem solidness fit the
expected segregation ratios for a single dominant gene.

Clarke et al. (2002b) assessed the effect of low grain
cadmium concentrations on uptake of other elements and on
economic traits, such as yield. Grain yield, test weight,
kernel weight and protein concentration were determined in
five pairs of near-isogenic high/low cadmium durum wheat
lines and their parents that were grown in a randomized
complete block trial, with three replications. Average grain
cadmium concentration differed across years within a given
locations, across locations within a given year, and among
genotypes. The average grain cadmium concentration of the
high-cadmium isolines was approximately double that of the
low-cadmium isolines. Grain concentrations of the other
tested elements were associated with significant genotypic
differences, but the differences were not associated with the
high or low cadmium traits. The low-cadmium allele seemed
to be specific for cadmium, lowering cadmium without
altering concentrations of other elements or affecting eco-
nomic traits. The low-cadmium trait had no significant effect
on average yield, grain protein concentration, test weight, or
kernel weight, as indicated by comparison of the high- and
low-cadmium isolines.

Triticum pyramidale Percival
T. pyramidale Percival (Egyptian cone wheat) was consid-
ered by Miller (1987) as a special form of T. turgidum senso
stricto, but by Mac Key (1966, 1975), as a dense-eared form
of ssp. durum. It is a small race, found only in Egypt and
Ethiopia, and among the earliest wheats (Percival 1921),
with features including short straw, characteristic
yellow-green culm leaves, and pointed grains. Egyptian
Cone Wheat is a small and distinct race confined to Egypt
and Ethiopia. Percival (1921) regarded it as an endemic
dense-spiked mutation derived from the Ethiopian form of
ssp. dicoccon. It is similar to the latter in the pubescence of
its young leaves, yellow-green culm-leaves, short culms,
very early habit, and the shape of its grain, and only differs
from it in having short, dense spikes, with a tough rachis and
free-threshing grain.

10.3.2.7 Ssp. turgidum (Rivet, Cone, or Pollard
Wheat)

T. turgidum ssp. turgidum, known as rivet, cone, pollard, or
branched wheat (Syn.: T. turgidum L.; T. sativum Hackel.),
is a predominantly autogamous plant. It is the tallest of all
wheats, with a culm reaching an average height of about

150 cm (120–180 cm) or more. It is slender but strong,
having six or seven internodes above ground, the upper
internode being curved and, in many forms, solid or filled
with pith, while, when hollow, the culm wall is thick. The
young shoot is prostrate or semi-erect and the culms are
semi-erect or erect. The culm leaves are long and broad, with
both sides covered with short, soft, white hairs. The auricles
are usually fringed, with a few long hairs. The spikes are
simple or branched at base, compact or relatively lax, 7.0–
11.5-cm-long (excluding awns), bearing 19–33 spikelets,
glabrous or pubescent, large, heavy, bending over at matu-
rity, two-rowed, almost always awned, and square or oblong
in section depending upon the laxness of the spike and the
number and size of the grains in each spikelet. The rachis is
tough, non-brittle, smooth, but fringed along its edges, with
white hairs and with white a tuft with 1–2-mm-long hairs at
the base of the spikelets. The individual rachis internodes are
2.5–4.7-mm-long, flattened, narrow and wedge-shaped. The
spikelets are 10–13-mm-long, with 4–7 florets, with the
upper 2 or 3 being sterile. The glumes are broadly lanceolate
or oblong-lanceolate, white, yellow, red, or dark-bluish,
glabrous in some forms and pubescent in others. The glumes
of the lateral spikelets are 8–11-mm-long, shorter or longer
than the lemma, inflated unsymmetrical, and with 5–7 nerves
running from the base to a point close to the apical tooth.
The glumes of the terminal spikelet are ovate and more or
less symmetrical. All glumes are keeled from apex to base,
with an apical tooth 1–1.5-mm-long. In some forms, the
apical tooth is short and blunt, and the lateral nerve in some
forms terminates in a short secondary tooth. The lemmas are
thin, fragile, pale, oval, inflated, without a keel and with 9–
15 fine nerves, which converge at the tip into a terminal,
firm, yellowish-white, red, or black, awn, 10–19-cm-long,
and triangular in section. Several forms shed their awns
when the grain is ripe. As a rule, only the two lower lemmas
of the spikelets bear long awns, while those of the third and
higher flowers are much shorter or altogether missing. The
palea is membranous and shorter than the corresponding
lemma. The caryopsis is free from lemma and palea, white,
yellow, or red in color, large, broad, plump (6.7–
8.37-mm-long, 3.26–4.43-mm-broad, and 3.23–4.1-mm
thick), blunt or truncate at the apex, and with a high dorsal
arch or hump behind the embryo. The embryo is small and
the endosperm is generally opaque and starchy; in few forms
it is flinty.

Ssp. turgidum contains many varieties, which mainly
differ in glume and awn color, glume hairiness, awn pres-
ence or absence, and in spike branching. Genetic diversity of
313 accessions of ssp. turgidum, obtained from different
countries in Europe, Asia, USA, and Australia, was assessed
by analyzing morphological traits and high-molecular
weight glutenin subunits (Carmona et al. 2010a, b). A high
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level of variability was observed; 20 allelic variants were
observed, five in the Glu-A1 loci, two of which were new,
and 15 alleles in the Glu-B1 loci, six of these being novel.
Genetic diversity among accessions of different countries
was considerable, whereas diversity observed within coun-
tries was relatively low. The data indicated a clear decrease
of morphological variability, along with an asymmetric
distribution of the alleles and seed storage protein patterns.

Up until 1950, ssp. turgidum was widely grown in China.
However, later its cultivation areas have been gradually
reduced and, currently, most turgidum landraces are only
preserved in germplasm banks. C-banding analysis revealed
more genetic variations in Chinese landraces of
ssp. turgidum than in those of common wheat and in other
tetraploid wheats (Dou and Chen 2003). Likewise, Li et al.
(2006), using SSR markers, investigated the genetic diver-
sity and genetic relationships among 48 accessions of T.
turgidum, including 30 ssp. turgidum, 7 ssp. durum, 4
ssp. carthlicum, 3 ssp. paleocolchicum, 2 ssp. turanicum,
and 2. ssp. polonicum. A total of 97 alleles were detected at
16 SSR loci. The genetic diversity among the ssp. turgidum
accessions from Gansu, China, was higher than among those
from Sichuan and Shanxi, China. Similarly, Wei et al.
(2008), using EST-SSR markers and analysis of molecular
variance (AMOVA), investigated 68 accessions of
ssp. turgidum landraces, originating from four geographic
areas in China. They noted that 92.5% of the total variations
was attributed to genetic variations between accessions from
the same area, whereas only 7.5% of the variations were
among accessions from different areas.

Oliveira et al. (2012) used nuclear SSRs (nuSSRs),
chloroplast SSRs (cpSSRs), insertion site-based polymor-
phisms (ISBPs) and functional markers in expressed genes to
investigate genetic diversity and population structure in
landraces of several subspecies of T. turgidum in the
Mediterranean basin, including wild and domesticated
emmer, ssp. turgidum and durum. Wild emmer was the most
diverse of all subspecies (gene diversity of 0.833), followed
by domesticated emmer (gene diversity of 0.708) and
ssp. turgidum (gene diversity of 0.682), while ssp. durum
from northwest African was the least diverse (gene diversity
of 0.546).

Most naked tetraploid wheats are likely of relatively
recent origin and deviate in only a few characteristics from
ssp. durum, its closely-related subspecies (Mac Key 1966;
Morris and Sears 1967). It differs from ssp. durum by its
softer grain, its somewhat taller stature, and branched spikes,
in several forms. Transitional forms between the two sub-
species also exist. The time of origin of ssp. turgidum is
unclear. Due to the difficulty of distinguishing grains of
ssp. turgidum from those of ssp. durum and bread wheat,
grains described as those of ssp. turgidum found in deposits

of Neolithic and Bronze sites, should be considered with
caution.

One of the first accurate descriptions of ssp. turgidum was
given by botanists in the first half of the sixteenth century,
when this taxon was grown in small areas in southern
European countries. Because of its relatively high yield
when grown under suitable conditions (Percival 1921), its
popularity increased and during the 16th, 17th, and eigh-
teenth centuries, it was also cultivated in England and
Central Europe (Germany and northern France). During this
period, ssp. turgidum was designated Rivet, Cone, or Pollard
wheats. However, in the second half of the nineteenth cen-
tury, its cultivation area was greatly reduced. Currently,
ssp. turgidum is mainly grown in the countries bordering the
Mediterranean, namely, Spain, Portugal, and Italy. Several,
forms are grown, to a lesser degree, in Bulgaria, Greece,
Turkey, northern Iraq, southern Iran, western Georgia,
Azerbaijan, and in smaller amounts in Central Asia, and
possibly also in Ethiopia and India. It is grown on small
scales in Algeria, South Africa, Australia, China, Canada,
USA, Chili, and Argentina.

The productive power of most varieties of ssp. turgidum
is greater than that of any other subspecies of tetraploid
wheat when growing conditions are suitable and climate
allows a long growing period for the crop. Their high
grain-yielding capacity is correlated with a long vegetative
period, leading to an abundance of green-assimilating tissue.
Moreover, the number of spikelets on each spike is usually
greater among varieties of ssp. turgidum than among the
varieties of bread wheat. Their tall straw is strong, the crop
rarely lodges, and the stiff awned ears are not readily dam-
aged by birds, deer, and other herbivores. ssp. turgidum
contains some varieties that can be cultivated as winter
wheat, but the majority of its varieties are cultivated as
spring wheats. It grows well on light (sandy), medium
(loamy) and heavy (clay) soils and prefers well-drained soil.
ssp. turgidum also has the capacity to grow in poor soils,
shows a strong weed competitiveness and a good resistance
to diseases. Yet, compared to modern cultivars of durum and
bread wheat, the varieties of ssp. turgidum occupy the fields
during a relatively long period, have a late heading and a
modest yield (from 2 to 2.5 tons per hectare).

Ssp. turgidum is less suitable for bread making because of
its poor physical quality (elasticity and extensibility) and
reduced gluten content. Loaves of bread made from
ssp. turgidum flour are more or less dense and non-porous,
and of small volume when compared with loaves made from
the same weight of dough prepared from the “strong” flour
of certain varieties of T. aestivum. Most ssp. turgidum
varieties have a soft, opaque, starchy endosperm, which
yields “weak” flour, suited to the requirements of the biscuit,
porridge, and pasta industries.
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Percival (1921) assumed that ssp. turgidum has the
characteristics of a hybrid race. According to him, the long
growing period, number of culm leaves, velvety leaf surface,
plant height, surface, and pithy interior of its straw, spike
density, as well as the frequent occurrence of branched
spikes, indicate a close relationship between ssp. turgidum
and the tall European forms of ssp. dicoccon. Several forms
suggest affinity with ssp. durum, while others appear to be
allied with T. aestivum. Its affinity with the European emmer
can be traced by the morphological characteristics and habit.
The two taxa agree in the characteristic pubescence of their
young leaves. Both have tall, solid, or nearly solid, culms,
and spikes with spikelets very regularly arranged along the
rachis. They tiller very little and have a similar late-ripening
period. Moreover, the tendency to produce branched spikes
is strongly evident in these two taxa and rare in others. The
square spike of ssp. turgidum, its many-flowered spikelets,
and plump, blunt-ended grains are characteristics derived
from the dense-spiked ssp. compactum or ssp. aestivum
parent, while the dorsal hump of the grain is derived from
the emmer parent.

Despite this, Oliveira et al. (2012), using several types of
molecular markers, found that while wild and domesticated
emmer is genetically distinct from ssp. durum and turgidum,
the latter two share a common gene pool and are almost
genetically indistinguishable. Differences in key genes
between turgidum and durum have not been identified or
quantified and it is debatable if the differences in phenotype
are sufficient to classify them as different taxa. Conse-
quently, Oliveira et al. (2012) classified turgidum and durum
as varieties of the same subspecies, each with distinct mor-
phological characteristics. Likewise, Morris and Sears
(1967) assumed that the turgidum group differs little from
the durum group, and that there exist transitional forms
between the two types, as reported by Watkins (1940).
However, following van Slageren (1994), who thought that
the morphological differences between the two justify their
separation, we prefer to maintain ssp. turgidum and
ssp. durum as separate subspecies of T. turgidum.

Considering the strong genetic similarity between turgi-
dum and durum, demonstrated in all the marker systems
used, Oliveira et al. (2012) suggested that the two subspecies
originated from a common domesticated ancestor. Their
distinct adaptation to specific conditions as they were
introduced into Europe could have yielded landrace varieties
with distinct morphological characteristics, such as the dis-
tinct head form in turgidum or its higher tolerance to cold
and humidity in comparison with ssp. durum. Yet, Oliveira
et al. (2012) thought that these selective pressures were
apparently not sufficiently strong to create a distinct genetic
pool between the two. They proposed, based on the con-
siderable difference between the hulled emmer and the naked
turgidum and durum, that naked wheats evolved from a

small number of hulled tetraploid genotypes, and have been
in relative reproductive isolation since their spread into
Europe and North Africa during the Neolithic Age. Never-
theless, the data of Oliveira et al. (2012) do not negate the
possibility that ssp. turgidum developed from ssp. durum
under different cultivation conditions.

10.3.2.8 Ssp. polonicum (L) Thell. (Polish Wheat)
T. turgidum ssp. polonicum (L) Thell., known as Polish
wheat, (Syn.: T. polonicum L.; T. levissimum Haller; T.
maximum Vill.; T. glaucum Moench: T, turgidum grex
polonicum Bowden; T. turgidum ssp. turgidum convar.
polonicum Mk; Gigachilon polonicum Seidl.; Deina polo-
nica Alef.) is a subspecies that was discovered by the sci-
entific world last of all the subspecies of T. turgidum.
Evidence of its existence was not obtained before the first
half of the seventeenth century (Percival 1921). Its name, T.
polonicum, was given to this taxon since it was first
described after a specimen obtained from the Botanic Gar-
den at Leyden, Poland, but the origin of the name and the
early connection of the wheat with Poland is obscure. There
is no evidence that it was grown in Poland before 1870
(Percival 1921). In fact, it would be more appropriate to call
it Galician wheat. When giving the name T. polonicum,
Linnaeus (1753) confused Galicia (a region of Spain) with
Galicia (a region of Poland and Ukraine).

Ssp. polonicum is a predominantly autogamous plant. It is
one of the tallest wheats, with culms usually reaching a
height of 100–160 cm. The upper internode is generally
solid, while the lower ones are hollow. The plants tiller very
little (three or four tillers per plant), and the shoots are erect.
The culm leaves are glabrous or pubescent, bluish-green in
color, and with smooth surfaces, like those of ssp. durum.
The upper culm leaves are 2-cm-broad, with small auricles.
The spikes are very long, 10–16-cm-long (excluding awns),
narrow, very lax, almost square in cross-section, with a
tough, non-brittle rachis, two-rowed, and awned. It bears
19–23 spikelets, with three or four of the lower ones being
rudimentary. In some forms, the spike is compact, short, 7–
9-cm-long, and oblong in cross-section. The rachis is flat,
narrow and wedge-shaped, each about 1.5-mm-wide at the
base and 3-mm-wide at the top, fringed with hairs on the
sides, and with a frontal tuft of hairs 2–2.5-mm-long at the
base of each spikelet. The spikelets are large, flat, 3–
4-cm-long, and consisting of four or five flowers, of which
two (or three) produce grain, while the others are sterile. The
glumes are delicate, with a glaucous color, glabrous or
pubescent, long, lanceolate and narrow, 2–4-cm-long,
extending beyond the rest of the spikelet, keeled from the
apex to the base, and with a short apical tooth; the second
tooth is very short or absent. The lemmas of the two lowest
flowers are 2–3-cm-long, the upper ones being much shorter,
boat-shaped, rounded on the back and with 15–17 nerves.
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Their membranous edges are fringed with short hairs, bear a
coarse awn, which is 7–12-cm-long, and white or black. The
awns of the upper lemmas are either very short, not more
than about 5-mm-long, or absent. The palea are only 1.2–
1.5-cm-long, lanceolate, with a slightly divided tip, and
possess 4 nerves. The grains, are free-threshing, long and
narrow, 11–12-mm-long and 4-mm-broad, i.e., the largest of
all wheats, narrow, and yellowish-white or pale red, with a
flinty endosperm (Fig. 10.3c).

The typical form of ssp. polonicum is strikingly different
from all other subspecies of T. turgidum, in that it possesses
large ears with long, narrow, papery, somewhat loose
glumes of a glaucous color, which extend beyond the rest of
the spikelet. A large number of ssp. polonicum varieties have
been described. The majority are not currently cultivated and
do not appear to have been grown, except for in Botanic
Gardens. Percival (1921) recognized only three varieties that
are currently found in cultivated fields, namely, levissimum
Körn. (white glumes, glabrous, long awn, quadrate ear,
white grain), villosum Körn. (white glumes, pubescent, long
awns, quadrate ear), and Martinari Körn. (white glumes,
pubescent, long awns, flattened ears, white grain).

According to Percival (1921) ssp. polonicum is a muta-
tion of ssp. durum. He considered the only point of differ-
ence, namely the excessively long, thin glumes, as a
hereditary teratological variation. Percival reported on sev-
eral specimens of ssp. durum from India with elongated
glumes, suggestive of incipient polonicum. Körnicke (in
Percival 1921) claimed that he obtained from Upper Egypt a
specimen that looked like a transition type between durum
and polonicum.

Ssp. polonicum is a rather minor, primitive, durum-like,
spring wheat subspecies. It is sporadically Kwiatek grown,
not prolific, and of marginal importance in the contemporary
grain market (Kwiatek et al. 2016). ssp. polonicum requires
hot climate and well-drained soils for satisfactory growth. It
is cultivated on small scales in several countries bordering
the Mediterranean (Algeria, Spain, Italy, and Turkey), in
eastern and southern Europe (European Russia, and
Ukraine), in Transcaucasia (Armenia, Azerbaijan, Georgia),
in central Asia (Kazakhstan, Kyrgyzstan, and Turkmenistan)
and in Ethiopia. It is also grown to a limited degree in the
USA and Argentina. In several countries, it is grown prin-
cipally for plant breeding, while in others, it is grown for its
edible seed, and in the Mediterranean, also for cereals, and
macaroni but not for bread. The straw is used for fuel,
thatching, and as a mulch in the garden. Wiwart et al. (2013)
compared morphometric parameters such as plant height,
spike length, spike density, grain weight per spike and single
kernel weight, and some chemical properties of the grain,
i.e., protein, ash, fat, crude fiber, minerals and mycotoxins
content, in nine lines of ssp. polonicum with Kamut wheat (a
variety of T. turgidum ssp. turnicum) and two common

wheat cultivars. The average height of the polonicum lines
was 109.8 cm, considerably greater than that of common
wheat (88.8 cm), and Kamut wheat (89.3 cm). The average
length and density of polonicum spikes did not differ sig-
nificantly from those of bread wheat, yet the differences
between lines were considerable. The shortest spikes were
observed in Kamut (5.98 cm), and the most-dense spikes
were reported in the polonicum P-4 line (22.7 spikelets per
10 cm of rachis). The highest grain weight per spike was
reported in one cultivar of bread wheat (2.17 g), in Kamut
(1.90 g), and in the polonicum lines (1.35–1.78 g) and
exceeded those of the high-yielding second cultivar of bread
wheat (1.31 g). Like Oliver et al. (2008), Wiwart et al.
(2013) also found that lines of ssp. polonicum possess
moderate to high levels of resistance against Fusarium head
blight.

Concerning the chemical properties of the grain, Wiwart
et al. (2013) reported that the grains of ssp. polonicum were
characterized by a significantly higher average protein
(16.61%) and ash (2.14%) content than the grains of bread
wheat (13.87% and 1.73%, respectively). The common
wheat cultivars had considerably higher concentrations of fat
and dietary fiber than polonicum and Kamut. In comparison
with bread wheat, the grains of the examined polonicum lines
had significantly more phosphorous, sulfur, magnesium,
copper, calcium, zinc, iron and molybdenum and contained
significantly less aluminum and strontium. Similarly, Bień-
kowska et al. (2019) found that ssp. polonicum grain is
characterized by a significantly high content of phosphorus
(4.55 g/kg), sulfur (1.82 g/kg), magnesium (1.42 g/kg), zinc
(49.5 mg/kg), iron (39.1 mg/kg) and boron (0.56 mg/kg).
Hence, the nutrient profile of most ssp. polonicum lines
differs completely from that of bread and durum wheat. More
specifically, seven lines of ssp. polonicum had the highest
content of copper, iron and zinc, and the lowest concentra-
tions of strontium, aluminum and barium, which are unde-
sirable in food products, providing a particularly beneficial
micronutrient profile (Bieńkowska et al. 2019). These data
show that ssp. polonicummay constitute an important genetic
resource for improving the nutritive value and resistance to
Fusarium head blight of durum and bread wheat (Wiwart
et al. 2013; Bieńkowska et al. 2019).

Biffen (1905) was the first to study the genetic control of
glume length by making reciprocal crosses between
ssp. polonicum (long glumes) and ssp. turgidum (short
glumes). In F2, he observed a long:intermediate:short glumes
ratio of 1:2:1, showing that only one gene determines this
trait and that the long-glume allele is not dominant over the
short glume allele. These observations were corroborated by
data collected by Engledow (1920), crossing ssp. polonicum
x ssp. durum var. Kubanka, and also showed that glume
length bears some definite relationship with grain length, and
thus, is of economic significance.
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In accord with the above, Matsumura (1950) observed in
F2 of crosses involving ssp. polonicum, dicoccoides, and
carthlicum (formerly T. persicum), that the long glume trait
is controlled by one allele (P), which is dominant on the
short glume allele (p). He reported that the P locus is linked
to the red coleoptile locus (Rc), with a cross-over value of
20.3%. Rc genes are known to be located on the homoeol-
ogous group 7 chromosomes (McIntosh et al. 1998). In
agreement with these results, Watanabe et al. (1996),
Watanabe (1999), used telosomic mapping to locate P,
designated by them as P1, on the long arm of chromosome
7A, 9.8 cM from the centromere. Moreover, Watanabe et al.
(1996) noted a link between the P1 gene and the chlorina
gene CDd6 (cn-A1d; Klindworth et al. 1995, 1997), further
suggesting that P1 is located on chromosome 7A. Further-
more, crosses between a near isogenic line of ssp. durum cv.
LD222 carrying P1, with the durum cultivar Langdon
(LDN) and the LDN D genome substitution lines, LDN 7D
(7A) and LDN 7D(7B), corroborated the location of P1 on
7A. Segregation for the long glume trait in the F2 of
LDN/P-LD222 and LDN 7D(7B)/P-LD222 was normal
(3:1) and indicated that the P1 gene was not on chromosome
7B. The location of P1 on 7AL was confirmed by Koval
(1999), Efremova et al. (2001).

The Chinese wheat landrace, Xinjiang rice wheat (T.
aestivum ssp. aestivum var. petropavlovskyi (=T. petro-
pavlovskyi Udacz. et Migusch.), was found in 1948, in the
agricultural areas of the west part of Talimu basin, Xinjiang,
China. This taxon is characterized by long glumes. Watan-
abe and Imamura (2002) introduced the gene for long glume
from var. petropavlovskyi into the LD222 cultivar of
ssp. durum and found that it is controlled by a gene located
on chromosome 7A. The gene was located approximately
12.45 cM from the centromere on the long arm of 7A.
Consequently, Watanabe and Imamura (2002) considered
the gene for long glume from var. petropavlovskyi an allele
of the P1 locus and designated it P1a. It was suggested that
var. petropavlovskyi originated from either a natural hybrid
between T. aestivum and ssp. polonicum or a natural point
mutation of T. aestivum (Chen et al. 1985; Watanabe and
Imamura 2002).

A second gene for elongated glumes (P2) has been
identified in var. ispahanicum (Watanabe 1999). The Ispa-
han emmer wheat, ssp. dicoccon var. ispahanicum, (= T.
ispahanicum Heslot), is a hulled taxon that was discovered
in Ispahan, Iran, in 1957, by the French expedition of
Vinnot-Bourgen, and was considered by Miller (1987) to be
a variety of ssp. dicoccon. This wheat has a long glume and a
more-slender spike than ssp. polonicum. Watanabe (1999),
using a near-isogenic line that carries the P2 gene of var.
ispahanicum, located this gene on chromosome arm 7BL,
approximately 36.5 cM from the cn-B1 locus, which con-
trols the chlorina trait (Klindworth et al. 1995, 1997) and

approximately 40 cM from the centromere. The location of
P2 approximately 29.6 cM from the purple color gene (Pc)
(McIntosh et al. 1998), provided additional evidence that the
order of loci was cn-B1, and that var. ispahanicum origi-
nated following a mutation of a gene affecting glume length
on chromosome 7B of ssp. dicoccon.

The most pronounced elongated glumes are present in
ssp. polonicum, reaching a length of up to 40 mm, compared
to 5–8 mm in normal wheats (Dorofeev et al. 1980). Less
pronounced glume elongation is present in the tetraploid
subspecies of T. turgidum, turanicum and durum convar.
falcatum and in the hexaploid taxon T. aestivum ssp. aes-
tivum var, petropavlovskyi. Wang et al. (2002) mapped the
respective genes that determine glume length in these taxa,
using wheat microsatellite markers. In ssp. polonicum and
hexaploid var. petropavlovskyi, loci conferring long glume
were mapped near the centromere on the long arm of
chromosome 7A. These two loci were designated by Wang
et al. (2002), P-Apol1 (currently P1) and P-Apet1 (currently
P1a), respectively. It was shown that both are probably
homoeoallelic to each other and to the P2 gene of var.
ispahanicum on the long arm of chromosome 7B. The loci
determining elongated glumes in ssp. turanicum and ssp.
durum conv. falcatum are not homoeologous to the P loci
in the centromeric region of group 7 chromosomes (Wang
et al. 2002).

Pan et al. (2007), using SDS-PAGE, assessed genetic
diversity in ssp. polonicum by analyzing gliadins and high
molecular weight glutenin subunits in 72 accessions from 23
countries. High genetic variability was observed in both
types of storage proteins. Diversity indices (H) at Glu-B1
loci (0.659) were much higher than in Glu-A1 loci (0.271).
Variation in these proteins was associated with their geo-
graphic origins.

Watanabe (1994) studying near-isogenic lines of ssp. du-
rum cv. LD222 carrying the P1 gene, derived from crosses
involving ssp. polonicum, reported that the long glume trait,
controlled by the P1 gene, which resulted in a large photo-
synthetic area, tended to increase the main culm dominance,
and plant height, resulting in declined grain yield and harvest
index.

Biffen (1905), Engledow (1920), crossing ssp. polonicum
x ssp. turgidum and durum, showed that glume length has
some definite relation to grain length, and thus, appeared to
be of economic significance. In this respect, Millet and
Pinthus (1984) assumed that long glumes may allow grain
growth by preventing the effect of penetrating light to the
flower cavity. They found that removal of organs that
exposed the developing wheat grain to increased light
intensity, resulted in a reduction in grain size. The restriction
in grain growth was already apparent two weeks after
anthesis. Covering the treated spikes with opaque bags
restored grain growth.
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Like all other subspecies of T. turgidum, ssp. polonicum
is also a tetraploid taxon, with 2n = 4x = 28 chromosomes
and genome BBAA. Nakajima (1955) observed 0–3 biva-
lents and 15–21 univalents in meiotic first metaphase of F1
hybrids from the cross ssp. polonicum x Secale africanum.
He concluded that the bivalents resulted from autosyndesis
between the chromosomes of the AB subgenomes of
ssp. polonicum and not from pairing between the chromo-
somes of the two taxa.

10.3.2.9 Ssp. turanicum (Jakubz.) Löve and Löve
(Khorassan Wheat)

T. turgidum ssp. turanicum (Jakubz.) Löve & Löve, known
as Khorassan wheat or Oriental wheat [Syn.: T. turanicum
Jakubz.; T. orientale Percival; T. percivalii Hubb. ex
Schiem.; T. percivalanum Parodi; T. turgidum grex turan-
icum (Jakubz.) Bowden; T. turgidum ssp. turgidum conva.
turanicum (Jakubz.) MK; T. georgicum convar. turanicum
(Jakubz.) Mandy; T. durum ssp. turanicum L. B. Cai;
Gigachilon polonicum ssp. turanicum (Jakubz,) Á. Löve] is
a predominantly autogamous, 66–110-cm-tall plant, with an
upper internode that is either solid or hollow with thick
walls. The young shoots are erect, with very narrow pub-
escent leaves. The plants tiller very little and the straw is
thin. The spikes are very long, narrow, very lax, almost
square in cross-section, with a tough non-brittle rachis, 10–
11.5-cm-long (excluding awns), two-rowed, and awned. The
rachis sides are fringed with white hairs, and there is a
conspicuous frontal tuft below each spikelet. The rachis
internodes are narrow and wedge-shaped, each about
1.5-mm-wide at the base and 3-mm-wide at the top. The
spikelets (15–20 per spike) are 15–17-mm-long, and with 2–
3 grains. The glumes are delicate, white, pubescent, large,
12–15 mm-long, keeled from the apex to the base, with a
short apical tooth, and prominent lateral nerve. The lemma
bears a coarse awn, which scabrid to the base, 14–
16-cm-long, and white or black. The grains are
free-threshing, very long (10.5–12 mm), narrow, twice the
size of modern wheat kernels, with a thousand-kernel weight
up to 60 g, white to amber in color and flinty, with a short
brush, resembling those of ssp. polonicum. This wheat
grown in spring, is early in maturity and resistant to several
fungal diseases.

ssp. turanicum, Khorasan wheat (Khorasan refers to a
region in northeast of Iran, Afghanistan and central Asia,
where this subspecies was cultivated) contains two varieties,
differing only in the color of their awns (white or black). It is
a small, ancient race of the free-threshing subspecies of T.
turgidum. Khorasan wheat was probably continuously cul-
tivated on small scales and for personal use, in Near East,
Central Asia, and northern Africa (Vavilov 1951). In these
areas, it was grown mostly as an admixture in durum wheat
fields, seldom in pure sowing. Currently, Khorasan wheat is

grown on a small scale in Europe and the Middle East,
mainly for special bread, and in central Asia, mainly as food
for livestock (camels). Approximately 6500 ha of Khorasan
wheat, mostly cultivar Kamut, were cultivated worldwide in
2006, mainly in north-central Montana, USA, and southern
Saskatchewan and southeast Alberta, Canada (Brester et al.
2009).

The origin of the cultivar Kamut is accompanied by a
mystical story, namely, a USA airman claimed to have taken
a handful of grains from a stone box in a tomb near Dashare,
Egypt (Quinn 1999). Wheat grains usually lose their ger-
mination ability few years after harvest, and therefore, it is
unfeasible that seeds several thousands of years old will
germinate. It is more likely that someone put fresh seeds in
the tomb or that making of such a story furnishes some
mysterious sense to the origin of Kamut. In any case, Kamut
(an ancient Egyptian word for wheat) was developed in
Montana, USA, and appeared on the market about 35 years
ago. In 1990, the US Department of Agriculture recognized
the grain as a protected cultivar, which was given the official
name ‘QK-77’. Kamut yield is less than that of standard
cultivars of spring wheats (Stallknecht et al. 1996).

Cultivar Kamut contains some nutritional, health, and
taste advantages over modern wheat varieties, but lacks
some of their agronomic advantages (Brester et al. 2009).
The average yield of cv. Kamut is very low (1.1–1.3 t/ha),
approximately 1/3 that of durum wheat. Its grain is twice the
size of that of modern-day wheat and is known for its rich
nutty flavor. Grains of Khorasan wheat contain a high pro-
tein content (15%), several B vitamins and minerals, such as
iron, zinc, magnesium, manganese, phosphorus and potas-
sium, and soluble and insoluble fibers (Brester et al. 2009;
Abdel-Haleen et al. 2012). Kamut grains can be either
directly consumed or milled into flour, which can be found
in breads, bread mixes, breakfast cereals, cookies, waffles,
pancakes, bulgur, baked goods, pastas, drinks, beer and
snacks (Brester et al. 2009). Sofi et al. (2013) examined the
effect of a Kamut diet on cardiovascular risk parameters by
conducting a randomized, single-blinded cross-over trial
with two intervention phases on 22 healthy subjects (14
females; 8 males). Their results suggested that a diet with
Kamut products could be effective in reducing metabolic risk
factors, markers of both oxidative stress and inflammatory
status.

ssp. turanicum is a tetraploid taxon, a free-threshing
subspecies of T. turgidum. It is considered to be an ancient
taxon of this species. With respect to ear form and grain
length, it closely resembles some of the varieties of
ssp. polonicum (Percival 1921). But, although it is
long-grained, ssp. turanicum lacks the long glumes of
ssp. polonicum. Khlestkina et al. (2006), studying the tax-
onomic classification of Kamut and ssp. turanicum, pre-
sented genetic evidence from DNA fingerprinting that
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ssp. turanicum is perhaps a natural hybrid between ssp.
durum and ssp. polonicum. They investigated the taxonomic
placement of Kamut using micro-satellite genotyping. In
total, 89 accessions of 13 tetraploid wheat species, including
ssp. turanicum and Kamut, were genotyped. Kamut clus-
tered together with three accessions of, ssp. polonicum and
three of ssp. durum, indicating the genetic proximity of
ssp. turanicum (including Kamut) to ssp. durum and
ssp. polonicum.

10.3.2.10 Ssp. carthlicum (Nevski in Kom.)
Á. Löve and D. Löve (Persian Wheat)

T. turgidum ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Á. Löve and D. Löve,
known as dika wheat, Persian wheat, Persian black wheat,
[Syn.: T. carthlicum Nevski; T. persicum Vavilov ex Zhuk.;
T. dicoccum var. persicum Perciv.; T. persicum (Boiss.)
Aitch. & Hemsl.; T. ibericum Menabde; T. paradoxum
Parodi; T. carthlicum grex carthlicum (Nevski) Bowden; T.
turgidum ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) MK; T. turgidum convar.
carthlicum (Nevski) Morris & Sears: T. georgicum convar.
carthlicum (Nevski) Mandy: Gigachilon polonicum
ssp. carthlicum (Nevski) Á. Löve] is an autogamous plant.
Its young shoots are erect and young leaves pubescent, its
straw is thin, of medium height (104 cm), solid or hollow
with thick walls and with hairy nodes. Its rachis is narrow,
spike lax, narrow, 9-cm-long, square in cross-section, and
with 19–20 spikelets, each with 2–3 red grains. Glumes bear
a single awn, 3–4 cm in length. The lemma is white at the
bottom and dark brown at the top, with an 8–11-cm-long
awn. Grains are flinty and reddish, the apex is blunt,
6.5-mm-long, 3-mm-broad, and 2.9-mm-thick. The plant
flowers very late and grows in the spring (Fig. 10.3d).

Ssp. carthlicum was found in Transcaucasia and was first
referred to as a separate species, T. persicum Vav, by Vav-
ilov (1918), who believed it originated in Iran. This peculiar
species morphologically resembles hexaploid wheat, T.
aestivum ssp. aestivum, but is biologically and cytologically
related to tetraploid wheats (Jakubziner 1959). Later, it was
found that this tetraploid taxon was not exclusive to Iran, as
it was discovered by Zhukovsky (1923) in Georgia, and by
other in Armenia, Azerbaijan, Dagestan, and Turkey
(Jakubziner 1959).

The epithet was renamed by Nevski as Triticum carth-
licum Nevski (Nevski 1934), with original publication in
Komarov VL (ed.), Fl. URSS 2: 688 (1934), replacing T.
persicum Vavilov ex Zhuk., which is illegitimate because
the name T. persicum (Boiss.) Aitch. & Hemsl. was awarded
to another taxon now included in the genus Aegilops, i.e.,
Ae. persicum Boiss. (Now recognized as a variety of Ae.
triuncialis namely, var. persica (Boiss.) Eig). More recent
names given to this taxon such as T. ibericum Men.
(1940) and T. paradoxum Parodi (1940), ought to be
rejected (Jakubziner 1959).

ssp. carthlicum is an endemic domesticated wheat from
the Caucasus-Trans-Caucasus region, grown in pure stands
or, more commonly, in mixture with domesticated emmer,
durum, or bread wheat, confined to mountainous regions in
Georgia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, Dagestan, northern Ossetia,
northwestern Iran, northern Iraq and northeastern Turkey
(Dorofeev 1968; Hanelt 2001).

The study of Dekaprelevich (1925) showed that this
subspecies, which was previously considered more or less
ecologically homogenous, is actually divided into two dif-
ferent ecotypes: the mountainous-forest ecotype (forma
caucasionis dika) and the mountainous-steppe ecotype
(forma dzhavachetica dika). The former is distributed in
elevations of 900–1400 m above sea level and is represented
by a late-ripening, moisture-loving, black-spiked variety.
The latter is adapted to a higher elevation of 1400–2100 m
above sea level and is chiefly represented by early-ripening,
and white- or red-spiked varieties. Dorofeev (1968) descri-
bed two varieties of ssp. carthlicum in Armenia, vars.
Stramineum and rubiginosum.

Variation in spike color of ssp. carthlicum, namely, black,
red and white, was found in Georgia and Daghestan, but, in
Armenia, only types with white or red ears occur (Dorofeev
1968). The various forms have a spring habit, and are tol-
erant to low temperatures (Dorofeev 1968).

A sample of 74 accessions of ssp. carthlicum were scored
for 46 characteristics using numerical analysis (Vieira 1985).
The study enabled the recognition of three morphological
distinguishable groups in this subspecies. The data provide
supportive evidence for the recognition of var. rubiginosum
Zhuk. and var. fuliginosum Zhuk. as distinct taxa. However,
recognition of var. stramineum Zhuk. based on spike color
could not be achieved. Variation patterns in ssp. carthlicum
suggested that geographical distance and taxonomic distance
between populations are associated. SDS-PAGE analysis of
the HMW glutenin subunits in the 74 carthlicum accessions
provided identical HMW glutenin subunits profile, indicat-
ing a monophyletic origin of ssp. carthlicum. The lack of
variability also suggests its recent origin. This interpretation
seems to favor the hypothesis that ssp. carthlicum is a young
form derived from a cross between a free-threshing and a
tetraploid wheat.

Interspecific relationship studies involving the subspecies
of T. turgidum were conducted using iso-enzymatic char-
acters located in dry mature seeds (Asins and Carbonell
1986b). Studies of peroxidases in the embryo and alkaline
phosphatase in the endosperm showed no variation in these
two enzymes in ssp. carthlicum which, in turn, showed no
new enzymatic pattern for that had not been observed in wild
emmer, ssp. dicoccoides. Hence, from all the subspecies of
T. turgidum, the closest relationship was found between
ssp. carthlicum and ssp. dicoccoides, suggesting the origin
of the former from the latter (Asins and Carbonell 1986b).
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ssp. carthlicum is very morphologically distinct from the
other free-threshing subspecies of T. turgidum, namely,
durum, turgidum, turanicum, and polonicum. Watkins
(1928, 1940) reported that while ssp. carthlicum is charac-
terized by non-keeled round glumes, and possesses the
recessive k allele, all the other tetraploid wheats had keeled
glumes, and the dominant K allele. Following Watkins
(1928, 1940), many wheat geneticists, e. g., Mac Key
(1954a, 1966, 1975; Morris and Sears 1967) assumed that
only in this tetraploid subspecies is the free-threshing trait
determined by the Q factor, as in hexaploid wheats, while in
other tetraploids, this trait is determined by another genetic
system. Mac Key (1954a), using irradiation experiments,
found that the free-threshing, non-keeled glumes and rachis
toughness traits of ssp. carthlicum are, in fact, controlled by
one factor, i.e., the same as the square-head gene Q, while all
other free-threshing tetraploids possess the q allele (Mac
Key 1954a, 1966, 1975). These traits in the other tetraploid
wheats were assumed to be controlled by a different gene
system than Q, i.e., a polygenic system (Mac Key 1966,
1975). Another striking feature of ssp. carthlicum is its
awned glumes, with all the spikelets displaying four awns,
one on each of the two glumes and one on each of the
lemmas of the two lower flowers. As it looks very much like
hexaploid T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, ssp. carthlicum was
classified at first as a hexaploid species, T. persicum Vav.
(Vavilov 1918). Only later, on account of its chromosome
number (2n = 28), and the high sterility of its F1 hybrid with
T. aestivum, ssp. carthlicum was recognized to be a tetra-
ploid taxon (Schiemann 1948). The very restricted distri-
bution area of ssp. carthlicum to the mountainous regions of
Caucasia and Trans-Caucasia and surroundings countries
(Zhukovsky 1923; Vavilov and Jakushkina 1925) align with
its recent origin, presumably by hybridization between an
unknown tetraploid and a hexaploid of the aestivum group
(Mac Key 1954a, 1966, 1975; Morris and Sears 1967).
Alternatively, it may be an offspring of a mutation in an
emmer–like ancestor (Hanelt 2001). Mac Key (1966)
assumed that the Q gene was transferred to hexaploid wheat
from carthlicum, with the latter being involved in the for-
mation of hexaploids via hybridization with Ae. tauschii, the
donor of the D subgenome. Alternatively, spelt-type hex-
aploid wheat was first formed and then crossed with carth-
licum, producing the free-threshing hexaploids. On the other
hand, if Q evolved on the hexaploid level, carthlicum must
be considered a much younger type, originating from a cross
of Q-hexaploid x q-emmer (Vavilov 1926).

Free-threshing tetraploid types evolved from the
dicoccoides-dicoccum group but through two different genic
systems (Mac Key 1966 1975). Carthlicum (cf. Jakubziner
1959) is the only free-threshing tetraploid endemic to
Transcaucasia. It resembles the 6x ssp. aestivum wheat, with
which it consistently grows with and with which it shares Q.

This gene, located on chromosome 5A (Sears 1954, 1959),
appears to be lethal at the diploid level (Mac Key 1966). If
Q arose already at the tetraploid level, carthlicum may have
been the key for the development of the naked hexaploid
wheats. However, it seems more likely that carthlicum arose
through 6x aestivum x 4x dicoccon than formation of 6x
aestivum through 4x carthlicum x 2x Ae. tauschii or (4x
dicoccum x Ae. tauschii) x carthlicum. All three possibilities
have been proven to yield 6x T. aestivum (Mac Key 1966).

Kuckuck (1979) found in the border region of Iran,
Turkey and Transcaucasia, accessions of free-threshing
hexaploid wheat exhibiting the subsp. carthlicum-like mor-
phology, i.e., four awns on each spikelet; however, the
glume awns of ssp. carthlicum are longer than those of the
hexaploid taxon. Since chromosome number was 2n = 42,
he named these accessions T. aestivum subsp. carthlicoides.
This taxon is not mentioned among the subspecies of T.
aestivum in recent taxonomical treatments of the genus
Triticum, e, g, by Bowden (1959), Löve (1984), Dorofeev
et al. (1980), Mac key (1988, 2005), van Slageren 1994.
Hence, it will be referred to from here on as var. carthli-
coides. Kuckuck (1979) proposed that ssp. carthlicum
originated from a spontaneous hybridization between var.
carthlicoides and an accession of domesticated emmer. The
6x var. carthlicoides should be considered as the original
and older genotype from which genes for the particular
morphology of the spike were transferred together with
the Q-factor, to ssp. carthlicum. The prolongation of the
glume awns in ssp. carthlicum, relative to that of var.
carthlicoides, might be due to the lack of the D subgenome
(Kuckuck 1979).

Kerber and Bendelow (1977), based on similarity in
several milling and baking properties, and Bushuk and
Kerber (1978), based on similarity in the gliadin elec-
trophoretic mobility, concluded that ssp. carthlicum cannot
be rejected as a possible source of the BBAA component of
bread wheat, nor did the evidence exclude the hypothesis
that this tetraploid is merely a segregate from a hexaploid
wheat x tetraploid wheat hybrid.

Haque et al. (2011) found that the tetra-aristatus recessive
allele, t, controlling the glume awns in ssp. carthlicum, is
located on chromosome arm 5AL, and is among the b1
genes that determine awn development on the lemma. This
conclusion was reached because the semi-dwarf Rht12 gene
is linked to the b1 gene and the t locus is approximately
11 cM units from Rht12. Gandilyan (1972) pointed out the
significance of the t gene for wheat domestication along with
the Q gene, because the four-awned-hexaploid accessions
were more easily threshed than other genotypes. Thus, a
supposed spontaneous mutation at the T locus in T. aestivum
(TTQQ) led to the formation of var. carthlicoides (ttQQ),
which then hybridized with the hulled tetraploid ssp. dicoc-
con (TTqq); subsequent recombination and fixation
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produced ssp. carthlicum (ttQQ). The phenotype
‘‘tetra-aristatus’’ has not been found in tetraploid wheat
species other than ssp. carthlicum.

Takumi and Morimoto (2015) supported Kuckuck’s
(1979) idea that ssp. carthlicum evolved through inter-ploidy
hybridization between a tetraploid form and hexaploid var.
carthlicoides. They provided evidence for the origin of
ssp. carthlicum based on the discovery of a new allele for the
5th-to-6th exon region of the Wknox1b KNOTTED1-type
homeobox gene in the common wheat var. carthlicoides. In
this Wknox1b region, var. carthlicoides contains an inverted
duplication mutation in the 3′ flanking region of a 157-bp
MITE insertion site. This structural mutation resulted in the
suppression of Wknox1b expression in var. carthlicoides, but
no structural mutation was observed in the same region of
ssp. carthlicum. In addition, the ssp. carthlicum Wknox1b
5th-to-6th exon region exhibited the same sequence as that
of the wild emmer wheat subsp. dicoccoides. These obser-
vations support the suggestion that ssp. carthlicum origi-
nated from inter-ploidy hybridization between wild emmer
and var. carthlicoides.

However, Muramatsu (1978, 1979, 1985, 1986) found
out that all the free-threshing subspecies of T. turgidum
possess the Q factor. By substituting chromosome 5A of the
tetraploids for 5A of hexaploid ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring (that carries the Q factor), he found out that not only
does ssp. carthlicum have the Q factor, but also all other
free-threshing tetraploids. Even ssp. dicoccon var. liguli-
forme, a hulled subspecies with a compact spike, with a
brittle rachis and keeled glumes, has the Q factor, while
other hulled cultivars of ssp. dicoccon, farrum, Large White,
and Vernal, possess the q allele. Muramatsu (1986) con-
cluded that there is wide phenotypic variation of character-
istics in different QQ lines, and suggested that the range of
variation of these characteristics is very narrow in the
absence of Q, but when Q is present, they express an
obvious phenotype. The discovery that all free-threshing
tetraploids carry the Q factor may indicate that ssp. carth-
licum could originate from an hybridization between
free-threshing tetraploid with wild or domesticated emmer.

Nevertheless, crucial questions concerning this conclu-
sion have been raised, and stand in the way of a full
understanding of the tetraploid wheat phenotype. That the
expression of the Q factor may be modified by the genetic
background, seemed to decisively clear up the difficulty in
explaining the relation between spike morphology and wheat
evolution. So, if the effect is only due to the genetic back-
ground, and if the genes making up this background are
minor in effect, then why are there not many transitional
types between brittle and tough rachis in qq KK tetraploids?
Or, is there a major gene with such a strong effect that it is
equivalent to Q? Such a gene would have been highly
important, but it has not been discovered. Besides, there are

some varieties of tetraploid wheat that have square-headed
spikes. Because squareheadedness is one of the pleiotropic
effects of Q, it is unlikely in a plant with genotype qq.
Analysis of one such typical variety of ssp. polonicum,
namely, var. vestitum, showed that, despite having keeled
glumes, it has the aestivum gene Q (Muramatsu 1978).
A preliminary result similar to this was obtained even with
ssp. dicoccon var. liguliforme (Muramatsu 1979).

Because the rest of ssp. dicoccon differs from var.
liguliforme and ssp. carthlicum in being speltoid, its chro-
mosome 5A is presumed to carry the spelta gene q, and,
therefore, this 5A should affect speltoidy in ssp. aestivum cv.
Chinese Spring background (Mac Key 1954a; Muramatsu
1963). This has been confirmed with two series of aneuploid
progeny involving ssp. dicoccon cv. Large White emmer,
and cv. Vernal-squarrosa amphiploid (Muramatsu 1985).

The round glume of ssp. carthlicum is ascribed to lack of
the proper genotype to develop strong keels. However, it is
also assumed that carthlicum does not completely lack such
genes because its phenotype resembles that of the hexaploid
cultivars with round glumes, in which removal of Q led to
keeled glumes (Muramatsu 1979, 1985, 1986).

McFadden and Sears (1946) mentioned that addition of
the D subgenome to a tetraploid wheat from Ae. tauschii
tends to increase the size of the grains. This is especially
noticeable when the small-grained ssp. carthlicum is the
tetraploid involved. It has also been observed that
free-threshing hexaploid segregates from crosses between
ssp. carthlicum and 6x ssp. spelta invariably have larger
seeds than the free-threshing tetraploid parent.

The grains of ssp. carthlicum have a high protein content,
but a low baking quality (Hanelt 2001). ssp. carthlicum is
mainly used as a cereal. The seed is low in gluten, therefore
bread made from it will not rise very well. The straw has
many uses, as a biomass for fuel, for thatching, and as a
mulch in the garden. The fibers obtained from the stems are
used for paper-making. The stems are harvested in the late
summer, after the seed has been harvested, they are cut into
usable pieces and soaked in clear water for 24 h. They are
then cooked for 2 h in lye or soda ash and then beaten in a
ball mill for 1.5 h. The fibers make a green-tan paper. The
starch from the seed is used for laundering.

Ssp. carthlicum is marked by a high resistance to fungal
diseases. As such, they are considered to be of high value for
wheat improvement (Dorofeev 1968). Already Vavilov
(1914, 1926) found it resistant to downy mildew. Oliver
et al. (2008) evaluated reactions to Fusarium head blight
(FHB) in 376 accessions of five cultivated subspecies of T.
turgidum, including carthlicum, dicoccon, polonicum,
turanicum, and turgidum. Preliminary data showed that 16
carthlicum and 4 dicoccon accessions consistently exhibited
full resistance or moderate resistance to FHB. These acces-
sions likely carry genetic resistance to FHB and can be used
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directly in breeding programs to enhance FHB resistance in
durum wheat.

10.3.2.11 Diversity of Domesticated T. turgidum
Given that only a relatively small number of wild emmer
genotypes were taken into cultivation, the genetic basis of
the cultivated wild emmer was relatively narrow, repre-
senting only a fraction of the large variation that exists in the
wild form. This narrow genetic basis was further reduced
during the formation of domesticated emmer, as mutations
from fragile to non-fragile rachis presumably occurred only
in a small number of wild emmer genotypes. These two
phenomena, referred to as a “genetic bottleneck”, is char-
acteristic of many domesticated crops (Stebbins 1950).
Moreover, a large fraction of the ancient gene pool of
domesticated tetraploid wheat was lost in the Near East
about 2500 years ago, or even earlier, when ssp. durum re-
placed domesticated emmer and the small-grained,
free-threshing tetraploid wheat, ssp. parvicoccum (Nesbitt
2002). In addition, modern plant breeding practices have
further eroded the genetic basis of domesticated tetraploid
wheat due to the replacement, in many countries, of lots of
traditional varieties (landraces) by a small number of
high-yielding cultivars. The current, relatively narrow
genetic basis of the domesticated tetraploid wheats decreases
their adaptability to abiotic stresses, increases their suscep-
tibility to biotic pressures, and considerably limits the ability
to further improve their performance. This has further
boosted the interest of wheat geneticists and breeders in the
wild relatives of wheat, mainly in wild emmer, in an attempt
to exploit their broad gene pool for the improvement of
domesticated tetraploid wheat.

Several studies have estimated changes in diversity
between wild emmer and its domesticated descendants. Most
studies used isozymes, SSRs, or RFLPs, but recently, studies
based on nucleotide diversity, that are being more compa-
rable between laboratories and experimental systems, have
been performed (Buckler et al. 2001).

Thus, Haudry et al. (2007) analyzed nucleotide diversity
at 21 loci in a sample of 28 wild emmer accessions, collected
from all the distribution areas of this taxon, in 12 ssp. dic-
occon lines, 20 ssp. durum lines, and 41 T. aestivum
ssp. aestivum lines. As expected, their results showed that
the diversity of the domesticated subspecies of T. turgidum,
dicoccon and durum, and of T. aestivum was a subset of that
observed in wild emmer, namely, nucleotide diversity levels
were found to be much lower in the domesticated forms than
in the wild progenitor. Assuming that the sample of wild
emmer studied by Haudry et al. (2007) accurately reflected
the diversity of wild emmer 10,000 years ago, initial
diversity was reduced by 84% in ssp. durum and 69% in
ssp. aestivum. The loss of nucleotide diversity during
domestication of the wheats is one of the largest reported

thus far for a crop species (Haudry et al. 2007). Most crops
have nucleotide diversities about 30% lower than those of
their wild progenitor, but wheat and barley lost significant
and similar amounts of diversity (Kilian et al. 2006).

Akhunov et al. (2010) assessed the distribution of
diversity in 2114 genes among and within the bread wheat
subgenomes of T. aestivum ssp. aestivum and wild emmer.
Of the analyzed loci, 305 (52%) and 296 (51%) were
polymorphic in the A and B subgenomes of ssp. aestivum,
respectively, and 316 (54%) and 338 (59%) were polymor-
phic in the A and B subgenomes of wild emmer, respec-
tively. The estimates of nucleotide diversity were similar
between the A and B subgenomes of bread wheat and
between the A and B subgenomes of wild emmer, which
showed higher diversity than the corresponding genomes in
ssp. aestivum (Akhunov et al. 2010). Chromosome 5A of
ssp. aestivum and chromosomes 2A and 7A of wild emmer
had higher diversity than the genome-wide average. With the
sole exception of ssp. aestivum chromosome 2A, diversity
was low in genes in proximal chromosomal regions and high
in genes in distal chromosomal regions. In the B subgenome
of ssp. aestivum, chromosome 2B had higher diversity and
chromosome 4B had lower diversity than the rest of the
chromosomes (Akhunov et al. 2010).

Thuillet et al. (2005) reported a series of bottleneck
effects in the population history of ssp. durum landraces,
detected as decreases in the effective population size, one of
these being in the transition from emmer to free-threshing
wheat. In accordance with these findings, maternal lineages
in emmer and wild emmer also seem to be more diversified
(Oliveira et al. 2012). The number of unique chloroplast
(cp) haplotypes detected in wild emmer (7) was higher than
in domesticated emmer (3), ssp. durum (3) or ssp. turgidum
(2). Out of the 14 cp haplotypes found in durum and tur-
gidum, 4 were also present in domesticated emmer acces-
sions and 3 were present in wild emmer. Of the 7 cp
haplotypes found in domesticated emmer, 2 were also found
in wild emmer. This suggests a scenario in which all three
subspecies share a common maternal ancestral gene pool
that later became distinct between them, due to different
population histories.

The recent assembly of the genome of cultivar Svevo of
ssp. durum by Maccaferri et al. (2019), facilitated the
comparison between the genome of ssp. durum and that of
its wild ancestor, ssp. dicoccoides (Avni et al. 2017),
revealing changes imposed by the domestication process
during thousands of years of unconscious and conscious
selection under cultivation, and by modern, scientific-based,
breeding programs. Regions exhibiting strong signatures of
genetic divergence associated with domestication and
breeding were widespread in the durum genome, with sev-
eral major diversity losses in the pericentromeric regions,
which occurred during the domestication of wild emmer.
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The reduction of diversity continued more moderately, but
spread over the genome, during the evolution of domesti-
cated emmer wheat and that of durum landraces, and, more
recently, in modern cultivars as a consequence of breeding
activity.

In accordance, Avni et al. (2017) examined DNA varia-
tion in regions of the emmer genome that were under
domestication selection. To identify these regions, they
characterized the genomic diversity of 31 domesticated
accessions and 34 wild emmer accessions, using a whole
exome capture assay. Depending on the method used,
between 32 and 154 genomic regions, spanning 0.6%
(68 Mb)–3.1% (373 Mb) of the domesticated emmer gen-
ome, emerged as regions potentially affected by selection.
These regions in the domesticated emmer genome were
significantly enriched (> 95th percentile) with nonsynony-
mous SNPs. In these regions, Avni et al. (2017) found only a
minor loss of genetic diversity among domesticated emmer
genotypes (mean nucleotide diversity in domesticated
emmer was pD = 1.1 � 10−3) as compared to wild emmer
(mean nucleotide diversity pD = 1.3 � 10−3). This minor
loss of genetic diversity indicating that selection under
domestication preferentially enriched variants with possible
functional effects in coding regions. The enrichment under
domestication included genes involved in response to auxin
stimulus.

It is likely that, the long-mixed cultivation of wild and
domestic forms of emmer in many sites in the Levantine
Corridor (Kislev 1984) has provided ample opportunities for
some gene flow from wild to domesticated emmer. Conse-
quently, domesticated emmer evolved in many sites as a
polymorphic population, rather than as single genotypes
(Feldman and Levy 2015). The increase in the genetic basis
of the young crop, reduced its vulnerability to biotic and
abiotic stresses. Moreover, the spread of wheat culture to
different countries with different climatic and edaphic con-
ditions, created different kinds of abiotic stresses. These
stresses might have triggered activities of retrotransposons
and MITEs as well as of transcription factors that, in turn,
turned on many silent genes or suppressed the activity of
others, and also caused new genetic variation via mutations.
Selection under domestication by different farmers for dif-
ferent useful traits in different climatic and edaphic regions,
further increased the diversity of the domesticated forms.
Moreover, the tendency of traditional farmers in many parts
of the world to grow in a single field (polymorphic fields), a
mixture of genotypes that hybridized and recombined,
enabled the selection of genotypes that were more desirable
to the farmers. Selection pressure was thus, exerted consis-
tently, but in different directions, by different farmers. These
efforts resulted in many landraces that had a better adapta-
tion to a wider range of climatic and edaphic conditions and
to diverse farming regimes.

Furthermore, even after the complete replacement of wild
emmer by domesticated emmer, the latter could continue to
absorb genes from wild genotypes that grew on the edges of
many cultivated fields or among the stones and rocks within
fields, which further broadened its genetic basis (Percival
1921; Huang et al. 1999; Dvorak et al. 2006; Luo et al.
2007). This is in agreement with the comparatively high
level of RFLP recently found in a sample of lines of
domesticated tetraploid wheat, i.e., in T. turgidum ssp. dic-
occon and ssp. durum (Huang et al. 1999; Luo et al. 2007).
Genetic diversity of domesticated tetraploid wheat was only
somewhat smaller than that of wild emmer (Huang et al.
1999), indicating that the domesticated types absorbed a
significant portion of the genetic variation that exists in the
wild forms.

Thus, the study of He et al. (2019) revealed that the
genome-wide single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) diver-
sity in hexaploid wheat was strongly influenced by gene
flow from its tetraploid wild ancestor. Regions of intro-
gression in the wheat A and B subgenomes showed
increased levels of genetic diversity and reduced genetic
differentiation from wild emmer. Both patterns were con-
sistent with wild-relative introgression into domesticated
wheat, which offset the effects of allopolyploidization and
domestication bottlenecks on diversity in these genomes
(Akhunov et al. 2010).

10.3.2.12 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
The discovery of wild diploid wheat T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides and wild tetraploid wheat T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, made it possible for Schulz (1913b) to
assemble, on the basis of plant morphology, the first natural
classification of the wheats (Table 10.1). He divided the
genus Triticum into three major groups: einkorn, emmer,
and dinkel. Each group was subdivided into wild and
domesticated species; the domesticated species were sepa-
rated further into hulled and naked (free-threshing) types.
Schulz (1913b) assumed correctly that the domesticated
naked types were derived from the domesticated hulled
forms, which, in turn, were derived from the wild progeni-
tors. Schulz’s classification was supported by further studies
of taxonomic classifications (von Tschermak 1914; Percival
1921), by serological relationships, as determined by Zade
(1914), by Vavilov’s (1914) classification in respect to
reaction to the pathogens rust and mildew, and by Sax’s
(1921) studies of sterility in interspecific wheat hybrids.
Table 10.6 presents the modern classification of the wild and
domesticated subspecies of the emmer series, i.e., Triticum
turgidum.

At the same time, a comparatively large number of
investigators performed cytological studies of the chromo-
some number in the wheats. Several cytologists reported 8
haploid chromosomes in T. monococcum, while others
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reported 40 in T. vulgare (currently T. aestivum ssp. aes-
tivum) (reviewed in Sax 1922). However, the pioneering
cytological studies of Sakamura (1918), Sax (1918) revealed
the correct chromosome number of the wheats. Sakamura
(1918), analyzing root-tip cells, obtained the following
results: T. monococcum had 14 chromosomes, T. dicoccon,
T. durum, T. turgidum and T. polonicum (currently all are
subspecies of T. turgidum) had 28, and T. vulgare, T.
compactum and T. spelta (currently all are subspecies of T.
aestivum) had 42. Sax (1918) determined in meiotic cells the
correct chromosome number of tetraploid wheat, T. turgi-
dum ssp. durum. It then became obvious that Schultz’s three
groups of wheats also differ in their chromosome number
and represent a polyploid series in which the einkorn are
diploids (2n = 14), the emmer are tetraploids (2n = 28), and
the dinkel are hexaploids (2n = 42).

But, since Sakamura (1918) did not present any illustra-
tions to support his counts, his results were questioned by
Percival (1921). Yet, the studies of Kihara (1919, 1924) and
Sax (1921, 1922) regarding the cytogenetic relationships
between the three wheat groups, diploid, tetraploid and
hexaploid, showed that Sakamura’s results were definitely
correct and the wheats comprise a polyploid series, based on
sets of seven chromosome pairs.

In 1930, Kihara upgraded the definition of “genome”, that
was termed earlier by Winkler (1920), as a haploid chro-
mosome set, to a chromosome set that acts as a fundamental
genetic and physiological system whose complete gene
content is indispensable for the normal development and
activity of an organism. One pair of homologous genomes
must be present in a fully viable fertile diploid organism, and
at least one in polyploid. Two genomes are strictly homol-
ogous, if the chromosomes forming bivalents at first meiotic
metaphase are identical, similar in length, gene position, and
centromere location, whereas two genomes are
semi-homologous (= homoeologous; Huskins 1931) if they
are phylogenetically similar but not strictly homologous and
all or a part of their pairing chromosomes have only similar
segments in common (Kihara 1930).

Since the discovery that the polyploid species of Triticum
comprise an allopolyploid (having two or three different
subgenomes) series, attempts have been made to identify the
diploid donors of the two subgenomes to allotetraploid
wheat. In this endeavor, studies were extended to the wild
relatives of wheat, particularly to the closely related genus
Aegilops that also comprises an allopolyploid series with
diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid species (Lilienfeld 1951,
and reference therein). The species of these two genera have
been subjected to extensive taxonomic, cytogenetic, genetic,
biochemical, molecular, and evolutionary studies by numer-
ous scientists (see review s of Kihara 1954; Mac Key 1966;
Morris and Sears 1967; Kimber and Sears 1987; Feldman
et al. 1995; Feldman 2001; Gupta et al. 2005; Dvorak 2009).

Based on the concept of genome stability, and on the
assumption that the genomes of the allopolyploid species
remain similar to those of their parental forerunners, Kihara
(1930) developed the “genome analysis” method for the
identification of the genomic constitution of the wheat
allopolyploid species. This method has been one of the most
extensively used in attempts to identify the diploid ancestors
of the allotetraploid wheats. This method is based on the use
of diploid species as analyzers in crosses with allopolyploid
species whose genome constitution had to be ascertained.
The first step in this method involves the analysis of the
chromosomal-pairing relations between the genomes of all
available diploid species of the group in question. Kihara
broadened his investigation to include species of the closely
related genera Aegilops and Ambliopyrum (Kihara 1929,
1930, 1937, 1940, 1947, 1949, 1954). In these studies,
Kihara and colleagues studied chromosomal pairing at first
meiotic metaphase and fertility of all the possible combi-
nations of interspecific diploid hybrids. These studies has
provided the most consistent recognition of genomic simi-
larities in the wheat group (Lilienfeld 1951). Genome anal-
ysis of wheat and its relatives also provided insight into the
evolutionary past of these species. With this method. Kihara
used the diploid species of Aegilops and Amblyopyrum as
analyzers of the genomes in the allopolyploids of the genera
Aegilops and Triticum (Lilienfeld 1951). Nine diploid ana-
lyzers were established: one from Amblyopyrum (A. muti-
cum), and eight from Aegilops (caudata, umbellulata,
comosa, uniaristata, squarrosa (currently tauschii), bicor-
nis, longissima (including sharonensis) and speltoides). All
allopolyploid Aegilops and Triticum species are comprised
of contributions of the genomes of these diploid analyzers,
except for A. muticum, Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, and T.
monococcum (Kihara 1954). [Ae. searsii was discovered
later on, in 1976 (Feldman and Kislev 1977), and was not
included in Kihara’s genome analysis]. The lack of partici-
pation of these diploids in the formation of allopolyploid
species of Triticum and Aegilops requires an explanation.

The working hypothesis of Kihara (1930), Sax (1935)
was that cytogenetics of interspecific hybrids, especially
between species of different ploidy levels, might have great
theoretical and applied aspects; they may shed light on the
origin and mode of evolution of the relevant allopolyploid
species and offer the possibility to synthesize them from
different lines (genotypes) of the parental species and thus,
to augment the genetic basis of the pertinent allopolyploid
species (Lilienfeld 1951). The cytological analysis of inter-
specific hybrids has been of value in determining the rela-
tionships and origin of many species of plants (Sax 1935).
Species which produce hybrids with regular meiotic pairing
and normal fertility appear to be distinguished primarily by
differentiation of genetic factors. Such species retain their
identity only solely by geographic or physiological isolation.
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Hybrids showing irregular meiotic pairing and reduced fer-
tility indicate that the genomes of their parental species have
diverged.

Kihara (1919, 1924), Sax (1922) provided the first
evidence indicating that the polyploid wheats were
allopolyploids. This conclusion was based on the mode of
meiotic chromosome behavior observed in F1 hybrids
between diploid and tetraploid wheat species and between
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat species. Seven bivalents and
seven univalents were observed in the majority of the
meiocytes in triploid hybrids derived from crosses between
T. turgidum (2n = 28) and T. monococcum (2n − 14).
Thus, Kihara (1919, 1924), Sax (1922) concluded that the
chromosomes in one of the two subgenomes in T. turgidum
were homologous with the chromosomes of the genome in
T. monococcum. The pollen mother cells in the pentaploid
hybrids derived from crosses between T. aestivum
(2n = 42) and T. turgidum contained 14 bivalents and 7
univalents. This indicated that the chromosomes in two of
the three subgenomes of T. aestivum were homologous
with those of the two subgenomes of T. turgidum. These
studies indicated that T. turgidum evolved as a result of
hybridization between two different diploid species, a

diploid wheat and another yet unknown diploid species,
followed by chromosome doubling, and that T. aestivum is
an allohexaploid that resulted from hybridization of T.
turgidum with a yet unknown diploid species (Kihara 1924,
1925, 1932, 1938; Percival 1921; Sax 1921, 1927). Con-
sequently, Kihara (1924) designated the genome of diploid
wheat AA, that of allotetraploid wheat AABB, and the
genome of hexaploid wheat AABBDD. However, since the
International Code for Botanical Nomenclature dictates
indication of the genome of the female parent in hybrids
and allopolyploids first, then, as the donor of the B sub-
genome was the female parent, the correct designation of
the genome of T. turgidum should be BBAA and that of T.
aestivum BBAADD.

Following van Slageren (1994), modern classification for
the genus Triticum recognizes two diploid species, T.
monococcum L. and T. urartu Tum. ex Gand., two tetra-
ploid species, T. turgidum L. and T. timopheevii (Zhuk.)
Zhuk., and two hexaploid species, T. aestivum L. and T.
zhukovskyi Men. & Er. (Table 10.5). The evolution of the
wheats is illustrated in Fig. 10.5 (for details see Levy and
Feldman 2022). The economically important wheats are T.
aestivum ssp. aestivum (bread or common wheat,

Fig. 10.5 Phylogenetic representation of wheat evolution. Wheat
evolution is shown starting * 7 MYA from a progenitor that gave rise
to the A, B and D lineages that merged to form bread wheat. The
relative timing of the major speciation events is shown in the horizontal

axis and described in the boxes above. The tree is adapted from Glémin
et al. 2019; Avni et al. 2022; Li et al. 2022. [Fig. 1 from Levy and
Feldman (2022)]
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comprising 95% of the global wheat production) and T.
turgidum ssp. durum (macaroni wheat).

The polyploid species of wheat are a classic example of
evolution through allopolyploidy (Kihara 1924; Sax 1921,
1927; Sears 1948, 1969; Kihara et al. 1959; Morris and
Sears 1967). They behave like typical genomic allopoly-
ploids; that is, their chromosomes pair in a diploid-like
fashion and the mode of inheritance is disomic. Many
attempts were made to identify the diploid donors of the B
subgenomes to T. turgidum, and the third subgenome of T.
aestivum. Most of these attempts used the cytogenetic
approach of genome analysis, developed by Kihara (1919,
1924, 1930). However, the accumulating cytogenetic and
molecular evidence has indicated that, while one subgenome
remained relatively unchanged, the second subgenomes of
allopolyploid wheat and Aegilops, changed considerably
from those of their parental diploids. These genomes were
termed modified genomes by Kihara (1954) and other wheat
cytogeneticists. Thus, almost every allotetraploid species of
Aegilops and Triticum contains an unchanged genome
alongside a modified one whose diploid origin has been
difficult to trace (Zohary and Feldman 1962). It is therefore
more difficult to identify the diploid donor of the B sub-
genome of the allopolyploid wheats than the donor of the A
subgenome.

10.3.2.13 Origin of the A Subgenome
From the time when only one diploid wheat species, T.
monococcum, was known, and although the correspondence
of the A subgenome of the tetraploid subspecies of T. tur-
gidum with the A genome of the wild and domesticated T.
monococcum is not perfect (Kihara and Lilienfeld 1932), it
was generally accepted by wheat cytogeneticists that this
diploid wheat specie is the donor of the A subgenome to
allotetraploid wheat (Sax 1922; Kihara 1924; Lilienfeld and
Kihara 1934; Sears 1948). The discovery in 1937 in
Armenia (Tumanian 1937) of a second wild diploid wheat
species, T. urartu, suggested the presence of another
potential donor of the A subgenome. T. urartu differs from
wild T. monococcum, ssp. aegilopoides, by several mor-
phological features (Gandilian 1972; Dorofeev et al. 1980;
Johnson 1975). Johnson (1975) also found T. urartu grow-
ing abundantly in Lebanon, southeastern Turkey, south-
western Iran and Transcaucasia. Although Giorgi and
Bozzini (1969b) showed that the karyotypes of T. urartu and
T. monococcum are identical, the nuclear DNA content is
significantly different in the two species (Furuta et al. 1986;
Eilam et al. 2007; Table 2.4). Moreover, T. urartu and T.
monococcum differ in biochemical and molecular features,
namely, isozymes (Jaaska 1974, 1980, 1982), HMW glute-
nin subunits (Waines and Payne 1987; Ciaffi et al. 1998;
Castagna et al. 1994), Gliadin genes (Ciaffi et al. 1997),
AFLP (Sasanuma et al. 2002; Heun et al. 2008), RFLP

(Takumi et al. 1993; Le Corre and Bernard 1995), SSRs
(Hammer et al. 2000), and AFLP and simple sequence
length polymorphism (SSLP) (Sasanuma et al. 2002).
A similar conclusion that the two diploid species differ from
each other was also reached following chloroplast SSLP
analysis (Mizumoto et al. 2002). Furthermore, Baum and
Baily (2004) found that T. urartu differs from T. monococ-
cum in the short and long units of the 5S DNA, and Dvorak
et al. (1988, 1993) found extensive differences between these
two species in the restriction profiles of repeated nucleotide
sequences and the promoter region of the 18S-5.8S-26S
rRNA genes. The divergence between T. urartu and T.
monococcum is also apparent from the cytogenetic data;
chromosome pairing in the F1 hybrids between the two
species was somewhat reduced (Johnson and Dhaliwal 1978;
Shang et al. 1989) and the F1 hybrid was completely sterile
when T. urartu served as the female parent (Johnson and
Dhaliwal 1976). Although they grow sympatrically in many
parts of their distribution area, the two species are partly
genetically isolated and have diverged to some extent from
each other on the morphological, cytogenetic and molecular
levels. Yet, in spite of these differences, it is generally
accepted that the two-diploid Triticum species are closely
related and presumably, of monophyletic origin (Dvorak and
Zhang 1992). Hence, Dvorak (1998) designated the nuclear
genome of T. urartu A and that of T. monococcum Am.

As it became apparent that diploid wheat comprises two
different species, it was important to reexamine the sources
of the A subgenome in the allopolyploid wheats. Studies of
chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between ditelosomic lines
of T. aestivum and T. urartu or T. monococcum showed
somewhat better pairing with T. urartu chromosomes than
with T. monococcum, indicating that the A genome of T.
urartu is closer to the A subgenome of polyploid wheat than
to that of T. monococcum (Chapman et al. 1976; Dvorak
1976). To determine whether the T. urartu genome is more
closely related to the A or B subgenome of the polyploid
wheats, Chapman et al. (1976), Dvorak (1976) crossed T.
urartu with lines of T. aestivum that were ditelosomic for the
A and B subgenome chromosomes. In both studies, only the
telocentrics of the A subgenome paired with T. urartu
chromosomes, unequivocally showing that the chromosomes
of T. urartu are homologous to the chromosomes of the A
subgenome.

Similarly, by means of serological storage protein
markers, Konarev and his associates (Konarev 1983;
Konarev et al. 1976, 1979) were able to distinguish between
the genomes of T. urartu and T. monococcum, a discovery
that enabled them to show that the genome of T. urartu is
more similar to the A subgenome of the wild and domesti-
cated subspecies of T. turgidum than to the genome of T.
monococcum. Additional evidence that subgenome A of
allopolyploid wheats derived from T. urartu were obtained
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by polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (PAGE) and by dif-
ferential staining of seed albumins and globulins (Caldwell
and Kasarda 1978). Likewise, Nishikawa (1983), using
isozyme studies, showed that emmer wheat received its A
subgenome from T. urartu. Similar results were obtained by
Takumi et al. (1993), who used DNA clones, known to
hybridize with the DNA of the A subgenome chromosomes
of common wheat, in RFLP analyses of nuclear DNAs of
diploid and polyploid wheats. They calculated genetic dis-
tances between all the pairs of accessions determined using
RFLP data and clustered the species using the UPGMA
method. All the accessions of T. urartu, T. turgidum
ssp. durum and T. aestivum ssp. aestivum were clustered in
one group. Those of wild and domesticated T. monococ-
cum were in a different group. So, they concluded that the A
subgenomes of tetraploid and hexaploid wheats originated
from T. urartu. Dvorak et al. (1988), analyzing polymor-
phism in repeated nucleotide sequences, confirmed that the
A subgenome derived from T. urartu and not from T.
monococcum. Similarly, variation in 16 repeated nucleotide
sequences showed that the A subgenomes of T.
turgidum, T. timopheevii, and T. aestivum were contributed
by T. urartu (Dvorak et al. 1993). Still little divergence in
the repeated nucleotide sequences of the A subgenomes of
these allopolyploid species from the genome of T. urartu
was detected (Dvorak et al. 1993). In accordance with the
data of Dvorak et al. (1993), recent whole genome
sequencing showed that the donor of the A subgenome to
allotetraploid wheat diverged from the genome of T.
urartu * 1.28 MYA (Li et al. 2022).

The donor of the A subgenome to allotetraploid wheat
diverged from the genome of T. urartu * 1.26 MYA (Li
et al. 2022).

10.3.2.14 Origin of the B Subgenome
In contrast to the A subgenome donor, the identity of the B
subgenome donor has so far not been conclusively defined.
On the basis of chromosome pairing at meiosis in F1 hybrids
involving tetraploid and hexaploid wheats with polyploid
species of Agropyron, researchers like Wakar (1935), Peto
(1936), Matsumura (1951) believed that the B subgenome
must have been contributed by an Agropyron species. In
accord with this, McFadden and Sears (1946) suggested that
the species involved might be the diploid A. triticeum. Yet, it
soon became apparent that the diploid donor of the B sub-
genome to allopolyploid wheats is a more closely related
species, possibly from the section Sitopsis of the genus
Aegilops. Studies were then extended to the five species of
Aegilops section Sitopsis, namely Ae. speltoides, Ae. bicor-
nis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii, since
they appear to possess the complementary requisite mor-
phological characteristics of the B subgenome donor (Kerby
and Kuspira 1987). Consequently, the five Sitopsis species

have been subjected to intense morphological, geographical,
cytogenetic, genetic, biochemical, molecular, and evolu-
tionary studies by numerous researchers, who employed
various experimental approaches (see reviews of Kihara
1954; Riley et al. 1958; Mac Key 1966; Morris and Sears
1967; Kerby and Kuspira 1987; Kimber and Sears 1987;
Feldman et al. 1995; Feldman 2001; Gupta et al. 2005;
Dvorak 2009). These studies implicated six different diploid
species as putative B subgenome donors: the five species of
section Sitopsis and T. urartu. Yet, despite these countless
efforts, the presented evidence obtained by the above-
mentioned studies still failed to unequivocally identify the B
subgenome donor and its identity remains ambiguous and
controversial.

Morphological Evidence
Based on morphological comparison, Sarkar and Stebbins
(1956) concluded that wild T. turgidum arose as an allote-
traploid between T. monococcum and another species that is
morphologically close to Ae. speltoides var. ligustica. Con-
sequently, they suggested that Ae. speltoides, or a closely
related species, is the donor of the B subgenome. On the
other hand, Sears (1956a, 1956b) observed that the amphi-
ploid Ae. bicornis—T. monococcum more closely morpho-
logically resembles T. turgidum ssp. dicoccon than the
amphiploid Ae. speltoides—T. monococcum. Moreover, at
meiosis of the F1 hybrid between the amphiploid Ae.
bicornis—T. monococcum and ssp. dicoccon, an average of
almost 9 bivalents or its equivalent was observed, indicating
some pairing affinity between subgenome B and the Ae.
bicornis genome. From these morphological and cytological
data, Sears (1956a) concluded that Ae. bicornis or a closely
related species, is the donor of the B subgenome.

Tanaka (1956) pointed out that both Ae. longissima and
Ae. sharonensis possess morphological traits expected of the
B subgenome donor. The amphiploid derived from crossing
Ae. longissima with T. monococcum resembled T. turgi-
dum with respect to several morphological properties.
However, from the low pairing (average of 7 bivalents) in
the hybrid between them, he concluded that there is very
little chromosomal homology between the chromosomes of
Ae. longissima and those of subgenome B and thus, it can
not be considered the B subgenome donor. On the other
hand, Kushnir and Halloran (1981) observed that the
amphiploid derived from the hybrid Ae. sharonensis x T.
monococcum had a spike, spikelet, and grain morphology
similar to that of wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides,
and can be considered the B subgenome donor. On the basis
of its morphology, Ae. searsii was also suggested as a
possible B subgenome donor (Feldman 1978). Hence, based
on morphological traits, each of the five Aegilops species of
section Sitopsis were proposed as the donor of the B
subgenome.
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Geographical Evidence
Currently, Ae. speltoides is in contact with T. urartu in
Lebanon, Syria, Turkey, Iraq, and Iran. In this region, Ae.
speltoides is also in contact with wild T. turgidum and wild
T. timopheevii. Ae. searsii, on the other hand, is native to the
southern Levant (Feldman and Kislev 1977), where it has a
sympatric distribution with wild T. turgidum. In southern
Syria and southeastern Lebanon, Ae. searsii has massive
contact with T. urartu (Feldman and Kislev 1977; Feldman
1978). Dvorak and Luo (2007), based on RFLP studies,
found that T. urartu from the vicinity of Mount Hermon is
the closest to the A subgenome of wild T. turgidum and
assumed that this allotetraploid formed in this region.
Assuming that the present-day distribution of the Sitopsis
species reflects their distribution 700,000–900,000 years
ago, when wild T. turgidum formed (Gornicki et al. 2014;
Marcussen et al. 2014; Middleton et al. 2014), then, Ae.
searsii can be considered the donor of the B subgenome to
allotetraploid T. turgidum.

Evidence from Karyotypic Studies
T. turgidum and T. aestivum contain two pairs of satellited
(SAT) chromosomes (Pathak 1940; Riley et al. 1958). Using
monosomic lines, Okamoto (1957b) determined that these
satellited chromosomes belong to the B subgenome; one
satellite is located on the short arm of chromosome 1B and
the second on the short arm of chromosome 6B. Riley et al.
(1958) found that two similar pairs of SAT chromosomes are
found in Ae. speltoides and not in Ae. bicornis, Ae. longis-
sima, and Ae. sharonensis, thus showing that Ae. speltoides
is the only Sitopsis species that can be considered the B
subgenome donor. Kushnir and Halloran (1981) reported
that the SAT chromosomes in Ae. sharonensis are similar to
those observed in T. turgidum and concluded that this
Aegilops species could be the B subgenome donor. Feldman
(1978), upon observing that the chromosomes of Ae. sear-
sii with large and medium sized satellites resembled chro-
mosomes 1B and 6B of T. aestivum, respectively, suggested
that Ae. searsii could be the B subgenome donor to the
allopolyploid wheats.

Giorgi and Bozzini (1969a, b, c) described the karyotypes
of T. turgidum, T. monococcum, T. urartu, Ae. bicornis, Ae.
speltoides, and an Ae. speltoides x T. monococcum amphi-
ploid. They found that the karyotypes of T. urartu, Ae.
bicornis, and Ae. speltoides show that these three species
could not be donors of the B subgenome to T. turgidum.
Kerby and Kuspira (1988) compared the karyotypes of T.
turgidum, T. monococcum, and all the putative B subgenome
donors. The chromosomes of the A subgenome of T. tur-
gidum were identified via comparison to the karyotype of T.
monococcum. Comparisons of the chromosomes of the B
subgenome of T. turgidum with the karyotypes of the

putative B subgenome donors showed that only the kary-
otype of Ae. searsii was similar to the one deduced for the
donor of the B subgenome, suggesting that Ae. searsii is,
therefore, the most likely donor of the B subgenome to the
allopolyploid wheats.

Natarajan and Sarma (1974) studied the distribution of
large blocks of constitutive heterochromatin and found that
Ae. speltoides, of the Sitopsis species, had a pattern of dis-
tribution of heterochromatin that most resembled that of the
B subgenome chromosomes. Contrarily, Gill and Kimber
(1974b) observed that the C-banding pattern of Ae. spel-
toides chromosomes differs substantially from that of the B
subgenome chromosomes of T. aestivum and therefore, casts
doubt on the validity of the satellite and heterochromatin
distribution evidence.

Evidence from Meiotic Chromosome Pairing
One of the most extensive searches for the B subgenome
donor involved analysis of chromosome pairing at first
meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between T. turgidum and
different diploid species considered to be the B subgenome
donor. Many such studies indicated Ae. speltoides as a
possible donor of the B subgenome, since hybrids between
Ae. speltoides and T. turgidum exhibited a relatively high
level of pairing, namely, from a range of 4.66 to 6.22
bivalents per meiocyte (McFadden and Sears 1946; Riley
et al. 1958), to 7 bivalents per meiocyte in most pollen
mother cells (Jenkins 1929). Since F1 hybrids between Ae.
speltoides and T. monococcum showed little or no pairing
(Kihara 1940), it was concluded that Ae. speltoides and T.
monococcum possessed different genomes, and that most of
the pairing in T. turgidum x Ae. speltoides hybrids was
between the B subgenome and speltoides chromosomes
(Riley et al. 1958).

But allopolyploid wheats contain mechanisms restricting
homoeologous pairing, including the Ph1 gene on chromo-
some arm 5BL of T. aestivum (Okamoto 1957a; Riley and
Chapman 1958; Sears and Okamoto 1958), and, therefore,
pairing in hybrids between allopolyploid wheats and the four
Sitopsis species (excluding Ae. speltoides), namely, Ae.
bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii, is
very low. On the other hand, Ae. speltoides contains genes
that suppress the Ph1 effect and thus, brings about homoe-
ologous pairing (Riley et al. 1961; Dvorak 1972). Indeed, in
1961, Riley et al. crossed T. aestivum monosomic for
chromosome 5B, the chromosome that carries the Ph1 gene,
with Ae. speltoides. Regardless of whether chromosome 5B
(Ph1) was present, the F1 hybrids showed a high incidence
of chromosome pairing, which included the formation of
bivalents, trivalents, and quadrivalents. These observations
indicated that all or most of the pairing was between and
among homoeologous chromosomes. From this result, it was
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concluded that the genotypes of Ae. speltoides used in this
and previous experiments suppressed the action of Ph1,
allowing homoeologous as well as homologous chromo-
somes to pair. Thus, it was impossible from the original
cytological data to determine the extent of homology
between the chromosomes of Ae. speltoides and those in the
B subgenome of the allopolyploid wheats.

Dvorak (1972), in studying chromosome pairing of dif-
ferent accessions of Ae. speltoides in hybrids with bread
wheat, recognized three speltoides types of genotypes: those
showing high pairing, intermediate pairing and low pairing.
On the basis of heteromorphic bivalents observed in hybrids
derived from crosses between ditelosomic lines of T. aes-
tivum and low-, intermediate-, and high-pairing genotypes of
Ae. speltoides, Kimber and Athwal (1972) concluded that
the pairing in these hybrids was between homoeologous
chromosomes. Chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid with
the low-pairing genotype of Ae. speltoides was very low,
with average 0.7 rod bivalents per cell. The conclusion that
Ae. speltoides contains only homoeologous chromosomes
rather than homologous ones to the chromosomes of T.
aestivum was further supported by the observation that only
homologous chromosomes paired in the amphiploids T.
aestivum—low-pairing type of Ae. speltoides (Kimber and
Athwal 1972). These cytological data preclude Ae. spel-
toides as the source of the B subgenome (Kimber and Ath-
wal 1972).

Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. bicornis have
been ruled out as the potential donors of the B subgenome,
mainly on the grounds of the low meiotic pairing in F1
hybrids between them and allopolyploid wheats (Riley et al.
1958; Riley 1965). Recent studies, however, attributed the
low pairing to a Ph-like gene, existing in these three Aegi-
lops species, that, together with the Ph1 of allopolyploid
wheats, suppresses homoeologous pairing in the hybrids
between allopolyploid wheat and these species (Feldman
1978). Mello-Sampayo (1971) discovered one genotype of
Ae. longissima that induced an intermediate level of pairing
(IP) (five to six bivalents) in hybrids with T. aestivum. It was
assumed that this IP genotype lacks the Ph-like gene (Avivi
1976; Feldman 1978). The existence of ph-like genes in
diploid species of Aegilops has already been suggested by
several researchers (Okamoto and Inomata 1974; Waines
1976; Maan 1977). Feldman (1978) crossed this IP genotype
of Ae. longissima with ditelosomic lines of the A and B
subgenomes of T. aestivum and found that most of the
pairing involved chromosomes of the B subgenome and
those of Ae. longissima, while the chromosomes of the A
and D subgenomes paired relatively little. The chromosomes
of the B subgenome paired at a much higher frequency in
hybrids with Ae. longissima as compared to hybrids with Ae.
speltoides. Based on these observations, Feldman (1978)
concluded that the genome of Ae. longissima and probably

of other Sitopsis species (e.g., Ae. searsii) is closer to the B
subgenome than that of Ae. speltoides.

The meiotic behavior of Triticum aestivum x Aegilops
speltoides, T. aestivum x Ae. sharonensis and T. aes-
tivum x Ae. longissima (hybrid genome constitution ABDS,
ABDSsh, and ABDSl, respectively) has been analyzed by
Fernandez–Calvin and Orellana (1994), using the
C-banding technique. In all of the hybrids analyzed, the
mean number of bound arms per cell for associations
between the A and D subgenomes chromosomes was sig-
nificantly higher than the mean number of associations
between the B and S, the B and Ssh and the B and Sl

genomes. These results indicated that the genomes of Ae.
speltoides, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima show a
similar affinity with the genomes of hexaploid wheat;
therefore, none of these species can be considered to be a
distinct donor of the B subgenome of wheats (Fernandez–
Calvin and Orellana 1994).

A different conclusion was reached by Maestra and
Naranjo (1998), who analyzed homoeologous pairing at first
meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between T. aestivum,
bearing the Ph1 and the Ph2 genes, or its mutants ph1b or
ph2b, with a high-pairing genotype of Ae. speltoides. They
applied the C-banding technique to identify the chromosome
arms of both species. All chromosome arms of Ae. speltoides
showed normal homoeologous pairing, implying that no
apparent chromosome rearrangements occurred in the evo-
lution of Ae. speltoides relative to wheat. A pattern of
preferential pairing of A-D and B-S, confirmed that the S
genome is closely related to the B subgenome of allopoly-
ploid wheat. Consequently, they concluded that their results
sustain the hypothesis that the B subgenome of the
allopolyploid wheats was derived from Ae. speltoides.

Rodriguez et al. (2000a) also set out to assess the rela-
tionships between the genome of Ae. speltoides and those of
the allopolyploid wheats. To this end, they used C-banding
to analyze chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of
F1 hybrids involving Ae. speltoides (genome SS), T.
timopheevii (genome GGAA), T. turgidum (genome
BBAA), and T. aestivum (genome BBAADD). Pairing
between chromosomes of the G and S genomes in T.
timopheevii x Ae. speltoides (GAS) hybrids reached a fre-
quency much higher than pairing between chromosomes of
the B and S in T. turgidum x Ae. speltoides (BAS) hybrids
and T. aestivum x Ae. speltoides (BADS) hybrids and pair-
ing between B and G genome chromosomes in T. turgi-
dum x T. timopheevii (BGAA) hybrids or T. aestivum x T.
timopheevii (BGAAD) hybrids. These results support a
higher degree of closeness of the G and S genomes to each
other than to the B subgenome. Such relationships are
consistent with independent origins of tetraploid wheats T.
turgidum and T. timopheevii and with a more recent for-
mation of the timopheevii lineage.
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Evidence from Seed-Storage Proteins
The electrophoretic pattern of the water-soluble endosperm
proteins was determined for T. monococcum, T. aestivum
and T. turgidum, (Johnson and Hall 1965; Johnson 1972), T.
timopheevii (Johnson et al. 1967), Ae. tauschii (Johnson
et al. 1967), and Ae. speltoides, Ae. longissima, and Ae.
sharonensis (Johnson 1972). The three Aegilops species of
section Sitopsis were found to have electrophoretic band
patterns that were inconsistent with those expected of a B
subgenome donor, thereby ruling them out as potential
donors (Johnson 1975). Johnson then mixed equimolar
amounts of proteins from selected lines of T. monococcum
and T. urartu and found that the electrophoretic pattern of
the mixture included all the bands found in T. turgidum. This
led him (Johnson 1975) to suggest that T. urartu could be
the B subgenome donor to polyploid wheats. However, the
pairing data of Chapman et al. (1976), Dvorak (1976)
showed unequivocally that T. urartu is very close to the A
subgenome and cannot be the B subgenome donor.

One component of water-soluble endosperm proteins is
amylase inhibitors. Vittozzi and Silano (1976) compared the
molecular weight and activity of the a-amylase inhibitors
from the polyploid wheats with those from all the putative B
subgenome donors, excluding Ae. searsii and Ae. sharo-
nensis. Ae. bicornis, Ae. speltoides and T. urartu were
rejected as possible B subgenome donors on the basis of
differences in a-amylase inhibitor content. Ae. longissima
was the only species found to possess all the a-amylase
inhibitors contained in T. turgidum, but the specific activities
of these proteins were not identical, implying that Ae.
longissima might play a role in the speciation of T. turgidum.

Konarev et al. (1976, 1979), Peneva and Konarev (1982),
Konarev (1983) compared albumins and gliadins, that are
species- and genus-specific, from all the putative B sub-
genome donors with those from allopolyploid wheats. They
found that both Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii possess
proteins that are identical to one another as well as to those
specified by the B subgenome in the allopolyploid wheats.
Many of the proteins of the other potential donors were
different from those coded for by the B subgenome. On the
basis of this information, Konarev and colleagues concluded
that both Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii are equally probable
B subgenome donors.

Purothionins are small, basic, highly conserved endo-
sperm proteins (Jones et al. 1982). Jones and Mak (1977)
established that there were two forms of the a-purothionin
fraction in T. turgidum and T. aestivum isolates, which they
designated a and a1, the latter form being specific to the B
subgenome. Kerby (1986) determined the amino acid
sequence of purothionins from all the putative B subgenome
donors and compared these sequences with those of
al-purothionin of T. turgidum and T. aestivum. None of the

purothionins isolated from these species had an amino acid
sequence identical to that of al-purothionin. Each of the
proteins from Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis differed from a1
purothionins by a single amino acid substitution, whereas the
purothionins from the remaining putative B subgenome
donors differed from the a1 sequence by two to five amino
acid substitutions. On the basis of these protein comparisons,
Kerby (1986) concluded that either Ae. bicornis or Ae.
searsii is the most likely donor of the B subgenome. Simi-
larly, Dass (1972) compared the chromatographic profiles of
the phenolic compounds from T. turgidum, T. monococ-
cum, Ae. bicornis, and Ae. speltoides. His comparisons
revealed Ae. bicornis to possess a profile that most closely
resembled the B subgenome profile of T. turgidum, and
therefore, he concluded that Ae. bicornis is the more likely B
subgenome donor.

Evidence from Isozymes
Jaaska (1974, 1976, 1980), surveying variation in several
enzymes in wheat and diploid Aegilops species, found that,
among the contemporary species of section Sitopsis, only
Ae. speltoides proved suitable to be the B-subgenome donor
to allopolyploid wheats. Diploids of the Emarginata sub-
section of section Sitopsis, namely, Ae. longissima, Ae.
sharonensis, Ae. searsii and Ae. bicornis, are unsuitable for
the role of the wheat B genome donors. Nakai (1979),
analyzing esterase isozymes, concluded that wild T. turgi-
dum originated from the hybrid of wild einkorn and a
member of the Sitopsis section of Aegilops. Likewise,
Nishikawa (1983), studying variation in a- and- ß- amylase
isozymes in allopolyploid wheats and in their putative
diploid ancestors, revealed that the B subgenome of T. tur-
gidum is a recombinant subgenome comprising, at least,
chromosome 6Sl from Ae. longissima and 7S from Ae.
speltoides. Nishikawa et al. (1992) further sustained the
conclusion that T. urartu, the A subgenome donor, first gave
rise to a hybrid with Ae. speltoides as the donor of the
second subgenome, B, and cytoplasm, and later, a species of
subsection Emarginata, most likely Ae. longissima, was
involved in repatterning the second subgenome, which
resulted in subgenome B of allotetraploid wheat.

Evidence from Studies on Nuclear DNA

Nuclear DNA Content
Based on nuclear DNA content of T. monococcum, T. tur-
gidum, T. aestivum, Ae. tauschii, Ae. speltoides, Ae.
longissima, and Ae. bicornis, Rees (1963), Rees and Walters
(1965), Pegington and Rees (1970) supported the notion that
Ae. speltoides is the donor of B subgenome to allopolyploid
wheats. In contrast, Nishikawa and Furuta (1978) found that
the DNA content of T. turgidum is very close to the sum of
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the content of the diploid species T. monococcum and Ae.
longissima, or Ae. bicornis, while the sum DNA of T.
monococcum and Ae. speltoides is considerably less than
that of T. turgidum. They suggested that Ae. longissima or
Ae. bicornis, rather than Ae. speltoides, contributed the B
subgenome. Furuta et al. (1984) determined the DNA con-
tent of the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat by summing up
the DNA contents of the individual B subgenome chromo-
somes. They found that the nuclear DNA content of Ae.
speltoides, is only about 87% that of the B subgenome of
hexaploid wheat, whereas the DNA contents of Ae. bicornis,
Ae. searsii, Ae. longissima, and Ae. sharonensis are com-
parable to that of the B subgenome (Furuta et al. 1984). This
was consistent with the results they obtained from the syn-
thetic tetraploids T. monococcum–Ae. longissima, T. mono-
coccum–Ae. sharonensis, and T. monococcum–Ae. bicornis,
which had DNA content very similar to that of natural T.
turgidum. From this, Furuta et al. (1984) concluded that Ae.
speltoides was not the donor of the B subgenome.

The results of Eilam et al. (2008) also showed that tet-
raploid wheat, T. turgidum, contains much more DNA than
the sum of DNA content of T. urartu and Ae. speltoides.
Consequently, the B subgenome either derived from a spe-
cies containing more DNA or, if it derived from Ae. spel-
toides, its DNA content was increased at the polyploid level.
If so, the B subgenome is unique in that it underwent DNA
content upsizing, as all other genomes of Aegilops and
Triticum allopolyploids underwent downsizing, including
the synthetic allopolyploids containing the S genome of Ae.
speltoides (Eilam et al. 2008), as also shown by Salina et al.
(2004), Han et al. (2005), who described elimination of
repetitive sequences from genome S of Ae. speltoides in
newly formed allopolyploids.

In Vitro DNA:DNA Hybridizations
To identify the donor of the B subgenome of the allopoly-
ploid wheats, Nath et al. (1983, 1984) hybridized 3H-Triti-
cum aestivum DNA to the unlabeled DNAs of the six
putative donors of the B subgenome, namely, T. urartu, Ae.
speltoides, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. bicornis, Ae. longissima,
and Ae. searsii, and found that while the genome of T.
urartu was more closely related to the A subgenome than to
the B subgenome, that of Ae. searsii was most closely related
to the B subgenome of T. aestivum. Consequently, they
concluded that Ae. searsii was the B-subgenome donor to the
allopolyploid wheats or a major chromosome donor, if the B
subgenome is, in fact, polyphyletic in origin. Similarly,
Thompson and Nath (1986) performed DNA:DNA
hybridization between unique and repeated-sequence frac-
tions of labeled T. turgidum ssp. durum DNA and the cor-
responding fractions of unlabeled DNAs of Ae. searsii, Ae.
speltoides, Ae. longissima, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. bicornis,

and found Ae. searsii fractions to be the most closely related
to the B subgenome of T. turgidum ssp. durum.

Evidence from RFLP Patterns of Genes Coding for rRNAs
Hybridization of total DNA from the tetraploid and hex-
aploid wheats, treated with the BamHl restriction enzyme, to
a labelled 5S rRNA probe, showed that the repeating unit of
the 5S rRNA genes comprise two fragments, 420- and
500-base pairs-long (Peacock et al. 1981). They found that
the 420-base pair repeat unit was located on chromosome
1B. While neither T. monococcum nor Ae. speltoides con-
tained the 420-base pair repeat unit, whereas Ae. longissima,
Ae. sharonensis and Ae. searsii did. On this basis, they
concluded that the 5S gene pattern excludes Ae. speltoides
but is consistent with the other species of Sitopsis section,
being closely related to the B subgenome.

A different conclusion was reached by Ruban and
Badaeva (2018) who, using Giemsa C-banding and
fluorescence in situ hybridization (FISH) with DNA probes
representing 5S (pTa794) and 18S-5.8S-26S (pTa71)
rDNAs, as well as the following nine tandem repeats:
pSc119.2, pAesp_SAT86, Spelt-1, Spelt-52, pAs1, pTa-535,
and pTa-s53, found that the B and G subgenomes of poly-
ploid wheat are most closely related to the S genome of Ae.
speltoides. Likewise, Zhang et al. (2002) cloned, sequenced
and compared the internal transcribed spacer (ITS) se-
quences of nuclear rDNA of T. turgidum, T. timopheevii, and
of the following diploid species, T. monococcum, T. urartu,
the five Sitopsis species, and Ae. tauschii. Phylogenetic
analysis demonstrated that the ITS sequences of Ae. spel-
toides, that were distinct from those of other Sitopsis species,
were similar to the B and G subgenomes of the allotetraploid
wheats.

Sallares and Brown (2004) amplified the entire 5′ external
transcribed spacer (ETS) region of the 18S rRNA gene of all
the diploid species of Aegilops and polyploid wheat. The
phylogenetic analysis performed on the complete set of ETS
sequences showed that the B and G subgenomes of tetra-
ploid wheats form a clade with Ae. speltoides, in which the
B subgenome diverged first and the G subgenome more
recently.

Evidence from Hybridization with Single Copy Nuclear Genes
Petersen et al. (2006), using a sophisticated extension of the
PCR technique, successfully isolated two single-copy
nuclear genes, DMC1 and EF–G, from each of the three
subgenomes of T. aestivum and from the two subgenomes of
the tetraploid progenitor T. turgidum. Phylogenetic analysis
of these sequences showed that the B subgenome derived
from Ae. speltoides. The B subgenome donor was associated
with a higher diversification rate of the B subgenome as
compared to the diversification rate seen in A subgenome in
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the polyploid wheats. Petersen et al. (2006) extended the
phylogenetic hypothesis suggesting that neither Triticum and
Aegilops are monophyletic.

Daud and Gustafson (1996) cloned a genome-specific
DNA sequence pSP89.XI from Ae. speltoides which was
barely detected in any of the other Sitopsis genomes, while
Southern blot analyses established that this sequence was
present in the B subgenome of allotetraploid and allo-
hexaploid wheat, though its relative abundance seemed to
decrease at the allopolyploid levels. Hence, Daud and Gus-
tafson (1996) concluded that the B subgenome derived from
Ae. speltoides but that it was somewhat modified compared
with that of modern Ae. speltoides.

Salse et al. (2008) compared sequences of the storage
protein activator (SPA) locus region of the S genome of Ae.
speltoides to those of the A, B and D subgenomes of hex-
aploid wheat. They concluded that the S genome of Ae.
speltoides is more evolutionary related to the B subgenome
of T. aestivum and had diverged very early from the pro-
genitor of the B subgenome which remains to be identified.

Evidence from Hybridization with Repeated DNA Sequences
Flavell et al. (1979) found that the B subgenome of hex-
aploid wheat is highly enriched with repeated sequences
homologous to those of Ae. speltoides, thus supporting the
notion that the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat is closely
related to an Ae. speltoides-like genome.

Dennis et al. (1980) isolated and hybridized a single highly
repeated satellite DNA with chromosomes of various Triti-
cum and Aegilops species and found that this satellite DNA
hybridized to specific major sites in all B subgenome chro-
mosomes, as well as to chromosomes 4A and 7A of T. aes-
tivum. Observations of such in situ hybridization patterns in
chromosomes of all putative B subgenome donors (except Ae.
searsii) showed that none had a satellite distribution identical
to that of the chromosomes of the B subgenome of hexaploid
wheats. However, three chromosomes of Ae. longissima had a
satellite distribution pattern similar to chromosomes those of
2B, 3B, and 5B in T. aestivum. Thus, Ae. longissima was
selected as the most likely source of the B subgenome (Dennis
et al. 1980). Peacock et al. (1981) extended these studies and
found that Ae. tauschii, T. monococcum, and T. urartu had no
major sites of hybridization, eliminating them as possible
contributors to the B subgenome. They also showed that the
diploid species with greatest similarity to the B subgenome of
the allopolyploid wheats was Ae. longissima. On the other
hand, whereas every chromosome in the complement of Ae.
searsii possessed a specific pattern of major hybridization
sites, the patterns did not resemble those of the B set of
chromosomes of T. aestivum (Peacock et al. (1981). Dvorak
and Zhang (1990) developed a general method, based on
variation in repeated nucleotide sequences, for the

identification of the diploid species most closely related to the
B and G subgenomes of the allopolyploid wheats. Using this
method, they demonstrated that Ae. speltoides is the most
closely related species to both the B and G subgenomes of
allotetraploid wheats.

Evidence from Cytoplasmic Analyses
Maan and Lucken (1967, 1968b, 1970) observed that
hybrids derived from crosses between T. monococcum as
female parent and T. turgidum and T. aestivum as male
parents, were sterile males and lacked vigor. This led them to
conclude that only the B subgenome donor could have
contributed the cytoplasm to the allopolyploid wheats.
Suemoto (1968), studying F1 hybrids and backcross
derivatives of T. monococcum x T. turgidum and Ae. spel-
toides x T. turgidum, found that both pollen and seed fertility
were significantly greater among the progeny of the latter
cross, and consequently suggested that Ae. speltoides or a
close relative in the Sitopsis section, was the female parent
of T. turgidum. Fertile offspring were obtained after
replacing the cytoplasms of T. turgidum and T. aestivum
with cytoplasms of any of the Aegilops species from the
Sitopsis section (Hirai and Tsunewaki 1981; Tsunewaki and
Ogihara 1983). These studies confirmed Suemoto’s findings
that the cytoplasm of the polyploid wheats was derived from
a diploid Aegilops species of section Sitopsis.

Based on this conclusion, comparisons have been made
between the cytoplasmic components of the allopolyploid
wheats with those of T. monococcum, Ae. tauschii, and all
the putative B subgenome donors from the Sitopsis section.
Chen et al. (1975) determined the isoelectric points of the
polypeptides comprising the large and small subunits
of ribulose-1–5, biphosphate carboxylase-oxygenase
(RuBisCO or fraction I protein). The small subunit was
composed of one polypeptide chain and was coded for in the
nuclear genome, whereas the large subunit was composed of
three polypeptide chains encoded in the chloroplast genome.
Isoelectric focusing of the polypeptides that comprise the
large subunit revealed two patterns: T. aestivum, T. turgi-
dum, and Ae. speltoides had an identical and higher iso-
electric pattern, while T. monococcum, T. urartu, and Ae.
tauschii had identical and lower isoelectric points. Thus,
they concluded that T. turgidum is the female parent of T.
aestivum and not Ae. tauschii. Moreover, the data indicated
that neither T. monococcum nor T. urartu provided the
genetic information for the large subunits in T. turgidum,
thereby precluding both as the B subgenome donor and
female parent of T. turgidum. On the other hand, the data
unequivocally show that Ae. speltoides, or another species
containing an identical large subunit pattern, was the B
subgenome donor to T. turgidum. Hirai and Tsunewaki
(1981) extended this study by using different alloplasmic
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lines, each of which contained the nuclear chromosome
complement of T. aestivum and the cytoplasm from a
specific Aegilops species in the Sitopsis section. Their
results, supporting those of Chen et al. (1975), showed that
the large subunit polypeptides of fraction 1 protein in allo-
plasmic lines containing Ae. speltoides or Ae. longissima
cytoplasms had the same migration patterns (H type) as
those of allopolyploid wheats. On the other hand, the large
subunit polypeptides in the alloplasmic lines containing Ae.
bicornis or Ae. sharonensis cytoplasms were of the L type
found in T. monococcum, T. urartu, and Ae. tauschii. The
authors concluded that either Ae. speltoides or Ae. longis-
sima provided the cytoplasm to the allopolyploid wheats
and, therefore, could have been the B subgenome donor to
these species. Of note, Ae. searsii was not included in this
study.

Comparison of the effect of various cytoplasms on several
traits in euplasmic and alloplasmic lines (bearing the wheat
nucleus in alien cytoplasm) made by Hori and Tsunewaki
(1967), Suemoto (1968), Maan and Lucken (1971), and
Tsunewaki et al. (1976, 1978), showed that the cytoplasm of
several Sitopsis species can be considered the cytoplasm
donor to the allopolyploid wheats. These results were sup-
ported by the results of Hirai and Tsunewaki (1981)
regarding the Fraction I protein, as Ae. speltoides and Ae.
longissima had a plasma gene encoding the H-type large
subunit in all the polyploid wheats. Ae. bicornis and Ae.
sharonensis could not have been the cytoplasm donor
because they bear a plasma gene for the L-type large subunit.

Assuming that little divergence of potential B subgenome
donors and the polyploid wheats has occurred since the
origin of T. turgidum, several studies have compared the
restriction fragment pattern of chloroplast DNA from the
polyploid wheats with those of a number of Triticum and
Aegilops species (Vedel et al. 1976; Ogihara and Tsunewaki
1982; Tsunewaki and Ogihara 1983). The most complete
study reported to date has been that of Tsunewaki and
Ogihara (1983), who used seven restriction enzymes. When
compared to the chloroplast restriction fragment patterns of
T. aestivum and T. turgidum, T. monococcum differed by 11
fragments, Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii, and Ae. speltoides by 10
fragments and T. urartu by 8 fragments. Yet, the fragment
pattern of chloroplast DNA from Ae. longissima was iden-
tical to those of T. turgidum and T. aestivum, prompting the
authors to conclude that it is the most likely B subgenome
donor.

Ogihara and Tsunewaki (1988), assessing variation in the
chloroplast (cp) DNAs of 35 Triticum and Aegilops species,
by analyzing restriction fragments that were obtained by
applying 13 different restriction enzymes, classified the
chloroplast genomes of these species into 16 types. This
classification of cpDNAs was principally in agreement with
that of the plasma types assigned according to phenotypes

arising from nucleus-cytoplasm interactions. The chloroplast
genome of the Aegilops diploid species of section Sitopsis
separated into two distinct groups, one consisting of Ae.
speltoides and the other comprising Ae. bicornis, Ae.
sharonensis and Ae. searsii (Ae. longissima was not included
in this study). The speltoides cpDNA was closely related to
the that of T. timopheevii and T. aestivum, but somewhat
more distant from the latter. Similar results were obtained by
Miyashita et al. (1994), who, using a battery of four-cutter
restriction enzymes, investigated restriction map variation in
two 5–6-kb chloroplast DNA regions of the five Sitopsis
species and of two wild allotetraploid wheats, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides and T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum, as
well as a single accession each of T. turgidum ssp. durum, T.
timopheevii ssp. timopheevii and T. aestivum ssp. aestivum.
Whereas low polymorphism was found in Ae. speltoides, no
restriction site polymorphisms were detected in any of the
other diploid and allopolyploid species. One accession of Ae.
speltoides had a plastotype identical to those of wild and
domesticated T. timopheevii. On the other hand, no diploid
species had the plastotype of T. turgidum. Three of the
plastotypes found in the Sitopsis species were very similar,
but not identical, to those of T. turgidum and T. aestivum. It
was concluded that T. timopheevii and T. turgidum have a
diphyletic origin, evolving at different times and originating
from two different, but closely related, maternal parents.

Provan et al. (2004) utilized polymorphic chloroplast
microsatellites to analyze cytoplasmic relationships between
Triticum and Aegilops species. Phylogenetic analyses
revealed three distinct groups of accessions; one group
contained all the non-Ae. speltoides S-type cytoplasm spe-
cies, another comprised almost exclusively A, C, D, M, N, T
and U cytoplasm-type accessions, and the third contained the
allopolyploid Triticum species and all the Ae. speltoides
accessions. These results further confirm that Ae. speltoides,
or a closely related species, was the original B subgenome
donor of allopolyploid wheat. Similarly, Haider (2012)
compared the polymorphism of chloroplast DNA between T.
aestivum and 8 different Aegilops species, using cleaved
amplified polymorphic sequence (CAPS) and sequencing of
28 chloroplast loci and concluded that Ae. speltoides is B
subgenome and the cytoplasm donor to T. aestivum.

Studies of mitochondrial (mt) DNA variation in Triti-
cum and Aegilops may provide a sensitive assay for
assessing cytoplasmic relationships between the diploid
Triticum and Aegilops species and the allopolyploid wheats.
Breiman (1987) found that the Sitopsis species exhibited
wide intra- and inter-specific variation, with Ae. speltoides
showing the most extensive intraspecific diversity, whereas
no variation was detected among the cytoplasms of the
allopolyploid Triticum species sharing the BBAA genome.
In an attempt to identify the donor of the B subgenome to T.
turgidum and T. aestivum, the restriction endonuclease
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profiles of two regions around the mitochondrial cytochrome
oxidase subunit I gene were compared with those of Ae.
speltoides, Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. searsii, Ae. tauschii and T. monococcum (Graur
et al. 1989). The results indicated that none of these diploid
species were likely to have either donated the B subgenome
or to be closely related to the donor.

Terachi et al. (1990) examined the mitochondrial gen-
omes of three Sitopsis species (Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonen-
sis, and Ae. speltoides), three subspecies of T. turgidum
(dicoccoides, dicoccon, and durum), three subspecies of T.
aestivum (spelta, aestivum, and compactum), two subspecies
of the timopheevii group (armeniacum and timopheevii),
and the species T. zhukovskyi. mtDNAs from the subspecies
dicoccon, durum, aestivum, and compactum yielded identi-
cal restriction fragment patterns which differed from those of
the subspecies dicoccoides and spelta in only 2.3% of their
fragments. The fragment patterns of ssp. timopheevii and T.
zhukovskyi were identical, and both differed from
the ssp. armeniacum mtDNA pattern by only one fragment.
The differences in the mitochondrial genome of T. turgidum
and T. aestivum from those of T. timopheevii and T. zhu-
kovskyi suggest a diphyletic origin of the two groups.
Whereas the mtDNAs of Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis,
and Ae. searsii were relatively similar, that of Ae. speltoides
differed greatly from the other three, and was identical, or
nearly so, to the mtDNAs of T. timopheevii and T. zhu-
kovskyi. Terachi et al. (1990) could not determine with
precision the cytoplasm donor to T. turgidum and T. aes-
tivum, as their results revealed that the ctDNA underwent
smaller evolutionary divergence than the mtDNAs from
these same accessions.

To investigate phylogenetic relationships among plas-
mons (the whole cytoplasmic genome) in Triticum and
Aegilops, Wang et al. (1997), performed PCR–single-strand
conformational polymorphism (PCR-SSCP) analyses on
14.0-kb chloroplast and 13.7-kb mitochondrial DNA regions
isolated from 46 alloplasmic wheat lines and one euplasmic
line. The phylogenetic trees of plasmons indicated Ae.
speltoides as the cytoplasm donor to the allopolyploid wheat,
suggesting that this species is the B and G subgenomes
donor of all allopolyploid wheats. Mori et al. (1997) studied
variation in mitochondrial DNA of Triticum and Aegilops
species by PCR-aided RFLP analysis of a 1.3 kb region
containing the intron of coxll. All but one accession of Ae.
speltoides possessed a haplotype common to T. timopheevii
wheat, thus supporting the hypothesis that Ae. speltoides
donated the G subgenome to T. timopheevii. However, these
findings did not agree with the hypothesis that Ae. speltoides
was the B subgenome donor to the allotetraploid and allo-
hexaploid wheats.

Gornicki et al. (2014) sequenced 25 chloroplast genomes
and genotyped 1127 accessions of 13 Triticum and Aegilops

species. They found that Ae. speltoides diverged before the
divergence of T. urartu, Ae. tauschii and the Aegilops spe-
cies of section Sitopsis. Ae. speltoides had formed a mono-
phyletic clade with the allopolyploids T. turgidum and T.
timopheevii, which originated within the last 0.7 and 0.4
million years ago, respectively. The geographic distribution
of chloroplast haplotypes of the wild tetraploid wheats and
Ae. speltoides illustrates the possible geographic origin of
wild T. turgidum in the southern Levant and of wild T.
timopheevii in northern Iraq. Chloroplast haplotypes were
often shared by species or subspecies within major
allopolyploid lineages and between the lineages, indicating
the contribution of introgression to the evolution of the
allopolyploid wheats.

Concluding Remarks on the Origin of the B Subgenome
As seen from the above data, the identification of the donor
of the B subgenome to allopolyploid wheats has so far
lacking conclusive results, despite the many attempts that
were made during the last century to identify the diploid
donor(s) of the B subgenome of the allopolyploid wheats.
The morphological, geographical, cytological, genetic, and
molecular data reviewed above implied that one of the
species of Aegilops section Sitopsis, can be the donor of the
B subgenome albeit unequivocally. Indeed, over the years,
all five species of section Sitopsis have been proposed, by
various authors, as the putative donors of the B subgenome
to T. turgidum and T. aestivum.

As was pointed out by Kerby and Kuspira (1987), already
Sarkar and Stebbins (1956), Sears (1948) ascribed these
failures to the great antiquity of wild T. turgidum and hence,
to the many changes that must have occurred in the B
subgenome since its incorporation into the allotetraploid.
Chromosomal and genetic changes could have also occurred
in the diploid donor of the B subgenome since its
hybridization with T. urartu.

On the other hand, evidence for a polyphyletic origin of
the B subgenome was presented by Giorgi and Bozzini
(1969a) on the basis of karyotype analysis, by Vittozzi and
Silano (1976) from studies of enzyme systems, and by
Dennis et al. (1980) on the basis of satellite distribution
patterns. Support for such an origin of the B subgenome was
also obtained from isozyme studies by Nishikawa (1983).
His results implied that chromosome 6B of allohexaploid
wheat derived from Ae. longissima and 7B from Ae. spel-
toides. Further evidence for a recombinant B subgenome
was presented by Nishikawa et al. (1992), suggesting that
the B subgenome of T. turgidum and T. aestivum is a
recombinant subgenome, comprising segments that derived
from various Sitopsis species. Chromosomes 2B and 3B
contain segments of Ae. longissima (Gerlach et al. 1979),
and chromosome 3B also has segments of Ae. speltoides
(Vittozzi and Silano 1976; Jaaska 1980). Chromosome 4B
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(formerly 4A) derived from Ae. speltoides (Dvorak 1983;
Chen and Gill 1983), and contains segments from Ae.
sharonensis (Rayburn and Gill 1985). Chromosome 5B
contains segments from Ae. longissima (Gerlach et al. 1979),
and Ae. speltoides (Jaaska 1978). The long arm of chro-
mosome 6B derived from Ae. longissima (Nishikawa 1983),
and contains segments from Ae. sharonensis or Ae. bicornis
and Ae. speltoides (Nishikawa et al. 1992). The long arm of
chromosome 7B derived from Ae. speltoides (Nishikawa
1983; Nishikawa et al. 1992) and contains segments from
Ae. sharonensis or Ae. searsii (Nishikawa et al. 1992).
Similarly, Zhang et al. (2017), using an integrative cytoge-
netic and genomic approach, assessed the homology of the
wheat B subgenome with the S genome of Ae. speltoides and
revealed noticeable homology between wheat chromosome
1B and Ae. speltoides chromosome 1S, but not between
other chromosomes in the B subgenome and S genome.
Evidently, Ae. speltoides had been involved in the origin of
the wheat B subgenome but should not be considered an
exclusive donor of the subgenome. To elucidate the origin of
wheat B subgenome, Kong et al. (Kong XY, Dong YS,
Jia JZ, personal communication) isolated four B
subgenome-specific repetitive sequences from T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon. A Southern hybridization analysis with these
clones showed that four species, Ae. speltoides, Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. searsii, contained different B
subgenome-specific repetitive sequences. Hence, their
results implied that the B-subgenome of allopolyploid wheat
is a recombined subgenome comprising chromosomal seg-
ments from several Sitopsis species. Thus, one possibility to
explain the above data is to assume that the wheat B sub-
genome might have a polyphyletic origin with multiple
ancestors involved.

Blake et al. (1999) used the B subgenome of allopoly-
ploid wheat as a model system to test hypotheses that bear
on the monophyly or polyphyly of the individual constituent
subgenomes. By using aneuploid wheat stocks, combined
with PCR-based cloning strategies, they cloned and
sequenced two single-copy DNA sequences from each of the
seven chromosomes of the wheat B subgenome and the
homologous sequences from representatives of the five
diploid species in section Sitopsis. Phylogenetic compar-
isons of sequence data suggested that the B subgenome of
wheat diverged from a diploid B subgenome donor. The
extent of genetic diversity among the Sitopsis diploids and
the failure of any of the Sitopsis species to group with the
wheat B subgenome, indicated that these species also
diverged from the ancestral B subgenome donor. Their
results support monophyletic origin of the wheat B
subgenome.

Thus, a plausible possibility therefore, is that the
B-subgenome donor is a distinct diploid species different
from the current Sitopsis species, which is either extinct or

extant that still remain to be discovered (Feldman et al.
1995). The genome of this species is closely related to that of
Ae. speltoides and other Sitopsis species, and it was esti-
mated, based on whole genome sequencing of Sitopsis
species, to have diverged from the S genome of Ae spel-
toides * 4.49 (4.31–4.67) MYA (Li et al. 2022) and to
have introgressed with the Sitopsis species of the D-lineage
before its hybridization with T. urartu leading to formation
of T. turgidum. Hence, hybridization between the B sub-
genome donor as female and T. urartu as male, 700,000–
900,000 years ago (Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen et al.
2014; Middleton et al. 2014), led to the formation of wild
emmer T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides. That such allopoly-
ploidization occurred over and over again is conceivable,
possibly involving somewhat different genotypes of the
concerned diploid parents. The accumulated cytogenetic and
molecular evidence has indicated that assumption of genome
stability, that is, that the genomes of the allopolyploid spe-
cies remain similar to those of their diploid parents, is not
always correct, and that subgenome(s) may undergo con-
siderable changes at the polyploid level. Indeed, the for-
mation of allotetraploid wheat was followed by
revolutionary (occurring during allopolyploid formation)
and evolutionary (occurring during the life of the allopoly-
ploid) genetic, and epigenetic changes that brought about
cytological and genetic diploidization (Feldman et al. 1997;
Liu et al. 1998a, b; Ozkan et al. 2001, 2002; Shaked et al.
2001; Kashkush et al. 2002, 2003; Salina et al. 2004; Han
et al. 2003, 2005; Ma and Gustafson 2005, 2006; Baum and
Feldman 2010; Guo and Han 2014; Cheng et al. 2019) as
well as introgression with other diploid and allopolyploid
species (Zohary and Feldman, 1962; Vardi 1973; Rao and
Smith 1968; Rawal and Harlan 1975; Gornicki et al. 2014;
El-Baidouri et al. 2017: Glemin et al. 2019; Bernhardt et al.
2020).

10.3.2.15 DNA Content of T. turgidum
The subspecies of T. turgidum contained from 12.52 to
12.91 pg 1C DNA (Eilam et al. 2008). Sixteen ssp. dicoc-
coides accessions (35 plants) had a mean 12.91 ± 0.194 pg
1C DNA; the three ssp. dicoccon cultivars (8 plants) ana-
lyzed had mean 1C DNA content of 12.87 ± 0.093 pg, the
eleven ssp. durum cultivars (22 plants) analyzed had a mean
1C DNA content of 12.84 ± 0.175 pg, the one
ssp. polonicum cultivar (2 plants) analyzed had a mean 1C
DNA content of 12.52 pg, the two ssp. turgidum cultivars (4
plants) analyzed had a mean 1C DNA content of
12.75 ± 0.085 pg and the one in ssp. carthlicum cultivar (3
plants) analyzed had a mean 1C DNA content of 12.87 pg.
Domestication seemingly had no effect on genome size in
this species. The genome of T. turgidum is larger than the
genomes of T. timopheevii and of most Aegilops allopoly-
ploids (Eilam et al. 2008). The DNA content reported for
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T. turgidum by Eilam et al. (2008) is in accord with the
findings of Rees (1963) and Rees and Walters (1965), who
determined DNA content in tetraploid wheats and found
significantly less nuclear DNA in T. timopheevii as com-
pared to T. turgidum ssp. durum. The 1C DNA content of T.
turgidum is significantly larger than the additive amount of
1C DNA of Ae. speltoides (5.81 pg), and T. urartu (6.02 pg)
(Eilam et al. 2007). On the other hand, the amount of DNA
in T. turgidum is about equal to the sum of the amphiploids
of any of the other four Sitopsis species together with T.
urartu, i.e., Ae. bicornis 6.84 pg, Ae. searsii 6.65 pg, Ae.
longissima 7.48 pg, Ae. sharonensis 7.52 pg and T. urartu
6.02 pg (Eilam et al. 2007). It is deduced therefore, that 1C
DNA amount of the B-subgenome donor was around
7.50 pg. Estimates of genome size in the Sitopsis from
whole genome sequences (Avni et al. 2022) are in same
range as those of Eilam et al. (2007; Table 9.3) while those
of Li et al. (2022) are a bit lower.

Similar results were obtained by Furuta et al. (1984), who
determined the DNA content of the three subgenomes of
hexaploid wheat by summing the DNA contents of the seven
individual chromosomes of each subgenome. They found
that the DNA content of the B subgenome was significantly
higher than those of the A and D subgenomes, and that the
nuclear DNA content of Ae. speltoides is only about 87% of
that of the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat. On the other
hand, the DNA contents of Ae. bicornis, Ae. searsii, Ae.
longissima, and Ae. sharonensis were comparable to that of
the B subgenome (Furuta et al. 1984). This was consistent
with the results they obtained for the synthetic allotetraploids
T. monococcum—Ae. longissima, T. monococcum—Ae.
sharonensis, and T. monococcum—Ae. bicornis. All three
synthetic allotetraploids had DNA content very similar to
that of natural T. turgidum.

10.3.2.16 Chromosome Morphology
The different subgenomes of T. turgidum are composed of
chromosomes with median or submedian centromeres,
which lack distinctive morphological features (Riley et al.
1958). For this reason, there are no distinct diagnostic
markers in the chromosome complement of this species,
except for the satellited (SAT) chromosomes and some dif-
ferences in total length and, to some extent, in arm length
ratios.

Kagawa (1929), one of the first cytologists to study
chromosome morphology of domesticated emmer, T. turgi-
dum ssp. dicoccon, observed that its genome in mitotic
metaphase consisted of two different chromosomal sets
which were designated A and B by Kihara (1924). Kagawa
recognized ten chromosome types in this subspecies, seven
of which were with secondary constrictions. Bhatia (1938)
found that the morphology of all the chromosomes in
ssp. dicoccon was quite clear, and that the homologous pairs

were easily recognizable. In contrast to Kagawa, Bhatia
observed only two chromosome pairs that were satellited,
and which differed in their morphology from one another. Of
the remaining 24 chromosomes, 22 chromosomes had only
one constriction each and the remaining pair had two con-
strictions each. All the 28 chromosomes fell into fourteen
pairs and no two pairs were alike in the position of the
centromere. Pathak (1940) observed two pairs of satellited
chromosomes in T. turgidum ssp. durum. Similarly, Waines
and Kimber (1973) observed in one line of wild emmer, T.
turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, two pairs of SAT chromosomes.
Morrison (1953) identified the two satellited pairs most
commonly observed as chromosomes I and X of Chinese
Spring (the old designation system of bread wheat chro-
mosomes; Sears 1954). Okamoto (1957b, 1962) confirmed
that both of these chromosomes belong to the B subgenome;
chromosome I was identified as 1B and chromosome X as
6B (Okamoto 1957b).

Riley et al. (1958) noted that the short arm of chromo-
some 1B carried the smallest satellite and was larger than the
second SAT chromosome and more hetero-brachial, whereas
the short arm of chromosome 6B carried the longer satellite
and was shorter than 1B. The satellites of chromosome 1B
were less than 1/3 the length of the adjacent arm, whereas, in
6B, the satellites were 1/3 to ½ the length of the adjacent
arm. Similarly, Coucoli and Skorda (1966) analyzing the
karyotype of T. turgidum ssp. durum var. leucurum, found
two pairs of satellited chromosomes. But, in contrast to what
was found by Riley et al. (1958), Coucoli and Skorda (1966)
reported that the longer SAT pair, on chromosome 6B, also
had the longest satellite (2.29 µ), corresponding to approx-
imately 1/5 of the total chromosome length and less than the
half of the adjacent short arm. The SAT pair on chromosome
1B possessed the shorter satellite (approximately 1/7 the
total length), which is almost equal to one third of the
adjacent short arm and was more heterobrachial. Chromo-
somes length was found to range from 12.97 µ (the longest
pair) to 8.80 µ (the shortest). All chromosomes of ssp. du-
rum are metacentric or sub-metacentric, but more
hetero-brachial chromosomes are present in the genome of
ssp. durum than in T. monococcum.

Giorgi and Bozzini (1969a) performed a detailed analysis
of the karyotypes of several subspecies, cultivars and vari-
eties of T. turgidum, including ssp. durum (cvs. Cappelli and
Aziziah), ssp. dicoccoides, ssp. dicoccon, ssp. aethiopicum
Jakubz. (currently a variety of ssp. durum), ssp. carthlicum,
ssp. turgidum (var. plinianum) and ssp. ispahanicum (cur-
rently a variety of ssp. dicoccon). Analyzing mitotic meta-
phase in root-tip cells, they showed that all the studied taxa
had a basically similar karyotype. They then classified the
chromosomes of T. turgidum as follows: (i) Two satellited
(SAT) chromosomes, SAT1, presumably on chromosome
1B, can be distinguished from SAT2, presumably on
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chromosome 6B, mainly due to its shorter satellite and
greater arm ratio. (ii) Two subterminal (ST) chromosomes,
one is a little longer and with a slightly more subterminal
centromere than the second. (iii) seven submedian
(SM) chromosomes (of which some are nearly median,
while others are almost subterminal. SM 7 is the shortest
submedian chromosome in the complement and has the
highest arm ratio in the group, which makes it easily dis-
tinguishable. (iv) Three median (M) chromosomes of which
one, M1, is the longest, usually slightly submedian and,
therefore, sometimes difficult to separate from submedian
chromosomes. Chromosome M2 is invariably a true median
chromosome, shorter than M1. Chromosome M3 is the
shortest in the M group. Chromosomes of this group are
fairly easily distinguishable. In summary, at least 6 out of the
14 chromosome pairs present in T. turgidum are distin-
guishable with sufficient accuracy (SAT1 and SAT2, SM7,
and M1, M2 and M3).

The measurement of B and A subgenome chromosome
length in the common wheat cultivar Chinese Spring (Sears
1954; see Sect. 10.4.2.8 in Chap. 10) indicated that B sub-
genome chromosomes are longer than A chromosomes (total
subgenome length is 43.65 µ vs. 41.01 µ, respectively, with
an average chromosome length of 6.24 µ vs. 5.86 µ,
respectively). Chromosome 3B is the longest and 2B is the
shortest in the B subgenome, whereas chromosome 2A is the
longest and 1A is the shortest in the A subgenome. Chro-
mosome 5B is the most brachial (arm ratio 2.65:1) and 6B is
the least brachial, almost metacentric, in the B subgenome
(arm ratio 1.05:1), while chromosome 1A is the most bra-
chial (arm ratio 1.91:1) and 6A the least brachial (arm ratio
1.12:1) in the A subgenome. Sasaki et al. (1963) measured
chromosome length in the bread wheat cv. Cheyenne, and
Gill et al. (1963 in cv. Wichita and their results sustain, for
the most part, those of Sears (1954). In all three studies,
chromosomes 1B and 6B were found to carry satellites on
their short arm.

As most chromosomes of all subspecies of T. turgidum,
as well as all other wheat species, lack morphological fea-
tures, it was necessary to look for other means of identifying
individual chromosomes. This necessity has led to the
development of chromosome banding techniques, especially
Giemsa C-banding and N-banding, that facilitated the iden-
tification of individual chromosomes in diploid, allote-
traploid and allohexaploid wheats, and thus, has advanced
cytogenetic studies in wheat and related species (Gill 1987).
In addition to chromosome size, centromere position and
arm ratio, the position, size, and intensity of individual C- or
N-bands are also important criteria for chromosome
identification.

The Giemsa stain interacts specifically with constitutive
heterochromatin and thus, the C-bands expose the position
of this type of chromatin in the chromosomes. The dark

(stained) bands and light (unstained) bands represent hete-
rochromatic and euchromatic regions, respectively (Gill
1987). The C-banding technique stains all classes of con-
stitutive heterochromatin and identifies each of the 21
chromosomes in T. aestivum (Endo and Gill 1984), and each
of the 14 chromosomes of T. turgidum (Seal 1982; Bebeli
and Kaltsikes 1985; Badaeva et al. 2015).

As in T. aestivum (Endo and Gill 1984), subgenome B
in T. turgidum is also more heavily banded than sub-
genome A; chromosomes 1B, 3B, 5B, 6B and 7B of the B
subgenome and chromosome 4A of the A subgenome are
most heavily banded in durum wheat (Seal 1982; Bebeli
and Kaltsikes 1985; Badaeva et al. 2015). The bands in
both A and B subgenomes were concentrated in the cen-
tromeric, distal and terminal regions. Yet, there is wide-
spread banding polymorphism among different lines of
wild and domesticated T. turgidum (Badaeva et al. 2015).
For example, these authors found that karyotypes of wild
and domesticated emmer showed an extremely high
diversity of C-banding patterns. B subgenome chromo-
somes were more polymorphic than A subgenome chro-
mosomes. The lowest diversity of C-banding patterns was
found for chromosome 3A, while chromosomes 2A and 4A
proved to be most variable among the A subgenome
chromosomes. On the B subgenome, the lowest polymor-
phism was observed for chromosome 4B and the highest,
for chromosomes 3B and 7B, respectively.

The C-banding method has been used in studies of sev-
eral aspects of cytogenetics and evolution of T. turgidum.
For example, using C-bands, Seal (1982) identified all 14 T.
turgidum chromosome pairs in hexaploid triticales (genome
BBAARR). Similarly, Bebeli and Kaltsikes (1985) con-
structed the karyotypes of Capeiti and Mexicali, two durum
wheat cultivars, on the basis of C-banding of their
chromosomes.

In contrast to C-banding, the N-banding technique
specifically reveals heterochromatin containing polypyrim-
idine DNA sequences (Dennis et al. 1980). Nine of the 21
chromosome pairs of the hexaploid wheat Triticum aes-
tivum cv. Chinese Spring showed distinctive N-banding
patterns (Gerlach 1977). These nine chromosomes were 4A,
7A and all of the B subgenome chromosomes. The
remaining chromosomes showed either faint bands or no
bands at all. Wild tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum ssp. dicoc-
coides, showed banded chromosomes similar to those
observed in the A and B subgenomes of hexaploid wheat. Of
the diploid species, only Ae. speltoides had several
N-banded chromosomes similar to, but somewhat different
than those of the B subgenome. Endo and Gill (1984)
identified 16 of the 21 chromosomes of common wheat
using an improved N-banding technique.

C-banding has been used quite extensively in the identi-
fication of intraspecific chromosomal rearrangements in the
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different subspecies of T. turgidum (Badaeva et al. 2007,
2015, 2019). During a C-banding survey of a large collection
of cultivars of domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon, Rodrí-
guez et al. (2000b), Badaeva et al. (2015) identified different
types of chromosomal rearrangements, some of which were
novel to T. turgidum. Chromosomal rearrangements were
represented by single translocations and or multiple
translocations, as well as by paracentric and pericentric
inversions. The use of C-banding enabled the detection of
the position of translocation breakpoints, which was either at
or near the centromere, or interstitial. Centromeric translo-
cations significantly prevailed in tetraploid wheat (Badaeva
et al. 2015).

Use of the C-banding technique in the identification of
individual chromosomes and chromosome arms at first
meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids involving T. turgidum and
related species, enabled determination of the type of pairing
of each T. turgidum arm, i.e., homologous versus homoe-
ologous pairing. Thus, for example, Naranjo (1990) ana-
lyzed meiotic pairing in the hybrid tetraploid triticale
(genome BARR x rye) and identified the arm homoeology of
A-B chromosomes of T. turgidum using the C-banding
technique. Results confirmed that the homoeologous rela-
tionships between chromosome arms of the A and B sub-
genomes in T. turgidum are the same as in T. aestivum, and
that a double translocation involving 4AL, 5AL, and 7BS,
and a pericentric inversion involving a substantial portion of
chromosome 4A, are present in T. turgidum as in T.
aestivum.

C-banding was also applied in T. turgidum to determine
the approximate location of the Ph gene in the 5BL arm.
Dvorak et al. (1984) C-banded the long arm of chromosome
5B of a mutant line of the Italian cultivar Cappelli of T.
turgidum ssp. durum deficient for the Ph gene and of another
Cappelli line bearing a duplication of part of the long arm of
5B that carries Ph. Compared with arm 5BL of the parental
cultivar, the 5B long arm of the Ph mutant was shorter,
owing to a deletion of one of two inter-band regions in the
middle of the arm. In the line suspected to have a duplica-
tion, the 5BL arm was longer than in Cappelli and the
interband region that was absent in the Ph mutant was twice
as long.

Genetic mapping of polymorphic C-bands also enables
direct comparisons between genetic and physical maps
(Curtis and Lukaszewski 1991). More specifically, Curtis
and Lukaszewski used eleven C-bands and two seed storage
protein genes on chromosome 1B, polymorphic between
Langdon durum and four accessions of ssp. dicoccoides, to
study the distribution of recombination along the entire
length of the chromosome. The genetic maps obtained from
the four individual T. dicoccoides chromosomes were
combined to yield a consensus map of 14 markers (including
the centromere) for chromosome 1B.

10.3.2.17 Development and Use of Aneuploid
Lines in Durum Wheat

Several series of aneuploid lines were produced in T. tur-
gidum ssp. durum cultivar Langdon by Joppa and colleagues
(Joppa 1987, 1993). These aneuploids have been used to
identify and locate genes on chromosomes, to map
gene-to-centromere distances, to transfer chromosomes from
one cultivar or species to another, and to identify chromo-
some homoeology (Joppa 1987). In contrast to hexaploid
aneuploids that were produced in the 50 s of the previous
century (Sears 1954), aneuploids in the tetraploid T. turgi-
dum only became available during the late 1970s. Several
kinds of aneuploids are not vigorous and fertile in tetraploid
wheat, particularly those with reduced chromosomes num-
ber, i.e., monosomes, monotelosomes and nullisomes. On
the other hand, increases in chromosome numbers in the
form of trisomics, is tolerated in tetraploid wheat. Indeed, a
complete set of primary trisomics that are vigorous and
fertile was developed in the Italian durum cultivar Cappelli
by Simeone et al. (1983).

A complete set of double-ditelosomics, dimono-
telosomics for the A and B subgenome chromosomes has
been developed in cultivar Langdon of durum wheat (Joppa
1987, 1993; Joppa and Williams 1988). These lines are fully
fertile and vigorous and resemble Langdon in morphology.
The lines have been used to identify chromosome
substitutions.

Sears (1966) classified the chromosomes of hexaploid
wheat into seven homoeologous groups and showed that the
chromosomes of different subgenomes within the same
group can compensate for each other in nullisomic-
tetrasomic combinations. Thus, for example, four doses of
chromosome 1D compensated for the absence of 1A or 1B.
Joppa (1987, 1993), Joppa and Williams (1988) developed a
more useful material for cytogenetic and genetic analyses in
tetraploid wheat, namely, disomic substitutions, in which a
pair of chromosomes of another subspecies of tetraploid
wheat or of the D subgenome of hexaploid wheat, substi-
tuted for a homoeologous durum pair. Such inter-cultivar
chromosome substitution lines, D-subgenome disomic sub-
stitutions and also homozygous recombinant lines were
produced in the durum cultivar Langdon.

Joppa and colleagues produced complete sets of 14 dif-
ferent disomic-substitution lines bearing D subgenome
chromosomes of hexaploid wheat or A and B subgenome
chromosomes of several subspecies of T. turgidum, which
substituted their durum homoeologues or homologues,
respectively. These lines enabled the evaluation of the
genetic contribution of each of the substituted chromosomes
on the genetic background of durum, as well as identification
of useful genes and their location on specific chromosomes
(Joppa and Williams 1983; Joppa and Cantrell 1990; Can-
trell and Joppa 1991; Joppa et al. 1991).
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10.3.2.18 Crosses with Other Species
of the Wheat Group

Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids
between wild and several domesticated subspecies of T.
turgidum is complete, or practically so, exhibiting 14 biva-
lents, or close to this value, per pollen mother cell
(PMC) (Table 10.8). This pattern of pairing implies that the
chromosomes of the wild and domesticated subspecies of T.
turgidum are homologous and that domestication did not
cause any conspicuous genomic changes. The existence of
reciprocal translocations between accessions of wild emmer
(Rao and Smith 1968; Rawal and Harlan 1975; Kawahara
and Tanaka 1978, 1981, 1983; Kawahara 1984, 1986, 1987;
Joppa et al. 1995; Badaeva et al. 2007, 2015) is not sufficient
for setting up a genetic barrier(s) and preventing gene flow
between them.

Hybrids between T. turgidum and the wild and domesti-
cated subspecies of diploid wheat, T. monococcum, (hybrids
genome BAAm), had approximately 4.61–5.70 bivalents per
PMC (Table 10.9), indicating that one of the two sub-
genomes of T. turgidum, i.e., subgenome A, is close but not
fully homologous with the Am genome of T. monococcum.
The F1 hybrid between T. turgidum ssp. dicoccon and the
second diploid wheat, T. urartu (hybrid genome BAA), had
somewhat higher pairing (6.10 bivalent per PMC;
Table 10.8), but, still, subgenome A of the tetraploid albeit
close to but not completely homologous with the A genome
of T. urartu.

Hybrids between wild and domesticated T. turgidum and
wild and domesticated T. timopheevii (hybrids genome
BAGA) exhibited reduced chromosome pairing at first
meiotic metaphase (Table 10.8). This pattern of pairing
showed that the two allotetraploid wheats share one sub-
genome and differ in the second subgenome. However, the
more than 7 bivalents that existed in these hybrids indicate
that sporadic hybridization between these two allotetraploid
species and backcross to one of the parents can produce
progeny with recombinant B/G subgenomes. Indeed, such
recombinant subgenomes were found in natural population
where the two species grows sympatrically (Sachs 1953;
Rao and Smith 1968; Wagenaar 1966).

Hybrids between domesticated T. turgidum ssp. durum and
T. aestivum ssp. aestivum (hybrid genomeBABAD) exhibited
almost 14 bivalents or 12 bivalents and one translocation
(Table 10.8), indicating that the two allopolyploid species
share two subgenomes and that the allohexaploid contains an
additional non-homologous subgenome.

Hybrids between wild and domesticated subspecies of T.
turgidum with three species of Aegilops section Sitopsis,
namely, Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. longissima,
showed very little pairing at meiotic first metaphase, with
between 0.00 and 2.50 bivalents per PMC (Table 9.9). This

very low pairing indicates either that there is no homology
between the subgenomes of the allotetraploid wheat and the
genomes of these three Sitopsis species or, alternatively, that
these species contain a gene(s) that, together with ph1 of T.
turgidum, suppresses homoeologous pairing (Feldman
1978). On the other hand, there are two types of hybrids
between T. turgidum and Ae. speltoides, the first, involving
the high-pairing type of Ae. speltoides, had higher pairing
than the second hybrid with the low-pairing type of Ae.
speltoides (Table 9.9). Evidently, the high-pairing genotype
of Ae. speltoides carries a gene(s) that promotes homoeol-
ogous pairing, even in the presence of the wheat Ph1.
Hybrids between wild T. turgidum and Ae. tauschii (hybrid
genome BAD) had very little pairing, 0.0–3.0 bivalents per
PMC (Table 9.9) indicating no homology between the sub-
genomes of T. turgidum and the genome of Ae. tauschii.

10.3.3 T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. (Genome
GGAA)

10.3.3.1 Description of the Species
Triticum timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk., commonly known as
timopheev’s wheat [Syn.: T. dicoccoides Körn. var. ti-
mopheevii Zhuk.; T. dicoccoides Körn. subsp. armeniacum
Jakubz.; T. turgidum L. var. timopheevii Zhuk.; T. turgidum
L. var. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Bowden; T. turgidum var. tu-
manianii (Jakubz.) Bowden; T. dicoccoides var. nudiglumis
Nabalek; T. araraticum Jakubz.; T. armeniacum (Jakubz.)
Magush. & Dorof.; T. chaldicum Menabde; T. miguschovae
Zhirov; T. timonovum Heslot & Ferrary; Gigachilon
timopheevii (Zhuk.) Á. Löve] is an annual, predominantly
autogamous, 70–90(–100)-cm-tall (excluding spikes) plant.
Culms are erect. The entire plant is clothed with stiff hairs
which can be up to 3-mm-long on the leaf sheaths. Leaf
blades are 20–45–cm-long, and hairy on both sides. The
spike is indeterminate, strongly bilaterally compressed,
two-rowed, 8–12-cm-long (excluding awns), ovoid, tapering
to both the base and tip, hairy and awned. In the wild form,
the entire spike disarticulates into individual spikelets at
maturity, each with its associated rachis segment
(wedge-type dispersal unit), while in the domesticated form,
the rachis is not fragile and consequently, the spike remains
intact on the culm. In both subspecies, wild armeniacum and
domesticated timopheevii, the rachis internodes are covered
with dense, white hairs and the spikelets are compressed and
ovoid, with the top spikelet being fertile and generally in the
same plane as those below. There are 8–15 spikelets per
spike, and the 2–3 basal spikelets are rudimentary. The
fertile spikelet is 10–12-mm-long and has 3 florets, the upper
one usually being sterile. The glumes are similar to one
another, 7–10-mm-long, very hairy, with 2 keels and 5–9
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Table 10.8 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between allopolyploid species of Triticum

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV Above IV

ssp. dicoccoides (Ta) x
ssp. dicoccoides (I)

BABA – – – 13.34 – 0.34 – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides (Ia) x
ssp. dicoccon

BABA – – – 14.00 – – – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides (T) x
ssp. dicoccon

BABA – – – 13.80 – 0.10 – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides (I) x
ssp. turgidum

BABA – – – 14.00 – – – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides (T) x
ssp. turgidum

BABA – – – 13.87 – 0.07 – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides x ssp. durum BABA 0.35 – – 13.20 0.15 0.20 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. armeniacum x
ssp. timopheevii

GAGA 0.44 – – 12.44 0.22 0.44 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. dicoccoides (ab) x
ssp. timopheevii

GAGA 0.20 – – 13.90 – – – Sachs (1953)

ssp. dicoccoides (bb) x ssp.
timopheevii

BAGA 5.62 – – 10.00 0.74 0.04 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. dicoccoides x
ssp. timopheevii

BAGA 5.62 – – 10.00 0.74 0.04 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. dicoccoides (T) x
ssp. timopheevii

BAGA 7.87 – – 8.13 0.18 0.80 0.02 V Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. dicoccoides (I) x
ssp. timopheevii

BAGA 6.62 – – 7.62 – 1.53 – Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. armeniacum x
ssp. dicoccoides

GABA 10.15 – – 7.05 1.05 0.15 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. armeniacum x
ssp. dicoccoides

GABA 7.40 – – 8.90 0.80 0.15 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. armeniacum x
ssp. dicoccoides

GABA 5.20 – – 9.55 0.90 0.25 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. armeniacum x ssp. durum GABA 5.85 – – 8.40 1.45 0.25 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. armeniacum x
ssp. carthlicum

GABA 6.47 – – 7.40 1.60 0.40 – Tanaka and Ichikawa
(1972)

ssp. timopheevii x ssp. durum GABA 7.97 5.65 3.52 9.17 0.51 0.04 – Shands and Kimber (1973)

ssp. timopheevii x ssp. durum GABA 3.90 – – 10.55 1.00 – – Sachs (1953)

ssp. dicoccon x ssp. timopheevii BAGA 4.98 – – 10.30 0.78 0.02 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. dicoccon x ssp. timopheevii BAGA 6.25 – – 9.00 1.18 0.05 – Wagenaar (1966)

ssp. timopheevii x
ssp. turanicum

GABA 5.78 – – 9.44 1.06 0.04 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. timopheevii x ssp. turgidum GABA 6.32 – – 9.04 1.12 0.06 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. carthlicum x
ssp. timopheevii

BAGA 6.16 – – 9.44 0.96 0.02 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. timopheevii x ssp.
polonicum

GABA 7.76 – – 8.66 0.92 0.04 – Sachs (1953)

ssp. timopheevii x ssp. dicoccon GABA 7.42 – – 8.18 0.18 0.87 0.04 V Rao and Smith (1968)

ssp. aestivum X
ssp. armeniacum

BADGA 12.25 5.35 3.80 9.15 1.35 0.10 – Dhaliwal (1977a)

ssp. aestivum x ssp. durum BADBA 7.37 2.80 10.91 13.71 0.08 - – Mello-Sampayo (1968)

(continued)
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veins, and with two teeth on the upper margin, one larger
and pointed and separated from the other by an acute angle.
Lemma is elliptic, hairy, 10–12-mm-long, without keels, and
with 9–11 veins, and features a central vein prolonged as a

narrow 50–60(–90)-mm-long awn. In addition to awn, the
lemma has a lateral tooth. At maturity, the palea is mem-
branous and split along the keel. Usually, there are two
grains per spikelet. The plant is caryopsis-free but adhered to

Table 10.8 (continued)

Hybrid combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV Above IV

ssp. aestivum x T. Kiharaec BADGAD 8.92 5.48 9.50 14.98 0.99 0.12 – Feldman (1966b)

T. zhukovskyi x ssp. aestivum GAAmBAD 11.27 5.53 3.47 9.00 3.13 0.40 0.07
V + 0.07 VI

Shands and Kimber (1973)

T. zhukovskyi x ssp. spelta GAAmBAD 15.12 – – 10.70 1.39 0.33 – Upadhya and
Swaminathan (1963b)

a Dicoccoides (I) is from Israel and dicoccoides (T) is from Turkey
b T. timopheevii subsp. armeniacum is T. dicoccoides (a) var. nudiglumis which is a wild form of T. timopheevii
c T. kiharae Dorof. & Migush. is a synthetic amphiploid having genome AAGGDD

Table 10.9 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between diploid species of Triticum and between allopolyploids and
diploids of the genus Triticum

Combination Genome Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV V

ssp. monococcum x
ssp. aegilopoides

AmAm
– – – 7.00 – – – Smith (1936)

ssp. aegilopoides x T. urartu AmA 0.06 0.90 6.07 6.97 – – – Johnson and Dhaliwal
(1978)

ssp. aegilopoides x T. urartu AmA 0.14 0.89 4.14 5.03 0.02 0.94 – Shang et al. (1989)

ssp. dicoccon x T. urartu BAA 8.90 2.00 4.10 6.10 0.04 – – Johnson and Dhaliwal
(1978)

ssp. dicoccon x ssp. aegilopoides
var. thaoudar

BAAm 9.77 – – 5.47 0.10 – – Riley et al. (1958)

ssp. dicoccon x ssp. aegilopoides
var. boeoticum

BAAm 10.63 – – 4.93 0.17 – – Riley et al. (1958)

ssp. dicoccon x ssp. aegilopoides
var. boeoticum

BAAm 9.00 2.30 3.40 5.70 0.19 – – Johnson and Dhaliwal
(1978)

ssp. dicoccon x
ssp. monococcum

BAAm 11.37 – – 4.67 0.01 – – Riley et al. (1958)

ssp. dicoccon x
ssp. monococcum

BAAm 11.72 – – 4.61 0.02 – – Wagenaar (1961c)

ssp. durum x ssp. monococcum BAAm 9.56 – – 5.65 0.05 – – Wagenaar (1961c)

ssp. durum x ssp. monococcum BAAm 9.40 1.80 3.90 5.70 0.07 – – Feldman and
Mello-Sampayo (1967)

ssp. durum x ssp. aeglopoides BAAm 9.80 – – 5.40 0.10 – – Vardi (1973)

ssp. timopheevii x
ssp. monococcum

GAAm 7.80 – – 6.09 0.34 – – Sachs (1953)

ssp. timopheevii x
ssp. monococcum

GAAm 7.14 – – 5.61 0.44 0.24 0.08 Wagenaar (1961b)

ssp. aestivum x T. urartu BADA 16.16 1.58 4.35 5.93 – – – Dhaliwal (1977c)

ssp. aestivum x ssp. monococcum BADAm 19.25 3.11 1.05 3.99 0.14 – – González et al. (1993)
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the lemma and palea (hulled type). It is laterally compressed,
and hairy at the apex (Fig. 10.6).

Wild T. timopheevii was discovered several years after
the discovery of wild T. turgidum. In 1910, Theodor Strauss,
a botanist who served as the British vice-consul in Sultan-
abad, Iran, found several specimens of two-grained wild
wheat in Noa-kuh, near the city of Kerind, in the moun-
tainous region of western Iran. Schulz (1913a) identified the
material collected by Strauss as T. dicoccoides (Kcke) form.
Straussiana, distinguishing it from the Syrio-Palestinian
two-grained wild wheat, which he named T. dicoccoides
(Kcke) form. kotschyana. Schulz assumed that dicoccoides
had a continuous range from the Hermon region in northern
Israel to Iran, via eastern Turkey.

In 1923, Zhukovsky found a unique form of hulled,
two-grained, domesticated wheat in western Georgia. He
first classified it as T. dicoccon Schr. ssp. timopheevii Zhuk.
(Zhukovsky 1923), but in 1928, he raised this taxon to the
species rank and termed it T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk.
(Zhukovsky 1928b). Wild timopheevii was collected by M.
G. Tumanyan and A. G. Araratyan in 1928 southeast of
Erevan, Armenia, and in 1932 in several other locations in
Armenia, Azerbaijan, Iran, Iraq, and Turkey (Jakubziner
1932b, 1959). The understanding of the natural distribution
of wild timopheevii got bigger by the botanical expeditions
to southwest Asia, namely, by Johnson to Turkey in 1965
and to the Fertile Crescent in 1972–1973, and by The
Botanical Expedition of Kyoto University to the Northern
Highlands of Mesopotamia in 1970 (Badaeva et al. 2021).

Wild timopheevii was found also in north-western Syria
(Valkoun et al. 1998).

A specimen of two-grained wild wheat was also collected
by J. B. Gillett in Rowanduz, northern Iraq, which Nabalek
(1929) classified as T. dicoccoides ssp. nudiglumis. Sachs’
classification (1953) coincided with Nabalek’s, despite the
fact that his studies of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids
between this taxon and T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides clearly
showed that this wild wheat actually belongs to T.
timopheevii ssp. armeniacum. Indeed, based on chromosome
pairing and fertility, Tanaka and Ichikawa (1972) included
this taxon in the timopheevii complex. Also, the specimen
discovered by Strauss in 1910 in western Iran should be
included in T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum and Theodor
Strauss should be credited as the first to have found
ssp. armeniacum in nature.

Further studies on the distribution of ssp. armeniacum by
Jakubziner and others (see Jakubziner 1959), showed that
this wild wheat also grows in Azerbaijan and on the eastern
slopes of the Akhsam Mountain in Caucasia. In addition,
more recent studies (see Kimber and Feldman 1987) estab-
lished that ssp. armeniacum also grows in the northeastern
region of the Fertile Crescent arc, namely, southeastern
Turkey, northern Iraq and western Iran. In the Fertile Cres-
cent part of its distribution area, it is found in mixed popu-
lations with types that morphologically and cytologically
resemble wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (Harlan
and Zohary 1966; Rao and Smith 1968; Dagan and Zohary
1970; Rawal and Harlan 1975). Yet, it is quite difficult

b ba aFig. 10.6 Plants and spikes of
allopolyploid species of Triticum
with the G subgenome; a T.
timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk.
ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) van
Slageren (wild timopheevii); b T.
timopheevii ssp. timopheevii
(Zhuk.) Löve and Löve
(domesticated timopheevii)
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to distinguish T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum
from ssp. dicoccoides, although both subspecies are geneti-
cally isolated even when they grow sympatrically in the
same population (Tanaka and Ichikawa 1972).

Wild timopheevii differs from wild T. turgidum, ssp. dic-
occoides by its shorter stature, hairy leaves (blades and
sheaths), culms and spikes, shorter and ovoid spike,
less-developed keel, and delicate awns. Accordingly,
Jakubziner (1932b) placed it in a separate sub-species,
namely, T. dicoccoides ssp. armeniacum. Further studies by
Makushina in 1938 (see Jakubziner, 1959) showed that this
taxon is sufficiently distinct from the Syrio-Palestinian
ssp. dicoccoides to warrant the rank of a separate species,
and consequently, she called it T. armeniacum Mak. How-
ever, since this name had been briefly used for another
taxon, Jakubziner changed it in 1947 to T. araraticum Jakub.
(see Jakubziner 1959). Still, T. araraticum was included as a
subspecies in T. timopheevii and therefore, cannot be used as
a species name (Mac Key 1975). Tzvelev (1976, 1984), van
Slageren (1994) correctly considered Mac Key’s classifica-
tion of araraticum as a subspecies of T. timopheevii ille-
gitimate, since the older epithet armeniacum should have
been used both at the subspecies and varietal levels.
Accordingly, the wild form of this species should be referred
to as T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. ssp. armeniacum
(Jakubz.) van Slageren (van Slageren 1994).

A mutant of domesticated T. timopheevii with naked
(free-threshing) seeds, was discovered by Zhukovsky and, in
1969, was given the species status, Triticum militinae Zhuk.
& Migush. However, this naked wheat was later referred to
by van Slageren (1994), Mac Key (2005) as a variety of
ssp. timopheevii, namely, var. militinae (Zhuk. et Migusch.)
Zhuk. et Migusch., because it is a free-threshing mutant that
was selected from a single specimen of domesticated T.
timopheevii (Miller 1987) and not commercially cultivated
(Mac Key 2005).

Triticum timopheevii contains two subspecies, the wild
ssp. armeniacum (former araraticum) and the domesticated
ssp. timopheevi. These subspecies, are morphologically
similar, and genetically are closely related. The F1 hybrids
between them are either sterile, semi-fertile or fully fertile,
while they differ genomically and are reproductively isolated
from the second tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum (Tanaka and
Ichikawa 1972; Tanaka and Ishii 1975; Tanaka et al. 1978).
The most differentiating trait between the wild and the
domesticated subspecies is rachis brittleness at maturity; in
the wild form, the rachis disarticulates, whereas, in the
domesticated one it remains intact. In the wild form, the
brittle rachis is an essential trait, leading at maturity, to
disarticulation of the spike into individual spikelets. Each
spikelet, equipped with two awns above and a sharp rachis
segment below, is an arrow-like seed-dispersal unit that is
very effective for seed dispersal and self-planting under wild

conditions (Zohary et al. 2012). In contrast, in the domes-
ticated subspecies, the mature spike remains intact on the
culm and breaks into individual spikelets only when slight
mechanical pressure is applied at threshing (Dorofeev and
Korovina 1979). This difference was caused by two reces-
sive mutations yielding a tough rachis, that occasionally
occur in the wild, preventing the dispersal of seeds. While
such a mutation is nuisance in nature, it has a positive
adaptive value under cultivation, facilitating harvesting, and
has thus been preferred by farmers.

Domesticated T. timopheevii contains the recessive br-A1
allele on the short arm of chromosomes 3A (Li and Gill
2006). It is likely that the domesticated form contains an
additional recessive allele in the Br-B1 locus on the short
arm of chromosome 3G, since Ae. speltoides, (genome SS),
the putative donor of the G subgenome, carries the dominant
Br-S1 allele for rachis brittleness on chromosome 3S (Li and
Gill 2006).

It is difficult to distinguish wild timopheevii, ssp. arme-
niacum, from wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, by
morphology (Tanaka and Sakamoto 1979). But, both wild
taxa can easily be differentiated based on biochemical,
immunological, cytological and molecular markers (Lilien-
feld and Kihara 1934; Kawahara and Tanaka 1977; Konarev
et al. 1976; Gill and Chen 1987; Jiang and Gill 1994b;
Badaeva et al. 1994). From an archaeobotanical perspective,
both species can be reliably identified based on several
characteristics of charred spikelets (Jones et al. 2000). In
blind tests, it was possible to distinguish modern represen-
tatives of the two wild taxa on the basis of the primary keel
of the glume, which arises just below the rachis disarticu-
lation scar, and the prominent vein on the secondary keel,
observable at the base of the glume, which is the part of
spikelet most commonly preserved by charring in archaeo-
logical material (Jones et al. 2000).

In order to differentiate between seeds of domesticated T.
timopheevii from those of domesticated emmer, that were
uncovered in archaeological excavations, Boscato et al.
(2008) used ribosomal primers ITS2 and ITS2, both from T.
timopheevii, and the nuclear primer acetyl-coenzyme A from
timopheevii, to discriminated the related DNA sequences of
these two taxa. Moreover, Tanno et al. (2018) developed a
multiplex PCR DNA marker for quick and easy identification
of the genome of the T. timopheevii lineage, including the
wild and the domesticated subspecies, and of the T. turgidum
lineage, including the wild and domesticated subspecies. This
multiplex PCR system is based on the simultaneous PCR
amplification of two chloroplast regions, matK and rbcL.
The matK region molecularly distinguishes between the two
lineages with complete accuracy, whereas the rbcL region
serves as a positive control amplicon.

Morphological variation in T. timopheevii involves
mainly spike and spikelet sizes and shapes, glume and awn
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colors and hairiness, plant heights, and leaf widths. T.
timopheevii is normally characterized by a dense and pyra-
midal spike. Yet, wider intraspecific variation was found on
the biochemical and molecular levels. Asins and Carbonell
(1986a), using the isoenzymes peroxidase and alkaline
phosphatase, observed a wide intraspecific variability of
these enzymes in wild and domesticated forms of T.
timopheevii, with inter-population variability proving greater
than the intra-population variability. Domesticated T.
timopheevii showed higher variability than the wild sub-
species. The interspecific variability data indicated that T.
timopheevii is closer to T. turgidum than to any of the
diploid species (Asins and Carbonell 1986b). These close
relationships stem from the fact that both species share the A
subgenome derived from T. urartu. Thus, the differences
between these two species must be due to the second sub-
genome, G in timopheevii and B in turgidum, which derived
from different, but closely related, diploid species.

Protein spectra from several subspecies of T. turgidum
and from the two subspecies of T. timopheevii, were
obtained by electrophoresis of seed extracts on polyacry-
lamide gels (Johnson et al. 1967). The subspecies of T.
turgidum showed nine fast‐moving albumin homologues,
while those of T. timopheevii showed seven. The two spe-
cies had only five albumin bands in common.

Badaeva et al. (2021) presented a comprehensive survey
of genomic and cytogenetic diversity of the gene pool of T.
timopheevii. Their study provided detailed insights into the
cytogenetic composition of this wheat, revealed group-, and
population-specific markers and show that chromosomal
rearrangements play an important role in intraspecific
diversity of T. araraticum. This study enabled Badaeva et al.
(2021) to make several major remarks: (i) the extant ti-
mopheevii gene pool consists of three distinct lineages,
two wild, designated as ARA-0 and ARA-1, and one
domesticated; (ii) while ARA-0 was found to be geograph-
ically widespread, ARA-1 was restricted to southeastern
Turkey and north-western Syria, where it grows sympatri-
cally with wild emmer, Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides;
(iii) wild emmer is genetically more diverse, supporting a
more recent origin of wild timopheevii; (iv) among the ti-
mopheevii lineages, ARA-0 harbors more genetic diversity
than ARA-1; (v) Nei’s genetic distance between lineages
based on all polymorphic Sequence-Specific Amplification
Polymorphism (SSAP) markers or considering only
the BARE-1 markers (distributed between A- and
G-subgenome chromosomes) revealed that ARA-0 is phy-
logenetically more closely related to domesticated ti-
mopheevii than ARA-1. However, considering only the Jeli
markers (target more the A subgenome chromosomes),
ARA-1 was more closely related to domesticated ti-
mopheevii; and (vi) wild emmer is most closely related to the
ARA-1 lineage.

An important outcome of the study of Badaeva et al.
(2021) is the identification of three distinct lineages in T.
timopheevii: one comprising all domesticated genotypes
(including var. militinae and T. zhukovskyi), and two,
ARA-0 and ARA-1, belong to the wild form. ARA-0 was
found across the whole area of species distribution whereas
ARA-1 was only detected in southeastern Turkey and in
neighboring northwestern Syria.

Badaeva et al. (2021), concerning the characteristics,
composition and geographical distribution of ARA-0 and
ARA-1 lineages, are not in agreement with the taxonomic
treatment of wild timopheevii by Dorofeev et al. (1980), who
divided this taxon into two subspecies: subsp. kurdistan-
icum Dorof. et Migusch. and subsp. araraticum.

The origin of ssp. timopheevii remains unclear, but
Badaeva et al. (2021) speculate that it was probably intro-
duced from easternTurkey, on the grounds that ssp. ti-
mopheevii. is more closely related to ssp. armeniacum from
Turkey or northern Iraq than to the Transcaucasian types.

ssp. armeniacum is known to have various degrees of
structural chromosomal differentiations, involving several
interchanges (Svetozarova 1939; Wagenaar 1966; Tanaka
and Ichikawa 1968, 1972; Tanaka and Ishii 1975; Kawahara
and Tanaka 1977; Jiang and Gill 1994b; Badaeva et al.
1994). In contrast, no distinct structural variations of chro-
mosomes were found in ssp. timopheevii. Most armeni-
acum and all timopheevii lines in Transcaucasia have the
same chromosome structure (Tanaka and Ishii 1975). Con-
sequently, it was concluded that cultivated T. timopheevii in
Transcaucasia derived from wild ssp. armeniacum bearing a
similar chromosome architecture (Tanaka and Ishii
1975). Kawahara and Tanaka (1977), analyzing chromo-
some pairing in F1 hybrids between different accessions of
ssp. armeniacum collected in southeastern Turkey and
northern Iraq, observed multivalents, indicating the wide
occurrence of intra-sub-specific translocations. Seed fertility
of hybrids between the various accessions of ssp. armeni-
acum. and domesticated T. timopheevii varied from almost
sterile to fully fertile. These findings supported previous
studies (Tanaka and Ichikawa 1972) by showing that chro-
mosome differentiation in ssp. armeniacum is more abun-
dant in northern Iraq than in Transcaucasia, indicating that
the wild T. timopheevii originated in the north-eastern part of
the Fertile Crescent and later spread northward to
Transcaucasia.

Both subspecies of T. timopheevii contain genes confer-
ring resistance to wheat fungal and insect pathogens, such as
powdery mildew (Tomerlin et al. 1984; Brown-Guedira et al.
1996, 1997, 1999b; Jarve et al. 2000; Leonova et al. 2011;
Timonova et al. 2013), leaf rust (Tomerlin et al. 1984;
Brown-Guedira et al. 1996, 1997, 1999a, 2003; Leonova
et al. 2010; Timonova et al. 2013; Singh et al. 2017), stem
rust (Sawhney and Goel 1979; Dyck 1992; Brown-Guedira
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et al. 1996; Leonova et al. 2011; Timonova et al. 2013),
stripe rust (Brown-Guedira et al. 1996) Septoria nodorum
blotch (Tomerlin et al. 1984), Septoria blotch (Brown-
Guedira et al. 1996), spot blotch (Leonova et al. 2011;
Timonova et al. 2013), tan spot (Brown-Guedira et al. 1996),
loose smut (Leonova et al. 2011; Timonova et al. 2013) and
fusarium head blight (Malihipour et al. 2017), as well as
resistance to Hessian fly and curl mite (Brown-Guedira et al.
1996; El Haddoury et al. 2005).

In the production of hybrid wheat lines of T. aestivum,
that yield higher than pure, true-breeding lines, and exhibit
improved quality and greater tolerance to environmental
and biotic stresses (Briggle 1963; Wilson and Driscoll
1983; Bruns and Peterson 1998; Jordaan et al. 1999),
alloplasmic lines having T. timopheevii cytoplasm that is
different from common wheat cytoplasm (Maan 1975;
Tsunewaki 1989) is commonly used to create male-sterile
female lines (Wilson and Ross 1962). Yet, such male
sterility requires restoration of fertility in the F1 hybrids by
the male parent having a restorer gene(s). Several such
restorers were identified (Maan and Lücken 1968a; Chen
2003), but it is difficult to find such genes that are effective
in a wide range of T. aestivum genotypes. Moreover, the
system also requires breeding of the male parent to produce
male lines that contain suitable restorer gene(s), thus ren-
dering hybrid seed production more expensive and limiting
of the number of male parents that can be tested for
combining ability.

10.3.3.2 Ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) Van Slageren
(Wild timopheevii)

The essential nomenclature of this subspecies is currently as
follows: T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. ssp. armeniacum
(Jakubz.) van Slageren, comb. nov. [Syn.: T. dicoccoides
var. nudiglumis Nabalek; T. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. &
Graebn.) Schweinf. ssp. armeniacum Jakubz.; T. araraticum
Jakubz.; T. armeniacum (Jakubz.) Makush.; T. timopheevii
Zhuk. subsp. araraticum (Jakubz.) Mac Key; T. turgidum L.
ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) Á. Löve and D. Löve.; T.
timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. var. araraticum (Jakubz.) C. Yen;
T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. ssp. araraticum (Jakubz.) Mac
Key; Gigachilon timopheevii (Zhuk.) Á. Löve and D. Löve
ssp. armeniacum (Jakubz.) Á. Löve] (Fig. 10.6a).

The geographical distribution of the wild subspecies of T.
timopheevii, ssp. armeniacum, is west-Irano-Turanian phy-
togeographic region, including southeastern Turkey, north-
ern Iraq, western Iran and Trans- and Cis-Caucasia.
Compared to the second wild allotetraploid wheat, wild
emmer (T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides), the distribution area
of subsp. armeniacum is more affected by the steppical
conditions of the Irano-Turanian region. In this area, it
thrives on terra rossa, basalt, and other soils that were pro-
duced from hard limestone bedrock, in the herbaceous cover

of the deciduous oak-park forests, in evergreen dwarf shrub
formations, and in steppe-like formations where it occupies
primary habitats, as well as in secondary habitats such as
abandoned fields, roadsides and edges of cultivation. In most
of its habitats, ssp. armeniacum grows in patches and in
mixed stands with other annual cereals and several legumes.
It grows at altitudes of 300–1600 m.

Subsp. armeniacum is distributed in the north-central
region of the distribution of the wild species of Triticum. In
some locations in the northeastern part of the Fertile Crescent,
it is abundant while in other is more sporadic. The distribution
of ssp. armeniacum overlaps that of both of its putative diploid
parents, Ae. speltoides and T. urartu, but it is more restricted.
The putative diploid parents have massive contact in the
northeastern part of the Fertile Crescent, which is the pre-
sumed center of origin of subsp. armeniacum. It grows sym-
patricallywithAe. speltoides,Ae. caudata,Ae. umbellulata,T.
urartu, T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides (mainly var.
thaoudar), T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (in the northeastern
part of the Fertile Crescent arc),Ae. cylindrica,Ae. columnaris
and Ae. triuncialis, and allopatrically with Amblyopyrum
muticum, Ae. geniculata, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. neglecta, Ae.
peregrina. Ae. tauschii, Ae. crassa and Ae. juvenalis.

Ssp. armeniacum grows sympatrically with wild emmer
in many sites in southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq and
western Iran (Harlan and Zohary 1966), and morphological
differences between the two wild wheats are not clear with
respect to ear color, glume pubescence and shooting time.
Distinguishing their ripe ears from one another by mor-
phological examination is difficult (Tanaka and Ishii 1973)
and requires crossing and/or by molecular tests. For these
reasons, taxonomists dealing with the flora of south-west
Asia (e.g., Bor 1968) frequently group all Kurdish wild
tetraploid wheat material together into what they call T.
dicoccoides, disregarding the fact that they are actually two
reproductively well-isolated entities.

In contrast to the accessions of ssp. dicoccoides from the
southwestern region of the Fertile Crescent arc, i.e., north-
eastern Israel, northwestern Jordan, southwestern Syria and
southeastern Lebanon, that features larger and most robust
plants with lax heads and heavy large awns, northeastern
Fertile Crescent arc tetraploid wheat plants (ssp. dicoccoides
mixed with ssp. armeniacum) are smaller and slender and
characterized by somewhat small, compact heads,
fine-textured awns, small spikelets, and are often hairy, with
sparse pubescence on the rachis and spikelet base (Rao and
Smith 1968; Rawal and Harlan 1975). These tetraploid
wheats are found as a minor component of the annual
herbaceous flora of the oak woodlands in the Taurus and
Zagros Mountains (Rawal and Harlan 1975), where they are
never dominant and occur in widely scattered patches on
rocky slopes. In some areas in Turkey, e.g., near Gaziantep,
the mixture of tetraploid wheats tends to converge toward
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the wild diploid wheats of the area (Rawal and Harlan 1975).
However, the diploids always have more spikelets per head,
but the spikelets are strikingly similar in size and
appearance.

Differential production of semi-fertile and sterile hybrids
have been reported when lines of ssp. armeniacum were
crossed with lines of the domesticated form ssp. timophee-
vii (Tanaka and Ichikawa 1968, 1972; Tanaka and Ishii
1975). Two groups of ssp. armeniacum lines were found in
crosses with a tester strain of ssp. timopheevii. The first
group gave rise to semi-fertile F1 hybrids that showed nor-
mal chromosome association at first meiotic metaphase,
whereas the second group yielded sterile hybrids that
exhibited several chromosome interchanges. The former had
dark green leaves and a procumbent tillering habit, while the
latter had light green leaves and a semi-erect tillering habit
(Tanaka and Ishii 1975). It seems therefore that ssp. arme-
niacum has undergone extensive structural changes at the
chromosomal, and possibly also at the genetic, level and that
genetic isolation by hybrid sterility between lines of
ssp. armeniacum as well as between some of them and
ssp. timopheevii is, currently, partially established (Tanaka
and Ishii 1975).

High intraspecific diversity of the karyotype was detected
in ssp. armeniacum by several researchers by crossing
experiments (Tanaka and Ichikawa 1968, 1972; Tanaka and
Ishii 1973, 1975; Tanaka et al. 1968; Kawahara and Tanaka
1977; Kawahara et al. 1996), by C-banding (Badaeva et al.
1990), by nuclear (Nave et al. 2021; Shcherban et al. 2016)
and chloroplast DNA markers (Mori et al. 2009; Gornicki
et al. 2014).

Using C-banding techniques, Badaeva et al. (2021) ana-
lyzed the karyotypes of a large number of accessions of
ssp. armeniacum from all over across its distribution area of
this subspecies. They found that this wild taxon comprises
two distinct lineages, ARA-0 encompassed 342 genotypes
and is geographically widespread and characterized by a
wide genetic diversity, and ARA-1, encompassed 49 geno-
types that has limited in its distribution to southeastern
Turkey and north-western Syria, as well as in its genetic
variation.

A recent detailed analysis of karyotype structure and
C-banding patterns highlighted significant differences
between wild emmer and wild and domesticated T.
timopheevii (Badaeva et al. 2021). Wild timopheevii is
characterized by a wide diversity of C-banding patterns and
broad translocation polymorphisms. The karyotype lacking
chromosomal rearrangements (designated normal by the
authors), found in 44.6% genotypes of wild form, was the
most frequent karyotype variant shared by wild and
domesticated T. timopheevii.

Cytogenetic data showed that the speciation of ssp. ar-
meniacum has been accompanied by chromosomal

rearrangements involving either intra- or inter-subgenome
translocations (Kawahara and Tanaka 1977, 1981; Chen and
Gill 1983; Jiang and Gill 1994b; Badaeva et al. 1990, 1994;
Kawahara et al. 1996; Rodriguez et al. 2006b). Badaeva
et al. (2021) reported that 216 out of 391 (55.4%) wild ti-
mopheevii accessions carried a translocated karyotype.
One-hundred-forty-seven genotypes differed from the ‘nor-
mal’ karyotype by one, 45 genotypes by two (double
translocations), 21 genotypes by three (triple translocations)
and three genotypes by four chromosomal rearrangements.
While most variants of chromosomal rearrangements were
unique and identified in one or few genotypes, only four
following variants, representing 16% of the whole analyzed
material, were relatively frequent.

Translocations occurred more frequently in the chromo-
somes of the G subgenome than of the A subgenome.
Individual chromosomes differed in the frequencies of their
involvement in translocations and each geographical region
contained a unique spectrum of translocations. Karyotypic
diversity was the highest in Iraq, followed by Transcaucasia
and Turkey; Iran showed little karyotypic variation.

Badaeva et al. (2021), using the six DNA probes
pTa-535, pSc119.2, pAesp_SAT86, GAAn, Spelt-1, and
Spelt-52, estimated the intraspecific diversity of wild ti-
mopheevii and assessed its phylogenetic relationships
with domesticated timopheevii. The distribution of pTa-535
was monomorphic among both the wild and domesticated
forms, while the pSc119.2 site on 1AL discriminated
ARA-1 and the domesticated form from the ARA-0 lineage.
Whereas the distribution of the pAesp_SAT86 probe was
similar in all domesticated timopheevii genotypes, the
labeling patterns were highly polymorphic in wild ti-
mopheevii. Large pAesp_SAT86 sites were found only on
some G-subgenome chromosomes. The A-subgenome
chromosomes possessed several small, but genetically
informative polymorphic sites, some of which were
lineage-specific. Most obvious differences were observed for
3A, 4G and 7G chromosomes. Thus, all domesticated ti-
mopheevii and ARA-1 genotypes carried the pAesp_SAT86
signal in the middle of 3AS, while for ARA-0 it was located
sub-terminally on the long arm. One large pAesp_SAT86
cluster was present on the long arm of 4G in ARA-0, but on
the short arm in ARA-1 and domesticated timopheevii. Two
large and adjacent pAesp_SAT86 clusters were detected on
7GS in ARA-1 and domesticated timopheevii, but they were
split between opposite chromosome arms in all ARA-0
genotypes. Differences between ARA-0 and ARA-1 in
pAesp_SAT86 cluster position on 4G and 7G could be
caused by pericentric inversions.

FISH with Spelt-1 and Spelt-52 probes revealed high
intraspecific diversity of wild. and low polymorphism
in domesticated timopheevii. The broadest spectra of label-
ing patterns were found in genotypes from Dahuk and
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Sulaymaniyah (Iraq) and in the ARA-1 group from Turkey,
while material from Transcaucasia exhibited the lowest
variation. The Spelt-1 signals in various combinations
appeared in sub-telomeric regions of either one or both arms
of 2A, 6A, and all G-subgenome chromosomes. The
Spelt-52 signals were observed in various combinations on
2AS, 1GS, and 6GL chromosomes.

The existence of two lineages in ssp. armeniacum is
supported by the study of Mori et al. (2009) that was based
on 13 polymorphic chloroplast microsatellite markers
(cpSSR). Their ‘plastogroup G-2’ was distributed in
south-eastern Turkey and northern Syria and was closely
related to domesticated timopheevii.

The high level of karyotype diversity in wild ssp. arme-
niacum collected in northern Iraq (Badaeva et al. 1994,
2021), suggests that this is the region where T. timopheevii
originated. Indeed, studies cof whole chloroplast genomes of
wild T. timopheevii, ssp. armeniacum, and Ae. speltoides
indicated that the wild subspecies of the former originated
within the last 0.4 MYA, likely in the northern Iraq region
around Arbil (Gornicki et al. 2014). Two accessions of wild
T. timopheevii collected near Arbil had the dominant hap-
lotype of Ae. speltoides chloroplast, hinting that they are the
ancestral forms of ssp. armeniacum.

The region around Dahuk in northern Iraq can be con-
sidered the center of origin, but also the center of diversity
of T. araraticum.

Gornicki et al. (2014), based on whole chloroplast gen-
ome sequence information and large taxon sampling,
showed that T. timopheevii most probably originated in
northern Iraq. According to Badaeva et al. (2021) data, the
wild lineage that exists in northern Iraq belong to the ARA-0
lineage as no ARA-1 occurs in Iraq. This was supported
by Bernhardt et al. (2017) showing that some ARA-0 and
domesticated timopheevii genotypes are most closely related.
Haplotype analysis of the Brittle rachis 1 (BTR1-A) gene in
a set of wild timopheevii in comparison with two domesti-
cated timopheevii accessions (Nave et al. 2021) also showed
closer relationships of domesticated to wild timophee-
vii from Iraq.

Lineage ARA-1 of ssp. armeniacum grows in mixed
populations with wild emmer, ssp. dicoccoides, in the
Northern Levant, and is phylogenetically most closely rela-
ted to it. ARA-1 is morphologically more similar
to ssp. dicoccoides.

Based on karyotype analyses, translocation spectra and
distribution of DNA probes wild populations from Dahuk
and Sulaymaniyah, Iraq, harbored the highest karyotypic
diversity among all ssp. armeniacum populations studied
(Badaeva et al. 2021). They therefore, consider the region
around Dahuk in Northern Iraq as the center of diversity
of wild timopheevii, and this is probably the region

where ssp. armeniacum originated. This is supported by
Nave et al. (2021), who found the highest haplotype diver-
sity among ssp. armeniacum from Iraq, and by Bernhardt
et al. (2017), Gornicki et al. (2014) who traced chloroplast
haplotypes from Aegilops speltoides growing in Iraq
via ssp. armeniacum (ARA-0) to domesticated timophee-
vii and T. zhukovskyi.

However, some FISH patterns suggested that domesti-
cated timopheevii probably originated in Turkey and prob-
ably from ARA-1 This is supported by the following
observations: (i) TIM and ARA-1 carry the pSc119.2 signal
in the middle of 1A long arm, while this site was absent
from ARA-0; (ii) all ARA-0 and most ARA-1 possessed the
Spelt-52 signal on 6GL, but it is absent in all TIM and five
ARA-1 genotypes from Gaziantep-Kilis, Turkey. The dis-
tribution of Spelt-1 and Spelt-52 probes on chromosomes of
these five genotypes was similar to, and in accession IG
116165 (ARA-1 from Gaziantep) almost identical with TIM;
(iii) the pAesp_SAT86 patterns on chromosomes 3At, 4G,
and 7G are similar in TIM and ARA-1 but differed from
ARA-0. Differences between ARA-1 and TIM based on
FISH patterns of some other chromosomes as well as the
results of C-banding and molecular analyses suggest that
extant ARA-1 genotypes are not the direct progenitors of
TIM but that the ARA-1 lineage is most closely related to it.
Based on AFLP, C-banding, FISH and Jeli retrotransposon
markers, TIM was genetically most closely related to
ARA-1. Additional evidence for the close relationship
between TIM and ARA-1 lineages comes from allelic vari-
ation at the VRN-1 locus of genome A (Shcherban et al.
2016). This analysis revealed a 2.7 kb deletion in intron 1
of VRN-A1 in three T. timopheevii and four T.
araraticum accessions, which, according to our data, belong
to the ARA-1 lineage. However, at Vrn-G1, TIM from
Kastamonu in Turkey (PI 119442) shared the same haplo-
type (Vrn1Ga) with ARA-1 samples, while TIM from
Georgia harbored haplotype VRN-G1 as found in ARA-0.
These results suggest multiple introgression events and
incomplete lineage sorting as suggested by Bernhardt et al.
(2017, 2020).

Iran occupies a marginal part of the distribution range
of wild timopheevii. An abundance of the pericentric
inversion of the 7At chromosome in the Iranian group
indicates that it is derived from Iraq. The karyotypically
‘normal’ genotype was probably introduced to Transcau-
casia via Western Azerbaijan (Iran). The low diversity of
FISH patterns and the low C-banding polymorphism of wild
timopheevii from Transcaucasia indicate that this wild
taxon, ssp. armeniacum, was introduced as a single event.
Interestingly, the AFLP data suggested some similarity
between ARA-0 from Armenia and Azerbaijan and domes-
ticated timopheevii.
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10.3.3.3 Ssp. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Löve and Löve
(Domesticated timopheevii)

Triticum timopheevii ssp. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Löve and
Löve, commonly known as sanduri wheat or timopheev’s
wheat, is the domesticated form of its wild progenitor. It is
an endemic crop restricted to Transcaucasia, particularly to
western Georgia (Zohary et al. 2012) and mainly used as
a cereal for making bread, biscuits and cookies. The grains
are also used to feed livestock and poultry, whereas the straw
is used as a biomass for fuel, for thatching, and for making
mats, carpets, and baskets.

The plant has delicate spikes and spikelets, and like the
wild subspecies also ssp. timopheevii, shows close mor-
phological similarities to ssp. dicoccon and paleocolchicum,
the hulled types of T. turgidum. The relatively limited
genetic diversity manifested by morphological variation of
the domesticated form of T. timopheevii, was also detected at
the molecular level (Fig. 10.6b).

Wild T. timopheevii contains both winter and spring
types, whereas domesticated timopheevii is considered a
spring type (Shcherban et al. 2016). In order to clarify the
origin of the spring growth habit in ssp. timopheevii, allelic
variability of the vernalization VRN-1 gene was investigated
in a set of accessions of both subspecies of T. timopheevii,
together with Ae. speltoides, presumed to be the donor of the
G subgenome to this tetraploid species. Among accessions
of ssp. armeniacum, two large mutations were found in
both VRN-A1 and VRN-G1 loci, which were found to have
no effect on vernalization requirements (Shcherban et al.
2016). Spring ssp. timopheevii had VRN-G1a allele in
common for the two subspecies, and two alleles that were
specific (VRN-A1f-ins, VRN-A1f-del/ins). These two alleles
include mutations in the first intron of VRN-A1 and also
share a 0.4 kb MITE insertion near the start of intron 1.
Hence, Shcherban et al. (2016) suggested that this insertion
resulted in a spring growth habit in a progenitor of ssp. ti-
mopheevii, which was probably selected for during subse-
quent domestication.

Domesticated T. timopheevii is presumably evolved in
isolation from the more common T. turgidum, and hybrids
between it and T. turgidum are reportedly sterile (Lilienfeld
and Kihara 1934; Sachs 1953; Tanaka and Ichikawa 1972).
The wild wheat from which it could have been derived is
obviously ssp. armeniacum (Jakubziner 1932b; Dorofeev
et al. 1980), which is also scattered across Transcaucasia, and
with which the domesticated types are inter-fertile and share
identical genomic constitution. It was probably domesticated
in Georgia, where it was mostly grown mixed with domes-
ticated diploid wheat, Triticum monococcum ssp. monococ-
cum, or as a weed in fields of Triticum aestivum.

Domesticated timopheevii was part of the spring landrace
Zanduri (a mixture of ssp. timopheevii and T. monococcum)
(Zeven 1980). This landrace was cultivated in the humid and

moderately cool climate zone of western Georgia, 400–
800 m above sea level (Dorofeev et al. 1980). Martynov
et al. (2018) reported that ssp. timopheevii is not drought
tolerant.

Currently, the cultivation of ssp. timopheevii is limited to
western Georgia, but the area of cultivation might have been
larger in the past. Badaeva et al. (2021), while screened all
available passport data of T. timopheevii, found two acces-
sions of ssp. timopheevii that were collected from Turkey in
the first half of the twentieth century. The two accessions
harbor the normal karyotype of T. timopheevii and were
characterized as a typical domesticated timopheevii.
Assuming that the passport data of these two accessions is
correct, Badaeva et al. (2021) supposed that T. timophee-
vii may have been cultivated in Turkey during the first half
of the twentieth century, indicating that the cultivation range
of ssp. timopheevi at this time was wider than the current
one. Badaeva et al. (2021) speculate that the two ssp. ti-
mopheevii accessions were probably introduced from Tran-
scaucasia to Turkey and may have been left over from
unsuccessful cultivation or breeding experiments.

From the point of view of domestication and spread of
domesticated wheats, the role of the wild and domesticated
forms of T. timopheevii is apparently negligible. It is likely
that in the Neolithic days, both wild T. turgidum and wild T.
timopheevii were taken into cultivation in southeastern
Turkey, northern Iraq, and western Iran, and that the early
non-brittle, hulled wheat remains found in these places
represent both stocks (Zohary et al. 2012). Judging from the
present geographical distribution of wild T. timopheevii, as
well as from its assumed distribution at the end of the
Younger Dryas cold period (ca 12,900–11,700 years before
present), the carbonized grains, spikelets, and clay impres-
sions found at Cayonu Tepesi in southeastern Turkey (ca.
9000 BP) and Jarmo northern Iraq on the foothills of the
Zagros Mountains (ca. 8750 BP) could belong to this taxon
rather than to wild T. turgidum. If this is the case, then T.
timopheevii was first domesticated in the northeastern part of
the Fertile Crescent. Eventually, the brittle form of T.
timopheevii gave rise to only a restricted number of
non-brittle cultivars, all of which belong to ssp. timopheevii,
which are currently cultivated in a few localities in Tran-
scaucasia. Yet, the question remains: if such alleged
domesticated T. timopheevii were indeed produced in
south-west Asia, why were they fully replaced by T. turgi-
dum, even among the local landraces (Zohary et al. 2012)? It
is speculated that when emmer cultivation spread to Tran-
scaucasia, local populations of wild T. timopheevii colonized
emmer crops fields as a weed, and, became domesticated by
being incorporated into the agricultural cycle of harvest and
sowing (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996).

The oldest known records of prehistoric ssp. timopheevii
are from Turkey, ALıklı Höyük in Cappadocia and Cafer
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Höyük in southeastern Turkey (Cauvin et al. 2011). At three
Neolithic sites and one Bronze Age site in northern Greece,
spikelet bases of a “new glume wheat” type of hulled wheat
have been recovered (Jones et al. 2000). These spikelet bases
are morphologically distinct from the typical hulled wheats,
T. monococcum ssp. monococcum (einkorn), T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon (emmer) and T. aestivum ssp. spelta (spelt),
previously observed in Greece as well as in Neolithic and
Bronze Age sites in Turkey, and southern and central Eur-
ope. The taxonomic identification of this new type remains
uncertain, but it seems likely that they are tetraploid, and
have morphological features in common with T. timophee-
vii (Jones et al. 2000). At the northern Greek sites, at least,
the new type may have been cultivated as a mixed crop with
einkorn and emmer. At some other sites, this wheat was
grown as a minor component in wheat fields (Ulaş and
Fiorentino 2021). Yet, in some places, new glume wheat was
a major crop in itself (Bogaard et al. 2017; Ergun 2018).

Czajkowska et al. (2020) detected DNA sequences from
the G subgenome in two samples of archaeological new
glume wheat, one from Turkey and the second from Poland,
thus providing evidence that this wheat is indeed a domes-
ticated type of T. timopheevii. This confirms that ssp. ti-
mopheevii was domesticated from ssp. armeniacum during
early neolithic age and was widely cultivated in the prehis-
toric past.

Vavilov (1935) suggested that ssp. timopheevii of west-
ern Georgia was probably introduced from northeastern
Turkey. The possibility of introduction of ssp. timopheevii
into Georgia from northeastern Turkey is supported by
Dorofeev et al. (1980).

10.3.3.4 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
T. timopheevii is an allotetraploid species (2n = 4x = 28)
that exhibits a diploid-like behavior at meiosis, namely,
formation of 14 bivalents of homologous chromosomes. The
genomic designation of its nuclear genome is GGAA
(Lilienfeld and Kihara 1934; Kihara 1963; Kihara and
Tanaka 1970; Kimber and Tsunewaki 1988; Dvorak 1998)
and its organellar genome is designated G (Tsunewaki et al.
1976; Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Tsunewaki 1989;
Wang et al. 1997) or S (Dvorak 1998). Lilienfeld and Kihara
(1934) analyzed chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between
different subspecies of T. turgidum and wild and domesti-
cated subspecies of T. timopheevii and found that the hybrids
involving T. timopheevii differed from those involving
subspecies of T. turgidum. The T. turgidum x T. timopheevii
hybrids had poor chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase, and were sterile, whereas hybrids between dif-
ferent subspecies of T. turgidum exhibited almost complete
chromosome pairing and were fertile. On the basis of
chromosome pairing in these hybrids, they agreed with
Zhukovsky (1928) that T. timopheevii should be considered

a different species from T. turgidum, and designated the
genome of T. timopheevii by the formula AAGG in contrast
to the BB formula given to the genome of T. turgidum.
[Note: The subgenome symbols G and B, donated by the
female parents of the allotetraploid wheats (see below),
should be on the left side of the genomic formula]. More-
over, Lilienfeld and Kihara (1934) placed T. timopheevii in a
section of its own, thus suggesting a different origin for this
species as compared to that of T. turgidum, a suggestion that
was followed by Svetozarova (1939), Sears (1948, 1969).
Kostoff (1937a, b, c) obtained similar results to those of
Lilienfeld and Kihara, but interpreted them as showing
partial homology between the genomes of T. timopheevii and
T. turgidum, and therefore suggested to designate the gen-
ome of T. timopheevii by the formula ßßAA.

The formula GGAA for the genome of T. timopheevii
shows that this species contains one subgenome similar to
the A subgenome of T. turgidum (genome BBAA) and to
that of T. aestivum (BBAADD) but differs in the second
subgenome. T. timopheevii also contains a distinct cyto-
plasm which induces male sterility when combined with the
nuclear genome of T. turgidum and T. aestivum (Maan and
Lücken 1971; Maan 1973; Tsunewaki et al. 1976; Tsune-
waki 1989).

The results reported by Sachs (1953) broadly agree with
those obtained by Lilienfeld and Kihara (1934) and by
Kostoff (1937b, c), i.e., the F1 hybrids T. timopheevii x T.
turgidum showed considerably less chromosome pairing.
Yet, Sachs followed Nabalek (1929) in identifying an
accession, that was collected in northern Iraq, as T. dicoc-
coides Körn. var. nudiglumis Nabalek, in spite of the fact
that the F1 hybrids between ssp. dicoccoides and var.
nudiglumis, exhibited reduced chromosome pairing and
were completely sterile. Notwithstanding, because of the
inclusion of var. nudiglumis in dicoccoides, Sachs (1953)
concluded that the latter is characterized by a wide chro-
mosomal variation and postulated that T. timopheevii arose
from dicoccoides and that cytologically intermediate geno-
types between the two varieties should exist.

Wagenaar (1961a, 1966) studied chromosome pairing in
F1 hybrids between T. timopheevii and T. turgidum. While
his results were exactly in line with those obtained by pre-
vious researchers, he interpreted them differently. Wagenaar
suggested that the pairing failure in these hybrids could be
attributed to genes affecting chromosome pairing and chi-
asma formation and less to structural changes of the chro-
mosomes. Consequently, he credited gene action and not
chromosome structural differentiation as the origin of T.
timopheevii speciation processes. Wagenaar (1966) consid-
ered the G subgenome as a modified B and proposed that
ssp. armeniacum evolved after becoming isolated from
ssp. dicoccoides through mutations of the gene complex
controlling chromosomal pairing.
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To identify accessions of tetraploid wheat that were col-
lected by Jack R. Harlan in mixed populations of ssp. dic-
occoides and ssp. armeniacum in Turkey, Rao and Smith
(1968) crossed six of the accessions with four Israeli
accessions of ssp. dicoccoides; the F1 hybrids were then
morphologically and cytogenetically analyzed. Both groups
were also crossed with a number of other tetraploid wheats
including T. timopheevii, T. turgidum ssp. turgidum,
and ssp. dicoccon. Cytogenetically, the four Israeli acces-
sions were similar and exhibited very close relationships
with dicoccon and turgidum, but their hybrids with ti-
mopheevii showed poor chromosome pairing and were
completely sterile. Four of the six Turkish accessions were
similar to the Israeli group in pairing relationships and seed
set percentages (Rao and Smith 1968). The remaining two
Turkish accessions showed considerable cytogenetic differ-
entiation. The Turkish accession 11,189 showed a close
pairing relationship and some fertility with timopheevii and
exhibited poor pairing and complete sterility in crosses
with dicoccon and the Israeli ssp. dicoccoides group. Sur-
prisingly, the Turkish accession 11,191 exhibited almost
complete chromosome pairing and some fertility in crosses
with both timopheevii and dicoccon (Rao and Smith 1968).

Rawal and Harlan (1975) studied chromosome pairing in
meiosis of F1 hybrids involving three Israeli accessions of
ssp. dicoccoides, the six Turkish accessions of tetraploid
wheat that were used by Rao and Smith (1968), and one line
of T. timopheevii. Like Rao and Smith (1968), Rawal and
Harlan (1975) found that four of the six Turkish accessions
were cytologically similar to the Israeli dicoccoides acces-
sions, and one Turkish accession (# 189) was cytologically
similar to T. timopheevii, whereas the other Turkish acces-
sion (# 191) showed good chromosome pairing with both
ssp. dicoccoides and ssp. timopheevii. Interestingly, the four
Turkish accessions that were identified as ssp. dicoccoides
had somewhat better chromosomal pairing with T.
timopheevii (average number of chromosome association/
cell was 22.0–22.8) than did the Israeli accessions (average
number of chromosome association/cell was 18.8–21.5
(Rawal and Harlan 1975).

The results of Rao and Smith (1968) and those of Rawal
and Harlan (1975) tend to support Wagenaar’s contention
that the pairing behavior in these taxa is primarily under
genetic control. It is difficult to visualize genomic differen-
tiation based on alteration of chromosome structure that
would account for this behavior. If the differences were due
to structure only, then a chromosome of the B subgenome
that pairs with a timopheevii chromosome, should not pair
with a dicoccoides chromosome (Rawal and Harlan 1975).
Yet, in accession # 191, chromosomes paired with both
subspecies to approximately the same degree. The fact that
there is little or no morphological differentiation between the
plants of the Turkish population with different chromosome

behaviors, suggests that there is no intermediate race, but
rather, different genotypes within the population (Rawal and
Harlan 1975).

The pattern of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between
a synthetic amphiploid T. timopheevii-Ae. tauschii
(2n = 6x = 42; genome GGAADD), used as male parent,
and 19 monotelocentric lines of T. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring, each containing one dose of a known chromosome
arm, instead of a pair of the relevant chromosomes, was
studied by Feldman (1966b). Formation of a heteromorphic
bivalent (pairing between a complete timopheevii chromo-
some with a telocentric Chinese Spring chromosome) at
meiosis of the F1 hybrids, indicated that the telocentric
chromosome was homologous or partly homologous to the
corresponding arm of the timopheevii chromosome. A mul-
tivalent involving the telocentric chromosome indicated the
occurrence of chromosome structural modifications. The
pairing of the telocentric chromosomes clearly showed a
large difference between the A and B subgenome chromo-
somes. Feldman (1966b) reported that six out of the eight
arms of the studied A subgenome chromosomes showed
high pairing and only two showed poor pairing, whereas
only one arm out of the 11 arms of the B subgenome showed
good pairing, whereas the other 10 arms paired very poorly.
Telocentrics of the B subgenome differed markedly in
pairing frequency (Feldman 1966b), indicating that some T.
timopheevii chromosomes are more significantly differenti-
ated than others. The poor pairing was mainly between
chromosomes of the B and G subgenomes (Feldman 1966b).
That is, while the A subgenome of T. aestivum is still rela-
tively closely related to the A subgenome of T. timopheevii,
the B subgenome is greatly diverged from the G subgenome.
Indeed, recent whole genome sequencing showed that the G
subgenome donor to wild T. timopheevii diverged from Ae.
speltoides 2.86 (3.24–2.51) MYA (Li et al. 2022).

Multivalent chromosomes associations were observed in
ten out of the 19 hybrid lines; four from A and six from B
subgenomes chromosomes were involved in multivalent
associations, indicating the existence of at least five
translocations between the parental species. This poor
chromosome pairing in hybrids between T. aestivum and
T. timopheevii might be due to chromosome structural dif-
ferences rather than to desynaptic genetic factors causing
asynapsis when heterozygous (Wagenaar 1961a, 1966).
Indeed, no such genes were found on any of the 26 arms of
timopheevii tested by being made hemizygous in various
hybrids. According to Wagenaar, these genes are assumed
to prevent pairing of chromosomes only when a single dose
of each gene from each parent is present, thereby explaining
why there is asynapsis in the hybrids but not in the
amphiploids derived from this hybrid, as was found by
Sachs (1953). If these genes are actually present, it is dif-
ficult to understand how they can specifically affect the
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pairing of the chromosomes of the B-G subgenomes and
why they have differential effects on different chromosome
arms.

Maestra and Naranjo (1999) used the C-banding tech-
nique to study chromosome pairing at first meiotic meta-
phase in the F1 of hybrids T. turgidum ssp. durum x T.
timopheevii (hybrid genome BGAA), T. aestivum x T.
timopheevii (hybrid genome BGAAD), and T. turgidum
ssp. durum x T. aestivum (hybrid genome BBAAD).
C-banding enabled them to identify and differentiate
between individual chromosome arms of T. timopheevii and
those of T. turgidum ssp. durum and T. aestivum. Maestra
and Naranjo (1999) found that homologous pairing between
the A subgenome chromosomes was similar in the three
hybrid types BGAA, BGAAD and BBAAD, but B-G
chromosome associations were less frequent than B-B
associations. Homoeologous associations were also
observed, especially in the BGAAD hybrids.

Originally, it was thought that the A subgenome of T.
timopheevii derived from the Am genome of T. monococcum
(Lilienfeld and Kihara 1934). In accord with this, Kostoff
(1937a) reported that in the F1 T. timopheevii x T. mono-
coccum triploid hybrid, the chromosomes of the Am genome
of monococcum paired most frequently with 7 chromosomes
of timopheevii, while the other 7 chromosomes of ti-
mopheevii remained as univalents. Consequently, Kostoff
(1937a) concluded that T. timopheevii has one subgenome
homologous with genome Am. Similarly, following obser-
vations of meiotic pairing in hybrids between the two tet-
raploid species, Wagenaar (1961a) and Tanaka et al. (1978)
suggested that T. monococcum contributed the A sub-
genome to both tetraploid wheats. However, Dvorak et al.
(1993), studying variations in 16 repeated nucleotide
sequences, detected relatively little divergence between the
repeated nucleotide sequences of the A subgenome of T.
timopheevii and the genome of T. urartu and noted more
variation between the A subgenome of T. timopheevii and
the genome of T. monococcum. They therefore, concluded
that the A subgenome of T. timopheevii was contributed
by T. urartu.

Following analysis of chromosome pairing in hybrids,
Riley et al. (1958) proposed that Ae. speltoides was the most
likely diploid species that donated the G subgenomes to T.
timopheevii. This proposal was reinforced by the cytogenetic
study of Shands and Kimber (1973). In agreement with the
above, Dvorak and Zhang (1990), studying variations in
repeated nucleotide sequences, concluded that Ae. speltoides
is the closest extant species to the G subgenome of T.
timopheevii. The incomplete homology between S and G is
accounted for by assuming that the G subgenome has
undergone modifications at the tetraploid level. Owing to
uniparental transmission of the cytoplasm through the
female parent, the maternal parent of the wheat species was

traced back to Ae. speltoides, which chloroplast and mito-
chondrial DNA studies have shown is the cytoplasm donor
to both the timopheevii and the turgidum lineages (Ogihara
and Tsunewaki 1988; Terachi et al. 1990; Golovnina
et al. 2007; Wang et al. 1997). Likewise, Kilian et al. (2007),
using nuclear and cytoplasm DNA in studies of a large
collection of polyploid wheats and Ae. speltoides, obtained
evidence supporting the suggestion that Ae. speltoides is the
donor of the B and G subgenomes to the allotetraploid
wheats. In accord with the above, Gornicki et al. (2014),
studying whole chloroplast genomes of a large number of
Triticum and Aegilops accessions, found that the cytoplasm
of Ae. speltoides is the closest to the cytoplasms of T.
timopheevii and T. turgidum. However, the chloroplast
genome of Ae. speltoides is more closely related to that of T.
timopheevii than to the chloroplast genome of T. turgidum
(Gornicki et al. 2014). Consequently, Gornicki et al. (2014),
like Dvorak and Zhang (1990), assumed that either the
female donor of the cytoplasm and B genome to the T.
turgidum is either a relative of Ae. speltoides (perhaps even
an extinct species), or the allotetraploidization event of T.
turgidum occurred much earlier (about 300,000 years ear-
lier) than that of T. timopheevii (Gornicki et al. 2014). As an
older species, the T. turgidum B subgenome and cytoplasm
exhibit more divergence from the S genome and cytoplasm
of Ae. speltoides than the G subgenome and the cytoplasm of
T. timopheevii. In addition, T. turgidum is considerably more
polymorphic than T. timopheevii (Gornicki et al. 2014).

In the T. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides hybrids, chromo-
some pairing at first meiotic metaphase occurred preferen-
tially between chromosomes of the G subgenome and the S
genome (Rodriguz et al. 2000a). Pairing between G and S
chromosomes reached frequencies higher than 50% in most
of the arms. The reduced arm length (Gill and Chen 1987;
Maestra and Naranjo 1998) may account for the pairing
decrease between the 3GS-3SS and 5GS-5SS arms. Struc-
tural differences existing between the 1SS and 1GS and
between 4SS and 4GS arms (Gill and Chen 1987; Jiang and
Gill 1994b; Maestra and Naranjo 1999) affecting pairing
between them. The 1GS arm with two translocated seg-
ments, an intercalary segment from 6AS, and a terminal
segment from 4GS, did not pair with 1SS.

In vitro DNA: DNA hybridizations and hydroxyapatite
thermal-elution chromatography were employed by Nath
et al. (1985) to identify the diploid donor of the G sub-
genome of T. timopheevii. Total genomic, unique-sequence,
and repeated-sequence fractions of 3H-T. timopheevii DNA
were hybridized to the corresponding fractions of unlabeled
DNAs of the five Sitopsis species. The heteroduplex thermal
stabilities indicated that Ae. speltoides was the most closely
related species to the G genome of T. timopheevii. Dobro-
volskaya et al. (2011) transferred microsatellite (SSR)
markers from Ae. speltoides to T. timopheevii and found that
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most of the SSRs were integrated into chromosomes of the
G subgenome rather than to chromosomes of the A sub-
genome. This also indicates a close relationship between the
G subgenome and the S genome.

Strangely enough, the results of Takahashi et al. (2010)
indicated that the wild and domesticated subspecies of T.
timopheevii might have arisen independently via allote-
traploidization, with both subspecies obtaining the A sub-
genome from T. urartu, but ssp. armeniacum obtaining the
G subgenome from Ae. speltoides and ssp. timopheevii
obtaining it from one of the other Sitopsis species, most
probably from Ae. searsii. The group compared the 19th
intron (PI19) sequence of the PolA1 gene, encoding the
largest subunit of RNA polymerase I. Two different sized
DNA fragments containing PI19 sequences (PI19A and
PI19G) were amplified both in ssp. timopheevii and
ssp. armeniacum. The shorter PI19A (112 bp) sequences of
both subspecies were identical to PI19 sequences of T.
urartu and T. monococcum. Interestingly, the longer PI19G
(241–243 bp) sequences of ssp. armeniacum showed more
similarity to PI19 sequences of Ae. speltoides, whereas those
of ssp. timopheevii showed more similarity to PI19
sequences of Ae. searsii.

Aegilops speltoides is in contact with T. urartu, the donor
of the A subgenome, in southeastern Turkey, northwestern
Iraq and western Iran. In these regions, there are also
numerous mixed populations of these two species with wild
T. timopheevii.

Yet, an interesting outcome of whole genome sequence
of the Sitopsis species is the new insight on their rela-
tionship to the B and G subgenomes of allopolyploid
wheats (Li et al. 2022). As previously shown by Mar-
cussen et al. (2014), Glémin et al. (2019), the genomes of
the Sitopsis species, the B and G wheat subgenomes, and
the A. muticum genome fall into three clades corre-
sponding to the A, B and D lineages. The A lineage
consists of the genomes of diploid wheat and the A
subgenomes of allopolyploid wheat. The B lineage
includes the B subgenomes of the allopolyploid wheats,
Ae. speltoides, and A. muticum (Glémin et al. 2019) and
the G subgenome of T. timopheevii. The D-lineage
includes the ancestral genomes of the subsection Emar-
ginata species of Aegilops, the D genome and those of
the remaining Aegilops species. The G subgenome
sequence is not yet available, however, a substitution of
most of chromosome 2B by an introgression from T.
timopheevii (450 Mb in length) in the bread wheat cultivar
(LongReach Lancer) whose genome has been sequenced
(Walkowiak et al. 2020), enabled to include it into the
phylogenetic analysis of the B lineage (Li et al. 2022).
The timing of divergence between these genomes was
determined based on full or partial genomic sequences.
Interestingly, Ae. speltoides diverged from the B

subgenome donor * 4.49 MYA. Considering that wild
emmer wheat (genome BBAA) was formed * 0.8 MYA
(Marcussen et al. 2014), this rules out that Ae. speltoides
is the direct progenitor of the B subgenome A. muticum
was confirmed as belonging to the B-lineage and diverged
from Ae. speltoides and B-subgenome donor at a more
ancient time (*6.37 MYA), supporting the proposal of
Glémin et al. (2019) that A. muticum is the extant rep-
resentative most directly related to the B-lineage ancestor.
Ae. speltoides diverged from the T. timopheevii
G-subgenome donor * 2.85 MYA, i.e., after its diver-
gence from the B-subgenome progenitor. This makes the
donor of the G-subgenome substantially older than the
estimated allotetraploidization time (< 0.4 MYA) leading
to speciation of ssp. armeniacum, the wild progenitor of
T. timopheevii (Gornicki et al. 2014). From this analysis,
Li et al. (2022) concluded that Ae. speltoides is also not
the direct donor to the G-subgenome of T. timopheevii,
although the latter is more closely related to the G- than
to the B-subgenome. The donor of the G-subgenome is
thus thought to be a distinct species related to Ae. spel-
toides, that is either extinct or yet undiscovered (Li et al.
2022). This is consistent with earlier reports (Ogihara and
Tsunewaki 1988) showing that Ae. speltoides shares near
identical cytoplasm with T. timopheevii but not with T.
turgidum and T. aestivum.

Ssp. timopheevii contains 11.87 ± 0.630 pg 1C DNA
(Eilam et al. 2008), similar to the amount of DNA in wild
ssp. armeniacum (11.82 ± 0.071 pg 1C DNA); domestica-
tion seemingly had no effect on genome size in this species.
The genome of T. timopheevii is larger than the genomes of
most Aegilops allopolyploids but significantly smaller than
that of T. turgidum (Eilam et al. 2008). This in accord with
Rees and Walters (1965), who determined DNA amounts in
tetraploid wheats and found significantly less nuclear DNA
in T. timopheevii as compared to T. turgidum (ssp. durum).
The 1C DNA content of the G-subgenome donor is expected
to be close to that of Ae. speltoides since DNA amount in T.
timopheevii is equal to the additive amount of 1C DNA of
Ae. speltoides (5.81 pg) and that of T. urartu (6.02 pg)
(Eilam et al. 2007).

The karyotypes of wild and domesticated forms of T.
timopheevii have identical chromosome morphology (Boz-
zini and Giorgi 1969). Both contain two pairs of SAT
chromosomes and two pairs of submetacentric chromo-
somes, while the rest of the pairs are metacentric chromo-
somes. The karyotype of T. timopheevii is quite different
from the karyotype of T. turgidum; Bozzini and Giorgi
(1969) observed differences in total chromosome length and
arm ratio between the two species, particularly in the SAT
chromosomes. Moreover, chromosomes with a median
centromere are more frequent in T. timopheevii than in T.
turgidum. The differences in chromosome morphology
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between the two tetraploid wheats, reinforce cytogenetic
data showing that T. timopheevii and T. turgidum have dif-
ferent chromosome architectures.

Hutchinson et al. (1982), using C-banding technique,
showed that the G subgenome chromosomes of the wild and
domesticated forms of T. timopheevii were banded, whereas
those of the A subgenome showed no bands. Only one of the
two pairs of satellited chromosomes had strong heterochro-
matic bands. The G chromosomes paired less in the triploid
hybrids between timopheevii and diploid wheats as com-
pared to the A chromosomes. Upon assessment of the rela-
tionship between the genomes of T. timopheevii and T.
turgidum ssp. dicoccon at meiosis in F1 hybrids between
these two taxa, Hutchinson et al. (1982) concluded that the
two species differ in the amount and distribution of hete-
rochromatin and by several intra- and inter-subgenome
translocations.

All the somatic chromosomes of domesticated T.
timopheevii and those of two varieties of T. aestivum, were
identified by Giemsa staining (Badaeva et al. (1986). Similar
to the finding of Hutchinson et al. (1982), Badaeva et al.
(1986) also found that the chromosomes of the A subgenome
of T. timopheevii contained a small amount of heterochro-
matin located mainly in the centromeric region, whereas the
chromosomes of the G subgenome contained large amounts
of heterochromatin located in the telomeric, centromeric and
intercalary positions. While chromosome 6G possesses a
nucleolar organizer, that of chromosome 1G was translo-
cated to chromosome 6A (Badaeva et al. 1986). Comparison
of the C-banding patterns of T. timopheevii chromosomes
with those of the homoeologous chromosomes of the A and
B subgenomes of T. aestivum showed similarity between
these chromosomes, although the G subgenome chromo-
some contained a larger amount of heterochromatin than the
B chromosomes and exhibited differences in the location and
size of these heterochromatic blocks. Studies of N-banded
mitotic and meiotic chromosomes of T. timopheevii and T.
turgidum revealed that the satellites are on the short arms of
chromosomes 6A and 6G of T. timopheevii and of 1B and
6B of T. turgidum (Gill and Chen 1987; Badaeva et al.
1986),

Studies of C-banded somatic chromosomes of T.
timopheevii (Hutchinson et al. 1982) and N-banded chro-
mosomes of T. timopheevii and T. turgidum and studies of
chromosome pairing in T. timopheevii x T. turgidum hybrids
(Gill and Chen 1987) uncovered differences between these
two species in several translocations. Such differences do not
include translocation 5AL/4AL (Jiang and Gill 1994b;
Maestra and Naranjo 1999) that both allotetraploid species
inherited from T. urartu, the donor of the A subgenome to
both species. In the emmer lineage, i.e., T. turgidum and T.
aestivum, chromosome 4A showed three more species-
specific rearrangements, i.e., translocation 4AL/7BS, a large

pericentric inversion, and a paracentric inversion in the long
arm. Neither translocation 4AL/7BS nor the pericentric
inversion exists in T. timopheevii, and whether the para-
centric inversion of 4AL is present in T. timopheevii could
not be determined (Jiang and Gill 1994a, b; Gill and Chen
1987; Maestra and Naranjo 1999, 2000). C-banding analysis
of meiotic pairing in interspecific hybrids, revealed four
species-specific translocations in T. timopheevii (Maestra
and Naranjo 1999). A double translocation involving the
arms 1GS, 6AS, and 4GS is present in both domesticated
and wild forms of T. timopheevii. Two more translocations
between the 4GS/4AL and 3AL/4AL arms, which are pre-
sent in domesticated lines, probably also exist in wild forms.
In addition to the 1GS/6AS and 1GS/4GS double translo-
cations, 4GS/4AL/3AL translocations were also identified
(Jiang and Gill 1994b). Analysis of the wild and domesti-
cated forms of T. timopheevii by sequential N-banding and
genomic in situ hybridization, showed that chromosomes
6A, 1G and 4G were involved in A-G inter-genomic
translocations in all six lines analyzed (Jiang and Gill
1994b). These chromosomes may have derived from a cyclic
translocation that is species-specific to T. timopheevii. All
the species-specific translocations of T. timopheevii and T.
turgidum occurred at the tetraploid level (Maestra and Nar-
anjo 1999, 2000).

Rodríguez et al. (2000b), using genomic in situ
hybridization (GISH) and C-banding analysis of meiotic
configurations in the F1 T. timopheevii x T. turgidum hybrids,
found that four species-specific translocations (6AS/1GS,
1GS/4GS, 4GS/4AL, and 4AL/3AL) exist in T. timophee-
vii, and that T. timopheevii and T. turgidum differ in the
pericentric inversion of chromosome 4A and the paracentric
inversion of 4AL. Rodríguez et al. (2000b) concluded that
both tetraploid species had undergone independent and dis-
tinct evolutionary chromosomal rearrangements.

Using C-banding analysis, Kawahara et al. (1996) studied
the karyotypes at meiosis of F1 hybrids between different
accessions of ssp. armeniacum, and found that out of 18
translocations, 12 were between the G-subgenome chromo-
somes, five were between G and A subgenomes and one was
between A subgenome chromosomes. Within the G sub-
genome, chromosomes 4G and 6G had higher frequency of
translocations than the other chromosomes. Evidently, the G
chromosomes have cytologically diverged much more than
the A chromosomes and that chromosome restructuring has
played an important role in the formation of intraspecific
diversity of ssp. armeniacum (Kawahara and Tanaka 1977,
1983; Badaeva et al. 1990, 1994; Kawahara et al. 1996).
Seventy-nine accessions (58.5% of the studied accessions)
had the same type of translocation, and the F1 hybrids
between them exhibited complete chromosome pairing and
regular meiosis. This translocation, considered as the stan-
dard translocation type, was found in all geographical
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regions, while other translocation types were mostly
restricted to a single locality (Kawahara et al. 1996).

Zoshchuk et al. (2007) studied the distribution of the
Spelt1 and Spelt52 repetitive DNA sequences on chromo-
somes of seven accessions of T. timopheevii ssp. armeni-
acum, two accessions of T. timopheevii ssp. timopheevii
and one accession of T. kiharae (a synthetic amphiploid T.
timopheevii-Ae. tauschii). Sequences of both repetitive DNA
families were found mostly in the sub-telomeric chromo-
some regions of the G subgenome. The number, location and
size of Spelt1 differed among the seven accessions of
ssp. armeniacum, but were identical in the two ssp. ti-
mopheevii accessions and in T. kiharae. Spelt52 was
detected in the sub-telomeric regions of chromosomes 1–4 of
the G subgenome and its sites did not coincide with the
Spelt1 sites. As with Spelt1, the distribution and signal
intensity of Spelt52 varied in ssp. armeniacum, but were
identical in ssp. timopheevii and T. kiharae. Comparison of
the distributions of the Spelt1 and Spelt52 repeats in the G
subgenome chromosomes of T. timopheevii and T. kiharae
with those of Ae. speltoides, the putative donor of the G
subgenome, revealed a decrease in both the number and size
of the sites in the G subgenome. The decrease was assumed
to result from repeat elimination during allopolyploidization
and subsequent evolution of the allopolyploid wheats
(Zoshchuk et al. 2007).

Adonina et al. (2015), using pSc119.2 (120 bp repeat
from rye), pTa71 (45S RNA genes from T. aestivum), and
pTm30 containing (GAA)56 microsatellite sequence
from T. monococcum) as probes in FISH experiments,
observed great differences in the presence and polymor-
phism in the sequences that bind these probes between
domesticated T. timopheevii and wild and domesticated T.
turgidum. ssp. timopheevii had pSc119.2 signals predomi-
nantly on the G subgenome chromosomes and on 1AL and
5AS of the A subgenome, whereas in T. turgidum, pSc119.2
hybridized to 1AS and 4AL in all lines and to 5AS, 5AL,
and 2AL in some lines. The pTa71 probe detected the NOR
regions on the short arm of chromosomes 6A and 6G in T.
timopheevii, whereas in T. turgidum, they were located on
1BS and 6BS and smaller one on 1AS. The probe pTm30
hybridized to all T. timopheevii G subgenome chromosomes
and only to one site, on 6AS, in the A subgenome, whereas
among three wild accessions of T. turgidum, 4 conserved
and 9 polymorphic (GAA)n sites were observed in the A
subgenome. The (GAA)n loci found on chromosomes 2AS,
4AL, and 5AL in the wild forms, were retained in the
domesticated form of T. turgidum (ssp. durum) and in
T. aestivum.

Badaeva et al. (2016) developed a set of molecular
cytogenetic landmarks, based on eleven DNA probes, to
characterize the different chromosomes of T. timopheevii.
They found that the pTa535 sequence, derived from T.

aestivum, enabled identification of all the A subgenome
chromosomes, whereas the G subgenome and some of the A
subgenome chromosomes could be identified using the
(GAA/CTT)n and pSc119.2 probes. The pAsSAT86, pAs1,
Spelt-1 and Spelt-52 probes, as well as 5S and 45S rDNA,
discriminated particular chromosomes or chromosomal
regions. The distribution of (GAA/CTT)n, pTa-535 and
pSc119.2 on T. timopheevii chromosomes was distinct from
that of T. turgidum.

Several available DNA probes were tested in in situ
hybridization experiments seeking to identify the chromo-
somes of T. timopheevii. Hybridization patterns generated by
the (GAA)7 probe was consistent with the C-banding pat-
terns, and enabled identification of 11 chromosome pairs. As
reported by Badaeva et al. (2016), probes pAs1and pSc119.2
produced hybridization bands on all chromosomes; nine
chromosome pairs were clearly distinguishable by pSc119.2,
while pSc119.2 in combination with pAs1 identified all T.
timopheevii chromosomes. Probing of the putative diploid
progenitors with total genomic DNA clearly distinguished
between both subgenomes.

In wheat, grain texture is mainly determined by
the Hardness (Ha) locus consisting of the Puroindoline
a (Pina) and b (Pinb) genes. These genes were conserved in
all diploid species of Aegilops and Triticum, but were
deleted from the A and B subgenomes of all T. turgidum
lines studied (Li et al. 2008). In contrast to T. turgidum,
Pina and Pinb were eliminated from the G subgenome, but
were maintained in the A subgenome of T. timopheevii.

Upadhya and Swaminathan (1965) concluded that T.
timopheevii does not contain the Ph1 gene that suppresses
homoeologous pairing in interspecific wheat hybrids. Yet,
studies of meiotic chromosomal pairing in 41- and
42-chromosome F1 hybrids between T. aestivum monosomic
for chromosome 5B and the amphiplods T. timopheevii–Ae.
tauschii, revealed that chromosome 5G of T. timopheevii
compensated for the absence of 5B of T. aestivum, namely, it
suppresses homoeologous pairing (Feldman 1966a). Thus,
Feldman concluded that T. timopheevii contains a gene
system, presumably Ph1, occurring on chromosome 5G,
similar to that found in chromosome 5B of T. aestivum.
Evidence that chromosome 5G of ssp. timopheevii carries a
gene like Ph1 was also presented by Ozkan and Feldman
(2001).

10.3.3.5 Theories Concerning the Phylogenetic
Relationships Between T. timopheevii
and T. turgidum

Since the designation of the genome of T. timopheevii
GGAA (Lilienfeld and Kihara 1934), implying a genome
different from the BBAA genome of T. turgidum, several
theories were proposed concerning the evolutionary rela-
tionships between these two-allotetraploid wheats. Despite
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the intensive cytogenetic, biochemical and molecular stud-
ies, the phylogenetic relationships of these two-allotetraploid
wheats still remain controversial and the question is to what
extent the B and the G subgenomes are related is currently
unresolved. The main theories concerning the relationships
between these two-wheat species are presented below.

Theories Concerning Close Relationships Between the B
and the G Subgenomes
Recent molecular studies show that the two allotetraploid
species were formed in different times: wild emmer, T. tur-
gidum ssp. dicoccoides, was formed 700,000–900,000 years
ago (Marcussen et al. 2014; Gornicki et al. 2014; Middleton
et al. 2014), and wild T. timopheevii, ssp. armeniacum,
400,000 years ago (Marcussen et al. 2014; Li et al. 2022).
Wild emmer was formed via allopolyploidization process
involving the B-subgenome donor, that diverged from Ae
speltoides 4.49 MYA (Li et al. 2022), and the A subgenome
donor that diverged from the T. urartu 1.28 MYA (Li et al.
2022). Wild ssp. armeniacum was formed from the G sub-
genome donor, that diverged from Ae. speltoides much later,
2.85 MYA (Li et al. 2022) and the A-subgenome donor.
Since the formation of wild T. timopheevii was 300,000–
500,000 years after that of wild emmer, the question is how
much the B and the G subgenomes donor, both diverged from
Ae. speltoides, and to a lesser extent the A subgenome donor,
have diverged from one another.

Close genetic relationships between the B and the G
subgenomes was suggested following observations of mei-
otic pairing in hybrids between the two-allotetraploid species
or between T. timopheevii and T. aestivum (Sachs 1953;
Wagenaar 1961a; Feldman 1966b; Tanaka et al. 1978).
Sachs (1953) concluded that all the allotetraploid wheats
originated from a common allotetraploid progenitor and that
the hybrid sterility between T. timopheevii and T. turgidum
was due to cryptic structural hybridity. This conclusion was
supported by Sears (1956b), Riley et al. (1958). Wagenaar
(1966) assumed that wild T. timopheevii arose from wild T.
turgidum in northern Iraq, through a series of mutations
which occurred simultaneously or in quick succession in
both species and induced a strong sterility barrier between
them. Several F1 hybrids between ssp. armeniacum and ssp.
dicoccoides from a mixed stand in eastern Turkey and
northern Iraq, showed considerably high chromosome pair-
ing (Rao and Smith 1968; Rawal and Harlan 1975; Tanaka
and Kawahara 1976; Tanaka et al. 1978), suggesting that the
two wild allotetraploid wheats are phylogenetically closely
related.

The possibility of close phylogenetic relationship
between the two-allotetraploid wheat species was also sup-
ported by chromosome pairing in hybrids, reported by

Upadhya and Swaminathan (1965), Feldman (1966b),
Tanaka et al. (1978), and by isozyme studies performed by
Jaaska (1974). Feldman (1966b) found that the G sub-
genome of T. timopheevii is sufficiently closely related to the
B subgenome of T. turgidum and may have differentiated
from the latter as a result of extensive chromosomal rear-
rangements. All the studied telocentric chromosomes of T.
aestivum subgenome B paired to some extent with the cor-
responding chromosomes of T. timopheevii (Feldman
1966b), indicating that the second subgenome of T.
timopheevii is close to subgenome B of T. turgidum. The
relatively close relationship between these two subgenomes
was especially conspicuous in the relatively high pairing in
hybrids between T. timopheevii and some varieties of T.
turgidum, as observed by Kostoff (1937a, b), Wagenaar
(1961a), Rao and Smith (1968), Rawal and Harlan (1975).
Likewise, Tanaka et al. (1978) suggested that these two
allotetraploid wheat species had differentiated from a com-
mon ancestor as the result of extensive chromosomal dif-
ferentiation. A similar conclusion was reached by Badaeva
et al. (1986), following comparison of C-banding in T.
timopheevii versus T. aestivum. They concluded that the G
and B subgenomes have a common ancestor, from which
they differentiated at the tetraploid level, due to chromoso-
mal rearrangements and increased heterochromatinization in
the chromosomes of the G subgenome of T. timopheevii.

None of the current diploid species of Triticum and
Aegilops, from which wild T. timopheevii and T. turgidum
presumably derived, possess a Ph1 gene identical to that
of T. aestivum (Dhaliwal 1977c). This suggests that the
Ph1 gene originated at the tetraploid level. The fact that this
gene occurs in both allotetraploid species (Feldman 1966a;
Dhaliwal 1977c; Ozkan and Feldman 2001)), may suggest
that either the donors of subgenomes B and G possess the
Ph1 gene, or a more likely alternative, Ph1 evolved in wild
T. turgidum and was transferred to wild T. timopheevii via
introgressive hybridization.

Theories Concerning More Distant Relationships
Between the B and the G Subgenomes
Other researchers bearing in mind that T. timopheevii and T.
turgidum originated in two independent events. The GGAA
genomic formula assigned to T. timopheevii by Kihara and
Lilienfeld (1934) and supported by Svetozarova (1939),
Sears (1948), suggested that the G subgenome derived from
a different species than the B subgenome of T. turgidum. The
different species-specific chromosome rearrangements that
occurred at the tetraploid level in both lineages, are consis-
tent with a diphyletic origin (Tanaka and Ichikawa 1972;
Tanaka and Ishii 1975; Kawahara and Tanaka 1977;
Hutchinson et al. 1982; Badaeva et al. 1990, 1995; Naranjo
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et al. 1987; Jiang and Gill 1994a, b; Maestra and Naranjo
1999, 2000; Rodriguez et al. 2000b). The analyses of
chloroplast DNA (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Miyashita
et al. 1994), mitochondrial DNA (Terachi et al. 1990), and
chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA (Wang et al. 1997), also
reinforce the diphyletic origin. Phylogenetic relationships
among the plastotypes (plastid genotypes) of the
two-tetraploid wheat species and those of the five species of
the Aegilops of section Sitopsis, suggested a diphyletic ori-
gin of ssp. dicoccoides and ssp. armeniacum (Miyashita
et al. 1994). The plastotype of one Ae. speltoides accession
was identical to that of ssp. armeniacum, while three of the
plastotypes found in the other Sitopsis species were very
similar, but not identical, to that of ssp. dicoccoides. These
studies imply that two different, perhaps closely related,
species were the donors of the cytoplasm to the
two-tetraploid wheats.

Mori et al. (1995) studied intra- and inter-specific varia-
tions in nuclear DNA of 32 lines of ssp. dicoccoides and 24
lines of ssp. armeniacum by RFLP. The average genetic
distance between the ssp. dicoccoides accessions was
0.0135 ± 0.0031 and between the ssp. armeniacum acces-
sions was 0.0036 ± 0.0015, indicative of about a four-fold
intraspecific variation in ssp. dicoccoides as compared
to ssp. armeniacum. The genetic distance between the two
species was 0.0482 ± 0.0022, and when corrected for
intraspecific divergence was 0.0395, about three times that
for ssp. dicoccoides and 11 times that for ssp. armeniacum.
These results showed that in the wild state, ssp. dicoccoides
and ssp. timopheevii are clearly differentiated and that
ssp. dicoccoides has much greater variation than ssp. arme-
niacum, suggesting a relatively more recent origin for the
latter and therefore, a diphyletic origin for these species.

Pairing between G subgenome and S genome chromo-
somes in T. timopheevii x Ae. speltoides hybrids reached a
frequency much higher than pairing between B subgenome
and S genome chromosomes in T. turgidum x Ae. spel-
toides hybrids and in T. aestivum x Ae. speltoides hybrids,
and between B and G subgenome chromosomes in T. tur-
gidum x T. timopheevii or T. aestivum x T. timopheevii hy-
brids (Maestra and Naranjo 1999; Rodriguez et al. 2000a).
These results, demonstrating a higher degree of closeness
between the G subgenome and S genome than with the B
subgenome, are consistent with the claimed diphyletic ori-
gins of the two-allotetraploid species.

The diphyletic mode of origin theory is supported by the
fact that B and G subgenomes derived from different, albeit
related, diploid donors as female and from T. urartu as male.
Subsequent introgressive hybridizations between the two
allotetraploids, sharing the A subgenome and differing in the
B and G subgenomes, may have led to further differentiation
of the differential subgenomes (Zohary and Feldman 1962).

In such hybrids, the two differentiated genomes, which have
partial homologous chromosomes, can exchange genetic
material and recombine. As a result of such hybridizations,
the related differential subgenomes could have become more
modified, acquired adaptive genetic combinations, leading to
recombination of the B and G subgenomes. An intermediate
types predicted by this hypothesis, was previously found by
Sachs (1953) Wagenaar (1961a, 1966), Rao and Smith
(1968), Rawal and Harlan (1975), and Tanaka and Kawa-
hara (1976). Gornicki et al. (2014) provided molecular evi-
dence that evolution of these allotetraploid wheats was also
accompanied by chloroplast introgression. One accession of
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (G4991), for example, which
showed high chromosome pairing with both T. turgidum
and T. timopheevii (Rawal and Harlan 1975), carries the T.
timopheevii chloroplast haplotype (H09) as a result of a
cross between wild emmer and wild timopheevii. Con-
versely, wild T. timopheevii accession TA976 carries the
emmer-lineage chloroplast haplotype (H04) (Gornicki et al.
2014).

An Independent Origin from Closely Related Donors
Up till now, it was accepted (e.g., Dvorak and Zhang 1990;
Gornicki et al. 2014) that both, the B and the G subgenomes
of the allotetraploid wheats derived from Ae. speltoides and
therefore, their origin cannot be considered biphyletic.
Likewise, Gill and Friebe (2002), proposed that two different
genotypes of Ae. speltoides contributed to the formation of
the allopolyploid wheats, one genotype participated in the
formation of the T. turgidum–T. aestivum lineage and
another in the T. timopheevii–T. zhukovskyi lineage. Yet, the
two subgenome donors diverged from Ae. speltoides in
different times and may have diverged considerably from
each other in chromosome structure and cytoplasm. More-
over, these two species arose independently from two dif-
ferent allotetraploidization events, and as such, their origin
can barely be considered monophyletic.

Hybridization between the two allotetraploids might have
led to exchange of chromosomal material such as chromo-
some 4B of turgidum that is present in timopheevii; Gill and
Chen 1987) and chromosome segments, including the pos-
sible transfer of the Ph1 gene from chromosome arm 5BL of
turgidum to 5G of timopheevii (Feldman 1966a). Additional
evidence for possible introgression between these
two-species is evident from the high pairing (in 80% of the
cells) between chromosome arm 2BL of Chinese Spring and
the corresponding arm of T. timopheevii, and between
chromosome arms 1BL and 5BL (in about 50% of the cells)
with timopheevii chromosomes (Feldman 1966b).
Hybridization with diploids, mainly Ae. speltoides or other
Sitopsis species, might have led to further differentiation of
the G and B subgenomes. This might align with the finding
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of Dvorak and Zhang (1990), who observed two bands of
diagnostic restriction fragments of species of sub-section
Emarginata of section Sitopsis in the allopolyploid wheats,
which could be considered as evidence of introgression.

A similar conclusion was reached by Brown-Guedira
et al. (1996), who studied the phylogenetic relationships
between T. turgidum and T. timopheevii by assessing the
genetic compensation capacity of individual T. timophee-
vii chromosomes that substituted missing chromosomes of
T. aestivum. Six T. timopheevii chromosome substitutions
were isolated: 6A (6A), 2G (2B), 3G (3B), 4G (4B), 5G (5B)
and 6G (6B). The substitution lines had normal morphology
and fertility. Their findings indicated a common origin for
the two tetraploid wheat species, but because of the presence
of a different spectrum of inter-genomic translocations, the
authors concluded rightly that the two-species originated
from separate hybridization events. Likewise, Kilian et al.
(2007) using AFLP markers and haplotypes of several
nuclear and chloroplast loci, revealed that both the B and the
G subgenomes derived from Ae. speltoides at different times
from different genotypes of Ae. speltoides.

Allopolyploidization in the wheat group was followed by
rapid genetic and epigenetic changes (Feldman et al. 1997,
2013; Levy and Feldman 2002, 2004; Feldman and Levy
2005, 2009; 2012). The genetic changes, mainly elimination
and duplication of various low-and high-copy DNA
sequences, may have led to genomic rearrangements, which
could have accelerated the cytological and genetic
diploidization of the nascent allopolyploids. On the other
hand, if recurrent allopolyploidization events occurred from
different genotypes of the diploid parents, the magnitude of
genomic reorganization could have also impeded the genetic
flow between the newly formed allopolyploids (Maestra and
Naranjo 2000).

T. turgidum is an older species than T. timopheevii and
was suggested to have originated 700,000–900,000 years
ago (Marcussen et al. 2014; Gornicki et al. 2014; Middleton
et al. 2014), while wild T. timopheevii was formed
400,000 years ago (Marcussen et al. 2014; Li et al. 2022).
The B subgenome of T. turgidum derived from a species that
diverged from Ae. speltoides 4.49 MYA (Li et al. 2022) and
the G subgenome of T. timopheevii from a species that
diverged from Ae. speltoides 2.85 MYA (Li et al. 2022).
Wild T. turgidum was formed in the southern Levant,
whereas wild T. timopheevii originated in northern Iraq
(Gornicki et al. 2014).

10.3.3.6 Intraspecific Hybrids Involving
ssp. armeniacum and ssp. timopheevii

The F1 hybrid between ssp. armeniacum (mistakenly refer-
red to as T. dicoccoides var. nudiglumus) and T. timopheevii
had almost regular pairing at first meiotic metaphase
(Table 10.8). A similar level of chromosomal pairing was

observed in the F1 hybrid between ssp. armeniacum and
ssp. timopheevii (Table 10.8). The multivalents observed in
this hybrid by Tanaka and Ichikawa (1972) most probably
resulted from reciprocal translocations occurring between
the two studied lines of the two subspecies, rather than from
homoeologous pairing. The high level of chromosomal
pairing indicates the great homology between the genomes
of the two subspecies of T. timopheevii.

10.3.3.7 Crosses with Other Wheat Group
Species

Meiotic chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid ssp. timo-
pheevi ix ssp. monococcum (2n = 3x = 21; genome GAAm)
(Table 10.9) indicated that the A subgenome of ssp. ti-
mopheevii is closely related to that of ssp. monococcum.

Data of meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids
between ssp. timopheevii and diploid species of Aegilops,
namely, Ae. speltoides (hybrid genome GAS), Ae. bicornis
(hybrid genome GASb), and Ae. tauschii (hybrid genome
GAD) are presented in Table 9.9. Shands and Kimber
(1973) studied chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids of ssp.
timopheevii with high-, intermediate-, and low-pairing
types of Ae. speltoides. In the hybrid with the
high-pairing type they observed somewhat higher pairing
than in the hybrids with the intermediate- and low-pairing
types, but in the latter two hybrids pairing was also high.
From these data, Shands and Kimber (1973) concluded that
the G subgenome of T. timopheevii is very loosely related
to the S genome of Ae. speltoides and most probably
derived from it. Hybrids between ssp. timopheevii and the
other two Aegilops species exhibited significantly lower
pairing. A similar low level of pairing was reported in the
hybrid ssp. timopheevii x Ae. caudata (0–5 bivalents;
Kihara 1949). Low level of chromosomal pairing was also
observed in the F1 tetraploid hybrids between ssp. armeni-
acum and Ae. peregrina (hybrid genome GASvU). The F1
hybrids between two lines of the wild subspecies of T.
timopheevii and Ae. peregrina exhibited very low chro-
mosomal pairing (Table 10.10). A hybrid with one line of
ssp. armeniacum (line TIA28) had significantly lower
pairing than the hybrid with another armeniacum line
(TIA02). This pattern of pairing indicates that both sub-
genomes of Ae. peregrina (Sv and U) are not close to any
of the two subgenomes of T. timopheevii.

Meiotic pairing in hybrids between T. timopheevii and
different subspecies of T. turgidum indicated that only one
subgenome in each species is closely related (Table 10.8).
The level of chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid between
hexaploid wheat T. aestivum ssp. aestivum and T.
timopheevii ssp. armeniacum (hybrid genome BADGA and
in the hybrid T. aestivum ssp. macha x T. timopheevii
ssp. timopheevii (hybrid genome BADGA) included 7–14
bivalents (Kihara 1949), shows that T. timopheevii shares
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only one subgenome, subgenome A, with T. aestivum; the
other three subgenomes, B, D, and G, are homoeologous.

10.4 Section Triticum (Speltoidea Flaksb.)
(2n = 6x = 42)

10.4.1 Description of the Section

Section Triticum [Syn: Triticum L sect. Spelta Dumort;
Triticum L. sect. Speltoidea Flaksb.; Triticum L. ‘congre-
gatio’ Hexaploidea Flaksb.] contains two species: T. aes-
tivum L. and T. zhukovskyi Menabde & Ericz. T. aestivum is
an allohexaploid (2n = 6x = 42; genome BBAADD),
whereas T. zhukovskyi is an allo-auto-hexaploid (2n = 6x;
genome GGAAAmAm). The two species share subgenome A
and differ by the other subgenomes. The cytoplasm of T.
aestivum derived from the B-subgenome donor, a close
relative of Ae. speltoides, and that of T. zhukovskyi derived
from the G-subgenome donor which is closely related to Ae.
speltoides. The donors of the B and G subgenomes are
currently extinct or yet not discovered.

The two species contain only domesticated forms, except
for var. tibetanum of T. aestivum ssp. aestivumwhich is a feral
form that escaped from a domesticated cultivar of T. aestivum

due to a mutation in one of the Br (brittle rachis) genes,
leading to plants with fragile rachis. This subspecies is grown
near edges of wheat and barley fields in Tibet (Shao et al.
1983; Guo et al. 2020). T. aestivum contains five domesticated
subspecies, ssp. spelta, ssp. macha, ssp. aestivum, ssp. com-
pactum, and ssp. sphaerococcum. ssp. aestivum (common or
bread wheat) is the most important crop of wheat, constituting
about 95% of global wheat production. It is cultivated in all
wheat-growing regions of the world and mainly used for
bread. The other extant domesticated subspecies of T. aes-
tivum are locally grown. T. zhukovskyi is a small species
and only grown as a minor crop in western Georgia. Thus,
among the hexaploid wheats, two natural groups can be
observed, reflecting a biphyletic process of evolution (Mac
Key 1975).

10.4.2 T. aestivum L. (Genome BBAADD)

10.4.2.1 Description of the Species
Triticum aestivum L., known as Dinkel wheat, [Syn.: T.
hybernum L.; T. sativum Lamarck.; T. vulgare Vill.; T.
vulgare Host] is an annual, predominantly autogamous
plant. Culms are erect and glabrous, hollow, with thin walls,
nodes are sometimes hairy, 65–150 cm tall (excluding

Table 10.10 Chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase of F1 hybrids between Allopolyploid species of Triticum and Aegilops

Combination Genomea Univalents Bivalents Multivalents References

Rod Ring Total III IV

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. dicoccoides (TTD20)

SvUBA 26.64 0.68 – 0.68 – – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. dicoccoides (TTD24)

SvUBA 25.20 1.40 – 1.40 – – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. dicoccoides (TTD22)

SvUBA 23.92 1.88 0.08 1.96 0.10 – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. dicoccoides (TTD06)

SvUBA 16.48 4.75 0.16 4.91 0.53 – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. timopheevii (TIA28)

SvUGA 19.04 3.90 0.10 4.00 0.32 – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

Ae. peregrina x
ssp. timopheevii (TIA02)

SvUGA 16.76 4.68 0.14 4.82 0.48 0.04 Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

ssp. durum x Ae. neglecta BAUXn 22.71 2.37 0.01 2.38 0.16 0.02 Cifuentes et al. (2010)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. peregrina BADSvU 30.86 2.02 0.02 2.04 0.02 – Ceoloni et al. (1986)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. peregrina BADSvU 34.00 0.50 – 0.50 – – Ozkan and Feldman (2001)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. peregrina BADSvU 30.51 2.16 0.02 2.18 0.05 – Yu and Jahier (1992)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. geniculata BADMoU 29.67 – – 2.62 0.03 – Riley (1966)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. triuncialis BADUC 26.97 – – 3.77 0.17 – Riley (1966)

ssp. aestivum x Ae. juvenalis BADDcXcU – – – 4.33 0.98 0.32 Riley (1966)

Ae. vavilovii x ssp. aestivum DcXcSsBAD – – – 0.60 0.37 – Chapman and Miller (1978)

6x Ae. crassa x ssp. aestivum DcXcDBAD 24.53 4.22 2.34 6.45 1.31 0.12 Melnyk and McGinnis (1962)
a Genome symbols after Dvorak (1998)
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spikes), and with 4 to 6 internodes. The young shoots are
erect, semi-erect, or prostrate. Leaf blades are flat and linear,
glaucous, or more rarely, yellowish-green in color, and
pubescent in most forms, but glabrous in some. The spikes
are awned with short awns of uniform length all over, or
only on the upper spikelets, or, in few forms, are awnless.
Spikes are determinate, squarehead in cross section or lax,
dense or lax, 4 to 18 cm long (excluding awns), with 14–30
spikelets. The rachis is tough and smooth, and fringed, with
short hairs along its margins, and a few hairs immediately
below the base of each spikelet. In some forms, the rachis is
semi-tough and breaks into individual spikelets upon
threshing. The spikelets are 10–15 mm long, solitary at the
nodes, and glabrous or hairy. The top spikelet is fertile and at
right angle to the plane of lateral spikelets, each spikelet
contains 3–9 florets, and those near the center of the spike
bear 2–5 grains, whereas those near the base or the tip of the
spike contain 1–2 grains only. The glumes are oblong,
asymmetrical in size, shorter than or almost equal in length
to the rest of the spikelet, glabrous or pubescent, with white,
yellow, red, brown, or blue-black, 6–11 mm long, with 5–7
nerves, and terminate with a short tooth or, in some of the
bearded forms, extend into a slender, short awn (1–3 cm
long). The lemmas are thin, rounded, and with 7–11 nerves.
In bearded forms, they carry awns 5–10 cm long, usually
straight, which are yellowish-white, reddish, black, or
brown. The caryopsis is 5–10 mm long, 3.0–4.2 mm wide
and 2.5–4.0 mm thick, free and non-adherent to the lemma
and palea (free-threshing), but in some forms, is adherent to
lemma and palea (hulled). The grains are white, yellow,
orange, or red, generally plump, usually with a shallow
furrow, and with a brush of hairs at the apex. The endosperm
is flinty, semi-flinty, or mealy. The embryo is about 1/5 the
length of the caryopsis (Fig. 10.7).

Currently, T. aestivum is the main cultivated wheat spe-
cies, including bread (common) wheat and a number of
domesticated forms, all of which are hexaploids with the
BBAADD genome, and inter-fertile when crossed with one
another. Mac Key (1954b) revised the classification of the
hexaploid wheats based on genetic and agronomic features.
He drew attention to the fact that the main differences
between the various forms of T. aestivum are due to a small
number of genes affecting the morphology of the plant,
mainly the spike. Consequently, Mac Key (1954b) suggested
to classify these forms at the intraspecific level as subspecies
of T. aestivum rather than to consider them as separate
species, as was done by several others (e.g., Dorofeev et al.
1980; Goncharov 2011). More specifically, Mac Key
(1954b) classified T. aestivum as having five subspecies, two
of which are hulled (glumed), ssp. spelta (L.) Thell., and
ssp. macha (Dek. & Men.) Mac Key, and three of which are
free-threshing, ssp. aestivum, ssp. compactum (Host) Mac

Key, and ssp. sphaerococcum (Percival) Mac Key. The one
feral form, semi-wild, ssp. tibetanum, presumably escaped
from wheat cultivation of bread wheat in Tibet (Shao et al.
1983). Mac Key’s classification was adapted by van Sla-
geren (1994), who found that it expresses the various groups
as a botanical taxon, similar to the higher ranks of species
and genus (van Slageren 1994).

Except for ssp. aestivum, which is of global importance,
the other subspecies are only locally cultivated. The products
of threshing in the hulled subspecies are individual spikelets,
whereas free grains in the free-threshing ones. Currently, the
hulled subspecies are cultivated as relic crops, while the
free-threshing ones are more in extensive use.

The principal differences between the major forms of T.
aestivum are due to one or two genes that affect gross
morphology (Mac Key 1954b). Studies of the speltoid
mutations occurring in ssp. aestivum and changing the
morphology of the spike from a squarehead to lax and
glumes from loose (free-threshing) to adherent (hulled type),
showed already that these two traits were found to be
genetically associated with a simple pattern of inheritance
(Nilsson-Ehle 1917). Philiptschenko (1934) proposed that
these two traits are controlled in T. aestivum by the genes q,
which regulates the squarehead-spike and k, which sup-
presses speltoidy. Following the genetic association reported
by Nilsson-Ehle (1917), Watkins (1940) assumed that q and
k are closely linked, and Watkins and Ellerton (1940)
showed that this is indeed the case. Through studies of
induced deficiency-duplication mutants, Mac Key (1954a)
found that the recessive q + k genes are in fact one
codominant factor, which he named it Q. This factor was
llocated to the long arm of chromosome 5A (Sears 1954).
The phenotypic influence of Q proved to be much broader
than merely suppression of its homoeologous counterpart q.
It affects a large number of traits in roots, stems, leaves, and
especially spikes. Investigations by Mac Key (1954a, b)
showed that Q determines the main free-threshing and
domestication-related traits distinguishing between
free-threshing ssp. aestivum and the hulled ssp. spelta, and,
as such, it is one of the most significant domestication loci.
While Q on 5AL has the most significant contribution, other
homoeoalleles (on 5BL and 5DL) were also shown to be
involved in the domestication traits (Zhang et al. 2011).

Q is thought to be a central gene regulating floral
development, encoding an AP2-like transcription factor that
plays an important role in the activation of a number of
genes in hexaploid wheat (Simons et al. 2006; Zhang et al.
2011). Actually, Q, being a transcription factor (Simons
et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2011), has a pleiotropically influ-
ence on several domestication-related traits in addition to
free-threshing, such as spike density and length (square-head
spike), fertility of the basal spikelets, glume shape and
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tenacity, glume keel formation, rachis fragility, plant height,
spike emergence time, and chlorophyll pattern along nerves,
as well as grain size and shape.

The mutation from q to Q presumably occurred at the
tetraploid level, from where it was transferred to hexaploid
wheat (Muramatsu 1986; Simons et al. 2006). It has been
suggested (Dvorak et al. 2012) that the tetraploid parent of
hexaploid wheat was a free-threshing form. This was also
apparent from the fact that all the tetraploids with the gen-
ome BBAA, extracted from hexaploid cultivars, were
free-threshing (Kerber and Rowland 1974). Muramatsu
(1963) proposed that Q is a triplication of q, since five doses
of q conferred the same phenotype as two doses of Q.
However, Q was recently isolated and characterized (Faris

et al. 2003; Jantasuriyarat et al. 2004; Simons et al. 2006),
and was shown by Simons et al. (2006) to have likely arisen
through a gain-of-function mutation, and not from a dupli-
cation of q. Q and q, differ by a single nucleotide (GAG in
q and GCG in Q), leading to a change in one amino acid,
namely, all q-containing forms had valine in position 329,
whereas all Q-containing forms possessed an isoleucine at
this position (Simons et al. 2006). Q is more abundantly
transcribed than q (Simons et al. 2006). The higher expres-
sion of Q is in accord with the finding of Muramatsu (1963),
who showed that extra doses (five or six) of q mimic the
effect of Q in bread wheat. Increased transcription of Q was
most obviously associated with spike compactness and
reduced plant height, as in plants tetrasomic for chromosome

aa

dd e ec

bb

c

b b
Fig. 10.7 Plants and spikes of
Triticum aestivum L.;
a ssp. spelta (L.) Thell.;
b ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring on the left side and of an
additional cultivar with awns on
the right; c spikes of two cultivars
of ssp. compactum (Host) MK
(From Percival 1921); d ssp.
sphaerococcum (Percival) MK;
e ssp. tibetanum J. Z. Shao (feral
wheat)
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5A (Sears 1954). In fact, the increased transcription of Q is
apparently not due to the valine by an isoleucine substitution
at position 329, as originally thought (Simons et al. 2006),
but to a SNP in miRNA 172 binding site (Debernardi et al.
2017). Subsequent work by Debernardi et al. (2017) showed
that in fact the SNP within the miRNA binding site is the
causal polymorphism for the functional difference between
the Q and q alleles. This is consistent with Q dominance, and
with the increased transcription due to the reduction of
miRNA 172 suppressive effect (Debernardi et al. 2017).

The non-free-threshing trait in synthetic hexaploids,
irrespective of whether their tetraploid parent carried Q or q,
was linked to the Tg gene, derived from Ae. tauschii (Kerber
and Rowland 1974). Monosomic and telosomic analysis of
synthetic hexaploid lines revealed the presence of Tg, a
partially dominant gene for tenacious glumes, on the short
arm of chromosome 2D (Kerber and Rowland 1974). Some
variation in the degree of glume tenacity was noted among
the synthetic hexaploids; those having ssp. dicoccon as a
parent and containing q and Tg were the most difficult to
thresh. The interaction between Tg and Q was clearly
demonstrated by extraction of the tetraploid component of a
hexaploid wheat and then resynthesizing the hexaploid. The
extracted tetraploids containing only the BBAA component
of the original free-threshing hexaploids were also
free-threshing. In further studies, crosses between the
extracted free-threshing tetraploids and Ae. tauschii pro-
duced spelta-like (hulled) hexaploids. It was therefore con-
cluded that the Tg gene of Ae. tauschii inhibits the
expression of Q. The interaction between tg and Q, confer-
ring the free-threshing character, is complementary (Kerber
and Rowland 1974), with a requirement for presence of both
tg and Q to obtain a free-threshing character in hexaploid
wheat. Some variation in the degree of threshability occurs
among the many lines of free-threshing hexaploid wheat
(Kerber and Rowland 1974), which is assumed to reflect the
different genetic backgrounds. The probability that the
genotypes of Ae. tauschii which served as the progenitors of
hexaploid wheat, possessed Tg—as apparently do all extant
forms of this species—supports the above hypothesis that
hulled, hexaploid wheats are more primitive than

free-threshing hexaploids; they carried the Tg gene and,
therefore, were non-free threshing (Kerber and Rowland
1974). The mutation from Tg to tg is presumed to have
occurred at the hexaploid level.

Simonetti et al. (1999) found that while chromosome arm
2BS of wild emmer contains the Tg gene that determines
tough glumes, that of domesticated emmer contains the tg
allele, determining soft glumes. Thus, the free-threshing trait
in tetraploid wheat is determined by two complementary
genes, Q on 5AL and tg on 2BS (Simonetti et al. 1999).
Faris et al. (2014) found that, in wild emmer, both chro-
mosome arms 2AS and 2BS, carry Tg alleles, thus requiring
a change of Tg to tg on 2AS as well, in order to obtain a
free-threshing form. Further fine genetic mapping by Sharma
et al. (2019) showed that emmer wheat contains two domi-
nant homoeoalleles on 2A and 2B (Tg-A1 and Tg-B1), which
together with the q wildtype allele are responsible for the
non-free-threshing phenotype.

The key gene separating ssp. aestivum and ssp. com-
pactum is C, dominant in compactum and recessive in aes-
tivum (Nilsson-Ehle 1911), which is located on chromosome
XX (currently 2D) (Unrau 1950). The major gene separating
these two subspecies from ssp. sphaerococcum is S, which is
dominant in aestivum and compactum and recessive in
sphaerococcum (Ellerton 1939) and located on chromosome
XVI (currently 3D) (Sears 1946). Hence, the major genes
determining the differences between the subspecies of T.
aestivum are described in Table 10.11.

T. vavilovii (Tumanian) Jakubz. (syn: T. vulgare Vill. var.
vavilovii Tumanian; T. aestivum L. ssp. vavilovii (Tumanian)
Sears), is a branching mutant discovered by Tumanian in
1930, as an admixture in a stand of a bread wheat landrace in
Armenia. In the 1970s, it was also found as an admixture in
Azerbaijan, by Mustafaev, and in Armenia, by Gandilyan.
Plants with branched spikes of the vavilovii type were pro-
duced by Mac Key (1966), including in progenies of some
intraspecific crosses. Stable mutants like vavilovii, that never
were released as commercial cultivars, should be made
synonyms under the cultivated subspecies from which they
were isolated and not to regard them as a special species or
subspecies (van Slageren 1994).

Table 10.11 Genetic
characterization of the various
subspecies of T. aestivum

Sub-species Genotypea Phenotype

spelta
macha

TgTgqqccSS
TgTgQQccSS
tgtgqqccSS

Hulled; normal spike and grains

aestivum tgtgQQccSS Free-threshing; normal spike and grains

compactum tgtgQQCCSS Free-threshing; compact spike and normal grains

sphaerococcum tgtgQQccss Free-threshing; normal spike and spherical grains
a The four genes concerned are located as follows: Tg (tenacious glumes) on chromosome arm 2DL (Kerber
and Rowland 1974); Q (free-threshing) on 5AL (Sears 1954); C (compact spike) on 2DL (Rao 1972); and
S (spherical grain) on 3DS (Rao 1977)
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There are no wild hexaploid wheats, although feral forms
of ssp. aestivum and ssp. macha are found. A feral form of
ssp. aestivum, namely, var. tibetanum, presumably escaped
from wheat cultivation in Tibet (Shao et al. 1983). This form
has brittle rachis and grows as weed in edges of wheat and
barley fields, but not in well-defined primary habitats.
A feral form of ssp. macha, that grows as weed in edges of
wheat fields, was identified in Georgia (Dekaprelevich
1961). Both of these forms are presumably feral derivatives
of domesticated wheats, rather than a truly-wild taxa.

The free-threshing subspecies of T. aestivum, i.e., aes-
tivum, compactum and sphaerococcum, are considered to be
more advanced than the hulled subspecies spelta and macha.
The primitive status of hulled T. aestivum is supported by
the observation that artificial hybridizations between almost
all subspecies of T. turgidum, either free-threshing or hulled,
with all known races of Ae. tauschii, gave rise to hulled
types (McFadden and Sears 1946; Kerber and Rowland
1974). The hulled subspecies, being the primitive forms, are
the predecessors of the more advanced, free-threshing types.
Among the free-threshing forms, ssp. aestivum gave rise to
ssp. compactum and ssp. sphaerococcum through mutation.
While ssp. aestivum is grown world-wide, ssp. compactum is
grown today in restricted areas of Europe, the Near East and
the north-western USA, and ssp. sphaerococcum is grown in
parts of India and central Asia.

The genetic data which show that the first hexaploid
wheats were hulled, spelt-like, and more primitive than the
free-threshing subspecies, do not agree with the archaeo-
logical chronology. While free-threshing forms of T. aes-
tivum were found at the middle of the 9th millennium BP
and were abundant in the pre-historic Near East from the 8th
millennium onwards, thus far, archaeological evidence of
ssp. spelta dates to only one thousand years later. Neolithic,
Near Eastern ssp. spelta is very rare, but there is evidence of
spelta grains from Yarim Tepe II, northern Iraq, dating back
to the 7th millennium BP and probably also from Yarim
Tepe I, about one thousand years earlier (Kislev 1984).
Earlier evidence for the existence of ssp. spelta is still
missing. This discrepancy between the genetic and archae-
ological data posed some difficulties in tracing the early
history of the hexaploid wheats. However, assuming that the
first hexaploid wheats were hulled, their very low occurrence
in the prehistoric remains of the Near East suggest their lack
of advantage over domesticated emmer in that area.
ssp. spelta is grown today in the Near East in extreme
environments, such as the high plateau of west-central Iran,
eastern Turkey, and Transcaucasia. This cultivation is pos-
sibly of an ancient origin. In central Europe, spelta appeared
at ca. 4000 BP, about 2000 years later than forms of
free-threshing hexaploid wheat. It could have been brought
to Europe, where it replaced the free-threshing type in many
sites of the upper Rhine region, particularly at high altitudes

where extreme temperatures prevail. Alternatively, spelta
could have arisen in the Rhine valley through mutation of
Q to q, or tg to Tg, or as a result of a cross between a
free-threshing hexaploid form and a hulled tetraploid form,
ssp. dicoccon, both of which were grown in that area. The
relatively wide distribution of ssp. spelta in central Europe in
the past was presumably due to its winter hardiness and
ability to out-yield the other crops on poor soils. It was also
preferred for its good quality. Spelt wheat is still cultivated
today in several areas of central Europe and in the plateau of
western Iran.

Ssp. macha was derived from mutations in either
ssp. spelta or from ssp. aestivum. Some forms of this sub-
species may contain the C (compact spike) allele, but others
contain the c allele for normal spike. It is cultivated in a
restricted area in Transcaucasia.

Ssp. aestivum gave rise to ssp. compactum (club wheat)
and sphaerococcum, through mutations. This assumption is
based on the fact that no line of Ae. tauschii has been found
to carry the compactum gene C or the sphaerococcum gene
s, both of which are located on D-genome chromosomes
(Rao 1972, 1977), indicating that these mutations appeared
at the hexaploid level. The fact that hulled hexaploid wheat
does not carry these genes, shows clearly that neither
ssp. compactum nor ssp. sphaerococcum could have been
the first free-threshing hexaploids. The lineage of ssp. com-
pactum from ssp. aestivum, entails only a single mutation
from c to C, believed to have occurred in the Near East.
Subsequently, compactum was transported to Europe as an
admixture with emmer-einkorn, and was established as the
dominant form in several locations, such as in the Lake
Dweller area in Switzerland. ssp. compactum is grown today
in a few restricted areas of Europe, the Near East, and the
northwestern United States. Similarly, ssp. sphaerococcum
originated from a single mutation in aestivum (S to s). This
mutation presumably occurred in an aestivum that had been
carried eastward, since sphaerococcum has not been found
in the prehistoric Near East and its culture nowadays is
largely confined to India. ssp. sphaerococcum is known to
have been in India as early as the 5th millennium BP, and
currently grows, to some extent, in India and Pakistan.

T. aestivum originated southwest of the Caspian Sea
(Wang et al. 2013). As man migrated to new areas, culti-
vated wheats encountered new environments, to which they
responded with bursts of variation resulting in many ende-
mic forms. Secondary centers of variation for tetraploids in
the Ethiopian plateau and the Mediterranean basin and for
hexaploids in the Hindu Kush area of Afghanistan, were
described by Vavilov (1987). Transcaucasia is one such
secondary center for both tetraploid and hexaploid types.
Secondary centers of diversity are valuable to wheat breed-
ers, as they present gene pools additional to those existing at
the primary centers of variation. More recent studies are also
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pointing to the Caspian-sea origin of the D subgenome:
whole genome analysis of a core collection of 278 acces-
sions covering the eco-geographic distribution of Ae. tau-
schii, in arid and semi-arid habitats from central Asia,
Transcaucasia to China, confirmed that the wheat D sub-
genome is mostly derived from the strangulata subgroup
originating from the south Caspian-sea and further narrow-
ing down the origin to accessions from the Mazandaran
province (Zhou et al. 2021). A recent analysis of 242 Ae.
tauschii accessions showed that a rare and distinct lineage
(different from strangulata) from Transcaucasia also con-
tributed * 1% on average to the current wheat D sub-
genome (Gaurav et al. 2021).

An enormous amount of variation has developed in T.
aestivum, as reflected in its very wide morphological and
ecological variation. This hexaploid wheat species exhibits a
wide range of genetic flexibility, as shown in its adaptation
to a great variety of environments. While tetraploid wheats,
in keeping with their Near Eastern origin, are adapted to
mild winters and rainless summers, the addition of the
central Asiatic tauschii (genome D) must have contributed to
the adaptation of hexaploid wheats to a more continental
climate and northern latitudes. This could have greatly
facilitated the spread of bread wheat into parts of Europe and
through the highlands of Iran to central and eastern Asia.

10.4.2.2 Ssp. spelta (L.) Thell. (Dinkel or Large
Spelt)

Description of Subspecies
Ssp. spelta, known as large spelt, Dinkel, or hulled 6 x
wheat [Syn.: T. spelta L.; T. zea Host; Spelta vulgare Ser-
inge; T. vulgare spelta Alef.; T. aestivum var. spelta (L.) L.
H. Bailet; T. aestivum ssp. transcaucasicum Dorof. & Lap-
tev], is an annual, predominantly autogamous, plant. Culms
are erect, stiff, 60–120 cm long (excluding spikes), glabrous
or pubescent, hollow and with thin walls. Leaf sheathes have
few hairs or glabrous, auricles are very large, curved, and
fringed, with long hairs, and ligules are membranous. Leaf
blades are 30–60 cm long, glabrous or sparsely hairy, those
of young plants are dark green, and relatively narrow,
whereas the leaves of the older culms are pale greenish-
yellow, and broader. The spikes are relatively long, 10–
15 cm long, lax, straight or slightly curved, white, red,
grey-blue or blue-black, determinate, and awned or awnless.
Each spike possesses from 16 to 22 spikelets, which are
usually well separated from each other on the rachis. The
rachis is flattened and smooth, with hairy margins, with a
very small or absent frontal tuft. It is semi-brittle at the nodes
and breaks easily with pressure (as during threshing), with
each spikelet carrying the rachis segment below it (wedge

type) and/or beside it (barrel type). The spikelets are oval,
12–16 mm long, solitary at nodes, and glabrous or hairy. The
top spikelet is fertile and at right angle to the plan of lateral
spikelets. Each spikelet contains 3–4(–5) florets, those near
the center of the spike bear 2 (rarely 3) grains, whereas those
near the base or the tip of the spike contain 1 grain only. The
Two glumes of each spikelet have a similar length, 8–12 mm
long, white, yellow, red, brown, or blue-black, shorter than
the spikelet, broad, with a truncate apex, 2 keels that are
keeled all along, 11 nerves, with one ending in a short tooth
or, in some of the awned forms, extending into a slender,
short awn (1–3 cm long). The lateral nerve ends in a blunt
bulge, which is always far from the apical tooth. The lemma
is boat-shaped relatively thin, 9–13-mm-long, keeled above,
and with 9–11 nerves. In the awned varieties, it terminates in
a stiff, 6–8 cm long awn. Sometimes the lemma of the third
flower bears a short, 2-cm-long awn. The palea is about as
long as the lemma, oval, with two keels, 2 veins, and short
hairs on their fringe. The caryopses is reddish, 7–10 mm
long, with a flinty endosperm, and long and pointed at both
ends. The apex is covered with a brush of white hairs,
adhered to the palea and lemma and enclosed by the firm
glumes (hulled type). The furrow of the grain is shallow. The
weight of one thousand grains is 50–58 g (Fig. 10.7a).

The three domesticated hulled wheats, einkorn (T.
monococcum ssp. monococcum), emmer (T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon), and spelt (T. aestivum ssp. spelta), are known
as farro (Szabó and Hammer 1996; van Slageren and Payne
2013). In early times, the European ssp. spelta was not
distinguished from domesticated emmer, and only during the
thirteenth century, a distinction was made between the two
crops (Percival 1921).

The hulled character of the three crops results from the
semi-brittle nature of the rachis, and the toughness of the
glumes. Because of these features, the products of threshing
are not grain but rather individual spikelets. While in einkorn
and emmer the rachis segment below the spikelet remains
attached to the threshed spikelet, in spelt, the segment
attached is either below or beside the spikelets or both. After
threshing, an additional grinding process is required to
separate the grain from the closely investing glumes (Per-
cival 1921). This enclosure in the glumes of hulled wheats
gives excellent protection to the grains against birds and
animals and ensures extended viability of the grains (Nesbitt
and Samuel 1996).

Ssp. spelta was formed, presumably repeatedly, in culti-
vated fields, as a result of hybridization between domesticated
tetraploid wheat T. turgidum, and a diploid Aegilops species,
Ae. tauschii, that infested cultivated fields of tetraploid wheat
as weed (McFadden and Sears 1944, 1946; Kihara 1944).
Such infestation of wheat fields, either tetraploid or hexaploid,
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by the weedy Ae. tauschii, also exists today in northern Iran
(Matsuoka et al. 2008). All synthetic amphiploids turgidum–
tauschii are hulled, similarly to spelt and irrespective of the
threshability of the tetraploid parent (McFadden and Sears
1946; Kerber and Rowland 1974). Thus, the first hexaploid
wheat would, therefore, have been a hulled wheat.

ssp. spelta exhibits wide morphological variation, mainly
in spike awnedness, glume pubescent, glume and awn color
and grain color (Percival 1921; Szabó and Hammer 1996). It
contains many botanical varieties, which are classified
according to the presence or absence of awns, presence or
absence of hairs, and spike color (Percival 1921; Szabó and
Hammer 1996).

Spelt distributes over two large geographical areas, Eur-
ope and Asia. While the European spelts are known for
several millennia (ca. 4000 years), the Asiatic group was
discovered in the 1950s (Kuckuck and Schiemann 1957). In
fact, ssp. spelta had already been discovered earlier in Iran.
In 1877, Andre Michoux saw spelt wheat growing wild
north of Hamadan, western Iran, and, in 1807, Olivier (1807)
found wheat, barley, and spelt in uncultivated areas north-
west of Anah, on the right bank of the Euphrates, and
mentioned that he had already seen such wheat several times
in northern Mesopotamia. Both these finds are quoted by de
Candolle (1886).

The Asiatic type presumably originated from the
hybridization of tetraploid x Ae. tauschii and yielded the
free-threshing wheat, ssp. aestivum, through mutation(s),
whereas the European spelta apparently descended from a
cross between ssp. aestivum and ssp. dicoccon (Tsunewaki
1968, 1971). To distinguish between these two spelt types,
Kislev (1984) designated the Asiatic spelta “TgQ spelta” and
the European spelt, carrying the tg gene, “tgq spelta”. Thus, a
TgQ spelta arose as a result of crosses between Ae. tauschii
and the free-threshing (naked) tetraploid wheat ssp. parvic-
occum or ssp. durum, which presumably contained the
Q factor (Muramatsu 1986). Only one mutation, from Tg to
tg, was required to derive free-threshing hexaploid wheats
from such spelta (Kerber and Rowland 1974). On the other
hand, ssp. spelta formed from domesticated emmer and Ae.
tauschii would have carried both the Tg and q alleles, sup-
plying a double dosage for hulledness. Since the chance for
the occurrence of mutations in both of these genes within
several centuries is small, it is more likely that the first
mutation, q to Q, occurred in domesticated emmer fields,
forming naked tetraploid wheat, while the second mutation,
Tg to tg, occurred in TgQ spelta fields, forming bread wheat.
The synthetic spelta obtained by McFadden and Sears
(1946), likely contained both factors responsible for hulled-
ness, namely, q and Tg, as it was obtained by hybridization of
the hulled domesticated emmer and Ae. tauschii.

After bread wheat and emmer were established in Europe,
the European type of ssp. spelta appeared, mostly north of
the Alps. This spelta, which carries q, could have been
derived from bread wheat through a back-mutation of Q to
q or, more likely, via hybridization with emmer wheat
(genotype Tgqq), as suggested by Tsunewaki (1968, 1971).
While the European ssp. spelta is of the tgq spelta type,
some of the Iranian spelta contain Tg (Dvorak et al. 2012).
Thus, on the basis of genetic data, one can explain how
Kuckuck obtained free-threshing types, ssp. aestivum,
among the progenies of crosses between Iranian and Euro-
pean spelt wheats (see Kuckuck 1964). A cross between a
TgQ spelta and a tgq spelta yields, besides the two parental
types, the two recombinants, tgQ and Tgq, with the former
being a free-threshing type.

Flaksberger (1925) already proposed that the European
spelt derived in Europe from bread wheat. Such a hypothesis
suggesting an independent origin of European and Asian
spelt, was confirmed by several biochemical studies. von
Büren (2001), based on polymorphisms of two c-gliadin
genes in various diploid, tetraploid and hexaploid species of
wheat, and Blattner et al. (2002), based on analysis of genes
of high molecular weight glutenin subunits of European and
Asian spelt, concluded that the European spelt originated
from crosses of free-threshing hexaploid wheat and domes-
ticated emmer. Support for this hypothesis was also pre-
sented by Poltoretsky et al. (2018), who reviewed literature
dealing with the genetic evolution of the European and
Asiatic groups of ssp. spelta.

Archaeological Evidence
Nesbitt and Samuel (1996) reviewed the early archaeological
evidence of ssp. spelta in the Near East and in southeast
Europe. As mentioned above, evidence of Neolithic Near
Eastern spelt is very rare. One of the earliest pieces of evi-
dence is from Yarim Tepe II, northern Iraq, dating back to the
7th millennium BP (Bakhteyev and Yanushevich 1980).
Other forms of evidence are from the 7th millennium BP in
Transcaucasia (Lisitsina 1984), from north of the Black Sea
(Janushevich 1984). A large number of glume imprints of
spelt from Moldavia date to between 6800 and 6500 BP
(Körber-Grohne 1987), while Popova (1991) reports three
minor Neolithic and Chalcolithic occurrences in Bulgaria.
These findings led Zohary and Hopf (1993) to regard the
archaeobotanical evidence from Transcaucasia and the Bal-
kans as consistent with the hybridization of emmer and Ae.
tauschii near the Caspian belt, and its travel to Europe by way
of the north shore of the Black Sea. However, Nesbitt and
Samuel (1996) questioned this conclusion. They drew
attention to the facts that, in all the archaeological records
from outside of Europe, spelt was usually present in small
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proportions as compared to the other wheats, and its identi-
fication criteria were poorly documented. The most common
identification criterion of spelt in these wheat mixtures is the
barrel-type of disarticulation. However, fragmentary remains
of spelt spikelets can be difficult to distinguish from those of
the Aegilops species that also have barrel-type disarticulation
and are common weeds in wheat fields, namely. Ae. tauschii,
Ae. cylindrica, Ae. crassa and Ae. juvenalis. While most of
these Aegilops species grow in the Near East, Ae. cylindrica
does grow north of the Black Sea and in the Balkan, which
could account for some spelt identifications there. Hence,
these records of spelt from outside of Europe are still doubtful
(Nesbitt and Samuel 1996).

Spelt was discovered in the 1950s in central Iran, growing
as a crop at elevations of 2000–2300 m (Kuckuck and
Schiemann 1957). Both domesticated emmer and ssp. aes-
tivum were also important crops in the same area (Kuckuck
and Schiemann 1957). The presence of spelt in this Iranian
region is either a remnant of the original spelt form, resulting
from the ancient hybridization of T. turgidum and Ae. tau-
schii, or, alternatively, a relatively younger crop derived
from a recent hybridization(s) of tetraploid wheat and Ae.
tauschii or of ssp. aestivum and domesticated emmer.

The absence of spelt from archaeological remains of
southwest and central Asia remains a mystery. While spelt is
expected to be well adapted to the highlands of Turkey or
Afghanistan, there are no ancient or modern records of its
existence in these areas (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996). Perhaps
spelt was replaced, shortly after its formation, by the
free-threshing ssp. aestivum that derived from it by a
mutation of Tg to tg, and, since it was free-threshing, it was
preferred by the Near Eastern farmers.

In contrast to the Asiatic spelt, ssp. spelta appeared in
central Europe about 1000 years later than forms of
free-threshing wheat (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996). Spelt
remains occur at later Neolithic sites (4500–3700 BP) in
eastern Germany and Poland, Jutland and possibly two sites
in southwest Germany (Körber-Grohne 1989). During the
Bronze Age, it spread widely in northern Europe (Nesbitt
and Samuel 1996).

Spelt wheat replaced the dense-ear, free-threshing type
(thought to be ssp. compactum (Heer 1866) but suggested by
Kislev (1979/1980) to a free-threshing tetraploid form) grown
by the lake-dwellers in the upper Rhine region, particularly at
high altitudes where temperatures were extreme. Alterna-
tively, andmore likely, it could have arisen in the Rhine valley
as a result of a cross between a hexaploid dense-eared form and
tetraploid ssp. dicoccon, both of whichwere grown in the area.

Spelt was not grown in Egypt, and all the currently
available evidence suggest that it was not known to the
ancient Greeks and Romans (Percival 1921; Nesbitt and
Samuel 1996). No remains of spelt have been found in the

Neolithic Age in Europe. Yet, spelt was an important staple
in parts of Europe from the Bronze to medieval times.
Currently, spelt wheat is a relic crop, with cultivation con-
fined to small areas in Europe and Asia. In Europe, the
largest volume is grown in Bavaria, where it has been cul-
tivated from the earliest times instead of bread wheat. It is
grown on a smaller scale in parts of Prussia, Hesse and
Alsace. Some is also grown in Switzerland, Austria, northern
parts of Spain, France, and Italy. Small amounts are also
grown in north Africa. In Asia, it is grown in several regions
in Iran, central Asia, and Transcaucasia (Kuckuck and
Schiemann 1957; Dorofeev 1969; Zohary et al. 2012). Spelt
was introduced to the United States in the 1890s, but during
the twentieth century, it was replaced by bread wheat in
almost all areas where it was grown. However, with the
growing trend for organic agriculture and “health food”,
there is increasing interest in this wheat. In addition to its
higher nutritional value as compared to bread wheat, spelt is
more tolerant to poor soil conditions, and resistant to a range
of fungal diseases, such as smut, bunt, and rust. It is one of
the hardiest of cereals, rarely affected by cold and frosts, and
also grows well at all elevations. Because of its stiff culms, it
is also more resistant to lodging than the other subspecies of
hexaploid wheat and tolerates sprouting.

Although spelt is slightly less productive than bread
wheat and possesses the disadvantage of a semi-brittle rachis
and tough glumes, from which the grain cannot be easily
threshed, it has advantages which enable it to compete
successfully with bread wheat in areas with more marginal
conditions. Its greater winter hardiness is of greatest
importance. Another point in its favor is its smaller loss from
attack of birds. Most spelt cultivars in Europe are winter
forms, although a few less hardy spring varieties are also
cultivated.

Nutritional Quality of ssp. spelta
The nutritional value of spelt is somewhat higher than that of
bread wheat, with larger amounts of grain protein, dietary
fibers, B vitamins and minerals (e.g., Suchowilska et al.
2019). In addition, Ruibal-Mendieta et al. (2005) found that
ash, copper, iron, zinc, magnesium, and phosphorus contents
were higher in spelt samples than in bread wheat. On the
other hand, phytic acid content was 40% lower in spelt than
in bread wheat. Analysis of two spelt cultivars showed dif-
ferences in protein, iron and Zinc content (Rodríguez-Qui-
jano et al. 2019).

Spelt has a relatively high-grain protein content, although
a great variation of protein content, presumably due to dif-
ferent growing conditions, has been documented. The
average grain protein percentage ranges from 12.7 to 19.0%
(Belitz et al. 1989; Graber and Kuhn 1992; Perrino et al.
1993; Ranhotra et al. 1995; Cubadda and Marconi 1996).
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The gluten of spelt flour is suitable for pastry, pasta,
muesli, flakes, puddings, and soups. It is also used to make
special kinds of bread. In comparison to hard red winter
wheat of ssp. aestivum, spelt has a more soluble protein
matrix, characterized by a higher gliadin:glutenin ratio. The
subunits composition of high molecular weight glutenin
shows extensive polymorphism, covering a large number of
different allelic combinations in all loci. The wet gluten
content in spelt varieties is about 40% higher than in a
compared cultivar of bread wheat, but the quality of gluten
in spelt varieties is lower. The total yield of flours in spelt
varieties was only 70% of that of a check bread wheat cul-
tivar (Capouchova 2001). In mean quality parameters, a
marked difference was observed between the bread wheat
and spelt cultivars, indicative of weaker gluten and dough in
the spelt varieties studied.

In Germany and Austria, spelt loaves and rolls (Dinkel-
brot) are widely available in bakeries, as is spelt flour in
supermarkets. In addition, the unripe spelt grains are dried
and eaten as green grain. In Poland, spelt breads and flour
are commonly available as health foods and easy to find in
bakeries (Defrise and Jacqmain 1984; Graber and Kuhn
1992; Boller 1995). Beer brewed from spelt is sometimes
seen in Bavaria and spelt is distilled to make vodka in
Poland.

Organic agriculture and health food products have been
gaining increasing popularity (Cubadda and Marconi 1996;
Lacko-Bartošová et al. 2010) and has revived spelt popu-
larity, as consumption of spelt-wheat-based products pro-
vides for increased intake of minerals, vitamins and dietary
fibers. With an important role in decreasing the glycemic
index of final products (Lacko-Bartošová et al. 2010), spelt
has become a common wheat substitute for making breads,
pastas, and flakes.

10.4.2.3 Ssp. macha (Dek. & Men.) MK
Triticum aestivum ssp. macha, known as macha wheat
[Syn.: T. Macha Dekapr. & Menabde; T. sativum spelta
Hackl.; T. spelta ssp. macha (Dek. & Men.) Dorof; T. aes-
tivum L. group macha Bowden] is an annual, predominantly
autogamous, plant. Culms are erect, 60–100 cm long (ex-
cluding spikes), glabrous or pubescent, hollow, and
thin-walled. The leaf sheath hairy, auricles are curved, and
ligules are membranous. Leaf blades are 20–60 cm long, and
10–15 mm wide, with a scabrous, glabrous, or pubescent
surface. The spikes are relatively compact, 10–12.5 cm long,
8–10 mm wide, bilateral, vary in density from open to
dense, determinate, solitary at nodes, and glabrous or hairy,
and bear short awns. The top spikelet is fertile and lies at
right angle to the plane of lateral spikelets. Each spike
possesses 15–23 spikelets. The rachis is flattened, hairy on
the margins, and with a very small or absent frontal tuft.
Spikelets are densely packed broadside to the rachis. Rachis

internodes are oblong, 3–5 mm long, fragile (semi-brittle) at
the nodes and break easily with pressure (as during thresh-
ing), with each spikelet carrying the rachis segment below it
(wedge type). Spikelets are solitary, sessile, ellipsoid, later-
ally compressed, and 15–18 mm long, and are comprised of
2–3 fertile florets, of which the upper one is sterile. Glumes
are similar in length and shorter than the spikelets. The lower
glume is lanceolate, or elliptic; 10–11 mm long, with
2-keels, keeled all along. The surface of the lower glume is
hairy, its apex bearing a unilateral tooth, truncate. The upper
glume is lanceolate or elliptic, pubescent, and 10–11 mm
long, with 2 keels, and lateral veins divergent at the apex,
which has a truncate tooth. Lemma is ellipsoid, pubescent,
11–13 mm long, and keeled, with an acute, awned, 4.0–
6.5 cm long. Palea are two –veined and keeled. The cary-
opsis is elliptical, red, intermediate in hardness, hairy at its
apex, with a linear hilum, and adheres to the lemma and
palea.

Ssp. macha was discovered in 1928 and described by
Dekaprelevich and Menabde (1932). It is endemic to western
Georgia, growing as a minor component in admixture with
the hulled west Georgian tetraploid T. turgidum ssp. paleo-
colchicum (Dorofeev et al. 1980). The two taxa are mor-
phologically similar and it is difficult to distinguish one from
the other (Jakubziner 1959). The similarity is so great that
Flaksberger (1938) considered them as one species. How-
ever, the leaves of ssp. macha are coarser than those of
ssp. paleocolchicum. Being at two different ploidy levels,
hybridization between ssp. macha and ssp. paleocolchicum
is difficult and produces highly sterile hybrids, whereas it
crosses relatively easily with different subspecies of T. aes-
tivum, yielding a fertile progeny (Jakubziner 1959).

Bhaduri and Ghosh (1955) stated that although very
restricted in distribution, ssp. macha shows remarkable
diversity of forms, with as many as eight varieties already
described. Mosulishvili et al. (2017) also noted the great
morphological variation of ssp. macha, particularly in the
brittleness of the rachis. They mention that 16 varieties were
recognized in this subspecies.

Ssp. macha has been assumed to descend from
ssp. palaecolchicum (Jakubziner 1959). Its discoverers,
Dekaprelevich and Menabde (1932) regarded the two hulled
subspecies of T. aestivum, ssp. macha and ssp. spelta, as
closely related, resembling each other in the semi-brittleness
of the rachis and the toughness of the glumes. Because of
this variation, they consider ssp. macha as a basic poly-
morphic group from which ssp. spelta probably originated.
However, it is distinct from ssp. spelta in the method of
disarticulation of the rachis (Cao et al. 1997). In ssp. macha,
disarticulation of the rachis, due to pressure during thresh-
ing, results in individual spikelets, with the rachis internode
attached below each spikelet (like in emmer wheats; wedge
type) (Kabarity 1966; Singh et al. 1957). In contrast,
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ssp. spelta frequently disarticulates into spikelets, each with
the rachis segment beside each spikelet (like in Ae. tauschii;
barrel type) (McFadden and Sears 1946). Another difference
between ssp. macha and ssp. spelta is in the shape of the
spike; in ssp. macha, the spike is dense, while ssp. spelta has
a lax spike. By means of monosomic analysis, Joshi et al.
(1980) allocated the gene which controls spike compactness
in ssp. macha to chromosome 6B. A gene symbol Cm was
proposed for this character, to distinguish it from the C gene
of ssp. compactum, which is located on 2D. In addition, the
F1 hybrids between spelta and macha exhibit some pairing
failure at meiosis (Chin and Chwang 1944). Hybrids
between macha and spelta or free-threshing T. aestivum are
weak and are sterile, indicating that ssp. macha also differs
cytogenetically from the other hexaploid wheats.

Poltoretsky et al. (2018) mentioned that according to
several Russian scientists, ssp. macha was regarded as the
likely parent of the free-threshing hexaploid subspecies of T.
aestivum. This hypothesis is based on the fact that
free-threshing forms are obtained among progenies of
crosses between ssp. macha and Asiatic ssp. spelta. Con-
versely, in view of its limited distribution and its status as a
minor crop component, Nesbitt and Samuel (1996) regarded
ssp. macha as a local form that evolved in isolation, ren-
dering it unlikely to have played any role in the evolution of
the other forms of T. aestivum.

Tsunewaki (1971) determined the necrosis and chlorosis
genotypes (Ne and Chl genes) of 13 lines of ssp. macha and
105 cultivars of ssp. spelta, by crossing them with appropriate
testers. Results of this and previous investigations (Tsunewaki
1968) indicated that common wheat, ssp. aestivum, differen-
tiated into two geographical populations, i.e., Asian and
western. The Asian population is characterized by a high
frequency of Ne1-carriers, while the Western population has
more Ne2-carriers. A strong isolation barrier was found
between ssp. macha and the other subspecies of T. aestivum,
due to the complementary chlorosis genes, Chl and Ch2.
Tsunewaki (1968, 1971) assumed that European spelt origi-
nated from Ne2-carrying free-threshing ssp. aestivum and q-
carrying hulled ssp. dicoccon, while the origin of ssp. macha
was assumed to have derived from crosses between ssp. aes-
tivum and Chl-carrying ssp. dicoccon. Accordingly, at least,
two independent introgressions of genes from domesticated
emmer wheat seem to have played important roles in sub-
species differentiation in hexaploid wheat.

Comparative and molecular genetic analyses suggest that
macha wheat is a segregant from a cross between wild
emmer wheat, ssp. dicoccoides, and bread wheat, ssp. aes-
tivum (Tsunewaki 1968, 1971). These researchers suggested
that it is likely that ssp. macha, as well as other west
Georgian wheats, are sibling cultivars that arose in a hybrid
swarm involving ssp. aestivum and wild emmer wheat.

Corroborating this suggestion, Gornicki et al. (2014) found
that the ssp. macha cytoplasm derived from the haplotype
H04 of wild emmer cytoplasm.

The ssp. macha cytoplasm is of the B type, as that of the
other subspecies of T. aestivum and T. turgidum (Wang et al.
1997). To assemble a phylogeny tree of Georgian
allopolyploid wheats containing the B cytoplasm, Gogni-
ashvili et al. (2018) determined complete nucleotide
sequences of chloroplast DNA of 11 representatives of these
wheats. According to the simplified scheme based on SNP
and indel data, the predecessor of plasmon B (chloroplast
DNA) is an unknown X taxon. Four lines were formed from
this X taxon: one SNP and two inversions (38 and 56 bp)
caused the formation of the paleocolchicum line, two SNPs
formed the macha line, three SNPs formed the durum line,
and four SNPs formed the carthlicum lines. The carthlicum
line includes tetraploid subsp. carthlicum and hexaploid
ssp. aestivum.

The hypothesis that the cytoplasm of ssp. macha derived
from wild emmer, demands an explanation of how wild
emmer and ssp. aestivum contacted each other. Wild emmer
is native to the Fertile Crescent and is not found in Georgia
and in other regions of the South Caucasus, and ssp. aes-
tivum was formed northeast to the fertile Crescent, namely,
in the southwestern belt of the Caspian Sea. One possible
explanation is transfer of some wheat species and subspecies
by current inhabitant of south Caucasus who lived several
millennia ago in the Fertile Crescent area (Gogniashvili et al.
2018). It is also tempting to assume that early farmers (circa
1000–8000 years ago) brought various wheats into
present-day Georgia and that wild emmer was brought as an
admixture with domesticated emmer but did not established
there.

Ssp. macha, one of the modern subspecies of T. aestivum,
probably developed around 7000 years ago as a result of a
cross between wild or domesticated emmer wheat, and ssp.
aestivum. It is a late-maturing winter wheat and grows well
in most well-drained soils. ssp. macha shows a good resis-
tance to Fusarium head blight (FHB (Burt et al. 2015), and to
common bunt (Tilletia tritici) and rust (Puccinia sp.) (Bor-
gen 2010).

Ssp. macha is used as cooked seed, or ground into a flour
and used as a cereal for making bread, and biscuits. Its straw
is used as a biomass for fuel, for thatching, and as a mulch in
the gardens. Fibers obtained from the stem are used for
making paper.

10.4.2.4 Ssp. aestivum (Bread or Common Wheat)

Description of Subspecies
T. aestivum L. ssp. aestivum, also known as bread wheat
or common wheat [Syn.: Triticum aestivum L. (bearded);
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T. hybernum L. (beardless); T. sativum Lam.; T. vulgare
Vill.; T. sativum Pers.; T. cereale Schrank.; Frumentum
triticum E. H. L. Krause] is an annual, predominantly
autogamous, plant. Culms are erect, vary in length from 60
to 150 cm (excluding spikes) (50 cm dwarf wheat; 80–
100 cm semi-dwarf wheat, 140–150 cm standard-height
wheat), usually hollow and with thin walls, but in several
forms, they are solid, possessing 5–6, glabrous internodes,
nodes sometime are hairy. The young shoots are erect,
semi-erect, or prostrate. Leaf blades are 20–60 cm long, 10–
20 mm wide, flat and linear, usually glaucous, or more
rarely, yellowish-green, and pubescent in most forms, but
glabrous in a few. The spikes are either awned all over with
short awns of uniform length or, only awned on the upper
spikelets in the forms called beardless; very few forms are
truly awnless. Spikes are determinate, squarehead in cross
section, dense or lax, 6–18 cm long (excluding awns), with
14–30 spikelets. The rachis is tough, not brittle, and smooth,
and fringed with short hairs along its margins, with a few
hairs immediately below the base of each spikelet. The
spikelets are 10–15-mm-long, solitary at the nodes, and
glabrous or hairy. The top spikelet is fertile and at right angle
to the plane of the lateral spikelets. Each spikelet contains 4–
9 florets, and those near the center of the spike bear 3–5
grains, whereas those near the base or the tip of the spike
contain 1 or 2 grains only. The glumes are oblong, asym-
metrical in size, shorter than or almost equal in length to the
rest of the spikelet, glabrous or pubescent, with white, yel-
low, red, brown, or blue-black color, 6–11 mm long, with 5–
7 nerves, terminating in a short tooth or, in some of the
bearded forms, extend into a slender, short awn (1–
3-cm-long). The lemmas are 10–15 mm long, thin and
pale, rounded on the back, with 7–11 nerves, In bearded
forms, they carry awns 5–10 cm long, are usually straight,
and yellowish-white, reddish, black, or brown. The caryop-
sis is 5–9 mm long, 3.0–4.5 mm wide, 2.5–4.0 mm thick

and free and not adherent to lemma and palea
(free-threshing). The grains are white, yellow, orange, or red,
generally plump, usually with a shallow furrow, and with a
brush of hairs at the apex. The endosperm is flinty,
semi-flinty, or mealy. The embryo about 1/5 the length of the
caryopsis (Fig. 10.7b).

Ssp. aestivum, bread wheat, is by far the most economi-
cally important wheat growing today on a world-wide scale.
It is the most widely adapted crop, growing in diverse
environments and climates, from 67˚ N in Norway, Finland
and Russia, to 45˚ S in Argentina, but in the tropics and
subtropics, its cultivation is restricted to higher elevations
(Feldman et al. 1995). The world’s main wheat-producing
regions are north-central China, southern Russia and the
Ukraine, the central plains of the USA and adjacent areas in
Canada, northwest Europe, the Mediterranean basin, India,
Argentina and south-western Australia. Based on growth
habit, wheat is classified into spring wheat and winter wheat,
covering about 65% and 35% of the total global wheat
production area, respectively (Braun et al. 2010).

Bread wheat is high-yielding in a wide range of ecosys-
tems, and, as such, accounts for about 95% of world wheat
production (durum wheat comprises the other 5%). It is the
most important staple food of about two billion people (35%
of the world population), providing nearly 55% of the car-
bohydrates and 20% of the food calories consumed globally.
It is grown on more land area than any other food crop (219
million hectares in 2021), and in 2021, worldwide annual
wheat production reached a record of * 770 mt with China
and India as the top 2 producers (Table 10.12). Global
demand for wheat is increasing due to the unique vis-
coelastic and adhesive properties of gluten proteins, which
facilitate the production of processed foods, whose con-
sumption is increasing as a result of the worldwide indus-
trialization and adoption of western diet in the east (Shewry
and Hey 2015; Day et al. 2006).

Table 10.12 World total and top
ten ssp. aestivum (bread or
common wheat) producer
countries in 2020 (From
FAOSTAT 2021)

Country Hectare Production in metric tones Productivity (tons/ha)

China 23,382,215 134,254,710 5.742

India 31,357,000 107,590,000 3.431

Russia 28,864,312 85,896,326 2.976

United States 14,870,740 49,690,680 3.342

Canada 10,017,800 35,183,000 3.512

France 4,512,420 30,144,110 6.680

Pakistan 8,804,677 25,247,511 2.868

Ukraine 6,564,500 24,912,350 3.795

Germany 2,835,500 22,172,100 7.821

Turkey 6,914,632 20,500,000 2.964

World total 219,006,893 765,789,635 3.497
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Genetic Diversity and Genetic Erosion
Having originated from a small number of genotypes of the
parental species, the nascent bread wheat harbored only a
small fraction of the genetic diversity of its parental species.
Yet, recurrent formation over time from different genotypes
of the parental species (Caldwell et al. 2004; Pont et al. 2019)
and gene flow via introgressive hybridizations from different
domesticated and wild wheat taxa, different genotypes of Ae.
tauschii, and from various other wild relatives, have
increased considerably the genetic base of ssp. aestivum.
Moreover, from the time of its origin in west Asia ssp. aes-
tivum was taken to many parts of the globe where it had to
adapt to a wide range of new climatic, edaphic and biotic
conditions on the one hand, and to different human demands
on the other. This exerts strong stresses to which ssp. aes-
tivum could adapt thanks to its exceptional capacity to sustain
high dosage of mutations (Dvorak and Akhunov 2005;
Akhunov et al. 2007), enabling its spread to new environ-
ments. The cultivation of this subspecies in many parts of the
world in admixtures of genotypes, facilitated inter-genotypic
hybridizations and establishment of new recombinant types.
Selection under domestication by different farmers, seek-
ing different nutritional profiles, for different end-uses in
different regions of the globe, brought about additional
variation.

The fast increase in genetic diversity of bread wheat has
also aided by its genetic structure, reinforced by a
diploid-like meiotic cytological behavior and predominantly
self-pollination. These features have proven a very suc-
cessful genetic system, facilitating a rapid build-up of
genetic diversity. Being a hexaploid, most of the gene loci
are present in six doses, and the accumulation of genetic
variation through mutations or hybridizations is tolerated
more readily than in tetraploid and diploid species. More-
over, allopolyploidy facilitates genetic diploidization—the
process whereby genes existing in multiple doses can be
diverted to new functions. Furthermore, its system of pre-
dominant self-pollination could have helped in the fixation
of desirable mutants and recombinants resulting from rare
outcrossing events. Thus, hexaploid wheat can accumulate a
significant amount of genetic variability through mutations,
hybridizations and introgressions. Mutability may have been
triggered and accelerated by the activity of various factors,
such as transposable elements, gametocidal genes, and
genome-restructuring genes that induce various kinds of
chromosomal rearrangements and mutations (cf. Kashkush
et al. 2002, 2003; Endo 2007; Feldman and Strauss 1983).
Activation of these elements by various stresses, such as
new, unexpected and extreme environmental conditions
might have been of critical significance in the build-up of the
genetic diversity of this crop.

Hybridization has also played an important role in
building up the genetic variation in ssp. aestivum. For
thousands of years, farmers have been growing admixtures
of different genotypes of land races in polymorphic fields.
Such admixtures allow gene flow between different geno-
types, creating new genetic combinations, some of which
were better adapted to the farmer requirements in specific
regions. Moreover, some admixtures included, in addition to
bread wheat, other subspecies of T. aestivum, e.g., com-
pactum and spelta, and even different representatives of T.
monococcum and T. turgidum (Zeven 1980; Feldman 2001),
thus facilitating massive intra- and inter-specific gene flow.

The B and A subgenomes of wild emmer are homologous
to the B and A subgenomes of ssp. aestivum and the genome
of Ae. tauschii is homologous to the D subgenome. Hybrids
between wild emmer or Ae. tauschii and bread wheat are
semi-fertile, or sterile, respectively, but a few seeds are
produced upon backcrossing to the hexaploid parent. Further
backcrossing may fully restore fertility. So, genes can be
transferred from these wild forms into bread wheat chro-
mosomes at hybrid meiosis simply through crossing over.
The cultivation of hexaploid wheat in the Near East next to
stands of wild emmer for more than 8000 years facilitated
the production of many hybrids and hybrid swarms, result-
ing in almost constant gene flow from the wild into the
domesticated background. Even today, spontaneous
hybridizations between bread wheat and wild emmer have
been described (Percival 1921; Zohary and Brick 1962).

Highly sterile hybrids have also been frequently obtained
as a result of hybridizations between bread wheat and more
distant diploid and tetraploid species of Aegilops (see
Kimber and Feldman 1987), as well as species of Secale,
Elymus, Haynaldia and other related Triticeae genera which
grew within or near wheat fields. The few seeds that these
hybrids produce upon backcrossing yield more-fertile plants.
Such occasional intergeneric hybridizations may often result
in successful introgression, thereby maintaining a weak but
constant flow of genes into the hexaploid domesticated
background.

Pont et al. (2019) used exome sequencing of a worldwide
panel of almost 500 genotypes selected from across the
geographical range of the wheat species complex, to explore
how 9000 years of hybridization, selection, adaptation and
plant breeding shaped the genetic makeup of modern bread
wheats. They observed considerable genetic variation at the
genic, chromosomal and subgenomic levels, and used this
information to decipher the likely origins of modern-day
wheats, the consequences of range expansion and the
allelic variants selected since its domestication. Zhou et al.
(2020a, b), evaluating nucleotide diversity of bread wheat
and its progenitors, found that the genetic bottleneck of
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bread wheat, resulting from allopolyploidization, has been
largely compensated by a massive gene flow from multiple
groups of tetraploid wheat and wild relatives. According to
them, the extent of introgression in bread wheat genome is
much higher than it in other species; about 13–36% of bread
wheat genome was directly contributed by introgressions
from other wheats, including wild emmer, and various other
wild relatives. The increase of genetic diversity from alien
introgression has been essential to the global expansion of
bread wheat. Their study confirmed earlier studies showed
that bread wheat has asymmetric distribution of nucleotide
diversity on the three subgenomes, with diversity in B being
greater than in A, and in A being greater than in D. Rein-
forcement of these findings was recently provided by He
et al. (2019), Cheng et al. (2019), who showed that intro-
gression from wild emmer is one of the primary reasons for
the relatively high diversity of the B and A subgenomes in
bread wheat. Indeed, bread wheat adaptability to diverse
environments and end-uses is surprising, given the diversity
bottleneck expected from the allopolyploid speciation events
(Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007). Buckler et al. (2001)
reviewed the present knowledge of molecular diversity
among the grass crops and relate diversity mainly to genes
involved in domestication and to yield gains.

As an outcome to increased mutability and introgression,
bread wheat exhibits a large amount of morphological,
physiological, biochemical, and molecular variations. This
subspecies surpasses all other wheats in the number of forms
and cultivars that have been classified on the basis of mor-
phological, physiological, and quality traits; more than
25,000 different cultivars have been produced up to the
1990s of the 20th Century (Feldman et al. 1995). Already in
1921, Percival (1921) wrote, in his comprehensive book on
wheat, that this wide variation resulted from a collection of
mutants and hybrids, which originated from intraspecific
(between races and cultivars), interspecific (with other wheat
species) and intergeneric hybridization (with wild relatives,
e.g., several closely related Aegilops species).

Under modern conditions, the wheat field has become
genetically uniform so that spontaneous gene exchange
between different genotypes is less likely. On the other hand,
gene migration has been greatly increased by world–wide
introduction and exchange of cultivars. At the same time,
new techniques have become available for the identification
and introduction of desirable genes from one cultivar to
another, as well as from wild to domesticated type. But, until
now, hybridizations have mainly been confined to
intraspecific crosses and relatively little use has been made
of diploid and tetraploid gene pools of wild and domesti-
cated taxa in improvement of the bread wheat (Feldman and
Sears 1981).

Today’s selection techniques can achieve the objectives
of the primitive farmer with much greater certainty.
High-yielding cultivars owe their improved performance to
genetic increases in the number of fertile florets in the spi-
kelet, to the size of the ear and to the number of ears per
plant. This is, to a large extent, determined by the harvest
index, and the ratio of grain to straw weight, but is also much
influenced by resistance to diseases and pests and to loss by
lodging and shattering or by ability of the crop to utilize
heavy doses of nitrogenous fertilizers, with the effects of
these components largely interrelated.

Still, the diversity in bread wheat is only a fraction of that
in its parental species. Haudry et al. (2007) reported that the
diversity of bread wheat is only 69% of that of its tetraploid
parent. Also, it has been estimated that the genetic diversity
of the D subgenome of modern bread wheat cultivars only
accounts for 15% of that of Ae. tauschii growing in the
Transcaucasia area (Dvorak et al. 1998a, b). Talbert et al.
(1995) observed that the amount of DNA sequence vari-
ability in wheat is low, although somewhat more variability
existed in the B subgenome than in the D subgenome. Esti-
mates of RFLP diversity at the RbcS loci have indicated that
bread wheat has perhaps 30% of the diversity levels found in
its diploid relatives, but there are substantial differences
between the A, B, and D subgenomes; the A subgenome was
somewhat more polymorphic than the B subgenome, while
the D subgenome was the most conserved (Galili et al. 2000).
Akhunov et al. (2010) estimated nucleotide diversity in 2114
wheat genes and found it to be similar in the A and B sub-
genomes and reduced in the D subgenome. Nucleotide
diversity varies within a subgenome, and along chromo-
somes. Low diversity was always accompanied by an excess
of rare alleles (Akhunov et al. 2010). Whole-genome shotgun
sequencing of the bread wheat genome indicated that upon
allopolyploidization and domestication, between 10,000 and
16,000 genes and several gene families were lost in hexaploid
wheat, compared with its three diploid progenitors,
(Brenchley et al. 2012). At the same time, several classes of
gene families with predicted roles in defense, nutritional
content, energy metabolism, and growth increased in size in
the domesticated wheats, possibly as a result of selection
during domestication (Brenchley et al. 2012).

A major advance in wheat productivity was achieved in
the1960s, following a cross by an American breeder, Orville
Vogel, of an economically unimportant dwarf Japanese
cultivar Norin 10, with the North American winter wheat
cultivar Brevor. This led to the release in 1961 of the
high-yielding cultivar Gaines, which was widely used as a
parent by breeders in US and western Europe. Under the
leadership of Norman E. Borlaug at the International Maize
and Wheat Improvement Centre in Mexico (CIMMYT),
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Norin 10 was crossed with spring varieties, resulting in the
production of high-yielding, semi-dwarf wheats which
became the basis of the Green Revolution in India, Pakistan,
Iran, and the Mediterranean basin. By the end of the twen-
tieth century, 81% of the developing world’s wheat area was
grew semi-dwarf and dwarf wheats, giving both increased
yields and better response to nitrogenous fertilizer.

Modern varieties of bread wheat have short stems
(semi-dwarf wheat is about 80–100 cm tall and dwarf wheat
is 50–60 cm tall), due to Rht dwarfing genes that reduce the
plant’s sensitivity to Gibberellic acid (Gale and Youssefian
1985; Lenton et al. 1987; Youssefian et al. 1992). Short
stems are important because harvest index (the proportion of
grains to the straw) is improved and they allow for the
application of high levels of chemical fertilizers that in tra-
ditional tall wheat (140–150 cm tall), would cause lodging
of the stems, and consequently, loss of yield (Brooking and
Kirby 1981).

During the green revolution, in the 1960s, numerous
polymorphic traditional admixtures were replaced in many
parts of the globe by a small number of elite high-yielding
cultivars, each grown mono-genotypically on large areas.
A very large number of the land races was not preserved and
their germ plasm was lost, causing a massive erosion in the
bread wheat gene pool. Awareness among wheat geneticists
and breeders of the negative effects of this erosion has been
increasing (e.g., Feldman and Sears 1981; Feldman et al.
1995; Feldman 2001). Yet, based on the highmutation rates in
hexaploid wheat and the buffering effects caused by
allopolyploidy, Dubcovsky and Dvorak (2007) pointed out
that the loss in bread wheat diversity can be reverted to some
extent. In fact, Warburton et al. (2006) showed a recovery in
genetic diversity among themostmodernCIMMYT lines. The
extent of this recovery is however not an absolute trend in all
breeding programs and in spite of recent advances, some traits
of interest may have been neglected (Nazco et al. 2014b).

Ssp. aestivum originated and entered cultivation only
after the more or less simultaneous domestication of diploid
and allotetraploid forms. In the past, archaeological remains
of ssp. aestivum were difficult to separate from those of
free-threshing forms of T. turgidum. Grain shape, that was
considered a valuable diagnostic trait, proved to be prob-
lematic because tetraploid and hexaploid wheats overlap
considerably in this trait (Zohary et al. 2012). This overlap is
more prominent in archaeological remains, because of
swelling and other deformations caused by charring (Hopf
1955; van Zeist 1976; Harlan 1981). Similar difficulties have
been encountered with the shape of the scutellum, which,
although it is somewhat morphologically different in tetra-
ploid versus hexaploid free-threshing wheats, it exhibits
some overlapping in grains of these to taxa. For these rea-
sons, most archaeobotanists in the past did not attempt to
distinguish between tetraploid and hexaploid free-threshing

wheats and tended to group them together as ‘aestivo-
compactum’ or T. turgidum-T. aestivum finds (Zohary et al.
2012). Yet, Hillman (2001) showed that archaeological
remains of free-threshing T. turgidum can be separated from
free-threshing T. aestivum by the morphology of their rachis
segments, enabling a more precise identification of the two
forms in the archaeological remains.

Ssp. aestivum appears in archaeological data from the
middle of the 9th millennium BP. The earliest finds were at
Can Hasan, south Anatolia (see Hillman 1996).
Free-threshing forms of ssp. aestivum were abundant in the
prehistoric Near East, from the 8th millennium BP onwards.
Indeed, finds from the 8th millennium BP, identified as
ancestral forms of free-threshing ssp. aestivum, have been
unearthed at Tepe Sabz in Iranian Khudistan, at Tell Saw-
wan in Iran, at Çatal Huyük in central Anatolia, in Haciar in
west-central Anatolia and at Knossos on Grete (Kislev
1984). Between 8000 and 7000 BP, ssp. aestivum pene-
trated, together with domesticated emmer, into the irrigated
agriculture of the plains of Mesopotamia and western Iran.
In the 7th millennium, it appeared also in finds from the
central and western Mediterranean basin. Dense forms of
ssp. aestivum, sometimes mixed with ssp. compactum, were
cultivated in central and western Europe at the end of the 6th
millennium BP, where they were found associated, together
with einkorn and emmer, with the first traces of agricultural
activities. Bread wheat first reached North America with
Spanish missions in the sixteenth century, and Australia in
1788, with the arrival of the colonists.

While tetraploid wheats, in keeping with their Near
Eastern origin, are adapted to mild winters and rainless
summers, the addition of subgenome D from the central
Asiatic species Ae. tauschii, must have contributed to the
adaptation of hexaploid wheats to a more continental climate
and northern latitudes. This could have greatly facilitated the
spread of bread wheat into parts of central, eastern and
northern Europe and through the highlands of Iran, to central
and eastern Asia.

The bread wheat grain contains most of the nutrients
essential to man. It contains 13% water, 60–80% carbohy-
drates (mainly as starch), 1.5–2.0% fat, 8–15% protein,
including adequate amounts of all amino acids except lysine,
tryptophan and methionine which exist in relatively small
amount, 1.5–2.0% minerals, and vitamins such as the B
complex and vitamin E (Table 10.13). Of the protein, 75–
80% is gluten. Each 100 g of bread wheat provides
327 cal and is a rich source of multiple essential nutrients,
such as protein, dietary fiber, Manganese, Phosphorus,
and Niacin. Significant quantities of several B vitamins and
other dietary minerals are also present (Table 10.13).

Wheat is an important source of carbohydrates and the
leading source of vegetable protein in human food (Shewry
and Hey 2015) (Table 10.13). While wheat protein content is
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relatively high compared to that of other major cereals, it is
of relatively low protein quality with low levels of essential
amino acids. In addition, in a small part of the general
population, gluten—the major part of wheat protein—can
trigger Coeliac disease, non-celiac gluten sensitivity, gluten
ataxia and Dermatitis herpetiformis (Ludvigsson et al.
2013).

Because of the high gluten content of its endosperm, bread
wheat, especially its harder grained cultivars, are highly
valued for bread making. The sticky gluten protein entraps
the carbon dioxide formed during yeast fermentation and
enables the leavened dough to rise. Nowadays, bread wheat is
a central ingredient in foods such as bread, porridge, crackers,
biscuit, muesli, pancakes, pie, pastries, Pizza, cake, cookies,
muffins, rolls, doughnuts, gravy, beer, vodka, boza (a fer-
mented beverage) and breakfast cereals. Worldwide, bread

wheat has proven highly adaptable to modern industrial
baking, and has displaced many of the other wheat, barley,
and rye species that were once commonly used
for bread making, particularly in Europe. The most common
forms of ssp. aestivum are white and red wheat. In North
America, bread wheat is classified dark-colored or
light-colored. The dark-colored bread wheats include Hard
Red Winter, characterized by grain, brownish color, and high
protein content, and used for bread, and other baked goods
and the Hard Red Spring, characterized by hard grains,
brownish color, and high protein content, used for bread and
other baked goods. The light-colored bread wheats include
the Soft Red Winter, which is soft, low-protein wheat, used
for cakes, pie crusts, biscuits, and the Hard White, which is
hard, light-colored, opaque, chalky, medium-protein wheat,
used for bread and brewing, and the Soft White, which is soft,

Table 10.13 Nutritional value
per 100 g of hard red winter
wheat grains (USDA Nutrient
Database)

Energy 327 calories

Nutrients Quantity % DVa

Total carbohydrates 71.18 g –

Sugars 0.41 g –

Dietary fiber 12.2 g –

Total fat 1.54 g –

Protein 12.62 g –

Vitamins – –

Thiamine (B1) 0.383 mg 33%

Riboflavin (B2) 0.115 mg 10%

Niacin (B3) 5.464 mg 36%

Pantothenic acid (B5) 0.954 mg 19%

Vitamin B6 0.3 mg 23%

Folate (B9) 38 lg 10%

Choline 31.2 mg 6%

Vitamin E 1.01 mg 7%

Vitamin K 1.9 lg 2%

Minerals – –

Calcium 29 mg 3%

Iron 3.19 mg 25%

Magnesium 126 mg 35%

Manganese 3.985 mg 190%

Phosphorus 288 mg 41%

Potassium 363 mg 8%

Sodium 2 mg 0%

Zinc 2.65 mg 28%

Other constituents – –

Water 13.1 g –

Selenium 70.7 lg –

a Percent of Daily Value for the main nutrients categories. The % DV tells you how much a nutrient in a
serving of food contributes to a daily diet (the percentages are roughly approximated using US recomandation
for adults); 2000 calories a day is used for general nutrition advice
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light-colored, very low-protein wheat grown in temperate
moist areas, used for pie crusts and pastry.

In addition to its high nutritive value, the low water
content, ease of processing and transport and good storage
qualities of the bread wheat crop have made it the most
important staple food of about 35% of the world’s popula-
tion. There is an increasing demand for wheat in countries
undergoing urbanization and industrialization. As a result,
over the last 70 years, the global wheat area has increased by
50%, reaching 220 Mha in 2014. During the same period,
average yields increased, mainly due to broader use of fer-
tilizers and improved cultivars. In 2017, global wheat pro-
duction was 772 million tones (MT), with China (134.3
MT), India (98.5 MT), Russia (85.9 MT), United States
(47.4 MT), and France (36.9 MT) being the main producers
(FAOSTAT 218). This production accounted for more than
25 per cent of the total cereal crops consumed throughout the
world.

10.4.2.5 Ssp. compactum (Host) MK (Club Wheat)
T. aestivum ssp. compactum (Host) Mac Key, known as
club, dwarf, cluster or hedgehog wheat, [Syn.: T. compactum
Host; T. vulgare compactum Alef.; T. sativum compactum
Hackel.] is an annual, predominantly autogamous, plant.
Culms are erect, vary in length from 70 to 140 cm long
(excluding spikes), possess 5–6 internodes above ground,
and are generally hollow, with thin walls, but in several
varieties, are solid. In most varieties, the young shoots are
erect, but in some, they are semi-erect or prostrate. Leaf
blades are yellowish-green or blue-green, sparsely hairy, and
10 mm wide. The spikes are determinate, bilateral, square-
head in cross section, awned (bearded) or awnless (beard-
less), and usually appear from the side of the leaf sheath and
not from the apex, as in most wheats. They are short, stiff
and compact, 3.5–6.0 cm long (excluding awns), 10–15 mm
wide, and generally with 17–25 closely packed spikelets that
are arranged almost at right angles to the rachis. Typical
spikes are with a uniform density, while in some forms they
are more crowded towards the apex and more loosely
arranged at the base. The rachis is tough, flattened, and
fringed, with short hairs along the side and across the upper
part of each notch immediately beneath the points of inser-
tion of the spikelets. Spikelets pack broadside to the rachis,
are crowded, oblong to ovate, 10–13 mm long, 13–15 mm
wide, solitary at the nodes, and usually hairy. The top spi-
kelet is fertile and at right angle to the plane of lateral spi-
kelets. Each spikelet contains 6–7 florets, with fewer florets
at the apex, 2–4 of which frequently produce grain. Those
near the center of the spike bear 2–4 grains, whereas those
near the base or the tip of the spike contain 1 or 2 grains
only. The glumes are stiff, oblong, symmetrical in size,
shorter than or almost equally long as the rest of the spikelet,

white, yellow, red, brown, or blue-black, either glabrous or
covered with soft hairs, 8–9-mm-long, and with 5 to 6
nerves. In beardless varieties, the apical tooth of the glume is
blunted, 0.5–1.5 mm long, whereas in bearded varieties, it
generally extends into a fine awn, usually not more than 0.5-
3.0-cm-long. In most forms, there is no single prominent
keel, except for in the upper half of the glumes; some Asiatic
forms, however, are keeled from the tip to the base. The
lemmas are elliptic, thin and pale, inflated, 10 mm long, with
9 to11 nerves, and without a keel. In bearded varieties, the
lemmas terminate in a stiff awn, 50–90-cm-long, which in
some forms the awns diverge widely. The palea is of the
ordinary bicarinate form, two-veined, and keeled. The
caryopsis is ellipsoid, small, oval, narrow towards the apex
and generally plump and hairy at the apex, 5–7 mm long,
3.0–3.7 mm wide, and 2.8–3.6 mm thick, free (free-
threshing), white, yellow, or red, usually shallow and gen-
erally with a filled furrow. The endosperm in the majority of
forms is opaque and starchy, but in some, it is flinty
(Fig. 10.7c).

Ssp. compactum contains many varieties that were clas-
sified on the basis of awn presence (bearded or beardless),
glume color and hairiness, and grain color. Most cultivars
are spring types, although there are several winter-type
forms.

Ssp. compactum is similar to bread wheat (ssp. aestivum)
but can be straightforwardly distinguished by its more
compact spike, due to its shorter rachis segments, and
smaller grains than those of most bread-wheat cultivars.
Therefore, in 1807, Host first gave this taxon a specific rank,
but Mac Key (1954b) later classified it as a subspecies of T.
aestivum. Percival (1921) considered ssp. compactum as
closely related to ssp. aestivum. In contrast, Mac Key (2005)
stated that there are no genetic reasons to consider
ssp. compactum more closely related to ssp. aestivum than to
the other subspecies of T. aestivum. He was of the opinion
that ssp. compactum is even more phylogenetically closely
related to ssp. spelta than is ssp. aestivum. Mac Key based
this opinion on the cytological evidence presented by
Thompson and Robertson (1930), who found somewhat
better pairing in the F1 compactum � spelta hybrids than in
compactum x aestivum or aestivum x spelta hybrids. The
serological analysis of Zade (1914) provides additional
supporting evidence.

Helbaek (1959) identified the archaeological samples of
naked, small, somewhat spherical grains (< 5 mm) and short
internodes found in Near Eastern sites from 8900 to 7000
BP, as club wheat, ssp. compactum. However, it is difficult
to accept that these Near Eastern wheat remnants from such
an early period are hexaploids, as explained by Kislev (1979/
1980): (1) Modern forms of the hexaploid wheat T. aestivum
are more adapted to the northern (Vavilov 1926) than to the
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Near East latitudes, where Helbaek found his remnants, the
latter area being dominated by tetraploid wheats. (2) In the
south-western flank of the Fertile Crescent, hexaploid wheat
was only grown as a crop of little importance (Jakubzi-
ner 1932a). (3) If Helbaek’s remnants are indeed hexaploids,
this implies that hexaploid naked wheat, found in the earliest
periods in the Near East, preceded cultivation of tetraploid
naked wheats. However, on an evolutionary basis, one
would expect that the tetraploids developed first. (4) The
earliest samples are probably from too early a period for
hexaploid wheats to have come into existence; the spread of
agriculture had not yet made geographic contact between the
domesticated, free-threshing tetraploids and Ae. tauschii, the
wild diploid progenitor of the D subgenomic of T. aestivum.
Based on the morphological characteristics of this archaeo-
logical material and the difficulty in defining ancient Near
Eastern naked wheat as hexaploid, Kislev (1979/1980), van
Zeist and Bakker-Heeres (1973), Zohary (1973) concluded
that these wheat remnants belong to an extinct free-threshing
tetraploid form, T. turgidum ssp. parvicoccum Kislev. It is
assumed that ssp. compactum originated later in the Near
East and subsequently, was transported to Europe as an
admixture with other wheats, and later established in several
places as the dominant form (Feldman 2001).

According to Schiemann (1932, 1948), ssp. compactum is
to be considered as an older wheat than ssp. aestivum.
However, it is generally assumed that ssp. compactum
derived from ssp. aestivum by a mutation of c to C, as was
suggested by Nilsson-Ehle (1911), Mac Key (2005), John-
son et al. (2008). This gene is located on chromosome 2D
(formerly XX) (Unrau 1950), and was either mutated on the
hexaploid level or contributed by a line of Ae. tauschii
containing the C allele. Since they grew in many places in
mixture, hybridization and gene exchange between
ssp. compactum and ssp. aestivum has repeatedly occurred.

Percival (1921) considered ssp. compactum one of the
most ancient of free-threshing wheats widely grown by
Neolithic man in many parts of Europe. According to him,
ssp. compactum was found in many Neolithic and Bronze
Ages deposits in Hungary, Germany, Switzerland, Italy,
Spain, and Sweden. The grains of this wheat are small, and
more or less hemi-spherical, with a blunt apex, and
well-developed furrow. On average, they are 4.6 mm long,
3.4 mm broad, and 3–3.3 mm thick. Examples of ssp. com-
pactum, with somewhat larger grains (5.5–7 mm long),
similar to those of the common forms of the present day,
have only been found in the Neolithic and Bronze Age
deposits of Switzerland and northern Italy.

The small, naked wheat grains found in many sites of
Neolithic Europe, were considered to belong to hexaploid
wheat and were named by Heer (1866) Triticum compactum
antiquorum. Because of the difficulty to distinguish between

the fossil grains of ssp. compactum and those of many forms
of ssp. aestivum, Schiemann (1932) and Bertsch and Bertsch
(1949) referred the European remains of hexaploid wheat of
this epoch as aestivo-compactum.

Yet, since it is difficult to distinguish between 4x and 6x
seeds in archaeological finds (Nesbitt 2001), and since the
spike morphology and grain size of T. compactum
antiquorum resemble those of the extinct T. turgidum
ssp. parvicoccum and the extant T. turgidum ssp. durum var.
Hourani (Fig. 10.4e), Kislev (1979/1980) suggested that it
may well be a tetraploid rather than a hexaploid taxon. That
these primitive types may be of the same category as
Kislev’s (1979/1980) tetraploid, small-seeded ssp. parvicoc-
cum, was also suggested by Mac Key (2005), Zohary et al.
(2012).

Rao (1972) assigned the dominant allele, C, of ssp. com-
pactum to the left (beta) arm (currently long arm; Sears and
Sears 1979) of chromosome 2D, i.e., 2DL, close to the
centromere. Johnson et al. (2008), studying the location of C
on chromosome 2D, localized C to an interval flanked by
the markers Xwmc245 and Xbarc145, but could not unam-
biguously localize the C locus to a chromosome bin because
markers that were completely linked to C or flanked this
locus were localized to chromosome bins on either side of
the centromere. Consequently, following Rao’s work (1972)
localizing C near the centromere on chromosome arm 2DL,
and based on the locations of flanking and linked markers,
Johnson et al. (2008) placed it in deletion bin C-2DL3,
which is located on both sides of 2D centromere. On the
other hand, Tg1 was localized to a more distal position on
the short arm of chromosome 2D (Nalam et al. 2007).

Johnson et al. (2008) also studied the relationship
between C and another spike-compacting gene in wheat,
namely, soft glume (Sog) in T. monococcum ssp. monococ-
cum var. sinskajae (Lebedeva and Rigin 1994). This reces-
sive factor on chromosome 2Am yields a compact spike, as
well as soft glumes that are longer and broader than those
of T. monococcum ssp. monococcum. They suggested that
C and Sog are present in homoeologous regions on chro-
mosomes 2D and 2Am, respectively. However, Sog is
located on the short arm of 2Am (Taenzler et al. 2002; Sood
et al. 2009) and C on the long arm. Thus, it is possible that
these loci are orthologous, but their positions with respect to
the centromere, are under debate. Alternatively, Sog and
C might not be orthologous, despite their similar locations.
The C allele of ssp. compactum seems to be homologous
with the gene causing spike-compactness in ssp. macha
(Swaminathan and Rao 1961). Similarly, C is not allelic to
the gene controlling the compact spike of spp. sphaerococ-
cum (Goncharov and Gaidalenok 2005).

There have been a number of QTL analyses dealing with
spike compactness in bread wheat (Sourdille et al. 2000;
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Jantasuriyarat et al. 2004; Nalam et al. 2007;Ma et al. 2007).
No QTLs affecting spike compaction have been found to
coincide with the location of C. This suggests that there is no
allelic variation at the c locus of ssp. aestivum and that
variation in spike dimensions is due to other factors (Johnson
et al. 2008). Ausemus et al. (1967) showed that genes
affecting spike compaction are present in every chromosome
except for chromosomes 2B, 4D, 5A and 5D, suggesting that
spike compactness may be affected by many genes other
than C. Thus, using the compact spike characteristic as a
taxon-defining trait may not always be appropriate.

Club wheat, ssp. compactum, is grown today in a few
restricted areas of Europe (south-east Russia, Germany,
France, Italy, Switzerland, Spain, and Portugal), in Asia
(Transcaucasia, Turkestan, Siberia, Mongolia, China and
India), in the Near East (Turkey), North and South Africa, in
the northwestern United States (California, Oregon, Wash-
ington, and Idaho), in South America (Chili), and in Australia.
In many regions, ssp. compactum is currently predominantly
distributed as a constituent in admixtures with ssp. aestivum or
ssp. durum, with pure crops rarely seen. In North America,
however, they are cultivated as a pure crop on a somewhat
extensive scale. An extinct variety of ssp. compactum, Cali-
fornia Club Wheat (Triticum compactum erinaceum), named
for its appearance which resembles a hedgehog, had a com-
pact (2–5-cm-long) and bearded spike, hairy rachis, red chaff,
and small, soft, and red kernels. This variety, introduced to
California by the Spaniards via Mexico in 1787, was farmed
extensively during the beginning of California’s agricultural
history. However, most of it disappeared during the first half
of the nineteenth century, whereas a small amount was grown
until the middle of the twentieth century.

Most ssp. compactum varieties tolerate frost, drought, and
several fungal diseases, and grow well on poor soils. Club
wheat better adapts to certain agro-climatic regions (Johnson
et al. (2008), and it was suggested that this subspecies may
be more competitive than ssp. aestivum in dryland areas,
where stand establishment is difficult (Gul and Allan 1972;
Zwer et al. 1995). They are mainly spring forms, many of
them exceptionally early; only a few late-ripening winter
forms exist. The straw of most varieties is not liable to lodge.
While the spikes have a large number of grains, the yield in
volume or weight per unit area is comparatively lower than
that of ssp. aestivum, as the individual grains are smaller.
The grains are firmly held by the glumes, a character which
renders these wheats particularly suited for cultivation in
districts where it is the practice to leave the crop on the field
for considerable periods of time before harvesting can be
completed. The grain is of soft or medium hardness, and of
quality resembling that of several varieties of bread wheat.

Ssp. compactum are used for cake, crackers, cookies,
pastries, and flours. Some varieties are also used for the

production of starch, paste, malt, dextrose, gluten, alcohol,
and other products.

10.4.2.6 Ssp. sphaerococcum (Percival) MK
(Indian, Dwarf or Shot Wheat)

Triticum aestivum ssp. sphaerococcum (Perc.) Mac Key,
known as Indian dwarf wheat, and shot wheat [Syn.: T.
sphaerococcum Percival; T. compactum A. et G. Howard; T.
aestivum gr. sphaerococcum (Percival) Bowden; T. aestivum
convar. sphaerococcum (Percival) Morris and Sears], is an
annual, predominantly autogamous, plant. Culms are erect,
short, 50–100 cm long (excluding spikes), very stiff, hollow,
with 4–5 internodes, and frequently bent below the spike in a
winding manner. In some varieties, the culm has a
reddish-pink color. The young shoots are erect, with leaves
as in ssp. aestivum. The culm leaf-blade are somewhat rigid,
comparatively short,10–16 cm long, 1.2–1.5 cm wide, taper
towards the tip, and with scabrid upper surfaces, and a few
coarse hairs on the ribs. The auricles are long, narrow, and
fringed with a few hairs. The spikes are determinate, dense,
short, 4–6 cm long (excluding awns), with 14–20 spikelets,
and squarehead in cross-section. The rachis is tough,
non-brittle, and fringed with very short white hairs along its
margins, which also extend across the front of the rachis at
the base of each spikelet. The spikelets are solitary at the
nodes, about 10 mm long, 10 mm across, and 4 mm thick.
The top spikelet is fertile and at right angle to the plane of
lateral spikelets. Each spikelet contains 6 or 7 flowers, 4 or 5
of which may produce grain. The glumes have an inflated
appearance, are shorter than the rest of the spikelet, 8–9 mm
long, possess 6 or 7 nerves, glabrous or pubescent, white or
red in color, are generally keeled in the upper part only, and
terminate in a broad curved scabrid tooth. The lemmas are
inflated, 8–9 mm long, and rounded on the back with 9
nerves. In the beardless varieties, the tip terminates in a short
awn 3–4-mm-long, whereas the bearded forms possess very
stiff short awns, 1.5–2 cm long, which are frequently bent
near the base and which in ripe ears, spread outwards
irregularly. The palea is 7–8 mm long and fringed with hairs
along the two keels. The grains are of very characteristic
form, distinctly shorter and rounder than those of other
wheats. They are 4–5.5 mm long, 3–3.7 mm wide, and 3–
3.7 mm thick, free and not adherent to lemma and palea
(free-threshing), and often somewhat unsymmetrical due to
pressure of the lemmas. The apex is truncate with a short
“brush” at the apex, and the furrow is shallow. Grains color
is white or red (Fig. 10.7d).

Ssp. sphaerococcum is a very early wheat; all varieties
have a spring habit. There are several varieties that are
classified on the basis of bearded or beardless spikes, white
or red glume color, glabrous or pubescent glumes, and white
or red grain color.
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This subspecies was first described by Percival (1921).
Based on its difference from other hexaploid wheats in its
short stature (averaging 54–70 cm), small spikes, charac-
teristically small, round grains and practically hemi-
spherical, inflated glumes, Percival (1921) considered it as
a separate species, but Mac Key (1954b) classified it as a
subspecies.

Ssp. sphaerococcum is one of the more modern sub-
species of T. aestivum, probably originating as a mutation in
cultivated fields of bread wheat. Archaeological evidence
dates the contribution of this wheat to ancient civilization in
the Indus valley back to the 5th millennium BP (Feldman
et al. 1995). According to Percival (1921), ssp. sphaerococ-
cum only resembles ssp. compactum in their short dense
spike, while it also has a tufted appearance and erect, stiff
straw. The two glumes are different from each other in form
and texture. The spikes are bearded or beardless, the former
never having long awns, but irregularly spreading ones are
1.5–2.0 cm long at the apex of the spike and much shorter at
the base. It has a red or white, glabrous or pubescent chaff,
and the grain is very small and characteristically hemi-
spherical in shape.

ssp. aestivum gave rise to sphaerococcum through a
single mutation (Feldman et al. 1995; Feldman 2001). This
mutation presumably occurred in an aestivum that had been
carried eastward, since sphaerococcum has not been found
in the prehistoric Near East and its culture nowadays is
largely confined to India. This assumption is based on the
fact that no line of Ae. tauschii has been found to carry the
sphaerococcum allele s, indicating that these mutations
appeared at the hexaploid level.

Miczynski (1930) crossed ssp. sphaerococcum with
ssp. aestivum and concluded that the entire characters of
ssp. sphaerococcum that distinguish it from ssp. aestivum is
inherited as if it were determined by a single gene. He
designated ssp. aestivum, bearing the dominant allele, as SS,
and ssp. sphaerococcum as ss. While the s allele was
recessive to the S allele, several intermediates were found,
and the F2 population classified as aestivum varied some-
what in its characters. Miczynski (1930) concluded that the
s allele also determines short awns, which were 2 cm long in
fully bearded forms.

Ellerton (1939) crossed a bearded form of ssp. sphaero-
coccum with a beardless variety of ssp. aestivum. The F1
closely resembled aestivum, although dominance was not
complete. The spikelets were rather shorter and more inflated
than in the aestivum parent, tough the grains closely
resembled those of aestivum in shape. F2 segregated in a
ratio of 1:2:1 indicating a difference of a single gene. The
absence of crossover types in the above cross showed that
the entire complex of characters differentiating between
sphaerococcum and aestivum behaves as if determined by a
single gene and not by a group of closely but incompletely

linked genes. Ellerton (1939) assumed that the magnitude
and diversity of the effects of this single Mendelian factor
are much greater than one would normally associate with a
recessive mutation at a single locus, particularly in a hex-
aploid species. Consequently, he suggested that the s
mutation involved a structural change in a short chromoso-
mal section. Since the general characteristic of the mutation
suggests that it is the effect of gene deficiency, one likely
hypothesis is that the two subspecies differ by a single
deletion covering several loci (Ellerton 1939). Such a dele-
tion would be conserved and inherited as a single Mendelian
factor.

In contrast, Swaminathan and Prabhakara Rao (1961),
Swaminathan et al. (1963) claimed that ssp. sphaerococ-
cum could not have arisen through a deletion in ssp. aes-
tivum, since back-mutations to ssp. aestivum readily occur
in sphaerococcum. In addition, induced mutations via
gamma rays from sphaerococcum-type to aestivum-type
were also obtained by Josekutty (2008). Moreover,
the sphaerococcum locus, which tends to behave as one
Mendelian unit in recombination, can be broken up by
irradiation, resulting in phenotypes lacking the compact
growth habit and rigidity of leaves, but possessing hemi-
spherical glumes and spherical grains (Swaminathan and
Prabhakara Rao 1961; Swaminathan et al. 1963).

Sears (1947), using monosomic analysis, showed that the
sphaerococcum phenotype is due to a hemizygous-
ineffective recessive gene, which in two doses produces
the sphaerococcum phenotype but in a single dose, is rela-
tively ineffective. Sears located the gene on chromosome 3D
(formerly XVI). Using the telomeric method, Prabhakara
Rao (1977) mapped the sphaerococcum gene s 5.7 crossover
units away from the centromere on the beta (short) arm of
chromosome 3D of wheat. In contrast, Koba and Tsunewaki
(1978) located the s gene on the very proximal region of the
long arm of 3D, approximately 5.0 cM from the centromere.
Singh (1987) observed that the 1030 F2 plants of the cross
between monosomic 3D of var. Pb. C 591 of ssp. aestivum
and ssp. sphaerococcum, formed two distinct classes,
parental-type (812 (78.8%) plants, morphologically sphae-
rococcum and aestivum types) and recombinant-type (218
(21.2%) plants having hybrid characters of sphaerococcum
and aestivum). The occurrence of the recombinant sub-
classes showed that the sphaerococcum phenotype is not
governed by a single gene, but by at least three closely
linked genes that are located very close to the centromere on
the long arm of chromosome 3D.

Cheng et al. (2020) studied the genetic basis of the
semispherical grain trait in ssp. sphaerococcum, by gener-
ating an F2 segregating population from a cross of the
wheat line HeSheng 2 of ssp. aestivum with Nongda 4332
(ND4332, derived from a cross between ssp. aestivum and
ssp. sphaerococcum. The corresponding segregation ratio fit
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a Mendelian model of 3:1, indicating that the semispherical
grain trait is controlled by a single nuclear gene, which is
consistent with previous findings (Miczynski 1930; Sears
1947). In accordance with the official nomenclature rules of
gene designation in wheat, Cheng et al. (2020) named the
gene determining semispherical grain Tasg-D1. This gene
was mapped between markers Xgwm341 and Xgdm72 on
the short arm of chromosome 3D, near the centromeric
region. Fine mapping of Tasg-D1 confirmed that the locus
is located between markers 3DS-68 and 3DS-44. Cheng
et al. (2020) narrowed the candidate region to a 1.01-Mb
region between markers 3DS-68 and 3DS-94, a region
containing 13 predicted high-confidence genes. Rese-
quencing of these genes revealed only one single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) in the coding sequences. This SNP
(A/G) is located in exon 9 of TraesCS3D01G137200,
between ND4332 (Tasg-D1) and HS2 (TaSG-D1).
This SNP in the coding region led to an amino acid sub-
stitution from lysine (286 K) to glutamic acid (286E).
Studies of the expression profiles of TaSG-D1 in different
tissues showed that it was highly expressed in shoot
meristem, root, spike, grain, shoot axis and ovary tissue.
TaSG1 has three homoeologs that share expression patterns,
each located in a different subgenome.

Previous studies have revealed a discrepancy in the
inheritance pattern of the sphaerococcum gene, which either
has a hemizygous-ineffective recessive effect or an incom-
pletely dominant effect (Sears 1947; Schmidt et al., 1963;
Salina et al. 2000). Since it was determined that Tasg-D1 is a
gain-of-function allele in wheat line ND4332, Cheng et al.
(2020), evaluated its genetic effects on grain shape and other
traits in a segregating population. The grain length showed a
1:2:1 segregation ratio in the examined populations, sup-
porting the notion that Tasg-D1 shows incomplete domi-
nance. Moreover, the phenotypes of heterozygous individuals
were significantly different from those of homozygous ones,
in traits such as grain length, plant height, spike length, spi-
kelet density, and thousand-grain weight. This suggests that
the effects of Tasg-D1 on plant architecture associated with
the s locus are indeed pleiotropic (is it a transcription factor?).

According to Cheng et al. (2020), the mutant allele
Tasg-D1 encodes a serine/threonine protein kinase glycogen
synthase kinase 3 (STKc_GSK3) that negatively regulates
brassinosteroid signaling. Expression of TaSG-D1 and the
mutant form Tasg-D1 in Arabidopsis thaliana, suggested
that a single amino acid substitution in the TREE domain of
TaSG-D1 enhances protein stability in response to brassi-
nosteroids, likely leading to formation of round grains in
wheat. This gain-of-function mutation has pleiotropic effects
on plant architecture and exhibits incomplete dominance.
Cheng et al. (2020) proposed that the Tasg-D1 gene of

ssp. sphaerococcum might have originated at the hexaploid
level from ssp. aestivum by a spontaneous mutation in the
TREE domain of TaSG-D1.

Mutations determining the sphaerococcum phenotype
were described in hexaploid, tetraploid and diploid wheats.
Schmidt et al. (1963) reported the appearance of a drastic
mutation in bread wheat, ssp. aestivum, simulating
ssp. sphaerococcum. This effect was controlled by an
incompletely dominant gene not allelic to the sphaerococ-
cum gene. The chromosome carrying the gene could not be
identified in monosomic crosses because of sterility inter-
actions in 10 of the 21 chromosomes. Therefore, the chro-
mosomal location of this mutant could not be assigned to a
specific subgenome of bread wheat.

Further evidence that the sphaerococcum phenotype is
not restricted to the D subgenome of hexaploid wheat, came
from the report by Schmidt and Johnson (1963, 1966) of the
same character in a tetraploid wheat. Sphaerococcum-like
plants were seen in a plot of a durum introduction from
China. Cytological studies showed that the sphaerococcum-
like plants had 14 bivalents at first meiotic metaphase and
regular pairing in crosses with other durum lines. One pos-
sibility is that a translocation of the gene from the D sub-
genome to one of the tetraploid subgenomes had occurred.
However, an alternative hypothesis is that this variant may
represent a mutation of a normal allele to a sphaerococcum
allele in either the A or the B subgenome. In this respect, it is
interesting that Georgiev (1979) reported that EMS treat-
ment produced mutants with phenotype similar to
ssp. sphaerococcum in diploid wheat, T. monococcum.

Likewise, treatment of ssp. aestivum with chemical muta-
gens, produced three independent mutants with morphologi-
cal features resembling those of ssp. sphaerococcum
(Maystrenko et al. 1998). A monosomic analysis situated the
three mutant genes, designated S1, S2, and S3, on chromo-
some 3D, 3B, and 3A, respectively (Maystrenko et al. 1998).
Salina et al. (2000) reached similar results using microsatellite
markers from a homoeologous group 3 of ssp. aestivum and
mapped the S1, S2, and S3 genes of the induced sphaerococ-
coid mutation to chromosome 3D, 3B, and 3A, respectively.
The S1 locus was found to be closely linked to the cen-
tromeric marker Xgwm456 of the long arm (2.9 cM) and
mapped not far (8.0 cM) from the Xgdm72 marker of the
short arm of chromosome 3D. The S2 gene was tightly linked
to two centromeric markers (Xgwm566 and Xgwm845) of
chromosome 3B and S3 was located between Xgwm2 (5.1
cM), themarker of the short arm, and Xgwm720 (6.6 cM), the
marker of the long arm, of chromosome 3A. Thus, the
sphaerococcum trait is not only restricted to the responsible
gene in the D subgenome but can also be attributed to its
homoeologs on the A and B subgenomes (Cheng et al. 2020).
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Ssp. sphaerococcum is endemic to southern Pakistan and
northwestern India (Elleton 1939; Josekutty 2008). It was
one of the main crops grown by ancient Indian cultures. In
modern times, it was grown as a major crop on a larger area
in northwestern India and in southern Pakistan, but during
the Green Revolution, in the 1960s, it was mostly replaced
by high-yielding varieties of bread wheat (Mori et al. 2013).
Currently, it is grown as a relic crop in northwestern India
and southern Pakistan.

Indian dwarf wheat, ssp. sphaerococcum, presented the
lowest nucleotide diversity among all T. aestivum subspecies
(Zhou et al. 2020a). The extremely low diversity of Indian
dwarf wheat is likely the result of its early migration to
remote areas at the southwest of the Himalayas, which
lacks wild relatives, and a consequential escape from alien
introgressions.

Ssp. sphaerococcum resists drought well (Ellerton 1939)
and is generally grown in areas of relatively little rain. Many
varieties are resistant to yellow rust caused by Puccinia
striiformis (Josekutty 2008). The grain has a high protein
content compared to other hexaploid subspecies of T. aes-
tivum, (Singh 1946; Josekutty 2008), but its yield is lower
than that of ssp. aestivum. Its grains are usually ground into a
flour and used as a cereal for making bread, biscuits, etc. The
straw is used as a biomass for fuel, for thatching, or as a
mulch in the garden. A fiber obtained from its stems is used
the paper industry.

Kihara (1937) reported that Lilienfeld and Kihara in 1934
found a modal arrangement of 21 bivalents, most of which
were ring bivalents, in both aestivum x sphaerococcum and
the reciprocal cross. Occasional multivalents were also
observed. The fertility of the F1 hybrid was good. Similarly,
in crosses made by Ellerton (1939), 21 bivalents (mostly
ring) were observed in most cells. Percival (1930) described
an Ae. ovata (currently Ae. geniculata) x ssp. sphaerococ-
cum cross in which he found a maximum of four bivalents,
and similar pairing in hybrids between ovata and other
hexaploid wheats. These results show that sphaerococcum is
very closely related to aestivum.

Vakar (1932) studied chromosome pairing at first meiotic
metaphase in F1 hybrids involving ssp. sphaerococcum and
two forms of tetraploid wheat, i.e., two ssp. sphaerococcum
x ssp. turgidum crosses and one sphaerococcum x var.
pyramidale cross. All three hybrids exhibited fourteen
bivalents and seven univalent. One of the sphaerococcum x
turgidum hybrids showed a chromosome bridge and acentric
fragment in several cells, indicating that the hybrid was
heterozygous for a paracentric inversion. Baghyalakshmi
et al. (2015) studied F1 hybrids between T. timopheevii
ssp. timopheevii and ssp. sphaerococcum and observed
11.36 (5–12) univalents, 4.48 (4–11) bivalents, 4.49 (1–5)
trivalents, and 0.60 (0–1) quadrivalents at meiosis.

10.4.2.7 Ssp. tibetanum J. Z. Shao (Semi-Wild,
Feral Wheat)

No wild hexaploid progenitors of T. aestivum are known,
but the two distinguishing characteristics of wild Triticum
species, i.e., fragile rachises breaking into wedge-shaped
units and closely appressed glumes, are found in plants in
Tibet and named T. aestivum ssp. tibetanum J. Z. Shao. It is
an autogamous plant, whose height ranges from 90 to
130 cm, leaves are light green, and culm and nodes are
glabrous. Spikes are square, somewhat denser at the upper
portion, 9–15 cm long, and awnless or awned, with short
straight or curved white awns. The rachis is brittle, and at
maturity, the spike disarticulates into individual spikelets,
each falling with the rachis segment below it (wedge-type
disarticulation). Spikes contain 15–27 spikelets, with each
spikelet containing 5–6 florets, rachilla is hairy. Glumes are
ovate, stiff and rigid, glabrous or pubescent and red or white
in color. Lemmas are ovate, glabrous and awned. The grains
are adherent to the palea and lemma and threshing results in
spikelets rather than naked grains, their number per spikelet
in the middle portion of spike is 3–5. All forms have spring
habit (Fig. 10.7e).

Morphological, physiological and genetic studies have
shown that ssp. tibetanum is closely related to bread wheat
landraces of the white wheat complex native to the Sichuan
province of south-west China (Yen et al. 1988). It has a
brittle rachis, different from that of ssp. spelta of west Asia.
It closely resembles the Chinese white wheat complex by its
thin leaves, light green color, square spike, with multi-floret
spikelets, rounded glume, with hooded lemma and tipped or
curly awn. The crossability genes and non-interchanged
chromosomes phylogenetically connect ssp. tibetanum with
the white wheat complex (Yen et al. 1988). Its chloroplast
genome is similar to that of bread wheat, its mitochondrial
genome is only slightly different from that of the latter, and
its cytoplasm does not induce male sterility in all studied
bread wheat genotypes (Tsunewaki et al. 1990). These facts
suggest that it is an off-type of Tibetan bread wheat.

Ssp. tibetanum has a very primitive compliment of the D
subgenome chromosomes since their D-subgenome chro-
mosomes are structurally similar to the chromosomes of Ae.
tauschii; at meiosis of F1 hybrids between ssp. tibetanum
and Ae. tauschii, no multivalents form and 7 ring bivalents
and 14 univalents are always observed (Yen et al. 1988).

In 1974, this subspecies was collected in five counties in
the Tibet plateau, by a Chinese scientific expedition (Shao
et al. 1980, 1983). Based on its morphology and chromo-
some number, Shao et al. (1980, 1983) suggested to regard
this semi-wild wheat as a new T. aestivum subspecies,
namely, ssp. tibetanum. The new subspecies, considered to
be an off-type of Tibetan bread wheat (Tsunewaki et al.
1990), usually grows as weed within or on edges of barley
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and wheat fields (Shao et al. 1983). It is a polymorphic
taxon, exhibiting variation in almost all morphological
characters, and based on this variation, Shao et al. (1983)
classified the collected samples into three varieties.

Ssp. tibetanum has a brittle rachis, different from that of
ssp. spelta of west Asia. Although it is a hulled form having
brittle rachis and stiff glumes, significant differences exist
between it and ssp. spelta and ssp. macha, the two other
hulled subspecies of T. aestivum, (Shao et al. 1983; Tsune-
waki et al. 1990). Seedlings of all three ssp. tibetanum lines
studied have broad, light green leaves. In contrast, the two
spelt-type wheats ssp. spelta and ssp. macha, have rather
narrow leaves of dark green color (Tsunewaki et al. 1990).
The spikes of the three ssp. tibetanum lines are like those of
the two other hulled subspecies of T. aestivum, however, the
spikes of ssp. tibetanum disarticulate spontaneously from the
tip, as the spikelets mature, and the spikelets drop off the
culm at the time of ear ripening. Such strong disarticulation
is not observed in any other forms of T. aestivum, including
spelta and macha. The mode of disarticulation of ssp. ti-
betanum is of the wedge-type, i.e., with the rachis segment
below each spikelet, and is clearly different from the
barrel-type, in which each spikelet contains the rachis seg-
ment beside it, a type exhibited by ssp. spelta (Shao et al.
1983; Tsunewaki et al. 1990).

Analysis of root tip cells revealed that ssp. tibetanum is a
hexaploid with 2n = 42 chromosomes (Shao et al. 1983;
Tsunewaki et al. 1990). It can easily be crossed with bread
wheat, yielding fully fertile F1 hybrids, with complete
chromosomal pairing at meiosis, although three interchanges
exist between the studied lines of ssp. tibetanum and cultivar
Chines Spring of ssp. aestivum (Tsunewaki et al. 1990).

Shao et al. (1983) found that F1 hybrids of a bread wheat
cultivar (white glume, white grain, glabrous glumes,
non-brittle rachis) with a line of ssp. tibetanum (red glume,
red grains, pubescent glumes, fragile rachis) exhibited dom-
inance of the four studied traits, i.e., the F1 hybrids had a
fragile rachis, red glumes and red grains. Data obtained by
Tsunewaki et al. (1990) support the conclusion of Shao et al.
(1980, 1983), i.e., that ssp. tibetanum is genetically very
closely related to bread wheat. The observed mode of spike
disarticulation, chromosomal instability and the genotype of
hybrid chlorosis clearly favor the hypothesis that ssp. ti-
betanum originated rather recently as an off-type of domes-
ticated forms of Tibetan bread wheat (Tsunewaki et al. 1990).

Sun et al. (1998) used RAPD analysis of seven accessions
of ssp. tibetanum, 22 cultivars of ssp. aestivum from China,
and 17 lines of European ssp. spelta, to study the genetic
relationships between these three subspecies of T. aestivum,
and to assess genetic diversity among and within these taxa.
RAPD polymorphism was found to be much higher within
ssp. spelta and ssp. tibetanum than within ssp. aestivum. The

genetic distance between ssp. tibetanum and ssp. aestivum
was smaller than that between ssp. tibetanum and ssp. spelta.
Cluster analysis clearly classified all the studied genotypes
into two groups: one included all the European spelta lines,
and the second included all cultivars of ssp. aestivum and the
lines of ssp. tibetanum, thus supporting classification of the
Tibetan wheat as a subspecies in T. aestivum. Similar results
were obtained by Cao et al. (2000b), who used RAPD to
assess the phylogenetic relationships among the subspecies
of T. aestivum. Their RAPD data, are in-agreement with
those based on morphological classification, suggesting that,
of the subspecies of T. aestivum, ssp. tibetanum is most
closely related to bread wheat.

Study of the genetic control of rachis fragility and glume
tenacity in ssp. tibetanum was carried out by Cao et al.
(1997), in an attempt to help establish the taxonomic status
and genetic origin of semi-wild wheat. Progenies of crosses
and backcrosses of semi-wild wheat with cultivar Columbus
of bread wheat indicated that the fragile rachis and
non-free-threshing character of ssp. tibetanum were domi-
nant over the tough rachis and free-threshing character of
bread wheat. F2 and backcross data indicated that the rachis
fragility and glume tenacity of the semi-wild wheat were
each controlled by a single gene. On the other hand, in the
cross between ssp. tibetanum and spp. spelta, the F2 and
F3 populations did not segregate by glume tenacity, but did
segregate by rachis fragility. These data suggest that three
genes interact to control three types of rachis fragility in
hexaploid wheat: in semi-wild wheat-type, in spelta-type
and in the tough rachis of common wheat. Semi-wild wheat
differs from bread wheat in rachis fragility and glume
tenacity and from the hulled subspecies of T. aestivum
(ssp. spelta, and ssp. macha) in the pattern and degree of
rachis disarticulation. Cao et al. (1997) concluded that
semi-wild wheat is likely a subspecies within T. aestivum, at
the same taxonomic level as spp. spelta and macha.

Chen et al. (1998), using monosomic and ditelosomic
lines of bread wheat, found that the gene controlling the
brittle rachis of ssp. tibetanum, designated Br1, is dominant
and located on the short arm of chromosome 3D i.e., on 3DS.
Consequently, it was designated Br-D1. So, it seems that this
gene in ssp. tibetanum derived from Ae. tauschii. It is inter-
esting to note that the brittle rachis gene in ssp. tibetanum,
like those in some related genera such as Aegilops, is also
located on homoeologous group 3 chromosomes. Interest-
ingly, the Br gene in Ae. tauschii determines barrel-type
disarticulation in the diploid species and not wedge-type
disarticulation but exhibits the wedge-type of disarticulation
in hexaploid background. As was found earlier (Shao et al.
1983; Tsunewaki et al. 1990), Br-D1 is different from the
gene determining brittle rachis in ssp. spelta. In the progenies
of the cross spelta x tibetanum, F1 plants exhibited the wedge
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and barrel types of disarticulation indicating that wedge-type
disarticulation in ssp. tibetanum is codominant with the barrel
type in spelt wheat.

The genes for brittle rachis were mapped using aneuploid
stocks in hexaploid and tetraploid wheat (Watanabe et al.
2002). Similar to Chen et al. (1998), also Watanabe et al.
(2002) located the Br-D1 in the Tibetan weed races on the
short arm of chromosome 3D. The average distance from
centromere was 20.6 cM. In accordance with the rule for the
symbolization of genes in homoeologous sets, they propose
to designate the group 3 brittle rachis genes, Br‐A1, Br‐
B1 and Br‐D1.

Guo et al. (2020) present a draft genome sequence of a
Tibetan semi-wild wheat accession Zang1817 and
re-sequence 245 wheat accessions, including world-wide
wheat landraces, cultivars as well as Tibetan landraces. They
demonstrate that high-altitude environments can trigger
extensive reshaping of wheat genomes, and also uncover that
Tibetan wheat accessions accumulate high-altitude adapted
haplotypes of related genes in response to harsh environ-
mental constraints. Moreover, Guo et al. (2020) find that
Tibetan semi-wild wheat is a feral form of Tibetan landrace,
and identify two associated loci, including a 0.8-Mb deletion
region containing Brt1/2 homologs and a genomic region
with TaQ-5A gene, responsible for rachis brittleness during
the de-domestication episode. Gheir study provides confi-
dent evidence to support the hypothesis that Tibetan
semi-wild wheat is de-domesticated from local landraces, in
response to high-altitude extremes.

This feral wheat has an established growth habitat and a
distinct morphology and should therefore be considered a
sub-species. It grows as weed within and on edges of wheat
and barley fields. A feral form of ssp. macha, that grows as
weed in edges of wheat fields in Georgia, was also described
(Dekaprelevich 1961). This form is also considered a feral
derivative of domesticated wheats rather than a truly wild
species.

Kuckuck (1964) suggested that the hexaploid wheat with
a fragile rachis found by Dekaprelevich, may have origi-
nated as an amphiploid between wild emmer, ssp. dicoc-
coides, and Ae. tauschii, independently of the origin of
domesticated hexaploids, which are believed to have
involved free-threshing tetraploid wheat as their tetraploid
parent. Sears (1976a) crossed wild emmer, ssp. dicoccoides,
with Ae. tauschii and obtained a F1 hybrid with a brittle
rachis. Thus, it remains uncertain whether Dekaprelevich’s
brittled-rachis hexaploid wheat actually originated in this
way or as a segregate from a cross of ssp. macha with wild
tetraploid wheat, or as result of back-mutation of Q to q in
the domesticated hulled-wheat ssp. macha.

Kuckuck (1970) suggested that a brittle-rachis form of
ssp. macha, var. megrelicum Dek. et Men., could be a

genuinely wild hexaploid wheat, and therefore a candidate
ancestor species. However, its fully brittle-eared form, var.
megrelicum, is not described as growing outside cultivated
fields, and is therefore not a truly wild wheat.

10.4.2.8 Cytology, Cytogenetics, Genomics,
and Evolution

Origin of T. aestivum
Hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum (2n = 6x = 42; genome
BBAADD), evolved through two allopolyploidization
events. The first event, involving two diploid species, T.
urartu, the male donor of the A subgenome, and a species
related to Ae. speltoides, the B-genome donor, the female
parent, led to the formation of wild emmer, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, about 700,000–900,000 years ago (Mar-
cussen et al. 2014; Gornicki et al. 2014; Middleton et al.
2014). Subsequently, following mutations, several domesti-
cated subspecies of T. turgidum evolved. The second
allopolyploidization event that produced hexaploid wheat,
occurring during the 9th millennium BP (Feldman 2001),
presumably involved the free-threshing tetraploid wheat,
ssp. parvicoccum as the female donor of the B and A sub-
genomes, and a diploid species, Ae. tauschii, the male donor
of the D subgenome. This event first formed the hulled
allohexaploid wheat, ssp. spelta, from which the more
advanced free-threshing forms developed (Feldman et al.,
1995; Feldman 2001). Almost all F1 hybrids between the
different subspecies of T. aestivum show complete chromo-
some pairing at meiosis and high fertility, justifying their
categorization at the sub-specific rank (Mac Key 1954b).

Earlier chromosome counts of the various wheat species
were wrong. Several cytologists reported the presence of 16
chromosomes in the diploid wheat, T. monococcum, while
others reported 40 in the hexaploid, T. vulgare (= ssp. aes-
tivum) (reviewed in Sax 1922). Conversely, Sakamura
(1918), analyzing root tip cells of different wheats, obtained
the following results: T. monococcum had 14 chromosomes,
the subspecies of T. turgidum, namely, dicoccon, durum,
turgidum and polonicum had 28, and the subspecies of T.
aestivum, compactum and spelta, had 42. At the same time,
Sax (1918) found 28 chromosomes in the first division of the
fertilized egg of ssp. durum. These chromosome counts
reinforced Schultz’s (1913b) classification showing that his
three wheat groups comprise a polyploid series; einkorn is a
diploid (2n = 14), emmer is a tetraploid (2n = 28), and
dinkel is a hexaploid (2n = 42).

Soon after the discovery of the correct chromosome count
in wheats, Kihara (1919, 1924), Sax (1918, 1921, 1922, 1923,
1927), Sax and Sax (1924) started to cross representatives of
the different ploidy levels to study the cytogenetic relationship
between these groups. In F1 hybrids involving representatives
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of the hexaploid species T. aestivum, and those of the tetra-
ploid species T. turgidum (called pentaploid hybrids;
2n = 5x = 35), Kihara (1919) observed at first meiotic meta-
phase 14 bivalents (mostly ring) and 7 univalents, indicating
that the hexaploid parent shares 14 chromosome pairs with
tetraploids wheats and differs by an extra 7 pairs. Conse-
quently, Kihara concluded that hexaploid wheat originated
from a cross between a form(s) of T. turgidum that contributed
14 chromosomes, while an alien diploid species contributed
the additional seven chromosomes. Such a cross yielded F1
triploid hybrid (2n = 3x = 21) that underwent spontaneous
chromosome doubling.

Since the indication that the third chromosome set (sub-
genome) of T. aestivum was donated by an alien diploid
species, extensive attempts have been made to identify the
diploid donor of this subgenome. In these endeavors, studies
extended to the wild relatives of wheat, particularly to spe-
cies of the closely related genera Aegilops that also com-
prises a polyploid series with diploid, tetraploid and
hexaploid species (Percival 1923; Schiemann 1929; Sor-
okina 1937; Lilienfeld 1951, and reference therein). These
works resulted in much speculation as to which species of
Aegilops may have contributed the third subgenome of
hexaploid wheat. In this regard, Percival (1921, 1923)
expressed the belief that the free-threshing hexaploid wheats
were segregants from crosses between wild emmer and Ae.
geniculata (formerly Ae. ovata). However, cytological
studies by Sax and Sax (1924) and others, including Percival
(1930), have proven quite conclusively that Ae. geniculata
could not have played a major role in the origin of the
hexaploid wheats.

Morphological indication as to the donor of the third
subgenome of T. aestivum was obtained from the compar-
ison of the spikelet structure in the hulled hexaploid wheat
ssp. spelta, with that of wild Triticum and Aegilops species.
ssp. spelta spikelets show two types of rachis breaks upon
maturity, one like that of wild emmer, ssp. dicoccoides,
namely, rachis breaks yield spikelets having arrow-head
shape, each with the rachis segment below it (wedge-type),
and the second like that of several species of Aegilops from
sections Vertebrata (including the diploid Ae. tauschii and
the allotetraploids Ae. crassa and Ae, ventricosa) and from
section Cylindropyrum (including the allotetraploid Ae.
cylindrica). In these Aegilops species the brittle rachis dis-
articulates into spikelet containing the rachis segment beside
them (barrel type). Hence, this type of rachis disarticulation
implies that the donor of the third subgenome to hexaploid
wheat is from one of these Aegilops species.

In fact, several years earlier, Stapf (1909) suggested,
based on morphological characteristics, that ssp. spelta
derived from Ae. cylindrica. Percival (1921, 1923) assumed
that this species had contributed certain characters to
ssp. spelta, but was not involved in its origin. Conversely,

Sax and Sax (1924) reported that the third chromosome set
in T. aestivum is found in Ae. cylindrica (2n = 4x = 28),
since F1 hybrids between this species and T. aestivum, a
pentaploid hybrid with 2n = 5x = 35, had 7 bivalents and 21
univalents, indicating that they share one subgenome. Also,
chromosomal pairing at meiosis of the F1 hybrid between the
amphiploid cylindrica–durum (2n = 8x = 56) and T. aes-
tivum (2n = 6x = 42), a heptaploid hybrid with
2n = 7x = 49, which showed 21 bivalents (14 bivalents
between the A and B subgenomes of aestivum with those of
durum and 7 bivalents between one of the subgenomes of
Ae. cylindrica and that of T. aestivum) and seven univalents,
indicated again that Ae. cylindrica and T. aestivum share one
subgenome (Sears 1944b). The intensity of pairing and the
absence of heteromorphic bivalents indicated fairly complete
homology between one of the aestivum subgenomes and one
of the Ae. cylindrica sets. Since average chromosome pairing
in the F1 hybrid cylindrica x durum (2n = 4x = 28) was only
0.50 bivalents per cell, the shared subgenome of Ae. cylin-
drica and T. aestivum should involve the third subgenome of
T. aestivum. Taken together, Ae. cylindrica contains one
subgenome which is homologous to one subgenome of
ssp. spelta and ssp. aestivum.

An allopolyploid resulting from a cross between Ae.
cylindrica and a tetraploid wheat, would have 56 chromo-
somes instead of the required 42. This, therefore, appears to
eliminate Ae. cylindrica, and other allotetraploid species of
Aegilops with barrel-type disarticulation, as possible parents
of the hexaploid wheats. Ae. cylindrica has been shown by
Sax and Sax (1924), Bleier (1928), Kihara (1937) to be an
allopolyploid carrying the C subgenome from Ae. caudata,
and the D subgenome from Ae. tauschii, and Sears (1941a)
produced an amphiploid from the cross of Ae. caudata x Ae.
tauschii that morphologically resembles Ae. cylindrica. In
addition, Sears (1941a) produced a hexaploid from the cross
ssp. dicoccoides x Ae. caudata, but the resulting amphiploid
did not morphologically resemble ssp. aestivum or
ssp. spelta, thus eliminating Ae. caudata (genome C) as the
third subgenome donor and leaving Ae. tauschii (genome D)
as the probable one.

In accord with the above, Pathak (1940), following an
analysis of figures of Aegilops chromosomes prepared by
Senjaninova-Korczagina (1932), suggested that, Ae. tauschii
may have been the donor of the third subgenome of T.
aestivum. This aligns with the morphological evidence of
rachis disarticulation, suggesting that the third subgenome of
ssp. spelta most likely derived from hybridization between
tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii (Kihara 1944; McFadden
and Sears 1944b, 1946). Ae. tauschii has both the barrel-type
dispersal unit, and the square-shouldered glumes which
characterize T. aestivum (Nesbitt and Samuel 1996).

Indeed, the F1 of ssp. dicoccon x Ae. tauschii resembled
the taxonomic characters of ssp. spelta but was completely
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sterile (McFadden and Sears 1946). In contrast, the amphi-
ploid dicoccon–tauschii, derived from colchicine treatment
of the F1 hybrid, had the hexaploid number of chromosomes
(2n = 6x = 42; genome BBAADD), exhibited regular pair-
ing at meiosis and high fertility, and closely resembled
ssp. spelta in most traits (McFadden and Sears 1946).
Moreover, crosses involving the synthetic amphiploid and
ssp. spelta or ssp. aestivum produced fertile F1 hybrids with
21 bivalents at meiosis, and no multivalents (McFadden and
Sears 1946), thus, demonstrating unequivocally that Ae.
tauschii is the donor of the third subgenome of T. aestivum.
For the origin of the A and B subgenomes of T. aestivum,
see Sect. 10.3.2.12.

The cytoplasm of T. aestivum, designated B, is identical
to that of its maternal parent, T. turgidum, and closely related
to the S cytoplasm of Ae. speltoides (Terachi and Tsunewaki
1992; Wang et al. 1997; Tsunewaki 2009, and reference
therein). Similarly, Provan et al. (2004), utilizing polymor-
phic chloroplast microsatellites to analyze cytoplasmic
relationships in the genera Triticum and Aegilops, reported
that the allopolyploid Triticum species have cytoplasm
similar to that of Ae. speltoides. Similar results were
obtained by Gornicki et al. (2014), who found that Ae.
speltoides is the closest relative to the diploid donor of the
chloroplast of the emmer lineage, that is, the allopolyploids
containing the B subgenome. This further demonstrates that
Ae. speltoides or a closely related specie was the
B-subgenome donor of allopolyploid wheats.

Following identification of the donors of the subgenomes
of T. aestivum and consequently, the three diploid species
involved in the ancestry of this hexaploid species, i.e., T.
urartu, an extinct or yet not discovered B-subgenome donor,
and Ae. tauschii, it became possible to investigate the
cytogenetic relationships and to estimate the cytological
similarities between these three subgenomes of the hex-
aploid. Mochizuki and Okamoto (1961) studied chromoso-
mal pairing at first meiotic metaphase of the 21-chromosome
hybrid, T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides (very close to the
donor of the A subgenome), Ae. speltoides (close to the
donor of the B subgenome), and Ae. tauschii (the donor of
the D subgenome) and found more than 5 bivalents and
several multivalents (an average of 12 chromosomes out of
the 21 were involved in pairing). These results were directly
comparable to those of Kimber and Riley (1963), who
observed a similar level of pairing in haploids of bread
wheat lacking chromosome 5B that carries the
homoeologous-pairing suppressor gene, Ph1. Likewise,
euhaploids of bread wheat (2n = 3x = 21; genome BAD),
with deletion of Ph1, as in the mutant ph1b, exhibited
extensive homoeologous pairing, with 1.53–1.74 ring biva-
lents, 2.90–3.57 rod bivalents, and 0.53–1.16 trivalents
(Jauhar et al. 1991). The most reasonable conclusions to
draw from these data is that the genomes of the three diploid

species still have not diverged considerably from each other,
that chromosomes of the three subgenomes of T. aestivum
have undergone little change during the evolution of the
allopolyploid, and that the regular behavior in the
allopolyploid is due to the presence of two doses of
homologous chromosomes and to the action of the Ph1 gene.
Accordingly, despite it being a segmental allopolyploid (i.e.,
an allopolyploid that exhibits partial homology between
chromosomes of its subgenomes that that derived from rel-
atively closely related species), T. aestivum, underwent
complete cytological diploidization), and behaves as a
genomic allopolyploid (i.e., an allopolyploid having little
homology between chromosomes of its subgenomes that
derived from relatively distant species), with exclusive
pairing of homologous chromosomes, i.e., 21 bivalents
always form at first meiotic metaphase of this species.

Hexaploid wheat originated from spontaneous chromo-
some doubling of the triploid F1 hybrid between the
domesticated form of T. turgidum and Ae. tauschii. Indeed,
Fukuda and Sakamoto (1992), Matsuoka and Nasuda
(2004), Zhang et al. (2010) reported occasional production
of unreduced gametes and consequently, fertility, in such
hybrids. At first meiotic division of such F1 hybrids, Fukuda
and Sakamoto (1992) observed that unreduced gametes were
formed as a result of restitution of the first meiotic division,
and normal second division, followed by formation of dyads
which developed into two fertile 2n pollen grains. Further
studies (Matsuohka and Nasuda 2004) involved crossing of a
durum wheat cultivar that carried a gene for meiotic resti-
tution with a line of Ae. tauschii. Some of the F1 hybrids
were highly fertile and spontaneously set hexaploid F2
seeds. Cytological analyses of F1 male gametogenesis
showed that meiotic restitution was responsible for the high
fertility of the triploid F1 hybrids.

Matsuoka et al. (2013) examined the genetic basis of the
spontaneous genome doubling of triploid F1 hybrids
between T. turgidum ssp. durum and Ae. tauschii. They
found six QTLs in Ae. tauschii that are involved in hybrid
genome doubling, presumably through the production of
unreduced gametes. In addition, Hao et al. (2014) detected a
major QTL controlling the production of unreduced gametes
in two F2 populations that derived from F1 T. turgidum x Ae.
tauschii hybrids. The QTL, named QTug.sau-3B, is located
in chromosome 3B of the T. turgidum parent and situated
between the markers Xgwm285 and Xcfp1012. QTug.
sau-3B is a haploid-dependent QTL, as it was not detected in
doubled haploid populations.

Farming of this durum wheat is limited today to several
mountainous regions in northern Iran (Matsuoka et al.
2008), but the situation may have been different in the past.
If tetraploid wheat farming was predominantly adopted in
low elevations of Caspian Iran, and if the distribution of Ae.
tauschii was similar to its present-day distribution, most
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likely sources of the D genome are genotypes of Ae. tauschii
ssp. strangulata that grow in the area. Indeed, biochemical
and molecular studies indicated that the birthplace of hex-
aploid wheat was in Transcaucasia and in Iran, southwest to
the Caspian Sea (Tsunewaki 1966; Nakai 1979; Jaaska 1980;
Dvorak et al. 1998a, b) or southeastern Caspian Iran
(Nishikawa et al. 1980).

The accumulated data indicate that plants of Ae. tauschii
native to the south-west part of the Caspian Sea (mainly
forms taxonomically placed in ssp. strangulata) had genome
similar to that of subgenome D found in the hexaploid
wheats. This led to the consensus concept that Ae. tauschii
ssp. strangulata was the wheat progenitor (Nishikawa 1973;
Nakai 1979; Jaaska 1980; Hammer 1980; Nishikawa et al.
1980; Lagudah et al. 1991; Lubbers et al. 1991; Dvorak
et al. 1998a, b, 2012; Wang et al. 2013). ssp. strangulata is
distributed from Transcaucasia to eastern Caspian Iran
(Kihara et al. 1965; Jaaska 1980). In the southwestern and
southern Caspian Iran, subsp. strangulata overlaps with
subsp. tauschii var. meyeri and var. typica.

Wang et al. (2013), using the 10 K Infinium single-
nucleotide polymorphism (SNP) array, studied genetic rela-
tionships between 477 Ae. tauschii lines and the D sub-
genome of bread wheat. They found that Ae. tauschii consists
of two lineages (designated 1 and 2), each consisting of two
closely related sub-lineages. The distinct separation of lin-
eages 1 and 2 from each other, the scarcity of intermediate
genotypes between the two lineages, and the relative lengths
of branches in the phylogenetic tree obtained, agreed with
trees constructed with AFLP markers (Mizuno et al. 2010),
RFLP markers (Dvorak et al. 2012), diversity arrays tech-
nology (DarT) markers (Sohail et al. 2012), and haplotype
sequencing (Dvorak et al. 2012). A population within lineage
2 in the southwestern and southern Caspian appears to be the
main source of the wheat D subgenome.

Ecogeographic and genetic evidence strongly favors the
origin of hexaploid wheat from domesticated tetraploid
wheat rather than from the wild emmer (Triticum
timopheevii, either domesticated or wild, cannot be consid-
ered a putative parent because of its different genomic
constitution). In the middle of the 9th millennium BP, when
hexaploid types first appeared, there was no geographical
contact between wild emmer and Ae. tauschii. Moreover,
any dicoccoides-tauschii amphiploid would have had a
brittle rachis (Sears 1976a) and, hence, little chance to be
selected by ancient farmers. By the time hexaploid wheat
evolved, domesticated tetraploid wheat was already grown
in eastern Turkey and western and north-western Iran, and
came into contact with Ae. tauschii, which presumably was
growing as a weed within and at the edges of wheat fields.
Therefore, the most likely area of origin of the hexaploid
bread wheat is the south-western corner of the Caspian belt.
Such association between domesticated T. turgidum and

weedy Ae. tauschii in cultivation can still be found in this
area (Matsuoka et al. 2008). A recent analysis of 242 Ae.
tauschii accessions showed that a rare and distinct lineage
(different from strangulata) from Transcaucasia also con-
tributed * 1% on average of the current wheat D
sub-genome (Gaurav et al. 2021), in accordance with earlier
studies that analyzed allelic variation of high molecular
weight (HMW) glutenins (Giles and Brown 2006).

Although several sources of evidence point to domesti-
cated emmer, ssp. dicoccon, rather than ssp. dicoccoides, as
the tetraploid parent (Tsunewaki 1966; Porceddu and
Lafiandra 1986; Kimber and sears 1987), it is more likely
that the donor of the BA subgenomes to hexaploid wheat
was a free-threshing tetraploid wheat (Dvorak et al. 2012), or
more specifically, ssp. durum (Matsuoka and Nasuda 2004;
Pont et al. 2019). Indeed, based on the ability to induce the
production of unreduced gametes in the F1 hybrid, Matsuoka
and Nasuda (2004) suggested that T. turgidum ssp. durum
was the tetraploid parent of hexaploid wheat. While sur-
veying current cultivation areas of ssp. durum in northern
Iran, they observed that, Ae. tauschii occurred widely as a
weed in the durum fields. This finding showed that the T.
turgidum–Ae. tauschii association hypothesized in the the-
ory regarding T. aestivum evolution, still exists in the area
where bread wheat likely evolved.

Extraction of the BA subgenomes from hexaploid wheat
has given an indication of the type of tetraploid that was
involved in the synthesis of the hexaploid. This was done by
Kerber (1964), who crossed aestivum cultivars with a tet-
raploid, and backcrossed the pentaploid hybrids to the hex-
aploid parents for several generations, each time using only
those plants that were themselves pentaploids. Finally, he
selfed the pentaploids and selected tetraploid progeny that
contained the BBAA subgenomes of hexaploid wheat. These
extracted tetraploids were similar in spike morphology to the
primitive free-threshing tetraploid, ssp. parvicoccum (Kislev
1979/1980). In accord with this, at the time when T. aes-
tivum was formed, during the ninth millennium BP,
ssp. durum was scarce or possibly nonexistent, whereas
ssp. parvicoccum was widely cultivated and presumably was
in massive contact with Ae. tauschii. Later on, when
ssp. durum replaced ssp. parvicoccum, additional
hybridizations between ssp. durum and Ae. tauschii pre-
sumably occurred.

Since no wild prototype of the hexaploid group is known
to exist, many theories have been proposed as to the time,
place, and way of origin of the various subspecies of T.
aestivum. The fact that ssp. spelta has a brittle rachis and
hulled seeds, led de Candolle (1886), Hackel (1890), Schulz
(1913b), Carleton (1916) to consider it more primitive than
the free-threshing hexaploid forms, and thus, as the oldest
form of T. aestivum. This conclusion is further supported by
the fact that all crosses of either hulled or free-threshing
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tetraploid wheats with all used lines of Ae. tauschii yielded
only hulled forms resembling ssp. spelta, indicating that this
subspecies is the prototype of hexaploid wheat (McFadden
and Sears 1946; Kerber and Rowland 1974), and therefore,
the predecessor of the more advanced, free-threshing forms.

Already Schroder (1931), based on anatomical evidence,
proposed that ssp. aestivum arose from ssp. spelta. With the
understanding that ssp. spelta is the most primitive sub-
species of T. aestivum, it was assumed that the free-threshing
forms of T. aestivum derived from it as a result of mutations
(McFadden and Sears 1946). Indeed, the principal differ-
ences between the major hexaploid taxa are due to one or
two genes that affect gross morphology (Mac Key 1954b)
(Table 10.11).

Yet, the genetic data suggesting that the first hexaploid
wheats were hulled, spelt-type, and more primitive than the
free-threshing forms, do not agree with the archaeological
chronology. While free-threshing forms of T. aestivum, i.e.,
ssp. aestivum, were found at the middle of the 9th millen-
nium BP and were abundant in the pre-historic Near East
from the 8th millennium onwards, thus far there is archae-
ological evidence for ssp. spelta only a thousand years later
(Kislev 1984). Neolithic, Near Eastern ssp. spelta is very
rare and earlier evidence for the existence of ssp. spelta is
still missing. There is evidence of spelta grains from Yarim
Tepe II, northern Iraq, dating back to the 7th millennium BP
and probably also from Yarim Tepe I, about one thousand
years earlier (Kislev 1984). These discrepancies between the
genetic and archaeological data pose some difficulties in
tracing the early history of the hexaploids. Indeed, several
researchers (see Tsunewaki 1968) postulated that spelt wheat
could not be the progenitor of bread wheat, but rather, its
derivative. On the other hand, assuming that the first hex-
aploids were hulled, their absence from the prehistoric
remains of the Near East may indicate their lack of advan-
tage over domesticated emmer and free-threshing forms of T.
turgidum in that area. ssp. spelta is grown today in extreme
environments of the Near East, such as the high plateau of
west-central Iran, eastern Turkey, and Transcaucasia. This
cultivation is possibly of an ancient origin.

The earliest hexaploid wheats, seemingly originating
south-west of the Caspian Sea, were hulled, spelta-type,
presumably carrying the Q factor contributed by the
free-threshing tetraploid wheat parent, and Tg (tenacious
glume) from Ae. tauschii (Kerber and Rowland 1974). So,
only a single mutation from Tg to tg was necessary to pro-
duce a free-threshing form (Kerber and Rowland 1974). If
free-threshing hexaploid wheats indeed derived from spelta,
formed from domesticated emmer and Ae. tauschii, and thus,
carrying both the Tg and q genes, they carried a double
dosage for hulledness. Since the chance for the occurrence of
mutations in both of these two genes within several centuries
is small, it is more likely that the first mutation, q to Q,

occurred in domesticated emmer fields, forming naked tet-
raploid wheat (Muramatsu 1986), and the second mutation,
Tg to tg, occurred in TgQ spelta fields, forming
free-threshing wheat. The artificial spelta obtained by
McFadden and Sears (1946) should contain both factors
responsible for hulledness, namely, q and Tg, as they
hybridized the hulled domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon
and Ae. tauschii.

The non-free-threshing trait of the synthetic hexaploids,
irrespective of carriage of Q or q by their tetraploid parent,
was found to be due to the Tg gene derived from Ae. tauschii
(Kerber and Rowland 1974). Some variation in the degree of
glume tenacity was noted among the synthetic hexaploids;
those having ssp. dicoccon as a parent and containing q and
Tg were the most difficult to thresh (Kerber and Rowland
1974). The interaction between Tg and Q was clearly
demonstrated by extraction of the tetraploid component of a
hexaploid wheat and then resynthesizing the hexaploid
(Kerber and Rowland 1974). The extracted tetraploids con-
taining only the BBAA component of the original
free-threshing hexaploids were also free-threshing. In later
studies, crosses between the extracted free-threshing tetra-
ploids and Ae. tauschii produced spelta-like hexaploids. It
was concluded that the Tg gene of Ae. tauschii inhibits the
expression of Q (Kerber and Rowland 1974). The interaction
between tg and Q conferring the free-threshing character, is
complementary (Kerber and Rowland 1974), namely, both
tg and Q must be present for the expression of the
free-threshing trait in hexaploid wheat. The probability that
the genotypes of Ae. tauschii which served as the progenitors
of hexaploid wheat possessed Tg—as apparently do all
extant forms of this species—supports the above hypothesis
that hulled, hexaploid wheats are more primitive than
free-threshing hexaploids; they carried the Tg gene and,
therefore, were non-free threshing (Kerber and Rowland
1974). The mutation from Tg to tg is presumed to have
occurred at the hexaploid level.

The mutation from q to Q most probably occurred not so
long after the creation of ssp. spelta. The free-threshing
ssp. aestivum thus formed, was preferred by the early
farmers of the region and quickly replaced the hulled forms.
As man migrated to new areas, cultivated wheats encoun-
tered new environments, to which they responded with
bursts of variation, resulting in many endemic forms. Sec-
ondary centers of variation for hexaploids in the Hindu Kush
area of Afghanistan were described by Vavilov (1951).
Transcaucasia is a secondary center for both tetraploid and
hexaploid types. Such secondary centers of diversity provide
valuable gene pools to wheat breeders, beyond those exist-
ing at the primary centers of variation.

ssp. spelta appears to be comprised of two genetic types:
the Asiatic type which gave rise to the free-threshing
ssp. aestivum, and the European spelta, which apparently
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descended from ssp. aestivum (Tsunewaki 1968). To dis-
tinguish between these two types, Kislev (1984) designated
the Asiatic one “TgQ spelta” and the European type, car-
rying the tg gene, “tgq spelta”. ssp. spelta appeared in
central Europe at ca. 4000 BP, about 2000 years later than
forms of free-threshing hexaploid wheat. It could have been
brought to Europe, where it replaced the free-threshing type
in many sites of the upper Rhine region, particularly at high
altitudes, where extreme temperatures prevail. Alternatively,
ssp. spelta could have arisen in the Rhine valley through
back-mutation of Q to q, or, more likely, as a result of a
spontaneous hybridization between a hexaploid,
free-threshing form (genotype QQtgtg) and tetraploid dic-
occon (genotype qq), both of which were grown in that area,
as suggested by Schiemann (1929), Tsunewaki (1968). This
hybridization yielded, among others, hulled, spelt-type
hexaploid progenies (genotype qqtgtg). The relatively wide
distribution of ssp. spelta in central Europe in the past was
presumably due to its winter hardiness and ability to
out-yield the other crops on poor soils. ssp. spelta was also
preferred for its good quality and it is still cultivated today in
several areas of central Europe.

The possibility that European spelt is a form of compar-
atively recent origin that originated independently of the
Asiatic spelt, was already proposed by Flaksberger (1939),
Bertsch (1943, 1950), Kuckuck and Schiemann (1957). This
hypothesis claimed that after establishment of bread wheat
and domesticated emmer in Europe, the second type of
ssp. spelta originated, mostly north of the Alps. While the
European ssp. spelta is of the tgq spelta type, the genetic
structure of the Iranian spelta is not known. On the basis of
these genetic data, one can explain how Kuckuck in 1959,
obtained free-threshing types, ssp. aestivum, among the
progenies of crosses between Iranian and European spelt
wheats (see Kuckuck 1964). A cross between a TgQ Asiatic
spelta and a tgq European spelta yields, besides the two
parental types, the two recombinants, tgQ and Tgq, of which
the former is a free-threshing type. An important contribu-
tion to that hypothesis was presented by Blatter et al. (2002),
who supported the claim of a European origin of ssp. spelta
by analyzing the glutenin subunit genes B1-1 and A1-2 in 58
accessions of hexa- and tetraploid wheats from Europe and
Asia. Their findings suggested that European spelt originated
by introgression of a tetraploid wheat into free-threshing
hexaploid wheat, as a secondary evolution after the devel-
opment of bread wheat.

Dekaprelevich and Menabde (1932) assumed that
ssp. macha is the primary form of hexaploid hulled wheats,
from which ssp. spelta branched off. However, based on the
morphological similarity between synthetic hexaploid wheat,
formed from a cross of tetraploid wheat with Ae. tauschii,
and ssp. spelta, the accepted view is that ssp. macha derived
from spelta through mutations. Dekaprelevich and Menabde

(1932) assumed that forms of ssp. macha contain the C al-
lele, conferring a compact spike, while others contain the
recessive c allele for normal spike. Cultivation of ssp. macha
subspecies is currently limited to a restricted area in Tran-
scaucasia. Another hulled form, ssp. vavilovii, characterized
by branched spikes, has a restricted cultivation in Armenia
and is considered to be a form of ssp. spelta (van Slageren
1994).

The advanced, free-threshing subspecies of T. aestivum,
aestivum, compactum and sphaerococcum, differ from each
other in only single genes (Mac Key 1954a, b). ssp. aes-
tivum, bread wheat, is, by far, the most economically
important wheat growing today on a world-wide scale. The
earliest remnants of ssp. aestivum are from Can Hassan III,
south Anatolia and Cafer Hoyuk from about the middle of
the 9th millennium BP (see Hillman 1996; Bilgic et al.
2016). Finds of free-threshing hexaploids from the 8th mil-
lennium, have also been unearthed in western Iran, northern
Iraq, eastern, central and western Anatolia, and other sites.
Between 8000 and 7000 BP, ssp. aestivum, together with
domesticated emmer, penetrated into the irrigated agricul-
tural plains of Mesopotamia and, in the 6th millennium BP,
into the Nile basin (Fig. 13.1). ssp. aestivum also appeared in
archaeological finds of the 7th millennium BP, in the central
and western Mediterranean basin. Forms of free-threshing
hexaploid wheat appeared in central and western Europe at
the end of the 6th millennium BP, associated (together with
einkorn and emmer) with the first traces of agricultural
activities. T. aestivum spread into central Asia and, by way
of the highlands of Iran (8th millennium BP), to the Indus
valley, where it appeared at the beginning of the 5th mil-
lennium BP (Fig. 13.1).

ssp. aestivum is assumed to have given rise to ssp. com-
pactum (club wheat) and sphaerococcum (Indian dwarf
wheat) through mutations. This assumption is based on the
fact that no line of Ae. tauschii has been found to carry the
compactum allele C or the sphaerococcum allele s, both of
which are located on D-subgenome chromosomes (Rao
1972, 1977), indicating that these mutations appeared at the
hexaploid level. The fact that ssp. spelta does not carry these
genes clearly shows that neither ssp. compactum nor
ssp. sphaerococcum could have been the first free-threshing
hexaploids. The lineage of ssp. compactum from ssp. aes-
tivum, entailed only a single mutation from c to C, believed
to have occurred in the Near East. Subsequently, compactum
was transported to Europe as an admixture with other wheats
and was established in several places as the dominant form.
ssp. compactum is grown today in a few restricted areas of
Europe, the Near East, and the northwestern United States.
ssp. sphaerococcum originated from aestivum by a single
mutation as well (S to s), which presumably occurred in an
ssp. aestivum that had been carried eastward, since sphae-
rococcum has not been found in the prehistoric Near East
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and its culture nowadays is largely confined to northwestern
India and southern Pakistan. ssp. sphaerococcum has been
documented in India as early as the 5th millennium BP, and
currently grows, to some extent, in India and Pakistan.

A free-threshing wheat very similar to ssp. compactum
was grown by the Neolithic Lake Dwellers of Switzerland at
least 1000 years before ssp. spelta reached that part of
Europe. This “Lake Dweller wheat”, now believed to be
extinct, was described by Heer (1866) as T. vulgare
antiquorum. It was a dwarf wheat with extremely small,
stubby grains and compact, awnless spikes. Because of its
resemblance to ssp. compactum, it has generally been
assumed to have been a hexaploid wheat. The similarity
between the tetraploid ssp. carthlicum (formerly T. per-
sicum) and the Lake Dweller wheat eliminates the only
reason for assuming that the latter was a hexaploid (Kislev
1979/1980).

Hexaploid T. aestivum originated only after the domes-
tication of diploid and tetraploid wheats. While there is no
wild progenitor to domesticated hexaploid wheat, a feral,
semi-wild weedy form of hulled and brittle hexaploid wheat,
ssp. tibetanum, which grows near the edges of wheat and
barley fields, was discovered in Tibet (Shao et al. 1983).
Since wild tetraploid wheats are not grown in China, this
emmer-type brittle wheat is considered a derivative of a
domesticated plant that underwent back-mutations at brittle
rachis loci (Yen et al. 1988). Another emmer-type brittle
hexaploid wheat, growing wild in Georgia, was described by
Dekaprelevich in 1961. Kuckuck (1964) suggested that this
wheat was derived from hybridization between a wild tet-
raploid wheat, most probably T. timopheevii ssp. armeni-
acum, and Ae. tauschii. Alternatively, this wheat was
derived by back-mutations either from the free-threshing
form, ssp. aestivum, or the hulled forms, ssp. spelta or
macha.

To retrace the origin of the genome of modern bread
wheat, ssp. aestivum, El Baidouri et al. (2017) investigated
the evolutionary dynamics of gene-based transposable ele-
ments (TEs) and of single-nucleotide mutations across
homoeologs of the A, B and D subgenomes of ssp. aestivum,
as well as across hexaploid, tetraploid and diploid wheats.
Based on these studies, they proposed a novel concept
clarifying the structural asymmetry observed between the A,
B and D subgenomes in bread wheat. Their concept derives
from the cumulative effect of diploid progenitor divergence,
the hybrid origin of the D subgenome, as was suggested by
Marcussen et al. (2014), and subgenome partitioning fol-
lowing allopolyploidization events. In this model, the evo-
lution of the A subgenome appears quite simple, whereas
that of the other two subgenomes is more complex than
initially reported. According to El Baidouri et al. (2017), the
B subgenome in tetraploid/hexaploid wheat derived from an
ancient S-genome progenitor, from which the modern S

genome of Ae. speltoides had considerably diverged. The D
subgenome of the progenitor Ae. tauschii hexaploid wheat
derived from an ancient hybridization between A and S
(Marcussen et al. 2014), as well as between other species (Li
et al. 2015b), which that accounts for at least 19% of the
origin of the modern D genome.

The Contribution of the D Subgenome to the Wide
Adaptability of ssp. aestivum
The isozyme study conducted by Jaaska (1981) revealed
intraspecific differentiation of Aegilops tauschii into two
groups of biotypes, which essentially correspond to its two
morphological subspecies, subsp. tauschii, with cylindrical
spikes, and subsp. strangulata, with a bead-like arrangement
of spikelets. Jaaska identified subsp. tauschii as the con-
tributor of a D genome to the allotetraploid Ae. cylindrica
(genome DDCC) and of the third subgenome, D, to the
allohexaploid Ae. crassa ssp. crassa (genome
DcDcXcXcDD), and ssp. strangulata as the contributor of a
D subgenome to allohexaploid wheats, to the allotetraploids
Ae. crassa subsp. macrathera (genome DcDcXcXc), to Ae.
ventricosa (genome DDNN), and to the allohexaploid Ae.
juvenalis (genome DcDcXcXcUU). Reinforcement of Jaas-
ka’s (1981) conclusion, came from additional isoenzyme
studies (Jaaska 1993), as well as biochemical and molecular
studies (Wang et al. 2013, and reference therein), which
confirmed that ssp. strangulata is the donor of the D sub-
genome to hexaploid wheat. ssp. strangulata has a narrower
distribution than ssp. tauschii, mainly growing in the
southwest fringes of the Caspian Sea (Jaaska 1993). This
reinforces the suggestion that hybridization of tetraploid
wheat with Ae. tauschii occurred in the Caspian region.

Ae. tauschii grows in a wide range of ecological condi-
tions. It occupies both primary and segetal habitats (Eig
1929; Kimber and Feldman 1987; van Slageren 1994;
Zohary et al. 2012) and thrives in areas characterized by
continental climatic conditions, from the dry sagebrush
steppes of the elevated Iranian and Afghan plateaus, to
desert margins, as well as in more temperate climates, such
as the rain-soaked southern coastal plain of the Caspian Sea.
At the same time, throughout this, area Ae. tauschii is a
successful colonizer of secondary, manmade habitats, and a
common weed in cereal fields. Towards the periphery of its
distribution, it is almost exclusively a weed in cultivation
(Zohary et al. 2012).

Consideration of the ecology and distribution of Ae.
tauschii reveals that this wild grass contributed substantially
to the adaptation and worldwide success of bread wheats
(Zohary et al. 2012). This is the easternmost diploid species
in the wheat group, with a center of distribution lying in
continental or temperate central Asia. It is widespread and
very common in northern Iran and adjacent Transcaucasia,
Transcaspia, and Afghanistan (Eig 1929; van Slageren
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1994). From this geographic center, Ae. tauschii spreads
west to east Turkey and Syria, and east to Pakistan. Ae.
tauschii is a variable species represented by a multitude of
forms, from slender types with cylindrical spikes
(ssp. tauschii), to more robust plants with thick, beaded
spikes (ssp. strangulata).

The wheat D subgenome appeared anomalous among the
three wheat subgenomes, in its great fluctuation chromoso-
mal diversity (Akhunov et al. 2010). Gene flow from A.
tauschii has been an important source of wheat genetic
diversity and influenced its distribution along the D‐sub-
genome chromosomes. Yet, despite its growth as a weed in
bread wheat fields, and ample opportunities for hybridization
between hexaploid wheat and its D-subgenome donor
(Kihara et al. 1965), direct hybridization of Ae. tauschii with
hexaploid wheat is arduous. On the other hand, Aegilops
tauschii readily hybridizes with tetraploid wheat, and triploid
hybrids often produce many unreduced gametes and are
fertile (Matsuoka and Nasuda 2004; Zhang et al. 2010). This
wide variation of forms may indicate recurrent formation of
hexaploid wheat from many independent crosses, involving
different genotypes of tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii
(Kuckuck 1964; Mac Key 1966; Jakubziner 1959; Morris
and Sears 1967; Feldman et al. 1995). This recurrent origin
presumably occurred throughout the area where tetraploid
wheat was farmed in the distribution area of Ae. tauschii,
i.e., from eastern Turkey in the west up to western China in
the east.

While tetraploid wheats, either hulled or free-threshing, in
keeping with their Near Eastern origin, are adapted to the
Mediterranean-type environments (with mild winters and
warm, rainless summers), addition of the D subgenome of
the central Asiatic tauschii greatly extended the range of
adaptation of hexaploid wheats to a more continental climate
and northern latitudes (Zohary 1969; Zohary et al. 2012;
Feldman 2001). Incorporation of the Ae. tauschii subgenome
rendered the hexaploid plants more capable of withstanding
continental winters and humid summers, facilitating the
spread of hexaploid bread wheat over the continental pla-
teaus of Asia and the colder temperate areas in eastern,
central, and northern Europe, explaining their prevalence in
these regions.

The D subgenome confers many desirable bread wheat
qualities, including bread making quality (Orth and Bushuk
1973), cold hardiness (Limin and Fowler 1981; Le et al.
1986), and salt tolerance (Schachtman et al. 1992). Bread
wheat is the dominant crop in temperate countries and is
used for human food and livestock feed. Its success,
resulting from the addition of the D subgenome to the BA of
tetraploid wheat, depends partly on its adaptability and high
yield potential, but also on its gluten protein fraction, which
confers the viscoelastic properties that allow dough to be

processed into bread, pasta, noodles, and other food products
(Shewry 2009). Bread wheat also contributes essential
amino acids, minerals, and vitamins, and beneficial phyto-
chemicals and dietary fiber components to the human diet
and are particularly enriched in whole-grain products.
However, wheat products are also known or suggested to be
responsible for a number of adverse reactions in humans,
including intolerances (notably celiac disease) and allergies
(respiratory and food). Current and future concerns include
sustaining wheat production and quality with reduced use of
agrochemicals and developing lines with enhanced quality
for specific end-uses, notably for biofuels and human
nutrition (Shewry 2009).

In addition, accessions of Ae. tauschii, particularly
those of subsp. strangulata, show resistance to many
diseases (Yildirim et al. 1995; Cox et al. 1995; Appels
and Lagudah 1990; Knaggs et al. 2000). The increase in
cold hardiness ascribed to the D subgenome, supports
Tsunewaki’s (1968) suggestion that the addition of this
subgenome to tetraploid wheat enabled the spread of the
cultivation of the resulting hexaploid to colder northern
countries. Analysis of inter-varietal substitution lines, in
which a chromosome of a cold hardiness cultivar of
hexaploid winter wheat substituted its homologous chro-
mosome in a spring cultivar, showed that chromosomes
4D and 5D accounted for much of the difference in cold
hardiness between these two cultivars (Law and Jenkins
1970; Cahalan and Law 1979).

Hexaploid wheat has greater tolerance to frost and other
environmental extremes than tetraploid wheat, and cultiva-
tion of hexaploid wheat consequently became far more
widespread than that of tetraploid wheat (Dubcovsky and
Dvorak 2007). Because farming of tetraploid wheat has been
very limited in the Far East, such as China, introgression
from Ae. tauschii did not take place in the Far East, while it
continued in west Asia. The absence of introgression in the
Far East subdivided Asian hexaploid wheat into two popu-
lations, western and Far Eastern (Dvorak et al. 2006; Bal-
fourier et al. 2007). Because of the importance of tetraploid
wheat as a bridge in gene flow from Ae. tauschii to hex-
aploid wheat, and because of the paucity of tetraploid wheat
in the eastern area of wheat distribution, Far Eastern hex-
aploid wheat more faithfully documents the original hex-
aploid wheat than the west Asian hexaploid wheat (Dvorak
et al. 2006). Since the identification of the parental species
of T. aestivum (McFadden and Sears 1946), many synthetic
hexaploids were produced by various researchers and
breeders using a variety of different lines of tetraploid wheat
and Ae. tauschii. These synthetic hexaploids were crossed
with cultivars of ssp. aestivum, enriching the genetic basis of
this important crop (Mujeeb Kazi et al. 1996; Dreisi-
gacker et al. 2008).
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Karyotype and Chromosome Morphology
The chromosomes of bread wheat ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring were numbered from I to XXI by Sears (1954). But,
on the basis of resemblance between different nullisomics
(plants deficient for one pair of homologous chromosomes,
and from study of nullisomic-tetrasomic combinations, the
21 chromosomes have been placed in seven homoeologous
groups of 3 (Sears 1952). Within these groups each tetra-
some (plant with four homologous chromosomes) shows the
ability to compensate to some degree for either of the two
other two nullisomes. The placement of the various chro-
mosomes to one of the subgenomes was followed. For
subgenome D this determination involved crossing each
momsome (2n = 41; 20II + 1I) with tetraploid wheat
(2n = 14II) and observing whether the F1 has 14 bivalents
and 6 univalents or 13 bivalents and 8 univalents. Okamoto
(1957b) identified the A- and B-subgenome chromosomes
by the occurrence of a heteromorphic bivalent in F1 hybrids
involving telocentrics of particular A- and B-subgenome
chromosomes and the amphiploid AADD. The allocation of
the various chromosomes to subgenomes and homoeologous
groups made possible the assignment of each chromosome
to its respective genome and homoeologous group and to
suggest a more logical system of renumbering the chromo-
somes of bread wheat (Sears 1959). This renumbering
assigned the 21 chromosome pairs toto their respective
subgenomes and homoeologous groups (Table 10.14).

Previous efforts to identify the chromosomes of hexaploid
wheat in somatic cells by their morphological characteristics
(Levitsky et al. 1939; Camara 1943, 1944; Schulz-Schaeffer
and Haun 1961; Khan 1963), failed to yield satisfactory
results because of the similarity between some of the chro-
mosomes. With monosomics (chromosomes that exist in a
single dose rather than in two), it is possible to study
chromosome morphology, because a monosome appears as a
univalent at first meiotic metaphase and lags behind the other
chromosomes during first and second meiotic anaphases
(Sears 1954). After measuring the size of monosomic
ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring chromosomes at second

meiotic telophase, Morrison (1953) noted two chromosomes
with a secondary constriction that was assumed to contain
the nucleolar-organizing regions (NORs), one in chromo-
some 1B and a second in 6B.

Giorgi and Bozzini (1970), using aneuploid lines of
hexaploid wheat cv. Chinese Spring, succeeded to study,
with sufficient accuracy, the morphology of somatic meta-
phase chromosomes in root tip cells and compared them
with those of tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum ssp. durum cv.
Cappelli, and of the diploid Ae. tauschii. Using relative
chromosome length and arm ratio as criteria, they observed
that, apart from minor differences, the chromosomes of the A
and B subgenomes of hexaploid wheat are very similar to
those of tetraploid wheat, and the chromosomes of the D
subgenome are similar to those of Ae. tauschii, showing that
there were no major structural changes at the hexaploid
level. Whereas homoeologous chromosomes generally have
similar arm ratios, no simple relationship exists between
chromosome homoeology and chromosome lengths. Giorgi
and Bozzini (1970), like Morrison (1953), identified two
pairs of satellited chromosomes (1B and 6B), 5 medians (7B,
7A, 6A, 7D, and 6D), 10 submedian (3B, 2A, 3A, 2B, 4B,
4A, 1A, 3D, 2D, and 4D), and 4 subterminal (5B, 5A, 1D,
and 5D) chromosomes in the complement of Chinese
Spring.

Measurements presented by Sears (1954), of the mono-
somes of the bread wheat cultivar Chinese Spring at second
meiotic telophase, were in reasonable agreement with Mor-
rison’s (1953) results. The measurements obtained at first
meiotic metaphase and second meiotic telophase by Sears
(1954) (Table 10.15) showed that average chromosome
length at MI in the B subgenome is 6.43 µ, at TII is 10.14 µ,
and total B subgenome length at MI is 44.98 µ and at TII
70.97 µ. Chromosome 5B is the most brachial and 6B is the
least brachial, almost metacentric. Average chromosome
length in the A subgenome at MI is 5.6 µ and at TII 8.15 µ,
and total A subgenome length at MI is 39.56 µ and at TII
57.03 µ. Chromosome 1A is the most brachial and 6A is the
least brachial, submetacentric and almost metacentric.

Table 10.14 New and old
designation of of the
chromosomes of T. aestivum
ssp. aestivum, cv. Chinese Spring,
and assignment to their respective
subgenomes and homoeologous
groups (From Sears 1959)

Homoeologous
groups

Subgenome

A B D

New Old New Old New Old

1 1A XIV 1B I 1D XVII

2 2A IIa 2B XIIIa 2D XX

3 3A XII 3B III 3D XVI

4 4A IV 4B VIII 4D XV

5 5A IX 5B V 5D XVIII

6 6A VI 6B X 6D XIX

7 7A XI 7B VII 7D XXI
a After Chapman and Riley (1966)
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Average chromosome length in the D subgenome at MI is
5.22 µ and at TII 6.97 µ, and total D subgenome length at
MI is 36.57 µ and at TII 48.76 µ. Chromosomes 5D and 1D
are the most brachial and chromosome 6D is the least bra-
chial. Chromosomes 3B and 2B are the longest and 6D is the
shortest in the complement.

Sasaki et al. (1963), measuring monosome length at first
meiotic metaphase of the bread wheat winter cultivar Chey-
enne, and Gill et al. (1963), measuring monosome length at
first meiotic metaphase and at second meiotic anaphase of the
bread wheat winter cultivar Wichita, found, similar to Sears’s
(1954) measurements in the spring cultivar Chinese Spring,
that the B subgenome included the longest chromosomes,
while the D subgenome had the shortest ones. Like Sears
(1954), Sasaki et al. (1963), Gill et al. (1963) also Giorgi and
Bozzini (1970) found that the chromosomes of the D sub-
genome are usually the smallest in the complement, i.e., the
total chromosome length of the D subgenome is 28.2% of the
total chromosome complement length of hexaploid wheat.

In the 1970s, modern staining techniques were used to
analyze the structures of cereal chromosomes, and a cyto-
genetic karyotype of wheat was developed (Gill and Kimber
1974a; Gill et al. 1991; Jiang and Gill 1994a). Among the
several staining methods, two techniques, namely,
C-banding and N-banding, have been most useful in cyto-
genetic studies of wheat (Gill 1987). While C-bands mark
constitutive heterochromatin and stain all somatic metaphase
chromosomes in hexaploid wheat, N-bands reveal special-
ized heterochromatin on only nine of the 21 chromosome
pairs, i.e., all of the B genome chromosomes and

chromosomes 4A, and 7A (Gerlach 1977). The remaining
chromosomes show either faint bands or no bands at all.
Later, Endo and Gil (1984) identified 16 of the 21 chro-
mosomes of hexaploid wheat using an improved N-banding
technique.

Endo and Gill (1984), using N-banding, and Gill (1987),
using C-banding, measured chromosome length at meta-
phase in somatic cells of the bread wheat cultivar Chinese
Spring and found, like Sears (1954), Giorgi and Bozzini
(1970), that the B subgenome included the longest chro-
mosomes and the D subgenome the shortest chromosomes.
Like Morrison (1953), Gill et al. (1963), Giorgi and Bozzini
(1970), Endo and Gill (1984), Gill (1987) also observed
secondary constrictions and satellites on the short arms of
chromosomes 1B and 6B.

There are some discrepancies between the measurements
of Sears (1954) and those of Endo and Gill (1984), Gill
(1987) which presumably resulted from the sample prepa-
ration and measurements techniques. Yet, in all these stud-
ies, the B subgenome was the largest (38%), the A
subgenome was intermediate (33%), and the D subgenome
was the smallest (28%) of the chromosome complement.
The chromosomes of the B and the D subgenomes were
more heterobrachial than those of the A subgenome, with
chromosome 5B being the most and 7A the least hetero-
brachial. implying perhaps that the chromosomes of sub-
genomes B and D underwent more chromosomal
rearrangements than those of subgenome A. Since cv. Chi-
nese Spring has been shown to possess a ‘primitive’ chro-
mosome structure and has been extensively used for the

Table 10.15 Total length and
arm ratio of the chromosomes of
Triticum aestivum ssp. aestivum
cv. Chinese Spring (Studied in
monosomic combinations, see
Table 3 in Sears 1954)

Homoeologous group Subgenome

A B D

Length (µ) Arm
ratio

Length (µ) Arm
ratio

Length (µ) Arm
ratio

MIa TIIb TIIb MIa TIIb TIIb MIa TIIb TIIb

1 4.67 7.34 1.91:1 6.47 10.42 1.38:1 5.02 5.55 1.82:1

2c 5.52 8.11 1.26:1 6.87 10.92 1.25:1 5.58 8.18 1.23:1

3 6.21 8.50 1.15:1 6.87 12.32 1.29:1 5.86 7.45 1.37:1

4d 5.85 7.91 1.55:1 5.52 8.11 1.13:1 4.90 6.85 1.80:1

5 6.43 9.81 1.79:1 6.71 11.34 2.65:1 4.83 5.77 1.82:1

6 4.71 6.26 1.12:1 6.61 9.10 1.05:1 4.22 5.90 1.11:1

7 6.27 9.10 1.21:1 5.93 8.76 1.24:1 6.16 9.06 1.17:1

Total genome length 39.56 57.03 – 44.98 70.97 – 36.57 48.76 –

Average chromosome
length

5.65 8.15 – 6.43 10.14 – 5.22 6.97 –

a First meiotic metaphase
b Second meiotic telophase
c 2A was formerly 2B and 2B was formerly 2A (Chapmam and Riley 1966)
d 4A was formerly 4B and 4B was 4A (Dvorak 1983)
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development of cytogenetic stocks, and in genetic studies, its
idiogram was adopted as the wheat standard.

Pedersen and Langridge (1997), using the Ae. tauschii
clone pAs1, together with the barley clone pHvG38 (a
GAA-satellite sequence) for two-color FISH, were able to
identify the entire chromosome complement of hexaploid
wheat, facilitating easy discrimination of the three genomes
of wheat. A detailed idiogram was constructed, including 73
GAA bands and 48 pAs1 bands. Identification of the wheat
chromosomes by FISH will be particularly useful in con-
nection with the physical mapping of other DNA sequences
to chromosomes, as well as for chromosome identification in
general, as an alternative to C-banding.

Chromosomal Rearrangements in ssp. aestivum
Chromosomal rearrangements are abundant among acces-
sions of allopolyploid wheats. Using the C-banding tech-
nique, Badaeva et al. (2007) detected chromosomal
rearrangements in 70 of 208 accessions of tetraploid wheat,
and 69 of 252 accessions of hexaploid wheat. Among all
chromosomal aberrations identified in tetraploid and hex-
aploid wheats, single translocations were the most frequent
type (39 types), followed by multiple rearrangements (9
types), pericentric inversions (9 types), and paracentric
inversions (3 types). The breakpoints were located at or near
the centromere in 60 rearranged chromosomes, while, in 52
cases, they were in interstitial chromosome regions. In the
latter group, translocation breakpoints were often located at
the border between constitutive heterochromatin (C-bands)
and euchromatin or between two adjacent C-bands.
According to Badaeva et al. (2007), some of these regions
seem to be translocation “hotspots”. Their results, as well as
data published by other authors, indicate that translocations
most frequently involve B-subgenome chromosomes, fol-
lowed by A- and D-subgenome chromosomes. Individual
chromosomes also differ in the frequencies of translocations.
Other translocations seem to occur independently and their
broad distribution can result from selective advantages of
rearranged genotypes in diverse environmental conditions.
Badaeva et al. (2007) found significant geographic variation
in the spectra and frequencies of translocation in wheat: the
highest proportions of rearranged genotypes were found in
Central Asia, the Middle East, Northern Africa, and France.
A low proportion of aberrant genotypes was characteristic of
tetraploid wheat from Transcaucasia and hexaploid wheat
from Middle Asia and Eastern Europe.

In hexaploid wheat, evolutionary translocation involving
chromosome arms 4AL (formerly 4BL), 5AL, and 7BS were
proposed by Naranjo et al. (1987), following study of
induced homologous chromosome pairing with the aid of
differential chromosome staining. A similar translocation
exists in rye, also involving chromosomes 4R, 5R and 7R

(Naranjo et al. 1987). Since diploid wheat, T. monococcum,
has a similar 4AmL/5AmL translocation (Miller et al. 1981),
it was concluded that the translocation 4L/5L is an ancestral
translocation involving many Triticineae species.

Genetic maps of wheat chromosome 4A, and the chro-
mosomal locations of 70 sets of isozymes and molecular
homoeologous loci, have been used to further define the
structure of wheat chromosomes 4A, 5A and 7B (Liu et al.
1992). Evidence was provided showing that an interstitial
segment on 4AL originated from 5AL. The construction of
comparative genetic maps of chromosomes 4Am and 5Am

of T. monococcum, and of chromosomes of homoeologous
groups 4, 5 and 7 of ssp. aestivum has provided insight into
the evolution of these chromosomes (Devos et al. 1995). As
was shown by Naranjo et al. (1987), and Liu et al. (1992),
wheat chromosome 4A is a translocated chromosome car-
rying segments derived from 4A, 5A, and 7B. This
translocation existing in bread wheat, which can be
explained by a 4AL/5AL translocation that already occurred
at the diploid level, before the differentiation of T. urartu and
T. monococcum, is an important chromosomal rearrange-
ment incident (Luo et al. 2018). Three further rearrange-
ments, a 4AL/7BS translocation, a pericentric inversion and
a paracentric inversion, took place in the tetraploid progen-
itor of hexaploid wheat (Devos et al. 1995). The structurally
rearranged chromosomes 4A, 5A, and 7B are an exception to
other translocations. The first step in these rearrangements
was fixation of a 4A/5A translocation in diploid ancestors of
several Triticineae taxa. This translocation existed already in
diploid wheat prior to the divergence of T. monococcum and
T. urartu. The remaining rearrangements were fixed during
the evolution of T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides. These
involved a pericentric inversion in 4A which converted the
long arm into the short arm, a paracentric inversion in the
4AL arm, and a reciprocal translocation between 7BS and
the rearranged 4AL arm. Translocations fixed during the
evolution of T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides differ from those
fixed during the evolution of T. timopheevii
ssp. armeniacum.

Although additional terminal translocations and inver-
sions in the A, B, and D subgenomes may have been fixed
during the evolution of the three subgenomes of T. aestivum,
and escaped molecular detection, the order of loci in wheat
homoeologous chromosomes is largely colinear.

Nucleolar-Organizing Regions (NORs) and rRNA Genes
Crosby (1957) studied the nucleolar activity of each of the
21 chromosomes of the complement of ssp. aestivum cv.
Chinese Spring, by analyzing micronucleus formation at
second meiotic anaphase and telophase of the lagged
monosomic chromosomes. She found that four chromo-
somes can produce nucleoli in the pollen mother cells
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(PMCs): chromosome 1B produced nucleoli in 15% of its
micronuclei, chromosome 6B in 20%, chromosome 1A in
13% and chromosome 5D in 7%. The normal nuclei in
PMCs of disomic plants had an average 1.5 nucleoli per cell.
Lines with four doses of chromosome 1B ((tetra 1B) and
four doses of chromosome 6B each had an average of 3.0
nucleoli per PMC; tetra 1A and tetra 5D had 2.1 and 2.0
nucleoli per PMC, respectively. Thus, Crosby (1957) con-
cluded that chromosomes 1B and 6B have strong
nucleolar-organizing capacity, while chromosomes 1A and
5D have a weaker capacity. Crosby-Longwell and Svihla
(1960) further studied the effect of increased and decreased
doses of the chromosomes bearing NORs on nucleoli
number in PMCs of bread wheat, and found that removal of
pairs of strong nucleolar chromosomes induced latent
nucleolar chromosomes to compensate for almost 100% of
the nucleolar activity of the missing pair of strong nucleolar
chromosomes.

Nucleolar organizer regions (NORs), which are located in
the secondary constrictions of satellited chromosomes, have
been shown to be the sites of multiple rRNA genes in
eukaryotes (Birnstiel et al. 1971). In accordance, studies of
Flavell and Smith (1974), Flavell and O’Dell (1976), Miller
et al. (1980) showed that the major rRNA gene clusters in
ssp. aestivum and ssp. spelta are located in chromosome 1B
and 6B. Additional smaller sites were found on chromo-
somes 1A and 5D. This was confirmed by Hutchinson and
Miller (1982), who showed four pairs of sites in some cells
of ssp. spelta and ssp. aestivum. Using in situ hybridization
of cloned ribosomal DNA, Hutchinson and Miller (1982),
established the numbers of NORs in a range of subspecies of
T. aestivum. In all subspecies, two pairs of sites occurred on
chromosome arms with marked satellites. However,
ssp. compactum and ssp. sphaerococcum showed an addi-
tional pair of minor sites located on a chromosome without
an obvious satellite.

Following Crosby (1957), also Flavell and Smith (1974)
and Flavell and O’Dell (1976) considered chromosomes 1B
and 6B as possessing “strong” and the 1A and 5D as “weak”
nucleolar organizers. NORs on 1B and 6B of the cultivar
Chinese Spring possess approximately 90% of the total
rRNA gene complement. Chromosome 6B possesses
approximately 5500 (60%) rRNA genes, chromosome 1B
possesses 2700 (30%) rRNA genes, whereas chromosomes
1A and 5D possess 950 (10%) rRNA genes of the total 9150
rRNA genes of the cv. Chinese Spring (Flavell and Smith
1974). Yet, different cultivars of bread wheat have different
numbers of ribosomal RNA genes, as indicated by
rRNA/DNA hybridizations (Flavell and Smith 1974; Mohan
and Flavell 1974). For Example, in the cultivar Holdfast,
chromosome 6B possess approximately only 2000 ribosomal
RNA genes (Flavell and Smith 1974).

In plants, the rRNA cistrons (18S-5.8S-26S) are orga-
nized as families of repeated units in tandem arrays, at the
NORs of chromosomes. Each repeating unit consists of one
rRNA sequence including transcribed (18S-5.8S-26S) and
non-transcribed spacer regions. The number of repeat units
and the size of the spacer vary across plants. Also in hex-
aploid wheat the ribosomal RNA genes are organized in
tandem arrays at the nucleolus organizers (Flavell 1989). By
the use of various aneuploid lines and other genetic stocks,
and by in situ hybridization using high specific activ-
ity 125I-rRNA, Appels et al. (1980) determined the location
of the rRNA genes in wheat, rye and barley and studied the
organization of the ribosomal RNA cistrons in these grasses.
Their study confirmed the location of the 18S-5.8S-26S
rRNA gene repeat units in ssp. aestivum (cv. Chinese
Spring) on chromosomes 1B, 6B and 5D, and this repeating
unit is approximately 9.5 kb long (Appels et al. 1980).

In situ hybridization in conjunction with deletion map-
ping (using chromosomal deficiencies described by Endo
and Gill 1996) was employed to physically map the 18S.26S
multigene rRNA gene family in ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring (Mukai et al. 1991). These authors found a new locus
in the long arm of chromosome 7D of Chinese Spring
and Aegilops squarrosa, and also confirmed the location of
the NOR locus at the telomeric end of the short arm of
chromosome 1A. Moreover, they showed that the rDNA
exists as condensed DNA (heterochromatic) at each end,
while diffused rDNA was identified within the secondary
constriction region of the NORs in 1B (Nor-B1), 6B
(Nor-B2), and 5D (Nor- D3). On the basis of these obser-
vations, Mukai et al. (1991) supported the model of Hilliker
and Appels (1989) which claimed that the usual state of
rDNA is inactive (facultatively heterochromatic). A small
fraction of rDNA at a specific location (usually in the middle
of the NORs in wheat) exists as a diffuse region (active) in
condensed metaphase chromosomes.

In ribosomal DNA, there are transcribed and
non-transcribed spacers within and between gene clusters.
The transcribed spacer contains both internal transcribed
spacer (ITS) and external transcribed spacer (ETS) (Flavell
1980). The ITS is the spacer DNA situated between the
small-subunit rRNA and the large-subunit rRNA genes in
the polycistronic rRNA precursor transcript; ITS1 is located
between 18S and 5.8S rRNA genes, while ITS2 is between
5.8S and 25S. Thus, each eukaryotic ribosomal cluster
contains the 5′ ETS, the 18S rRNA gene, ITS1, the 5.8S
rRNA gene, ITS2, the 25S rRNA gene, and finally the 3′
ETS. During rRNA maturation, ETSs and ITSs are excised
(Flavell 1980) and rapidly degraded.

The non-transcribed spacer, termed the intergenic
spacer (IGS) or non-transcribed spacer (NTS), separates the
rRNA genes (and internal transcribed spacers) that are
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arranged in tandem repeats. Due to the non-coding nature of
spacer DNA, its nucleotide sequence changes much more
rapidly over time than nucleotide sequences coding for
proteins that are subject to selective forces. Although spacer
DNA might not have a function that depends on its nu-
cleotide sequence, it may still have sequence-independent
functions.

Although rRNA gene clusters were homogeneous within
cultivars of ssp. aestivum and could be assigned to particular
chromosomes, extensive polymorphism was observed for
the spacer region in various cultivars (Appels and Dvorak
1982). May and Appels (1987) examined the length of the
non-transcribed spacer separating rRNA genes in 25
ssp. aestivum cultivars, carrying up to 3000 such genes on
chromosomes 1B and 6B. The data showed that there were
three distinct alleles of the 1B locus, and at least five allelic
variants of the 6B locus. Chromosome 5D had only one
allelic variant. Whereas the major spacer variants of the 1B
alleles apparently differed by the loss or gain of one or two
of the 133 bp sub-repeat units within the spacer DNA, the
6B allelic variants showed major differences in their com-
positions and lengths. This may be related to the greater
number of rRNA genes repeat units at this locus.

Genetic variation exists within a species for the number
of the rRNA genes at a locus and also for the structure of the
intergenic, regulatory DNA. This variation can affect the
activity of a locus, relative to that of another in the same cell
(Flavell 1989). The active loci are enriched with genes that
are not methylated at specific CpG residues in the intergenic
regulatory DNA. Flavell (1989) suggested a model that
attempts to relate the structural variation between genes to
the differential expression and nucleolar organization of the
rRNA genes at different loci. The model is based on the
affinity of proteins, at limited concentrations, to specific
regulatory DNA sequences. These sequences are subject to
change as a result of mechanisms that can spread mutations
through a locus. The resulting variation, which may not be
eliminated by selection, unless it is very deleterious and
accounts for a large part of the total rDNA, may be one
reason why plants maintain a large excess of ribosomal RNA
genes.

Flavell and O’Dell (1979) investigated the genetic control
of the various NORs in root tip cells of bread wheat by
cytologically scoring the number of nucleoli per cell in
(a) aneuploid derivatives of cv. Chinese Spring, each having
a different dosage of a particular chromosome or chromo-
some arm, and (b) in substitution lines where nucleolus
organizer chromosomes had been replaced by homologues
possessing different NORs. They assumed that NOR activity
correlates with nucleolus size and thus, with the intensity of
a cytologically visible marker. The authors reported that the
weak NORs on chromosomes 1A and 5D infrequently
formed a visible nucleolus in the presence of the strong

NORs on chromosomes 1B and 6B. When a major pair of
NORs on chromosomes 1B or 6B was deleted, the smaller
NORs formed a visible nucleolus more frequently. Similarly,
when the major NORs were replaced by weak NORs, the
smaller nucleolus organizers formed visible nucleoli more
frequently. When a small nucleolus organizer was replaced
by a strong NOR a larger nucleolus is formed. These and
other findings led to the general conclusions that there is a
correlation between the number of rRNA gene and nucleolus
size, i.e., the relative size of the nucleolus formed depends
principally upon the number of the total active rRNA genes
in the cell. Varying the dosage of at least 13 non-
nucleolus-organizer chromosomes also resulted in changes
in the number of visible nucleoli per cell, implying that, in
bread wheat, genetic control of the activity of individual
nucleolus organizers is complex (Flavell and O’Dell 1979).

The number of nucleoli visualized at interphase by
specific silver (Ag) staining, was also used to infer the
activity of NORs. The silver staining procedure can be used
to visualize gene activity at the ribosomal DNA sites with
conventional light microscopy, since only NORs that are
functionally active during the preceding interphase are
stained by silver. Using this procedure, Lacadena et al.
(1984) studied amphiplasty (suppression or dominance of
NOR activity) in somatic metaphase cells of the synthetic
allohexaploid triticale (tetraploid wheat-rye amphiploid) and
found that while the NORs on 1B and 6B were active, rye
NORs were suppressed. Cermeño et al. (1984) provided
evidence for only four active NORs in hexaploid wheat,
likely corresponding to the chromosome pairs 1B and 6B.
However, some somatic metaphase cells also showed NOR
activity on 1A and 5D. Their results clearly demonstrated the
relative nucleolar activity of the four organizer chromosomes
to be 6B > 1B > 5D > 1A in euploid, ditelosomic and
nulli-tetrasomic plants of common wheat. Inclusion of a
nucleolus organizer chromosome from Ae. umbellulata in
the bread wheat genome, caused suppression of the wheat
nucleolus organizers, while the Ae. umbellulata organizer
remained active (Flavell and O’Dell 1979). Such suppres-
sion occurs in many interspecific plant hybrids and was
described by Navashin (1928, 1931) as differential amphi-
plasty, i.e., dominance of one nucleolar organizer over
another. Differential amphiplasty has been reported to exist
in tetraploid and hexaploid wheats (Lacadena et al. 1984,
and references therein).

Nucleolar differential amphiplasty is an epigenetic phe-
nomenon that describes the formation of nucleoli, by chro-
mosomes inherited from only one parent/progenitor of a
genetic hybrid (Pikaard 2001). As only transcriptionally
active rRNA genes give rise to nucleoli, the molecular basis
for nucleolar dominance or amphiplasty is differential rRNA
gene expression that might result from selective silencing of
specific subsets of rRNA genes via changes in DNA
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methylation and histone posttranslational modifications
(Pikaard 2001). Because rRNA genes are nearly identical in
sequence, it has long been a mystery how rRNA genes
destined for silencing can be discriminated from genes that
remain active. However, recent genetic evidence indicates
that selective rRNA gene silencing results from inactivation
of entire NORs, and not through mechanisms that discrim-
inate between individual rRNA genes (Pikaard 2001).

rRNA genes at different NOR loci in hexaploid wheat are
expressed at different levels. Even in cv. Chinese Spring, the
NOR on chromosome 1B is partially dominant to that on
chromosome 6B, since the 1B locus is more active despite
the smaller number of genes (Thompson and Flavell 1988).
These authors have previously shown that these and other
examples of nucleolar dominance in wheat are associated
with undermethylation of cytosine residues in certain regions
of the dominant rDNA. Thompson and Flavell (1988)
showed that rRNA genes at dominant loci are organized in a
chromatin conformation that renders them more sensitive to
DNase I digestion than other rRNA genes.

Ribosomal RNA genes of T. aestivum, are known to be
expressed at different levels and some loci exhibit full or
partial dominance over others (Gustafson and Flavell 1996).
Nucleolar dominance is best seen in hexaploid triticale
where the wheat loci dominate over the rye NOR locus.
A correlation appears to exist between the methylation of
cytosine residues and the expression of a rRNA locus sug-
gesting that a dominant locus would have a much-reduced
methylation pattern over a recessive locus. The effect on rye
NOR expression in tetraploid triticales containing various
wheat and rye NOR loci was studied by Gustafson and
Flavell (1996). The results showed that when both wheat
chromosomes 1B and 6B were present, the rye NOR locus
was methylated and suppressed. When either 1B or 6B were
present, some minor rye activity was seen, and that a slightly
higher degree of activity was observed in the absence of 1B
versus 6B. When both 1B and 6B were absent, the rye locus
was expressed as in rye. These data indicate that either one
of the wheats rRNA gene loci suppress rye rRNA gene loci.

Flavell et al. (1988) studied cytosine methylation in
wheat rRNA genes at nucleolar organizers displaying dif-
ferent activities. They observed that the methylation pattern
within a specific multigene locus is influenced by the num-
ber and type of rRNA genes in other rRNA gene loci in the
cell. Dominant, very active loci had a higher proportion of
rRNA genes with nonmethylated cytosine residues in com-
parison with recessive and inactive loci. The authors con-
cluded that cytosine methylation in rRNA genes is regulated
and that the methylation pattern correlates with the tran-
scription potential of an rRNA gene. Suppression of rRNA
genes, originating from one parent, is often due to cytosine
methylation (Thompson and Flavell 1988; Gustafson and
Flavell 1996; Houchins et al. 1997). Neves et al. (1995)

showed that treatments during germination with the cytosine
analogue 5-azacytidine, that causes cytosine demethylation,
stably reactivated the expression of the suppressed rRNA
genes of rye in triticale.

Wheat rRNA genes are methylated at CCGG sites that are
present in the intergenic regions (Sardana et al. 1993). In all
the genotypes of T. aestivum studied, the rRNA gene loci
with larger intergenic regions between their genes, possessed
a larger number of rRNA genes unmethylated at one or more
CCGG sites in the intergenic regions as compared to loci
with shorter intergenic regions. In four genotypes, rDNA
loci with longer intergenic regions had larger secondary
constrictions on metaphase chromosomes, a measure of
relative locus activity, as compared to loci with shorter
intergenic regions. The findings have been integrated into a
model for the control of rDNA expression based on corre-
lations between cytosine methylation patterns and the
number of upstream 135 by repeats in intergenic regions
(Sardana et al. 1993).

The reduction in the number of rye rRNA genes con-
taining an unmethylated CCGG site in the promoter was
associated in wheat x rye hybrids with the suppression of the
rye nucleolus (Houchins et al. 1997). These results are
consistent with a model in which promoter and upstream
regulatory repeats of rRNA genes compete for limited con-
centrations of regulatory proteins, and genes that are
methylated at key binding sites fail to engage these regula-
tory proteins and thus remain inactive.

Carvalho et al. (2010) studied the methylation patterns of
the NOR regions in 18 Portuguese bread wheat lines, of
which 10 presented six Ag-NORs per somatic metaphase
and six nucleoli per interphase, and eight presented four
Ag-NORs per metaphase and four nucleoli per interphase.
Using Southern blot, with pTa71 as probe, which identified a
complete rDNA unit of bread wheat, they noted that DNA
digestions, performed by the restriction enzymes MspI
and HpaII, resulted in different patterns, revealing the high
level of cytosine methylation at their recognition sequences.
The total percentage of NOR methylation indicated that
wheat lines with a maximum of four Ag-NORs were more
heavily methylated at the NOR region than lines with a
maximum of six Ag-NORs.

Jointly with 25S and 5.8S rRNA, also 5S rRNA is an
integral component of the large ribosomal subunits in plants.
The genes coding for the 5S rRNA (5S DNA) of T. aestivum
have been extensively studied (e.g., Gerlach and Dyer 1980;
Appels et al. 1980; Scoles et al. 1988; Dvorak et al. 1989).
This species contains several thousands of repeated 5S DNA
units that are arranged in tandem arrays and are located at
one or two loci in the A, B, and D subgenomes of T, aes-
tivum (Appels et al. 1992). The 5S DNA multigene family in
bread wheat cv. Chinese Spring consist of 10,000 copies of
the 5S rRNA coding sequence per nucleus (Appels et al.
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1980). Sequencing of entire repeating units in ssp. aestivum
showed that there are two size classes of repeating units, 410
and 500 bp, in the 5S rRNA genes (Gerlach and Dyer 1980).
Each of the size classes carry 5S rRNA genes (120 bp)
coding for a small 120-bp molecule that forms part of the
ribosome, and a variable spacer region (290 bp and 380 bp,
respectively) (Baum and Bailey 2001). The spacer region
changes much faster in evolution than the gene region
(Fedoroff 1979; Scoles et al. 1988; Sastri et al. 1992) and
consequently, each 5S DNA locus consists of tandem arrays
of sequences containing blocks that are highly conserved
(gene regions), alternating with blocks that are highly
divergent (spacer regions) (Scoles et al. 1988; Baum and
Appels 1992; Sastri et al. 1992). The units at a given locus
are very similar in DNA sequence but marked differences
have been observed between loci. Nucleotide sequences of
the two clones showed that their 120-bp coding regions were
very similar, while the spacers showed very low homology,
indicating that their divergence must be relatively ancient.

In T. aestivum, the short (410 bp) units were found in the
short arm of chromosomes 1B and 1D, while the repeated
500-bp units were in the short arm of chromosomes 5A and
5B (Dvorak et al. 1989). This suggests that, although the two
subfamilies evolved in concert in the coding regions,
homogenization between the spacers of different subfami-
lies, is limited or does not occur. This lack of homoge-
nization of spacers between 5S DNA loci of different
genomes in polyploid wheat, parallels a similar lack of
spacer homogenization of the Nor loci between the B and D
genomes of bread wheat (Lassner et al. 1987).

The number of 5S DNA repeats in T. aestivum is esti-
mated to be 4700–5200 copies for the short sequence and
almost 3100 copies for the long one (Appels et al.1992;
Sastri et al. 1992). The copy number, however, may differ
among cultivars (Röder et al. 1992). The 5S DNA repeats
are located in bread wheat on the short arms of chromo-
somes of homoeologous groups 1 and 5 (Dvorak et al.
1989); those of the short-size class are located on group 1
chromosomes, while those of the long-size class are located
on group 5 chromosomes (Appels et al. 1992). The physical
location of these loci was assigned more precisely by dele-
tion mapping and in situ hybridization (Mukai et al. 1990).
The six loci of 5S DNA units located on chromosome arms
1AS, 5AS, 1BS, 5BS, 1DS, and 5DS were designated by
Dvorak et al. (1989), according to the rules for wheat genetic
nomenclature, 5SDna-A1, 5SDna-Bl, and 5SDna-Dl, on
chromosome arms 1AS, lBS, and 1DS, respectively, and
5SDna-A2, 5SDna-B2, and 5SDNA-D2 on chromosome
arms 5AS, 5BS, and 5DS, respectively.

In wheat, the major 5S RNA gene sites are close to the
secondary constrictions where the 18S-5.8S-26S repeating
units are found. The repeat unit of the 5S RNA genes was

approximately 0.5 kb in wheat (Appels et al. 1980). Dvorak
et al. (1989) determined the location of 5S rRNA genes (5S
DNA) in bread wheat on chromosome arms 1BS, 1DS, 5AS,
5BS, and tentatively 5DS.

In chromosome arm 1BS, the 5S DNA probe hybridized
in situ to the middle of the satellite (Appels et al. 1980).
Chromosome 1B shows a C-band at that position. This
suggests equivalence between the subterminal C-band in the
satellite of chromosome 1 and the physical location of the 5S
DNA. Deletion mapping of chromosome 5B placed all 5S
DNA copies into the distal half of the short arm (Kota and
Dvorak 1986). As in the short arm of chromosome lB, there
is a subterminal C-band in this region. Hence, the subter-
minal C-bands of 1BS, 1DS, 5AS, and 5BS may be equiv-
alent to the 5S DNA arrays (Dvorak et al. 1989).

These observations suggest that 5S DNA is located in a
single locus in each chromosome arm. According to the rules
for wheat genetic nomenclature and in adherence with the
designations used for 5S DNA by Xin and Appels (1988),
the loci on chromosome arms 1AS, lBS, and1DS were
designated 5SDna-A1, 5SDna-Bl, and 5S Dna-Dl, respec-
tively. The loci on chromosome arms 5AS, 5BS, and 5DS
were designated 5SDna-A2, 5SDna-B2, and 5SDNA-D2,
respectively. The existence of several species in which there
is no linkage between the NORs and 5S DNA loci.

Genome Size
The 1C DNA content in the subspecies of T. aestivum ranges
from 17.67 pg in ssp. aestivum to 18.92 pg in ssp. tibetanum
(Eilam et al. 2008). A similar estimate was provided by
Bennett (1972), who reported on 18 pg 1C DNA in
ssp. aestivum, and a somewhat lower estimate by Arumu-
ganathan and Earle (1991), who reported on 16.5 pg in this
subspecies. Two cultivars (4 plants) of ssp. spelta had a
mean of 17.72 ± 0.039 pg, 12 cultivars (19 plants) of
ssp. aestivum had 17.67 ± 0.311 pg, one cultivar (2 plants)
of ssp. compactum had 17.78 pg, two cultivars (4 plants) of
ssp. sphaerococcum had 17.99 ± 0.244 pg, and one line (2
plants) of ssp. tibetanum had 18.92 pg 1C DNA. The
amount of DNA in the four domesticated subspecies of T.
aestivum did not differ significantly, whereas ssp. tibetanum
had a significantly higher DNA content than ssp. aestivum
and ssp. spelta (but only one line was analyzed in ssp. ti-
betanum) (Eilam et al. 2008). The DNA content of T. aes-
tivum did not differ from that of the other hexaploid wheat,
T. zhukovskyi (Eilam et al. 2008). Nishikawa and Furuta
(1968) found no significant differences in DNA content
among American and Japanese cultivars of ssp. aestivum.
Likewise, Nishikawa and Furuta (1969), Furuta et al. (1974),
Eilam et al. (2008) reported no differences in DNA content
neither between synthesized hexaploid wheat and cultivars
of this subspecies, nor between the various subspecies of
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T. aestivum. The synthesized hexaploids have nuclear DNA
content equal to the sum of the DNA contents of their
respective parents (Nishikawa and Furuta 1969; Furuta et al.
1974). Similarly, Rees (1963), Rees and Walters (1965),
Pegington and Rees (1970) found no evidence of appreciable
change in nuclear DNA subsequent hybridization and
allopolyploidy that gave rise to the hexaploid wheats. Yet,
Pegington and Rees (1970) found that chromosomes in T.
aestivum are shorter than in its tetraploid and diploid
ancestors, which they claim is not reflection of a diminution
in the chromosome material but, rather, of its reorganization.
In contrast, Pai et al. (1961) reported that a considerable
degree of elimination of chromosomal material took place in
hexaploid wheats subsequent their origin, and Upadhya and
Swaminathan (1963a) reported that in two studied cultivars
of ssp. aestivum, there is less DNA than the expected amount
from the sum of its two putative parents. Pai et al. (1961),
Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963a) suggested that this
reduction in DNA content might have been an important
factor in the conversion of allopolyploid wheats into func-
tional diploids. The combination of the multivalent gene
suppressor system, the Ph1 gene, and DNA elimination,
appears to have led to a synthesis of the advantageous fea-
tures of allopolyploidy in wheats. Eilam et al. (2008) also
found that the 1C DNA content of T. aestivum is signifi-
cantly smaller than the expected additive amount of 1C
DNA of its two putative parents, namely, 12.84 ± 0.175 pg
in T. turgidum ssp. durum, one of the putative donors of the
B and A subgenomes, and 5.17 ± 0.087 pg of Ae. tauschii,
the donor of the D subgenome (Eilam et al. 2007, 2008).

Furuta et al. (1984) determined the DNA content of the
three subgenomes of hexaploid wheat by summing the DNA
contents of the seven individual chromosomes of each sub-
genome. They found that the DNA content of the B sub-
genome was significantly higher than those of the A and D
subgenomes. In addition, DNA content of individual chro-
mosomes varied from chromosome to chromosome in the
studied lines. Lee et al. (1997) estimated the DNA content of
individual chromosomes at the G1 stage using flow cytom-
etry, by subtracting the readings of a monosomic line from
those of euploid T. aestivum. The haploid 2C DNA content
of individual wheat chromosomes at the G1 stage range from
about 0.58 pg in single-chromosome 1D, to approximately
1.12 pg in single-chromosome 3A. The A subgenome
(haploid 2C content = 6.15 pg) seems to contain more DNA
than the B (haploid 2C = 6.09 pg) and D (haploid
2C = 5.05 pg) subgenomes. Analysis of variance showed
significant differences (a = 0.01) in DNA content both
among homoeologous groups and among genomes. Yet,
their estimates of interphase wheat chromosomes DNA
content in monosomic lines correlated poorly with the
chromosome sizes at metaphase (r = 0.622, p � 0.01).

Chromosome Arrangement in the Nucleus of T.
aestivum
Arrangement of chromosomes in the eukaryotic nucleus and
its impact on various aspects of chromosomal behavior and
function, have been a focal point of interest in cytological
research for over a century (for review see Avivi and Feld-
man 1980; Comings 1980; Hilliker and Appels 1989).
Arrangement of chromosomes has two main elements:
(i) arrangement of chromosomes with respect to nuclear
polarity and to various nuclear components (e.g., Rabl ori-
entation, attachment of centromeres to the spindle fibers,
involvement of centromeres in the formation of the nuclear
membrane, and attachment of centromeres and telomeres to
the nuclear membrane), and (ii) arrangement of chromo-
somes with respect to one another (Comings 1968; Feldman
and Avivi 1973a, b; Vogel and Schroeder 1974; Mosolov
1974; Horn and Waldman 1978; Avivi et al. 1982a, b).
While there is consensus regarding the concept of polarized
chromosomal arrangements in the interphase nucleus, there
is still some controversy concerning the spatial relationships
of chromosomes with respect to one another. This contro-
versy stems from difficulties in performing direct observa-
tions of interphase chromosomal arrangements and from the
fact that mitotic metaphase chromosomal distribution, i.e.,
arrangement of chromosomes on the metaphase plate by
means of the spindle fibers, may be distinct from that of
interphase. In most cases, therefore, interphase chromosomal
arrangement is inferred from chromosomal positions at
metaphase of physically or chemically treated cells. In such
cells, the spindle system did not develop and, presumably,
the chromosomes did not move much after the disintegration
of the nuclear membrane; therefore, they are assumed to
retain, more or less, their interphase location.

In diploid organisms the arrangement of chromosomes
with respect to one another in the interphase nucleus com-
prises two kinds of spatial relationships: (a) those between
homologous chromosomes, and (b) those between
non-homologous chromosomes. In interspecific hybrids and
in allopolyploids, spatial relationships also exist between
homoeologous (partially homologous) chromosomes and
non-homoeologous chromosomes of different subgenomes
(Avivi and Feldman 1980).

Bread wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, is quite suitable
for studies of such spatial relationships. First, as bread wheat
is a hexaploid with three homoeologous subgenomes, A, B,
and D, and six genetically related chromosomes in each of
the seven homoeologous groups, it can be used to examine
the relationships between chromosomes of the same or of
different subgenomes. Second, the availability in bread
wheat cv. Chinese Spring complete series of telocentric
chromosomes (Sears 1954; Sears and Sears 1979), facilitates
production of plants with different types of telocentric pairs,
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easily recognizable in mitosis and meiosis. Third, the
deduction that chromosome arm 5BL affects spatial rela-
tionships between chromosomes (Feldman 1966c; Feldman
and Avivi 1973b, 1984), allows studies of the genetic control
and subcellular and molecular mechanisms involved in
chromosomal arrangement.

When studying spatial relationships in hexaploid wheat,
chromosomes can be grouped into telocentric pairs, whose
members are either genetically related or unrelated. In allo-
hexaploid wheat, related chromosomes can be either of the
same subgenome (homologues) or of different subgenomes
(homoeologues). Unrelated combinations of two chromo-
somes (non-homologues and non-homoeologues) can be
divided into combinations whose members belong to the
same subgenome and those whose members belong to dif-
ferent subgenomes.

The approximate two decades of study of chromosomal
arrangement in the somatic and meiotic nucleus of bread
wheat (Feldman et al. 1966; Feldman and Avivi 1973a,
1973b, 1984; Avivi et al. 1982a, b; Yacobi et al. 1985) have
provided much information on spatial relationships between
different types of chromosomes and on the genetic control of
these relationships. These studies indicate that in root-tip and
premeiotic cells and in first meiotic prophase and metaphase,
chromosomes are distributed nonrandomly with respect to
each other and occupy definite positions in the nucleus.

Spatial Relationships Between Chromosomes of the Different
Subgenomes
Feldman and Avivi (1973b), Avivi et al. (1982b), measuring
distances between different telocentric pairs in root-tip cells
of bread wheat cv. Chinese Spring, found that the chromo-
somes of each of the three subgenomes are arranged at larger
distances from each other than chromosomes of the same
subgenome do. This might imply that each subgenome
occupies a distinct region in the allohexaploid nucleus.

Spatial separation of parental genomes in somatic and
meiotic metaphases of various plant hybrids has been
reported by several researchers (Finch et al. 1981; Sch-
warzacher et al. 1989, 1992; Linde-Laursen and Jensen
1991). Others have made such observations in allopolyploid
Milium montianum (Bennett and Bennett 1992) and allote-
traploid cotton (Han et al. 2015). In allopolyploid plants,
there appears to be subgenome separation of interphase
chromosomes, with chromosomes of each subgenome
tending to cluster together (Hilliker and Appels 1989).
A similar genome separation phenomenon was found in
synthesized tetraploid cotton (genome AAGG) (Han et al.
2015), indicating that genome separation established
immediately after tetraploid cotton formation. Given the
evidence of parental genome separation in other plants, Han
et al. (2015) speculated that genome separation might be a
normal phenomenon in diploid and allopolyploid species.

Concia et al. (2020) analyzed the whole genome interaction
matrix in allohexaploid wheat and revealed three hierarchical
layers of chromosome interactions, from strongest to lowest:
(i) within chromosomes, (ii) between chromosomes of the
same subgenome, and (iii) between chromosomes of differ-
ent subgenomes. This organization indicates a non-random
spatial distribution of the three subgenomes that could mirror
the presence of functional “subgenome territories.”

Concia et al. (2020) confirmed the presence of
subgenome-specific territories using genomic in situ
hybridization (GISH) in root meristematic cells. Similar to
Avivi et al. (1982b), Concia et al. (2020) observed that the A
and B subgenomes interact more frequently than do A and D
or B and D. To determine whether other polyploid plants
share the same large-scale nuclear organization, Concia et al.
(2020) analyzed 14-day-old rapeseed seedlings (Brassica
napus), and again revealed a three-layer hierarchy of chro-
mosomal interactions identical to those in wheat, suggesting
that this organization might be a general feature of
allopolyploid plants.

Concia et al. (2020) showed, using two genome-wide
complementary techniques, GISH and Hi-C, that the chro-
matin of hexaploid wheat is not uniformly distributed across
the nucleus but, rather, occupies subgenome-specific nuclear
compartments. This finding is consistent with previous
cytological observations (Feldman and Avivi 1973b; Avivi
et al. 1982a, 1982b), indicating that chromosomes of the
same subgenome tend to be physically closer to each other
than chromosomes of different subgenomes. Consequently,
Concia et al. (2020) proposed that subgenome territories are
the primary level of chromatin spatial organization in bread
wheat. The establishment of subgenome territories may be a
mechanism that favors the pairing of homologues versus
homoeologues by creating territorial “boundaries” between
the different subgenomes, i.e., either homoeologues or
non-homologues (Concia et al. (2020).

Similar finding showing that the three subgenomes of
bread wheat are located in three different territories in the
interphase nucleus were presented by Li et al. (2000) and Jia
et al. (2021). Using genomic in situ hybridization (GISH), Li
et al. (2000) found that the three subgenomes of hexaploid
wheat tend to localize to specific nuclear territories. Jia et al.
(2021) investigated the mechanism affecting higher-order
structure on both chromosome and subgenome levels in
common wheat. Their data rsupports the existence of
subgenome-specific territories and reveals the impact of the
genetic sequence context on the higher-order chromatin
structure and subgenome stability in hexaploid wheat.

Spatial Relationships Between Homologous and Homoeolo-
gous Chromosomes
In normal dosage, the long arm of chromosome 5B (5BL) of
ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring prevents pairing of
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homoeologues while allowing homologues to pair regularly
at meiosis. In the absence of 5BL as in nullisomic 5B or in
the ph1b mutant line, which is deficient for the Ph1 gene, the
suppressor of homoeologous pairing on 5BL, some
homoeologous pairing superimposed on the homologous
pairs can be observed (Sears 1976b). Six doses of 5BL
caused partial asynapsis of homologous chromosomes at
meiosis, and at the same time, some pairing of homoeolo-
gous chromosomes and interlocking of bivalents (Feldman
1966c). To explain this paradoxical effect of six doses of
5BL, it was assumed (Feldman 1966c, 1968) that this
chromosome arm carries a gene, most probably Ph1, that
neither interferes with the pairing process itself nor with
those of recombination, but, rather, disrupts a premeiotic
event which is a prerequisite for regular meiotic pairing. It
was hypothesized that six doses of 5BL alter the arrange-
ment of homologues and homoeologues in the premeiotic
nucleus of bread wheat. According to this assumption, in
plants lacking 5BL, the homoeologues as well as homo-
logues lie close to each other, resulting in some homoeolo-
gous pairing, which is superimposed on the homologous
pairs, and also in few interlocking of two or, more rarely,
three bivalents. Two doses of 5BL, as in disomic 5B or
mono-isosomic 5BL, while scarcely affecting the homolo-
gous chromosomes, maintain the homoeologues apart, thus,
leading to exclusive homologous pairing without interlock-
ing of bivalents. Six doses of 5BL (as in tri-isosomic 5BL)
fully suppress premeiotic arrangement, leading to a random
distribution of chromosomes, in which the homologues may
presumably be separated by a distance of as much as several
microns. The meiotic attraction forces which usually cause
pairing of very closely oriented homologues are not suffi-
cient to bring about pairing of such distantly separated
homologues, and, as a result, many homologous chromo-
somes fail to pair. Since homoeologous chromosomes may,
by chance, lie close to each other, homoeologous pairing can
take place. Although multivalent associations were rare at
first metaphase of tri-isosomic 5BL, due to the general
reduction of pairing, heteromorphic rod bivalents occur,
presumably also the result of homoeologous pairing. Finally,
the wide occurrence of interlocking bivalents, in spite of
the reduction in the total number of bivalents, shows clearly
that some of the pairing is between widely separated
partners.

The gene on 5BL is not a specific suppressor of
homoeologous pairing, since in extra doses, it also affects the
pairing of homologous chromosomes (Feldman 1966c;
Wang 1990). In disomic 5B plants, the normal two doses of
the 5BL gene are presumably counteracted by the presence
of the homoeoallelic pairing promoters on chromosomal
arms 5AL and 5DL and, therefore, only homoeologous
pairing is suppressed, whereas in tri-isosomic 5BL plants,
the extra dose of this gene also suppresses homologous

pairing. Indeed, it was found (Feldman, 1966c, 1968) that
the long arms of 5A and 5D carry gene(s) that promote
pairing. There are several other pairing genes that may also
be involved in the control of premeiotic association between
bread wheat chromosomes. These include weak suppressors
on 3DS (Mello-Sampayo 1972), on 3AS (Driscoll 1973), on
2DL and possibly also on 2AL and 2BL (Ceoloni et al.
1986), and promoters on the short arms of chromosomes of
group 5 (Feldman 1966c; Feldman and Mello-Sampayo
1967; Riley et al. 1966; Dvorak 1976), on the long arms of
chromosomes of group 3 (Driscoll 1973), and on the short
arms of chromosomes of group 2 (Ceoloni et al. 1986).
Hence, the control of pairing in bread wheat stems from a
balance between several suppressors and promoters.

Further evidence indicating that extra doses of 5BL
interfere with premeiotic chromosomal arrangement came
from their effect on pairing of isochromosomes in plants
bearing tri-isosomic 5BL. Such bread wheat plants carry
three isochromosomes 5BL, each with two homologous 5BL
arms, which may undergo inter-chromosomal pairing
between 5BL arms of different isochromosomes or
intra-chromosomal pairing involving arms of the same
isochromosome. While six doses of 5BL reduced the
inter-chromosomal pairing between the three 5BL isochro-
mosomes down to a frequency similar to that of conven-
tional homologous chromosomes (to about 50% of the
normal pairing), the degree of intra-chromosomal pairing of
these isochromosomes was not affected at all. Hence, when
the homologous arms are connected by a common cen-
tromere and cannot be spatially separated, their pairing is not
suppressed by six doses of 5BL.

The effect of Ph1 on intra- and inter-chromosomal pairing
was compared to the effect of the Syn-B1 gene (Vega and
Feldman 1998) located on the long arm of chromosome 3B
(3BL), whose activity is responsible for normal synapsis and
chiasma formation (Sears 1954; Kempanna and Riley 1962;
Kato and Yamagata 1982, 1983). In contrast to the effect of
Ph1, intra-chromosome pairing was strongly reduced in the
absence of the synaptic gene Syn-B1 (Vega and Feldman
1998).

Absence of 5BL also induces bivalent interlocking, but to
a lesser extent than six doses. However, in zero dose of 5BL,
interlocking configurations are composed of only two or
three bivalents, as predicted for interlocking involving only
homoeologous bivalents. In the presence of two doses of
5BL, no interlocking bivalents are formed. On the other
hand, in plants with four and six doses of 5BL, more than
three bivalents (up to seven) form interlocking configura-
tions, indicating that in extra dose of 5BL, non-homologous
bivalents, presumably from the same subgenome, may
interlock with each other (Yacobi et al. 1982; Yacobi and
Feldman 1983). Chromosomal arm 5BS affects interlocking
in an opposite manner than 5BL; namely, two and four doses
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of 5BS markedly reduce interlocking frequency (Yacobi
et al. 1982).

Although this arrangement of close association of
homologues and distant positioning of homoeologues could
conceivably be limited to the stage immediately preceding
meiosis, a number of investigators (e.g., Kitani 1963) have
maintained that homologues are associated throughout the
life of the plant. The study of Feldman et al. (1966), Feld-
man and Avivi (1973a, b, 1984), Avivi et al. (1982a, b) was
carried out to see whether chromosomes in bread wheat are
arranged non-randomly also in root-tip cells.

For the study chromosomal arrangement in root tip cells
of bread wheat, telocentric chromosome pairs of homo-
logues, homoeologues, or of non-homologues of the same
subgenome, and non-homoeologues of different sub-
genomes, were used as marked pairs. The telocentric chro-
mosomes are easily distinguished from the normal two-arm
chromosomes of bread wheat. Measures of distances
between different types of telocentric pairs, showed that in
root tip cells of bread wheat, chromosomes are distributed
non-randomly with respect to one another (Feldman et al.
1966; Feldman and Avivi 1973a, b, 1984; Avivi et al. 1982a,
b). Within each of the three subgenomes composing the
bread wheat nucleus, homologous chromosomes exhibited a
so-called somatic association, being located closer to each
other than any other pair of non-homologues (Feldman et al.
1966). Approximately equal degrees of association were
observed between the two telocentrics for opposite arms of
the same chromosome and between homologous telo-
centrics, suggesting that the centromere is at least partly
responsible for somatic association (Feldman et al. 1966;
Mello-Sampayo 1968, 1973). On the other hand, chromo-
somes of the different subgenomes, either homoeologues or
non-homoeologues, were spatially separated, indicating that
each subgenome occupies a different territory in the inter-
phase nucleus (Feldman and Avivi 1973b; Avivi et al
1982b). Similarly, Yacobi et al. (1985) determined distances
between marked pairs of bivalents at first meiotic metaphase
of bread wheat by tallying the number of bivalents inter-
vening between two marked bivalents. Within each sub-
genome, the association of telocentric bivalents representing
the two different arms of one chromosome was much more
intimate than that of genetically unrelated bivalents. The data
from meiotic cells indicate that a similar pattern of chro-
mosomal arrangement exists in both meiotic and somatic
cells. Moreover, the arrangement of chromosomes in
cold-treated cells, in which mitotic spindle formation is
inhibited, is maintained on the functioning spindle at meiotic
metaphase.

The close association between homologous chromosomes
in root-tip cells of bread wheat aligns well with data of
Schulz-Schaeffer and Haun (1961), Singh and Joshi (1972),
Singh et al. (1976) obtained in hexaploid wheat. Specific

chromosome order within a set was found in a large number
of plant species (reviewed in Avivi and Feldman 1980). On
the other hand, Darvey and Driscoll (1972), Dvorak and
Knott (1973) found no evidence that homologous chromo-
somes are closer to one another than are non-homologues in
root tip cells of bread wheat. As Avivi et al. (1982a)
demonstrated, experimental errors could account for this
failure to detect somatic association.

Studies of C-banded first meiotic metaphase in plants
with four doses of 5BL have shown that most of the
unpaired chromosomes, as well as the interlocked bivalents,
belong to the B subgenome (Lukaszewski and Feldman,
unpublished). Likewise, evidence exists for a greater effect
of the Phl gene, which is located on 5BL (Okamoto 1957a),
on the pairing of B-subgenome chromosomes than on the A-
and D-subgenome chromosomes in wheat-rye hybrids
(Naranjo et al. 1987). This finding supports the notion that
the hexaploid wheat nucleus still maintains some individual
ancestral genomic organization, which, in turn, is recognized
by Phl.

10.4.2.9 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

A large number of T. aestivum accessions exhibit one, or,
more rarely, two, reciprocal translocations, some of which
are of different types (Badaeva et al. 2007, and reference
therein). Some of these translocations may have occurred at
the tetraploid level, while most translocations and obviously,
those involving chromosomes of the D subgenome, occurred
after the formation of the allohexaploid. The B-subgenome
chromosomes are most frequently involved in translocations,
followed by the A- and D-subgenome chromosomes
(Badaeva et al. 2007). Individual chromosomes also differ in
the frequencies of translocations. Several types of pericentric
inversions, and paracentric inversions have also been
detected in different accessions (Badaeva et al. 2007). The
occurrence of such rearrangements and presumably also
some cryptic structural hybridity, undetectable by cytologi-
cal studies, may have led to some pairing failure at meiosis.
In fact, the frequency of meiotic cells with univalents was
4.0–4.4% in pure strains of several subspecies of T. aes-
tivum, namely, ssp. aestivum, ssp. compactum, and
ssp. spelta (Thompson and Robertson 1930), and some
inter-varietal hybrids of ssp. aestivum had two or more
univalents in few cells and rare trivalents and quadrivalents
(Hollingshead 1932).

Most F1 hybrids between the various subspecies of T.
aestivum displayed complete or almost complete chromo-
somal pairing at first meiotic metaphase, indicating full
homology between their genomes. Yet, the F1 hybrids
between ssp. spelta and ssp. macha showed some pairing
failure at first meiotic metaphase (bivalents exhibited
reduced chiasmata) and a bridge + an acentric fragment,
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frequently formed at first anaphase, indicating the occur-
rence of a paracentric inversion (Chin and Chwang 1944). At
meiosis of ssp. aestivum x ssp. macha, a multivalent (either a
quadrivalent or a trivalent plus univalent) was observed in
many meiocytes (Chin and Chwang 1944).

Chapman et al. (1976), Dvorak (1976) presented evi-
dence implying that the A subgenome of ssp. aestivum
derived from the genome of T. urartu. Chapman et al. (1976)
compared the pairing behavior of the ssp. aestivum x T.
urartu hybrids with earlier results obtained from hybrids
between ssp. aestivum and T. monococcum ssp. aegilo-
poides var. boeoticum (Chapman and Riley 1966) and
concluded that pairing affinities of the chromosomes of T.
urartu or T. monococcum ssp. boeoticum with the chromo-
somes of ssp. aestivum are essentially similar but the lhybrid
ssp. aestivum x T. monococcum exhibited a higher frequency
of trivalents (Chapman et al. 1976). Dvorak (1976) while
investigating the relationships between the A and B sub-
genomes of ssp. aestivum and the genome of T. urartu,
reported that the F1 hybrids showed relatively high chro-
mosome pairing with an average of 5.4 bivalents, and 0.05
trivalents per cell. The low frequency of trivalents suggests
that the majority of ssp. aestivum A subgenome chromo-
somes do not differ structurally from the chromosomess of
T. urartu. Dhaliwal (1977c) observed in the F1 hybrid
between ssp. aestivum, and diploid wheat, T. urartu 5.94
bivalents (of which 1.58 were rod and 4.36 ring). This high
level of pairing, in the presence of the Ph1 gene of hexaploid
wheat, indicates great, but not complete homology, between
the A subgenome of ssp. aestivum and the genome of T.
urartu.

Chapman et al. 1976) analyzed fourteen distinct F1
hybrids between di-telocentric lines of A and B subgenomes
of ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and the wild diploid
wheat T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides var. thaoudar, and
observed 3.06–5.30 (range from 1 to 7) bivalents and 0.02–
0.34 (range from 0 to 2) trivalents. The trivalents occurring
in these hybrids represent interchanges mainly between A
subgenome chromosomes of ssp. aestivum and the A chro-
mosomes of var. thaoudar. The meiotic pairing behavior at
first meiotic metaphase of the hybrid ssp. aestivum cv.
Courtot � T. monococcum ssp. monococcum has been
studied by means of the C-banding technique, to ascertain
the homology between the chromosomes in the A sub-
genome of the hexaploid and those in the genome of the
diploid (González et al. 1993). The technique allowed the A
and B subgenome chromosomes and the 2D, 3D and 5D
chromosomes to be identified. Average chromosomal pair-
ing was 3.99 (1–7) bivalents (of which 3.11 (1–6) were rod
and 1.05 (0–3) ring), and 0.14 (0–2) trivalents. A similarly
low level of pairing in this hybrid combination was reported
by Miller and Reader (1980), while Melburn and Thompson
(1927) found higher pairing (average of 5.0 bivalents).

The T. monococcum 4A chromosome did not pair with any
of the ssp. aestivum chromosomes. Two reciprocal translo-
cations 2B/2D and 2A/3D have been identified in ssp. aes-
tivum cv. Courtot. Evidently, these translocations occurred at
the hexaploid level.

Data of chromosome pairing in F1 hybrids between
ssp. aestivum diploid specie of Aegilops are presented in
Table 9.10. The hybrids ssp. aestivum and Ae. speltoides
show different results depending on the genotype of the
latter. Kimber and Athwal (1972) produced F1 hybrids
between ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and a
high-intermediate- and low-pairing types of Ae. speltoides.
At first meiotic metaphase of these hybrids, they observed
much higher pairing when the high-pairing type was used
than when the intermediate pairing type was used, and much
reduced pairing when the low-pairing type was used
(Table 9.10). These results show that none of the sub-
genomes of ssp. aestivum are homologous to the genome of
Ae. speltoides (Kimber and Athwal 1972).

Hybrids between ssp. aestivum and the other species of
Aegilops section Sitopsis, namely, Ae. sharonensis, Ae,
bicornis, Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii, had very little
pairing (observed average pairing was 1.50–1.78 bivalents,
and 0.02- 0.08 trivalents; Table 9.10), showing that either
very little homology exists between the chromosomes of
these species or that these diploids contain a Ph-like gene
that suppresses pairing of homoeologous chromosomes
(Feldman 1978). On the other hand, a hybrid between
ssp. aestivum and an intermediate pairing type of Ae.
longissima showed more pairing than the hybrids with
standard lines of Ae. longissima (Feldman 1978).

The meiotic behavior of ssp. aestivum x Ae. spel-
toides, ssp. aestivum x Ae. sharonensis and ssp. aes-
tivum x Ae. longissima has been analyzed by the C-banding
technique (Fernández-Calvín and Orellana 1994). These
authors reported that in all the hybrids analyzed the mean
number of bound arms per cell for the A-D type was sig-
nificantly higher than the mean number of associations
between the B subgenome and the S/Ssh/Sl genomes of the
aegilops species. Usually, the relative contribution of each
type of pairing is maintained among hybrids with differ-
ent Aegilops species. These results indicate that the genomes
of Ae. speltoides, Ae. sharonensis and Ae. longissima show
a similar affinity with the genomes of hexaploid wheat;
therefore, none of these species can be considered to be a
distinct donor of the B subgenome of hexaploid wheat.

Using the C-banding technique, Maestra and Naranjo
(1998) studied homoeologous pairing at first meiotic meta-
phase in the Ph1, ph1b, and ph2b hybrids of ssp. aestivum
and a high-pairing type of Ae. speltoides. All arms of the
seven chromosomes of the speltoides genome showed nor-
mal homoeologous pairing, which implies that no apparent
chromosome rearrangements occurred in the evolution of
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Ae. speltoides relative to that of bread wheat. A pattern of
preferential A-D and B-S pairing confirmed that the S gen-
ome is closely related to the B subgenome of wheat.
Although this pairing pattern was also reported in hybrids of
wheat with Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis (Fernán-
dez-Calvín and Orellana 1994), somewhat more intimate
pairing was observed between some chromosomes of the B
subgenome and those of Ae. speltoides. These results are in
agreement with the hypothesis that the B subgenome of
wheat is derived from a species closely related to Ae. spel-
toides. Chromosomal pairing in the F1 hybrid ssp. aestivum
x Ae. tauschii (genome BADD) and in the reciprocal hybrid,
was studied by (Kimber and Riley 1963; Table 9.10). This
high level of pairing observed in these hybrids shows clearly
that ssp. aestivum possess one subgenome (D) homologous
to the genome of Ae. tauschii. Hybrids between ssp. aestivum
and other diploid species of Aegilops, namely, caudata,
comosa, and umbellulata, had little pairing (Table 9.10)
Hence, the genomes of these diploid species have no
homology to any of the three subgenomes of hexaploid
wheat.

Crosses between ssp. aestivum x and tetraploid wheat, T.
turgidum ssp. durum (Table 10.8), produced a pentaploid F1
hybrid (genome BADBA) that had at meiosis, close to 14
bivalents that resulted from pairing between the A and B
subgenomes of ssp. aestivum each with its homologous
subgenome of ssp. durum (Table 10.8). Likewise, the F1
hybrid ssp. macha x ssp. durum had 12.0 bivalents, and a
quadrivalent (Kihara 1949). This high level of pairing cor-
roborates the conclusion of Kihara (1924), who showed that
two subgenomes of hexaploid wheat (B and A) are fully
homologous with the two subgenomes of T. turgidum. On
the other hand, the pentaploid F1 hybrid between ssp. aes-
tivum and T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum (hybrid genome
BADGA) had had reduced pairing (Table 10.8), showing
that the G and B subgenomes of these two taxa are
homoeologous rather than homologous.

Chromosomal pairing in F1 hybrids between ssp. aes-
tivum and the second hexaploid wheat species, T. zhukovskyi
(hybrid genome BADGAAm) (Table 10.8) implied that
while the A subgenomes of these species are homologous,
the Am subgenome is very closely related A, and B, G, and
D subgenomes are homoeologous.

Data on meiotic chromosome pairing between ssp. aes-
tivum and allotetraploid Aegilops species are presented in
Table 10.10. The pentaploid hybrid between ssp. aestivum
and Ae. ventricosa (genome BADDN) had 5.02 bivalents (of
which 2.94 were rod, and 2.08 ring), and 0.13 trivalents and
the reciprocal hybrid had 3.35 rod, 0.92 ring and 4.27 total
bivalents, and 0.19 trivalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983). This
level of chromosomal pairing shows that the D subgenome
of hexaploid wheat is homoeologous rather than homolo-
gous to the D subgenome of Ae. ventricosa. The pentaploid

hybrid ssp. aestivum x Ae. cylindrica (hybrid genome
BADDC) had 6.74 bivalents, 0.18 trivalents, and 0.02
quadrivalents (Riley 1966), 2.16 rod, 4.66 ring and 6.82 total
bivalents and 0.08 trivalents (Kimber and Zhao 1983).
Evidently, and as was shown previously by Sears (1944b),
the D subgenome of Ae. cylindrica is homologous to the D
subgenome of hexaploid wheat. In contrast, the pentaploid
F1 hybrids between ssp. aestivum and Ae. peregrina (hybrid
genome BADSvU), Ae geniculata (hybrid genome BAD-
MoU) and Ae. triuncialis (hybrid genome BADUC) had
much reduced pairing (Table 10.6). The reduced pairing in
these hybrids implies that the subgenomes of these allote-
traploid species are only distantly homoeologous to those of
hexaploid wheat.

Chromosome pairing was studied in in F1 hexaploid
hybrids between ssp. aestivum and allohexaploid species of
Aegilops, Ae. juvenalis (genome hybrid BADDcXcU), Ae.
vavilovii (hybrid genome BADDcXcSs), and hexaploid Ae.
crassa (hybrid genome BADDcXcD) (Table 10.6). Ssp. aes-
tivum x Ae. juvenalis and ssp. aestivum x Ae vavilovii had a
number of paired chromosomes between the D subgenome
of hexaploid wheat and the D subgenomes of these Aegilops
allohexaploids showing that they are homoeologous rather
than homologous. Presumably, the D subgenomes of Aegi-
lops underwent some changes on the polyploid level and
became modified subgenomes. On the other hand, the hybrid
6x Ae. crassa x ssp. aestivum had a higher pairing indicating
homology between the D subgenome of ssp. aestivum and
the unmodified subgenome D of Ae. crassa.

10.4.3 T. zhukovskyi Menabde & Ericz. (Genome
GGAAAmAm)

10.4.3.1 Description of Species
Triticum zhukovskyi, known as zhukovsky’s wheat, [Syn.: T.
timococcum Kostov.; T. timopheevii ssp. zhukovskyi (Men.
et Ericz.) L. B. Cai: T. timopheevii var. zhukovskyi (Men. et
Ericz.) Morris et Sears; T. turgidum var. zhukovskyi (Men. &
Er.) Bowden; Gigachilon zhukovskyi (Menabde & Erizin) Á.
Löve] is an annual, predominantly autogamous, 90–
130-cm-tall (excluding spikes), pubescent plant. Culms are
erect and hollow throughout. The spike is indeterminate,
strongly bilaterally compressed, two-rowed, 9–14-cm-long
(excluding awns), ovoid or lanceolate, tapered towards the
base and tip, hairy and awned. The rachis is semi-fragile and
subsequently, the spike either remains intact on the culm or,
during threshing, easily disarticulates at maturity into single
spikelets with the rachis segment below it. The rachis
internodes are covered with dense, white hairs and the spi-
kelets are compressed and ovoid or lanceolate, with the top
spikelet being fertile and generally in the same plane as those
below. There are 10–15 spikelets per spike, and the 2–3
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basal spikelets are rudimentary. The fertile spikelet is 10–
12-mm-long and has 3 florets, the upper one usually being
sterile. The glumes are similar to one another, 9–
12-mm-long, very hairy, with 2 keels and 5–9 veins, and
with two teeth on the upper margin, one larger and pointed
and separated from the other by an acute angle. Lemma are
elliptic, hairy, 9–12-mm-long, without keels, with 9–11
veins, and with a central vein, prolonged as a narrow 60–
100-mm-long white or black awn. In addition to the awn, the
lemma has a lateral tooth. At maturity, the palea is mem-
branous and split along the keel. Usually, there are two
grains per spikelet. The caryopsis is free but laterally com-
pressed (hulled), hairy at the apex, long and red in color.

T. zhukovskyi was discovered recently, in 1957, in Wes-
tern Georgia, by Menabde and Ericzjan (Jakubziner 1959). It
only exists as a domesticated form and has never been cul-
tivated alone. Zhukovsky’s wheat is continually found in
cultivated fields in West Georgia, containing, in addition to
T. zhukovskyi, a mixture of diploid T. monococcum var.
hornemanni and tetraploid T. timopheevii, a mixture called
the Zanduri wheat (Jakubziner 1959; Dorofeev 1966). T.
zhukovskyi has been a minor component of the endemic
Zanduri wheat complex and is currently grown in extremely
limited amounts in Western Georgia. The three components
of the Zanduri complex are genetically effectively isolated
by different ploidy levels (Mac Key 1966). T. zhukovskyi
constitutes a minor part of the Zanduri complex which
currently, is mainly consumed as porridge (Mac Key 1975).

T. zhukovskyi resembles T. timopheevii in its ear mor-
phology and growth characteristics, but its spike is some-
what larger than that of T. timopheevii (Jakubziner 1959).
Likewise, Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963b) pointed out
that T. zhukovskyi resembles T. timopheevii in most plant
characters and particularly in their hairs, which, in both
species, are long, thin and unicellular. However, it has
enlarged cells as compared to T. timopheevii. T. zhukovskyi
and T. timopheevii have similar disease immunity (Jakub-
ziner 1959) and seedlings of T. zhukovskyi are highly
resistant to manty races of leaf rust and stem rust (Upadhya
and Swaminathan 1963b). When sown in the fall, its
development lags several days behind T. timopheevii. T.
zhukovskyi has a spring habit and exhibits very limited
variation.

10.4.3.2 Cytology, Cytogenetics and Evolution
Its morphology and its constant association with T.
timopheevii and T. monococcum suggest that T. zhukovskyi
is a hexaploid species (2n = 6x = 42) that derived from a
spontaneous hybridization between a domesticated sub-
species of tetraploid T. timopheevii and a domesticated
subspecies of diploid T. monococcum (presumably var.
hornemanni which is a component of the Zanduri complex).
Menabde and Ericzjan noted that the crossing between T.

timopheevii and T. zhukovskyi occurs readily, but the F1
hybrid displays low fertility. If T. zhukovskyi originated from
hybridization of the other two components of the Zanduri
mixture, then, it is obviously of a more recent origin than its
two domesticated parents.

Bowden (1959) was the first to suggest that T. zhukovskyi
originated as a Allohexaploid from the cross of T.
timopheevii and consequently, designated its genome
AAAAGG i, implying the sum of the genomes of T.
timopheevii (genome GGAA) and of T. monococcum
(AmAm), the other two components of the Zanduri mixture.
The idea that T. zhukovskyi is a natural polyploid derived
from hybridization of T. timopheevii and T. monococcum
was confirmed cytogenetically by Upadhya and Swami-
nathan (1963a, b). Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963)
pointed out that T. zhukovskyi is the firbst hexaploid wheat
to have a genomic constitution other than AABBDD. Thus,
the allopolyploid species of the genus Triticum constitute
two evolutionary lineages; the BBAA and BBAADD com-
prise one lineage and GGAA and GGAAAmAm the second
lineage.

Kimber and Sears (1983, 1987), following Bowden
(1959), designated the genome of T. zhukovskyi AAAAGG,
assuming that the genomes of T. urartu and T. monococcum
are very closely related. However, Dvorak et al. (1993),
studying variation in 16 repeated nucleotide sequences,
showed that T. zhukovskyi contains one A subgenome, that
was contributed by T. urartu, and another related sub-
genome, contributed by T. monococcum, thereby verifying
that T. zhukovskyi originated from hybridization of T. ti-
mopheevii with T. monococcum. Dvorak et al. (1993), in
view of the differences in the profiles of repeated nucleotide
sequences and the reproductive isolation by hybrid sterility
between T. urartu and T. monococcum (Johnson and
Dhaliwal 1976), considered their genomes modified relative
to each other. Consequently, they proposed to designate the
genome of T. urartu AA and that of T. monococcum AmAm.
Thus, the genome formula of T. zhukovskyi is AAAmAmGG
(Dvorak et al. 1993). Since the female parent in the forma-
tion of T. zhukovskyi was T. timopheevii, its genome should
be designated GGAAAmAm. In addition, the repeated
nucleotide sequence profiles in the A and Am subgenomes
of T. zhukovskyi showed reduced correspondence with those
in the genomes of both ancestral species, T. urartu
and T. monococcum. According to Dvorak et al. (1993), this
differentiation is attributed to heterogenetic chromosome
pairing and segregation among chromosomes of the two A
genomes in T. zhukovskyi. This agrees with the formation of
some multivalents at meiosis of T. zhukovskyi, indicating
that T. zhukovskyi has four A related subgenomes (Upadhya
and Swaminathan 1963b).

The karyotypes of T. zhukovskyi, T. timopheevii ssp. ti-
mopheevii and T. monococcum ssp. monococcum var.
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hornemanni, were studied by Upadhya and Swaminathan
(1963b). They found that all the chromosomes of T. zhu-
kovskyi possess median or sub-median centromeres. The
species contains three pairs of satellited chromosomes, two
of which bear large satellites and one with small satellites.
The two chromosome pairs with the large satellites resemble
the two pairs present in T. timopheevii, whereas the other
pair is similar in arm ratio to the pair found in T.
monococcum var. hornemanni.

Electrophoretic seed protein patterns confirmed the origin
of T. zhukovskyi as a product of hybridization between T.
timopheevii and T. monococcum (Johnson 1968). The elec-
trophoretic pattern of T. zhukovskyi proteins is similar to the
pattern of T. timopheevii, specifically to that of ssp. ti-
mopheevii, but also contains bands of domesticated T.
monococcum. Immunoelectrophoretic findings (Aniol 1973)
also supported the conclusion that T. zhukovskyi originated
from chromosome doubling of a hybrid between T.
timopheevii and T. monococcum. Using a set of molecu-
lar cytogenetic landmarks, based on eleven DNA probes,
that identified the chromosomes of T. timopheevii, Badaeva
et al. (2016) demonstrated the existence of the timopheevii
genome in T. zhukovskyi. This further corroborated the
conclusion of Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963b) and oth-
ers, that the latter contains the genome of the former, and
presumably resulted from hybridization of T. timophee-
vii with T. monococcum. However, Badaeva et al. (2016)
observed that the formation of T. zhukovskyi was accompa-
nied by structural changes involving mostly A subgenome
chromosomes, presumably, due to inter-subgenomic chro-
mosomal pairing between the two closely related A- and
Am subgenomes in T. zhukovskyi.

Sallares and Brown (1999), using the sequence of the
intergenic spacer regions of the NOR loci in diploid and
polyploid species of wheat, showed that while T. timopheevii
contains the spacer originating from T. urartu, T. zhukovskyi
contains the spacer of both T. urartu and T. monococcum.
This observation confirmed that one of the A subgenomes of
T. zhukovskyi originated from T. urartu and the other from T.
monococcum. On the other hand, Adonina et al. (2015),
using the pTm30 probe cloned from Triticum monococ-
cum genome and containing (GAA)56 microsatellite
sequence, found that (GAA)n sites observed in T. mono-
coccum are undetectable in the Am genome of T.
zhukovskyi. They concluded that this site may have been
eliminated during the process of allopolyploidization.

Using T. timopheevi as female and T. monococcum as
male, synthetic amphiploids (genome GGAAAmAm) were
produced, by several teams (Kostoff (1937b), Bell et al.
(1955), Watanabe et al. 1956; Dhaliwal and Johnson 1976;
Upadhya and Swaminathan 1963b; Cao et al. 2000a) and, in
all cases, the morphological characteristics of the amphiploid
closely resembled that of T. zhukovskyi. This further

supports the conclusion that this species originated from a
natural cross between T. timopheevii and T. monococ-
cum, followed by chromosome doubling. However, the
amphiploid is reported to be partially sterile.

Thus, the 14 timopheevii pairs (genome GGAA) plus the
7 pairs of T. monococcum (genome AmAm), constitute the 21
pairs of hexaploid T. zhukovskyi. The cytoplasm of T.
timopheevii and of T. zhukovskyi derived from the donor of
the G genome (Ogihara and Tsunewaki 1988; Wang et al.
1997; Gornicki et al. 2014), implying that T. timopheevii
was the female parent. T. zhukovskyi is an auto-
allo-hexaploid (genome GGAAAmAm), carrying two clo-
sely related subgenomes, A and Am. Consequently, a max-
imum of 4 multivalents per cell was found at meiosis in T.
zhukovskyi, the average being 1.35 per cell (Upadhya and
Swaminathan 1963b). Wang et al. (1997) reported that while
the average genetic distance between the A genome of
emmer wheat and that of hexaploid wheat was 0.016, the
average distance between T. timopheevii and T. zhukovskyi
was only 0.004, suggesting that T. zhukovskyi arose quite
recently.

Eilam et al. (2008) found the 1C DNA content of one line
of T. zhukovskyi to be 17.74 pg. The 1C DNA content of T.
zhukovskyi is less than 18.35 pg, the expected additive
amount of 1C DNA of its two-parental species, namely
11.87 pg of domesticated T. timopheevii, and 6.48 pg of
domesticated T. monococcum, (Eilam et al. 2007). Interest-
ingly, Upadhya and Swaminathan (1963b) found that total
chromatin length in µ in T. zhukovskyi is 461.52 ± 12.68
(smaller than the expected additive amount of its two par-
ents: T. timopheevii 329.47 and T. monococcum var.
hornemanni 146.23, together 475.70).

On the basis of chromosome pairing in 41- and
42-chromosome hybrids between ssp. aestivum cv. Chinese
Spring monosomic for chromosome 5B and T. zhukovskyi,
Upadhya and Swaminathan (1965) suggested that T. zhu-
kovskyi does not contain the Ph1 gene, that suppresses
pairing of homoeologous chromosomes. Since T. zhukovskyi
arose from the cross of T. timopheevii and T. monococ-
cum, they assumed that T. timopheevii also lacks Ph1. Joshi
et al. (1970) presented pairing data indicating that the
potency of Ph1 in T. timopheevii is somewhat weaker than in
ssp. aestivum. On the other hand, Feldman (1966a), Sallee
and Kimber (1976) presented evidence implying that T.
timopheevii contains a ph1 as effective as that of ssp. aes-
tivum. Thus, different cultivars of T. timopheevii may contain
Ph1 with different potencies, as was found by Ozkan and
Feldman (2001).

10.4.3.3 Crosses with Other Species of the Wheat
Group

Few hybrids were produced involving T. zhukovskyi and
other species of the wheat group. Actually, only two such
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hybrids were reported. The F1 hybrid T. zhukovskyi and T.
aestivum ssp. spelta, had an average of 15.12 univalents,
10.70 bivalents, 1.39 trivalents and 0.33 quadrivalents per
cell (Upadhya and Swaminathan 1963b). The F1 hybrid T.
zhukovskyi and T. aestivum ssp. aestivum had an average
frequency of 12.27 univalents, 9.00 bivalents of which 5.53
were rod and 3.47 ring, 3.13 trivalents, 0.49 quadrivalents,
0.07 pentavalents, and 0.07 hexavalents (Shands and Kimber
1973). The partial failure of chromosome pairing in these
two hybrids is similar to that usually found in hybrids
between the G subgenome of T. timopheevi and the B sub-
genome of T. turgidum and T. aestivum o (Upadhya and
Swaminathan 1963b). The multivalents, mainly trivalents
and quadrivalents, are presumably the result of pairing
between chromosomes of the A subgenome of the two
specie and and Am subgenome of T. zhukovskyi.
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11Evolution of the Diploid Species
of the Sub-tribe Triticineae

11.1 Introduction

The Triticineae, the wheat lineage of the Triticeae (Clayton
and Renvoize 1986; Table 2.1; Fig. 2.1), diverged from the
Hordeineae, the barley lineage, during the Miocene epoch,
about 8–15 million years ago (MYA) (Wolfe et al. 1989;
Ramakrishna et al. 2002; Chalupska et al. 2008; Huang et al.
2002a, b; Dvorak and Akhunov 2005; Gornicki et al. 2014;
Middleton et al. 2014) (Table 2.6). During this time, the
global climates became warm, the Tethys Sea, that covered a
large part of the East Mediterranean and Southwest Asia,
disappeared and the east Mediterranean region rose
(Table 2.5). This brought about diversification of temperate
ecosystems and opening of new ecological niches, allowing
the expansion of grasslands. These geological and climatic
changes triggered the appearance first of diploid Elymus
species containing the St, Ee, or Eb genomes, and somewhat
later, the diploid Agropyron species, in the East Mediter-
ranean area and Southwest and central Asia (Tables 5.1, 5.3,
and 11.1). In the late Miocene, about seven MYA, the
ancestral forms of Amblyopyrum, Triticum and Aegilops
appeared (Marcussen et al. 2014; Huynh et al. 2019) and
diverged from the lineage of Secale (Marcussen et al. 2014).
Further divergence of the diploid species of Aegilops and
Triticum occurred during the Pliocene (5.3–1.8 MYA).
During this period the climate of the East Mediterranean and
West Asia regions became seasonal. i.e., cold and humid in
the winters and hot and dry in the summers, leading to a
relatively short growth period in the winter and long drought
in the summer. Also, today landscapes developed during the
Pliocene facilitating further spread of grasslands. The climate
changes and the opening of new ecological niches, applied a
selection pressure that accelerated speciation processes.

In reaction to the environmentally unstable conditions of
the East Mediterranean and West Asia, annualism and
autogamy developed, enabling rapid colonization of new
habitats by new genotypes that were ecologically isolated
from their ancestral forms. Annualism enabled plants to pass
the dry summer as seeds. The evolution of annual species

from perennials occurred independently several times in the
Triticineae, e.g., in the lineage Agropyron–Eremopyrum, in
the lineage Dasypyrum–Secale, and in the divergent of the
Amblyopyrum-Triticum-Aegilops linage from diploid Ely-
mus species, presumably E. elongatus ssp. elongatus.
Perennial growth habit is a dominant trait controlled by a
small number of genes (Charpentier et al. 1986; Lammer
et al. 2004), and mutations in these genes led to the devel-
opment of annual plants. Autogamy in the Triticineae spe-
cies is not an obligatory trait; occasional out-crossing may
result in the production of sufficient genetic flexibility that
effectively used by the rapid generation shift (Allard and
Kannenberg 1968; Allard et al. 1968; Allard 1975). Changes
from multi-floret spikelets to spikelets with only a few florets
improved seed dispersal and reduced competition between
siblings, while increased grain size ensured rapid and suc-
cessful germination. More efficient seed dispersal systems
were brought about by the development of awns on glume
and lemma ends, that either assisted in burying the spikelet
in the soil, through movements of the awns due to changes in
humidity (Elbaum et al. 2007), or helped disperse the spi-
kelets by clinging to various parts of animals. The primitive
genera, Elymus, Agropyron, and Amblyopyrum, lack these
specializations. Interestingly, genera or species exhibiting
more advanced traits, namely, species of Eremopyrum,
Taeniatherum, Crithopsis, Heteranthelium and Henrardia,
occupy more xeric habitats in the peripheries of the genus
distribution area.

The very wide variation in the inflorescence traits and in
the seed dispersal techniques among the genera and species
of the Triticineae subtribe reflects rapid adaptation to the
broad radiation that occurred in the habitats of the East
Mediterranean and Central Asia regions (Sakamoto 1973).
In accord with the above, several molecular studies proposed
that a major radiation of the Triticineae occurred during a
relatively narrow period of time in the late Miocene and
early Pliocene (5.3 MYA).

The initial steps of such differentiation occurred at the
diploid level, i.e., the newly-formed diploid species
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underwent divergent evolution. This divergent evolution was
accompanied by a convergent evolution, resulting from
allopolyploidization of inter-generic and inter-specific
hybrids, that was followed by a further divergence at the
polyploid level, to new allopolyploid forms. Allopolyploidy
considerably facilitates gene transfer between species and
genera via hybridization and introgression (Zohary and
Feldman 1962), further enhancing convergent evolution.
Thus, the sub-tribe Triticineae developed in cycles of
divergence at the diploid level, convergence followed by
some divergence at the polyploid level and further conver-
gence due to interspecific hybridizations. These cycles
became an important factor in the evolution of the
Triticineae.

Based on their geographical distributions, Sakamoto
(1973, 1991) classified the Triticeae genera into two major
groups: arctic-temperate group and east
Mediterranean-central Asiatic group (Table 2.3), a classifi-
cation that was supported by the studies of Hsiao et al.
(1995a) and Fan et al. (2013). Most of the genera that
developed in the east Mediterranean and central Asia regions
belong to the subtribe Triticineae. This subtribe mainly
contains annual species that have a solitary spikelet at each
rachis node (except for Crithopsis and Taeniatherum, that
have two spikelets at each rachis node). The genera Elymus
and Agropyron have only perennial species, Dasypyrum and
Secale have both perennial and annual species, and the
remaining eight genera have only annual species (Table 2.1).
Aegilops is the largest genus (24 species) and Taeniatherum,
Crithopsis, Heteranthelium and Amblyopyrum are mono-
typic. Each genus of this group is morphologically distinct.

Speciation at the diploid level might have resulted from
accumulation of mutations in coding and non-coding
sequences and structural changes that led to the buildup of
genetic barriers between the diverging taxa. Moreover,
amplification or reduction in specific repetitive DNA

sequences, mainly transposons, and their mobilization and
activity, activity of genome-restructuring genes (Heneen
1963a; Feldman and Strauss 1983), as well as introgressive
hybridization between the diverging taxa, may have boosted
the speciation processes. Many Triticineae species have
genes that either promote or suppress homoeologous pairing
in interspecific and intergeneric hybrids (Table 5.2). Thus,
despite the fact that the various Triticineae species are rel-
atively young and still maintain a great deal of genetic
relatedness, their chromosomes are homoeologous, rather
than homologous, due to genetic and structural changes that
occurred during their evolution. Consequently, the chromo-
somes of one species show reduced pairing with the
homoeologous chromosomes of another species curtailing
intergeneric and interspecific gene flow.

The most effective genetic barrier is complete sterility or
semi-sterility of the interspecific F1 hybrids, resulting, in
many cases, in cryptic structural hybridity. Stebbins (1945)
defined cryptic structural hybridity as chromosomal sterility
due to heterozygosity for structural differences too small to
materially influence chromosome pairing at meiosis. Indeed,
several F1 interspecific and intergeneric hybrids that exhibit
high chromosomal pairing were completely sterile and their
anthers did not dehisce (Ohta 1990). It cannot be strictly
determined whether the sterility observed in the Triticineae
F1 hybrids is chromosomal or genic. This decision can be
made only after chromosome doubling of the sterile hybrid.
Fertile allopolyploid indicates that the sterility of the Fl
hybrid is chromosomal and not genic.

A considerable number of morphological and molecular
studies failed to reach a consensus concerning the phylo-
genetic relationships between the various diploid taxa of the
Triticineae. This ambiguity is due either to a limited number
of samples (Kellogg and Appels 1995; Kellogg et al. 1996;
Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996a; Escobar et al. 2011) or to
the small number of genes that were analyzed (Hsiao et al.

Table 11.1 Time of beginning divergence in million years ago of the Triticineae lineages

Lineages Beginning
divergence
time

Sequencing of Reference

Mediterranean diploid Elymus species (primary Triticineae)
from the other Hordeineae Elymus species

10.0–14.0 Chloroplast genome Wolfe et al. (1989)

10.6 Chloroplast genome Gornicki et al. (2014)

11.6 Nuclear genes Chalupska et al. (2008)

Divergence of Agropyron-Eremopyrum–Henrardia > 10.0* – –

Dasypyrum-Secale–Heteranthelium 14.0–7.0 Nuclear and chloroplast
genes

Yang et al. (2006),
Marcussen et al. (2014)

Taeniatherum-Crithopsis 7.0–6.0* – –

Amblyopyrum-Triticum-Aegilops 6.5–7.0 275 nuclear genes and
three chloroplast genes

Marcussen et al. (2014);
Huynh et al. (2019)

* Assumed divergent time
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1995a, b; Kellogg and Appels 1995; Petersen and Seberg
1997; Helfgott and Mason-Gamer 2004; Mason-Gamer
2005). Relationships between the diploid species of the
Triticineae have also been blurred by intergeneric and
interspecific hybridizations and introgression events, as well
as to incomplete lineage sorting of ancestral polymorphisms,
indicating an intricate, reticulate pattern of evolution in this
sub-tribe (Kellogg 1996; Komatsuda et al. 1999; Nishikawa
et al. 2002; Mason-Gamer 2005; Kawahara 2009; Escobar
et al. 2011). Such a reticulate pattern of evolution presents a
considerable challenge in phylogenetic analyses, since dif-
ferent genes may exhibit conflicting genealogical histories
(Escobar et al. 2011).

Yet, Escobar et al. (2011), using a comprehensive
molecular dataset, succeeded to construct a comprehensive,
multigenic phylogeny of the diploid taxa of the Triticeae
tribe. The multigenic network structure (Escobar et al. 2011)
highlights parts of the Triticineae history that did not evolve
in a tree-like manner but rather in a reticulate pattern.
Moreover, the results of Escobar et al. (2011) provided
strong evidence of incongruence among single-gene trees,
with different portions of the genome exhibiting different
histories. They determined the role of recombination and
gene location in the incongruence, and demonstrated that
loci in close physical proximity are more likely to share a
common history than distant ones, due to a low incidence of
recombination in proximal chromosomal regions (Akhunov
et al. 2003a, b; Luo et al. 2000, 2005).

Escobar et al. (2011) showed that despite strong tree
conflicts, not all Triticineae clades are affected by intro-
gression and/or incomplete lineage sorting. Notably,
Agropyron, Eremopyrum and Henrardia diverge in a
tree-like manner, whereas the evolution of Elymus, Dasy-
pyrum, Secale, Heteranthelium, Taeniatherum, Amblyopy-
rum, Triticum and Aegilops is reticulated. There is no
straightforward way to determine whether incongruence in
Triticineae results from introgression or incomplete lineage
sorting. Recombination could be an important evolutionary
force in exacerbating the level of incongruence among gene
trees.

11.2 Phylogenetic Relationships
of the Diploid Elymus Species Having
the St or E Genomes

Melderis (1978, 1980) transferred these species, having
multiple spikelets per rachis node, from Agropyron to Ely-
mus, leaving in Agropyron only species containing one
spikelet per rachis node. Except E. spicatus that grows in
western North America, all the other diploid species, that
were transferred to Elymus, are native to southern Ukraine,
the Mediterranean basin and Southwest Asia (Table 5.1).

This group contains diploid species, some of which from
autopolyploids developed and allopolyploids containing
subgenomes from diploid species of this group were formed.
The diploid and polyploid Elymus species of this group are
perennial, and with the exception of E. elongatus, which is
moderately self-fertile (Melderis 1978; Luria 1983), all the
other species are cross-pollinating and self-sterile.

Genome St occurs in several diploid Elymus species, Ee
in the diploid taxon E. elongatus subsp. elongatus, whereas
genome Eb occurs in the diploid taxon E. farctus
subsp. bessarabicus (Table 11.1). Several cytogenetic and
molecular studies showed that these three genomes are
closely related (de V Pienaar et al. 1988; Forster and Miller
1989; Wang 1989; Wang and Hsiao 1989; Hsiao et al.
1995a; Wei and Wang 1995; Kosina and Heslop-Harrison
1996; Petersen and Seberg 1997; Chen et al. 1998, 2003;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2002; Li et al. 2007, 2008; Fan et al.
2007, 2009; Shang et al. 2007; Liu et al. 2008; Yu et al.
2008; Wang and Lu 2014). Bieniek et al. (2015) found that
the nucleotide sequences at three chloroplast loci (matK,
rbcL, trnH-psbA) of genomes Ee, Eb and St are almost
identical, with only one substitution within the matK gene
differentiating genome Eb from Ee and St. Similarly, Fan
et al. (2013), using two single-copy nuclear gene (Acc1 and
Pgk1) sequences, found that the St genome is closely
related to the Ee genome of E. elongatus. Genome in situ
hybridization (GISH) studies substantiated this conclusion
by showing that genomes Ee and Eb are very similar in
their repetitive DNA (Kosina and Heslop-Harrison 1996).
Also, the almost complete chromosome pairing at meiosis
of the F1 hybrids between the diploid species of Elymus
indicated close relatedness of these genomes (Wang 1985).
The high or complete sterility of these F1 hybrids results
presumably from initial steps of divergence leading to
cryptic structural hybridity.

The karyotypes of the diploid Elymus species are sym-
metric, the St genome consists of smaller chromosomes than
genomes Ee and Eb, and Eb has larger chromosomes than
Ee. These differences in chromosome size are also evident in
DNA amount (Table 11.2). Since the St genome exists in the
more primitive diploid species of Elymus, it is assumed that
genomes Ee and Eb evolved from St. Their lager size
resulted most probably from increase in repetitive DNA.

E. libanoticus grows in all parts of the Fertile Crescent
and E. tauri grows in the northern part of this region only.
Molecular studies have shown that these two species form
one clade, while the other diploid St genome species form
another clade (Mason-Gamer et al. 2010; Sun et al. 2008;
Sun and Komatsuda 2010; Yan and Sun 2011). Likewise,
Yu et al. (2008) found that E. libanoticus and diploid E.
tauri are more closely related to one another than they are to
E. stipifollius and E. reflexiaristatus. On the other hand, Yan
et al. (2011) grouped the Eurasian St genome species E.
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libanoticus, E. reflexiaristatus and diploid E. tauri into one
clade and the North American E. spicatus into a separate
clade. Evidently, there are some discrepancies between
various phylogenetic studies performed on this group of
diploid species. The diploid subspecies of E. elongatus,
subsp. elongatus, grows in the Mediterranean basin and
diploid E. farctus, subsp. bessarabicus, grows in the coasts
of the Black Sea, Aegean and N.E. Mediterranean Sea.
These two taxa, frequently have one spikelet at each rachis
node, are presumably evolved from the St-genome species.
The ancestral Triticineae lineages presumably evolved from
St or E genomes Elymus species in the following four,
semi-independent clades: Agropyron, Eremopyrum and
Henrardia clade, Dasypyrum, Secale and Heteranthelium
clade, Amblyopyrum, Aegilops, and Triticum clade, and
Crithopsis and Taeniatherum clade (Table 11.1). A scheme
of the evolution of the Triticineae genera is presented in
Fig. 2.1.

11.3 The Agropyron-Eremopyrum-Henrardia
Clade

11.3.1 Clade Description

This clade contains one genus (Agropyron) with many
ancestral traits and two genera (Eremopyrum and Henrar-
dia), with many advanced traits and, therefore, may be
considered younger than the former (Table 5.5). The
Agropyron species are perennials, cross-fertilizing (Melderis
1978), and have tough rachises that do not disarticulate at
maturity. In contrast, the species of Eremopyrum and Hen-
rardia are, annuals, facultative autogamous, with a disar-
ticulating rachis (wedge-type in Eremopyrum and
barrel-type in Henrardia). The diploid species of these two
genera have presumably evolved from diploid Agropyron.

Phylogenetic studies, based on morphology (Seberg and
Frederiksen 2001), chloroplast DNA (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002; Hodge et al. 2010), chloroplast, mitochondrial, and
nuclear DNA sequences (Seberg and Petersen 2007) and
nuclear genes (Hsiao et al. 1995a, b; Mason-Gamer et al.
2010), separated Agropyron from Elymus, and included the

genus Eremopyrum in a clade with Agropyron. The close
phylogenetic relationship between Agropyron and Ere-
mopyrum is also evident from the data of Escobar et al.
(2011), who placed these two genera in the same clade.
Eremopyrum species were grouped with Agropyron and
Henrardia on the chloroplast DNA tree (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002). Similarly, using b-amylase gene sequences,
Mason-Gamer (2005) found that Henrardia persica is close
to Eremopyrum bonaepartis. Placement of both Eremopy-
rum and Henrardia with Agropyron has also been supported
by other data sets (reviewed in Mason-Gamer 2005). reached
a similar conclusion in analysis of nuclear DNA sequences.
Analysis of the chloroplast gene encoding ribosomal protein
rps16, led Hodge et al. (2010) also to place Eremopyrum
bonaepartis and Henrardia persica in a single clade. Upon
combination of Triticineae species mating system observa-
tions and data obtained from molecular analysis of 27
protein-coding loci, Escobar et al. (2010) found that Hen-
rardia persica is very close to Eremopyrum bonaepartis and
forms a clade with Eremopyrum triticeum and Agropyron
mongolicum. Likewise, Escobar et al. (2011) found two
well-supported sub-clades, the first formed by Henrardia
and Eremopyrum bonaepartis, and the second by Agropyron
mongolicum and E. triticeum. The study of Escobar et al.
(2011) showed that the genera Agropyron (Astralopyrum is
included), Eremopyrum and Henrardia were not affected
much by introgression and/or incomplete lineage sorting.
Yet, a number of hybrids between Agropyron and Elymus
species have spontaneously emerged in nature. While many
hybrids are sterile, a considerable number are more or less
fertile, at least upon spontaneous backcrossing to one of the
parents. Apparently, introgressive hybridization may have
played a role in the evolution of these two genera.

11.3.2 Agropyron Gaertn.

The genus Agropyron sensu stricto contains diploid and
polyploid species that are based on the P genome (Table 5.3)
and are morphologically distinct from other genera in Trit-
icineae. The diploid cytotype of Agropyron cristatum and A.
mongolicum are the only diploids in the genus Agropyron s.

Table 11.2 Nuclear DNA
amount in diploid species of
Elymus

Species 1C DNA (pg)*

E. reflexiaristatus (Nevski) Melderis ssp. strigosus (M. Bieb.) Melderis 4.86

E. libanoticus (Hack.) Melderis 3.95

E. spicatus (Pursh) Gould 4.65

E. stipifollius (Czern. ex Nevski) Melderis 4.00

E. elongatus (Host) Runemark ssp. elongatus 5.98

E. farctus (Viv.) Runemark ex Melderis ssp. bessaribicus (Savul. and Rayss) Melderis 7.45
* From Vogel et al. (1999)
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str. Both are perennial and cross-pollinating species, but
differ morphologically and in their geographical distribution
(Table 5.3) The two species hybridize readily (Dewey and
Hsiao 1984) and the F1 hybrids showed reasonably good
chromosome pairing at first meiotic metaphase, with an
average of five to six bivalents per cell. Dewey (1969)
concluded that all Agropyron species, whether diploids,
autotetraploids, or autohexaploids, contain one basic gen-
ome, P, implying that autopolyploidy played an important
evolutionary role in this genus.

Studies of meiotic chromosome pairing in hybrids
between diploid A. cristatum and several different diploid
species of Elymus showed that the P genome is closely
related to the St genome and moderately related to the Ee
and Eb genomes, respectively (Wang 1985, 1986, 1989,
1992). This may imply that diploid Agropyron derived from
Elymus species possessing the St-genome. This assumption
is supported by the analysis of 5S DNA sequences that
consistently placed Elymus species with an St genome and
Agropyron in one clade (Baum and Appels 1992).

The internal transcribed spacer (ITS) region of nuclear
ribosomal DNA sequence phylogeny indicated that the
endemic Australian grasses Australopyrum pectinatum
(genome W) are closely related to species of Agropyron
(genome P) (Hsiao et al. 1995a, b). Species of the W and P
genomes share certain gross morphological similarities and
Australopyrum was once treated as a member of Agropyron
(Löve 1984). The karyotypes of P and W genome species are
also similar, but the chromosomes of the W genome are
smaller (Hsiao et al. 1986). The differences in chromosome
size could simply be due to a low copy number of the
repetitive DNA, because the chromosomes of Australopy-
rum pectinatum ssp. velutinum contain much less C-banded
heterochromatin than do those of Agropyron cristatum
(Endo and Gill 1984).

11.3.3 Eremopyrum (Ledeb.) Jaub. and Spach

The Eremopyrum genus includes both diploid and allote-
traploid taxa, namely, diploids E. bonaepartis, E. distans,
and E. triticeum, and allotetraploids E. bonaepartis (=E.
confusum) and E. orientale (Sakamoto 1972; Table 5.4).
Following the genome analysis performed by Sakamoto
(1979), the genome symbol of the Eremopyrum species are
as follows: E. triticeum FF, diploid E. bonaepartis XbXb,
tetraploid E. bonaepartis XbXbXdXd, E. distans XdXd, E.
orientale XdXdFF (Table 5.4).

All Eremopyrum species are annual, short plants, with
solitary spikelets at each rachis node, and with spikes that
disarticulate at maturity (wedge-type disarticulation). Only
in E. triticeum the disarticulation is at the base of each floret
(floret-type disarticulation). The two tetraploid species are of

recent origin, and most probably arose in the dry steppe
zones of northwestern Iran, the assumed distribution center
of this genus (Sakamoto 1979).

Studies of chromosome pairing at meiosis of interspecific
Eremopyrum hybrids showed very little pairing between the
diploid species, indicating that their genomes diverged
considerably from one another, and that the tetraploid spe-
cies are allotetraploids (Sakamoto 1972). Intergeneric
hybridizations showed that there are strong sterility barriers
between Eremopyrum species and those of other Triticeae
genera (Sakamoto 1967, 1968, 1972, 1974; Frederiksen
1991b, 1993, 1994; Frederiksen and von Bothmer 1995).
Sakamoto (1974) succeeded in producing the hybrid
Heteranthelium piliferum x diploid Eremopyrum
bonaepartis, which exhibited abnormal growth and very
little chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase (an
average of 0.04 bivalents per cell).

Phylogenetic studies, based on morphology (Seberg and
Frederiksen 2001), chloroplast DNA (Mason-Gamer et al.
2002; Hodge et al. 2010), chloroplast, mitochondrial, and
nuclear DNA sequences (Seberg and Petersen 2007; Escobar
et al. 2011) and nuclear genes (Hsiao et al. 1995a, b;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2010), included Eremopyrum species in
the same clade with species of Agropyron s. str.

11.3.4 Henrardia C.E. Hubbard

Henrardia is a small genus containing two species, H.
persica and H. pubescens (Hubbard 1946). The two species
differ morphologically from other genera in the Triticineae
subtribe. Both species are annuals, short plants, with facul-
tative self-pollination. The rachis harbors a solitary spikelet
at each node, which are fragile, and disarticulate at maturity
with the rachis segment alongside it (barrel type).

The two species are diploids (Sakamoto and Muramatsu
1965; Sakamoto 1972; Bowden 1966) and have a unique,
extremely asymmetric karyotype, comprised of large chro-
mosomes, and different from those of all other Triticineae,
(Asghari-Zakaria et al. 2002), indicating an advanced genus.

Sakamoto (1972) crossed H. persica, as either female or
male parent, with a number of species from different Trit-
iceae genera, but only obtained hybrids in the cross of tet-
raploid Eremopyrum orientale x H. persica. The F1 hybrid
showed the wedge-type disarticulation of the Eremopyrum
parent. Chromosomal pairing at first meiotic metaphase was
very low (0–4 bivalents per cell), indicating lack of
homology between the genomes of these two species.

Because of its very peculiar morphology, Henrardia was
earlier included in genera outside the Triticineae, but Hub-
bard (1946) noticed that Henrardia shares several diagnostic
traits with the Triticineae that have been regarded to be of
diagnostic value in distinguishing the Triticeae tribe from
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other Poaceae tribes. Consequently, Hubbard (1946) trans-
ferred this taxon as a new genus to Triticineae.

Clayton and Renvoize (1986) considered Henrardia an
offshoot of Aegilops. This is in accordance with Kellogg
(1989) and Frederiksen and Seberg (1992), who, based on a
cladistics analysis, concluded that Henrardia and the diploid
species of Aegilops form a clade. But, in a number of
molecular studies, Henrardia was grouped in a clade with
the Eremopyrum species (see above).

11.4 The Dasypyrum-Secale-Heterantheliun
Clade

11.4.1 Clade Description

This group contains three genera, two of which, Dasypyrum
and Secale, include perennial and annual species, and one,
Heteranthelium, having only one annual species. It is
assumed that Dasypyrum is the most ancient genus in this
clade (Blanco et al. 1996) while Secale is a younger genus
and Heteranthelium is the youngest (Table 11.1). Dasy-
pyrum diverged very early from the ancestral Triticineae,
about 14 MYA (Yang et al. 2006: Table 11.1), during the
early stages of separation between Triticineae and Hordei-
neae. Marcussen et al. (2014) concluded that Secale
diverged from the ancestors of the wheat group during the
Miocene, about 7 MYA, and probably at that time or
somewhat earlier from Dasypyrum. Heteranthelium is the
youngest in the group since it has more advanced traits than
Dasypyrum and Secale (Table 5.5).

11.4.2 Dasypyrum (Coss. and Durieu) T. Durand

The genus Dasypyrum differs from the other Triticineae
genera by its distinctive two-keeled glumes, with tufts of
bristles along the keels. This genus comprises two alloga-
mous species with a fragile rachis (wedge-type disarticula-
tion), D. villosum (=Haynaldia villosa) and D.
breviaristatum (=D. hordeaceum). D. villosum is an annual
diploid (Frederiksen 1991a), whereas D. breviaristatum
contains two cytotypes, an annual diploid and a perennial
autotetraploid (Sarkar 1957; Ohta et al. 2002).

Wang et al. (1995) used the symbol Vb for the haploid
genome of the diploid cytotype of D. breviaristatum and Vv
for the haploid genome of D. villosum. Indeed, meiotic
chromosome pairing in the interspecific F1 hybrid D. villo-
sum x diploid D. breviaristatum was very poor (1.44 biva-
lents per cell) and the hybrid was almost completely sterile,
supporting the notion that the genomes of these two species
are only distantly related to each other (Ohta and Morishita
2001). Yet, the shared peculiar spike morphology,

indications of molecular and biochemical markers (Blanco
et al. 1996), and hybridization with the species-specific
repeated sequence pHv62 of D. villosum (Uslu et al. 1999),
suggest a common ancestry for these two species. The
genomic distance between D. villosum and D. breviarista-
tum, as determined by 301 RAPD loci, is smaller than their
distance from Secale species (Yang et al. 2006).

Very low pairing was reported in F1 hybrids involving
Dasypyrum species and many other Triticeae species,
showing little chromosome homology (Oehler 1933, 1935;
Sando 1935; Kihara and Lilienfeld 1936; von Berg 1937;
Kihara 1937; Kihara and Nishiyama 1937; Sears 1941b;
Nakajima 1966; Chen and Liu 1982; Blanco et al. 1983a,
1983b, 1988; Lucas and Jahier 1988; von Bothmer and
Claesson 1990; Yu et al. 1998, 2001; Deng et al. 2004; de
Pace et al. 2011). Interestingly, low chromosome pairing was
also observed in hybrid ofD. villosum and Secale cereale that
are included in the same phylogenetic clade. Jahier et al.
(1988) crossed two amphiploids: Ae. uniaristata–D. villosum
(2n = 28; genome NNVvVv) and Ae. uniaristata–S. cereale
(2n = 28; genome NNRR). Despite of the low pairing in this
hybrid, Jahier et al. (1988) did not reject the hypothesis that
Vv and R chromosomes share homologous sequences.
Rather, they attributed the Vv and R lack of pairing to factors
such as asynchronous meiotic rhythm between R and Vv
genomes. Similar causes can explain the lack of pairing
between Vv and Vb reported above.

Morphology-based phylogenetic analyses showed that
Dasypyrum and Secale form one clade (Baum 1978a, b,
1983; Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992; Seberg
and Frederiksen 2001). Kellogg (1989) also placed Dasy-
pyrum near Agropyron and Triticum monococcum, and
Baum (1978a, b, 1983) considered D. villosum and Secale
cereale as evolutionarily more contiguous to Triticum and
Aegilops than to the rest of the Triticeae tribe. This is in
accord with molecular phylogenetic studies which suggested
that Secale is the closest relative of the Triticum-Aegilops
genera (Kellogg et al. 1996; Huang et al. 2002a;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2002). However, when Hordeum and
Dasypyrum were analyzed with Secale, Triticum and Aegi-
lops, they were positioned at the base of the tree topology, as
out-groups (Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Kawahara et al.
2008), implying a much earlier divergence between D. vil-
losum and the common ancestor of Triticum-Aegilops.

Analysis of different chloroplast and nuclear DNA
sequences placed Elymus species possessing the E and St
genomes and Dasypyrum species closely together (Kellogg
1992; Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996b, 2000; Petersen and
Seberg 1997). Similarly, molecular phylogeny of the gene
sequence encoding the second-largest subunit of RNA
polymerase II revealed that the Vv genome of D. villosum is
sister to the St genome of Elymus and that both diverged
from the H-genome of barley (Sun et al. 2008). These
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findings fall in line with phylogenetic relationships inferred
from nuclear rDNA sequences, showing a close relation of
Heteranthelium and Dasypyrum to Elymus (Hsiao et al.
1995b). The Heteranthelium element of the transposon
Stowaway is present in Dasypyrum but absent in other
Triticeae species (Petersen and Seberg 2000). DNA/DNA
hybridization of the genomes of Secale and D. villosum with
labeled nuclear DNA from wheat and rye, revealed greater
homology between the Vv genome of D. villosum and R
genome of Secale than between Vv and the A-, B-, and
D-subgenomes of wheat (Lucas and Jahier 1988). Similarly,
FISH analysis involving hybridization of the genomes of
different Triticeae species with species-specific molecular
probes prepared from tandem repeated DNA sequences of D.
villosum (pHv62) and S. cereale (pSc119.2), demonstrated
greater homology between the R- and Vv-genomes than
between R- or Vv-genomes and those of Triticum and
Aegilops (Uslu et al. 1999).

Escobar et al. (2011) found that Dasypyrum, Heteranthe-
lium, Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum and Aegilops, evolved
in a reticulated manner. They found that Dasypyrum and
Heteranthelium form one clade, while Secale, Taeniatherum,
Triticum and Aegilops formed another clade. Elymus forms a
sister clade to Dasypyrum and Heteranthelium.

The formation of theDasypyrum species was explained by
a cascade of events, which began in the earlier stages of the
separation of the Triticineae from the Hordeineae (13–15
MYA), and continued through the reproductive isolation ofD.
villosum from diploid D. breviaristatum prototype, and
incipient reproductive isolation between the two cytotypes
(Blanco et al. 1996). Such divergence did not occur for syn-
tenic and gene-rich DNA segments of genomes Vv and Vb, as
suggested by the strong similarity between the genomes of
these two species in restriction fragment patterns of genomic
DNA, the phenotypes of some isozyme systems, and the
location of gliadin genes (Blanco et al. 1996). Thus, Dasy-
pyrum was one of the earliest Triticineae genera that diverged
from the basal Elymus clade. Likewise, Yang et al. (2006),
studying genome relationships based on species-specific PCR
markers, concluded that the formation of the Dasypyrum
species began at the earlier stages of the separation of the
sub-tribe Triticineae from the sub-tribe Hordeineae (13–15
MYA). Lucas and Jahier (1988) concluded that the differen-
tiation of D. villosum (and Secale cereale) from the genera
Aegilops and Triticum occurred earlier than speciation in the
latter two genera. Indeed, Marcussen et al. (2014) proposed
that the Secale lineage diverged from the Aegilops-Triticum
lineage about 7MYA, while Middleton et al. (2014) proposed
it emerged 3–4 MYA. Lucas and Jahier (1988) assumed that
the closest Aegilops-Triticum species toD. villosum is diploid
wheat T. monococcum subsp. aegilopoides and not diploid
species of Aegilops.

11.4.3 Secale L.

Secale is a small genus including one perennial, S. strictum
and two annual species, S. sylvestre and S. cereale (Table 6.1).
Most lines of the perennial S. strictum ssp. strictum and the
annual S. cereale are self-incompatible, whereas the peren-
nial S. strictum ssp. africanum, the annual S. sylvestre and
some lines of S. cereale are self-compatible (Jain 1960;
Kranz 1963; Kuckuck and Peters 1967; Stutz 1972). All
three Secale species are diploids, (Sakamura 1918; Stolze
1925; Aase and Powers 1926; Thompson 1926; Emme 1927;
Lewitsky 1929, 1931; Jain 1960; Bowden 1966; Love 1984;
Petersen 1991a, b) and their genome has been designated R
(Love 1984; Wang et al. 1995). B chromosomes occur in a
low frequency in several lines of S. cereale and in a few
populations of S. strictum subsp. strictum (Emme 1928;
Darlington 1933; Hasegawa 1934; Popoff 1939; Müntzing
1944, 1950; Kranz 1963; Jones and Rees 1982; Niwa et al.
1990).

The Secale genus evolved monophyletically (Hsiao et al.
1995a; Mason-Gamer et al. 2002; Petersen et al. 2004;
Bernhardt 2016). Its genome differs from that of wheat in
both size and structure (Gill and Friebe 2009). Its size is the
largest in the Triticineae (1C DNA of S. cereale = 8.65 pg,
and that of S. strictum ssp. strictum = 9.45 pg; Table 6.3)
and is 33 to 45% larger than the genome of diploid wheat
(Table 3.1). This size difference is mainly due to the large
amount of heterochromatin in Secale. Thus, one of the major
evolutionary changes in chromosome structure in Secale has
involved the addition of heterochromatin close to the
telomeres (Bennett et al. 1977). The occurrence and distri-
bution of the sub-telomeric heterochromatin in the different
Secale species suggest that S. sylvestre, having a relatively
small amount of heterochromatin, may be of ancient origin,
while S. strictum and S. cereale may have a more recent
origin (Jones and Flavell 1982).

In addition to increase in sub-telomeric heterochromatin,
translocations have also played an important role in the
evolution of the genus Secale (Stutz 1972; Koller and Zeller
1976; Shewry et al. 1985; Naranjo et al. 1987; Naranjo and
Fernández-Rueda 1991; Liu et al. 1992; Rognli et al. 1992;
Devos et al. 1993; Schlegel 2013).

Martis et al. (2013), using molecular data, suggested that
also introgression from other Triticeae species may have
played a role in Secale speciation and R genome evolution.
However, the rarity of spontaneous formation of intergeneric
hybrids involving Secale species and other Triticeae (Fred-
eriksen and Petersen 1998), may indicates that introgression
played a minor evolutionary role. Moreover, artificial inter-
generic hybrids between Secale species and other Triticeae
exhibited very low levels of pairing (Stebbins and Pun 1953;
Heneen 1963b; Majisu and Jones 1971; Hutchinson et al.
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1980; Gupta and Fedak 1985, 1987a, b; Fedak and Arm-
strong 1986; Wang 1987, 1988; Lu et al. 1990; Lu and von
Bothmer 1991; Petersen 1991b). This low level of pairing
indicates a very distant relationship between the R and the H
genomes (Fedak 1979, 1986; Finch and Bennett 1980;
Fedak and Armstrong 1981; Thomas and Pickering 1985;
Gupta and Fedak 1985, 1987a, b; Lu et al. 1990; Petersen
1991a, 1991b), and that the R genome is slightly closer to
the Eb genome than to the St genome (Wang 1987, 1988).
Similarly, very little homology was observed between gen-
omes of Aegilops and Secale species (Karpechenko and
Sorokina, 1929; von Berg, 1931; Kagawa and Chizaki,
1934; Melnyk and Unrau, 1959; Majisu and Jones, 1971;
Hutchinson et al. 1980; Lucas and Jahier 1988; Kawakubo
and Taira 1992; Su et al. 2015), and between the genomes of
diploid wheat and S. cereale (Sodkiewicz 1982), as well as
between subgenomes of allopolyploid wheats and S. cereale
(Longley and Sando 1930; Plotnikowa 1930; Oehler 1931;
Vasiljev 1932). The absence of Ph1 has a much smaller
effect on pairing between wheat and Secale chromosomes
than between chromosomes of wheat subgenomes (Miller
et al. 1994). Naranjo and Fernández-Rueda (1991, 1996) and
Cuadrado et al. (1997) found that most of the wheat-rye pairs
in the absence of Ph1 involved B subgenome chromosomes
and, to a much lesser degree, D and A subgenome
chromosomes.

The pairing data above show that Secale chromosomes
underwent significant changes during the evolution of the
genus, which affected their ability to homoeologously pair
with other Triticineae species. Such alterations include, in
addition to chromosomal rearrangements, also accumulation
of large amounts of telomeric heterochromatin. As a result,
the relative position of the telomeric regions that are
involved in the commencement of meiotic pairing may shift,
impairing pairing initiation of rye and other Triticineae
chromosomes (Devos et al. 1995; Lukaszewski et al. 2012;
Megyeri et al. 2013). Genetic and epigenetic changes, such
as mutations or elimination of DNA sequences that are
involved in homology recognition and pairing initiation,
may also underlie this restricted pairing.

Biochemical and molecular studies have shown that S.
sylvestre occupies an isolated position within the genus and
differs substantially from both S. strictum and S. cereale. Its
isolation may have resulted from its autogamous habit
(Schiemann and Nürnberg-Krüger 1952; Khush and Steb-
bins 1961) or from its characteristically low sub-telomeric
heterochromatin content, which results in unsynchronized
mitotic cycles in embryos of hybrids with other Secale
species that have larger amounts of sub-telomeric hete-
rochromatin (Singh 1977). In contrast, hybrids between S.
strictum and S. cereale are easily formed and exhibit
somewhat reduced fertility, possibly because they are
heterozygous for the two chromosomal translocations

distinguishing S. cereale from S. strictum (Khush and
Stebbins 1961; Khush 1962; Singh 1977). In areas where S.
strictum grows near or even within S. cereale cultivated
fields, plants resulting from hybridization and introgression
between these two species were frequently observed (Stutz
1957; Khush 1962; Perrino et al. 1984; Hammer et al. 1985;
Zohary et al. 2012). Biochemical and molecular studies
showed that differences between S. cereale and S. strictum
are not extensive (Jaaska 1975; Vences et al. 1987; Dedio
et al. 1969; Sencer 1975; Reddy et al. 1990; de Bustos and
Jouve 2002; Jones and Flavell 1982b; Murai et al. 1989).
Yet, although S. cereale and S. strictum specimens are
intermingled on the phylogenetic tree (Frederiksen and
Petersen 1997), Bernhardt (2016) showed that S. strictum is
somewhat different from S. cereale.

According to Kobyljanskij (1982), Protosecale, the oldest
ancestor of the genus, appeared in the Oligocene Epoch
(33.7–23.8 MYA) and later evolved in the Miocene (23.8–
5.3 MYA) into a Protosylvestre and Protostrictum forms,
from which S. sylvestre and S. strictum developed during the
Pliocene epoch (5.3–1.8 MYA) (Table 2.6). The divergence
of the Hordeum lineage and the Secale/Triticum/Aegilops
lineage(s) occurred 8–15 MYA; Wolfe et al. (1989),
Ramakrishna et al. (2002), and Marcussen et al. (2014)
suggested that this event occurred 10–15 MYA, On the other
hand, Huang et al. (2002a, b), Dvorak and Akhunov (2005),
Chalupska et al. (2008), Gornicki et al. (2014), and Mid-
dleton et al. (2014) suggested that this divergence occurred
8–11 MYA (Table 2.6). The separation of the Secale lineage
from the Triticum/Aegilops lineage occurred 7 MYA (Mar-
cussen et al. 2014, based on nuclear genes), when the
ancestral genomes of the wheat group (A. muticum, Ae.
speltoides and diploid wheat) evolved.

The phylogenetic relationships between Secale and other
Triticeae genera have been studied through morphological
traits, genome analysis, isozymes, and cytoplasmic and
nuclear DNA sequences, which have yielded contradictory
results regarding the position of Secale. Taxonomical treat-
ments by several well-known taxonomists (e.g., Nevski 1933;
Melderis 1953; Tzvelev 1973, 1976) placed the genus Secale
close to the genus Dasypyrum. In accord with this taxonom-
ical treatment, Baum (1983), on the basis of a phylogenetic
analysis of Triticeae by means of numerical methods, also
grouped Secale and Dasypyrum close to one another. Further
analysis of morphological characteristics suggested that
Secale is the sister group of a clade consisting of Dasypyrum
villosum, Triticum monococcum and Aegilops species (Fred-
eriksen and Seberg 1992; Seberg and Frederiksen 2001;
Seberg and Petersen 2007). In some molecular studies, Secale
was classified as a sister clade to the Aegilops clade (Kellogg
and Appels 1995; Mason-Gamer and Kellogg 1996a). Monte
et al. (1993) place Secale in close associations with Agropy-
ron and Elymus species bearing the Ee and Eb genomes.
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Data from internal transcribed spacers (ITS) of the rDNA
suggested that Secale is the sister group of Eremopyrum and
Henrardia (Hsiao et al. 1995a), whereas data from the
spacers between the 5S RNA genes suggested a rather basal
position for Secale within Triticineae (Kellogg and Appels
1995; Kellogg et al. 1996). Mason-Gamer (2005), analyzing
sequences from a portion of the tissue-ubiquitous b-amylase
gene in a broad range of the mono-genomic Triticeae, found
close relationships between Secale, Australopyrum
(=Agropyron) and Dasypyrum. Sequencing of the ITS region
of nuclear rDNA of diploid Triticeae species, brought Hsiao
et al. (1995a) to conclude that Secale is close to Tae-
niatherum and sister clade to Elymus farctus E. elongatus
and Triticum monococcum. The study of Seberg and Peter-
sen (2007) indicated incongruence between morphological
and molecular data sets. They concluded that S. strictum is
close to Taeniatherum caput-medusae, followed by Dasy-
pyrum villosum, Elymus elongatus Elymus bessarabicus,
Crithopsis delileana and the genera Aegilops, Triticum and
Amblyopyrum.

Thus, the phylogenetic position of Secale remains
ambiguous. In conclusion, with respect to the placement of
the genus Secale in the subtribe-wide phylogeny, virtually
all genera of the Triticineae have been suggested–either
alone or in combination with other genera–to be a sister
group to Secale (Petersen et al. 2004).

11.4.4 Heteranthelium Hochst

Heteranthelium is a monotypic genus containing the species
H. piliferum (Banks et Sol.) Hochst. It is an annual, facul-
tative self-pollinating species (Luria 1983), with a very
peculiar spike morphology that is different from that of other
Triticeae genera. It is a diploid species (Sakamoto and
Muramatsu 1965; Bowden 1966), with a symmetric kary-
otype (Chennaveeraiah and Sarkar 1959; Bowden 1966;
Sakamoto 1974; Frederiksen 1993).

Chromosome pairing in F1 hybrid showed that the gen-
ome of H. piliferum is distantly related to that of E.
bonaepartis (Sakamoto 1974). Other artificial hybridizations
involving H. piliferum and other Triticeae species were not
successful. Considering the unique morphology of the spike
and the dispersal unit, inter-generic crossability and the
cytogenetic relationships of H. piliferum, Sakamoto (1974)
concluded that the genus Heteranthelium is a distinctive
entity, representing a specialized group that occupies an
isolated position in the subtribe Triticineae.

In different taxonomic classifications of the Triticeae,
Heteranthelium is supposed to be related to either
Triticum/Aegilops complex (Nevski 1934b; Tzvelev 1976)
or Hordeum (Love 1984; Clayton and Renvoize 1986;
Kellogg 1989). Clayton and Renvoize (1986) regarded it as

an advanced offshoot of Crithopsis. Yet, Heteranthelium has
one spikelet per node like most species of the sub-tribe
Triticineae, and awn-like glumes as in Hordeum (Frederik-
sen 1993). Thus, the phylogenetic relationships of Heter-
anthelium are still ambiguous. Studies of Hodge et al. (2010)
of the chloroplast gene encoding ribosomal protein S16,
showed that H. piliferum is in the same clade as Triticum
monococcum, Secale cereale, and all the Aegilops species.
Their results are consistent with the finding of Mason-Gamer
et al. (2002), based on combined cpDNA sequences, of
tRNA genes, spacer sequences, rpoA genes, and restriction
sites. Phylogenetic relationships based on mating systems
showed that H. piliferum is in a clade with Dasypyrum vil-
losum (Escobar et al. 2010, 2011).

11.5 The Taeniatherum–Crithopsis Clade

The Taeniatherum and Crithopsis genera consist of annual,
facultative autogamous, monotypic species, that have two
sessile spikelets at each rachis node and contain only one
hermaphrodite floret in each spikelet. Taeniatherum
caput-medusae and Crithopsis delileana are considered
taxonomically close to each other (Clayton and Renvoize
1986). The species of both genera are diploids (Sakamoto
and Muramatsu 1965; Luria 1983) with a symmetric kary-
otype; the genome symbol of Taeniatherum is Ta (Wang
et al. 1995) and that of Crithopsis is K (Löve 1984). The
karyotype of C. delileana is similar to that of T.
caput-medusae, as shown by Linde-Laursen and Frederiksen
(1989). However, the C-banding patterns of the two species
exhibit differences, with C. delileana having more telomeric
and fewer intercalary bands than T. caput-medusae. Yet,
altered distribution of C-bands is a weak diagnostic char-
acteristic, as activity of repetitious sequences, that can affect
the distribution and quantity of the C-banding, may be dif-
ferent in closely related species and even within a species.
Taeniatherum and Crithopsis differ in their seed-dispersal
system; Taeniatherum has a tough rachis and a disarticu-
lating rachilla (like E. elongatus), so that the dispersal unit is
a floret, whereas Crithopsis has a brittle rachis and
wedge-type dispersal unit of spikelets.

The crossability of either T. caput-medusae or C. deli-
leana with other Triticeae species has been difficult, and
consequently, the cytogenetic relationships between these
two species and other Triticeae species are poorly known.
However, in the few successful intergeneric crosses, the F1
hybrids exhibited scarce amounts of chromosomal pairing at
meiosis (Sakamoto 1991; Frederiksen and von Bothmer
1989), indicating great divergence of the genomes of Tae-
niatherum and Crithopsis from those of the other Triticeae.

Arterburn et al. (2011) found close homology between
DNA sequences of Crithopsis delileana and Taeniatherum
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caput-medusae. Moreover, these authors also found sizeable
homology between these two species and diploid Elymus
elongatus and E. farctus. The relationships between diploid
E. elongatus and C. delileana were closer than those
between E. elongatus and T. caput-medusae.

Based on the possession of two spikelets at each rachis
node and one grain in each spikelet, taxonomists (e.g.,
Tzvelev 1976; Clayton and Renvoize 1986) assigned the two
genera to the subtribe Hordeineae. Indeed, in most mor-
phological trees, Taeniatherum and Crithopsis were linked
to the Hordeum group (Baum 1983; Baum et al. 1987;
Kellogg 1989; Frederiksen and Seberg 1992). Yet, the tra-
ditional taxonomic subdivision of the genera of the Triticeae
into two sub-tribes, Hordeineae and Triticineae (Tzvelev
1976; Clayton and Renvoize 1986), is not supported by
phylogenetic studies based on molecular analyses that placed
Taeniatherum and Crithopsis closer to species of the Trit-
icineae than to Hordeum (Hsiao et al. 1995a; Mason-Gamer
and Kellogg 1996b; Petersen and Seberg 1997;
Mason-Gamer et al. 2002; Seberg and Petersen 2007;
Escobar et al. 2011). Mason-Gamer et al. (2002), analyzing
new and previously published chloroplast DNA data from
Elymus and from most of the mono-genomic genera of the
Triticeae, concluded that their analysis agrees with previous
cpDNA studies with regard to the close relationship between
Secale, Taeniatherum, Triticum, and Aegilops. Escobar et al.
(2011) reported that the clade containing Taeniatherum and
Triticum–Aegilops is also seen on the 5S short-spacer data
tree, but only if Elymus farctus and E. elongatus are included
in the clade.

Sakamoto (1973, 1991) classified the Triticeae into two
groups based on their geographical distribution: the
Arctic-Temperate group and the Mediterranean-Central
Asiatic group (Table 2.3). Hsiao et al. (1995a), analyzing
ITSs of nuclear rDNA and sequences of tRNA in 30 diploid
Triticeae species representing 19 genomes, found that most
of the annuals of Mediterranean origin, i.e., species of Tri-
ticum, Aegilops, Crithopsis, Taeniatherum, Eremopyrum,
Henrardia, Secale, and two perennials, Elymus farctus and
Elymus elongatus, comprise a monophyletic group. In the
parsimony tree from a more restricted species sampling, the
two-perennial species Elymus farctus and E. elongatus,
formed a sister group with Triticum monococcum, Aegilops
speltoides, and Ae. tauschii, whereas Crithopsis, Tae-
niatherum, Eremopyrum, and Henrardia, were close to
Secale. Based on this finding, Hsiao et al. (1995a) supported
Sakamoto (1973), who suggested that the Triticeae should be
classified as two major groups, a Mediterranean group and
an Arctic-temperate group, where the Mediterranean lineage
evolved from the Arctic-temperate species (Runemark and
Heneen 1968; Sakamoto 1973). The inclusion of Crithopsis
and Taeniatherum in the Mediterranean-Central Asiatic
group is not merely due to their geographical distribution,

but also to close phylogenetic relationships between the two
genera, Crithopsis and Taeniatherum, and other Triticineae
species. Their relationships with genera of the Triticineae
may indicate their evolvement from the same ancestral group
and suggest that evolutionary development of diagnostic
morphological characteristics, e.g., number of spikelets on
each rachis node and number of fertile florets in each spi-
kelet, occurs at varying rates in different taxa. The dispersal
unit of many species belonging to the Mediterranean-Central
Asiatic group contains two seeds, either one in each of the
two spikelets or two in a single spikelet, indicating different
routes for achieving analogous adaptive traits to brace the
long, dry summer of the Mediterranean and Central Asiatic
regions.

The above molecular phylogenetic studies showed that
Taeniatherum and Crithopsisis are closer to the species of
the subtribe Triticineae than to those of the Hordeinae.
Consequently, these two genera are included in this book as
members of the Triticineae. Crithopsis contains more
advanced traits than Taeniatherum (Table 5.5) and can be
considered a younger genus, more advanced than
Taeniatherum.

11.6 The Amblyopyrum-Aegilops-Triticum
Clade

11.6.1 Clade Description

This clade comprises three genera, Amblyopyrum (contains
one diploid species), Aegilops (contains 10 diploid, 10
allotetraploid, and 4 allohexaploid species; Table 9.3), and
Triticum (contains 2 diploid, 2 allotetraploid, and 2 allo-
hexaploid species (Table 10.5). All species are annuals, and
two of the three basal species, A. muticum and Ae. speltoides
are allogamous, with the former being self-incompatible
(Kimber and Feldman 1987), and the latter being a pre-
dominantly cross-pollinator (Zohary and Imber 1963). Ae.
longissima has been described recently as a facultative
outcrossing species (Escobar et al. 2010), whereas the
remainder of the species are facultative autogamous. Many
of the 13-diploid species of the wheat group are differenti-
ated from each other by their unique spike and spikelet
features and specialized dispersal units, namely, wedge,
barrel, and umbrella types. The diploid species also differ in
their eco-geographical requirements, and distinguished
well-defined habitats. These species have distinct genomes,
with different genome sizes (Table 9.3) and pairing patterns
in inter-specific and inter-generic hybrids (Table 9.4).

The particular eco-geographical affinities of many of the
diploid species may indicate that they had undergone
extensive differentiation in their early stages of development.
Southeast Turkey is the geographical center of the group
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distribution and thus, is presumably the center of origin of
the genus (Kimber and Feldman 1987). Hammer (1980)
suggested that the Fertile Crescent region, which currently
maintains the greatest diversity of the wheat group genera, is
not necessarily the region in which the group originated and
developed during its evolution. He assumed that the primary
center of origin of the group was in Transcaucasia, a region
where several diploid species formed and developed and
later, due to climatic change, migrated in western, southern
and eastern directions.

On the basis of karyomorphological studies,
Senyaninova-Korchagina (1932) and Chennaveeraiah (1960)
separated the diploids into two categories: those having a
symmetric karyotype (the T–, A–, S–, and D– genome
species) and those with an asymmetric karyotype (the C–,
M–, N–, and U– genome species). Avdulov (1931) and
Stebbins (1950, 1971) considered an asymmetrical kary-
otype more advanced than a symmetric karyotype, since the
former is found in diploids with increased specialization
with respect to two morphological characteristics: the type of
rachis fragility and the number of awns on the glumes.
Indeed, in the more primitive species, i.e., A. muticum, wild
T. monococcum, Ae. speltoides ssp. ligustica, Ae. bicornis
and Ae. sharonensis, the dispersal unit is wedge-type and the
glumes are awnless. In Ae. tauschii, the dispersal unit is
barrel-type and the glumes are awnless. In Ae. speltoides
ssp. speltoides, Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii, the spike is
long, with awns only on the lemmas of the uppermost spi-
kelet and the dispersal unit is umbrella-type, but their glumes
are awnless, whereas in the more advanced species, namely,
Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, and Ae. umbel-
lulata, the spike is shorter, the dispersal unit is the umbrella
type and the glumes are awned. Thus, since most species of
the Triticeae have median or sum-median centromeres, the
ancestral taxon(s) of the genera Amblyopyrum, Aegilops and
Triticum presumably had a symmetric karyotype comprised
only of chromosome pairs with median or submedian cen-
tromeres and awnless glumes.

Parisod and Badaeva (2020) studied the interplay
between hybridization, chromosomal evolution and biolog-
ical diversification of the diploid species of the wheat
group. Comparative profiling of low-copy genes, repeated
sequences and transposable elements among the divergent
species, characterized by different karyotypes, highlighted
high genome dynamics and shed light on the processes
underlying chromosomal evolution in these wild diploid
species. One of the hybrid clades (e.g., species of subsection
Emarginata of Aegilops section Sitopsis and Triticum) pre-
sents upsizing of metacentric chromosomes, which paral-
leled the proliferation of specific repeats, thus leading to a
large genome size (Eilam et al. 2007), whereas other species
(e.g., Ae. caudata and Ae. umbellulata) showed stable, or

even reduced genome size (Eilam et al. 2007), which was
associated with increasing chromosomal asymmetry.

Most morphological and molecular trees share the Aegi-
lops–Triticum clade, while the morphological tree produced
by Seberg and Petersen (2007) also included Amblyopyrum
and Henrardia in this clade. Morphological trees produced
by Kellogg and Appels (1995) and Mason-Gamer and Kel-
logg (1996a) included T. monococcum in the Secale clade,
which is a sister clade to the Aegilops clade. Escobar et al.
(2011), based on studies of a large number of nuclear genes,
reported that T. monococcum is a branched sister of Ae.
tauschii, Ae. speltoides and Ae. longissima. Hsiao et al.
(1995a, b) and Kellogg et al. (1996) considered T. mono-
coccum as a sister group of Elymus elongatus. In line with
this, Hsiao et al. (1995b), based on the ITSs of the nuclear
rDNA sequences, reported that the Ee and Eb genomes of
Elymus clustered with the A, B, and D subgenomes of T.
aestivum. Equally, Wang and Lu (2014) found that both
genomes Ee and Eb are closely related to subgenomes A, B,
and D of hexaploid wheat, and thus, the wheat diploid
genomes may have derived from the E genome(s). In accord
with these findings, also Liu et al. (2007), using genomic
hybridization (both Southern and in situ hybridization),
showed that the St and Eb genomes of Elymus are very
closely related to the A, B and D subgenomes of T. aestivum.
Interestingly, from their study of two single-copy nuclear
gene (Acc1 and Pgk1) sequences, Fan et al. (2013) con-
cluded that the relationship between Elymus farctus
subsp. bessaribicus (genome Eb) and Triticum/Aegilops is
closer than between Elymus elongatus (genome Ee) and
Triticum/Aegilops.

A considerable number of the above morphological and
molecular studies failed to reach a consensus concerning the
phylogenetic relationships between the various diploid spe-
cies of the wheat group (Bernhardt et al. 2020). This
ambiguity is due to either a limited number of samples or to
the small number of genes that were analyzed (Hsiao et al.
1995a, b; Kellogg and Appels 1995; Mason‐Gamer and
Kellogg 1996; Petersen and Seberg 1997; Helfgott and
Mason-Gamer 2004; Mason-Gamer 2005; Escobar et al.
2011; Bernhardt 2015; Glémin et al. 2019). Phylogenetic
relationships between the diploid species of the wheat group
have also been blurred by inter-generic hybridizations and
introgression events, indicating an intricate, reticulate pattern
of evolution in this group of species (Komatsuda et al. 1999;
Nishikawa et al. 2002; Mason-Gamer 2005; Kawahara 2009;
Escobar et al. 2011). In addition, an incomplete lineage
sorting of ancestral polymorphisms also may lead to
incongruent results. Such an intricate pattern of evolution
presents a considerable challenge in phylogenetic analyses,
since different genes may exhibit conflicting genealogical
histories (Escobar et al. 2011).
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Table 11.3 and Figs. 10.5 and 11.1 presents data on the
time of beginning divergence of lineages and species of the
wheat group in million years ago. The ancestral genomes of
the group, T, S, and A, started diverging about 7.0–6.5 MYA
from an ancestral Triticineae genome. From several mor-
phological traits, shared by the T genome (Ambliopyrum
muticum) and the Ee genome of Elymus elongatus, it can be
assumed that the former derived from the latter. It is prob-
able that also the S and the A ancestral genomes derived
sequentially from diploid E. elongatus or from a
closely-related species. Several hundred-thousand years
later, the T and the S ancestral genomes started to diverge
from one another. Homoploid hybridization involving
ancestral S or T, or both, with an A ancestral genome, 6.0–
5.0 MYA, formed the D-lineage that included the progeni-
tors of Ae. tauschii, Emarginata species (Ae. bicornis, Ae.
searsii, Ae. longissima, and Ae sharonensis), and the more
advanced Aegilops species (Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae.
uniaristata, and Ae. umbellulata). Soon after, Ae. tauschii
(genome D) diverged from the D lineage. The donor of the B
subgenome to allotetraploid and allohexaploid what, T.
turgidum and T. aestivum, diverged from Ae. speltoides 4.5
MYA, the donor of the G subgenome to T. timopheevii
diverged from Ae. speltoides about 2.85 MYA, the donor of
the A subgenome to all allopolyploid wheats diverged from
T. urartu 1.28 MYA, and the donor of the D subgenome to
T. aestivum diverged from Ae. tauschii about 0.68 MYA.
Interestingly, the four diploid progenitors that donated their
genomes to allopolyploid wheat, the B, G, A, and D, are
currently extinct or yet undiscovered. Similarly, the diploid
donor of the Xn subgenome to the allotetraploids Ae.
neglecta and Ae. columnaris, and to the allohexaploid Ae
recta, and the donor of the Xc subgenome to allotetraploid
Ae. crassa, and to the allohexaploid Ae. crassa, Ae. vavilovii,
and Ae. juvenalis, are currently extinct or yet undiscovered.
Li et al. (2022) explained the extinction of all these diploid
donors by assuming that competition with their more fit
allopolyploid derivatives, occupying the same habitats,
caused their elimination.

Divergence of the diploid species of Aegilops started 3.73
MYA when the Emarginata species (Ae. bicornis, Ae.
sharonensis, Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii) diverged from
the D-lineage. Divergence of the diploid species of Aegilops
from one another started between 2.9 to 2.1 MYA. Within
the Emarginata species, Ae. bicornis diverged from the lin-
eage longissima-sharonensis 2.0 −1.0 MYA, Ae. searsii
diverged from the other species, most probably Ae. bicornis,
1.4 MYA, and Ae. sharonensis diverged from Ae. longissima
0.4 MYA. The divergence of the more advanced diploid
species of Aegilops, i.e., Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa. Ae.
uniaristata, and Ae. umbellulata, from the basal Aegilops
species, occurred presumably about 2.0 MYA (Marcussen
et al. 2014).

Bernhardt et al. (2020) highlighted the contribution of
multiple rounds of hybridization and introgression to the
evolution of the diploid species of the wheat group. They
analyzed DNA sequences of 244 nuclear low‐copy genes,
evenly distributed across all the chromosomes, as well as
genome‐wide single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) for
all the wild diploid species of the group. The use of a
combination of different phylogenetic and network
approaches together with advanced statistics revealed
ancient complex reticulated processes partly involving
many rounds of introgression as well as at least one
homoploid hybrid speciation that occurred during the for-
mation of the extant taxa. Based on a comprehensive taxon
sampling, Bernhardt et al. (2020) were able to propose a
detailed scheme of events that shaped the wild species of
the wheat group and which seemed to best reflect the
evolution of these species. This scheme of events is much
more complex than previously suggested (Marcussen et al.
2014; Sandve et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015; El Baidouri et al.
2017; Huynh et al. 2019).

Marcussen et al. (2014) determined the divergence time
of the A and B diploid ancestral genomes from a common
ancestor * 7 MYA and that these genomes gave rise to the
D-lineage through homoploid hybrid speciation 1 to 2 mil-
lion years later (Table 11.3). The A and B parental lineages
contributed equally to the D lineage. This model of homo-
ploid hybrid origin of the D lineage agrees with the fact that
lineages A and B are more closely related to D individually
than to each other and thus, contradicts a tree-like phy-
logeny. The majority of the analyses of Marcussen et al.
(2014) show a slightly younger divergence of A and D
lineages compared with B and D lineages, indicating that
gene flow from A to D may have persisted after gene flow
from B to D had ceased. Support for a homoploid hybrid
origin of the D lineage is found in independent analyses
using the genome sequence of bread wheat. Both at the
base-pair level and in gene content [International Wheat
Genome Sequencing Consortium (IWGSC) 2014], the A and
B lineages are more similar to the D genome lineage than
they are to each other.

However, Glémin et al. (2019) substantiated the origin of
the D lineage through homoploid hybridization but sug-
gested the involvement of the T ancestral genome instead the
S ancestral genome. Bernhardt et al. (2020) were able to
confirm the evolutionary scenario developed by Glémin
et al. (2019), and also to uncover more complex patterns of
interspecific gene flow. Their phylogenetic scheme is con-
gruent with the proposed formation of the D lineage [refers
to the progenitor of the entire S (Emarginata species) + D
(Ae. tauschii) + M (Ae. comosa) clade). through homoploid
hybrid speciation as suggested by Marcussen et al. (2014)
and Huynh et al. (2019), but also proposes, in agreement
with Glémin et al. (2019), that ancestral A. muticum, rather
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Table 11.3 Time of beginning divergence of lineages and species of the wheat group (Amblyopyrum, Aegilops, and Triticum)* in million years
ago

Linages and species Beginning
divergence
time

Method of Study Reference

Divergence of ancestral T, S, and A genomes from an ancestral
Triticineae genome

6.5–7.0 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)
Huynh et al. (2019)

Divergence of A. muticum (genome T) from Ae. speltoides (genome S)
and the B-subgenome donor

6.37
(6.79–5.97)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Formation of the D-lineage (the progenitors of the Emarginata
species + Ae. tauschii + Ae. comosa) via homoploid hybridization of
ancestral S and/or T with A genomes

6.0–5.0 Nuclear DNA
sequences;
Transcriptome data

Marcussen et al. (2014)
Glémin et al. (2019)
Bernhardt et al. (2020)

Divergence of Ae. tauschii from the D-lineage 5.37
(5.58–5.16)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of B-subgenome donor from Ae. speltoides 4.49
(4.67–4.31)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of Emarginata species (Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae.
longissima, and Ae. searsii) from the D-lineage

3.73
(3.88–3.58)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of Ae. speltoides from the G subgenome donor to wild T.
timopheevii

2.85
(3.24–2.51)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of T. urartu from the A-subgenome donor 1.28
(1.33–1.22)

Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of Ae. tauschii from the D-subgenome donor < 0.88 Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Divergence of the diploid Aegilops species from one another 4.5–2.5 Two nuclear genes Huang et al. (2002b)
Marcussen et al. (2014)

2.7
(4.1–1.4)

Four nuclear genes Dvorak and Akhunov
(2005)

2.9–2.1 Whole-chloroplast
genome
sequencing

Middleton et al. (2014)
Gornicki et al. (2014)

Divergence of Ae. searsii from other Emaeginata species 1.4 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)

Divergence of Ae. bicornis from the ancestral lineage of Ae. longissima
Ae. sharonensis

2.0–1.0 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)

Divergence of Ae. sharonensis from Ae. longissima 0.4 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)

Formation of wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides 0.8 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)

< 0.8 Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Formation of wild timopheevii 0.4 Nuclear DNA
sequences

Marcussen et al. (2014)

< 0.40 Whole genome
sequencing

Li et al. (2022)

Formation of allotetraploid Aegilops species 1.6– 0.18 Sequencing of
nuclear genes

Huang et al. (2002b)
Dvorak and Akhunov
(2005) Marcussen et al.
(2014)

Sequencing of
chloroplast DNA

Gornicki et al. (2014)
Middleton et al. (2014)

* The divergence time of T. monococcum and T. urartu is currently unknown
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than ancestral Ae. speltoides, were together with
the Triticum lineage, the progenitors of the group. The
ancestors of A. muticum and the Triticum clade contributed
approximately equal proportions (0.54 and 0.46, respec-
tively) to the common ancestor of all other Aegilops species,
except for Ae. speltoides, whose ancestral genome evolved,
more or less, at the same time as the ancestral T and A
genomes. Mostly progenitors of the extant diploid species of
the wheat group were involved in further hybridizations and
introgressions, but recent interspecific gene flow seems less
significant, perhaps due to further divergence and build-up
of strong genetic inter-specific isolating systems. Remark-
ably, despite the fact that several diploids have massive
spatial eco-geographical contact (Kimber and Feldman
1987), present-day natural hybridization between diploid
species of Aegilops is a rare phenomenon. Examples of
current inter-specific hybridizations and introgressions were
only reported between two of these species, Ae. longissima
and Ae. sharonensis (Ankori and Zohary 1962).

In contrast to the current situation, Bernhardt et al. (2020)
suggest that ancient inter-specific or even inter-generic
hybridizations significantly contributed to the evolution of
the various Aegilops species. Glémin et al. (2019) and
Bernhardt et al. (2020), concluded that all the diploid
Aegilops species, except Ae. speltoides, derived from an
initial homoploid hybridization event involving the ancient
A (Triticum) and T (A. muticum) lineages, highlighted the
pivotal role of A. muticum, instead of Ae. speltoides, in the
formation of the diploid Aegilops species. This hybridization
event was followed by multiple introgressions affecting all
taxa, except Triticum. Following the development of the
diploid species of the group, Bernhardt et al. (2020) found
strong signals of introgression from the caudata-umbellulata

group to A. muticum. This introgression seems to have
occurred in both directions. Weaker signals of introgression
of Emarginata species into Ae. caudata and Ae. comosa, as
well as into Ae. tauschii were also found (Bernhardt et al.
2020). These authors proposed that an ancient, now extinct,
lineage was introgressed by Ae. longissima, or another
species of subsection Emarginata, and possibly also by an
ancestor of the caudata–umbellulata–comosa-uniaristata
clade, forming Ae. tauschii. Indeed, chloroplast phylogenies
(Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Bernhardt et al. 2017) trace
the maternal lineage of Ae. tauschii sister to the caudata–
umbellulata–comosa-uniaristata (CUMNS) clade, suggest-
ing that one of its ancestors is an ancient, perhaps extinct
lineage (El Baidouri et al. 2017). This idea is in accord with
its placement in nuclear phylogenies in which Ae. tauschii
shows a moderately supported sister relationship to subsec-
tion Emarginata or members of CU(MN) clade. Moreover,
the data of Bernhardt et al. (2020) provide evidence of gene
flow between species of section Emarginata and the B
genome lineage, a hypothesis also raised by El
Baidouri et al. (2017) and Glémin et al. (2019). Their study
also confirms the close relationships between the members
of subsection Emarginata and Ae. speltoides. Among the
members of subsection Emarginata, Ae. longissima ap-
peared as a major introgressor of B genome donor. The close
relationship between Triticum species and the cau-
data-umbellulata-comosa-uniaristata-tauschii (genomes C,
U, M, N, D) clade was confirmed, although no direction
could be inferred (Bernhardt et al. 2020).

Ae. searsii, which diverged from the other Emarginata
species about 2.0 -1.0 MYA (Marcussen et al. 2014) and Ae.
caudata, which diverged from the advanced Aegilops spe-
cies, that diverged from the basal Aegilops species about 2.5

Fig. 11.1 Phylogeny tree of
seven diploid Triticum/Aegilops
species, B-subgenome of bread
wheat (cultivar Chinese Spring)
and G-subgenome of T.
timopheevii (an introgressed
region on chromosome 2B of
bread wheat cultivar “LongReach
Lancer”) based on the RRGRs
on chromosome 2B of Chinese
Spring. [From the supplementary
Fig. 5A in Li et al. (2022)]
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MYA (Marcussen et al. 2014), have identical chloroplast
type (Alnaddaf et al. (2012) and both were found to be close
to one another (Sliari and Amer 2011). This may imply that
Ae. caudata introgressed with the prototype of Ae. searsii, as
suggested by Bernhardt et al. (2020). Such introgression
may explain the advanced trait that exists in Ae. searsii,
namely, glume length close to the length of florets, that does
not exist in other Emarginata species. Also, the adaptation of
Ae. searsii to Mediterranean habitats may derive from such
an introgression. Hence, the evolutionary scenarios of the
evolution of the diploid species of the wheat group, pro-
posed by El Baidouri et al. (2017) and Bernhardt et al.
(2020), are highly reticulated.

It is generally accepted that the divergence of the T, A
and S genomes from an ancestral Triticineae genome
established the basal lineages of the wheat group. Compar-
ison of chloroplast (Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Gornicki
et al. 2014; Middleton et al. 2014; Bernhardt et al. 2017)
and nuclear DNA sequences (Petersen et al. 2006; Salse
et al. 2008; Kawahara 2009; Marcussen et al. 2014) con-
firmed the basal position of Ae. speltoides on the phyloge-
netic Aegilops/Triticum tree. Ae. speltoides likely diverged
from the progenitor of the Triticineae earlier than the
ancestral A genome and much earlier than the other Aegilops
species (Yamane and Kawahara 2005; Salse et al. 2008;
Gornicki et al. 2014; Middleton et al. 2014; Bernhardt
et al. 2017). Estimates obtained from the analyses of nuclear
DNA sequences placed the possible divergence time of the
three basal genomes within the period between * 7 MYA
(Marcussen et al. 2014). Estimates obtained from chloro-
plast DNA favored a more recent origin of Ae. speltoides,
i.e., between 4.1–3.6 MYA (Bernhardt et al. 2017) and
2.67 ± 1.1. MYA (Middleton et al. 2014). On the other
hand, the divergence of the other diploid species of the
wheat group from one another occurred much later. Huang
et al. (2002b) estimated that these diploid species began to
diverge from one another at 4.5–2.5 MYA and Dvorak and
Akhunov (2005) suggested that the divergence time of these
species was about 2.7 (4.1–1.4) MYA.

It seems reasonable that the diploid species of the wheat
group, other than the ancestral A. muticum, Ae. speltoides
and diploid Triticum, evolved at different times–the primi-
tive species about 4.5–2.5 MYA and the advanced ones later
on, at about 2.5–1.5 MYA. This period corresponds to the
geological epoch Pliocene (5.3–1.8 MYA; Table 2.5), that
was characterized by development of seasonal climate (cold
and humid winters and hot and dry summers) in the east
Mediterranean and south west Asia, the presumed center of
origin of the diploid species of this group. The adaptation to
dry habitats with seasonal growth periods presumably led to
the development of their annual growth habit, associated
with increased self-fertilization and large grains.

Genomic divergence may result from the activity of
transposable elements (TE) (McClintock 1984; Fedoroff
2012). Senerchia et al. (2013) suggested that ancestral TE
families, mainly retrotransposons, followed independent
evolutionary trajectories in related species, highlighting the
evolution of TE populations as a key factor of genome dif-
ferentiation in the diploid species of the wheat group. In
accordance, Middleton et al. (2013) also found that several
TE families differ strongly in their abundance across the
diploid species of the wheat group, indicating that these
families can thrive extremely successfully in one species,
while going virtually extinct in another. Yaakov et al. (2013)
also reported that several TE families have undergone either
proliferation or reduction in abundance during species
diversification at the diploid level. The balance between
genome expansion through TE proliferation and contraction
through deletion of TE sequences drives variation in genome
size and organization (Bennetzen and Kellogg 1997). Hence,
the large differences in genome size between the various
diploid species of the wheat group (Eilam et al. 2007;
Table 2.4) suggest that TE activity has played an important
role in the genomic evolution of these species. Indeed,
Yaakov et al. (2013) determined the relative copy numbers
of TE families in diploid species of section Sitopsis of
Aegilops and found high variation and genome-specificity of
TEs, implying that the main genomic differences between
these species are the results of differential activity of TEs.
TEs, accounting for a very large fraction of the genomes of
the diploid species of the wheat group [80% of
well-annotated TEs, with a majority of LTR retrotransposons
(Senerchia et al. 2013)], were found to be one of the main
drivers of genome divergence and evolution in this group
(Yaakov et al. 2013). Whole genome sequencing in the
Sitopsis group confirmed that genome size variation could
be largely associated with TEs proliferation (Li et al. 2022).
Charles et al. (2008) estimated from the insertion dates of
TEs that the majority of differential proliferation of TEs in
the B and A subgenomes of bread wheat, occurred in these
genomes already at the diploid level, prior to the allote-
traploidization event that brought them together in Triticum
turgidum, about 0.8 MYA (Marcussen et al. 2014; Gornicki
et al. 2014; Middleton et al. 2014). Finally, rewiring of gene
expression in hybrids might dysregulate the silencing of
transposons, resulting in activation of transposons, and in
reduction of the hybrid fitness or viability, thereby con-
tributing to speciation (Levy 2013).

Another genetic system that can restructure the genome in
the diploid species of the wheat group and thus lead to
genomic divergence and speciation, is the activity of genome
restructuring genes (McClintock 1978). These genes are
normally in an inactive state and can be activated by severe
stress, either physical, physiological or genetic. Upon
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activation, they induce a wide range of chromosomal rear-
rangements that lead to genome restructuring. Heneen
(1963a) described an extensive chromosomal breakage
occurring spontaneously in an Elymus farctus individual.
Likewise, Feldman and Straus (1983) reported on a mutant
line in Ae. longissima that carried a recessive gene causing a
wide range of chromosomal rearrangements in meiotic and
mitotic cells. None of the chromosome breaks were random,
indicating that specific DNA sequences were affected. Other
examples of massive chromosomal aberrations in higher
plants are rare but were observed in root-tip cells of the
Brazilian semi-dwarf wheat cultivar IAS-54 (Guerra et al.
1977), in the hybrid Elymus arenarius x Secale cereale
(Heneen 1963b), and in the hybrid Elymus farctus x
Agropyron repens (Heneen 1963c). Several other cases of
spontaneous chromosome breakage in meiotic and mitotic
cells of several plants and several intergeneric hybrids were
reviewed by Heneen (1963a). Genome restructuring is an
ongoing process in natural Ae. speltoides populations
(Belyayev 2013). Indeed, numerical chromosomal aberra-
tions, spontaneous aneuploidy and re-patterning and reduc-
tion in the species-specific tandem repeats have been
detected in marginal populations of Ae. speltoides (Raskina
et al. 2004; Belyayev et al. 2010).

The activation of genome restructuring genes by various
stresses has important evolutionary significance. In addition
to the generation of genetic variability, due to changes in
small DNA sequences as well as formation of
cryptic-structural hybridity that may bring about hybrid
sterility even though chromosomal pairing looks complete.
Genome restructuring also may lead to the formation of new
linkage groups. Rapid chromosomal rearrangement can also
contribute to the evolvement of isolating mechanisms
between differentiating sympatric taxa. Indeed, Lewis (1966)
pointed out that rapid chromosomal reorganization played a
major role in the formation of many plant species. Activity
of genome restructuring genes during wheat evolution may
explain the wide occurrence of chromosomal rearrangements
among wild as well as domesticated wheats.

11.6.2 Amblyopyrum (Jaub. and Spach) Eig

This genus contains only one species, A. muticum. Eig
(1929b) regarded it as a primitive form, since he noted that
this species is an intermediate in several basic morphological
features between Aegilops and several species of Elymus.
These traits are: a long, linear awnless spike, many cylin-
drical, multi-floret spikelets, absence of rudimentary spike-
lets, and a fragile rachilla that disarticulates into f1orets that
fall separately, especially in the upper part of each spikelet.

Two of the three basal species of the wheat group, A.
muticum and Ae. speltoides, are annual, allogamous and are

the only species that contain B-chromosomes. The B chro-
mosomes of A. muticum do not affect homologous pairing,
but suppress homoeologous pairing in intergeneric hybrids
(Mochizuki 1964; Dover and Riley 1972; Vardi and Dover
1972; Ohta and Tanaka 1982, 1983). These two species
possess genes that promote pairing between homoeologous
chromosomes in hybrids involving allopolyploid wheat, by
counteracting the effect of the homoeologous-pairing sup-
pressor, ph1, of allopolyploid wheat (Riley 1960: Feldman
and Mello-Sampayo 1967; Dover and Riley 1972a; Dvorak
1972). Ohta (1990, 1991) crossed A. muticum with all the
diploid species of the wheat group, and reported that most F1
hybrids were completely sterile. Partial fertility was
observed only in the hybrid with Ae. speltoides, leading Ohta
(1990) to conclude that A. muticum is most closely related to
Ae. speltoides.

Numerical analysis (Baum 1977, 1978a, b; Schultze-
Motel and Meyer 1981) indicated the close relationship
between Amblyopyrum and Aegilops and Triticum. Like-
wise, several morphological and molecular trees included
Amblyopyrum in the Aegilops clade (Seberg and Petersen
2007), and Mason-Gamer et al. (1998) also included spe-
cies of Elymus in this clade. Hammer (1980) and Ohta
(1990, 1991) proposed that A. muticum is the ancestral
species in the group, whereas Ohsako et al. (1996) studying
variation in chloroplast and mitochondrial DNA by
single-strand conformational polymorphism (PCR-SSCP)
analysis, suggested that A. muticum is not older than Ae.
speltoides.

In some phylogenetic trees, e.g., Ohsako et al. (1996) and
Sasanuma et al. (2004), A. muticum was included in a dif-
ferent cluster than the other species of the wheat
group. In-situ hybridization with several repeated DNA
markers, and C-banding patterns, suggest that A. muticum
occupies an isolated position, closer to the Sitopsis species
than to other species of Aegilops (Badaeva et al. 1996).
Sallares and Brown (2004), who analyzed the ITSs of the
rRNA genes, reached a similar conclusion, namely, that A.
muticum has a basal position and that it is close to Ae.
speltoides. Recent studies of Glémin et al. (2019) and
Bernhardt et al. (2020) presented evidence indicating the
basal position of A. muticum and its contribution, together
with the ancestral A genome of Triticum, and later on,
through introgression with the S genome of Ae. speltoides, to
the evolvement of most other species of Aegilops.

11.6.3 Aegilops L.

The Aegilops genus contains 10 diploid species (Table 9.3),
all of which are annual, and facultatively autogamous,
except for Ae. speltoides, which is a predominantly alloga-
mous plant (Kimber and Feldman 1987) and Ae. longissima,
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which has a high percentage of cross pollination (Escobar
et al. 2010). The northern region of the Fertile Crescent is
the geographical center of the group distribution and thus, is
presumably the center of origin of the genus (Kimber and
Feldman 1987).

Eig (1929a) described principles of evolutionary succes-
sion of the Aegilops species that were based on morpho-
logical characters of the plant and particularly of the spike in
comparison with other Triticeae species. His view concern-
ing the evolutionary trends of characters in the diploid
species of Aegilops was presented in the following gener-
alization (Table 11.4): (1) tall plants represent primitive
species (Ae. speltoides, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. longissima)
whereas short plants represent more advanced species (all
other Aegilops species); (2) plants with awnless glumes on
the apical spikelets are primitive species (species of section
Sitopsis and Ae. tauschii), while single-awned glumes reflect
advanced species (Ae. caudata and Ae. uniaristata), and
many-awned glumes are characteristic of the most advanced
species (Ae. comosa and Ae. umbellulata); (3) awns only on
lemmas are seen in primitive species (Sitopsis species and
Ae. tauschii), whereas main awns on glumes are seen in
advanced species (Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata,
and Ae. umbellulata); (4) wedge-type disarticulation of the
spike is a feature of primitive species (Ae. speltoides var.
ligustica, Ae. sharonensis, and Ae. bicornis), barrel-type of
advanced type to some extent (Ae. tauschii), whereas
umbrella-type is seen in the advanced species (Ae. longis-
sima, Ae. speltoides var. speltoides, Ae. searsii, Ae. caudata,
Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, and umbellulata; (5) short
glumes in relation to the length of the lemmas (about ½ or
2/3 of the length of the lemmas) are characteristic of prim-
itive species (Sitopsis species, except Ae. searsii, and Ae.
tauschii), whereas long glumes of a length that is almost
equal to that of the lemmas is a common trait of advanced
species (Ae. searsii, Ae. caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaris-
tata and Ae. umbellulata); (6) caryopsis adhering to lemma
and palea is seen in primitive species (most species of
Aegilops), whereas a free caryopsis is seen in advanced
species (Ae. searsii and Ae. umbellulata).

Moreover, according to Eig (1929a), the advanced spe-
cies of Aegilops are mainly characterized by the following
four morphological characteristics: (a) spikes with many
awns, (b) ovoid spikes, (c) ovate spikelets, and (d) spikes
falling entire when ripped. He found these four character-
istics in Ae. umbellulata and concluded that this species is
most differentiated from the other types. In contrast, these
four characteristics were least distinct in section Sitopsis),
which possesses many morphological characteristics com-
mon to the other genera in the Triticeae tribe. Thus, Eig
concluded that the species of section Sitopsis are the most
similar to the ancestral form of Aegilops.

The diploid species can be classified into three groups:
those having the S genome or modified S genome (Ae.
speltoides, Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. longissima,
and Ae. searsii), the species having the D genome (Ae.
tauschii), and those having the C, M, N, and U genomes (Ae.
caudata, Ae. comosa, Ae. uniaristata, and Ae. umbellulata).
Section Sitopsis was sub-divided by Eig (1929a) into two
sub-sections, Truncata, containing one species (Ae. spel-
toides), and Emarginata, containing the other four species.
Hybrids between species of the two subsections, show high
pairing but are sterile, while hybrids between Emarginata
species also exhibit high pairing but are fertile or partially
fertile (Sears 1941a; Kihara 1949; Tanaka 1955a; Kimber
1961; Riley et al. 1961; Roy 1959; Ankori and Zohary 1962;
Feldman et al. 1979; Yen and Kimber 1990). The species of
the two subsections also differ in karyotype structure (Riley
et al. 1958), in C-banding patterns (Friebe and Gill 1996;
Ruban and Badaeva 2018), in the number and distribution of
certain molecular probes (Ruban and Badaeva 2018), and in
the amount of nuclear DNA content (Eilam et al. 2007). On
the other hand, the above cytological and molecular data
imply a close relationship between the Emarginata species.
Based on their studies and other reports, Ruban and Badaeva
(2018) suggest the following scenario of the evolution of the
five Sitopsis species: Ae. speltoides is the most distinct
diploid Aegilops, that diverged from the common ancestor
very early, prior to the split of the other Aegilops species
(Salse et al. 2008; Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen
et al. 2014). Divergence of Ae. speltoides from an ancestral
form was not associated with major chromosomal rear-
rangements (Rodríguez et al. 2000; Dobrovolskaya
et al. 2011). Subsequent evolution of Ae. speltoides was
accompanied by several transposon insertions (Salse
et al. 2008) and by the loss of the 5S rDNA locus on
chromosome 1S of modern Ae. speltoides (Badaeva
et al. 2016) which is present in the B subgenome of emmer
and bread wheat (Mukai et al. 1990).

In this respect, Gornicki et al. (2014) and El
Baidouri et al. (2017) showed that the female donor of the
cytoplasm and B subgenome to T. turgidum and T. aestivum
is not Ae. speltoides, but a relative of Ae. speltoides, that
diverged from the latter 4.48 MYA (Li et al. 2022). The
B-subgenome donor is currently either extinct or extant that
yet has not been discovered. Homoploid hybridization
involving the ancestral S and A genomes (Marcussen et al.
2014) or the ancestral T and A genomes (Glémin et al. 2019;
Bernhardt et al. 2020) formed the D lineage, 6.0–5.0 MYA.
The D lineage diverged later to the ancestral D genome (5.37
MYA (Li et al. 2022), to the Emarginata species 3.73 MYA
(Li et al. 2022), and to the more advanced Aegilops species
diverged from the basal Aegilops species about 2.5 MYA
(Marcussen et al. 2014). The divergence of the Emarginata
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species was associated with an increase of high-copy DNA
sequences due to the activity of transposable elements
(Yaakov et al. 2013), amplification of the CTT-repeat,
re-distribution of C-bands, massive amplification of Spelt-52
and gradual elimination of the D-genome-specific sequences
pAs1, pTa-535 and pTa-s53 (Ruban and Badaeva 2018).
The data of Ruban and Badaeva (2018) show that most
drastic changes probably occurred at the stage of radiation
of Ae. longissima/Ae. sharonensis, and included massive
amplification of Spelt-52 and CTT-repeats, resulting in the
gain of heterochromatin in these two species, and in an
approximately 12% increase of nuclear DNA content in Ae.
longissima/Ae. sharonensis as compared to that of Ae.
searsii/Ae. bicornis (Eilam et al. 2007). The similar distri-
bution of all analyzed DNA sequences on chromosomes
of Ae. longissima and Ae. sharonensis point to a rather
recent divergence of these species 0.4 MYA (Marcussen
et al. 2014), which was accompanied by the species-specific
4Sl/7Sl translocation in Ae. longissima.

Morphologically, Ae. bicornis is the most primitive spe-
cies in the Emarginata group (Eig 1929a). Indeed, Ae.
bicornis diverged from the ancestral lineage of Ae.
longissima/Ae. sharonensis 1.4 MYA (Marcussen et al.
2014). It is more difficult to produce hybrids with Ae.
bicornis than with other S-genome Aegilops species (Kim-
ber and Feldman 1987).

Morphologically, Ae. searsii resembles Ae. longissima,
but molecular studies of chloroplast DNA showed that it is
closer to Ae. bicornis than to Ae. longissima (Tsunewaki and
Ogihara 1983). Ae. searsii differs from Ae. longissima and
from the other Emarginata species by several morphological
traits which are considered as evolutionarily advanced,
namely, short stature, length of glumes, and free kernels
(Feldman and Kislev 1977). Ae. longissima x Ae. searsii

hybrids exhibit meiotic irregularities, including a reciprocal
translocation, and are partial sterile (Feldman et al. 1979),
and, similarly, Ae. longissima x Ae. bicornis had a reciprocal
translocation, some pairing failure and the hybrid was highly
sterile (Kimber 1961). By contrast, the F1 Ae. longis-
sima x Ae. sharonensis are fertile and show complete
chromosome pairing in meiosis (five bivalents and one
quadrivalent, due to a reciprocal translocation) (Tanaka
1955; Ankori and Zohary 1962). Isolation of these species is
caused by different ecological requirements (Ankori and
Zohary 1962; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Feldman and
Levy 2015). The close relationships between the
Emarginata species and the separate position of Ae. spel-
toides within the Sitopsis section were confirmed by
molecular analyses of nuclear and cytoplasmic DNA. Based
on variation of repeated nucleotide sequences (RNS), Dvo-
rak and Zhang (1992b) showed that the Sitopsis species are
phylogenetically similar, but Ae. speltoides is clearly sepa-
rated from species of the Emarginata group. RAPD and
AFLP analyses revealed that Ae. speltoides forms a cluster
with polyploid wheats, which is separated from
other Sitopsis species (Kilian et al. 2007, 2011). Likewise,
the phylogenetic reconstructions of Middleton et al. (2014),
showed that Ae. speltoides is not a member of Sitopsis, but
together with T. turgidum, T. aestivum, and T. timopheevii
lineages it forms a clade (B lineage).

Dvorak and Zhang (1992a) and Sasanuma et al. (1996,
2004) found a close relationship between Ae. caudata and
Ae. umbellulata. Cytogenetic and phylogenetic studies of the
four advanced species of Aegilops, i.e., caudata, comosa,
umbellulata and uniaristata, showed that the N genome of
Ae. uniaristata is one of the most advanced genomes in the
group and is closer to the U genome of Ae. umbellulata than
to the genomes of Ae. caudata and Ae. comosa (Sallares and

Table 11.4 Eig’s (1929a)
definition of ancestral and
advanced traits in the genus
Aegilops

Ancestral traits Advance traits

Tall plant Short plants

Small number of tillers Large number of tillers

Long spike Short and compact spike

Large number of fertile spikelets per spike Small number of fertile spikelets
per spike

Large number of florets per spikelet Small number of florets per
spikelet

Glumes are shorter than the florets Glumes are about the same size
as the florets

Awns on lemmas Awns on glumes

Glumes of the apical spikelets are awnless Glumes on the apical spikelets
are with many awns

The spike disarticulates at maturity into spikelets with the rachis
internode that belong to them (wedge type)

The spike falls entire at maturity
(umbrella type)

The grain is joined together with the chaff The grain is free
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Brown 2004; Badaeva et al. 1996). PCR fragment poly-
morphism analyses of chloroplast genomes placed Ae. um-
bellulata and Ae. comosa closer to Ae. tauschii than to the T.
monococcum and Ae. speltoides (Tsunewaki et al. 1996;
Gandhi et al. 2005).

Molecular analyses have shown that the diploid genomes
S, D and A are much more closely related to each other
than to other genomes in the wheat group (Monte et al.
1993; Dvorak and Zhang 1990; Dvorak et al. 1998). Indeed,
comparisons of a large number of nuclear genes indicated
that an ancestral D lineage derived from hybridization
between ancient A and S lineages, about 6–7 MYA (Mar-
cussen et al. (2014). This finding spurred a discussion
regarding the hybrid origin of the extant Ae.
tauschii (Sandve et al. 2015; Li et al. 2015, reevaluating
the origin of Ae. tauschii by using recently published data
from nuclear DNA (Marcussen et al. 2014) and chloroplast
DNA sequencing (Gornicki et al. 2014), as well as addi-
tional data of chloroplast DNA of their own, confirmed the
hybrid origin of the extant D genome but concluded that
this genome has a more complex origin, one that may have
involved multiple rounds of hybridizations. El
Baidouri et al. (2017), following analysis of sequences of
homoeologous genes and transposable elements derived
from T. aestivum, T. turgidum ssp. durum, T. urartu, Ae.
speltoides, and Ae. tauschii, deduced that, about 6 MYA, an
ancestral D genome introgressed into a homoploid hybrid
of the ancestral A and B genomes. The ancestral D genome
became extinct sometime later. Today’s D genome, occur-
ring in diploid Ae. tauschii and as one subgenome in T.
aestivum and other allopolyploid species of Aegilops, is,
therefore, a hybrid genome combining three genomes (El
Baidouri et al. 2017). As the B subgenome of allopolyploid
wheat is different from its closest extant relative Ae. spel-
toides, El Baidouri et al. (2017) assumed that the B genome
itself might also have been introgressed by species of
subsection Emarginata of section Sitopsis. Such introgres-
sion was also suggested by Bernhardt et al. (2020).
Glémin et al. (2019), based on transcriptome data for all
species of the group, proposed a complex scenario of
hybridizations, and identified A. muticum (genome T),
instead of Ae. speltoides (genome S), as an ancestor of
the D genome lineage and of at least two more hybridiza-
tion events. Bernhardt et al. (2020) also found that the
ancestral T genome, and not B, was involved in the ancient
hybridization with genome A.

Molecular findings relating to the chloroplast and mito-
chondrial genome (Tsunewaki 2009; Kawahara 2009) rein-
forced the studies on phylogenetic relationships of the
diploid species. Tsunewaki (2009) reviewed such studies
and concluded that the diploid species of the wheat group
exhibit great diversification. A. muticum and Ae. speltoides,
the two-outbreeding species, showed especially clear

intra-specific chloroplast and mitochondrial differentiation.
On the other hand, Gornicki et al. (2014) reveal low
sequence variation of the chloroplast genome within Ae.
speltoides as well as little haplotype variation in the Emar-
ginata species. Yet, earlier studies (Chen et al. 1975; Hirai
and Tsunewaki 1981) revealed two types of electromorphs
of the Rubisco large subunit (the chloroplast subunit), H-
and L-types, in these species. The H-type large subunit was
found in the chloroplast of Ae. speltoides (and also in that of
allopolyploid Triticum species) while the L-type large sub-
unit exists in the chloroplast of all diploid Aegilops and
Triticum species.

In many phylogenetic trees, Ae. speltoides forms a
moderately supported clade with A. muticum, and, as in
previous studies (Petersen et al. 2006), it was always clearly
separate from the other species of Aegilops. All the analyses
reported by Bernhardt et al. (2020) always classified Ae.
tauschii as sister of subsection Emarginata. Marcussen et al.
(2014) assumed that Ae. sharonensis is close to Ae. tauschii
and is a hybrid involving the B genome lineage. The data of
Bernhardt et al. (2020) showed that not only Ae. sharo-
nensis is closely related to Ae. tauschii but that genome
parts of the latter suggest the involvement of the entire
subsection Emarginata, i.e., Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis,
Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii. Yet, the absence of any
relationship to the B genome clearly indicates a more
complex evolutionary history than previously hypothesized,
of the Ae. tauschii genome and perhaps also of the genome
of subsection Emarginata.

11.6.4 Triticum L.

This genus contains two diploid, two tetraploid and two
hexaploid species. Among the diploids, T. monococcum
comprises two subspecies, wild ssp. aegilopoides and
domesticated ssp. monococcum, also known as einkorn
wheat, whereas T. urartu consists only of a single wild
taxon. Both diploid species are annuals and facultative
autogamous. The wild forms have a fragile rachis and dis-
articulate at maturity into wedge-type dispersal units,
whereas the domesticated subspecies, that derived from
ssp. aegilopoides, have a tough rachis so that at maturity the
spike remains intact on the culm. The two wild taxa dis-
tribute in the northern part of the Fertile Crescent and in
Transcaucasia, sympatrically in many sites. Following the
spread of wheat cultivation, ssp. aegilopoides expanded its
distribution as a weed, westward up to the Balkan.

Key (1966, 1968, 1981) and Hammer (1980) argued that
different evolutionary tendencies exist in domesticated and
wild wheat. The domesticated forms, under the selection
pressure exerted by man, will further develop its greater
ability to utilize fertile land and will follow a completely
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different trend in ear construction, namely, more special-
ization for tough rachis and free threshing. The wild forms
will continue to occupy shrinking primary habitats or
adapted as weed to various disturbed sites or cereal fields.

Hybrids between T. monococcum and the basal species of
the clade, Ae. speltoides and A. muticum, had high chro-
mosomal pairing at meiosis (Sears 1941b; Ohta 1990),
which may either be due to effect of pairing promoters or
indicate close phylogenetic relationships. On the other hand,
hybrids between diploid wheat and the other Sitopsis species
exhibit low pairing (Sears 1941b; Kushnir and Halloran
1981; Feldman 1978), indicating great divergence between
the genomes of these species. Only the hybrid T. mono-
coccum x Ae. tauschii had somewhat more pairing (4.86
bivalents and 0.21 trivalents per cell; Sears 1941b), indi-
cating much closer cytogenetic affinities between the A and
the D genomes than between the A genome and the genomes
of the remaining diploid Aegilops species.

Following a morphological analysis, Baum (1983)
included Amblyopyrum, Aegilops, Triticum and Henrardia
in one cluster, close to species of Elymus. The findings of
Escobar et al. (2011) were in agreement with previous works
(Petersen and Seberg 1997), which included Triticum,
Aegilops, Secale, and Taeniatherum in one clade. In some
molecular studies, Triticum is a sister clade to the Aegilops
clade (Kellogg and Appels, 1995; Mason-Gamer and Kel-
logg, 1996a), while others (Hsiao et al. 1995a, b; Kellogg
et al. 1996; Liu et al. 2007) considered it to be the sister
group to Elymus elongatus, assuming that Triticum may
have derived from the Elymus E genome.

Yet, based on variation in repeated nucleotide sequences,
Dvorak and Zhang (1992b) constructed a phylogenetic tree
of the species of the Aegilops and Triticum. The tree
obtained was consistent with many cyto-taxonomical data on
species relationships in the two genera. Their studies clus-
tered the two Triticum diploids, monococcum and urartu,
that have been shown cytogenetically to have a common
genome (Dvorak 1976; Chapman et al. 1976).

Glémin et al. (2019), Huynh et al. (2019), and Bernhardt
et al. (2020) have proposed that the ancestral A. muticum
and the ancestral Triticum genomes each contributed
approximately equal proportions to the common ancestor of
all other Aegilops species, with the exception of Ae. spel-
toides. Bernhardt et al. (2020), while highlighting the con-
tribution of hybridization to the evolution of the species of
Aegilops, stated that the evolution of the diploid Triticum
species was not affected by inter-generic hybridization. It
seems therefore, that after the ancient hybridization with the
T genome, later hybridization between species of the wheat
group and the A genome was restricted, presumably due to
development of strong genetic barriers. As previously
shown by Marcussen et al. (2014), Glémin et al. (2019), and

Li et al. 2022 the Sitopsis species, the wheat subgenomes
A, B, D, and G, and the T genome of A. muticum fall into
three clades corresponding to the A, B and D lineages
(Figs. 10.5 and 11.1).
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12Evolution of the Allopolyploid Species
of the Sub-tribe Triticineae

12.1 Mode, Time, and Place of Origin
of the Allopolyploids

Allopolyploidization is a biological process that has played a
central role in plant speciation and evolution (Manton 1950;
Stebbins 1950, 1971; Grant 1971; Soltis and Soltis 1993,
1995; Soltis et al. 2009; Masterson 1994, de Bodt et al.
2005; Tang et al. 2008), and has driven and shaped the
evolution of vascular plants, perhaps more than any other
evolutionary process (Feldman and Levy 2005, 2009). It
constitutes a radical and rapid mode of speciation that pro-
duces a new species by means of inter-specific or
inter-generic hybridization of two diverging diploid species,
followed by chromosome doubling of the F1 hybrids.
Allopolyploidization produces a new species in a single step,
a novel taxon that is immediately isolated genetically from
its two parental species.

The pioneering discoveries of the accurate chromosome
numbers of the different Triticum and Aegilops species
(Sakamura 1918; Kihara 1919, 1924, 1937; Sax 1921a, b,
1922, 1927; Sax and Sax 1924; Percival 1921, 1923;
Schiemann 1929; Sorokina 1937; Lilienfeld 1951, and ref-
erence therein) showed that these two genera comprise a
polyploid series, containing diploids, tetraploids and hex-
aploid species. Subsequent studies of chromosomal pairing
in hybrids between the allopolyploid and the diploid species
of the group revealed the allopolyploid nature of the poly-
ploids, namely, each polyploid species contains two or three
different subgenomes that derived from diverging
diploid-level genomes (Lilienfeld 1951, and reference
therein). The conclusion that the polyploids of the wheat
group are allopolyploids was also supported by the fact that
only bivalents were formed at first meiotic metaphase of the
polyploids (except that of the auto-allohexaploid T. zhu-
kovskyi, which has the genomic constitution GGAAAmAm

and therefore, produces few quadrivalents at meiosis). The
diploid-like meiotic pairing pattern, i.e., regular bivalent
formation due to exclusive homologous pairing, is

characteristic of allopolyploids (Stebbins 1950, 1971).
Hence, the two genera Aegilops and Triticum contains 18
allopolyploid species, 12 allotetraploids (10 of Aegilops and
2 of Triticum), and 6 allohexaploids, (4 of Aegilops and 2 of
Triticum) (Tables 2.8, 9.3, and 10.5). These species have
been subjected to extensive taxonomic, cytogenetic, genetic,
biochemical, molecular, phylogenetic, and evolutionary
studies by numerous scientists (see reviews of Kihara 1954;
Mac Key 1966; Morris and Sears 1967; Kimber and Sears
1987; Feldman et al. 1995; Feldman 2001; Gupta et al. 2005;
Dvorak 2009), which resulted in the identification of the
diploids that were involved in the formation of most
allopolyploids.

Whereas the diploid species of the wheat group evolved
in the Pliocene [5.3–1.8 million years ago (MYA)] and early
Pleistocene (1.8–0.01 MYA), the allotetraploids were pro-
duced afterwards, in the mid- or late Pleistocene
(Tables 10.7 and 11.4). Ae. speltoides forms a monophyletic
clade with the allopolyploid Triticum species, the emmer
lineage (allotetraploid T. turgidum and allohexaploid T.
aestivum) and the timopheevii lineage (allotetraploid T.
timopheevii and auto-allohexaploid T. zhukovskyi) (Gornicki
et al. 2014). The geographical distribution of chloroplast
haplotypes of the wild allotetraploid wheats and Ae. spel-
toides illustrates the possible geographic origin of the emmer
lineage in the southern Levant, the present-day chloroplast
diversity center of wild emmer (Gornicki et al. 2014). This is
in accord with the finding of Jan Dvorak (personal com-
munication) suggesting that wild emmer was formed in the
vicinity of Mt. Hermon. The origin of the timopheevii lin-
eage was in northern Iraq, around Arbil, where many
accessions of major haplotypes of wild T. timopheevii and
Ae. speltoides were found (Gornicki et al. 2014). Two
accessions of wild T. timopheevii, collected near Arbil, carry
the dominant haplotype of Ae. speltoides, hinting that they
are the ancestral state of the species. The high level of
karyotype diversity in wild T. timopheevii collected in
northern Iraq (Badaeva et al. 1994), is consistent with the
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claims that the species originated there. Two chloroplast
haplotypes, H08 and H10, were present in both domesticated
T. timopheevii ssp. timopheevii and in T. zhukovskyi, either
due to recurrent allohexaploidization events or outcrossing
between these two species (Gornicki et al. 2014).

Most of the allopolyploid species of Aegilops were pre-
sumably produced in the east Mediterranean region and west
Asia, the distribution center of their diploid parents. The
Aegilops allotetraploids then spread further westwards along
the Mediterranean basin, as well as in more northern and
eastern directions (Kihara 1954). The distribution of the
Aegilops allotetraploids has been halted by natural bound-
aries and lack of suitable environments, such as the Saharan
and Arabian deserts, the central Asian steppes, the Tian Shan
and Himalayan Mountains or the coldness of the continental
climate affecting their spread to the north and east. In contrast
to the Aegilops allotetraploids, wild Triticum allotetraploids
remained in or near the site of their origin (Harlan and Zohary
1966). Wild emmer, originating in the southern Levant, only
spread to the northern Levant, where several new chloroplast
haplotypes were established (Gornicki et al. 2014).

Middleton et al. (2014), based on sequencing of the
chloroplast genome of 12 Triticeae species, estimated that
the B subgenome donor to allopolyploid wheat diverged
from Ae. speltoides approximately 980,000 years ago, but Li
et al. (2022), based on whole genome sequencing of the
Sitopsis species, suggest that this divergence occurred much
earlier, 4.49 MYA (Table 11.3). The divergence of the S
genome of Ae. speltoides and the B genome of the assumed
parent of allopolyploid wheat, might have been followed by
a speciation. In accord with this possibility, none of the
chloroplast haplotypes carried by the 391 accessions of the
emmer lineage was found among the 450 Ae. speltoides
accessions (Gornicki et al. 2014). Hence, the female donor
of the cytoplasm and the B subgenome to the emmer lineage
is either a yet undiscovered relative of Ae. speltoides, or
perhaps even extinct. Alternatively, the time span from the
formation of wild emmer allowed the speltoides accession(s)
donor to undergo evolutionary changes, and consequently,
the current speltoides accessions differ from it.

The beginning divergence between T. urartu and the
A-subgenome donor to allopolyploid wheat is estimated to
have occurred 1.28 MYA and between Ae. tauschii and the
D-subgenome donor to T. aestivum to have occurred
somewhat more than 880,000 years ago (Li et al. 2022;
Table 11.3). Gornicki et al. (2014) based on chloroplast
DNA sequencing, suggested, that wild emmer, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, was formed 700,000 years ago, whereas
Marcussen et al. (2014), based on sequencing of a several
hundred nuclear genes, suggested that this event occurred

800,000 years ago, and Li et al. (2022), based on whole
genome sequencing, considered it to be somewhat earlier.

Tsunewaki et al. (1991) and Wang et al. (1997), based on
intraspecific levels of restriction fragment length polymor-
phism and single-strand configuration polymorphism in
chloroplast DNA, concluded that formation of wild emmer is
more ancient than that of T. timopheevii. Indeed, Mori et al.
(1995), based on restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) analysis of nuclear DNA, proposed that the wild
form of T. timopheevii, ssp. armeniacum, formed 50,000–
300,000 years ago. Yet, the data of Gornicki et al. (2014) of
sequence-based divergence time of chloroplast DNA,
showed that the timopheevii lineage diverged from Ae.
speltoides 400,000 years ago. Thus, the allotetraploidization
events of wild emmer and of wild T. timopheevii occurred
within the last 800,000 and 400,000 years ago, respectively.
The Timopheevii lineage and Ae. speltoides chloroplast
genomes are very closely related, consistent with Ae. spel-
toides being the maternal donor of the cytoplasm and G
subgenome to T. timopheevii (Shands and Kimber 1973;
Kimber 1974; Dvorak and Zhang 1992a, 1992b; Wang et al.
1997). Yet, Li et al. (2022) reported that the G-subgenome
donor to T. timopheevii is not Ae. speltoides but rather, a
species that diverged from Ae. speltoides 2.85 MYA
(Table 11.2).

The allopolyploid species of the wheat group were
formed 1.0 MYA or later (Table 11.3). Tsunewaki (2009),
based on plasmon comparison between related allotetraploid
species and their closest diploid relatives, concluded that
wild emmer wheat, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, Ae. crassa
and Ae. geniculata (formerly Ae. ovata), are the oldest
allotetraploids in the wheat group, followed by other
allotetraploids, some of which originated relatively recently.
Middleton et al. (2014) reached similar conclusions, in their
report that Ae. geniculata is one of the oldest allotetraploid
Aegilops species and formed about 1.62 MYA. On the other
hand, Ae. cylindrica is a younger allotetraploid whose D
subgenome diverged from D genome of Ae. tauschii,
approximately 180,000 years ago (Middleton et al. 2014).

Many allopolyploids with combinations similar to natural
ones, were synthetically produced, indicating that these
genomic combinations can be created in the lab (e.g., Ozkan
et al. 2001). Yet, some genomic combinations that were
formed in the lab, are absent in nature. The reasons for this
can be partly explained by the current eco-geographical
isolation of the corresponding parental species and possibly
also by the low viability of some combinations that might
have hybrid weakness and consequently, could not compete
with their parental species and establish themselves in
nature.
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12.2 Cytological Diploidization

12.2.1 Genetic and Epigenetic Changes Due
to Allopolyploidization

The newly formed allopolyploid species, are hybrid species
containing two or three different subgenomes enveloped
within one nucleus. This situation exerts significant genetic
stress on the nascent allopolyploids that must overcome
several immediate challenges in order to be able to suc-
cessfully establish themselves and survive in nature (Levy
and Feldman 2002, 2004; Feldman and Levy 2005, 2009,
2011, 2012). Overcoming these challenges is achieved
through immediate triggering of a variety of cardinal genetic
and epigenetic changes that affect genome structure and gene
expression.

Genomic changes of newly formed allopolyploids of
Triticum and Aegilops comprise chromosome rearrange-
ments, elimination of coding and noncoding DNA
sequences, transposable element (TEs) and tandem repeat
elimination or amplification, and gene expression modifi-
cations (Feldman et al. 1997; Ozkan et al. 2001; Shaked
et al. 2001; Ma and Gustafson 2005, 2006; Cheng et al.
2019). In addition, allopolyploidization triggers the activity
of a variety of TEs, which may affect gene expression and
induce many structural rearrangements, including deletions
or duplications of chromosomal segments (Kashkush et al.
2002, 2003). Yaakov and Kashkush (2011a) and Bariah
et al. (2020) reviewed the accumulated data on genetic and
epigenetic dynamics of TEs, particularly in newly formed
allopolyploid wheats, and discussed the underlying mech-
anisms and the potential biological significance of TE
dynamics following allopolyploidization. Similarly, Parisod
and Senerchia (2012) presented evidence that TEs play a
central role in driving genome reorganization subsequent to
allopolyploidization, predominantly involving deletion of
DNA sequences, as opposed to transposition. Genome
reorganization generally occurs in the first generations
following allopolyploidization and involves extensive epi-
genetic changes in the vicinity of TEs. Since massive
transpositional activation of TEs could be highly deleteri-
ous to the nascent allopolyploid, Parisod and Senerchia
(2012) speculated that only allopolyploids with transposi-
tion controlled through substantial repatterning of epige-
netic marks and/or having lost TE fragments, could be
viable.

Genetic and epigenetic alterations brought about by
allopolyploidization may be induced by small RNAs, which
affect key cellular processes, including TE activity, chro-
matin acetylation, cytosine methylation, and gene

expression. Kenan-Eichler et al. (2011), performing
high-throughput sequencing of small RNAs of parental,
intergeneric hybrids, and of synthetic allopolyploid plants of
the wheat group, found that the percentage of small RNAs
corresponding to miRNAs increased whereas the percentage
of siRNAs corresponding to TEs decreased soon after
allopolyploidization. The reduction in siRNAs, together with
decreased CpG methylation of the Veju TE element, shown
by the same group, represent hallmarks of TE activation.
TE-siRNA downregulation in the newly-formed allopoly-
ploids may contribute to their genome destabilization at the
initial stages of speciation.

One of the major challenges of the nascent allopolyploids
of the wheat group stems from the fact that the homoeolo-
gous chromosomes of the different subgenomes are still
genetically very closely related, as shown by the ability of
four doses of one chromosome to compensate for the defi-
ciency of either of its two homoeologues in allohexaploid
wheat (Sears 1952a, 1966). Moreover, molecular studies
revealed a high level of gene synteny and collinearity in the
homoeologous chromosomes of allopolyploid wheat (Gale
et al. 1995; Gale and Devos 1998). This genetic relatedness
should enable the homoeologues to pair and recombine
during meiosis. However, since homoeologous pairing leads
to reduced adaptiveness, namely, partial sterility and multi-
somic inheritance, mechanisms restricting meiotic chromo-
some pairing to fully homologous chromosomes, i.e., a rapid
process leading to cytological diploidization, have been
acquired in allopolyploids of this group.

Since the different subgenomes of the wheat allopoly-
ploids are genetically and structurally closely related,
allopolyploids of this group are, in fact, segmental
allopolyploids, rather than genomic allopolyploids. Yet,
cytologically, they behave as genomic allopolyploids,
namely, there is only intra-genomic pairing in the form of
bivalents between fully homologous chromosomes (diploid-
like meiotic behavior). By restricting pairing to homologous
chromosomes, and preventing inter-subgenomic pairing, i.e.,
between homoeologous chromosomes (chromosomes of
different subgenomes that are partly homologous), the
cytologically diploidizing systems ensure bivalent pairing at
meiosis and, consequently, regular segregation of genetic
material, complete fertility, genetic stability, and disomic,
rather than polysomic, inheritance, sustaining one of the
advantages of allopolyploidy, i.e., heterosis between sub-
genomes. The establishment of allopolyploids of the wheat
group as successful competitive taxa in nature, required the
development of cytological and genetic systems that prevent
inter-subgenomic pairing, while allowing intra-genomic
pairing. Meeting this challenge is presumably a critical
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prerequisite for the success of the newly formed allopoly-
ploids, that ensures their increased fitness and successful
establishment in nature as competitive entities.

One means of bringing about cytological diploidization in
newly formed allopolyploids of the wheat group is via rapid
differential elimination of a number of DNA sequences,
either low-copy or high-copy, from one subgenome in
allotetraploids and from the additional subgenome in allo-
hexaploids, leaving the concerned sequences in only one
homologous pair, and thus, rendering them homologous-
specific sequences (Feldman et al. 1997; Liu et al. 1998a, b;
Ozkan et al. 2001; Han et al. 2003, 2005; Salina et al. 2004;
Baum and Feldman 2010; Guo and Han 2014). Such dif-
ferential elimination, i.e., some sequences are eliminated
from one subgenome, whereas others are eliminated from
the second subgenome, brings to a rapid, further divergence
of the homoeologous chromosomes. The subsequent
homologous-specific sequences may determine chromosome
homology and strengthen homology search and attraction at
the commencement of meiosis. Such DNA sequences exist
in all the diploid progenitors of the allopolyploid species of
the wheat group, whereas in the natural allopolyploids, they
exist in only one homologous pair of one subgenome,
implying that they were eliminated during or soon after the
allopolyploidization event. (Feldman et al. 1997; Ozkan
et al. 2001). This rapid elimination, occurring during or soon
after the formation of the allopolyploids, was designated as a
revolutionary change (Feldman et al. 1997; Ozkan et al.
2001; Table 12.1). No noteworthy further elimination of
sequences occurs in the subsequent generations of the
allopolyploids. The elimination of sequences is reproducible,
as shown by elimination of the same sequences in synthetic
and natural allopolyploids bearing the same genomic com-
binations (Ozkan et al. 2001; Han et al. 2005). It has been
concluded that instantaneous elimination of DNA sequences
in the first generation(s) of the newly formed allopolyploids
of Triticum and Aegilops was one of the major and imme-
diate responses to allopolyploidization.

Rapid elimination of DNA sequences in newly formed
allopolyploids was also observed in Triticale, a synthetic
allopolyploid derived from wheat and rye (Boyko et al.
1984, 1988; Ma and Gustafson 2005, 2006; Bento et al.
2011). Elimination of DNA sequences were also reported in
newly formed allopolyploids of Brassica (Song et al. 1995),
Nicotiana (Skalická et al. 2005), and in Arabidopsis (Mad-
lung et al. 2005). It seems that sequence elimination in
newly formed allopolyploids is a widespread phenomenon.

DNA elimination seems not to be random at the
intra-chromosomal level. For example, Liu et al. (1997a)

found that the chromosome-specific sequences on chromo-
some arm 5BL in allohexaploid wheat are not distributed
along the chromosome arm but, rather, cluster in terminal
(sub-telomeric), subterminal and interstitial regions of this
arm, rendering these regions extremely homologous-
specific. Hence, it is tempting to suggest that these
chromosome-specific regions, the only regions that deter-
mine homology, are equivalents to the classical
“pairing-initiation sites” that play a critical role in homology
search and initiation of chromosomal pairing at the begin-
ning of meiosis (Feldman et al. 1997).

The extent of DNA elimination was estimated by deter-
mining the amount of nuclear DNA in natural allopolyploids
and in their diploid progenitors, as well as in newly syn-
thesized allopolyploids and in their parental plants (Ozkan
et al. 2003; Eilam et al. 2008, 2010). Allopolyploid species
of the wheat group contain 2–10% less DNA than the
additive sum of their diploid parents, and synthetic
allopolyploids exhibit a similar loss, indicating that DNA
elimination occurs soon after allopolyploidization (Nishi-
kawa and Furuta 1969; Furuta et al. 1974; Eilam et al. 2008,
2010; Table 12.1). In addition, the narrow intra-specific
variation in DNA content of the natural allopolyploids
indicates that the loss of DNA occurs immediately after
allopolyploid formation, and that there is almost no subse-
quent change in DNA content during the evolution of the
allopolyploid species (Eilam et al. 2008). Boyko et al. (1984,
1988) and Ma and Gustafson (2005) found that there was a
major reduction in DNA content in the course of Triticale
formation, amounting to about 9% for the octoploid and 28–
30% for the hexaploid Triticale. In this synthetic allopoly-
ploid, the various subgenomes were not equally affected; the
wheat genomic sequences were relatively conserved,
whereas the rye genomic sequences underwent a high level
of variation and elimination (Ma et al. 2004; Ma and Gus-
tafson 2005; Bento et al. 2011). Bento et al. (2011) reana-
lyzed data concerning genomic analysis of octoploid and
hexaploid Triticale and found that restructuring depended on
parental genomes, ploidy level, and sequence type (repeti-
tive, low copy non-coding and/or coding). Similarly, in
hexaploid wheat, subgenome D underwent a considerable
reduction in DNA, while the A and B subgenomes were not
reduced in size (Eilam et al. 2010). The fact that DNA
elimination in Triticale and in allohexaploid wheat hardly
affects the allopolyploid 4x and 6x wheat parents may be
explained by the assumption that the subgenomes of these
parents already underwent elimination during their formation
and the additional subgenome of the diploid parent had to be
adjusted.
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12.2.2 Suppression of Homoeologous Pairing
by the Ph1 Gene

12.2.2.1 Discovery and Induction of Mutations
in Ph1

Superimposed on the divergence of the homoeologous
chromosomes due to differential sequence elimination, is a
genetic system that contributes to the maintenance and
reinforcement of the exclusive bivalent pairing in the
allopolyploid Triticum species, ensuring that chromosome
pairing is wholly restricted to homologous chromosomes
(reviewed by Sears 1976b). The most potent suppressor of
homoeologous pairing in allopolyploid wheats themselves
and in their interspecific or intergeneric hybrids, is a gene
located on the long arm of chromosome 5B (5BL). The first
evidence that chromosome arm 5BL of cv. Chinese Spring
(CS) of bread wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, carries a
gene that suppresses chromosome pairing in hybrids came

from the observation of Okamoto (1957), who showed that
F1 hybrids between CS, deficient for 5BL, and the amphi-
ploid T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides-Ae. tauschii (gen-
ome AADD), exhibited much higher pairing than the
hybrids with 5BL. Soon after, it was independently deduced,
by Sears and Okamoto (1958) in the USA and Riley and
Chapman (1958) in the UK, that a gene on chromosome arm
5BL (the former designation of chromosome 5B is V),
designated Ph (pairing homoeologues; Wall et al. 1971a),
and Ph1 by Sears (1982) and Jampates and Dvorak (1986),
suppresses homoeologous chromosomes pairing, without
imparting any effect on homologues chromosome pairing.
Consequently, only bivalents are formed at meiosis and
allohexaploid wheat, in spite of being segmental allopoly-
ploid, behaves like a typical genomic allopolyploid. In
allohexaploid wheat plants lacking chromosome 5B or
chromosome arm 5BL, a low level of pairing occurs between
the homoeologues of the A, B, and D subgenomes (Riley

Table 12.1 Allopolyploid species of the wheat group

Ploidy level Genus Species1 and subspecies Genome2 Genome size3 (mean ± SD
of 1C DNA in pg)

Expected
genomic size4

Natural groups5

Tetraploids Aegilops biuncialis UMb 10.37 ± 0.037 10.91 The U group

geniculata (=ovata) MoU 10.29 ± 0.008 10.91

neglecta (=triaristata) UXn 10.64 ± 0.404 –

columnaris UXn 10.86 –

triuncialis UC; CU 9.93 ± 0.041 10.22

kotschyi SvU 12.64 ± 0.183 12.86

peregrina(=variabilis) SvU 12.52 ± 0.181 12.86

cylindrica CD 9.59 10.01 The D group

crassa DcXc 10.86 –

ventricosa DN 10.64 10.99

Triticum turgidum ssp. dicoccoides BA 12.91 ± 0.199 – The A group

turgidum ssp. durum BA 12.84 ± 0.175 –

timopheevii ssp. armeniacum SA 11.82 ± 0.071 –

timopheevii ssp. timopheevii SA 11.87 ± 0.630 –

Hexaploids Aegilops recta (=triaristata) UXnN 16.22 16.46 The U group

vavilovii DcXcSs 17.13 ± 0.139 18.34 The D group

crassa DcXcD – –

juvenalis DcXcU – –

Triticum aestivum ssp. spelta BAD 17.72 ± 0.039 18.04 The A group

aestivum ssp. aestivum BAD 17.67 ± 0.311 18.04

zhukovsky GAAm 17.74 18.35
1Species designation after van Slageren (1994)
2Genome designations according to Dvorak (1998); the first genome is the donor of the cytoplasm; subgenome B is related to S, the donors of
subgenomes Xc and Xtn are yet unknown
3Genome size from Eilam et al. (2008)
4Expected genomic size from the sum of the DNA amounts of the two parental species (see Eilam et al. 2007 for 1C DNA amount in the known
diploid progenitors)
5Groups according to Zohary and Feldman (1962)
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1960; Sears 1976a). On the other hand, in haploids of
allopolyploid wheats (Riley and Chapman 1958; Jauhar
et al. 1999) or in hybrids between wheat lacking 5BL and
related species, when homologous chromosomes do not
exist, the otherwise normally suppressed homoeologous
pairing occurs at a relatively high frequency (Riley 1960,
1966; Sears 1976b). Supporting evidence that in the absence
of 5BL, meiotic pairing indeed involves homoeologous
chromosomes, has come from the finding of Okamoto and
Sears (1962), who showed that the pairing in haploids of
hexaploid wheat is largely between chromosomes of differ-
ent subgenomes belonging to the same homoeologous
group. Additionally, the work of Riley and Kempanna
(1963) showed that the absence of chromosome arm 5BL in
bread wheat induced pairing of homeologues, in addition to
that of homologues.

Chromosome 5B of the allotetraploid T. turgidum com-
pensates for the absence of chromosome 5B in T. aestivum,
indicating the presence of a Ph gene, similar to that on
chromosome 5B of hexaploid wheat, at the tetraploid level
(e.g., Riley 1960; Dhaliwal 1977; Dvorak et al. 1984). Also,
it was shown (Feldman 1966a) that chromosome 5G of T.
timopheevii compensates for the absence of 5B of T. aes-
tivum, implying that this allotetraploid species contains a
gene system similar to that in chromosome 5B of T. aes-
tivum. Since T. timopheevii contributed the G and A sub-
genomes to hexaploid T. zhukovskyi, it is assumed that the
latter also contains a Ph-like gene. Thus, all the four
allopolyploid species of Triticum contain a Ph-like gene
system suppressing homoeologous pairing, which drives
cytological diploidization.

The discovery that homoeologous pairing is prevented by
chromosome arm 5BL explained why the chromosomes of
the three subgenomes of allohexaploid wheat are unable to
pair with each other, neither in the allopolyploid Triticum
species nor in their inter-generic hybrids (Riley 1960, 1966;
Sears 1976b), even though they are genetically so closely
related. The discovery that a deletion for 5BL provides the
means of inducing the chromosomes of wheat to pair and
recombine with those of related species and genera, has been
used widely in the transfer of valuable genes from wild
relatives to wheat (e.g., Sears 1976b, Feldman 1988). No
wonder, therefore, that from the time of its discovery, Ph1
has had a great impact on wheat cytogenetics, breeding and
beyond, and its isolation, structure, and mode of action have
been the subjects of intensive cytogenetic and molecular
research.

The suppressive effect of Ph1 on homoeologous pairing
in inter-generic Triticum hybrids is absolute. In contrast, its
effect on homoeologous pairing in hexaploid wheat itself
might be dispensable, as plants deficient for this gene exhibit
relatively little homoeologous pairing [less than one multi-
valent per cell, which results from inter-subgenomic pairing

(Sears 1976b)]. Interestingly, a Ph-like effect has not been
found in any of the allopolyploid species of the closely
related Aegilops genus (Riley and Law 1965; Sears 1976b).
None of the allopolyploid Aegilops genotypes studied by
McGuire and Dvorak (1982) compensated for the absence of
Ph1 in hybrids with T. aestivum lacking this gene. Likewise,
Cünado (1992) reported that all the polyploid species of
Aegilops display a strict bivalent pairing behavior, with the
exception of allotetraploid Ae. biuncialis and allohexaploid
Ae. juvenalis, which occasionally form a few multivalents at
first meiotic metaphase. These findings substantiated the
belief that the allopolyploid Aegilops species do not possess
a gene that has a Ph-like activity. Nevertheless, these species
also exhibit exclusive bivalent pairing of fully homologous
chromosomes, presumably due to the structural changes that
were created by the sequence-elimination system.

The use of bread wheat plants lacking chromosome 5B or
chromosome arm 5BL to induce homoeologous pairing in
hybrids between allopolyploid wheats and their wild rela-
tives, encounters some difficulties. The deletion of chro-
mosome 5B or chromosome arm 5BL in ssp. aestivum
resulted in reduced vigor and fertility and was associated
with difficulty maintaining them as laboratory lines. To
offset these deleterious effects, an extra dosage of chromo-
some 5D must be provided to compensate for the absence of
5B. This complicated the use of such a line (nullisomic
5B-tetrasomic 5D) in hybrids with wild relatives that would
contain a pair of 5D. What was really needed is a simple
mutation or a deletion of Ph1.

The first attempt to produce a mutation in Ph1 was made
by Wall et al. (1971a), who induced a mutation, designated
10/13, by ethylmethanesulfonate (EMS) treatment of
ditelosomic 5BL plants of cv. CS of ssp. aestivum. The
homozygous mutant had no effect on homoeologous pairing,
but in F1 hybrids with rye, one dose this mutation increased
the level of homoeologous meiotic pairing. Wall et al.
(1971b) considered 10/13 to be a recessive allele to Ph1 and
designated it ph1a. Yet, the 10/13 mutant did not entirely
meet the requirements of being an allele of Ph1, as the level
of pairing it induced in hybrids was not as high as that in
nullisomic 5B (Wall et al. 1971a). Ph1 deficiency is actually
expected to cause higher pairing than 5B nullisomy, because
the short arm of 5B, 5BS, carrying a promoter of pairing
(Feldman 1966b), would still be present in a mutant line.
Sears (1982, 1984), based on genetic studies (test for alle-
lism), found that the 10/13 mutation is actually a mutant of
another homoeologous-pairing suppressor, Ph2, located on
chromosome arm 3DS, rather than of Ph1. Accordingly, the
correct designation of the 10/13 mutation is ph2a, and not
ph1a (Sears 1984).

A deletion in chromosome arm 5BL that includes the Ph1
gene, was induced by Sears (1977) via X-irradiation of
normal pollen and using it in pollination of on plants
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monosomic for a 5B chromosome carrying a morphological
marker. The 438 monosomic progeny of the cross with an
irradiated chromosome 5B, were crossed with Ae. peregrina
and the obtained F1 hybrids were analyzed for increased
pairing. Only one mutation was obtained, which appeared to
be a mutation of Ph1. The homozygote mutant differed
appreciably from the wild type in morphology, and also
exhibited somewhat reduced vigor and fertility. In addition,
male transmission from the heterozygote was less than 40%,
leading Sears (1977) to conclude that the mutation is a
deficiency. The author supposed that on the long arm of 5B,
distal to Ph1, there is at least one gene for male fertility, and
therefore, the one fertile mutant recovered would then be an
interstitial deficiency that includes Ph1 but not the fertility
gene. This lies in accord with the fact that Ph1 was mapped
near the middle of the 5BL arm (Jampates and Dvorak
1986), about 1.0 centimorgan (cM) from the centromere
(Sears 1984). This mutation, designated ph1b (Sears 1982),
exhibits some homoeologous pairing under homozygous
conditions (about 0.66 multivalents per pollen mother cell
(PMC), (Sears 1977) and therefore, its progeny should be
selected against inter-subgenomic translocations that result
from homoeologous pairing. On the other hand, in euhap-
loids of allopolyploid wheats (Jauhar et al. 1999), as well as
in interspecific and intergeneric hybrids (Sears 1976b), ph1b
allows for somewhat higher homoeologous pairing than
obtained in hybrids deficient for 5BL, because of the pres-
ence of 5BS.

One year after the induction of ph1b in allohexaploid
wheat, a mutation in the ph1 gene of allotetraploid wheat
was obtained via X irradiation of cv. Cappelli of Triticum
turgidum ssp. durum (Giorgi 1978, 1983; Giorgi and Cuozzo
1980; Giorgi and Barbera 1981a, b). The mutant was orig-
inally identified by the altered morphology of chromosome
5B, which, in some plants, appeared to be shorter than in
Cappelli, whereas, in other plants in the same progeny, the
arm was longer than in Cappelli (Giorgi and Barbera 1981a).
It was found that the plants bearing the short 5B had a
deletion in the region containing Ph1 while those possessing
the long 5B, had a duplication of the chromosome segment
that includes Ph1 (Giorgi and Cuozzo 1980; Giorgi and
Barbera 1981a, b).

This mutation, designated ph1c (Jampates and Dvorak
1986), is also an interstitial deletion for a segment of the
long arm of chromosome 5B containing ph1. In addition to
the deletion, plants with a tandem duplication of part of 5BL
that includes Ph1 were produced, thus, plants homozygous
for this duplication have four doses of Ph1. The deletion and
the duplication in 5BL of Cappel1i have a common origin,
probably occurred in the same cell and comprised the same
chromosome segment (Dvorak et al. 1984). Hybrids between
ph1c and wild wheat relatives exhibited high homoeologous
pairing as almost hybrids with ph1b. On the other hand,

hybrids bearing the duplicated segment of 5BL and conse-
quently, with two doses of Ph1, had less pairing than hybrids
with wild type Cappelli that carry only one dose of Ph1.

To infer the approximate location of the Ph1 gene in the
5BL arm, Dvorak et al. (1984) compared the C-banding of
the 5BL arm of wild type Cappelli, the 5BL arm of the
homozygous mutant ph1c, and the 5BL arm of the line with
the duplication. Like Giorgi and Cuozzo (1980) and Giorgi
and Barbera (1981a, b), they found that 5BL of ph1c was
shorter than 5BL of the wild type, owing to a deletion of one
of two inter-band regions in the middle of the arm. In the line
with the duplication, the 5BL arm was longer than its
Cappelli counterpart and the interband region that was
absent in ph1c was twice as long in the line with the
duplication. Hence, C-band patterns confirmed that the dif-
ference between ph1c and wild-type Cappelli was due to a
deletion of a chromosome segment from 5BL of the mutant,
whereas the same segment was duplicated in the line with
the duplication. Jampates and Dvorak (1986) crossed the two
mutant lines, ph1c and the line with the duplication, and cv.
Cappelli with several allotetraploid species of Aegilops.
Hybrids involving ph1c had higher levels of chromosome
pairing than those involving cv. Cappelli, whereas those
involving the duplication had lower levels of pairing than
those involving cv. Cappelli. Jampates and Dvorak (1986)
found that ph1c is a deletion of sub-region 5BL12.3 between
C-bands 5BL12.2 and 5BL21 (The C-bands and euchro-
matin on the 5BL arm were designated according to the
system proposed by Gill (1987) for cv. Chinese Spring).

Several translocations involving chromosome arm 5BL
were studied with the objective of finding the approximate
location of the Ph1 locus (Driscoll and Quinn 1968; Makino
1970; Mello-Sampayo 1972). In each case, it was inferred
that Ph1 is in the proximal part of the arm. These data may
not conflict with the reported location of the Phl locus in the
area of the first C-inter band region in the middle of the 5BL
arm.

Gill and Gill (1991) presented direct evidence corrobo-
rating that the phlb mutation is a submicroscopic deletion.
The probe XksuS1-5, from a genomic library of Ae. tauschii,
detects a single fragment of each of the long arms of chro-
mosomes 5A, 5B and 5D. The specific chromosome 5B
fragment it recognizes, which was present in Chinese Spring,
was missing in phlb and ph1c mutants. Therefore, Gill and
Gill (1991) suggested that XksuS1-5 lies adjacent to Phl on
the same chromosome fragment that is deleted in phlb and
phlc. Thus, XksuS1-5 can be used to tag the Ph1 gene and
might also be a useful marker in cloning Ph1 by chromo-
some walking.

Gill and Gill (1996) also developed an PCR-based
screening for the detection of Ph1. This assay is based on
the 0.6 kb probe pHvksu8, from barley, which maps in the
interstitial region where Ph1 is located. The probe was
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sequenced and 20 bp forward and reverse primers were
generated. Using PCR, these primers amplified a fragment of
chromosomes 5A, 5B, and 5D. The specific 5B fragment
was not amplified in the phlb mutant, and thus, this probe
can be used as a diagnostic fragment to screen plants for the
presence or absence of the Phl gene.

Likewise, in an effort to tag the specific chromosomal
region where Ph1 is located, Segal et al. (1997)
micro-dissected bread wheat chromosome arm 5BL and
produced a plasmid library by random PCR amplification
and cloning. From this library, a 5BL-specific probe,
WPG90, was isolated and mapped within the region corre-
sponding to the interstitial deleted chromosome fragments
carrying Ph1 in bread and durum wheat. This WPG90-based
PCR assay allows for easy identification of homozygous
genotypes deficient for Ph1.

Deletions in bread wheat chromosomes, induced by the
gametocidal chromosome of Ae. cylindrica, arose from a
single break, followed by the loss of the distal chromosome
region (Endo 1988; Gill et al. 1993a). The breakpoints of the
deletions in chromosome arm 5BL, namely, 5BL-9, 11, 1 and
5, are at fraction lengths (FLs) 0.76, 0.59, 0.55 and 0.54,
respectively. (FL values were calculated by dividing the arm
ratio of the deletion line with that of the normal). To deter-
mine the presence and absence of Ph1 in the various deletion
lines of 5BL, Gill et al. (1993b) crossed the deletion lines
with Ae. peregrina and studied chromosome pairing in the Fl
hybrids. Low pairing indicates the presence of Phl, whereas
high pairing indicates its absence. The hybrids derived from
the deletion lines 5BL-9 and 5BL-11, had low pairing, i.e.,
these deletion lines possess Ph1. On the other hand, hybrids
derived from deletion lines 5BL-1 and 5BL-5, had high
pairing, indicating the absence of the Phl in these deletion
lines. Since deletion 5BL-1 was the smallest deletion lacking
the Phl gene and 5BL-11 was the largest deletion in which
Ph1 is present, it was concluded that Phl is located in the
chromosome region between FL 0.55 and 0.59 (the break-
points of deletion 5BL-1 and 5BL-11), respectively.

The deletions in the mutations phlb and phlc are 1.05 µm
and 0.89 µm, and located proximal to C-band 5BL2.1 (Gill
and Gill 1991; chromosome-banding nomenclature is
according to Gill et al. 1991). Thus, the deletion of ph1b
encompasses 73.5 million bp and that of ph1c 62.3 mil-
lion bp (estimated from genomic DNA content of 16 billion
base pairs divided by 250 µm, the total length of the chro-
mosome complements of bread wheat; Gill and Gill 1991).
Similarly, Foote et al. (1997) identified the Ph1 locus of T.
aestivum in the 70 Mb region between the Xrgc846 and
Xpsr150A markers. Gyawali et al. (2019) delimited the ph1b
deletion to a genomic region of 60 Mb by chromosome
walking.

Gill and Gill (1991) and Gill et al. (1993b), using phys-
ical mapping of DNA markers on the 5BL region

corresponding to the ph1b deletion, demarcated the Ph1
gene to a submicroscopic chromosome region, i.e., the Ph1
gene region, whose size is * 2.4 Mb. Both Griffiths et al.
(2006) and Sidhu et al. (2008) delimited the Ph1 region to a
2.5-Mb region within the ph1b deletion. Gill et al. (1993b)
identified three probes, XksuS1, Xpsr128 and Xksu75, that
mapped in the Ph1 gene region of Chinese Spring and were
missing in the deletion of phlb. These authors reported that
the Ph1 gene region is bordered by the breakpoints of two
deletions (5BL-1 and phlc) and is marked by the DNA probe
XksuS1. Two other DNA probes, Xpsr128 and Xksu75, flank
the Ph1 region, Xpsrl28 being proximal and Xksu75 being
distal. These two probes map in the interstitial deletion of the
phlb mutant, whereas only Xksu128 maps in the phlc dele-
tion, while Xksu75 detects a DNA fragment distal to the
deletion Gill et al. 1993b).

In summary, Ph1, along with the DNA marker XksuS1, is
located between the breakpoints of deletion 5BL-1 and phlc.
The breakpoint of phlb is distal to the Phl region but prox-
imal to the C-band 5BL2.1, the region that possesses
Xksu75. Xpsr128 is present proximal to the Ph1 gene region.
The chromosome region around Ph1 is high in recombina-
tion, as the genetic distance of the region spanned by XksuS1
and Xksu75 is at least 9.3 cM. This chromosome region is
also prone to breaks, as the breakpoints of the mutants phlb
and phlc also map in the region.

12.2.2.2 Theories Concerning the Mode of Action
of Ph1

At present, it is not known how Ph1 prevents homoeologues
from pairing at meiosis and what are the product(s) and the
subcellular target(s) of its activity. Does Ph1 recognize
specific regions that differ between homoeologous chromo-
somes and thus enable to distinguish between homologous
and homoeologous chromosomes through homology search
or pairing initiation? In this respect, are the
homologous-specific sequences, produced by the differential
elimination during the allopolyploidization event, recog-
nized by Ph1? Or does Ph1 operate on the divergence of a
large number of differing sequences spreading out along the
homoeologous chromosomes? Does the fact that Ph1
impacts a number of traits, as described below, imply that it
has a pleiotropic effect, or does the mutation that includes
Ph1 comprise several genes?

Over the years, many studies attempted to elucidate the
mode of action of Ph1. The accumulated evidence falls into
two main categories: (i) those showing that this gene oper-
ates during meiotic prophase, affecting processes involved in
synapsis and crossing over, and (ii) those suggesting that this
gene exerts its effect during premeiotic stages, affecting the
premeiotic alignment of homologous and homoeologous
chromosomes, thereby controlling the regularity and pattern
of meiotic pairing.
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Among the first theories concerning the mechanism of
action of Ph1, was that of Riley (1960), who suggested that
Ph1 reduces the long-range pairing forces that bring chro-
mosomes together in meiotic prophase. Since the attraction
between homoeologues can be assumed to be less than that
between homologues, the reduced pairing forces were
assumed to no longer bring homoeologues together,
although they are still sufficient to unite homologues. This
suggestion left too many questions unanswered, particularly,
if chromosomes are distributed non-randomly in the pre-
meiotic nucleus, how could pairing of homoeologues lying
by chance close to one another be prevented if their homo-
logues happened to be on the opposite side of the nucleus?
Also, since pairing is believed to be initiated at chromosome
ends, how can homologues coming together from different
parts of the nucleus avoid interlocking with other pairs that
were also finding each other from a distance?

A later suggestion by Riley (1968) was based on the
possibility that Ph1 shortens the period available for the
chromosomes to pair, thus, preventing the lower-affinity
homoeologues from synapsing but allowing the high-affinity
homologues to fully pair. But, when this idea was tested
(Bennett et al. 1974), no effect of Ph1 on the duration of
meiosis was found.

Upadhya and Swaminathan (1967) suggested that the
absence of Ph1 causes a decrease in the speed and degree of
chromosome condensation, and that this, in turn, allows
homoeologous pairing to occur. However, the amount of
reduction in condensation observed in the absence of Ph1
was evidently marginal. Furthermore, the suggestion that
differences in condensation have an appreciable effect on
homoeologous pairing is difficult to accept knowing that the
substantial increase in condensation observed in the absence
of chromosome 6A did not result in a decrease in homoe-
ologous pairing.

Colas et al. (2008) showed that chromatin remodeling of
homologues at the onset of meiosis in allohexaploid wheat,
enabling intimate association and recombination, can only
occur if the homologues are identical or nearly identical.
Failure to undergo such remodeling results in reduced
pairing between the homologues. In this respect, Knight
et al. (2010) showed that Ph1 delays chromosome conden-
sation at premeiotic and early meiotic stages, while treatment
of premeiotic interphase of interspecific hybrids involving
allohexaploid wheat and wild relatives with okadaic acid, a
drug known to induce chromosome condensation, induced
homoeologous pairing even in the presence of Ph1. Thus,
the timing of chromosome condensation during the onset of
meiosis is an important factor in controlling chromosome
pairing.

When studying three-dimensional reconstructions at the
ultrastructural level, of late zygotene and early pachytene of
T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring, Hobolth (1981) observed

multivalent configurations, indicating pairing of homologues
and homoeologues, and bivalents of strict homologous
pairing at pachytene. He proposed that the regular bivalent
formation in allohexaploid wheat is due to a temporal delay
of crossover by the Ph1 gene until pairing correction is
completed at early pachytene.

Likewise, Gillies (1987) studied synaptonemal complexes
at zygotene-pachytene in spread nuclei of T. aestivum x Ae.
peregrina hybrids with and without Ph1 and concluded that
this gene does not impact the ability of homoeologous
chromosomes to form synaptonemal complexes, but rather,
influences the rate of pairing or the time of crossover.

Holm et al. (1988), Holm and Wang (1988) and Wang
and Holm (1988) studied the effect of Ph1 on chromosome
pairing of homologous and homoeologous chromosomes
and on synaptonemal complex formation at zygotene-
pachytene stages in spread nuclei of T. aestivum cv. Chi-
nese Spring, of aneuploid lines of this cultivar, and of
hybrids with wild relatives, all with different doses of
chromosome arm 5BL. They found that plants lacking 5BL
had a large increase in the number of pairing partners at
these early stages of meiosis, but only plants with zero or six
doses of 5BL contained crossovers between homoeologues.
This lies in line with the finding that plants either without
5BL or with six doses exhibit homoeologous pairing
(Feldman 1966b). Holm et al. (1988), Holm and Wang
(1988) and Wang and Holm (1988) concluded that Ph1
affects both synapsis and crossover.

Similarly, Martinez et al. (1996) analyzed the synaptic
process at mid-zygotene, late-zygotene and pachytene in
spread nuclei of T. timopheevii. Nuclei at pachytene showed
a lower frequency of multivalents than did zygotene nuclei.
The authors concluded that a pairing-correction mechanism
at pachytene transforms quadrivalents into pairs of bivalents,
possibly by the suppression of crossover between homoeo-
logues in the synaptonemal complexes.

Martinez et al. (2001b) reported that the mean number of
lateral elements involved in synaptonemal complex multi-
valent associations at mid-zygotene was relatively high in
plants with zero, two, and four doses of Ph1. At pachytene,
multivalents were transformed to bivalents. Multivalent
correction was more efficient in the presence than in the
absence of Ph1. These findings suggest that the main action
of the Ph1 locus on the diploidization mechanism is related
to a process which checks for homology during first meiotic
prophase.

In ph1b mutant plants, that are deficient for Ph1, the
number of ring bivalents and chiasmata decreased, while the
number of univalents, rod bivalents, trivalents and quadri-
valents increased (Martín et al. 2014). Consequently, these
authors proposed that Ph1 has a dual effect at meiosis,
namely, it promotes early synapsis between homologues and
prevents sites on homoeologues from becoming crossovers.
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Dubcovsky et al. (1996) and Luo et al. (1996) studied
chromosome pairing between chromosome 1A of T. aes-
tivum carrying interstitial segments of 1Am of T. monococ-
cum, and ordinary 1A of T. aestivum. While the 1Am and 1A
segments recombined very little in the presence of Ph1, in
the absence of Ph1, they recombined practically as if they
were homologues. Consequently, these researchers con-
cluded that Ph1 recognizes the structural differences between
homoeologous chromosomes and ensures homologous
pairing in allopolyploid wheat by processing homology
along the entire length of the chromosomes.

All the above hypotheses, inferring that Ph1 operates at
first meiotic prophase by affecting synapsis and crossover,
do not explain the mechanism of action. However, other
lines of evidence support the hypothesis that this gene exerts
its effect at presynaptic stages, controlling the premeiotic
alignment of homologous and homoeologous chromosomes,
and thereby controls the regularity and pattern of pairing at
meiosis.

In an attempt to study if Ph1 also affects homologous
pairing, Feldman (1966b) studied chromosome behavior at
meiosis of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring plants carrying six
doses of Ph1, as in tri-isosomic 5BL plants. The rationale
behind studying plants with higher dose of Ph1 stemmed
from the assumption that the normal two-dose Ph1 effect is
partly counteracted by its homoeoalleles on 5AL and 5DL
that promote pairing. Indeed, six doses of chromosome arm
5BL caused partial asynapsis of homologues (Feldman
1966b), i.e., it reduced homologous pairing to about one half
of the normal level. Hence, higher doses of Ph1 can also act
on homologous pairing. Wang (1990) also showed that Phl
is not an exclusive suppressor of homoeologous pairingand
can also affect the pairing of homologous chromosomes.

Apart from the partial suppression of homologous pair-
ing, six doses of 5BL allowed some pairing of homoeolo-
gous chromosomes and induced a high frequency of
interlocking bivalents (Feldman 1966b). The seemingly
contradictory effect of an extra dose of Phl, namely, partial
suppression of homologous pairing on the one hand and
induction of homoeologous pairing and interlocking of
bivalents on the other hand, suggests that Phl does not
simply suppress synapsis at meiotic prophase. In light of
these phenomena, it has been proposed (Feldman 1966b)
that Phl affects the presynaptic alignment of both homolo-
gous and homoeologous chromosomes.

A phenocopy of the effects of six doses of Ph1 on
chromosomal pairing was observed following pre-meiotic
treatment of T. aestivum with colchicine (Driscoll et al.
1967; Yacobi et al.1982; Feldman and Avivi 1988). Such
treatments induced partial asynapsis of homologues and
pairing of homoeologues in allohexaploid wheat (Driscoll
et al. 1967). Induction of interlocking of bivalents by pre-
meiotic treatment with colchicine, in addition to partial

asynapsis of homologues and homoeologous pairing, was
observed in allotetraploid Ae. kotschyi (M. Feldman,
unpublished).

A role for premeiotic interphase chromosome associa-
tions in homologous recognition was also reported in bread
wheat by other researchers (Aragón-Alcaide et al. 1997a, b;
Schwarzacher 1997; Mikhailova et al. 1998; Martínez-Pérez
et al. 1999) and in Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Loidl 1990;
Weiner and Kleckner 1994). It has been argued that such
associations lead directly to meiotic homologue pairing
during first prophase (Kleckner 1996). However, the differ-
ent studies disagree with regards to the extent and role of
premeiotic chromosome association, where they start and
how long they last (e.g., see Schwarzacher 1997; Mikhailova
et al. 1998; Martínez-Pérez et al. 1999). Chromosome
arrangement in interphase, somatic as well as premeiotic,
nuclei, is presumably accomplished through distribution of
centromeres and telomeres during each telophase, at oppo-
site sides of the nuclei into a Rabl configuration (Fussell
1987). This organization eases the homolog search and the
subsequent alignment (Pernickova et al. 2019).

Assuming premeiotic chromosome alignment in T. aes-
tivum, the effect of different doses of Phl can be clearly
explained. A model was thus proposed whereby Ph1 exerts
its effect at the end of each cell division, including in the last
pre-meiotic mitosis, where it affects the alignment of
homologous and homoeologous chromosomes in telophase,
and consequently in interphase, and so shapes the pattern of
synapsis commencement and, as a result, controls the reg-
ularity and pattern of chromosomal pairing (Feldman 1993).
Accordingly, in the absence of Ph1, i.e., in nullisomic 5B
plants of cv. Chinese Spring of T. aestivum or in the ph1b
mutant, the three subgenomes coexist in the nucleus and
consequently, homologues as well as homoeologues would
be closely associated at premeiotic stages, albeit the latter to
a lesser extent. This results in reduced pairing of homo-
logues whose pairing initiation was interrupted by the
presence of homoeologues. The reduced pairing of homo-
logues is expressed by few univalents and increased num-
bers of rod bivalents, alongside low frequency of multivalent
homoeologous pairing. Mingling of homologues and
homoeologues may lead to interlocking of bivalents, mainly
of homoeologous bivalents (Feldman 1966b; Yacobi et al.
1982). In contrast, in euploid T. aestivum, which carries the
normal two doses of Ph1, the association of homologous
chromosomes is barely affected, while the somatic and
premeiotic association of homoeologues is suppressed to the
extent that they no longer lie together, and therefore, are not
able to pair at meiosis or to pair somewhat less intimately.
With six doses of Ph1, or pre-meiotic treatment with col-
chicine, even homologues no longer associate somatically,
resulting in more or less random distribution of all the
chromosomes. Then, at meiosis, homologues still pair,
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provided they do not lie too far apart, but in coming together
from a distance and beginning pairing at their ends, they
frequently intermingle with other bivalents to form inter-
locking bivalents. Homoeologues that lie close enough to
each other also pair, if neither has a homologue close enough
to generate greater attraction. In tri-isosomic 5BL plants,
multivalent associations at first meiotic metaphase were rare
because of the general reduction of pairing, while hetero-
morphic rod bivalents resulting from homoeologous pairing
were more frequent (Feldman 1966b). Finally, about 20% of
the ring bivalents present were interlocked with one, two or
more (up to seven) other bivalents (Feldman 1966b; Yacobi
et al. 1982). The broad occurrence of interlocking bivalents,
in spite of the reduction in the total number of bivalents,
showed clearly that some of the pairing occurred between
somewhat separated partners.

The pairing behavior of two or three homologous
isochromosomes can distinguish between factors affecting
premeiotic alignment and those affecting synapsis and
crossover. An isochromosome, consisting of two homolo-
gous arms can undergo either intra-chromosomal pairing
between the two homologous arms of the same isochromo-
some, to form a ring univalent at first meiotic metaphase, or
inter-chromosome pairing in cells having two or three
homologous isochromosomes, to form a bivalent or a
trivalent. Factors that disrupt homologous alignment would
reduce the frequency of inter-chromosome pairing without
affecting intra-chromosome pairing because the two
homologous arms of an isochromosome are connected by a
common centromere and their relative position remains
undisrupted. On the other hand, factors that prevent synapsis
or crossover would affect both types of pairing.

In T. aestivum, Sears (1952a) and Driscoll and Darvey
(1970) observed almost complete intra-chromosome pairing
in a univalent isochromosome at a frequency similar to that
of pairing between homologous arms of conventional chro-
mosomes. Application of colchicine during the last premei-
otic interphase resulted in pairing failure of conventional
homologues at the first meiotic metaphase (Driscoll et al.
1967; Dover and Riley 1973), but did not affect pairing
between the two arms of an isochromosome (Driscoll and
Darvey 1970). Hence, these authors concluded that colchi-
cine inhibits premeiotic association of homologues rather
than their synapsis and crossover. Similarly, high-
temperature treatment during the last premeiotic interphase,
which considerably reduced pairing of conventional
homologous chromosomes, did not interfere with synapsis
and chiasma formation between the two arms of an
isochromosome (Kato and Yamagata 1980). In contrast to
the effect of colchicine and high temperature, absence of
wheat chromosome 3B, known to possess a recessive gene
whose activity is responsible for normal synapsis and
chiasma-formation (Li et al. 1945; Sears 1944, 1954;

Kempanna and Riley 1962; Kato and Yamagata 1982,
1983), reduced homologous pairing not only between the
arms of conventional chromosomes (Sears 1954) but also the
intra-chromosomal pairing between the two arms of an
isochromosome (Kato and Yamagata 1982). This suggests
that the pairing gene located on 3B controls either synaptic
or postsynaptic events.

To determine which of the processes involved in chro-
mosome pairing is affected by Ph1, Feldman and Avivi
(1988) and Vega and Feldman (1998a) studied the effect of
different doses of Ph1 on the pairing of two or three
isochromosomes and of an isochromosome with a
telocentric-chromosome homologous to the isochromosome.
These researchers showed that in tri-isosomic 5BL plants,
the six doses of Ph1 suppressed the inter-chromosomal
pairing of the three isochromosomes to the same extent as it
affected conventional pairing, without reducing the
intra-chromosomal pairing. Under these conditions, the extra
doses of Ph1 could not modify the premeiotic alignment of
the arms that were connected to one another by a common
centromere. Hence, the failure of inter-chromosomal pairing
as well as that of conventional chromosome pairing reflected
disturbances in the premeiotic alignment. Thus, Ph1 does
suppress presynaptic homologous alignment. The similar
outcome of premeiotic colchicine treatment and Ph1 on the
pattern of isochromosome pairing supports the hypothesis
claiming the premeiotic association of homologues (Feld-
man 1966b; Feldman and Avivi 1988; Vega and Feldman
1998a).

Similar to the effect of Ph1, premeiotic colchicine treat-
ment, which drastically decreased pairing of conventional
chromosomes, reduced inter-chromosome but not intra-
chromosome pairing of isochromosomes (Driscoll and
Darvey 1970; Dover and Riley 1973; Feldman and Avivi
1988; Vega and Feldman 1998a). Based on these genetic and
chemical effects, Feldman and Avivi (1988) reasoned that
the effect of Ph1 is exerted before the onset of meiosis. They
reviewed data showing that in somatic cells of many plant
species, the chromosomes are not randomly arranged with
respect to each other, but rather, found that homologues are
already lying side by side and therefore do not have to find
each other from a distance at the beginning of meiosis (Avivi
and Feldman 1980). In other words, the hexaploid nucleus
still maintains some organizational aspects of the individual
subgenomes, i.e., each subgenome occupies a separate
region in the nucleus (Avivi et al. 1982b; Feldman 1993)
(Also see Chap. 10, Sect. 4.2.8 on relationships between
chromosomes of the different subgenomes and between
homologues and non-homologues of the same subgenome).

Moreover, application of colchicine to spikes of normal
hexaploid wheat before the last premeiotic mitosis (8–9 days
before meiosis) resulted in a doubling of the chromosome
number, and in bivalent pairing of nearly all the 84
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chromosomes during the subsequent meiosis, even though
each homologue exists in four doses (Driscoll et al. 1967;
Dover and Riley 1973). It is assumed that the paired chro-
mosomes were sister chromatids in the last mitosis and
because of the colchicine treatment, their centromeres
remained attached to each other until sometime in inter-
phase, and thus, they remained very close to each other,
while the homologous partners were randomly distributed.
Likewise, in F1 hybrids between allohexaploid wheat and
related species, where without treatment, only homoeolo-
gous pairing occurs, colchicine treatment before the last
premeiotic mitosis induced chromosome doubling, leading
to regular bivalent formation, with no detectable homoeol-
ogous pairing (Dover and Riley 1973). These results indicate
that premeiotic colchicine treatments, like extra dosage of
Ph1, do not alter the processes of synapsis or crossover, but,
rather, the premeiotic alignment of homologous chromo-
somes, which appears to be a prerequisite for meiotic pairing
regularity.

Aragón-Alcaide et al. (1997a), using FISH with cen-
tromeric and telomeric sequences as probes, investigated
centromeric behavior in PMCs of allohexaploid wheat and
wheat x alien hybrids carrying different combinations of
pairing genes. Their study revealed that centromeres are
associated in pairs in pre-meiotic interphase, irrespective of
the presence or absence of the homoeologous-pairing sup-
pressors, Ph1 and Ph2. Moreover, they found a difference in
centromeric structure in pre-meiotic interphase, pachytene,
first meiotic metaphase and anaphase plants carrying versus
missing Ph1 and Ph2. In plants lacking Ph1 or Ph2, the
centromeres exhibited diffuse hybridization sites during
pre-meiotic interphase, and from pachytene through ana-
phase, whereas in plants carrying Ph1 and Ph2, the discrete
hybridization sites at premeiotic interphase remained as
dense sites at these meiotic stages. The authors suggested
that after replication of centromeres in pre-meiotic inter-
phase, centromeres in the presence of Ph1 and Ph2 can form
a more condensed structure throughout first meiotic division
as compared to plants lacking the homoeologous-pairing
suppressor genes. A diffuse structure may result in increased
exposure of the centromere during the pairing process,
which could increase interactions at these sites via proteins
or via DNA sequences. The increased accessibility could
expose regions of the centromere that are more conserved in
structure, thus reducing the stringency of pairing at the
centromere. Similar mechanisms may also impact other
chromosomal sites involved in pairing.

To examine the occurrence of homologous association in
somatic cells, Feldman et al. (1966) took advantage of the
availability of telocentric chromosomes in hexaploid wheat,
which are identifiable in somatic metaphases. Chinese
Spring plants having two doses of Ph1 with two telocentric
chromosomes, either homologous or non-homologous, were

produced. In root tip cells, the two non-homologous telo-
centrics were found to be located at random with respect to
each other, while the two homologous telocentrics were
significantly closer together than expected on a random
basis. Telocentrics for the opposite arms of the same chro-
mosome were also found to be associated (Feldman et al.
1966; Mello-Sampayo 1973). Thus, it was concluded that
the centromere, the DNA sequences shared by the two dif-
ferent arms of the same chromosome, determines the posi-
tion of each chromosome in the nucleus.

In nulli-5B plants (lacking Ph1), telocentric chromo-
somes of the different subgenomes lay as close together as
telocentrics of the same subgenome, and thus, homoeo-
logues were close to each other as homologues were
(Feldman and Avivi 1984).

In disomic 5B plants, carrying two doses of Ph1, chro-
mosomes of the same subgenome lay closer to each other
than chromosomes of the different subgenomes (Feldman
and Avivi 1973, 1984; Avivi et al. 1982a, b). Thus, the
location of homologues and homoeologues with respect to
each other, at different levels of Ph1, conformed with
expectations based on Feldman’s (1966b) hypothesis.

The closer somatic association of unrelated chromosomes
of the same subgenome as compared to chromosomes of
different subgenomes, is interpreted as being the result of a
tendency for the chromosomes to have fixed positions within
the nucleus and for the chromosomes of each subgenome to
be grouped together and occupy different region in the
nucleus. Spatial segregation of parental genomes in somatic
and meiotic metaphases of various plant hybrids has been
reported by several researchers (Finch et al. 1981; Sch-
warzacher et al. 1989, 1992; Linde-Laursen and Jensen
1991). Others have made such observations in the wild grass
allotetraploid Milium montianum (Bennett and Bennett
1992) and in allotetraploid cotton (Han et al. 2015). In
allopolyploid plants, there appears to be subgenome sepa-
ration of interphase chromosomes, with chromosomes of
each subgenome tending to cluster together (Avivi et al.
1982b; Feldman and Avivi 1984; Hilliker and Appels 1989).
A similar genome separation phenomenon was found in
synthesized tetraploid cotton (genome AAGG) (Han et al.
2015). Given the evidence of parental genome separation in
other plants, Han et al. (2015) speculated that genome sep-
aration might be a normal phenomenon in diploid hybrids
and in allopolyploid species. Concia et al. (2020) analyzed
the entire genome interaction matrix in allohexaploid wheat
and revealed three hierarchical layers of chromosome
interactions, presented here from strongest to lowest:
(i) within chromosomes, (ii) between chromosomes of the
same subgenome, and (iii) between chromosomes of differ-
ent subgenomes. This organization may indicate a
non-random spatial distribution of the three subgenomes that
could mirror the presence of functional “genome territories.”
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Concia et al. (2020) confirmed the presence of
subgenome-specific nuclear territories using genomic in situ
hybridization (GISH) in root meristematic cells of hexaploid
wheat. To determine whether other polyploid plants share
the same large-scale nuclear organization, Concia et al.
(2020) analyzed 14-day-old rapeseed seedlings (Brassica
napus), and again revealed a three-layer hierarchy of chro-
mosomal interactions identical to those in allopolyploid
wheat, suggesting that this organization is a general feature
of allopolyploid plants. They also showed, using two
genome-wide complementary techniques, GISH and in situ
Hi-C, that the chromatin of hexaploid wheat is not uniformly
distributed across the nucleus but, rather, occupies
subgenome-specific nuclear compartments. This finding is
consistent with previous cytological observations (Feldman
and Avivi 1973; Avivi et al. 1982a, b), indicating that
chromosomes of the same subgenome tend to be physically
closer than chromosomes of different subgenomes. Conse-
quently, they proposed that genome territories are the pri-
mary level of chromatin spatial organization in allohexaploid
wheat. Little is known about the mechanisms facilitating
homologous pairing versus homoeologous pairing during the
telomere bouquet stage at the start of meiosis. The estab-
lishment of genome territories may be a mechanism that
favors the pairing of homologues versus homoeologues by
creating territorial “boundaries” between the different sub-
genomes, i.e., either homoeologues or non-homologues
(Concia et al. (2020).

Similarly, Jia et al. (2021) probed the three-dimensional
chromatin architecture of a Chinese cultivar of T. aestivum
and found that the three subgenomes occupy specific terri-
tories in the nucleus. This is in accord with previous studies
revealing that the three subgenomes of hexaploid wheat tend
to localize to specific nuclear territories (Avivi et al. 1982b;
Li et al. 2000; Concia et al. 2020). Moreover, the data of Jia
et al. (2021) suggested that transposable elements help
promote the higher order subgenome affinity in allo-
hexaploid wheat. Bhat et al. (2021) in a recent review,
propose that DNA, RNA and proteins are organized within
precise 3D compartments in the nucleus, affecting many
aspects of gene regulation. Non-coding RNA contribute to
such intra-nuclear organization.

Driscoll and Darvey (1970), Darvey and Driscoll (1971,
1972), and Darvey et al. (1973) were unable to confirm that
homologues lie closer than homoeologues in root-tip nuclei
of common wheat. Both homologous and non-homologous
telocentrics showed the same distribution, and homologous
nucleoli showed a similar tendency to fuse than did
non-homologous nucleoli. The tendency of proximal
nucleoli to fuse, was established by demonstrating that the
number of nucleoli per nucleus decreases substantially dur-
ing interphase (Crosby 1957).

Moreover, Driscoll et al. (1979) estimated the probability
of premeiotic association of homologous chromosomes and
of chiasma formation, from frequencies of different chro-
mosome configurations at first meiotic metaphase of allo-
hexaploid wheat, several aneuploid lines, and wheat hybrids.
Based on their estimations, they suggested that 5BL did not
appear to affect the premeiotic association of chromosomes,
but rather, the number of chiasmata.

Despite the evidence that presynaptic alignment of
homologues ensures the regularity of pairing, there is little
agreement regarding the timing of the first alignment of
homologous chromosomes (reviewed by Loidl 1990). While
some assume that homologues are already associated at the
last premeiotic interphase (e.g., Smith 1942; Feldman
1966b; Maguire 1967), others hold that homologues do not
associate before the beginning of zygotene (e.g., John 1976;
Rasmussen and Holm 1978). Although there have been
indications in a number of organisms that premeiotic
alignment is a characteristic feature of meiosis (Avivi and
Feldman 1980), it was difficult to conclusively demonstrate
this phenomenon because individual chromosomes could not
be clearly distinguished. In several species, this problem has
recently been circumvented by fluorescence in situ
hybridization with DNA probes that detect a specific pair of
homologous chromosomes or chromosome segments. In the
budding yeast Saccharomyces cerevisiae, the homologues
were found to be associated via multiple interstitial inter-
actions during the last premeiotic interphase (Weiner and
Kleckner 1994). Genomic in situ hybridization in a wheat
line carrying a pair of homologues originating from barley,
showed that the hybridization signals of the two barley
homologues fused into a single fluorescent signal during the
last premeiotic interphase, indicating their complete associ-
ation (Aragón-Alcaide et al. 1997b). Moreover, Aragó-
n-Alcaide et al. (1997a) observed that in the absence of Ph1,
the barley homologues were not in contact along their length
and proposed that the absence of Ph1 disrupts premeiotic
homologue association. Premeiotic association was also
observed in a pair of homologous rye telocentrics added to
common wheat (E. I. Mikhailova, T. Naranjo, K. Shepherd,
J. Wennekes, C. Heyting and J. H. de Jong, unpublished
results).

Martinez-Perez et al. (2001) observed that Ph1 also acts
somatically by reducing non-homologous centromere asso-
ciations. This effect during premeiotic interphase leads to
exclusive homologue association during the telomere-
bouquet stage in meiosis. The authors proposed that
non-homologously associated centromeres separate at the
beginning of meiosis in the presence, but not in the absence,
of Ph1 and concluded that Ph1 is not responsible for the
induction of centromere association, but, rather, regulates its
specificity. Likewise, Moore (2002) proposed that Ph1
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determines correct pairing of homologous chromosomes at
premeiotic and early meiosis prophase by giving nonho-
mologous chromosomes an almost ‘Teflon’-like status, that
increases chromosome specificity in the pairing process. In
the absence of Ph1, the homoeologous chromosomes might
be able to pair as a result of the loss of such a coating. All
these findings in yeast and wheat demonstrate that homol-
ogous chromosomes recognize each other and associate
before meiosis, a process that leads to exclusive synapsis of
homologues at first meiotic prophase.

Of importance to the somatic-association hypothesis
(Feldman 1966b) is how much, if any, association there is
during the last premeiotic interphase. Following the report
by Stack and Brown, somatic pairing is expected in pre-
meiotic cells, even though it did not occur in root tips.
Walters (1970, 1972) found no evidence of somatic pairing
in Lilium longiflorum at any premeiotic stage, but it seems
doubtful that the loose and intermittent association expected
during pre-meiosis and early meiotic prophase would be
detectable cytologically in a plant with such large chromo-
somes. Indeed, Walters’ excellent photographs of leptotene
nuclei, in which the chromosomes are assembled into what
Brown and Stack (1968) would call a ball of yarn, raise the
question of how homologous strands located in different
parts of the nucleus could possibly thread their way through
the mass of other strands and align themselves precisely
alongside each other in zygotene, with no entanglement, and
all in a relatively short time. Scherthan et al. (1996) found no
associated homologues until early meiotic prophase in
mouse and humans, but failed to compare the distance
between the hybridization signals of homologues with that
between non-homologues, and, therefore, the results from
premeiotic stages are inconclusive.

It can be concluded that the controversy concerning the
occurrence of homologous association in root-tip cells
should be resolved by further work, but what is really nee-
ded is a careful analysis of the last premeiotic mitosis and
premeiotic interphase. Unfortunately, this division is not as
easy to study as are root-tip mitoses. Unless lack of asso-
ciation in the premeiotic mitosis can be clearly shown, there
is little choice but to accept the premeiotic association
hypothesis, because it so simply explains several otherwise
puzzling phenomena.

Avivi et al. (1972) argue that somatic association has a
physiological advantage and therefore occurs throughout the
life of the plant. They found a different pattern of activity of
the triplicate series of alcohol dehydrogenase genes in plants
lacking 5BL than in plants carrying this chromosome arm.
This observation needs to be extended to other loci, espe-
cially since analysis of isozymes of glutamate oxaloacetate
transaminase indicated that even in the presence of Ph1,
monomers from genes on homoeologous chromosomes
combine with each other as readily as do the monomers from

homologues (Hart et al. 1976). Yet, DNA organization in
precise 3D compartments in the nucleus is one of prereq-
uisite conditions for regular gene action (Bhat et al. 2021).

Considering the phenocopy of the effect of six doses of
Ph1 on meiotic pairing by premeiotic treatments with col-
chicine (Driscoll et al. 1967; Dover and Riley 1973; Yacobi
et al. 1982; Feldman and Avivi 1988), and since colchicine
binds specifically to tubulin subunits, thereby preventing
them from polymerizing into microtubules (Borisy and
Taylor 1967), it was concluded that the microtubule system
is one of the subcellular targets of Ph1 (Avivi and Feldman
1973a; Feldman 1993; Feldman and Avivi 1988) and that
microtubules are involved in the process of intimate
homologous association. This may involve attachment of
centromeres, telomeres and other chromosome segments to
the nuclear envelope at the end of each telophase, thereby
stabilizing chromosome position in the nucleus throughout
premeiotic interphase. The disruption of microtubules by
colchicine would detach the chromosomes from the nuclear
membrane, leading to their movement at interphase and
disruption of the association between homologues. In
agreement with this view, Vega and Feldman (1998b)
showed that Ph1 affects centromere-microtubule interactions
at meiotic anaphases.

Spindle inhibitors, particularly in combination with dif-
ferent Ph1 genotypes, have been used to help elucidate the
mechanisms of Ph1 actions. Colchicine treatment of root-tip
cells disrupted association of homologues (Avivi et al.
1969). The sensitivity of root-tip mitosis to colchicine and
other microtubules drugs, such as vinblastine and griseo-
fulvin, decreased with increased doses (up to 4) of 5BL
(Avivi et al. 1973b; Ceoloni et al. 1984; Gualandi et al.
1984). This led to the conclusion that Ph1 somehow affects
the binding of microtubule subunits to colchicine, thereby
protecting the spindle against colchicine action. The differ-
ential sensitivity of different genotypes of Phl to colchicine
(Avivi et al. 1970, 1973b; Ceoloni et al. 1984) is not con-
fined to hexaploid wheat. Carla Ceoloni (unpublished data)
found that the mitotic spindle of a phlc mutant induced in the
Italian durum cultivar Cappelli (Giorgi 1983), is much more
sensitive to colchicine than that of plants with Ph1.

It has been reported that detyrosination or acetylation of
a-tubulin reduces microtubule dynamics (Webster and
Borisy 1989). Such microtubules are more stable and less
sensitive to depolymerization by antimicrotubule drugs
(Piperno et al. 1987; Kreis 1987; Khawaja et al. 1988). Most
microtubule-associated proteins (MAPs), e.g., tau, MAP2
and MAP1, stimulate the assembly of tubulin into micro-
tubules (see Olmsted 1986 for a review) and, consequently,
increase the stability of the polymers and suppress micro-
tubule dynamics (Murphy et al. 1977). Post-translational
modifications of MAPs, mainly phosphorylation, may be
involved in reduction of microtubule dynamics. Interaction
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of microtubules with each other or other cytoskeletal ele-
ments (mainly intermediate filaments) may also increase
microtubule stability (Gelfand and Bershadsky 1991). In
addition, microtubule stability is affected by kinetochores,
which are highly differentiated structures at the centromeres
that serve as microtubule attachment sites, and which cap the
plus-ends of microtubules (McIntosh and Hering 1991). All
these interactions are presumably mediated by MAPs.
Hence, phosphorylation-dephosphorylation of these MAPs
may be the main mechanism underlying the regulation of
such interactions (Gelfand and Bershadsky 1991).

How is chromosomal arrangement in the telophase and
interphase nuclei affected by the reduced microtubule
dynamics induced by Ph1? According to the presynaptic
hypothesis, Ph1 controls chromosome arrangement in the
somatic as well as premeiotic nucleus, by operating on the
subcellular elements that are involved in chromosome
positioning: microtubules and centromeres. Vega and Feld-
man (1998b) assume that Ph1 action may target the inter-
action of centromeres with spindle microtubules—an
interaction that is critical for the movement of chromosomes
to their specific interphase positions. Consequently, Vega
and Feldman (1998b) studied centromere behavior of uni-
valents at meiosis of monosomic lines in the presence and
absence of Ph1 and found that the frequency of centromere
misdivision (transverse division) of univalent chromosomes
is affected by Ph1. In common wheat, the centromere of
unpaired chromosomes may undergo precocious division at
first anaphase or telophase (Sears 1952b). This division is
either longitudinal, leading to the formation of two sister
chromosomes, each consisting of one chromatid, or trans-
verse (misdivision), leading to the formation of telocentric
chromosomes and isochromosomes. Transverse division of
the centromere of one-chromatid chromosomes may also
occur at second anaphase. In the presence of Ph1, the fre-
quency of centromere misdivision in both first and second
meiotic divisions was much higher than in the absence of the
gene (Vega and Feldman 1998b), suggesting a role for Ph1
in the interaction between kinetochores and microtubules at
anaphase.

The ph1b deletion may contain a number of genes that
might affect centromere-microtubule interaction. However,
the fact that premeiotic treatments with colchicine and other
antimicrotubule drugs phenocopy the effect of extra doses of
Ph1 on chromosome pairing (Feldman and Avivi 1988)
indicates that the effect on pairing and on centromere
microtubule interaction is caused by Ph1.

Several lines of evidence support the involvement of the
centromere in chromosomal arrangement in wheat, in
somatic (Feldman et al. 1966; Mello-Sampayo 1973) and
meiotic (Yacobi et al. 1985a, b) cells. There is also direct
evidence of nonrandom distribution of centromeres in the
interphase nucleus. Using anti-kinetochore antibodies in

interphase nuclei of rat-kangaroo and Indian muntjac, Had-
laczky et al. (1986) observed that centromeres were arranged
in pairs. In a similar experiment, half the expected number of
pre-kinetochores were detected at interphase in Vicia faba
(Houben et al. 1995). These observations indicate at least
transient association of homologous centromeres at inter-
phase. Su et al. (2019) suggested that variation in centromere
satellite sequences and copy number, and their structural
rearrangements, result in asymmetries in allohexaploid
wheat homoeologues, highlighting the role of centromeres in
homolog pairing during meiosis. This asymmetry in cen-
tromere organization among the three subgenomes of allo-
hexaploid wheat, was suggested to play a role in proper
homologous pairing during meiosis.

Taken together, Ph1 seems to affect several different traits
in somatic, premeiotic and meiotic cells of allohexaploid
wheat. These traits are: spindle sensitivity to anti-
microtubules drugs, somatic association of homologues,
separation of the subgenomes into different nuclear com-
partments, concise centromeres at premeiotic and meiotic
stages, chromatin condensation, synapsis of homologues and
homoeologues at zygotene, correction of pairing to homo-
logues at pachytene, prevention of crossover between
homoeologues in pachytene, and strength of centromere
attachment to microtubules. Ph1 also affects the number and
shape of pollen grain pores in common wheat (Avivi and
Feldman 1973b). This gene has a pronounced effect on the
condensation of heterochromatin in hybrids of wheat with
related species and on the condensation of euchromatin in
wheat itself (Martinez-Perez et al. 2001; Prieto et al. 2005).
Hence, Ph1 influences a number of phenotypic traits and, as
such, may be either a gene with a pleiotropic effect (a
transcription factor?) or as a complicated locus comprising a
cluster of genes.

12.2.2.3 Isolation of Ph1
It is generally accepted that Ph1 represents a single locus,
but the possibility that it consists of a cluster of tandemly
arranged genes, has not been completely ruled out (Sears
1976b). The existence of two pairing loci on 5BL was
already suggested by Mello-Sampayo (1972), who noted
that the F1 hybrids T. turgidum x Ae. sharonensis and T.
turgidum x S. cereale, in which the distal part of 5BL had
been replaced by an homoeologous portion of 5DL, had an
intermediate, rather than high, level of pairing. Conse-
quently, he concluded that Ph1 was still present but that its
effectiveness was reduced by the presence of the 5DL seg-
ment, that might carry a pairing promoter. The 5BL
homoeoallele of this 5DL promoter could be a low-grade
promoter, or, alternatively, a low-grade suppressor.

Some evidence against the assumption that Ph1 contains
more than one locus is the failure to obtain intermediate
mutants on chromosome arm 5BL by irradiation (Sears
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1977). On the other hand, the inability to induce mutations
in Ph1 exhibiting the ph1b-like phenotype by EMS treat-
ment, may indicate that its phenotype is determined by more
than one gene (Griffiths et al. 2006).

The fact that Ph1 activity is unique to chromosome 5B,
and not to its homoeologues, led Griffiths et al. (2006)
to suggest that this gene arose through a post-
allopolyploidization structural change on chromosome 5B.
Support for this conclusion is provided by studies showing
that Ae. speltoides and Ae. longissima, two diploids that are
closely related to the B and G subgenomes of allotetraploid
wheats, do not compensate for the absence of Ph1, while the
B and G subgenomes of these allotetraploids do (Griffiths
et al. 2006). Since Ph1 has a pronounced effect on several
traits, Griffiths et al. (2006) concluded that Ph1 is likely to
comprise a multigene family, heterochromatin or both. These
authors used two approaches to analyze the genetic structure
of the Ph1 region. First, they used genes of the orthologous
regions in rice and Brachypodium sylvaticum to obtain
markers for the saturation of the Ph1 region, and second, they
used five deletions produced by Roberts et al. (1999), using
fast-neutron irradiation, that overlapped the ph1b deletion, to
physically dissect the Ph1 region. These approaches enabled
the narrowing down of the Ph1 locus to a 2.5 Mb region on
5BL, which contains a chromosomal segment derived after
allotetraploidization from the sub-telomeric region of chro-
mosome arm 3BL of bread wheat, comprising a block of
heterochromatin and a single Zip4 gene, inserted within a
cluster of defective cyclin-dependent kinase-(cdk) like genes,
between Cdk6 and 7 (Griffith et al. 2006; Al-kaff et al. 2008;
Martín et al. 2014, 2017). Griffiths et al. (2006) assumed that
this region fulfills all criteria of a Ph1 candidate structure. On
the basis of their sequence homology to genes of known
function, Griffiths et al. (2006) singled out the cdk-like genes
of the Ph1 region as the best candidates for Ph1 function.
This is the only multigene cluster in the region, and at least
one of its members (cdk2-4) is 5BL-specific. Similarly,
Al-Kaff et al. (2008), who further characterized the Ph1
region by exploiting new deletions in this region and con-
ducting expression analysis studies, assigned the Ph1 locus
to the region containing the cdk-like cluster and the neigh-
boring heterochromatin segment. In fact, there are seven
cdk-like genes on 5BL compared with at least five on 5AL
and two on 5DL, however, the sub-telomeric heterochro-
matin segment inserted between the two cdk-like genes,
cdk-like B6 and B7, is unique to chromosome arm 5B
(Al-Kaff et al. 2008). The cdk-like gene cluster in the Ph1
locus, designated Ta5B2, shows some similarity to mam-
malian Cdk2 (Yousafzai et al. 2010). Greer et al. (2012)
showed that Cdk2-type phosphorylation plays a major role in
determining chromosome specificity during meiosis. Dele-
tion of Ph1 leads to increased phosphorylation at cdk2-type
sites during meiosis, implying that the presence of Ph1

decreases Cdk2-type phosphorylation. Consistent with this,
treatment with okadaic acid, an inhibitor of phosphatase
activity, increases Cdk2-type phosphorylation, and pheno-
copies the deletion of Ph1 by inducing crossovers
(COs) (Knight et al. 2010). Deleting Ph1 or treating with
okadaic acid, both of which increase Cdk2-type activity,
increases the efficiency of MLH1, a gene involved in DNA
mismatch repair, whose active sites on paired homoeologues
may lead to crossing overs (Martín et al. 2014). These
authors proposed that Ph1 has a dual effect in wheat, namely,
it brings about cytological diploidization by both promoting
homologous synapsis during early meiosis and by preventing
MLH1 sites on synapsed homoeologues from becoming COs
later in meiosis. The effect on synapsis occurs during the
telomere bouquet stage, when Ph1 promotes homologous
synapsis, thereby reducing the chance of homoeologous
synapsis (Martín et al. 2014, 2017). The effect on crossing
over formation occurs later in meiosis, when Ph1 prevents
MLH1 activity.

Later, Martín et al. (2017) explored these two effects and
demonstrated that regardless of the presence or absence of
Ph1, synapsis between homoeologues does not take place
during the telomere bouquet stage; only homologous
synapsis takes place during this stage. Furthermore, in wheat
lacking Ph1, overall synapsis was delayed with respect to the
telomere bouquet, with more synapsis occurring after the
bouquet stage, when homoeologous synapsis is also possi-
ble. Secondly, they showed that in the absence of Ph1, it was
possible to increase the number of MLH1 sites progressing
to COs by altering environmental growing condition. They
also showed that higher nutrient levels in the soil or lower
temperatures increased the level of both homologous and
homoeologous COs.

It has been proposed that the effect of Ph1 on synapsis is
connected to altered histone H1 CDK2-dependent phos-
phorylation. Altered phosphorylation in the absence of Ph1
was shown to affect chromatin structure and delay premei-
otic replication and consequently, homologue synapsis, thus
allowing homoeologous synapsis to take place (Greer et al.
2012; Martín et al. 2017). Arabidopsis lines carrying muta-
tions in the CDK2-like homologue also exhibited reduced
synapsis under specific conditions, suggesting a role for
these genes in efficient synapsis (Zheng et al. 2014). Greer
et al. (2012) previously proposed that the effect of CDK2-
like genes on chromatin structure not only affects synapsis
but might also affect the resolution of double Holliday
Junctions (marked by MLH1) as COs. Okadaic acid treat-
ment affects chromatin structure and can induce homoeolo-
gous CO in wheat-wild relative hybrids (Knight et al. 2010).
However, given that the locus contains multiple copies of the
CDK2-like and methyltransferase genes, it would be com-
plex and laborious to identify EMS-induced mutants within
these genes.
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In contrast to Griffiths et al. (2006) and Martín et al.
(2017) proposed that the ZIP4 gene, located distally to the
heterochromatin in the inserted segment on 5BL, is a more
appropriate candidate for Ph1 effects than the cdk-like genes.
This is largely based on the evidence that the Zip1 protein is
a major building block of the synaptonemal complex (SC) in
Saccharomyces cerevisiae (Mitra and Roeder 2007), and, in
its absence, SC fails to form, cells arrest or delay in meiotic
prophase, and crossover is reduced.

Further studies on the effect of Zip4 (designated
TaZIP4-B2) on synapsis and crossover were performed by
Rey et al. (2017). Although, there are ZIP4 homologues on
group 3 chromosomes, TaZIP4-A1 in 3A, TaZIP4-B1 in 3B,
and TaZIP4-D1 in 3D, the ZIP4 paralogue (TaZIP4-B2)
within the Ph1 locus on chromosome arm 5BL is a single
copy. The TaZIP4-B2 gene is expressed during meiosis, has
a higher level of expression than the ZIP4 homologues
present on group 3 chromosomes, and its expression is
significantly reduced upon Ph1 deletion (Rey et al. 2017).
Moreover, ZIP4 has been shown to have a major effect on
homologous COs, but not on synapsis, in both Arabidopsis
and rice (Chelysheva et al. 2007; Shen et al. 2012).

Rey et al. (2017) searched for EMS-induced mutations in
the TaZIP4-B2 gene to determine whether they show
reduced homologous CO with some homoeologous pairing
and CO but exhibit homoeologous COs in hybrids with
wild-relatives. For the crossings with wild relatives, the
group used two mutant lines in the TaZIP4-B2 gene, selected
from the mutants obtained by Rakszegi et al. (2010) in T.
aestivum cv. Cadenza. Hybrids between the Tazip4-B2
mutant Cadenza lines and Ae. peregrina, exhibited similar
chiasma frequency to that observed in the ph1b mutant x Ae.
peregrina hybrids, suggesting that TaZIP4-B2 within the
Ph1 locus is involved in the suppression of homoeologous
COs.

Since no multivalents and no significant increase in the
number of univalents were observed at first meiotic meta-
phase of the Tazip4-B2 mutant lines, it seems that homoe-
ologous synapsis may not be significantly affected by
TaZIP4-B2 (Rey et al. 2017). Hence, TaZIP4-B2 affects
only one trait out of the array of phenotypic traits controlled
by Ph1, indicating that this is only one gene in the Ph1 gene
cluster.

The ph1b mutant accumulates inter-subgenomic translo-
cations due to homoeologous recombination, which reduces
fertility (Sears 1977; Sánchez-Morán et al. 2001). It would
therefore be most useful to use the TaZIP4-B2 mutant lines,
with reduced homoeologous synapsis and CO at meiosis, but
which do exhibit homoeologous COs in hybrids with wild
relatives. The absence of multivalents at meiosis in the
Tazip4-B2 Cadenza mutants shows that these mutants do not
cause translocations between homoeologues and can be used
instead of the ph1b mutant.

Sidhu et al. (2008), performing a detailed analysis of the
91 putative genes present within the 450-kb region on the
rice R9 chromosome, which is orthologous to wheat chro-
mosome arm 5BL, identified 26 candidates for the Ph1 gene,
including genes involved in chromatin reorganization,
microtubule attachment, acetyltransferases, methyltrans-
ferases, DNA binding, and meiosis/anther-specific proteins.
Four of these genes share domains/motifs with the
meiosis-specific genes Cor1, Scp1, Zip1, and RAD50. Cor1
codes for a protein of the axial element of the synaptonemal
complex and Scp1 from mammals and Zip1 from yeast code
for the transverse filaments that synapse the axial elements
into the synaptonemal complex. The RAD50 gene is required
for the induction and processing of double-strand breaks and
therefore, in a null mutant of this gene, crossovers cannot be
formed.

Bhullar et al. (2014) identified a candidate Ph1 gene
(designated C-Ph1) in the Ph1 region, whose silencing
resulted in a phenotype which was, to a certain degree,
characteristic of the ph1b and ph1c mutants, namely, an
increased number of univalents, multivalent pairing, and
interlocking bivalents. However, it also disrupted chromo-
some alignment on the first meiotic metaphase plate. Despite
a highly conserved DNA sequence, the C-Ph1 gene
homoeologues on 5AL and 5DL exhibit a different structure
and expression pattern, further supporting the claim that
C-Ph1 is indeed the candidate for the Ph1 gene. Yet, the fact
that C-Ph1 is mostly expressed during first meiotic meta-
phase, rather than during premeiotic interphase and first
meiotic prophase, sheds some doubt on this claim.

The suggestion that C-Ph1 is the Ph1 gene was mainly
based on the observation of bivalent clumping at first mei-
otic metaphase of virus-induced gene silencing (VIGS)
mutants of T. aestivum. Rey et al. (2017) drew attention to
previous studies that had already shown that bread wheat
contains a gene, termed Raftin1, with a phenotype similar to
that of C-Ph1. This gene was characterized as a tapetal cell
gene, whose maximal expression occurs around the first
meiotic metaphase, when the tapetum is fully formed (Wang
et al. 2003). Disruption of this gene results in chromosome
clumping at first meiotic metaphase and consequently, high
male sterility. Therefore, Rey et al. (2017) suggested that
C-Ph1 is not a Ph1 candidate.

Yet, C-Ph1 is not the Raftin1 tapetal cell gene described
by Wang et al. (2003), as claimed by Rey et al. (2017). The
deletion of Raftin1, causes chromosome clumping in the
equatorial plate at first meiotic metaphase, but no evidence
exist that it triggers an increased number of univalents,
multivalent pairing, and interlocking bivalents, as does the
silencing of C-Ph1. Moreover, whereas Raftin1, whose
protein product, RAFTIN, is essential for the late phase of
pollen development, is expressed only in the anther, but not
in root, stem, leaf tissues, or emasculated inflorescence
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(Wang et al. 2003), C-Ph1 is expressed during meiosis
(maximum expression of the gene was observed during MI),
and also in vegetative tissues, such as roots and flag leaves
(Bhullar et al. 2014). Therefore, C-Ph1 and Raftin1 are not
the same gene, but because C-Ph1 exhibits maximum
activity at metaphase I and triggers chromosome clumping at
this stage, it cannot be Ph1. Yet, if Ph1 phenotype stems
from a cluster of linked genes, each controlling an aspect of
Ph1 phenotype, then C-Ph1 may represent one of them. In
this respect, it is worth mentioning that Rawale et al. (2019)
observed that silencing of C-Ph1 resulted in 26% recombi-
nant gametes between 1BS of wheat and 1RS of rye in
hybrids between two bread wheat lines, one carrying intact
chromosome 1B and the second containing a translocation in
which chromosome arm IRS of rye replaced the 1BS of
wheat. No recombination between these two arms took place
in hybrids carrying Ph1.

Rey et al. (2018) claimed that recombination between
chromosomes of wild relatives and those of allohexaploid
wheat can be increased in F1 hybrids with a ph1b deletion,
by treating the plants with Hoagland solution. A search for
the element in the solution that is responsible for this
increase revealed that irrigation of plants with a 1 mM Mg2
+ solution caused a significant increase in homoeologous
CO frequency in all analyzed wheat x wild relatives hybrids.
These observations suggest a role for magnesium supple-
mentation in improving the frequency of recombination in
wheat-interspecific hybrids.

12.2.3 Other Suppressors of Homoeologous
Pairing in Wheat

In addition to Ph1, there are several other suppressors of
homoeologous pairing in T. aestivum, one located on chro-
mosome 3D (Upadhya and Swaminathan 1967;
Mello-Sampayo 1971a, b; Driscoll 1972; Mello-Sampayo
and Canas 1973) and the other on 3A (Driscoll 1972;
Mello-Sampayo and Canas 1973). The 3D and 3A genes,
designated Ph2 and Ph3, respectively (Sears 1982, 1984),
are less potent than Ph1 (Mello-Sampayo 1971a, b;
Mello-Sampayo and Canas 1973). Ph2 is more effective than
Ph3, but only about half as effective as Ph1. The effect of
Ph2 and Ph3 on homoeologous pairing in allohexaploid
wheat is negligible, but in wheat inter-generic hybrids, they
have a somewhat more pronounced impact. Ph2 is located
on the distal region of chromosome arm 3DS of T. aestivum
(Driscoll 1972a, 1973) and presumably derived from the
pairing suppressor gene on 3DS of Ae. tauschii, the donor of
the D subgenome (Attia et al. 1977, 1979). The suppressor
of homoeologous pairing on 3A is also located on the short
arm (Driscoll 1972, 1973). It is most likely that the sup-
pressors on 3DS and 3AS are homoeoalleles. Currently,

there is no evidence showing that 3BL carries a
homoeologous-pairing suppressor.

Aside from the minor suppressors on 3DS and 3AS, there
is also a suppressor on chromosome 4D (Driscoll 1973) that
appears to be almost as effective as the one on 3AS. Evi-
dence was also obtained that the long arm of chromosome
2D (2DL) and possibly also of 2A and 2B, may carry a
minor suppressor(s) of pairing (Ceoloni et al. 1986).

The EMS-induced 10/13 mutation (Wall et al.1971a), that
was believed to be in the Ph1 gene (Wall et al. 1971b), was
shown to be in the Ph2 locus (Sears 1982, 1984). Accord-
ingly, following Sears (1982), the correct designation of the
mutation 10/13 is ph2a, and not ph1a. Another deletion,
aside from ph1b, was recovered by Sears (1977), after
X-irradiation of pollen of T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring.
This deletion was substantially less potent than ph1b and
resulted in an intermediate level of pairing in F1 hybrids with
Ae. peregrina (designated Ae. kotschyi var. variabilis by
Sears), i.e., approximately five bivalents per PMC, compared
with one bivalent in the control with Ph1 and Ph2, and
approximately 13 bivalents in the same hybrid carrying ph1b
(Sears 1977). Consequently, Sears (1982) concluded that
this deletion is not a mutation of Ph1 or of any other gene on
chromosome 5B. Because Mello-Sampayo (1971a) and
Driscoll (1972) found that chromosome arms 3DS and 3AS
carry minor suppressors of homoeologous pairing, the
mutation was suspected to involve one of these genes.
Indeed, further studies showed that the mutation is on the
terminal segment of the short arm of chromosome 3D (Sears
1982). Accordingly, this mutation was designated ph2b
(Sears 1982). There is little or no homoeologous pairing
when the mutation ph2b is homozygous in cv. Chinese
Spring of T. aestivum (Sears 1977, 1982). Male transmission
of the mutation is approximately normal, and fertility, while
somewhat reduced, is sufficient for easy maintenance of the
homozygous line (Sears 1982). The effect of ph2b on
chromosomal pairing in wheat hybrids is quite similar to that
of ph1a (Sears 1982). Using synteny with rice, Sutton et al.
(2003) narrowed down the Ph2 locus, to a terminal 80 Mb of
the short arm of chromosome 3D. More recently, however,
Svačina et al. (2020) showed that the deletion induced by
Sears (1977), the ph2b mutant, is actually larger than
expected, comprising about 125 Mb of terminal end of the
short arm of chromosome 3D.

Hybrids of allohexaploid wheat with rye, lacking both
3DS and 3AS, exhibit a level of pairing almost as high as
that obtained in the absence of Ph1 (Mello-Sampayo and
Canas 1973). There is evidently an interactive effect of the
two deficiencies, as the pairing level when both 3DS and
3AS are missing is about twice as high as that observed in
the absence of the more active suppressor, 3DS. However,
no interaction or even additive action of Ph1 with Ph2 has
been demonstrated; lack of both 5BL and 3DS resulted in no
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more pairing than lack of 5BL alone. Perhaps the absence of
chromosome arm 5BL permits the maximum possible
amount of pairing, and deletion of additional suppressors
will therefore have no added effect (Mello-Sampayo and
Canas 1973). In contrast, Ceoloni and Donini (1993) studied
the effect of the combined deficiencies of ph1b and chro-
mosome arm 3DS on homoeologous pairing in Chinese
Spring and in hybrids between this line and Ae. pergrina and
Secale cereale. They found that in both Chinese Spring itself
and its hybrid with Ae. peregrina, the combined deficiencies
reinforced the ph1b effect in promoting homoeologous
pairing. On the other hand, no such effect was noted in the
hybrid involving S. cereale.

It seems that Ph2 operates in a different way than does
Ph1 (Benavente et al. 1998; Martinez et al. 2001a; Prieto
et al. 2005). Benavente et al. (1998), using genomic in situ
hybridization, studied the effect of Ph1 and Ph2 on
wheat-wheat and wheat -rye chromosome pairing in first
meiotic metaphase and in anaphase in wheat x rye hybrids
carrying either Ph1, ph1b, and ph2b. Their observation
revealed distinct mechanisms involved in the control of
wheat homoeologous pairing by the two Ph genes. In
accordance, it was suggested (Martinez et al. 2001a; Prieto
et al. 2005) that Ph2 has a different function to that of Ph1,
as it is not involved in recognition of homologous chro-
mosomes but instead affects the progression of synapsis.
Thus, Martinez et al. (2001b) concluded that the Ph1 and
Ph2 loci bring about cytological diploidization of allo-
hexaploid wheat via a different mechanism, whereby Ph2
affects synaptic progression while Ph1 affects the correction
process of multivalents to bivalents at the transition from
zygotene to pachytene.

Ceoloni and Feldman (1987) tested the two mutant lines
of Ph2, ph2a and ph2b, for their mitotic-spindle sensitivity
to colchicine. The data showed clearly that plants deficient
for Ph2 or carrying ph2 alleles, were less sensitive to col-
chicine treatment than those carrying Ph2. Interestingly, the
two genes that suppress homoeologous pairing in allo-
hexaploid wheat, Ph1 and Ph2, affect the sensitivity of the
mitotic spindle to colchicine, but in opposite ways: Ph1
decreases sensitivity, whereas Ph2 increases it. So, it can be
assumed that Ph1 and Ph2 also operate by affecting micro-
tubular stability, possibly interfering with the dynamic
equilibrium of assembled-disassembled tubulin subunits, but
in different manner. The 3DS Ph2 locus, was recently iso-
lated (Serra et al. 2021). It encodes for the wheat homolog of
DNA mismatch repair gene MSH7, TaMSH7. This is con-
sistent with an anti-recombination effect when genetic
divergence between the two recombination partners is too
high as is the case with homoeologs. Indeed, the mismatch
repair machinery detects mismatches in heteroduplexes
formed at Holliday junctions at sites of crossover and
recruits proteins that disengage the recombination partners.

Sears (1982) proposed three possibilities for making use
of the ph2b mutation: (1) inducing the transfer of genes to
wheat from closely related but not fully homologous alien
chromosomes, (2) assessing the degree of relationship
between alien chromosomes and their wheat homoeologues,
and (3) improving amphiploids that have a somewhat
reduced level of chromosome pairing.

12.2.4 Pairing Promoters in Wheat

There are several pairing-promoting genes that are also
involved in the control of chromosome pairing in allo-
hexaploid wheat. The long arms of chromosomes 5A and 5D
carry such promoters (Feldman 1966b, 1968). Promoters
also exist on the short arms of chromosomes of group 5,
5AS, 5BS, and 5DS (Feldman 1966b; Riley et al. 1966;
Feldman and Mello-Sampayo 1967; Dvorak 1976), and on
the long arms of chromosomes of group 3, 3AL, 3BL, and
3DL (Mello-Sampayo 1971a; Driscoll 1972, 1973;
Mello-Sampayo and Canas 1973). Promoters were also
found on the short arms of chromosomes of group 2, 2AS,
2BS, and 2DS (Ceoloni et al. 1986). Hence, the control of
pairing in allohexaploid wheat stems from a balance between
several suppressors and promoters.

The 5BS promoter induces pairing, both in wheat itself
and in interspecific hybrids (Feldman 1966b; Feldman and
Mello-Sampayo 1967; Riley and Chapman 1967). Its effect
is substantially smaller than that of Ph1, as shown by the
increased homoeologous pairing when both are missing, as
in nulli-5B. The effect of the 5DL promoter is evidently
greater than that of 5BS, for ditelo-5BL (lacking 5BS) has
nearly normal synapsis, whereas nulli-5D (lacking 5DL and
5DS) tends to be asynaptic (Feldman 1966b), particularly at
low (and presumably at high) temperatures (Riley et al.
1966). Since extra doses of chromosome 5A in (tetrasomic)
largely suppress the effect of 5D nullisomy (Feldman 1966b;
Riley et al. 1966), there must be pairing promoters on each
arm of 5A. Yet, the effect of the 5A promoters is smaller
than that of the 5D promoters since nulli-5A has normal
synapsis, even at low temperatures (Riley et al. 1966).

The promoters on 5DL and 5AL could be homoeoallelic
to Ph1 and those on 5DS and 5AS to the 5BS promoter. Rey
et al. (2017) claimed that Ph1 has no homoeoalleles on 5AL
and 5DL. If the promoters of 5AL and 5DL are not
homoeoalleles of Ph1, then they should be located in a
different chromosomal region that Ph1. There is some evi-
dence (Mello-Sampayo 1972) that the promoter on 5DL is
located distally to Ph1 and is not homoeoallelic to it. 5BL
may also carry a promoter, distally to Ph1, that is
homoeoallelic to the promoters of 5AL and 5DL.

The existence of promoter on the long arm of chromo-
some 3D was deduced from the fact that pairing in hybrids
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with Ae. peregrina was increased more by deficiency of the
entire chromosome 3D than by deficiency of only the short
arm of 3D carrying the pairing suppressor Ph2 (Driscoll
1972). Hybrid plants carrying only 3DS (deficient for 3DL)
exhibited a greater increase in pairing, indicating the pres-
ence of a pairing promoter on this arm. The data of
Mello-Sampayo (1971a) and Mello-Sampayo and Canas
(1973) regarding the same and other hybrids, also support a
slight promoting effect of 3DL.

The presence of the pairing gene on chromosome arm 3BL
is necessary for normal synapsis (Li et al. 1945; Sears 1944,
1954; Kempanna and Riley 1962; Kato and Yamagata 1982,
1983). Sears (1944, 1954) allocated this gene to the right arm
(=long arm; Sears and Sears 1979) of chromosome 3B and
reported that absence of this gene led to failed crossover. Yet,
this gene apparently does not interact with Ph1, since it
controls different meiotic processes (Kempanna and Riley
1962). Consequently, it was concluded (Kempanna and Riley
1962) that chromosome arm 3BL carries a gene that is
responsible for crossover. Hence, this gene may be different
from the putative promoter on 3BL, which is homoeoallelic
to the promoters on 3AL and 3DL.

Chromosome arm 2AS also evidently carries a gene
essential for normal pairing (Sears 1954), although its effect
is not as great as that of the gene on 3BL. Some investiga-
tions (Upadhya and Swaminathan 1967; Kempanna 1963)
have failed to confirm its existence altogether. But, while an
extra dose of chromosome 2A of Chinese Spring, previously
reported to carry a pairing promoter on its short arm, did not
increase pairing between homoeologous chromosomes in F1
hybrids between Chinese Spring and Ae. peregrina, two
doses of chromosome 2D or 2B caused a significant increase
in homoeologous pairing in this hybrid (Ceoloni et al. 1986).
Evidently, chromosomes 2D and 2B carry a pairing pro-
moter(s). Studies of F1 hybrids between aneuploids of CS,
either lacking chromosome 2D or carrying an extra dose of
it, and Ae. peregrina, Ae. longissima, and S. cereale,
supported the finding that this chromosome carries a pairing
promoter. Using ditelosomic lines, the promoter was found
to be located on the short arm of 2D (2DS) (Ceoloni et al.
1986). It was deduced that the promoter on 2B is also
located on the homoeologous short arm, i.e., 2BS. Thus,
2AS, 2DS, and 2BS carry a pairing promoter(s), with the
promoter(s) on 2AS seemingly weaker than those on 2DS
and 2BS.

Luo et al. (1992) reported that a Chinese landrace of
allohexaploid wheat possesses a promoter of homoeologous
pairing. The landrace has only bivalents at meiosis but
hybrids between this race and S. cereale or Ae. peregrina
exhibited an increase in homoeologous pairing (Luo et al.
1992; Liu et al. 1997b, 2003; Xiang et al. 2005). Mono-
somic analysis indicated that the promoter is located on

chromosome 6A and, thus, it is not homoeoallelic to any of
the other pairing genes (Liu et al. 2003; Hao et al. 2011).
Yet, Fan et al. (2019), using two mapping populations,
identified a QTL locus on 3AL, which is possibly respon-
sible for the promotion of homoeologous pairing in hybrids
with this race, and which is probably homoeoallelic to the
promoter on 3AL.

Effects on spindle sensitivity to antimicrotubule agents
seems to be a common feature of a number of genes that
impact homoeologous pairing in hexaploid wheat and in its
hybrids. For example, in addition to Phl and Ph2, chromo-
some arm 5BS, which carries a promoter of homoeologous
pairing (Feldman 1966b, 1968; Riley et al. 1966; Riley and
Chapman 1967; Feldman and Mello-Sampayo 1967), was
also found to affect spindle sensitivity to colchicine (Avivi
et al. 1970; Ceoloni et al. 1984). Similarly, Ae. speltoides
and Amblyopyrum muticum carry genes that suppress Ph1
activity, induce a high degree of homoeologous pairing in
hybrids with allohexaploid wheat (Riley 1966), and affect
spindle characteristics. Ae. speltoides exhibits a higher
mitotic sensitivity to colchicine than other Sitopsis species,
which do not induce homoeologous pairing (L. Avivi and M.
Feldman, unpublished data). In line with these reports, an A.
muticum chromosome added to allohexaploid wheat induced
homoeologous pairing and also caused alterations in the
premeiotic spindle, while genotypes of allohexaploid wheat
carrying other chromosomes of A. muticum did not exhibit
homoeologous pairing and showed normal spindle func-
tioning (Dover and Riley 1973).

On the other hand, no correlation between asynapsis and
mitotic spindle features, as measured by colchicine sensi-
tivity, was found in 3BL-deficient wheat genotypes. Kato
and Yamagata (1983) found that absence of chromosome
arm 3BL, which carries a pairing gene (Sears 1944, 1954),
did not affect the sensitivity of the mitotic spindle to col-
chicine. This finding is in accord with earlier observations
(Kempanna and Riley 1962) from which an effect of the 3BL
gene on chromosome pairing, different from that of Phl, was
inferred and led to the conclusion that both the timing and
action of the 3BL gene are clearly distinct from those of the
suppressors and promoters of homoeologous pairing.

The striking correlation between the effect on homoeol-
ogous pairing and alteration of spindle characteristics indi-
cates that the suppressors and promoters of this type of
pairing exert their effect on some features of the mitotic and
premeiotic spindle. These genes impact the sensitivity of the
mitotic spindle to colchicine, vinblastine, and griseofulvin
(Avivi et al. 1970; Avivi and Feldman 1973b; Ceoloni et al.
1984; Gualandi et al. 1984), all of which are antimicrotubule
agents that specifically bind tubulin, the main protein subunit
of microtubules, thus shifting the equilibrium towards
depolymerization.
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12.2.5 Pairing Genes in Wild Relatives of Wheat

In many of the studied hybrids of T. aestivum with their wild
relatives, there has been little or no evidence that the alien
genome has any effect on pairing. The amount of pairing
observed in these hybrids has been essentially the same as in
haploids of T. aestivum (Riley and Law 1965). However,
genotypes possessing genes that promote pairing have been
found in several diploid and allotetraploid species, namely,
Ae. speltoides (Riley et al. 1961), A. muticum (Riley et al.
1961; Riley and Law 1965), Ae. longissima (Mello-Sampayo
1971b), and Ae. peregrina (Farooq et al. 1990). These pro-
moters of pairing have no effect in the species themselves,
where complete pairing of homologues is the rule. But in
intergeneric hybrids with allopolyploid wheat, they promote
homoeologous pairing.

The level of pairing induced by the high-pairing lines of
Ae. speltoides and A. muticum is almost as high as that
observed in the same hybrids in the absence of chromosome
5B. An early work (Riley and Law 1965) showed approxi-
mately the same degree of pairing in hybrids of aestivum
with high-pairing speltoides and muticum when 5B was
absent as when it was present. In contrast, Feldman and
Mello-Sampayo (1967) observed significantly more pairing
in aestivum x speltoides lacking 5B. Similar super-high
pairing was subsequently found by Dover and Riley (1972a)
in aestivum x muticum hybrids lacking chromosome 5B.

The pairing genes of A. muticum and Ae. speltoides
promote pairing between homoeologous chromosomes in
hybrids involving allopolyploid wheat, by counteracting the
effect of ph1 of allopolyploid wheat (Riley 1960; Feldman
and Mello-Sampayo 1967; Dover and Riley 1972a; Dvorak
1972). Two such genes were identified in each of these
species [Dover and Riley (1972a) in A. muticum and Dvorak
(1972) in Ae. speltoides]. In Ae. speltoides, they were
assigned to chromosomes 3S (Su1-Ph1) and 7S (Su2-Ph1)
(Dvorak et al. 2006a). Interestingly, they were not found to
be homoeoallelic to the suppressor and promoters of group 5
of allopolyploid wheat, but the promoter on 3S was sug-
gested to be homoeoallele to the suppressors and promoters
of group 3. The speltoides genes did not affect the level of
pairing in the inter-specific diploid Ae. speltoides x Ae.
tauschii and Ae. speltoides x Ae. caudata hybrids, in which
Ph1 is not present (Chen and Dvorak 1984). In contrast,
studies of meiotic chromosomal paring in hybrids between
A. muticum and other diploid species of the wheat group
showed relatively high paring, presumably due to the pro-
motion of pairing by the muticum genes (Ohta 1990, 1991).
Kihara and Lilienfeld (1935) observed seven bivalents at
first meiotic metaphase of the F1 hybrid between Ae. comosa
and A. muticum. In F1 of all crosses of the wild and
domesticated forms of T. monococcum, Ae. speltoides, Ae.

longissima, and Ae. caudata with A. muticum, Riley (1966)
found high chromosome pairing in meiosis. Jones and
Majisu (1968) reported high pairing in the F1 hybrid
between Ae. tauschii and A. muticum and Ohta (1990, 1991)
and M. Feldman (unpublished) observed almost complete
pairing in the A. muticum x T. monococcum hybrids.

The simplest assumption concerning the mode of action of
theA.muticum andAe. speltoides pairing genes is that they are
promoters of pairing, irrespective of the presence or absence of
the homoeologous pairing suppressor genes. In this view, the
high-pairing alleles are almost as strong as Ph1 and conse-
quently largely neutralize the effect of Ph1 when it is present.
In the absence of Ph1, they raise the pairing level, but only
slightly, because it is already near themaximum (Feldman and
Mello-Sampayo 1967). Alternatively, Riley (1960) proposed
that the muticum and speltoides genes act by suppressing Ph1
activity. However, even the high-pairing alleles are unable to
suppress Ph1 completely, and, consequently, pairing is never
as high when Ph1 is present as when it is absent. The sug-
gestion that the high-pairing alleles act by suppressing Ph1
gained credence with the finding that in the absence of Ph1,
there is no difference between low- and high-pairing geno-
types of speltoides or muticum in their effect on pairing in the
hybrid with allopolyploid wheats (Dover and Riley 1972a;
Rubenstein 1976). This strongly suggests that these alleles act
only on Ph1 and have no effect when Ph1 is absent.

It is possible, however, that the existence of strong pro-
moters in A. muticum and Ae. speltoides may be favored by
the predominance of cross-pollination in these species. Riley
and Law (1965) suggested that genes for high pairing may
have a selective advantage in out-pollinators, being neces-
sary to maintain full pairing between highly heterozygous
homologues. This argument, however, revokes the proposal
that the pairing promoters only act by suppressing Ph1.

It is not unlikely that other diploid relatives of wheat
would have a similar effect if subjected to a sensitive test. In
fact, partial suppression of Ph1 evidently occurs in hybrids
with autotetraploid Ae. caudata (R. Riley, unpublished).
Likewise, Upadhya (1966) found that Ae. caudata induces
homoeologous pairing in hybrids with T. aestivum carrying
chromosome 5B. This finding corroborates the reports of
Kihara and Lilienfeld (1935) on the high degree of chro-
mosome pairing in the triploid F1 hybrid between Ae. cau-
data and T. turgidum ssp. durum.

Similarly, chromosome 5U of Ae. umbellulata is reported
to have a promoting effect similar to that of 5D (Riley et al.
1973). Mochizuki (1962) also found that the addition of a
particular pair of diploid Agropyron elongatum (currently
Elymus elongatus) chromosomes to durum wheat resulted in
a substantial amount of homoeologous pairing. Dvorak
(1987) investigated chromosome pairing in haploids of T.
aestivum lines with added or substituted chromosomes of
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Elytrigia elongata (currently Elymus elongatus, genome
EeEe), and found that promoters of homologous or
homoeologous pairing on chromosome arms 3EeS, 3EeL,
4EeS, 5EeS, and 6Ee of E. elongata. Genes that suppressed
pairing of homoeologous chromosomes were found on
chromosome arms 4EeL and 7EeS of E. elongatus. Conse-
quently, he suggested that genes promoting or suppressing
pairing of homoeologous chromosomes are ubiquitous
among diploid Triticeae species.

A pairing promoter was also detected in the wild sub-
species of T. monococcum, ssp. boeoticum (currently
ssp. aegilopoides (Chapman et al. 1976). These researchers
proposed that the higher trivalent frequencies seen in the
hybrids between allohexaploid wheat and ssp. aegilopoides
could be due to homoeologous pairing and that the genotype
of ssp. aegilopoides can partly suppress the activity of Ph1
of wheat.

The genome of S. cereale, which has no apparent effect
on the level of homoeologous pairing in normal hybrids with
T. aestivum, increases such pairing if two or three sets of rye
chromosomes are added (Riley et al. 1973). Interestingly, the
effect of the rye genome appears to depend on a balance
between the long and short arms of chromosome 5R, with
5RL having a suppressive effect on pairing and 5RS an
promoting and stronger effect. Gupta and Fedak (1986)
studied chromosomal pairing in hybrids between T. aestivum
and Petkus and prolific lines of rye and suggested the
presence of genes both with major and minor effects on
pairing in rye, with the genetic system promoting pairing in
Petkus rye differing from that in prolific rye. The genetic
variation in rye observed by Gupta and Fedak (1986) was
considered by be similar to that of Ae. speltoides. In this
respect, Dvorak (1977) observed that some of the rye
genotypes promoted homoeologous chromosome pairing in
hybrids with T. aestivum, and from the absence of distinct
segregation classes among the hybrids, concluded that these
pairing genes constitute a polygenic system.

Lelley (1976) tested the effect of single rye chromosomes
on the pairing of homoeologous wheat chromosomes by
crossing the seven wheat-rye addition lines of Imperial rye to
Chinese Spring with S. cereale and S.montanum (currently
S. strictum). In euhaploid hybrid plants (2n = 4x = 28;
genome ABDR), no homoeologous pairing was induced,
whereas in the 29-chromosome hybrids, while some wheat
genome-driven suppression of chiasma formation between
homologous rye chromosomes was noted, unequivocal evi-
dence for homoeologous pairing of wheat chromosomes was
found in several F1 plants. Lelley suggested that S. cereale
and S. strictum possess a genetic system that suppresses Ph1
and that this system consists of several genes, located on
different chromosomes, which may act additively. Such
genes seem to be more frequent in the wild species,
S. strictum, than in the domesticated S. cereale.

Halloran (1966) and Yu et al. (1998, 2001) observed
promotion of homoeologous pairing in hybrids between
bread wheat and Dasypyrum villosum by D. villosum gene
(s), even in the absence of Ph1 or in the presence of its
mutant ph1b. These results indicate that D. villosum contains
promoter(s) of homoeologous pairing, irrespective of Ph1.
Another case of induced homoeologous pairing in the
presence of Ph1 and Ph2 was reported by Liu et al. (2011)
and Koo et al. (2017), who observed frequent recombination
between 5M and 5D chromosomes in substitution lines of
bread wheat containing 5Mo from Ae. geniculata, indicating
that the promoter on 5Mo can counteract Ph1. Further
cytogenetic analysis showed that that the promoter may be
located in proximal regions of chromosome 5Mo. Later, Koo
et al. (2017) used two different 5Mo chromosomes from
different accessions of Ae. geniculata in T. aestivum back-
ground and observed differential levels of pairing between
5Mo and 5D in both lines, with chiasmata between 5Mo and
5D detected in 6.7% versus 21.7% of studied meiocytes.
This might have been caused by the presence of different
alleles on 5Mo that repress Ph1. Additionally, homoeolo-
gous pairing occurred only between the 5Mo and 5D chro-
mosomes, as no multivalents were detected (Koo et al.
2017).

Several accessions of allotetraploid species of Aegilops
also carry promoters of homoeologous pairing, i.e., Ae.
peregrina (Farooq et al. 1990), Ae. triuncialis, Ae. crassa
(Claesson et al. 1990), and Ae. geniculata (Lacadena and
Azpiazu 1969). Only a number of genotypes of each of the
above diploid and allopolyploids Aegilops species possess
the promoter genes, indicating the occurrence of genetic
variation in this trait. It is not unlikely that other diploid
relatives of wheat would have a similar effect if subjected to
a sensitive cytogenetic test.

Of note, all the promoters of chromosome groups 5, 3,
and 2 in allohexaploid wheat are active, implying that no
genetic diploidization (mutation leading to neofunctional-
ization, inactivation or elimination) took place in these
genes. It is presumably crucial for the regularity of pairing
processes in allohexaploid wheat to maintain all these genes
in an active state, despite genetic redundancy. All the
common wheat promoters and suppressors are part of a
well-coordinated gene system that affects some of the critical
processes that are involved in homology recognition, pair-
ing, and crossing over in allohexaploid wheat itself and in
hybrids with related species.

Promoters of homologous and homoeologous chromo-
some pairing are present in many Triticineae species
(Table 5.2). Yet, there is variation in the presence and
intensity of homoeologous pairing promoters and suppres-
sors (Naranjo and Benavente 2015). Ozkan and Feldman
(2001) reported variation in the effect of Ph1 of tetraploid
wheat, Triticum turgidum subsp. dicoccoides, on the level of
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homoeologous pairing in F1 hybrids with Aegilops pereg-
rina. Likewise, promoters in different lines of the diploid
species Ae. speltoides and A. muticum induce different levels
of pairing (high-, intermediate- and low-pairing) in hybrids
with common wheat (Kimber and Athwal 1972; Dvorak
1972; Vardi and Dover 1972; Dover and Riley 1972a).
Similarly, low-pairing and intermediate-pairing lines of Ae.
longissima induce different levels of pairing in hybrids with
T. aestivum (Mello-Sampayo 1971b). Pairing promoters
were also found in several lines of Agropyron cristatum
(Ahmad and Comeau 1991; Chen et al. 1989) but not in
others (Limin and Fowler 1990). Evidence of variation in the
effect of the promoters on homoeologous pairing among
Secale taxa was obtained by Cuadrado and Romero (1984),
Naranjo et al. (1979), and Naranjo and Palla (1982). Similar
evidence was obtained by Gupta and Fedak (1986), who
studied the effect of two S. cereale cultivars on chiasma
frequency in common wheat x S. cereale hybrids.

Viegas et al. (1980) reported that chromosome arm 5DL
of a mutant line of T. aestivum carries a potent pairing
suppressor. Suppressors of homoeologous pairing were also
found in the diploid subspecies of Elymus elongatus (Dvorak
1987; Charpentier et al. 1988). Chromosome arms 4EeL,
7EeL, and 6Ee of this subspecies carry genes that suppress
homoeologous pairing in hybrids with species of other
genera (Dvorak 1987; Charpentier et al. 1988).

The existence of suppressors of homoeologous pairing in
diploid species of the wheat group was suggested by several
researchers (Okamoto and Inomata, 1974; Waines 1976).
Waines interpreted pairing data of F1 Triticeae diploid
hybrids and amphiploids published by Sears (1941a, b), to
indicate that diploid species of this group have genetic
systems (suppressors) controlling homoeologous pairing in
the inter-specific hybrids, which result in an immediate
cytological diploidization in the derived amphiploids. These
systems, which, according to Waines (1976), function at as
isolating mechanisms, are already present in diploid species.

In accord with Waines, Shang et al. (1989) reported on
the occurrence of pairing-control genes in diploid wheat, T.
monococcum. Maan (1977) also concluded from his cyto-
genetic studies of T. turgidum ssp. durum x Ae. comosa
ssp. heldreichii hybrids, that a Ph1-like gene exist in the
latter.

Several studies attributed the low pairing in allopolyploid
wheats x Emarginata species (Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis,
Ae. longissima, and Ae. searsii) to weak homoeologous
pairing suppressors that exist in these diploid species, which,
together with Ph1 of allopolyploid wheats, suppress the
pairing of homoeologous chromosomes in these hybrids
(Feldman 1978). The assumption that several lines of Ae.
longissima carry a weak suppressor is supported by Avivi’s
(1976) finding that an autotetraploid derived from a
low-pairing type of Ae. longissima exhibited fewer

multivalents and a larger number of bivalents than the
autotetraploid derived from an intermediate-pairing type of
Ae. longissima.

A correlation between increase in bivalent pairing on the
account of quadrivalent pairing and an effect on mitotic
spindle sensitivity was also observed in the low-pairing line
of Ae. longissima (L. Avivi, unpublished data). She found
that the two induced autotetraploid lines of Ae. longissima,
differing in the degree of multivalent pairing, also differed in
their mitotic spindle sensitivity to colchicine; the
bivalent-forming autotetraploid, assumed to possess a sup-
pressor (Avivi 1976), was less sensitive than the
multivalent-forming one. Similarly, it was found (A. Char-
pentier, unpublished data) that the natural autotetraploid
Elymus elongatus (=Agropyron elongatum), which forms
only bivalents at meiosis, was much less sensitive to col-
chicine than an induced autotetraploid of this species that
forms several multivalents in every meiocyte. Crosses of the
two autotetraploid lines indicated that bivalentization in E.
elongatus results from the activity of a recessive gene
(Charpentier et al. 1986).

All the allopolyploid species of Aegilops are character-
ized by diploid-like meiotic behavior and exhibit strictly
bivalent pairing at first meiotic metaphase (Riley and Law
1965). In the absence of Ph1, no genotype of an allopoly-
ploid Aegilops species reproduced the effect this gene has on
homoeologous pairing (Riley and Law 1965). This is in spite
of the fact that they may contain weak suppressors with
inconspicuous effects at the allopolyploid level, that were
presumably contributed by their diploid parents. Based on
the above results, Riley and Law (1965) concluded that if
there is a system in these polyploids suppressing homoeol-
ogous pairing, then it must be functionally distinct from that
of T. aestivum.

Indeed, none of the allopolyploid Aegilops genotypes
tested by McGuire and Dvorak (1982) fully compensated for
the absence of chromosome 5B, but genotypes of Ae.
cylindrica, Ae. juvenalis, Ae. triuncialis, Ae. geniculata, Ae.
columnaris, Ae neglecta, and Ae. recta, did have some
suppressive effects on homoeologous pairing when 5B was
absent from the hybrids. This suggests that the diploid-like
meiosis in these allopolyploid species is also a consequence
of genetic suppression. This conclusion is in accord with the
absence of homoeologous pairing in a haploid of Ae.
geniculata (Matsumura 1940; Kihara 1937), despite the
pairing (2–5 bivalents and 0–2 trivalents) in the diploid
hybrid between Ae. umbellulata and Ae. comosa, the
assumed two parents of Ae. geniculata (Kihara 1949). It is,
therefore, clear that in this allopolyploid species, completely
regular meiosis, with pairing restricted to homologous
partners, developed at the allotetraploid level, either by
causing some structural changes among the homoeologues
via elimination of DNA sequences, as was shown by
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Feldman et al. (1997) and Ozkan et al. (2001), or via
development of a genetic system that suppresses pairing of
homoeologues.

12.2.6 The Effect of B Chromosomes on Pairing
in Wheat Hybrids

Two diploid species of the wheat group, Amblyopyrum
muticum and Ae. speltoides, have B (accessory) chromo-
somes which bear a suppressive effect, similar to that of
Ph1, on chromosome pairing in hybrids with allopolyploid
wheats. In T. aestivum x A. muticum or x Ae. speltoides
hybrids lacking chromosome 5B but possessing B chro-
mosomes, the level of pairing was generally the same as
when 5B was present, irrespective of the presence or
absence of muticum or speltoides pairing alleles (Vardi and
Dover 1972). Up to six B chromosomes had little, if any,
additive effect as compared to just one, on pairing in
hybrids of Ae. speltoides with T. aestivum (Vardi and
Dover 1972). However, six B chromosomes caused some
pairing failure in Ae. speltoides itself (Dover 1975). There
seems to be little, if any, interaction between the B chro-
mosomes and the chromosome carrying Ph1; the pairing
level is about the same when either or both are present. No
supplementation of the effect of Ph1 by B chromosomes
could be found at any level of pairing (Dover 1973; Vardi
and Dover 1972). Similarly, studies of Ohta (1990, 1991)
on pairing in hybrids between A. muticum and all the
diploid species of the wheat group, with or without B
chromosomes, showed that A. muticum B chromosomes
suppress pairing in these hybrids. Based on these results,
Ohta (1990, 1991) exploited the effect of B chromosomes
of A. muticum on meiotic chromosomal pairing in F1
hybrids with diploid species of the wheat group, to evaluate
the degree of genomic divergence between these diploid
species and A. muticum.

Roothaan and Sybenga (1976) analyzed hybrids between
T. aestivum cv. Chinese Spring and rye, with and without
chromosome 5B of wheat and B-chromosomes of rye and
found that the absence of 5B resulted in an increase in
homoeologous pairing, alongside a decrease in chiasmata in
the rye B chromosomes themselves. Two rye B chromo-
somes were entirely ineffective in compensating for the
absence of 5B.

Neijzing and Viegas (1979) analyzed T. aestivum x S.
cereale hybrids, with and without chromosome 5B or 5D
and with and without B chromosomes of rye. In the absence
of chromosome 5B, there was no effect of rye B chromo-
somes on meiotic synchrony and on chiasma frequency.
Absence of 5D appeared to decrease synchrony at 20 and
15 °C, but genetic variation between plants played an
important role as well.

Romero and Lacadena (1980) and Cuadrado et al. (1991)
analyzed the interaction between homoeologous pairing of
rye B chromosomes carrying the wheat pairing suppressors
Ph3, Ph2, and Ph1, and the promoters on 3BL, 5AL, and
5DL in wheat-rye hybrids. These authors found that when
the pairing suppressors of wheat were absent, rye B chro-
mosomes had a suppressive effect on pairing, but behaved as
promotors when the pairing promoters were absent.

Several researchers transferred B chromosomes of rye
into an allopolyploid wheat background. Lindström (1965)
managed to obtain plants of bread wheat with two B chro-
mosomes of rye but, unfortunately, his sudden death, pre-
vented him from studying the effect of these B chromosomes
on wheat chromosome behavior. Müntzing et al. (1969)
studied meiosis in this line and reported a reduction in
pairing of the B chromosomes, with almost no noticeable
effect on the pairing of the wheat chromosomes. Likewise,
Niwa et al. (1997) transferred B chromosomes from Korean
rye into cv. Chinese Spring of T. aestivum and reported that
the presence of the Bs did not disturb pairing between wheat
chromosomes. Mamun-Hossain et al. (1992) compared
meiotic chromosome behavior in allotetraploid wheat, T.
turgidum ssp. durum, carrying B chromosomes from rye,
with that of hexaploid wheat with the same B chromosomes
(from the Lindström strain). The B chromosomes induced
some asynapsis of the wheat chromosomes, i.e., increased
the number of rod bivalents and univalents per cell, with
effect of Bs in tetraploid wheat was more pronounced than in
hexaploid wheat.

An attempt to identify B chromosomes segments that
affect homoeologous pairing in T. aestivum x Ae. peregrina
hybrids, was made by Kousaka and Endo (2012) using the
B-9 and B-10 segments of rye B chromosomes. The B-9 and
B-10 segments are derived from reciprocal translocations
between a wheat and B chromosomes; B-9 has the B chro-
mosome pericentromeric segment and B-10 has the B distal
segment. B-9, like the B chromosome, suppressed homoe-
ologous pairing when chromosome 5B was absent. On the
other hand, the B-9 and B-10 segments promoted homoe-
ologous pairing when 5B was present. These results suggest
that the effect of the B chromosomes on homoeologous
pairing is not confined to a specific region and that the
intensity of the effect varies, depending on the presence or
absence of 5B and on the segment and dose of the B
chromosomes.

12.2.7 Origin of the Ph Genes

It was assumed that the Ph1 gene evolved at the allote-
traploid level, in parallel to, or soon after, the allopoly-
ploidization process (Riley 1960; Sears 1976b). Dover and
Riley (1972b) proposed three obvious possibilities for the
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origin of the Ph1 gene: (a) it arose as a mutation following
the formation of allotetraploid wheat; (b) it was transferred
to chromosome 5B of a nascent allotetraploid from a B
chromosome of Ae. speltoides or A. muticum; or (c) it was
already present in the diploid species that donated the B
subgenome to allotetraploid wheat. The pairing suppressor
in the diploid progenitor of allotetraploid wheat has a weak
suppressive effect that was gradually or rapidly increased in
the allotetraploid.

In the absence of any clear-cut evidence that the diploid
species that contributed the B subgenome to allotetraploid
wheat, possessed a Ph1-like gene, an origin of Ph1 by
mutation in the nascent allotetraploid seems a likely possi-
bility. The presence of promoters, homoeoalleles to Ph1, on
5AL and 5DL (and possibly also in all the diploids of the
wheat group) support the theory of evolution of Ph1 through
a mutation to an antimorphic allele. Riley (1960), Riley and
Law (1965), and McGuire and Dvorak (1982) assumed that
Ph1 resulted from a mutation in a pairing-promoting gene
that existed in the diploid donor of the B subgenome. The
mutation may have altered the activity of the mutant gene,
subsequent to the formation of allotetraploid wheat. Muta-
tion of a promoter gene to Ph1 would be a type of mutation
(antimorphic) that occurs spontaneously in allopolyploids
(Sears 1972). Such a mutation from a promoter on 5DL to a
suppressor of homoeologous pairing was described by
Viegas et al. (1980). Whichever type of mutation occurred, it
presumably benefited from immediate, strong, favorable
selection pressure, since it likely considerably increased the
fertility of the nascent allotetraploid.

Another possibility for the origin of Ph1 in the nascent
allotetraploid wheat was recently proposed by Rey et al.
(2017), who identified the Ph1 region on 5BL in a segment
containing a block of heterochromatin, the Zip4 gene and
several other genes that were duplicated in chromosome arm
5BL from chromosome arm 3BL. This segment has no
similar segments in the homoeologous chromosome arms
5AL and 5DL. Mutations in the Zip4 gene affect crossing
over between homoeologues, similar to the effect of ph1b.

The likelihood that Ph1 was transferred to chromosome
5B from a B chromosome was suggested by Dover and
Riley (1972b), Dover (1973), and Riley et al. (1973), based
on the similarity between the effects of Ph1 and B chro-
mosomes of Ae. speltoides and A. muticum. Dover (1973)
speculated that Ph1 originated from an ancestral interchange
between a B chromosome and an A chromosome of a
putative B-genome donor. But there is no evidence that the
effect of B chromosomes of these two diploid species is due
to a single gene. Moreover, there are some differences
between the effects of these B chromosomes and Ph1; an
extra dose of B with two doses of Ph1 did not induce
homoeologous pairing and interlocking of bivalents the way
an extra dose of Ph1 does alone.

Dover (1973) concluded that B chromosomes are not
solely responsible for the reduction in homoeologous pairing
in T. aestivum x A. muticum hybrids carrying B chromo-
somes. The presence of B chromosomes did not introduce an
additional factor regulating the degree of pairing. Moreover,
Vardi and Dover (1972) found that B chromosomes cause
disturbances in the mitotic and meiotic spindle and Dover
(1973) attributed this effect to the presence of satellited DNA
in pericentromeric regions as opposed to the effect of a
single gene.

The third possibility assumes the preexistence of weak
homoeologous pairing suppressor genes in diploid species.
Dover and Riley (1972a) proposed that Ph1 may has
evolved directly as the result of incorporation of a
low-pairing allele of Ae. speltoides or A. muticum into nas-
cent allotetraploid wheat. The discovery of suppressors other
than Ph1 in hexaploid wheat, and particularly the finding
(Riley et al. 1973) that one chromosome of rye, chromosome
5R, carries a suppressor as well as a promoter of pairing,
reinforces the proposal that the diploid relatives of wheat all
carry suppressors. Indeed, such preexistence of suppressors
was suggested by Okamoto and Inomata (1974) who, based
on the formation of several bivalents in haploids of diploid
wheat, barley and rye, concluded that these genomes include
several duplications that are located in different chromo-
somes. Yet, despite the existence of these duplications,
multivalents do not form in the diploids. Okamoto and
Inomata (1974) therefore suggested that a gene or genes
which suppress quadrivalent formation at meiosis is present
in these diploid species. These genes suppress ectopic
exchanges between the duplicated regions observed within
the diploid genomes.

This possibility is strongly defended by Waines (1976)
who, interpreted pairing data of F1 Triticeae diploid hybrids
and amphiploids, published by Sears (1941a, b), to indicate
that diploid species of this group have genetic systems
controlling homoeologous pairing in inter-specific and
inter-generic hybrids, resulting in immediate cytological
diploidization in the derived amphiploids. These systems,
which, according to Waines (1976), function at the diploid
level as isolating mechanisms, are already present in diploid
species and did not necessarily arise by mutation de novo
after allopolyploid formation, but rather, underwent changes
increasing their efficiency at the tetraploid level.

The existence of low-potency suppressors of homoeolo-
gous pairing in diploid species of the wheat group was
suggested by several researchers. The probable existence of
a pairing suppressor gene in lines of Ae. longissima and
possibly also in Ae. bicornis, Ae. sharonensis, Ae. searsii,
and Ae. speltoides, may explain the low amount of pairing
typically observed in hybrids between allopolyploid wheats
and accessions of these species. In this respect, it is assumed
that the donor of the B subgenome to allotetraploid wheat
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was a low-pairing type containing a weak suppressor of
homoeologous pairing. As was suggested by Waines (1976),
such genes may be a constituent of an inter-specific genetic
barrier enabling the divergence of developing taxa into
species. The F1 hybrids between the donor of the B sub-
genome and that of the A subgenome exhibited very little
pairing, presumably due to presence of a suppressor, and
were sterile. Interspecific or intergeneric F1 hybrids having
low chromosomal pairing at meiosis tend to undergo chro-
mosome doubling, due to the formation of unreduced
gametes, more readily than hybrids with high pairing, and
produce stable and fertile allopolyploids.

Alternatively, it is not improbable that a suppressor was
transferred from one of these Sitopsis species to the donor of
the B subgenome, if such a gene was not already in the B
subgenome donor before, and from there to the B sub-
genome of allotetraploid wheat. Bernhardt et al. (2020)
presented evidence indicating introgression from Sitopsis
species, especially Ae. longissima and Ae. searsii, into the
donor of the B subgenome of allopolyploid wheats or
directly with the B subgenome of allotetraploid wheat.

If Ph1 in tetraploid wheat derived from a suppressor of
the diploid species, which is a relatively less potent sup-
pressor, it was not sufficiently effective soon after formation
of allotetraploid wheat. It is assumed, therefore, that only
later on, a mutation(s) improved its efficiency. Similarly, the
Ph1 of hexaploid wheat presumably became stronger than
that of the tetraploid. The absence of evidence for interge-
nomic recombination in tetraploid and hexaploid wheat, may
indicate that the original weak Ph1 gene was superimposed
on another system which prevented pairing of homoeolo-
gous chromosomes, as suggested by Feldman et al. (1997)
and Ozkan et al. (2001).

Attia et al. (1977, 1979) demonstrated that the Ph2 gene
is present in Ae. tauschii, the donor of the D subgenome to
allohexaploid wheat. Their results and those of Ekingen
et al. (1977) clearly indicated that several diploid biotypes of
Ae. tauschii caused a suppression of homoeologous pairing
similar to the effect of chromosome arm 3DS of T. aestivum.
This shows that the 3DS suppressor of hexaploid wheats
derived from Ae tauschii. These results are in accord with
the assumption of Azpiazu and Lacadena (1970) that the
3DS suppressor originated in Ae. tauschii. The alternative
suggestion (Driscoll 1972) of origin after the completion of
hexaploid wheat, e.g., by mutation (Mello-Sampayo and
Lorente 1968), seems to be inconclusive.

The evolution of Ph1 at the tetraploid level likely
occurred in several steps rather than in one event. This is
inferred from the occurrence of variation in Ph1 in allote-
traploid wheat, which include high-, intermediate- and
low-pairing alleles of this gene. Ozkan and Feldman (2001)
reported on the discovery of genotypic variation in the
control of homoeologous pairing among tetraploid wheats.

When comparing the levels of homoeologous pairing in
hybrids between CS and Ae. peregrina, significantly higher
levels were obtained in hybrids between Ae. peregrina and
CS substitution lines in which chromosome 5B of CS was
replaced by either 5B of wild allotetraploid wheat, T. tur-
gidum ssp. dicoccoides line 09 (TTD09), or 5G of Triticum
timopheevii ssp. timopheevii line 01 (TIM01). Similarly, a
higher level of homoeologous pairing was found in the
hybrid between Ae. peregrina and a substitution line of CS
in which chromosome arm 5BL of line TTD140 of
ssp. dicoccoides substituted 5BL of CS. The observed effect
on the level of pairing is seemingly exerted by chromosome
arm 5BL of ssp. dicoccoides, most probably by an allele of
Ph1. Searching for variation in the control of homoeologous
pairing among lines of wild allotetraploid wheats, T. turgi-
dum ssp. dicoccoides or T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum,
showed that hybrids between Ae. peregrina and lines of
these two wild allotetraploid exhibited three different levels
of homoeologous pairing: low, low-intermediate, and high-
intermediate. The low-intermediate and high-intermediate
genotypes may possess less-effective alleles of Ph1. The
variation in the activity of Ph1 in different accessions of
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides and in T. timopheevii
ssp. armeniacum suggests a gradual, rather than a
single-step, evolution of the homoeologous pairing sup-
pressor in wild allotetraploid wheats.

Variation in Ph1 activity was also found in bread wheat,
T. aestivum ssp. aestivum. Martinez et al. (2005) analyzed
chromosome pairing in haploids of three different cultivars
of bread wheat (Thatcher, Chris, and Chinese Spring) that
were obtained from crosses with Zea mays and found dif-
ferences in their meiotic behavior. Thatcher and Chris hap-
loids had significantly higher levels of pairing at first meiotic
metaphase than CS haploids. This pairing correlated with
higher levels of synapsis in the Thatcher and Chris first
prophase nuclei as compared to the Chinese Spring nuclei.
The authors concluded that variation exists in the effective-
ness of the diploidizing mechanism among cultivars of bread
wheat.

Rawale et al. (2019) characterized the structure and
expression of C-Ph1, that according to Bhullar et al. (2014)
is the candidate Ph1 gene, in the ssp. dicoccoides accessions
found by Ozkan and Feldman (2001) to differ in their effect
on homoeologous pairing in hybrids with Ae. pergrina. The
C-TdPh1-5B of ssp. dicoccoides transcribed three splice
variants as observed in the hexaploid wheat (Rawale et al.
2019). Further, single-nucleotide changes differentiating
accessions varying in homoeologous-pairing control were
identified. Quantitative expression analysis showed that the
wild emmer accessions that induced high homoeologous
pairing, had * 10,000-fold higher transcript abundance of
the C-TdPh1-5B during first meiotic prophase compared to
accessions that exhibited low homoeologous pairing. Based
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on these results, Rawale et al. (2019) concluded that the
homoeologous-pairing control is mediated by transcriptional
regulation of this gene during meiosis. The presence of
genetic variation in the genetic control of homoeologous
pairing in different accessions of wild emmer questioned the
validity of the proposed single-step evolution of the
homoeologous-pairing suppressor.

Both wild and domesticated T. timopheevii contain a Ph1-
like gene (Feldman 1966a; Ozkan and Feldman 2001). One
possibility is that Ph1 independently originated in both wild
allotetraploid Triticum taxa, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides
and T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum. This could have
resulted from an independent mutation in a pairing promoter
gene. Alternatively, the line the Ae. speltoides-related spe-
cies which donated the B subgenome to ssp. dicoccoides,
and the more modern speltoides line that contributed the G
subgenome to ssp. armeniacum, contained a weak pairing
suppressor. On the other hand, it is reasonable to assume that
Ph1 arose in only one wild allotetraploid taxon, most
probably in the older ssp. dicoccoides, and was transferred to
the younger ssp. armeniacum through introgression.

12.2.8 Conclusion

To sum up, cytological diploidization in allopolyploid Tri-
ticum species arises through two independent, complemen-
tary systems. One is based on the physical divergence of
chromosomes, and the second, on the genetic control of
pairing. The Ph-gene system superimposes itself on and
takes advantage of, and thereby reinforces, the system of the
physical differentiation of homoeologous chromosomes. The
stringent selection for fertility in the allopolyploid Triticum
species might favor the development of these two systems,
to ensure prevention of multivalent formation and promotion
of bivalent pairing in nature.

The use of aneuploid lines of T. aestivum enabled the
identification of structural changes, mainly elimination, of
DNA sequences in the chromosomes of synthetic and natural
allopolyploids. The existence of the same changes in nascent
and natural allopolyploids indicates that they were induced
during the course of allopolyploidization. Elimination of
DNA sequences from the homoeologues of one subgenome
in allotetraploids and from the additional subgenome in
allohexaploids, converts the remaining sequences into
homologous-specific, which can presumably serve in
homology search and in initiation of pairing at meiosis.

Superimposed on this physical system in allopolyploids
Triticum species, is a genetic system comprising of a battery
of genes that suppress and promote chromosome pairing.
Although much information has accumulated on the occur-
rence and activity of these genes, some issues remain
unclear, especially as to the ways in which these genes

operate. What is striking is the complexity of the system,
which involves not only several suppressors and several
promoters in the allopolyploid wheat itself, but also genes in
related diploids that largely inhibit the major suppressor, and
B chromosomes in the diploids that have an effect similar to
that of the suppressor.

Relatively little information is available on pairing genes
in the wild relatives of wheat, but it is clear that these species
also carry both suppressors and promoters affecting chro-
mosome pairing. As was shown by Sears (1941b), in at least
some hybrids between diploids, the amount of pairing
depends upon the particular biotypes used to make the
crosses. Rarely have enough different biotypes been tested to
adequately assess the potential for pairing in the combination
concerned. Also, it is not clear which genetic system, if any,
exists in allopolyploids of Aegilops.

The rapid process of cytological diploidization in the
newly-formed allopolyploid species of the wheat group has
been critical for their successful establishment in nature. The
restriction of pairing to completely homologous chromo-
somes ensures regular segregation of genetic material, high
fertility, genetic stability, and disomic inheritance, which
prevents the independent segregation of chromosomes of the
different subgenomes. This mode of inheritance leads to
permanent maintenance of favorable inter-subgenomic
genetic interactions, and thereby fixes heterotic interaction
between subgenomes. On the other hand, disomic inheri-
tance sustains the asymmetry in the control of many traits by
the different subgenomes (Feldman et al. 2012). In addition,
since cytological diploidization facilitates genetic
diploidization, genes existing in double and triple doses can
be diverted to new functions through mutations, thereby
giving preferentiality to the creation of favorable, new
inter-subgenomic combinations.

12.3 Genetic Diploidization

How the two or three divergent subgenomes, present in a
single nucleus of a nascent allopolyploid, were led to operate
in a harmonious manner? On the one hand, an extra dose of
some homoeoalleles can be of positive adaptive value. On
the other hand, overexpression of the increased gene dosage
may lead to redundancy, waste, or, in some cases, even to a
deleterious effect. To prevent such negative consequences,
the expression of the increased dose of homoeoalleles is
reduced, a phenomenon described as “gene dosage com-
pensation”. An example of gene-dosage compensation was
presented by Galili et al. (1986) in genes coding for the
subunits of high-molecular-weight glutenins in T. aestivum
ssp. aestivum. Furthermore, because of genetic divergence of
the wheat subgenomes at the diploid level and because of
mutations in the allopolyploid level, some homoeoalleles in
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allopolyploid wheat may be variable, representing a different
form of the gene, and thus, may differ from one another in
their expression profile. In this case, activity of all the
duplicated genes may be advantageous, producing favorable
inter-subgenomic interactions. Inter-subgenomic gene inter-
actions may be, in some cases, expressed in novel traits that
do not exist in their parental diploids. Some of these traits
may be of great adaptive value in nature. Inter-subgenomic
gene interactions are also of direct relevance to wheat cul-
tivation. For example, the baking quality of bread wheat is
due to the unique properties of its gluten—a product derived
from the combined contribution of the three subgenomes of
ssp. aestivum and thus, exists only at the hexaploid level.

Moreover, allopolyploidy enables to generate a new type
of genetic variation through recombination between
homoeologous chromosomes. Using cytological and
whole-genome sequence analyses, Zhang et al. (2020)
identified 37 homoeologous exchange (HE) events in the
progeny of a nascent synthetic allotetraploid T. urartu—Ae.
tauschii (2n = 4x = 28; genome AADD). HEs exhibit typi-
cal patterns of homologous recombination hotspots, being
biased toward low-copy, sub-telomeric regions of chromo-
some arms and showing association with known recombi-
nation hotspot motifs. But strikingly, while homologous
recombination preferentially takes place upstream and
downstream of coding regions, HEs are highly enriched
within gene bodies, giving rise to novel recombinant tran-
scripts, which in turn are predicted to generate new protein
fusion variants. However, the amphidiploid T. Urartu—Ae.
tauschii has a genomic combination (AADD) that does not
exist in nature and might be an atypical case of
inter-genomic recombination. Nevertheless, while HE is less
frequent in natural wheat, several inter-genomic transloca-
tions were encountered in lines of natural allopolyploids of
the wheat group, (Maestra and Naranjo 1999, and reference
therein). Moreover, Intragenic recombination and formation
of chimeric genes was detected in HEs of allopolyploids
Brassica and Arabidopsis suecica, and in autopolyploids
rice, banana, and peanut, indicating that homoeologous
exchange may be a broad phenomenon that occurs also in
natural allopolyploids. HE thus provides a mechanism for
evolutionary novelty in transcript and protein sequences in
nascent allopolyploids.

Another challenge of interspecific or intergeneric hybrids
is to suppress activity in cases of deleterious effect or
homoeoallele redundancy. The processes that bring redun-
dant or unbalanced gene systems in allopolyploids toward a
diploid-like mode of expression are called genetic or func-
tional diploidization. Genetic diploidization is a regulatory
process that brings redundant or unbalanced gene systems in
allopolyploids toward a diploid-like mode of expression
(Ohno 1970). It results either from elimination, mutation or
repression of genes that, in many cases, restrict the activity

of sets of genes to only one subgenome (Liu et al. 1998b;
Wendel 2000; Shaked et al. 2001; Levy and Feldman 2002,
2004; Feldman and Levy 2005, 2009; Comai 2005; Chen
2007). These genomic changes may increase the fitness and
competitiveness of the newly formed allopolyploid, leading
to its successful establishment in nature. Hence, successful
allopolyploidizations are those that successfully trigger an
array of genetic and epigenetic changes that confer evolu-
tionary advantages. If heightened fitness is not achieved
rapidly enough, the nascent allopolyploid would be selected
against as in the case of hybrid incompatibility.

Studies with newly-formed allopolyploid wheats as well
as genome sequencing data of natural wheats have indicated
that a broad range of DNA alterations occurred during or
soon after allopolyploidization, leading to genetic
diploidization (Levy and Feldman 2004; Feldman and Levy
2005). These alterations included deletion or silencing of
genes, or alternatively, neofunctionalization, occurrence of
an adaptive mutation enabling one of the homoeoalleles to
develop a new function that was not present in the ancestral
gene. Silencing of one or more of the homoeoalleles can be
in the form of pseudogenization, a process through which
one of the homoeoalleles loses its function as a result of
disruption of its regulatory or coding sequence, or sub-
functionalization, a neutral mutation process causing an
homoeoallele to maintain only a subset of its original
ancestral gene. In addition, transposon activation and deac-
tivation, are extensive and occur relatively rapidly. Levy and
Feldman (2002, 2004), Feldman and Levy (2005, 2009,
2011, 2012), and Feldman et al. (2013)) distinguished
between revolutionary changes, occurring during or imme-
diately after allopolyploidization and evolutionary changes
that take place throughout the life of the allopolyploid
(Table 12.2). Revolutionary changes include genetic and
epigenetic alterations that lead to cytological and genetic
diploidization, thereby improving the harmonious function-
ing of the divergent subgenomes, stabilizing the nascent
allopolyploid and facilitating its establishment as a new
competitive species in nature—all of which are
species-specific. Evolutionary changes comprise mostly
genetic changes that promote genetic diversity, flexibility
and adaptability—all of which are biotype- or
population-specific. In contrast to genes that code for
enzymes, genetic diploidization in allopolyploid wheats
mainly involves genes that code for structural or storage
proteins, e.g., histones, tubulin subunits, glutenins and
gliadins subunits, and ribosomal RNA (and possibly also
tRNA). In such genes, expression of all homoeoalleles might
be redundant and even deleterious, due to over-production
and inefficiency. In this case, traits controlled by genes from
only or mostly one subgenome may have a higher adaptive
impact. It is therefore expected that such gene loci would
have been targets for genetic diploidization. The Hardness
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(Ha) locus, controlling grain hardness in Triticum and
Aegilops species, represents a classical example of a trait
whose variation arose from gene loss after allopoly-
ploidization (Chantret et al. 2005). The previously reported
loss of Pina and Pinb genes from the Ha locus of
allopolyploid wheat species, was caused by a large genomic
deletion that likely occurred independently in the A and B
subgenomes. Moreover, the Ha locus in the D subgenome of
ssp. aestivum is 29 kb smaller than in the D genome of its
diploid progenitor Ae. tauschii, principally because of
transposable element insertions and two large deletions
caused by illegitimate recombination. The data of Chantret
et al. (2005) suggest that illegitimate DNA recombination,
leading to various genomic rearrangements, constitutes one
of the major evolutionary mechanisms in wheat species.

Likewise, Shitsukawa et al. (2007) reported that both
genetic and epigenetic alterations occurred in the homoe-
ologs of an allohexaploid wheat class E mads box gene. Two
class E genes have been identified in wheat, i.e., wheat
Sepallata (WSEP) and wheat Leafy Hull Sterile1 (WLHS1).
The three wheat homoeologs of WSEP show similar geno-
mic structures and expression profiles, whereas the three
homoeologs of WLHS1 show genetic and epigenetic alter-
ations. WLHS1 of the A subgenome (WLHS1-A) has a
structural alteration that contains a large novel sequence in
place of the K domain sequence. A yeast two-hybrid analysis
and a transgenic experiment indicated that the WLHS1-A
protein has no apparent function. The WLHS1-B and
WLHS1-D of the B and D subgenomes, respectively, have an
intact MADS box gene structure, but WLHS1-B is predom-
inantly silenced by cytosine methylation. Consequently, of
the three WLHS1 homoeoalleles, only WLHS1-D functions
in allohexaploid wheat.

Lloyd et al. (2014) suggested that duplicates of meiotic
genes return to a single copy following allopolyploidization,
more rapidly than the genome-wide average. Therefore, it
has been assumed that stabilization upon allopolyploidiza-
tion of wheat also involved rapid changes in the content and
expression of meiotic homoeoalleles. Such a genetic
diploidization process would facilitate the correct pairing

and synapsis of homoeologs during meiosis. However, the
results of Alabdullah et al. (2019) do not support neither
extensive gene loss nor changes in homeolog expression of
meiotic genes upon wheat allopolyploidization.

In addition, an analysis of the sequences of homoeolo-
gous group 1 chromosomes of allohexaploid wheat showed
significant deviations from synteny, with many of the
non-syntenic genes representing pseudogenes (Wicker et al.
2011). Likewise, the discovery of premature termination
codons in 38% of genes expressed in 3A double ditelosomic
lines in the genetic background of bread wheat was consis-
tent with ongoing pseudogenization of the wheat genome
(Akhunov et al. 2013). Ramírez-González et al. (2018),
analyzing genome-wide gene expression patterns in allo-
hexaploid wheat, found expression asymmetries along wheat
chromosomes, with homoeoalleles showing the largest
inter-tissue, inter-cultivar, and coding sequence variations,
most often located in high-recombination distal ends of
chromosomes. These transcriptionally dynamic genes
potentially represent the first steps toward neo- or
sub-functionalization of wheat homoeologs.

Epigenetic alterations of one of the homoeoalleles can be
achieved either through epigenetic silencing of one of the
homoeoalleles via cytosine methylation, or activation of
silenced genes due to their demethylation. Such changes in
gene expression were observed in newly formed wheat
allopolyploids (Shaked et al. 2001; Kashkush et al. 2002).
Epigenetic changes can also result from chromatin modifi-
cations or remodeling as well as from alteration in the
activity of small RNA molecules. In fact, changes in
microRNAs, such as miR168 which targets the Argonaute1
gene, were shown to occur in newly-synthesized hexaploid
wheat (Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011). In addition, a high pro-
portion of microRNAs showed non-additive expression
upon allopolyploidization, potentially reflecting differential
expression of important target genes (Li et al. 2014). These
observations may provide insights into dynamic small
RNA–mediated homoeologous regulation mechanisms that
possibly contribute to heterosis in nascent hexaploid wheat.

Table 12.2 Types and
characteristics of genome changes
in allopolyploid wheat

Revolutionary changes (triggered by allopolyploidization) Evolutionary changes (facilitated by
allopolyploidy)

Occur immediately after allopolyploidization Occur during the life of the
allopolyploid species

Genetic and epigenetic changes Mostly genetic changes

Species specific Population or biotype specific

Lead to diploid-like meiotic behavior (cytological diploidization) –

Improve harmonic functioning of the divergent genomes –

Stabilize the nascent allopolyploid and facilitate its establishment
as a new species in nature

–
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New interactions between regulatory factors of the par-
ents, i.e., between the transfactor from one species and the
cis or transfactors of the other parental species, may account
for the observed inter-genomic suppression in allohexaploid
wheat (Galili and Feldman 1984). Genetic suppression or
reduction of gene activity can also be caused by DNA
elimination (Liu et al. 2008; Kashkush et al. 2002).
Methylation and demethylation of retrotransposons, affect-
ing their state of activity (Sabot et al. 2005), were also
observed in wheat allopolyploids (Yaakov and Kashkush
2011a, b). Activation of retrotransposons, that constitute
most of the DNA of allopolyploids of the wheat group and
which are normally transcriptionally silent, may silence or
activate neighboring genes (Kashkush et al. 2003). Follow-
ing allopolyploidization of wheat, the steady-state level of
expression of LTR retrotransposons was massively elevated
(Kashkush et al. 2002, 2003). This activation may promote
either read-in transcripts of the transposon itself, or read-out
transcripts into flanking host sequences (Kashkush et al.
2002, 2003; Kashkush and Khasdan 2007). Indeed, in many
cases, read-out transcripts were associated with altered
expression of adjacent genes, knocking-down or
knocking-out the gene product if the read-out transcript was
in the antisense orientation relative to the orientation of the
gene transcript (such as the iojap-like gene), or
over-expressing the gene if the read-out transcript was in the
sense orientation (such as the puroindoline-b gene) (Kash-
kush et al. 2003). A recent study tracking methylation
changes around a LTR retrotransposon in the first four
generations of a newly formed wheat allopolyploid, indi-
cated that this read-out activity is restricted to the first
generations of the nascent polyploid species (Kraitshtein
et al. 2010).

Likewise, Yuan et al. (2020) studied genome-wide DNA
methylation landscapes in extracted tetraploid wheat (gen-
ome BBAA), natural hexaploid wheat from which the tet-
raploid was extracted, resynthesized hexaploid wheat,
natural tetraploid wheat, and the diploid donor of the D
subgenome of hexaploid wheat. In the endosperm, these
authors found that levels of DNA methylation, especially in
CHG (H = A, T, or C) context, were dramatically decreased
in the extracted tetraploid relative to its allohexaploid parent.
Interestingly, those demethylated regions in extracted tetra-
ploid were remethylated in the resynthesized hexaploid
wheat after the addition of the D subgenome. In the extracted
tetraploid, hypo-demethylated regions correlated with gene
expression, and TEs, dispersed in genic regions of the sub-
genomes, were demethylated and activated, and thus, may
regulate the expression of TE associated genes. The genes
that became expressed and TEs that became active in the
extracted tetraploid, turned out to be silenced again in the
newly synthesized allohexaploid. These dynamic and
reversible changes in chromatin and DNA methylation

correlate with altered gene expression and TE activity when
the D subgenome was added to tetraploid wheat.

Functional diversification of duplicated genes, i.e., dif-
ferential or partitioned expression of homoeoalleles in dif-
ferent tissues and in different developmental stages, is also a
form of genetic diploidization. Botley et al. (2006) reported
that differential expression of homoeoalleles in different
plant tissues is a common phenomenon in allohexaploid
wheat. The activity of several silenced genes could be
restored in aneuploid lines, suggesting that no mutation was
involved but, rather, new cis–trans interactions or reversible
epigenetic alterations took place. Mochida et al. (2006) also
presented evidence for differential expression of homoeoal-
leles in hexaploid wheat and suggested that inactivation of
homoeoalleles is a non-random effect.

Allopolyploid patterns of gene expression might be
intermediate (between that of the two parents), dominant
(similar to one of the parents) or over-dominant (greater than
that of the parents). Overdominance can produce novel traits
not found in the parents and can be caused by novel cis–
trans interactions between regulatory elements of the dif-
ferent genomes that coincide in the same nucleus, as shown
in yeast (Tirosh et al. 2009). Many studies on gene expres-
sion compared the expression level in the allopolyploid to
those of its parents and or to the average of its parents,
expressed as the mid-parental value. In hexaploid wheat,
Pumphrey et al. (2009) found that approximately 16% of the
825 analyzed genes displayed non-additive expression in the
first generation of synthetic allohexaploid wheat. Chague
et al. (2010) analyzed 55,052 transcripts in two lines of
synthetic allohexaploid wheat and found that 7% of the
genes had non-additive expression, while Akhunova et al.
(2010) found that about 19% of the studied synthetic allo-
hexaploid wheat genes showed non-additive expression. Li
et al. (2014) reported that non-additively expressed
protein-coding genes are rare but relevant to growth vigor,
and that a high proportion of protein-coding genes exhibit
parental expression-level dominance. Similar studies by He
et al. (2003) showed that the expression of a significant
fraction of genes (7.7%) was altered in the synthetic allo-
hexaploid wheat, T. turgidum-Ae. tauschii, and that Ae.
tauschii genes were affected much more frequently than
those of T. turgidum. Interestingly, silencing of the same
genes was also found in natural T. aestivum, indicating the
reversibility of the effect and that the regulation of gene
expression is established immediately after allo-
hexaploidization and maintained over generations (He et al.
2003; Chagué et al. 2010). In accord with these results,
increased small interfering RNA density was observed for
transposable element–associated D-subgenome homoeologs
in the progeny of newly formed allohexaploid wheat, which
may account for biased repression of D homoeologs (Li et al.
2014). On the other hand, several genes, that are silent in the
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parental species, became active in the newly formed allo-
hexaploid (He et al. 2003). Similarly, cDNA-AFLP gels also
revealed several cDNAs that were expressed only in the
allopolyploids and not in the diploid progenitors (Shaked
et al. 2001; Kashkush et al. 2002).

The genetic system of the Triticum and Aegilops
allopolyploid species facilitates the accumulation of genetic
and epigenetic variation, through mutations or gene silenc-
ing and through interspecific or intergeneric hybridizations
that can lead to introgressions or to new species formation.
Such variation is tolerated more readily in allopolyploid
wheats than in diploid species of the wheat group (Mac key
1954; Sears 1972). This genetic potential may contribute to
genetic variability and to creation of populations with
archipelagoes of genotypes, thereby increasing their adapt-
ability, fitness, competitiveness and capacity to colonize
newly-opened ecological niches.

12.4 Subgenomic Asymmetry in the Control
of Various Traits

Most duplicated genes in the allotetraploid T. turgidum and
triplicated genes in the allohexaploid T. aestivum remain
active, contributing either to a favorable effect of an extra
dosage or to the buildup of positive inter-subgenomic
interactions when genes or regulation factors on homoeol-
ogous chromosomes are divergent. However, in a small
number of loci (about 10–15%), genes of only one sub-
genome are active, while the homoeoalleles on the other
subgenome(s) are either eliminated or partially or fully
suppressed by genetic or epigenetic means. For several traits,
the retention of some homoeoalleles is not random, with one
subgenome favored over the other(s), as observed in many
cases [morphological, physiological, molecular and agro-
nomical traits, rRNA genes, storage protein production,
interaction with pathogens (reviewed by Feldman et al.

2012)]. The allopolyploids of Triticum and Aegilops were
classified into three cytogenetic clusters, with each cluster
containing allopolyploids that share a subgenome and differ
in the second subgenome(s) (Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Table 10.7). The allopolyploids morphologically resemble
the diploid donors of the shared (pivotal) subgenomes,
namely, the donors of the U, D, and A subgenomes, and
differ in other traits, e.g., eco-geographical and tolerance to
biotic and abiotic stresses, controlled by the differential
genome(s) (Feldman et al. 2012). The contribution of the A
and B subgenomes to various traits in wild allotetraploid
wheat T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides was studied by Peng
et al. (2003a, b), who found that the A subgenome controls
morphological traits, including inflorescence structure, grain
shape, free caryopsis, glumes with keels, plant habitus, and
growth habit (Table 12.3). This genome also controls the
autogamy of allotetraploid wheat (assuming that the donor of
the B subgenome is allogamous, i.e., closely related species
to Ae. speltoides) and harbors many domestication genes,
such as the genes for non-brittle spike on 3AS (Rong 1999;
Nalam et al. 2006; Millet et al. 2014), and free-threshing
genes on 5AL (Sears 1954). The B subgenome regulates
ecological adaptation and tolerance to biotic and abiotic
stresses (Peng et al. 2003a, b) and plays a leading role in
population adaptation to environmental conditions (Fahima
et al. 2006).

There is evidence for molecular manifestation of genomic
asymmetry in the allopolyploid wheat sub-genomes. The
level of genetic diversity differs between the two or three
subgenomes of the allotetraploid and allohexaploid Triticum
species, respectively. The B subgenome exhibits a higher
marker polymorphism than the A subgenome in allo-
hexaploid wheat (Chao et al. 1989; Liu and Tsunewaki
1991; Devos et al. 1992), and the wild and domesticated
allotetraploid wheat (Liu and Tsunewaki 1991; Huang et al.
1999; Rong et al. 1999). Such differences were most pro-
nounced for loci revealed by gDNA rather than by cDNA

Table 12.3 Genome asymmetry
in the control of various traits in
the wild allotetraploid wheat,
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides
(genome BBAA)*

Traits under control of

Genome A Genome B

Inflorescence morphology Regulation of ecological adaptation

Free caryopsis Double the number of disease-resistance genes

Glumes with keels Contains more stress-related genes?

The shape of the edge of the glumes (beaked glumes) Higher polymorphism of molecular markers

Hairs at the base of every spikelet Higher polymorphism of HMW glutenin genes

Plant habitus Larger amount of repetitive sequences

Growth habit Activity on nucleolar organizers

Autogamy Larger number of rRNA genes

Many domestication genes
* Taken from Table 12.2 in Feldman et al. (2012)
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probes (Huang et al. 1999; Rong et al. 1999). Similarly,
higher polymorphism in the B as compared to A subgenome
microsatellites, was seen (Röder et al. 1998). B-subgenome
chromosomes are characterized by more C-banding than
chromosomes of A and D subgenomes (Gill 1987), reflect-
ing a higher quantity of constitutive repetitive DNA
sequences. Similarly, more retrotransposons and variations
within them have been observed in the B subgenome, when
compared with the A and D subgenomes (K Kashkush,
personal communication).

Shaked et al. (2001) reported that sequence elimination in
the newly formed allotetraploids Ae. longissima–Ae.
umbellulata and Ae. sharonensis–T. monococcum, mainly
affect one of the parental genomes. Likewise, a much higher
level of sequence elimination, occurring immediately after
formation of Triticale, was observed in the rye subgenome as
compared to the wheat subgenome (Ma and Gustafson
2008). Shaked et al. (2001) reported that cytosine methyla-
tion was also asymmetric; twice as many sequences were
affected in T. monococcum, when compared with those of
Ae. sharonensis in the nascent amphiploid Ae. sharonensis–
T. monococcum. Wicker et al. (2011) identified five times
more non-syntenic genes on chromosome arm 1BS of T.
aestivum than syntenic genes on the homoeologous arms.
They proposed that this accumulation of genic sequences is
driven by TE activity, and that these findings indicate that
homoeologous wheat chromosomes can exhibit different
evolutionary dynamics.

In T. aestivum, the nucleolar organizers of the B sub-
genome suppress the nucleolar organizers of the A and D
subgenomes (Crosby 1957; Crosby-Longwell and Svihla
1960; Darvey and Driscoll 1972; Flavell and O’Dell 1979).
Similarly, the nucleolar organizers of the B subgenome
suppress those of the A subgenome in allotetraploid T. tur-
gidum (Lacadena et al. 1984; Frankel et al. 1987) and those
of the R genome in allotetraploid and allohexaploid triticale,
respectively (Darvey and Driscoll 1972; Lacadena et al.
1984; Cermeño et al. 1984a; Martini and Flavell 1985;
Appels et al. 1986). Nucleolar dominance of one subgenome
was observed in all allopolyploid species of Aegilops (Cer-
meño et al. 1984b). In these species, the U subgenome from
Ae. umbellulata completely suppresses the NOR activity of
the M subgenome of Ae. geniculata, the S subgenome of Ae.
peregrina, the D subgenome of Ae. juvenalis, and the C
subgenome of Ae. triuncialis and that of one pair of the
nucleolar organizer chromosomes of the M subgenome of
Ae. columnaris, Ae. biuncialis, Ae. juvenalis, and Ae. recta.
The nucleolar activity of the D subgenome is completely
suppressed by the U subgenome in Ae. juvenalis, and the C
subgenome in Ae. cylindrica.

Nucleolus formation is considered evidence for rRNA
gene expression and their lack thereof, indicates the absence
of rRNA gene transcription (Flavell et al. 1986). Moreover,

the relative size of nucleoli within the same nucleus has been
taken as a measure of the differential activity between one
NOR and another (Flavell et al. 1986). Nucleolar dominance
in the allopolyploid species of the wheat group is achieved
either by elimination of rRNA-encoding genes, as is the case
of rRNA genes on 5AS, or by suppression of their activity.
Gustafson and Flavell (1996) and Houchins et al. (1997)
noted a correlation between inactivation of rRNA-encoding
genes and increased cytosine methylation at their CCGG
sites. Further evidence suggesting that nucleolar suppression
is triggered by cytosine methylation came from the fact that
the suppression of the NORs of genome R was reversed in
wheat x rye hybrids and triticale by treatment with the
demethylating agent 5-aza-cytosine (Vieira et al. 1990;
Neves et al. 1995; Amado et al. 1997).

Chromosomes 1A and 5D of the standard laboratory
cultivar Chinese Spring of T. aestivum contain a very small
proportion (10%) of the rRNA-encoding genes, while
chromosomes 1B and 6B possess 30% and 60% of these
genes, respectively (2700 and 5500 copies, respectively)
(Mohan and Flavell 1974; Flavell and O’Dell 1976). As a
result, chromosomes 1A and 5D are associated with very
small nucleoli or none at all in Chinese Spring (Crosby
1957; Crosby-Longwell and Svihla 1960).

Newly synthesized allopolyploids exhibit genetic and
epigenetic changes in their rRNA-encoding genes similar to
those occurring in natural allopolyploids, indicating that
these changes are generated during allopolyploid formation
(Baum and Feldman 2010). Likewise, Shcherban et al.
(2008) detected rapid elimination of the Aegilops sharo-
nensis rRNA-encoding genes in the synthetic allopolyploid
Ae. sharonensis–Ae. umbellulata, which stands in agreement
with the pattern in the natural allotetraploids carrying similar
genomic combination, i.e., Ae. peregrina and Ae. kotschyi.

Wheat 5S DNA also undergoes immediate changes in
response to allopolyploidization, followed by the differential
elimination of unit classes of 5S DNA (Baum and Feldman
2010). This elimination was reproducible, i.e., the same unit
classes were eliminated in natural and synthetic allopoly-
ploids carrying the same genomic combinations, indicating
that no further elimination occurred in the unit classes of the
5S DNA during the life of the allopolyploids.

The high molecular weight (HMW) glutenin subunits are
encoded by the Glu-A1 and Glu-B1 gene clusters in allote-
traploid wheat, and by the Glu-A1, Glu-B1, and Glu-D1
gene clusters in allohexaploid wheat, located on the long arm
of homoeologous-group-1 chromosomes (Payne et al. 1982;
Galili and Feldman 1983a, and reference therein). In allo-
hexaploid wheat, each of these gene clusters is composed of
two multi-allelic gene loci: Glu-A1-1 and Glu-A1-2 on
chromosome 1A, Glu-B1-1 and Glu-B1-2 on chromosome
1B, and Glu-D1-1 and Glu-D1-2 on chromosome 1D. The
products of Glu-A1-1, Glu B1-1, and Glu-D1-1 comprise the
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slow-migrating subunits (x) while those of Glu-A1-2,
Glu-B1-2, and Glu-D1-2 comprise the fast-migrating sub-
units (y). The genetic control of HMW glutenin subunits is
another example for subgenome asymmetry. Galili and
Feldman (1983b) analyzed 109 different lines of allo-
hexaploid wheat, representing a wide spectrum of genetic
backgrounds, and found that 22 lines (20.2%) had no HMW
glutenin subunits controlled by chromosome 1A, 44 lines
(40.4%) had only one such band and 43 lines (39.4%) had
two bands. Moreover, in all lines bearing one subunit con-
trolled by 1A, only the fast-migrating subunit was absent,
i.e., only Glu-1A-1 was active, while Glu-A1-2 coding for
the fast-migrating band, which is generally active in diploid
wheat, was inactive (Waines and Payne 1987).

Likewise, on studying the HMW glutenin subunits in 456
accessions of wild emmer, originating from 21 different
populations in Israel, Levy et al. (1988a, b) found that in 82%
of these accessions the fast-migrating subunit of the A sub-
genome was absent, and in 17% of the accessions, the
slow-migrating subunit of this subgenome was also absent.
Namely, only the genes of the B subgenome were active. In
addition, the fast-migrating subunit of the A subgenome was
absent in all of the 11 studied lines of the primitive domesti-
cated allotetraploid wheat, T. turgidum subsp. dicoccon.
Glu-A1-1, the gene determining the slow-migrating subunit,
was also inactive in 16% of the accessions. Thus, in both
allotetraploid and allohexaploid wheat, inactivation of HMW
glutenin genes is non-random and occurs in the genes of the A
subgenome (Galili and Feldman 1983a, b; Feldman et al.1987;
Levy et al. 1988a, b, and reference therein). This tendency has
also been found among HMW gliadin genes in hexaploid
wheat (Galili and Feldman 1983a, b). The order of inactivation
was also non-random, startingwith the fast-migrating subunits
and continuing with the slow-migrating ones.

Galili and Feldman (1984) showed that inactivation of
endosperm protein genes is also brought about by
inter-subgenomic suppression. Endosperm protein genes,
located in the A or the B subgenomes, were repressed by
gene(s) of the D subgenome, immediately following the
formation of allohexaploid wheat, about 9000 years ago.
When the D subgenome was removed, as in the extracted
tetraploids (Kerber 1964), these genes became active, indi-
cating that they retained their potential for activity
throughout the 9000 years. Similarly, Kerber and Green
(1980) described the inter-genomic suppression of a rust
resistance gene, located in the D-subgenome, by gene(s) of
the A or B subgenomes.

Subgenome asymmetry also occurs in the control of
various agronomic traits and of disease and pest resistance in
domesticated allopolyploid wheats (Table 12.4). The B and
D subgenomes control the most important genes associated
with reduced plant height (Rht) and gibberelic acid insen-
sitivity (Ga), yielding dwarf and semi-dwarf wheat, the main

types of modern wheat cultivars. Dwarf and semi-dwarf
wheat varieties are characterized by an improved harvest
index and, consequently, are high-yielding varieties. These
varieties have replaced the traditional tall, low-yield varieties
in many parts of the world during the ‘green revolution’ and
thus, have increased global wheat production. The B and D
subgenomes control grain protein content (Law et al. 1978;
Joppa and Cantrell 1990) and grain hardness (Morris et al.
1999; Chantret et al. 2005). These subgenomes also control
wax production (Tsunewaki and Ebana 1999), an important
trait that affects drought tolerance. The B and D genomes are
also responsible for tolerance to abiotic stresses, with the B
subgenome carrying genes associated with boron tolerance
(Paull et al. 1991), low cadmium uptake (Penner et al. 1995),
and tolerance to iron deficiency (Maystrenko 1992), and the
D subgenome containing gene(s) conferring aluminum tol-
erance (Riede and Anderson 1996) and response to salinity
(Dubcovsky et al. 1996). Most genes for herbicide resistance
are located in the B subgenome (Snape et al. 1987), and
those responsive to photoperiod and most of those respon-
sive to vernalization are located on the B and D subgenomes.
The A subgenome controls plant and spike morphology and
the main traits of the domestication syndrome, e.g.,
non-brittle rachis (Nalam et al. 2006) and free threshing
(Sears 1954).

The B subgenome harbors double the number of
disease-resistance genes and resistance-gene analogue
(RGA) loci than the A and D subgenomes (Peng et al.
2003b; Fahima et al. 2006). Screening the GrainGenes
website (http://wheat.pw.usda.gov/) found that among 184
mapped wheat disease resistance genes, 88 (48%) are loca-
ted in the B subgenome. Moreover, most genes conferring
resistance to stem rust, stripe rust, and leaf rust, the most
common wheat diseases, that cause significant global yield
loss each year, are located in the B subgenome (Table 12.4).

In allopolyploid species of Triticum and Aegilops, as
discussed above, different gene types show a differential
propensity for homoeologous change or retention. Genes
encoding functional proteins (enzymes) constitute one cat-
egory of genes that shows a high degree of retention of
homoeoalleles (Mitra and Bhatia 1971; Hart 1983a, b,
1987). Such retention enables inter-subgenomic interactions
at both the transcriptional level and between gene products,
giving rise to functional ‘hybrid’ multimeric enzymes con-
sisting of subunits encoded by different subgenomes. These
new heteromeric proteins may have new and desirable
properties. Similarly, protein complexes, such as gluten, may
also be ‘hybrid’. Moreover, the retention of genes corre-
sponding to trans-acting factors, such as transcription fac-
tors, suppressors, and microRNAs, may enable the
generation of novel trans interactions that may lead to new
expression patterns absent in the diploid parents, as seen in
yeast (Tirosh et al. 2009).
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For other categories of genes, lack of retention of parental
genes or expression patterns, is frequent and non-random.
This includes the genes that encode for ribosomal RNA,
structural proteins, such as histones and subunits of tubulins,
and storage proteins, such as subunits of glutenins and
gliadins. In these cases, expression of all homoeoalleles may

be redundant, resulting in over-production and even delete-
rious dose effects. In addition, activity of all homoeoalleles
may produce intermediate phenotypes in several traits that
decrease the viability of the plants (e.g., hybrid incompati-
bility genes). Hence, for some traits, control by genes from
only one genome (genome asymmetry) may be of higher

Table 12.4 Genome asymmetry in the control of agronomic traits in durum (genome BBAA) and bread wheat (genome BBAADD)*

Traits Traits under control of

Genome A Genome B Genome D

Elongated glumes EgP1 on 7AL EgP2 on 7BL (?)

Branched spikes Bh on 2AS

Non-brittle rachis Br-A1 on 3AS
Br-A2 on 2A

Br-B1 on 3BS Br-D1 on 3DS
Br-D2 on 3DL

Free threshing Q on 5L q on 5BL q on 5DL

Non-tenacious glume (lax glume) Tg-A1 on 2AS Tg-B1 on 2BS Tg-D1 on 2DS

Reduce plant height Rht7 on 2A
Rht12 on 5AL

Rht-B1 on 4BS
Rh4 on 2B1
Rht5 on 3BS
Rht9 on 7BS
Rht13 on7BS

Rht-D1 on 4DS
Rht8 on 2DL

Grain protein content Gpc-B1 on 6BS Pro1 on 5DL
Pro2 on 5DS

Grain Hardness Ha on 5DS

Puroindolines and grain softness protein Pin-D1 on 5DS

Gibberellic acid response Gai1, Gai3 on 4BS Gai2 on 4DS

Waxiness W1 on 2BS

Epistatic inhibitors of waxiness W1i on 2BS
W3i on 1BL

W2i on 2DS

Male sterility Ms3 on 5AS
Ms5 on 3A

Ms1 on 4BS Ms2 on 4DS
Ms4 on 4DS

Paring homoeologous Ph1 on 5BL Ph2 on 3DS

Hybrid necrosis Net1 on 5BL
Net2 on 2B

Hybrid chlorosis Ch1 on 2A Ch2 on 3DL

Aluminum tolerance Alt2 on 4DL

Boron tolerance Bo1 on 7BL

Low cadmium uptake Cdu1 on 5BL

Iron deficiency Fe2 on 7BS Fe1 on 7DL

Difenzoquat insensitivity Dfg1 on 2BL

Chlortoluron insensitivity Su1 on 6BS

Imidazolinone resistance Imi3 on 6AL Imi2 on 6BL Imi1 on 6DL

Response to photoperiod Ppd-B1 on 2BS Ppd-D1 on 2DS

Response to vernalization Vrn-A1 on 5AL Vrn-B1 on 5BL
Vrn-B3 on 7BS

Vrn-D1 on 5DL
Vern-D4 on 5DL
Vern-D5 on 5DL

Response to salinity Kna1 on 4DL

Frost resistance Fr1 on 5AL Fr2 on 5DL
* Taken from Feldman et al. (2012); Table 12.3
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adaptive value than additive expression, by preventing a
genomic clash or avoiding deleterious dosage effects.

Genetic diploidization is not a random process, distinctly
affecting specific gene categories and their corresponding
traits and forming a clear-cut division of tasks between the
constituent subgenomes of allopolyploid wheats. The
A-subgenome preferentially controls morphological traits,
while the B-subgenome in allotetraploid wheat and the B
and D subgenomes in allohexaploid wheat preferentially
control the reaction to biotic and abiotic factors. Genetic
diploidization may occur during or immediately after
allopolyploidization (revolutionary changes), e.g., in
rRNA-encoding genes, or through the life history of the
species (evolutionary changes), for example, in HMW glu-
tenin genes.

Genome asymmetry may be brought about by either
transcriptional dominance of one of the parental genomes
(Wang et al. 2006; Flagel and Wendel 2009, 2010; Rapp
et al. 2009) or inter-genomic suppression of gene activity
(Galili and Feldman 1984), due to incompatibility of regu-
latory elements (He et al. 2003; Tirosh et al. 2009), chro-
matin modification (Wang et al. 2006) or suppression of
genes adjacent to transposable elements (Kashkush et al.
2003). Differential elimination or inactivation of coding
sequences from one of the subgenomes in allotetraploids and
from two of the subgenomes in allohexaploids also con-
tributes to the asymmetrical control of the constituent sub-
genomes (Tate et al. 2006; Feldman and Levy 2009; Buggs
et al. 2009, 2010a, b; Koh et al. 2010). Some major tran-
scriptional suppressors, or small non-coding RNAs, such as
microRNAs (Ha et al. 2009; Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011), may
also have genome-wide effects on asymmetry through the
suppression of several targets that, in turn, can affect a
cascade of genes, thus leading to asymmetry.

The ability of one subgenome to suppress the activity of
genes of another subgenome and thus, fully control a set of
traits in allopolyploids, may prevent conflicting gene
expression that could potentially lead to defective organ
shapes. This protective mechanism ensures the development
of viable plants. Diploid species that lack this adaptive
ability might fail to produce viable allopolyploids. There are
two diploid wheat species, 10 diploid Aegilops species, and
one Amblyopyrum species (Eig 1929a, b; van Slageren
1994), most of which have geographical contact with one
another (Kimber and Feldman 1987; van Slageren 1994).
Many more allopolyploid species, apart from the currently
existing ones, may have been generated over the 1–4 million
years of the existence of the diploid species (Middleton et al.
2014; Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen et al. 2014).
Allopolyploids involving the AD, AC, AM, AN, AU, AT,
UD, UT, DS, and DT genomic combinations can be pro-
duced under artificial conditions but have not been found in
nature. It is speculated that inter-genomic incompatibilities

leading to reduced fitness, due to failure to produce appro-
priate genomic asymmetry, hampers their establishment in
nature. Rapid progress of structural and functional Triticeae
genomics will provide further insights into the mechanisms
and functional importance of genomic asymmetry in wheat
allopolyploids and other allopolyploids of this group.

To sum up, cytological and genetic diploidization in
allopolyploid Triticum and Aegilops species led to the con-
struction of two contrasting and highly important genetic
systems that contribute to their evolutionary success: (i) re-
tention of expression of all homoeoalleles of those dupli-
cated or triplicated gene loci whose extra gene dosage has a
positive effect by itself or may facilitate the build-up of
positive inter-subgenomic interactions between divergent
regulation factors, i.e., build up and maintenance of lasting
inter-subgenomic favorable genetic combinations
(inter-genomic heterosis), and (ii) elimination or suppression
of genes from one subgenome in allotetraploids and from
two subgenomes in allohexaploids, whose extra dosage or
new inter-genomic interactions are deleterious, thus bringing
about genome asymmetry for various traits. The latter pro-
cess may be tissue-specific (Buggs et al. 2011).

Inter-genomic pairing would have led to disruption of the
linkage of the homoeoalleles that contribute to positive
inter-subgenomic interactions and would have led to segre-
gation of genes that participate in the control of certain traits
by a single subgenome. Inter-subgenomic recombination
would therefore result in many intermediate phenotypes that
may negatively affect the functionality, adaptability and
stability of the allopolyploids.

12.5 Evolution During the Life
of the Allopolyploids

Allopolyploid species also undergo structural genomic
changes during the lifetime of the taxon (evolutionary
changes; Table 12.2), generating a new variation that scar-
cely exists in the diploid species. Allopolyploids harboring
two or more different subgenomes within each nucleus, may
facilitate inter-genomic horizontal transfer of chromosomal
segments, transposable elements or genes. Inter-subgenomic
invasion of chromatin segments from the B subgenome into
the A subgenome was demonstrated by FISH in T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides (Belyayev et al. 2000). Cytogenetic studies
have shown that several inter-subgenomic translocations
occur in the allopolyploids of the wheat group (Maestra and
Naranjo 1999, and reference therein). Moreover, in contrast
to most diploids, which are genetically isolated from each
other and have undergone divergent evolution, allopoly-
ploids in the wheat group exhibit convergent evolution
because they contain genetic material from two or more
different diploid genomes and can exchange genes with each
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other via hybridization and introgression, resulting in the
production of new subgenomic combinations (Zohary and
Feldman 1962).

The presence of duplicated or triplicated genetic material
in allotetraploids and allohexaploids, respectively, has
relaxed constraints on the function of the multiple genes,
enabling, in the long run, continued genetic diploidization,
achieved by silencing of one of the duplicated or triplicated
genes or divergence of one homoeologous locus to a new
function. Thus, the accumulation of genetic variation
through mutations is more readily tolerated in allopolyploid
than in diploid species (Mac Key 1954a; Sears 1972;
Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007).

The evolutionary changes might also occur in an accel-
erated manner, thanks to the buffering of mutations in the
polyploid background that leads to rapid neo- or
sub-functionalization of genes and to a further process of
diploidization and of divergence from the diploid progenitor
genomes. Akhunov et al. (2013) uncovered a high level of
alternative splicing pattern divergence between the dupli-
cated homoeologous copies of genes in common wheat.
Their observations are consistent with the accelerated
accumulation of alternative splicing isoforms, nonsynony-
mous mutations, and gene structure rearrangements in the
wheat lineage, likely due to genetic redundancy created by
allopolyploidization (Akhunov et al. 2013). While these
processes mostly contribute to the degeneration of a dupli-
cated genome and its diploidization, they have the potential
to facilitate new functional variations, which, upon selection
in the evolutionary lineage, may play an important role in the
development of novel traits (Akhunov et al. 2013).

According to Stebbins (1950), newly formed allopoly-
ploids are often characterized by limited genetic variation, a
phenomenon he referred to as the “polyploidy diversity
bottleneck.” This bottleneck arises because only a few
diploid genotypes were involved in the allopolyploid for-
mation events, because the newly formed allopolyploid is
immediately reproductively isolated from its two parental
species and because time was not sufficient for the accu-
mulation of mutations. However, despite this diversity bot-
tleneck and despite the fact that all Aegilops and Triticum
allotetraploids were formed much later than their ancestral
diploids, e.g., during 1.3 MYA (Middleton et al. 2014;
Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen et al. 2014), and allo-
hexaploids were formed even more recently, most of the
allopolyploids of the wheat group display greater genetic
variation than their diploid progenitors (Zohary and Feldman
1962). It is most likely that the allopolyploid species were
recurrently formed from different genotypes of their parental
diploids, thus increasing their intra-specific variation. As a
matter of fact, at least in Ae. cylindrica, there is evidence of
multiple allopolyploidization events since some forms con-
tain the D cytoplasm while others contain the C cytoplasm

(Caldwell et al. 2004; Gandhi et al. 2005). Moreover,
allopolyploidy enables genome plasticity that in turn allows
for accelerated evolution to take place, as observed in
allopolyploid wheats (Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007) and as
was recently shown in experimental evolution studies in
yeast (Selmecki et al. 2015).

One way in which the gene pool of the allotetraploid
species was greatly enlarged and their evolutionary poten-
tiality correspondingly increased, was by hybridization and
introgression between related allotetraploids (Zohary and
Feldman 1962). On the basis of plant habitus, spike mor-
phology, and cytogenetic data, these authors classified the
allopolyploid species of Aegilops and Triticum into three
natural clusters (Table 12.1). Genome analysis of the
allopolyploids within each cluster showed that they share
one unaltered subgenome (the pivotal subgenome) and a
subgenome(s) that is/are modified [the differential sub-
genome(s)]. In laboratory hybridization studies of allopoly-
ploids, it was found that the homologous chromosomes of
the shared subgenome paired ensuring some seed fertility
following pollination by one of the parents (Feldman
1965b), while, the F1 hybrids having 9–10 bivalents (7
bivalents involving chromosomes of the shared subgenome
and 2–3 between chromosomes of the differential sub-
genomes) at meiosis, show that the chromosomes of the
differential subgenomes, brought together from different
parents, may pair to some extent and exchange genes
(Feldman 1965c). Consequently, the differential subgenomes
of these allopolyploids are recombinant subgenomes con-
taining chromosomal segments that originated from two or
more diploid genomes. Such genomic constitution reveals
different evolutionary rates for each of the two or three
subgenomes of every allopolyploid.

Thus, all seven alltetraploids and the one allohexaploid of
the U-subgenome cluster share a genome homologous to that
of diploid Aegilops umbellulata (Table 12.1; Kihara 1954), a
weedy annual in the center of the genus distribution area,
which possesses an unusually efficient method of seed dis-
persal (umbrella-type) in the form of a small spike with large
number of awns on its glumes and lemmas. Seven distinct
allotetraploid species contain a subgenome derived from Ae.
umbellulata, and a second subgenome that derived from
ancestral diploids which have been variously modified dur-
ing evolution at the allotetraploid level (the modified sub-
genomes). These allotetraploids are aggressive weeds, the
most common of which have become widespread in the
Mediterranean basin.

Similarly, all the three allotetraploids and three allo-
hexaploids of the D-subgenome cluster share a subgenome
homologous to that of diploid Ae. tauschii (Table 12.1;
Kihara 1954; Kihara et al. 1959), that grows in the eastern
region of the genus distribution area (with the exception of
Ae. ventricosa, which grows in western Mediterranean
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regions), and has a barrel-type dispersal unit. The two
allotetraploids and two allohexaploids of the A-subgenome
cluster, including all the wild and domesticated forms,
sharing a subgenome closely related to that of diploid Tri-
ticum urartu (Table 12.1; Dvorak 1976; Chapman et al.
1976; Li et al. 2022), which grows in the center of the genus
distribution area.

The allopolyploids of each cluster exhibit the same basic
morphology (stature, leaf shape, and spike and spikelet
morphology) seed dispersal unit structure of the diploid
donor of the shared genome. They differ in features of the
differential subgenome(s) that are primarily responsible for
the eco-geographical adaptation of the various allopolyploid
species in the cluster. Thus, inter-specific hybridization has
played a decisive role in the production of a wide range of
genetic variation in these allopolyploid species and probably
significantly contributed to their evolutionary success.

The wild allotetraploid forms of the A-subgenome
cluster. T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides and T. timopheevii
ssp. armeniacum, differ from the other species of the two
subgenome clusters, by exhibiting relatively low morpho-
logical variation and distribution in a comparatively small
area. One possible explanation for these differences is the
fact that ssp. dicoccoides, formed 700,000–800,000 years
ago (Gornicki et al. 2014; Marcussen et al. 2014), was,
for many years, the only allotetraploid taxon in the
A-subgenome cluster. The second wild form, ssp. armeni-
acum, was formed 300,000–400,000 years after ssp. dicoc-
coides (Table 10.7; Gornicki et al. 2014). Thus, sporadic
hybridization and introgression between the two wild taxa of
the A-subgenome cluster could only have occurred after the
formation of ssp. armeniacum, and obviously, also after the
migration of wild emmer to the northern part of the Fertile
Crescent. Indeed, evidence for introgression between these
two wild allotetraploid wheats, that currently grow in mixed
stands in many locations of the northern part of the Fertile
Crescent, were presented by several researchers. Genotypes
of wild T. turgidum and wild T. timopheevii carrying
recombinant B or G subgenomes were found by Sachs
(1953), Wagenaar (1961, 1966), Rao and Smith (1968),
Rawal and Harlan (1975), and Tanaka and Kawahara (1976).
Cytogenetically, the Turkish–Iraqi race of wild T. turgidum
shows a range of chromosome pairing capabilities, from
complete affinity to T. turgidum to high affinity to T.
timopheevii (Sachs 1953; Rao and Smith 1968; Rawal and
Harlan 1975; Tanaka and Kawahara 1976). Likewise, the
study of Gornicki et al. (2014) provides molecular evidence
that evolution of these allopolyploid wheats was punctuated
by chloroplast introgression. They reported that some of the
chloroplast haplotypes of the Turkish–Iraqi race of T. tur-
gidum are similar to haplotypes of T. timopheevii, suggesting
an introgression from the latter (Gornicki et al. 2014). On the
other hand, an accession of T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, for

example, which shows high chromosome pairing with both
T. turgidum and T. timopheevii (Rawal and Harlan 1975),
carries the T. timopheevii chloroplast haplotype as a result of
a cross between wild emmer and wild timopheevii. Con-
versely, one wild timopheevii accession carries the wild
emmer chloroplast haplotype. Consequently, the northern
ssp. dicoccoides presumably differs from the southern one
by chromosomal segments of the G subgenome, whereas the
B subgenome of the southern form may have introgressed
with diploid Aegilops species of subsection Emarginata,
mainly, Ae. searsii and Ae. longissima, and by the allote-
traploid Ae. peregrina, which are common in the southern
Levant. These inter-lineage and inter-generic introgressions
are consistent with both allopolyploid wheat lineages sharing
a weak Ph1 locus (Ozkan and Feldman 2001).

In sharp contrast to the rarity of inter-specific hybridiza-
tion at the diploid level, hybridization between allotetraploid
species, particularly between those sharing a common sub-
genome, is common (Zohary and Feldman 1962; Feldman
1965a). The shared subgenome both increases the compati-
bility between the parents and the ease with which viable,
fertile derivatives can be obtained by introgression (Feldman
1965b). In addition, the diploid species that contributes the
common subgenome may possess some particular combi-
nation of adaptive characteristics which it transmits to all of
its hybrids. Such allotetraploid species tend to grow in mixed
stands, and many F1 hybrids as well as backcrossed progeny
have been repeatedly found in many localities in Israel,
Turkey and Greece (Zohary and Feldman 1962; Feldman
1965a). Progeny raised from such hybrids segregate widely
and recover almost complete fertility within one or two
generations. Because of self-pollination, which is predomi-
nant in these species, these fertile introgressed genotypes
become genetically fixed with relative ease and, if they are
of adaptive value, they may enlarge the ecological amplitude
and increase the gene pool of the concerned species. Of note,
self-fertilization, while predominant in these species, is
never complete; therefore, the introgressed genotypes, if
inter-fertile with other individuals of the species concerned,
can be regarded as part of its gene pool (Stebbins 1971). Yet,
because of cytoplasmic divergence that may cause male
sterility, introgression goes in the direction of the original
female species. The occurrence of populations comprising
several allotetraploid species in numerous habitats, increases
the chance of likelihood of introgression between these
species.

Additional evidence for the existence of introgressed
genomes in allotetraploid Aegilops was obtained from
C-banding analysis (Badaeva et al. 2004). An introgression
of a DNA sequence from allohexaploid bread wheat to the
allotetraploid Aegilops species, Ae. peregrina, was recently
described (Weissmann et al. 2005). Hence, hybridization
between allotetraploids, particularly between those sharing
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one common subgenome, and, to a lesser extent, between
other allotetraploids, facilitates the rapid buildup of genetic
variability at the tetraploid level. The differential sub-
genomes that are genetically and geographically isolated
from one another at the diploid level, where emphasis is on
divergence and specialization, are brought together and
allowed to recombine at the tetraploid level. The ability to
exchange genetic material through spontaneous inter-
specific hybridization, further promotes the convergent
evolution of these species. This reticulate pattern of evolu-
tion tends to produce a range of morphological intermediates
between allotetraploids and blurs the morphological
boundaries between them, rendering it difficult to define the
species border. Natural hybrids also occur between wild
species and domesticated allopolyploid wheats. Hybrids
have been recurrently recorded in T. turgidum, e.g., between
subsp. durum and its progenitor, wild emmer (subsp. dicoc-
coides, in Israel (Percival 1921; Jakubziner 1932; Huang
et al. 1999; Feldman 2001; Dvorak et al. 2006b; Luo et al.
2007), between wild emmer and Aegilops species (Cook
1913; Percival 1921), and between common wheat and wild
emmer (Zohary and Brick 1962). On the basis of genome
sequence analysis, recent studies have confirmed that a high
rate of introgression took place from wild emmer wheat into
the background of domesticated emmer wheat or of bread
wheat, leading to a higher variability in these genomes (He
et al. 2019 and Zhou et al. 2020). For example, the variation
in domesticated-emmer genome was estimated to
include * 73% that of wild emmer (Zhou et al. 2020;
Sharma et al. 2021; Keilwagen et al. 2022).

Substantial evidence of spontaneous hybridization
between allotetraploids and diploid species in mixed natural
populations of tetraploids and diploids was also obtained
(Vardi and Zohary 1967; Vardi 1973; Zohary and Feldman,
unpublished). The occurrence of hybrid derivatives in such
populations, particularly as a result of backcrossing to the
allotetraploid parents, implies the possibility of gene flow
from the diploid to the tetraploid level.

The diploid species underwent divergent evolution and
consequently, have diverse genomes that are, more or less,
genetically isolated from one another. Most exhibit relatively
limited morphological, cytological, and molecular variation,
specialization in their spike and dispersal unit structure,
occupation of few well-defined ecological habitats, and
distribution throughout relatively small geographical areas
(Zhukovsky 1928; Eig 1929a; Zohary and Feldman 1962;
Kimber and Feldman 1987; Van Slageren 1994).

In contrast, the allopolyploids, comprising two or three
diverse subgenomes in one nucleus, underwent genomic
convergence. Nevertheless, most exhibit wider morpholog-
ical, cytological, and molecular variation than their diploid
parents, occupy a greater diversity of ecological habitats, and
are distributed over larger geographical area than their

diploid progenitors (Zhukovsky 1928; Eig 1929a; Zohary
and Feldman 1962; Kimber and Feldman 1987; Van Sla-
geren 1994). The distribution areas of most of the tetraploids
overlap, completely or partly, and extend beyond those of
their two diploid parents. They grow well in a very wide
array of edaphic and climatic conditions and so do not show
the marked ecological specificity of the diploids. Their
weedy nature is reflected in their ability to rapidly and effi-
ciently colonize a variety of newly disturbed and secondary
habitats. Undoubtedly, the expansion of agriculture and the
opening up of many new habitats played a key role in the
massive distribution of these allopolyploid species
throughout the range of the group (Zohary and Feldman
1962; Kimber and Feldman 1987).

Therefore, students of wheat evolution have been fasci-
nated by this paradox of “polyploidy diversity bottleneck”
on the one hand and great genetic diversity, on the other, and
have dedicated their research efforts to unraveling the pro-
cesses and mechanisms that contributed to the rapid buildup
of genetic diversity in the allopolyploids and to their great
evolutionary success in term of proliferation and adaptation
to new habitats, including under domestication.

In contrast to the wide distribution of the allotetraploid
species, the distribution area of the natural allohexaploid
species is, in all cases, smaller than that of their tetraploid
and diploid parents. Also, their ecological amplitudes are
much more restricted than those of the related tetraploids and
even of the diploid parents. They grow in a smaller range of
habitats. The morphological variation of the allohexaploids
is also relatively limited. All these indicate a relatively recent
origin of the allohexaploid species. T. aestivum ssp. aes-
tivum, which was formed under cultivation, exhibits
tremendous variation, due both to spontaneous hybridization
with wild relatives and to modern breeding, and is currently
grown in large parts of the world, and is exceptional in this
respect.
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13Evolution of Wheat Under Cultivation

13.1 Introduction

Based on the chronological system used in the east
Mediterranean, the seven millennia between 13,000 and
6200 uncalibrated years BP are divided into 4 periods
(Harris 1998; Table 1.1): the late Epipalaeolithic (the
Natufian) (13,000–10,300 BP), the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A
(PPNA) (10,300–9500 BP), the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B
(PPNB) (9500–7500 BP), and the Ceramic or Pottery Neo-
lithic (7500–6200 BP). The archaeological characterization
of these periods was described by Harris (1998), and the
events related to the wheat culture were summarized by
Kislev (1984), Bar-Yosef (1998), and Harris (1998). In the
Natufian period, the hunter-gatherers of the Levant collected
grains of wild cereals (wheat, barley, oat, rye and Aegilops)
as well as seeds, fruits and roots of other plants. No evidence
of cultivation has been obtained from this period (Harris
1998). It is in the PPNA that one finds the first indications of
cultivation of wild cereals in the western part of the Fertile
Crescent, wild emmer and wild barley in the southern part
and wild einkorn and, to some of extent, also wild barley and
wild timopheevii in the northern part (Fig. 13.1). Domesti-
cated forms of these wheats, characterized by non-brittle
rachis, appeared at the beginning of the PPNB (Table 13.1).
Somewhat later, wheat with free-threshing grains (most
probably tetraploid) also appeared in the western part of the
Fertile Crescent, and together with domesticated emmer,
einkorn, and timopheevii spread to the eastern wing of the
Fertile Crescent (eastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and
south-western Iran), and neighboring regions, where they
established contact with Ae. tauschii Coss. (=Ae. squarrosa
L.) resulting in the formation of hexaploid wheat. In the
Pottery Neolithic, the wheat culture spread to Europe, Asia,
and Africa.

The beginning of cultivation of wheat (and several other
plant species) in the western part of the Fertile Crescent, i.e.,
the Levant, around 10,300 years ago, marked a dramatic turn
in the development and evolution of human civilization, as it
enabled the transition from a hunter-gatherer and nomadic

pastoral society to a more sedentary agrarian one (Eckardt
2010). This change from hunting and gathering to cultiva-
tion of plants represents one of the most remarkable events
that human society experienced. It triggered the develop-
ment of human civilization, boosting sedentism, urbaniza-
tion, and population growth. As such, the Neolithic shift,
from an economy based on hunting and gathering to a sys-
tem based on food production through the domestication of
plants and, later also animals, was one of mankind's most
dramatic transformations. It was a major socio-economic and
cultural change that affected human evolution on the one
hand and facilitated the development of human civilization
on the other hand.

What brought hunter-gathers in the Levant, to start cul-
tivation of wild plants during the early Neolithic period and
become farmers? This question fascinated archeologists,
anthropologists, plant geneticists and evolutionary biolo-
gists, starting with Darwin (1868). Several hypotheses have
been raised concerning the reasons for the shift of early
Neolithic man from hunting and gathering in a nomadic or
semi-nomadic way of life to agricultural activities in
sedentary village dwellings. A long-standing assumption on
the origin of agriculture has been population pressure: the
increase in population size towards the end of the Natufian
period forced people to intensify food production. Moreover,
considering (1) the reduction in food sources because of
climatic changes that occurred during the end of the 11th
millennium BP (the Younger Dryas during the end of the
Pleistocene, 13,500–11,800 BP), (2) the over-exploitation of
the immediate environment by the increasing human popu-
lation, and (3) the development of relatively large commu-
nities with complex social organization brought about by
accelerated sedentism, there was a great increase in food
stress, partly also due to reduction in the number of big game
(Dembitzer et al. 2022), and, thereby, a pressure to enhance
food production. Despite various hypotheses, such as pres-
sure on food resources due to increase in human population,
and of climate change, the “why” of wheat cultivation
remains a mystery. Climatic changes towards the end of the
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Pleistocene (Table 2.5) are regarded as important for their
impact on the availability of the wild progenitors and human
subsistence and are the favored component underpinning
explanations for why cultivation began. Of particular
importance is the Younger Dryas dry cold episode from

approx. 13,500–11,800 years BP (Bar-Yosef 1998, 2003;
Harris 1998; Hillman et al. 2001).

A reduction in food sources, by itself, is not a sufficient
cause to account for plant domestication (the process
whereby wild plants have been evolved into crop through

Fig. 13.1 Archaeological evidence for wheat cultivation and domes-
tication in the near-east. The location of the fertile crescent is shown as
dashed green lines. Its boundaries correspond to the distribution of wild
progenitors of wheat, barley, and several legumes as well as to early
domestication of these crops. The western part, called the Levant or
levantine corridor (Bar-Yosef, 1998), goes south, around the Jordan
valley between the dashed line on the side of the Syrian desert and the
Mediterranean Sea. The south Levant is the region between Beidha (#6)
and Aswad (#9) and the north Levant is north of Aswad (#10), for
example, in Dja’de (#5) and Abu Hureya (#6). The northern area of the
fertile crescent is also referred to as the upper Euphrates (e.g., Cafer
Hoyuk, #11), and the east of the fertile crescent, in the Zagros mountain
is represented by sites such as Chogha Golan (#4). The years on the
blue horizontal axis correspond to “Calibrated years before present”

(Cal BP). The bottom boxes represent the climatic and the archeolog-
ical periods when cultivation and domestication took place. Horizontal
lines flanked by the location number (see map) and names indicate the
relevant period when archeological evidence of cultivation or domes-
tication was found. Numbers in red indicate two regions where
evidence came from genomic data rather than archaeological data for
the putative progenitors of domestic emmer (#13) and for the donor of
the D subgenome of bread wheat (#14). Archaeological data were
gathered from Nesbitt (2001); Willcox (2012); Zeder (2011); Riehl
et al. (2013). A blank topographic map from Wikipedia (Middle East
topographic map-blank 3000bc.svg, by Fulvio314, CCBY 3.0) served
as the background on which text and data were added (Fig. 2 from
Levy and Feldman (2022))
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Table 13.1 Uncalibrated and calibrated dates before present (BP) on remains of wild emmer, domesticated emmer and free-threshing tetraploid
wheat from sites of the western flank of the Fertile Crescent (the Levantine Corridor) in pre-pottery Neolithic periods

Period uncalibrated
(calibrated)a years BP

Wheat type Levantine
corridor regionb

Site Uncalibrated
years BP

References

PPNA
10,300–9500
(12,000–10,800)

Wild emmer Southern Netiv Hagdud, Israel 10,000–9400 Kislev 1997

Gilgal, Israel 10,000–9600 Weiss et al. 2006

Iraq ed Dubb, Jordan 9950– Colledge 2001

Zad 2, Syria 9800– Willcox 2005

Aswad, Syria 9700–9300 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982

Jericho, Israel 9600–9200 Hopf 1983

Early PPNB
9500–9000
(10,800–10,200)

Mixture of wild and
domesticated emmer

Southern Jericho, Israel 9200–8650 Hopf 1983

Nahal Heimar, Israel 9200–8100 Kislev 1988

Ein Gazal, Jordan 9200–8600 Rollefson et al. 1985

Beida, Jordan 9100–8550 Colledge 2001

Aswad, Syria 8900–8500 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982

Northern Dejade, Syria 9500–9000 Willcox 1996

Nevali Çon, Turkey 9250– Willcox 2005

Cafer Höyük, Turkey 9200–8600 Moulins 1997

Çayönü, Turkey 9200–8600 Van Zeist and de Roller
1995

Abu Hureyra, Syria 9000–8300 Moulins 1997; Hillman
1978

Jarmo, Iraq 8750- Helbaek 1959, 1966

Ali Kosh, Iran 8750- Helbaek 1969

Middle and Late PPNB
9000–7500
(10,200–8300)

Mixture of wild and
domesticated emmer and
free-threshing tetraploid
wheat

Southern Aswad, Syria 8900–8600 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982

Ghoraifé, Syria 8800–8200 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982

Ramad, Syria 8300–7900 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982

Azraq, Jordan 8350–8300 Colledge 2001

El Kowm, Syria 8200–8000 Moulins 1997

Atlit-Yam, Israel 7500–6200 Kislev et al. 2004

Northern Cafer Höyuk, Turkey 9200–8600 Moulins 1997

Halula, N. Syria 8700–7900 Willcox 1996

Çayönü, Turkey 8600–8300 Van Zeist and de Roller
1994

Sabi Abyad II, N.
Syria

8500–8000 Van Zeist et al. 2000

Ras Shamra, N. Syria 8500–8000 Van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres (1984)

Bouqras, N. Syria 8400–7900 Van Zeist and
Waterbolk-van Rooijen
1985

Can Hasan, Turkey 8400–7700 Hillman 1972, 1978

Abu Hureyra, N.
Syria

8300–8000 Moulins 1997; Hillman
1978

aCalibrated dates for the start and end of each period were calculated using the calibration software OxCal v.4,2Bronk Ramsey ©2020 and the new dataset of the
IntCal20 in Reimer et al. (2020)
bLevantine corridor regions—Southern Levantine corridor begins in the Damascus Basin in Syria and extending to the Jordan Rift Valley in Israel and Jordan;
northern Levantine corridor begins in the Taurus foothills (Diyarbakir area) in southeastern Turkey, extending southward and incorporating the middle Euphrates
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artificial selection). Climatic changes causing thinning out of
food supply had occurred in the past and pre-Neolithic man
reacted to them, most probably, by migration. Why had man
not started plant domestication earlier? Presumably, at the
end of the Natufian period, humans reached a cognitive stage
that enabled them to comprehend the life cycle of plants and,
thereby, to assume control over plant production. In addition
to the development of tools for planting, harvesting, and
food preparation as well as storage facilities and other
agrotechnological skills, this required the ability to be
engaged in more intensive socio-economic relationships.
Apparently, the late Natufian or early PPNA humans became
well familiar with the useful plants in their immediate
environment through the gathering and harvesting of wild
plant stands (Ladizinsky 1985). This know-how prepared
them to start cultivation.

With the increase in agricultural activities, the economy
of the early Neolithic communities became largely depen-
dent on the products of cultivation. Hunting, fishing, and
gathering of wild fruits, seeds, and plants supplemented the
diet, which became, however, increasingly dependent on
cultivated wheat, barley, and pulses (Bar-Yosef and Kislev
1989). The domesticated wheat, barley, rye, oat, and
legumes provided mankind with a highly nutritive food
which was low in water content and, therefore, easy to store,
transport and process. This was a prerequisite for the
development of human civilization.

Prior to this event, during the Epipalaeolithic phase, the
climate was favorable, and dense populations of
hunter-gatherers were settled in territories that included
some possible year-round settlements (Hillman 1996). Due
to a limited amount of available data, little is known of this
pre-domestication period when human were gatherers and
brought grains near their dwellings. The earliest data rele-
vant to wheat comes from archeological records from the
upper paleolithic Last Glacial Maximum period *23,000
years ago in the hunter-gatherer sedentary camp of Ohalo II
on the shores of the lake of Galilee (Fig. 13.1), suggesting
that there might have been a period of cultivation of wheat,
that was not yet domesticated (Snir et al. 2015). The evi-
dence is that extensive farming-related activity was detected
at this site, as deduced from various flints, sickle blades and
stone grinding tools, fauna remains, and large amounts of
seeds (*10,000 seeds from cereals) including wild emmer
wheat, wild barley and wild oats, in what was a
human-disturbed environment containing seeds from pre-
sumed weedy species. If this interpretation is correct, this
would be the earliest known site of wild wheat cultivation.
Alternatively, it might be a site where wild emmer wheat,
harvested from nearby wheat stands, was brought, and pro-
cessed. Ohalo II is a singular case as there is a gap
of *10,000 years before other human sedentary settlements
were found in the Late Natufian and early PPNA period

(Fig. 13.1). The Younger Dryas brought an end to this, with
most sites being abandoned, and it is argued that a few
groups may have resorted to cultivation during this period.
Village populations reappeared throughout the area during
the Pre-Pottery Neolithic A (PPNA) period (12,000–10,800
calibrated years *10,300–9500 uncalibrated years BP;
Tables 1.1 and 13.1), and many of them appear to have been
cultivators. Finds of domesticated plants are generally
widespread in the subsequent Pre-Pottery Neolithic B
(PPNB; 10,800–8300 calibrated years * 9500–7500
uncalibrated years BP; Tables 1.1 and 13.1), and it was by
this period that they began to spread beyond the domesti-
cation zone into central Turkey, Cyprus, Crete, and southern
Greece (Fuller 2007). There is a consensus among
archaeobotanists (not considering Ohalo II) that cultivation
of wild cereals predated morphological domestication
by >1000 years.

For many years it has been assumed that the transition to
agricultural activities was a revolutionary process, and,
accordingly, it was referred to as the “Neolithic or Agri-
cultural Revolution”. However, the accumulating archaeo-
logical data indicate that this shift was rather an evolutionary
process (Kislev 1992; Hillman 1996; Harris 1998; Bar-Yosef
1998), a step-by-step domestication of different plants and
animals. Each step, however, seems to have occurred during
several hundred or even thousand years, and each crop may
have been domesticated separately in time and place.
Some PPNA villages were established in the absence of
plant and animal domestication, which in turn occurred
sometimes in the absence of village formation. Yet, on a
prehistoric scale, sedentism and agriculture emerged virtu-
ally simultaneously. This is the concept of a diffuse begin-
ning of agriculture. Only later, following the establishment
of several domesticated crop plants, could these domesti-
cated plants and animals have made such a powerful impact
when spread from the western part of the Fertile Crescent
(Kislev 1992). Although the recent accumulating archaeo-
logical data provide a clearer insight as to the origin and
spread of wheat agriculture, still it is difficult to determine
the exact date of the earliest agricultural activities, partly
because only a few such operations were practiced in the
early stages.

Several major events and phases are recognized in the
development of wheat cultivation (Table 1.1): (i) harvesting
from wild emmer and einkorn stands—a phase of
agrotechnical development and preparation for cultivation;
(ii) a pre-domestication cultivation period when wild emmer
and einkorn were grown in small plots—the first phase of
cultivation; (iii) appearance of non-brittle emmer and ein-
korn; cultivation of brittle and non-brittle types of emmer
and einkorn wheats in mixture—the second phase of culti-
vation; (iv) appearance of free-threshing, naked tetraploid
wheat; cultivation of wild and domesticated emmer and
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naked tetraploid wheat in mixture; expansion of wheat cul-
ture to all regions of the fertile crescent; appearance of
non-brittle hexaploid wheat; significant increase in human
population and site size—the third phase of cultivation;
(v) spread of durum wheat culture to central Asia, southern
Europe, and Egypt—expansion of durum agriculture;
(vi) spread of bread wheat to many parts of the world and the
accumulation of landraces—expansion of bread wheat
agriculture; and (vii) modern breeding and the green
revolution.

The agrotechnical phase was developed mainly during the
Natufian period (15,000–12,000 calibrated years *13,000–
10,300 uncalibrated years BP; Table 1.1), although its
beginning can be traced back several millennia earlier
(Kislev 1984). Remnants found in Natufian sites in the
Levant indicated that wheat as well as other plants were the
important dietary constituents in this period. The unearthing
of sickle blades, pestles, pounding stones, and querns as well
as storage pits attest to the extensive collection of cereals by
the Natufians. Several permanent or semi-permanent settle-
ments that were based on hunting and gathering were formed
during that period. One of these is the permanent settlement
at Tell Abu Hureyra, in the Euphrates basin of northern
Syria, first settled in 11,500 uncalibrated years BP. Rem-
nants of many animals as well as of wild species of einkorn,
barley, rye and legumes from late Natufian layers were
identified at this site (Hillman 1975). It is therefore, assumed
that the Natufian economy was based on hunting and on
intensive collection and consumption of seeds. At that time,
the flora and fauna on the border of the Mediterranean
maquis were much richer than today's providing settlers with
a large and reliable source of plant and animal food. Thus,
hunters and gatherers could settle and increase in population,
without engaging in agriculture. The invention of the sickle
for harvesting and of other tools for grain-processing com-
prise major components of the agrotechnical revolution
Kislev 1984. During this period the Natufians collected the
large-grained wild grasses and legumes and became
acquainted with their biology—a prerequisite for their cul-
tivation. The initial attempts at plant cultivation, presumably
mainly by women, might have taken place during this
period.

The “domestication revolution” (12,000–8300 cali-
brated *10,300–7500 uncalibrated years BP) can be divi-
ded into two sub-phases: cultivation of wild forms of cereals,
and cultivation of domesticated forms Tables 1.1 and 13.1).
Based on the archaeological evidence, the transition from the
Natufian to the Neolithic culture occurred in the Jordan
Valley, the Damascus basin, and the Middle Euphrates
(Bar-Yosef and Kislev 1989; Bar-Yosef 1998; Harris 1998)
and was rather rapid, although the early farmers were
involved both in plant cultivation and in hunting. The ear-
liest experiments with the cultivation of wild forms of

emmer and barley in the southern part of the Fertile Crescent
and of einkorn, wild timopheevii, and barley in the northern
part of this region, took place at early PPNA; wild einkorn in
the north Levant as soon as 13,000 Cal-years BP (Abu
Hureyat I and Mureybit I-III) and 11–12,000 Cal-Y BP, with
wild emmer in the south Levant in Netiv Hagdud and
Zaharat adh-Dhra (see reviews by Nesbitt 2001; Willcox
2012) and wild barley and to a lesser extent also of wild
emmer, in the eastern part of the fertile crescent (Riehl et al.
2013). There was no clear morphological evidence for the
presence of domesticated wheat. Domestication of animals
(sheep and goats) occurred later (about 9000–8500 uncal
years BP). Cereal farming itself may have originated in areas
adjacent to rather than within the regions of greatest abun-
dance of these wild cereals. Such prehistoric settlements
peripherally to, rather than within, the current distribution
areas of these species are Jericho, Gilgal, Netiv Hagdud, and
Gesher in the Jordan Valley, Tell Aswad and Tell Ghoraife
near Damascus, and Tell Abu Hureyra and Tell Mureybit in
northern Syria and Chogha Golan in the Zagros mountains
(Fig. 13.1).

Of the various species of cereals that grew in the Fertile
Crescent and were harvested by the Natufians, only wild
emmer and barley in the south, and barley and einkorn, and
possibly also wild timopheevii in the north, were cultivated
by the early PPNA people (van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres
1985; Kislev et al. 1986; Riehl et al. 2013). Assuming that
the amount of grain collected per unit time was the most
important criterion (Evans 1981), wild stands of wheat and
barley were preferred over other cereals, because their large,
heavy grains borne in spikes facilitated their harvesting.
Indeed, Harlan (1967) in wild einkorn and Ladizinsky
(1975) in wild emmer succeeded in gathering considerable
amounts of grains per hour of harvesting. Wild emmer was a
better candidate for domestication than barley, having larger
grains and two grains in each dispersal unit compared to one
in barley. Indeed, Ladizinsky (1975) harvested from wild
stands twice as many grains of wild emmer as of wild barley.
The taste of wheat, its high nutritional quality, and its large
free grain might have also contributed to its preference over
barley. In addition, judging from today’s pattern of distri-
bution, barley was probably very common and grew in
abundance within a short distance from the early Neolithic
settlements, while the dense stands of wild emmer were
somewhat more distant. This might have created additional
pressure to cultivate wheat, as sufficient quantities of barley
could have been harvested from nearby wild stands.

The early Neolithic settlements in the Jordan Valley were
located on the edges of alluvial fans or on alluvial terraces
(Bar-Yosef and Kislev 1989). It is assumed that cultivation
was based on sowing in such alluvial fans and terraces, as
well as on the edges of freshwater ponds where the water
table was always high, and the soil was periodically
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fertilized by floods of mud. The exploitation of wetted soils
is also evidenced in other early agricultural sites such as Tell
Aswad and Tell Ghoraife in the Damascus basin (van Zeist
and Bakker-Heeres 1985).

The “invention” of cultivated fields by the early Neolithic
people of the Levant and the development of agronomical
practices associated with field preparation and sowing, as
well as the selection of seeds to be sown, comprise the initial
stages in agricultural technology. The conversion of alluvial
terraces and, later on, also of grass-stands of annuals, into
fields was undoubtedly a major change through which man
affected not only cultivated plants but also plants that
remained in the wild. The establishment of cultivated fields
by early Neolithic man could have been inspired by the
observation of natural herbaceous covers of annuals, such as
wild emmer and barley, in open forest belts of deciduous
oak. Man may have burnt off unwanted grass in the open
forest and used the clear space for sowing wheat or barley
and, later on, expanded this space to adjacent areas by
clearing evergreen woods and shrubs. The transformation of
the landscape from a high perennial evergreen vegetation to
cultivated fields of annual grasses was perhaps the first and
most important man-initiated change in the world of vege-
tation. The selection of grains for the next sowing season
was the first event whereby man started to shape the genetic
structure of the cultivated wheats. Whatever were the criteria
for selection, these samples of early cultivated wheats
became subjected to different selection pressures than those
affecting their sibs that remained in the wild stands. The
second sub-phase of the “domestication revolution”, the
cultivation of domesticated forms, presumably started sev-
eral hundred years, or more, after the beginning of cereal
cultivation. In the cultivated forms, the ripe ear no longer
disarticulates into single spikelets as easily as in the wild
forms, thus allowing the harvesting of intact spikes without
the need to collect single spikelets.

We know little of the predomestication period, when
human were gatherers and brought grains near their dwell-
ings, due to a limited amount of available data. The earliest
data relevant to wheat comes from archeological records
from the upper paleolithic Last Glacial Maximum period
approximately 23,000 years ago in the hunter–gatherer
sedentary camp of Ohalo II on the shores of the lake of
Galilee (Fig. 13.1), suggesting that there might have been a
period of cultivation of wheat that was not yet domesticated
(Snir et al. 2015). The evidence is that extensive
farming-related activity was detected at this site, as deduced
from various flints, sickle blades and stone grinding tools,
fauna remains, and large amounts of seeds (approximately
10,000 seeds from cereals) including wild emmer wheat,
wild barley, and wild oats, in what was a human-disturbed

environment containing seeds from weedy species (pre-
sumably a field). If this interpretation is correct, this would
be the earliest known site of wild wheat cultivation. Alter-
natively, it might be a site where wild emmer wheat, har-
vested from nearby wheat stands, was brought and processed
(Piperno et al. 2004). Ohalo II is a singular case as there is a
gap of approximately 10,000 years before other human
sedentary settlements were found during the Younger Dryas
in the Late Natufian early Pre-pottery Neolithic-A period
throughout the fertile crescent (Map). Yet, it is generally
accepted (Kislev 1992; Hillman 1996; Harris 1998;
Bar-Yosef 1998) that domestication occurred about
1000 years, or more, after the initial cultivation of wild
cereals, namely, at the beginning of the PPNB (ca.
9500 uncal years BP) when types with non-brittle spikes and
some also with naked grains were clearly identified (Kislev
1992). On the other hand, for several legumes and flaxes the
archaeological data indicate that these were already domes-
ticated in the PPNA.

Regardless of the exact time of domestication, the most
characteristic feature of domesticated cereals is the depen-
dency on man for sowing: once the seed-dispersal mecha-
nism was lost, the genetic donor to the next generation
became solely determined by man. Man's selection and
raising of domesticated wheat could have occurred only after
ploughing and sowing had been practiced (Kislev 1984). It
seems that at the end of the PPNA all essential agricultural
practices had been already established. From this stage
onward, the transformation of some of the wild cultivated
forms into domesticated wheats proceeded very rapidly. This
transformation involved not only the loss of the
self-propagation mechanism, but also that of self-protection
(stiff glumes), resulting in a free-threshing, naked grains.
Increase in seed size and the loss of seed dormancy leading
to a uniform and rapid germination was also achieved at this
stage. Traits of strong negative adaptive value in the wild
that had positive value under cultivation were favored by the
early farmers. As such, the farmer’s election imposed a new
evolutionary pathway in the cultivated wheats, entirely dis-
tinct from that operating in wild wheats.

The replacement of the wild cultivated forms by domes-
ticated ones was a slow process. According to Harris (1998),
the establishment of domesticated populations of cereals was
slowed down by constant gene flow from wild forms, which
either grew in mixture or nearby the domesticated
forms. Moreover, no severe selection in favor of domesti-
cated forms was applied by the early farmers, possibly
because of the techniques of harvest that were practiced at
that time.

Hence, the establishment of agriculture in the Levant and
neighboring regions was a very gradual process that took
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place over a period of 3000 years (from the beginning of the
PPNA to the end of the PPNB). During these three millen-
nia, agriculture became the main production system that
supported man in southwest Asia.

The third phase of the agricultural revolution, the
expansion of agriculture (in the 8th and 7th millennia BP;
Kislev 1984; Harris 1998; Bar-Yosef 1998), was accom-
panied by a rapid and radical change in the economic
organization of the Near East and the surrounding regions.
Cereal culture spread from the western flank of the Fertile
Crescent to other parts of this region (Civáň et al. 2013),
and from there to central Asia through northern Iran, to
Southeastern Europe through Transcaucasia, to Europe and
North Africa through southwest Anatolia, and to Egypt
through Israel and Jordan (Feldman 2001). According to
Bar-Yosef (1998), expansion of agriculture was mainly due
to the spread of farmers to new territories rather than the
adoption of farming by the hunters–gatherers. Most wheats
were the hulled domesticated emmer and einkorn; the more
advanced naked tetraploid and hexaploid wheats were rel-
atively rare.

Kislev (1994a) subdivided the “Agricultural Revolution”
into three stages: the Agrotechnical Revolution, the
Domestication Revolution, and the Expansion of Agricul-
ture. Weiss et al. (2006) divided the process of domestication
of plants into three stages: “gathering,” in which people
gathered annual plants from wild stands, “cultivation,” in
which wild plant genotypes were systematically sown in
fields of choice, and “domestication,” in which mutant plants
with desirable characteristics were raised. Similar divisions
of the process of domestication were suggested by Harris
(1989) and Fuller (2007). Hillman and Davis (1990) defined
domestication as a process causing populations of cultivated
plants to lose features, particularly reproductive features,
necessary for their survival in the wild habitats, i.e., a pro-
cess which ultimately renders crop populations dependent on
human intervention for their reproduction. Such a process
involves genotypic changes in entire populations. Doebley
et al. (2006) defined domestication of a plant species as the
various genetic modifications in its wild progenitor made to
meet human needs.

The most characteristic feature of domesticated wheats is
their dependence on humans for gathering and planting. This
development involved genetic changes in several crucial
traits, defined by Hammer (1984) as the “domestication
syndrome.” In emmer wheat, this syndrome is characterized,
sensu stricto, by suppression of seed dispersal, increased
seed size, and free-threshing grains. While wheat domesti-
cation involves a limited number of chromosome regions
(Table 13.2), though many relevant quantitative trait loci
(QTLs) have also been detected (Peng et al. 2011).

One can distinguish between these sensu stricto syndrome
traits and traits that were selected during a “process of
optimization” for cultivated fields. These latter changes
involved gradual genetic modifications, mainly due to
non-conscious and sometimes conscious selection by early
farmers, to increase crop adaptation to cultivated fields and
to human consumption and needs. In tetraploid wheat, such
optimization led to changes that resulted in rapid and uni-
form germination, erect plants, increased plant height,
reduced tillering, and larger spikes and grains. Meyer and
Purugganan (2013) made a distinction between domestica-
tion and diversification, with the former referring to the onset
of evolutionary divergence from the wild ancestral species,
and the latter referring to the subsequent evolution of new
varieties.

Although many genes in various crops have been pro-
posed to be domestication genes, only a few have been
shown to have been targeted by selection (Olsen and Wendel
2013). When exposed to selection, both the favored genetic
variant and other, neutral genes linked to it, increase in
frequency, a phenomenon called a selective sweep (Wang
et al. 1999; Olsen et al. 2006). Consequently, the related
genetic region shows reduced genetic diversity.

13.2 Domestication of Tetraploid Wheat

13.2.1 History

The origin of domesticated plants and the development of
agriculture have always stimulated man’s curiosity and
imagination. In the ancient world, where every phenomenon
and every event were explained in a mythological manner,
the philosophers and historians of many nations considered
domesticated plants to be a generous gift from the gods.
Thus, the ancient Egyptians were grateful to Isis and Osiris
for bringing wild emmer wheat and wild barley from Mt.
Tabor, Israel, to Egypt and teaching people how to cultivate
them. Similarly, the ancient Greeks ascribed the gift of these
important cereals to Demeter and the Romans to the goddess
Ceres.

During the last few centuries, botanists and students of
agricultural history have attempted to explain the origin of
domesticated plants and their evolution under domestication
on a scientific basis. Driven by the desire to find the his-
torical and evolutionary truth, Link (1816), de La Malle
(1826), and particularly de Candolle (1886), were the first to
realize that historical, linguistic and folkloristic evidence is
insufficient to trace the origin of domesticated plants.
Botanical, geographical and archaeological studies are nec-
essary to advance this field of science; the only definite
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demonstration of the origin of a domesticated plant is the
discovery and identification of its wild prototype. In cases
where the wild prototype is unknown or extinct, the origin
and full history of the domesticated crop can never be
ascertained. In such a situation, it is very difficult, if not
impossible, to identify the site(s) of domestication, the
genetic changes that led to the formation of the primitive
domesticated form, and the evolution of the domesticated
crop under cultivation.

One of the first attempts to identify the progenitor of
domesticated bread wheat, was in the middle of the nine-
teenth century, when several botanists regarded the natural
hybrid derivatives of bread wheat x Aegilops geniculata
(formerly Ae. ovata) as the ancestral forms of common
wheat. The hybrid was first discovered by Requine, in 1821,
in southern France, and later on, it was also collected in
northern Italy and North Africa. Because of its resemblance
to common wheat, Requine (see Fabre 1852) named it
Aegilops triticoides. Due to the fact that there were also
many intermediate forms between Ae. triticoides and com-
mon wheat, Fabre (1852, 1855) concluded that all domes-
ticated wheats originated from Ae. geniculata. Since he
found, in several cases, that grains from Ae. geniculata ears
growing near wheat fields, yielded Ae. triticoides plants, he
assumed that under cultivated conditions, Ae. geniculata
gradually transformed into bread wheat. This hypothesis,
which was accepted by several botanists, was disproved by
Godron (1854, 1856, 1858a, b, 1869, 1876), who

demonstrated the hybrid nature of Ae. triticoides and all
other intermediate forms between Ae. geniculata and bread
wheat. He produced similar forms by crossing bread wheat
with Ae. geniculata and backcrossing the hybrids to the two
parental species.

These experiences with Ae. triticoides emphasize the
need for a better definition of key features characterizing the
wild prototype of the domesticated wheats. The wild pro-
totype must be a valid species and, therefore, a
self-propagating plant. It should contain a spike similar to
that of domesticated wheats, but with a brittle rachis that
disarticulates into single spikelets upon maturity. In addition,
the wild prototype, like many other wild grasses, should
have tightly closed glumes, resulting in a ‘hulled grain’ for
protection against extreme climatic conditions and herbi-
vores. Eco-geographically, the prototype should be charac-
terized by a specific distribution and occupy well defined
primary habitats.

In the second half of the nineteenth century, several
botanists (e.g., Hausknecht) were of the opinion that all
domesticated wheats derived from the single wild species,
that was known to botanists at that time, T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides. Yet, the majority of botanists interested in
the origin of domesticated wheats, maintained the opinion
that wheat origin is polyphyletic, and that at least two wild
species serving as the progenitors.

The first evidence of wild wheat, presumably wild
emmer, came from the Chaldean priest Berosus, who lived at

Table 13.2 Domestication syndrome genes

Trait Genes
(wild-type
alleles)

Chromosomal-arm
location

Wild-type phenotype Species References

Non-brittle
rachis

Br1-3A 3AS Brittle rachis (W-type) T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides Watanebe et al. 2002,
Watanebe et al. 2005
Nalam et al. 2006

Br1-3B 3BS Brittle rachis (W-type)

Br1-3D 3DS Brittle rachis (W-type) T. aestivum ssp. tibetanum Chen et al. 1998

Br2-3A? 3AL? Null effect?

Br2-3B? 3BL? Null effect?

Br2-3D 3DL Brittle rachis (B-type) Ae. tauschii, T. aestivum
ssp. spelta

Watanabe et al. 2005 Li
and Gill 2006

Free
threshing

Q-5A 5AL Tough glumes T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides
and dicoccon; T. aestivum
ssp. spelta

Sears 1954
Simonetti et al. 1999
Simons et al. 2006

q-5B 5BL

q-5D 5DL

Tg -2A? 2AS?

Tg -2B 2BS Tenacious glumes T. turgidum. ssp. dicoccoides
and dicoccon,

Simonetti et al. 1999

Tg-2D 2DS Tenacious glumes Ae. tauschii, T. aestivum ssp.
spelta, macha and vavilovii

Kerber and Rowland 1974
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about 2700 years before present (BP). He mentioned the
occurrence of wild wheat in Mesopotamia (Syncellus, Frag.
Hist. Graec., vol. 2, p. 416). In more recent times, Linnaeus
(1753) cited Heintrelmann who found wild wheat in north-
west Iran. Olivier (1807) found wheat, barley, and spelt in
uncultivated areas northwest of Anah, on the right bank of
the Euphrates, and mentioned that he had already seen such
wild wheat several times in northern Mesopotamia. Since
specimens of these cereals have not been preserved, it is not
possible to identify the wheats to which Olivier referred, but
it is highly probable that the spelt was wild emmer. In 1877,
Andre Michoux saw spelt wheat growing wild north of
Hamadan, western Iran, (see de Candolle 1886). Based on
these reports, de Candolle (1886) assumed that the Euphrates
basin was the distribution area of the two wild progenitors of
the domesticated wheats.

Since wild tetraploid wheat was not known at the second
half of the nineteenth century, most botanists and archaeol-
ogists agreed at that time with the theory of Solms-Laubach
(1899), namely, that domesticated wheats, other than those
derived from wild T. monococcum, originated in central
Asia and that the wild progenitors of domesticated durum
and bread wheats were lost as a result of drastic climatic
changes. All previous evidence (mentioned above) were
neglected. Moreover, no serious attention was given to the
German botanist Friedrich August Körnicke, and several
other botanists, who maintained, not only that a prototype of
such a progenitor exists, but that they already had two spi-
kelets of such wild wheat.

In 1855, the Austrian botanist Theodor Kotschy collected
a plant of wild barley from Rashaya, the northwestern slopes
of Mt. Hermon, Lebanon, and kept it in the herbarium of the
National Museum of Vienna. In 1873, Körnicke, who ana-
lyzed barley plants in several European herbaria, found a
segment of wheat spike among the culms of Kotschy’s bar-
ley. Since this spike had a brittle rachis and two grains in each
spikelet, Körnicke believed that it belonged to wild wheat,
the progenitor of most domesticated wheats, and named it T.
vulgare Vill. var. dicoccoides Körn. [This wild wheat is
currently known as T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex
Asch. and Graebn.) Thell.]. Körnicke believed that it grew in
the Mt. Hermon area and, since he could not obtain support
for a scientific expedition to that area, he asked Aaron
Aaronsohn, an agronomist and amateur botanist who lived in
Israel (then Palestine), to search for this wild wheat in the Mt.
Hermon area. Schweinfurth (1906) reports that Aaronsohn
found this wild wheat first in the settlement of Rosh Pina,
northern Israel, and later the slopes of Mt. Hermon.

One year later, Aaronsohn found that this wild wheat
grew abundantly in the southern Levant, namely, in

northeastern Palestine, northwestern Jordan, southwestern
Syria and southeastern Lebanon, having a wide range of
morphological forms across the distribution area (Aaronsohn
1909, 1910). Later, it was also found in northern Syria,
southeastern Turkey, northern Iraq and southwestern Iran
(Harlan and Zohary 1966; Kimber and Feldman 1987).
Specimens were also collected in 1910 by Theodor Strauss
in the mountainous region of western Iran near Kerind.
Thus, Körnicke’s hypothesis that the wild progenitor of
domesticated wheats, a two-grained wild wheat, still grows
in the Near East, was fully confirmed. Aaronsohn’s collec-
tions of wild wheat specimen from the southern Levant
served as the basis for a series of botanical and genetic
studies by Cook (1913), Schulz (1913a, b), von Tschermak
(1914), Flaksberger (1915), Percival (1921), Vavilov 1932),
and others.

Understanding the “where”, “when”, and “how” of wheat
domestication was significantly advanced by the discovery
of wild emmer wheat, Triticum turgidum (L.) Thell.
ssp. dicoccoides (Körn. ex Asch. and Graebn.) Thell. in
nature by Aaron Aaronsohn in 1906 (Aaronsohn and Sch-
weinfurth 1906). Following this discovery, Schultz (1913b)
was able to assemble the first natural classification of the
wheat species in which he recognized three series: einkorn
(one-grained wheat), emmer (two-grained wheat), and dinkel
(Table 10.1).

Soon after, von Tschermak (1914) crossed wild emmer
with the domesticated forms of tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon (Schrank) Thell. and ssp. durum (Desf.)
Husn., and concluded from the high fertility of the hybrids
that the wild and the domesticated forms are genetically very
close. Cook (1913) and Percival (1921) supported this
notion by reporting on the occurrence of natural hybrids
between these taxa in Israel (then Palestine) and Syria, as
well as their spontaneous hybridization wherever they were
brought into contact with each other in experimental fields.
The discovery of the chromosome number of the wheats
(Sakamura 1918) showed that the three series of Schulz
represent a polyploid series in which the einkorn are diploids
(2n = 14), the emmer are tetraploids (2n = 28), and the
dinkel are hexaploids (2n = 42). Not surprisingly, analysis
of first meiotic metaphase configurations in hybrids between
wild emmer and domesticated tetraploid wheat showed that
the wild chromosomes were fully homologous to those of all
the domesticated subspecies of T. turgidum (Kihara 1924,
1937, 1940; Sax 1921a, b, 1922; Percival 1921). These
studies supported the hypothesis of Körnicke (1889), Sch-
weinfurth (1906, 1908), Aaronsohn and Schweinfurth
(1906), Aaronsohn (1909, 1910), Schulz (1913b), von
Tschermak (1914), and others, that domesticated emmer,
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ssp. dicoccon, the hulled type of T. turgidum and therefore
the primitive domesticated tetraploid wheat, derived from
wild emmer, ssp. dicoccoides, by a series of mutations
(Fig. 13.2). Genetic, cytogenetic, and more recently evi-
dence from whole genome sequence (Avni et al. 2017) all
indicate that ssp. dicoccoides is the direct progenitor of
domesticated emmer, durum, and bread wheat.

Vavilov (1926) rejected the view that the domesticated
forms of tetraploid wheat derived from wild emmer. His
conclusion was based on sterility of hybrids between
domesticated emmer or durum and what he thought was wild
emmer. This latter species was actually another wild tetra-
ploid wheat taxon, T. timopheevii (Zhuk.) Zhuk. ssp. arme-
niacum (Jakubz.) van Slageren, from Transcaucasia, which
differs from wild emmer in its genomic composition
(Lilienfeld and Kihara 1934). In Vavilov’s view (1926),
Aaronsohn’s eco-geographical data were insufficient to
regard wild emmer as the progenitor of domesticated tetra-
ploid wheat. From the wealth of varieties and forms of
domesticated emmer in Ethiopia, as compared with the rel-
atively few variations in Israel and Syria, he considered
Ethiopia, where wild emmer does not grow, to be the site of
domestication of tetraploid wheat. Vavilov’s concept, how-
ever, was rebutted by morphological, eco-geographical,
cytogenetic, and molecular data.

13.2.2 Ecogeographical Characteristics
of the Area of Wheat Domestication

Following the discovery of wild einkorn, T. monococcum
ssp. aegilopoides, during the second half of the nineteenth
century, and of wild emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides, in
the beginning of the twentieth century, the putative pro-
genitors of the domesticated einkorn and emmer wheats,
respectively, their distribution area was determined. It was
then relatively easy to establish the geographical region that
was the cradle of agriculture, and the specific regions from
which these two-wheat subspecies were taken into
cultivation.

The wild progenitors of cultivated wheats are natural
constituents of some of the open oak-park belts and the
herbaceous plant formations in southwest Asia. Their
assumed center of origin and current center of distribution
and diversity is in the “Fertile Crescent”—a hilly and
mountainous region extending from the foothills of the
Zagros mountains in south-western Iran, through the Tigris
and Euphrates basins in northern Iraq and southeastern
Turkey, continuing southwestward over Syria to the
Mediterranean, and extending to central Israel and Jordan.
Wild taxa belonging to 4 species of wheat and 17 species of
the closely related genus Aegilops are endogenous to this

T. turgidum 
ssp. dicoccoides
Genome BBAA
Wild emmer

T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon

Genome BBAA
Domes c emmer

T. turgidum 
ssp. X?

Genome BBAA

Ae. tauschii
Genome DD

Hulled: 
q, Tg-A1, Tg-B1

Bri le: 
Br-A1, Br-B1

Hulled: 
q, Tg-A1, Tg-B1 

non-bri le:
br-A1, br-B1

Free-threshing:
Q, tg-A1, tg-B1

non-bri le
br-A1, br-B1

Hulled: Q, tg-A1, tg-B1, Tg-D1
non-bri le:

br-A1, br-B1, Br-D2
Hulled: Tg-D1
Bri le Br-D2

T. aes vum
ssp. aes vum

Genome BBAADD
(cv. Chinese Spring) 

+
Free-threshing: Q

tg-A1, tg-B1, tg-D1
non-bri le:

br-A1, br-B1, br-D2

T. aes vum
(synthe c amphiploid
durum x Ae. tauschii)

Genome BBAADD

1 2 3 4

Fig. 13.2 Major mutations and morphological changes during wheat
domestication: (1) The transition from ssp. dicoccoides to ssp. dicoccon
involved mutations in the Brittle rachis loci. Some modern emmer
wheat lines might also contain mutations in some but not all loci
affecting free threshing. (2) Free-threshing tetraploid wheat, named
ssp. parvicoccum, appears in the archeological record approximately
2000 years before ssp. durum. It is now extinct but might have
resembled the tetraploid wheat (Genome BBAA) shown here as
ssp. X that was extracted from hexaploid wheat and has a compact
spike and small grains. Its genotype must have been similar to durum,

namely free threshing with soft glumes, with mutants Q and tg-A1,
tg-B1. (3) The hybridization of this free-threshing tetraploid wheat with
the DD subgenome donor, Ae. tauschii, gave rise to a primitive hulled
hexaploid wheat, different from spelt wheat due to the Q factor, and
absent from the archaeological record. It likely resembled the picture
shown from a synthetic hexaploid between ssp. durum and Ae. tauschii
shown here. (4) Soon after its formation, hexaploid wheat became
free threshing thanks to a mutation in Tg-D1 and its rachis became
thicker thanks to a mutation in Br-D2 (Fig. 3 from Levy and Feldman
(2022))
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region, which most likely was the arena of wheat domesti-
cation. This assumption is supported by ample archaeolog-
ical evidence.

The Fertile Crescent is bounded by the Mediterranean in
the west, by chains of large and high mountain ranges in the
north and east (the Amanos in north-western Syria, the
Taurus in southern Turkey, Ararat in north-eastern Turkey
and the Zagros in western Iran), and in the south by the
Syrio-Arabian desert with its western extension (Paran
desert) in the Sinai Peninsula. Situated between the sea, the
mountains, and the desert, the Fertile Crescent is under the
influence of several different climates: on the one hand, it
enjoys the temperate Mediterranean climate with a short,
mild and rainy winter and long, hot and dry summer, yet, on
the other hand, it is influenced by the more extreme steppical
climate of the Iranian and Anatolian plateaus in the east and
north, and by the desert climate in the south. Consequently,
the Fertile Crescent encompasses two different phytogeo-
graphical regions, the Mediterranean in the south-western
part and the Irano-Turanian in the north-eastern part, and is
also affected by two other regions, the Saharo-Arabian in the
south and the Euro-Siberian in the North. The Mediterranean
part of the Fertile Crescent includes Israel, Jordan, Lebanon
Syria and the western part of south-eastern Turkey and it
centers around the Syrio-African rift (the Jordan rift valley in
the south, the Beqa Valley of Lebanon and the Orentos
valley in Syria). The Irano-Turanian part includes the eastern
part of south-eastern Turkey, northern Iraq, and southwest-
ern Iran and is influenced by the continental climate of the
Iranian and Central Asiatic steppes.

No wonder, therefore, that this region is ecologically very
diversified, comprising of a wide array of different habitats.
Its versatile ecological conditions are manifested by its wide
array of plant formations, ranging from well-developed
Mediterranean forests and maquis, through open parks,
shrubs and herbaceous formations, to small shrub and
steppical plant formations. The open parks and the herba-
ceous formations, containing many annual grasses and
legumes, occupy the open habitats in the edges and openings
of the Mediterranean maquis, which presumably served in
the past as the main pasture area for wild sheep, goats and
gazelles—the game of pre-agricultural man.

It is generally accepted that Near Eastern agriculture
originated within the distribution area of the wild progenitors
in the Fertile Crescent region. Unfortunately, no signs of
earlier farming communities were found there (with the
possible exception of Ohalo) probably because of climate
conditions, wild plants were not available in the same area
but rather, further west and south (Hillman 1996; Bar-Yosef
1998). Indeed, new geological, climatic, and archaeological
data from the east Mediterranean region indicate that from
13,500 to 11,500 years ago there was the Younger Dryas

climatic event, which was characterized by a cold and dry
climate (for details see Hillman 1996; Bar-Yosef 1998).
Hillman (1996), using palaeobotanical data, reconstructed
the phytogeographical belts of this region during the
Younger Dryas and concluded that the habitats of the annual
cereals lie mainly in the open areas of the oak-park maquis
in a relatively narrow strip of the east Mediterranean
(Fig. 13.1). This narrow strip, called the “Levantine Corri-
dor”, begins in the Taurus foothills (Diyarbakir area) in
south-eastern Turkey and extends along the Mediterranean
southward, incorporating the middle Euphrates through the
Damascus basin, the Lebanese mountains, the two sides of
the Jordan Rift Valley into the Sinai Peninsula (Bar-Yosef
1998). The current distribution of wild wheats in this area is
as follows: wild emmer is the dominant wild wheat in the
central-southern part of the corridor (from north of Damas-
cus to Jericho), on terra-rosa and basalt soils, while wild
einkorn (T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides), T. urartu, and
wild T. timopheevi and also more sporadically wild emmer,
are distributed in the northern part of the corridor. The dis-
tribution of the diploid species, ssp. monococcum and T.
urartu, extended southwards up to Mt. Hermon, in the
central part of the corridor.

The accumulating archaeological data indicate that agri-
culture originated in the Levantine Corridor (Table 13.1)
This is clearly apparent from the distribution of the earliest
Neolithic sites (10,300–9500 BP) (Fig. 13.1): Tell Mureybit
and Tell Abu Hureyra in the Middle Euphrates in the
northern part of the corridor, Tell Aswad and Tell Ghoraife
in the Damascus basin, and Netiv Hagdud, Gilgal, and
Jericho in the Jordan Valley, between the Lake of Galilee
and the Dead Sea (Bar-Yosef and Kislev 1989; Hillman
1996; Bar-Yosef 1998). All these settlements were estab-
lished along the ecotone between the relatively temperate
Mediterranean phytogeographical region and the steppical
Irano-Turanian region. The predominant plant formations in
this transitional zone are open parks and herbaceous covers
containing a large number of annual grasses and legumes.

13.2.3 Domestication of Emmer Wheat,
ssp. dicoccon

13.2.3.1 Opening Remarks
Hillman (1996), using palaeobotanical data, reconstructed
the phytogeographical belts of the east Mediterranean region
during the Younger Dryas, 13,000–11,700 uncalibrated
years BP. He concluded that the habitats of the annual
cereals lay mainly in the open areas of the oak-park forest, in
a relatively narrow strip of the east Mediterranean. Wild
emmer was a natural constituent of this corridor but was
more widespread in its central-southern part than in its
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northern part. This pattern of distribution of wild emmer
wheat was also in existence about 2000 years later, when
human in this region started to cultivate wild emmer.

Being native to the marginal Mediterranean habitats of
the Fertile Crescent, wild emmer T. turgidum ssp. dicoc-
coides was preadapted for cultivation. It is an annual plant,
which grows in mild winters and endures the dry, hot
summer as seeds. Wild emmer is predominantly
self-pollinated and has relatively large grains that assist the
safe and rapid re-establishment of the stand. Their large seed
size rendered them very attractive to the ancient gatherer. Its
annual habit made it also amenable for dry farming, while its
self-pollination system could have aided in the fixation of
desirable mutants and recombinants resulting from rare
outcrossing events. While wild emmer occupies poor, thin,
rocky soils in its natural habitats, it responds well when
transferred to richer habitats.

Cultivation imposed a new evolutionary direction on the
wheats, whereby traits that had the greatest adaptive value in
the cultivated field were preferred. Consequently, selection
pressures exerted by farmers have operated in a different, and
sometimes, even contradictory manner in cultivation and in
wild. During the 10,000 years of wheat cultivation, the cri-
teria for selection varied from time to time and from place to
place, as suggested by Evans (1981) in regard to yield cri-
teria. The first farmers selected plants with large grains and
with more grains per spike. Later on, farmers selected for a
higher ratio of grain harvested to grain sown, i.e., indirectly
selecting for profuse tillering, many grains per spike, and
strong grain retention. As the amount of arable land became a
limiting factor and the crop monotypic, selection preferred
higher number of grains per unit area. In this case, emphasis
was given to lines which were weak competitors, yielded
well in dense planting, and responding well to fertilizers and
various agrochemicals. Thus, during the process of adapta-
tion to the various cultivated environments and to the dif-
ferent demands of man, wheat has responded with a number
of significant morphological and physiological changes. The
main genetic changes reflect the process of adaptability to
agriculture, particularly the loss of the ability of the plants to
propagate and protect the seeds, which left wheat became
fully dependent on the farmer for its survival.

The earliest data relevant to wheat comes from archeo-
logical records from the upper paleolithic Last Glacial
Maximum (LGM) period *23,000 years ago found in the
hunter-gatherer’s sedentary camp of Ohalo II on the shores
of the lake of Galilee, suggesting that there might have been
a period of cultivation of wheat, that was not yet domesti-
cated (Snir et al. 2015). The evidence is that extensive
farming-related activity was detected at this site, as deduced
from various flints, sickle blades and stone grinding tools,
fauna remains, and large amounts of seeds (*10,000 seeds
from cereals) including wild emmer wheat, wild barley and

wild oats, in what was a human-disturbed environment
containing seeds from weedy species (presumably a field). If
this interpretation is correct, this would be the earliest known
site of wild wheat cultivation. Alternatively, it might be a
site where wild emmer wheat, harvested from nearby wheat
stands, was brought and processed. Ohalo II (Snir et al.
2015) is a singular case as there is a gap of *10,000 years
before other human sedentary settlements were found in the
Late Natufian and early Pre-pottery Neolithic-A (PPNA)
(Table 1.1). There is a consensus among several archaeob-
otanists (not considering Ohalo II) that cultivation of wild
cereals predated morphological domestication by >1000
years with wild einkorn in the north Levant as soon as
13,000 Cal-Y BP (Abu Hureyat I and Mureybit I-III) and
11–12,000 Cal-Y BP, with wild emmer in the south Levant
(Tell Aswad, Netiv Hagdud, Zaharat adh-Dhra (see reviews
by Nesbitt 2002; Willcox 2012). During these periods, there
was no clear morphological evidence for the presence of
domesticated wheat.

In recent decades, cytogenetic, genetic, and evolutionary
studies supplemented by archaeological investigations,
contributed to an improved understanding of events occur-
ring during the transition from hunting/gathering to farming
(Willcox 1998). In recent years, two important advances
have occurred in archaeobotany: the recognition of
pre-domestication cultivation and evidence for different
sub-centers of crop domestication within the Fertile Crescent
(Fuller 2007). Evidence for pre-domestication cultivation
has been recognized through the statistical composition of
wild seed assemblage (Colledge 1998, 2001, 2002; Harris
1998; Willcox 1999, 2002; Hillman 2000; Hillman et al.
2001). As is well known from later agricultural periods,
archaeobotanical assemblages are made up predominately of
crops and weeds, together with some gathered fruits and
nuts. This pattern was already recognized in the PPNA and
in some Late Epipalaeolithic sites, by samples dominated by
wild cereals. It was suggested that the primary domesticated
crops of the Neolithic Revolution, namely, einkorn wheat,
emmer wheat, barley, lentil, pea, chickpea, and flax,
appeared initially in a core area, from which they spread
throughout the Middle East (Zohary and Hopf 2000; Sala-
mini et al. 2002; Lev Yadun et al. 2000; Abbo et al. 2010).
Recent archaeobotanical data, however, indicate that
pre-domestication cultivation of the wild progenitors of
these species was carried out autonomously in very early
sites of the Near-Eastern PPNA (Pre-Pottery Neolithic A;
Weiss et al. 2006). In accordance, Willcox (1998) concluded
that the wild progenitors of Old-World cereals and legumes
were exploited for several millennia, before the appearance
of domestic counterparts and in each site, the local wild
prototype were taken into cultivation.

At first, wild emmer was grown for several hundred years
or more, until forms with a tough rachis and non-brittle spike
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gradually appeared, and for one millennium or more, were
grown in a mixture with brittle forms and gradually replaced
them throughout the Levantine Corridor (Kislev 1984;
Tanno and Willcox 2006; Feldman and Kislev 2007). An
archeological record shows that in ancient sites where agri-
culture was practiced, a mixture of spikelets with fragile and
non-fragile rachises was found, and it took several millennia
until the non-fragile spikes became prominent in farming of
emmer wheat (Kislev 1984). Also, in agreement with this
archaeological finding, genetic data showed that the loss of
spike fragility in wild emmer was a gradual process (Nave
et al. 2019) and was presumably spread very slowly from
field to field by farmers. The gradual and prolonged
replacement of wild emmer by the domesticated form was
presumably caused by the fact that farmers used to collect
the spikelets from the ground rather than harvest the spikes
(Kislev 1984; Kislev et al. 2004), applying only a weak
selection in favor of the latter. If wild cereals were harvested
simply by passing through stands and shaking or beating
spikes to knock spikelets into a basket, then the shattering,
wild-type genotypes would be the ones to predominate in the
next year’s crop. Also, a good portion of wild spikelets that
fell to the ground were not collected and germinated next
season, contributing to the new generation of wild wheat.

Hole (1998) discussed the spread of agriculture from its
apparent origin in the southern Levant, into the northeastern
part of the Fertile Crescent. The first evidence of cultivation of
wild emmer was found in PPNA sites in the southern Levant:
Jericho, Netiv Hagdud, Gilgal, Gesher, all clustered within a
15 km radius on alluvial fans in the Jordan Valley, and sites in
southern Syria (Kislev 1997; Colledge 2001; Willcox 2005;
van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1982; Hopf 1983). All these
sites are dated to approximately calibrated 10,300–9500 BP,
just following the Younger Dryas cold interval which termi-
nated ca. 11,000 BP or a little later (Becker et al. 1991).
Mixtures of wild and domesticated emmer were found in the
southern Levant in the early PPNB (9500–9000 BP) (Hopf
1983; Kislev 1988; Rollefson et al. 1985; Colledge 2001; van
Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1982). The first actual domesticates
on the Euphrates appeared in Halula, north Syria, no earlier
than 9000 BP, at least 500 years after their occurrence in the
Jordan Valley. True agricultural villages appeared in the
uplands of the Zagros at 8500 BP, about 1000 years later than
in the Levant. Once agriculture began, it spread through dif-
fusion to indigenous people (Harris 1996), or perhaps had
been ‘invented’ repeatedly, or introduced by emigrant colo-
nizers (Hole 1998).

Fuller (2007) suggested that the domestication syndrome
in cereals usually meets the following six criteria:
(1) Mutations forming a non-brittle rachis. This is often
regarded as the single most important domestication trait,
rendering a species dependent upon the farmer for survival;
(2) Reduction in seed dispersal aids. Wild wheat and barley

have a range of structures that aid seed dispersal, including
hairs, barbs, awns and even the general shape of the spikelet.
Domesticated wheat spikelets are less hairy, have shorter or
no awns and are plump, whereas in the wild, they are heavily
haired, barbed, and aerodynamic in shape (Hillman and
Davies, 1990). This can be considered to have come about
by the removal of natural selection for effective dispersal,
and once removed, metabolic ‘expenditure’ on these struc-
tures is reduced. These traits might evolve under initial
cultivation and can be regarded as part of
‘semi-domestication’; (3) Trends towards increasing grain
size. This is likely to be selected for by open environments
in which larger seedlings have advantages, surviving deeper
burial within disturbed soils; thus, this trait is generally
selected for by tillage and cultivation (Harlan et al., 1973).
Larger seeds are strongly correlated with larger seedlings;
(4) Loss of germination inhibition. Crops tend to germinate
as soon as they are wet and planted: (5) Synchronous til-
lering and ripening. Planting at one time and harvesting at
one time will favor plants that grow in synchronization;
(6) More compact growth habit, erect versus prostrate plants.

13.2.3.2 Selection for Non-brittle Rachis
Several wild characters which had no pre-adaptive value for
cultivation were selected against during domestication. The
change from the wild emmer to the most primitive domes-
ticated form domesticated emmer, T. turgidum ssp. dicoc-
con, involved the selection of phenotypic characters that
suited the farmer rather than the wild environment. This
group of traits represent the ‘domestication syndrome’
(Hammer 1984), and in wheat, mainly involved dramatic
changes in seed dissemination, size and germination, and
mode of seed protection (Zohary et al. 2012). Morphologi-
cally, domesticated emmer is similar to wild emmer, but
differs from it by several of the domestication syndrome
traits that affected the morphology and physiology of the
evolving domesticated form.

Willcox (1998) stated that in the Late Natufian (11,000–
10,300 BP), einkorn was dominant at Mureybit and Abu
Hureyra, north Syria, while wild emmer and wild. barley
was dominant at Ohalo II, Israel. In the Pre-Pottery
Neolithic A (PPNA; 10,300–9500 BP), wild emmer was
found in several sites of the southern Levantine Corridor in
the western flank of the Fertile Crescent) (Table 13.1),
namely, in Israel, Jordan, and southern Syria, while wild
einkorn was found in the northern Levantine Corridor, e.g.,
Jerf el Ahmar and Nureybit, northern Syria (Willcox 1998).
There was small-scale cultivation (Harris 1996), using of
locally available wild cereals as seed stock. No evidence
exists for domesticated cereals in this period. However, at
early PPNB (9500–9000 BP), mixtures of wild and domes-
ticated wheats were found in several sites (Kislev 1984;
Tanno and Wilcox 2006).
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Emmer domestication during early PPNB has been
reported for several sites in the southern and northern parts
of the Levantine corridor (Table 13.1). In many sites during
this period, wild types remained at significant frequencies.
The wheat crop consisted of a mixture of wild and domestic
types. Naked wheat (free-threshing) was found from the
middle to late PPNB (9000–7500 BP) at several sites of the
Levantine corridor (Table 13.1). Emmer that was absent in
the Euphrates Valley, northern Syria, during earlier periods,
appears to have been introduced from elsewhere at Abu
Hureyra and Halula, together with naked wheat (Willcox
1995, 1996). Taking the data from the PPNA and PPNB
together, there is evidence for independent in situ cereal
domestication at different sites, einkorn in the northern part
of the Levantine corridor and emmer in the southern part
(Willcox 1998).

Kislev (1989, 1992) and Nesbitt (2002) pointed out that it
is extremely difficult to distinguish between brittle and
non-brittle forms of emmer in archaeological material. This
is because the ripe ear of both wild and domesticated forms
of emmer disarticulates into single spikelets, spontaneously
or after threshing, respectively, (Kislev et al. 2004). It is only
after unearthing parts of spikes with a tough, non-fragile
rachis that cultivation of non-brittle forms of emmer can be
assumed. Thus, determining the exact time of origin of
non-brittle forms of emmer is a central problem in the study
of wheat domestication. Clear-cut evidence for domestica-
tion dates to the 9th millennium BP, with finds of the
small-grain, free-threshing, naked, tetraploid wheat,
ssp. parvicoccum, in Ramad, southwestern Syria, in 8300–
8000 BP (van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1982), in Tell
Aswad, southwestern Syria, in 8900–8500 BP (van Zeist and
Bakker-Heeres 1982), and in Can Hassan, south Anatolia, in
8400–7700 BP (Hillman 1972, 1978; Kislev 1979/1980,
1992; see below). The free-threshing tetraploid wheat was
presumably preceded by the more primitive, hulled,
domesticated emmer wheat (Kislev 1979/1980).

Morphological and genetic evidence have indicated that
the domesticated subspecies of T. turgidum, and particularly
domesticated emmer, are closely related to wild emmer wheat
T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides (Feldman 2001; Feldman et al.
1995; Feldman and Kislev 2007). This closeness is apparent
from the fact that hybrids between wild emmer and domes-
ticated subspecies of T. turgidum exhibit regular chromo-
some pairing at meiosis, and are fully, or almost fully, fertile
(von Tschermak 1914; Percival 1921). These close relation-
ships are also apparent from the spontaneous hybridization
and gene flow occurring occasionally when wild and
domesticated T. turgidum grow side by side (Cook 1913;
Percival 1921; Feldman and Kislev 2007; Luo et al. 2007).
These data clearly imply that domesticated emmer derived
from wild emmer and that all other domesticated subspecies
of T. turgidum derived from domesticated emmer.

The most critical changes in the transition of a wild type
to a domesticated form involves loss of wild-type seed dis-
semination method, seed size, and seed dormancy (Zohary
et al. 2012). Among these changes, the most conspicuous
trait differentiating between wild emmer and domesticated
emmer, ssp. dicoccon, is rachis brittleness at maturity; in the
wild subspecies, the rachis is brittle, while it is tough and
non-brittle in the domesticated form. The brittle rachis in
wild emmer is an essential trait, leading at maturity to dis-
articulation of the spike, from the top downwards, into
individual arrowhead-shaped spikelets. Each spikelet,
equipping with two long, strong, and straight awns above, a
sharp rachis segment below, and with very stiff hairs that are
bent backwards, is an effective seed-dispersal unit that is
very valuable for seed dissemination and self-planting under
wild conditions (Harlan et al. 1973; Zohary et al. 2012). This
seed-dispersal unit facilitates self-burial in the soil through a
lateral movement of the awns caused by daily changes in
humidity (Elbaum et al. 2007). Buried spikelets are thus
protected from birds, rodents and ants during the long, dry
summer, and ensuring successful germination after the first
rain. This must have proved a nuisance to the ancient farmer
who had to collect most of the spikelets from the ground or
cut the culms before the grains matured. No wonder,
therefore, that types with brittle heads were selected against
and, in contrast, plants with a tough rachis that did not
disarticulate at maturity were favored. Consequently, in
domesticated emmer the mature spike remains intact on the
culm and breaks into individual spikelets only upon slight
application of mechanical pressure at threshing (Dorofeev
et al. 1980). This type of tough rachis was called a
‘semi-tough’ rachis, not to be confused with the fully tough
rachis of the free-threshing tetraploid subspecies wheats
which remains intact when threshed (Hillman and Davis
1990). This difference was caused by mutations for a
semi-tough rachis, that may occasionally occur in the wild
(Kamm 1974) and thus, prevents the dissemination of seeds.
As such, in the wild, it has a negative adaptive value and it is
soon selected against. The selective pressure is especially
strong in grazed areas, where non-brittle mutants are pre-
sumably eliminated soon after appearance. If they survive
the first summer, their grains may germinate on the culm
after the first rain, and the seedlings then dry up. In contrast,
under cultivation, it has a positive value, facilitating easy
harvesting, and was therefore preferred by farmers. Thus,
domestication transformed wheat to be human-dependent,
that can survive only under cultivation in human agricultural
niches to meet human needs (Peng et al. 2011). On the other
hand, domestication of plants has prompted man to be
dependent on food production through cultivation of plants
rather than by gathering them from nature. Hence, the
transition from seed dispersal through spike fragility to
dispersal by farmers is a key event in the domestication of
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cereals (Konopatskaia et al. 2016), and presumably, was one
of the first modifications during domestication.

Despite its strong negative adaptive value, mutants with
non-brittle spikes were found repeatedly in Israeli popula-
tions of wild emmer (Kamm 1974), indicating that this
mutation is not a rare event. von Tschermak (1914) showed
that the main morphological difference between wild and
domesticated emmer, i.e., the non-brittleness of the spike, is
determined by a small number of genes. Indeed, spike
non-brittleness in segregating F2 populations between wild
emmer and durum wheat was determined by two comple-
mentary recessive genes (Levy and Feldman, unpublished
data). Studying a complete series of chromosome-arm sub-
stitution lines in which wild emmer chromosome arms
substituted for their common wheat homologues, Rong
(1999) and Millet et al. (2013) showed that spike
non-brittleness is determined by two recessive genes, one on
the domesticated chromosome arm 3AS and the second, with
a somewhat stronger effect, on the domesticated arm 3BS.
Nalam et al. (2006), using recombinant inbred line popula-
tions, obtained similar results, showing that the Br (brittle
rachis) loci are located in wild emmer chromosome arms
3AS and 3BS, while the domesticated types possess the
recessive br alleles. Genotypes homozygous for only one br
allele (either in 3AS or in 3BS) exhibit semi-brittle spikes in
which the upper part of the spike disarticulates at maturity
and the lower part remains on the culm (Kamm 1974; Rong
1999; Millet et al. 2013).

The two loci, controlling the rachis character in tetraploid
wheat, were first designated Br2 and Br3 (Watanabe and
Ikebata 2000). However, in accordance with the rule for the
symbolization of genes in homoeologous sets, Watanabe
et al. (2002) proposed to designate the group 3 brittle rachis
genes as follows: Br‐A1, (formerly Br2), and Br‐B1 (-
formerly Br3). The dominant alleles of these loci, located on
the short arm of chromosome 3A and 3B, respectively,
determine rachis brittleness in wild emmer wheat, which
leads to spike disarticulation. Homozygosity for dominant
alleles in one locus and for recessive alleles in the second
locus, i.e., Br-A1/Br-A1/br-b1/br-b1 or br-A1/br-A1/
Br-B1/Br-B1, determines fragility only of the upper part of
the spike (Rong 1999; Millet et al. 2013; Avni et al. 2017).
Homozygosity for recessive alleles in both loci, br-A1 and
br-B1, determines a non-brittle rachis (Watanabe and Ikebata
2000; Watanabe et al. 2002; Nalam et al. 2006; Millet et al.
2013; Konopatskaia et al. 2016).

Wedge-type spikelets are formed when disarticulation
occurs immediately below the rachis internode (above the
rachis node) leading to a dispersal unit of a spikelet and a
rachis segment below it, while barrel-type spikelets are
formed when the breakage occurs above the rachis internode
(below the rachis node), resulting in the formation of a
dispersal unit of a spikelet and a rachis segment beside it

(Zohary and Hopf 2000). Sakuma et al. (2011) and Li and
Gill (2006) provided an overview of the disarticulation
systems and inflorescence characteristics, along with the
genes underlying these traits, in the Triticeae tribe. Based on
the observed phenotype of single chromosome additions into
bread wheat, the orthologous brittle-rachis gene Br1, deter-
mining wedge-type disarticulation, has been located in var-
ious Triticeae species on the short arm of homoeologous
group 3 chromosomes (Watanabe and Ikebata 2000; Li and
Gill 2006), including Dasypyrum villosum chromosome 3 V
(Urbano et al. 1988), Thinopyrum bessarabicum chromo-
some 3Eb (King et al. 1997), wild barley Hordeum spon-
taneum chromosome 3H (Takahashi and Hayashi 1964), Ae.
speltoides on chromosome 3S (Friebe et al. 2000; Li and Gill
2006), Ae. bicornis chromosome 3Sb (Riley et al. 1966,
cited in Urbano et al. 1988), and in Ae. sharonensis chro-
mosome 3Ssh (reported by Miller and cited in Urbano et al.
1988). In Ae. longissima, the Br1 gene determines a
spike-type of disarticulation (umbrella-type dispersal unit) is
also located on the short arm of chromosome 3Sl (Friebe
et al. 1993; Urbano et al. 1988), but it causes fragility only in
one site at the lower part of the spike. Br1 genes determining
umbrella-type disarticulation exist on the short arms of
group 3 chromosomes in several other Aegilops species,
namely, Ae. searsii chromosome 3Ss (Friebe et al. 1995),
Ae. peregrina chromosome 3 Sv (Yang et al. 1996), on Ae.
geniculata chromosome 3Mo (Friebe et al. 1999), Ae.
uniaristata chromosome 3N (Miller et al. 1995; Iqbal et al.
2000b). Within Triticum itself, the above-rachis node dis-
articulation gene(s) have been located in wild T. timopheevii
chromosome arms 3AS and 3GS (Li and Gill 2006; Nave
et al. 2021), in wild emmer on chromosome arms 3AS and
3BS (Nalam et al. 2006; Millet et al. 2013, 2014), and in the
feral hexaploid wheat, T. aestivum ssp. tibetanum on chro-
mosome arm 3DS (Chen et al. 1998; Watanabe et al. 2002).
All of these chromosomes carry a gene responsible for dis-
articulation below the rachis internode. Thus, there is ground
for supposing that the disarticulation genes, as a whole form
an orthologous set. Intriguingly, in Ae. tauschii, the
above-rachis internode disarticulation trait leading to
barrel-type disarticulation is controlled by a gene (Br2)
mapping to the long arm of chromosome 3D (Li and Gill
2006) whereas the Br1 gene is located ssp. tibetanum on
3DS (Chen et al. 1998; Watanabe et al. 2002), indicating the
existence of this gene on chromosome 3DS of T. aestivum
and obviously also on 3DS of Ae. tauschii. The Br2 gene is
paralogous to the orthologous Br1 genes, probably formed in
Ae. tauschii by a duplication followed by an
intra-chromosomal transposition to the long arm. Such
translocation of genes is a far from rare event during evo-
lution (Tarchini et al. 2000; Li and Gill 2002;
Pourkheirandish et al. 2007; Faris et al. 2008; Sakuma et al.
2010).
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With the fully assembled the genome of wild emmer
wheat, Avni et al. (2017), using a population derived from a
cross between wild emmer (line Zavitan) and domesticated
durum wheat (cv. Svevo), identified the mutations in the
brittle rachis genes Br-A1 and Br-B1 that lead to non-fragile
spikes in domesticated emmer. They revealed, in agreement
with previous studies (Rong 1999; Watanabe et al. 2002,
2006; Nalam et al. 2006; Millet et al. 2013, 2014), genomic
regions regulating the brittle rachis phenotype in wild
emmer, on the short arm of chromosomes 3A and 3B (15.5
and 32.5 Mb, respectively). Yet, Avni et al. (2017) found
out that each Br1 gene is actually a compound locus, con-
sists of duplicated genes, TdBtr1 and TdBtr2, that exhibit
homology to the Btr1 and Btr2 genes controlling brittle
rachis in wild barley and wild T. monococcum
(Pourkheirandish et al. 2015, 2018). Thus, Avni et al. (2017)
identified the orthologous genes in tetraploid wheat, i.e.,
TtBtr1-A and TtBtr2-A on chromosome arm 3AS, and
TtBtr1-B and TtBtr2-B on chromosome arm 3BS. The
homoeology of TtBtr1-A, TtBtr2-A, TtBtr1-B, and TtBtr2-B
from wild emmer wheat with Btrl and Btr2 on chromosome
arm 3HS of wild barley (Hordeum spontaneum) and with
Btr1 and Btr2 on chromosome arm 3AS of wild T. mono-
coccum, suggests that the location of the genes for the brittle
rachis trait in these species has been conserved.

In diploid wheat, T. monococcum, Pourkheirandish et al.
(2018) reported that a single non-synonymous amino acid
substitution at position 119 (alanine in wild form to thre-
onine in domesticated form) of the protein product of Btr1 is
responsible for the loss of function mutation that leads to the
non-brittle rachis trait. Substitution at position 10 in the
protein product of Btr2, from an aspartic acid in wild to
glutamic acid in domesticated einkorn, had no effect on
rachis brittleness (Pourkheirandish et al. 2018). Their data
supported the hypothesis that the substitution at position 119
of Btr1 causes a functional change implying that the
brittle/non-brittle rachis trait in diploid wheat is only con-
trolled by the allelic status at Btr1.

Similar to the situation in diploid wheat, also in durum
wheat (i.e., cv. Svevo) the mutant alleles btr1-A and btr1-B
presumably are likely loss-of-function alleles (Avni et al.
2017). The causative mutation in Btr1-A is a 2 bp deletion in
the coding sequence which causes a loss-of-function frame
shift, and in Btr1-B, the loss of function is due to a 4 kbp
insertion, 50 bp upstream of the stop codon (Avni et al.
2017). Diversity analysis of 113 wild emmer, 85 domesti-
cated emmer, and 9 durum accessions showed that all
domesticated accessions carry the loss-of-function alleles for
both brittle rachis genes btr-A1 and btr-B1 (Avni et al. 2017).
On the other hand, the fact that no polymorphisms were
detected between the coding regions of wild (line Zavitan)
and domesticated (cv. Svevo) TtBtr2-A or TtBtr2-B alleles,
led Avni et al. (2017) to assume that the combination of the

mutations in the two TtBtr1 genes are complementary and
sufficient to achieve the non-brittle rachis phenotype. These
researchers developed a pair of near-isogenic lines (NILs),
each carrying one functional allele (TtBtr1-A or TtBtr1-B) in
the background of Svevo. Both NILs exhibited an interme-
diate brittle rachis phenotype, in which the upper part of the
spike was brittle, and the lower part was non-brittle. Evi-
dently, these two homozygous recessive mutations of the
TtBtr1 gene (but not in TtBtr2) appear to be required for
transforming the brittle-rachis of wild emmer to non-brittle
one in domesticated tetraploid wheat. Diversity analysis of
113 wild emmer, 85 domesticated emmer, and 9 durum
accessions showed that all accessions of domesticated emmer
and durum carry the loss-of-function alleles for both btr1-A
and btr1-B. The requirement for two homozygous recessive
mutations, suggests that selection for non-brittle rachis in
tetraploid wheat may have been a gradual long process, first
selection for plants showing only partial spike brittleness, due
to a recessive mutation in one of the brittle rachis l genes, and
later, selection for plants showing complete non-brittleness,
arising from possession of two recessive mutations in both
loci. Indeed, archaeological findings suggest that rachis
non-brittleness took several hundred years to become estab-
lished (Kislev 1984; Tanno and Willcox 2006; Feldman and
Kislev 2007; Purugganan and Fuller 2011). The loss of fra-
gility gave rise to the first known domesticated wheat, T.
turgidum ssp. dicoccon, which is grown to this day, albeit on
a small scale (de Vita et al. 2006).

Several studies have shown that some QTLs affect the
brittle-rachis trait, namely, on chromosomes 2A (Peng et al.
2003; Peleg et al. 2011; Tzarfati et al. 2014), 3A (Watanabe
et al. 2006), and 1B (Tzarfati et al. 2014). Thanh et al.
(2013), analyzing F2 plants derived from a cross between
domesticated emmer and wild emmer, detected seventeen
QTLs on chromosomes 1B, 2A, 2B, 3A, 3B, 4A, 5B, and 7B
that affected plant and spike characteristics. Two regions on
chromosomes 2A and 3B had a large effect on rachis fra-
gility, and nine regions on chromosomes 2A and 5B affected
traits related to seed production. Their results indicated that
selection for these QTLs occurred during the domestication
of emmer wheat, prior to the appearance of free-threshing
forms. It was suggested that superimposition of the effect of
all of the QTLs on that of the major genes br-A1 and br-B1
and the subsequent improvement or strengthening of the
non-brittle phenotypes, might have evolved later, under
domestication (Abbo et al. 2012, 2014).

13.2.3.3 Selection for Large Grain Size
An additional requirement for the newly domesticated
wheat was increased grain size. It is well known that wild
and domesticated cereal grains differ in size, and this has
been used to infer the domesticated status of cereals,
already in the earliest PPNB, including sites from the
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Jordan Valley, the upper Euphrates in Syria, and the first
settlements in Cyprus (Colledge 2001, 2004). Domesticated
forms differ from the wild form in kernel morphology; in
the domesticated forms, the grain tends to be wider, thicker
and rounder in cross-section compared to the wild form
(Willcox 1998, 2002, 2004). Current indications from
available archaeobotanical evidence indicate that evolution
of grain shape and size preceded the loss of wild-type seed
dispersal mechanism (Willcox et al. 2008). It is possible
that the early farmers tended to cultivate, and subsequently,
to domesticate, large-seeded genotypes of wild emmer
(Blumler 1992, 1994; Diamond 1997). In fact, Harlan and
Zohary (1966) suggested that a large-seeded race of wild
emmer, growing abundantly in the vicinity of the Upper
Jordan Valley, is the likely progenitor of domesticated
emmer.

Fuller (2007) explored the disjunction in wheat between
seed size increase and loss of seed dispersal, and rates at
which these features evolved were estimated from
archaeobotanical data. He concluded that changes in grain
size and shape evolved prior to non-brittleness of the rachis.
Initial grain size increases may have evolved during the first
centuries of cultivation of wild emmer, within perhaps 500–
1000 years (Fuller 2007).

In accordance with the above, the growing morphometric
database for wheat and barley from the Near East indicates
that wheat and barley grains increased in size starting in the
PPNA and earliest PPNB (Colledge 2001, 2004; Willcox
2004). This is before widespread evidence for the existence
of tough, non-brittle rachises and loss of natural seed
dispersal.

Willcox (1998) suggested that the evolution of large
grains occurred over a few centuries. This explains why
large domestic-type grains were already widespread and
predominant on most Near Eastern sites by the start of the
PPNB (approx. 9500 years BP). This evidence raises the
question of how large-grained varieties of wild emmer
evolved. One possibility is that methods of processing, such
as use of sieves after threshing and winnowing, served to
bias larger grains for stored cereals.

Gegas et al. (2010), analyzing morphometric and quan-
titative traits in several recombinant-doubled haploid popu-
lations of elite winter lines of common wheat and a
comparison of grain material from primitive wheat species
and modern elite varieties, concluded that grain shape and
size are independent traits in both modern varieties and in
primitive wheat species that are under the control of distinct
genetic elements. They suggested that wheat domestication
resulted in a switch from production of a relatively small
grain with a long, thin shape to a more uniform, larger grain,
with a short, wide shape. Their data illustrated the complex
history of domesticated wheat evolution, suggesting that

various traits arose independently at different stages. For
example, these authors suggested that grain size increased
early in domestication, through alterations both in grain
width and length, followed, at later stages, by further mod-
ifications in grain shape, primarily, changes in grain length.
In addition, the decrease in phenotypic diversity in grain
morphology in modern commercial wheat is shown to be the
result of a relatively recent and severe bottleneck that may
have occurred either during the transition from hulled wheat
to the free-threshing subspecies, or, more recently, through
modern breeding programs.

13.2.3.4 Selection for Rapid and Synchronous
Germination

Other requirements for the newly domesticated wheat were
prevention of untimely germination, rapid and uniform
germination after sowing, simultaneous ripening of grains,
and erect rather than prostrate culms. Wild emmer wheat has
two types of seed dormancy: a post-harvest type and a
long-range type. The first type prevents premature and
untimely germination—an important feature, pre-adapted to
agriculture, particularly in view of the fact that seeds were
often stored under unsuitable conditions. The second type of
dormancy ensures a temporal distribution of germination in
nature: it is invariably the larger grain of the second floret in
each spikelet that germinates in the first autumn, while the
smaller, darker grain of the first floret germinates the fol-
lowing year. Such temporal distribution of germination,
referred to as differential dormancy (Nave et al. 2016),
prevents, on the one hand, crowding of plants, and, on the
other hand, ensures the occupation of sites for two years.
Horovitz et al. (2013) reported that differential dormancy
characterizing intact spikelets also exists in grains that were
separated from the spikelet. This shows that differential
dormancy is not the result of inhibitory factors extracted
from the glumes and palea, but, rather, is caused by internal
factors within the grains themselves.

Using phenotypic data from a wild emmer x durum wheat
population and a high-density genetic map, Nave et al.
(2016) exposed the genetic mechanism controlling differ-
ential grain dimensions and dormancy within wild tetraploid
wheat spikelets. They showed that, in wild emmer, the lower
grain within the spikelet is about 30% smaller and more
dormant than the larger, upper grain. They also revealed a
major locus on the long arm of chromosome 4B that
explains >40% of the observed variation in grain dimensions
and seed dormancy within spikelets. The domesticated
variant of this locus, designated QGD-4BL, likely fixed
during the domestication process, favors spikelets with seeds
of uniform size and synchronous germination. In addition, a
QTL for mean kernel weight was located on chromosome
5A (Tzarfati et al. 2014).
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13.2.3.5 Monophyletic Versus Polyphyletic
Origin of Domesticated Emmer

Harlan (1975) asserted that emmer wheat was domesticated
many times in various parts of the Fertile Crescent. Yet, new
evidence showed very clearly that in most regions where
agriculture began, primary crops were domesticated only
once or very few times. Concurrently, Blumler (1992, 1996)
suggested that emmer was domesticated only once, and that
diffusion of cultivation of emmer was far more important
than independent invention. In agreement, the results of
Haudry et al. (2007), who analyzed nucleotide diversity at
21 loci in wild emmer and domesticated wheats, are con-
sistent with a monophyletic origin of all the domesticated
lines studied, which is consistent with a single domestication
event for emmer wheat (Zohary 1999). This is in agreement
with recent archaeological data that support the view of
emmer domestication as a geographically diffuse, gradual
process, rather than an independent discovery and use of
non-brittle types (Blumler 1996; Weiss et al. 2006

The genetic evidence reported by Salamini and coworkers
(Salamini et al. 2002; Ozkan et al. 2002, 2005, 2011),
identify the ancestral population of wild emmer from which
domesticated emmer derived. Salamini and coworkers used
amplified fragment length polymorphism (AFLP) finger-
printing of nuclear DNA to estimate the genetic similarity
between wild and domesticated emmer populations (Ozkan
et al. 2002; Salamini et al. 2002). They constructed
neighbor-joining trees, from which they concluded that wild
populations from the Karacadag Mountains in southeastern
Turkey, are more similar to domesticated emmer than are
other wild populations. This fact supports the hypothesis of a
monophyletic origin of domesticated emmer (Zohary 1999).
However, Allaby and Brown (2003, 2004) claim that a
monophyletic origin might be erroneously inferred when
populations are examined by AFLP genotyping and
neighbor-joining analysis. Questioning the use of AFLP
analysis for studies on the origin of crops, they argued, based
on simulation data, that results resembling a monophyletic
tree can be obtained when merging data from populations
that were independently domesticated. In 172 out of 180
simulations, the domesticated hybrid formed a single clade
in the resulting neighbor-joining tree (Allaby and Brown
2003). They argued that the combination of hybridization
among populations, migration, and genetic drift may affect
the shape of phylogenetic trees, which cannot be used to
correctly reconstruct the history of the relationships between
domesticated and wild populations (Allaby and Brown
2004).

All the domesticated wheats containing he BBAA or
BBAADD genome have the same mutation, supporting a
monophyletic origin. Later introgressions might have hap-
pened that change the phylogeny. But the seminal events are
shared by all wheats. Yet, the study of Nave et al. (2019),

does not rule out a series of events occurring at different
places and at different times. Willcox (2002) and Tanno and
Willcox (2006) report that archaeological data support the
view that domestication occurred independently in several
places. Recent work on domesticated emmer wheat has
identified two different lineages of a gluten genes which are
so different that they are estimated to have evolved apart
hundreds of thousands of years ago, i.e., long before
domestication of wild emmer wheat. Such evidence implies
two separate domestications of emmer (Allaby et al. 1999;
Brown 1999; reviewed in Jones and Brown 2000).

Some domestication events may not be on the genetic
record because the early cultivars have disappeared, and
present-day populations represent only a fraction of those
grown in the past. For instance, a large fraction of the
ancient gene pool of domesticated tetraploid wheat was lost
in the Near East about 2500 years ago, or earlier, when
ssp. durum replaced domesticated emmer and the
small-grained, free-threshing tetraploid wheat, ssp. Parvic-
occum (Nesbitt 2002). Nonetheless, it may be reasonable to
assume that the technology to cultivate wild plants origi-
nated in one of the sites of the Levantine Corridor and its
spread to other Levantine sites motivated the local PPNA
people to start cultivating wild plants that grew in their
vicinity. Indeed, archaeological evidence indicates that dif-
ferent Near Eastern communities cultivated various local
species during the PPNA (Weiss et al. 2006).

Archaeobotanical studies showed that acquisition of the
full set of traits observed in domesticated emmer was a
prolonged process, intermediate stages being seen at early
farming sites throughout the Fertile Crescent (Brown et al.
2009). New genetic data are confirming the multiregional
nature of cereal domestication, correcting a previous view
that each crop was domesticated by a rapid, unique and
geographically localized process. Brown et al. (2009)
reviewed the evidence that has prompted this reevaluation of
the origins of domesticated crops in the Fertile Crescent.
Taken together, the archaeobotanical morphotypes and
genetics suggest the occurrence of several domestications of
wheat and barley in the Near Eastern Fertile Crescent region,
and there is no reason to attribute them all to a single
micro-region or a single process of agricultural origins, but
to at least two or perhaps three (Willcox 2005).

Civáň et al. (2013) used datasets of nuclear gene
sequences and novel markers detecting retrotransposon
insertions in ribosomal DNA loci, to reassess the evolu-
tionary relationships among subspecies of tetraploid wheat,
T. turgidum. They concluded that domesticated emmer has a
reticulated genetic ancestry, sharing phylogenetic signals
with wild populations from all parts of the wild emmer
range. Assuming that the extent of the genetic reticulation
cannot be explained by post-domestication gene flow
between domesticated emmer and wild emmer, they
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suggested that domesticated emmer originated from a
hybridized population of different wild lineages. Conse-
quently, they claimed that the phylogenetic relationships
among tetraploid wheats are incompatible with simple linear
descent of the domesticated emmer from a single wild
emmer population and proposed an alternative model for
the emergence of domesticated emmer. During a
pre-domestication period, diverse wild populations were
collected from a large area west of the Euphrates and were
cultivated in mixed stands. Within these cultivated stands,
hybridization gave rise to lineages displaying reticulated
genealogical relationships with their ancestral populations.
Domesticated emmer was derived from such reticulated lines
of wild emmer. Then again, the mixtures of wild and
domesticated emmer that existed for one millennium or
more, enabled gene flow between the newly formed geno-
type bearing a non-brittle rachis and the different genotypes
of wild emmer. Moreover, during the long period of culti-
vation, introgression of various wild emmer genes into
domesticated emmer, from plants that grew close to
domesticated emmer, was not a rare event (Blumler 1998;
Luo et al. 2007).

Similar conclusion was reached by Oliveira et al. (2020).
These researchers used genotyping-by-sequencing (GBS) to
investigate the evolutionary history of domesticated tetra-
ploid wheats and identified 1,172,469 single nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) in 189 wild and domesticated
wheats. Principal component analyses separated wild emmer
from e domesticated emmers and the naked wheats, showing
that SNP typing by GBS is capable of providing robust
information on the genetic relationships between subspecies
of tetraploid wheat. Their data suggest that domesticated
tetraploid wheats have closest affinity with wild emmers
from the northern Fertile Crescent, consistent with the results
of previous genetic studies on the origins of domesticated
wheat. However, a more detailed examination of admixture
and allele sharing between domesticates and different wild
populations, along with genome-wide association studies
(GWAS), showed that the domesticated tetraploid wheats
have also received a substantial genetic input from wild
emmer types from the southern Levant. Taking account of
archaeological evidence that tetraploid wheats were first
cultivated in the southern Levant, Oliveira et al. (2020)
suggest that a pre-domesticated crop spread from the
southern Levant to southeast Turkey and became mixed with
a wild emmer population from the northern Fertile Crescent.
Fixation of the domestication traits in this mixed population
would account for the allele sharing and GWAS results that
we report. Oliveira et al. (2020) also propose that feralization
of the component of the pre-domesticated population that
did not acquire domestication traits has resulted in the
modern wild population from southeast Turkey displaying
features of both the domesticated and wild emmer from the

southern Levant, and hence appearing to be the sole pro-
genitor of domesticated tetraploids when the phylogenetic
relationships are studied by methods that assume a treelike
pattern of evolution.

13.2.3.6 Site(s) of Origin of Domesticated Emmer
Domestication may not have taken place where the wild
cereals were most abundant (Harlan and Zohary 1966). Why
should anyone cultivate a cereal where natural stands are as
dense as a cultivated field? If wild cereal grasses can be
harvested in almost unlimited quantities, why should anyone
bother to till the soil and plant the seed? Harlan and Zohary
(1966) suspected that harvesting of wild cereals lingered on
long after some people had learned to farm, and that farming
itself may have originated in areas adjacent to, rather than
within, the regions of greatest abundance of wild cereals.

Already Harlan and Zohary (1966) assumed that the thin,
sporadic stands of wild emmer in the Taurus-Zagros arc
would hardly have been very attractive to the food-collecting
cultures of the region. In contrast, the massive stands around
the Lake of Galilee would surely have been more useful to a
harvester of wild grass seeds. The archaeological and genetic
evidence tends to point in the same direction (Table 13.1).
While there is currently more knowhow on the genetic
changes that led to the formation of domesticated emmer, the
site(s) in which it was formed still require more clarification.
Harlan and Zohary (1996) assumed that most of the
domesticated subspecies of T. turgidum derived from the
race of wild emmer now found in the upper Jordan water-
shed and thus, concluded that emmer was likely domesti-
cated in that region.

Harlan and Zohary (1966) were not the first to propose
the southern Levant as the place where wheat farming began.
Vavilov, travelling the Levant in 1926, noticed a peculiar
form of wild wheat that accompanied domesticated durum
wheat in Israel (then Palestine) (Vavilov 1957), and con-
cluded that it must be the wild progenitor of domesticated
wheats because of its similarity to domesticated ssp. durum.
This form was very distinct from other forms of wild emmer,
which led Vavilov to classify it as a subspecies of wild
emmer. Its spikes were large, with rough spikelets and large
grains, undoubtedly representing the closest wild source of
cultivated wheat, especially of durum wheat (Vavilov 1962).
This type of wild emmer is currently considered as a
derivative from hybridization of wild x domesticated durum
wheat.

Archaeological data showed that the cultivation of wild
emmer took place within or near the current geographical
distribution area of wild emmer, i.e., in the Levantine Cor-
ridor (Hillman, 1996; Harris, 1998; Bar-Yosef, 1998;
Bar-Yosef and Kislev, 1989; Bar-Yosef and Belfer-Cohen,
1992). The Levantine Corridor is the western part of the
Fertile Crescent, encompassing a relatively narrow strip east
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of the Mediterranean Sea, from southeast Turkey in the
north, to the Sinai Peninsula in the south (Bar-Yosef 1998).
This corridor was divided into northern part including
southeastern Turkey and northern Syria, and southern part
including southwestern Syria, Southeastern Lebanon, eastern
Israel and western Jordan., Bar-Yosef and Kislev (1989) and
Kislev (1989, 1992) stated that wild emmer is the earliest
wheat in archaeological material from early Neolithic sites in
the southern Levantine Corridor (Table 13.1).

It is reasonable to assume that during the long cultivation
of wild emmer (10,300–9500 BP) non-brittle types of emmer
were derived from mutations of brittle types in various sites
in the Levantine Corridor. Indeed, remnants of apparently
non-brittle emmer wheat, mixed with remnants of brittle
types, were found in several sites of the Near East, dating to
the middle of the 9th millennium BP (Table 13.1).

Unfortunately, it is not known when man adopted the
mutations that transformed wild emmer into domesticated
emmer. In spite of being hulled and therefore, difficult to
thresh, domesticated emmer was one of the most prominent
crops for almost 6000 years, from the PPNB to the Iron Age,
in farming villages throughout the Near East. In the 8th
millennium BP, it was taken from the hilly and mountainous
regions of the Fertile Crescent, in mixtures with naked tet-
raploid wheat, to the lowlands of Mesopotamia, from where
it spread further to Central Asia and India, and westward to
Anatolia, then spreading to the Mediterranean basin and
Europe. During the 6th millennium BP, domesticated emmer
was taken to Egypt, and later to Ethiopia, some 5000 years
ago (Feldman 2001).

Domesticated emmer could have evolved from wild
emmer by a monophyletic, diphyletic, or polyphyletic
manner. Salamini and coworkers, using amplified fragment
length polymorphism (AFLP) fingerprinting of nuclear DNA
to estimate the genetic similarity between wild and domes-
ticated emmer populations (Ozkan et al. 2002; Salamini et al.
2002), concluded that wild populations from the Karacadag
Mountains in southeastern Turkey, are more similar to
domesticated emmer than are other wild populations. On the
other hand, Mori et al. (2003), using large-scale chloroplast
DNA fingerprinting, analyzed larger sample of wild emmer
from southeastern Turkey and Iraq. They concluded that two
distinct maternal lineages were involved in the domestica-
tion of emmer, and that the domestication of emmer occur-
red independently in at least two locales; one site was in the
Kartal Dagi Mountains, southern Turkey, about 280 km
west of Karacadag, and the second could not be identified,
but several closely related haplotypes of wild emmer were
found in four geographically distant regions. After analyzing
these same accessions by AFLP, Ozkan et al. (2005) con-
cluded that wild emmer accessions from the Karacadag
region and from the Sulaimanyia region in northern Iraq, are
equally closely related to domesticated emmer. To revisit the

question of emmer domestication, Luo et al. (2007) pointed
out that populations of wild emmer from the Kartal Dagi
Mountains and Urfa plateau in southeastern Turkey, and
from Iraq and Iran, were either inadequately sampled or not
sampled at all by Ozkan et al. (2002), and consequently, the
site at which emmer was domesticated remains inconclusive.
They performed restriction fragment length polymorphism
(RFLP) analysis at 131 loci and found that gene flow
between wild and domesticated emmer occurred massively
across the entire area of wild emmer distribution and con-
cluded that emmer was likely domesticated in the Karacadag
area (Diyarbakir region) in southeastern Turkey, which was
followed by subsequent hybridization and introgression from
wild to domesticated emmer in the southern Levant. Alter-
natively, although less likely from their point of view,
emmer was domesticated independently in the Karacadag
area and in the southern Levant (Luo et al. 2007). Thus, the
data of Mori et al. (2003), Ozkan et al. (2002, 2005, 2011),
and Luo et al. (2007) suggest a diphyletic or polyphyletic
origin of domesticated emmer.

Nave et al. (2019) investigated, via haplotype analysis of
a large collection of wild and domesticated emmer acces-
sions, the geographical birthplace of the recessive mutations
in the brittle rachis genes, Br-A1 and Br-B1 (=Btr1-A and
Btr1-B), mutations that determine spike non-brittleness. The
precursor of the domesticated haplotype of br-A1 was
detected in 32% of the wild accessions gathered throughout
the Levant, from central Israel to eastern Turkey. In contrast,
the precursor of the domesticated haplotype of br-B1 was
found in only 10% of the tested wild accessions, all from the
southern Levant. Moreover, this haplotype is shared by all
domesticated tetraploid and hexaploid wheats tested so far
(Naveh et al. 2019). The phytogeographical results challenge
the above thinking regarding the birthplace of domesticated
emmer as well as regarding the concept of di- or
poly-phyletic origins of domesticated emmer. Specifically,
the precursor of br-B1 presents a direct evolutionary link
between domesticated wheat and wild emmer from the
southern Levant, contrary to the widely held view that the
northern Levant was the center of domestication of wild
emmer. On the basis of the evidence presented by Nave et al.
(2019), it is hypothesized that humans may have spread
certain wild emmer genotypes from across the Fertile
Crescent prior to domestication. Such a ‘pre-domestication
circulation of wild crop progenitors’ theory could reconcile
the wide distribution of the precursor of the domesticated
br–A1 haplotype and also aligns well with archaeological
evidence of wild crop harvesting and utilization in the
southern Levant prior to the Neolithic era. However, the
identification of a single southern Levant wild emmer
genotype that carried the progenitor haplotypes for the
alleles br-A1 and br-B1 suggests that the first domesticated
emmer appeared there. Later, domesticated emmer spread
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out to northern Levant, capturing local genetic diversity
along the way, while maintaining the br-A1 and br-B1
mutations.

Recently, Gornicki et al. (2014) sequenced whole
chloroplast genomes isolated from twenty-five chloroplast
genomes, and genotyped 1127 plant accessions representing
13 Triticum and Aegilops species. They detected a higher
diversity of the chloroplast genome in the southern Levant
populations of wild emmer than in the northern population
and suggested that wild emmer originated there. They fur-
ther suggested that the major chloroplast haplotype H1 of
wild emmer was the founder of all domesticated species of
the lineage, most of which also carry H1. This haplotype
exists in the southern Levant as well as in southeastern
Turkey. The geographic distribution of the chloroplast
haplotypes of the wild tetraploid wheats, wild emmer and
wild timopheevii, and those of Ae. speltoides, the assumed
donor of the cytoplasm to the tetraploid wheats, demon-
strates the possible geographic origin of the emmer lineage
in the southern Levant and of the timopheevii lineage in
northern Iraq.

13.2.4 Origin of Tetraploid Wheat
with Free-Threshing Grains

13.2.4.1 Genetic Control of the Free-Threshing
Trait

The loss of self-seed dissemination and the temporal control
of germination was followed in the more advanced domes-
ticated subspecies of T. turgidum, by the loss of self-seed
protection. Both the wild form and the more primitive
domesticated forms of T. turgidum, i.e., ssp. dicoccon and
ssp. paleocolchicum, have hulled grains. Their grains are
enclosed in the spikelet by tough glumes that do not break
during threshing. In hulled wheats, the products of threshing
are spikelets, rather than grains. Usually, the spikes of hulled
domesticated wheats break during threshing at the same
place at which their wild counterpart disarticulates sponta-
neously. In other words, threshing these still primitive
wheats ‘mimics’ the shattering pattern of their wild pro-
genitor; the individual spikelet with the internode segment at
the base of the product of threshing. However, instead of the
smooth abscission scars, which characterize the wild form,
the surface of the breakage scars in the domestic hulled
wheats is rough.

Domestication of tetraploid wheats went one step further,
changing the hulled ssp. dicoccon to a free-threshing form.
Hence, the free-threshing (or naked) tetraploid wheats
emerged from already domesticated crops, i.e., domesticated
emmer wheat, and are therefore termed secondary crops
(Hillman and Davis 1990). All more advanced domesticated
subspecies of T. turgidum are free threshing. Their glumes

are thinner and do not invest the grains tightly, and their
rachis is fully tough. Consequently, threshing releases naked
kernels. Because of this difference in threshing product,
hulled wheats handling by the farmer is different from
handling of the free threshing. In the hulled wheat, the grains
have to be freed from the spikelets (usually by pounding)
before they can be used. The utilization of naked wheat is
simpler since threshing yields free grains. Because of the
different appearances of the marketed products, hulled and
free-threshing wheats were often regarded in antiquity as
different cereals, and they were even called different names.
For instance, in the bible (Exodus 9:32) free-threshing type
was called ‘wheat’ (chitta in Hebrew) whereas hulled type
was called ‘rie’ (=spelt; kosemeth in Hebrew).

The appearance of naked kernels was the second most
important step in domestication of tetraploid wheat, after
development of the non-brittle rachis. This trait could have
been derived from a mutation that reduces the toughness of
the glumes and increases the rigidity of the rachis (McFadden
and Sears 1946; Morris and Sears 1967). The hulled,
non-free-threshing emmer wheats contain the q gene, which
determines a speltoid spike, characterized by an elongated
spear-shaped spike, easily broken rachis and rigid, thick
glumes. A clear distinction of glume shape has long been
known between free-threshing ssp. carthlicum, which bears
round glumes without keels, like free-threshing hexaploid
wheats, and other free-threshing tetraploid wheats, which
bear boat-shaped, keeled glumes (Muramatsu 1986). Watkins
(1928, 1940) reported that, with the exception of
ssp. carthlicum, all tetraploid wheats, including the
free-threshing forms, had keeled glumes and therefore, pos-
sess the gene K, which was later determined to be the same
as q (Mac Key 1954a). Mac Key (1954a, b, 1966, 1968,
1975) suggested that the free-threshing tetraploids contain a
polygenic genetic system dictating this trait. However,
Muramatsu (1978, 1979, 1985, 1986) showed that all the
free-threshing forms of tetraploid wheat carry the dominant
allele Q, but its expression may be modified, to some extent,
by the genetic background (Muramatsu 1986). The indica-
tion is that the keeled glume in tetraploid wheat is due to
genes of the A and B genomes and not to genes of the D
genome (Fans et al. 2006). This is implied from the fact that
glumes do not show a clear keel in Ae. tauschii, the D gen-
ome donor to the hexaploid wheats (Muramatsu 1986).
Muramatsu assessed the effects of chromosome 5A of various
tetraploids in the background of hexaploid wheat, cv. Chi-
nese Spring, and found that not only ssp. carthlicum has the
QQ genotype, but also ssp. polonicum and ssp. durum.
There are some varieties of tetraploid wheat that have
square-head spikes. Because squareheadedness is one of the
pleiotropic effects of Q, it is unlikely in a plant with genotype
qq. Indeed, Muramatsu (1979) demonstrated that ssp. dic-
occon var. liguliforme, which has a semi-tough rachis with
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keeled glumes and square-headed spikes, contains Q. Based,
on this, Muramatsu (1986) concluded that there is a wide
phenotypic variation of characteristics in different QQ lines,
and suggested that this range of variation is very narrow in
the absence of Q, but when Q is present, they express an
obvious phenotype.

Thus, all the extant, free-threshing tetraploids contain the
dominant Q factor, determining the free-threshing trait
(Muramatsu 1986; Simons et al. 2006). The Q factor, located
on the long arm of chromosome 5A (Sears 1954), is one of
the most significant domestication loci, as it controls the
free-threshing characteristic and several other domestication-
related traits. While the 5A homoeoallele has the most sig-
nificant contribution, other homoeoalleles (on 5B in tetra-
ploid and 5B and 5D in hexaploid wheat) were also shown to
be involved in the domestication traits (Zhang et al. 2011).
The q gene homoeoallele on chromosome 5B became a
pseudogene after allotetraploidization. Expression analysis
indicated that, whereas Q plays a major role in conferring
domestication-related traits, the q homoeoallele on 5D
contributes directly and q on 5B indirectly to suppression of
the speltoid phenotype. Hence, according to Zhang et al.
(2011), the evolution of the Q/q loci in polyploid wheat
resulted in the hyper-functionalization of Q on 5A,
pseudogenization of q on 5B, and sub-functionalization of q
on 5D, all contributing to the domestication traits.

Q is thought to be a major regulatory gene for floral
development (Muramatsu 1986). It encodes an AP2-like
transcription factor that played an important role in the
domestication of polyploid wheat (Simons et al. 2006;
Zhang et al. 2011). Actually, Q has pleiotropic influences on
many other domestication-related traits, such as spike den-
sity and length (square-head spike), fertility of the basal
spikelets, glume shape and tenacity, glume keel formation,
rachis fragility, plant height, spike emergence time, and
chlorophyll pattern along nerves as well as grain size and
shape, in a complicated interaction pattern (Mac Key 2005;
Simons et al. 2006). This pleotropic effect stems from the
fact that Q is a transcription factor that activates many dif-
ferent genes (Simons et al. 2006; Zhang et al. 2011).
Actually, the Q gene has a high degree of similarity to
members of the AP2 family of transcription factors.

The mutation from q to Q occurred at the tetraploid level,
from where it was transferred to hexaploid wheat (Simons
et al. 2006). Muramatsu (1963) proposed that Q is a tripli-
cation of q, since five doses of q conferred the same phe-
notype as two doses of Q. However, the Q gene was recently
isolated and characterized (Faris et al. 2003; Jantasuriyarat
et al. 2004; Simons et al. 2006) and the data of the latter,
involving Southern analysis and sequencing of a large bac-
terial artificial chromosomes (BACs) spanning Q, indicated
that Q is not a duplication of q, but most likely arose through
a gain-of-function mutation. The two alleles differ in a single

nucleotide (GAG in q and GCG in Q), leading to a change in
one amino acid, namely, all q-containing forms have valine
in position 329, whereas all Q-containing forms possess an
isoleucine at this position (Simons et al. 2006). The mutation
that gave rise to Q occurred only once leading to the world’s
cultivated wheats (Simons et al. 2006). Although Simons
et al. (2006) considered a SNP, leading to the substitution of
a valine by an isoleucine at position 329, as a possible cause
for the Q mutation, they also noted a conserved SNP in the
miRNA 172 binding site. Subsequent work by Debernardi
et al. (2017) showed that in fact the SNP within the miRNA
binding site is the causal polymorphism for the functional
difference between the Q and q alleles. Moreover, Q is more
abundantly transcribed than q (Simons et al. 2006), which
lies in accord with the finding of Muramatsu (1963) who
showed that extra doses (five or six) of q mimics the effect
of Q in common wheat. Increased transcription of Q was
most obviously associated with spike compactness and
reduced plant height, as in plants tetrasomic for chromosome
5A (Sears 1954). The higher level of transcription of Q is
also consistent with its dominant nature, as well as with the
disruption of the miRNA 172 suppressive effect (Debernardi
et al. 2017). Zhang et al. (2020) reported on new advances
on Q’s mode of action using transcriptomics and phenotypic
analyses. They show that modification of cell wall thickness
and composition of glumes, e.g., lignin versus cellulose
ratio, correlates with the expression of genes involved in
secondary cell wall biosynthesis.

The discovery of a gene on the short arm of chromosome
2D of Ae. tauschii, designated Tg, that affects threshability
by conferring tenacious glumes in synthetic 6 � am-
phiploids T. turgidum-Ae. tauschii (Kerber and Dyck 1969;
Kerber and Rowland 1974; see Sect. 13.3.2), promoted
search for orthologous Tg genes in subgenomes A and B of
T. turgidum and in its parental diploids. Consequently,
Simonetti et al. (1999), analyzing a set of recombinant
inbred lines, derived from a cross between the cv. Messapia
of durum wheat and accession MG4343 of wild emmer,
found that chromosome arm 2BS of wild emmer carries a
gene that suppresses the free-threshing trait by determining
tenacious glumes. Evidently, chromosome arm 2BS of wild
emmer contains a Tg allele that determines tough glumes and
2BS of the free-threshing form ssp. durum contains the tg
allele determining soft glumes (Simonetti et al. 1999). That
the Tg allele exists on chromosome 2Mo of Ae. geniculata
was shown by conferring tenacious glumes thru these
chromosomes in addition and substation line in bread wheat
(Friebe et al. 1999). Moreover, these authors reported that
the spike morphology of disomic addition line 2Mo is similar
to those of all of the homoeologous group 2 chromosomes of
the Triticeae that have been added to CS wheat, in having
tenacious glumes. Faris et al. (2014) and Sharma et al.
(2019) reported that domesticated emmer, like wild emmer,
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also carries Tg alleles on chromosomes 2A and 2B. In
accordance with the rule for the symbolization of genes in
homoeologous sets, the Tg genes in emmer wheat should be
designated Tg-A1 and Tg-B1. The gene Tg-B1 was found
homoeoallelic to Tg-D1 on chromosome arm 2DS of Aegi-
lops tauschii (Faris et al. 2014).

Genetic analysis indicated that the effects of the three
genes, Q, tg-A1, and tg-B1, are additive, with Q having the
most profound effect on threshability, and that free-threshing
alleles are necessary at all three loci to attain a complete
free-threshing phenotype (Sharma et al. 2019). Thus, the
free-threshing trait in tetraploid wheat is determined by the
three complementary genes, Q, tg-A1 and tg-B1, and
therefore, three mutations were required to produce the
free-threshing character in ssp. parvicoccum, the primitive
free-threshing tetraploid wheat, changing the genotype
qqTgTgTgTg to QQtgtgtgtg (Jantasuriyarat et al. 2004; Faris
et al. 2014; Sharma et al. 2019). These mutations must have
occurred within a relatively short period (Sharma et al.
2019). Domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon, first appeared in
the Levant in the early PPNB period, i.e., from 9500 to 9000
uncalibrated years ago, and early free-threshing tetraploid
wheat, presumably spp. parvicoccum, appeared in the mid-
dle to late PPNB, i.e., 9000–7500 uncalibrated years ago
(Table 13.1). Muramatsu (1979) showed that a variety of
domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon var. liguliforme, which
has a semi-tough rachis with keeled glumes, contains the
Q allele. This taxon is hulled presumably because it carries
the Tg alleles on chromosome 2A and/or 2B. The presence
of Q in some lines of domesticated emmer may indicate that
the mutation from q to Q may have already occurred in this
subspecies.

Another major gene affecting the free-threshing trait was
identified and allocated to the short arm of chromosome 2Am

of diploid wheat, T. monococcum (Taenzler et al. 2002;
Sood et al. 2009). A recessive mutation of this gene, called
sog (soft glume), determines the soft glume trait in var.
sinskajae of domesticated T. monococcum [according to van
Slageren (1994) this taxon should receive the rank of a
variety rather than of a species]. Whereas Simonetti et al.
(1999), Taenzler et al. (2002), and Jantasuriyarat et al.
(2004) considered tg and sog to be orthologoues, Sood et al.
(2009), comparing the map positions of sog and Tg using
homoeologous group-2-specific RFLP markers, found these
genes to be non-orthologous.

Several minor genes and modifiers also are involved in
determining the threshability trait (Tzarfati et al. 2014).
Similar to the finding of Jantasuriyarat et al. (2004) in
hexaploid wheat, QTLs for threshing time and threshing
efficiency were found on the long arm of chromosome 5A of
tetraploid wheat, overlapping with the position of the
Q gene, and on chromosomes 2A and 2B which, according
to their locations, may correspond to the sog gene (Sood

et al. 2009). Peleg et al. (2011) and Tzarfati et al. (2014)
detected additional QTLs affecting threshability on chro-
mosome 4B and chromosome 3A. QTLs affecting glume
toughness were also found on chromosomes 4A, 6A and 7B
(Simonetti et al. 1999; Peleg et al. 2011). Taken together, the
threshability trait in tetraploid wheat seems to be under the
control of several major and minor genes (Tzarfati et al.
2014).

Interestingly, the number of domestication-related QTLs
mapped to the A subgenome was two-fold higher than those
found on the B subgenome, i.e., 24 QTL effects for
domestication and domestication-related traits in the A
subgenome versus only 11 such QTLs in the B subgenome
(Tzarfati et al. (2014). This is in accordance with the concept
of ‘genome asymmetry’, implying that the A subgenome is
dedicated to the control of morphological traits,
house-keeping metabolic reactions and yield components
(Peng et al. 2003; Feldman et al. 2012).

In addition to the above-mentioned classical domestica-
tion traits that were selected in the process of domestication
of ssp. dicoccon and evolution of ssp. parvicoccum, durum
and other free-threshing subspecies of T. turgidum, several
other domestication traits that were advantageous to the
farmer were selected over time. These include plant erect-
ness versus the prostrate grassy types, simultaneous ripening
of grains, increased number of seeds per spikelet, increased
grain size, and reduced seed dormancy (Feldman 2001).
Golan et al. (2015), compared grain weight, embryo weight,
and the interaction between these two traits in ssp. durum
and wild emmer wheat. They found that grain weight was
increased under cultivation without any parallel change in
embryo weight, resulting in a significantly reduced (30%)
embryo weight/grain weight ratio in durum wheat. Using a
population of recombinant inbred substitution lines, they
found that a cluster of loci affecting grain weight and shape
was located on the long arm of chromosome 2A, whereas a
locus controlling embryo weight was mapped to the short
arm of chromosome 2A. Their results suggest a differential
selection of grain and embryo weight during the evolution of
domesticated wheat.

At the end of the Pre-Pottery Neolithic B period in the
Near East, about 7500 uncalibrated years BP, all the major
evolutionary processes required to produce domesticated
tetraploid wheat had already been completed (Kislev 1984).
Notably, the origin and establishment of the main domesti-
cated wheat, ssp. dicoccon and ssp. parvicoccum, occurred
within the first millennium of cultivation, i.e., in the middle
of the 9th millennium BP. The establishment of these new
forms within such a short span of time must have been
associated with an extremely high rate of evolution. This
burst of evolutionary changes presumably resulted from the
conditions prevailing in the cultivated field, which were
entirely different from those in the wild. The selection
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pressures imposed by early farmers were understandably
different from those operating in the wild. Characters with a
negative advantage in nature were preferred under cultiva-
tion, thus establishing new evolutionary trajectories. This
might explain the appearance of types with a non-brittle
rachis, naked grains, and an erect stature, which are char-
acterized by uniform, rapid germination. The spread of
wheat culture to neighboring regions exposed the plant to
new climatic, edaphic, and biotic conditions, and, hence, to
new sets of selection pressures. The wheat genotypes might
have reacted by increased mutability, possibly due to the
temporal activation of various transposable elements, as a
result of the new environmental stresses. In addition, the
spread of domesticated tetraploid wheat to new regions
facilitated contact between different domesticated related
species, such as different types of tetraploid and hexaploid
wheat, or even with wild species of related genera, with
which they could exchange genes.

Several puzzling questions still remain regarding the
evolution of the various domesticated tetraploid wheats: the
time and site(s) of origin of domesticated emmer, the mode
of origin of the first naked tetraploid wheat, ssp. parvicoc-
cum, and the reasons for its extinction about 1900 years ago
[Kislev (1986) reported this date as the latest cropping of
ssp. parvicoccum in southern Judea, Israel], and the reasons
for the late establishment of ssp. durum as a major crop in
the Near East, despite its sporadic occurrence in older
archaeological material from 7500 to 6500 years BP (Nesbitt
and Samuel 1996).

13.2.4.2 Time of Complete Replacement
of Cultivated Wild Emmer
by Domesticated Tetraploid Wheats

At the dawn of cultivation, wild emmer wheat must have
been sown from seeds gathered from wild stands, i.e.,
domestication occurred during the course of cultivation
(Hillman and Davis 1990). Measured domestication rates in
crops of wild cereals indicated that emmer and barley
domestication would have occurred only if they were har-
vested in a partially ripe (or near‐ripe) state, using specific
harvesting methods (Hillman and Davis 1990; Zohary
1996). Hillman and Davies (1990, 1999) concluded that
under certain conditions, namely, non-conscious selection of
plants with non-brittle spikes, wild einkorn, emmer, and
barley could become completely domesticated within
200 years, and perhaps even 20–30 years. The mutation
rates in plants are commonly between 105 and 106 per base
pair, per year (Rédei 1998). Assuming a mutation rate of 105

for genes that affect spike brittleness, and since
non-brittleness in domesticated emmer is determined by two
recessive homoeoalleles, the rate of spontaneous mutation in
both genes is 1010. Supposing a sowing of 200 grains per
m2, which is observed in traditional cropping systems (Gepts

2004), both of these mutations would be expected to appear
in a total planting area of 5000 ha. Hillman and Davies
(1999) estimated that areas sown in the PPNA for a family of
five, ranged between approximately 0.5 and 2.8 ha.
Assuming that the average family field was about 1.5 ha and
that there were several families (five) in each of the
approximately 30 PPNA sites, then the area of cultivated
wild emmer at that period was about 225 ha. It would then
take about 20–25 years for a plant containing the two mutant
alleles to be formed. Due to the self-pollinating system that
is predominant in emmer wheat, homozygous plants for the
two mutant homoeoalleles would be fixed within a few
generations. If people harvested wheat with a sickle and cut
the entire spike, or plucked individual ears, or pulled plants
up from the roots, this would tend to disperse shattering
spikelets and retain all non-fragile mutants. In this manner,
genotypes with a non-brittle rachis could be replanted the
following year and over time, would dominate the popula-
tion at the expense of wild, brittle types (Hillman and Davies
1990).

Yet, Fuller (2007) claimed a much slower replacement
under cultivation of wild emmer plants by those with
non-brittle rachis, i.e., 1000–2000 years later. The PPNA
period lasted 800 years, during which several plants with
non-fragile spikes could have independently formed in dif-
ferent fields of the Levant. Moreover, during the first mil-
lennium of the PPNB, wild and domesticated emmer were
grown in mixed stands (Kislev 1984), and several additional
mutants with non-brittle spikes could have independently
formed. Mutation rates may, therefore, have not been a
limiting factor in the multiple formations of domesticated
emmer (Gepts 2004). Moreover, the mixture of a few
genotypes of domesticated emmer with many genotypes of
wild emmer in many fields, facilitated inter-genotypic
hybridization, resulting in countless transfers of alleles for
non-brittle spikes to other genotypes of wild emmer.

Archaeobotanical evidence clearly shows that the process
of domestication was very slow (Willcox 1995) and finds
indicate that domestic and wild cereals occurred as mixtures
on several early Neolithic sites over a period of at least one
millennium (Willcox 1998). Remains of wild emmer are
identified by the smooth scar on the rachis segment, indi-
cating normal abscission, whereas, in domesticated emmer,
the scar is rough because the rachis had been broken apart by
threshing. Archaeobotanical finds clearly show that late
Epipalaeolithic and early Neolithic distributions of wild
cereals were much more extensive than in earlier periods
(Hillman 1996), and that the collected cereals differed on the
various sites. But once cultivation of several preferred crops
had been chosen, they became widespread on the account of
others. For example, emmer, became more widespread at the
expense of einkorn in southern part of the Fertile Crescent.
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Gross and Olsen (2010) pointed out that while artificial
domestication experiments conducted in cereals showed that
classical domestication traits, such as the loss of rachis fra-
gility and seed dormancy, can arise and increase in fre-
quency over a short time period when subjected to strong
selection (Hillman and Davis 1990), archaeological data
indicate that the appearance of plants with non-brittle rachis
was gradual, at least in wheat and barley (Kislev 1984;
Tanno and Willcox 2006; Fuller 2007). In these crops, the
non-brittle phenotype appeared only after an increase in
grain size, a trait that, itself, reflects selection for germination
under active cultivation conditions. Thus, although the loss
of rachis fragility would be expected to greatly facilitate the
harvesting of grains in planted fields, the phenotype did not
actually appear in the initial stages of active cultivation and
selection (Fuller 2007; Gross and Olsen 2010).

The archaeological evidence does not support the view
that harvesting with a sickle was the selective force that led
to rapid domestication of plants with a non-brittle rachis.
Preserved sickles, or lithic sickle blades, are known from the
Natufian period (13,000–10,300 years BP), in a period for
which there is no evidence for domesticated wheats.
Namely, in the Near East, sickles were in use prior to agri-
culture and were only applied to harvest wheat relatively
late, after domestication (Fuller 2007). It is possible that
sickles were used for harvesting of sedges (Cyperaceae) and
reeds (Phragmites), as materials for basketry or thatching
(Kislev 1984; Fuller 2007). As indicated by the archaeob-
otanical evidence (Fuller 2007), the rate of evolution of
tough rachis einkorn and barley was far too slow to be
accounted for by a model of conscious strong selective
pressure that would be expected if sickling was used for
cereal harvest, as modelled by Hillman and Davies (1990).
Thus, it appears that early cultivators continued to employ
the time-efficient harvesting methods associated with
hunter-gatherers. Once cultivated populations had noticeably
large proportions (majorities) of non-shattering types, then
the transfer of the sickle technology to agriculture may have
been seen as an obvious enhancement. As others have noted,
the harvesting of cereals when green, i.e., immature, by
plucking or beating, regardless of technique, will not select
for domesticated types (Hillman and Davies, 1990; Willcox,
1999).

The gradual and prolonged replacement of wild by
domesticated forms presumably was caused by the fact that
farmers used to harvest immature spikes or collect the spi-
kelets from the ground rather than harvested mature spikes
(Kislev 1984; Kislev et al. 2004) applying only a weak
selection in favor of the latter. If wild cereals were harvested
simply by passing through stands and shaking or beating
spikes to knock spikelets into a basket then the shattering,
wild-type genotypes would be the ones to predominate in the
next year’s crop. Also, a good portion of wild spikelets that

fell to the ground were not collected and germinated next
season, contributing to the new generation of wild wheat. All
these practices delayed the selection for domesticated
emmer.

The complete replacement of wild emmer by genotypes
with non-brittle rachis was a gradual process (Fuller 2007).
Actually, quantitative assessment of diploid wheat rachis
remains from several sites suggested a gradual increase in
the proportion of the domesticated-type spikes over the
course of the PPNB (Tanno and Willcox 2006). Similar
estimates were made for emmer wheat (Kislev 1984). In
general, there is contrast between early sites, which largely
or entirely contain wild-type chaff remains, while later sites
are dominated by domesticated-type remains, with some
intermediate proportions for sites chronologically in the
middle. The rates of evolution do not come anywhere close
to the 20–100 years estimated by Hillman and Davies
(1990), who assumed sickle harvesting of morphologically
wild near-mature plants or uprooting of whole plants. This
vast difference in domestication rates raises questions about
how to explain the absence of selection for domesticated
non-shattering genotypes. From their data, Tanno and
Willcox (2006) suggested that domestication occurred
somewhat more quickly in wheat, perhaps around
1500 years, as opposed to barley, which shifted over a
period of 2000 years or slightly more. In accord, Fuller
(2007) drew attention to the fact that the shift to non-brittle
rachis (full domestication) appears to have started about
500–100 years after large grain size had already evolved
(semi-domestication), and this might therefore suggest a
minimum estimate of 2000 years for the evolution of both
aspects of the domestication syndrome.

The first free-threshing tetraploid wheat, ssp. parvicoc-
cum, appeared several hundred years after the appearance of
domesticated emmer, ssp. dicoccon (Kislev 1979/1980).
These two tetraploid forms were the most important crops in
the Mediterranean basin and Near East until the Hellenistic
period, (ca. 2300 years ago), when they were gradually
replaced by the more advanced, free threshing, with large
grains, durum wheat, T. turgidum ssp. durum (Nesbitt 2002).
This subspecies was already found by Hillman (1978) in
layers of Pottery Neolithic Can Hassan III (7500–6200 years
BP). It is perplexing that in spite of its early origin,
ssp. durum was established as a major crop in the
Mediterranean basin and the Near East only during the
Hellenistic period. Perhaps the early types were less adapted
to the conditions in these regions than were ssp. parvicoc-
cum and ssp. dicoccon. Adapted genotypes of ssp. durum
only evolved at a later period by a series of mutations, or
through introgression of genes from the other two tetraploid
subspecies. The cultivation of ssp. durum as an admixture
with ssp. parvicoccum in the Near East may explain the
morphology of some peculiar taxa of ssp. durum, such as
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Horan wheat in the Levant, characterized by a short compact
spike and plump grains, reminiscent the spike of ssp. par-
vicoccum (Kislev 1979/1980). Crosses between ssp. durum
and ssp. parvicoccum might have resulted in such interme-
diate forms.

Today, ssp. durum is the principal tetraploid wheat. Its
yield is relatively high under moderately dry conditions, and
it grows as a major crop in the Mediterranean Basin, the
Near East, India, the USSR, and in low rainfall areas of the
great plains of the United States and Canada. Its large,
hard-textured grains yield low-gluten flour suitable for
macaroni and semolina products. Most other free-threshing
subspecies of tetraploid wheats (turgidum, polonicum,
turanicum, and carthlicum) are probably of a relatively
recent origin and deviate from ssp. durum in only a few
characters (Mac Key 1966; Morris and Sears 1967).

Maccaferri et al. (2019) genotyped the Global Tetraploid
Wheat Collection consisting of 1856 accessions that repre-
sent the four main germplasm groups historically involved in
tetraploid wheat domestication and breeding: wild emmer,
domesticated emmer, durum landraces, and durum modern
cultivars. The results show that two domesticated emmer
populations from southern Levant displayed the closest
relationship to all durum landrace populations, while the
modern durum cultivars germplasm was mostly related to
the two durum landrace populations from North Africa and
Transcaucasia.

13.2.5 Domestication of Timopheevii Wheat

Compared with the available information concerning the
domestication of T. turgidum, little is known about the
domestication of the second allotetraploid wheat, T.
timopheevii. Domesticated timopheevii wheat is hulled with
stiff glumes which its current cultivation is restricted to a few
localities in Western Georgia, Transcaucasia (Zhukovsky
1928). It is generally accepted that domesticated timophee-
vii, i.e., ssp. timopheevii, derived from wild timopheevii,
ssp. armeniacum (Jakubziner 1932; Dorofeev et al. 1980).
Nesbitt and Samuel (1996) alleged that the restricted culti-
vation of ssp. timopheevii to western Georgia may indicate
that this crop was a secondary domesticate: when emmer
cultivation spread to Transcaucasia, local populations of
ssp. armeniacum could have grown as a weed in emmer
fields and eventually became domesticated. Badaeva et al.
(1994) suggest that the high karyotypic stability of domes-
ticated timopheevii, as compared to the high degree of
polymorphism of wild timopheevii, may be the result of its
recent domestication or to its domestication in restricted
area. Also, Mori et al. (2009), thought that ssp. timopheevii
was domesticated later than emmer. They evaluated molec-
ular variation at 23 microsatellite loci in the chloroplast

genome and found no variations among the analyzed six
accessions of domesticated timopheevii, suggesting a
monophyletic origin of this crop. Moreover, none of the wild
timopheevii plastotypes collected in Transcaucasia were
closely related to the plastotype of domesticated timopheevii.
On the other hand, the plastotypes found in northern Syria
and southern Turkey showed closer relationships with
domesticated timopheevi suggesting that the cultivation of
wild form of T. timopheevii and subsequent its domestication
might have occurred in southern Turkey and northern Syria.
Interestingly, Vavilov (1935) already suggested that T.
timopheevii of western Georgia was probably originally
introduced from northeastern Turkey. Likewise, Menabde
and Ericzjan (1942; cited by Dorofeev et al. 1980) assumed
that domesticated T. timopheevii was in the ancient kingdom
of Urartu, eastern Turkey, and northwestern Iran. Immi-
grants from Urartu introduced it into western Georgia. This
scenario of introduction of domesticated timopheevii into
Georgia from the south should not be rejected (Dorofeev
et al. 1980).

Furthermore, judging from the present geographical dis-
tribution of its wild progenitor, ssp. armeniacum, (Table 9.2),
the carbonized grains, spikelets, and clay impressions found
at Jarmo, northeastern Iraq, (ca. 8750 noncal years BP) and
Cayonu Tepesi, southeastern Turkey, (ca. 9000 noncal years
BP), that could belong to this taxon rather than to wild
emmer, evidence that may indicate that during the down of
agriculture both wild ssp. dicoccoides and wild ssp. armeni-
acum could have been taken into cultivation in southeastern
Turkey and northern Iraq. If such assumed cultivation of
ssp. armeniacum lasted sufficient time mutations for
non-brittle timopheevii could have been happened. Then, this
raises the following question: if domesticated timopheevii
were indeed produced in the northern Fertile Crescent why
were they replaced by domesticated emmer?

New archaeobotanical data (Jones et al. 2000), show that
at three Neolithic sites and one Bronze Age site in northern
Greece, spikelet bases of a “new” type of glume wheat
(NGW) have been recovered. These spikelet bases are
morphologically distinct from those of the typical domesti-
cated einkorn, emmer, and spelt wheats. NGW were also
recorded from Neolithic and Bronze Age sites in Turkey,
Hungary, Austria, and Germany (Jones et al. 2000). Ulaş and
Fiorentino (2021) analyzed morphologically remains of
NGW spikelet bases from two Turkish settlements. attes-
tating to its large-scale presence in Anatolia. It seems likely
that the NGWs are tetraploids and have morphological fea-
tures in common with T. timopheevi. Such domesticated ti-
mopheevii could have formed independently from the
Georgian one by a separate domestication process(s) of wild
timopheevii in the northern Fertile Crescent and its cultiva-
tion can spread westwards to Europe as a mixture with other
wheats or as a pure crop. According to Jones et al. (2000), it
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is difficult to establish if the new type was cultivated as a
pure crop or as a part of a mixture with other domesticated
wheats. In any case, its cultivation has ceased over large
geographical areas since the Bronze Age.

Czajkowska et al. (2020), using PCR primers specific for
the wheat B and G subgenomes, detected DNA sequences
from the G subgenome in two NGW accessions, the first
comprising grain from the mid 9th millennium BP at Çat-
alhöyük in Turkey, and the second made up of chaff from the
later 7th millennium BP site of Miechowice 4 in Poland. The
Miechowice chaff also yielded a B genome sequence, which
they ascribe to an admixture of emmer and the NGW. Their
result therefore, support the conclusion of Jones et al. (2000)
that the NGW is a member of the T. timopheevii
group. Hence, domesticated timopheevii can no longer be
looked upon as a minor crop, restricted to western Georgia,
but instead must be viewed as a significant component of
prehistoric Eurasian agriculture. It is therefore an important
question why the cultivation of domesticated timopheevii
come to an end in West Asia and Europe.

Nave et al. (2021) hypothesized that T. timopheevii, like
T. turgidum, was also domesticated through mutations in the
Bt1 genes, but should carry distinct, novel bt-A1 and bt-G1
mutated alleles. To examine this hypothesis, they analyzed
the sequence variation associated with the brittle rachis trait
in various wild and domesticated T. timopheevii and T.
turgidum accessions. Their analysis revealed a novel,
recessive, loss-of-function br-A1 allele in domesticated T.
timopheevii, affecting a partially brittle rachis phenotype.
This allele exists in all the studied accessions of domesti-
cated T. timopheevii and was also found in one wild ti-
mopheevii accession that exhibits partial rachis brittleness.
The mutation in this timopheevii allele is different from the
mutation br-A1 of all studied accessions of domesticated T.
turgidum. This mutation, found exclusively in the coding
sequence of the bt-A1 haplotype of T. timopheevii, is
responsible for changing seven amino acids in the
C-terminal end of the protein coded by this mutation. Such a
modification is expected to alter the function of the protein,
contributing to the nonbrittle rachis phenotype. Using T.
turgidum primers, the promoter region for Bt-B1 could not
be amplified in any T. timopheevii accessions, exemplifying
the gene-level distance between the two species (Nave et al.
2021). Their results support the concept of independent
domestication processes for the two allotetraploid wheat
species. The structure at the bt-A1 locus in each lineage
supports the diphyletic origin of the two allotetraploid
wheats (Mori et al. 2009; Jiang and Gill 1994).

A free-threshing mutant, designated T. militanae Zhuk.
and Migush, was selected from a single specimen of ssp. ti-
mopheevii. According to van Slageren (1994), species
described only on the basis of a mutation but never released
as a commercial cultivar, should not be regarded as new

species but rather, should be made synonym under the cul-
tivated subspecies from which they were isolated. The
genetic basis of the free-threshing trait in this mutant was not
studied. It would be interesting to see if it controlled by the
same genes system (Q and tg) as the free-threshing sub-
species of T. turgidum.

A unique non-brittle cytotype of the timopheevii lineage
is T. zhukovskyi, an auto-allohexaploid carrying genome
GGAAAmAm, that was discovered in 1957, in Western
Georgia, by Menabde and Ericzjan (Jakubziner 1959). This
species is isolated from the Zanduri wheat (admixture of
ssp. monococcum, ssp. timopheevii, and T. zhukovskyi)
(Jakubziner 1959; Dorofeev 1966). It therefore must have
been derived in the cultivated fields from hybridization
between domesticated timopheevii (genome GGAA) and
domesticated monococcum (genome AmAm). T. zhukovskyi
is currently grown in a limited area in Transcaucasia and has
never been cultivated alone.

13.3 Hexaploid Wheat

13.3.1 Introduction

Since no wild prototype of the hexaploid group is known to
exist, many theories have been proposed as to the time,
place, and way of origin of the various subspecies of T.
aestivum. The fact that ssp. spelta is hulled wheat that dis-
articulates into spikelets when a slight mechanical pressure
is appliedled as in thrashing, led de Candolle (1886), Hackel
(1890), Schulz (1913b), and Carleton (1916) to consider it
more primitive than the non-brittle, free-threshing hexaploid
forms, and thus, as the oldest form of T. aestivum. This
conclusion is further supported by the fact that all crosses of
either hulled or free-threshing tetraploid wheats with all used
lines of Ae. tauschii yielded only hulled forms resembling
ssp. spelta, indicating that this subspecies is the prototype of
hexaploid wheat (McFadden and Sears 1946; Kerber and
Rowland 1974), and therefore, the predecessor of the more
advanced, free-threshing forms. Already Schroder (1931),
based on anatomical evidence, proposed that ssp. aestivum
arose from ssp. spelta. With the understanding that
ssp. spelta is the most primitive subspecies of T. aestivum, it
was assumed that the free-threshing forms of T. aestivum
derived from it as a result of mutations (McFadden and Sears
1946). Indeed, the principal differences between the major
hexaploid taxa are due to one or two genes that affect gross
morphology (Mac Key 1954b) (Table 10.11).

Yet, the genetic data suggesting that the first hexaploid
wheats were hulled, spelt-type, and more primitive than the
free-threshing forms, do not agree with the archaeological
chronology. While free-threshing forms of T. aestivum, i.e.,
ssp. aestivum, were found at the middle of the 9th
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millennium BP and were abundant in the pre-historic Near
East from the 8th millennium onwards, thus far there is
archaeological evidence for ssp. spelta only a thousand years
later (Kislev 1984). Neolithic, Near Eastern ssp. spelta is
very rare and earlier evidence for the existence of ssp. spelta
is still missing. There is evidence of spelta grains from
Yarim Tepe II, northern Iraq, dating back to the 7th mil-
lennium BP and probably also from Yarim Tepe I, about one
thousand years earlier (Kislev 1984). These discrepancies
between the genetic and archaeological data pose some
difficulties in tracing the early history of the hexaploids.
Indeed, several researchers (see Tsunewaki 1968) postulated
that spelt wheat could not be the progenitor of bread wheat,
but rather, its derivative. On the other hand, assuming that
the first hexaploids were hulled, their absence from the
prehistoric remains of the Near East may indicate their lack
of advantage over domesticated emmer and free-threshing
forms of T. turgidum in that area. Ssp. spelta is grown today
in extreme environments of the Near East, such as the high
plateau of west-central Iran, eastern Turkey, and Transcau-
casia. This cultivation is possibly of an ancient origin. The
free-threshing ssp. aestivum was preferred by the early
farmers of the region and quickly replaced the hulled forms.
As man migrated to new areas, cultivated wheats encoun-
tered new environments, to which they responded with
bursts of variation, resulting in many endemic forms.

13.3.2 Genetic Control of Non-Brittle Rachis
in Hexaploid Wheat

McFadden and Sears (1946) were first to synthetize an
allohexaploid wheat by crossing domesticated emmer, T.
turgidum ssp. dicoccon (genome BBAA), with the wild
diploid species, Ae. tauschii (genome DD) and doubled the
chromosome number of the F1 hybrid by colchicine treat-
ment. The allohexaploid thus produced resembled morpho-
logically T. aestivum ssp. spelta, exhibited full chromosome
pairing and had high pollen and seed fertility. Also, its
hybrids with several natural subspecies of T. aestivum had
high pairing. McFadden and Sears (1946) thus demonstrated
the origin of ssp. spelta, the primitive form of T. aestivum.
The parents and the synthetic allohexaploid had different
types of rachis fragility. The spike of ssp. dicoccon does not
disarticulate at maturity but threshing breaks it upon the
rachis node into wedge-type spikelets, each has the rachis
internode below it, those of Ae. tauschii disarticulate at
maturity below the rachis node into barrel-type spikelets,
each carries a rachis internode besides it, and the synthetic
spelta similar to the natural ssp. spelta, breaks after threshing
into spikelets with rachis internode below, besides, below
and besides, and without any rachis internode at all
(McFadden and Sears 1946), indicating that the fragility

gene(s) of the two parents are codominant. Codominance of
the fragility genes was also reported by Kihara and Lilien-
feld (1949) in synthetic hexaploid wheats, produced by
crossing wild emmer ssp. dicoccoides with Ae. tauschii.
They found that the spike is fragile; the wedge-type disar-
ticulation is seen in the main part of the spikes and the
barrel-type in the upper spikelets.

Similar codominant effect was noted by Sears (1941a, b)
in the amphiploid wild einkorn T. monococcum
ssp. Aegilopoides—Ae. tauschii. This synthetic allotetraploid
had a relatively semi-tough rachis, that at maturity breaks in
different places, above the rachis node as in
ssp. aegilopoides, and below the rachis node as in Ae. tau-
schii. The codominance effect of these fragility genes was
noted also in hybrid between wild emmer and Ae. tauschii
(Matsumoto et al. 1963) and in an accession of the semi wild
wheat, T. aestivum ssp. tibetanum (Tsunewaki et al. 1990).

The tetraploid parent ssp. dicoccon has non-fragile rachis
that breaks after threshing into wedge-type spikelets, i.e.,
each spikelet with the rachis internode below it, while the
diploid parent Ae. tauschii, being a wild species, disarticu-
lates at maturity into barrel-type dispersal units, i.e., each
spikelet with the rachis internode beside it. Li and Gill
(2006) mapped rachis disarticulation genes in wheat and its
wild relatives. The Br1 gene for wedge-type disarticulation
was mapped to a region delimited by the DNA markers
Xpsr598 and Xpsr1196 on the short arm of chromosomes
3A in T. timopheevii. The barrel-type disarticulation gene,
designated by Li and Gill (2006) as Br2, was mapped in Ae.
tauschii to an interval of 4.4 cm between Xmwg2013 and
Xpsr170 on the long arm of chromosome 3D. Avni et al.
(2017) found that the non-fragile rachis of the tetraploid
parent is controlled by two compound recessive genes, br-A1
that contains the genes btr1-A and btr2-A and br-B1 con-
taining the genes btr1-B and btr2-B (Avni et al. 2017). The
btr1-A and btr1-B genes are complementary in bringing
about loss-of-function of the dominant genes resulting in
non-fragile rachis so that at maturity the spike remains intact
on the culm and breaks into individual spikelets only upon
slight application of mechanical pressure at threshing
(Dorofeev et al. 1979). This type of tough rachis was called a
‘semi-tough’ rachis, not to be confused with the fully tough
rachis of the free-threshing tetraploid subspecies wheats
which remains intact when threshed (Hillman and Davis
1990).

In wild barley, Hordeum spontaneum, the formation of
wedge-type dispersal units is genetically determined by the
genes Btr1 and Btr2, a pair of dominant, complementary,
linked genes mapping to the short arm of chromosome 3H.
A 1 bp deletion in the Btr1 coding sequence, and one of
11 bp in the Btr2 coding sequence are sufficient to convert a
brittle rachis to a non-brittle one (Pourkheirandish et al.
2015). In wild T. monococcum, i.e., ssp. aegilopoides, the
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substitution of a single residue in the Btr1 product converts
a brittle to a non-brittle rachis (Pourkheirandish et al. 2018;
Zhao et al. 2019). In the tetraploid wheat, mutations at both
the A and B genome copies of Btr1 are required for the
formation of a non-brittle rachis (Avni et al., 2017).Hence,
Btr1 orthologs are required for disarticulation above the
rachis nodes, since the loss-of-function btr1 mutant forms a
non-brittle rachis in Hordeum, and in diploid and tetraploid
wheat (Pourkheirandish et al. 2015, 2018; Avni et al. 2017).
Ae. tauschii lacks an intact copy of Btr1 and disarticulates
below the rachis nodes; the inference is that Btr1is not
required to effect disarticulation below the rachis nodes.

All the Triticeae species that disarticulate at maturity into
wedge-type spikelets have the Br1 compound locus that is
located on the short arm of group 3 chromosomes (Watanabe
et al. 2002; Li and Gill 2006). Hence, the Br1 genes are
orthologous. Ae. tauschii exceptionally produces barrel-type
dispersal units (Kihara 1954). Rather than mapping to the
short arm of chromosome 3D, the locus responsible for this
trait in Ae. tauschii maps to the long arm of chromosome 3D
(Li and Gill 2006; Katkout et al. 2015; Amagai et al. 2015).
Consequently, it was designated Br2 (Li and Gill 2006). The
gene Br-D2 is paralogous to the genes Br1 on 3AS, 3BS, and
3DS. It presumably resulted from a duplication of Br-D1,
followed by an intra-chromosomal transposition to the long
arm of 3D (Li and Gill 2006).

Zeng et al. (2020b) found that the Br-D2 locus of Ae.
tauschii lacks an intact copy of Btr1 and disarticulation in
this species occurs below, rather than above, the rachis node,
resulting in barrel-type spikelets. Thus, the product of Btr1
appears to be required for disarticulation to occur above the
rachis node resulting in wedge-type spikelets. Zeng et al.
(2020a) reason that Ae. tauschii could be an evolutionary
intermediate between the Poeae/Aveneae and the Triticeae
tribes, since members of the former two tribes also lack
Btr1. However, unlike members of the Poeae/Aveneae, Ae.
tauschii does harbor an intact copy of Btr2. The above
reasoning would require that Btr2, and later Btr1, were
acquired independently. An alternative evolutionary path-
way assumed that the truncated Btr1 sequences present in
Ae. tauschiihare a common origin with other diploid Aegi-
lops species of the D- lineage (Marcussen et al. 2014), but it
diverged from the D-lineage 5.37 MYA (Li et al. 2022).
After this divergence Ae. tauschii lost its intact copy of
Btr1, but retained the truncated one (Zeng et al. 2020a).
Disarticulation below the rachis nodes could have evolved
in Ae. tauschii following the de novo recruitment (or per-
haps neofunctionalization) of a co-operating gene(s). The
latter may include orthologs of genes known to be respon-
sible for shattering in rice (see list of genes in Zeng et al.
2020a) since orthologs of these genes are present in Ae.
tauschii and are transcribed in the immature spike. Espe-
cially, the sh4 and OsCPL1 orthologs showed higher

expression than the other ones in the immature spikes of Ae.
tauschii. However, the genetic basis of the barrel type dis-
persal unit is not wholly unmistakable and has yet to be
determined (Zeng et al. 2020b).

The presence of a Btr2 gene in each of the Triticeae
species examined, suggest that its product is involved in the
determination of the brittle rachis trait above the rachis node.
In barley, the finding that Btr2 expression occurs in a thin
cell layer above the rachis node has been taken to imply that
this gene contributes to the formation of the disarticulation
zone (Pourkheirandish et al. 2015). Whether Btr2 in Ae.
tauschii is involved in the same way below the rachis node
remains an open question. However, it is clear
that Btr2 transcript is generated in immature Ae. tauschii
spikes, although at a rather low abundance (Zeng et al.
2020b).

The fragility trait relies on the development of a disar-
ticulation layer, in most species above the rachis node,
resulting in wedge type dispersal units, but in some species
below the rachis node, resulting in barrel type dispersal units
(Fig. 2.3). Zeng et al. (2020b) showed that in Ae. tauschii
Btr2 transcript is present in a region below the rachis node
where the abscission zone forms. The implication is that in
this species, the Btr2 product is involved in the formation of
barrel type.

There are two forms of ssp. spelta Iranian and European.
The Iranian spelt has a wedge-type disarticulation whereas
the European spelt has a barrel-type disarticulation. It is
speculated that the Iranian spelt originated from a cross
between a tetraploid line(s) of T. turgidum having tough
rachis (genotype br-A1, br-B1) and Ae. tauschii having
brittle rachis (genotype br-D1, Br-D2) while the European
spelt originated from a cross between common wheat car-
rying a loss-of-function mutation (see below; genotype
br-A1, br-B1, br-D1, br-D2) and domesticated emmer wheat
(genotype br-A1, br-B1). Consequently, the Iranian spelt has
the rachis fragility genotype br-A1, br-B1, br-D1, Br-D2
exhibiting codominance of the rachis brittle genes, whereas
the European spelt as the genotype br-A1, br-B1, br-D1,
br-D2 exhibiting tough rachis.

Kuckuck (1964) suggested that the hexaploid wheat with
a fragile rachis found by Dekaprelevich (1961) in Georgia,
Transcaucasia, may have originated as an amphiploid
between wild emmer, ssp. dicoccoides, and Ae. tauschii,
independently of the origin of domesticated hexaploids,
which are believed to have involved free-threshing tetraploid
wheat as their tetraploid parent. Sears (1976) crossed wild
emmer, ssp. dicoccoides, with Ae. tauschii and obtained a F1
hybrid with a brittle rachis. Therefore, B- and W-type dis-
articulations are governed by two different paralogous loci
on group-3 chromosomes.

After its formation, ssp. spelta, was not cultivated in
southwest Asia on a large scale, presumably it could not
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compete with the free-threshing forms of tetraploid T. tur-
gidum. After a relatively short time, about several tens of
years, ssp. spelta was replaced by the free threshing type of
T. aestivum, ssp. aestivum. In addition to a mutation in the
Tg-D1 gene that suppressed the free-threshing trait (see
below), additional mutation should have occurred in hex-
aploid wheat that converted the codominant Br-D2 gene to a
recessive loss-of function allele, br-D2, that led to the for-
mation of hexaploid wheat with fully tough rachis that
remains intact when threshed, as that of the free-threshing
subspecies of T. turgidum. These mutations have been crit-
ical for the establishment of bread wheat, ssp. aestivum as
the most important wheat form. Ssp. spelta is currently
grown in several locations in Iran and Transcaucasia. The
transformation from the hulled form with semi-tough rachis
ssp. spelta to a free threshing with fully tough rachis
ssp. aestivum was relatively a fast process.

The feral hexaploid wheat ssp. tibetanum has fragile
rachis and tenacious glumes. The rachis disarticulates at
maturity to yield wedge-type spikelets. Study of the genetic
control of the fragile rachis and glume tenacity in the feral
hexaploid wheat ssp. tibetanum, using progenies of crosses
and backcrosses of ssp. tibetanum with T. aestivum
ssp. aestivum cv. Columbus, indicated that the fragile rachis
and the hulled character of ssp. tibetanum were dominant
over the tough rachis and free-threshing character of bread
wheat (Cao et al. 1997). However, rachis fragility and glume
tenacity of ssp. tibetanum were each controlled by a single
gene. In the cross between ssp. tibetanum and spp. spelta,
the F2 and F3 populations did not segregate by glume
tenacity but did segregate by rachis fragility. Cao et al.
(1997) concluded that ssp. tibetanum differs from ssp. aes-
tivum in rachis fragility and glume tenacity and from the
hulled subspecies of T. aestivum (ssp. spelta, and
ssp. macha) in the pattern and degree of rachis fragility.

Chen et al. (1998), using monosomic and ditelosomic
lines of bread wheat, found that the gene controlling the
brittle rachis of ssp. tibetanum is dominant and located on
the short arm of chromosome 3D. Consequently, it is
orthologous to the Br1 gene of many Triticeae species and
consequently, was designated Br-D1. As was found earlier
(Tsunewaki et al. 1990), Br-D1 is different from the gene
determining barrel-type brittle rachis in Ae. tauschii and
ssp. spelta. This gene, designated Br-D2, is located on the
long arm of chromosome 3D and it is paralogous to the Br1
genes (Li and Gill 2006). In the progenies of the cross spelta
x tibetanum, F1 plants exhibited the wedge and barrel types
of dis-articulation, indicating that wedge-type disarticulation
in ssp. tibetanum is codominant with the barrel type in spelt
wheat. Similarly, mono-telosomic analysis indicated the
rachis-fragilit genes were located at approximately 20 cM

from the centromere on the short arms of chromosomes 3A
and 3B of wild emmer and on 3D of ssp. tibetanum, rep-
resenting the orthologous locus Br1 (Watanabe et al. 2002).

13.3.3 Genetic Control of Free-Threshing Grains
in Hexaploid Wheat

The synthetic hexaploid wheat, involving hulled T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon-Ae. tauschii, produced by McFadden and
Sears (1946), was a hulled form, resembling T. aestivum
ssp. spelta. Yet, Kerber and Rowland (1974) reported that all
15 hexaploid wheats synthesized from various combinations
of nine tetraploid wheats and seven forms of Ae. tauschii,
were non-free threshing, regardless of the presence or
absence of the Q allele in the tetraploid parent. Obviously,
the genome of Ae. tauschii, genome D, carries a gene that
suppresses in synthetic hexaploids the activity of the
free-threshing gene Q that derived from the tetraploid parent.
Indeed, Kerber and Dyck (1969) identified a single gene on
the D genome that affected threshability in synthetic hex-
aploid wheat formed from hybridization of free threshing
tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii. Monosomic and
mono-telosomic analysis of this hexaploid line revealed the
presence of a partially dominant gene for tenacious
glumes, designated Tg, on the short arm of chromosome 2D
(Kerber and Rowland 1974). This gene, should be desig-
nated Tg-D1, derived from the Ae. tauschii parent, inhibited
the expression of Q in hexaploid wheat. These researchers
concluded that primitive hexaploid wheat that carried the Tg
allele on subgenome D, were hulled types. This finding
reinforced the concept that the hulled forms of hexaploid
wheat, ssp. spelta and ssp. macha, having the genotype
QQTgTg, are the primitive forms of T. aestivum. A mutation
from Tg-D1 to tg-D1 on chromosome arm 2DS is presumed
to have occurred at the hexaploid level, resulting in the
production of the free-threshing types.

As in tetraploid wheat, also in ssp. aestivum it is rea-
sonable to assume that the effects of all the genes affecting
free-threshing are additive, with Q having the most profound
effect on threshability, and that the recessive alleles tg-A1,
tg-B1 and tg-D1 are necessary at all three loci to attain a
completely free-threshing phenotype. The mutations from q
to Q, from Tg-A1 to tg-A1, and from Tg-B1 to tg-B1,
occurred at the tetraploid level within a relatively short
period (Sharma et al. 2019). The mutation to Tg-D1 to tg-D1
occurred at the hexaploid level.

While the Q gene on chromosome arm 5AL, has the most
significant effct on free-threshing, its homoeoalleles on
chromosome arms 5BL and 5DL, were also shown to be
involved in this domestication trait (Zhang et al. 2011).
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The q homoeoallele on chromosome 5B became a pseudo-
gene after allotetraploidization. Expression analysis indi-
cated that, whereas Q plays a major role in conferring
domestication-related traits, the q homoeoallele on 5D con-
tributes directly and q on 5B indirectly to suppression of the
speltoid phenotype. Hence, according to Zhang et al. (2011),
the evolution of the Q/q loci in polyploid wheat resulted in
the hyperfunctionalization of Q on 5A, pseudogenization
of q on 5B, and subfunctionalization of q on 5D, all con-
tributing to the domestication traits.

The Asiatic ssp. spelta has the genotype QQtg-A1tg-
A1tg-B1tg-B1Tg-D1Tg-D1, whereas the European
ssp. spelta, being derived in Europe from spontaneous
hybridizations of hexaploid wheat, ssp. aestivum (genotype
QQtg-A1tg-A1tg-B1tg-B1tg-D1tg-D1) and T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccon (genotype qqtg-A1tg-A1tg-B1tg-B1) is hulled
qqtg-A1tg-A1tg-B1tg-B1tg-D1tg-D1 having the genotype
qqtg-A1tg-A1tg-B1tg-B1tg-D1tg-D1 or
qqTg-A1Tg-A1Tg-B1Tg-B1tg-D1tg-D1.

Jantasuriyarat et al. (2004), using recombinant inbred
lines of the International Triticeae Mapping Initiative (ITMI)
mapping population, derived from a cross between a com-
mon wheat cultivar and the synthetic hexaploid wheat
ssp. Durum-Ae. tauschii, revealed two QTLs, one located on
the short arm of chromosome 2D and the second on the long
arm of chromosome 5A, that consistently affected
threshability-associated traits. The QTL on 2DS, presumably
representing the effect of the Tg allele that derived from Ae.
tauschii, explained 44% of the variation in threshability,
17% of the variation in glume tenacity, and 42% of the
variation in rachis fragility, whereas the QTL on 5AL,
believed to represent the effect of Q, explained 21 and 10%
of the variation in glume tenacity and rachis fragility,
respectively. Overall, Jantasuriyarat et al. (2004) found that
free-threshing-related characteristics were predominantly
affected by Tg and, to a lesser extent, by Q.

Other QTLs, on chromosomes 2A, 2B, 6A, 6D, and 7B,
were significantly associated with threshability-related traits.
Four other QTLs on chromosomes 1B, 4A, 6A, and 7A
consistently affected spike characteristics (Jantasuriyarat
et al. 2004). The QTL on the short arm of chromosome 1B
explained 18% and 7% of the variation in spike length and
spike compactness, respectively. The QTL on the long arm
of 4A explained 11%, 14%, and 12% of the variation in
spike length, spike compactness, and spikelet number,
respectively. The QTL on the short arm of 6A explained
27% of the phenotypic variance for spike compactness,
while the QTL on the long arm of 7A explained 18% of the
variation in spikelet number. QTLs on chromosomes 1B and
6A appeared to affect spike dimensions by modulating rachis
internode length, while QTLs on chromosomes 4A and 7A
did so by affecting the formation of spikelets. Other QTLs
that were significantly associated with spike

morphology-related traits, in at least one environment, were
localized on chromosomes 2B, 3A, 3D, 4D, and 5A (Jan-
tasuriyarat et al. 2004).

13.3.4 Selection for Yield in Hexaploid Wheat

Mac Key (1986) assumed that in stands of wild wheat,
characters that contribute to the successful annual
re-establishment of the stand are of the highest selective
value. There is no selective advantage for the overproduction
of seeds in wild dense stands, particularly when the seed
dispersal mechanism is such that most seeds fall near the
mother plant. On the other hand, the ability to compete well
immediately upon germination, driven by large, energy- and
protein-rich seeds, ensures the re-establishment of the stand.
Hence, in wild wheat, efficiency per seed is more important
than prolificacy, i.e., the ability to produce more viable
seeds. Yet, from the dawn of agriculture, prolificacy became
more important than seed efficiency, as successful seedling
establishment in the cultivated field was achieved by pro-
viding the seedlings with optimal growth conditions.

According to Evans (1981), the improvement in grain
productivity was achieved through increased leaf size and
flag-leaf area, increased size of the vascular system in the
spike, advanced flowering time, delayed flag-leaf senes-
cence, increased duration of grain-filling period, increased
rate and duration of assimilates translocation to the grains,
increased grain size and grain number per spikelet, and
increased spike number per plant or per unit area
(Table 13.3). Early farmers tended to select for a higher ratio
of grain harvested to grain sown, i.e., indirectly for profuse
tillering, many grains per spike, and strong grain retention.
As the amount of arable land became a limiting factor and
the crop became monotypic, selection for higher number of
grains per unit area was the preferred criterion. Emphasis
was placed on lines that were weak intra-line competitors,
yielded well in dense planting, and responded well to fer-
tilizers and various agrochemicals. One of the most impor-
tant changes during cultivation was an increase in the
proportion of the dry matter allocated to harvested grains
(harvest index). Continuous selection for increased grain
production and size enhanced synthesis and translocation of
carbohydrates to the developing grains, with no corre-
sponding improvement in the translocation of amino acids.
This obviously resulted in increased grain size, as well as in
grain number, and in low grain-protein percentage (Feldman
et al. 1990)—a trait common to all cultivated cereals com-
pared to their wild progenitors. On the other hand, there
were few, if any, significant changes during wheat cultiva-
tion in photosynthetic capacity per unit leaf area, growth
rate, and accumulated dry crop weight (biomass)
(Table 13.3).
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The increased yield in domesticated wheat, stems, to a
large extent, from delayed flag-leaf senescence, which pro-
longs the duration of post-anthesis photosynthesis, resulting
in higher production of carbohydrates for the developing
grains. This trait can also be achieved by accelerating spike
development, which advances anthesis by a few days. In
semi-arid regions, where the available amount of water is
often a limiting factor during grain development, senescence
is delayed for only a short period, while in mesic regions,
senescence and, consequently, maturity in general, are
delayed for longer periods.

Compared to domesticated wheat, wild emmer, is char-
acterized by later anthesis and earlier grain ripening, which
avoids the heat of the late spring. This shorter grain-filling
period is apparently the consequence of relatively early and
rapid flag-leaf senescence occurring about 3 weeks after
anthesis. The degradation of most leaf proteins at this stage
reduces and eventually fully eliminates carbohydrate
assimilation capacity in the leaves (mainly the flag leaf),
resulting in a higher N/C ratio in the assimilates translocated
to the grains. Indeed, all wild emmer lines analyzed had high
grain protein percentage (GPP) (Avivi 1977, 1979a, 1979b;
Feldman et al. 1990), that may contribute to seedling vigor
(Millet and Zaccai 1991). Under the semi-arid conditions
that prevail in the natural habitats of wild emmer stands, a
small number of medium-sized grains with high grain pro-
tein content suffice to ensure rapid germination and suc-
cessful establishment of the next stand.

Grain protein content (GPC) is much lower in domesti-
cated durum and bread wheat than in wild emmer (Avivi
1977, 1979a, 1979b; Feldman et al. 1990). Joppa and col-
leagues (Joppa and Cantrell 1990; Joppa et al. 1991; Joppa
1993), using substitution lines of wild emmer chromosomes
in the background of T. turgidum ssp. durum cultivar

Langdon (LDN), found that chromosomes 2A, 5B, 6A, and
6B of wild emmer increased GPC in the durum cultivar.
Genotypes with wild emmer chromosomes 6B had the
highest GPC (Cantrell and Joppa 1991). Using a population
of recombinant inbred lines derived from cultivar LDN and
the chromosome substitution line LDN (DIC6B), Joppa et al.
(1997) mapped the higher GPC gene to chromosome arm
6BS. This gene also increased grain protein in several
studied lines of tetraploid and hexaploid wheats (Joppa et al.
1997; Mesfin et al. 1999; Chee et al. 2001). Olmos et al.
(2003) found that this factor for high-grain protein behaves
as a simple Mendelian gene and designated it Gpc-B1, and
mapped it proximal to the Nor2 locus.

Recombinant substitution lines (RSLs) carrying the
Gpc-B1 allele of wild emmer exhibited on average, 12%
higher concentration of Zn, 18% higher concentration of Fe,
29% higher concentration of Mn and 38% higher concen-
tration of protein in their grains as compared to RSLs car-
rying the allele from durum wheat (Distelfeld et al. 2007).
These authors also confirmed the effect of the wild emmer
Gpc-B1 allele on earlier senescence of the flag leaveand
suggested that the Gpc-B1 locus is involved in more efficient
remobilization of protein, zinc, iron and manganese from the
leaves to the grains, in addition to its effect on earlier
senescence of the green tissues.

Brevis and Dubcovsky (2010) studied the grain yield,
grain weight, protein yield (grain yield multiplied by grain
GPC), and N harvest index (NHI) of bread and durum
wheats using BC6F3 near-isogenic lines with and without the
wild emmer Gpc-B1 allele. All the studied lines in three
California locations during the years 2005–2007, showed
higher GPC and grain protein yield when the wild Gpc-B1
allele was present. Bread and durum wheat lines having the
wild emmer Gpc-B1 allele showed a significant decrease in

Table 13.3 Modified (A) and
conserved (B) yield-related traits
in cultivated wheat (after Evans
1981)

A. modified traits Plant height (increased and then decreased)

Leaf size (increased)

Flag-leaf area (increased)

Flag-leaf senescence (delayed)

Size of the vascular system in the spike (increased)

Flowering time (advanced)

Rate and duration of the grain-filling period (increased)

Rate and duration of assimilates translocation to the grains (increased)

Grain size (increased)

Number of spikelets per spike (increased)

Number of grains per spikelet (increased)

Harvest index (increased

B. conserved traits Plant biomass

Rate of photosynthesis

Ratio between photosynthesis and photorespiration
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grain weight whereas the decrease in grain weight in the
durum lines was not significant.

Brevis et al. (2010), evaluated the effects of Gpc-B1 on
bread-making and pasta quality in isogenic lines for the
Gpc-B1 introgression in six hexaploid and two tetraploid
wheat genotypes. In bread wheat, the wild emmer
Gpc-B1 introgression was associated with significantly
higher GPC, water absorption, mixing time and loaf volume,
whereas in durum wheat, the introgression resulted in sig-
nificant increases in GPC, wet gluten, mixing time, and
spaghetti firmness, as well as a decrease in cooking loss. On
the negative side, the wild emmer Gpc-B1 introgression was
associated, in some varieties, with a significant reduction in
grain weight, test weight and flour yield, and significant
increases in ash concentration.

Uauy et al. (2006a) reported that flag leaf chlorophyll
degradation, and change in peduncle color, and spike water
content were fully linked to the wild emmer Gpc-B1 allele.
The high GPC allele conferred a shorter duration of grain fill
due to earlier flag leaf senescence and increased GPC in all
four studied genetic backgrounds. The effect on grain size
was more variable, depending on the genotype–environment
combinations. These results are consistent with a model in
which the wild-type Gpc-B1 allele accelerated senescence in
flag leaves, leading to pleiotropic effects, such as on nitrogen
remobilization, total GPC, and grain size. At this point, the
possibility of multiple genes that are present within the
region governing different aspects of these responses cannot
be ruled out. However, the authors assumed that it is more
likely that these multiple traits are pleiotropic effects of a
single gene rather than the result of multiple independent
genes.

The wild-type Gpc-B1 allele was isolated and found
active in all studied wild emmer accessions, whereas in
domesticated durum and bread wheat, it was mutated to a
non-functional allele (Uauy et al. 2006a). In the
free-threshing allotetraploid and allohexaploid wheats, the
grain-filling period is longer than in wild emmer (about
3 weeks or more) and consequently, a greater amount of
carbohydrates is assimilated and transported to the devel-
oping grains, thereby diluting the percentage of proteins and
minerals in the grains (Uauy et al. 2006a). Since the wild
type allele exists in several analyzed domesticated emmer
(ssp. dicoccon) lines, it is assumed that the mutation to a
loss-of-function allele occurred either in domesticated
emmer or in durum wheat (Uauy et al. 2006a).

In a positional cloning of Gpc-B1, Uauy et al. (2006a)
located the gene in a 7.4 kb region of chromosome arm 6BS,
with complete linkage with the different phenotypes affected
by Gpc-B1, verifying the assumption that Gpc-B1 is indeed a
single gene with multiple pleiotropic effects. The annotation
of this 7.4 kb region identified a single gene encoding a

NAC protein, characteristic of the plant-specific family of
NAC (NAM, ATAF and CUC) transcription factors (Ooka
et al. 2003). NAC proteins play important roles in devel-
opmental processes, auxin signaling, defense and abiotic
stress responses, and leaf senescence (Olsen et al. 2005).
Phylogenetic analyses revealed that the closest plant NAC
proteins were the NAC transcription factor ONAC01 in rice,
and a clade of three Arabidopsis proteins, including No
Apical Meristem (NAM) protein. On the basis of these
similarities, Uauy et al. (2006b) designated the gene in T.
turgidum and T. aestivum TtNAM-B1 and TaNAM-B1,
respectively.

The NAC transcription factor coded by the wild-type
NAM-B1 allele accelerates senescence and increases nutrient
remobilization from leaves to the developing grains, whereas
free-threshing wheat cultivars carry a non-functional
NAM-B1 allele. Reduction in RNA levels of the multiple
NAM homologs by RNA interference delayed senes-
cence by more than 3 weeks and reduced wheat grain pro-
tein, zinc, and iron content by more than 30% (Uauy et al.
2006b).

Comparison of the wild-type and the LDN TtNAM-B1
sequences revealed a 1-bp substitution within the first intron
and a thymine residue insertion at position 11, generating a
frame-shift mutation in the durum LDN allele (Uauy et al.
2006b). Since the wild type TtNAM-B1 allele was found in
all the 42 wild emmer accessions and in 17 of the 19
domesticated emmer accessions, while 57 durum studied
lines lacked the functional allele, it can be assumed that the
1-bp frame-shift insertion was fixed during the domestica-
tion of durum wheat. The wild-type TaNAM-B1 allele was
also absent from a collection of 34 varieties of hexaploid
wheat representing different cultivars of geographic loca-
tions. Twenty-nine of these showed no polymerase chain
reaction (PCR) amplification products of the TaNAM-B1
gene, which suggests that it was deleted, whereas the
remaining five lines have the same 1-bp insertion observed
in the durum lines.

In addition to the mutant TtNAM-B1 on chromosome arm
6BS, the durum wheat genome includes an orthologous copy
(TtNAM-A1) on chromosome arm 6AS and a paralogous one
(TtNAM-B2), 91% identical at the DNA level to TtNAM-B1,
on chromosome arm 2BS. These two copies have no
apparent mutations. The studies of Uauy et al. (2006b)
suggested that the reduced grain protein, Zn, and Fe con-
centrations were the result of reduced translocation from
leaves, rather than a dilution effect caused by larger grains.
This hypothesis was confirmed by analyzing the residual
nitrogen, Zn, and Fe content in flag leaves.

There are three known alleles in the NAM-B1 gene: the
wild type (WT allele), a null allele, consisting of a deletion
that covers 100 kb (deletion allele), and another null allele,
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bearing a 1 bp frame-shift insertion (insertion allele) (Uauy
et al. 2006b). Lundström et al. (2017) studied the distribution
of these alleles in wild and domesticated forms of T. turgi-
dum. Out of 19 wild emmer accessions studied, 18 carried
the wild-type allele and one carried the insertion allele.
Among the 16 durum cultivars studied, 15 had the insertion
allele and one carried the deletion allele. Among the 61
domesticated emmer accessions studied, 25 carried the
deletion, 17 the insertion, and 19 the WT allele. Four lan-
draces of hexaploid wheat were found to carry the wild-type
allele (Asplund et al. 2013). The presence of the wild-type
allele was also confirmed in several landraces of spring
hexaploid wheat from Scandinavia (Hagenblad et al. 2012).
Neither of the NAM-B1 alleles appeared to be limited to
specific geographic areas. These findings show that both null
alleles exist in domesticated emmer and durum wheats.
Moreover, based on the finding that the insertion allele exists
in several accessions of wild emmer, Lundström et al. (2017)
suggested that this allele arose in wild emmer.

Seed size is influenced by the NAM-B1 gene, which has
consequently been suggested to be a domestication gene
(Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007). Indeed, the NAM-B1 gene
fulfils some criteria for being a domestication gene, by
encoding traits of domestication relevance (seed size and
increased carbohydrate production due to delay in leaf
senescence) and, as such, has been under positive selection
(Dubcovsky and Dvorak 2007; Hu et al. 2012, 2013;
Hebelstrup 2017; Lundström et al. 2017).

The flag leaf is the main source of protein and
micronutrients in the wheat grain (Pearce et al. 2014).
During senescence of the flag leaf, photosynthesis ceases,
and the enzymes involved, mainly ribulose-1,5-bisphosphate
carboxylase/oxygenase (rubisco), are degraded into amino
acids that are transported, together with other nutrients and
minerals, to the developing grains (Barneix 2007). The delay
in the onset of senescence facilitates the production of more
carbohydrates that are transferred to the grains. Since the
uptake of nitrogen and minerals from the soil ceases at
anthesis, and assimilation of carbohydrates continue for
several more weeks, the levels of protein, Zn, and Fe are
diluted in the mature grain. The constant selection for
increased yield in domesticated durum and bread wheat,
presumably unintentionally led to preference of mutants with
a delayed flag-leaf senescence, which prolongs the duration
of post-anthesis photosynthesis.

Coupling delayed flag-leaf senescence with post-anthesis
nitrogen absorption might improve both grain yield as well
as GPC (Feldman et al. 1990). In this respect, some variation
in the duration of post-anthesis nitrogen uptake, up to several
days after anthesis, was observed among accessions of wild
emmer (Zaccai 1992). This trait should be exploited to
increase GPC without affecting grain yield.

13.3.5 Summary of the Main Events in Wheat
Cultivation and Domestication

Wild diploid wheat, T. monococcum ssp. aegilopoides, was
apparently first taken into cultivation in the northern
Levantine Corridor, i.e., in the Karacadag area, southern
Turkey (Heun et al. 1997), while wild emmer, T. turgidum
ssp. dicoccoides, was first cultivated in the watershed of the
Jordan River in the southern Levantine Corridor (Bar-Yosef
1998). Based on Kislev (1981), Bar-Yosef and Kislev
(1989), Bar-Yosef (1998) and Harris (1998), the domesti-
cation and evolution of the various wheat species can be
summarized as follows: (a) The earliest evidence of culti-
vation of wild emmer is from the first half of the 10th mil-
lennium BP in the Jordan Valley and the Damascus basin
(van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1985; Bar-Yosef and Kislev
1989). These sites are very close to the natural area of dis-
tribution of wild emmer today and 10 millennia ago. Later
evidence of cultivation of wild emmer comes from the sec-
ond half of the 10th millennium at Cayonu, east Anatolia,
and from Ali Kosh, southwestern Iran. Around the middle of
the 9th millennium BP, a non-brittle type of emmer,
ssp. dicoccon, was derived from a brittle type by mutations.
This domesticated wheat was grown for millennium or more
in mixture with brittle forms and gradually replaced it
throughout the Fertile Crescent. (b) Around the middle of the
9th millennium BP, small grains and rachis fragments of a
dense ear of naked wheat were found in Tell Aswad, near
Damascus, Syria (van Zeist and Bakker-Heeres 1985). These
are assumed to be remnants of tetraploid naked wheat, T.
turgidum ssp. parvicoccum, a taxon that presumably evolved
from ssp. dicoccon by a series of mutations (Kislev 1979/
1980). Because all existing naked tetraploid wheats appar-
ently possess on chromosome-arm 5AL the Q factor, which
confers a tough rachis, soft glumes, and free-threshing grains
(Muramatsu 1986), it is assumed that the extinct ssp. par-
vicoccum also possessed this gene. Hence, mutation of the
q gene to Q led to the main character change distinguishing
parvicoccum from dicoccon. (c) In the ancient fields of
ssp. parvicoccum in northwestern Iran, where Ae. tauschii
grew as a weed, a hexaploid hulled wheat, containing
Q from ssp. parvicoccum and Tg from Ae. tauschii, viz. TgQ
spelta, could have arisen by hybridization. Neolithic Near
Eastern ssp. spelta is very rare, but there is evidence of
spelta grains from Yarim Tepe II, northern Iraq, back to the
7th millennium BP, and probably also from Yarim Tepe I,
about one thousand years earlier (Kislev 1984). Earlier
evidence for the existence of ssp. spelta is still missing.
(d) The next evolutionary step was apparently the formation
of the free-threshing bread wheat from TgQ spelta by
mutation of the Tg gene to its recessive allele tg (Kerber and
Rowland 1974). The earliest remnants of bread wheat,
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ssp. aestivum, are from Can Hassan III, southern Anatolia,
from about the middle of the 9th millennium BP (Hillman
1996). These remnants indicate that free-threshing hexaploid
wheat was formed a short time after the appearance of naked
tetraploid wheat and its spread to northwestern Iran. (e) The
naked tetraploid wheat ssp. durum might have arisen from
ssp. parvicoccum. Ssp. durum appears somewhat later
(Feldman and Kislev 2007). It is also possible that ssp. du-
rum was derived directly from ssp. dicoccon or, more likely
from hybridization between dicoccon and parvicoccum.
Other free-threshing subspecies of tetraploid wheat, turgi-
dum, polonicum. turanicum, and carthlicum, presumably
derived from ssp. durum. (f) After bread wheat and
domesticated emmer had been established in Europe, a
second ssp. spelta appeared, mostly north of the Alps. It is
therefore assumed that the European spelta, having genotype
tgtgqq, arose from hybridization of bread wheat (tgtgQQ)
with ssp. dicoccon. (qq). Alternatively, reverse mutation of
Q back to q restored the character of hulledness to hexaploid
wheat. (g) As a completely independent evolutionary
development, cultivated einkorn, ssp. monococcum, arose
from ssp. aegilopoides. This involved a series of events
similar to those which occurred in the emmer group. The
first records of domesticated einkorn are from ca. 9000 BP in
Syria and Anatolia (review in Harris 1998; Bar-Yosef 1998).
(h) Another side branch is a group of hulled, eastern wheat
species, comprising of the wild ssp. armeniacum and its
domesticated descendants ssp. timopheevii and
T. zhukovskyi.

Vavilov (1926) coined the terms “center of origin” and
“center of variation”. The first is the site at which a given
taxon evolved and the second is the site at which it
responded to the environment with a burst of variation. In
most cases the center of variation overlaps the center of
origin. Accordingly, domesticated diploid wheat presumably
originated in the northern Levantine Corridor, whereas
domesticated tetraploid wheat originated at the watershed of
the Jordan River in the southern Levantine Corridor. Naked
tetraploid wheat presumably also evolved in this region.
Hexaploid wheat originated southwest of the Caspian Sea.
With their migration into new areas, cultivated wheats
encountered new environments, towards some of which they
responded with increased variation and formation of many
endemic forms. Several such secondary centers of variation
were described by Vavilov (1926), e.g., the Ethiopian pla-
teau and the Mediterranean basin for tetraploids, and
Afganistan (Hindu-Kush area) for hexaploids. Transcaucasia
is a secondary center for tetraploid as well as for hexaploid
types. Such secondary centers of diversity are valuable to
wheat breeders as additional gene pools to those existing in
the primary centers of variation.

There are still several puzzling questions concerning the
evolution of the various domesticated wheats: the absence of

non-brittle forms in the second diploid wheat, T. urartu
(even if the mutations for non-brittleness occurred only in
ssp. aegilopoides, the mutant alleles could have been
transferred to T. urartu through hybridization); the mode of
origin of the first naked tetraploid wheat and the reasons for
its extinction about 1900 years ago (grains of the latest
cropping of ssp. parvicoccum were found by Kislev in
southern Judea, Israel, from the Bar- Kokhba period, 135
AD); the reasons for the late establishment of ssp. durum as
a major crop in the Near East, in spite of its sporadic
occurrence in archaeological material already from 7500 to
6200 BP; the reason for the relatively small contribution of
T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum to wheat cultivation, either
as a tetraploid crop or as the donor of the AG genomes for an
hexaploid crop; and the appearance of ssp. aestivum in
archaeological excavations about 1000–2000 years before
its presumed predecessor, ssp. spelta.

13.4 Molecular Changes in Domesticated
Wheat

The last two decades witnessed remarkable progress in the
development of a new arsenal of genomic tools, which have
facilitated more in-depth study of various aspects of wheat
genetics, genomics and evolution. One of the most signifi-
cant tools was whole-genome sequencing of the A genome
of diploid wheat, T. urartu (Ling et al. 2013), the D genome
of Ae. tauschii (Jia et al. 2013; Luo et al. 2017), the genomes
of wild emmer (Avni et al. 2017), ssp. durum (Maccaferri
et al. 2019), and bread wheat (The International Wheat
Genome Sequencing Consortium 2018). Single-nucleotide
polymorphism (SNP) mapping of a broad collection of bread
wheat landraces and modern varieties has indicated the
genomic regions that underwent selective sweep (also
known as genetic hitchhiking), which refers to a process that
reduces variation in regions of neutral sites linked to a
recently fixed beneficial mutation as it increases in frequency
in the population (Nielsen et al. 2005; Cavanagh et al. 2013).
A major recent advance in durum transcriptome analysis was
the development of tools for the discrimination of A and B
genome homeologues from expression sequence data such
as RNA-Seq (Krasileva et al. 2013), and the first step
towards a wheat pan-genome sequence has been made
(Walkowiak et al. 2020). Small RNAs datasets are also
becoming available (Kenan-Eichler et al. 2011; Yao and Sun
2012). These recent genomic tool developments have facil-
itated the identification of additional loci that control
domestication-related traits in wheat.

The assembly of the genome of the modern durum cul-
tivar Svevo (Maccaferri et al. 2019) and the availability of
the assembly of the wild-emmer genome (line Zavitan; Avni
et al. 2017) enabled Maccaferri et al. (2019) to analyze
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genome-wide genetic diversity, and to reveal changes
between the domesticated and the wild genomes that were
imposed by domestication processes and by thousands of
years of selection and breeding (=diversification according
to Meyer and Purugganan 2013). Processes leading to
modern cultivars of ssp. durum were revealed by the four
main germplasm groups of the Global Tetraploid Wheat
Collection, namely, wild emmer, domesticated emmer,
durum landraces, and durum cultivars. Combined genetic
diversity and selection signature analyses yielded a dynamic
description of the modifications imposed on the genome by
domestication and diversification. More specifically, the
comparison revealed strong overall synteny, with high
similarity in total high-confidence (HC) gene number (du-
rum 66,559; wild emmer 67,182), chromosome structure and
transposable element composition. Yet, a number of HC
genes displayed differences between Svevo and Zavitan. At
least two-thirds of the varied genes displayed variation in
intact gene number, whereas the complete gene loss, caused
by large structural variations, was responsible for asym-
metric gene distribution in only one-third of the cases. In
Svevo, variation leading to intact gene number variation
included 4811 genes, which represent 7.2% of all HC genes,
a value similar to the 5% found after the comparison
between two cultivars in a recent pangenome study of hex-
aploid wheat (Montenegro et al. 2017). When the
Svevo-specific genes were mapped to the Zavitan genome,
1493 genes (31%) were not found on the Zavitan sequence,
1225 (26%) corresponded to shorter counterparts of anno-
tated Zavitan HC genes and 1095 (23%) were annotated as
low-confidence (LC) genes or pseudogenes. The remaining
965 genes (20%, that is, 1.4% of all Svevo HC genes)
mapped to unannotated regions. The presumed HC gene
losses were predominantly located in the more distal chro-
mosomal regions. The distal highly recombinogenic regions
of chromosomes were enriched in gene displaying variation
of intact gene number. contain most of the known QTLs and
the HC genes displayed a reduced expression breadth (that
is, average expression value) across all tissue/treatment
conditions.

Ayal et al. (2006), using cDNA microarrays, studied the
alterations in gene expression that occurred during wheat
domestication, and focused on the following aspects: (i) the
extent of variation in gene expression that can be attributed
to domestication, (ii) the specific genes whose expression
was altered (up or down regulated) during domestication and
(iii) the range of variation in the wheat transcriptome of wild
(T. turgidum ssp. dicoccoides) versus domestic tetraploid
wheats (T. turgidum ssp. dicoccon and ssp. durum). The
group reported that the expression levels of 63 genes, which
represent 2.53% of the total number (2490) of tested genes,
were up- or downregulated; 24 genes (0.96%) were down-
regulated (Table 13.4A) and 38 genes (1.53%) were

upregulated (Table 13.4B) in the wild compared to the
domesticated lines. Assuming that the genome of tetraploid
wheat contains approximately 67,000 HC genes (Maccaferri
et al. 2019), this means that approximately 1700 genes are
differentially expressed between wild and domestic wheat
and, out of these, the expression of approximately 650 genes
was reduced (i.e., lost, mutated, or silenced) by the domes-
tication process. A high proportion of the genes that were
upregulated in the domesticated wheats were related to
carbon metabolism, such as the Rubisco large and small
sub-unit and the sucrose-synthase (SuSy).

The intra-specific variation in gene expression within
ssp. dicoccoides was about four times higher than within the
domesticated species. This reduction in variation during
domestication was in the same range found at the genomic
level, for nucleotide polymorphism. Nevertheless, Ayal et al.
(2006) found that certain genes were more variable in the
domestic varieties than in the wild, suggesting that selection
under domestication led to the fixation of new mutations that
did not previously exist in the wild.

Ben-Abu et al. (2014) focused on genomic changes that
correlated with the process of domestication and evolution of
modern durum by comparing gene expression and copy
number variation of genes and transposons in four genetic
groups: wild emmer, domestic emmer, durum landraces and
modern durum varieties. Genes were clustered based on their
pattern of change in expression during durum evolution, e.g.
gradual increase, or decrease, or increase at the onset of
domestication and plateauing later on. Few genes chan-
ged > twofold in copy number. However, interestingly, the
copy number of transposons increased with domestication,
possibly reflecting the genomic plasticity that was required
for adaptation under cultivation. Extensive changes in gene
expression were seen in developing grains. For example,
there was an enrichment for certain functions, e.g., genes
involved in vesicle trafficking in the endosperm showed a
gradual increase in expression during durum evolution and
genes related to germination and germination inhibition
increased in expression in the embryo in the more recent
stages of durum evolution (Ben-Abu et al. 2014).

Yuan et al. (2015) described differential expression of the
CENH3 genes in wild versus domesticated tetraploid wheat.
T. timopheevii ssp. armeniacum, the wild progenitor of
domesticated T. timopheevii, had a higher transcript level of
cxCENH3 while the domesticated forms had a lower
expression of cxCENH3 and increased expression of
PCENH3. Similar changes in the CENH3 expression model
were found in wild and in domesticated types of T. turgi-
dum; the wild subspecies of T. turgidum exhibited a higher
expression level of cxCENH3 whereas in the domesticated
forms, the differences in expression between cxCENH3 and
PCENH3 were not so obvious. In contrast to the markedly
higher expression level of cxCENH3 in wild tetraploids,
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expression of PCENH3 was enhanced to a level near that of
cxCENH3 in the domesticated tetraploids (Yuan et al. 2015).
These genome-wide analyses provide insights into the
molecular basis of plant domestication, in particular for the
non-obvious cellular functions that were selected during
evolution under cultivation.

13.5 Founder Effect and Processes
Contributing to Increased Genetic
Variability of Domesticated Wheats

During their evolutionary history, wheats underwent several
genetic bottlenecks: allotetraploidization, allohexaploidiza-
tion, cultivation of wild emmer, domestication of emmer,
selection of free-threshing tetraploids and hexaploids and

replacement of the polymorphic fields of land races by high
yielding cultivars (Table 13.5). It is reasonable to assume
that the number of mutants that founded domesticated ein-
korn and emmer was not large and that the number of
hexaploid plants produced by independent hybridization
events between tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii was small.
As pointed out by Ladizinsky (1985), one of the conse-
quences of this ''founder effect”, namely, the establishment
of a new taxon by a few individuals that necessarily repre-
sent only a small fraction of the genetic basis of the parental
taxon, are narrow and very restricted genetic variability, a
phenomenon described as a genetic bottleneck.

At the diploid level, Dhaliwal (1977), Zeven (1980)
noted that domesticated einkorn is quite uniform while its
wild progenitor, ssp. aegilopoides, exhibits a relatively
wider variation. He ascribed this limited variability of

Table 13.4 Changes in
expression level of selected
transcripts in domesticated wheat
(After Ayal et al. 2006)

A. Higher expression in young wild spikes compared to domestic spikes

Clone D/Wa Putative annotationb P

WCC-2-23g 0.617 3-isopropylmalate dehydratase-like protein 0.0175

SSH2-u3b 0.628 Ribosomal protein 0.00011

WCC-2-23d 0.602 30S ribosomal protein S3 0.0147

SSH2-l5a 0.621 40S ribosomal protein S24 0.0136

WCC-2-111g 0.521 60S ribosomal protein L22 0.00966

SSH1-23e 0.54 Alpha/beta-gliadin precursor 0.00868

SSH1-23g 0.505 Alpha-amylase inhibitor 0.00782

SSH1-21d 0.517 ESTs AU032852 0.00914

SSH1-211a 0.592 Gamma-gliadin 0.0242

SSH2-a9h 0.608 Histone H2A 0.0127

WCC-2-28a 0.534 OsNAC6 protein—rice 0.00976

WCC-2-14d 0.595 Permease 1 0.0159

WCC-2-18g 0.603 Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase 0.0156

SSH2-t6d 0.608 Unspecific monooxygenase 0.0125

B. Higher expression in young domestic spikes compared to wild spikes

SSH2-i2a 2.34 At1g19940/F6F9_1 1.19E-05

SSH2-q3a 1.872 Caffeic acid O-methyltransferase 4.76E-05

SSH2-s10g 2.286 Rubisco small subunit 6.49E-05

SSH2-s12g 3.314 Phenylalanine ammonia lyase 9.55E-07

SSH2-d11b 2.525 Probable peroxidase 0.00335

SSH2-j9g 1.801 Putative bifunctional nuclease 1.12E-08

SSH2-i8h 2.171 Rubisco chain precursor 0.000165

SSH2-K10d 1.91 Rubisco activase A 1.52E-05

WCC-2-18e 1.786 Rubisco large subunit 0.000895

SSH2-d2d 2.708 Rubisco small subunit 0.000118

SSH2-K2b 2.167 Absentia-like protein 0.00016

SSH2-u3g 1.799 Sucrose synthase 0.00118
aThe average induction level in domesticated spikes compared to wild spikes
bAnnotations are based on the TIGR database
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domesticated einkorn to the presumed small sample of wild
einkorn genotypes that had been domesticated. Moreover,
within a short period after its selection by man, domesticated
einkorn was spread westward from the area of wild einkorn,
thereby largely preventing the introgression of genes from its
wild counterparts. Concurring with Dhaliwal, Zeven (1980)
assumed that further erosion in the gene pool of cultivated
einkorn resulted from intergenotypic competition in the
polymorphic fields of ancient farmers. Moreover, because of
higher yield, the more extensive cultivation of domesticated
emmer and free-threshing hexaploid wheat in Europe
reduced very much the cultivation of einkorn.

The pattern of diversity for tetraploid each germplasm
group was recently assessed by Maccaferri et al. (2019).
They used the whole genome of ssp. durum cv. Svevo as a
reference to carry out a phylogenetic analysis of a collection
of 1856 accessions, including wild and domestic emmer,
durum landraces and modern durum cultivars. Data analysis
could clearly distinguish between all four genetic groups.
Wild emmer exhibits the highest diversity, while there was a
strong reduction in diversity through domestication, thus
providing a valuable reference for assessing the reduction of
diversity associated with domestication. Compared to wild
emmer, each of the subsequently domesticated germplasm
groups showed several strong diversity decrements that
arose independently and were progressively consolidated
through domestication and breeding. With few exceptions,

the diversity depletions losses that occurred in the early
transition of wild emmer to domesticated emmer, or
domesticated emmer to free-threshing durum landraces, are
confirmed. Domestic emmer showed a broad genetic varia-
tion compared to modern durum cultivars which was rather
limited. Landraces of durum had also a rather broad genetic
basis compared to modern durum cultivars, which were
genetically related to a small group of landraces.

The genome of durum cultivars was characterized by a
high number of regions that showed a strong reduction in
diversity with near fixation of allelic diversity (genetic swift)
presumably due to selection. This included 104 pericentric
regions and 350 non-pericentric regions that overlapped
significantly with genes known for their role in domestica-
tion, such as genes controlling spike fragility and thresha-
bility. This also included disease resistance loci, yellow
pigment and some unexpected loci, such as a cadmium
transporter, absent in wild emmer but widespread in durum
cultivars.

Most of the strongest pericentromeric diversity depletions
(chromosomes 2A, 4A, 4B, 5A, 5B, 6A and 6B) occurred
during emmer domestication. Furthermore, one of the two
brittle rachis regions marking the early domestication pro-
cess (on 3BS) showed a sharp, localized reduction in
diversity. The same region then underwent an extreme
diversity reduction in the domesticated emmer-to-durum
landrace transition. An additional 14 pericentromeric and 90

Table 13.5 Genetic bottlenecks
during the evolution of
domesticated wheat

Period Event Time (In
years)
before
present)

Lost or reduced genepools

Pre-domestication Formation of wild emmer wheat
(ssp. dicoccoides) via
allotetraploidization

800,000 From several individuals of
B-Genome and A- genome
donors

Cultivation of wild emmer
(ssp. dicoccoides)

10,300 Cultivation of genotypes
representing only a fraction
of the wild gene pool

Domestication Selection of non-brittle, hulled
emmer wheat (ssp. dicoccon)

9500 From several individuals of
wild wheat

Post-domestication Selection of free-threshing tetraploid
wheat (ssp. parvicoccum)

9000 From several individuals of
hulled tetraploid wheat

Formation of hulled hexaploid
wheat (ssp. spelta) via
allohexaploidization

9000 From several individuals of
domesticated tetraploid
wheat and Aegilops tauschii

Selection of free-threshing
hexaploid wheat (ssp. aestivum)

8500 From several individuals of
hulled hexaploid wheat

Establishment of the large-grained,
free-threshing tetraploid wheat
(ssp. durum) as the main
allotetraploid crop

2300 Loss of the gene pool of
ssp. parvicoccum and a big
part of that of ssp. dicoccon

The green revolution 70 Loss of many hexaploid
landraces
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non-pericentromeric diversity depletions, including one
harboring the major tough glume QTL governing thresha-
bility (Tg-2B), occurred during the domesticated
emmer-to-durum landrace transition. Finally, several reduc-
tions in diversity were specifically associated with breeding
of modern durum cultivars, including some associated with
disease resistance and grain yellow pigment content loci.

Introgression from wild emmer into domesticated wheat
is partly restricted by the mode of self-pollination. More-
over, the genes for rachis brittleness are dominant over those
controlling non-brittleness, and therefore, the F1 spikes dis-
articulate at maturity and only few F2 spikes bear a
non-brittle rachis. Accordingly, only a few of the segregants
might fit the selection criteria of man and enrich the gene
pool of the domesticated forms.

Although domesticated tetraploid wheat, T. turgidum,
started with very restricted genetic variability, the original
non-brittle emmer plants grew for 2–3 millennia, in mixed
populations with wild forms and occasionally hybridized
and exchanged genes with them. Moreover, even after the
complete replacement of wild emmer by domesticated
emmer, the latter and other subspecies of allotetraploid
wheat continued to introgress with wild genotypes that grew
in their vicinity and thereby, broadened their genetic basis
(Huang et al. 1999; Dvorak et al. 2006; Luo et al. 2007). The
F1 hybrids between wild emmer and domesticated tetraploid
wheat are fully fertile, and since the chromosomes of wild
emmer are homologous to those of allotetraploid wheat
many genes can be transferred from the wild into the
domesticated chromosomes through crossover. As a result,
over the 10,000 years of cultivation, there was an almost
continuous flow of wild genes into domesticated tetraploid
background, diversifying, to some extent, the domesticated
tetraploid gene pool.

In contrast to allotetraploid wheat, allohexaploid wheat,
T. aestivum, is partially isolated from its allotetraploid pro-
genitor and wholly isolated from its diploid progenitor.
Therefore, its primary genetic basis was more restricted.
However, despite the partial sterility of the F1 pentaploid
hybrids between allohexaploid and allotetraploid wheats,
few hybrid swarms resulting from spontaneous hybridization
between hexaploid wheat and wild emmer were found in
Israel and descried by Zohary and Brick (1962). Moreover,
He et al. (2019), who performed targeted re-sequencing of
890 diverse accessions of hexaploid and tetraploid wheat to
identify introgression from wild relatives, found that historic
gene flow from wild relatives led to genome-wide increases
in diversity and made a substantial contribution to the
adaptive diversity of modern cultivars of hexaploid wheat,
the principal domesticated subspecies of T. aestivum.

For several millennia, massive intra- and inter-specific
gene flow has been facilitated by farming of mixtures of
different genotypes and even different cytotypes, including

representatives of two or even three different species of
domesticated wheat, namely, T. monococcum, T. turgidum
(emmer and free threshing) and T. aestivum (spelt and
bread wheat), each represented by numerous different
genotypes (Zeven 1980). These endless hybridizations
during the long period of cultivation also enriched the
domesticated genetic basis of both species. Walkowiak
et al. (2020) used ten chromosome pseudomolecules and
five scaffold assemblies of allohexaploid wheat to explore
the genomic diversity among allohexaploid wheat lines
from global breeding programs. Comparative analysis
revealed extensive differences in gene content resulting
from complex breeding histories aimed at improving
adaptation to diverse environments, grain yield and quality,
and resistance to stresses.

Spontaneous hybridization between domesticated wheat
and the wild form of T. timopheevii, ssp. armeniacum, which
shares with domesticated wheat the A subgenome but differs
in the other subgenome(s), may have also occurred in the
northeastern part of the Fertile Crescent and in Transcau-
casia. The hybrids between these species are highly sterile,
although a few seeds are produced upon backcrossing.
Introgression of genes from various Aegilops species also
contributed to the wide variation of domesticated allopoly-
ploid wheats. Although intergeneric F1 hybrids between
domesticated wheat and more distant diploid and tetraploid
species of Aegilops, as well as species of Secale, Agropyron,
Haynaldia and other related genera, which grew within or
near Mediterranean and Near Eastern wheat fields, are highly
sterile, the few seeds produced upon backcrossing yield
more-fertile plants. Such intergeneric hybridizations may
often result in successful introgression, maintaining a weak
but constant flow of genes into the domesticated back-
ground. Such introgression was recently well evidenced by
Zhou et al. (2020), who identified composite introgression
from wild populations contributing to a substantial portion
(4–32%) of the bread wheat genome, which undoubtedly
increased the genetic diversity of bread wheat and enabled
its adaptation to new territories. Similarly, Walkowiak et al.
(2020) presented evidence for introgressions from wild rel-
atives to allohexaploid wheat.

Keilwagen et al. (2022) pointed out that intentional
introgressions from crop wild relatives have been used to
introduce valuable traits into domesticated plants. They
demonstrated the utility of single nucleotide polymorphism-
based methods to detect introgressions and predict the
putative donor species. Analyzing ten publicly available
wheat genome sequences with these methods they identified
nine major introgressions from wild diploid and allote-
traploid Triticum species, from diploid and allotetraploid
Aegilops species and from Elymus elongatus ssp. ponticum.
Keilwagen et al. (2022) traced introgressions to early wheat
cultivars and show that natural introgressions, mainly those
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that harbour resistance genes, were utilized in early breeding
history and still influence elite lines today.

Mutations have also played an important role in
increasing genetic variability of domesticated wheats. The
genetic structure of the allopolyploid species of wheat, i.e.,
four (in tetraploids) or six (in hexaploid s) doses of gene loci,
reinforced by a diploid-like cytological behavior and pre-
dominantly self-pollination, has proven a very successful
genetic system for facilitating rapid buildup of genetic
diversity through genetic changes. In these wheat species,
the accumulation of genetic variation through mutations or
hybridizations is tolerated more readily than in diploid
species. Moreover, polyploidy facilitates genetic
diploidization, the process whereby existing genes in mul-
tiple doses can be diverted to new functions. Thus, tetraploid
and hexaploid wheat can accumulate a significant amount of
genetic variability through gene alterations. Mutations
exerting a lethal or semi-lethal effect at the diploid level,
such as Q, s, (the sphaerococcum gene) C, (the compactum
gene) and Ph1, are viable at the polyploid level. Induction of
mutations may have been accelerated by the activity of
transposable elements (TEs) (e.g., Fedoroff 2000, 2012) and
genome-restructuring genes (Feldman and Strauss 1983).
Indications for the activity of such genes have been reported
in wheat and in several of its wild relatives. The activation of
TEs, mainly retrotransposons by various environmental and
climatic stresses has an important evolutionary significance
(e.g., Schrader and Schmitz 2019). In addition to the gen-
eration of genetic variability due to epigenetic changes, e.g.,
DNA methylation, chromatin acetylation and activity of
various small RNA molecules, genome restructuring by TEs
may lead to the formation of new linkage groups. Activity of
genome -restructuring genes as well as TEs during wheat
cultivation may explain the wide occurrence of chromoso-
mal rearrangements among domesticated wheat taxa. Thus,
domesticated allopolyploid wheat can accumulate a signifi-
cant amount of genetic variation also through mutations.

The genetic diversity of the D subgenome of bread wheat
is relatively limited, being 2–5 times lower than for the A
and B subgenomes (Caldwell et al. 2004). Recently, there
has been renewed interest in exploring the genetic diversity
within the Ae. tauschii genome for the purpose of breeding.
A study of a collection of 101 synthetic hexaploid wheat
lines, made from crosses between tetraploid wheat and Ae.
tauschii showed a high diversity, similar to that of the A and
B subgenomes of hexaploid wheat (Bhatta et al. 2018).
Whole genome sequencing was performed for 278 acces-
sions of Ae. tauschii, including de novo sequencing for four
accessions (Zhou et al. 2021). A core collection of 85
accessions, representing 99% of the species variation was
defined and crossed with elite bread wheat cultivars to
generate a new collection of Ae. tauschi—wheat synthetic
octoploids (Zhou et al. 2021). This collection showed a

promising phenotypic variation of potential for wheat
breeding for trait such as grain weight and pre-harvest
sprouting. Nyine et al. (2021) tested introgressions of 21 Ae.
tauschii accessions into hard winter wheat and, also found
that some introgressions were positively associated with
yield traits.

13.6 The Three Phases of Selection Under
Cultivation

During the 10,000 years of wheat cultivation, the criteria for
selection varied from time to time and from place to place, as
suggested by Evans (1981) in regard to yield criteria.
Selection pressures exerted by farmers in different locales
have operated in different, and sometimes even in contra-
dictory, manners in different cultivated fields. Thus, during
the process of adaptation to the various cultivated environ-
ments and to the different demands of man, wheat responded
with a number of significant genetic changes. The main
changes reflect the process of adaptability to agriculture,
particularly of the plants to propagate and protect its seeds,
through which wheat became completely dependent on the
farmer for its survival.

The modern gene pool of the domesticated wheats has
developed through three main phases of selection: occa-
sional and sometimes non-intentional selection, exerted by
the earliest farmers, simply by the processes of harvesting
and planting; alongside more deliberate selection by tradi-
tional farmers in polymorphic fields; and selection as part of
scientifically planned modern breeding (Feldman 1976,
2001; Feldman et al. 1995).

During the first phase, a very significant sequence of
changes occurred in the transition from the wild to the
domesticated forms (Table 13.6). Grain size, an important
domestication trait that has been associated with successful
germination and seedling growth under cultivated condi-
tions, was among the first traits selected. It resulted in a
change from production of small grains with a long, thin
shape in wild wheat to more uniform, larger and wider grains
in domesticated wheat. Grain size increased early in
domestication, whereas changes in grain shape occurred at
somewhat later stages (Gegas et al. 2010). These authors
found that grain size and shape are primarily independently
controlled traits, by a limited number of QTLs in both wild
and domesticated wheat.

Domestication of emmer, ssp. dicoccon, through the loss
of rachis fragility was probably a gradual process, as sug-
gested from both the archeological and genetic evidence. The
archeological record (Kislev 1984; Tanno and Willcox 2006)
showed a mixture of fragile and nonfragile types in ancient
sites where agriculture was practiced, with nonfragile rachis
becoming prominent in farming units only after 2–3 thousand
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years [Kislev (1984) in emmer wheat; Tanno and Willcox
(2006) in einkorn]. Genetically, since the rachis-brittleness
trait is controlled in wild emmer by two major dominant
genes (Levy and Feldman 1989a, b; Watanabe and Ikebata
2000; Watanabe et al. 2002, 2005; Nalam et al. 2006; Millet
et al. 2013), it probably took some time to obtain a
homozygous recessive combination of these two genes.

According to Kislev (1984), the non-brittle types were
probably selected by women, who were usually in charge of
threshing. The non-brittle spikes were harder to thresh and
were left aside as seeds for the next spring. These non-brittle
types had been established in the cultivated field and spread
gradually from farmer to farmer and from village to village
throughout the Levant. The loss of rachis fragility gave rise
to domesticated emmer one of the earliest forms of domes-
ticated wheat, which is still grown today, albeit on a small
scale (de Vita et al. 2006).

An additional requirement for the newly domesticated
wheat was uniform and rapid germination. Wild wheat
exhibits two types of dormancy: a post-harvest type and a
next-year type. The first type prevents premature and unti-
mely germination—an important feature, pre-adapted to
agriculture, particularly in view of the fact that seeds were
often stored under unsuitable storage conditions. The second
type of dormancy ensures in wild wheat temporal distribu-
tion of germination; it is invariably the larger grain of the
second floret in each spikelet that germinates in the first year,
while the smaller grain of the first floret germinates in the
second year. Induction of germination of all grains in the
first year was of great advantage.

The loss of self-propagation and of the temporal control
of germination was followed by the loss of self-protection of
the grains. The wild forms have tightly closed tenacious
glumes, resulting in a “hulled” post-threshing grain. Several
primitive forms of domesticated wheat species, e.g., T.
monococcum subsp. monococcum, T. turgidum subsp. dic-
occon and paleocolchicum, T. timopheevii ssp. timopheevii,
T. aestivum subsp. spelta and macha, retain this feature. The
appearance of the free-threshing trait (naked kernels) in T.
turgidum and T. aestivum, was the second-most important
step in domestication of wheat after rachis non-brittleness. T.
turgidum ssp. parvicoccum, a “fossil” subspecies of allote-
traploid wheat was the first free-threshing form (Kislev
1979/1980). Ssp. durum may thus derive from hybridization
between ssp. parvicoccum and ssp. dicoccon, receiving the
free-threshing trait from parvicoccum and the large grains
from dicoccon. The large grain of durum was probably
preferred over the small grains of parvicoccum, leading to
the prominence of durum as an allotetraploid wheat and to
the extinction of parvicoccum. Similarly, it can be assumed
that bread wheat, T. aestivum subsp. aestivum, received
these mutations from tetraploid wheat but required

additional mutation in the Tg gene of genome D to become
free threshing (Kerber and Rowland 1974).

In addition to the above-mentioned classical domestica-
tion traits, several other domestication traits were selected,
including increased number of seeds per spikelet, simulta-
neous ripening of grains, and plant erectness versus the
prostrate grassy types (Table 13.6).

During the second phase of selection under cultivation,
wheat culture spread into new areas, an event that required
the adaptation of domesticated wheat to new climatic,
edaphic, and biotic conditions that were not encountered by
wheat before. This created environmental stress that induced
a variety of genetic and epigenetic changes. The wheat
genotypes might have reacted by increased mutability,
possibly due to the temporal activation of various trans-
posable elements. During the spread to Europe, for example,
photoperiodic and thermoperiodic responses were modified
to achieve an optimum balance between vegetative and
reproductive phases: the vegetative period was extended to
benefit from the longer summer days and rainy season, while
the need for high temperatures for maturation gradually
disappeared. In addition, the grain-filling period became
longer, and flag-leaf senescence was delayed. These latter
adaptations, allowing for larger amounts of carbohydrates to
be assimilated and translocated to the developing grains,
greatly contributed to higher yields through further increase
in grain size and spike counts.

The presence of diverse genotypes within a single poly-
morphic field, largely prevented the outbreak of epidemics
and severe damage by ecological hazards. Hence, growing
various genotypes, and even species, as a mixture in a single
field heightens yield stability—an economic consideration
ranked much more important than occasional high yield
(Zeven 1980). The traditional farmers preferred a “safe”,
average yield each year, rather than a high yield for several
years which might have been followed by crop failure. The
lack of suitable means for long-term storage and for
large-scale wheat import, translated to drastic consequences
of crop failure in any given year. Hence, yield stability was
of utmost importance.

The second phase of evolution under cultivation involved
long and continuous selection for various agronomic and
technological characters in the polymorphic fields of the
traditional farmers. The main evolutionary advantage in such
fields was the possibility for occasional hybridization
between genotypes and even species. Because of the
self-pollinating system, every hybridization resulted in a
significant number of homozygous recombinants, thereby
constantly providing the farmer with new genotypes for
selection. Yet, in such fields, as numerous genotypes were
grown in mixtures, the unit of selection was a combination
of genotypes rather than a single one.
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In such polymorphic fields, inter-genotypic competition
played a decisive role. Since the contribution of every
genotype to the next year’s seeds largely depended on the
productivity of single plants, high tillering and vigorous
vegetative growth were traits of high adaptive value. Plants
with horizontal leaves, which shade weeds and competitors,
had an advantage over genotypes with erect leaves.

The population in polymorphic fields had a genetic
structure similar to that found in populations of wild wheats:
a mixture of many genotypes partially isolated by the pre-
dominant self-pollination. According to Sewall Wright's
model (Wright 1931), occasional gene exchange between
partially isolated genotypes is one of the most effective
processes in evolution. The genetic variation thus achieved
was maintained in the traditional farming system; because
the low yield of the landraces required the use of a greater
proportion of the harvested seeds for yearly sowing, a large

proportion of the genetic variation was transferred to the
next generation (Zeven 1980).

During the second phase of evolution under cultivation,
selection efforts resulted in increased plant height, increased
tillering, development of canopy with wide horizontal
leaves, larger seed size, increased grain number per spikelet,
better flour quality, improved seed retention (non-
shattering), increased competitiveness with other wheat
genotypes and weeds, and better adaptation to a wider range
or climatic and farming regimes.

In the third phase of selection under cultivation, driven by
scientifically planned modern breeding, starting at the sec-
ond half of the nineteenth century, the wheat field became
genetically uniform and no longer conducive to spontaneous
intra-genotypic gene exchange. On the other hand,
large-scale gene migration was promoted by worldwide-
introduction services. Massive scientific screening aided in

Table 13.6 Modifications that
occurred in wheat during its three
phases of cultivation (After
Feldman 2001)

I. During the transition from the wild habitat to the
cultivated field

Non-brittle spikes

Increased grain size

Free-threshing (naked grains)

Non-dormant seeds

Uniform and rapid germination

Erect plants

Increased spikelet number per spike (?)

II. During 10,000 years of cultivation in polymorphic
fields

Adaptation to new, sometimes extreme,
regional environments

Increased tillering

Increased plant height

Development of canopy with wide
horizontal leaves

Increased competitiveness with other wheat
genotypes and weeds

Modifications in processes that control the
timing of various growth stages

Increased grain number per spikelet

Improved seed retention (non-shattering)

Improved technological properties of grains

III. During cultivation in monomorphic fields due to
modern breeding procedures in the last century

Increased yield in densely planted fields;
reduced intra-genotypic competition

Canopy with erect leaves

Reduced height

Enhanced response to fertilizers and
agrichemicals

Increased resistance to grain shattering

Increased resistance to diseases and pests

Lodging resistance

Improved harvest index

Improved baking and bread-making quality
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revealing desirable genes, and modern methods for manip-
ulating and transferring these genes from one genetic
background to another became available. Hybridizations
became confined mainly to intra-specific crosses. Lately,
however, some inter-specific and inter-generic crosses have
also been performed. Individual genotypes, rather than
mixtures, became the unit of selection in experimental-
station fields. Selection was made mostly for traits that
improved wheat performance in dense stands, such as min-
imum intra-genotypic competition, upright leaves to improve
light penetration and prevent shadowing of neighboring
plants, low tillering, a higher number of seminal roots whose
development is independent of tillering. High-yielding cul-
tivars were produced that owe their performance to an
increase in the number of fertile florets per spikelet and,
sometimes, to the length or density of the spike, reduction in
shattering, and resistance to fungal, bacterial, and viral dis-
eases as well as to pests.

One of the great achievements of this phase is the the
Green Revolution that took place in the 1960s. During the
course of this revolution, use of genes for reduced height
(Rht), originally from the Japanese cultivar Norin 10, facil-
itated the production of semi-dwarf (90–120 cm) or dwarf
(60–90 cm) high-yielding cultivars that replaced the con-
ventional tall (120–140 cm) ones. These cultivars introduced
to India, Pakistan, Iran, the Mediterranean basin, and other
wheat-producing regions, replacing the numerous landraces
in every locale. The Green Revolution succeed to improve
yield, increase resistance to various diseases and tolerance to
agrochemicals. These high-yielding cultivars respond well to
new agrotechnical practices particularly to high fertilizer
application rates, without lodging, and improved harvest
index. Currently, the dwarfing genes have been widely
incorporated into most existing cultivars, and are responsible
for a very significant increase in wheat yield.

The main achievements in breeding for grain quality have
been improvements in milling and baking characteristics.
Certain modern cultivars are easily milled because the peri-
carp and seed coat are only loosely attached to the endo-
sperm. Flour yield is particularly high in cultivars with short,
almost spherical grains. To date, less progress has been made
in improving the nutritional value of the grain, and further
efforts are needed, particularly toward increasing protein
content and remedying deficiencies in amino acid composi-
tion and some minerals. Among the traits affected by
domestication are those affecting the storage proteins, in
particular the high-molecular-weight glutenins whose sub-
unit number is lower in domesticated allotetraploid wheat
than in wild emmer (Levy and Feldman 1988, 1989b; Laido
et al. 2013). Selection for product taste and quality have led to
reduced numbers of subunits of high-molecular-weight glu-
tenins in the A and D subgenomes of domesticated allote-
traploid and allohexaploid wheats (Feldman et al. 1987).

Today’s breeding techniques may achieve the objectives
of the primitive and traditional farmers with greater predic-
tion accuracy. The general goal was to achieve highest
possible yields per area. Yet, the main limiting factor
(globally) in achieving this goal was water availability, and
plants have also been subsequently selected to address this
goal and constraint.

13.7 Man-Made Allohexaploids

13.7.1 Synthetic T. aestivum Lines

Bread wheat, T. aestivum ssp. aestivum, has passed through
two cycles of genetic bottlenecks, allohexaploidization that
led to the formation of ssp. spelta from a relatively small
number of individuals of tetraploid wheat and Ae. tauschii,
and the evolvement of bread wheat, ssp. aestivum, by
mutations from ssp. spelta (Table 13.5). However, during
9000 years of cultivation this narrow genetic basis became
wider due to mutations and introgressions from domesticated
and wild relatives. Yet, an additional reduction in genetic
diversity of bread wheat occurred during the Green Revo-
lution. This revolution achieved success in yield increase,
better resistance to diseases and improved tolerance to var-
ious agrochemicals in many wheat growing countries.
However, at the same time, this success was bought at the
cost of an overall reduction in genetic diversity in bread
wheat (Warburton et al. 2006). The loss in genetic diversity
was mainly due to replacement of numerous land races by a
relatively small number of elite cultivars and the lack of
awareness to maintain the replaced land races in gene banks.
The abandon of a large number of land races led to a sizeable
genetic erosion in the genepool of bread wheat. The dangers
of a narrow genetic base of domesticated wheats, mainly of
bread wheat, have become a great concern in recent decades,
and, consequently, increased the need to widen the genetic
basis of bread wheat. In this endeavor, attempts have been
made to transfer desirable genes from wild and other
domesticated wheats and from various Triticeae species to
bread wheat, and during the years, several successful gene
transfers, mainly of disease resistant genes, were accom-
plished from various related species (Wulff and Moscou
2014). Yet, there are several obstacles in this endeavor that
curtail transfer of desirable genetic material. As already
pointed out by McFadden and Sears (1947), T. turgidum
(genome BBAA), that has two homologous subgenomes to
the A and B subgenomes of T. aestivum, its pentaploid
hybrids with hexaploid wheat are only partially fertile.
Moreover, the tetraploid F1 hybrids between bread wheat
and Ae. tauschii is extremely sterile.

To overcome the difficulties of partial sterility in crosses
of T. turgidum x T. aestivum and the high sterility in T.
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aestivum x Ae. tauschii hybrids, McFadden and Sears (1947)
suggested the construction and use of synthetic T. aestivum
lines that combines the BBAA genome of T. turgidum with
the D genomes of Ae. tauschii. Hybrids between the
synthetic lines and bread wheat are fully fertile, chromosome
pairing is complete, and high rate of recombination between
the synthetic and the domesticated chromosomes consis-
tently occurs.

The pioneering production by McFadden and Sears
(1946) of synthetic T. aestivum (STA), that resembled
ssp. spelta, by crossing domesticated emmer (ssp. dicoccon;
genome BBAA) with Ae. tauschii (formerly Ae. squarrosa;
genome DD) and doubling the chromosome number of the
F1 hybrid with colchicine, indisputably indicated the two
parental species of T. aestivum and the mode of its origin. As
a direct consequence of this important discovery, McFadden
and Sears (1947) proposed to produce synthetic T. aestivum
lines to overcome the partial sterility in hybrids between
tetraploid and hexaploid wheat, and the high sterility in T.
aestivum x Ae. tauschii hybrids, and thus, to be able to
transfer with ease desirable genes from the synthetic to the
domesticated hexaploid wheat. Soon after, Kihara and
Lilienfeld (1949) produced amphidiploids from a cross of
ssp. dicoccoides var. spontnneo-nigrum with Ae. tauschii
through the union of two unreduced gametes. Like the STA
produced by McFadden and Sears (1946), also these
amphiploids were fertile, exhibited regular chromosome
pairing, and resembled hulled form of hexaploid wheat. The
hybrids between the synthetic hexaploids with ssp. Spelta
and ssp. aestivum were fertile and exhibited full or almost
full pairing (McFadden and Sears 1946; Kihara and Lilien-
feld 1949). These studies paved the way to produce a large
number of STAs using elite cultivars of ssp. durum and
diverse genotypes of Ae. tauschii (Fig. 13.3). Such genetic
resource will facilitate transfer of desirable genes from the A
and B subgenomes of ssp. durum to the corresponding
subgenomes of bread wheat and from the D genome of Ae.
tauschii the D subgenome of bread wheat (Mujeeb-Kazi
et al. 1996; Trethowan and Mujeeb-Kazi 2008).

The use of ssp. durum as the maternal parent in the
production of STA lines guarantees success in the cross with
Ae. tauschii and also that the resultant STA will have the
cytoplasm of T. turgidum that is identical to that of T. aes-
tivum. Chromosome doubling of the triploid F1 hybrids
occurs either naturally due to production of unreduced
meiotic cells or after colchicine treatment. The STAs thus
produced comprise an important genetic resource for trans-
ferring novel genetic variation to bread wheat including
desirable genes from wild and domesticated subspecies of T.
turgidum and from Ae. tauschii. With no reproduction bar-
rier and almost complete chromosomal homology, crossing
these STAs with modern elite bread wheat cultivars facili-
tates the transfer economically important genes to the

domesticated background that may increase yield, widen
resistance to fungal, bacterial and pests, improve tolerance to
various abiotic stresses, and enhance nutritional and backing
quality. No wonder, therefore, that STA has become an
important component in wheat breeding (Mujeeb-Kazi et al.
2013; Ogbonnaya et al. 2013; Li et al. 2018; Rosyara et al.
2019; Aberkane et al. 2020).

New molecular technologies revealed a lower genetic
diversity in the D subgenome than in the A and B sub-
genomes of bread wheat (e.g., Walkowiak et al. 2020;
Gaurav et al. 2021). Nucleotide diversity in the A, B, and D
subgenomes of bread wheat is considerably a lesser amount
than that of the genetic variation in these genomes in the
parental species (Zhao et al. 2020). It is important therefore,
to introduce novel variation for desirable traits from the
parental species of bread wheat. STAs can boost the genetic
diversity in all three subgenomes of bread wheat. Ae. tau-
schii harbors substantial variation for many biotic and abi-
otic stress tolerance traits that are relevant in wheat breeding
(Dudnikov and Kawahara 2006). In STA lines, the presence
of the D subgenome, that derived from many liferent
genotypes of Ae. tauschii, harbor unparalleled genetic
diversity for addressing global wheat production constraints
through genetic improvement (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 2008).

From hundreds Ae. tauschii accessions hybridization
efforts produced more than thousands STA combinations
resulting from chromosome doubling of the F1 hybrids with
elite ssp. durum cultivars. During the last 50 years, more
than several thousand different lines of STA were developed
in the International Maize and Wheat Improvement Center
(CIMMYT) (Warburton et al. 2006; Mujeeb-Kazi et al.
2008; Ogbonnaya et al. 2013; Das et al. 2016; Rosyara et al.
2019; Aberkane et al. 2020), in China (Li et al. 2018), and
several other countries. This extensive production of STA
represents a valuable resource of user-friendly genetic
diversity (Warburton et al. 2006). Indeed, analysis of these
STA lines provided encouraging diversity data for key abi-
otic constraints such as drought, salinity, and heat, ae well as
for several biotic stresses (Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 2008). Like-
wise, Rosyara et al. (2019) estimated the contribution of the
D subgenome of STA lines to derivative lines resulted from
crosses with elite cultivars of bread wheat. Their results
underline the importance of STA lines in maintaining and
enhancing genetic diversity and genetic gain over years.
STAs are a good source for novel resistance genes to fungal
diseases and for pests most of which derived from Ae. tau-
schii (see review by Li et al. 2018).

This is an example of success utilizing wild relatives in
mainstream breeding at large scale worldwide (Rosyara et al.
2019). However, STAs are hulled forms and cannot be used
as cultivars because of the presence undesirable characters
that derived from the wild parent Ae. tauschii, e.g., tenacious
glumes, barrel-type rachis disarticulation, and other wild
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traits. Thus, it is required to remove these wild undesirable
characters through crossing and backcrossing to T. aestivum
elite cultivars and selection in the segregating progeny.
Several derivative cultivars having higher concentrations of
both micronutrients and macronutrients and higher yield
than their parental bread wheat cultivars, have been devel-
oped at CIMMYT (Guzman et al. 2014). By now, about
several tens of lines that derived from such crosses have
been registered as cultivars around the world, particularly in
China (Yang et al. 2009; Li et al. 2018; Hao et al. 2019).

13.7.2 Triticale

13.7.2.1 General Description
Triticale [Triticosecale (Wittm. ex Camus) MK], is a
man-made cereal crop, resembles wheat, whose name
derived from the scientific name of its two parents, Triticum
and Secale. The name Triticale Tsch. (von Tschermak 1937)
was given to wheat-rye amphiploids, and since then has been
used more and more as a common name (Villareal et al.
1990). Triticale obtained from hybridization of wheat as
female, either tetraploid ssp. durum or hexaploid

ssp. aestivum, with rye, Secale cereale, as male, and double
the chromosomes of the sterile F1 hybrid by colchicine
treatment to produce a fertile amphiploid. The idea was to
combine the high yield potential, good grain quality, and
disease resistance of wheat with the vigor and hardiness of
rye and its resistance to various diseases. Both 4 � and
6 � triticales are produced with wheat as well as with rye
cytoplasmic background, named Triticosecale and Secalo-
triticum, respectively.

Triticales have been synthesized at four different ploidy
levels (4x, 6x, 8x, and 10x). Decaploid triticale
(2n = 10x = 70; genome BBAADDRRRR) was obtained by
Müntzing (1955) via crossing 8 � triticale with 2 � rye, or
6 � wheat with 4 � rye. It had cytological instability as
well as poor seed set and could not be maintained and are
thus lost (Müntzing 1955). Triticales at the other three ploidy
levels are being used for a variety of studies. At early stages,
octoploid triticale was the choice of geneticists and plant
breeders but, with time, hexaploid triticale had greater
potential to become a successful crop. Tetraploid triticale
shows little promise to become a crop. Thus, most of the
currently available triticales are hexaploids due to their
superior vigor and reproductive stability compared to the
octoploid type (Mergoum et al. 2009). Hexaploid triticales
are being used for extensive cultivation in several countries,
while octoploid triticales have been used for cultivation in a
more limited scale in China (for review see Müntzing 1979;
Gupta and Priyadarshan 1982). Tetraploid triticales, are
produced by crossing 6 � triticale with 2 � or 4 � rye and
backcrossed to rye (Krolow 1973). Some 4 � triticales that
have mixogenomes A/B show considerable stability. Tetra-
ploid triticales are still in different stages of development and
may not be used for cultivation in the foreseeable future
(Mergoum et al. 2009).

Detailed description of the history of triticale is given by
Villareal et al. (1990) and Oettler (2005). Towards the end of
the nineteenth century, breeders begun to cross wheat with
rye, and the first triticale, which was octoploid, was pro-
duced in Germany by Rimpau in 1888, from crosses of
ssp. aestivum and rye, followed by spontaneous chromo-
some doubling (Rimpau 1891). It was not until the 1960s
that the first commercial releases became available for pro-
ducers (Mergoum et al. 2009).

Triticale is a facultative autogamous allopolyploid spe-
cies. As such, most lines are homozygous. The cytoplasm of
triticale derived from the wheat maternal parent and is
similar to that of allopolyploid wheats, T. turgidum and
T. aestivum. Consequently, many Secale genes are not
expressed in the background of wheat cytoplasm and the
nuclear Triticum genome is predominant. Moreover, there is
a sizeable reduction of the DNA amount of the rye
subgenome in triticale, either 6x or 8x (Boiko et al. 1988;
Ma and Gustafson 2005, 2006; Ma et al. 2004).

Fig. 13.3 Spikes of synthetic T. aestivum; formed via hybridization of
T. turgidum ssp. durum cv. Cappelli (lineTTR19) with Ae. tauschii
ssp. strangulata (line TQ27)
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Taxonomical status of triticale
Chapter H of the international code of botanical nomen-

clature 2000 (ICBN 2000), dealing with names of hybrids,
concluded in section H.6.2. that the nothogeneric name of a
bigeneric hybrid is a condensed formula in which the names
adopted for the parental genera are combined into a single
word, using the first part or the whole of one and the last part
or the whole of the other (but not the whole of both) and,
optionally, a connecting vowel.

The problems concerning the taxonomy and nomencla-
ture of triticale were discussed by Baum (1971), Gupta and
Priyadarshan (1982), Gupta and Baum (1986) and Gupta
(1986). In contrast to the current recommended usage of the
nothogeneric name x Triticosecale, Gupta and Baum (1986)
and Gupta (1986) advocated that triticale be not treated any
longer as a nothogenus x Triticosecale, but rather, as a
monotypic genus instead, with a new name, proper cir-
cumscription, and designation of a type specimen. Stace
(1987) regarded that the main reason for not treating triticale
as a genus stem from the inability to find characters that
would distinguish the new genus from Triticum and the fact
that the distinction between the two `̀ is becoming increas-
ingly blurred'' (Stace 1987), presumably due to continued
introgression from hexaploid wheats used in triticale
improvement programs. Stace (1987) proposed that the
correct nothogeneric name for plants derived from
Triticum x Secale crosses is x Triticosecale Wittmack ex A.
Camus. No correct name at species level is available for the
commonest crop triticales. These triticales are, however, still
described under the nothogenus x Triticosecale Wittmack
and its continued usage has recently been recommended by
Stace (1987). However, a detailed study of inflorescence,
glume, lemma, and lodicule characters, conducted by Baum
and Gupta (1990) in 108 accessions of hexaploid and
octoploid triticales, in 102 herbarium specimens representing
21 species of Triticum and Aegilops, and in 30 herbarium
specimens representing 12 species of Secale, justify in their
opinion a generic status for triticales. These authors pro-
vided, a key for distinguishing the genera Secale, Triticum,
Aegilops, and the nothogenus x Triticosecale.

Mac Key (2005) disagree with Baum and Gupta (1990)
that triticale deserves a separate genus rank and instead,
incorporated the three different triticale species in the genus
Triticum. He argued that triticale, like all Triticum species,
has the typical growth habit and inflorescence of diploid
wheat, and are all to be considered as hybrids carrying the
pivotal AA genome as an essential part and thus, designed of
it. From this aspect, they can be defined as forming a natural
hybrid genus. The inclusion of triticale into Triticum is based
both on commercial and scientific considerations (Mac Key
(2005). According to him, the inclusion of triticale into
Triticum is based both on commercial and scientific con-
siderations. Mac Key (2005) knows that “such a delimitation

of the genus Triticum is not strictly following the Interna-
tional Code of Botanical Nomenclature 2000 (ICBN 2000)
but has at least the advantage of preserving the basic frame
set by the old traditional taxonomy”.

The basic principle of including triticale as a section in
the genus Triticum has consistently (Mac Key 1954b, 1966,
1975, 1981, 1988) been to combine this genealogical aspect
with trying to foresee a steadily ongoing, dynamic evolution.
This idea appears now to have been supported also by the
International Code of Nomenclature for Cultivated Plants
1995 (ICNCP). Mac Key (2005) included triticale as a
separate section, Triticosecale (Wittm. ex Camas} Mac Key,
sectio nov. comb. into the genus Triticum. Triticale is
grouped into three different species, representing tetra- hexa-
, and octoploid constitution, respectively. The 4 � triticale
was not taxonomically treated before and is proposed to be
named Triticum semisecale Mac Key, comb. nov. According
to ICBN 2000, Art. 51, Triticum neoblaringhemii (Wittm. ex
Camas} Mac Key, comb. Nov.for 6 � and Triticum rimpaui
(Wittm.) Mac Key, comb. nov. for 8 � must be used.

Mac key’s (2005) inclusion of triticale as a section in
Triticum and its three species are as follows: Section Triti-
cosecale (Wittm. Ex Camus) Mac Key, Sectio. nov.
2n = 4x/6x/8x = 28/42/56. Triticum semisecale Mac Key,
comb. nov. 2n = 4x = 28 (AARR or A/BRR) (Subtriticale).
Triticum. neoblaringhemii (Wittm. Ex Camus) Mac key,
comb. nov. 2n = 6x = 42 (BBAARR) (Triticale). Triticum
rimpaui (Wittm.) Mac Key, comb. nov. 2n = 8x = 56
(BBAADDRR) (Eutriticale).

The above treatment follows the taxonomic treatment of
the genus Triticum by Mac Key (2005) using the biological
species concept based on genome composition. The titicales
resemble morphologically wheat more than rye (Baum and
Gupta 1990).

T. semisecale is a less-stable species whereas T.
neoblaringhemii is stable and very successful in cultivation.
On the other hand, T. rimpaui is not completely stable and
mainly has historical importance. It has glumes almost as
small as in rye, i.e., much smaller than in wheat and in the
6 � and 8 � triticales, but the spike shape is wheat. The
glumes nerves converge at the tip like in rye. This species
has larger lodicules than on wheat and even on rye (Baum
and Gupta 1990).

Triticum neoblaringhemii has a characteristic ear feature
with more elongated spikelets than in wheat and capacity of
a larger seed size than in rye. Glumes are clearly different
from rye and have, like wheat, nerves not converging at the
tip and with the midrib placed asymmetrically. This species
has lemmas more in texture and appearance like wheat and
different from rye. Larger lodicules than on wheat and even
on rye (Baum and Gupta 1990).

Triticum rimpaui has more wheat-like glumes, which are
less elongate, slender, and more tough than on Triticum
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semisecale and T. neoblaringhemii but still separable from
wheat. Lemmas are in texture and appearance much like in
wheat but the nerves converge in contrast to wheat at the
tip. Since T. rimpaui is more consistently produced through
T. aestivum, ssp. aestivum, as wheat parent, its basal part of
glume nerves may be less sharply marked. Hairiness below
ear is proof of rye dependence but less reliable (Baum and
Gupta 1990). Shriveled seeds are more common in T. rim-
paui than in T. neoblaringhemii.

13.7.2.2 Cultivation
In difference from the other cereal crops, triticale is a young
crop whose evolution happened only during the last
140 years and its most dramatic evolutionary events were
almost all directed by humans (Mergoum et al. 2009). Most
triticale cultivars are hexaploids (Villareal et al. 1990). The
first hexaploid triticales synthesized from tetraploid wheat,
mainly from ssp. durum (genome BBAA) and rye, Secale
cereale (genome RR), are called primary hexaploids, while
hexaploid triticales synthesized from crosses between pri-
mary hexaploid triticales and/or between primary hexaploid
triticale and hexaploid wheats or octoploid triticale are called
secondary hexaploid triticales (Lukaszewski and Gustafson
1987). One advantage of the secondary hexaploid triticale is
the increased genomic diversity, including the insertion of
portions of the D subgenome from hexaploid wheats /into
the R subgenome of triticale.

Triticale has either winter or spring growth habit, vary
significantly in plant height, tend to tiller less, and generally
have larger inflorescence in comparison to wheat. The
majority of triticale cultivars have prominent awns, but a
limited number of current both spring and winter types
exhibit awnless traits (less than 5 mm). These types have
increased potential for use as a hay forage for livestock
(Villareal et al. 1990).

The first release of a commercial triticale cultivar occur-
red in Europe, whereas `Rosner' a Canadian release was the
first triticale cultivar developed in North America. Europe is
the major triticale producing region; Poland, Germany,
Belarus, and France are the major producers of triticale in the
European region (Table 13.7).

Triticale is gaining popularity among the livestock
growers across the globe as it can be used in the animal feed.
Triticale has the digestibility and water-soluble sugars sim-
ilar to oats and cereal rye. Additionally, triticale can also
thrive in drought, low-fertile soil which attracts more forage
growers and livestock growers. This increasing adoption of
triticale in animal feed is one of the major driving factors for
the global triticale market.

13.7.2.3 Breeding
The history of triticale breeding for cultivar development has
been an agronomic success story (Villareal et al. 1990). The

first triticale cultivars were characterized by low yields, tall
and weak straw, shrunken and shriveled kernels, high sus-
ceptibility to ergot [Claviceps purpurea (Fr.) Tul.], high
protein, and high levels of the amino acid lysine, and pre-
harvest sprouting (Oettler 2005). The advantage of high
protein and high lysine in livestock food was nullified by the
poor yield performance and the high incidence of ergot.
Modern triticale has overcome most of these problems, some
of which caused by cytological differences of the wheat and
rye genomes such as different length of meiotic duration,
difficulties in chromosome segregation and aneuploidy, and
different in amount of constitutive telomeric heterochromatin
that affects meiotic pairing and grain shriveling (Lukas-
zewski and Gustafson 1987; Gupta and Reddy 1991). After
decades of additional breeding and gene transfer from wheat
and rye, the more advanced triticale cultivars, released in the
70th–80th of the previous century, have improved agro-
nomic traits including high yields, resistance to lodging and
ergot, plump kernels, but at the expense of protein content,
which is now comparable to wheat (Skovmand et al. 1984;
Oettler 2005).

The first hexaploid triticale was reported in 1938, and
breeding efforts soon after concentrated on the production of
hexaploids from various cultivars of tetraploid wheat, mainly
ssp. durum, and Secale cereale, as well as intercrossing of
both octoploid and primary triticales (Villareal et al. 1990).
More intensive breeding programs with the explicit objective
of developing triticale into a commercial crop were initiated
during the 1950s in Spain (Sanchez-Monge 1974), Canada
(Shebeski 1974), and Hungary (Kiss 1974). In 1953, the
University of Manitoba, Winnipeg, Canada, began the first
North American triticale breeding program working mostly
with durum wheat–rye crosses. Since Canada's program,
other public and private programs have initiated both durum
wheat–rye and common wheat–rye crosses. These early
breeding efforts concentrated on developing a high yielding
and drought-tolerant human food crop species suitable for
marginal wheat-producing areas. Both winter and spring
types were developed, with emphasis on spring types. The
major triticale development program in North America is
now at CIMMYT in Mexico, with some private companies
continuing triticale breeding. The CIMMYT Triticale
Improvement Program started in 1964 under the leadership
of N.E. Borlaug, followed by F.J. Zillinsky in 1968 (Zil-
linsky and Borlaug 1971). This program, in cooperation with
the University of Manitoba, led to the release of the first
cultivars, triticale numbers 57 and 64 in Hungary in 1968,
followed by “Cachirulo” in Spain, and “Rosner” in Canada,
both in 1969. Towards the 20th of the current century, trit-
icale production was concentrated in Europe with nearly
90% of the world production; more than 3 million hectares
were planted, and more than 14 million ton harvested in
2020 (Table 13.7). Production trends do show steady growth
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over the last 40 years. The leading producers of triticale
worldwide are Poland, Germany, Belarus, and France.

A first major breakthrough came by chance when a trit-
icale plant resulting from a natural outcrossed to unknown
Mexican semi-dwarf bread wheat was selected in 1967. The
selected line designated “Armadillo,” made a major contri-
bution to triticale improvement worldwide since it was the
first triticale identified to carry a chromosome substitution
wherein a D-subgenome chromosome was substituted for
the respective R-subgenome homeologue. Because of this
drastic improvement in triticale germplasm, numerous cul-
tivars were released, and the crop was promoted to farmers
as a “miracle crop.” However, by the late 1980s, data from
international yield trials revealed that complete hexaploid
triticale (AABBRR) was agronomically much superior to
some D-chromosomal substitutions, particularly under mar-
ginal growing conditions. Thereafter, triticale germplasm at
CIMMYT was gradually shifted towards complete
R-genome types to better serve these marginal
environments.

The last several decades of research on triticale initiated
by CIMMYT in association with National Agricultural
Research Systems around the world, have resulted in sig-
nificant improvements of triticale crop. Triticale today is an
international crop grown in more than 41 countries with the
number of countries and the acreage under triticale produc-
tion increasing. Accordingly, the Food and Agriculture
Organization, 15.5 million tons of triticale were harvested in
2018 in 41 countries across the world (FAOSTAT 2018).

Triticale cultivars are classified into three basic types:
spring, winter, and intermediate (facultative) (Villareal et al.
1990). Spring types are generally insensitive to photoperiod
and have limited tillering. Yet, most of the world triticale
acreage is under winter types (Mergoum et al. 2009). Winter
types have prostrate type of growth in the early stages of
development, and they require vernalization to initiate
heading. In general, winter types yield more forage than

spring types mainly due to their long growth period. Inter-
mediate (facultative) types are in-between spring and winter
types (Mergoum et al. 2004; Salmon et al., 2004).

Current triticale breeding programs center on the
improvement of grain yield, nutritional quality, plant height,
biomass, and early maturity. These efforts make triticale a
potential candidate for increasing global food production,
particularly, for marginal and stress-prone growing condi-
tions. Modern cultivars of triticale can be used for ethanol
production (McKenzie et al. 2014).

Triticale breeding programs worldwide have emphasized
improving the product quality and developing triticale cul-
tivars for specific end-uses such as milling and baking pur-
poses (Villareal et al. 1990). Emphasis has been also given
to developing triticale for dual purpose (forage and feed
grain), and grazing types (Villareal et al. 1990). Variability
present in the triticale germplasm for preharvest sprouting
and gluten quality has been exploited by breeders to develop
cultivars with enhanced quality and sprouting resistance
which has improved the bread-making qualities of triticale
grain.

Lodging resistance in triticale has been successfully
improved using the dwarfing genes from both Triticum and
Secale species. This has resulted in a decrease of up to
20 cm in plant height and increasing yield as the semi-dwarf
cultivars are high yielding and more responsive to inputs.
Modern triticale cultivars are resistant to a wide range of
biotic and abiotic stresses, resulted in increasing the acreage
under triticale worldwide. Under marginal land conditions,
where abiotic stresses related to environment (drought or
temperature extremes) and soil conditions (extreme pH
levels, salinity, toxicity, or deficiency of elements) are the
limiting factors grain production, modern triticale cultivars
have consistently shown its advantages and has outper-
formed the existing cultivated cereal crops (Mergoum et al.
2004; Estrada-Campuzano et al. 2012; Ayalew et al. 2018).
Early maturity, a typical characteristic of modern triticale,

Table 13.7 World total and top
triticale producing countries in
2020 (From FAOSTAT 2022)

Country Hectare Production in tones Productivity (tons /ha)

Poland 1,306,025 5,246,647 4.02

Germany 418,200 2,972,200 7.11

Belarus 523,413 2,076,376 3.97

France 387,604 2,023,275 5.22

Russian Federation 247,553 654,136 2.64

Hungary 123,160 486,450 2.30

Spain 195,682 449,674 1.82

Lithuania 120,100 395,200 3.95

China 212,000 385,000 1.82

Australia 79,879 125,641 3.29

World total 3,812,724 15,361,341 4.029
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allows escape from terminal developmental stresses, such as
heat or frost, in highly productive environments, such as the
irrigated subtropics and Mediterranean climates, which has
contributed to triticale acceptance by farmers. Many triticale
cultivars show tolerance to periods of drought. Substantial
progress has continued to improve grain weight (Mergoum
et al. 2004). Research reveals an increase in the adaptation
and successful production of triticale to stressed environ-
ments, particularly to water stress (Barary et al., 2002). Both
successful breeding and management have resulted in
acceptance of triticale as a major alternate crop to traditional
cereal crops.

In general, winter triticale produces higher forage bio-
mass than spring types. Therefore, their use for forage
(grazing), cut forage, silage, and grain or hay has been
improved through the release of several forage-specific
cultivars. In addition, in many countries cereal straw is a
major feed source for animals and in some years can have
greater value than grain. Under arid and semiarid conditions,
triticale has been shown consistently to produce higher straw
yields than wheat and barley (Mergoum et al. 1992).

In comparison with wheat, triticale appears to have good
resistance to several common wheat diseases and pests
including rusts (Puccinia sp.), Septoria complex, smuts
(Ustilago and Urocystis sp.), bunts (Tilletia sp.), powdery
mildew (Blumeria graminis), cereal cyst nematode (Het-
erodera avenae), and Hessian fly (Mayetiola destructor)
(Skovmand et al. 1984). It also resists virus diseases, such as
barley yellow dwarf, wheat-streak mosaic, barley-stripe
mosaic, and brome mosaic (Skovmand et al. 1984). On the
other hand, triticale has relatively greater susceptibility than
wheat to diseases such as spot blotch (Bipolaris sorokini-
ana), scab (Fusarium sp.), and ergot (Claviceps purpurea)
and bacterial diseases caused by Xanthomonas sp. and
Pseudomonas sp. (Skovmand et al. 1984). In the past, sus-
ceptibility to ergot was a major limitation to triticales
expansion since it was linked to floret sterility, but ergot is
not seen as a major problem in current varieties.

In triticale, genetic diversity is increased through direct
interspecific (bread wheat x triticale) and intraspecific
(winter triticale x spring triticale) as well as octoploid x
hexaploid triticale crosses. Such crosses have led to the
formation of mixogenomes where some chromosomes from
the B, A, R subgenomes of triticale have been replaced by
some from the D subgenome. Hence, many modern triticale
lines developed from such crosses carry D(A), D(B), and D
(R) whole chromosome substitutions or chromosome
translocations which add valuable traits to triticale.

The use of hybrid triticales as a strategy for enhancing
yield in favorable as well as marginal environments has
proven successful over time. Yield improvements of up to
20% have been observed (Oettler et al. 2001, 2003; Oettler

2005). Hybrid btriticale makes the optimum exploitation of
heterosis possible and, with the aid of molecular markers,
triticale germplasm is presently being investigated to estab-
lish genetically diverse heterotic groups (Oettler 2005).

13.7.2.4 Uses
Triticale is used for human food, animal feed, grazed or stored
forage and fodder, silage, green-feed, and hay (Oelke et al.
1989; Mergoum et al. (2009). Quality evaluations of triticale
grain for milling and baking show that it is inferior to
bread-making wheat and to durum wheat for macaroni, but it
is often considered superior to rye. Although, triticale con-
tains gluten, it may play a role in the rising healthy food
market due to its health benefits with its good essential amino
acid balance, minerals and vitamins (Zhu 2018). Triticale is
tested for possible use in breakfast cereals and for distilling or
brewing (Oelke et al. 1989). During the last decades triticale
has received attention as a potential energy crop, and research
is currently also including the use of this crop biomass in
bio-energy production (Villareal et al. 1990; McKenzie et al.
2014). As animal feed triticale is a good source of protein,
amino acids, and vitamin B. The protein content of several
triticale lines is somewhat higher than that of wheat and the
amino acid composition of the protein is similar to wheat but
may be slightly higher in lysine (Mergoum et al. 2009).
Triticale has been and is increasingly grown for livestock
grazing, cut forage (green chop), whole- plant silage, hay, and
forage/grain dual purpose (Myer and Lozano del Rio, 2004).
Straw is an important by-product of triticale grain production
and is often overlooked (Myer and Lozano del Rio 2004).
Triticale produces more straw than other small-grain cereals.
Straw is frequently the only source of livestock feed in
developing countries (Mergoum et al. 2004).
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14Future Prospects

14.1 Introduction

Malthus prediction, that population growth would not be
matched by growth in food production, causing major
famines, did not materialize so far thanks to a series of
advances in genetics and agrotechnology. Genetics break-
throughs were achieved, such as the introduction of the
lodging-preventing dwarfing genes in breeding programs
world-wide. Another mutation with a global impact was
selected in genes controlling day length sensitivity that
enabled the expansion of agriculture in regions that were not
previously cultivated. Advances in engineering and chem-
istry enabled to implement mechanical harvest, fertilizers,
herbicides and pesticides.

In this chapter we examine the question if and how we
can beat Malthus one more time? We argue that wheat
biodiversity will play an increasingly important role in wheat
breeding as it will become necessary to enlarge the gene
pool of wheat to adapt to climate change, new more extreme
environment (e.g., salty, dry, hot, and cold), and new dis-
eases. Unlike in the past, there is a very limited amount of
suitable arable land left that can be used to expand wheat
cultivation. There is even a reduction in arable land due to
urbanization, roads, and construction of industrial areas.
Wheat production should not be at the cost of destruction of
biodiversity in natural prairies or through massive defor-
estation. Moreover, global warming and extreme events have
caused desertification in many parts of the world making it
unprofitable to grow wheat (e.g., parts of North Africa and
the middle east). Increasing the amounts of fertilizers, her-
bicides, or pesticides is not an option due to their high cost,
their environment-damaging effect with high greenhouse gas
emission footprint and undesirable runoff in the aquifer or in
the air. The formidable challenge for the coming generations
will be “how to produce more with less input, less land,
under climate change and in a sustainable manner”?

We present a carefully optimistic view, asserting that, like
in the past, the impressive advances in technologies and
genetics will enable one more time to improve wheat to feed

the planet. Genetic advances will enable to fully exploit the
potential of wheat and its wild relatives (Triticeae species)
biodiversity. On the technological side, the on-going/next
green revolution will make a wise use of robotics, drones,
satellites with sensors, climate prediction, geo-engineering,
etc. The computational tools and infrastructures, like inter-
net, big data and artificial intelligence will promote both
technological and genetic platforms. On the genetic side, on
which we elaborate below, a plethora of new tools is
available, such as whole genome sequences and dense SNP
mapping for thousands of wheat lines, a broad range of
mapping populations, transcriptomics, proteomics, epige-
netic data on DNA methylation and chromatin modifica-
tions, non-coding RNA data, and integration of these data
using systems biology tools, will boost gene discovery and
functional identification of genes and gene networks from
within the wide Triticeae gene pool, for wheat breeding. The
Alpha-fold revolution for computational prediction of pro-
tein structures, together with precise modification of gen-
omes, e.g., through gene editing or homologous or
homoeologous recombination, and improved transgenesis
technologies will undoubtedly accelerate wheat grain pro-
duction and quality. In order to leverage all the recent sci-
entific discoveries into new and improved wheat varieties,
education in general and education of breeders in particular
will be essential.

14.2 Wheat in the Post-omics Era

Advances in next-generation sequencing platforms and
associated bioinformatics tools have already revolutionized
wheat genomics (Adamski et al. 2019; Babu et al. 2020;
Varshney et al. 2021) providing us with a wide range of
whole genome sequences. However, the high cost of genome
sequencing in wheat, due to a large size, a repetitive nature
and polyploidy makes it still prohibitive to most wheat
researchers and breeders to carry routine large scale genetic
analyses, such as genome wide association study (GWAS),
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or analysis of segregating populations or characterization of
wheat biodiversity. We envision a nearby future where the
cost of sequencing would be reduced by one or two orders of
magnitude, using high-quality long reads, making it possible
to sequence and assemble the genomes of wheat lines,
domesticated and wild, in a routine manner. While dense
genetic maps are very useful and often sufficient for certain
needs, there is a clear added value to a whole genome
sequence, for example to look for rare alleles in exotic
germplasm, to carry in depth functional analyses of genetic
variants and phenotypes, to search for redundancy in the
genome. As discussed in Chap. 3, gene copy number vari-
ation is an important and overlooked type of rearrangement,
affecting gene dosage, sub- and neo-functionalization that
can have profound impact on phenotypes; these can be
detected only by whole genome sequences. Whole genome
sequences together with transcriptome analysis can help
understand how genetic diversity in the Triticeae translates
into different phenotypes. Predicting how routine whole
genome sequencing will impact wheat genetics and breeding
is not too risky as we can look at the power of such data in
advancing the genetic understanding of organisms with a
small genome such as Arabidopsis or even budding yeast.

Transcriptomics became an accessible technology and
there are good published “atlases” of the transcriptome in
various wheat tissues (Ramírez-González et al. 2018),
however there is still a need for improving methods so that
full length, or differentially spliced transcripts, or non-coding
RNAs can be analyzed on a large scale, in many diverse
lines. In particular, the wheat community needs tools to
better distinguish the activity of different homoeoalleles or
duplicated genes. Single-cell transcriptomics captures the
transcription of genes in specific cell types. This is critical to
better understand differentiation processes in meristems or to
study developmental processes such as meiosis. The cost of
single-cell analysis is currently prohibitive and has not been
used widely in wheat but the expected reduction in
sequencing costs may give a boost to this approach and
improve a knowledge-based amelioration of wheat.

Proteomics is a field where rapid advances are occurring
and that had limited impact on wheat research so far. Current
Mass Spectrometry technologies enable to fingerprint a wide
range of proteins and even to determine the modifications of
some of these (e.g., phosphorylation, acetylation, etc.).
Likewise, computational structural biology, the Alpha-fold
technology developed by Google, enables now to predict
with high accuracy the structure of any protein. New tools
are also being developed to predict how variants can affect
protein structure and enzymatic activity. These methods will
become powerful tools to study wheat biology. Of particular
interest might be modelling of storage proteins structures to
predict the gluten complex network formation and baking
quality.

Lastly, metabolomics enables to profile a very broad
range of small molecules, secondary and primary metabo-
lites. It has also received limited attention so far in wheat
research. This will help understand wheat metabolism, to
dissect the genetic and enzymatic pathways involved in the
biosynthesis of various compounds, as well as metabolism
involvement in growth and response to biotic and abiotic
stress. Altogether, such studies will be useful to improve
both wheat yield and nutritional value.

All the above technologies will enable to explore and
characterize the great diversity found in domesticated and
wild wheat relatives.

14.3 Conservation of Biodiversity of Wheat
and Its Wild Relatives

14.3.1 Opening Remarks

The wild relatives of wheat, namely, species of the grass
tribe Triticeae, contain a large reservoir of genes that are
lacking in domesticated wheats, which, upon transfer to
domesticated background, may increase yield, improve
nutritional quality, resistance and tolerance to biotic and
abiotic stresses, and increase adaptability to diverse envi-
ronments and to a changing climate. The existence of a large
reservoir of useful genes in the various Triticeae species is
apparent from their adaptation to a wide variety of ecological
niches and ecosystems. They thrive in a wide range of cli-
matic regions, from cool, humid mountains and
arctic-temperate regions, to hot, dry valleys of the Mediter-
ranean and central Asiatic regions, as well as from areas with
an annual rainfall of 1000 mm or more to arid regions with
as little as 100 mm. Wild wheat relatives also grow on many
different types of soils, in some places even on salty ones,
e.g., Elymus elongatus and E. farctus. The evolution of wild
wheat also points to their resilience as they survived many
events of climatic changes, from periods warmer than
nowadays to periods of glaciation.

These wild relatives of wheat will undoubtedly remain
one of the main sources for new genes that will enable to
achieve resilience to climatic changes and to continue to
increase production. This means that we must conserve this
diversity, characterize it and develop better methods for
transferring valuable genes from the wild gene pool to
modern wheats.

In the decades following the green revolution (60–80s),
genetic erosion of domesticated wheats was observed due to
the replacement of a genetically diverse pool of landraces by
a limited number of dwarf or semi-dwarf elite varieties. This
fairly rapid erosion of the gene pools not only reduced the
possibility of further improvements in productivity but also
rendered the world wheat crop increasingly vulnerable to
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new diseases and to adverse climatic changes. In recent
decades, this trend is being reversed and breeders have made
a broader use of wild wheat and its relatives, in particular in
the search for disease-resistant genes. Conserving the
existing genetic diversity is thus essential for ensuring future
utilization. The growing pressure of expanding urbanization
and intensified agricultural practices threatens the survival of
these natural reservoirs of genetic reservoirs and their
maintenance is an urgent necessity (Harlan 1975).

14.3.2 Ex-Situ Conservation

Ex-situ conservation in seed banks is the main source of
wheat germplasm conservation. Globally, there are tens
wheat collections with hundreds of thousands of accessions
of domesticated and wild wheats stored in seed banks. The
Consultative Group on International Agricultural Research
(CGIAR) is a global partnership of several major seed banks
dedicated at conserving, maintaining and distributing crops
germplasm. The main wheat collections (see https://www.
genebanks.org/resources/crops/wheat/) are in CIMMYT,
Mexico; USDA; IPK, Germany; ICARDA; VIR, Rus-
sia; NPGR, India; IBBR, Italy; CGN, Netherland and in the
Svalbard Global Seed Vault, in Norway. There is a high
redundancy among seed banks, but this is something desir-
able as seed banks can be damaged as a result of natural or
human catastrophic events. Seed banks are a last backup in
case of loss of lines, e.g., landraces or of wild accessions, or
extinction of populations in the wild or extinction of species.
Anthropogenic activities, including overgrazing, urbaniza-
tion, pollution, and greenhouse gas emission leading to
global warming will put at risk the survival of many wild
wheat populations in their natural habitat. It is thus essential
to further support the long-term activities of the wheat-rich
seed banks, as well as the activities of smaller seed banks or
of collections in the laboratories of wheat geneticists, which
might contain accessions that are not available in the large
collections. Genotyping, or even sequencing, the collections
in seed banks would also be a great contribution to the wheat
community. This would enable to assess redundancy among
collections and this would facilitate GWAS-types of analy-
ses. Assuming that the cost of sequencing will further drop,
this will be a possible goal. Note that sequencing data by
itself is a form of conservation as extinct genes can be
synthesized and reintroduced in a gene pool.

14.3.3 In Situ Conservation

This type of conservation is the on-site maintenance of
natural populations of wild wheats and related species in
their natural habitats, where they can evolve continuously in

response to biotic and abiotic transformations of the
ecosystem. It also involves the maintenance of landraces and
cultivars of domesticated wheats via field gene banking and
botanical gardening. Field gene banking and botanical gar-
dens maintain a number of lines of domesticated wheats
under cultivation in admixture populations. Yet, the collec-
tions in field gene banks and botanical gardens are relatively
limited in number and are susceptible to loss due to artificial
selection, genetic drift, and diseases. In situ conservation of
landrace takes place also in farmer’s fields, for niche markets
(Negri 2003). Kamut is a successful example of a wheat
landrace that is well conserved, through extensive cultiva-
tion and commercialization. Unfortunately, many other
landraces could be lost and should be conserved. In recent
years, several countries have invested intensive efforts to
characterize their wheat landraces due to their historical,
cultural and breeding value. Indeed, landraces are attractive
because they show local adaptation, and are part of an ethnic
cuisine, moreover they have full homology to the wheat
subgenomes. For example, a thorough analysis of Turkish
landraces was published as a book (Zencirci N, Baloch FS,
Habyarimana E, Chung G (eds) Wheat Landraces, Springer
Cham, https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-030-77388-5). Con-
servation of landraces is mostly taking place in seed banks,
with notable efforts to characterize them genetically (Kilian
et al. 2021; Cavanagh et al. 2013; Dempewolf et al. 2017a,
b; Frankin et al. 2020).

For wild wheats, in situ conservation in their natural
habitat enables the evolution of a new variation that is not
found in seed banks. It is conceivable that new mutations
conferring a selective advantage, for example to warmer
temperatures and/or to new diseases, could emerge in the
wild and would not be found in seed banks. Unfortunately,
this mode of conservation is quite limited. A recent
long-term study of in situ conservation of wild emmer wheat
showed that different genotypes were clustered in their
specific micro-habitat for 36 years, and very few changes
were observed during this period, pointing to the resilience
of the population despite the increase of 1.5 °C in temper-
ature and of 70 ppm in CO2 concentration (Dahan-Meir
et al. 2022). Insights from this study are that sampling a
natural population should be done with consideration of the
ecological niches and at relatively distant periods of time
(one per 10 or 20 years). Moreover, it is essential that in situ
conservation should be done in a protected area, with min-
imal grazing. Another insight is that a large proportion of the
genetic variation in the population can be preserved on a
relatively small area (e.g., one hectare). Natural reserves for
in situ conservation of wild wheats can therefore be rela-
tively small, requiring simple fencing and making it a fea-
sible endeavor. Establishing natural reserves for in situ
conservation of wild wheat species should become a high
priority, in relevant regions, to maintain an evolving
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biodiversity that can be used for wheat breeding and to
ensure food security.

14.4 Wheat Biodiversity Gene Pools

Many species of the grass tribe Triticeae, particularly those
of the subtribe Triticineae, yield viable hybrids with
domesticated wheats, and their genetic variability is thus
readily exploitable. Since these species show different
degrees of cytogenetic affinity and phylogenetic relatedness
to the domesticated wheats, selection of the most advanta-
geous gene transfer procedure for any given wild species
should depend upon the degree of homology between the
chromosome carrying the desirable gene(s) and the recipient
wheat chromosome. Harlan and de Wet (1971) introduced
the concept of gene pools, which is based on the genetic
distance between the crop and the genetic resource.
According to them, three types of gene pools exist: primary,
secondary, and tertiary. The primary gene pool of wheat is
composed of plants whose genome(s) is closely related
(homologous) to one or more subgenomes of bread wheat,
and includes wheat landraces, early domesticates, wild
emmer, diploid wheat, and Ae. tauschii. Thus, in meiosis of
hybrids between these species and bread wheat, and more so
between synthetic hexaploid wheat wild emmer-Ae. tauschii
(BBAADD genome) and bread wheat, or between addition
or substitution lines carrying homologous chromosomes,
most of the homologous chromosome’s pair with the wheat
chromosomes and genes can be transferred with compara-
tively little difficulty to the chromosomes of wheat by
crossovers (Sears 1982; Feldman 1988). While up to now,
only a small proportion of the existing genetic diversity of
the primary gene pool has been utilized for wheat
improvement. Species from the primary gene pool, such as
wild emmer (Huang et al. 2016; Klymiuk et al. 2018; Faris
et al. 2020; Li et al. 2020) and Ae. tauschii (Bhatta et al.
2018; Gaurav et al. 2021; Zhou et al. 2021) have been
already shown to be an invaluable resource for breeders in
particular when it comes to biotic and abiotic resistant genes
not found in the domestic wheat gene pool. Likewise, the A
genome of T. urartu is homologous to the A subgenome of
bread wheat and can be used as a source of useful genes
(Zeibig et al. 2021). Further exploitation of this gene pool
should thus be expanded.

The secondary gene pool of wheat contains allopolyploid
species that share at least one homologous subgenome with
bread wheat, including T. timopheevii (GGAA), T. zhu-
kovskyi (GGAAAmAm), the S-genome diploids of Aegilops
section Sitopsis (close to the B subgenome), species of the
allopolyploid Aegilops of section Aegilops containing the S

subgenome, and the Aegilops species of sections Vertebrata
and Cylindropyrum that contain the D subgenome (Feldman
1988; Curtis et al. 2002; Qi et al. 2007; Badaeva et al. 2021a,
b). Transferring genetic material from this genepool to bread
wheat is comparatively more complex, with typical prob-
lems including hybrid seed death, sterility of F1 hybrids and
reduced recombination (Ogbonnaya et al. 2013). In addition,
embryo rescue is often required to obtain F1 hybrids.
Recombination between the chromosomes of the secondary
gene pool and those of bread wheat can be induced by
promoters of homoeologous chromosomal pairing or by
deficiency for Ph1 or Ph2 genes (Sears 1982, 1984; Feldman
1988).

The tertiary gene pool is composed of more distantly
related diploids and polyploids with genomes that are dis-
tantly related to the subgenomes of bread wheat. In this case,
transfer of genetic material to bread wheat is highly complex
(Sears 1982; Feldman 1988; Feuillet et al. 2008). Usually,
special techniques, such as irradiation, mutants for Ph1 or
use of genes that promote homoeologous pairing, as well as
gametocidal chromosomes, are needed for gene transfer and
embryo rescue is necessary (Jiang et al. 1994; Mujeeb-Kazi
and Hettel 1995). Many of the germplasm in this group are
perennials (Mujeeb-Kazi 2003). Although tertiary gene pool
resources are highly complex to utilize, they have the
potential of becoming an important means to develop new
and diverse wheat germplasms (Mujeeb-Kazi 2006).

The restoration and enrichment of the gene pool of the
domesticated wheats can be accomplished by far-reaching
exploitation of the vast genetic resources found in the wild
relatives of wheats (Feldman and Sears 1981; Sharma and
Gill 1983; Feldman 1988; Jiang et al. 1994: Feuillet et al.
2008; Mujeeb-Kazi et al. 2013; Wulff and Moscou 2014;
Zhang et al. 2017; Ceoloni et al. 2017; Rasheed et al. 2018)
using new methods described below.

14.5 Gene Transfer from Exotic Germplasm
to Elite Varieties

Wheat geneticists and breeders have transferred genes from
at least 52 species, from gene pool 2 and 3, whose chro-
mosomes do not pair regularly with domesticated wheat
chromosomes (Walkowiak et al. 2020; Keilwagen et al.
2022). A major drawback of these wide transfers is the large
size of the transferred fragments that may contain deleterious
genes in addition to the desired ones (see review by Levy
and Feldman 2022). Homologous recombination with the
homologous pool, in particular in crosses with wild relatives,
can also lead, to a lesser extent than homoeologous recom-
bination, to the hitchhiking of undesirable genes linked to
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the selected one. We discuss below gene transfer methods
and how they can be improved to reduce the size of intro-
gressed fragments.

The transfer of desirable genetic material from wild rel-
atives into domesticated wheat has been achieved so far by
two main methodologies: cytogenetic manipulations (chro-
mosomal engineering) and molecular techniques (genetic
engineering) (Feldman 1988). We envision that future gen-
ome manipulation might occur through a third way, namely,
precisely, by combining chromosomal engineering with
molecular tools.

Homologous recombination (transfer from gene pool 1),
can be enhanced by manipulating the recombination
machinery, using QTLs (Gardiner et al. 2019); or mutants
(Desjardin et al. 2022) or using viral vectors (Raz et al. 2021).
QTLs and mutants are not convenient to use in breeding
programs as they are not in the desired genetic background.
However, viral vectors were shown to be used to silence
genes that suppress homologous recombination and to
increase crossover in various regions of the genome (Raz
et al. 2021). Such manipulation is simple as it requires only
the infection of premeiotic F1 plants and the effect is obtained
in the gametes of the next generation while the virus is not
transmitted germinally. Another avenue that would enable to
transfer genes and chromosome segments from one chro-
mosome to its homolog in a precise manner has been
developed in tomato and in Arabidopsis (Filler-Hayut et al.
2017, 2021; Ben shlush et al. 2021). It is based on DNA
double-strand break induction at the target site in somatic
tissues, followed by homologous repair and transmission to
the germline. Targeted recombination is considered of high
potential in plant breeding and could be easily applied to
wheat (Taagen et al. 2020a, b). Chromosome engineering can
also be achieved through CRISPR-induced cleavage and
repair by non-homologous end-joining, enabling to obtain
translocations, deletions or inversions or reciprocal exchange
between homologous chromosomes at specific cleavage sites
(Ronspies et al. 2021).

Gene transfer between homoeologous chromosomes (in
gene pool 2) remains challenging. It is mostly based on
induction of homoeologous pairing in the absence of Ph1
(Sears 1981) or Ph2 (Sears 1984). A targeted transfer, of
smaller chromosomal segments, could be achieved as
described above for homologous exchange, using CRISPR-
mediated cleavage and repair via homoeologous recombina-
tion (in the ph1 background) or via non-homologous end
joining. In pool 3, transfer might be attempted as described
above for gene pool 2. However, due to the difficulty, the
transgenic option might be preferred (see below).

14.6 New Breeding Technologies

Transgenesis is not so new but has not been applied exten-
sively in wheat, not commercially and not in research, due to
various reasons: One is the regulation that makes it hard at
best and in many countries impossible to grow commercially
transgenic wheat. Another reason is that only few labs so far
have succeeded to transform wheat. This is changing thanks
to a recent breakthrough whereby proteins that promote
regeneration are co-transformed and expressed transiently,
together with the gene of interest (Debernardi et al. 2020),
enhancing the rates for transformation and enabling to
achieve it in a more routine manner. One type of transfor-
mation that has a huge potential in breeding is based on
cis-genesis, namely the direct transfer of genes from the
wheat gene pool into domesticated wheat. In particular, this
approach is powerful for conferring broad spectrum resis-
tance to multiple diseases/races in one single transformation
(Luo et al. 2021). From the breeding point of view, all the
introduced genes cloned on the same T-DNA, behave as a
single Mendelian factor and become very easy to transfer. It
is not clear when regulators, and public will be ready for
such useful technology, however, what is important is that
we have the tools to face future pandemics and to fully
exploit the various wheat gene pools.

The new gene editing revolution has not yet been applied
to wheat breeding however, the technology has been shown
to work well in wheat. The singular contribution of the
laboratory of Caixia Gao is worth mentioning: She was the
first to show that gene editing can be achieved in wheat,
knocking out all six homoeoalleles of the Mlox locus leading
to resistance to powdery mildew (Wang et al. 2014; Li et al.
2022). In addition, she optimized the CRISPR technologies
to achieve gene replacement, base editing and prime editing
in wheat (see review Gao 2021). A step-by-step protocol for
the implementation of CRISPR-mediated wheat gene editing
and trait improvement is also provided by Bhowmik and
Islam (2020). The applications of gene editing are immense
and are less problematic from a regulation point of view. The
future will probably see many wheat products derived from
genome editing: Disease resistant plants, as well as wheat
with modified nutrition value, including a targeted modifi-
cation of the antigenic gluten domains. Genome editing tools
will also be used for precise gene transfer as described
above. An interesting application of editing, in relation to
wide gene transfer is that new ph1 alleles can be done, as
shown by Rey et al. (2018) in any variety, so that wide
transfer does not have to happen through the genetic back-
ground of Chinese Spring.
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14.7 Hybrid Wheat

One of the promising possibilities to increase wheat yield is
via the production of hybrid wheat. Hybrid wheat has not
been implemented so far because limited heterosis (Gupta
et al. 2019) has not justified the high cost of hybrid seeds
production. Heterosis in wheat, might be increased by
broadening the gene pool of wheat. Moreover, methods like
gene editing might facilitate the production of male sterile
and restorer lines. Wheat hybrids may utilize, in addition to
the hybrid vigor occurring in bread wheat between sub-
genomes, positive intra-subgenomic interactions. Hybrid
wheat lines may yield higher than pure, true breeding lines,
and exhibit increased yield stability, improved quality and
greater tolerance to environmental and biotic stresses (Wil-
son and Driscoll 1983; Pickett 1993; Bruns and Peterson
1998; Jordaan et al. 1999). Currently, there is no exploitation
of heterosis between different alleles, as allohexaploid wheat
is a self-pollinating plant and homozygous in all loci. During
the 10,000 years of cultivation, selection for higher yield in
this self-pollinating plant was carried out in homozygous
combinations, whereas selection experiments in
inter-varietal hybrids heterozygous for a large number of
genes, were barely studied. Because wheat is a predomi-
nantly self-pollinator and each flower contains male and
female organs, it is not practical to produce hybrid seeds on a
commercial scale as is done with several other
crops. Commercial hybrid wheat seed has been produced
using chemical hybridizing agents (CHAs), plant-growth
regulators that selectively interfere with pollen development,
or by cytoplasmic male sterility system (CMS). By now,
hybrid wheat has been a limited commercial success in
Europe (particularly France), South Africa, and Australia.
Male-sterility in bread wheat may be brought about also by a
genic male sterility (Wilson and Driscoll 1983).

Several CHAs have been successfully utilized in recent
years for inducing male sterility in the female parents to be
used for commercial hybrid wheat production (Gupta et al.
2019). Some wheat hybrids derived using CHAs have been
reported to give 10–20% yield advantage over the best
available pure lines (Boeven et al. 2016; Longin 2016). Yet,
utilization of a CHA to male-sterilize wheat plants is
expensive, requires the treatment in a special short growth
period, not always fully efficient, and pollutant.

CMS is exploited for hybrid seed production in allo-
plasmic lines, caused by the incompatible interaction of an
alien cytoplasm with the bread wheat nuclear genome. Many
attempts have been directed to producing hybrid seeds in

bread wheat on the basis of CMS, mainly using the cyto-
plasm of T. timopheevii. Yet, the use of an alien cytoplasm
as a sterilizing factor in bread wheat has a major drawback
since various important traits including grain yield are neg-
atively affected by the interaction between the wheat nuclear
genome and the alien cytoplasm. In addition, it has been
difficult to find stable fertility restoration genes for the
alloplasmic male-sterile lines, which are highly effective in a
wide range of wheat genotypes. Moreover, the system
requires breeding of the male parent too [e.g., introduction of
genes to the male parent line that can restore male-fertility to
the alien cytoplasm (a Rf gene)], thus rendering hybrid seed
production more expensive and limiting the number of male
parents that can be tested for combining ability (contribution
to a significant heterosis). Also, the CMS-based hybrid seed
suffers from the problems of kernel shriveling/low test
weight and low germination (Geyer et al. 2018). Despite the
above limitations, there are several scattered reports of
commercial cultivation of CMS-based hybrid wheats. A no-
table example is the production of hybrid wheats in China
using T. timopheevii or Ae. kotschyi- based cytoplasm, albeit
on a very small scale (Longin 2016; Tsunewaki 2015).

The following conditions are required for the production
of hybrid wheat seeds by genetic means: (1) complete and
stable male-sterility of the female parent; (2) complete and
stable fertility restoration by the male parent; and (3) easy
propagation of the male-sterile female parent by a
male-fertile maintainer line. Genic male sterility is expressed
in a normal wheat cytoplasm and does not involve delete-
rious effects on plant performance. It is operational in
euplasmic lines, caused by a recessive mutation or deletion
of a nuclear gene(s) that is essential for male-fertility in
bread wheat. Using a female parent homozygous for a
recessive male-sterility allele, any wheat cultivar which is by
its nature homozygous for the dominant allele conferring
male-fertility, can be used as a male parent that will restore
complete fertility to the F1 hybrids. There is no need to breed
for male lines and no limitation exists for the number of
males which can be crossed with the male-sterile females
and evaluated for their combining ability.

Several chromosome arms have been described in bread
wheat which carry genes affecting male-fertility. These arms
are the long arm of chromosome 4A (4AL), the short arm of
chromosome 4B (4BS) and the short arm of chromosome 4D
(4DS), which carry the normal male-fertility Ms-A1, Ms-B1
and Ms-D1 genes, respectively. Also, the long arms of the
group 5 chromosomes, 5AL, 5BL, and 5DL, carry the
Ms-A2, Ms-B2 and Ms-D2 genes, respectively. However,
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until now, only in the Ms-B1 locus, on the distal region of
chromosome arm 4BS, three recessive alleles that cause
male sterility were found or induced. These alleles, namely,
ms-B1-a, ms-B1-b and ms-B1-c (often also called ms1a,
ms1b and ms1c, respectively), were reported not to cause
any effect, beyond male-sterility, on plant performance (re-
viewed by Wilson and Driscoll 1983). Maintenance of the
male-sterile female lines remains the major obstacle for a
successful hybrid production system based on genic
male-sterility. Several such maintainer lines were suggested
(e.g., Driscoll 1972, 1985).

The possibilities for future change in the wheat crop will
then be limited only by the imagination of the researcher.
Yet, it will also be essential to continue traditional field trials
in research stations to demonstrate the advantage of newly
released cultivars, so that they can be accepted by the
farmers. Eventually, the farmer and the customer will remain
the ultimate arbiters of any progress made.
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